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"We add, . . that the body of this experimental History should not only be formed from the Mechanic Arts, but also from the operative and
effective part of the Liberal Sciences, together with numerous practices not hitherto brought into the Arts, so that nothing may be omitted which
has a tendency to inform the Understanding.' —Bacon, Distribution of Knowledge, Sect. 1. Chap. 11.

- If any classes can be said to hold the future destinies of the planet in their hands more than others it must be Engineers and Mechanicians.
These men are ever filling the world with new ideas, and agitating it with new projects. Within the last half-century they have revolutionized

society, and are preparing to bring about still greater changes. We cannot move without feeling their influence, nor can the world go on a day

without them."

—

Ewbank.

THE TRAVELLING STEAM CRANE FOR THE ROYAL GUN FACTORIES, WOOLWICH ARSENAL.

(Illustrated

Fob the excellent example of a steam travelling crane, presented in our

plate, No. 298, for this month, we are indebted to Mr John Anderson, C. E.,

Superintendent of the Royal Gun Factories, Woolwich Arsenal, by

whom several large cranes of tbis type have been designed, and which are

being constructed under his directions. They are to be employed in the

largest of the shops of the gun factory, and traversing overhead from

end to end of the room, command every part of the floor, and with ample

power to transfer either the heaviest guns or their parts, or any poition

of the large tools used in their manufacture, from place to place.

Common as " overhead cranes," " travelling cranes," or "Gantry's,"

for by all these names are they indifferently known, have now become,

they are tools of comparatively very recent introduction. Perhaps the

earliest germ of the idea of an overhead crane was the form of hoist em-

ployed by Perronet, about 1770, at the bridge of Neuilly, on the Seine,

for unloading the hewn stone voiissoirs of the arches, from the trucks

upon which they were brought in over the centring, and dropping the

blocks into their places. Each of these consisted of a fixed piece of

vertical framing with suitable diagonals, &c, and carrying on top an

open platform of parallel and horizontal balk timbers ; upon these a piece

of timber-framing constituting two parallel and vertical cheeks, carried

a large timber rope-barrel, at both ends of which were very large

timber trundle-wheels, prepared either with handles all round, to be

urged by men's hands, or as walking wheels. The rope-tackle hung

down from the barrel, and had a single loose sheave or purchase block,

which halved the strain upon the barrel rope. This was a true " over-

head crane," and it wanted but the means of transferring the hoisting

part of the machine from place to place on its elevated platform, to have

become at once a " travelling crane."

We do not find any trace, however, of any other form of movable

crane being employed upon the great works of France in the last century,

than those turning round a fixed centre, i.e., "radial cranes." Yet

the idea of overhead movement along lines of timber ways, analogous to

rails, was not unknown, and was actually applied to other than hoisting

purposes. Thus, in the magnificent work of De Cessart, Description des

travaux hydrauliques, fol., Paris, published in 1808, and chiefly dedi-
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cated to describing the great works of Cherbourg Breakwater, from its

first conception up to that date, in Tome II., we have a description and

copperplate of an ingenious " machine a regaler," i. e., a machine for

levelling the bottom, in preparation for foundations beneath the water,

in which the levelling instruments are carried along horizontally upon

rollers, on staging, with power to raise or lower within certain limits.

The like sorts of combinations are shown by him as applied to machinery

for sawing off' piles, under water to one uniform level, and again, for

boring into the heads of the piles, after their being so cut off, for the

purpose of screwing or trenailing down sleepers upon them.

We cannot pretend to have fully collated the archaeology of this sub-

ject, but our impression is a strong one, that to John Rennie belongs

the right to be considered the true inventor of the travelling crane. As
early as 1805 to 1810, if not before, he appears to have completed his

arrangements for working the diving-bell as an hydraulic building tool,

and brought both the bell and its tackle to a point of perfection that

has never since been surpassed. The moving tackle consisted in a

parallel pair of timber balks, mounted upon four flanged roller wheels,

upon one side of each of which, spur gear was cast, into which worked

(for each wheel) an independent pinion, provided with a winch handle.

This frame was placed above and across two parallel lines of balks of

greater or less length, on top of the piled or other staging, and upon

the upper surfaces of which cast-iron tram-plates were laid, which car-

ried toothed racks of fine pitch, into which the spur gear of the roller

wheels engaged. Four men—or only two for lighter loads—each at a

winch handle, traversed the frame forward or back. Upon the top of

the frame, a heavy, and admirably well designed purchase crab was

placed, which was itself mounted upon a timber sole frame, provided

with four flanged rollers, which traversed upon cast-iron tram-plates on

the lower frame beams. The gang of men who manned this crab also

transferred it laterally, at will, by acting upon a pair of winch handles

connected with the pinions and spur gear of one pair of the rollers be-

neath their feet.

The crab was double purchased. The hauser-laid, slightly tarred

rope, which Eennie preferred to chain for diving-bell work, was wound
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on the barrel, passed through a set of purchase blocks, usually two or

three sheaved, and the other end was made fast, near the upper block,

to a cross beam of the crab carriage. All the spur gear was formed

with teeth, semi-circular in shape, both top and bottom. This best of all

forms for crane work gear was always employed by Rennie. Indeed, the

impress of one mind in the radical improvement of any class of machi-

nery has seldom been more remarkable and distinct than in the revolu-

tion that John Rennie made between 1800 and 1820 in crane work.

The writer acknowledges now, with grateful and pleasant feelings,

his own obligations to Rennie's mechanical genius, derived by the

careful study of his examples when a very young man.
Rennie rapidly applied crane-work, having more or less of the travers-

ing system of his "Bell frame," to quarry and setting purposes, in

his various harbour works. The bell frame which, though only caused

to traverse by separate movements, combined every motion needful or

possible, rapidly made its way abroad after the peace of Waterloo,

and is completely described and engraved by Dutens, in his Memoires

sur les travaux PMiques de Grand Bretagne, published at Paris in 1813.

About 1818-1820, Rennie applied the method upon a vastly extended

scale to traversing cranes employed in the mahogany skids of the

West India Docks at London, for dragging the logs out of any part of

the pile, and transferring them to trucks to be carried away, or for

stowing the logs in heaps of many tiers in height, and parallel to the

length of the shed. The roof of the shed was framed very strongly of

timber, with several queen posts, and abutting short rafters forming a

sort of arch. At intervals each pair of these principals was so prepared

as to carry a double line of trams with toothed rack plates on the level

of the tye'beam and wall plate, right across and above the area of the

shed. Upon these the purchase crab frame, built upon a much stronger

and heavier type than the diving bell crab, was traversed. In other

respects the general arrangement was not very different from the bell

frame—but here there was horizontal traverse only in one direction, i.e.,

across the shed—end on traverse, was from the nature of the case not

required. This work was pretty fully described by Dupin, in his Force

Commercialede Grande Bretagne, tome 3, fob, published at Paris, in 1824.

Like many other things well done, by Englishmen in England, this one

has attracted more attention from foreigners than it has from ourselves.

Since that period the great advances that have been made in the

structure and application of travelling cranes, have resulted mainly

from the vast demands of our harbour and railway works, as resjjects

engineering, and of our marine and locomotive engine makers, and a

few other constructors of heavy machinery, as respects the mechanical

engineer ; our ship builders are beginning at last to appreciate then-

powers and advantages. As an instrument for bridge building they

have become indispensable. Timber and stone merchants have come to

recognise them as part of their most important plant ; and builders have

come to employ them, in one form or another, in every large structure,

and have adopted them not only for lateral transfer over wide areas,

at moderate elevations, but for restricted horizontal movement at

occasionally enormous heights, as for example in the erection of the

Nelson Column at Trafalgar Square.

Neither in Scotland nor on the Continent have they become as uni-

versally employed as in England. In both the former countries,

Derrick cranes, with raising and lowering jibs, are in very frequent use,

and in the north of England for building purposes, and particularly at

Liverpool and Manchester, we remark a tendency to extend in the like

direction.

For all these out of door purposes, several different forms have been

employed, none differing materially from Rennie's original type, except

that in which a cross transom piece of two flitches, with rails on top,

carries a four-wheeled truck, capable of being pulled from end to end.

The transom is elevated to the required height upon two triangular

framings of timber, each of which is provided with a pair of flanged

rollers at the base ; and to each frame is attached a crab purchase, so

geared that heavy bodies can be hoisted by the chain depended from the

top truck, the men always remaining on the ground, and who, by a

mere change of gear or winch, can traverse the truck across overhead

between frame and frame, or traverse the whole system at right angles

to this, over a pair of parallel rails laid on the ground, or can raise or

lower. This may, without coutradiction, be pronounced the worst

modification of the traversing crane. It has, however, not only been

employed for building and other such work, but is to be found even still

in the erecting shops of a few of our large establishments, where the

walls have not been prepared in the first instance in a suitable manner
for the reception of the longitudinal sleepers for the end on traverse

overhead of the main frame. For interior use, as in large erecting

shops, boilermakers' sheds, &c., the sleeper timbers are best made to rest

upon a continuous offset at the proper level, prepared upon the side

walls of the building. They may rest upon brick piers projecting from

the inner face of the walls, the sleepers being made strong enough to

bridge over the open space, if not arched, between, as will be also

necessary if the sleepers be supported, as not unusual, upon cast iron or

other cantilever projections either from the walls or from columns, &c.

Our own experience is, however, always in favour of continuous
support, and directly vertically beneath the rails. In large shops, we
have found that little or no room is really saved by keeping opeu the
spaces between the brick piers ; the usefulnrea. of the shop comes to be that
in the clear within the piers, and the niches between them become only
nests of confusion and rubbish. Both methods of support are to be
found at Woolwich, and in most of the other Government establish-

ments. The roof, has been occasionally made the means of support for

travelling cranes ;
but this should always be shunned as liable to acci-

dents, which must involve, if occurring at all, consequences of the most
disastrous character.

Travelling cranes actuated by steam, however, have been in use since

1850, if not before. Steam had been applied to pivot cranes occasionally
long before that. Several well-devised forms of both are to be seen at

the Harbour works at Holyhead, as employed by Messrs Rigby, and at

many other large pubic works. About 1853 or 1854, Messrs M'Nicols
& Verrons patented, in the United States, a steam travelling crane, self-

traversing in all its movements, and some were constructed in America
upon a large scale— as much as 50 feet clear span of gantry, and lifting

20 tons, and traversing with a speed of 100 feet in 45 seconds. In some
respects, this American crane presents points of similarity with those of

Mr Anderson, but, in many highly important particulars, the latter

are much superior. In the American crane, the engine and gearing
is all massed upon one end of the traverse frame. The motion of the

latter—parallel to itself, or, as it is commonly called the "end on"
motion—is effected by throwing the engine and intermediate train into

gear with a square shaft, which runs the whole length of the building

;

and there is an ingenious, but not very desirable arrangement, by which
the clutch is effected, gently and by friction, without suddenly chucking
into motion the ponderous frame and gear, &c., upon it, the inertia of

which would endanger any metallic clutch engaging at once.

The crab purchase close to the engine has got two chain barrels, one
of which moves horizontally backwards or forwards over the frame, the

top sheave carriage, which is mounted on four rollers, being pulled either

way by the intervention of chains only.

The other barrel is that which raises or lowers the load. The hoist-

ing chain being crossed horizontally, from the barrel to the remote end
of the frame, and thence, after passing round a sheave, is brought back
to the top sheave carriage in such a manner, that the latter, exposed to

equal horizontal components, of the forces on both segments of the

length of the chain, is free to remain at whatever point upon the frame
it has been placed by the traversing chain barrel. In fact, the general-

mode of mounting the top sheave carriage is almost identical with the

viorst form of travelling crane, with crabs upon the ground level, already
referred to.

The whole is self-moving, and can be actuated by the one man at the
levers of the engine, but the arrangement is bad. The safety of the

load is in all positions at the hazard of the snapping of a link in either

of two long chains—its fall is as certain by such a derangement in the
traversing, as in the hoisting chain, and the pinch on the chains at

certain points is very severe. The dead load is very unequal at oppo-
site ends of the frame—the whole weight of the machinery being con-
centrated at one, and several useless and injurious compressive strains

are produced within the frame by the nature and directions of the
resolved forces applied to the chains. The steam travellers employed
at Holyhead Harbour are, in our judgment, greatly superior and far

simpler than these. We shall endeavour hereafter, to present their

details to our readers.

Some very good examples of travelling cranes (hand wrought, how.
ever,) were, until lately, employed upon the New Bridge at Westminster.
Others different in many respects in design, and which proved of excel-

lent service, were designed by the writer, and constructed for the erec-

tion of the Boyne Viaduct, on the Dublin and 3elfast Junction Railway,
for the original contractor for that work, the late Mr Evans. In
these the frames, and indeed ever}' part, were constructed of iron ; and
the hoist was effected not by chain, but by bands of hoop iron of about
6 inches wide, by 3-16 thickness, which wound upon itself on the barrel

like a watch spring. The tenacity per unit of section of such bands far

exceeds that of the very best chain, and they withstand sudden chucks
or impulsive strains much more safely, besides being much cheaper for

equal lifting power than even the lowest priced chain.

We must proceed, however, to Mr Anderson's crane, which possesses
several novel features not previously employed in these machines, so

far as we know. The plate (298) shews the general arrangement and
plan of the traveller, and contains details of the hoisting crab, &e. The
principal points meriting notice in this new construction of crane are

as follows :

—

Fig. 1 on plate 298 is a side elevation of the travelling crane ; fig. 2,

a transverse section at right angles to fig. 1 ; and fig. 3 is a general
plan of the same corresponding to fig. 1. Figs. 4, 5, and 6 are enlarged
views and details of the crab or hoisting gear and carriage.

1st, The application of motive power to an endless pinion, or what
may be termed a fluted shaft, from which all the various motions of
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the traveller and crab are obtained. This, we are informed by
Mr Anderson, he adopted at the suggestion of Mr Hulse of Man-
chester.

2d, The adoption of two chain barrels, geared into each other at both

ends, and on each of which its chain is wound at the same speed, com-
mencing on the barrel at the opposite end to that of the other ; and by
this means the strain is distributed equally over all parts of the crab,

and the load is always in the centre.

3d, The special arrangements of all the motions, so that one man can,

at any part of the traveller, control the same.
The prime mover is a pair of wall engines, a, placed at one end of the

factory, and communicating motion to a long pinion, b, running the

whole length of the workshop. This pinion gives motion to another
pinion, c, working in bearings secured to the end of the travelling plat-

form, D.

This pinion, c, communicates motion to the vertical shaft, E, which in

its turn drives the horizontal shaft, r, running the whole length of the
platform, d.

This shaft, F, transmits to the crab the various motions of lifting,

lowering, and traversing ; and also by means of the intermediate shaft,

g, and the cone pulleys, H, on the shaft, i, gives motion to ihe two
worm shafts, J, ai_d they in their turn gear into the worm wheels, k,

which communicate motion by spur gearing to the travelling wheels, l,

of the platform.

The reversing motion to the platform is given in the usual manner,
by a cross strap between the shafts, f and G.

The lifting, lowering, and traversing motions of the crab are obtained

from the longitudinal shaft, f, by means of a belt driving an overhead
shaft, m, which again drives, by united wheels, a cross shaft, n ; from
thence the power is taken, by means of a pair of cones and belt, to a
shaft, o, which is similar to the spindle of a lathe headstock, and
through an ordinary arrangement, of a double-geared headstock, motion
is given to the worm and worm wheel, p, on the barrel shaft, q, which,

revolving free of the barrel, communicates, by a pinion and wheel
motion, to a similar shaft, r, in the upper barrel, also revolving free of

it, and again driving down, by pinion and wheel, s. to the lower barrel,

the wheel, s, being keyed on the outer end of the lower barrel, T, and
lastly, the upper barrel, u, is made to revolve at an equal speed by
double spur gearing, v, on the ends of both barrels.

It will be observed that this crane has two chain barrels, t and o, so

arranged, that when the crane is at work, both ends of the chain are

being coiled on the barrels, commencing from the outer ends of each

barrel, and as the load is lifted, the chains travel towards the opposite

ends of each barrel, passing each other midway, thus always retaining

the load in the centre of the crab, and continually distributing an equal

strain on all parts of the same.

The hand-rail, w, is employed to work the starting and reversing gear

for traversing the platform, and handles, x, are placed at convenient

distances on it, to prevent the attendants moving from place to place.

A lever, t, working a friction clutch, z, connected with three bevel

wheels, gives motion to the shaft, a', and thus affords the necessary

traversing or lowering motions to the crab on the platform.

The lower part of the worm wheel, p, is constantly immersed in oil

contained in the trough, b', to prevent any tendency of the worm cutting

the teeth of the wheel, which naturally receives a great amount of

friction.

The steam crane which we have engraved was designed for an ordin-

ary lift of sixty tons—being quite three times the largest load likely to

be imposed upon it—and when the formidable effects of a load dropping

by any chance only two or three inches are borne in mind, this margin
of safety will not be considered excessive. We have not ourselves had
opportunity of determining the proportions between stress and strain in

any of the individual parts.

The ordinary rate of traverse, either sideways or "end on," is about

20 feet per minute—a speed much more prudent than that of the

American crane. The rate of lift with the full load is fixed at 2 feet

per minute, but light loads can be hoisted at the rate of 10 feet per

minute. The diameter of the iron in the hoisting chain is 1 5-8 inches.

We should for ourselves have preferred connecting the two segments

of this chain to the arms of the lifting hook by round eyes and horizontal

pins, so as to avoid any chance of cross strains here. The attendance

of one man is sufficient to work the whole machine. We presume he

has the means always at hand of stopping the end wall engine, in the

event of anything going wrong with its traversing gear. No informa-

tion has been received as to the cost of construction.

—

Ed.

SUPPLY OF WATER TO CITIES.—THE CISTERNS OF
VENICE.

Evep.v city, and all living things, are supplied with water by rain in one
form or other, namely, by that fraction of the total rain that falls, which
is not again rapidly evaporated, but, collected upon the surface, is drawn

into reservoirs of some shape or sort. Most generally these reservoirs are
found, in the rivers or perennial streams, that pass cities and towns
founded on their banks ;— sometimes, but rarely, in lakes, upon the
shores of which, or upon islands wholly water-surrounded, they have been
fixed ; as in the cases of the ancient capital of Mexico and of Mantua,
&c. More rarely still, and chiefly as a result of modern engineering,
the reservoir has been an artificial one, collecting its waters from
the rain falling on " gathering grounds," i e., upon a determinate
surface of dry ground. Spring wells, Artesian or otherwise, are no
exception, as all water-bearing strata are but subterraneous reservoirs

of rain, with the advantage, and sometimes the disadvantage, that here
the rain, in its permeation of the earth to the fissures beneath, becomes
filtered and purified, or takes up new mineral matter, and may change
its temperature inconveniently, as well as its chemical constitution.

Most rarely of all, and as quite an exceptional case, a few commun-
ities at great elevations, or in the more rigorous climates of temperate
zones, have been dependent for water, upon the snow and ice melting
close around them.
Thus there does not seem anything strange at first sight in a city

supplied wholly by rain fall ; but there is everything both remarkable
and unusual, in a great city dependent for its water supply upon the

surface only which itself covers, and collected altogether in small and
artificial reservoirs. Yet such is the water supply of Venice, the in-

habitants of which are in the position of the crew of a large ship, who
should depend for their water upon the rain and dew that fell upon the
deck, having provided means that the whole of this should run down as

it fell into the tanks in the hold.

Venice, once the queen of the Adriatic, still sits, though in mourning
and dethroned, upon the site of her ancient glory,—sea surrounded, in

the great salt Lagune,—upon a cluster of islets, many of them artificial,

—none better than banks and ancient delta shoals, and until the railway

viaduct bridged the westward waters, truly insulated,—for the most part

pr-actically so now,—for each islet is cut off from others by the inter-

vening canals.

The city, including numerous small gardens and courts, with its

public places, &c, covers an area of 5,200,000 square metres, or nearly

1289 statute acres, exclusive of canals, small and great. In average

years there fall 32'3 inches of rain. Almost the whole of what falls

over the surface of the city—upon its roofs, gardens, courts, and public

places, is collected into no less than 2077 cisterns, of which 177 are

public property, the remaining 1900 belonging to private individuals.

The total capacity of all these cisterns united, is seven millions one
hundred and sixty thousand six hundred cubic feet.

The rain gauge kept at the Patriarchal Seminary, proves that suffi-

cient rain falls, and at intervals, such as to be capable of filling all these

cisterns five times per annum. This gives a supply for each of the

inhabitants of 528 Imperial gallons English per day in gross; but as

nearly one- third of the storage capacity of the cisterns is occupied by
sand for filtration, we must deduct its bulk, and this reduces the avail-

able supply to 3'52 gallons per head per da}'. This is a very inadequate

supply for any climate, but is especially so for a warm one. It is not

much more than one-sixth of what British hydraulic engineers have
fixed upon as a moderate amount ; nor does it reach one-twentieth of

the ample volume with which several British and French cities, such as

Glasgow and Marseilles, have been artificially supplied.

Fig. 1.

Venice, however, is exceptional in point of position, and also in dis-

pensing with some demands for water, arising from its position. From
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the almost total absence of cesspools and sewerage, the canals become

the receptacles of all the filth and refuse of the city ;
there is, therefore,

little or no demand for water for flushing, or in any other way iu con-

nection with sewerage. Again, by the habits of the country, most of

the washing of clothes is performed upon the open waters of the

canals of the Lagune, and but little of the precious fresh water is thus

consumed.
The point of greatest interest in the water supply of Venice, however,

is found in the admirably simple, and yet perfect construction of the

cisterns, or wells as they are called, in which the rain water is collected

and preserved. This construction mounts to a remote era ; and like the

granaries excavated out of the dry cretaceous limestone of Malta,—as is

supposed by the kuights of Malta, ages ago, and in which grain is even

now kept for lengthened periods perfectly good,—these cisterns present a

remarkable example' of the highest ingenuity, and skilful adaptation by

the self-taught engineers of the middle ages, of materials the veiy

simplest and cheapest, combined to attain with perfection the end

desired.

Fig: 1 is a vertical section of one of these cisterns ; and figs. 2 and 3

are horizontal sections, showing their construction. They are all made
upon one established orthodox plan, and have been so for ages. The
objects in view in these cisterns, were to produce the means of

collecting the rain water from

roofs and open surfaces, to filter

it at once upon its collection, and
to pass the filtered water into a

storeage reservoir, so circum-

stanced that it should be there

preserved pure and cold.

Well-tempered clay, sand, and
a little rough timber and some
brick work, are almost the whole
materials of these structures.

To construct one of these wells,

an excavation is made iu the soil

to the depth of from 10 to 12 feet

— seldom deeper, for beyond this

the infiltration of brackish water
from the Lagunes is almost every-

where encountered. The excava-

tion is made in the form of a

quadrilateral pyramid, with its base uppermost, and truncated below,

the area of the bottom being from one half to three-fourths that of the

base at the surface. The sides are cut down flat and square, and the

bottom levelled nicely, and
Fi-r. 3. sometimes rammed with a

little hard stuff, gravel,

&o.
The sides of this pit are

now lined throughout by a

\; frame planked on the out-

^J side, which is roughly put
together, generally with
trenails ; but the exterior

planking is closely jointed,

and the timber is always
sound oak, chestnut, or

larch timber. Upon the

bottom of the pit is laid

in, a thickness of 6 or 8
inches of thoroughly well

tempered and very stiffly

worked clay, each shovel-

ful being perfectly united
and incorporated with the

rest, and the whole beaten
well together, and levelled

down by rammers on top. Upon this is laid in, a large flat stone, like a

grindstone without an eye, roughly dressed to a circular form all round,

and wrought pretty smooth on the top bed.

Sometimes these stones are in diameter large, and such as to extend

beneath the whole diameter of the cylinder of the well, as shown in

figs. 1 and 2 ; but in other cases, either when large stones have been
difficult to procure, or when the diameter of the walls has been made
large! than is common (3 to 4 feet being the average diameier), the

bottom stone is smaller, and the first courses of bricks are corbelled out

over it, course after course all round, until the diameter of the cylinder

of the well is gained, so that the bottom of the interior of the well is a
sort of inveited cone ; this is, however, deemed inferior practice.

Against and upon the inclined surfaces of the timber work, there

is now carried op, a thoroughly united bed or wall of well and
stiffly tempered clay, well united with the bed of like material

l« neatb (lie bottom stone, and all round the latter. The utmost

care is taken in laying this iu, by hand, lump after lump, beating
them together, so as not to leave a single crevice or air hole in
the whole mass. Clay of admirable quality, perfectly free from sand
or pebbles, is found in abundance, by dredging, in various places
about Venice. When this surrounding wall of clay, which is about 12
inches in thickness, has been carried up 3 or 4 feet, the cylinder of the
well itself is commenced being built within if, upon the base of the
central stone. This is constructed of dry bricks, nicely moulded to the
proper form, in curve and radius, and the three or four lowermost
courses of bricks are all perforated with holes radially. These hples
are not very small, but a few handsful of gravel or pebbles at the back,
prevents anything but water passing through them.
The interspace between this cylindrical brick wall and the clay en-

velope all round, is now filled in, with sifted and washed sand, of a
fineness and quality that experience has decided upon as suitable, which
is obtained by dredging from the Adriatic, and thus the work is proceeded
with until the surface level is nearly reached. Assuming now that the
well is intended to receive its water from the surfaces of the roofs, &c,
of a Palazzo, or other building, and from that of the interior court in
which the well {t'ozzo) stands, like the Impluvium of old Roman
houses ; the roof water is discharged into surface channels, cut in the
flagging of the central court, and the whole of this surface is laid with
a very slight fall to the place of the well.
At the four corners of the square of sand, as seen in fig. 3, (of which

one-half is a plan above the level of the flagging, &c, and the other a
horizontal section a little way below it, at level of c, d,) are laid in four
perforated blocks of stone, formed as in enlarged section, fig. 4, (parallel
to one face of the square,)
called Cassettoni. These are Fig- *•

all connected by a square of
tubes of hollow bricks, made
like square drain tiles, and per-

forated with small holes at the
sides, looking towards the cen
tre of the well, or sometimes at

both sides. All these are simply
bedded into the sand firmly,

which has been rammed or
compressed together gently, as it has been filled in, and wetted occasion-
ally during the process. Above each of the Cassettoni, and bedded down
in contact with it, is placed a dish, formed and perforated in a square,
of flagging, which forms so much of the surface of the court, and
receiving all the water coming from roofs or other areas, transmits it

down into the horizontal hollow brick perforated tubes, and these into
the body of the sand. From the latter the water finds its way, in
through the bricks of the cylinder of the well, which it fills gradually
up to t lie top with filtered water. The well is thus a reservoir sur-

rounded by a body of saturated sand, which drains itself dry, as the
water by consumption, falls in level.

Many of these wells are like that shown in the figure "Draw wells,"
with a low circular or polygonal parapet around them above the surface.

This is often of marble, or cast in bronze, and adorned with all the
storied beauty of high relieved sculpture, in Byzantine or cinque cento
style, and unencumbered with any apparatus to draw, but the pitcher
and cord

; and one often finds beside them, such scenes as that so
pictoriall}' told in the gospels, of one who at even-tide "sat upon the
well," when a Samaritan woman came to draw from it. The water
contained in these wells, or cisterns, is always found perfectly fresh,

and cool to the palate. Its temperature is, in fact, almost precisely

that, of the mean temperature of the soil at 10 feet deep, which in

Venice is about 52° Fahrenheit, and about the very best for drinking
water.

Venice is a city with nearly no soot, and scarcely any dust. Whether
wholly from these circumstances, or from others not yet explained, the
fact is certain, that these wells continue, without renewal or washing of

the sand, to supply water pure and sweet for years, and preserve
it cool and fresh to the last drop. In general, the demand for water
so far exceeds the supply, from the proportion of gathering surface

that can be given to these wells, that there is little risk of their over-

flowing; but the chance of this occurring in one of those semitropical

rain storms that sometimes pass over this part of Italy, is provided for

occasionally by an earthen overflow pipe placed just above the level of

the Cassettoni, and conducted, by an open channel, to the nearest out-

fall. So little are these important, however, that "una dotta generosa,"

a liberal supply, is deemed the highest recommendation by a Venetian,
of his well. The grand structural precaution is against the penetration

of the wall of puddle or clay, round the sand, by the entrance of the

fibrous roots of trees growing in the soil around ; these run towards the

subterranean water with a sort of instinct that is quite wonderful, and it is

against these that the closely-jointed planking is provided mainly. It

is said that when this is properly fitted, and the clay laid in without
riynlas or leakage points, and 12 inches thick, roots never are known
to get through ;

whenever they have been found to do so, their presence
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is sooner or later found, after they have penetrated into the sand, by

their making the water vapid and impure.

It may be matter of question, and has not, that we know, as yet been

matter of experiment, how far this form of filtration, deprives rain water

of some or of all of its ammoniacal salts, which are the only impurity, of

importance, with which raiu comes down loaded. Probably no hydraulic

engineer, who had a choice of other good sources of supply, would

propose to supply a great city, from rain thus caught and instantly

entrapped, before 'it has had time, by surface or subterranean travel, to

get fully rerated, aud more or less mineralised, although for everything

but drinking, no water can be purer or better than this. There are many
places, however, in our own and other countries, where the structural

idea of these wells of Venice might be advantageously borrowed for

adoption. With ourselves in London, for example, where the hardness

of our water makes it objectionable for washing, tea making, &c, there

are numbers of the better class of houses in the civic parts proper, and

still greater numbers throughout the suburbs, now provided with tanks

or water butts, or reservoirs of one sort or other, for raiu water delivered

from their own roofs, but most generally without any filtration what-

ever ; and as our Soot-saturated raiu drives the washings of the black

roofs, all away along with itself into these tanks, so the water is never

anything but a brown and ugly, bad flavoured liquid. It would

seem by no means difficult to modify the construction of these Venetian

wells, so that a very cheap and excellent form of filter and storeage

tank, fitted to our particular conditions, might be devised and adopted

by our house builders. The external casing might be made at once of

slate slabs, and the sand interposed between it and the sides of the

brick-lined well, from which the pumps of two or more houses might

draw; and it would be very easy to devise means for removal and

washing of the sand, for keeping back all the solid grosser particles in

the water before it entered the sand, or even for washing clean the latter

by a reversed current occasionally, of common water from the water

mains.

The writer of the present paper himself constructed a water tank

several years ago, upon me'.'kods having considerable analogy with

those above described.

It consisted of two hemispheres of 12 feet interior diameter, united by
a cylinder of about 4 feet high, and of equal diameter, all of but one

brick thickness, laid in common mortar, and built (by taking advantage

of the dome form) without any centering whatever ; the whole being

surrounded externally by about 15 inches in thickness of well-tempered

and hard beaten clay, laid against the soil cut out to the proper form

and size. This tank is still in use, and perfectly water tight. It cost

an extremely small sum in proportion to its capacity. It was so placed

that no trees could come near it; and the greater portion of the clay-

was so deep as to be out of the reach of worms. It is shown in fig. 5.

The data with which we com-
menced as to the rainfall and
supply of Venice, may be viewed
as authenticated, having been
derived from Signor Salvadori,

the engineer in chief to the muni-
cipality of Venice. When the

railways from Padua and from
Treviso were brought into Ve-
nice, it was, we believe, intended

to have carried in a new water
supply also upon the viaduct.

We are, however, not aware that

this has yet been carried out.

The distribution by pipes, in

Venice itself, will al\va}'s be a
matter of some engineering diffi-

culty. There is here room for

British engineering enterprise,

as well as in cleansing the canals from the accumulated putrid silt of

ages. So foul is this, and so loaded with phosphorus and sulphur, from

the decay of marine animal life aud city offal together, that torrents of

gas bubbles rise in the wake of every gondola from the bottom, by the

slight disturbance of the mud in its passage; and in the twilight gloom
of a hut and vapid night in August some years ago, we observed num-
bers of these gas bubbles, inflame spontaneously, on reaching the surface

of the water, in some of the narrower canals of the oldest part of the

city, while the water was so loaded with sulphides, that a bright ducat

piece lowered down to near the bottom by a string, came up brown after

a few minutes' immersion. Countless myriads of horrid looking little

black crustaceans, fringed the walls at both sides, close to the edge of

the water, and rushed up their surfaces, a few inches, as the gondola
swept by, to avoid the ripple that ran along, produced by its passage,

and mosquitoes innumerable, piped and worried us, in the breathless

stench.

It is do wonder that Venice is at all times an unhealthy city, and
especially so in the autumn.—En.

ICE MAKING MACHINERY.
One hundred years ago, the notion of making ice by a machine, would
have seemed as preposterous as an attempt to call down fire from
heaven

; by the popular masses, even the most civilized in Europe, it

would have been deemed, an impossible but highly impious attempt, to

usurp or travestie the supposed special powers of Deity alone ; but to

the best informed, the ice making would have seemed more impracti-
cable than even the calling down or diverting the lightnings of heaven.
The latter had, in fact, been already done; Franklin had actually shown
that the thunder cloud could be made obedient to such humble apparatus
as a common kite, a wetted string, and a house door-key, and its fire, by
their means, directed where he willed. Thermotics, however, as Whe-
well, has happily designated the whole doctrine of heat, were, as yet,

almost unknown; the labours of Black and of many of his contemporaries
and immediate successors were required before a clear perception of

the facts of latent heat and the laws of vaporization, admitted of any
one's discerning that cold making, or ice making machines, were possi-

bilities. And yet, analogous operations, embracing nearly everything
that theory demanded, though as yet hidden and unexplained, had been
empyrically practised for ages. The Hindoo and the Arab, and after

them the Spaniard, had cooled their water and their wine in porous
earthen vessels by the evaporation of the film of the liquid, constantly
transuded by the permeable clay, without a thought as to what was the

cause of this mj'sterious property in the Alcarazza. For hundreds of

years the Bengalee had filled and put forth his earthen saucers at sun-

set in the yet warm air, and exposed them to the starry clearness of the
tropic night sky, and without surprise, and equally without knowledge,
had gathered his crop of thin ice at early dawn from off their surfaces.

Banks, Solander, Fordyce, Blagden, had found that the rapid evapora-
tion of sweat from the skin would enable the temperature of the human
body to be preserved almost constant, during an exposure for some
time, to a temperature that would boil beef.

Watt, arguing upon the discoveries of his friend Dr Black, had clearly

seen the amount of heat carried off by evaporation, or diminution vapour
tension, and, in result, had devised the steam jacket to avoid the ill

effects of these, in his engine. It is highly probable that had Watt lived

longer, and his penetrative and inventive mind been directed to the

object, he would have accomplished an ice making machine. The ex-
periments of Configliarchi and of Leslie, however, present the first true

attempts, with adequate knowledge of principles, to produce cold
making machines.
They showed that water, and even mercury, could be frozen ; the

former by exposing it to evaporation, at common temperature, in an air

pump vacuum, provided with a large surface of strong sulphuric acid,

to absorb the aqueous vapour aud assist the pump in withdrawing it as
fast as it was formed ; the latter, by causing sulphuric ether, in a ves-

sel surrounding the mercury, rapidly to boil off at its boiliug point
in vacuo. The high volatility of this liquid, which boils in the open air

at about 95° Fahrenheit, greatly exalting the effects producible in the
preceding case with water. Leslie found that many other substances
might be used with advantage to withdraw the aqueous vapour instead
of sulphuric acid, which, as it sucked up water, diminished in absorptive
power and increased in bulk, and was always dangerous to handle ; and
having found that most highly dried aud porous bodies answered well as
absorbents, and more especially, pulverized clay, or trap rock, or oat-

meal after torrefaction, he proposed this as a method of making ice

upon a manufacturing scale, and devised a special form of air pump for

the purpose. We may here notice that an ingenious proposal by Mr
J. Sked of Woolwich, for adaptation of Leslie's apparatus to ice

making on board the Peninsular and Oriental Co. Steam Ship, in
connection with their engines, will be found in our correspondence
this month. By the aid of sulphuric ether, aud such absorbents, a
reduction of temperature from 68° Fahrenheit down to 49° Fahrenheit was
obtained. Much more recently, enormously greater reductions of tem-
perature have been obtained by Thilorier, Baraday, and others, by means
of the crystals of solidified carbonic acid, obtained either by its evolu-
tion under extreme pressure, or its condensation to a high degree, as by
Thilorier's beautiful pumps. It is thus procured as a highly volatile

liquid, which on being permitted to rush out at a small aperture, so falls

in temperature as to become a snow of solid crystals. When these
crystals are immersed in sulphuric ether, they dissolve, and, in analogy
with the dissolving salts of the older "freezing mixtures," cool the

ether itself. If the whole be kept beneath the air pump vacuum, rapid

evaporation at this low temperature and extremely reduced tension

go on so fast, that temperatures of— 150° Fahrenheit have been reached
and at which the absolute alcohol of the spirit thermometer becomes
thick and viscid from approaching congelation.

Perhaps the most remarkable and elegant experiment, illustrative of

the power of evaporation in carrying oti' heat, is that offreezing water
in a red hot crucible, due originally, we believe, to M. Boutigny, and
dependent in part upon that singular molecular condition of liquids in

contact with heated surfaces, first observed, in 1797, by Liedenfrost,
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and which Boutigny, who has greatly extended our knowledge of the
subject, has called the spheroidal state. Into a red hot platina crucible

a little water is dropped, which, at once, assumes this state, and remains
a round little rotatingspheroid without sensibly evaporating, although the

crucible is kept red hot over a lamp. A few drops of liquid sulphurous
acid, a highly volatile fluid, and which mixes readily with water, is now
dropped into the crucible ; it flashes off into vapour instantly, carrying

with it some of the vapour of the water suddenly brought down to its

state and temperature of ordinary ebullition, and on rapidly inverting

the still nearly red hot crucible, there drops out of it, a lump of ice.

To one who has seen this, as we have had the advantage of seeing it,

performed with the adroitness of such an experimenter as Boutigny,
nothing can suggest more completely the notion of a miracle.

All these methods, however powerful some of them seem to be in

the reduction of temperature, are affairs of the laboratory and lecture

table ; even Leslie's arrangements, to which it is understood a patient

trial was given with a view to economise results, were found wholly
unsuited to the manufacturing scale.

About twenty years ago, the first cooling machine, (not an ice

machine,) so far as our knowledge goes, was proposed for the purpose

of cooling the air, or even the drinks of hospitals in India.

In the very ancient and deep mine of Chemnitz in Saxony, existed a

peculiar form of pumping engine, known as " the Chemnitz machine,"

of which Switzer, and other old authors on hydraulics, have given

account.

An air vessel existed as part of this machine, within which the air

was compressed by a column of many fathoms of water. When a small

cock was opened in this air vessel, air rushed out with amazing force,

carrying particles of the water with it, but the reduction of tem-

perature within the issuing blast, produced by its sudden and enormous
increase of volume, was such, that the watery particles were frozen, and
fell as a shower of snow. This, as well as the converse fact of the great

evolution of heat, when air is condensed into the reservoir of an air gun,

had long been known, but no economic advantage had been taken of the

former.

It was now proposed to sink deep in the earth, far below the range of

annual change of its temperature in India, two large air reservoirs, like

steam-boilers of plate-iron, to condense powerfully into one or other of these

alternately, common atmospheric air by the aid of steam or other power,

and after the heat, evolved by the condensation, had been absorbed by the

contact of this vessel with the ground, to permit the condensed air to ex-

pand and escape, either directly into the spaces intended to be cooled by
it, or through tubes presenting large surfaces, or by other means, so as,

indirectly, to cool air or liquids. The method, though at one time

seriously entertained, was never, we believe, even tried by the Indian

Government, who had obtained several reports from men of science on

the subject. Here, however, are all the elements of a true cold making
machine, and whose theory is ver}' much the same as that of the two
remarkable machines that have succeeded it, and which we are about to

describe, viz., the Ether .Ice Machine of Harrison and Siebe, and the

Ammonia Ice Machine of M. Carre, both of which were exhibited in the

western annexe at the Exhibition of last year, and probably were re-

garded by the million with more wonder, and we regret to say, with
the same unsatisfied curiosity, with which the masses were left to re-

gard so many unexplained objects there. The interest, indeed we may
say the importance, attaching to these machines, as examples of a class,

is far from ephemeral or exhausted ; we feel assured that they are a

class yet destined, not alone greatly to increase the luxuries and comforts

of many, in every temperate and warm climate, but to prove the means
by which the white race of mankind shall be enabled to pursue his

great destiny of subduing and civilizing the torrid, and to him unhealthy
regions of the globe, hitherto his grave, and the almost exclusive pos-

session of lower races of mankind.
Fundamentally, every ice making machine in principle reposes upon

the interconvertibility of energy and heat.

In all material substances, every change of volume, (usually accom-
panied by change of molecular state,) from greater to less, is attended

with an evolution of heat, if from less to greater, with a disappearance of

heat. The heat which disappears (and is usually taken from surround-

ing bodies,) in the latter case, which is that with which we are chiefly

concerned here, is the exact equivalent of the forces, whether temporary
or permanent, that are rcquiied to produce and maintain the new and
increased volume ; it becomes latent, for it lies hid then, in mechanical or

chemical, balanced forces. Every vaporizable liquid body may be expanded
into vapour, under a constant pressure, by increase of temperature, or at a
constant temperature by decrease of pressure, in either case absorbing

as much sensible heat, as is equivalent to the latent heat o[ the vapour.

Conversely the vapour may be again reduced to the liquid state, even
at a higher temperature, by increase of pressure. The latent heat taken
up by the vapour being now given out as sensible heat, which may, more
or less, increase the temperature of the liquid produced, as it is or is not,

shared with surrounding bodies. If the condensed liquid be surrounded
by a large volume of another liquid at a constant temperature, as low, or

somewhat lower, than the original temperature
;
the vaporizable liquid

shall rapidly return to its original conditions in all respects, and the
process may be repeated continually. Hence every ice machine reduces
itself to three conditions of action—1. The vaporization of the volatile
fluid by reduction of pressure, by which heat is carried off from bodies
in contact with it, to an extent the limit of which is the whole latent
heat of the vapour. 2. The liquifaction of the vapour at a temperature
which may be considerably higher by increase of pressure. 3. The
dissipation of the heat now returned to the vapour liquid, by conduction
or convection, or both, to a surrounding body. Thus, an ice machine is

throughout strictly the converse of the steam engine. In the former,
mechanical energy produces as its final result, cold ; in the latter, heat
produces as its final result, mechanical energy. In both cases, with a
certain amount of useless effect or loss, inevitable to every machine in

practice ; and as in the latter case the power evolved must be expended
somewhere ; so in the former, the heat evolved, the equivalent of the
mechanical power employed, must be dissiputed somewhere, if the action
in either case, is to be continuous.

If Siebe's ice machine, in which the vaporizable liquid is sulphuric
ether (or in any similarly acting machine with other volatile liquids), if

its action were theoretically perfect, the mechanical energy {i.e., the
steam power) required to produce 1 pound avoirdupois of ice by its

action is given by the formula,

T 2-T„
E = 109,624 x

T! + 461.2

in which T i is the temperature at which the ether is vaporized.

T 2 that at which it is again liquified (or as it is called in the

steam engine condensed),
o

461.2. The absolute zero

—

i.e. the theoretic temperature at which
vaporous elasticity is = 0. —, and the co-efficient 109,624 = the

mechanical equivalent of the latent heat of fusion of one pound of ice,

in foot pounds—all these being taken on the Fahrenheit scale.

In a theoretically perfect machine, it is obvious that E, the mechanical
energy required to make one pound of ice, will be much less than the actual

power expended, but to what extent can only be experimentally determined.

As regards the ether machine of Mr Siebe, we believe no data have
been obtained of a strict character ; we can approximate to the useful

effect, however, from- data with which we have been favoured by that

gentleman. An ice machine in their own possession, is driven by a
high pressure engine, with 11 inch diameter cylinder, 3 ft.-stroke, run-
ning about 300 feet per minute, and working with 301bs steam in boiler;

this gives about 24 actual horse - power. The engine, moreover,
works certain shafting, &c, unessential to the ice machine, admitting of

a slight deduction in actual power consumed, in the production of 5 tons

of ice in 24 hours, or nearly 8 pounds of ice as the product of 798,000 foot

pounds. This would seem to indicate that the loss of useful effect in the

machine is small, although the actual power required is large, as it is

evident it must be from the large amount of energy represented by only
1° of heat, viz. 77!) foot pounds. The main losses of useful effect must ex-

ist, in the inevitable ineffiency of the exhausting and condensing pump, in

the agitation and lifting of the brine, and in the absorption of heat from
the surrounding air, and its production by friction, &c, in the solids and
liqu'ds in motion, in the machine. Measured in coal consumed, it gives

about 6.5 lbs of ice produced by 1 lb of coal, assuming the engine not to

burn more than 3 lbs of coal per hour per h.-p.

Mr Siebe's machine, as shown in elevation in fig. 1, consists essen-

tially of a double-acting air pump, a, driven by a band from the engine,

and a connecting rod and crank from the fly-wheel shaft, k. This pump
exhausts the vapour of ether from the liquid ether contained in the

vessel, b, which is a refrigerator, consisting of a large number of parallel

copper tubes united at the ends, and provided with a glass gauge to show
the quantity of liquid within. These tubes are wholly immersed in a

saturated solution of common salt, or brine, which does not freeze under

a cold of -4- 4° Fahrenheit. The brine here refrigerated is the carrying

agent by which the heat to be robbed from the pure water required to

be made into ice, is taken from it, and transferred to the vaporising

of ether.

In the long wooden cistern, e e1
, also filled with brine, there are

placed transversely to its length, but not in immediate contact with each

other, a considerable number of tinned copper rectangular troughs, each

about eighteen inches long, as much deep, and about 2 inches wide.

These are all immersed in the brine, and are filled with the water to be

frozen; they are put in at one end, the lower one, and removed, when the

ice is formed, at the other. A constant circulation of the brine through

the interspaces of the refrigerator, b, and those of the trough, e e, is pre-

served by means of a small centrifugal pump, o, also worked by a strap,

and the directors of the current of brine through e e', is reverse to that

in which the ice-moulds or troughs, march, so that the coldest brine first

meets the water that has been already most cooled. The frame which

holds all the ice moulds is provided with arrangements at e1

, by which

the series is moved forward, or towards the upper end, when the water
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in any of the troughs is completely frozen. These troughs or moulds are

lifted out, separately, and dipped nearly to the brim for a minute or so

into warm -water, by which the copper of the mould is a little expanded

and a film of water "formed on the exterior of the parallelopiped block

of ice, by which means it is easily slipped out of the mould, which is

then ready to be filled again with water, and being reintroduced to the

freezing trough at e', proceeds on its way to solidification.

The vaporized
ether, from b, within
which it is evapo-
rated in this climate

at about-— 20°Fab.,

and with a tension

of about— 26 inches

of mercury, is ex-

haustedby the pump,
a, through the tubes,

a a, and delivered,

at each change of

stroke, into a large

coil of copper tubes

(forming, in fact, the

ether coolerJ contain-

ed in the large ves-

sel of water, c, pas-

sing through the

tubes, 6 b, which,
like those, a a, are

provided with stop

valves in case of

either vessel requir-

ing opening, &c.
Round the coil in

c, common water of

the ordinary tempe-
rature, about 53°, in

this climate, circu-

lates, and is kept
renewed either by
the pump or by a

constant flow from
an elevated source.

The ether is con-

densed into a liquid again in the cooler, at about + 80" Fahr., and
its tension is about + 7 inches of mercury, so that the total resistance to

the pump, on the unit of piston surface, is about 33 inches of mercury,
or rather more than 1. atmosphere.
There are manometer gauges on the tube, a, and on that, b, leading

to c, by which the tension at each side of the pump can be read off.

The ether, after being liquified and cooled down to something approach-
ing the common temperature of well water in c, runs back to a self-

acting valve, D, by which its delivery into the refrigerator again is

regulated so as to accord with the abstraction from it by vaporization.

A small pump is provided by which, in case of too much ether lodging
in either b or c, the proper proportion can be restored by simple transfer

from one to the other.

This is, in brief, the whole of the apparatus—as remarkable for its

simplicity as for its singular effects.

The total quantity of ether employed in a machine of the size exhi-
bited at the International Exhibition, making one ton of ice per day, is

about 64 gallons imperial ; and the loss, by leakage of the vapour, is

stated by the makers not to exceed 1 lb. avoir, of ether, to the ton of ice

made.
The largest machine Messrs Siebe have designed, is arranged to make 10

ton3 of ice per day, and, as is obvious from what has been said upon the

causes of loss and effect, the economy of working rapidly increases with
the size of the apparatus. The cost of a machine fitted up at Geelong,
in the colony of Victoria, to make 4 tons per day of 24 hours, exclusive

of the 12 horse power engine (nominal power), was £1200, and several

othershave subsequently been erected in Australia, which, we areinformed,
are prosperously at work, and have quite undersold there, the American im-
ported ice. The slabs of ice produced are not as glassy and transparent

as Norway or American ice, and this slight eye sore, of milkiness in

appearance, is the only little defect in the entire. It is one that we our-

selves, having at one time devoted some attention to the laws under
which the crystals of ice form, in circumstances such as the present, are
satisfied may be removed, and that ice as transparent as that of nature
may be readily produced. Blocks of any magnitude, may be formed
from the slabs taken from the moulds ; for when laid together like

bricks, they rapidly solder themselves together into a single mass, by
the effect of Revelation, the physical nature of which has been so beau-
tifully deciphered by Faraday.
The original inventor of this form of ether ice machine was Mr James

Harrison, a gentleman of Geelong, and a member of the Legislative
Council of Victoria. After fruitless efforts in his own country to get
his invention into practical form, owing to the want of any efficient
mechanical assistance, he, with the strong faith of the true scientific
inventor, who knows, that what is based on true science, cannot be
abortive in practice, undertook a journey to England from the Anti-
podes, for the special purpose of getting his ice machine constructed.

Kg. l.

In 1856 he patented his first machine (No. 747) in Great Britain, and in

1857 (No. 2362) he patented various structural improvements ; finally,

in March of last year, Mr Siebe patented those improvements (1862, No.

782) which have brought the machine to what it was as exhibited, and
here described. He has supplied machines of the largest size to the

East India Government for making ice for the Indian military hospitals,

has sent them, to both South and North America, and by their help it

is, that the ice houses on board the Peninsular and Oriental Company's
ships are now replenished in Eg3'pt, and elsewhere further east.

The second ice making machine, that which was exhibited in the

French department of the late Exhibition by M. Carre, depends upon
principles fundamentally the same as those precedingly referred to. The
fluid employed, however, is different, and the machine itself is constructed
in two different forms ; en petite, for domestic use, &c, in a way in which
all motive machinery is avoided, and, en grande, for making ice by the

ton ; both forms were shown in action. The liquid employed in this

case is fluid ammonia. Ammoniacal gas, existing, at ordinary tempera-
tures and pressures, only as an elastic fluid, may, like the vapour of

ether, be reduced to a liquid form, either by reduction of temperature,
or increase of pressure. The liquid gas has a specific gravity of 73.

The tension of its gas, at the freezing point of water, being = 4.44

atmospheres, and at 65° Fahr., = 7 atmospheres. The gas has an
intense affinity for water, by which, at common temperatures, it is

instantly absorbed with rise of temperature. One volume of water, at

the freezing point, or close to it, absorbs no less than 1147 volumes of

the gas, and at 60° Fahr. still retains 783 volumes, at 212° Fahr., the

whole is expelled from the water.

The liquified gas, first produced by Faraday many years ago, is seldom
seen out of the laboratory; the watery solution, under the name ofAqua
Ammonia of the Pharmaceutists, is well known; when saturated with the

gas, it has a specific gravity of only 0.850, by which it will be remarked
how largely the volume of the absorbent water is increased.

The principles of action then of M. Carre's ice machine rest upon the
fact, that if we enclose in a strong vessel, say of wrought iron, such a
saturated solution of ammonia, the vessel communicating with another
closed vessel of about one fourth the size, by an intervening tube, all

being filled with ammoniacal gas ; and if while the second or empty
vessel is immersed in a large quantity of cold water at common tempera-
tures, we gently heat the first vessel which contains the watery solution

of ammonia, then ammoniacal gas will be driven off from the latter, the
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tension within both vessels will rapidly increase, and after a time,

liquified arnmoniacal gas will condense (as if distilled over) in the colder

vessel. If now we reverse the process, immersing the vessel containing

the liquified arnmoniacal gas, in a relatively small quantity of water,

which we desire to freeze, and keeping the other vessel, which contains

the water, partly deprived of its evolved ammonia, moderately cool, as

by immersion in a large volume of common spring water ; the highly

volatile liquid gas will again become gaseous, and, as it does so, will be

again absorbed by the now cold water, whence it came, and into which
it will now return ; but in this enormous expansion in volume of the

liquid ammonia, sensible heat is robbed from the small quantity of

water that surrounds the vessel, becoming latent in the gas evolved,

and the water will be frozen. As soon as this has happened, and that

all the liquified gas has gone back and been again absorbed by the

water, the whole process may be recommenced, and so on for ever. It

is needless to point out that essentially the conditions are alike, with
those of the ether machine.
The actual apparatus on the small scale, as exhibited by M. CarnS,

is shown in fig. 2. a, is a cylindrical retort or vessel, provided with a

head or tube at top, and having also

a valve capable of being closed abso-

lutely tight, a thermometer attached,

and communicating always by the

tube, c, with another vessel, B B,

which is formed exteriorly as a

frustum of a cone, and has a hollow

cylindrical space centrally within it,

open at top and bottom. The en-

closed space between these outside

and inside surfaces, is that with
which the vessel, A, is in com-
munication by the tube, c.

The larger of the vessels shown,
had a capacity of four gallons, or

thereabouts, and both vessels are

made of wrought iron tinned. Cylin-

drical copper vessels are prepared to

fit with some exactness of contact,

against the internal surface of the

cylindrical space, i, of the vessel, B n, and into these the water to be

frozen is put.

The vessel, a, is about half-filled with the watery solution of ammonia,
above described, and hermetically closed.

Now to put the instrument in action, the vessel, b b, is wholly im-

mersed in a large volume of common cold water, or in water cooled more
or less by evaporation or by any other simple means, and the vessel, A, is

at the same time gently warmed by hot air, or a gas flame, or small

charcoal fire, &c., to 250° or 280° Fahr. The arnmoniacal gas is nearly

all driven oft', the tension rises, and gradually it condenses as liquified

arnmoniacal gas in b b. The whole apparatus is now removed, and the

application of cold water as before to b b, is now made to a, and at the

same time a cylinder full of pure water, d, at the common temperature

is inserted into the space, i, of the vessel, b b.

The relative warmth imparted by this, to the liquid gas within, b b,

aided if need be, by exposure exteriorly to a moderately warm atmos-

phere, causes the liquid within now to return to the gaseous state, and
as it is evolved it is again absorbed by the water in a. The frozen

cylinder of water is removed and another substituted, and when all the

liquid gas has gone back and been again absorbed by the water the

chain of operation is recommenced.
We have thus an extremely powerful freezing machine, devoid of any

motive parts, requiring no fresh supply, except of the common cooling

water, and presenting to the popular gaze, as near a likeness to a
perpetual motion as can well be imagined. It produces, it is said, 11 or

12 pounds of ice for the pound of charcoal burnt, and a degree of cold

reaching—40° Fahr.
The greater machine which was also shown by M. Carrfi, and we

believe also shown in action, is identical in principle, and only differs

from the preceding in size, and in being provided with motive parts

and power, so as to give continuous in place of intermittent action.

The diagram, fig. 3, will give a distinct idea of its arrangement.
The pump, i>, delivers the aqueous solution of ammonia through the

tube, g, g, into the top of the boiler, a, which is strongly made of wrought
iron, and is placed in a furnace capable of gently heating it. The solu-

tion is scattered by a rose and falls as a shower within it, and upon its

warmed sides, evolving the arnmoniacal gas, which passes oft' by the

tube, a, a, while the warmed water passes out by the tube b. In both
the vessels, b aud c, are placed coils of tubes, like surface condensors,

immersed in cold water. The gas becomes liquified by the cooling in b,

with the tension nearly due to the temperature, and the water that

gave it up is cooled in c.

The liquid gas passes from b, on to the large vessel, d, whhh consists

of cylindrical copper ice moulds, arranged like the tubes of a locomotive

boiler, for holding the water to be frozen, and with brine circulating
between, as the carrying agent. Here, by the relative warmth that the
water to be frozen imparts to the liquid, it again becomes gaseous,

robbing the water of heat, and carrying it off as its own latent heit
of vaporization. The gas passes out of the refrigerating vessel, n,

by the tube, c, c, and coming in contact with a shower of the cooled

water pumped out of c, and delivered from a rose at the upper part of

the vessel, e, is again absorbed by the water, and falls to the bottom
as water of ammonia, ready to be again pumped on into the boiler, as

before, where it is again split up, into gas, and warmed water.

Such is the whole arrangement, one almost as simple as that of the

ether machine, and possessing unquestionably a most energetic power
of congelation, but having also the serious disadvantage, of visiting an
extremely violent tension upon the apparatus ; one, which in the case of

the domestic instrument at least, might readily, owing to a little

awkwardness in overheating, convert it into a veritable petard ; and
one, the explosion of which, evolving enormous volum'es of alkaline

gis, in an undiluted state wholiy irrespirable, might be attended

with very formidable results.

Professor Rankine, to whom also we are indebted for the theoretic

formula of the ether machine already given, considers that were this

apparatus theoretically perfect, the expenditure of heat to produce 1 lb. of

ice should be as follows

—

Let h = the latent heat of fusion of 1 lb. of ice.

a = the latent heat of gasification of 1 lb. of ammonia (pure).

b = the quantity of heat required to overcome the chemical
attraction between 1 lb. of ammonia (pure), and the water
in which it is absorbed.

Thus the total heat expended per pound of ice made is

a x b a x b

H = h = 142 x
a a

as the specific heat of fluidity of water is about 142° Fahrenheit. This,

however, is far from taking account of all the conditions of the question,

some of which, as encountered in the practical working of these machines,
are very complex. As the calorific power of 1 lb of coal is about 100 h,

if the machines were theoretically perfect, we aught to obtain, assuming
b= which is possible, 100 lb. of ice by the combustion of 1 lb of coal.

The result of actual practice, we have been informed on good authority,

was the production of about 19 lbs of ice, to the pound of coal, or its

equivalent in other fuel, consumed in the large machine.
Assuming this, it is remarkable, that the duty from equal expen-

ditures of fuel in the ether and ammonia machines, appears to be almost
precisely proportionate to the latent heat of vaporization, of these

respective bodies.

The ether machine appears to give about 6.5 lbs. of ice to the pound
of coal; the ammonia machine 19 lbs. The latent heat of vaporization

of ether is about 302°, that of ammonia about 838°, but

65 : 19 : : 302° : 883°.

The American ice machine has been patented in France, by two
different parties, viz., by M. Carr£, on the 24th August, 1859, and by
MM. Tellier, Budin, and Hausmann, (pere), on the 25th July, 1860. It

would appear therefore that abuses of French Patent Law are not un-

known, more than they are with ourselves; for the second patentees

themselves declare, that " their apparatus is exactly like that described

by M Carre\"

The latter gentleman communicated, a brief but lucid account of his

invention, to the Academy of Sciences of Paris, on the 17th December,
1860, which is published in the Comptes Rendu of that year, tome 52,

p. 1023, and which led to a rather angry reclamation on the part of

MM. Tellier, Budin, and Hausmann on the 28th January, 1861, (Comptes
Rendu, tome 52, p. 143), to which M. Carre simply replies at the next
sitting, 4th Feby., 1861, (same vol

, p. 208), by quoting the dates of the

respective patents.
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M. Carre, in the communication above referred to, gives some interest-

ing facts as to these curious machines. With his larger apparatus he has

obtained a degree of cold— 70° Fahrenheit, with the ammoniacal solution,

containing only 20 per cent, by weight of the gas. The liquidation of

this ammoniacal gas though not quite free from water, readily takes place

at 45° Fahrenheit, at a pressure of 6 to 7 atmospheres. JM. Tellier and
the others, however, in their communication to the Academy, affirm that

even at 37° Fahrenheit this varies from 4-4 to 8'5 atmospheres pressure,

and that as the heat of the furnaces may be by mismanagement too

great, and from other conditions, which they mention, the apparatus

must be made strong enough to bear with safety 10 atmospheres. Its

rupturing resistance must therefore be, with a reasonable margin of safety,

equal to at least 30 atmospheres. This actually great, and liability to

still greater pressure, and the probability that every metal (except

perhaps the noble ones) will be more or less rapidly acted on by the

ammonia and rendered brittle and unsafe, constitute the only objection-

able points in the system of Carre.

Cast, or wrought iron, or steel, tin and lead for solder or other

joints, are the only metals that can be employed. Brass, or any
alloy of copper and zinc, are almost instantly rendered brittle, he ad-

mits. Our own experiments, as well as some, not published, which we
are acquainted with, by others, cause us to believe that the crystallisation,

and hence the becoming brittle of wrought-iron under the action of

gaseous ammonia may only be a question of time. In fact, ammonia
seems to have an energetic power of forming azoturets or nitrides, with
a large number of the metals. Mil. Tellier, &c, accordingly state that

for domestic use they prefer to employ liquid sulphurous acid, which,

although not absorbable by water in nearly as large proportions as

ammonia, becomes liquified at about one half the pressure, for equal

temperatures.

M. Carre states that the ammonia, in being absorbed by water gives out

heat equivalent to that absorbed in the refrigerator. If the weight of

ammoniacal gas absorbed be 30 per cent, that of the water, and taking the

heat evolved in absorption of 1 kilo. = 2-204 lbs of ammonia, as equal

to 514 calories = 2039'5 British units of heat, then 1 kilo, of

water in becoming saturated to the above assigned amount, without
change of temperature, will require the withdrawal of 154-2 calories

= 611-86 British units of heat.

Mr Carre' concludes his communication by recapitulating a large

number of important purposes, both purely scientific and industrial, to

which this cold making machine, may be advantageously applied.

Amongst these, perhaps, none are so fraught with the probabilities of

great future results as is its employment, for separating the saline con-

tents from sea water.
Already, he states, MM. H. Merle et Cie, the great salt makers of

the department Du midi have arranged to employ it on a very large

scale. By slow congelation, the ice formed from sea water is absolutely

pure and free from salt. The expenditure of heat units in producing salt

(with theoretically perfect machines) by evaporation and by congelation,

for equal weights, he shows to be in the ratio of 643.25 : 103.00 ; the

latter will, therefore, be theoretically, by 6 to 1, the cheaper mode of

procuring fresh water for supply of ships at sea, in place of by distilla-

tion. For the cooling of air, in tropical or other climates, M. Carre'

states his opinion, that it can be effected, by means of the ammonia ice

machines, at a cost not exceeding double that, at which air can be

warmed to an equal number of units, by means of the French Calorifere,

i.e., by several of the forms of heating apparatus.

MM. Tellier, &c, however, say that from any given zero, equal incre-

ments or decrements of heat ought to cost alike. We are by no means,
as yet, assured that either are, practically considered, even approximately

right. As a result, however, of some rather careful consideration, we
have come to this conclusion at least, that on board our ships of war,

stationed on the African and West Indian Coasts, and still more on

board the Peninsular and Oriental Company's Mail Steamers, there

would be no practical difficulty whatever, nor any serious amount of

cost, in continually ventilating the whole of the sleeping and dwelling

parts of the ship, by air continually renewed, and kept down, even
in the Red Sea, to 60° Fahrenheit, by suitable adaptations of machines of

thi3 clas3.

—

Ed.

THE PRODUCTION OF OXYGEN GAS UPON A MANUFACTUR-
ING SCALE.

The Russian Government, not long since, commissioned those able

French chemists and metallurgists, MM. Henri Sainte Clare de Ville,

and H. Debray, to report upon the best methods of fusing into large

ingot3 or blocks, theplatiua and its associated metals, so largely wrought
in the Oural Mountains. It resulted from the peculiar methods of

treatment which these savans recommended, that they received further

instructions to investigate amongst all the known methods of producing
oxygen, that which might seem most promising in an economical point

of view ; or, if possible, to discover a new process better and cheaper
than any already known. The enquiry by no means a novel one, is yet

No. 181.—Vol. xvr.

one of great interest and importance, for, beyond doubt, the possession

of cheap, certain, and facile means of procuring oxygen, whenever it

shall have been fully accomplished, will soon result in advances of a very
remarkable character in the methods by which we produce both heat
and light for certain purposes, and will extend most materially the

resources of the metallurgist, and probably even of the manufacturer.
The French chemists experimented on a very great scale, and with

admirable precaution and foresight, as to the obtaining economical data
at every step, upon the known methods of producing oxygen from oxide

of manganese, chlorate of potass, chloruret of lime (bleaching salts), nit-

rate of soda, nitrate of bary tes, and bin-oxide of barium, sulphate of zinc,

and sulphuric acid.

The two last named materials are, they believe, (in the interesting

report which they have given of their trials) new as evolvants of

oxygen. With regard to the use of bin-oxide of barium, they state that

generally they have come to the same conclusions respecting it as

M. Boussingault had done before
;
and the}' add, that whenever the

labours of M. Kuhlman, (who is engaged in inquiries as to the production
of barytes in abundance and at a low price) shall be crowned with
success, this material will be used w.th advantage and facility for

evolving oxygen.
Sulphate of zinc is at present a drug. It is produced in large quanti-

ties as an educt from the action of galvanic apparatus, employed for a

variety of purposes. When this salt, in a state of purity, is simply
calcined in an earthen retort, it becomes split up under the action of a

heat but little higher than that at which oxide of manganese gives up
oxygen—into oxide of zinc, sulphurous acid and oxygen—with some
water, which is driven off.

The oxide of zinc may be employed as a pigment, and so economically

treated as a product. The sulphurous acid may be obtained in the state

of a concentrated solution, or it may be absorbed by a solution of

caustic soda, and the resulting bi-sulphite of soda, super-saturated by
sulphurous acid, may be neutralized by carbonate of soda, and so trans-

formed into sulphite, or into hypo-sulphite of soda, all of which are salts

applied to use by the photographers, and electro gilders, &c.
The sulphurous acid, however, may be delivered into the ordinary

vitriol chamber, in which the usual combustion of nitrate of soda and
sulphur is going on ;

and thus at the expense of the oxygen of the at-

mosphere, the sulphurous acid may be oxidized into sulphuric acid

again. This latter may be also treated as a product, and disposed of as

such ; or, the sulphuric acid and the oxide of zinc, both treated as

educts, may be brought together again, and the original salt, sulphate

of zinc, reproduced, so that the process may thus become completely

circular or repetitive, costing only the fuel, &c, for the necessary heat-

ings, the labour and outlay of operation, and a certain amount of waste.

This process has, we believe, since the publication in France of De
Ville's and De Bray's report, drawn a good deal of attention to the

subject in Great Britain, and produced amongst other results an attempt
to get up an Oxygen Gas Company, to work Webster's patent method
of producing the gas.

Of this method it is stated, that the materials employed are nitrate of

soda and impure oxide of zinc, produced by oxidating the metal at a
high temperature, and probably procured as an ecluct, from some branch
of zinc smelting, or the galvanising process for iron. These are heated
in a retort, and the oxygen being evolved, there is said to remain only
"caustic soda and other alkali, with the original zino. These, after

having served as the purifying material for the gas evolved from other

charges, can, by the restoration to them of the nitric acid from the con-

densor, be re-endowed with their original properties and acid again."

Or "the alkali may be lixiviated from the zinc, and concentrated
and sold to soap boilers, &c, while the zinc may be again oxidized by
air and heat, and so be used again also." The chemistry here is, we
confess, to us somewhat obscure. However, it is scarcely worth while to

examine into its exactness, for it is scarcely possible that this process

should prove comparable in point of economy with those previously

noticed. Oxygen gas as procured by the old methods from chlorate of

potash or oxide of manganese, is said to cost on the great scale nearly

160s per thousand cubic feet. The prospectus affirms that this cost may
be reduced by Webster's process to about 16s per thousand cubic feet.

De Ville and De Bray, however, upon the whole, appear to recommend
the decomposition simply of sulphuric acid, and the reconversion of the

sulphurous acid back into vitriol, as the cheapest of all possible pro-

cesses. And as they state that sulphuric acid in the vitriol chamber
does not cost more than 70 centimes per cubic metre, while we believe

nitrate of soda costs £14 per ton, we think, having regard to the vol-

umes produced from equal values, there can be little doubt of their

correctness.

—

Ed.

CHEMICAL SEPARATION OF SILK, WOOL, AND COTTON,
LINEN, OR OTHER VEGETABLE FIBRE.

M. Peesoz has found that silk is freely soluble in solution of chloride

of zinc (a fact by the way that we believe was several years ago dis-

covered in this country by Dr Lyon Playfair), and from the gummy and
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gelatinous mass nearly all the zinc salt may be separated by dialysis.

Thus isolated, this soluble silk may be employed as a cement to many
useful purposes. The late ingenious M. Schwabe of Manchester,

expended the energies of a life upon the attempt to procure a soluble

silk, -which could be spread or drawn out, and reconverted into fibre, or

woven into cloth, &c. It is not probable that his views are even yet

reached. However, M. Persoz has proposed an application of his main

fact, to a purpose of considerable importance in technology. He suggests

that any mixed fabric, whether fraudulently, or otherwise, composed of

silk, wool, cotton, linen, or other ligneous vegetable fibre, may be com-
pletely separated into its constituent materials, and that without even

destroying the texture until the last be isolated.

If, for example, a cloth be composed of all three classes of fibres,

the silk may first be dissolved out by steeping or boiling the fabric in

solution of chloride of zinc, which does not act upon the wool, or the

cotton, or other ligneous fibre. The cloth is next boiled in caustic soda,

which dissolves out the whole of the wool fibre, leaving the vegetable

material untouched.
Thus mixed silken and woollen tissues, like the mueselins tie laine, or

a fraudulent broadcloth, made with wool and cotton mixed, may be

analysed, and the very places occupied in the fabric by such fibre

determined.
There is another direction in which this discovery may probably be

made technologically available. The cocoons of silk made by certain

wild silkworms, and found in vast abundance in the jungles of Assam,
have never yet, we believe, been brought into commerce, owing to the

fact that no solvent has been found, that will affect the cementary
material with which these cocoons are made up, by the insects, and so

admit of their being unwound. The Manchester Chamber of Commerce,
for several years, offered a large reward for the discovery of any suitable

menstruum—possibly it may be found in chloride of zinc.

—

Ed.

THE MINERAL RICHES OF DONEGAL.

A great deal has been added to our knowledge of the minerals of

Donegal, in the extreme north-west of Ireland, within the last two years,

by the labours of Professor Haughton, of Trinity College, Dublin, end
of Mr R. H. Scott, Professor of Mineralogy to the Royal Dublin Society.

There are few regions of the British Isles of the mineral riches of

which, even yet, less is known, and few that promise more important
results when better explored. Mr Scott has given a catalogue of the
simple minerals known to exist there, deduced from his own, Professor

Haughton's and the late Sir Charles Giesecke's explorations and dis-

coveries. A mere enumeration will show the mineralogical interest of

the locality. There are found Graphite, Galena, Molybdenite, Blende,
Copper-pyrites, Iron-pyrites, Magnetic-pyrites, Fluorspar, Butile, Sap-
phire, Magnetie-iron, (oxide), llmenite, Micaceous-iron, Red Hoematite,
Brown Hoematite, Psilomelane, Quartz, Smoky-rose, Amethyst, Calce-

dony, Opal, Andalusite, Kyanite, Fibrolite, Beryl, Tourmaline, Sphene,
Pyroxene, Tremolite, Anthophyllite, Actinolite, Hornblende, Asbestos,
Chondrodite, Garnet (in enormous dodecahedrons, some as large as

an orange and rich in colour), Idocrase, Epidote, Scapolite, Orthoclase,

Oligoclase, Labradorite, Pitchstone, Felstpne (porphyry), White and
Black Mica, Chlorite, Talc, Soapstone, Potstone, (this latter occurs in

enormous masses, and is capable of application to a great variety of im-
portant and new purposes), Serpentine, Natrolite, Analcime, Calcite,

Spathose Iron, (the ore from which the celebrated Spicgelcisen is smelted
in Germany), Sulphate of Barytes, Gypsum, Pyromorphite, Apatite, and
besides these a vast number of compound minerals in stones, capable of
various characters of working, Clays, Sands, &c, &c.
Mr Scott has recently discovered Nickel and Cobalt disseminated in

considerable abundance in magnetic pyrites, following the analogy that
all the rocks and minerals here present to those of Canada and of
Norway.

Three per cent, of nickel and cobalt in the above, is worked for these
metals in Canada.
The granites of Donegal have formed a subject of special study with

Professor Haughton, whose views as to their production, and of the for-

mation of granites and other igneous rocks, generally connect them-
selves with the speculations of Delcsse and of the lamented Daubree in a
way highly importaut to theoretic geology.
The chemical examination of those granites has been given as part of

a classical paper on the granites of Ireland communicated to the
Geological Societies both of London and Dublin, and has given rise to

bis production of a method of great ingenuity and value, for the calcula-
tion of the per centage of the constituteut minerals in granite. The
method itself is a good example of the power of algebraic and chemical
skill in combination, and as it is perfectly general and may be applied to
the determination of the simple minerals of which any compound rock is

built up, not exceeding a certain limit as to their number, we think it

is quite worthy of transcription here:
Mineralogical Conymsition of the Granite of Donegal.—The granite

of Donegal, as Professor Haughton has shown, is composed of four
minerals, quartz, orthoclase, oligoclase, and black mica, with perhaps
an unknown paste besides. But it is necessary to determine numeri-
cally its mineral composition, and to investigate the constitution of its

paste. In order to do so, we must first fix the composition of each
constituent.

1. Quartz—-This is assumed to be pure silica.

2. Orthoclase, Oligoclase, Black Mica.—Let us take the average com-
position of the orthoclase and oligoclase ; and for that of the black
mica, assume the mean of the granites procured from Glenveagh and
Ballyghien, and which resemble each other closely.

Table I.

—

Mean Composition of the Constilutcnt Minerals of the

Granite of Donegal.

Quartz. Orthoclase. Oligoclase. Black Mica.

100-00 63'20

18 64
068

2 75
o-ii

78
14-92

5992
23-68
1-17

005
0-16

5-30

013
6-47

2 07

30-18

17-68

2675
063
0-95

0-S4
4-65

32
8-83

3-15

Protoxide of Manganese

Water

Totals 100 00 101-08 9895 99 68

From the preceding Table we may readily calculate the following,
which gives the proportion of oxygen belonging to the silica, proxides,
and protoxides of each constituent mineral, and which is necessary for

the determination of the per-centage of the constituent minerals.

Table II.

—

Oxygen-proportions of the Constituent Minerals of the

Granite of Donegal.

Quartz. Orthoclase. Oligoclase. Black Mica.

51-92 32-81

8-91

355

3111
11-41

3 61

1878
16-28

394

Totals, 51-92 4527 46-13 39 00

Let us take as an example of the mineralogical calculation the granite
of Doocharry Bridge, No. III., which is nearly in the centre of the
granite axis, and represents well the average granite of Donegal. Its
analysis and oxygen proportions are as follows :

—

Table III.

—

Granite of Doocharry Bridge.
Per centage. Oxvgen.

Silica 72-24 37'51

Alumina 14'92 )

Iron (peroxide) 163 j

Iron (protoxide) 0-23
!

Manganese (protoxide) 032 I

Lime 1-68 I

Magnesia 0'36 f

Soda 3-51

Potash 510'

7 46

2-50

99-99 47-47

If, now, Q., Or., Ol., and ill. denote the per-centages of quartz, ortho-

clase, oligoclase, and mica in this granite, we have the following equa-
tions from the preceding oxygen-ratios :

—

375100 =5192 O. + 3281 Or. +3111 Ol. + 1878 M. (1)
74600= 891 Or. + 1141 Ol. + 1628 71/. (2)

25000= 355 Or. + 361 Ol. + 394 ill. (3)
To which we may add the following :

—

100= Q. + Or. + Ol. + M. (4)
the reason of which is evident.

From these four equations, the four unknown per-centages are to be
determined.

Eliminating M. from (2) and (3), we find

1130800 = 22689 Or. + 13817 Ol. (a.)
Also, eliminating Q. from (1) and (4), we obtain

144100 = 1911 Or. + 2081 Ol. + 3314 711. (b.)
Again, eliminating M. between (b.J and (3), we obtain the following
equation in Or. and Ol.

:

—
2607600 = 42357 Or. + 37650 Ol. (c.)
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Solving equations (a. J and (c. ) for Or. and 01., we obtain

6545
Or. = = 24-33,

269
01. = 41-88.

Introducing these values of Or. and 01. into equation (2), -we find

.V== 316.

Aud, finally, from (4) we obtain

Q = 30-63.

The mineralogical composition, therefore, of the granite of Doocharry
Bridge is

—

Doocharry B~ridge Granite.

Quartz 30-63

Orthoclase 24 33
Oligoclase 41-88

Black mica 3-16

100-00

The preceding calculation leaves little to be desired in point of

accuracy, although it is open to the objection that it is somewhat labori-

ous. Professor Haughton believes it to be superior in accuracy to the

method of measurement used by Delesse. This distinguished geologist

has obtained the following proportious for three granites, one from
Egypt, and the other two from the Tosges :

—

Granite. Quartz. Orthoclase. Oligoclase. Black Mica.

44 43 9 4

52 45 o 1

60 28 7 5

The per-centage of quartz in these granites appears very great, and to

vary much in quantity. The granite of Leinster contains

—

Leinster Granite.

Quartz ..2766
Mixed felspar (tersilicated).. .5294
"White mica 14-18

Black mica , 5'27

100.05

THE FURNITURE OF FRANCE.
The furniture of France has a wide-spread and highly-deserved celebrity

wherever the taste and means exist for elegant furnishing. It has
maintained a distinctive, as well as a highly ornamental character, ever
since the period when it exhibited the florid grandeur of Louis Quatorze,

and we were prepared to see its merits given a wider acknowledgment,
and its beauties a more extensive appreciation, by our own countrymen,
especially when its general excellence should be brought out by juxta-

position with the furniture produced by other countries, as at the late

Exhibition. Nor have these expectations been disappointed. The
medals awarded to France for furniture, in the Exhibition of 1851, were
the tangible, but not the only, nor the most important, evidences that

her superior skill in design, in the knowledge of constructive principles,

and in beauty of effect, were acknowledged ; for she received honour of

another kind—not so visible, perhaps, but much more enduring ; not so

manifest to the multitude, but of a far higher character. Her examples, in

fact, have since changed the fashion of our furniture, and altered our whole
habits of thought on the fitting garniture of our dwellings. Previously

we worshipped endurance. Seasoned timber, sound workmanship, and
highly-polished surfaces, were the qualities that overpowered all con-

siderations of elegant design and pure style with us, and we felt that

our highest hopes were realized when we had produced some article of

domestic utility that could safely be made an heir-loom, and descend,

with hereditary dignities, to the third and fourth generation. The
Exhibition of 1851 changed all this; and its results are as visible now,
in the frail and shadowy furniture manufactured in the purlieus of

Shoreditch, as in the more artistic articles produced in the fashionable

establishments in the west of the metropolis. Thus we owe it to France
to acknowledge that she is not only the source of our designs, but that

we are indebted to her for our most skilled artificers, our best draughts-

men, our most artistic modellers, and, to a small extent, for some more
material aids to execution.

Nor can we feel surprise at this. Her schools of design have been so

long established that they have, for some years past, been the chief

source from which the manufacturing industries of Europe have been
supplied with men who have carefully cultivated a knowledge of art as

applied to the peculiar wants of the manufacturer and the mechanic

;

and we look to Paris, not only for the signs of change in the fashion of

our garments, but for new combinations of ornamental detail, arid for

the examples of their successful application. In consequence of thlX
French furniture in 1851 held the position in taste that all have aimed
to exhibit in 1862, and that we have for ourselves, in some degree,
asserted. The difference is still to our disadvantage, and all that is in
advance of what was in 1851 exhibited by France, all that shows steady
and healthy progress in the cultivation of art as applied to the purposes
of the cabinet-maker and decorator, is still paramountly evidenced by
France. Whilst we have been working up the materials that she placed
in our hands in 1851, her artists have moved on into new fields of
thought, and, as we shall presently show, have presented us with
original studies of ancient ornament, so fresh in their combinations,
and so novel in their application, that they mark, with great distinct-

ness, the starting from a new period in the ornamental art of her
schools.

In 1851, the most striking examples of French furniture were in the
Renaissance style of ornament ; and this beautiful style still appears to
retain its popularity, notwithstanding the attempt of the designers of
cabinet furniture to supplant it in public estimation, by the introduction
of the fine and delicate ornamental detail of the Louis Seize period.

The Renaissance is so admirably adapted to the wants of the decora-
tor—with ornament so varied, quaint, and applicable to such variety of
purposes, whether it be to combine with architectural detail, as in the
fine chimney-piece exhibited in the late Exhibition by Messrs Fourdrinier
& Sou, or to ornament the delicate structure of a Boudoir cabinet, as seen
in that sumptuous example of art manufacture, by the same gentlemen,
which forms the subject of the accompanying illustration—that it will pro-

bably continue for some years to be a favourite with the general public, or,

at least, with those who have any perception of fitness of purpose—of the
imaginative and the necessary combined. The two articles of furniture

we have referred, to were as finished productions in the Renaissance
style as have yet beqn exhibited, whether we regard design, structural

fitness, or general effect. The chimney-piece was the finest work of its

kind in the Paris Exhibition of 1855, and was the exemplification of the
progress of design from the time of our, own Exhibition of 1851, as the
ebony cabinet was the exemplification offthe designer's progress between
1855 and 1862. In our Exhibition Record the latter work has already
been particularly described, and its. high artistic excellence pointed out.

As a composition it is as full of originality, as in execution it is full of

feeling ; and its merits have been s0 generally acknowledged, even by
competitors, that, by common consent, it occupied the first place in the
class of objects in which it was so attractive.

It was fortunate for those who. are engaged in decorative art, and espe-

ciallyforthe student cultivating a knowledge of design, thatthis chimney-
piece had remained without a purchaser until the opening of the late

International Exhibition, and that thus these two important works were
enabled to be exhibited in companionship—thus presenting a lesson on
the universal applicability of the Renaissance ornament for the purposes
of decoration. In these two works it appears with every variety of ex-

pression—with fancy, originality, feeling, and skilfulness of detail.

High as we class these productions, however, we think there is one
feature common to both, that ought to he avoided by designers of first-

class furniture. In each of these examples there are sculptured bas-
reliefs in panels, that exemplify the carver's skill, but, however correct

in their anatomical forms now, must have their muscular forms sadly
disturbed, and their proportions and effect destroyed by the alternate

action, in years to come, of a moist atmosphere and of a summer's sun
and heat. Subjects of this class, we think, are better left in the hands
of the sculptprs in marble or metal, whose expression of poetic thought
is in materials less subject to atmospheric influences, and whose more
accurate anatomy has a better chance of reaching the admiration of

posterity. The Caryatides, even, which the designers of furniture are in

the habit of regarding as rightfully belonging to the domain of the car-

ver in wood, might often be put aside with advantage to the effect.

How much more beautiful were the columns, so rich and original in

ornament, that supported the friese and broken pediment of the chimney-
piece, and how much more suitable, than Caryatides, in both pieces of

furniture, were the natural and elegant figures, whose repose gave grace

and dignity to the whole composition in each !

In this point of view, these works were most suggestive
; for, if our

wood carvers must still exhibit their skill in the nude figure, how much
more artistically suitable would it be, if these productions of their chisels

were naturally posed in pleasing attitudes—the graceful and natural

accessories of a composition—than distorted and constrained into the

unnatural Caryatide, often in an attitude suggestive of a torturing super-

incumbent load, which its delicate limbs appear utterly inadequate to

sustain

!

During the last seven or eight j'ears, the attention of French designers

and manufacturers of furniture has been almost exclusively confined to
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the Louis Seize style, and great efforts have been made to popularize this

class of ornament. Hence, we have had it presented to us ill every

variety of shape, and in every form required to adorn the drawing room

modern form and fashion of furniture, of its decoration, were the Greek
chimney-piece, and bronzes by M. Marchand, the walnut wood cabinet
b}' M. Masarsh Eibaillier, and the ebonized bookcase by Jeanselme, Sou

& Godin. When we say these were in the Greek
style of ornament, we convey but an inadequate notion
of their classic beauty and evident originality. Greek
forms and combinations are always beautiful when
pure. In their rigid lines, the germ of every variety of

ornamental detail may not be found, but proportion
is never absent. In these works, purity and precedent
were combined with so much that was new in the
conception that grouped them—so much that was
modern in expression was skilfully engrafted upon
the antique foundation, that those examples of Greek
forms, as applied to decorative art, stood peculiar

and alone. They presented us, indeed, with the
only new feature in style that was to be found in

the class of furniture. We are not, however, sanguine
that the general public appreciates and admires this

rigid and right-lined style of ornamentation, how-
ever skilfully the designer may apply its stiff forms
to decorative purposes—however great the pleasure

that some minds, moulded in classic thought, may
have derivSd from examination of the detail and general
effect of these chaste and unique objects of art manu-
facture.

RECENT PATENTS.

[nOUBOIR CABINET, BY MESSES FOUBDEINIER.]

or saloon. China and glass mirrors, cornices, tables, cabinets, have all

presented objects on which the designer has exhibited his fancy, and
exercised his prolific imagination; but, if we may judge from the past
Exhibition, the result has failed to realize the hopes of those who have
bestowed so much time and attention to this class of ornament.
The examples of its application to furniture, in the International Ex-

hibition, were not very numerous, and although the cabinets of M.
Grohi were exquisite specimens of the style, and good exponents of the
delicacy and peculiarity of its detail, yet, its inherent wants are such as

DO elaboration of superficial ornament can hide or compensate. It is an
almost conclusive fact, that at each of the Exhibitions— of 1851, 1855,
and 18G2—the Renaissance style, as applied to articles of furniture,

should have carried away the chief honours, by the almost universal
award of the class of instructed taste.

Probably the most original works in French furniture of the late

Exhibition, and those which embodied the must complete change in the

PERMANENT WAY OF RAILWAYS.

F. H. Falkiner, Engineer, Dublin.—Patent dated
August 9, 1862.

Tins invention relates to an improved mode of secur-

ing the Fish Plates or other contrivances for connect-

ing the rail ends of permanent way together, and
consists in forming upon the ends of the bolts em-
ployed two screwed portions or lengths, the one being
of larger diameter than the other, and the threads on
each portion being in reverse directions, the one
portion being a right and the other a left hand
thread. On each of these portions a nut correspond-

ing to it is screwed, that on the inner screwed portion

serving as the ordinary tightening nut, whilst that

on the outer portion (which is of lesser diameter), being
screwed in the reverse direction serves the combined
purposes of jamming the inner nut and of counteract-

ing the tendency of the bolts to work loose.

The subjoined engraving represents a transverse

sectional view of the

ordinary double-headed

rail and fish plates,

showing the mode of

applying and securing

the same by these double

reverse screwed bolts

and their respective

nuts, in accordance with
this invention.

In the engraving,

which is a section at

one of the joint bolts,

a represents the rail,

b the fish plates or jaws of the chair, as the case may
be, and c the improved bolt which serves to secure

the rail joint. The ends of these bolts have two distinct screwed

portions made upon them, the part, a, being of larger diameter than

the part b, and the two having their screw threads in reverse directions,

as shown in the engraving. The object of making the end, b, of the

bolt smaller than the screwed part, a, is to enable the first or tightening

nut, c, to be readily passed over the screwed end, b, and then screwed

on to the part, a. The second nut, d, which serves as a jam nut, is

screwed in the reverse direction to the first nut, and consequently

effectually prevents the turning or loosening of the main screw nut, c.

BOILER FURNACES.
Robert Dcnn, Newcastle.—Patent dated July 16, 18G2.

This invention has reference to the arrangement of furnaces for steam

boilers and other purposes, whereby the prevention of smoke and an

economy of fuel are effected. According to one part of this invention,
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Fig- 1-

it is proposed to make the fire bars tubular, and to construct them in

two or more lengths, the tube of any one length being fitted so as to

correspond with the tube of the contiguous length or lengths, with the
view of forming a continuous passage for air from the front of the fur-

nace to the bridge. The length next the bridge fits into a metal frame
or chamber, upon which the bridge when used is placed. Through and
at the back of this frame or chamber are one or more orifices, by which
the air passing through the tubular bars makes its egress, and then
mingles with the gases evolved from the fuel, whereby the combustion
of such gases is caused. Another part of this invention consists in

forming openings on the undersides of the tubular fire bars, so as to

admit air thereinto, which air will then pass along the tube even when
the front portions of the bars have become stopped up.

Fig. 1 of the accompanying engravings represents a longitudinal ver-

tical section of

one arrangement
of the improved
furnace, as ap-
plied to a ma-
rine boiler ; and
fig. 2 is a trans-

verse section,

showing one
form of the fire

bars. Ais the fur-

nace, and b the
hollow fire bars,

made in two
lengths, and
joined end to

end. The con-

tiguous ends of

the bars are

fo rm e d with
snugs or projec-

tions on their

under sides,
which drop into
a central space
or opening form-
ed in the central

double bearer,

and are thereby
held in their

places longitu-

dinally. The up-
per end of the
outer length of

fire bar rests upon any suitable form of bearer, and the lower
end, or that farthest in the furnace, fits into a cast-iron hollow
frame, e, upon which is built the fire bridge, f. Beneath this

frame, and hinged thereto, is a door, g, which is capable of
being opened and closed from the front of the furnace
by a rod and handle, for the purpose of clearing out
any deposit of ashes which may take place behind the
bridge and frama. A semi-circular channel is formed
vertically in the abutting ends of the two lengths of

fire bars, and extends from the bottom to near the top
of each bar; the two channels when the bars are in

position forming an air passage communicating with
the interior of the hollow bars. As the bearer is made
double, or with a central space between its two sides, a
free thoroughfare is afforded for the passage of air from
the ashpit through the passages, into the lower length
of the fire bars, in case the admission of air through the
upper and front end of the fire bars should become im-
peded by the presence of foreign matter inside the upper

length of bar. The arrows indicate the course of the air currents
through the fire bars and frame and behind the bridge, where they
mingle with the unconsumed gases, passing olf with the other products
of combustion. In some cases, the patentee prefers to cast the fire bars
with a supplementary division, h, (fig. 2.) extending along the whole
length of the bar, and situate a short distance below the real top or
surface, i, of the bar, so that in the event of the top of the fire bar burn-
ing away, the deposit of slag upon the second top or division, h, will

serve to protect it from the heat, and will thus enable the bar to be used
as an air bar long after its surface is burnt away. In order to prevent
the ends of the bars from rising, a transverse snug or projection is cast
on the end of one bar, and fits into a corresponding notch or recess in

the corresponding bar, as shown in fig. 1.

In the arrangement of fire bars as applied to an external flue boiler, a
passage is left behind the bridge, between it and the setting, for the free

passage of the air, after traversing the fire bais and framing under the

ffo. 181.—Vol. XVI.

Fig.

bridge. In this modification, the lower ends of the bars rest upon a
special bearer, which is separate and distinct from the casting or fram<>,

e, (fig. 1) supporting the fire bridge, f. The door, G, closes hoiizontally
against the bearer, and forms, when closed, the bottom of the air passage
under the bridge and frame. A bell crank and handle serve for opening
and closing the door, g, from the front of the furnace.

PRESSURE APPARATUS AS APPLIED TO THE PRESSING
AND DRAWING ROLLERS OF SPINNING FRAMES.

Messrs Low & Duff, Brassfounders, Dundee.—Patent dated July 25,18G2.

This invention relates to the arrangement and construction of apparatus
for obtaining a variable and adjustable degree of pressure upon rollers,

and other parts of machinery where pressure is required. This appar-
atus is, for example, particularly applicable to the pressing rollers of
machinery for spinning flax, jute, and other fibrous materials, so as to ob-
tain any required degree of pressure thereon. As arranged for this purpose,
two modifications or arrangements are shown in the subjoined engravings.

Fig. 1 is a side elevation, drawn partly in section, and showing one
modification of these improved pressure regulating apparatus, as applied

Kg. 1. Fig. 2.

ETC: 'if; !;-

to a portion of a spinning
frame for spinning flax,

jute, and other fibrous
materials. Fig. 2 is a
corresponding front ele-

vation of the apparatus
;

and fig. 3 is a plan of the
lower portion of the same.
Fig. 4 is a partially sectional side or end
elevation of another modification of these
improvements. Referring to the modifica-
tion shown in figs. 1, 2, and 3, the serrated
bar or "grate," A, is of the usual kind,
extending over the wooden rollers, b, which
are arranged in front of the drawing rollers,

c, and are driven by frictional contact with Fig. 3.

them. The spindles of the rollers, b, are
arranged each to carry a pair of rollers, as shown in the front view, fig.

2, the bearing ends of each spindle being supported on the T-shaped
prolongations of the grate, a ; and between each pair of rollers is fitted
the adjustable pressure apparatus, which forms a portion of the present
invention. Projecting
out from the grate, a, Fig. 4.

between each pair of
rollers, b, is a stud, D,

to which is jointed the
pendant lever, e. The
upper part of this lever
is bowed, and an eye is

formed therein, in which
the nut, f, is arranged,
and supported by two
screws, g, which pass
through the sides of the
lever, e, and enter the
nut. The internal part
of this nut is screwed to

receive the tubular socket-piece, h, the outer end of

which is squared so that it may be turned in either

direction by means of a key or spanner. The socket-

piece, h, is screwed externally so as to have a con-

siderable traverse in the nut, f, and by means of

which it may be tempered or adjusted with the great-

est nicety. At the inner end of the tubular part of

the socket is fitted a piece of india-rubber, i, or other

suitable elastic material, and at the outer end of the

india rubber is a small metal disc, J. This disc presses

against the inner end of the metal plug, K, which slides to and fro
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the socket, h, and is retained therein by the screw, l, the point of which

enters the reduced portion of the plug. The outer extremity of this

plug terminates in a brass bush or presser, m, which bears up against

the spindle of the rollers, e. With this arrangement the pressure of the

bush, M, may be regulated with great accuracy by an intelligent over-

looker; but means are also provided so that the pressure on the spindles

may be adjusted uniformly throughout the machine. This is done by means
of the prolongation of the lever, e, which extends down to the rail, N, be-

neath. To this rail are screwed the notched pieces of metal, o, which serve

as catches for regulating the pressure of the lever. The socket, h, is

screwed up by hand until the lever, e, catches in the outer notch, P; the

end of the lever is then moved into the inner notch, q; the distance

between the two notches giving the required amount of pressure on the

spindle. It follows, therefore, that if the catches, o, are made uniform,

that the pressure, throughout the series of spindles, will be alike, and
exactly in accordance with the amount required, and that this pressure

maj' be varied by altering the distance between the notches to any
extent that maybe found necessary; at the same time, all loose weights,

or other similar adjuncts, aie dispensed with, and a certainty of action

is secured which is unobtainable under the ordinary system. Fig. 4

shows these improvements applied to spinning frames of the ordinary

kinds, and adapted with as little alteration as possible. The stud, d,

and the lever, e, are of the kind in ordinary use, and to the latter is

jointed a pin, r, which enters the socket, h, and is secured thereto by a

screw, s, which prevents it from being withdrawn. The socket piece,

it, is made tubular to receive the india rubber, i; its inner end is screwed,

and through ibis part passes the plug, k, which has at its outer end a

recess for holding the bush, M. With this arrangement by turning the

socket, h, the pressure on the spindle may be regulated in the same
manner as in the modification before described. The lower part of the

lever, E, extends down below the rail, n, and the catches, o, which are

fastened to the rail, N, and arranged as before described, so that by
shifting the lever from one notch to the other, a uniform amount of

pressure is obtained throughout the series, and the ordinary weights
which are hung to the levers, e, are dispensed with, thus avoiding the

accidents and inconvenience which arise from the old system of obtain-

ing the necessary degree of pressure. Another advantage attending the

application of these improvements to spinning machinery is in the
increased economy which is obtained, for when the pressure is regu-

lated, as hereinbefore described, the rollers last twice as long as those

fitted with weights in the ordinary way. Another modification of these

improvements consists in the application of india rubber, in lieu of

metallic springs, for the purpose of obtaining an adjustable pressure on
the rollers of mangles, calenders, and other generally similar machinery.
Under one form of arrangement, the india rubber is applied in one or

more pieces, resting upon the blocks or bearings, in which the spindles

of the rollers run. Above the india rubber is arranged a screw, which
is actuated by a hand-wheel ; by turning this the india rubber is more or

less compressed so as to force the rollers together with more or less

force, at the same time avoiding the uncertainty of action, and liability

to accident which attend the use of metal springs.

PROJECTILES.

J. II. Johnson, London and Glasgow, (B. B Hotchkiss, New York.)

Patent dated June IS, 1862.

The several improvements which are described under these letters

patent have reference to various modifications in the arrangement and
construction of projectiles, suitable for use with rifled ordnance. Under
one system of arrangement is comprehended a peculiar mode of applying
a soft metal zone or belt to elongated projectiles, whereby such zone or

belt is not only expanded by the explosion of the charge of the gun so

as to fit more accurately the bore of the gun, but at the same time
expresses a certain amount of lubricating material contained in an
annular groove or cavity in the surface of the projectile, and conse-
quently lubricates the bore, and prevents the rifle grooves from "leading."

In fig. 1 of the illustrative engravings, a represents the body of a
shell with a conical point similar to ordinary elongated projectiles. The
rear end of A, is smaller and is cylindrical. A short inclined or conical
portion, b, unites this cylindrical portion to the other, and a sharp pro-

jecting lip, c, extends a short distance over b, as represented. The
soft metal ring, d, is fitted upon the cylindrical portion of a, as repre
sented, and the space, e, between that and the lip, c, is filled with tal-

low or with candle wicking or other suitable substance soaked with
tallow or other lubricating material. The cap, f, is also fitted to slide

on the cylindrical portion of a; its front end is bevelled both on the
inner and outer side, and a projectile lip, f, is formed on the outer bevel,

as shown. The action of this cap is to cut into the body of the soft

metal ring, r>, and force it up the incline, B, against the lip, c. The pro-

jectile is placed in the gun in the form represented by fig. 1, with the
cap, f, next the powder. When the latter is fired the expansive force

of the gas first acts on the cap, f, and owing to the intertia of a, drives

the belt, d, forward, pushing out the grease, E, and by the actions of

the inclines, n and/, expanding the ring, n. so as to cause it to fit the

bore. The edge of the cap, f, and the projections, c and /, cut into the

Fig. 2.

substance of the belt, rj, and bind it firmly to A and f, so that it will

not become separated therefrom in its flight. So soon as the belt, d,

has expanded sufficiently to fill the grooves, the cap, f, strikes the body,

a, of the projectile, and prevents any further expansion of D. There

is therefore no extra strain on the gun, as there always is if the expan-

sion of the soft metal belt is unlimited.

Fig. 2 shows the condition of the parts during flight of the projectile,

the soft metal belt expanded and confined by the projections of c, /,

and the edge of the cap or culot, f, which latter is driven into close

contact with the body, A.

Fig. 3 is a vertical section, illustrating another part of this invention,

which relates to and consists in certain devices for the better adapting

that class of projectiles known as case shot and shrapnel for use in rifled

ordnance, whereby the advantages due to the use of that class of pro-

jectile are secured in connection with those appertaining to the use of

the rifle, and further advantages not heretofore realized.

A, is the body of a projectile, which may be in the form represented,

or in any other of the approved forms of rifle projectiles; the cavity

therein is divided into two parts by the plate, b, which rests loosely

upon the shoulder, a, prepared for that purpose. The foremost of the

cavities is fitted with balls, c, and the other with powder, d, the plate,

B, servins to divide the same and confine each to its proper place. A
tube, E, extends from the plate, b, to the point fuze, f, connecting the

latter with the powder, as represented. The form of the cavity is such

that a weak portion, g, is left near the point of the shell, which weak
part will first give way to the force of the explosion, and allow the balls,

c, to be projected from the shell much in the manner of grape from a

cannon directly in the line of flight, or at a comparatively small angle

therewith. In constructing this improved shell, the body, A, is cast

with the cavity therein in the usual manner. The plate, b, is too large

to enter in at the fuze hole, and it is therefore inserted into the core

which forms the cavity, and when the core has been removed in the

usual manner, the plate, b, remains and falls into its place upon the

shoulder, a. The point of the shell beyond the line, g, may however be

cast separate, and screwed into the body, in which case the plate, E,

may be inserted before the point is put in place. A washer, i, of cloth

or other suitable material, is placed between the plate, b, and shoulder,

a, to serve as a packing to prevent the powder from sifting through to

the joint among the balls, c. When the plate, b, is cast within the

shell, as described above, this washer is first gummed, and then inserted

through the fuze hole and stuck to the plate, b, when the latter is

shaken to its place. The tube, e, is then inserted, and the balls, c,

packed in, the tube, e, being of such length as to allow the balls to be
inserted between it and the edge of the fuze hole. The fuze plug, k, is

then screwed to its place, embracing the end of the tube, e. In this

condition the shell is ready for transportation; and wdien required for

use, powder is poured in at the fuze hole, so as to fill up the cavity,

d, and the tube, e, as shown ; the fuze, f, of the proper length for the
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required range is then inserted, and the whole fired from any proper

rifled gun. "When the fuze, f, has been consumed, the powder, D, is

ignited, and tends to rupture the shell, but, hi consequence of the form

thereof, the point is first blown off at the weakest line, 6, aud the balls,

c, are projected forward with an increasing velocity, the rotatory motion

of the shell serving to scatter them sufficiently and cause them toact

over the required area.- The shell, A, may be ruptured at other points

also, and thus act as an ordinary shell ; but the main effect is intended

to be derived from the balls, c, the shell, a, serving mainly as a means

of conveying them to their destination, and as a mortar from which they

are discharged by the explosion of the charge, the bullets receiving a

fresh impetus at "the expense of that of the shell. At long ranges this

action is important, for though at such ranges the shell as a whole

Fisr. 3. Fig. 4.

might be able to do execution when broken into small pieces, or the
balls simply liberated, each separate piece would not have sufficient

momentum to effect any useful purpose owing to the diminished
velocity, but when propelled by a fresh impetus, as in this invention,
each ball will be capable of doing nearly the same execution as if just
fired from the gun. In spherical case shot the powder is usually placed
in a hole in the centre of the projectile, so as by its action to burst the
shell and scatter the balls. In rifle projectiles the rotatory motion is

ample for the proper dispersion of the bullets, aud the force of the
powder is not required for that purpose. In this invention such force
is expended in giving additional impetus to the balls, and such would
be its action, though in a less degree, even without the weakening of

the forward end of the shell.

Another part of this invention consists of a new form of projectile,

which is denominated a "contracted punch projectile," and is designed
for general use, but with a view to operate with most marked effect

against iron-clad structures, and in connection with rifled cannon. It

is preferred to encompass it with a belt- or packing of soft metal to be
expanded and fill the grooves of the gun at the moment of the discharge,
but neither of these conditions are absolutely essential. It is essential,

however, that the projectile should strike the iron-clad structure end-
wise, with the small end; and in the present condition of the art of
making and using ordnance, the inventor esteems it essential to use a
rifled gun, if the distance of the object be considerable, since otherwise
the projectile is liable to turn partially or entirely round during its

flight.

By reference to fig. 4, it will be observed that the major portion of the
body of the projectile is cylindrical, and fitted with the belt of soft metal
peculiar to these projectiles, so arranged that the discharge shall expand
the soft metal. This projectile may be made of any size, according to
the calibre of the gun ; the diameter of the main body is intended to be
a very little less than the bore of the gun, like the projectiles ordinarily
used. The forward end is of a smaller diameter, and this small diameter
is preserved for a little distance back upon the projectile, so that there
is a cylindrical portion at that end, as shown in the engraving. Between
this small cylindrical portion at the front and the larger main body, the
form is or may be tapering as represented.
The entire portion below the line, A, in fig. 4, is cylindrical, and

adapted to fit easily within the bore of the gun. The form between the
line, A, and the line, b, is tapering, as represented, the outline being
what is known in architectural mouldings as an ogee curve. From the
line, b, to the front end of the projectile, the form is again cylindrical.
The diameter of the last described cylindrical portion is made about one-
half the calibre of the shot. If the thickness of the armour plates,

against which the projectile is to operate, is known when the projectile
is made, it is preferred to make the length of the small cylinder at the
front equal to rather more than half the thickness of the armour. For
convenient reference, the large part of this projectile is designated by
the letter, i, the tapering portion by the letter, j, and the small portion
by the letter, k. If the surface of the armour, against which this pro-
jectile is fired, be perpendicular to the axis of the projectile at the
moment of striking, its whole momentum and force of impact is concen-
trated on the small area of the front, and distributed evenly thereon in
the manner of a punch, such as is ordinarily used by mechanics for

punching thick metals, and the effect is to divide the metal covered by
this small end from the other portions of the armour plates, and to punch
a hole entirely through the plate. It is found, in practise, that if a
punch be forced a little more than half through a thick plate, it so com-
pletely overcomes the cohesion of the metal in the line surrounding it,

that the effect is the same as if it were forced quite tlnough. Advan-
tage is taken of this fact to increase the strength of the small cylindrical

portion, k, by making it shorter than the thickness of the plates, and
yet produce the effect of punching quite through. If the force of the
projectile be sufficient!}' great, it will enlarge the hole produced by its

front end, by tearing open the opening radially from this hole, or other-

wise breaking the metal around it, and will plunge the larger part,

i, through the armour and into the interior of the structure.

The above are the effects if the projectile strikes squarely or perpen-
dicularly upon the armour, but as in some cases, the practice has been
adopted of so applying the armour or of forming the sides of the struc-

ture so as to present the armour in an inclined position, whereby the
shot will strike obliquely, the form of this shot or projectile provides for

biting hold of the plates with very great effect. The edge of the front

end acts chiselwise upon the armour, so that it cannot glance off, and
the whole force of the impact being concentrated upon a small surface,

as is obvious, the cutting and destroying effect is more marked than if

the same were distributed over a large area.

The large diameter of the parts, i and J, gives a sufficient weight to

impart the requisite force of impact upon the small frontage of k, with-

out any great increase in the length, and allows the projectile to be
fired from ordinary rifled guns. This form of the neck, j, is peculiarly

adapted to the proper transmission of the stock from the face ofK, by
means of I, and of itself without fracture of auy part. This shot

can be made of cast iron or of wrought iron, or of wrought iron pointed

with steel, or of homogeneous puddled, steel, or of cast iron pointed or

rather tipped with Franklinite iron, or of any other suitable material of

sufficient strength for such purpose. The front end of k, may be made
plane, as represented, or slightly bulged or hollowed, as desired.

ARMOUR PLATES.

J. H. Johsson, London and Glasgow— (Filip Bergexdal, Garpenburg).
—Patent dated August 6, 1862.

The improvements specified under this invention consist in making armour
plates of several laminre, but in lieu of connecting the whole of such plates

together by bolts passing through the entire series, it is proposed to

couple only the contiguous ones ; thus, if four plates or lamina; be em-
ployed, No. 1 will be bolted, riveted, or otherwise secured to No. 2,

which, in its turn, is similarly secured to No. 3, this plate being secured

to No. 4 plate, and so on throughout an}' desired number of plates.

The accompanying engraving represents a section of an armour plate

constructed in the manner above described. 1,2,3, and 4, are the several

component plates secured each to its adjoining plate by the three series

of rivets, a, b, and c. Any number of plates may be thus riveted, or

bolted together to produce an armour plate of the strength desired.

PYROMETER.

0. F. Btstkom, Stockholm.—Patent elated July 5, 1SG2.

This invention relates to an improved pyrometer, which the inventor
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calls the " Hydro-pyrometer," from the fact that the temperature of the

furnace retort, muffle, or other heating arrangements to he tested, is

indicated by the proportionate amount of heat imparted to a known
weight of water by a body immersed therein, such body having been

previously heated in the furnace, retort, or muffle to be tested, to an
equal temperature therewith. The "hydro-pyrometer" consists essen-

tially of a closed vessel, containing a known weight of water, and sur

rounded by a wooden or other casing, to prevent loss of heat by
radiation. Into this vessel are fitted a funnel mouth, connected with a

wire cage inside the vessel, capable of being rotated or agitated therein,

and an ordinary sensitive thermometer. A plug is fitted to the bottom
of the vessel to let out the water when desired. In connection with,

and forming part of the apparatus, there is a ball of platinum, or other

suitable substance, capable of withstanding the highest temperature to

the testing of which the apparatus is to be applied. This ball, when
using the apparatus, is introduced into the furnace retort or muffle, and
allowed to remain therein until it has attained an equal temperature

therewith. It is then released from the rod or baton by which it was
introduced, and allowed to escape instantly from the furnace by a tube

or exit passage, fitted for that purpose thereto, and provided with a

self opening and closing valve or stopper at its outer end. As the heated

ball descends, it opens the valve and drops into the funnel mouth of the

vessel placed there to receive it, and finally enters the cage above
referred to and becomes immersed in the water. The funnel mouth
having been closed, the cage is rotated a few times, and the vessel

gently agitated or shaken, so as to disperse the heat of the ball equally

throughout the water in the vessel. .By observing the temperature of

the water by the thermometer before and after the immersion of the

ball, the difference will be obtained; and this difference or variation in

temperature enables the exact, or nearly exact, temperature of the

furnace retort or muffle to be arrived at by comparative experiment.

Fig. 1 of the subjoined engravings represents a vertical section of this

"Hydro-pyrometer" shown to a large scale. Fig. 2

Tig. 1. represents on a smaller scale the mode of applying
and using the "Hydro-pyrometer." Infig.l, Aisthe
closed vessel containing the known weight of water

;

B a wooden jacket or casing; c is a funnel mouth,
capable of being rotated in its socket, D, by the

small pin or handle, E ; f is a wire cage or grating

for catching the platinum or steel ball, 6 ; h is a

sensitive thermometer ; and i is an aperture or

mutzle fitted with a plug for discharging the con-

tents of the vessel, A. In fig. 2, k represents the

front wall of a furnace, in which is built a passage,

h, terminating at the back end in a plumbago cru-

cible, m, which is inside the furnace. A small
bridge, n, is formed inside this crucible, immedi-
ately in front of a passage, o, leading by the

enclosed pipes, p, back to the front or outside of

the furnace wall. At this end of the pipe there is

fitted a self-closing valve, Q, for the purpose of

excluding air. The platinum or

steel ball, o, of a known weight,

is introduced into the crucible, m,

as shown in fig. 2, in any con-

venient manner which will admit

of its being readily released, and
allowed to descend the passage,

p, after it has attained the same
temperature as the interior of the

furnace. One of the modes which
it is preferred to adopt for this

purpose, is to have a hole made
through the ball, and to place the

ball on the end of a long rod, n,

by which it is carefully conveyed
into, and retained within the cru-

cible, m, the rod being then al-

lowed to rest upon the bridges,

K and s. The front orifice of the

passage, L. is then closed by a

wedge, T, and luted up to exclude cold air. The ball having been

allowed to remain inside the crucible, m, a sufficient time to insure its

attaining an equal temperature with the furnace itself, it is released by

withdrawing the rod, u, the bridge, K, serving to force the ball from off

the end of the rod, and allow it to fall down the passage, r, till, by

striking the weighted valve, Q, it opens the same, and drops into the

fuunel mouth, c, of the apparatus, which has been previously charged

with a known weight of water. By observing the temperature of the

water before (t) and after («') the immersion of the heated ball, the

difference (/'—/) will 'be obtained, which enables the approximate tem-

perature of the furnace lo be arrived at either by comparative experiment,

or by the following formula and table :
—
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,86
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,19
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,62

,57

0,26

,30
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,80

,85

,86

,88

,91

,94

920
40
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80

lOnO
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40
50
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80

11 1)0

20
40
50
60
80

1200
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40
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60
80

1300
20
40
50
60
80

1400
20
40

sgj,

Platiua.

0,97

1,00

,0!

,03

,06

,09

,12

,16

,16

,18

,21

,25

,35

,37

,41

,45

,49

,53

,55
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,75
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80

1500
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1(100
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40
bO

60
80

1700
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40
50
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80

1800
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40
50
60
80

1900
20
40
50
60
80

2000

1799

2,02

,07

,12

,17

,22

,24

,27

,32

,38

,44

,50

,63

,56

,62

,68

,74

,80

,83

,86

,92

,99

3,06

,13

,16

,20

,27

,34

,41

,48

,61

,55

,62

,70

Ohs.
* + V

is the temperature of the oven,

This table has been calculated according to the following weights:

"Water,

Steel ball,

Platinum ball,

300 grammes.
7 do.

8 do.

Each difference {t
l—t) corresponds in the table to one x temperature

;

to which is added the final temperature (('). This amount gives the

temperature of the oven, for example—

t' = 17°

t = 14, 4 (steel.)

V — t = 2, 6

The x temperature, corresponding to 2,60 in the steel column of the

table, is 660°. The finaltemperature of the water is 17°, which, added

to 660", give 677°, the temperature of the oven ; hence, x + t
1 = 077°,

the temperature of the oven or furnace.

Again, t
l = 20°

t = 17,75 (platina.)

P — t = 2,25

The x temperature corresponding,

The final temperature, t
l

,

= 1550'

= 20°

= 1570°The temperature of the oven (x + t), .

In ovens or furnaces of the highest temperatures, the " hydro-pyro-

meter'' is used without the crucible or muffle, m, hereinbefore referred

to, and illustrated in fig. 2. In this modification of the apparatus, the

passage, p, for the escape of the ball is placed, as hereinbefore described,

with the exception that the muzzle, 0, of this pipe is partly situate

inside the oven, being protected by fire-proof bricks. The upper pipe,

l, is made to terminate a short distance from the inside of the wall, k,

of the furnace, and the passage is continued in fire-clay to protect the

end of this pipe. The rod, r, has a screw thread upon it, at the part

where it passes through the cap or cover, t, which closes air-tight the

front or outer end of the pipe, L. The ball, g, is contained in a species of
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cup or spoon, formed on the inner end of the rod, k, being held imme-
diately over the muzzle, o, of the inclined passage, p. In order to

release the ball, it is simply necessary to move or turn the rod, e, in

the cup or cover, t, which may be done without leaving any inlet for

cold air, whereupon the heated ball, o, drops out of the cup or spoon
into the passage, p, and thence into the water vessel, as hereinbefore
described.

LAW REPORTS.

Steam Ploughs: Beadel v. Howard— Ixfrixgemext.—This was an
action brought by Messrs Beadel and Lake, the trustees, in whom are

vested the series of patents invented or brought together by Mr John
Fowler, for the practical application of steam to the cultivation of land,

against Messrs Howard, the well-known implement manufacturers of
Bedford. The cause was heard in London, at the sittings after Hilary
Term, before C. J. Erie, and a special jury. Mr Bovill, Q.C , Mr Hind-
march, Q.C., and Mr Aston, were counsel fur the plaintiffs, and Sir

Fitzroy Kelly, Q.C, Mr Webster, and Mr Barrow, appearing for the
defendants.

The action was brought upon two patents, the first granted to David
Fisken and F. R. Fisken, on the 19:h July, 1855, and the other to Mr
Fowler aDd David Greig, on the 2Sth February, 1856. The principal

contention between the parties being whether Mr Fowler's trustees

were not entitled to the exclusive monopoly of the balance plough and
the anchor.

The defendants pleaded not guilty, and that plaintiffs' specifications

were insufficient.

Mr Bovil, in the course of a most able speech for the plaintiffs, stated

Messrs Fisken's patent to have been the first approach to a really

practicable steam plough. Their specification first pointed out the
construction of the balance plough now universally used where steam is

employed, and also the making the anchor self-acting, by means of the
rope ; these two points giving Mr Fowler an evident claim to the use of

all self-acting tackle.

Messrs Fisken describe their balance plough as follows:—"The ploughs,

or other implements employed, are supported in the extremities of forked

levers, which are connected to a slotted lever by a bell crank and con-

necting rod, by means of which the implements are alternately raised

out of or lowered into the land, so that, while one set is in action the

set on the opposite side of the bell crank is out of work. The power for

raising and lowering the ploughs is communicated through an endless

screw, which gears iuto a toothed quadrant carried upon the axis of the

slotted lever."

Messrs Fowler and Greig, in their subsequent patent, thus describe

their improvements upon the balance plough :—" Several ploughs, or

tilling instruments, are placed at each end of a frame, in order that
when the implements at one end of the frame go out of work, the imple-

ments at the other end of the frame may come into action
; the frame is

mounted on an axle in the middle, and moves thereon, as on a fulcrum.

The machine has two or more wheels to run on, and is moved to and
fro across the land by means of wire ropes put iuto motion by a barrel

or barrels caused to rotate by a steam engine. By this arrangement,
when the machine arrives at the end of its course in one direction, in

place of having to turn it round, one set of implements descend and
come into action, and this is effected by the draft of the wire rope taking
place in the opposite direction." It was stated that the defendants had
adopted the light iron framing of Mr Fowler's balance plough, and that
they had put the ploughs at each end on a separate axis, with separate
levers; the set at one end operating to assist those at the other end,
in the same manner as Messrs Fiskin had originally done. The ploughs

were drawn in the same way, by a rope attached to an anchor, and
passing round the drum of the engine which supplied the motive power.
The two axes were connected, just as Messrs Fiskin's were—not, it is

true, by the precise means, but, by a mechanical equivalent, which
produced the same result. Messrs Fiskin had an arrangement in the
centre, by means of an eccentric movement, for throwing the prepon-
derance of the leverage upon the ploughs that were to operate on the
ground. The defendants had also made a connection in the centre b3'

means of two eccentric pullej's, over which a chain and rope passed,
which produced the same effects. So that, it was contended that it was,
in fact, substantially the same arrangement, and threw the preponder-
ance of leverage on the ploughs that were in the ground exactly the
same as Messrs Fiskin's did. Now, if there were this preponderance,
as in Messrs Fiskin's invention, and as the defendants proposed in the
specification of their patent, of course, a greater power would have to be
exerted to raise the ploughs out of the ground than if the ploughs were
on a balance. The defendants discovered that, and, accordingly, they
adopted a plan to remedy it, which substantially made their plough the
same in that respect as Mr Fowler's. This they did by slightly altering

the form of the eccentric pulleys, and placing them in a particular

position, by which arrangement, whilst professing to have their ploughs
at each end of separate levers, they put them precisely in the same
balance as Mr Fowler's. Thus, the defendants first took Messrs Fiskin's

plan of having two sets of ploughs, each on a separate axis ; and, having
done that, they next, by the chain or rope connected with the eccentric

pulleys, joined them together, and made them like Mr Fowler's. We
refer the reader to the illustrations shown in our JSxhibitk/n Record
of the general systems of Mr Fowler and Mr Howard. We may
also remark that our readers will find an exceedingly lucid account
of both systems, in that work, from the pen of Professor Jolm
Wilson.
The scientific witnesses for the plaintiff were then called—Mr Carp-

rnael stated that Messrs Fiskin's ploughs counterbalance each other to

a great extent, and described Messrs Howard's plough as follows:—In
this machine, at the end of a carriage on wheels, there is a set of levers,

each of which has applied to it, at the end, a set of ploughs. The two
sets of levers are connected together, and to a common axis, by means
of two pairs of chains which are fixed to eccentric levers, by which the

two sets of levers, which, formerly, without those chains, were not in

state of balance, and acting upon each other, are now, by that means,
brought in such connection that the lifting, or rather the depression, of

one set of ploughs into the land raises the other set, and the raising is

assisted even by the descending ones. Therefore, upon this ploughing
machine, there are two sets of levers, and two sets of ploughs, put into

such connection, that one assists the other in exchange of position.

The improvement upon Messrs Fiskin's patent effected by Mr Fowler,

consisted in fixing the ploughs rigidly upon a frame, instead of having
them upon a swivel. He had compared the action of Mr Howard's
plough with that of Mr Fowler's, and found that there was no practical

difference.

In the course of cross-examination, this witness stated that the re-

semblance, in point of principle, between the defendants' ploughs and
that of Messrs Fiskin's was in the counterpoise, by which one set of

ploughs was brought into the aid of the other in effecting a change of

position. It was also examined as to the resemblance between Messrs
Fiskin's plough and that of Campbell, patented in 1849. He was of

opinion that Campbell's plough did not come under the designation of a

balance plough ; and being further examined as to the difference between
Messrs Howard's and Fowler's plough, the witness said:—In Fiskin's

machine, when you come to a headland, you are obliged, by manual
power, to lift the whole weight of the ploughs out of action to the

highest position, or rather, to a higher position than is necessary for

the ploughs coming into action. Mr Fowler iaises the ploughs by the

action of the rope, and brings down the other set upon the land. By
continuing the pull, the}' are brought into the land, the other set being

lifted by the same action up to the highest position

Mr John Fowler, jun., was then examined. He stated that his

attention was engaged from 1850 to 1853 on the drainage plough, and
since then, on to the present time, on steam ploughs ; he was not

aware that any one had used the principle of counterpoise, as applied to

a plough, before Messrs Fiskin. In allusion to his own plough, he
stated that the rigid fixing of the plough to the frame, and the dispens-

ing with any intermediate basis, by which it is not necessary that the

power of men should be injudiciously interfering with the action of the

plough, was new in its application. By that, he meant the dispensing

with the screw shaft sector. He further stated that Messrs Howard's
and Messrs Fiskin's ploughs resembled one another in the arrangement

of two sets of ploughs on two sets of levers ; the one going out of action,

assisting by a counterpoise, to raise the set going into action. The
plough of the defendants is balanced in this way ; the two chains being

taken away, the plough would not balance at all ;
the two lever frames

would be independent of each other in action. The two frames beiug

attached to each other by eccentric levers, they are practically brought
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to a state of balance. Mr Fowler further stated that he found in

defendants' plough other improvements similar to those patented by
himself and Mr Greig—the fixing of the ploughs to a rigid frame, and
the balancing of these ploughs over a central axis. Mr Fowler stated

that it had cost him almost i'56,000 to perfect his invention, up to the

end of January, 1863.

Mr G. Hinton Bovill stated that in the defendants' plough the

machine is depressed by hand until it reaches the ground, then the

draught rope moves it into the land, and the end of the operation is the

same as that which is accomplished by Fowler's plough, by much more
simple means. He further stated the chain in Messrs Howard's machine
to be a substitute for the slotted levers in Fiskin's plough. The chain

made the frame rigid, and so far adopted the improvement of Mr
Fowler. The witness further staled that for all practical purposes of a

steam plough, the levers are upon one frame, and in that respect there

is no real or substantial difference between the plough of the defendant
and that of the plaintiff's. Mr Allen Ransome, of Ipswich, was then
examined ; and, in the course of his evidence, stated that he had paid

£500 ) for a licence to make ploughs upon Mr Fowler's patents. Mr
Amos stated that he concurred generally with the evidence already

given.

Mr Clayton, of the firm of Clayton & Shuttleworth, the eminent
agricultural implement makers, also stated that his firm had paid

£5000 to Mr Fowler, pursuant to the agreement to which Messrs
Ransome and Messrs Burrell were also parties. It was then intended

that Messrs Howard should have taken part in this agreement ; but

they drew back at the last moment, and tried to enter into a separate

arrangement with the Messrs Fiskiu.

Sir F. Kelly addressed the jury for the defence, and stated that he
was not disposed to say that there was any ingenuity in Mr Fowler's

balance plough. On the contrary, all the valuable points were taken
from Messrs Fiskin. He further asserted that Mr Wm. Fiskin was the

true and first inventor, and that he had not given his formal consent

when the patent was taken out, and no after consent given by him
would be sufficient. This assertion was, however, disproved during the

ensuing examination of Mr Win. Fiskiu, who stated that he merely
communicated the idea of driving the plough by means of a fixed

engine, with an endless band, at a high speed. This witness also stated

that he had no idea of having first communicated to his brother the idea

of a balance power, and that all the material parts, including the self-

acting anchor, were the invention of his brothers.

Mr Rogers, engineer and iron-founder, of Stockton-on-Tees, deposed

that he had invented the application of the segment rack and endless

screw to the plough ; he also claimed the invention of the self-moving

anchor, and stated that he had received £00 in 18 J7 to give up all

interest in the patent.

Mr James Howard gave a different account of the agreement ; he

also stated that in Fowler's plan the ploughs were raised by the

draught alone. In his, a man was put to it. Mr Newton stated that in

his opinion the draught in defendants' machine did not resemble that of

Fowler's.

Mr M'Connell gave a similar opinion, but, on being cross-examined,

stated that, as the shares in Howard's plough fall in the ground they

raise the others.

Mr Pole gave similar evidence for the defence, but, on cross-exami-

nation acknowledged that the connecting chain in Howard's plough

would cause the counterpoise.

In answer to the witness Rogers, Mr Thomas Fiskin was examined
;

he contradicted the assertion that Mr Rogers had invented the self-

acting anchor, and the application of the screw and sector.

Mr John Fowler (not a relation to the plaintiff) stated that he had
first introduced Mr J . Fiskin to Mr Rogers, and deposed to a conversa-

tion he had held with Mr Fiskin before this introduction to Mr Rogers,

in the course of which the former described the balance plough and
self-acting anchor.

Sir F. Kelly, in summing up for the defence, stated that the anchor
described in the provisional specification was totally different from that

described in the final specification, and admitted that Messrs Howard
had adopted the principle of the counterpoise.

Lord Chief Justice Erie, in charging the jury, said that the essence

of Messrs Fiskin's invention was the principle of counterpoise ; the

essence of Mr Fowler's invention was an improved mode of applying

that principle of counterpoise, and that there was no reason for suppos-

ing that in 1856 Mr Howard had any notion of the improvements which
he afterwards adopted.

The jury then pronounced a verdict for the plaintiff on all the issues.

Veener Sawing.—Prale et al v. Robert Miller & Sons, AVood
Merchants, Montrose— Infringement.—This was an action in the

First Divisiou of the Scottish Court of Session for the infringement of a

patent "for improvements in machinery for cutting wood." The
respondents purchased a machine in Hamburg for sawing veneers, and
this machine the pursuers say was the same substantially as their

patented invention, and they crave to have the respondents interdicted
from using the same.
The case was discussed on the first day with reference to the follow-

ing issues, which the pursuers propose for the trial of the case :

—

1. Whether the alleged invention described in the final specification,

filed 20th Sept., 1860, of which No. 6 is a certified copy, is essentially
different from the alleged invention described in the provisional specifi-

cation, lodged 29th March, 1860, of which No. 6 of process is a certified

copy?
2. Whether the alleged invention described in the said letters patent

and final specification was not first published in Great Britain by the
said Auguste Pentzlin ?

3. Whether the description contained in the said final specification is

not such as to enable workmen of ordinary skill to use the alleged
invention, so as to produce the effect set forth in the said letters patent
and specification ?

Crinoline.—Thompson v. James.—Infringement.—In this case the
plaintiffs moved in the Polls' Court, before the Master of the Rolls, for

an injunction in this case to restrain the defendants from infringing
their patent rights in reference to an alleged invention for " distending
articles of ladies' dress and preserving their form and shape by means
of a sousjitppe, jupe Mitliet, under petticoat, or skeleton skirt, now com-
monly called crinoline." The main features of the invention were
described in the specification "as making a form for a petticoat of a
sufficient number of lengths of steel (such as used by watchmakers),
and having them formed into circles, or hoops, by attaching their ends
in any convenient manner, then sewing them to pieces of tape or
riband in such wise that when the upper ends of the tapes are fastened
to a band (of any elastic material), and such band is fastened round the
waist, the whole falls into or forms the shape of a full under petticoat,

the tapes or ribands assuming a nearly vertical position. The steel

circles, or hoops, are made of such a circumference that when the band
is placed round the body the whole structure assumes a conical appear-
ance. The advantage derived from the invention is, that ladies possess
in it a souyuppe or under petticoat incapable of being put out of shape,
but so flexible as to yield to every movement or pressure."
His Honour, after hearing the facts as alleged, held that, in his

opinion, there was nothing sufficiently novel in the patent insisted upon
to entitle the plaintiffs to the compensation sought for. From very early
times various means had been resorted to of distending the under
dresses of ladies so as to give roundness to the form, and the present
invention was merely a different mode among man}' others of accom-
plishing this object. If the plaintiffs, however, desired to try the case
further, this Court would enable them to do so, either by directing an
issue at law, or by empannelling a jury to hear the case in Chancery.
The plaintiffs also, if they pleased, could take the case from this Court
to a Court of appeal, but upon the present motion the injunction would
be refused.

Dog-cart Phaeton: Wendover v. Smith.—Infringement. —This was
before the Master of the Rolls—and the plaintiff sought an injunction
against the defendant to restrain an alleged infringement of the plaintiff's

patent right connected with a " dog-cart phaeton," built in a particular
manner so as to save a considerable amount of horse-power, and other-
wise effect improvements upon dog-carts as ordinarily built. A number
of carriages were brought into the Rolls-yard for the inspection of the
Court, to assist it in arriving at a practical decision on the case.

His Honour, after commenting upon the different clauses of the Copy-
right of Designs Act, under which the plaintiff's invention was registered,

held that no infringement of the plaintiff's right had been proved, and
the bill was dismissed, with costs.

Chenille Fabrics : Davenport v. Jetton. — Infringement. — This
case, already reported as to its two earlier phases, in our January and
March parts, again made its appearance in the Vice-Chancellor's Court,

before Sir W. P. Wood.
To recapitulate, the plaintiff, who is the assignee of certain patents for

"improvements in chenille and other piled fabrics," has instituted the

present litigation to restrain an alleged infringement of his patents by
the defendants, who are silk manufacturers at Derby. In December
last, the plaintiff obtained an interlocutory injunction which was upheld

by the Lords Justices on appeal. The question as to the validity and
originality of the patent, which remained to be determined before the

plaintiff could obtain complete relief in the shape of a perpetual

injunction, was tried before a special jury in the course of last term.

Tne defendants then raised the defence that the patent was bad for

want of novelty, as chenille had been made by machines which were
alleged in existence for some time before the patent was taken out, and
further, that the patent was invalidated by prior publication, as the

patentees themselves had made and sold chenille by their process before

obtaining their patent. After a trial which occupied some nine days,
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to the exclusion of all other business, the jury, being unable to agree

upon a verdict, were discharged.

The case was again brought before the Court to decide upon the

course to be pursued. The plaintiff asked for a new trial by jury, and
that the interlocutory injunction might be continued. The defendants

were desirous that the Yice-Okaueellor should himself determine the

questions of fact and law, without the intervention of a second jury.

The Yiee-Chaneellor however, observed that he could not take

upon himself to decide the questions of fact, and therefore, unless he

came upon the legal argument to a conclusion adverse to the patent,

there must be a new trial before a second jury.

The argument then proceeded upon the legal construction of the

patent. The plaintiff relied upon the judgment of the Court of Queen's

Bench, establishing the validity of the patent in a former litigation

against other infringers, whi'e the defendants contended that it was
perfectly competent for the Court now to hold that the plaintiff had not

proved the validity of his patent, and that, looking at the extreme

vagueness and insidious generality of the specification and the balance

of convenience and inconvenience, the plaintiff was not entitled to an
injunction. They also relied upon the judgment of the Gourt of Queen's

Bench, as showing that the judges were not unanimous in favour of the

patent, and that even the judges who upheld it had done so upon what
they termed " a benignant construction of the specification."

.
Jlr Wilcock, Mr Hardy, and Mr Webster (Common Law Bar) appeared

for the plaintiff; Jlr Rolt, Mr Karslake, and Mr Aston (Common Law
Bar) were for the defendants.

The Vice-Chancellor said that the case was one which had occa-

sioned him considerable anxiety. It appeared to him upon the first

occasion that he was not only justified, but compelled to grant the inter-

locutory injunction, looking at the uninterrupted enjoyment and the

decision of a Court of law affirming the validity of the patent. Where
either of these elements existed there must be a very strong case indeed

to induce the Court not to grant the interim injunction. In the present

case there were both, for the plaintiff had not only long and uninter-

rupted enjoyment, but also the judgment of the Court ofQueen's Bench in

favour of his patent. His Honour then proceeded to comment upon the

arguments that had been urged upon the present occasion as to the

terms of the specification, and said that he had not come to any conclu-

sion adverse to the patent, but that, on the contrary, he rather con-

curred in the view taken by those judges of the Queen's Bench who had
affirmed its validity. He must hold that the patent (subject to the issues

of fact as to want of novelty and prior publication) was good per se,

and he should not depart from the ordinary rule of granting the injunc-

tion until the result of the new trial. As to that new trial, it had been

suggested that he should take upon himself to decide the questions both

of law and fact. But it was a case in which he very much desired the

assistance of a jury, and there were many other cases of infringement

of this patent, so that it was plainly necessary that these questions

should be determined by the verdict of a jury. The further hearing of

cause would stand adjourned until a day to be arranged between the

counsel, for which day a special jury should be summoned to attend.

His Honour added that he had not the smallest objection to let the case

be tried before another judge. This was a matter for the consideration

of the parties.

Sewing Machines.—Foxwell v. Thomas.—Infringement.—This was
an action tried in the Court of Common Pleas before Chief Justice Erie,

and a special jury. The action was brought for the infringement of the

plaintiff's patent for a sewing machine. The plaintiff claimed to be the

proprietor of a sewing machine, the peculiarity of which consisted in a

novel application of the shuttle, needle, and feeding apparatus. Sewing
machines had previously been in use with a similar feeding apparatus,

but with two needles, instead of the needle and shuttle; but the plain-

tiff, after many experiments and many failures, had perfected his machine
by the substitution of a shuttle for one of the needles. It was stated

that defendant's machine, although different to the eye, was, in fact,

similar in construction to the plaintiffs. Of course, this was denied by
the defendant, and a great number of witnesses were examined upon
both sides; but, without the aid of the models with which the court was
crowded, it would be impossible to give an explanation of the details.

The learned judge summed up the case at some length, and the jury

having retired, were locked up until a very late hour ; they were, how-
ever, unable to agree, and were accordingly discharged without giving

a verdict.

Mr Grove, Q.C., Mr Manisty, Q C, and Mr T. Aston appeared for the

plantiff; Mr Sovill, Q.C.. Mr Hindmarsh, Q.C., Mr Webster, and Mr
Talfaurd Salter for defendant.

Trade Marks: Hall v. Barrow.—Infringement.—This was before

the Master of the Rolls, and involved the question of property in a

trade mark. The bill was filed by the executors of Joseph Hall,

who had been a partner in the firm of Barrow & Hall, ironfouuders, of

Bloomfield, in the county of Stafford, to have the partnership -accounts
taken, and the partnership property sold under direction of the Court.
At the hearing all the questions but one were disposed of, viz., as to

whether the trade mark of the firm should be considered partnership
assets-. It consisted of the letters B. B. H. , surmounted by a crown,
had been used by the firm for a great number of years, and iron so
stamped had acquired the highest reputation in the market.
His Honour said, a decision of Lord Hardwicke's had been cited, in

which that learned judge had refused to grant an injunction restraining
the use of a trade mark, on the ground that there was no property what-
ever in it. That case had, however, been decided a century ago, and
though he entertained the very highest respect for so great an authority,
was no longer law; the books at the present day being full of cases in

which equity had granted such injunctions, and damages had been
awarded at law for the infringement of the right. Nor was it even
necessary, in order to constitute a trade mark property, that it should
have been used for any length of time, or be proved to be of any value,

since, in the one case, were the original owner of the mark not
protected at the very earliest moment he might be prevented ever
acquiring one, and, in the other, the adoption of it by another person
was the best evidence of its worth. Trade marks were generally divis-

ible into two classes, one denoting the place where certain goods were
manufactured, and another, like that in the present case, the person by
whom or under whose superintendence they were manufactured. The
first he thought properly passed with the books themselves, the second
on the other hand was personal and inalienable, to allow the sale of

which was obviously to sanction a fraud upon the public. It was not
indeed necessary that the trade mark should be abandoned immediately
any change took place as regarded the individuals composing the firm;

so long as the continuity remained unbroken and the firm remained
substantially the same, they might with perfect propriety make use of
the trade mark adopted by the original partners. The trade mark at

present uuder discussion must therefore be declared not to be partner-

ship assets. The defendant is fully entitled to use it, but cannot dis-

pose of it to any other person.

REVIEWS OF NEW BOOKS.

Hand-Books and Year-Books :

—

1. The Builder's and Contractor's Price Book for 1863. 8vo.
Lockwood & Co., London.

2. The Stock-Taker's Assistant, &c. By James Paris. 8vo.
M'Corquodale & Co., Glasgow. 1862.

3. The Annual Retrospect of Engineering and Architecture for
1861. By Geo. R. Burnell, C.E. 8vo. .Lockwood & Co.,
London.

4. The Year-Book of Facts in Science and Art. By John Timbs,
F.S.A. Lockwood & Co., London. 8vo. 1863.

5. A Practical Treatise on Hydraulic and other Calcareous
Cements. By Jas. G. Austin, Architect. 8vo. Triibner & Co.,
London. 1862.

6. A Pocket Book of Useful Formulae and Memoranda for Civil
and Mechanical Engineers. By G. L. Molesworth, C.E. 12mo.
Spon, London. 1863.

All these mav be viewed in the light of hand-books—volumes of handy
reference in the course of professional business—although one or two,
and especially Mr Timbs' tersely and well-arranged little year-book of
facts, may also be taken up with pleasure, for the sake of occasional
discursive amusement, not unlinked with information. "The Builder's
Price Book," at the head of the list, is very much what "Taylor's
Builder's Price Book" was in older da}T s, with some improved arrange-
ment, and an appendix and good index ; the whole brought into a
much more convenient form of small 8vo, with stiff cloth covers and
cut edges. Those who have no occasion to consult hand books, and
the publishers generally appear to be amongst the number, have no
notion of the trouble and time made or saved, according to the style in

which such books are got up, so as to be rapidly and easily turned to at

a particular spot. This is one of the best points of this new edition.
" The Stock-Taker's Assistant " is a laborious, though unpretending,

volume of 136 pages, containing seventeen useful tables, with explana-

tory notes, which will be found useful to many of those connected with
iron, especially with its manufacture. Also, useful to boiler-makers,

showing the area and weight of iron plates. The tables show the area

of rectangular plates, advancing by half an inch, up to 7 feet broad;

and the weight of plates, advancing by an inch from 1 foot to 70 feet

superficial, and from one-sixteenth to 1 inch in thickness. Also, the

weight of round plates, advancing by an inch from 1 foot to 7 feet

diameter, and from one-sixteenth to 1 inch thick. To several classes of

industry, we have no doubt this work will be found of real value.

Mr Burnell's " Annual Retrospect of Engineering and Architecture,"
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Vol. I., ia a newly-projected work, intended to be a record of progress in

the sciences of civil, military, and naval construction.

He is a bold man, who, now-adays, will undertake to condense into

an 8vo of 372 pages all this, and propose "to treat the most important

subjects in an original manner." With such a plethoric mass of matter,

great judiciousness of selection, and the less originality the better, to be

of any value to the reader. " Non omnia possumus omnes." No man,

it may be safely said, is competent to discuss, usefully, or even always

correctly, subjects so vast and various. The attempt to do so, is to

mistake altogether the office that such digests of progress as these

should set before them. To get into a classified and readily-referred-to

shape, the main facts of progress made in things done, in knowledge

achieved, relative to all the heads of subjects on which this year-book

proposes to treat, is what most men engaged in the sciences and arts

referred to would be glad to have; but how many would care to have

the most original lucubrations that any one man can produce on such

a mass of subjects.

The Germans thoroughly comprehend the limits, the point, the value,

of these digested indices, year by year, of human progress, in special

departments ; but they avoid all discussion—all attempt at doing more
than in the briefest and simplest manner giving the reader the heads or

outline of what is worthy his notice, and. carefully referring him to

where the fullest information may be had, if he need more. In doing

this, they give preference to information least likely to be generally

accessible, and hence the extracts from their own German journals are

the very briefest. Mr Burnell fills pages with the mere reprinting of

papers read at our own societies, and published in our English journals

and papers. We hope to see his arrangement and mode of treatment

altered.

Mr Timbs' little book we deem a much more valuable and well

arranged production, though somewhat of the same sort. Under nine

heads he places all his memorabilia of science and art for the past year,

prefacing them with a brief memoir of Sir Charles Lyell, (as the man of

the year, we suppose, in virtue of his book on the Antiquity of Man,)

with a well engraved portrait of what Sir Charles probably once was

—

a handsome young man. Mr Timbs, as we have some suspicion, reads

no language but his mother tongue; at least the vast majority of his

notices are taken from English sources, while, as we have said above,

the opposite should be the predominant part in every English year book.

We could point to dozens of most important and valuable discoveries

or improvements, or res gestw from foreign journals, or in countries

abroad, that are as wholly unnoticed by Mr Timbs as by Mr Burnell.

The former gives us his news, and keeps himself and all discussion out

of sight.

Mr Austin's little book, though not professedly a hand book, is so

completely a compilation, in brief form, of what is to be found elsewhere

in fulness and system, and apparently intended chiefly as an aide mem-

oire, that we must also view it as a hand-book or office instrument.

Some of the disquisitions quoted are not selected with much regard to

novelty

—

e.g., Mr Higgins " On the Dephlogisticated Air from Lime,"

&c. There is scattered through the book, however, a good deal of matter

that will prove useful to many who have not access to the works of

Vicat, Pasley, and others.

Mr Molesworth's Pocket Book is incomparably the best that has yet

appeared in the English language, because the briefest, smallest, and

with the least amount of irrelevant and useless matter.

The division is made of subjects into civil and mechanical engineer-

ing, and an appendix, which contains all the tables, and we think

should have gone before the others

There is still a deal too much matter merely transferred from the

pages of other books, and sometimes in a way that shows that the

author has himself never had practically to apply the information so

transferred

—

eg, at p. 24, E. Hodgkinson's formulas for columns are

given, but the tables he gave for the 3.76 powers of the diameter, and

1.7 powers of the length, are omitted, and without those, these formula?

are too troublesome for general use.

So, also, old "rules'' are printed, many of which are absurdly useless.

For example, p 2">, "In hollow columns, the thickness of metal should

not be less than -jRr, i.e., -J? the diameter." In the 70 ton shear legs at

the Victoria Docks, London, the diameter of the wrought iron legs,

which are columns, is about 3 feet—the metal is about $ of an inch.

The columns under Hungerford Girder Bridge are about 10 feet

diameter : the thickness of the cast iron is about 1J inches.

At page 58, under ventilation, it is said, " Each person requires at

least from 3 to 4 cube feet of air per minute.'' Heaven preserve us from

such ventilation ; about four times the amount is necessary for health

or comfort.
" Ordinary windows allow about 8 cube feet a minute to pass."

What is the area of an ordinary window ? It must be an extraordinary

one that, under all circumstances, breeze or calm, lets just 8 feet per

minute pass. However, let us let such blemishes pass, to be corrected

in the next edition. The little book is, in the main, a good one, though

there is still room for better.

—

Ed.

MECHANIC'S LIBRARY.
Agricultural Facts, Year-Book of, 1862, fcap. 8vo, 4s, cloth. Burn.
Architectural Design, General Theory of Proportion in, 6s. Lloyd.
Chemistry, Manual of Elementary, 9th edition, fcap Svo, 12s Gd. Fonrnes.
Civil and Mechanical Engineers, Pocket-Book for, 4s 6d. Molesworth.
Dual Arithmetic, 8vo, 10s 6d, cloth. Byrne.
Electro' Metallurgy, Contributions to the History of, 12mo, 4s. Dircks.
Gothic Architecture, Rhymes and Lines upon, small 4to, Is, sewed. Stubbs.
Mechanics and Hydrostatics, 8vo, 5s 6d, cloth. Girdlestone.
Meteorological and Statistical Guide, 2d edition, Svo. 7s, cloth. Giles.
Ornamental Art of every Style, Gleanings from, 4to, 30s. Newberry.
Photographs, Harmonious Colouring as applied to, 4th edition. Is, cloth.

Steam Engine, Use of the Indicator, 4th edition, 12s 6d. Hopkinson.
Year-Book of Facts, 1863, fcap. 8vo, 5s, cloth, Timbs.

CORRESPONDENCE.

We do not hold ourselves responsible for the views or statements of our
Correspondents.

PROCURING ICE IN INDIA BY MECHANICAL MEANS.

Sir,— It occurred to me while residing in India, a few years ago, that

ice could be manufactured by a simple and inexpensive appliance on
board the steamers traversing the Indian Ocean, and other tropical seas,

and in sufficient quantity to meet the requirements of the larder, passen-
gers and crew.

I would propose employing a circular vessel or vessels of cast iron,

about 3 feet diameter, and 8 or 9 inches deep, having a bottom and
moveable top formed with considerable convexity, and strongly feathered to

resist the atmospheric pressure. The joints to be faced on a turning lathe,

and scraped to a bearing, and aconnection formed with the condenser of the

Steam Engine by a small wrought iron or copper pipe about J inch bore,

in order to obtain a partial void in the above described vessels or

receivers. The water intended to assume the solid form to be placed in

shallow vessels of thin unglazed porous earthenware, resting on metallic

stands, at a height of 3 or 4 inches from the bottom of the receivers

—the bottom of the receivers to be strewed with a layer of about 2 inches
thick of well dried oat meal or wheaten bran, or some other simple
mechanical absorbent, to imbibe the moisture arising from the water.
The side of the receiver to be fitted with a stop cock for admitting air

when necessary, and the cover furnished with five or six piual screws,

for releasing it from the receiver before removing the ice, and which
includes all the requisites of this simple apparatus.

I may state that the water to be transformed into ice could be obtained
from the steam in the engine boiler, and condensed in the usual appara-
tus for supplying fresh water for the use of the ship. And I may here
remark that by manufacturing the ice on board the ship dispenses with
the cumbrous Glaciere, situated bang up in the peak of the ship, and
weighing when filled with ice upwards of twenty tons, which I may men-
tion does not improve the valuable quality of liveliness so imperative in

post modern steamers constructed with fine entrance lines.

It has also occurred to me that if the ceiling of the port and starboard
sleeping cabins were furnished with two copper pipes, of about 3 inches
diameter, fitted with expansion joints, extending from the quarter-gal-

lei ies forward to the engine condenser, and similar pipes from the forward
cabin reaching also to the engine condenser, and these pipes supplied
with a small and continuous stream of water direct from the sea (which
would require no pumping), the evaporation of the water would rob
away the heat and impart an agreeable coolness to the air descending
upon the passengers while in bed, and enable them to obtain sound and
refreshing sleep, a feature much wanted in Indian steamers, where the
temperature of the sleeping cabins even at midnight is ofton 90 degrees
on Fahrenheit's scale.

When the water in the pipes above referred to is subjected to the in-

fluence of a partial vacuum, the evaporation is enormously accelerated,

and its bulk augmented about 1800 times in passing from the liquid to

the gaseous form ; its specific or constitutional heat being increased in

a similar ratio, and will absorb from the nearest medium its normal
share of caloric required for its altered constitution.

And I may here remark that the above phenomenon already explains

the reason why steam in its natural state expanded four or five fold,

either in a simple or compound engine, and without steam jacketing, gives

practical results differing widely from what theory promised.

J. Sked.
Woolwich, Feb., 1863.

GREAT BRITAIN AS A COAL AND IRON PRODUCER IN
RELATION TO FRANCE.

In the official documents which have been recently laid before the

French Chambers I find the following returns with regard to the pro-
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duction of coal and iron in France and the importation of British iron,
which will probably be interesting to many of your readers :—

Coal.

The production of coal in France was, in 1S59, 7,500,000 tons; 1860,
8.039,168 tons; 1861, 8,40H,000 tons ; 1863, 9,400,000 tons. The price
of coal at the pit's mouth was, in 1860, 9s If d per ton; 1861, 9s ljd per
ton^; 1862, 9s OJd per ton.

Notwithstanding the rapid increase in the production of coal in France,
it will be observed that it amounts to one-tenth only of the quantity
yielded by the mines of Great Britain.

Iron.

The production of pig and cast iron in France was, in 18C2 :—Smelted
with charcoal, 285,000 tons; value, £1,949,200; per ton, £6 16s 9d.
With coke, or coke and charcoal mixed, 708,000 tons ; value, £3,456,000

;

per ton, £4 10s. Total of all qualities in 1862, 1,053,000 tons; value,
£5,405,200.
The production of pig and cast iron was, in 1861:—Smelted with

charcoal, 298,000 tons; with coke, or coke and charcoal mixed, 590,000
tons. Total of all qualities in 1801, 880,000 tons.
The total production of all descriptions of pig and cast iron was, in

1859, 856,152 tons, and the total in 1862 having been 1,053,000 tons, it

appears that there has been an increase in the total production in France
during three years of nearly 25 per cent.

The quantity of bar and other descriptions of wrought iron manu-
factured in France was, in 1862, with charcoal, 71,100 tons; value,

£1,194,800; per ton, £16 16s Id; with charcoal and coke mixed, 29,400
tons; value, £404,000; per ton, £13 14s lOd; with coal, 600,000 tons;
value, £5,724,000; per ton, A'9 10s 9d. The total of all descriptions of
bar and wrought iron manufactured was, therefore, in 1862, 700,500
tons; value, £7,322.800.
The quantities manufactured were, in 1861, with charcoal, 76,600

tons ; with charcoal and coke, 32,400 tons ; with coal, 493,700 tons.
The total quantity manufactured in 1861 was, therefore, 602,700 tons.
The quantities manufactured were, in 1859, with charcoal, 90,660

tons; with charcoal and coke, 16,930 tons; with coal, 412,510 tons.
The total quantity manufactured in 1859 was, therefore, 520,000 tons;
and the total manufactured in 1862 having been 700,500 tons, it appears
that there has been an increase in the total production in France during
three years of 180,500 tons, or more than 33 per cent.
The quantities of British iron imported into France during the first 11

months of 1862 were—Pig iron, 149,551 tons; bar iron and rails, 41,565;
plates, sheets, and tiuplates, 2,650 ; all other descriptions, 7,023 tons.

It is impossible to examine the foregoing returns without being struck
not only by the rapid increase in the production and consumption of
iron in France, but also by the extreme smallness of the importations
from Great Britain, the largest and cheapest producer of iron in the
world.

The annual production of pig iron in Great Britain now amounts to

4.000,000 tons, of which 2,500,000 tons are manufactured into bars,
rails, plates, sheets, and other descriptions of wrought iron.

The prices of iron are comparatively high in France. The returns
from which the foregoing particulars have been abstracted state them to
have been higher for similar descriptions in 1862 than in 1861.

In Great Britain the very low prices of the last five years fell still

lower in 1862.
The importations of British iron into France scarcely amount to 5 per

cent, of tbe total production of Great Britain.

It is evident, therefore, that with regard to one, at least, of the most
important branches of British industry, the recent treaty of commerce is

not based on sufficiently equitable principles. J. K. B.

SOLID DRAWN GUN BARRELS.
Sib,—My attention has just been called to your remarks in the

Journal of the 1st ult. on our system of solid cold drawing, and being
the maker of the metal employed under that process, I beg to trouble
you with a few comments thereon.
You observe, " that a very great increase of cohesive strength, in the

longitudinal direction, is produced by the forcible extension, either by
rolling or by drawing." Again, " there is no doubt, whatever, that a cold
drawn gun barrel, therefore, will have a very high amount of longitu-
dinal strength, but, it by no means follows, that any increase of
strength, as against bursting by the charge of powder through circum-
ferential strains, or any increase at all, as respects this, shall result."

Will you kindly inform your readers the ground on which you base
these conclusions, and I will then attempt to discuss the question with
you, so far as I am able.

Again, you say, "Any rod or barrel thus treated or drawn, or rolled
cold, has its particles thrown into tensions and internal strains, which,
at every particle cut off, either from the outside or the inside, by filing
or boring, &c., will cause the whole mass to alter its shape by twisting
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or bending spontaneously
; in fact, this actually takes place now with

the Enfield forged barrel to a sufficient extent to make final straighten-
ing by the hammer necessary

; of course, the same may be done with
cold drawn barrels, but the internal strains will be far more vehement,
and we apprehend such barrels might show a persistent tendency to
return to a crooked form."

I regret having to differ with you entirely on this point; your remarks
apply with force to a hot system, for the particles being expanded by
heat, contract in cooling, hence the tensional strain you speak of;
whereas, under our cold system, the particles are permanently elon-
gated, or glide into their places and remain at rest ; and, owing to the
equal pressure the barrels or tubes are subjected to, the particles are
brought into the closest possible contact with each other, and thus you
have greater density in a given space

; another advantage we possess
over the hot process is that, under that system, the metal is all removed
from the surface, while it is drawn from both the external and internal
surfaces under ours at the same time, thus easing the tensional strain.
Regarding the experiments you could wish to hear of being made by

the hydraulic test, 1 may observe that our English patents are about to
pass into the hands of a joint stock company in London who will, I
have no doubt, conduct such a series of experiments as soon as their
machinery is erected as will satisfy all interested of the value and
economy of our process—I am, Sir, your most obedient servant,

W. Hawksworth.
Avon Steel and Iron Works

,

Near Linlithgow, 19th February, 1863.

[We print our correspondent's letter, with the following brief remarks,
but must decline to open our pages to any prolonged controversy upon
the subject.

The fibre of all wrought iron is arranged in rolling or drawing, etc.,

in accordance with the general law, which Mr Mallet has shown (see
Transactions, Royal Irish Academy, Vol. 17) is common to all crystal-
lizing bodies, viz., the principal axes of the crystals (i.e., the fibre) is

arranged in lines of least pressure within the mass.
Drawn rods have the fibre, hence, longitudinal ; but this is at right

angles to the direction that circumferential or bursting forces act on
gun barrels.

If there were no internal tensions produced by cold drawing, wire
could never become hardened by drawing through the plate, nor curl
up after passing through, before annealing, as are the facts.

—

Ed.]

PROCEEDINGS OF SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES.

ROYAL INSTITUTION.
Jan. 23, 1863.—" On Radiation through the, Earth's Atmosphere," by Pro-

fessor J. Tyndall.

ROYAL SOCIETY.
January 29, 1863.—" On the Absorption of Gases by Charcoal, No. I.," by

Dr R. A. Smith.

February 5,1863.—"On the Embryology of Comatula rosacea (Link)," by
Professor Thompson.

FrcB. 12, 1863.—" On some Compounds and Derivatives of Glyoxylic Acid,"
by Dr Debus.—" On the Telescopic appearance of the Planet Mars,'' by Pro-
fessor J. Phillips.

Feb. 19, 1863.—" On Thallium," by W. Crookes.

March 5, 1863.—"On Skew Surfaces, otherwise Scrolls," by A. Cayley,
Esq.—" Researches on the Refraction, Dispersion, and Sensitiveness of
Liquids," by Dr Gladstone and the Rev. T. Dale.—"On the Change of Form
assumed by Wrought Iron and other Metals when Heated, and when Cooled
by Partial Immersion in Water," by Lieut.-Col. H. Clerk.

INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.
February 24, 1863.—" On American Timber Bridges," by Mr J. R. Mosse.
" On the Re-construction of the Dinting and the Mottram Viaducts," by Mr

W. Fairbairn.

After alluding to the many advantages resulting from the application of a
tenacious but flexible material, like wrought-iron, either in the tubular girder,

or other forms in which it was now employed, as being probably the most
suitable for bridges and viaducts of great width and span, where strength and
durability were required, the author remarked, that at the present time, there

did not appear to exist any inducement on the score of economy, for the intro-

duction of a perishable material, such as timber, into structures intended to be

of a permanent character. He then briefly described the original condition of

the Dinting and the Mottram viaducts, on the Sheffield and Manchester rail-

way, which were erected in the year 1843-41, under the direction of the late

Mr Joseph Locke. The former consisted of five arches of 125 feet span,

and the latter of one arch of 150 feet, and of two of 25 feet span, con-
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structed of timber ribs on the laminated principle. As was generally the case

with similiar structures, within ten or twelve years after their erection, the

timber was so much decayed as to endanger their security, and to render con-

siderable repairs indispensable. It was then contemplated to substitute iron

work, but this step was not finally determined upon until the year 1858, when
the viaducts were again in such a state as to alarm the passengers. It was
stated that, the restored portions of each viaduct, consisted of two longitudinal

and continuous tubular iron girders, fixed to the middle piers, and free to ex-

pand and contract in the direction of the abutments. To the top of these

girders, iron cross-beams were riveted, on which were laid the longitudinal

sleepers for supporting the rails. There was nothing new in the construction

of the girders. They were one-thirteenth of the span in depth, and the areas

of the top and bottom flanges were in the proportion of 7 to 6, the breaking
weight, equally distributed, amounting to 1*2-58 tons per lineal foot. The chief

novelty was in the mode of erection, and in the method of substituting iron for

wood; the directors of the railway company having insisted on the condition,

that the traffic should not be interrupted during the progress of the works.
Several plans were proposed, but that which was ultimately adopted was to

construct the girders on the old existing platforms, to cut down the piers and
the abutments, and then, by a simple mechanical apparatus, first to suspend,

and afterwards to lower the girders into their places. A strong wooden frame,

about 16 feet high, was erected on the pier at each end of the girder, and on
the top of this was inserted a cast-iron plate, with a hole in the centre,

through which a square-threaded screw, 4^ inches in diameter was passed.

Centred on this screw, and resting on the cast-iron plate, was a bevel wheel,

which received motion from a pinion, in connection with spur gearing, worked
by crank handles in the ordinary manner. On the lower end of the large screw
was forged an eye, to receive a cross-bar, having links at each extremity, which
hooked under the angle irons at the sides of the girder. With six men at the
handles, each girder was raised and lowered into its place in one hour. When
one line of girders was thus completed—the whole of the traffic having in the

meanwhile been carried by a single road—a temporary way was laid upon this

line of girders, and the traffic was transferred to it. The girders on the other
side of the viaduct were next constructed, and when they were finished, the iron

cross-beams were riveted to these girders, and the permanent way for this line

was made good. The trains were again passed on to this road, the permanent
way on the other side was laid, the timber arches and the framing were removed,
and the viaduct was complete.

ASSOCIATION OF FOREMEN ENGINEERS.

The tenth anniversary of this society was celebrated by the usual dinner at the
society's room, St Swlthin's Lane, on Saturday the 14th ultimo.

The chair was occupied by Mr W. H. Kej'te, who fulfilled the duties in a
most efficient manner.

After the usual loyal toasts had been proposed and responded to in that truly

hearty manner which the foremen engineers so well understand, the toast of

the evening, viz., "The President" of the association, was given, accompanied
by a very gratifying mark of the high esteem in which Mr Joseph Newton is

held by the members, in the shape of a handsome presentation of plate, con-
sisting of a large salver and goblet, a cake basket, Hquer stand and inkstand
bearing the following inscription— " To Joseph Newton, Esq., President of the

London Association of Foremen Engineers. This testimonial is presented by
his fellow members as a token of their esteem.—March 14, 1863." Mr Newton
returned thanks in an appropriate address, in which he lamented the continued
coldness of the employers towards the association, and regretted that a better

feeling did not exist with regard to their meetings. He explained that the

chief object of the association was the mutual instruction of its members by
social intercourse, the reading of scientific papers, and discussing the subjects

brought before its members, whereby each is enabled to set forth his experi-

ences, and frequently to gain and impart valuable practical instruction.—That
the discussion of the private affairs of the shop was strictly prohibited by the
rules of the association, and that, consequently, the employers had really

nothing to fear from such meetings, which were, on the contrary, indirectly

beneficial to their interests. Mr Newton then proposed the toast of the
" Scientific Press," coupling with it Mr Edwin P. Alexander as the representa-
tive of the Practical Meckanio's Journal, and cordially thanked that body
generally for the exertions it had made in promoting the welfare of the associa-

tion. The health of the chairman having been proposed and drunk in a man-
ner which must have been highly satisfactory to that gentleman, the agreeable
proceedings, which were enlivened by numerous songs volunteered by the
members and their friends, were brought to a close.

Owing to the absence, through indisposition, of the secretary, we are not in

a position to give the exact state of the society, but we were informed that it

now numbers about 90 members, and has a very good balance at the banker's.

ROYAL SCOTTISH SOCIETY OF ARTS.

March 9, 1863.—A notice of a proposed improvement in the mode of taking
in the injection water to supply marine condensing engines, was read by Mr
Heriot Currie, chief engineer of the Northern Lights steamer "Pharos." Mr
John Clark, engineer, Glasgow, read a description of a self-acting railway
brake invented and patented by him. The essential feature in this invention
is applying the brake power to the whole train simultaneously by means of a
chain, instead of by turning a longitudinal bar as at present. The brake is

placed on the tender, and when the engineer applies the brake, he gives the
hand-wheel a single turn, which screws two friction-drums against the running
wheels of the tender, the drum revolving with them, and tightens a chain

attached to the same shaft. The chain extends along the train, and is fastened

to a smaller drum on the guard's van, so that it may be wound by the guard if

necessary. In ordinary cases the wheel is turned slightly round, and the train

is stopped in about 400 yards ; but in cases where an accident may seem likely

to occur, the wheel is turned quickly round, the brake is applied by the time

the train has run ten feet, and will stop a train in about eighty yards. So soon

as the chain is tight, the drum which winds it slips so as not to overstrain it or

break anything. We understand that a trial of Mr Clarke's brake will shortly

be made on the North British Railway. The committee appointed in regard to

Mr Cameron's improved Bunsen burner, reported that they were of opinion

that Mr Cameron has been working in the right direction, but that he has not

yet succeeded in preventing the passing down of the flame without depriving it

to a certain extent of its smokeless character. Dr Argyle Robertson then read

a communication on the means of examining the interior of the living eye by
" Liebreich's Stationary Opthalmoscope." Dr Robertson exhibited the instru-

ment in use.

GLASGOW ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETY.

February 26, 1863.—" On Aesthetic Iconography," by Mr R. Goodwin.

March 16, 1863.—" On the Manufacture and Use of Fire Clay," by Mr John
Cannan.

Destruction of Creosoted Timber by Marine Animals.—Mr David Stevenson,

C.E., of Messrs Stevenson, Engineer to the Commissioners of Northern Lights,

Scotland, read last year an interesting and conclusive paper upon this subject.

He has proved, by direct experiment or observation, at Leith Harbour, at

Invergordon, and at Scrabster Harbour, rn Caithness, that timber (memel fir)

creosoted in the fullest and most careful manner, was eaten into and destroyed

by the limnoria terebrans in a few months; and that as soon as the greasy

outside surface of the creosoting was washed off, the timber at once became the

object of attack. Thomas Stevenson had previously shown that neither

Paynes' (iron solution) nor Kyan's (corrosive sublimate) prevented the attacks

of these animals on either oak or softer timbers. As respects the Kyanising,

the fact had been ascertained and published several years before by Mr Mallet.

(Reports, Brit. Assoc.) Oak, mahogany, teak, beech, ash, elm, and all the

pine tribe, become a prey to limnoria and to teredo. Greeuheart alone

appears to resist them, but its perfect immunity is doubtful.

—

Ed.

Neio Material for Paper Maldng.—M. Paravey has drawn the attention of

the Academy of Sciences to the extreme suitability of the butcher's broom
{ruscus actdcatus), as a material for paper making. He quotes Moorcroft's

Travels in India (Malte Brun Voyages, Tome I., Ann, 1819), who states that

at Gartope, in Upper Scindh, and on the northern slopes of the Himalaya,

an excellent paper is made from the fibre of this plant, which is used in Thibet,

and by the merchants of Northern India, as well as by bankers, and takes

writing well. After being soiled or written upon, its fibre will bear bleaching

and working up again. The ruscus grows indigenously in France and Spain,

and, indeed, over a large portion of Southern Europe, and might even be

cultivated on dry barren spots in Great Britain. It is, however, not a very

fast growing plant, though extremely hardy
;
probably an unlimited supply, for

a long time, might be had from Spain.

M. Poncelet has pointed out a passage in the translation of Pliny's Natural

History, by M. Poinsinet de Sivr}r
,
published in 1782, which distinctly antici-

pates the discovery which has been hitherto attributed solely to M. Foucault,

namely, of the constancy of the original plane of vibration of a free pendulum
;

De Sivry proposed to apply the property, to directing a ship's course, as a

substitute for the compass, the original azimuth of the vibration being

assumed known.

A Mons. Cloquet has found the means of tanning boa constrictor and other

large serpent's Bkins, perfectly, yet without detaching the scales, which remain

almost unaltered in colour, and present a very beautitul surface of ornamenta-

tion upon the leather, which he says is remarkable for its flexibility and
strength. He proposes it for boots and shoes, and for many ornamental

purposes.

M. Girardin has submitted to an exact and elaborate analytical examination,

the manure obtained in large quantities at Lille, and employed greatly in the

north of France and in Belgium, in agriculture and gardening, under the

name most usually of " engraisflamand." His results, which prove again, in

the most incontestable manner, the high value of this product, as yet thrown

away in all our towns and cities nearly, are alike worthy the attention of our

own scientific agriculturists, and of our sanitary engineers. It costs about 2§
francs per ton English, at Lille ; and M. Girardin considers it is, in return

value, for above 9£ francs per ton.

MONTHLY NOTES.

THE POST-OBITS OF THE EXHIBITION.

The Medals.—When two or three months ago, and soon after it had been

announced by the Exhibition Commissioners, that no public ceremony could

take place for distribution of the medals, because the Building could neither be

wanned nor lighted, we said, though not quite seriously, that probably the

medals might at last reach the Exhibitors by the Parcels Delivery Company :

we certainly did not anticipate that such a notion would become a reality.
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We believe, however, that we record an actual fact. That a considerable

number, if not the whole, of the medals awarded to British Exhibitors, have
actually reached their hands through this simple and unostentatious channel.

Comment would be now late and useless upon this final antic of mismanage-
ment. It is not too late, however, to notice the instructive contrast that the
mode of distribution of the medals to the subjects of France presents to us.

It would appear, that finding1 the abandonment in England of all dignity and
propriety of ceremonial, as to the delivery of the medals, the Commissioners of
France caused the whole of the French medals to be forwarded en masse to

Paris, where the Emperor, with the clear conception he always shows, of how
to reap the full harvest, of good and of value, from every transaction, resolved
himself to distribute them to his own subjects, with every becoming pomp and
circumstance of state ceremonial. As we have in the Exhibition Record, or
in these pages, traced the late Exhibition from its birth to its final exit, we
shall not omit to give here a place more permanent than that of the daily

journals to this lesson of good sense and good government that France has offered

us. The following is the account given of the presentation, in which nothing
was omitted that could give impressiveness to this recognition by the State of
the dignity and importance of industry and art.

A programme, filling 11 pages 4to, issued by the Duke de Cambacere-s,
Grand Master of Ceremonies, described with the utmost minuteness the
etiquette observed at the distribution of the recompenses accorded to the suc-
cessful exhibitors at the London Exhibition, which took place on the 25th of
January last, in the Grand Hall of the Louvre. It was in the same place that
the opening of the Legislative Chambers was held on the 12th, and, excepting
that the place reserved for the senators and deputies was in this instance occu-
pied by the exhibitors and the members of the commission of the French section
of the International Jury, the forms were the same. On the same platform
stood the throne surmounted by its velvet canopy and its golden eagles; the
great officers of the Crown and the General commanding the Imperial Guard

;

the ladies and officers of the Emperor and Empress's households; the Ministers,
the members of the Privy Council, the Marshals, the Admirals, the Grand
Chancellor of the Legion of Honour, the Princes and Princesses of the Imperial
family, some standing on the right and some on the left, with their respective
attendants; the wives of the exhibitors where those of the foreign Ministers
sat on the 12th; the Cent-Gardes, in corslet and helmet on the platform, all

figured on this occasion. The hour, too, was the same, 1 o'clock; and the cortege,
civil and military, the same. The Emperor and Empress left the Palace of the
Tuileries at the same hour as before, and entered the great hall of the Louvre,
preceded and followed by the same attendants. They were received by Prince
Napoleon and the members of the Commission at the foot of the throne. The
assembly stood up and uncovered when the Emperor made his appearance.
The Emperor took his seat on the throne, and Prince Napoleon rose and read
the address. The Prince observed that the decorations of honour given to the
exhibitors were another example of the equality which allows merit of every
kind to be honoured without distinction of rank or profession. He complimented
the French exhibitors who had sustained the reputation of their country in
sciences, arts, and industry. The present Exhibition was favoured by the cir-

cumstance of coming at the commencement of the commercial freedom in which
France had entered, and experience had proved the truth of the principles which
had been long established in theory. He trusted that France would persevere
in the same line, for us as profitable as it was rational. In spite of some draw-
backs, owing to the absence of certain great establishments, France held an
honourable place in the Exhibition. Hitherto France had distinguished herself
in all that related to the arts, to taste, and finish of execution. England was
making the utmost efforts in that direction, and if France desired to maintain
her superiority she must redouble her efforts. He complimented highly the
artists as well as the owners of works of art who had contributed to the Exhibi-
tion of French products. The juries of the departments were also entitled to
great praise. The space reserved for France at the Exhibition was compara-
tively restricted, and it rendered the selection of objects the more difficult and
important. They had only 13,740 metres to share between 5,495 exhibitors.
The delegates who represented the working classes at the Exhibition were
chosen by the workmen themselves, and the greatest praise that could be
accorded to the Paris operatives was that a considerable number of them took
part in those elections with complete calm. Those delegates, who represented
all France, were not less than 400 in number, and they acquired much useful
knowledge during the Exhibition. The sum of l,2u0,000f., accorded by the
Government to defray their expenses, had not been exceeded; and the funds
were carefully husbanded under the management of M. Play. The Prince
concluded thus :

—

"Permit me, Sire, to express on this occasion, which is the crowning work
of the Exhibition, my thanks to the Commissioners of the Queen of England for
their generous hospitality; to M. Kouher, Minister of Public Works, for the
liberal assistance he has afforded to us; to MM. Chevalier and Play, and to
our agent3 of every rank who have aided us with zeal and intelligence. On
behalf of French industry, Sire, I thank you for your courageous and persistent
initiative in surmounting every obstacle, without regard to passing opposition,
arising, as it has often arisen, from private interest; and in making France
take the lead in the policy of free trade, which will insure her prosperity.
Permit me to remind you that the first result of that policy was, during the bad
harvest of 1861, the obtaining bread at a moderate price, and satisfying the con-
sumer. It is a fresh proof of the lively interest you feel towards the working-
classes, who must have paid dearly for their bread but for the suppression of
the obstacles in the way of the corn trade. The Imperial Commission has
done its best to fulfil its duty. Its highest reward, both for itself and its presi-
dent, will be to have the approbation of the supreme representative of the
French people—the Emperor."

The following is the full text of the Emperor's reply :—

"Gentlemen,—You have worthily represented France abroad. I thank you
for having done so, for Universal Exhibitions are not mere bazaars, but striking
manifestations of the strength and genius of nations. The state of society
reveals itself by the more or less advanced degree of the various elements of
which it is composed, and, as all progress advances in the front, the examina-
tion of a single one of the multiplied productions of intelligence suffices to
enable us to appreciate the civilization of the country to which it belongs.
Thus, when at the present day we discover a simple object of art of ancient
times, we judge from its greater or lesser perfection with what period of history
it is connected. If it deserves our admiration, it is certain that it dates from
an epoch when well-established society was great in arms, in elocution, in
science, and in art. It is, therefore, not indifferent for the task reserved to
France to have placed before the eyes of Europe the produce of our industry;
it alone, in fact, testifies to the state of our moral and political condition. I
thank you for your energy and for your perseverance in rivalling a country
which had taken the lead of us in certain branches of labour. Behold, then,
realized at last that formidable invasion of the British soil so long predicted

!

Tou have crossed the Channel
;
you have boldly established yourselves in the

capital of England; you have courageously wrestled with the veterans of in-
dustry. This campaign has not been without its glory, and to-day I come to
award recompense to the brave. This species of war, which has no victims,
has more than one merit. It excites a noble emulation, leads to those com-
mercial treaties which bring nations closer to each other, and dissipates inter-
national prejudices without weakening the love of country. Out of these
material exchanges arises a still more precious exchange—that of ideas. If
strangers may envy us many useful things, we have also much to learn from
them. You must, in fact, have been struck in England by the unrestricted
liberty allowed to the manifestation of all opinions as well as to the develop-
ment of all interests. You have observed the perfect order maintained in the
midst of lively discussions and of the dangers of competition. It is because
English liberty always respects the principal bases upon which society and
power rest. From this very fact it does not destroy, it improves ; it carries in
its hand not an incendiary torch, but one that sheds light around, and, in private
undertakings, individual energy, displaying itself with indefatigable zeal,

relieves the Government from becoming the sole promoter of the vital strength
of a nation. Thus, instead of organizing everything, it leaves to each the re-
sponsibility of his own acts. It is on these conditions that England enjoys that
wonderful activity, that absolute independence which she possesses. France
will also achieve it when we shall have consolidated the indispensable bases
for the establishment of perfect liberty. Let us, then, strain all our energies
to imitate such profitable examples, imbibe incessantly sound political and
commercial doctrines, unite in one same idea of conservation, and stimulate
among individuals an energetic spontaneous action for all that is beautiful and
useful. Such is your task. Mine shall be constantly to follow the wise pro-
gress of public opinion as a guide for improvements, and to clear from adminis-
trative obstructions the path which you have to follow. Thus every one will

have fulfilled his duty, and our passage on this earth will not have been a use-
less one, as we shall have bequeathed to our children great works accomplished
and fruitful truths raised upon the ruins of decayed prejudices and of hatred for

ever entombed. I shall not conclude without thanking the Imperial Commis-
sion and its President for the enlightened zeal with which they organized the
French Exhibition, and for the impartial spirit of justice which has presided
over the proposed rewards. It is a new claim which they have acquired to my
confidence and to my esteem."

This speech was, of course, throughout applauded, but the passage which
drew forth the most marked, and assuredly the most sincere applause, was that
which paid homage to the great principle of liberty in politics, as well as in

commerce.
The Minister of Public Works then called out the names of the exhibitors to

receive the decorations which were awarded to them. The candidates ad-

vanced, had their respective merits proclaimed, and were decorated.

While France thus honours the political liberty we enjoy, and justly attri-

butes to its effects something of our practical success—it is well that we should
remark the homage that she pays, to science successfully applied to the arts of
life.

Soldiers and sailors have had their medals (as quite right they should) in

England, from the hand of Royalty—but when has the elite of British skill and
art been received in an English Palace ? The British Association was no doubt
once permitted to see the inside of Balmoral—but of the wa}f in which this body
that has been called " The Parliament of British Science," was there recognised
and received, the less that is said the better.

The Building.—" Anything more desolate than the aspect of the interior of the
Exhibition, now that it is really clear, is difficult to be conceived. For once in

its existence it is not only empty, but even silent, and the footfall of the visitor

who enters on its vast expanse of solitary floor goes echoing through the wide-
spread courts and lofty nave with a sound which, though slight, is almost noise

amid such stillness. So indelibly is the place associated in one's mind with
eager crowds and hurrying feet that you almost fail at first to recognise it under
its present aspect, when the wide-spreading side-courts can be traversed by the

eye from end to end, and the whole length of the nave seen for the first time
without the break of a single object or individual. Minton's fountain still

stands in its old place, and the melancholy drip, drip of water from some of its

leaky pipes breaks the silence in anything but a cheerful manner, while the

green slime which has sadly disfigured the faces of some of the winged angels

at the base has a still more forlorn and unpleasant effect. In the niches imme-
diately beneath this dome a few of Elkington's figures of the Magna Charta

barons frown grimly down upon the dust beneath. In the nave is one solitary

statue with beseeching look and outstretched hand, as though protesting against

desertion and imploring removal. Near it are the famous Norwich gates,

dustier than of yore ; and in front of the gap in the earth where Benson's great

clock once stood, and daily chimed the hours, still stands the over-coloured
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temple out of which, like a queen from a twelfth-cake ornament, the tinted

Venus used to simper at the crowds."

Such are a few of the sentimental valedicta of the Times, for the huge vacant,

ugly, ond absolutely useless pile at South Kensington. Unable to conceal this,

it yet has an eye to business, in the interests of the Commissioners. " The
picture galleries, though empty, look as they always did, so admirably adapted

for displaying pictures that it seems a waste of capital and labour to leave their

long array of walls all tenantless and bare." This is exactly the sort of argu-

ment that we predicted would be used to complete the grand job, with which
this Building was started. Within the last month, the dreary and vacant

Building {swept and washed at least,) has been thrown open as a promenade,

to any one with a whole coat on, who can be got to enter, and a few idlers

appear to have paced its uneven boarding, and stared at each other, a few times.

The motive for this piece of public benevolence gratis, on the part of the

Commissioners, appears really to be to try and get somebody to discover any
good reason why the great deformit}' should not be taken down and forgotten,

and to get the unthinking talkers of society, to chatter up a public belief, after

their inspection of two sets of designs exhibited in the nave, that the Building

can be made " a most noble object," and quite an adornment of the metropolis,

"at an additional cost otonly fifty thousand pounds." Our own belief is, that that

sum might about make it permanently water-tight, leaving the little bill for

decorations to come afterwards. Nobody, as yet, appears to know what course

the Commissioners, the Society of Arts, the Horticultural Society, the con-

tractors, and the other vested interests, propose to take with their " White
Elephant." Common sense has long ago made up its mind

—

delenda est—and
before the verdict be reversed, if it is to be so, it would be well, in this leisurely

session, that some independent member of the House of Commons, compelled
all parties to show their colours, in good time and before mischief comes to be

undone.
The Reports.—The so-called Jury Reports, promised in August last, are not

even yet completed, nor the volume of individual essays, whether bad or good,

in the hands of the jurors. Whenever it may be,—if ever—its advent will

produce but a mild sensation in the worlds of science and letters.

Other Accounts of the Exhibition.— Since the completion of the Exhibition

Record^ a very nice and readable little 8vo volume has been produced by
Mr John Timbs, already well-known for " The Year Book of Facts." " Things
not generally known, &c," and in which he has given a succinct and lucid popular

account of the Rise and Progress of Exhibitions, and of the Building, and its

contents, of last year. There is, perhaps, a little leaning towards the Society

of Arts, and overstatement of its part, in this history and progress, and a ten-

dency to "make things pleasant," that is almost inevitable in this sort of light

reading; but there are few errors, and the information given i3 well balanced,

and agreeably stated. It is a little book of which we should anticipate, even
yet, a large sale.

—

Ed.

MARINE MEMORANDA.
Mr Morton, the well known slip dock engineer, of Leith, lately visited

Fcrry-Port-on-Craig, near Dundee, and after an interview with the committee
who have taken an interest in the proposed establishment there of a shipbuild-

ing yard and patent slip, fixed upon a spot on the beach to the westward of the

wet jetty, as the most suitable site for the proposed works.

Messrs Palmer Brothers, of Jarrow (on the Tyne), have no less than, 20,000

tons of iron shipping on hand. One or these vessels, a screw steamer of 2-686

tons burden, will be launched in a fortnight ; the others are in various stages

of progress. The ship nearly ready for launching is the Georgia. She is one

of ten which Messrs Palmer are commissioned to build for Messrs Fernie
Brothers, of Liverpool, and which are meant to bring cotton from New Orleans.

Another clipper ship of 1,100 tons is beiug built for Australia; and other four

are for the Mediterranean ; one of them will be 1,500 tons, and the others 900
tons each. Three of these are for a London firm, and one of them for a house
in Genoa. A screw steamship of 2.000 tons is building for Messrs Wilson,

Chambers and Co., Liverpool, and will form one of the White Star fleet, trading

to Australia. The other vessels are building principally for the coasting trade.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Cements for Steam Joints —Plumbago has recently been introduced as

the basts of a superior cement for steam joints, and the general metallic con-

nections of the engineer. It is composed of six parts of plumbago, three of

slacked lime, eight ot sulphate of baryta, and three of boiled linseed oil. This
compound, it is said, secures a perfectly air and steam-tight joint, much
superior to that obtained by the use of red lead.

Photo-Zincography.—The combination of the photographic and zinco-

graphic processes has long been in practical use in the Ordnance Survey
Office at Southampton, under the superintendence of Colonel James, and a vast

saving in the reproduction of drawings has been effected by it. Colonel James
now announces the important fact that the paper prepared with bi-chromate of

potash and gum only, if kept in the dark for a week or ten days, will yield half

tones, so that now true copies of any photographs may be obtained by the
lithographic or zincographic process.

Prize List of the Academy of Science of Toulouse.—The Academy of
Sciences at Toulouse have published their prize list for the present and nest
two years open to savants of all countries. Among the questions there are but
two of general interest : " On the Theory and Application of Turbines," and
" On the physical character and chemical composition ot the principal kinds of

soil subjected to culture in the department of the Haute-Garonne." The value
of the prize is five hundred francs.

Unforgeable Bank Notes—A new mode of engraving and printing hank-
notes has been brought forward by Messrs Ashby & Co., which are asserted to

possess the recommendations— 1. That thejT cannot be photographed, as the
black printing is interlaced, in an extremely complicated manner, with another

colour ; 2. That the note plates cannot be copied, the ornamental engraving
being executed by a machine from a matrix arbitrarily formed and made intri-

cate by transposition in kaleidoscope fashion; and 3. That note plates engraved
by such a matrix cannot be produced again by the engravers without the matrix,

so that if this is destroyed, or handed to the custody of the bankers, they hold
their own security.

Cloths Rendered Uninflammable by Sulphurous Vapour.—M. Sanva-
geon, a French investigator, has discovered that cotton cloth which has been
exposed for a certain time to the vapour of burning sulphur, assumes such an
amount of incombustibility that, although it will char and become brittle when
held over the flame of a spirit lamp, it cannot be made to take fire, while under
like conditions similar cloth, but unprepared in this way, inflamed immediately.
If the alleged facts be borne out in practice, the problem is solved, for the

simplest domestic means may be devised for subjecting, after being washed, all

white clothing to the vapour of sulphur, which will tend to make it still

whiter. Moreover, it may not prove necessary to repeat the exposure so often.

Locomotives at Work in Great Britain.—The number of locomotives

owned by each of the leading British railway undertakings brings before us, in

forcible terms, the vast possessions necessary for carrying on the conveyance
operations of the country. In the enumeration we now give, no account is

taken of companies possessing less than 50 engines, and the figures, it should be
stated, are brought down to the date of the latest return on the subject :

—

Bristol and Exeter, 60 ; Great Eastern, 328 ; Great Northern, 338 ; Great
Western and South Wales, 443; Lancashire and Yorkshire, 363; London and
North-Western, 972 ; Loudon and South-Western, 177 ; London, Brighton,

and South Coast, 145 ; Manchester, Sheffield, and Lincolnshire, 133 ; Midland,

473; North-Eastern, 446; North Union, 66; South-Eastern, 189; Stockton
and Darlington, 151; West Midland, 104; Caledonian, 224; Edinburgh and
Glasgow, 97 ; Glasgow and South-Western, 129 ; North British, 96 ; Scottish

Central, 62 ; Scottish North-Eastern, 56 ; Great Southern and Western
(Ireland), 92. The total number of locomotives at work in England and
Wales at the date of the return was 4,956; in Scotland, 848; and in Ireland,

352 ; making an aggregate of 6,156. Assuming that the average cost of each
of these locomotives was L.2,500, the capital invested in them would be no
less than L.15,390,000.

Copper Mines of Great Britain.—The number of copper mines
worked in England and Wales in 1861 was 139, of which 97 were situated

in Cornwall alone. In 1860 the number was 137, and in 1859 147. The
quantity of copper ore raised from these mines was 196,798 tons in 1861,

as compared with 196,553 tons in 1860 and 208,031 in 1859; while the
quantity of fine copper produced was 12,747 tons in 1861, 13,137 tons in

1860, and 12,829 tons in 1859. Besides these mines eight were worked
in 1861 in Ireland, as compared with ten in 1860 and 1859, the production
of copper ore being 15,661 tons in 1861,18,411 tons in 1860, and 14,258

tons in 1859; while the yield of fine copper was 1,474 tons in 1861, 1,993

tons in 1860, and 1,248 tons in 1859. Various other districts produced
19,028 tons of copper ore and iron pyrites in 18G1, 21,732 tons of copper
ore in 1860, and 14,510 tons in 1859; the yield of fine copper having
been 1,110 tons in 1861, 838 tons in 1860, and 693 tons in 1859. The total

production of copper ore for the United Kingdom was consequently
231,487 tons in 1861, of the estimated value of 1,364,727/.; 236,696 tons
in 1860, of the estimated value of 1,507,183/.: and 236,789 tons in 1859,
of the estimated value of 1,506,835/. The yield of fine copper for the
United Kingdom was 15,331 tons in 1861, of the estimated value of
1,572,480/.; 15,968 tons in 1860, of the estimated value of 1,706,261/.; and
15,770 tons in 1859, of the estimated value of 1,734,700/.

Steam Traction Fire Engine.—Mr W. Roberts, of Milwall, having re-

ceived the sanction of the Lords of the Admiralty for an official trial of his

newly-invented steam traction fire engine, has attended in Woolwich dockyard,
and exhibited the properties and capabilities of the apparatus in the presence of

the whole of the local authorities. The trials commenced soon after 10
o'clock, and concluded at 4. The fire having been lighted at 10 o'clock under
the boiler (Benson's patent), steam was raised in 24 minutes to 1401b. The
engine was then put in motion at the western extremity of the dockyard, and
run down to the open space fronting the building shed from which the Cale-

donia was launched. The hose and a l£-inch nozzle having been applied, a
solid body of water was thrown over the roof to the height of about 120 feet.

After working the engine with various sized deliveries, aud throwing a larger

and smaller jet of water, a double hose was affixed, and the effect was highly
satisfactory, and on being worked in competition, with the force from the

hydraulic main in the dockyard, the effect of the engine was pronounced one-

fourth superior to the dockyard hose. The machine then steamed down to the
new shed erected for bending and preparing the armour plates for the Cale-

donia, and, having been connected with the hydraulic press, worked as a

driving engine and propelled the travelling crane in lifting and removing the

iron slabs. The engine, having a Bingle guiding wheel in front, is enabled to

turn without difficulty and inconvenience. At the conclusion of the trial the
engine steamed off to its destination, proceeding over London-bridge, after 10
at night.

Oak Leaf Grown Silkworms.—Now, that scientific men and manufacturers
are looking everywhere for economically valuable textile fibre, it is gratifying

to find that there is a chance of our acclimatising the silkworm in our compara-
tively inhospitable country. The following letter from the pen of a thinker
and writer, who possesses lofty claims to consideration, will show to what we
allude :

—" In talking of possible substitutes for cotton, it has been said that it

is very doubtful whether we could introduce the silkworm with profit." The
silkworm of the mulberry tree, indeed, requires a warmer climate than ours,

but has attention yet been directed to the silkworm of the oak ? A short time
ago, a physician of European reputation, Dr L. A. Gosse, was speaking to me

.
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of the experiments recently made in France in its acclimatization. He stated

to me that the only real difficulty was temporary—namely, in the importation

of the eggs, which" are prematurely hatched as they are brought through warm
latitudes. A few only have reached Europe, and their multiplication is blow,

but once let them be obtained in quantity, and the stripping of an oak coppice
is both, robe and revenue. The silk is stronger than that of the mulberry tree,

and the stuff woven of it more healthy than cotton stuffs for the wearer ; it also

wears twice as long. This is Dr Gosse's report—likely to be a trustworthy
one—at all events, it seems to me worth sending you.—J. Ruskin, Geneva.
This is so important, that it ought to insure a trial on a really practical scale.

We have oak foliage enough in this country.

Coal.—Mr Hunt estimates that 83,635,214 tons of coal were raised in the

United Kingdom last year. Of this amount, Durham and Northumberland,
with 271 collieries, contributed 19,144,965 tons ; Cumberland, with 28
collieries, 1,255,644 tons; Yorkshire, with 397 collieries, 9,374,600 tons;

Derbyshire and Nottinghamshire, with 180 collieries, 5,116,319 tons

;

Leicestershire, with 11 collieries, 740,000 tons ; Warwickshire, with 16
collieries, 647,000 tons; Staffordshire and Worcestershire, with 580 collieries,

7,253,750 tons; Lancashire, with 373 collieries, 12,195,500 tons; Cheshire,

with 39 collieries, 8G1,570 tons; Shropshire, with 66 collieries, 829,750 tons;
Glocestershire, Somersetshire, and Devonshire, with 112 collieries, 6,514,025
tons; Wales, with 398 collieries, 8,561,021 tons; Scotland, with 424 collieries,

11,081,000 tons; and Ireland, with 46 collieries, 123,070 tons. The coal pro-

duction of the empire appears to have largely increased during the last eight

years. Thus in 1854, with 2,397 collieries worked, 64,661,401 tons of coal

were raised; in 1855, with 2,613 collieries, 64,453,079 tons; in 1856, with
2,829 collieries, 66,645,450 tons; in 1857, with 2,867 collieries, 65,394,707
tons; in 1858, with 2,958 collieries, 65,008,649 tons; in 1859, with 2,949 col-

lieries, 71,979,765 tons; in 1860, with 3,009 collieries, 84,042,698 tons; and
last year, with 3,052 collieries, 83,635,214 tons. Of this vast quantity, only

7,560,758 tons of coal, 2S6,150 tons of coke, and 79,717 tons of patent fuel were
exported, the remainder being absorbed at home. France was last year our
best customer for coal, having taken 1,436.160 tons (this year the exports in

the same direction have been somewhat reduced, in consequence of the use of

French coal for the Imperial navy) ; Denmark came next, with 542,567 tons;
Hamburg, 514,427 tons; Prussia, 439,096 tons; Italy, 417,629 tons ; Spain
and the Canary Islands, 403,238 tons; America (Atlantic ports), 349,931 tons j

Knssia (northern ports), 342,513 tons; the foreign West Indies, 262,932 tons;
Holland, 262,868 tons; Sweden, 214,004 tons; British India (continental terri-

tories), 199,069 tons; Turkey, 174,686 tons; the British North American
colonies, 165,824 tons; Brazil, 157,281 tons; Norway, 135,221 ton3; the
British West Indies, 127,768 tons; Malta, 115,731 tons; Portugal, the Azores,
and Madeira, 108,794 tons; and Hanover, 100,312 tons. Our other foreign

customers took less than 100,000 tons each.

Photographic Engraving.—We have long since awarded a very high
meed of praise to Mr Paul Pretsch for his pre-eminent success in making light

it3 own engraver; and, after the lapse of years, we can still endorse our
originally expressed opinion on the admirable result of his labours, for the
specimens of his work are as brilliant to-day, as they were on the day they
were produced. Many of oar readers, no doubt, saw the fine examples of his

art, which he exhibited in the great show of the year; and we are sorry to find

that bis efforts did not meet with due appreciation at the hands of the jury

—

what the jury said of his works, was really nonsense. Although there was a

special set of jndges for photographic matters, the award, as regards Mr
Pretsch, was a prize medal for u improvements in photographic printing."

Now, Mr Pretsch has never made a single improvement in photographic print-

ing; his process is strictly photographic engraving, he has made light its own
engraver, not its printer. By some strange misapprehension, his process has
been classed amongst the modes of carbon printing. Let us see what he him-
self says about bis process:—" My method differs essentially from the carbon
printing processes. In the carbon printing light is the printing agent, and
light must print every copy. By the action of light I at once produce an
engraved surface. I cause light to engrave a soft substance. Having obtained
this engraved surface, I use the electrotype to copy it. Thus by a variation of

my methods I can procure an engraved printing-plate of copper for plate

printing, which plate can be coated with steel, to prevent wear and tear, or a
raised block (surface-copper, backed with type-metal, mounted on wood, like

the copy of an ordinary wood engraving) for surface printing by the ordinary
typographical press. I use light for the purpose of producing the engraved
surface, the electrotype process to translorm this into copper. Therefore, an
unlimited namber of unfading, faithful copies of any photograph, picture, or
drawing, can be produced in printer's ink." Mr Pretsch has laboured long and
most assiduously for therfurtheTance of his elegant process, and we hope soon
to see it more of a commercial fact than it has hitherto been.

Railway Across the Sihpxojt.—The scheme for the passage of the Alps
by railway over the Simplon has just been submitted to the Emperor at the
Tuileries. The plans are executed by the company of the Italian line; and the
president, one of the directors, and M. Lehaitre, the engineer, had the honour
of presenting it. The Grand Diana gallery had been placed at the disposal of
these gentlemen for the exhibition of the plans, which are 40 metres in length.
Along the whole length of this celebrated gallery were arranged wooden ascents
and crossroads by which were shown the general plan and outline of the route,

so that the Emperor and the persons who accompanied him could, in walking,
follow upon the maps the projected line from Douro d'Ossola, in Italy, to
Biigues, in the Valais, and so effect, in imagination, an actual passage of the
Alps, upon a reduced scale, it is true. This great work was commenced on the
1st of August last year, and ended on the 7th ult. About 40 agents, divided
into two brigades, one turning to the north, and the other to the south of the
Alps, under the leadership of two engineers, have, during four months, explored
the mountain, and traced the plan of the future railway, which is to pass over

rocks, cross torrents, fill up valleys, gorges, and precipices, before which science

does not hesitate. The stimulus of having a great work to accomplish has
alone sustained the picked men to whom the task was confided. They set up
shelters and encampments in woods hitherto unexplored, carrying on their back
beds, clothing, aud provisions, as they had often to live two or three leagues

from any dwelling. It was frequently necessary to lower by ropes down the
precipices the men who had to prepare the plans amid empty space, and the

snow and avalanches more than once threatened to stop them summarily in

their work. The result has been to put before the Emperor 80 kilometres of
iron way in the Helvetic Alps, 44 of which will be covered over, 23 in tunnels,

and 21 in galleries. All these passages are ventilated either by shafts for the

tunnels or lateral openings for the galleries. These openings, cut at different

points into arcades, have a startling appearance. They are veritable promenades
a thousand metres above the sea, offering the same security as those of the Rue
de Kivoli, which they resemble, but presenting a more picturesque aud varied

panorama. The execution of the plan, according to the authors, would occupy
less than five years. At the end of this month the complete project of cross-

ing the Alps by the Simplon will be officially submitted to the Governments of

France, Italy, and Switzerland. The estimated cost of this great project,

including the fixed and rolling material, the interest of the capital employed,
&c, is 72,000,000f.

Food for British Spindles.—Time will, no doubt, in the end, bring us

ample supplies of fibre for our spindles and looms. But time is flying, and our
spinners and weavers are still starving. The thing cannot be done in a day,

however, and we hear continually of fresh cotton-producing localities of pro-

mising import. Amongst the recent arrivals in New York was a small

quantity of cotton grown in Washington County, Illinois. The grower is of

opinion that its cultivation will prove remunerative at the rate of twenty cents,

per pound for clean cotton. The staple of this article is short, but at the

present time would find a ready market. Cotton can be grown in many locali-

ties where it is not at present cultivated, but nowhere so cheaply as at the

South. It was formerly grown as far north as Virginia. Several specimens
of cloth made from cotton grown in Chester County, Pennsylvania, have been
exhibited in New York within the past year. We were hardly prepared,

however, to find China entering the lists as a supplier of manufactured cotton

goods. But it appears, that amongst recent arrivals at San Francisco, was a
ship from Shanghai, bringing as cargo 700 bales of cotton goods (drills and
sheetings) from China. Considering the present enormous prices of cotton

goods in America, this is not at all wonderful. Cotton can be raised in China
cheaper than in any olher part of the world, except the Southern States, owing
to the great abundance and low price of labour; and from the same cause, it

can be manufactured cheaper there than anywhere else, except in Europe and
America, and where there is labour-saving machinery. Still, China has never
produced enough for her own use, and has imported largely from the East
Indies. But the temptation of the high prices ruling elsewhere is too much
for the Celestials. When John Chinaman learns that cotton in New York sells

at 90 cents, per lb., he will ship every ounce of it he can find or raise, and, if

necessary, go naked himself. If cotton goods keep up at their present price

for any length of time, we should not wonder to see all New York during the
coming summer dressed in nankeens. Nothing could be better for the warm
weather, or more economical for the hard times. California will find this a fine

beginning for that immense oriental trade she so much covets, and is bound
some day to enjoy.— The official data, with regard to the importation of cotton

last year, having now been perfected, the course which supplies have taken for

a fifth part of a century may now be stated with advantage. The quantity of

raw cotton received in each year since 1842 has been as follows:—

Year.
1843
1844
1845
1846
1847
1848
1849
1850
1851
1852

Imports, lb. Year.
673,193,116 1853
646,111,304 1854
721,979,953 1855
467,856,274 1856
474.707,615 1857
713,020,161 1858
755,469,012 1859
663,576,861 1860

757.379,749 1861
929,782,418 1862

Imports, lb.

895,278749
887,333,149
891,751,952

1,023,886,304
969,318,896

I,r34,342.l76

1,225,989,072

1,390,93S,752

1,256,984,736

529,973,296

The falling off in the supply, then, last year, as compared with 1860, when the
cotton trade had attained an unprecedented prosperity, was consequently
866,965,4561b.—more than a whole twelvemonth's supply for any period prior

to 1852. But even now, under the very difficult circumstances of last year,

it will be seen that the receipts were in excess of the total attained in 1S46 and
1847. The receipts of American last year were only 13,524.2241b., against

1,115,890,6081b. in 1860; so that the blockade of the Confederate ports cost

us last year—assuming that with peace the American deliveries for 1862 would
have been equal to those for 1860—1,102,366,3841b. of cotton. As the actual

deficiency was reduced to 866,065,4561b., it follows that other parts of the
world came to the rescue to the extent of 235,400,9281b. There is still a

terrible gap to be filled up before the trade can regain its former position.

Some progress is, however, being made, the receipts Irom sources other than
American having last year been 510,449,0721b., against 437,4S4,20Slb. in 1861.

Chinese Coal.—The following curious information as to coal mining in the

Celestial Empire, will be read with interest:—Immediately succeeding the

limestone, appear to come the coal measures, the lowest member of which is

apparently a micaceous sandstone. Interstratified near Pekin is a compact
limestone, and beds of ironstone. The coal beds there are spoken of as being
overlaid by a bed of compact limestone, aud appear to be of somewhat anthra-
citic character. At Neu-Chwang, a port lately opened at the head of the Gulf
of Liotai, a branch of the Gulf of .Peicheli, the coal is spoken of as having a

more bituminous character, and suitable for steam engines. It approaches the
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sea here, but I know nothing of the mines. In (he province of Sy-tchuen, and

along the greater portion of the Upper Yang-tsye, are enormous beds of coal of

variable quality, still inter/stratified with, or resting on, the same micaceous
sandstone. In Bohea hills, there is also a coal district, in which the accompany-
ing sandstones are spoken of as containing sigillarioi and stigma/rice of similar

species to those found in Europe. Tn the province of Che-Hiang, near the sea

coast, a coal district also occurs. The coal measures, probably, are continuous
through imich of the intermediate districts, cropping out along the synclinal

and anticlinal folds of the strata, which through this portion of China
appear to run from south to north, a few points east. In this case, the

coal fields of China may prove to be the largest in the world, and doubt-

less, at some future period, will have an important influence on the des-

tinies of the East. In the Pekin coal district, the mines are worked in a

very peculiar manner (vide "North China Herald," Dec. 14, 1861), the

shafts being sunk from the summits of a low range of hills in which the coal is

found in a spiral direction, at an angle of nearly 5°, up which, the products are

dragged in a rude kind of sledge by boys, with straps passing over their

shoulders and out between their legs. At the bottom, galleries branch out in

every direction, with roofs supported by timber props. A primitive sort of

ventilation is effected, by timber doors placed at intervals across the passages,

lo deflect the currents of air. The coal is occasionally fiery, and explosions

take place. Frequently the mines get flooded, in which case, they are aban-
doned and new shafts sunk.—it never having occurred to the owners that the

latter might be obviated by driving adits from the sides of the hills to strike

the beds. In the other districts, coal mining would appear to be almost con-

fined to the out-crop of the seams, which in some measure may account for the

present inferior quality of the Chinese coal. It is, however, coming into use ; much
of the coal burnt in the steamers on the Yang-tsye, and to the northern ports,

being obtained from Japan, where the government holds a monopoly of mines.

There do not, as far as I am aware, appear to be any formations of date later

than the coal measures, with the exception of the alluvial deposits of the great
plains, and perhaps some secondary rocks in the Island of Hainan. To what
date the former deposits should be. ascribed is very doubtful, but at the mouths
of the great rivers they still appear to be in course of formation. These plains

occupy the greater portion of China. They are everywhere intersected with
canals and dykes, natural or artificial, and seldom rise to more than a few feet

over the medium level. Along the great rivers they are periodically flooded.

The Yang-tsye, during the rainy seasons, inundates the lowlands on both sides

to an enormous distance, completely depriving vessels navigating its waters of

the ordinary landmarks. A large portion of the province of Sy-tchuen ia

yearly converted into a lake a few feet deep. In fact, during the early portion

of summer most of China is under water, being flooded by artificial means
where the ground rises above the flood-level of the rivers. Every valley
between the mountains, no matter how small, is terraced, and the mountain
streams made to do duty from their very rise in the way of irrigation.

Important Discovery in Photography.—Mr John Pounce, of Dorchester,
who was awarded a silver medal and 400f. for his "carbon process" by the

Photographic Society of France, has just taken out a patent for an important
improvement, by which he has brought ordinary printers' ink into the service

of photography. This ink is mixed with certain chemicals, and spread com-
pletely over the paper intended to be submitted to the action of the rays cf

light through a "negative;" and the secret consists in rendering it so sensitive

that an indelible photograph may be fixed on the paper, leaving the other

portions so free as to be easily washed off. The time required for exposure is

comparatively short, and the advantage is, besides that of permanence, fhe fact

of the subject being fixed, developed, and, as it were, completed without the

various manipulations required under the old system. The superfluous ink is

removed by spirits in ten minutes or a quarter of an hour, displaying a picture

for delicacy of tone, beautiful gradation of light and shade, and minuteness of

detail fully equal to anything heretofore obtained in photographic printing.

Photo-Sculpture.—A remarkable invention, intimately connected with
photography, is now engrossing the attention of artists. The method followed
by the inventor, M. Willeine, is this:—A number of simultaneous photographs
Of a person are taken, and the outlines thus obtained are enlarged or reduced at

will by the pantograph. With these data M. Willeine produces a statue, the
exact likeness of the original, in any size, and in so short a time as is hardly to

be credited. Any person wanting his statue to be made is photographed in

various directions, and two days later he may call for his statuette in clay.

Features and drapery are represented with the greatest exactness, and, as a
natural consequence of the method, the price is extremely moderate. A cast

of the figure being taken in plaster, it may be reproduced any number of times,

and cast in bronze if required.

Railway Capital.—Of the £362,3*27,338 of railway capital raised at the
close of 1861, the 12 great companies contributed the following :—Caledonian,

£9,330,779; Eastern Counties, £12,662,039; Great Northern, £11,994,127;
Great Western, £28,181,474; Lancashire and Yorkshite, £19,272,706 ; London
and North-Western, £37,603,249; London and South-Western, £12,315,190;
London, Brighton, and South Coast, £10,147,785; Manchester, Sheffield, and
Lincolnshire, £9,262,729; Midland, £21,794,074; North-Eastern, £22,6S1,322;
and South-Eastern, £12,425,539. Those who feel an interest in the subject

may advantageously compare these figures with those indicated in the reports
now being presented by the directors. They will then see how rapid and un-
ceasing is the growth of the capital accounts of these great undertakings.

Sight Seeing in Jewelry.—We are authorized to announce that His
Royal Highness the Prince of Wales has graciously given permission for the

exhibition of the bridal presents of Her Royal Highness the Princess of Wales,
at the South Kensington Museum. This exhibition will take place as soon as

\h; necessary arrangements can be made for the purpose.

PRICES CURRENT
OF

CHIEF MATERIALS USED IN STRUCTURES AND MACHINERY.

FOR THE MONTH ENDING MARCH 28, 186&

{Compiled expressly for the Practical Mechanic's Journal.)

1st week. 2ml week. 3d week 4th week.

IRON. £ s. D. £ s. D £ s. D. £ s. D.

Bars, Ac., British, per tun, .. .. (115 700 700700
Nail Rods, 7 7 7 10 7 10
Hoop 8 10 8 IS 8 10 8 15
Sheets, 9 10 9 10 15 9 10
Pis, No. 1, Wales 4 3 10 3 10 8 10
Bars, Staffordshire 7 15 7 15 7 10 7 IB
Rails, 5 17 6 600 000600
Pis, No 1, Clyde, Hi t 2 14 2 15 2 14 6
Swedish hi bond 1" 5 11 10 11 10 1110

STEEL.
Swedish, in kegs 16 16 15 10 16

In fussots, 17 10 17 10 17 10 18
Spelter, ingot, 17 10 17 10 17 15 IB
Zinc, sheet, 23 10 23 10 24 10 2 10

COPPER,
Sheathing bolts, pr lb., II 10J 10J 10}
Br.ttoins, 10? U llj 10J
Old, O 9 O 9 9 85
Tough Cake, per ton 9 1 92 92 92
Tile, 98 10 98 98 98

TIN.

Engli-h blocks, per ton, duty free, .. Ill 1110 112 112
Bars in barrels 112 112 113 Ii2
Refined 116 116 n 117 116
Bancn, in bond, 115 115 116 115
Straits, ditto, 114 113 113 114

TIN PLATES.
Char. IC, per box, 180 190 186180
Coke. 1C 126 130 14014

LEAD.
English pig 20 10 21 21 10 21

Sll.et, 21 10 21 in 20 15 21 15
Spanish pig, in bond 20 20 10 20 10 O 20 10

TIMBER—PER LOAD.

Teak 15 15 15 10 15 10
Quebec, red pine 3 15 3 1' 3 10 3 10

yellow pine, 3 3 10 3 10 3 10
St. John, N.B., yellow 5 10 6 5 5 10 5 10

Quebec, oak, white, 6 10 6 6 5 10
Birch 400 400 3 10 0400

" MeineL 5 10 5 15 5 10 6
" Elm, 3 10 3 15 3 15 3 10

Dantzicnak, 4 10 1 10 4 10 4 15
Fir, 400 400 400400

Memelfir, 3 10 S 15 4 4
Riga, 3 15 3 10 3 10 3 10
Swedish 2 15 3 2 15 2 10
Deals, per C., 12 feet by 3 by 9 inches.

Quebec, while spruce 15 15 10 15 10 16

St. John, white spruce, 15 10 15 10 10 16 10
Yellow pine, per reduced C.
Canada, 1st quality, 17 10 17 10 18 18

" 2nd do 12 12 10 12 12
Archangel yellow, 14 14 10 14 15 15

St. Petersb'urgh yellow 12 10 12 10 12 10 13

Finland 9 10 9 10 900900
Memel, 12 13 13 13
Gothenburg, yellow 10 11 II 10 11 10

" white 9 10 9 10 10 10 10

Gene, yellow 12 11 10 1 1 11
So.lerhainn, 11 li 10 U 10 II 10
Clnistiania, per C. 12 ft. by 2 by 9 in. yd 22 22 10 23 23

OILS, PAINTS, & DRYSALTERIES.
Red Lead, 21 10 21 10 21 10 21 10
White Lead, 26 10 27 27 27
Seal, pale, per 252 gallons 48 4s 48 48
" yellow, 43 45 45 45

Sperm, 83 84 H4 81 10
Cod 47 10 47 47 47 10
South Sea, 38 38 39 38 10 O
Olive, Gallipoli, per tun 58 10 59 60 61
Palm, per tun, 42 10 43 41 10 42
Cocoa-nut, 51 10 51 10 52 52 10
Rape pale foreign 52 52 51 10 52
Linseed, per cwt 1 18 C 1 19 1 19 1 19 3
Rough Turpentine, per cwt 120 120 130120
English spirit without ca.-ks, .. .. 3 15 400 400400
Hemp Manilla 84 33 34 35
Jute, 22 22 10 22 22 15
Hemp Rope, 24 21 10 25 25 10
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APPLICATIONS FOR

PROVISIONAL PROTECTION FOR INVENTIONS

UNDER THE PATENT LAW AMENDMENT ACT.

S3T When the city or town is not mentioned, London is to ba understood.

9th February. 1S63.

356. John Macintosh, North Bank—Applying motive power.
357. David Law and John Downie, Glasgow—Traction engines.
353. John Goucher. Worksop— Furnaces.
350 H. and J. Smith. Bury St. Edmunds—Drills for depositing seed and manure.
360. W. B. Kooff, Willow Walk—Respirator.

10th February. 1S63
SSL James Crosby. Audenshaw, and J. B. Smith, Bury—Carding endnes.
3J2. Thomas Hill. Hampton House. Essex—Protection of markers at rifle butts.
363. Robert Burley, Glasgow—Handles for hammers, &c.
354. Montague WigzelL Topsham— Candles, tapers, &c
365. Matthew Cartwright, Hoxton- Combining plastic substances with metals.
366. J. F. Bottom, Nottingham—Dressing lace.
367. William Wbitaker and. William Tongue, Bradford—Washing, bleaching, and

dyeing fibrous materials.

11th February, 1863.
368. Alfred Corneau, France—Hot air stove.
369. Hugh Donald, Johnstone—Shearing, punching, and riveting metals.
370. E. T. Hughes. Chancery Lane—Drilling wood,"stone, iron, &c.—A com.
371- John Duckworth, Pilkington—Paper.
372. David Radcliffe, Liverpool—Valve taps.
373. C P Carter, Kennington Hall—Road making.
374. Robert Saunders, Croydon—Pavements and floors.

375. William Symington, Glasgow—Weaving.
376. R- A. Brooman. Fleet Street—Photographic apparatus.—A com.
377- Edward Humphry s, Deptford- Steering ships.
373. Henry Wycherley, Oldbury—Dirt screens over wheels of carriages.

12th February, 1863.
379. Frederick Oppenheim, Strand—Plastic compound for dental purposes.
330. Emanuel Kemp, James Needham, and Orlando Robinson, Ashton-under-Lyne—Self-acting mules for spinning.
381. Alexander Morton, Arbroath—Lawn mowing machines.
382. William Clark, Chancery Lane—Shaft and axle bearings.
333 S. H. Philips, Newgate Street—Fastening for purses. &c.
384. Samuel Lumb, Leeds, and John Spink, Sheffield—Cutting wood.

13th February, 1863.

385. G. H. Birkbeck, Southampton Buildings—Extracting silver from lead.—

A

com.
386 S. M. Innes, MHlbrook—Pianofortes.
387. W. E. Gedge, Wellington Street—Table apparatus.—A com.
383. Jabez Jones, Liverpool—Amalgamation of metals.
389. J. F. Spencer, Newcastle -on-Tyne—Steam engines.
390. James Robertson, Dumbarton—Printing woven fabrics by blocks.
391. John Grantham, Nicholas Lane—Hydraulic presses.
392. WDliam Robertson, Manchester—Spinning and doubling.
393. George Wrigley and. Samuel Morris, Dukinfield—Spinning and doubling.
394. O. H- Hodge, Shoreditch—Hat brims.
3v5. J. A. Schlumberger, Golden Square —Heating coal tar dead oils.—A com.
396. Samuel Whitaker, Craddock Street—Railway signals.

Uth February, 1863.

397. George Haseltine, Southampton Buildings—Lever horse powers.—A com.
398 Rowland Bagaley, Blackburn— Creels for warping machines.
399. J. C- Jeflcott. Cork— Generation of gases.
400. W. C. Paul and A. T. Shore, Queen's Road—Spring mattresses.
401. J. S. Gisborne, Birkenhead, and William Simpson, Liverpool—Ships and other

compasses.
402. Henri Dembinski, Paris—Motive apparatus.
403. William Baylis and T. H. Hopwooa, Manchester—Tongs or forceps.
404. William Wood, Ashton under Lyne—Cutting screws or threads.
405. James Lewis, Wych Street—Driving sewing machines.
406. J H. Walsh, Kensington—Breech-loading fire arms.
407. Thomas Thome, Southsea—Disengaging ships' boats.

408- William Clark, Chancery Lane— Colouring matters and paper stock.—A com.
409. A. J. Eraser. Water Lane—Window furniture.

410. J. and H- Higgins, Salford—Carding engines.
411. F E. Walker, James's Terrace—Breech-loading fire arms.
412. John Morgan, Dublin—Embalming human bodies.
413. J. H. Johnson, Middlesex and Glasgow—Wrought iron casements —A com.

16th February, 1863.

414 Magnus Ohren, Sydenham—Gas holders.
415. J. W CroHsley, Brighouse—Press papers and drying fabrics.

416. C. D. AbeL Southampton Buildings—Omnibuses.—A com.
417. W. C. M'Entec, Birmingham, and George Withers and Thomas Withers,

West Bromwich—Locks.
418. J. B. Watts, Birmingham—Matchets and swords.
419. Hugh Smith, Regent'3 Park Terrace—Feeding horses.
420. R. A. Brooman, Fleet Street—Cover for steel springs, &c.—A com.
421. William Jackson, Liverpool—Pumps.
422. J. H. Haywood and William Vernon, Nottingham—Bonnet fronts.
423. S W. Clough, Stanningley—Signalling on railways.
421. William NaUier, Wantage, Berks—Rotatory screens.
425. Thomas Wilkinson, Rathmines, Dublin—Singeing pigs.

17th February, 1863.
429. T. W. Salmon, Mile End, Old Town—Washing machines.
427. Jesse Lee, Leicester—Ploughs and harrows.
423. W. T. Dibb. Hull—Brewing.
429. W. C. Ford, United States—Paddle-wheels.
430. Josiah Gunson, Leicester—Presses for punching leather.
4?.I. E^teve Deville, Paris— Life preserving coats.—A com.
4;

J
,2. James Durant, Sussex Street—Chimney tops.

V.',;. George Home, Kensall Green—Projectiles.

434. J. W. Lane, Caledonian Road—Fastenings for bracelets, brooches &c
435. Stanilas Pluchart, Paris—Food for horses.
436. Henry Tomlinson, Rotherham— Stoves or fire places.
437. Desire Tassin, Belgium—Preventing explosion of steam boilers.

l%th February, 1863.
43S. Edward Strawson, Royal Arcade—Finishing articles of dress.
439. G. K Geyelin, Chenies Street—Combustion of coal.
440. Michel Siegrist, Ewell—Atmospheric brake.
441. John Barker and Edmund Moss, Manchester—Crabs or cranes
442. J. F. Spencer, Newcastle-upon-Tyne—Regulating valves.
443. J. H. Bly, Great Yarmouth—Cooking stoves
444. Francis Johnston and Robert Heatley, Blackburn—Looms.
445. John Piatt and William Richardson, Oldbam- Cleaning cotton from seeds.
446. G T. Bousfield, Brixton—Breech loading fire-arms.—A com.
447. F. J. Reed, Gresham Street—Traversing guns.—A com.
44S. G. T. Bousfield, Brixton—India-rubber boots and shoes—A com.
449. Josiah Puntis, Southampton, and George Cox, Throgmorton Street—Illumin-

ated designs.
450. John Gray and Joseph Hudson, Botolph Lane—Treatment of steatite.

19th February. 1863.
451. R. P. Roberts, Kennington Oval—Axle boxes.—A com.
452. Thomas Marklaud. Hyde, Chester, and J. C Dickinson, Blackburn—Warpin"-

or beaming yarns. °

453. William Sherwood, Birmingham—Wine glasses.
454. L. A. Pouget, Paris—Oil lamps.
455. Robert Pinkney, Bread Street Hill— Metallic pens.
456. J. J. Badart, Bishopsgate Street—Cotton seed cake.
457. William Trustrum, Marlborough Road—Oiled silk.

453. Nathan Thompson, Abbey Gardens -Shaping bottles, jars, &c.

20th February, 1863.
459 H. B. Barlow, Manchester—Weaving.—A com.
460. William Marsden, Old Bailey—Envelopes.
461. William Marsden, Old Bailey—Buttons.
462. Charles Billingsley, Manchester— Saddlery, harness, &c.
463. John Bentley and Hugh Booth, Pilkington—Looms.
464. C. W. Siemens, Great George Street -Insulating telegraph wires.
465 William Hainsworth. Rothwell, near Wakefield—Cast iron pipes.
466. Richard Bell, Gracechurch Street—Armour plating.
467. William Clark, Chancery Lane—Boilers—A com.
468. William Clark, Chancery Lane—Projectiles.—A com.
469. F W. Benndorf, Germany—Steam governors.
470. William Husband, Hayle, and Joseph Quick, Southwaik—Raising sewage

and water.
21st February, 1863.

471. Charles Malpas, Tunstall—Ovens or kilns.
472. Robert Thompson, Wigan—Moulding
473 Henry Kilshaw, Haslingden, and Thomas Bice, Manchester—Preparing and

doubling cotton.
474. F. J. Manceaux, Paris—Fire-arms.
475. E. T. Hughes, Chancery Lane—Colouring matters.—A com.
476. R. V. Dodwell. Manchester—Preventing the destruction of plants by insects.
477. A. H. Remond, Moorgate Street—Preserving provisions
478 Albert Ceileur, Shawbury Villas—Taking photographic impressions.
479. William Wood, Monkhill, near Pontefract—Confectionery.
430. Herbert Mackinder, Mere Hall, Lincoln—Separating potatoes.
481. John Brown, Sheffield—Armour plates —A com.
4S2. Anthony Dugdale, Paris—Throttle valves.
483. W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane—Wind instruments of music.—A com.
484. Norman Wiard, New York—Ordnance and artillery.

4S5. W. H. Gauntlett, Middlesbro* on Tees—Manufacture of iron.
486. E. T. Hughes, Chancery Lane—Cleaning organic matter—A com.
487. Jame3 Eckersley, Westhoughton—Spinning and doubling silk.

488. R, A. Brooman, Fleet Street—Dressing millstones.—A com.
489. J. P. F. Datichy, Margaret Streets—Steam engines.
490. J. D. and A. P. Welch, Gutter Lane—Pressing hats and bonnets.
491- Ralph Martindale, Birmingham—Lamps and burners.
492. T. R. Harding, Leeds—Carding and combing.
493. T. & A. L. Dickens and Harvey Heywood, Middleton—Ornamenting plush.
494. John Tatham, Rochdale—Preparing cotton.
495. John Erwood, Goswell Street—Paper hangings.

2Uh February, 1863.
"~

496. Henry Masters, Bristol—Spools, bobbins, and rollers.

497 Daniel Spink. Spaxton, near Bridgewater—Armour plates.
493. W. and H. Whitehead and Henry Barber, Sheffield- Securing cutlery handles.
499. John Clay, Sparkhill, near Birmingham—Saddles.
500. John Hawthorn, Burslem—Handles for doors.
501. George Davies, Serle Street—Smelting furnaces.—A com.
502. W. E. Gedge, Wellington Street—Hats.—A com.
503. J. W. Burton, Leeds—Bearings of axles and shafts.
504. Josiah Le-Butt, Bury St. Edmunds—Dressing grain.
505. William Hooper, London India rubber Works—Insulating telegraphic wires.
506. D. B. Chatterton, Chester—Brick-making machinery.
507. E. R Walker, Haigh—Valves
508. H. B. Willson, Montague Place—Ships.
509. G. A Huddart, Brynkir—Imparting heat to fluids.
510. August Junger, Hamburg—Life preserving garment.
511. Thomas Mallinson and John Livingston, Manchester—Thrcstle, spinning and

doubling frames.
512. R, W. Thomson, Edinburgh—Motive power, raising, and measuring fluids.

513. George Bower and William Holliushead, St. Neots—Transmission of gas.
514. William Clark, Chancery Lane—Sewing machines.—A com.
515. W. H. Lapthorn, Portsmouth—Reefing and furling sails.

25th February, 1863.
516. Henry Wilde, Manchester—Electro-magnetic telegraphs.
517. F. A. Gatty, Accrington—Printing and dyeing.
518. Robert Maynard, Whittlesford—Cutting agricultural produce.
519. R. A. Brooman, Fleet Street—Lamps.—A com.
520. Joseph Fitter, Birmingham—Castors for furniture.
521. William Headman, Glasgow—Carbonate of magnesia and products from kelp.
522. E. B. Wilson, Parliament Street—Alloy of titanium and iron.

523. J. B. Green, Maidstone—Paper.
524. B. Lawrence and William Niblett, Newport—Regulating the flow of gas.
525. Joseph Gailey, Chelsea—Mixing air with gases.
526 John Edwards, Ba-iinghall Street—Buttons.
527. H. H. Henson, Parliament Street—Mats,
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523 T. V. Lee, Bank Chambers, Lothbury—Digging:, drying, and charring peat.
529. W. E Newton, Chancery Lane—Stereotype plates—A com.
530. William Hudson and Christopher Catlow, Burnley—Looms.
531. Nathan Thompson, Abbey Gardens—Sawing wood.
632. James Inglis, Edinburgh—Folding paper.
533. Alexander Maeivor, Edinburgh University—Veneering or overlaying.
534. George Tonikins, Morristun—Tin and terne plates.

26th February, 1863.
535. Henry Edmonds, M.D , Peel Lodge, Gosport—Ventilation of ships.
536. H. W. Brown, Walham Green—Window frames.
537. Charles Ritchie. South Street— Spiral lighters.
538. G. H. Lilley, Dalston—Connecting planks of wood.
539. W. A. Wilson and James Smith, Liverpool—Furnace fire grates.
540. Ange Capello, Marseilles—Glazing morocco leather.
541. A. P. Price, Lincoln's Inn Field's— Blue colours.—A com.
542. James Yates, Rotherham— Armour plates.
543. Peter Spence, Newton Heath— Salts of potash
544. William Clark, Chancery Lane—Buttons.—A com.
645. Michael Puddefoot, Blisset Street—Tilling and cultivating land.
546. James Humby. Gresham House—Furnaces.—A com.
547. R. J. Nodder, Liverpool— Hats, caps, helmets, &c.
548. F. H. Twilley, Dean. Street—Book slides or holders.

21th February, 1S63.
549. J. H. Albinson and H. H. Cocker, Bolton—Spinning and reeling silk.

550- Werner Staufen, George Street—Substitute for human hair.
551. Henry Fehr, Fenchurch Street—Treatment of mineral oils.

552. E. T. Hughes, Chancery Lane—Doubling or twisting yarn.—A com.
553 James Carver, Nottingham—Manufacture of bobbin net.
554 J. A. Coffey, Providence Row— Facilitating locomotion.
555. James Fry, Chesham—Mashing machinery.
556- R. A. Brooman, Fleet Street—Fixing branch pipes —A com.
557. Arthur Dudgeon and G. F. L. Meakiu, Martin's Lane, and E. E. Allen, Parlia-

ment Street— Underground railways and carriages.
558. William Gray, Sheffield—Beaters for thrashing machines.
559 William Clark, Chancery Lane—Pumping and forcing water.—A com.
560. V. D. Delahaye, France—Excavating pit coal and rock.
501. J. H. Johnson, Lincoln's Inn Fields—Treatment of hemp.—A com.

28f/i February, 18C3-
662. Benjamin West, St James Walk—Metallic pens.
563. George Royle, King's Street—Marking rouches.
564. William Hadfield, Bolton—Steam boilers.
565. J. W. Friend, Freemantle—Gas meter.
566. Thomas Farra, Manchester—Skirtings.
567. Joseph Maxrield, Warrington—Brewing.
568. Stephen Williamson, Sheffield—Furnaces.
569. Daniel Collinge, Oldham—Cleaning and preparing cotton.
570 Edward Paine, Liverpool—Cleaning bottoms of vessels.
571 T. E. Symonds, Adam Street—Screw-propelled ships.
572. John Penn, Greenwich—Valves.
573 Josceline Courtenay, Down Street—Obtaining motive power.—A com.
574. Edward Hayes, Stoney Stratford—Supplying water to marine engines.
675. Samuel Bateman, Low Moor—Wire rope.
576. George Haseltine, Southampton Buildiugs—Sewing machines.—A com.

2d March, 1863.
577- Owen Murrell, Bethnal Green Road—Generating steam.
578. Frederick Tolhausen, Paris—Cloth blankets for printing—A com.
579. J. W. Barton, Leeds— Refining oils.

680. A. F. Pagny, Paris—Agricultural implements.
581. G Hawksley, Sheffield, and T. Bissell, Touley Street— Powder chargers.
6S2. Edward Habel and Edmund Suckow, Manchester— Spinning and doubling.
683. Thomas Taylor, Wellington Row—Improved fabric for decorative purposes.
5S4. Charles Garton, Bristol—Refining of sugar.
585. J. S. Wells, Nottingham -Stockings and other looped fabrics.

5S6 William Clark, Chancery Lane—Obtaining photographic impressions.—A com
3d March, 186a

687. T. E. Symonds, Adam Street— Steering ships.
588. Thomas Emmott, Oldham—Spinning mules.
559. Robert Saunders, Croydon—Metal sheathing for ships.
590. G. P. Lyster, Liverpool— Mooring buoys.
691. R. H. Jones and John Abrahall, Birmingham—Bracelets and brooches.
592. George Davies, Serle Street—Polishing soap process.—A com.
593. John Henderson, Bradford— Carpets and other piled fabrics.

594. George Price, Wolverhampton, and William Dawes, Bolton—Burglar proof
safes and strong room doors.

695. John Sibert, Nottingham—Winding and measuring lace.

596. George Lamb, America Square—Recording revolutions of propelling shafts
of steam ships or vessels.

697. Theodor Erich, Newgate Street—Pressing peat —A com.
598 D. B Parsons, Upper Thames Street—Reaping and mowing machines.
599 B. S. Cohen, Magdalen Row—Protecting points of pencils.
600. William Parsons, Earl Street—Dining tables.
601. James Pollard, Leeds—Dressing warp yarns.—A com.

4th March, 1863.
602. C. M. Palmer and John M'Tntyre, Jarrow—Sheathing ships.
603 J. F. Gits, Belgium— Revivification of animal charcoal.
601. A. P. Jeune, Bordeaux— Spring bed bottoms.
605. J. De Keyser, Belgium—Greasy or fatty substance.
606. T. H. Morrell, Leyland, and Joseph Williamson, Willcross—Purifying noxious

vapours.
607. E. A. Wunsch, Glasgow—Treating sea weed.
608. Patrick Adie, Strand—Measuring distances.
609. E. W. Binney, Manchester—Pressure and pump lamps.—A com.
610. E. W. Binney, Manchester—Lamp burner.—A com,
611. William Clark, Chancery Lane- Sulphuric acid.—A com.
612. William Hamilton, Paternoster Row—Registering for advertisers' purposes.
613. James Craig, Shipston-on-Stour—Detecting and detaining thieves, and indi-

cating the presence of fire.

614. W. L. Tizard, Birmingham—Armour plates.

5th March, 1863.
615 William Whittle, Smethwick—Manufacture of nails.
616. T , E , and R. Thornton, Elland—Preparing wool.
617. John Clinton, Percy Street—Construction of flutes.
615. William Allen, Cheadle, and William Johnston, Newton Moor—Grinding

cards employed in carding engines.

619. R. D. Dwyer, Manchester—Bed springs.

620. E. P. Plenty and William Pain, Newbury—Straw shakers applicable to
thrashing machines.

621. William Wells, Ryder's Court—Horse shoes.
622. William Jackson and Richard Watkins, Millwall—Steam engines.
623. S. H. Foster, T. Bunney, and J. Anderson, Leicester—Looped fabrics.
624. John Miller, Upwey—Horticultural buildings.
625. E. B. Wilson, Parliament Street—SteeL
626. T. W.Osborne, Aston New Town—Lamps.
627. John Howie, Hurlford— Crossings of railways.
628. William Clark, Chancery Lane—Fire arms.—A com.
629. Joseph Elsey, Nottingham—Winding lace.

630. Charles Clay Wakefield—Chain harrows.
631. John Morris and Thomas Newton, Upper Thames Street—Refrigerators.
632. W. H. Buckland, Barge Yard—Gas for illuminating and heating.

6th March, 1863.
633. Michel Jourdin, Manchester—Engraving by electricity.

634. Alexander Cuthell, Skerton—Self-acting dampers.
635. A. W. Makinson, Westminster—Engines.
636. Alfred Wilson, Lower Woodbridge Street—Chairs, seats, or settles.
637. W. E. Gedge, Wellington Street—Steam engines.—A com.
638. G. T. Bousfield, Brixton—Illuminating gas —A com.
639. D. W. Ransom, Liverpool—Fixing artificial teeth.
640. Thomas Hancock, Birchwood, Derby—Receptacle for coins.
641. H. R. Spicer, Clement's Lane—Protecting bottoms of ships.
642. T. G. Webb, Manchester—Pressed glass.

643. A. V. Newton, Chancery Lane— Elastic carriage wheel.—A com.
644. W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane—Metal casks.—A com

9th March, 1863.-

645 Henry Whittles, Milnrow—Collecting condensed steam.
646. Robert Mushet, Coleford—Treatment of iron.

647. James Cowley, Oxford—Bricks, tiles, &c.
648. H. A. Bonneville, Paris—Removiug stains from cloth —A com.
649. James Isherwood, Sharpies—Making up yarn in bundles
650. John Haworth, Manchester—Breaks for omnibuses.
651. C H. Lea, Shallowford—Railway crossings and signals.
652 William Inglis, Edinburgh—Steam boilers and engines.
653. Pierre Hugon, Paris—Motive power
654. Sir Albert Keller, Switzerland—Reeling silk.

655 W. J. Clapp and Nathaniel Coats, Monmouth—Armour plates.
656. J. R, Gorst, Liverpool—Carriages.
657. W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane—Wooden floors.—A com.
658- J. H. Johnson, Middlesex—Fibrous vegetable substances.—A com,

11 th March, 1S63.

Henry Fletcher, Manchester—Cleaning and preparing cotton.
R. T. Monteith, France, and R. Monteith, Manchester—Aniline dyes.—A com.
Frederick Cooke, Denton—Hats.
R. A. Brooman. Fleet Street—Voltaic belts and bandages.—A com.
John Cassell, London— Moderator lamps.—A com.
G. A. Fulton and Jackson Clyde, Stepney—Dry gas meters.
W R. Mulley, Plymouth—Sheathing iron ships.

Henry Wilson, Watling Street—Shaping wood.
William Wood, Monkhill, near Pontefract— Confectionery.
Andrew Barclay, Kilmarnock—Locomotive boring and winding machines.
Andrew Barclay, Kilmarnock—Traction engines, and apparatus for indicating

the pressure of steam.
John Werge, Oxford Street—Indicating temperature.—A com.
James Tomlinson, Rochdale—Opening twisted yarns.
Joseph Renshaw, Manchester—Raising and brushing velvets, &c.
William Rossetter, Accrington—Back beam warping machines.

670,

671
672
673.

12th March, 1863.

674. F. Buser-Kraushaar, Switzerland—Measuring, doubling, and reeling silk, &c.
675. H. D. & J. W. Taylor, HudderstieId—Finishing fabrics.

670. Louis Desens, Paris—Bathing machine.
677. William Clark, Chancery Lane— Fire-arms.—A com.
678. E. H. Lomas, Rodney Wharf—Measure for powder flasks.

679. James Polkinghorne, Redruth—Treating ores.

lZth March, 1863.

6S0. H. B. Barlow, Manchester—Looms for weaving.—A com.
681. John Harris and Joseph Butler, Pontypool, and J. H. Fraser, Llanvrecliva

Upper—Rolling armour plates and bars of iron.

682. C T. and Alfred Lutwyche, Birmingham—Metallic pens.
683. John Taylor. Burnley—Fire bars and bearers.
684 J. B. M. A. Bourreifl, Paris—Typography colours and metals.
685. W. H. Stubbe, New York- Governors
636. Albert Wydler and Christopher Thornton, Rochdale—Printing and dyeing

woollen fabrics.

687. J- H. Johnson, Lincoln's Inn Fields—Fastenings for harness.—A com.
6S8. William Smith, Little Woolstone—Cultivating land.

lith March, 1863.

689. W. E. Gedge, Wellington Street—Ploughs.—A com.
690. Frederick Rudrum, > onvich—Registering apparatus.
691. Wr

illiam West, St- Blazey, Cornwall—Valves.
692. John Page, Liverpool—Taps or valves.

693. J. W. M'Carter, Londonderry—Sawing or cutting wood.
694. Joseph Tangye, Birmingham—Hydraulic punching machines.
695. Robert Alexander, Liverpool—Mariners* compasses.
696. J. C Richardson, Swansea—Ships.

697. William Young, Fleet Street—Type composing machines.

DESIGNS FOR ARTICLES OF UTILITY.
Registeredfrom lith February, to 17th March, 18G3.

Feb. 12, 4640 John Mantle, Birmingham—" Guard and Neck Chain."
„ 23, 4541 A. W. Cooper, Sheffield—"Dessert Case for Cutlery."

,, 26, 4542 John Weeks, Portman Square, W.—" Parasol."
March 12, 4543 George Clarke, Marchmont Street—" Improved Fire Escape "

„ 16, 4644 W. H. Phillips, Birmingham—"Improved Grindstone Spindle,
with Adjustable Flanges."

17, 4545 Stephen Proctor, Rotherham, York—"Casing for Fire Places.'"
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THE GREAT PUMPING ENGINES OF THE LEONIE PIT,

BOUCHES DU RHONE.
(Illustrated by Plate 299. J

Ouk Plate of the present month gives lateral and transverse elevations

of one of the most important examples of English made pumping

engines, at work upon the Continent of Europe, namely, that supplied

and erected in 1S5S, by Mr Dalgliesh of the St Helena Foundry, Lanca-

shire, for unwatering the Leonie Coal Pit, at a few miles from Mar-

seilles.

The formation of fossil fuel which exists within five or six leagues of

Marseilles, is not true coal, but lignite, the beds of which, more or less

disturbed, thinned out, and of various degrees of purity, extend over

a very large area, and even indicate themselves close to Marseilles

city. The worked portion extends over about 214 square kilometres, of

which 160 kilometres are wrought by MM Lhuillier & Company, under

the title of the " Collieries of the Bouches du Rhone."

The coal-field extends between two chains of limestone mountains,

of very unequal and variable height. The River d' Arques, and its

smaller tributaries, flow through the irregular valley basin. From
the heat and drought of the climate in summer, the upper parts of

the hills are almost absolutely bare of vegetation, except that of

aromatic herbs, like lavender and tlvyme, that will grow upon the arid

rock, and scattered clumps of the Pinus maritima, in which abounds a

large caterpillar, which spins a cocoon of a coarse and extremely strong

silk, which, probably, with cultivation, might prove of high industrial

importance.

The lignite formation is wholly of fresh water production, and

anterior in geological date to the horizontal limestone, and posterior to

the deposition of the sandstones which, in this part of France, termin-

ate the compact limestones. Generally the various beds of horizontal

limestone are superimposed upon the lignite measures rising upon

the flanks of the older limestone mountains to a certain height.

These measures proper, commence in ascending order, at a particular

bed of marly, and imperfectly compacted limestone, which contains

fresh water shells, and particularly cyclades ; as we ascend through the

beds above, this same sort of stratum frequently re-appears. This

rock is the calcaire fluviatile houillier of the local geologist. When
extremely full of shells, it is called by the coal workers la calcaire

clauvissoe, an adjective formed from the common name given in the

Provencal dialect to a species of Venus, very common on the Mediter-

anean— the clauvisso. When this is absent, the bed is recognised, and
each of its alternations distinguished, by other characters. The other

beds are foliated argillaceous schists, marly schists, bituminous marly

schists, and various sandstones and marls.

Amongst the bituminous schists are those which have proved of such

value as sources for the distillation of coal oils, rich in the bases of the

aniline colours, and the exhausted charcoal of which is used largely in

the sugar bakeries and rectifying distilleries of Marseilles.

The general inclination of the beds is towards the north-west. The
strike is on the whole from S.W. to N.E., or conforming with the

ranges of bounding limestone mountains; but there are great diver-

gencies from those, and the whole basin is prodigiously shattered by
faults, and thrown both up and down. Many of these faults are filled

with ill compacted mineral matters, some form veins of compact marble

others are full of running wet sand. The almost perfect permeability

of the whole formation for water, falling upon its surface, is its most
singular and disadvantageous characteristic. After heavy falls of rain

such as, with almost the torrential violence of the tropics, occur at some
seasons in the south of France, the pits are often suddenly inundated,

the pump3 everywhere overpowered, and the work suspended for some
time.

For example, between the 26th November and the 13th December,

182.—Vol. XVI.

1862, or in eighteen days, the pumps in the Castellane and Leonie pits
had to raise almost the whole of the water due to a rain fall of 222
millimetres, nearly 8| inches, over the whole area of the worked coal-field

;

having actually raised 147, 186,280 litres, or the whole water that fell over
nearly sixty-seven hectares of land. When to this is added the calcu-
lated volumes that drained off in the same time from the adits of
Bocherblue and Castellane, the total quantity of water passed down into
the earth and again drained out in this short period, amounted to more
than 873 millions of litres—tint is to the whole of the rain fall over four
kilometres square. This condition obliges the erection of pumping
engines of great surplus power, to be held in reserve for these disastrous
occasions.

The lignite of this basin was worked in a desultory way long before
the great French Revolution, but no attempt at working it systemati-
cally and with capital, was made before 1804. But little progress was
made even up to 1839, when in one of the great concessions, that of
Bocherblue, a pumping engine, upon the Cornish system, of 200 horse-
power was erected.

This engine, however, was found not competent to drain the pits
; and

in 1842, the owners, MM. Michel, Armand & Co., set to work to form
an adit for drainage, of no less than 3000 metres in length, which they
finished in 1848, at a cost of nearly 800,000 francs—a grand and useful
work, but the expenditure upon which paralysed their operations after-

wards. About the same period, the Count de Castellane had commenced
from his own, (the Grand Concession), an adit for drainage, and put
down a large pumping engine, which also proved inadequate, in 1853.
In this state of things, the Societe Lhuillier was formed in Paris, to

take up all these works, and pursue them with an united management
and with adequate capital, and in April, 1859, came into a position to
engage in them fully, under the title of the Societe de Ckarbonnage des
Bouches du Bhone, having, in 1858, had the pumping engine, which
forms the subject of this notice, erected for them at the Le'onie pit

which, with that of Castellane, form the two most important shafts of
the district. The Castellane shaft reaches the lower bed of lignite

named, La grande mine. This dips to the west, at an average slope of

12 centimetres to the metre horizontal. It is said in some places to
have a thickness of nearly 10 metres, but usually is much less. There
is no firedamp in either of the pits, and the use of naked lights is

universal. These are rude metallic lamps, fed with coarse olive oil

Much of the hewn lignite is carried in baskets to the small tub waggons,
which run upon rolleyways to the cages, much in the usual style of our
own pits. The pick used by the hewers is an extremely rude-loolcing

and heavy implement, often with a coarse handle of native round stick

but, whether from habit, or finding it really the right tool, for the
separation of this peculiar and somewhat tough material, the workmen
adhere tenaciously to it.

Lignite is developed to an enormous extent beneath the great German
valleys, between the Elbe and the Oder, and is worked to a vast extent
in Thuringia, and elsewhere in middle Germany, as well as in the
Rhenish valleys, of tributaries of the Rhine, but nowhere else in France
does it exist in like abundance as here in Provence. In Huno-ary
owing to geological relations that we cannot here go into, lignites are
worked that at first sight present almost all the characteristics of true

carboniferous coal, though, in reality, a much inferior fuel. Some of

the German lignites, presenting more recent characteristics, are very
superior, while others abound in minutely diffused pyrites.

On the average, the heating power of good lignite, as compared with
that of moderately good coal, is about as 7 to 9, when employed in

furnaces.

The relations, as to constitution, that lignite bears to other fuels

vegetable and fossil, and the gradual passage, in proportion to

antiquity, from wood to anthracite, are apparent bj' the following table

giving the ultimate analyses of the combustible portions :
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Composition per cent.

Species of Fuel.
Carbon.

52-65

60 44
66 96
74 20
76-18
90-50
92-85

Hydrogen

5-25

596
527
589
5.64

505
3-46

Oxygen.

„ , (Wood 42-10

2776
Tertiary 1 Brown Coal 19 90

18 07

440
3 19

The lignites of the Bouches du Rhone are employed for many of the

important manufacturing processes, in full activity in and around

Marseilles, and also, as a fuel, for steam navigation, both upon the

Rhone and Mediterranean. About one hundred thousand tons per

annum are now raised by the Societe Lhuillier alone ; and this quantity,

it is expected, will be largely increased as soon as railway branches

shall have placed the pits in direct communication with the Paris and

Lyons Trunk Line.

Such brief notice of this large, hut in England little known, basin

of fossil fuel, and of the peculiarities of the fuel itself, appeared to

us not without interest to our readers, when presenting to them the

largest engine employed in the locality.

The principal forms which pumping engines for mining purposes

have assumed, in the hands of various makers, may be divided into six

types:—1st, The old working beam single acting engine of Watt,

including the Cornish improvements or modifications, with the

cylinder in the house, and the working beam projecting over the pit.

2d, The single acting or double acting engine, with the cylinder

beneath the working beam, and the latter carrying pump rods at both

ends— this was the case with the engine at Hartley Colliery, the beam
of which gave way with such disastrous results. 3d, The engine

(single acting) with two side levers, the cylinder within the house, with

cross head and side connecting rods, and the outer ends of the side

levers over the pit and rods— this form was constructed upon a very

large scale, some years since, by Messrs William Fairbairn & Co.—for

pits, we believe, in Derbyshire. 4th, The horizontal cylinder engine,

single occasionally, but most usually double acting, and with connect-

ing rod, crank, and fly wheel, and from the crank pin, by another
connecting rod, passing to a bell crank, by which the pump rods are

actuated, and more or less balanced— this form has been employed
largely for many mining purposes, upon a moderate scale, and admits

of transferring the power by draw rods to great distances ; it has also

I

been produced upon a scale of considerable magnitude in France and
Belgium.

All these are indirectly acting engines, all transmitting their powers
through an intermediate organ; proceeding to the direct acting engines,

we have several minor modifications, but, in every case, the cylinder

over the pit, and the two most important forms, appear to be the

double cylinder direct acting engine of Mr bims of Cornwall, and the

engine as here constructed by Mr Dalgliesh.

It would exoi ed the limits we here have at disposal to attempt to

discuss, in a useful manner, the many questions of relative advantage
and disadvantage, that present themselves in practical application to

coal mining, of these several forms of pumping engine.

We may observe, however, that one chief objection very commonly
made to the employment of direct acting engines, especially in mines at

all fiery, viz., that in the event of an explosion of a serious character,

the cylinder and all the vital parts of the engine are so exposed to the

direct stroke of the blast ascending from the mouth of the shaft as to

be certain of destruction ; does not appear to us of at all the weight
frequently attached to it, for there can be no difficulty whatever in so

fortifying the mouth of the shaft far below the level of the cylinder

cross bearings, as to divert from the engine in the event of such an
explosion, the whole of its impulse; if free vent be but provided for it

laterally near the top of the shaft.

However this may be, the objection does not appty here, inasmuch
as we have stated that explosive gases are not known in these Pro-
vencal pits.

The cylinder of this engine is placed directly over the pit ; it is 84
inches bored diameter, and fitted with a metallic piston, the rod of

which is 8 inches diameter; the stroke is 10 feet; the cylinder is

surrounded by a steam jacket, which extends to the cylinder bottom
and cover, and is itself wholly covered up in wood lagging over felt

—

provision is made that the water condensed in the jacket shall run back
hot to the boilers. The cylinder and jacket weigh about 24J tons.

The engine was admitted duty free into France, under their customs
law, which enables machines, of more than usual merit, and deemed to

be valuable models for their own manufacturers to copy from, to be

imported with that advamage ; but it still became necessary to weigh

the parts at Marseilles, and the steam jacket alone broke down the

largest weigh bridge which existed in the Douane. Fori y horses were
harnessed to drag the cylinder and jacket from the port, over the hilly

roads, to the pit, and its passage broke down embankments, on which
the road was carried, in several places; considerable precautions were
necessary to get it to its place, and hoist it to its seat.

The cylinder bottom is sustained liy two cast iron beams, which rest

upon the masonry foundation walls, solidly built up at either side of the

pit, the width between these being 8 feet 6 inches.

A pair of similar working beams, or rather balance levers, vibrating

upon a common cross axle, are connected at the one end to the main
rod from the piston, about 15 feet down the shaft, by two side rods

working outside the slide or guide bars ; and at the other end carry

the balance weight box, equilibrating part of the weight of the piston,

the pump spears, etc. At this end of the balance levers, is also placed

the air pump, at half-stroke distance, so that its working resistance is

added as so much effective to the balance weight. The air pump has a

trunk or hollow rod by which the complications of parallel motion here

are got rid of. The engine is single acting, with the usual steam
exhaust and equilibrium valves, and actuated by the well - tried

hand gear and plug tree arrangement of Watt, and regulated by
cataract. The arrangements for handling the engine appear to be very
judiciously designed, though, perhaps, admitting slill of simplification

—

no less than sixteen handles, indices, or levers, of one sort or another,

being under the command and eye of the engine tender, without his

stirring from his place in front of the valve gear.

The parallel motion to the plug rods is designed, both to keep these

perpendicular, and to increase the length of stroke for greater facility of

working expansively.

All the valves are contained in the one valve box, three of them
being double seated or Cornish valves, and the remaining two common
disc valves.

The arrangements of the condensor, pipes of communication, injection,

feed pump, delivery valve, and pipes from air pump, etc., are all

sufficiently obvious from the plate. At 18 feet below the pair of cast

iron beams upon which the cylinder sits, a precisely similar pair of cast

iron beams are fixed across the shaft. Between these stand, in two
pairs, the upright guide bars ; the holding down bolts, reaching to the

cylinder bottom, pass through all these beams in the masonry, and
firmly bind the whole into one mass. The planed guide bars, which
are 12 inches wide on the rubbing block faces, are k>yed and bolted at

both top and bottom ends, to short cross beams, which lie transversely

to the main supporting beams before described. The slide or rubbing
blocks are fitted at either end of the piston rod cross head, and are each

3$ feet long.

The transverse beams just referred to, are provided, above and below,

with large india rubber buffing springs (seen in the lateral elevation)

between the slide bars, to receive the blow of the rubbing blocks, in

case the engine should make too long a stroke, and so prevent injury

to the top or bottom of the cylinder.

All the junctions of these beams, cross bearers, and slide bars, are

planed together, and the cylinder bottom is planed where received by
them. They constitute, undoubtedly, a very simple and strong job.

Were the work now to execute, we confess, we should ourselves much
prefer to construct them all (except the slide bars) of wrought iron.

The pumps worked by this engine are 21 inches diameter, divided

into three sets; the lowermost is a bucket pump, of 40 yards in length,

and the two other sets are plunger or ram pumps, of 60 yards in length

each, making altogether a lift of 160 yards. The pump barrels weigh
very nearly a ton to the yard running. The top set of pumps deliver

their water into an adit (that of which we have before spoken) at about

60 yards below the top of the shaft. From this level, a 13 inch plunger
pump, attached to the same rod, lifts water from a sump in the adit, to

the top of the shaft, to supply the engine with condensing water. The
pump rods ate of red fir timber, of about the usual scantlings, 15 inches

square, and secured to the piston rod erosshead by four hammered iron

strapping plates, 16 feet long by 9 inches wide ; the pumps are sup-

ported upon buntens of French oak timber of unusual size, and in

procuring which considerable difficulty was experienced.

From the liability, already referred to, of sudden inundation of pits in

this field during great falls of rain, it was deemed advisable to place a
working barrel and false clack seat, in the rising main of each of the

plunger pumps, so that these could be converted into bucket pumps,
and worked from the top, in case the valves of the principal pumps
became gagged or disabled while working under water. Each stroke of

the engine brings up to the level of the adit 132 gallons of water, and
to the level of the engine 33 gallons more. The indicated power, when
working fully, has not been ascertained, to the knowledge of

Mr Dalgliesh, (to whom we are indebted for the other particulars of this

engine) nor the consumption of fuel. The boilers consist of six plain

long cylindrical boilers, surmounted transversely by another, forming a

steam chest, with mere flash flues, and are worked with the inferior

lignite, screened off at the pit's mouth. Any statement of consumption
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of such fuel would be scarcely comparative with the duty obtaiuable from
good coal.

The winding work of the pit is performed by a 25 horse power high
pressure engine, constructed by MM. Rivalier et Cie., of St Eti^nne,

after designs obtained from England by the Lhuillier Co. This engine
was also adapted to work the capstan for lowering the pumps and pit

work into place, and is said to have been the first steam capstan applied

to mining work erected in France.

—

Ed.

St'rTLY OF WATER TO CITIES.—THE ARTESIAN WELLS
OF VENICE.

Venice, as we stated in the article upon its Cisterns, in the preceding
month's part, is mainly supplied with water from the rain fall upon its

own surface collected in these. The supply, however, has never been
abundant, or in the heats, at all sufficient, and has always been eked
out by a great traffic in water, brought in tank boats to Venice by the
canals from the river Seriola, a branch of the Brenta

This, however, in such a climate, is a poor resource for a population
of 120,000 souls ; and the Austrian Government directed its attention

to projects for a better supply as long ago as anterior to 1825. Nothing
up >n a broad and comprehensive scale appears to have been considered

;

but several attempts were made to sink artesian wells between 1825 and
1830, all of which proved failures, owing mainly to want of skill in

tubbing out the saline waters of the Lagune from the sub-surface sandy
strata.

In February, 1846, we believe at the recommendation of M. de
Challaye, the Consul of France at Venice, communications were opened
between the municipality of the city and M. Oegousse'e, the celebrated

French artesian well borer, and author of the most complete work on
the subject, La Guide de Sondeur, and many of whose singularly

ingenious boring tools, some of a surprisingly large diameter, were
shown in the French court of the Exhibition last year, along with those
of other engineers of this speciality. M. Degouss^e undertook the sink-

ing of a number of deep wells by contract, taking the entire risk of

failure upon himself. The first boring was commenced in Santa Maria
Formosa, and within six month's from piercing the ground, he obtained
a supply of water at a depth of 200 feet.

In January, 1847, he commenced another in the Piazza di St 1'auli,

and in April got a supply of water at nearly the same depth, 197 feet,

rising 13 feet and upwards above the surface, yielding 250 litres = 55
gallons imperial nearly, per minute. Six other wells were bored between
that time and January, 184S ; and subsequently the number was in-

creased to seventeen in all— the works having been carried on now by
a company {Societe anonyme), under certain conditions arranged with
the municipality. Of these seventeen borings, seven gave no useful

result. Water, indeed, was procured in all, but it either would not
rise to the surface, was deficient in quantity, or bad in quality, in this

large proportion of the whole number. Nine continued from the com-
mencement to overflow, but with a gradually decreasing yield—seven
alone beingconsidered of any real value. In the arrangements between the

company and the municipality, there appears to have been no compulsory
power of taxation for supply—the reception of the latter was optional on
the part of the citizens. These alleged that the water obtained was in

every case bad in quality, and, with a few exceptions, refused to use it.

Disputes arose, which appear to be not even yet settled, as to the
liability of the city to employ the water thus provided for it. The
undertakers alleged that envy and misrepresentation were the bases of

objection, and in maintenance of their rights they have continued to

cause the whole of the overflow of these wells to run to waste into the

Lagune, except the small proportion for which they had entered into

contracts for supply to individuals on agreed terms of payment.
Gaugings have been made of the yield of nine of these wells, and the

following table gives the dates and results :—

Name of the Well.
1847
Nov.

1850
Dec:

1852
April.

1854
July.

1856
Sept.

San Polo, 243 243 103 57 76
San Leonardo, 220 220 75 87 67

San Gcremia, 136 56 46 67

San Francisco della Vigna, 151 105 66 40 47
Santa Margarita, 153 21

Ghetto Nuovo, 100 21 68
San Giacomo dell 'orio, - 72 ... 60 82
Santa Maria Formosa, 21 10 23
San Giacomo in Giudecca, 132 57 72 58

These gaugings were made in every case at the orifices of the wells.

Ti;ey are given in French litres per minute. The figures, as well as the

other facts here mentioned, may be relied upon fully, having been

derived from information from the office of the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs at Paris, by the desire of which, M. Le Baron de Thesis, the
Consul General of France at Venice, obtained them about two years
ago, and transmitted them to his Government.
These gaugings prove that the supply of water from these wells is

gradually falling off ; and if we take the two complete gaugings, made
in December, 1850, and in September, 1856 (omitting Santa Margarita,
which oijly yielded 21 litres per minute at the former period, and was
not gauged at the latter, so as to make both strictly comparable), we
find that the total yields of the eight wells at the two periods were as
follows;

—

Litres. Imp. Gallons.

1850 = 1050 = 231.06
1856 = 488 = 107.49

Thus, in six years, the supply had decreased in the ratio of 1.00 to 2.15,
or been reduced to less than one half; and if we may assume the same
rate of decrease continued, in six years more would cease to yield water
at all.

The explanation of this phenomenon, by no means usual in the
history of artesian wells, is to be found in the peculiar alluvial forma-
tion of the deposits upon which Venice stands, and is full of instruction.
The formations have been bored to a depth of about 450 feet, at which

fluid running sands are encountered, which rendered further progress
extremely difficult.

Down to this depth, the formation consists of three elements only,
beneath the surface soil, viz., clay, peat, and sand.
The beds of these always present themselves in the same order,

viz.

—

Surface Soil.

(Clay.
J Peat.

(Sand.
( Clay.

4 Peat.

( Sand.
Clay, &c.

The first bed of peat is met with at 95 feet, the second at 158 feet, the
third at 279 feet, and the fourth at 426 leet, from the surface. The peat
is in thick beds.

Now peat is never formed in deep water ; it is invariably a surface
production, so that we have here the indication of at least four successive
depressions of the land at the head of the Adriatic, and the proof that at

a former period plants, and probably trees, flourished upon soil now
more than 400 feet below the sea level, and again after a period, at a
higher, and another higher level, so that the trees that now spread forth

their branches, and beneath whose shade we walk upon the Lido and
the Brenta, are the fifth generation of vegetation that has flourished at

successive and widely different levels upon this spot, and each of which
has in turn disappeared beneath the Adriatic wave, and been over-

whelmed and covered by the clays and sands brought down from the
landward, and upon which new vegetation, again to decay in the humid
air and become peat, was formed, and again submerged.
Such geological conclusions, however, are based on the assumption

that the vegetable matter found in each of these beds, and described by
M. Degoussee' as peat, is really so. That may be the fact ; but in the
absence of a very careful examination of the vegetable material, we are

so far by no means convinced that it is peat at all, not even though it

should prove, as most probably it would, to consist almost entirely of
exogenous plants or their remains.

These may be not peat grown upon the spot at some period of higher
level, but transported vegetable debris, brought down the Brenta and
the other adjacent livers, and slowly deposited and collected in the
slack water at its mouth, and again slowly covered up with clays and
sands similarly brought down. Without entering here into the curious
train of natural operations, in which denudation, vegetable growth and
decay, river and tidal action, all are elements—the mechanism in fact

by which such deposits, and their regular alternation, admit of being
accounted for— suffice it here to say, that similar deposits of vegetable
detritus, alternating with coverings of like character, are found in the
deltas of very many (if not all) large rivers ; and it would be a most
extraordinary fact, if just at the mouths of all these rivers, and no where
else to the right or left of them, we were compelled by the adopotion of
the peat premise, to conclude that successive depressions of the land
had occurred. But to return.

To the land side of Venice, beyond the wide-spread surface of the
Lagune, there stretches away a vast area of marshy ground, rising

imperceptibly higher indeed than the alluvium on which the city is

built, but still so low, that cultivation is impossible without drainage
by ditches and arterial cuts of great depth, in the bottoms of which
water stands even during the most prolonged heats of summer. These
marshy lands are, in fact, the gathering grounds from which the
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artesian wells of Venice are supplied; the upper or higher limb of the

inverted syphon, so to speak, which these alternate pervious beds of

peat and sand, and impervious beds of clay above and below, form, aud
by which the surface moisture of these marshy plains is conducted to

the bored holes, which form the other limb of the syphon, and bring
their water to the surface at Venice. With such a source of supply, it

is not surprising that the supply itself should rapidly decrease in

volume ; the area of gathering ground in communication at all with
the permeable beds below being probably small, and the surface waters
distributed over a tenacious clay soil, having the slowest possible

recuperative power, when once the full beds beneath have been in part
exhausted of the supply which had taken ages probably to slowly per-

meate into them. That this is the fact is capable of indirect proof,

from the gauging returns that have been made. In 1854, the total

yield in the mouth of July (nearly the hottest month of the year) was,
from eight wells, only 80.50 gallons per minute ; but in 1856, (i.e., two
years afterwards, during which, we must admit, that the gradual
diminution of total supply was proceeding,) in the month of September,
(after the autumn rain had begun,) the yield from the same eight wells
was 107.49 gallons per minute : that is to say, that notwithstanding
the gradual or secular decrease, the state of dryness or of wetness of the
marsh lands to the west and north-west, according to the season, made
a difference in the yield of 21 gallons per minute.

But if we take the secular decrease into account, this difference will

prove itself to be in reality much greater ; for as this decrease must be
assumed nearly uniform, and is equal to about J in a period of six years,
viz., from 1850 to 1856, the supply in 1854 (or 2 years anterior to 1856)
at like seasons must have been f of J = £ greater than that astertained
by the gauging of 1856 ; that is to say,

107.49 = supply of 1856 in September.
+ i= 17.91

125.40 = supply in 1854 in September.

But as we have seen, it was only 86.5 gallons in July, so that the true
difference due to the hot and dry, and to the wet time of the year, was no
less than 38.9 gallons per minute, or rather more than one third of the
wet period supply, in deficiency.

The fact of the supply being drawn from the gathering grounds of the
inland marshes, is farther proved by the quality of the water. This was
early alleged to be objectionable, and by the promotors of the under-
taking its badness was and is still, we believe, alleged to have no
good foundation in truth, and the statement to have arisen from
the envy and opposition of the water carriers, and of other parties
interested in injuring the " Sociele." The question was submitted
to various scientific authorities, aud as is not unusual in such cases,
rather conflicting opinions appear to have been expressed. The Faculty
of Sciences of Padua pronounced the water good "after the carburetted
hydrogen and carbonic acid had been let to escape;" and M. Balard,
the well known French chemist, was quoted as having expressed
his approval ; and more recently, the late M. Arago was appealed to, as
having given a like opinion ; but he in reality appears merely to have
re-echoed the opinions he had been informed were expressed by others.
The waters have, however, been analytically examined four times in

all.

1st, By a commission named by the municipality of Venice, con-
taining the names of Bixio, Zantedeschi, Pisanello, aud other
distinguished Italian chemists and physicists.

2d, By M. Ragazzini of the university of Padua, and others.
3d, By a third and last commission of chemists, physicians, and

engineers.

The analyses on the whole agree. The first commission, in its two
reports, slated the water to be of bad quality, and the third and final
commission gave its opinion in these very unmistakable terms:— " Essa
presenta i caratterri delta cattiva aeaua potabile. " " It presents the
characteristics of an unwholesome driukiug water." It owes these
qualities not so much to any large amount of solid matter, as to its

gaseous dissolved contents, aud to the preseuce of nitrogenized matter.
The following extracts from the analyses will sufficiently compare the
Artesian waters with the others with which Venice is supplied:

In 1000 parts each of the following waters the Jixed materiuls are

Water of the cisterns of Venice, (those described
by us in the preceding part of the Practical
Mechanic's Journal,) .....= 0790

Water (brought by boats) from the river Seriola, = 870
Water of Artesian Wells

—

San Polo, — 2*160
San Leonardo, . . . . . . . — 2 165
Santa Margarita, = 2 180

The organic matter in these several waters was found proportionate to
the following numbers, viz :

—

only 3.
" 59.

129.

245.

252.

Water of the cisterns, .

Water of the Seriola,

Water of the wells

—

Santa Margarita,
San Polo
San Leonardo, ....

so that the mean of the wells contained, of this the really objectionable

part of the constituents of drinking water, nearly seventy times as much
as the water of the cisterns—which may be viewed as purified rain

water.

As regards the dissolved gases— the mean evolved from 5 kilogrammes
of water, which is rather more than an imperial gallon, was as follows :

Carbonic Acid, = 676 cubic centimetres.

Carburetted Hydrogen (marsh gas), = 525 "

Nitrogen, = 175 "

Total, . . . 1376

There was thus at least sufficient ground for the opinion of the Faculty
of Sciences of Padua—that the gases had best be let to escape. " Tales

sunt arpice, quales sunt terra; per quas flluunt,'' the axiom of Pliny is

here abundantly shown. Peat, which contains scarcely a trace of nitro-

gen, does not evolve it by its own further progress of decomposition

—

hence the nitrogen here is not produced by the peat beds (if peat they
be) beneath the city. It comes, as well as the marsh gas and the

nitrogenized organic matter, from the putrescent waters of the marshy
gathering grounds from which these unfortunate wells are fed.

Fortunate it is for the health of Venice that it is so, and that the im-

pervious beds of clay that overlay these peaty deposits, cut off all access

of the salt waters of the Lagune, or the Adriatic from them, for other-

wise assuredly the decomposition of calcareous salts in the sea water,

aud perhaps also in the clay beds themselves, in contact with both the
saline water and the vegetable matter, would give rise to those emanations
of sulphuretted hydrogen, that the late Professor Daniell so conclusively

proved form the efficient cause of the deadly climate of the Guinea coast

of A frica.

The history of these artesian wells is, as we have said, an instructive

lesson in well boring ; and the moral to be drawn from the story is, that

we should never calculate upon a persistent or unfailing supply from
artesian wells, unless they be bored in basins where, from a wide extent
ol unobjectionable gathering ground, the alluvial waters can be conducted
to them beneath impervious couches of rock. If the gathering ground
bo small, the well, however high it may spout for a time, will probably

become exhausted. If the ground be bad in quality, itself covered with
stagnant water, malarious air, and vegetation in decay, the water it

supplies beneath must be bad in quality also; and whether the contact

of the subterranean beds may purify and correct this or not, will depend
much upon the distance the water has to traverse, and upon the relation

between the supply and the draught upon it, as well as upon the quality

of the formation through which the water has to pass. Lastly, unless

the pipe of communication be beneath beds of solid rock, impervious
themselves from above, or made so by overlaying beds of clay; inter-

mediate surface waters may, and most likely will, penetrate and sully

the purer water from distant sources ; and we have no guarantee that,

as the water spouts from the well, alterations of plastic materials

may not be going on below, with the changes of volume and pressure

of the contained waters, that may ultimately cut off the supply, in toto,

and leave the borings useless.

—

Ed.

THE LAWS OF FRICTION.

Fkiction, under a great variety of conditions, though not under all

possible oues of practical occurrence—so ably investigated many yeais
ago by Coloumb, and afterwards by Morin—has been submitted to a
new course of experiments by M. H. Bochet, whose results have been

communicated in 1858 and 1861 in Memoirs to the Academy of Sciences

of Paris.

They are of an important character in a practical light, and tend
materially to modify the fundamental laws of friction as enunciated by
Morin, viz., that its coefficient is independent of extent of surface, or of

velocity, and is proportionate to the pressure only.

M. Bochet's experiments were conducted upon cases of sliding only,

and at all velocities between and 25 metres per second, and were made
on irou of various degrees of polish— on various woods, hard and soft,

wet and dry, resinous and non resinous—on leather and gutta percha

—

and with large variations of surface rubbed.

In all cases, the frictional surfaces were dragged, under the known
weights of railway waggons, over the surfaces of rails, in very various

states—wet, dry, rough, polished, and oiled. He has also studied afresh

the subject of, the friction at starting from rest into motion, which Morin
announced was always greater than the friction for continued motion.

He describes with care the precautions taken to ensure exactness, and
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the dynamometer and other instruments employed by him in obtaining
his results, which are given graphically by curves, &c.
The following are amongst some of the most important of the results

he has arrived at:

—

1st, Friction, under conditions apparently perfectly identical, is never
precisely alike, so that its amount cannot be represented by a well
defined curved line (une courbe unique), but by a zone, through which a
mean curve may be viewed as the nearest coefficient.

2d, Friction diminishes with the velocity, all other things being the
same.

3d, Friction varies with the surface rubbed (eateris paribus), or with
the specific pressure, i.e., the pressure on the unit of surface. The
limits of variation are very small when the specific pressure and the
velocity are both very small ; but becomes sensible when either is great.
M. Boehet deems further experiments needful to discover the exact

law of this variation.

4th, The friction of wood on iron rails, varies within wide limits,
according as the rails are dry, moistened, or greased. On the contrary,
iron on iron rails, so long as the specific pressure is very great, (as in
the case of a wheel applied at a single point of its circumference to the
rail) has almost precisely the same friction, whether the rails be dry,
moist, or even greased. This result, assuming it perfectly established,
quite conflicts with the popular notion, and that accepted amongst
railway engineers, which attributes slippage, &c.,to moist or greasy rails.

5th, The state of polish powerfully influences the friction of iron on
iron—much less so that of wood on iron.

6th, The friction of dry wood on iron is greatly in excess of that of
iron on iron.

7th, The influence of the juices, resinous or otherwise, of fresh woods
is small on their friction, unless in the case of resinous woods moistened
with water, in which case it is largely increased. Soft woods have a
larger co efficient of friction than hard ones.

8th, There is no special increase of friction on starting from rest
to motion, except for wood or leather, on moist or greased rails ; in all
cases of these pressures on dry rails, gutta percha on rails moist or dry,
iron on iron rails, dry, moist, or greased; the friction at starting fjrotte-
ment du depart) is precisely the same as that of a low velocity. The
starting friction is greater, however, at high velocities; and in the
cases first named, tbe starting friction is double that corresponding to
slow uniform motion.
There are three physical conditions, viz., molecular attraction, rough-

ness of surface, and speciality of abrasion in rubbing, which, acting
more or less together, appear to II. Boehet sufficient to account for afi
his observed facts. The following general formula he considers to
express his results sufficiently nearly

T=p
|

(K-y 1

+ y

in which F is the value of the friction or its co-efficient
; p =: the total

pressure.

K and y are two co-efficients, separately variable according to condi-
tion. The value of K being always greater (more or less) than that of
y\; « = a third coefficient, probably slightly variable, in accordance
with an unknown law, but which may be viewed with sufficient
exactness as constant, and = 0.3, when the velocity, v, is expressed in
metres per second.

K. and y vary with the materials, their state of surfaces, &c, and have
large limits.

The most energetic frictions are between soft wood and leather, gutta
percha, &c., and dry iron rails, in which K =. 0.70 frequently, occasion-
ally falling to 0.40—usually = 0.60, for soft, and 0.05 for hard woods.
For iron on iron rails, unless the surfaces be very lame and unevenK = 0.40 to 0.25.

Polished iron on polished rails, K = 0.30 to 0.20, and occasionally as
low as 0.12. Wood or leather on greased rails, K = 0.16. and down to
005, at very small velocities. The value of F differs vastly with
different substances and conditions; but the greater its original value,
the more rapidly its value diminishes with increase of velocity, so that,'
in all substances, and in all cases, the tendency is for the value of F to
become the same at extremely high velocities ; in fact, it may be said
that, with v infinite, F is constant for all bodies and all conditions of
fnction, and that probably then its value becomes = 0. This is one of
the most important deductions from this investigation, which is purely
experimental in its character. One conclusion we may presume at once
flows from it, viz., that the friction of projectiles, in "leaving the piece
is very small, and cannot be calculated on the usually received laws of
fnction as delivered by Morin

; and that even in the case of the com-
pressed lead of the Armstrong shot, the amount of friction may be
greatly less than it has been assumed, upon the basis of those laws
and again that the friction of an undeformed projectile in passing
through an iron or other target may be greatly less than has been
imagined.—Ed.

STORING AND PRESERVING GRAIN.

Amongst the numerous joint stock companies which have recently

sprung into existence, we notice one established for the working of iwo
patents granted to Mr A. Devaux, in 1856, for improvements in the
construction of granaries. As the storing and preserving of grain in an
economical manner is a subject of considerable importance, and as

Mr Devaux's system presents many points worthy of notice, we propose
to lay .before our readers a brief epitome of the specifications of the two
patents referred to.

The first patent, dated 8th of April, 1856, is for a contrivance for effect-

ing the perfect ventilation of grain in store, and for facilitating its storing

and removal. The granary, as described in Mr Devaux's specification,

is provided with a number of deep bins (by preference, of a cylindrical

form) constructed of woven wire, or reticulated metal, supported by a
suitable metal framing. In the centre of each bin, there is fitted a
central vertical air shaft, also of wire work or perforated metal, for the
purpose of conducting currents of air, or gaseous products, into the
mass of grain contained in the bin. The several air shafts are

connected by a common air duct supplied with air or gases from any
convenient blower ; or the blower may be operated as an exhauster,
and made to draw the air from the exterior of the bins through the
grain, and down the central shaft, in lieu of forcing such air through
the grain from the interior of the bin outwards. Elevators are pro-
vided for the purpose of lifting the grain, and discharging it into the
bins. These elevators take up the grain from a trough, and having
raised it to the required elevation, discharge it on to an endless baud,
which runs in a trough or horizontal channel. The grain, in travelling
along with the endless band, is intercepted by adjustable shutters,

which cross the path of the band, and divert the grain through lateral

shoots, whence it falls into the respective bins. Each bin is provided,
near the bottom, with a shoot, furnished with a sliding door, for

discharging the grain from the bin either on to endless delivering bands
to be shot direct into a boat, or into sacks placed to receive it at the
mouth of each shute.

F.g. 1 of the illustrations represents an elevation and partial vertical

section of the arrangement of granary above referred to. a a are the

Fig. I.

bins arranged in rows, side by side, and constructed of wire work or
perforated metal, n is the central air shaft, also of wire work or
perforated metal. These air shafts are severally connected by means
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of the pipes, c c, with the common air flue, d, supplied with air from
the fan blower, e. The upper ends of the air shafts are closed by a
plug, f, which is capable of being raised or lowered, according to the
height of the grain in the bins—the object of this plug being to prevent
the escape of the air at the top of the air shaft, and cause it to be

directed laterally through the sides of the air shaft, and through the

mass of grain, the air finally escaping through the sides of the bins, as

shown by the arrows. Each of the pipes, c, is provided with a valve
for the purpose of regulating the supply of air to the respective bins.

In the specification of the second patent, dated 8th May, 1856, the bins

are described as being made of a rectangular, hexagonal, or of such other
figure in plan, as will permit of their fitting together in groups or series

without waste of space. The bins are constructed of wire work or
|

perforated metal, as in the previous case, but in lieu of having central
|

air shafts, they are so arranged as to leave a free air space all round
each bin. Means are provided for closing these air spaces at the top,
whilst the^ lower portions are in communication with an air Hue,
provided with blowers, for the purpose of forcing currents of air or gas,
when required, through the mass of grain. When the blast is not used,

a naturally ascending current of air circulates freely

round the bins, and assists in ventilating the grain,
and keeping it in good condition. I o each bin is

fitted a series of shoots or discharge pipes, provided
with sliding doors at different levels. These shoots
permit of the escape or discharge of the grain, first

at the upper part of the bin, and then at the lower
levels, thereby preventing the movement of the
whole body of the grain simultaneously, "hiclr takes
place when the discharge is effected at the bottom,
and necessitates the constructing of the bins of
considerable strength to withstand the downward
pressure of the moving grain. Each shoot above
referred to opens into one common vertical conduit,

down which the grain passes to sacks, waggons,
or other receptacles. The leading features claimed
by Mr Devaux are the use of reticulated bins, pro-

vided each with a central air shaft, or having
narrow air passages all round the bins ; also, the

endless bands for distributing the grain, and the

use of gates or shoots, at different elevations, for

discharging the grain at different heights, and pre-

venting the general downward movement of the

grain.

A very similar idea was invented and patented in

this country by Mons. Huart, of Cambrai. in 1852.

The title of Huart's patent is, " Improvements in

the storing and preservation of grain ;" and one of

the leading features claimed by him is the adoption

of the cube in place of surface spreading (or

couches) in the storing and preservation of grain.

This portion of Huart's invention is undoubtedly
adopted by Mr Devaux, but, unfortunately for

Huart, he neglected to pay his £ 100 duty, and,

consequently, his patent expired in 1859, three

years after the date of Devaux's patents, and four

years prior to the introduction of his (Devaux's)
system. We believe that Huart was the first to

suggest the storing of grain in a cube or vertical

columnar form ; but his chief aim appeared to be

the maintaining of a constant moving of the whole
mass of grain, it being allowed to discharge itself at

the bottoms of the bins, whence it was elevated by
endless bucket chains or elevators, and returned to

the tops of the bins. In this way, the grain was
kept continually, or, at frequent intervals, on the

move, the object being to subject it to the in-

fluence of the atmosphere whilst falling from the

elevator into the bins, and at the same time re-

moving the dust, which is carried oiT through a

ventilating flue or chimney. In lieu of the endless

bands employed by Devaux, Huart emplo}'ed

Archimedean screws, placed horizontally at the

top and bottom of the bins, the gram being carried

to and from the elevators by the action of the blades,

which also served by their revolution to turn over

and agitate tie grain. A moveable winnowing
machine was provided for the purpose of removing
the chaff and lighter seeds contained in the grain

as it arrives from the farm, and a sifting machine
or screen was employed for getting rid of the

heavier class of foreign bodies, grits, etc. By having
these two machines moveable, they can be brought

to any one of the bins under process of filling, and
the grain can be cleared effectually before its dis-

charge into the bin.

Eig. 2 represents a vertical section of M. Huart's

vertical granary, as now erected in France,

where the invention has, we believe, come into

considerable use. The bins consist of wrought iron cylinders grouped

together and provided with a funnel-shaped bottom for facilitating the

passage of the grain from the bin to the elevator. In order to break

the mass of grain, and so prevent any clogging of the aperture by

reason of the great weight of the column of grain above, a number of

hollow inverted frustrums of cones are disposed, one above and within

the other, a short distance from the bottom, the grain passing between

these several cones, and through the central opening made irr each

before reaching the actual discharging pipe. At the top of the group
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of bins, there is a casing provided with a moveable pipe which can be

turned to any of the bins, and direct the grain raised by the elevator

to the particular bin to be filled, or in which the grain is to be moved.

-

A separate discharging nuzzle is also fitted to the bottoms of the several

bins, and provided with a closing door or slide—the object of these

nozzles being to facilitate the filling of sacks d rect from the bins. It

will be at ouce seen, on referring to Huart's granary, that all inter-

mediate floors are dispensed with, and, consequent!}', a large amount of

grain may be stored without exerting that lateral pressure upon the

walls of the building which would otherwise be produced ; thus granaries

constructed on the cube or columnar system will be lighter and cheaper

than those of the ordinary system, wherein the grain is spread in

couches upon separate floors. A very considerable economy of space is

also obtained. We give Mr Devaux credit for the use of reticulated

bins and air-shafts, but, at the same time, we think it but justice to

Iff. Huart to record the fact that he was a prior inventor of the general

system of storing grain in deep bins, in contradistinction to what may
be called surface spreading. But even M. Huart was not the first

inventor of large deep, or nearly cubical, bins for storing grain.

In 1346, Mr John George Bodrner read a paper before the Society of

Arts, London, in which he describes several modifications of mechanical
granary, and specifically proposes and prefers the employment of "a
graDary, consisting of thirty-six compartments, each sixty feet square,

and between sixty and seventy feet deep." These were hopper-shaped

at bottom ; and highly-ingenious automatic machinery was adapted to

thrm to keep the grain in mo'ion, etc. The paper itself may be con-

sulted in the Transactions of the Society of Arts, and in great part

(along' with good engravings) in Newton's Patent Journal, Vul. XXIX
,

conjoined Series, p. 41. Mr Bodmer cioes not appear to have patented

his ideas, so we may conclude it probable that the general notion of

deep cubic granaries was not new even then to his own knowledge.

—

Ed.

EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES ON INUNDATIONS.

MM. Jaxdel, Cantegril, and Billaud, have communicated to the

Academy of Sciences, a valuable memoir under the above title, which
embraces data of a class having the highest interest for the Hydraulic
Engineer. The subject of Inundations has peculiarly engaged the

attention, in a very systematic mann?r, and for a length of time, of

French and Swiss as well as northern Italian Engineers. It has been

furced upon them by the prodigious injur}' done to agricultural pro-

perty, by the sudden oveiflows that occasionally, and too frequently,

affect many of their great rivers, such as tbe Rhone, and the Durance,
and innumerable torrential streams— their tributaries.

The authors here affirm in starting, the obvious truth, that the

cause of inundations is to be found in the volume of water that falls

UDon a given surface in a given time; and the problem to be dealt with
is, how to reduce and retard the flow off of the waters, not absorbed by
the surface of the land before its arrival, at the artificial or natural

channels, and then on their arrival into these, to retard or direct,

(correct corrige, as the Swiss Engineers say) its flow in these.

Both the volume of rainfall and the rate of its discharge they deem
greatly within reasonable control, and both much dependent upon the

superficial state of the land, and of the vegetation which covers it.

The object of their memoir is to show this.

The danger created by the fall of a considerable volume of water varies

with the volume absorbed (as by a sponge), in the soil, and on the

evaporation that takes place towards the end of a great rain fall, and
with the time which is afforded, greater or less, for the discharge of the

unabsorbed portion.

Laud covered with certain forms of vegetation favours the slow giving
out of the waters precipitated; bare or arable land has the contrary

effect. They proceed to establish the relations that connect the inun-

dating action with the absorption of the liquid, and the time of the

surface discharge or flow off.

1st, Absorption of water by evaporation and by the soil. With a

given fall of rain in a given time, tbe danger to a territory covered with
vegetation of a known sort, i.e., the inundating action is-proportionate to

the ratio of the volume of w;>ter that flows off, to the total volume
piecipitated. This ratio they call the co efficient of superficial effluence.

The larger is this co-efficient, the less danger of damage. Hence the

danger of inundation may be reduced by dealing with the soil itself which
influences it ; the effects are certain, but their extent as yet vague.

They then briefly recapitulate the known phenomena of, the rise, time of

continuance, »nd fall again, of flood waters, in large and small channels,

and come to this conclusion, that the chief point of interest, in relation

to inundations, concentrates itself upon the time that elapses between
tbe first rise of the waters, and that of the term of rapid lall again, or

what we may call the duration of flood. If we view the superficial

effluence during this time, as preserving its mean value, then the danger
of inundation diminishes for a given volume of rain fallen in the inverse-

ratio of the duration of flood.

So that for a given rain fall, and during a given total fall of rain, this

danger varies in direct proportion to the ratio of the time of precipita-

tion—to. the time of complete effluence, or with a given character of
surface of country, in proportion to the volume of the superficial

effluence, to that of the whole rain fall, or to the time of the precipita-

tion to the time of the superficial effluence.

Hence, if K be a numerical and fixed co-efficient, the value of the
inundating power, C, takes the form—

V, T
C = K X - X —

V T,

V, being the volume of complete effluence, V that of the rain fall, T,

the time of effluence, and T that of the rain.

If the surface of the land be absolutely impermeable, like the slates of

a house or the pavement of a city, then

V, = VandT = T„
and C = K.

If now this value of C be taken as unity, the same relation gives

V, T
C = — x —

V T,

and then, for a given rain fall, the inundating power of any given
surface is measured by the co-efficient of superficial effluence multiplied

by the ratio of the time of the precipitation, to that of total effluence

;

and for different ratios of rain fall, the same surface will furnish a series

of values for the co-efficient ofinundating power, and from these a general
mean may be obtained, bearing in mind, however, that only rains

beyond a given ratio produce inundations at all.

The authors then admit, and discuss, the practical difficulties that

attend experimental determinations of those co-efficients, mainly due to

the difficulties of finding any two catchment basins precisely compar-
able. They, however, propose to limit the enquiry, (neglecting small

causes of differences,) in the first instance, to the two cases of like sur-

faces afforesied, and devoid of all timber or copse, or other such vege
table cover.

They do not fail to notice, though as it appears to us, without
attaching to it its primary importance, the influences of the mean slope,

deducible from an average of all the partial slopes of the surfaces of each
catchment basin; and finally, they present the experimental results of

the measurements of the rain fall and effluence actually made, between
Jul}', 1858, and July. 1859, of two large catchments. The one that of

the upper valley of the Zorn down to the mill of the Dabo, in the chain

of the Vosges, a catchment of 4222 hectares, (= 17,710 acres,) and com-
pletely wooded, with a soil overlaying the vosgean sand-stones. The
other, that of the upper valley of the Bievre, (an effluent of the Sarre),

which is contiguous to the former, has mean slopes a little less, and
consists on like soil of 455 hectares (= 1046 acres) of bare (unwooded)
land, and 522 hectares (= 1200 acres) of forest. There was a little

difference in the periods of observation of the two. The results obtained

are as follows :

—

1st, General co-efficients of superficial effluence.

a. f wooded) Zorn = 0.0529.

6. (partly bare) Bievre = 0.1270.

2d, General co-efficients of inundating power.

a. (wooded) Zorn = 0.01743.

b. (partly bare) Bievre = 0.03910.

These co-efficients are deduced from the total time of observation as
respects both catchments, but as these were not quite alike, they calcu-

lated new co-efficients for the, in all respects, similar periods of
observation in both, as from 19th December, 1858, to 8th March,
1859, and obtained :

—

1st, General co-efficient of superficial effluence.

a. fwooded) Zorn := 0.079.

b. (partly bare) Bievre = 0.127.

2d, General co-efficient of inundating power.
a. (wooded) Zorn = 0.0213.

b. (partly bare) Bievre = 0.0391.

The ratio of the bare to the woodland surfaces in the catchment 6, was
1: 1 125, or not far from equality. We may, therefore, double the value
of the latter co-efficients. It then becomes very obvious how great an
effect in delaying the off-pouring of the rain fall waters, is produced by
a covering of forest or copse.

In fact, with the mean slope here in question, which unfortunately,
the authors do not give in figures, the relative value of the co-efficients

of effluence is nearly as 3 : 1, assuming the whole surfaces of one
catchment wooded, and that of the other not.

We have said that these investigations, as a class, are of great im-
portance to Hydraulic Engineering, and must recognise the present as
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a contribution, to a subject in wbicb much yet remains to be ascertained,

made with considerable diligence and skill by these French engineers.

We cannot help feeling, however, that the method adopted in connec-
tion with the arterial drainage of Irelaud, for expressing quite the same
data, has some advantages over the co-efficients here employed—viz.,

the mean volume of rain fall per minute, per acre, for the whole time of

fall, and the mean volume of discharge per minute, per acre, for the
final effluent of the same ; much is wanting to complete the subject,

however. This memoir has since been reported on to the Academy,
by MM. Faye, de Verneul, and Marschal Vaillant. The reporters do
not admit the author's theory to be strictly true, and deem their con-
clusions to rest on too narrow a basis to be received as yet without
reserve, but, upon the whole, they do not contradict their views, and
commend both the treatment of the subject, and the high importance to

engineering sciences, as well as to agriculture and national economy,
of the subject itself.

—

Ed.

RECENT PATENTS.

SEWING MACHINES.

J. Henry Johnson, 47 Lincoln's Inn Fields, London (David W. G.

Humphiiey, Chelsea, United States of America)—Patent elated Octo-

ber 11, 1862.

This invention relates to a peculiar construction and arrangement of

sewing machines, suitable for button hole or edge finishing or stitching.

In this machine, the vertical needle bar or carrier has a lateral motion
imparted to it by a cam, for the purpose of causing the vertical needle to

pass alternately through and over the edge of ihe material operated

upon. A loop carrier operates beneath the table ; it is provided with
two points, which work alternately, and enter the loops of the needle

thread from opposite directions. A lateral motion is imparted also to

this loop carrier by means of a bent slot working along a fixed stud pin.

A hook is used for spreading the loop of the binding thread to allow the

needle to pass through it. The feed motion is obtained from a cam
actuating a horizontal feed lever having a sliding piece or pall hinged
to one end of it. This mechanism drives a horizontal cam wheel, which
is let into a recess in the bed plate, and is covered by a moveable cloth

plate, ratchet teeth being made in the periphery of the cam wheel for

the sliding piece or pall to act upon. When feeding the rounded part

of the button hole, the cam wheel moves faster than when feeding the

straight parts, to prevent crowding of the stitches at the round part

;

and this necessary change of feed is effected by an adjustable plate on
the cam end of the feed lever, capable of adjustment to or from the cam,
so as to regulate the feed at the rounded part. Through this plate

passes vertically a short stem or piston, and, whilst feeding the round
part, this stem is dropped down, so as to present a point of contact

nearer to the cam, thus giving more vibration to the feed lever. The
material is held between two slotted feed clamps, neither side of the cloth

being directly acted upon by the feed or friction to draw or displace

them. The rim of the upper clamping plate, when feeding the round
part, comes in contact with a presser wheel, which keeps the edge of

the lower plate close to a circular projection on the cloth plate. A
second pin or projection, on the under side of the clamp, drops through
a slot in the cloth plate, and into a groove in the upper surface of the

cam wheel. As this wheel rotates, the clamp, guided by the slot in the

cloth plate, is fed along in a straight line, while one side of the button
hole is being stitched; but, as the pin in the clamp enters a circular

part of the slot, it reaches that portion of the groove in the cam wheel
nearest the centre, and there rests until the wheel has fed it through
the circular part of the slot, whilst the round part of the button hole is

being stitched. Whilst the pin in the clamp is passing through the

circular part of the slot, it is moved forward in contact with a point on
a slide on the cam wheel, and at the point, where it enters the other

straight part of the slot in the cloth plate this slide is pressed by the
pin in the clamp into a recess in the collar or boss round which the

wheel rotates, leaving the groove open until the slide has passed forward
of the said pin, the cam wheel then carries this pin through the other

straight part of the slot, whilst the other side of the button hole is being
stitched.

Fig. 1 represents the stitch produced by this machine, and, together

with figs. 2 and 3, shows the operation of the parts in producing it. The
needle, a, first carries a loop of the finishing thread through the cloth,

which is entered by the point, n, of the loop carrier, d, when the needle
retreats leaving the loop on the point, n. The loop carrier moves
further forward, and, at the same time, laterally far enough to receive

the needle, a, as it descends over the edge of the cloth, and through the

loop on the point, re. The loop check, i, holds the loop in a position to

Fij. 1. Fig. 2.

As hoon as the needle

Fis. 3.

insure the passage of the needle, a, through it.

a, carries a loop over the edge of the cloth, and
through the next preceding loop, which was
carried through the cloth, the loop check, i, and
the loop carrier, d, retreat, leaving the loop
carried through the cloth over the needle, a,

and free to be drawn up at the next descent of

the needle. The needle, a, then continues its

descent over the edge, forming another loop,

which is entered by the second point, m, of the

loop carrier. The under needle, 6, then passes

a loop of the binding thread, through the over-

edge loop, when the point, m, and needle, a,

retreat, leaving a loop of the finishing thread
over the lower needle, b. A hook then seizes a loop of the binding
thread, and holds it open until the needle, a, carries another loop
through the cloth, and enters its point into this loop of the binding
thread, when the needle, b, withdraws from the over-edge loop, and, at

the same time, the hook releases its hold upon the binding thread,

leaving its loop around the needle, a, near its point. The further
descent of the needle, a, draws up the over-edge loop, and as the needle,

a, rises again it forms another loop, which is entered by the point, n, as

belore, and thus the stitch is completed. The feed may operate when
the needle, a, is up and free from the cloth, either every time it has
carried its loop through the cloth, or every time after it has carried its

loop over the edge.

THE PREPARATION AND TREATMENT OF FLAX AND
OTHER FIBROUS MATERIALS.

R. R. Jackson & E. J. Jackson, Blackburn.—Patent dated Sept. 24, 1862.

This invention has for its object the preparation and treatment of such
fibrous materials as are generally of longer staple than cotton fibre, so

that such prepared fibrous materials may be subsequently operated upon,
either alone or in combination with cotton, or other fibrous material, by
the machinery commonly used for preparing, spinning, and weaving
cotton alone. The invention consists, first, in preparing flax tow, or

other fibrous material, so as to be submitted to a carding process by any
or.linary means, sometimes only to the extent necessary to feed it to

the tow card, and then carding the material, then operating upon the
carded material by " gill" drawing combs to still further straighten the
fibres if required, next forming the material into a lap or sheet by
means of a " Derby doubler," or other suitable machine, and then
cutting the laps or sheets into short lengths by a machine similar to

that described in the specification of a patent, granted to the inventor

on the 24th of September, 1862, or any other suitable machine.
When the fibrous material has undergone these processes, it is

ready to be operated upon alone, or in combination with cotton

in ordinary preparing and spinning machinery for operating upon
cotton fibre. The material, if required, may be bleached, or otherwise

chemically treated, either before or after, or in any of the intermediate

stages of the process above described

MANUFACTURE OF WOOLLEN CLOTH KNOWN AS DEERSKIN.

Frank Applegate, Bradford on-Avon—Patent dated Bee. 31, 1862.

This invention relates to an improvement in that kind of wool dyed
cloth, known in the trade by the appellation of deerskin, in which the

larger proportion of the weft is woven on the outside of the cloth, and
this invention consists in the use of two kinds of weft of the same shade
of colour or dye, but of different commercial values, the ODe being dyed
a woaded or indigo colour, which is used only for the face, or exposed
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surface of the cloth, and the other, a common or unwoaded colour, which

is used for the back, or unexposed surface of the cloth.

The said distributions of weft of different values of dye are accom-

plished by the use of two or more shuttles in the weaving loom, the

shuttle carrying the best weft to be thrown across the loom when the

greater number of harness is down, which would form the face of the

cloth, and the shuttle carrying the common weft to he thrown across

when the greater number of harness is up, which would form the back

of the cloth.

This may be done by the use of two shuttles carrying weft of different

values thrown across the loom alternately from each side, or both

shuttles starting from the same side, and being thrown across and back

again alternatelv.

REGULATORS FOR MOTIVE POWER ENGINES.

J. H. Johnson, 47 Lincoln's Inn Fields, London (E. U. Pakod, Paris)—Patent dated September 1, 1862.

This invention relates to an improved mode of regulating and controlling

the working of steam, air, or gas engines, or hydraulic prime movers,

and consists in causing the steam, or other medium employed for work-

ing the engine, to act upon the regulating apparatus in its passage from

the generator, or source of supply, to the cylinder, or other acting agent,

as the case may be.

Figs. 1 and 2 of the subjoined engravings represent, in vertical and
horizontal section re-

Fig. 1. spectively, a regulator

constructed according

to this invention,

and mounted upon
the steam pipe of an
engine. Fig. 3 is a
sectional detail of

parts hereafter more
particularly referred

to and described, o
represents the end of

the steam pipe, which
opens into the steam
chest, v, from the
boiler. This steam
chest is fitted to one
side of a casing of

cast iron, b, the form
of which is clearly in-

dicated by fig. 2. This
casing is of a circular

shape in plan, and is provided with two flanged branches or nozzles,

o1
, the one being for the inlet of the steam, and the other for the

outlet of the same. In the
circular part, A, there is a
pallet wheel, B, mounted upon
a vertical spindle, c, which
rests upon a foot step bearing,
as shown in fig. 1. The spin-

dle, c, after passing through
a stuffing box in the cover of
the casing, b, carries a disc,

e, having a groove, F, made
across it (see fig. 3). In this

groove are inserted two move-
able weights, o, which are pressed inwards, by helical or other springs,

as shown in figs. 1 and 3. Each weight is provided with eyes carrying

antifriction pulleys, a a, between which pass the inclined arms, i,

of the boss, m, which boss is formed with two
shoulders, n n. Between these two shoulders or

collars, n n, there is a pulley, N, fixed to one end
of a horizontal spindle or shaft working in a collar

or other bearing in the framing or supporting
standard of the apparatus. The opposite end of

this shaft carries a bevel pinion, p, which gears

into a corresponding bevel pinion, p, formed with
an internal screw in its boss, through which works
the vertical screw spindle, l. This screw spindle

is provided, at its lower end, with collars, for the

purpose of connecting it with the slide valve, T,

working inside the steam chest, u. The apparatus
thus constituted, and the number of revolutions of

the pallet wheel, e, regulated, so as to allow of the

entrance of the proper volume of steam necessary for one stroke of the
piston, and the weights, a a, being equally adjusted or regulated, so as

not to move from their places, unless the wheel, e, should make more
No. 182.—Vol. XVI.

or less than say four revolutions for each stroke of the piston, it is

evident that if the passage of steam becomes more rapid—whether owing
to the diminished resistance met with by the engine, or to the augmentation

of the pressure of the steam—the weights, G a, will slide outwards by
the centrifugal force generated by the revolving disc or plate, E, and by
sliding along the inclined arms, 1 1, will elevate the boss, m, and bring

its lower collar or shoulder, n, in contact with the pulley, N, which is

instantly rotated, and transmits its motion, through the pinion, p, to the

pinion above the rotation of the latter, causing the screwed valve spindle,

l, to descend and lower the slide valve, which thus contracts the orifice

for the entrance of the steam to the casing, b, until it is in exact rela-

tion with the decreased resistance of the engine. If, on the other hand,

the supply of the steam falls below the requirements of the engine, the

weights, G G, will slide inwards, under the pressure of their springs,

and will cause the boss, m, to descend. This has the effect of bringing

the upper shoulder or collar, n, into contact with the pulley, n, when
the motion of the latter is reversed, and the slide valve, t, is conse-

quently raised or opened, so as to allow more steam to pass through

the apparatus. "When the engine is working at the proper regulated

speed, the collars, n, are both held out of contact with tbe pulley, N,

and the slide valve therefore remains at rest.

Two other means are specified for moving the sliding boss, m, in the

first of which the boss, m, is provided, at its lower end, with two arms,

the outer extremities of which gear into teeth on two levers carrying

sliding weights. When the passage or flow of the steam is too rapid,

the centrifugal force causes these weights to fly outwards, (which

weights, at the proper regulated speed, should rest in the middle of the

levers,) and by their weight cause the geared levers to turn over partly

on their centres, and through the gearing to elevate the boss, si. When
the supply of steam is not sufficient, the weights, by sliding inwards,

down the inclined levers, cause the boss, m, to descend.

In the second of these modifications the boss, m, is connected by links

with the levers upon which the weights slide. In place of the apparatus

or governor acting upon the steam inlet valve, t, this valve is dispensed

with, and the regulator made to operate directly upon a novel form or

arrangement, of variable expansion, gear acting through an angular

or spiral key connecting the eccentrics to the main shaft. In this case

the screw spindle, l, in lieu of terminating in the valve, t, acts upon a

spiral key which slides along a straight groove made in the crank shaft,

the spiral key working in a slot in the boss of the expansion eccentric.

It makes a half turn round the shaft, and, according to the position

of the key in the eccentric, the cut off is effected sooner or later in the

stroke.

When it is desired to regulate a hydraulic prime mover, a screw is

employed, of sufficient power, to move the regulating sluice. This screw

transmits motion to a regulator, in which the collar or boss, si, rising

or falling, acts upon the pinion, p, so as to cause the sluice to open or

close. The screw may be replaced by any other equivalent contrivance,

such as a pallet wheel or turbine, and an intermittent motion may be

used in lieu of the continuous circular movement.

CUTTING FIBROUS AND OTHER MATERIALS.

R. R. Jackson and E. J. Jackson, SlacJcburn-

September 24, 1862.

-Patent dated

This invention consists of certain modifications of machines which have
been mostly used hitherto for cutting paper, such machines consisting

of a knife, which has either a vertical, or a compound vertical and lateral

movement ; but the inventors prefer such as make a diagonal cut—the

knives in these machines cut against or into lead, or other soft metal or

material. The improvements consist in combining a lattice or endless

feeder, with machines of the class above described, to feed forward the
material to be cut, which is made to pass between a pair of weighted
rollers, having an intermittent motion imparted to them. The ends of a
portion of the fibres are driven into the incision in the material against

which the knife cuts, and have a tendency to stick in this incision, and
obstruct the feeding forward of the material for the next cut ; and to

overcome this objection, the material, before coming under the knife, is

made to pass over a spring plate, or other elastic arrangement or its

equivalent ; and this spring plate has sufficient force to lift (when
permitted) the material after it has been pressed down, so that the ends
of the fibres are forced upwards, and detached from the incision after

each cut, and thus the material can be fed forward for the next cut,

without obstruction. Before a cut takes place, the material is pressed
down tightly, close to the knife, by a bar, which passes across the
material operated upon—this presser bar is actuated from the move-
ments of the knife bar, on which antifriction bowls are carried that work
in cam slots formed in or attached to the presser bars, the studs or slots

being adjustable. The presser bar may be lifted by connection with the
knife, and pressed down by weights or springs, or it may be worked by
independent cam action or otherwise, so as to lift up, to let the material

pass freely when feeding, and then descend to press upon the material
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when the knife is cutting. The feed motion may be produced by any
ordinary intermittent mechanism. In place of cutting against a fixed

plane surface of soft metal or other material, a compound roller may be

employed, covered with soft metal or other suitable substance, and the

cut may be made against the roller, which may be rotated forward part

of a revolution after each cut by being connected with the intermittent

feed motion. The machine is provided with suitable holders for laps

when material is to be operated upon in this state. The spring plate

and presser bar are also employed in combination with machines in

which the knife or knives employed cuts past the edge of a fixed knife.

The accompanying engraving is a longitudinal section of a machine
made according to this invention, a is the framing of the machine, and

a the first motion shaft provided with fast and loose driving pulleys

and a fly wheel. A pinion on the shaft, a, drives a wheel on the

intermediate shaft, b ; on this shaft a pinion is secured, driving a

wheel, c', on the shaft, c, at each end of which a crank, c-, is secured,

which cranks are connected by rods to the knife bar, d, which slides

in vertical guides in the framing—the knife bar, d, is made to move
diagonally by means of a stud which is fixed in it, which stud carries

an antifriction bowl that fits in a diagonal slot in the cross bar, cfi, so

that the movements of the knife are both vertical and lateral at the

same time. The crank shaft, c, has an end movement in agreement

with the lateral movement of the knife bar, d, which is imparted to it

by a cam secured to the shaft, and into the path of this cam enters an

antifriction bowl carried on a stud fixed in a bracket secured to the side

frame, so that as the bowl is fixed, the cam, by the rotation of the shaft,

is forced end ways in agreement with the side movements of the knife

bar, d, and carries the shaft with it. e is a lattice of any required

extent, which carries forward material drawn from the laps, x; the

material passes through fluted rollers,/, which are geared together at

one side by bevel wheels, and driven by suitable gearing. The upper

roller is weighted by means of the weighted levers, r. The lattice, e,

receives motion by being geared with the lower feed roller. Inter-

mittent motion for feeding the material is given to the fluted rollers by

a cam piece, c6 , secured upon the side of the wheel, c 1
;
this acts upon a

bowl carried by an arm, g\ from a shaft, g ; and this arm is weighted

at g
l

, so as to cause the shaft to turn when not otherwise acted upon

till a finger comes against a pin or stop in the framing. Upon the out-

side end of this shaft, g, an arm is fixed, which is connected by means

of a rod, with an arm centred, and free to oscillate on the end of the

lowest feed roller; this arm carries a click which works upon a ratchet

wheel, secured upon the end of the feed roller, and this movement is

imparted to feed the material after each cut. The knife cuts into a

piece of wood or lead, which is kept in its place in a recess formed in

the upper side of the cross bearer, a 1
, by a bar, which is adjustable

against the strip of lead or wood by means of screws ;
the material is

lifted from the incision made by the knife by the spring plate, h, which

extends across the machine—this spring plate is pressed down before

each cut, and lifts when the pressure is removed ; in place of the spring,

a lever plate may be used, the fulcrum or shaft from it being brought

to the outside of the framing, and weighted by means of an arm and

weight, or the arm may be arranged so as to be acted upon by an incline

upon the knife bar, which will act upon the lever as it ascends, and will

cause the front edge of the plate to be lifted, so that the material may

be detached from the incision ; the material is pressed down by means

of a bar, k, extending across the machine, the ends of the bar working

in guides formed by ribs upon the side frames ;
this presser bar is cast

hollow, and is actuated bv two studs fixed in the knife bar, which work

in slots carried in the hollow presser bar. As the knife has both lateral

and vertical movement, and as the presser bar is only capable of moving
vertically, the studs in the knife bar will impart its vertical movement
to the presser bar, k, as long as they are in the horizontal part of the
slots, but when by lateral movement they arrive at the diagonal parts
of the slots, which are at the same angle as that for giving the diagonal
movement to the knife bar, the presser bar will become stationary.

The under side of the presser bar, when up, is a little in advance of the
edge of the knife, and the slots are adjusted so that the knife and the
presser bar descend together till the material is sufficiently compressed,
at which moment the studs have anived at the diagonal part of the
slots, the presser bar then remains stationary, and the knife descends
alone and makes the cut; when the knife ascends again, it lifts the
presser bar when the studs arrive at the horizontal part of the slots, and
then the material is fed forward for the next cut. The presser bar may
be weighted against the material, and lifted by the ascent of the knife

bar, by means of the studs or their equivalents.

FELTING APPARATUS.

William Carrick and William Caerick, Jun., of Carlisle.—
Patent dated September 29, 1862.

This invention relates to a peculiar construction and arrangement of

apparatus for "planking" felt hats and other goods, and consists in the

use of a vessel with curved ends for containing the hats or other goods
in process of felting, which vessel is fitted with one or more moveable
or vibrating pressers suspended from a single point above so as to cause

them to describe an arc of a circle, or they may each be suspended from
two points of oscillation as may be found most expedient in practice for

giving a pressure and causing a continual revolving motion of the goods
under treatment. The stroke or the size of the pressers may be varied

either by adjusting the length of the cranks which impart the vibratory

motion thereto, or moveable pieces may be added to the faces of the

pressers themselves, so that the pressure is always regulated by the

bulk of the goods.

The accompanying illustration represents a longitudinal vertical sec-

tion of the improved apparatus, a is a vessel or vat of cast iron, or

other metal, lined with wood, a, and having the internal extremities of

the vessel curved inwards so as to facilitate the turning of the goods
during the operation of the pressers. The pressers, b, b 1

, of which one

or more may be employed, consist of blocks of wood which are suspended

near their extremities by links, c, c1
, let into slots or mortices. These

links are connected by pins, c, c\ with the pressers, and vibrate freely

upon fixed centres or pins, d, in the upper part or cover of the vessel.

Slots are made at, e, in the bottom of the vessel, through which slots

work the arms, D, D1
, secured, one to each presser, and protruding some

distance below the bottom of the vessel. To these arms are jointed the

connecting rods, E, e', which are coupled at their opposite ends to the

respective cranks, f, f 1
,
carried by the actuating shaft, o. The crank

pins are made adjustable for the purpose of varying the throw or extent

of vibration of the pressers to suit the goods under treatment.

H n', are moveable covers placed over openings through which the

goods are introduced into the vessel, a. On imparting a rotatory motion

to the shaft, G, the two pressers will be made to vibrate or oscillate in

opposite directions, and will produce a felting or milling action upon the

hats or other felt goods contained in the two ends of the vessel.

ELECTRO-MAGNETIC TIME-PIECES.

J. H. Johnson, 47 Lincoln's Inn .Fields, London (J. H. Koosen, Dresden)—Patent dated August 15, 1862.

This invention relates to a peculiar construction and arrangement of

what the inventor terms, " A galvanic chronometer, with centrifugal

regulator " and consists, firstly, of a peculiar construction and arrange-

ment of electro-magnetic machine for actuating the works of the

chronometer, and of which it forms a part, and, secondly, of a peculiar
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construction and arrangement of centrifugal regulator for controlling
the speed of the electro-magnetic machine, and thereby regulating the
movements of the chronometer. The improved electro-magnetic
machine, as here applied, is one of rotation, and has this peculiar
property, that the accelerating force acts almost uniformly in all phases
of its rotation, and that no intervals of suspension of the acting power
can intervene in any part of the rotation. This is effected on the
principle that the several electro-magnets, forming part of the machine,
are not magnetised simultaneously, but successively, so that no absolute
interruption of the galvanic current can ever take place ; but the
current proceeds from the coil of one electro-magnet, after the latter has
performed its action on the corresponding soft iron bar, directly into the
coil of a second electro-magnet, which begins to act in a similar manner
to the first, on a second soft iron bar, and so on.

On a brass plate, A, (fig. 1)
of about six inches in diameter,
provided with three elevating
screws, b, are fitted perma-
nently three electro-magnets,
c, with cylindrical arms, so

that their six poles are directed
upwards, each of which is

about three-quarters of an inch
in diameter—the series of poles
forming a regular hexagon,
laying all six in the same
horizontal plane. Both arms
of the electro-magnet can be
screwed off from their con-

necting plate, d, by means of

short screws at e. The wire
for the coil must be selected as

thin as possible, about l-100th
to l-200ths of an inch in
diameter ; it should be well
covered with silk, and strongly
varnished. The ends of the

two coils of each electro-

magnet are so connected that

the current proceeds through
both coils successively, and
the two poles receive opposite
magnetic polarity ; the wires
are further connected with the
poles of the galvanic battery
in such a manner that the
poles next to each other in the
hexagonal plane are mag-
netised with opposite polarity

during the rotation of the
machine. Immediately above,
and as close as possible to the
poles of the electro-magnets,

rotate two soft iron bars, F,

with cylindrical ends ; they
are screwed on to a brass pin

or axle, g, at right angles to each other, so that their four ends or poles

form a regular rectangle in a horizontal plane. The brass pin or axle

terminates below in a hard steel point, resting on a conical hollow, also

made of hard steel ; its upper end is also provided with a steel spindle,

running in brass bearings ; and immediately below the spindle it carries

a wheel, which transmits the rotation of the axle by means of a system
of toothed gearing to the hands of a clock, and so indicates the number
of rotations of the machine or the hour upon the dial. The entrance of

the galvanic current into the different coils is regulated by the com-
mutator, h, consisting of a ring or disc of mahogany, permanently fixed

concentrically to the axle of the machine, and kept in this position by a
brass bracket or arm. The upper surface of this ring is inlaid with
twelve plates of silver, a, strongly gilt, and separated from each other

by small interstices. Each of these plates are provided, on its outer

edge, with a small hook, b, of silver wire, whereon to fasten one end of

the wire of the coils in such order and succession as is required by the

relative positions of the magnet poles and the corresponding poles of

the rotating soft iron bars. The other ends of the three wire coils are

permanently connected with each other, and with one pole of the
galvanic battery, whilst the other pole of the battery conducts the

gurrent into the axle, o, through its bearings, thence into a brass rod, i,

fastened to the axle at right angles thereto, and carrying a bunch of the
finest gold wire, which slide3 with easy pressure over the different

sections, a, of the commutator, and, in this manner, during the rotation
of the machine, leads the current into the different coils. As during
each rotation of the axle the current enters the series of coils twelve
times, it, consequently, enters each coil four times during each revolu-

tion. This contrivance produces a continuous and uniform accelerating
power on the moveable parts of the machine. The velocity of the
rotation being, of course, entirely dependent upon the intensity of the
galvanic current, it is requisite, in order to render it independent of this
intensity, and to produce a uniform velocity, to employ a contrivance
called a regulator, which is fixed on the axle, a.

This regulator, the principle of which is shown in detail, to an
enlarged scale, at fig. 2, consists essentially of a steel rod, k, through
the centre of gravity of which passes a steel pin or axle, L, fig. 3.

Fig. 3.

This pin is provided at the ends with conical points of hard steel, which
rest in conical steel or jewelled bearings, carried in set screws, m, so

that the whole rod may turn round its centre of gravity with the least

possible amount of friction. The two ends of the steel rod, k, are

provided with screw threads, and a brass ball screwed on to each end,

which can be adjusted higher or lower accordingly. The bearings, m,

in which the axle, L, of the rod rests, are let into the circumference of a
brass ring, n, which is fixed concentrically on to the axle of the machine,
and turns with it. By the rotation of the machine, and the easy
suspension of the steel rod, it is evident that the latter will, at the
smallest velocity of rotation, assume a horizontal position by the action

of its centrifugal force, as soon as the brass balls are brought in such a
position that the centre of gravity of the whole rod passes through its

axis of suspension. By the latter condition, the action of the gravity
on the rod is excluded, and, in any position of the whole instrument, or

of its axle (which, therefore, need not be a vertical one) the conditions

for the equilibrium of the steel rod will be independent of the action of

gravity, and solely influenced by the velocity of rotation of the whole
instrument. This greatly facilitates the keeping of the velocity of

rotation uniform by means of the centrifugal force of the steel rod. On
its lower end, the steel rod carries a brass arm, o, fig. 2, tipped with
gold or platinum. This gold or platinum point rests while the machine
is not in motion against a thin and slightly feathering plate of platinum,

p, which is fastened to the axle of the machine by a non-conducting
substance, such as a ring of ivory, so that the current cannot pass
directly from the axle into the plate, p. To the upper end of the steel

rod is fastened, by means of a thin platinum wire, Q, the end of an
elastic steel spring, e, the other end of which is secured at s, into the

brass ring, n, so that by the tension of this spring, the arm, o, is pressed
with its point against the platinum plate, whilst the machine is not in

motion. The galvanic current enters through the main vertical axle

into the brass ring, N, whence it passes at s, into the steel spring, k,

thence at Q, into the rod, K, from there at o, into the platinum plate, p.

This plate is connected through a fine platinum wire, t, (fig. 2) with the

brass rod, I, which carries the bunch of gold wire sliding on the metallic

sections of the commutator, and so the current enters the different coils

successively, and sets the instrument in motion. At a certain velocity,

the centrifugal force of the rod, K, with the brass balls, will be exactly
counterpoised by the tension of the spring, and the velocity of the

machine will remain always uniform, for the least increase of velocity

would, by the consequent increased centrifugal action of the steel rod,

effect a separation of the arm, o, from the platinum plate, consequently,

effecting an interruption of the galvanic current, and instantaneous

slackening of the rotation, until the decreased centrifugal action of the

steel rod again produces the metallic contact at o, and renews the action

of the galvanic current. In fact, during the uniform rotation of the

machine, the point of the arm, o, either vibrates within an immeasurable

distance from the platinum plate, p, or touches it with the slightest

pressure. The steel rod, k, forms an angle of from thirty to forty

degrees with the axle of the machine ; there are two such rods or

regulators to every machine, both of the same construction, and the
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arms of both touching the same platinum plate on the opposite sides of

the same. They are farther so regulated that, at a given velocity of

rotation, both rods interrupt the galvanic current nearly at the same
moment. By introducing two equally constructed regulating rods, any
irregularity in the working of the clock, through any momentary
interruption of the galvanic current (as might sometimes happen, if

only a single regulator were used) is rendered impossible. The regula-

tion of the working of the clock is effected either by altering the tension

of the steel spring, E, or by adjusting the brass balls on their screws
;

the latter correction must always be effected so that the position of the

centre of gravity of the whole regulator is not materially changed.

Compensation for change of temperature is afforded by the regulator

rods being made of steel, whilst their arms, o, touching the platinum

plate, are of brass ; the different expansion by heat of the two metals

compensating the influence of this expansion in a certain measure. The
action of change of temperature on the tension of the steel spring is

counteracted by strips of platinum and silver soldered together, and
fastened on the steel rod ; these strips being provided with small brass

weights, which can be adjusted higher or lower along the strips. In

order that the regulation of the clock may not be affected when the

axis of revolution is brought out of its usual vertical position, it is not

only necessary that the centre of gravity of each of the regulator rods

should pass through the axle of its suspension, but it is likewise

requisite that the centre of gravity of the whole system in rotation

should fall as close as possible within the axis of revolution, so that in

every position of the latter, equilibrium, in reference to the action of

gravity, will be obtained. Although the working of a chronometer of

the above description ought to be independent of the intensity of the

electric current, yet, for the exactness of the instrument, it is advisable

that the alterations of the galvanic power should be kept within certain

limits. For this purpose, a modified form of battery is employed ; and
although this battery forms no part of the present invention, its

construction should be explained, as, by means of this battery alone,

can a galvanic current, of almost invariable strength for months and
even years, be obtained at a trifling expense. This battery consists of

a modification of Daniell's battery ; the copper plate, surrounded by
sulphate of copper, fills the lower half of a common tumbler, whilst its

upper half contains an amalgamated zinc cylinder, surrounded with
slightly acidulated water. The separation of both fluids is effected

either by a layer of paper fibre (torn into small pieces), of about one
inch thickness, and pressed into the glass with great force ; or, what
appears to be still better, by a sheet of vulcanised paper, several times
folded together, into which sheet the zinc cylinder is wrapped perfectly

water tight, and lowered down into the tumbler. The vegetable
membrane of the above description appears to be the only substance
capable of preventing entirely the diffusion of both fluids for any great
length of time. For an instrument of the size mentioned, a single

Daniell's element, of six inches in height and three inches diameter, is

sufficient to keep the clock in motion for a year without further atten-

tion. The present invention relates also to an arrangement by which
two or more chronometers of the description above referred to, placed
at any distance from each other, can be made to perform their revolu-

tions absolutely isochronous for any length of time, both being worked
either by the same or by different galvanic batteries. This is effected

in the following manner :—Supposing, for example, that A is a chrono-
meter of the description above given, this instrument may be made to

regulate the revolutions of a second instrument, b, without the latter

being provided with a special regulating rod, when the ends of the wire
coils belonging to the instrument, B, are so connected with the metallic
plates of a second commutator, u, belonging to the instrument, a,

that by the rotation of the axis of that instrument, the current,

by means of a bunch of gold wire connected with the axis, and sliding

over the metallic sections of the second commutator, enters the wire coils

of the instrument, b, in the same succession, and at the same intervals,

as the corresponding coils of the instrument, A. In other respects, the
second commutator has no further connection with the instrument, A,

or with its coils ; this contrivance serving the purpose only of conduct-
ing a galvanic branch current into the plates of the second commutator,
and thence into the coils of the instrument, b, at the same moments
and at the same intervals in which the main current enters the coils of
the first instrument, A, through the plates of the first commutator,
regulated by the mechanism of the centrifugal governor. The instru-

ment, b, does not absolutely require a special regulator or commutator of
its own, as the exciting of its electro-magnets, and, consequently, its

velocity of rotation is already regulated, through the revolution of the
first instrument, by means of the second commutator fixed thereon.
But in order to ensure a more perfect coincidence of relation with the
successive exciting of its coils, and, therefore, with the rotation of the
first instrument, a, regardless of any great variations in the intensity
of the galvanic branch current ; the instrument, b, is likewise provided
with a special commutator, with whose twelve metallic plates the other
wire ends of the coils are connected in such a manner that the branch
current coming from the instrument, A, into the coils of the instrument,

B, only finds a passage open to return back to the other pole of the
galvanic battery, when the position of the moveable soft iron bars in

the instrument, b, is such a one, relative to the corresponding poles of

the electro-magnets, that mutual attraction between these parts in the
direction of rotation will ensue, at an absolute equal velocity of rotation

in both instruments ; this relative position will always be maintained.
But if the velocity in the instrument, b, should gain in the least on that

of A, as indeed it always has the tendency to do, then a change in the
symmetrical position of the moveable iron bars, in both instruments, in

reference to the fixed poles of the electro-magnets, takes place, and the
branch current coming from A does not find any return circuit through
the two commutators simultaneously open, and, therefore, cannot pass
through the coils of the second instrument ; or, it will pass into these
coils only at such periods when the position of the moveable iron bars,

in reference to the poles of the electro-magnets, is such a one that their

mutual attraction will act contrary to the direction of rotation; in both
cases, the velocity of the second instrument will decrease until the
normal position of the respective parts be restored, and then the
galvanic current will again be able to act with full power. Although
the instrument, b, does not require a special centrifugal regulator, as its

revolutions are entirely regulated by those of the instrument, A, yet,

for the sake of greater certainty, in case of sudden jerks in consequence
of a great increase of galvanic force, the patentee has thought it advis-
able to place a single regulator rod in this instrument likewise, but this

regulator is so constructed that it opens and interrupts the galvanic
current at a velocity only which is greatly above the normal velocity

of rotation. Two such chronometers, with isochronous rotation, may
be kept going for several months, if there be no great distance between
them, with one of the above mentioned Daniell's elements ; but, in

order to insure the continued coincidence of their revolutions, a current
from two such elements will be necessary. According to this arrange-
ment of the two instruments, a connection between them, by means of
four insulated wires is indispensable, namely, three for the entrance of

the current into the three electro-magnets of the second instrument, and
one wire for the return of the current into the battery ; but it is evident
that the action of two of the electro-magnets in the second instrument
may be entirely dispensed with, in which arrangement only one single

insulated wire is employed, the current being led back through the soil

;

but, in this case, in order to keep the twin chronometers in proper
action and coincidence, as regards their revolutions, a battery of three

Daniell's elements is required. It is evident that by means of these
twin chronometers two discs or cylinders might be made to revolve at

two different stations, absolutely isochronous in all the different phases
of their motions, and these instruments may be applied to the use of

astronomical observation, and to the simplification of telegraphic
correspondence.

GAS BURNERS.
J. Henet Johnson, 47 Lincoln's Inn Fields, London (Jean Christophe
Feiedleben and Charles Bender, Offenbach, Hesse Darmsiadl)—
Patent dated September 17, 1862.

This invention relates to a peculiar construction and arrangement of

apparatus to be attached to and form part of any ordinary gas burner,
whereby such gas burner is rendered capable of

shutting off the gas, or of allowing of its passage
or its escape therethrough, as desired, by a
simple and effective self-acting arrangement,
consequently, the danger arising from leakage,

through the gas being blown out accidentally,

or the cock being accidentally left open, is ob-

viated.

The cut annexed represents a vertical section

of a burner, having the improvements attached.

In an external casing, a, is fitted the tube, b,

which conducts the gas to the burner, o, of the

usual or any other form. This tube, which
is closed at the top, has a small hole, c,

made on one side, near its upper extremity,

which hole is closed whilst the burner is not
in action by a valve, d, acted upon by the
spring, e. f is a small connecting rod which
serves to connect the spring valve, d, with one
end of the curved compensating bar or blade, b.

This curved bar is composed of an internal strip

of iron and an external strip of zinc, but other

metals, having similar properties, may be em-
ployed. One extremity of the bar is soldered, or

otherwise secured to the external casing, a,

whilst the opposite extremity, which is left per-

fectly free, is connected to the rod, /, above
referred to. The curved compensating bar may be made to encircle the
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burner, so that, on applying a light, the heat imparted to the bar, b,

will cause it to contract and open the valve, d, through the intervention

of the rod, f, thus allowing the gas to flow through the burner, and
be there ignited. So long as the gas jet remains ignited, the contraction

of the bar, b, will maintain the valve open; but, should the light become
extinguished, the cooling of the bar will cause it to expand and close

the gas aperture, thus preventing any escape of gas. By disposing
the strip of iron outside the bar, and the zinc inside, this compound
bar will expand by heat, and will necessitate a reversal of the
arrangement illustrated, that is to say, the opposite end of the blade
would have to be fixed, and the free end made to draw back, in place

of pushing back the valve for the purpose of opening the same.

DRYING, COOLING, AND CLEANING GRAIN.

John M'Cahh, Dublin.—Patent dated Maij 7, 1862.

According to this invention, the grain is first dried by submitting it to

the action of a current of hot air in a suitable building of sufficient

height, containing four or more double wire cases, each made of

two sheets of wire-woik of sufficient length to extend nearly from the

top to the bottom of the building, separated a little so as to contain the
grain and to permit it to descend gradually between, and sufficiently

open in the texture to allow the air to pass freely through the wire and
the grain.

Fig. 1 represents a sectional elevation of the improved combined
apparatus for drying, cooling, and cleaning grain ; and fig. 2 is a

sectional plan, showing
its connection with the

flues, hot air chamber,
and wire cases down
which the grain passes.

a, a, are the several

floors of a granary, or of

a building specially con-

structed forthe reception

of this apparatus ; b is a
furnace constructed in

the basement or ground
floor, and communicat-
ing by the flues, c, c,

with a hot-air chamber,
d, the walls, e, e, of

which extend from the

bottom to the top of the

building. This chamber
may be of a rectangular

or other shape in sec-

tion, and contains inside

it an arrangement of

wire gauze cases, a, a,

so disposed as to leave

a passage for the de-

scending grain between
the gauzes, and at the

same time allow a hot

air space or chamber, d,

to be formed all round
the exterior sides of the

wire gauze cases, and a.

central space, n1
, inside

such cases for the pas-

sage of the hot air from
the former. The air

rises up the outside of,

and passes through the

cases and through the

mass of descendinggrain
into the inner space, D1

,

whence it is drawn off

by an exhaust fan, F, at

the top of the building.

The best arrangement

of wire gauze cases, is to combine four separate cases, a, a, each of an

oblong rectangular section, and to dispose or combine these four cases

in such a way as to form a rectangular hollow figure, the inner space,

d1
, inside the four cases, and the surrounding space, d, d, between the

outsides of the cases and the walls, e, e, forming the hot air chambers.

Mhe top of the space, D, D, is closed by a metal plate, o, having a

square aperture made in the centre thereof, of such a size as just to fit

the outer edge of the rectangularly combined wire cases, a, a, which
are suspended therefrom by a flange or otherwise. The mouth of the
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central space, d1
, is boxed in by a casing, p1

, leading to the exhaust fan,

f, so that the only opening left on the top floor will be one surrounding
the fan casing, f 1

, and coinciding with the mouths of the four wire

cases, a, a. A similar plate, o 1
, to that at the top is fitted to the bottom

edge of the cases so as to close up the bottom of the hot air space, d, d,

and allow of the free exit of the grain into a hopper, h, which is pro-

vided with a regulating door or slide, i, and discharges the grain on to

an incline, k, down which it passes to the well, l, of any convenient
form of grain elevator, M. This elevator carries the grain which has
already been dried by passing through the hot air in the spaces, n
and I)

1
, up to the top loft of the building, and there discharges it into

the floor whence it descends down a second series of wire gauze cases,

b, b, arranged and combined in a similar manner to the drying cases,

a, a ; but as the cooling of the grain is accomplished more rapidly than
the drying of the same, the cooling cases, 6, o, need not be more than
about half the length of the drying cases. The cases, b, b, are not
specially enclosed, but are entirely open to the atmosphere of the
building, so that the cool air has free play all round, and is caused to

pass through the grain into the central space, Du ,
being drawn therein

by the action of an exhaust fan, N, in connection with the lower end of

the central space, du . This central space is closed at the top end,

leaving the mouths of the four cases, b, o, open for the grain to descend
freely. The cooled grain falls upon an inclined screen or riddle, o,

which is made to surround the casing or trunk of the fan, so as to

receive the grain from the lower mouths of the four wire cases, b, b

;

and as the grain descends along the inclined screen it is partially

cleaned or sifted, whilst the lighter particles are removed by a winnow-
ing process, effected by directing the blast from the fan, n, through the

falling grain as it leaves the lower end of the screen.

IMPROVEMENTS IN LOOMS FOR WEAVING.

Robert Raynsford Jackson and John Coupe, Blackburn.—Patent
dated September 19, 1862.

The objects of this invention are to save power, to diminish the friction

and strain upon the warp, and enable the loom to be worked advantage-

ously at a higher velocity. These objects are gained by shortening

conjointly the "sweep" or radius of the crank, and the length of the

slay-sword or radius in which the slay oscillates, so as to reduce the

oscillation of the slay to considerably less extent than that at present in

use. By this arrangement, and by bringing the healds as close as pos-

sible to the reed when back from the cloth, a wider shed is secured with
the same tappets or extent of movement in the healds ; or an equally

wide shed is obtained with less movement of the healds, and by the

motion of the shuttle race of the slay being in the arc of a smaller circle,

and inclining more backwards when at its greatest distance from the

cloth, the " back bearer " for the warp can be set lower, and at the same
time a better "cover" is secured to the cloth ; and from these causes

combined the strain upon the warp is also considerably reduced. An
additional advantage in working the shuttle race in the arc of a smaller

circle is, that the "sweep" of the shuttle race and the line of the yarn

forming the bottom of the shed correspond more perfectly than in the
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common loom, and this, together with the more obtuse angle of the

shed and other circumstances, combine to enable the pick to be made
earlier in this loom than in looms of the ordinary construction. The
friction upon the yarn is considerably reduced, as the number of times

the reed passes or rubs any given point in the yarn is correspondingly

reduced, the speed at which the reed travels, and therefore the violence

of its rubbing action is reduced, and the reed passes the yarn at a much
more acute angle than in the common loom.

A saving of power is caused by the reduction of the weight of matter
in motion in the slay, and the reduced space through which it travels.

To secure the advantages above described, the inventors have adopted
as a rule the following proportions for a loom to weave cloth forty

inches wide, and for other widths in proportion. The length of the slay-

sword, from its fulcrum to the shuttle-race, is about sixteen inches ; the

radius of the cranks, when the crank-arms are connected with the slay-

sword in the usual position, is about one inch and three-quarters ; and
the sweep or oscillation of the slay at the shuttle-race is about four

inches and three-eighths. The length of the slay-swords from the

fulcrum to the shuttle-race, and the length of the oscillation of the slay,

should be such that the slay will oscillate or move through an arc of

more, but not less, than fourteen degrees.

The sweep or oscillation of the slay may be shortened, and a partial

dwell can be produced, to give time for the shuttle to pass through the

shed, by raising the fulcrum or point of junction between the connecting-

rod and slay-sword, above the level of the crank-shaft, or by lowering
the crank-shaft in relation to the point of junction with the crank-arm
or connecting-rod and the slay-sword, which may be done also with the

ordinary loom. This arrangement is shown in dotted lines in the
annexed illustration, which is a cross section of so much of a loom as

will be necessary for the explanation of the invention. A, framing, a,

warp-beam, b, healds, c, slay, d, roller-temple, e, sand-roller, f, cloth-

beam, g, crank-shaft, h, connecting-rod or crank arm, c
l

, slay-swords, <?"•,

fulcrum of slay-swords, /t
1

,
tappet-shaft.

GLASS ROOFS AND ROOF LIGHTS.
0. J. Showell, and JonN Showell, Manchester,

-

dated October 14, 18G2.

- Patent

This invention has for its object the rendering of glass roofs or roof

lights water tight without the use of putty or cement, and making
allowance for slight movements arising from expansion and contraction,

and from other causes. The improvements consist in the use of glass

sheets or plates with their two opposite parallel edges turned at right

angles, or thereabouts, to the plane of the sheet or plate, and in arrang-

ing such glass sheets or plates, so that their turned edges will come
together, the edges being placed either up or down ; if upwards, they
are covered by a cap, and if downwards, they enter a gutter, the caps
or gutters being made of metal, or other suitable material. Fig. 1 is a

Fig. 1.

longitudinal elevation, partly in section, and figs. 2 and 3 are transverse

sections showing one mode of carrying out the invention, the frame
work b^ing of metal, a represents one of the purlins formed of angle
iron ; these purlins run horizontally, and are placed at suitable distances

apart from the ridge to the eaves of the roof, if the whole of the roof is

to be covered with glass ; the distance at which the purlins are apart is

Fig. 2. Fig. 3.

—"7^^m
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glass (c), rest upon the edges of the gutters, and the turned edges come
together in the middle of the gutters as shown, which gutters are

placed in the line of greatest fall or inclination of the roof. The upper
ends of the glass sheets are made water tight by a " flashing" of lead,

d, which passes from end to end of the purlin, and overlaps the upper
ends of the glass plates. The glass plates are secured by means of the

hooks, e, one end of which takes hold of the upper edge of the purlin,

and the other of the lower end of the glass sheets, and the hooks are

secured so as to be prevented from lifting by wires, f, which pass

through a loop in the hooks, and then under the trough or gutter, b

;

the ends of the wires being bent so as to keep them in their places, as

shown in figs. 1 and 3. The space between the upper end of one plate

of glass and the lower end of the adjoining sheet, at the lap, is closed

by a bar of wood, g, which extends under the glass from one hook to

the other, the shoulders upon these hooks keeping the bars in their places.

The upper edge of the bar, g, is covered with felt, and the lower edge

serves to keep duwn the upper ends of the sheets of glass.

LAW REPORTS.

according to the length of the sheets of glass employed. To the purlins

the iron troughs or gutters, b, are secured by a bolt, i1
, as shown in

fig. 2 ; the upper end of each gutter is secured on to the flat part of the
purlin, and the lower end overhangs the edge of the purlin, as shown in

figs. 2 and 3. These gutters are placed at such distance apart as to suit

the width of the sheets or plates of glass employed. The sheets of

Trade Marks : The Leather Cloth Company (Limitfd) v. Hersch-
feld and Giandonati—Injunction.—Sir Hugh Cairns and Mr W. P.

Murray moved, on behalf of the plaintiffs ill this case, in the Vice-

Chancellor's Court, before Sir W. Page Wood, for a decree against the

defendants, the object of which was to restrain the defendants from
imitating the plaintiffs' trade marks. It appeared that in the year 1857

the plaintiffs had purchased, from an American company, called " The
Crockett International Leather Cloth Company," for a sum of £20,000,

the goodwill of the business which was then being carried on by the

company at Westham, in Essex (England), and the exclusive right of

manufacturing and selling in this country an article which is well

known in the leather cloth trade as " Crockett's leather cloth." This

particular manufacture was first introduced into England in 1852, by
Messrs J. R. & C. P. Crockett, who were then carrying on business in

America, their chief agents in this country being a firm of Dodge,

Bacon & Co., in which firm the defendant Giandonati was also a partner.

In 1854, this firm (as alleged by the defendants) became partners in the

American firm of C'rocketts, the name of which was then changed to

Crocketts & Co., and in 1855 they sold their business to the Interna-

tional Company, from whom the plaintiffs, as above stated, bought the

factory and business at Westham, including all the trade marks as

theretofore used by the International Company in that business, the

defendant Giandonati being himself a party to the sale. The plaintiffs'

company was thereupon incorporated, and have ever since used the

trade mark in question, their place of business being at 56 Cannon
Street, West. The trade mark consists of a stamp in a circular form,

surmounted by an eagle and the word " Excelsior," the prominent, and,

as the plaintiffs stated, the most valuable and important feature in it

being the names, " J. R. & C. P. Crockett." The defendant Herschfeld

has recently set up a business in the same street (Cannon Street),

describing himself as "The Anglo-American Leather Cloth Company,"
and, having taken the defendant Giandonati as his manager, has been

in the habit of stamping his goods with a trade mark, which the

plaintiffs complain of as a colourable imitation of theirs. It is in a

circular form, also surmounted by an eagle, and the word " Superior"

instead of " Excelsior," and in the centre of the trade mark are inserted

these words,—"manufactured under the management of R. L. Gian-

donati, late partner in the firm of J. R. & C. P. Crockett & Co. ;" these

last words being in large type and occupying the same position in the

mark as the corresponding words, "J. R. & C. P.Crockett" in the

plaintiffs' trade mark. In addition to this, the defendants had issued

circulars to the trade, which, as the plaintiffs alleged, were calculated

to deceive the public into the belief that the defendants were the real

successors in England of the Messrs Crockett. The following is a

sample of one of the circulars in question :

—

" Hirschfeld, Peraire, & Co., Rue Bleue, Paris.

" Sir,—Since we commenced the manufacture of leather cloth under

the superintendence of Mr Giandonati, we have frequently been asked

how it is that the article does not wear as it did some years ago.
_
The

question is answered in a few words, viz.,—When Mr Giandonati first

introduced leather cloth into Europe, it was only manufactured by his

partners, J. R. & C. P. Crockett & Co. Since that time, many other

parties, in the belief that they had discovered the secret of making it,

commenced the manufacture, and vast quantities of spurious goods,

including grained oil baizes, have been poured into the market, and

they have frequently been offered and sold as ' Crockett's leather cloth.'

Hence the loss of its reputation. We have determined to manufacture

an X quality, which we guarantee to be equal in respect to that sold by

the firm (now extinct) of which Mr Giandonati, our manager, used to
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be the partner, and we have already several thousand pieces in stock,

ffe solicit your order, and beg to state that the goods will be supplied
as low in price as possible. We also call your attention to our A and
B qualities, which will be found as cheap as any other goods in the
market. Apologizing for our lengthy communication,

" We are your obedient servants,

"Hirschfeld, Peraire & Co., sole propiietors of the
Anglo-American Leather Cloth Company.

" 24 Cannon Street, West, EC, London."

Under these circumstances, the plaintiffs sought the interference of the
Court.

Mr Rolt and Mr W. N. Lawson, for the defendants, contended that

the trade mark adopted by them was a legitimate exercise of their

rights, and that they were justified in stating what was the fact—viz.,

that Giandonati had formerly been partner with the Messrs Crocketts
;

but the main point insisted on was that the plaintiffs were not entitled

to come into Court at all for relief, by reason that the very trade marks
which they sought to protect contained misrepresentations calculated to

deceive the public—first, by stating that their goods were manufactured
by Crocketts, which was not strictly the case ; and also, by reason that

the manufacture was stated to be a " patented " manufacture; while, in

fact, the patent was not in existence, having been allowed by the
plaintiffs to run Out soon after they had purchased the business ; and,
further, that this patent was originally obtained for what is called the
tanning process, while the trade mark containing the statement in

question was indiscriminately stamped by the plaintiffs upon goods,
whether tanned or uutanned.
The Yice-Chancellor, without calling for a reply, commented, in veiy

strong terms, on the conduct of the defendants, but more especially on
that of Giandonati, who, while he had been an actual part}' to the sale

to the plaintiffs, and had had his share of the £20,000 paid by them,
had, nevertheless, lent himself to what his honour clearly considered to

be a fraudulent imitation of the plaintiffs' trade mark, and to the circu-

lation of statements which were certainly calculated to deceive the
public. His honour then referred to the circular above mentioned, and
said that nothing could justify the statements contained in it. With
respect to the objection as to the word "patented," it must be borne in

mind that it was there when the plaintiffs purchased the business, and
was then strictly true; and although the plaintiffs had since allowed
the patent to expire, their permitting the word to remain in the trade

mark was, in his honour's opinion, a wholly insufficient reason for

disentitling them to relief. The objection as to the mark being stamped
upon tanned and untanned goods indiscriminately was also untenable,
inasmuch as the difference between the two classes of goods was so

clearly discernible to the eye that no person could possibly be deceived.
The plaintiffs were clearly entitled to relief, and the injunction must be
granted to restrain the defendants from using the trade marks of the
plaintiffs, and from advertising their goods as being leather cloth of the
manufacture of Crockett & Co., or otherwise as Crockett's leather cloth,

&c. They must also deliver up all stamps in their possession used for

the purpose of stamping on their goods the marks from the use of which
they were restrained, and they must pay the costs of the suit.

Separating Cocoa Fibres : Hyde v. Palmer—Infringement.—This
was an action in the Court of Queen's Bench, before Mr Justice Cromp-
ton, Mr Justice Blackburn, and Mr Justice Mellor, and it was brought
by the assignee of a patent obtained by one Barsham in 1849, for an
apparatus for separating the fibres from cocoanut husks. In 1839 Logan
got a patent for improvements in preparing fibrous materials (especially

for a new cloth) from the cocoanut husks, his improvements consisting

of the application to the fibrous materials of artificial heat, whereby
they are subjected to a twist or curl, for the purpose of giving thereto

a springy or elastic quality, where they are intended to be used as a
stuffing for mattresses, beds, cushions, and other similar purposes; and
a particular combination of parts of machinery to perform the operation

of "heckling," in the process of preparing such fibrous materials for

spinning. In manufacturing the new cloth under this patent, the fibres

of the cocoanut, having been first picked or sorted by hand or otherwise,

are separated by means of beaters such as are used in beating hemp, or

an apparatus like the apparatus called "a devil" in the flax and cotton
manufacture, may be used to deprive them of any foreign matters, and
of such of the fibres as may be too stiff and stubborn for the kind of

yarn intended to be produced. This process, the inventor said, must of

course be used discretionally so as to separate, cleanse, and sort the
fibres with reference to the quality of yarn desired, and the process of

carding or " heckling " was effected by machines constructed like the
carding or "heckling" machines used in the flax manufacture. In
1841, Logan took out another patent for further improvements in pre-

paring the fibres of the cocoanut and its husk ; and under his new
process, as he described it, " each portion of the husk or bundle of the
cocoanut fibre being in the process caused to turn over and over under
pressure, the fibres are thereby by a rubbing action among themselves

caused to separate, giving off a large quantity of a very fine vegetable
dust, which will be found available as a snuffI " And by the process
the fibres of the husk were to be separated when they were to be further
treated and prepared for spinning purposes, by submitting them to the
operation of a "devil," or coarse carding engine. Eight years afterwards
(in 1S49) Barsham took out the patent upon which the plaintiff now
sued, which was for improvements in separating the fibres from cocoanut
husks. This patentee alleged that his invention consisted of the em-
ployment of crushing rollers, for partially separating and facilitating the
separation of the fibres of the husks, and of apparatus having revolving
surfaces, with spikes or teeth for separating the fibres. He professed to
employ the rollers in crushing the parts of the husk—first in a dry, and
then when in a wet or moist state, and he admitted that rollers had
been used before for the like purpose, but revolving in opposite direc-
tions. And as regarded the second part of the invention, the essence
of it seemed to be in holding the piece of husk to be operated upon until
the fibres are well combed out, which Mr Grove, the learned counsel for
the plaintiff, ingeniously likened to the act of a lady in combing out her
hair, holding it in her hand to prevent the comb getting entangled by
any knot in the hair, and so tearing or breaking it, the object aimed at,
and alleged to be obtained by the invention, being the combing out the
fibre at greater length and with greater thinness and fineness, and
therefore of greater flexibility, and avoiding the risk of breaking it up
into short bits or fragments. Such being the nature of the alleged
invention, at the trial of the action before Mr Justice Blackburn, the
novelty being disputed, it was contended that the patent was invalid
by reason of a prior user of the invention by one Oakley

; and evidence
was given that Oakley had, as early as 1846, used a process identically
the same, and had for some years sold articles made of fibre obtained by
means of that process. On the part of the plaintiff, it was insisted that
this user and sale had only been in small quantities, and had not
amounted to a public user, which would destroy the novelty of the
plaintiff's invention. With this view, one of the witnesses for the
defendant was asked, in cross examination, whether Oakley (who was
dead) had not sold a small quantity to one Smith; and this being
answered in the affirmative, Smith was called for the plaintiff in reply,
and asked whether in 1850 (after the plaintiff's "patent") Oakley had
not sold him 3 lb. of the fibre, and whether he had not said at the time,
"It's a new thing; don't say anything about it;" the object of which
was to show, that as he treated it as new even after the patent, he
could not have deemed that his alleged sale and user before the patent
had amounted to a public user or a "publication." This evidence was
objected to on the part of the defendant, but pressed and received for
the plaintiff, and the learned judge left to the jury the question of
novelty on the whole of the evidence. They found for the plaintiff, and
a rule had been obtained for the defendant to set aside the verdict upon
the ground of improper reception of evidence, and also as against the
evidence.—Mr Grove, Q.C., and Mr Aston, argued the case for the
plaintiff; Mr Hindmarch, Q.C. (with whom was Mr Rosher), argued for
the defendant.—Mr Justice Blackburn delivered the judgment of the
Court, which was to the effect that there must be a new trial. The
inquiry was not as to the object, nature, or motives, of Oakley's act in
selling the fibre in 1850 after the patent, but as to his acts of sale and
user in 1846 before the patent, whereas the evidence which had been
pressed on the part of the plaioiiff was as to his declarations in reference
to his acts of sale and user after the patent. The evidence was, there-
fore, inadmissible, and there must be new trial.

Carpet Looms : Crosslet v. Dixon—Appeal on Injunction —This
was an appeal, in the House of Lords, from the Court of Chancery, ami
the question involved was whether the appellants were entitled to an
injunction to restrain the respondent from making certain machines for
making carpets, on the ground that their patent was being infringed.

Their Lordships reversed the decision of the Court below.

REVIEWS OF NEW BOOKS.

1. Reports of the Meteorological Department of the Board of
Trade.

2. Notes on Meteorology.
3. Passage Table and Sailing Directions.
4. Barometer Guide and Manual.
5. Meteorological Papers—Series 1 to 12.

6. Warning Signals. By Rear-Admiral Fitzroy, F.R.S., Director
Meteor. Dep. Bd. Trade, and Issued by the Department.

7. The Law of Storms. By H. W. Dove, F.R.S., Mem. Roy. Acad.,
Berlin. Translated, with the Author's sanction and assistance,
by Robert H. Scott, M.A., Trin. Coll., Dublin, Lecturer on Mine-
ralogy Roy. Dub. Socy. 8vo. Longman. 1862.

Next to astronomy, there is probably no science more highly important
than meteorology to a great maritime nation, possessing, as Great
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Britain does, more than one-half the whole shipping of the world ; the
direction of which through the " trackless deep " dependsupon the former,
while the preservation of so vast a floating treasure, it is increasingly
evident, depends much upon the latter branch of knowledge. Amongst
the mixed sciences, none presents more curious historical characteristics
than meteorology ; no one has made such slow progress until within
the last fifty years.

The progress, indeed, of every observational science, is tardy in pro-
portion to the multitude and complexity of its relations and facts ; for

in proportion as these are numerous and entangled, does it become
difficult to start from, or even to apply, any great, a priori derived, prin-

ciple, as at least a scaffolding or hypothesis upon which to pile up and
arrange, in course and order, the hewn-out facts of the intellectual

edifice.

Yet in one remarkable respect, meteorology has proved exceptional in

this. Dr Halley, reasoning upon the facts supplied him by the older
navigators in 1686, developed in the Philosophical Transactions, for the
first time, and upon entirely a priori considerations, the true theory of
the trade winds. Dampier, "that prince of navigators," as Dove calls

him,—Hadley, whose name is indissolubly connected with tbe most
important of nautical astronomical instruments, the sextant,—Muschen-
broek, Horsburgh, Howard, and one or two more distinguished names,
contributed to advance our knowledge of, the trades, the monsoons, and
of those tremendous storms of certain intra-tropical regions, the typhoons,
now classed amongst revolving storms or cyclones.
But during the last quarter of the last, and the first of this century,

meteorology, notwithstanding the labours of a few brilliant men,
amongst whom Daniell must not be forgotten, was pursued with far
more method, zeal, and steadiness, by the philosophers of Germany and
of other inland countries of Europe to whom scarcely a ship belonged,
than by us, islanders and sea-kings as we are.

Distinguished amongst the eminent of these, has been Professor Dove
of Berlin, who now thirty-six years ago published his first investiga-
tions; in which, starting from Halley's principles, he has step by step,
with zeal and energy unremitted, from before that time to the present
day, extended and generalized his views, and at length developed the
Law of Gyration, which is, in fact, the key to nearly all that relates to
the winds. Of winds, as contra-distinguished from these occasional
phenomena, storms, there are three types: 1. Permanent winds—the
trade winds of the torrid zone in both hemispheres ; 2. Periodical winds
—the monsoons of the Indian ocean, and amongst which sea and land
winds maybe classed as minor phenomena; 3. Changeable winds—those
that "blow where they list" in the temperate and frigid zones.
Whether all storms be revolving ones, and of the nature of cyclones,

can as yet be scarcely said to be established ; it appears highly proba-
ble, however, that their mechanism can be rendered account of upon the
same general principles upon which the phenomena of the winds rest.

To inductively lead to such results was the object of Professor Dove's
work, The Law of Storms. This remained for years in its original— an a sealed book to many Englishmen, when Admiral Fitzroy proG
duced a translation of the first edition in one of his " Meteorological
Papers." Prior to that time, much of the credit that justly belongs to
Dove had been given to English writers, who owed a great deal more
than they acknowledged to the German philosopher.

In 1861, Professor Dove published a second edition, much enlarged,
and appealing to a far more extended base of observations, collected in
the interval from almost every part of the world. This is the work
which Mr Scott has undertaken to translate. He has admirably well
performed his task. A British university education, directed into the
channels of exact science ; a prolonged residence at Berlin in pursuit of
favourite scientific studies—in that land which is indeed the land of
study

;
a thorough acquaintance with the German language, and both

by habit of mind and by temperament, a real conscientious devotion
to what he takes in hand, have combined to make Professor Scott
perhaps the most fit man in Great Britain to give to England, in the
English tongue, this valuable book. The translation is, in some
respects, better than the original; for the translator informs us, in his
brief preface, that he has, by Professor Dove's desire, embodied in the
work, matter before only to be found disjoined in an appendix, and has
added certain tables of observations at three important stations, only
received by him from the author during the progress of translation.
He has also embodied certain notes from Admiral Fitzroy's " Meteoro-
logical Papers," by permission of that officer.

Many translations of continental works of science are rendered diffi-

cult or inconvenient in use by reason of foreign measures, &c, being left
by the translators unchanged. Professor Scott has been more careful ; he
has converted all measures into English inches (chiefly of the barome-
ter), and all temperatures are reduced to Fahrenheit's scale.

The work is admirably well printed ; the numerous tables, clearly set
in type, and the storm and wind charts well executed—and the work is

brought out at a price that should place it within reach of every
meteorological observer. The English work is dedicated to Admiral

Fitzroy, and we learn from the translator that the expenses of producing
the work have been in part borne by the meteorological department of

the Board of Trade, no doubt at the recommendation, wisely made, of

the gallant Admiral.

From the moment that the electric telegraph began to give the power
of flashing instantaneously intelligence from one distant point to

another of the earth's surface, a new era opened on meteorology as a
science of observation. Men, no longer confined to isolated points, can
now combine, at a single point, observations making simultaneously
over hundreds of thousands of square leagues of territory, with even
rolling seas between. Two chief records of such collected observations
are now in hourly progress in England. One of these is operating at

Greenwich, whence the eye of the Astronomer Royal, or of his deputies,

may be said to look at the same instant through the telescopes of the

electric wires upon the barometers and thermometers, the rain gauges,
and other instruments of almost the whole world of observation. When
these results, after the accumulation of some more years, shall have been
discussed, reduced into meteorological charts, and otherwise treated, we
may expect that, in concert with great contemporaneous labours going
on abroad, meteorology will at length begin to feel entitled to take
rank amongst the best advanced and most certain branches of cosmical
science.

Another great and never ceasing collection and record of observa-
tions, obtained mainly through the electric wire, proceeds under
the direction of Admiral Fitzroy, as head of the Meteorological depart-

ment of the Board of Trade. The direct object of these (as is pretty

widely known) is to procure the data for the storm warnings, which the
Admiral has organized round the whole of our coasts ; but indirectly, as

it were, and at the same time, the records of his office are hiving for

future application and use a precious store of scientific material, from
which, in the days that shall succeed our own, when duly discussed by
our grandchildren, storm warnings will be no longer forecasts only, as

Admiral Fitzroy modestly terms them, but predictions that, though still

perhaps empirical, shall have a certainty attaching to them like that

with which we can now foretell the tides upon our coasts.

It required no small courage on the part of Admiral Fitzroy, to put
himself and his scientific reputation in the forefront of the battle with
popular ignorance and prejudice, in organizing and publishing these

forecasts. He was certain, from the necessities of the case, from the

as yet imperfect data which, in common with every meteorologist, he
has to deal with, to be occasionally wrong—wrong as to time, or as to

intensity, or in some other way—and as certain to be gibbeted and
ridiculed in the newspapers, by that class of half-informed people,

who deem their own renown exalted by pointing out to those in the

market-place how one of the elect of science has (as judged by them)
gone astray—sometimes, too, with an obvious spice of ill nature, or

of envy. Admiral Fitzroy, however, has held on his even course, and
rests satisfied in knowing that he has the cordial sympathy of every
man of real science in the world, with him in his work, and in the

consciousness of the indubitable service to humanity in which he is

engaged. Nothing can exceed the energy with which he has pursued
his work. Including the works named at the head of this article,

Admiral Fitzroy has published nearly twenty separate works, issued

from his department, and all having a directly practical bearing upon
navigation.

We wish that space would admit of our more fully noticing their

matter at present.

Another, and third great train of meteorological observation, is con-

ducted at the observatory of the British Association at Kew ; and here

is undertaken one most important matter—in past years quite neglected,

—namely, the verification and authentication, by standard instruments,

of all meteorological instruments sent them for the purpose, without
which previous ordeal, comparability of distant observation is un-

certain.

A different class of meteorological observation to those of the move-
ments of air, are those that concern the moisture contained in it; and
especially important amongst these, is the observation of rainfall. The
facts developed by the rain gauge have the most multiplied and remark-
able, practical as well as theoretic relations. They concern physical

geology, agriculture, climate, and public health, and are the most in-

dispensable data to the hydraulic engineer engaged in the supply of

water to cities, or in great works of drainage or of irrigation. Space
forbids us to enlarge upon this. It is a branch of observation that must
be pursued at very numerous points; and it is only by the collection of

immense masses of such observations that ihe average, or general rainfall

for any large district can be obtained, or the limits known, above or below
which, the oscillation of this average may reach in a series of years.

One of our most industrious observers and recorders in this path, is Mr.

G. J. Symons, of Camden Road Villas, London, and, from their especial

and permanent value to the hydraulic engineer, we conclude by giving

here his digest of the rainfall of the British islands for the last three

years.
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We ^jave already exceeded the limits that would have allowed us to

make any remarks upon these valuable tables.

Raixfall in the British Isles, 1860, 1861, and 1862.

Stations.

England and Wales

—

Western :—
Helstone
Barnstaple
Bridport

Osborne, Isle of Wight
Long Wittenham
Glocester

Orleton
Hengoed
Derby
Llandudno ... ' ...

Manchester
Kendal

England—Eas'ern :

—

Chichester
Maidstone
Cobham
Braintree
Cullord, Bury St Edmund's
Bedford
Grantham
Holkham
Hull
Wakefield
Durham
Alnwick . ...

Seoiland— Western :

—

South Cairn, Stranraer

Castle Toward
Aberfoyle
Oban
Loch Maddy, N. List

Raasay, Skye ...

Scotland—Eastern :

—

Thurston, Dunbar
Dundee
Aberdeen
Culloden-House
Dunrobin Castle

Sandwiek, Stromness
Ireland—Western :

—

Yalentia
Killaloe

Galway
Markree Castle

Ireland—Eastern :

—

Waterford
Portarlington ...

Dublin
Belfast

Counties.

Cornwall ...

Devonshire
Dorsetshire
Hampshire
Bucks
Glocester

Worcester
Shropshire
Derbyshire
Carnarvon
Lancashire
Westmoreland .

Sussex
Kent
Surrey
Essex
Suffolk ...

Bedford ...

Lincoln ...

Norfolk ...

York
York
Durham ...

Northumberland

Wigtown
Argyll ...

Perth
Argyll
Inverness
Inverness

Haddington
Forfar

Aberdeen
Inverness
Sutherland
Orkney

Kerry
Clare
Galway ...

Sligo

Waterford
Queen's County .

Dublin ...

Down

Total Depth.

1860 1S61. 1862

Inch.

42-96
50-14

3663
37 24
30-69

2799
36-89

4551
32-77

30-00

3614
57 00

37-44
33-65

31-57

31-42

33-20

24-95

29 67

34-69

31-74

3348
30-33

36-60

42-30

47 18
40-40
54-60

42-65

57-60

3410
34-71

34-70

21-51

29-40

37-96

48-76

43-74

40-86
34-84

3326
3823

Inch.

37-62

37-15

29-67

25-89

22-67
21-30
29-81

30-90
22-01

31-00
29-74

6070

25-15

23-91
20-77

19-81

19 51
18-43

20-51

21-80

19-97

22-30

24-28

2997

4803
65 34
71-60

71-98
60-40

80-40

25-80

28-71

30-97

31-41

27 45
41-18

72-40

51-84
58-62
47-16

4383
36-70
31-89

34-02

Inch.

38-43
43-78
32-12

30-65
29-79

26-86

34 31
34-68
26-28

31 95
38-60
54-41

27-47

2616
26-26
24-14

23-78

20 95
21-55

22-72

23-70

20-84

21-82

31-02

56-00
62-27

77-00

72-40

69 45
79 20

30-40

3326
30-77

24-63

23-65

34-38

62-19
47 -b7

5161
39-91

45-23

45-16

3125
39-1

Abstract of the Above Returns.

Western Stations

—

England
Scotland
Ireland

United Kingdom ...

Ea3tem Stations

—

England
Scotland
Ireland

United Kingdom ...

All S'ations, Western and Eastern-
England
Scotland
Ireland

United Kingdom ...

1860.

Inches
38-66

48-29

53 37
46-77

32-39

32-06

36-80

3375

3553
40 17
45-09

4026

1861.

22-20
30-92
36-61

29-91

26-87
49-11

47 06
41 01

1862.

24-70

29-51

40-20
31-47

29-92
49-45
45-24
41-54

Monthly Depth op Rain
, United Kingdom, 1862.

England. Scotland. Irel md.

1862. S-3

a
-T3 0J

CO 13

3 a
c
o

a
faOT3 rt

3 m S

of 6
£ 8

.a
bo

a

CSP-.
cS

O « POhl fS<o ££ <

In. In. In. In. In. In. In. In.

January ,,, 661 1 92 2-29 16-78 605 1350 9 43 576
February . .

.

1-96 •31 •39 5 50 2-45 5-29 1-81 1 27
March 8 05 3-69 3-58 10-30 11-41 3-10 4-68 3-70

April 5-12 2 30 1-56 17-26 5-39 7-19 4 99 3-47

May 3-36 306 234 8-28 4-66 7-77 3-39 357
June 4-32 2-43 3-32 15-62 4-97 606 4-08 360
July 5-39 2-61 1-89 13-67 3-97 10-07 3-67 4-55

August 3-67 2-73 1-90 12-81 5-12 464 2-61 2-17

September ... 5-68 2-19 3-28 6-38 2-25 8-35 2-33 1-73

October 10-64 3-50 2-59 3213 11 36 18-82 442 5 90
November ... 2-10 1-13 75 514 4 35 922 2-64 1-96

December ... 6-24 1-70 1-30 26-16 8 94 17-18 605 4-36

Total, 1862 63-14 27-57 25-19 170 03 70-92 111-19 50-10 4204
" 1861 53-66 22-34 20-82 182 58 61-09 139-04 49-31 43-20
" 1860 72-02 32-24 27-54 142-20 — 87 99 — —

—Ed. G. J. SYMONS.

A Treatise on the Decorative Part of Civtl Akchitecthre. By
Sir William Chambers. Revised and Edited by W. H. Leeds. 1 vol.

4to, pp. 336, with plates. Lockwood & Co., London. 1862.
A Handy Book of Villa Architecture. By C. Wickes, Architect.

Second Series. 1 vol. folio. Plates. Lockwood & Co., Loudon.
1862.

The Australian Builders' Price Book. By C. Mayes, C.E. and
Architect. 1 vol., 8vo small, pp. 148. Sands & M'Dougal, Mel-
bourne. 1862.

Sir William Chambers was the great man in architecture, in the latter

two-thirds of George the Third's reign; mainly, no doubt, through the

personal partiality of the king, to whom he was supposed to have
taught architecture in his youth, but in part also through his own real

merits, relatively the more remarkable, at a time when taste in every
branch of fine art was at the very lowest ebb in these countries.

Somerset House in London, and the Custom House of Dublin, how-
ever, attest his having possessed a genuine artistic eye and well trained

sense of proportion.

The original edition of his well-known treatise was published in the

form of a colossal folio—one that few library shelves can take in, and
that needs a stout table to sustain when opened by some courageous
invesligator. It was confined to the Roman and Italianised Roman
styles, which alone Chambers understood (if we except his Chinese
vagaries) and practised. Some years ago, Mr Gwilt published a new
edition in quarto, with the plates of the original reproduced to a reduced
scale, preceded by an essay by himself (with some plates) on Grecian
architecture, which was passed without notice by Chambers. This work,
like the original edition, is stated to have got out of print ; and Mr
Leeds has edited for the publisher a re-issue, with some notes and similar

additions. Including the very numerous notes with which the original

is now elucidated, it cannot be said that it is devoid of merit as respects

its text, though that was undoubtedly true with regard to the original

work.
The great value of the original lay in the copper plates. These were

well executed, and to so large a scale as to be of real use to the practical

architect, who referred to them compass in hand.
When these were reduced to the small scale at which they were re-

issued by Gwilt, in Weale's edition, and now again by Mr Leeds, we
think the greater part of their value and usefulness has departed. To
the mere architectural student they may still serve suggestively to

carry his mind along with the text, but as scalar drawings to be
employed in the practice of architectural design, or as examples, these

smaller plates can scarcely, if at all, be available. The work, however,
which, as we have observed, has other pretensions to value, is now
brought within the means of many who would have little chance of ever
seeing, much less possessing a copy, of the original edition, now rather

scarce.

Mr Wickes' book consists of little more than a series of lithographs,

embracing the designs complete (save details) of five villas, chiefly in

those various mongrel styles of nondescript architectures that have so

much come into use, in and about London, within the last ten years.
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To our eye there is not even an endurable elevation amongst the

whole series ; and in glancing over the plans of the floors, some points

have struck us, here and there, that would not, on the ground of adapta-

bility and convenience of interior arrangement, reconcile us to the vulgar

Bizarrarie of those exteriors. As regards the latter, Mr Wickes may
not be much to blame ; he probably but follows what is assumed to be

the taste of the day.

In nothing public, is shown the want of general artistic culture in

England, however, than in the vulgar, loud, obtrusiveness of these

absurd, make-believe, polychromed villas, of which thousands have
sprung up in our suburbs.

Mayes' Australian Price Book, is one that must possess its chief value

at the antipodes. It is very curious in looking through it to see what
the effect of the difference in rate of wages there is upon builders' work.

There are a few points on which some information, both novel and
interesting to the architect and engineer in England, is to be found in

this work ; for example, the breaking loads, and other properties, of

several of the most commonly used hard timbers of Australia, none of

which have yet been employed by us at home.

—

Ed.

Every Man his Own Lawyer : A Hand3'-book of the Principles of Law
and Equity. By a Barrister. London : Lockwood & Co. 1863.

The object of this little book is stated by the author to be to show the

nonprofessional inquirer "how to seek and obtain redress for every
injury and wrong, how to substantiate his rights, how to buy or sell a
ship, a house, or any other thing, how to hire and let farms, houses,

lands, and tenements, how to enter into agreements, how to give and
take warranties, guarantees, notices, &c, and perform in a legal

manner all such every-day transactions," and this, for the most part,

without the assistance of a professional lawyer. This object the author
has, in our judgment, failed to accomplish ; not because he has not taken

pains with his work (for the book appears to be a very clear epitome of

the law), but simply because the end in view is unattainable. The
work is based on a fallacy, the belief, that is, that a knowledge of the

law is the same thing as a knowledge how to apply the law. The
author assumes that if a man has once mastered the rule of law on a
particular subject, it is a matter of course that he will be able to see

how it bears on every given state of circumstances. Now so far is this

from being the case, that it is a common observation of the judges, that

they feel no doubt as to the actual law on the point in dispute, their

only hesitation is as to its application to the matter before them. If

men who have passed their lives in legal practice, and have been
trained to view in every possible light all the circumstances of the cases

which are presented to them, find this difficulty, what chance of coming
to a right conclusion is there for a man who, without any previous
training, turns to a handy-book of law for guidance in any complicated
transaction in which he may be engaged.

Moreover, a work like that before us is very liable to mislead those

who consult it into a belief that they have there the whole law on the
subject, whereas of course it is impossible in the compass of 350 pages
to present more than the merest outline. To take an instance. The
author thus states the law as to insurable interest : "In order to entitle

a person to insure the life of another, he must be interested in the life

in some way, and it must be with the consent of the other," and then
he adds particular instances. "A wife may insure the life of her
husband, upon whose income or exertions she is dependent ; a creditor

may insure the life of his debtor ; a lender of money may insure the life

of the borrower." This is all true enough, but it leaves untouched the

question, What is insurable interest ? Thus, a father wishes to become
a director of an insurance office, which requires as a qualification that
he should be a policy-holder. Being advanced in years, he does not
care about paying the high premium necessary to insure his own life-

may he insure the life of his son ? Suppose he takes the above state-

ment of the law for his guide

—

"interested in some way,'" &e. , in the
life assured, he will argue that he has an interest in his son's life,

that he has spent money in his education, and has a right to look for a
return—may he not be said to be "interested" in that life? Assume
that he rests on the authority of this book, omits to consult his lawyer,
and insures his son's life—what is the result? He has saved his six

and eight pence, but he has obtained a void policy, for the law holds
that the interest he has insured is not insurable.

So, again, a creditor may insure the life of his debtor: suppose the
debtor pays the debt and dies, is the insurance good ?

These instances will suffice to show that any one who leans on the
support which the author of this book offers him, leans on a broken reed.

The work may be useful for any one who wishes to acquire a know-
ledge of law as a part of a gentleman's education, but we are sure that

it will be worse than useless to any one who consults it in any but the
most simple state of circumstances, with a view of saving the expense
of professional advice.

MECHANIC'S LIBRARY.

Engineers Pocket Remembrancer, crown Svo, 5s Gd, cloth. Campin.
Experimental Essays, 12mo, Is, cloth. Tomlinson.
Heat as a Mode of Motion, post 8yo, 12s 6d, cloth. Tyndall.
Husbandry, Natural Laws of, Edited by BIyth, 8vo, 10s 6d, cloth Liebig.
Hydrostatics, Elementary. 3d edition, 8vo, 5s 6d, cloth. Phear.
.Mechanics' Institutions, Handbook of, 2d edition, 8vo, 2s, cloth. Tracer.
Photozincography, New Edition, 4to, 12s, cloth. Scott and James.
Practical Mechanics, Elementary Introduction to, 10s 6d. Twisden.
Railway, in Six Lectures, 18mo, Is Gd, cloth. Macfarlane.
Science and Art, Points of Contact between, 8vo, 5s, cloth. Wiseman.
Ship Building in Iron and Wood, and Steam Ships, 2d edition, 14s. Murray.
Steel, Management of, including Forging. Hardening. &c, Is. Ede.
Weather Book, 2d edition, 8vo, 15s, cloth. Fitzroy.
Wood Engravings, Specimens of Early, 4to, 21s, half bound.

CORRESPONDENCE.

We do not hold ourselves responsible for the views or statements of our
Correspondents.

FASTENING FOR MACHINERY BELTS.

TnE sketches which I enclose herewith represent a belt fastener of a
very simple character, intended to be used in substitution for the
buckles and rivets at present employed. Both a side and edge view are
given. In the side

view, the fastener

is shown as detach-
ed from the belt.

In the edge view,
it is represented as

attached to the belt.

It is made of
wrought iron, rough
from the hammer.
The opening in the
first figure is made
to suit the thickness
of the belt to which
it is to be applied. The belt is cut to the required length, and the ends
are then put through the opening, when the belt is drawn tight, bending
it at right angle. The tighter the belt is drawn, the firmer becomes
the fastening—one end of the belt acting as a wedge to the other, and
thus preventing it from coming out. When the opening in the fastener
is fully large for the belt to which it is to be applied, a thin wedge of
leather may be placed between the ends, as indicated by the arrow in
the edge view. This wedge will fill up the space, and effectually
prevent the belt from slipping out.

_
I have practically tried this fastener, and find that it is cheaper than

either buckles or rivets, more easily applied, quite as effective, if not
more so, whilst it looks much better than the buckle, as it takes much
less space.

Thomas Wilson.
Lennoxtoum, April, 1863.

[We think that is a very good and simple fastening. There are no
loose pieces about it, and we can hardly see the possibility of the ends
coming out.

—

Ed.]

THE NEW METAL " THALLIUM."
The following letter will be read with interest in connection with the

notes on the subject, which have already appeared in our pages :

—

It may be truly affirmed that we live in a world pre-eminently
metallic. The ground on which we tread is, to a large extent, com-
pounded of metals ; and the water which covers three-fourths of the
earth's surface contains an element, hydrogen, which has all the
chemical relations of a metal. The number of elementary bodies with
which we are now acquainted exceeds 60, and these, for the most part,

are metals. In the present century 27 additional metals have been
discovered, and a few others have been announced on evidence which
is still regarded as inconclusive. In this branch of research our own
countrymen have laboured successfully. Thus, palladium and rhodium
were discovered by Wollaston in 1803; iridium and osmium by Tennant,
also in 1803; potassium, sodium, barium, strontium, and calcium by
Davy in 1807 ; and, lastly, thallium, the subject of this article, by
Crookes in 1861.

There are few educated persons who have not heard of the remarkable
application of optical science to chemistry, for which the world is in-
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debted to the joint labours of a chemist and a physicist, each of the

highest eminence—namely, Bunsen and Kirchhoff. Every one knows
that when a ray of solar light falls upon a prism of transparent glass a

spectrum is produced, which consists of a series of colours, termed
prismatic, arranged in the following order of refrangibility—red, orange,

yellow, green, blue, indigo, violet. Now, if the light evolved by the

combustion of certain metals, instead of solar light, be allowed to fall

upon a similar prism, strikingly different spectra will be formed, each
metal yielding one peculiar to itself. The peculiarity consists in the

suppression of certain parts of the ordinary spectrum in a greater or

less degree, and the consequent development of luminous bands of

different colours. Only an infinitesimal amount of a metal suffices to

give a characteristic spectrum. Indeed, this means of detection by
what is now termed spectrum analysis very far exceeds in refinement

the most delicate chemical tests. By applying it to the light of the

sun, it has been demonstrated that the solar atmosphere contains metals

in the state of vapour, such as iron, nickel, chromium, potassium,

sodium, calcium, magnesium, &c. The spectra of the stars have been
found to differ greatly from that of the sun ; but this line of inquiry is,

as yet, very imperfectly explored.

In 1S61 Mr Crookes, of London, was occupied in examining a seleni-

ferous deposit from a sulphuric acid chamber at Tilkerode, in the Harz
mountains : and, availing himself of the new method of spectrum
analysis, he found that this matter contained something which gave a

totally distinct spectrum from any then known, and be consequently
inferred the presence of a new element. He had only a very small

quantity of material to operate on, and yet, by the exercise of skill and
perseverance, he succeeded in extracting from it a metal hitherto un-

known, which he exhibited at the International Exhibition last year,

labelled as follows:— " Thallium, a new metallic element, discovered by
means of spectrum analysis." Of the metal itself there was about five

or six grains in the state of powder; but various compounds of it were
also exhibited. At first Mr Crookes was doubtful whether it belonged
to the metals proper; but in September, 1861, he had become convinced
of its metallic nature, and showed it to several persons as a new metal.

The first publication of this fact was at the opening of the Exhibition,

May 1. Of that there is no doubt. It is proper to state that two other
new metals, rubidium and csesium, had been previously detected by
Bunsen and Kirchhoff by the same method of examination.
On the 16th of May, 1862, M. Lamy exhibited to a society at Lisle,

in Belgium, a specimen of thallium in the form of a small fused ingot,

weighing about 70 or 80 grains. M. Lamy, who is son-in-law of the

well-known chemist and chemical manufacturer Kuhlmann, had at his

disposal ample means of investigation, and a copious supply of raw
material from the sulphuric acid chambers of his father-in-law, and he
availed himself of these opportunities in a manner very creditable to

himself. He adopted Mr Crookes's original name of thallium, and thus

acknowledged the claim of that gentleman as the discoverer.

Thallium receives its name from the Greek word SccXXo;, a green leaf,

as it produces a remarkable green band on the spectrum, suggestive of

the colour of young vegetation. It has a bright metallic lustre, which
it speedily loses in the atmosphere from oxidation. In colour it closely

resembles cadmium, and it produces a fleeting mark on paper similar in

appearance to that of black lead. It is much softer than lead, and is,

indeed, the softest heavy metallic body yet discovered. It may be
easily cut with a knife, and even indented with the finger-nail. It

melts at a somewhat lower temperature than lead. It is volatile at a

bright red heat, and burns with an intensely brilliant green light. Its

specific gravity is 11.9, or a little higher than that of lead. Its atomic

weight is about 203, or nearly double that of lead. It is one of the

most dia-magnetic bodies known. In electric conductivity it is a little

inferior to lead. It readily oxidizes by exposure to the air, but not in

water, deprived of air. It forms two, and perhaps three, basic oxides

and an acid oxide. The protoxide is yellowish, easily fusible, volatile,

soluble in water, and strongly alkaline to test-paper. Many of its salts

are beautifully crystallized, especially the sesquichloride, sulphate,

nitrate, and chlorate. Mr Crookes maintains that thallium belongs to

the lead and silver group of metals, whereas Lamy regards it as one of

the alkaline metals. This metal appears to be very widely distributed

over the world, though in relatively small proportion. It chiefly occurs

in the common mineral, iron-pyrites, and in no ore has Mr Crookes
succeeded in finding more than ten ounces to the ton. It has been also

met with in native sulphur, and in certain sulphuretted ores of mercury,

zinc, cadmium, and bismuth. Many specimens of commercial copper

contain it in very sensible quantity; and this is a point well deserving

the attention of our great copper smelters, as thallium renders the

copper brittle and otherwise deteriorates its quality.

The discovery of thallium is highly meritorious, though some of our

chemists, who have never made a similar discovery themselves, pretend

the contrary. It is a bad sign when men who boast of their love of

truth and singleness of purpose in the pursuit of science refuse, or even
hesitate, to acknowledge merit in their fellow-labourers. Unfortunately,

the scientific world, of late, has appeared to be anything rather than a

happy and united family. Some combatants have specially attracted

the notice of the public by the fury with which they have assailed each
other. Perhaps this may be merely a particular Darwinian era in the

development of the scientific race. Hereafter the brethren will dwell
together in unity and peace. Y.

April, 1863.

THE AXIAL REVOLUTION OF RIFLED SHOT.

The annexed sketch represents the appearance of a smooth leaden bolt

—after having been fired from a dragoon's
pistol—rifled with three deep grooves, and attached
by a shank to a rifled wooden sabot. It was fired

through an inch deal, and struck the wall behind.
The spiral marks upon it, were caused by the
hard grains of the wood, thus proving that the
rate of revolution of the shot upon its axis, or,

in other words, its " spin" increased on le-iving

the mouth of the pistol.

Bray, April, 1832. John Noeton.

PROCEEDINGS OF SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES.

ROYAL SOCIETY.
Feb. 26, 1S63.—"The effect of Temperature on the Secretion of Ured " bv

Dr a. Becher.
" On Clinant Geometry," by A. J. Ellis, Esq.
" Notes on the Lines in the Spectra of some of the Fixed Stars," by Mr

Huggins and Dr "W. A. Miller.

March 12, 1863.—" On the Influence of Temperature on the Electric Con-
ducting Power of Thallium and Iron," by Dr Matthiessen and Dr Vogt.

" On the Amyloid Substance of the Liver, and its ultimate destination in the
Animal Economy," by Dr M'Donnell.
" On Peculiar Appearances exhibited by Blood Corpuscles under the Influ-

ence of Solutions of Magenta and Tannin," by Dr W. Roberts.
" On Quinidine and some Double Tartrates of the Organic Bases," by Dr

Stenhouse.

March 26, 1863.—" On a Simple Formula and Practical Rule for calculat-

ing Heights Barometrically without Logarithms," and, " BessePs Hypsometric
Tables, as corrected by Plantamour, reduced to English Measures, and re-cal-

culated," by A. J. Ellis.—" Researches in the Chemical Constitution of Narco-
tine, and of its products of Decomposition," Part 1., by A. Matthiessen and G.
C. Foster.—" Postscript to a Paper on the Formation of Fibrin from Albumen,"
by A. H. Smee, jun.—" On Diffusion of Vapours : a Means of distinguishing
between Apparent and Real Vapour Densities of Chemical Compounds," by J.

A. Wanklyn and J. Robinson.

March 28, 1863.—The President, General Sabine, held his first conversa-
zione for the present season at Burlington House. The reception rooms were
furnished for the occasion with interesting objects of science and art, among
which the most attractive were Professor J. Clark Maxwell's apparatus for
viewing the mixed colours of the spectrum, and his dynamical top; Dr B. G.
Babington's morphometer, an instrument invented in Austria for the firing of

mines by fractional electricity; Mr Crookes's specimensof the newly-discovered
metal, thallium, in its various forms ; a portion of the Mediterranean cable, from
a depth of 70 fathoms, between Sardinia and Africa, incrusted with corallines

and other specimens of marine zoology, exhibited by Mr Fleming Jenkin,
together with curious ova and moss-like vegetation from a thousand fathoms
depth ; Dr Cobbold's preparations showing the important advantage which
naturalists may find in solutions of magenta, for rendering visible minute
anatomical details ; Mr Olley's brilliant chromophotographs; Mr Frank Buck-
land's artificial breeding of fish, in full operation; a number of special relics

and memorials of Linnieus, exhibited by the Linnean Society ; an elegant
model of the shield ship designed by Captain Coles, and models of the double
screw gunboats constructed by Messrs Rennie for the service of the Spanish
Government at the Philippines.

ROYAL INSTITUTION.
Jan. 30, 1863.—"On the Points of contact between Science and Art," by

Cardinal Wiseman.

Feb. 13, 1863.—"On Artificial Illumination,-' by E. Frankland.

Feb. 20, 1863.—"On recent Discoveries at Jerusalem."—"The Temple
Area and the Fortress Antonia," by the Rev. G. Williams.

March 6, 1863.—" On the Photographic Transparency of Bodies, and on the

Photographic Spectra of the Elementary Bodies," by W. A. Miller, M.D.

March 13, 1863.—" On Fogs and Fog Signals," by J. H. Gladstone, Ph.D.

ASTRONOMICAL.
March 13, 1863.—"On the Fringes of Light observed by M. Poulain at

Goree, during the Total Eclipse, 31st December, 1861/' by M. Hermann Gold-

schmidt.
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" On the Determination of the Longitude of Valencia, in Ireland, hy Gal-

vanic Signals, in the Summer of 1862," by the Astronomer Royal.
" On the Movement of the Solar System in Space, deduced from the Proper

Motions of 1167 Stars," by E. Dunkin, Esq.

"On the Bating of Chronometers," by J. Hartnup, Esq.

"On the Parallax of certain Stars," by M. Auwers.
"Results of the Meridional Observations of Small Planets; Occultation of a

Star by the Moon; and Phenomena of Jupiter's Satellites; observed at the

Royal Observatory, Greenwich, in the month of January, 1863," by the

Astronomer Royal.
" Occultations observed at Highbury," by T. W. Burr, Esq.
",On the Visibility of Stars in the Pleiades to the Unarmed Eye," by the

Astronomer Royal.
"Observations of Mars," by W. Lassell, Esq.
" Proceedings of the Madras Observatory," by Norman Pogson, Esq.
" Companions of Sirius."

MANCHESTER LITERARY AND PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY.

Feb. 24, 1863.—" On the Existence of a Crystallizable Carbon Compound
and Free Sulphur in the Alais Meteorili," by Professor Roscoe.
" On Maximum Group9," by the Rev. Mr Kirkman.

Mathematical and Physical Section.

Feb. 12, 1863.—" On the Eclipse of the Sun, May 17, 1863," by Mr Dick-

inson.

March 16, 1863.—" On Bring's Reduction of the Equation of the 5th Degree
to a Trinomial Form," by the Rev. Robert Harley.
Mr Crookes, F.C.S., exhibited a specimen, weighing 450 grains, of the new

metal, thallium, which he discovered by spectrum analysis. He stated that he
had been fortunate enough to find this element in comparatively large quanti-

ties in the deposit from the flues of Mr Spence's pyrites burners.

Dr Joule made the following communication respecting a new and extremely
sensitive thermometer:—"Some years ago I remarked the disturbing influ-

ence of currents of air on finely suspended magnetic needles, and suggested
that it might be made use of as a delicate test of temperature. I have lately

carried out the idea into practice, and have obtained results beyond my expeC'

tation. A glass vessel in the shape of a tube, two feet long and four inches in

diameter, was divided longitudinally by a blackened pasteboard diaphragm,
leaving spaces at the top and bottom, each a little over one inch. In the top
space a bit of magnetised sewing needle, furnished with a glass index, iB sus-

pended by a single filament of silk. It is evident that the arrangement is

similar to that of a 'bratticed' coal pit shaft, and that the slightest excess of
temperature on one side over that on the other must occasion a circulation of
air, which will ascend on the heated side, and, after passing across the fine

glass index, descend on the other side. It is also evident that the sensibility

of the instrument may be increased to any required extent, by diminishing the
directive force of the magnetic needle. I purpose to make several improve-
ments in my present instrument, but in its present condition the heat radiated

by a small pan, containing a pint of water heated 30°, is quite perceptible at a

distance ot three yards. A further proof of the extreme sensibility of the
instrument is obtained from the fact that it is able to detect the heat radiated

by the moon. A beam of moonlight was admitted through a slit in a shutter.

As the moon (nearly full) travelled from left to right the beam passed gradually
across the instrument, causing the index to be deflected several degrees, first

to the left and then to the right. The effect showed, according to a very rough
estimate, that the air in the instrument must have been heated by the moon's
rays a few ten-thousandths of a degree, or by a quantity no doubt the equiva-
lent of the light absorbed by the blackened surface on which the rays fell."

' On the Solution of the Differential Resolvent," by Mr Russell.

"Notes on the Action of Heat and Force upon Matter," by J. C. Dyer.
" On the Chemical Constitution of American Rock Oil," by Mr Schorlemmer.

Microscopical Section.

March, 24, 1563.—Mr Sidebotham exhibited a large sheet of photo-litho-
graphs, executed by Mr Dean, of Douglas, Isle of Man. Tbey consisted of
copies of wood engravings, copper-plate, pen drawings, writing, music, and
letterpress, all copied by the camera and then transferred to stone, and printed
in the ordinary manner with printing ink. Mr Sidebotham said he considered
this by far the best specimen yet exhibited, from the extreme sharpness of the
lines, and thought, as this was a branch of art likely to be much used, it was of
great interest to see its present state of perfection. He also called attention to
the great facility this plan offered to the forger of bank notes, &c: hitherto,
although there was no difficulty in getting a perfect facsimile of a note or
cheque, the fact of its being printed on paper by silver or iron salts made its

detection easy ; now that printing ink could be used, a perfect facsimile in
every respect could be made, so far as the printing is concerned. Mr Side-
botham thought some steps should be taken in the matter, and suggested as
the most simple mode of defeating the photographer, to use yellow paper and
print in blue. So far as at present known, there would be no possibility of
copying such a document by any process of photography.

" On the Planet Mais," by Nasmyth.

Feb. 16, 1863.—" On the Action of Magenta upon the Vegetable Tissue " by
Mr J. G. Synde.

March 16, 1863.—Mr Charles O'Neil, exhibited a mounted fibre of Orleans
cotton, torn by a gradually increasing weight suspended to its extremity. It
had sustained a weight (gradually increased) of 162 grains for many minutes.
Mr O'Neill stated that there were 143 such fibres in -01 grains of cotton, each
fibre therefore weighing less than the ten thousandth part of a grain. The
strongest fibres were capable of supporting more than two million times their

own weight. He is engaged in making experiments upon the tensile strengths

of various fibres by a special apparatus, but they are not yet completed.

April 7, 1863.—Mr Brothers exhibited and described an apparatus for
determining the magnitude of stars.

Professor Roscoe communicated an extract from a letter he had just
received from Professor Bunsen, respecting " The atomic weight of
cesium."
Mr G. C. Lowe exhibited part of a mercurial seconds pendulum,

which, from its mode of construction, bears a strong resemblance to a
horse-shoe magnet, and possesses considerable magnetic power. It is

what is called the stirrup, and has attached to its lower extremities a
circular brass disc, upon which the jar of mercury is placed. The stirrup
is attached to the lower end of the pendulum rod, and has two steel rods,
about ten inches in length, connected at their upper ends by a short steel

bar, so that when magnetised the lower ends form one a north and the
other a south pole. It had been suggested by Mr Baxendell that some
irregularities which are observed in the rates of clocks may be explained
by referring them to variations in the intensity of the earth's magnetism
influencing a pendulum which has thus become magnetised. He had
noticed in two clocks which have mercurial pendulums sudden changes
of rate, amounting to nearly or in some instances quite one second per
day. There were no considerable changes of temperature or of the
atmospheric pressure at the time, and the compensation is so nearly
perfect that so great a deviation from the rate could not be due to
change of temperature. A very brilliant display of aurora borealis was
observed by Mr Baxendell on the evening when the last remarkable
change of rate took place, which favours the view now suggested, viz.,

that the lower part of the pendulum having become magnetised, an
increase or diminution of the intensity of the earth's magnetism may
have the effect of accelerating or retarding the motion of the pendulum.
Mr Lowe suggested that if the rods forming the stirrup were connected
with brass at the top instead of steel, they would have much less force
as magnets. In a pendulum also under Mr Baxendell's observation, the
disturbance of rate was much smaller in amount, scarcely exceeding
one- third of the change that was found in the two clocks already men-
tioned. This pendulum consists of a long steel rod and two shorter ones,
and has a very correct compensation effected by a zinc tube. This
pendulum has another advantage, viz., that the steel rods and the zinc
tube are so nearly the same in size that sudden changes of temperature
affect all the parts nearly simultaneously, whereas in the mercurial
pendulum the steel rod is much more quickly affected than the large
mass of mercury ; the compensation, therefore, does not take place soon
enough to prevent a small error in the clock's rate.

" Note a3 to two Events in the History of Steam Navigation," by W. J.

Macquorn Rankine.
Dr R. Angus Smith said that he had been using an amalgam of sodium

for the production of hydrogen. When doing this it was found that the
amalgam had become one mass of crystals. These crystals are fine

needles or prisms of considerable length ; some may be traced in the
tangled mass for about half an inch ; they present hollow ends, although
it was not possible to trace this hollowness through the whole length of
the crystals. They are hexagons, and contain 9-47 per cent, of sodium

;

an excess of mercury remains ; 10-3 per cent, would be equal to 2 at. of
mercury and 1 of sodium. He had not seen any notice of an amalgam
of similar composition. It can be examined only through glass, as it

rapidly absorbs oxygen from the moisture of the air, and cannot be
retained in the air many seconds without change being perceived. If

this change be examined under a microscope, bubbles of hydrogen are
seen to rise from every corner, extremely minute certainly, so that
many millions would be required to cover a square inch, but affording
one of the most convincing and direct proofs of the existence of mois-
ture. This property may, in many cases, be found to be of value. The
inclination to combine with oxygen when dry seems comparatively
slight.

Dr Smith mentioned also a method of separating lime from phosphoric
acid, which, as far as he was aware, was new. Many very elaborate
methods bad been given. After adding tartaric acid to a solution of
phosphate of lime in muriatic acid, the lime may be precipitated by
oxalate of ammonia and ammonia as in other solutions. Carbonate of
lime has been obtained in this way free from every trace of phosphate,
and the solution has been freed entirely from lime. Tartaric acid pre-
vents the precipitation of phosphate of lime in weak solutions by
ammonia, but has no influence over the oxalate of lime. The true
action of tartaric and similar acids in preventing precipitation deserves
a more careful inquiry than has yet been made.

Physical and Mathematical Section.

April 2, 1863.—"Notes of Observations of the Speed and Order of
Succession in Magnitude of Waves observed in Gales of Wind off the
Cape of Good Hope," by Mr Thomas Heelis.

The highest waves measured were about 35 feet in height from the
trough, no broken crests having been measured. Their speed varied
(the force of the wind being 8 according to the Board of Trade scale, and
equal to weather in which a ship on a wind can just carry treble-reefed
topsails.) from twenty to twenty-three miles per hour, the breadth of
trough being 300 to 350 feet. The observations show that usually the
succession of magnitudes (or heights) returns in series of twelve waves,
the first and second of each series being very large, the sixth or seventh
being also large, but inferior in magnitude to the first and second, and
the intermediate ones being small. The observations show that waves
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are limited in length, measured along their bases, the crest "being

apparentlv at the middle point of the base, and the length varying with

the altitude of the crest, and that the order of succession of magnitudes

depends upon their being arranged so that the crest of one wave follows

on the same line as the lower flanks of a preceding wave. The speeds

also of waves appear to vary, so that a following wave often coalesces

with and is increased in size by absorbing one immediately preceding.

When a wave is first formed it "is small, and increases in size in its pro-

stress, until the crest topples over in foam, after which the height de-

creases rapidlv, and there seems reason for thinking that if ordinates

were drawn so as to represent the height of any wave at different periods

of its existence, its height would be found to coincide with Mr Scott

Russell's wave-line curve. The length of a wave in open water, measured

along its base, seems also to depend upon and bear a definite relation to

the width of the trough between two successive waves. The speed of

the waves is not so much affected as would naturally be imagined by the

force of the wind. In' a moderate gale they run as fast as in a heavy
one. It is otherwise with their height.

Mr Alfred Brothers read a paper " On an Improved Diaphragm for

determining the Magnitudes of Stars."

ASSOCIATION FOR THE PREVENTION OF STEAM BOILER EX-
PLOSIONS. AND FOR EFFECTING ECONOMY IN THE RAISING
AND USE OF STEAM, MANCHESTER.

At the last ordinary monthly meeting of the Executive Committee of

this Association, Mr" L. E. Fletcher, chief engineer, presented his monthly
report, of which the following is an abstract :

—

"During the past month, there have been examined 370 engines—

1

specially ; 492 boilers—6 specially, 17 internally, 60 thoroughly, and 409

externally, in which the following defects have been found :—Fracture,

2 (1 dangerous) ; corrosion, 18 (2 dangerous) ; safety valves out of order,

4; water gauges ditto, 24(1 dangerous); pressure gauges ditto, 16; feed

apparatus ditto. 5; blow-off cocks ditto, 4i (1 dangerous); fusible plugs
ditto, 5; furnaces out of shape, 3 (1 dangerous); over-pressnre, 2

;

deficiency of water, 2 ; blistered plates, 2. Total, 130 (6 dangerous).

Boilers without glass water gauges, 1 ; without pressure gauges, 1

;

without blow-off cocks, 36 ; without back pressure valves, 58.

Explosions.
" It will be remembered that in last month's report no detailed parti-

culars were given of No. 1 Explosion, which occurred to a boiler, not

under the inspection of this Association, and which was of the double

furnace, internally fired class. Particulars have, however, been since

obtained, and show that the explosion was of a very simple character.

It was the practice to keep up a fire in this boiler throughout the night

for the purpose of heating the mill, and a boy was left in charge to

attend to it. The demand made upon the boiler for steam was such, that

no supply of water would carry it through the night, and therefore it was
the dutv of the attendant to make up the deficiency with the donkey-
pnmp. 'This, however, he neglected to do, in consequence of which, the

furnace crowns were laid bare, the plates became red-hot, and collapse

ensued. 1 he boy was absent from the boiler at the time of the explo-

sion, neither was any one else near it, and thus happily no lives were
lost nor any one injured, while the damage to property was confined to

that done to the boiler itself.

"This is just one of those cases in which a low-water safety-valve

would have been of service, not only by its giving an alarm before the

furnace crowns were laid bare, but also by letting off the pressure of the

steam.
" Two explosions have occurred during the past month to boilers not

under the inspection of this Association, by which 15 persons were
killed, and 16 others injured, making a total of 31. Both boilers have
been personally examined subsequent to the explosion. The following

is the monthly tabular statement :

—

" Tabular Statement of Explosions

"From February 21, 1863, to March 27, 1863, inclusive.

•A .

Date.
Ganeral Description of Boiler.

to

II
23

2-d
o Z

No. 4. Feb.2.3

No. 5. Mar.17

Vertical Ironworks Boiler
13

2

15

1

28

Ordinary double flue, or ;t Lancashire,"
3

15 16 31

INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.
Dec. 9, 1862.—Discussion on Mr Machinson's Paper " On Some of the

Internal Disturbing Forces of Locomotive Engines."

Fee. 17, 1863.—"On the Drainage of Dundee," by Mr J. Fulton.
" On the Sewerage of Newport," by Mr A. Newport-

No. 182.—Vol. XVI.

March, 24, 1863.—Description of the Lydgate and Buckhorn "Weston Bail-

way Tunnels," by Mr J. G. Fraser.

Makch 31, 1863.—"On Structures in the Sea, without Coffer Dams; with

a description of the Works of the new Albert Harbours at Greenock," by Mr
D. Miller.

April 14, 1863.—"Description of the Line and "Works of the Scinde Bail-
way," by Mr John Brunton.

" On Public "Works in Pernambuco, in the Empire of Brazil," by Mr W. M.
Peniston.

It was stated that the object of this paper was to describe a few of the public

works of one of the most extensive, productive, and least-known empires of
the world. Pernambuco was one of the principal, but by no means the largest,

of the twenty provinces of which the empire consisted. It had an area about
equal to England, whilst its population was estimated not to exceed one million.

The commercial capital was built on a low, sandy flat, but little raised above
the level of the ocean, and surrounded by an amphitheatre of bills. Its position

was selected on account of the natural harbour formed there by a reef, or, in

Portuguese, Becife, the true name of the city. This reef ran for hundreds of

leagues parallel to, and only a short distance from, the coast. In the neigh-
bourhood of Becife, it was composed of soft, calcareous and silicious sandstone,
intermixed with shells of existing species. In consequence of the absence of

quays with sufficient depth of water for vessels to come alongside, all cargoes

had to be shipped and discharged by means of lighters.

After alluding to the amount of shipping frequenting the port, the character

and extent of the exports and imports, the currency, and the weights and
measures, reference was made to the climate of Pernambuco ; and it was stated

that in the city, which was less healthy than the country, with a population of

120,000, until lately without any drainage, and with a consumption of about §
of a gallon of water per head per diem, the death rate was only If per cent, per
annum. The variations in the temperature were considerably less, and the

regularity at any hour was much greater, than in this country. Thus, in the
summer the temperature did not vary more than 1° above or below 82° at 9

a.m. in the shade, nor in the winter 2° above or below 78° at the same time.

The rainfall in 1860 was 67*20 inches, in 1861 it amounted to 123*75 inches,

and for the first six months in 1862 it was 53*64 inches. The extreme recorded

rainfall during this period occurred in January, 1861, when it amounted to 1\
inches in twenty-four hours, of which, upwards of 4 inches fell in six hours. The
highest floods in the valleys crossed by the Becife and Sao Francisco railway

varied from 15 to 25 feet ; but these rose very rapidly, as frequently the river

was in it-3 usual quiescent state in the evening, and in the morning it was a

raging torrent.

The waterworks and the gas works in the capital were then briefly noticed,

after which the streets and the street transport came under review, including
the Government roads and bridges. The principal streets of the city, which
were extremely narrow, were pitched, or very roughly paved, with broken
granite, brought from Europe as ship's ballast. Outside the town, the total

length of road passable, during the greater part of the year, for wheeled car-

riages, throughout the province, was about 130 miles. Of this, one-sixth only
was metalled. In some districts the roads were practically useless, from the
want of bridges across the rivers ; in others, timber bridges had been built but
on the new roads now being made under the direction of Mr W. Martineau (M.
Inst. C.E.), the Government engineer, iron bridges had been adopted. The
cost of the roads had been, in times past, almost fabulous, exceeding that of

European railways. But according to the latest contracts, the cost was under
£3000 a mile, including the bridges, but exclusive of the metalling, the price

of which, a short time back, amounted to upwards of £1 per cubic yard, when
broken and spread in place. The bullock tracks were scarcely available for

public traffic, which was at present chiefly carried on by pack-horses, on tracks

barely wide enough for two horses to pass each other, and pursuing a most
devious course.

There was properly no river navigation in Pernambuco ; but the Sao Fran-
cisco, which rose in the hills in the rich mining district at the back of Bio
Janeiro, flowed northward from Minas Geras, till it entered the province at its

south-west angle. It there precipitated itself over the Falls of Paulo Affonco,
a depth of nearly 200 feet, whence it took its course through a rocky rapid
channel for nearly 200 miles to the sea. Above these falls the river was navi-

gable to the Falls of Pira Ptfra, a distance of from 600 to 800 miles, and it was
to this as a feeder that the railways from Becife and Bahia were both directed.

The absence of river navigation, the inefficiency and great cost of the public
roads, and the horrible character of the common roads of the country, naturally
led to the consideration of a railway. This was brought forward by Messrs de
Mornay, who proposed to carry a line throughout the entire length of the pro-

vince trom Becife, the capital, to the Falls of Paulo Affonco, on the Bio trSao

Francisco. A concession was granted with a guarantee of 5 per cent, from the
Imperial Government and of 2 per cent, from the Provincial Government, upon
the estimated cost of completing the first portion of the line from Becife to the
Biver Una, a distance of about 75 miles. The original estimate was for a line

on the North American system at £540, 100, but considerable alterations and
improvements had caused the capital to be increased to £1,200,000, to which
amount the guarantee was extended; but as this has not been sufficient to com-
plete the line, the Government had now agreed to a further extension of the

capital, to coyer the sum actually expended on the works.
The country traversed by the first portion of the Recife and Sao Francisco

Bailway to the Biver Una, presented a great uniformity in its physical features.

It consisted of a succession of narrow valleys, with hills from 100 to 150 feet

in height, composed almost without exception of rock of a granitic character,

varying from a state of perfect decomposition to its natural hardness, the pro-

portion of soft ground to hard rock being at least 10 to 1. It was decided that

the curves should not be sharper than 20 chains radius, or the gradients steeper

than 1 in 80, nor longer at that inclination than 2 miles. In no case had the

specified gradient approached the limited length, and in two cases only had it

n
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exceeded one mile in length. There was only one tunnel, and that under 500
feet in length. The earthwork on the heaviest part of the line averaged, for

about 20 miles, 40,000 cubic yards per mile—which was double that on the
other sections—the highest embankment and the deepest cutting being 40 feet.

The width of the cuttings at the formation level was 20 feet, reduced to 10 feet

in rock. The width of the embankments at the same level was 16 feet, their

height being fixed at 18 inches above the highest known floods. There were
eight principal bridges, all of iron, varying in height from 15 to 25 feet, and
numbering together two spans of 90 feet, two of 80 feet, eighteen of 60 feet, and
one of 50 feet. The permanent way consisted of the ordinary double-headed
rail, laid on creosoted larch cross sleepers ; but 10 miles of the line had been
laid, as an experiment, with Greaves's "pot" sleepers. Trials were being
made of native timber for sleepers as well as for keys, and samples of upwards
of one hundred kinds of timber were exhibited, most of which were easily

obtainable within a short distance of the railway, and would be available for

temporary purposes, but probably not more than a dozen or twenty would be
useful for any permanent work.
The stations and station arrangements, the rolling stock, the engine and

carriage sheds, and the workshops for repairs and for waggon building, were
then severally described. It was stated, that the works of the railway were
commenced in May, 1856, and the whole of the first section to the River Una
was finally opened* in November, 1862. Part of the line had now been in opera-
tion for five years, and during that time there had not been an accident to a
passenger, even when five engines had been at work at the same time on a
length of 20 miles of Bingle line. This was very creditable to the locomotive
superintendent and engine drivers, as the responsibility rested with them, the
other officials, with the exception of the traffic manager, being all natives.

The labour question was one of the most vital importance to the future of
Brazil. Agricultural operations had heretofore been conducted exclusively by
slaves, as also, mainly, the work of porters and lightermen about the ships,

harbour, and warehouses of Recife. For some years past, however, the laws
against the further importation of slaves had been strictly enforced, bo that
their number had gradually decreased. Liberal concessions had been granted
from time to time by the Government for the promotion of colonization, but
with no commensurate success. Experience had proved that, both in the pro-
vince of Pernambuco and in the adjoining province, there was an ample supply
of manual labour for any public works, or extension of agricultural operations,
at present probable. But the difficulty was to persuade the native Brazilians
that it was to their advantage to seek employment. The only work that the
native was accustomed to was ditching, and the only tool, the hoe. The first

lesson was to induce a native to give up the hoe, and take to the pick and
shovel. Want of order and discipline prevented them from working a barrow
road properly, and fear from tipping a waggon ; but a light hand-cart they
worked very well, and they would fill a set of ballast waggons in less time than
might be expected, at a cost of 9d or 10£d per cubic yard, exclusive of road-
laying and repairs. Men's wages varied from 3s to 3s 9d per day, the latter

pay being for picked men in all cases.

Although the difficulties were great in getting the native labourer into order,
temper and perseverance would overcome them with time ; but with the
native artisans the difficulties were greater still, as there were so few
mechanics in the principal towns, scarcely sufficient for the ordinary work,
that they were even more independent than the common labourer, and
infinitely more conceited and wedded to their own ways. The native country
carpenter had but one tool, the * euxo,' or hand adze, and not having the
slightest idea of square or line, all his work had to be set out. His wages
were from 4s 6d to 5s 9d per day. Brickwork and masonry cost, for labour
only, from 9s to 14s per cubic yard, according to the thickness and the height;
the wages varying from 4s Id to 6s 6d per day. Native smiths received 5s 6d
to 6s 9d, and painters 6s 9d to 9s per day. From the description which was
given of the capabilities of the native workmen, it was believed that foreigners
must be imported for all the higher orders of work.

Pernambuco produced, in common with most provinces of Brazil, very
superior timber, and ol infinite variety; but the difficulty of getting it, and the
absence of roads and of the means of transport, rendered foreign timber cheaper
at the seaports, and at all places at any distance from the forests. This was
also the case with regard to stone, the ashler dressings used in the public
buildings and in the best finished private houses having been sent from Lisbon.
The native bricks were of the rudest description, and were used in all stages,
from that of being simply sun-dried to sound kiln-burnt. In consequence of
the action of the atmosphere on the native bricks, it was necessary to plaster
all exposed work. The Brazilian or Portuguese tile was almost invariably
used for covering roofs, and although attempts had been made to introduce
corrugated iron and other materials for roofing, nothing could compare, where
ventilation was so important, with the ordinary tile of the country.
The Appendix contained a list of the standard dimensions of the Recife and

Sao Francisco Railway, and of the principal structures upon it, as well as of
the rolling stock. Also, tables of the wages of the different classes of labourers
and artisans, of the prices of materials, and of the cost of various kinds of
work and of transport.

SCOTTISH SHIPBUILDERS' ASSOCIATION.
January 5, 1863.—"Descriptive account of Self-Acting Tide Gauges," by

Mr B. Duncan.
" Descriptive account of the Slip Dock Model," by the same author.
" Apparatus for Preventing the Fouling of Vessels," by Dr James Gray.

INSTITUTE OF BRITISH ARCHITECTS.
Feb. 23, 1863.—"On Artificial Stone," by R. Kerr, Esq.
March 23, 1S63.—A paper was read by the Rev. J. L. Petit, M.A., "On the

Abbeys of Ireland," illustrated by original sketches.

INSTITUTION OF ENGINEERS IN SCOTLAND.
March, 18, 1863.—"On Safety Apparatus for Steam Boilers," by Mr James

Fyfe.

"On Testing Iron by Dead "Weight," by Mr John Downie.

GREENOCK PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY.
March 24, 1863.— " On the Sculptured Stones and Christian Monuments of

Scotland, with some illustrations of the Monumental Brasses of England," by
the Rev. Dr Gordon of Glasgow.

GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF IRELAND.
The annual meeting of this society for the election of a president and officers

for the ensuing year, was held in the New Buildings, Trinity College, on the
11th February, 1863.
The chair was taken by the Rev. Dr Haughton, the out-going President.

The new President elected was the Rev. Humphrey Lloyd, LL.D., Vice-
Provost of Trinity College, Dublin. The new council was also elected.

Report of Council for the Year 1862-3.

[Read before the Anniversary Meeting.]

At the commencement of this, their thirty-second session, the council have
to congratulate the members on the satisfactory condition of the society.

They have to deplore the loss, by death, of three members, one of whom was
among the number, now very small, of their original members; these are

Rev. Dr Wall, S.F., Trinity College, Dublin, known wherever letters have
penetrated as a distinguished Hebraist and Oriental scholar, and for nearly
sixty years a Fellow of Trinity College.

Archdeacon Verschoyle, also an old member, though not one of the original

founders of the society, read three papers at its meetings, entitled, respectively

—

1. "On an instrument denominated by him an Orthoscope."
2. " On the contact of Mica Slate and Limestone at the Rosses, near Sligo."

3. " On some Globular Concretions in Sandstone."
His most important geological paper was one '* On the Dykes of the North

Coast of Mayo." One of these dykes he succeeded in tracing for a distance of

sixty miles across the country, and another for upwards of forty.

Lastly, the Marquis of Lansdown, a member of the society for twenty-three
years, and was descended from one who was among the first to develop the

mineral resources of Ireland, Sir William Petty,

By a recent resolution of the council, by which the delivery of a presidential

address is left optional with that officer, the duty of reviewing the questions of

the past session devolves on the council.

We can only notice briefly one or two of the more important papers or

subjects that have come before the society.

Sir Jukes laid before the society his views on the mode of formation of some
river valleys, a paper which he afterwards read before the Geological Society

of London, and which has been printed in their "Journal." The author first

alluded to the structure of the central limestone basin of Ireland, the level of the

watersheds of which does not exceed 300 feet above the sea, while the rivers

which drain it flow through ravines of considerable depth cut across older

Palaeozoic rocks of a much harder nature than the limestone. He took the

simple cases of the Bandon, the Lee, and the Blackwater, each of which, after

flowing for some distance in an east and west course—a direction coincident

with that of the lines of elevation of the country and the strike of the beds

—

turn to the southward, and flow through deep ravines to the sea.

For the solution of this problem he proposed to assign a reason for the

formation of these ravines, which are cut at right angles to the existing lines

of hills of the district, rejecting the theory of their having been produced by
disturbance, and attributing them instead to the action of the atmosphere.

As the basis of his explanation he lays down the following principles, which
are undoubtedly sound :

—

I. Denudation is of two kinds, marine and atmospheric.

II. Marine denudation is effective only about the sea level, and along the

margin of the land. It acts with a broad horizontal movement, tending to

plane down the land to its own level. If the land be long stationary, it pro-

duces long vertical cliff's about its margin ; if the land rise slowly and equally,

it forms gentle slopes upon it.

III. Marine denudation cannot produce ravines or narrow winding valleys,

except as gaps or passes upon the crests of ranges of hills where the neigh-

bouring summits were islands, and the present gaps or passes were " sounds"

or "straits" between them, traversed by strong tides and currents, and a

narrow arm of the sea was thus made to assume a river-like action.

IV. Atmospheric denudation acts vertically, either by the weathering and

disintegration of rock over the whole surface of land, or by the vertical

cutting and grooving of ice in glaciers, and of running water in rills, brooks,

and rivers.

According to Mr Jukes, the key to the change of direction of the three

river valleys alluded to is to be found in some important tributaries which these

rivers receive at or near the point of flexure, as, for instance, the two streams

which join the Blackwater near Cappoquiu.

In hie opinion, the lower part of the valley of the Blackwater is to be con-

sidered more as the valley of these north and south streams than as that of the

Blackwater itself, and the relations are precisely similar in the cases of the

two other rivers which have been named. Mr Jukes considers these ravines to

have taken their origin at a period, long anterior to the present condition of

the country, when the surface of the central area of Ireland stood at a level

much higher than that which it now has. At this period the prevalent direc-

tion of the streams was from north to south—from the dominant ridges to the

sea, and they then commenced to cut ravines. Some of the streams, being
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more powerful than others, succeeded better in keeping their channels open
than their competitors, which, accordingly, flowed along the strike of the beds
until they found an outlet to the sea. In this way the tributary streams just
mentioned may be considered to have intercepted the rivers in their ordinary
coarse, and diverted their channels into their present form. In the case of the
Blackwater, the present channel from Cappoquin to Youghal is fifteen miles
long, while the direct line along the strike to the sea at Dungarvan is only ten
miles in length.

It is evident that such an explanation as this is at once applicable to the
solution of the similar problems in the case of the larger rivers, such as the
Shannon, the Barrow, Nore, and Suir. A remarkable confirmation of the
tendency of atmospherical denudation to wear down limestone vertically, is to

be seen in the district of Burren, in Clare, where the limestone is exposed over
an extensive area. Here in many places it has wasted away like the ice of a
glacier- Mr Jukes reminds those who may object to the length of time
necessary for such an extensive atmospherical action, that if we except the
brief interval of the glacial period when the submergence of all the land in high
latitudes was almost universal, the whole of Leinster, Munster, and Connaught,
with a large portion of Ulster, has been exposed to the action of the rain and
air ever since the commencement of the Permain period.

At the same meeting of the Geological Society of Loudon, a paper was read
by the President, Rev. Professor Haughton, " On the Granites of Donegal,"
being Part III, of his "Experimental Researches on the Granites of Ireland,"
The former parts of his researches have already appeared in the earlier numbers
of that Journal, and notices of his principal results in the pages of the Practical
Mechanics Journal. In this paper he enters into an elaborate discussion, in

the first place, of the systems of joints which traverse the country; and, in the
second, of the chemical and mineralogical composition of the granite itself,

based on accurate analyses of the rock itself and of its constituent minerals.
He gives at the close of the paper a new method of investigation of the per

centage mineralogical composition of a granite containing four constituents,
viz.—Quartz, Orthoclase, Oligoclase, and Black Mica, and arrives at the fol-

lowing result for the per centage composition of the granite of the Guibarra
Valley which may be taken to be the typical rock of the country :

—

Quartz, 30-63

Orthoclase, 24-33

Oligoclase, 41-88

Black Mica, 3-16

100.00

At the December meeting, the granites of Donegal were again brought forward
by Mr Scott, who read a paper on the subject in continuation of that read by
him last year. In this paper he described the structure of the north of the
county, where there is a great thickness of metamorphic rocks immediately
overlying the granite. He expressed his opinion that these rocks would be
found to be the equivalents of the Huronian series of Canada, and of the
analogous rocks in Norway, with which they agree as to their mineralogical
and physical structure.

In the discussion, Mr Jukes expressed his opinion that the Metamorphic
rocks above alluded to were altered Silurians.

The practical and economical results of geology, as represented by mining,
were brought before the Society on several occasions. The March meeting
wa3 almo3t exclusively taken up with this subject, as we had two communica-
tions on gold mining—one from Mr Baily, " On the Tuapeka Gold Field, New
Zealand;" and the other from the Rev. Mr Storrs, qualifying the statements
maile by him in his former letter on the Gold Fields of Nova Scotia, which has
already appeared in the ''Journal" of the Society. At the same meeting the Presi-
dent made a few remarks on the iron ores, &c, of Kilbride, county of Wicklow.
At the April meeting, Mr Bolton read a short paper on the occurrence of

manganese ore, near Dublin; and a brief note from Mr Emerson J. Reynolds,
relative to the discovery of nickel in mica slate at Curraun-Achill, county
Mayo, derived additional interest from its having attracted the attention of Mr
Mallet, who sent us a letter, containing his views on the probable existence of
nickel in quantity in the west of Ireland.

Lastly, a paper by Mr Jukes, "On the Occurrence of Electric Calamine
at Silver Mines, county of Tipperary," was sent in at the June meeting,
but, owing to the lateness of the hour, was only laid on the table. The author
explained hi3 views as to the formation of the calamine, which occurs irregu-

larly in the bedding of the adjacent rock, by a double decomposition between
the material of the limestone and the products of oxidation of the contents of
the lode, taking place in presence of water which contained silica. These facts

show that the deposit cannot be worked as an ordinary mine.
Council cannot conclude their report without noticing briefly a work

recently published by Mr Robert Mallet, formerly President of this Society

;

the account of the Great Neapolitan Earthquake of 1857, in two volumes. It

may be truly said to be the first really scientific account of any earthquake, in

which the phenomena are described in accordance with accurate mechanical
and physical principles. The theory of earthquake phenomena has engaged
the attention of Mr Mallet for many years, and he has recently received the
Gold Medal of the Royal Irish Academy, in testimony of his services rendered
to this branch of science; he now enjoys the privilege, granted to but few
discoverers, of applying in practice the theory he has himself deciphered.
The late earthquake in the south of Italy occurred in December, 1857 ; and in

the course of the same month Mr Mallet volunteered, if supported by the Royal
Society of London, to visit the seat of the earthquake, and collect materials, of
a positive kind, by which he should be enabled to describe it with the precision
which the present state of geological science imperatively demands. The Royal
Society liberally aided him, both in his expedition, and in the publication of the
results of his investigation ;—and the fruits of his labour are now fully before
the public.

Mr Mallet has divided his work into three parts; in the first of which he
proposes generally the questions for solution, and the methods ot investigation
to be employed; the second contains a narrative of the observations actually
made, and the information obtained; and in the third part the results are clas-
sified, and such conclusions are drawn from the colligated facts as they appear
to warrant. The following are amongst the most important results obtained—

1. The form of the area of the country disturbed, it is shown to be ovoid,
with the centre of impulse situated near the focal point at the small extremity
of the ovoid.

2. The mean depth from which the shock proceeded is found to be 5§ geo-
graphical miles, or 34,930 feet, which may be regarded as the depth of the
focus

; and the probable vertical dimension of the focal cavity itself does not
exceed 3 geographical miles, or 18,225 feet at the outside; and as the horizontal
extent, in a N. E. and S. W, direction does not exceed 9 miles at the surface,
we may consider the earthquake focal cavity to have occupied a somewhat
plane area, of elliptial form, whose vertical axis is 3 miles, and horizontal axis
9 miles, the depth of the centre of this elliptical plane being 5f miles below
the sea level.

3. With regard to the earthquake vibration itself, Mr Mallet arrives at the
conclusions, that the velocity of the wave particle waB 12-093 feet per second,
and that its amplitude did not exceed 3 or 4 inches; of these two conclusions,
the first is based upon very solid mechanical considerations, derived from the
fracture, overthrow, and projection, of various objects and buildings, and may
justly be regarded as one of the most important results to which Mr Mallet's
investigation has led. _.

4. The velocity of transit of the earthquake wave varied from 700 feet to 1000
feet per second, according to the geographical and other structure of the
country through which the wave of shock passed.

5. Lastly, Mr Mallet has proved that the occurrence of refraction and
reflexion of an earthquake wave is a reality observable in the field, though first
predicted by mathematicians in the closet. This important fact is fully estab-
lished by the proofs which he gives, that the shock that reached Naples was
the earthquake wave refracted through the range of Monte St Angelo, to the
South of the Bay of Naples.
The Society may congratulate itself that so important an addition to physical

geology as Mr Mallet's book will prove itself to be, has been given to the
world by one who first learned the principles of our science in the Geological
Society of Ireland, and who occupies so distinguished a place among its
members.
Mr Mallet has recorded, in fitting terms, in his work, the extremely valuable

mathematical aid he derived from Professor Haughton in preparing formula?
applicable to the conditions prior to his departure to the scene of the earth-
quake.

Note.—Since the above Report was prepared, the Council have the painful
duty of announcing the death of one of their most valued members, Professor
J. R. Kinahan, M.D , &o. Although his talents were chiefly devoted to the
investigation of the natural history of existing organisms, yet in the papers
read before this Society, and the Royal Irish Academy, in which he developed
the Palseontology of the Cambrian rocks in the neighbourhood of Dublin, he
gave an earnest of what he could have dons had he devoted himself exclusively
to geological researches.

The President, Dr Haughton, here paid a high tribute to the moral and
intellectual character of the late Dr Kinahan, who had been his pupil in college.
All competent to form an opinion on the subject would agree that by his death
science in Ireland had sustained a serious loss. He was the most original of
our naturalists, and endowed with that power of observing nature in the field,

which, apart from book knowledge, was the chief essential of a naturalist; and
a person in whom honour, truthfulness, and integrity were highly developed.
Dr Haughton concluded by again expressing his sense of the honour the society
had conferred in electing him president during five successive years. He
resigned the office, leaving the society prosperous and with a good exchequer

;

and he felt a pleasure in vacating the chair in favour of such a man as Dr
Lloyd, who was bo worthy to occupy it.

FRENCH ACADEMY OF SCIENCES.
The Academy of Sciences at its last silting named Mr Cayley, of London, one

of its corresponding members for the section of Astronomy, in the Room of the
late General Brisbane.
At the last sitting M. Flourens read a paper on the distinction between the

state of coma produced by a meningite, or inflammation of the membranes of
the brain, and the sleep caused by chloroform. He remarked that in the for-
mer state the animal was under the influence of complete prostration, but did
not sleep; that it kept its eyes shut, but would open tbem on the slightest
occasion ; that it could see, hear, and feel, and was constantly shivering. In
its natural state the dog's pulse is between 100 and 120 per minute, and it

breathes from 20 to 30 times per minute. During coma the pulse does not
exceed 90, and it breathes 24 times. But the animal which is under the in-
fluence of chloroform really sleeps ; it snores and does not open its eyes; it

can neither see, hear, nor feel ; the pulse is at 60, and it breathes 16 times per
minute. The brain of the animal which has died of coma is covered with
red spots, a mark of congestion ; the brain of the animal that dies of chloroform
has no red spots, the vessels of the dura-matter alone being gorged with blood.
Hence, in the case of coma, the congestion is intra-cerebral ; in the case of
chloroform extra-cerebral. "This should, therefore," M. Flourens concludes,
" serve as a caution to those who apply chloroform, since from an extra-cerebral
congestion to an intra-cerebral one there is but a step." A communication was
received from M. de Vibraye on the flint implements found in the drift. He
stated that the country around Amiens, Abbeville, &c, is not the only part of
France where flint hatchets are found ; that he has for the last five years been
exploring various parts along the banks of the Loire, and found upwards of a
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thousand of these specimens pertaining to the age of stone as it is now called,

in about a dozen localities; and that during last year the department of Loir-

et-Cher has begun to be explored with similar results. A paper was received
from M. Lucien de la Kive, on the conducting power of thallium for electricity.

As this new metal is slightly soluble in water—viz., in the ratio of 1 to 500, its

density had to be determined in naptha, and turns out to be 11*853 ; whence
its conductibility for electricity varies between 5*21 and 5*28 at a temperature
of 12 degrees centigrade (53*6 Fahr.)

MONTHLY NOTES.

THE SUPPOSED NEW ALLOYS OF COPPER FOE CASTING ORDNANCE.

Some time since, it was announced with a good deal of parade, that the

Austrian Government had discovered a new alloy of copper and zinc with iron,

which presented marvellous tenacity. Specimens were obtained direct from
Vienna, for the examination of some of our commissions on armour plates, &c,
and experiments on the alloy were conducted at Woolwich, and the results

given as quite a iupnxa in metallurgy. In fact, the specimens tested, which
consisted of copper, zinc, and about two or three per cent, ot iron, did show
great tenacity.

This was nothing very new to those practically conversint with the casting
and working of brass. There are very few old brass casters who are not
acquainted with a tradition of their trade, that the addition of a sheet of tin

plate, put into the melting pot after brass or gun metal had become fused, results

in the production of an alloy having greatly increased tenacity and hardness.
Gun metal (i.e., copper and tin) in particular, consisting of about twelve per

cent, of tin. with a very little lead, when thus alloyed with iron—for effecting

which the tinned surface of the iron plate presents great facilities—becomes so
tough and rigid that it is turned by the brass worker at the ordinary speed of
his lathe with extreme difficulty; and this very material has been employed,
we are informed, several years since, to form the valves of hydraulic rams, the
constant bard beating of which it is very difficult to obtain any material to

withstand.

The following extracts from a letter, recently published in the Times, shows,
not only that this alloy is old, but that it was only thought new because
so old as to have been forgotten, by the scientific world at least, though never
forgotten by the practical workman:

—

"An account of a peculiar alloy of brass with small quantities of tin and iron

appeared in your columns some time ago ; and there is reason to believe that it

has not been in vain. But this, or a very similar alloy, I find, is secured by a
patent in England, of which the specification is now before me ; it is dated 1860
(No. 278), and at the end the words are as follow:— 'I claim the exclusive
manufacture and use of the metal alloy, or amalgam, produced by the fusion of
copper, zinc, and iron, as hereinbefore described or set forth.' The patentee
does not confine himself to exact proportions of the component metals; but he
states that the alloy is best made of (JOlb. by weight of copper, 381b. 2oz. of
zinc, and lib. 8oz. of iron. Taking 601b. of copper as the standard, the propor-
tion of zinc may be increased, even as far as 441b., and that of iron diminished
to £lb., or increased to 31b.

" Now, Sir, permit me to present you with the following extract from the
specification of a patent granted in 1779 (December 10, No. 124U), to James
Keir, and invite you to compare it with the claim set forth in the specification

of the preceding patent. The title of Keir's invention is ' for a compound
metal capable of being forged when redhot or when cold, more fit for the
making of bolts, nails, and sheathing for ships than any metals heretofore used
or applied for those purposes, and also for various other purposes where other
metals have been used or applied.' The alloy is made by combining together
1001b. by weight of copper, 75 of zinc, and 10 of iron, and its percentage com-
position would be nearly 54 of copper, 40'5 of zinc, and 5*5 of iron.

"There is a remarkable similarity between the old and the new patents, and
a knowledge of this fact will, I am sure, be important to many of our artificers,

who otherwise might be deterred from using the alloy in question."

We apprehend very few brass casters in Great Britain would be deterred by
either of these patents, bad they ever heard of them, from continuing to do what
they had often done before, and had learnt to do from those to whom they had
been apprenticed. However, the information given, removes any doubt on the
matter.

MARINE MEMORANDA.
On the trial of the Poonah, under the command of Captain J. S. Field, she pro-

ceeded direct to Stokes Bay, where she ran the measured mile four times, the
result being as follows :—1st run, 4m. 4s., equal to 14*754 knots per hour, 64
revolutions; 2d run, 4m. 52s., equal to 12-329 knots, 64 revolutions; 3d run,

4m. lis., equal to 14-342 knots, 61 revolutions; 4th run, 4m. 51s., equal to

12-371 knots, 63 revolutions; the true mean of the whole being 13-391 knots
per hour. Pressure of steam, 251b. ; vacuum, 25; weight of coals, water, &c,
on board, 893 tons. She ran on an even keel, the draught of water being 19ft.

llin., both fore and aft. When at full speed the ship made acomplete turn in

8 minutes.

The present fleet of the Atlantic Royal Mail Company is now completely
ready for sea, and in a condition to commence immediate operations, the fourth

of their large paddlewheel steamers the Anglia, commanded by Captain
Nicholas Prowse, having recently made a most successful official trial at the

measured mile in Stokes Bay. Like her sister ship, the Columbia, this vessel

has been materially strengthened and improved since her first build, Messrs
Laird and Sons, of Birkenhead, having executed the work connected with the

hull, while the machinery department was placed in the hands of Messrs

Ravenhill and Salkeld, of London. She ran the measured mile four times with
the following results:—1st run, 4m. 16s., equal to 14-063 knots per hour; 2d
run, 4m. 26s., 13'533 knots ; 3d run, 4m. 22s., 13-740 knots; 4th run, 4m. 16s.,

14*063 knots ; revolutions of engines throughout, 21. This gave a true mean
of 13*742 knots per hour, being about a quarter of a knot faster than the speed
attained by the Columbia a month Bince, although the two vessels are alike in

every respect. During the trial the pressure of steam was 261b., and vacuum
26 inches, force of wind 3. She had about 900 tons weight of coal, water, &c,
on board. The draught of water was 19ft. 8in. forward, and 19ft. 4in. aft.

After leaving the measured mile the Anglia was turned round while at full

speed, completing the circle in 7 minutes 35 seconds.

The Peninsular and Oriental Company's Fleet. — Two of the eight
new vessels by which the Peninsular and Oriental Company's already numerous
and powerful steam fleet is about to be augmented—viz., the Poonah and
the Carnatic, are now completed and ready for sea. The first of these had her
official trial trip the other day, the other will pass through the same ordeal
very shortly. The Rangoon, built by Messrs Samuda, was launched some
time ago ; the Syria, building by Messrs Day & Co., of the Northam Iron-
works, at Southampton, will be ready about September next ; the Golconda,
by the Thames Ironworks Company, at the end of the year; the Delhi, by
Messrs Wigram, in the spring of 1864 ; the Baroda, by Messrs Samuda, in the
summer of 1864; and orders have just been given to the Thames Iron Company
to construct a new paddle steamer which is not yet named. All these vessels
are screws, with the exception of the Syria and the one last mentioned. The
Poonah, which was taken out for her official trial on Saturday, is a magnificent
screw steamer, built and equipped by the Thames Ironworks Company at
Blackball, under the immediate superintendence of Mr J. Robinson, the Penin-
sular and Oriental Company's surveyor, and fitted with engines of 500-horse
power nominal, by Messrs Humphrys and Tennant, of Deptford. All the
latest improvements to insure strength, speed, and the comfort and convenience
of passengers, have been adopted in her construction, and sbe is unquestionably
one of the most beautiful and handsome vessels afloat. The length of the
Poonah is 315ft. ; extreme breadth, 41ft. ; depth of hold, 30ft. ; tonnage,
builders' measurement, 2,596 ; 3,370 tons displacement. She has 609 feet of
section, and 226 feet of fire bar ; and her indicated horse-power is 2,356. She
has a pair of compound engines, on the same principle a3 those of the Mooltan,
but laid horizontally instead of vertically, as in that vessel, and a moment's
glance will convince the most unpractised eye that engines of this character
are well adapted tor ships of. war, they being out of the way of all shot. The
vessel is steered by Mr Humphry's hydraulic steering gear, which has been
found to answer so well in the Mooltan, and among other numerous ingenious
inventions she is fitted with Captain Field's improved compass corrector and
course register.

MISCELLANEOUS.

M. Fremy has communicated to the Academy of Sciences a very important
memoir upon the chemical differences of the various fossil fuels. In this he
has traced, more perfectly than before, the gradual passage of vegetable matter
from wood, stage by stage, to anthracite—passing through turf, lignite, bitu-
minous coal, &c, &c.—and he has shown radical distinctions, in their behaviour
with re-agents, between fossil wood, or xyloi'd lignite, and compact and com-
plete lignite, and that the preservation of organic structure still visible is no
proof of non-alteration of chemical constitution. The latter, he shows, is not
truly gradation, from wood to anthracite, and a mere function of geological
ambiguity, but divisible into several distinct and well-marked stages, accom-
panied by successive chemical changes, and which give the means even of
deciding on the geological relations of the fuel in many cases.

Reduction op Atmospheric Temperature with Increased Elevation.
—The reduction of M. Glaisher's thermometrical observations, made during
his balloon ascents of last year, gives 165 metres of height for a reduction in

temperature of one degree Centigrade, which is 541.2 feet to one degree Cent.,

or 300.66 feet, English, for one degree Fab.

Chinese Cotton.—No fewer than thirteen vessels, of the aggregate tonnage
of 10,000 tons, had left Shanghai for Liverpool with full cargoes of cotton.

The following are the vessels:—The Heroes of Alma, Gorilla, Dorothy, Brier-
ley Hill, Stornoway, Bombay, Radnagore, Spirit of the North, Zealander,
Geelong, Gresham, Oriental, and the Monsoon. The following vessels were
also loading cotton:—The Blackburn, the Southern Cross, the Charlotte, and
the CaUlera. Freight was taken by most of these vessels, varying from i!3 10s
to £3 17s 6d per ton of 50 feet.

Temperature of Water in the Spheroidal statk.—The temperature
of water in the spheroidal state, as assigned to it by Boutigny, was, a year or
two since, thrown into some doubt, by experiments adduced by M. de Luca,
which appeared to point to the couclusion that this temperature did not exceed
80° Cent., and might be as low as 50° Cent. M. Sudre (whose mode of melt-
ing great masses of steel we have recently described) has submitted the ques-
tion to a new examination, by means of the calorimeter, the result of which
is, that water, in passing from the spheroidal state to 0° Cent, parts with 97.4
to 97 units of heat. Without accepting M. de Luca's conclusions, M. Sudre
believes that it must be now held that the specific heat of water in the sphe-
roidal state is double that of its ordinary condition.

New Horse Shoe.—A new form of horse shoe, which requires no nailing

on to the hoof, is stated, in Les Mondes, to have come largely into use in Cali-

fornia. The shoe proper is of the ordinary form, but connected (in some way
not described) with the fore part of it, are two curved Bteel springs, which
stand nearly in line with the outside curved edges of the shoe. These are
spread when the shoe is applied, and when released grip the hoof at both sides,

and, it is said, securely hold on the shoe in work. As" soon as the horse is

released from labour, the shoes are removed, and the hoofs washed, <fcc, to the
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great reliet of the animal, whose hoofs have thus nearly one-balf their whole
time free from restraint. The compression at the heels of these side springs

cannot be as bad as the efforts of growth upon the hoof with a nailed-ou shoe
;

and if these shoes can be made certain to stick fast on in rapid trotting, the

invention is doubtless one of much importance. California, however, it- a long

way off, and, as the Scotch say, "Far off cows have long horns"

—

nous verrons.

Enormous Beds of Lignite.—At the end of the year 1S60, the Government
of the United States sent an expedition to investigate, in Yeragua, a province

of Xew Granada, a line of railway across the isthmus. In the course of the

explorations, Dr Evans—attached to it as geologist—discovered deposits of

lignite of vast extent and great thickness, and of a quality unusually good and
bituminous. The coal is solid, black, and glistening like ordinary coal from

the coal measurers, but in fine powder it is brown. The formations in which it

occurs are tertiary, of the eocene period, corresponding with that of the cal-

caire grossiere of Paris, and abounding in remains of Cardium, Area Cerithium,

Sfatica, Mytilas, &c. The beds have a collective thickness o/73-} feet English,

and six of" them close together have a workable thickness of 30 feet, all ap-

proachable by a single adit. Analyses have been made of the lignite from

three localities, as follows :

—

"Water,

Gases of Distillation,

Carbon,
Ashes,

A. B.

6.00 5.00
48.41 42.60
3S.96 43.40
6.60 9.00

100 100

c.

5.00
41.60

43.40
10.00

100

a, from Chiriqui, sp. gr. 1.316 ; b, Ginia Creek, sp. gr. 1.334 ; c, Blanco River,

sp. gr- 1-341. Microscopic examination proves the coal to have been formed
from cellular plants.

An I5Ipeoved Guide Screw Stock.—A very simple and efficient screw

stock has been recently invented and brought out, by W. Eades & Son, tool

makers of Birmingham. Fig. 1, of the illustrations, represents a plan of the

improved guide screw stock, and fig. 2, is a detailed section

—

a, is the body

Fig. 2.

of the stock, having a screw, b, on one side, over which works a nut, c, a steel

washer, e, being interposed between the nut and the ends of the "two moveable

dies, f f. An adjustable stop pin, d, is screwed with the nut, c, and when it

is brought in contact with the end of the screw, b ; by screwing down the nut

the advance of the nut and dies will be stopped. The chambers for the dies

are cut in the sides of the stock, thereby giving strength and compactness.

By this improved screw stock any quantity of screws can be cut without varia-

tion, and the work is said to be scarcely inferior to that obtained in a screw

cutting lathe. The dies act with full advantage in cutting a true thread from

the commencement to the termination of the operation. They are cut with a

master tap double the depth of the thread, and larger in diameter than the

screw blank. The angle of the screw is 55°, rounded off at the top. The fixed

die acts when cutting as a guide to the inner edges of the moving dies.

Cultivation of Flax.—The manufacture of linen cloth has become a most

important trade of late years, and if the raw material could be had would doubt-

less become vastly more so. In 1850 the number of linen power-looms in the

United Kingdom was 3,670 ; in 1862 they were 14,792—an increase of upwards

of 300 per cent. The question of the growth of flax is of special importance at

the present moment, when we are in so much uncertainty about the growth of

cotton. The import of flax and tow in 1862 is returned at 1,798,351 cwt.

The growth in Ireland in 1861 was estimated at 114,391,2961b., and the growth

fn Scotland in 1857 at 549,5201b., to all which is to be added whatever Eng-
land may produce. Large as the quantity may seem, it leaves but a very small

amount of floating stock. " The fact is " says Mr Baker, the factory inspector,
" we can neither procure from abroad, nor induce our farmers to grow, the raw
material in sufficient quantity." The same complaint is made in the Federal

States of America, where the production has fallen off enormously. It is to

Ireland at present, and eventually to India as well, that the flax-spinners are

looking for a supply of raw material, which, if ever the time arrives, is to render

the flax trade one of comparative importance with cotton. The annual value ot

the linen products in the United Kingdom has been estimated at £11,000,000,

two-thirds of which are represented by the Irish linen trade. But when grain

brings a high price the breadth of crop under flax is diminished; and the

gradual introduction into Ireland of the Scotch and English system of tillage

forming on a large scale operates against an increase of flax cultivation in

Ireland ; for, says Mr Charley, it is essentially the small fanner's crop, sown

by himself, and cleaned, pulled, steeped, and even scutched by his wife and
children. At present the cultivation in Ireland does not appear to advance
materially; in fact, in 1815 there were sown 148,124 acres, and in 1862
150,912 acres. Mr Baker considers that in the economy of this manufacture
there is yet much to be learnt, and a great deal of profit to be obtained which
has never yet been realized, and that there is a vast field open to the manufac-
turers of agricultural machinery for the construction of machines which shall

be at once applicable to general farming purposes and to the scutching of flax.

Securing Wheels to their Axles.—Two simple and neat contrivances
for securing common road wheels to their axles have been recently brought
out by Muntz's Patent Axle Co., Birmingham. They are called respectively,

the "Ball "and " Pliable Plug " axles; the wheels being held in their places
by means of Balls, or by a Pliable Plug, introduced into a chamber formed by
having semicircular annular grooves cut respectively in the arm and the box.
Figs. 1 and 2 represent a transverse and longitudinal section of the ball

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

Fig. 3. Pig. 4.

arrangement. The balls are introduced in the groove after the box or wheel
has been adjusted in its place, on the axle or arm. For this purpose a hole is

drilled in the box, which hole is tapped and closed by a screw plug, A, the
inner end of the screw plug being so shaped as to conform to the transverse

section of the groove. On withdrawing the screw, a, after the wheel is

adjusted in its place, the balls are introduced through the ping hole, which is

then closed by inserting the plug, a, so as to confine the balls and prevent
them from escaping during the rotation of
the box. The pressure of these balls be-

tween the two grooved surfaces of the box
and arm or axle journal, locks the wheel
sufficiently upon the axle. A radial semi-
circular groove is cut in the nave to admit
the box spanner for turning the screw plug,

A, and a linch pin is driven through the
screw head into the nave, to prevent the
screw from working loose. In the "Pliable
Plug" arrangement shown in transverse
section at fig. 3., the balls are replaced by
a pliable plug or pin, b, (shown detailed at
fig. 4.,) which is inserted into the groove
above referred to, through a tangential hole
made through the side of the box; the
pliable nature of the plug or pin enabling it to curve round a portion of the
groove when entered, as is shown in fig. 3. This plug or pin is made of
annealed wire, cased round with vulcanized india rubber, or capped with
leather, yam, or fine cat gut. An enlargement or swelling is formed at c, of
slightly larger diameter than the hole through which it is to be forced, and
consequently it tends to retain the plug or pin in its place when once inserted,

unless it be withdrawn by force. These axles were said to present as neat an
appearance as the Collinge axle, and at a considerably less cost. In the ball

arrangement the friction is greatly reduced by the intervention of the rolling

surfaces of the balls, whilst the plug axle is noiseless in running, and affords

facility for readily taking off and putting on the wheel.

Mr Glaisher's Ninth Balloon Ascent.—One of the principal subjects of
research in the balloon experiments of last year was the determination of the
law of decrease of temperature with increase of elevation. It is a subject to

which very great interest is attached, and to the determination of which a great
deal of labour and research has been devoted, resulting in the adoption of the
theory of a uniform rate of decrease of 1 deg. of Fahrenheit's scale for every
increase of 300 feet. The results from the several ascents last season were
that, when the sky was clear, a decline of 1 deg. took place within 100 feet of
the earth, while at the height of 30,000 feet a space of fully 1.000 feet had to

be passed for a change of 1 deg. of temperature ; and that between these limits

a gradually increasing space was required for a change of temperature to the
same amount, plainly indicating that the theory of a decline ot 1 deg. ot tem-
perature for every 300 feet of elevation must be abandoned. The ascent took
place with Mr Coxwell's large balloon on Tuesday, March 31, from the grounds
of the Crystal Palace. The balloon left the earth at 4h. 16m. p.m., the tem-
perature of the air being 50 deg. At 4b. 25m. we were one mile high, with a
temperature of 33£ deg. ; the second mile was reached at 4h. 35m., with a
temperature of 26 deg. ; the third mile at 4h. 44m., when the temperature was
14 deg. ; and at 3=£ miles high the temperature was 8 deg. A warm current of

air was met with, and the temperature rose to 12 deg. at 4h. 58m. ; at 5h. 2m.
we passed out of this current, and when 4^ miles high the temperature was
just zero of Fahrenheit's scale. In descending, the temperature increased to

11 deg. at about 3 miles high, at 5h. 38m. ; then a cold current was met with,

and it decreased to 7 deg. We soon passed through it, and the temperature
increased to 18£ deg. at two miles high, to 25£ deg. at one mile, and to 42 deg.

on the ground, "which was reached at 6h. 30m. The air was dry before leav-

ing the earth ; it became very dry at heights exceeding two miles, and at

heights exceeding four miles the temperature of the dew point was fully minus
40 deg. The course of the balloon on leaving the earth was from the east, and
continued so till about 4h. 30m,, when it changed, and at about 4h. 45m. the
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Crystal Palace appeared under us ; its course again changed, and we met with

several different currents of air. When oue mile high the deep roar of London

was heard distinctly, and its murmuring noise was heard at greater elevations.

At the heights of three and four miles the view was indeed wonderful,— the

plan-like appearance of London and suburbs, the map like appearance of the

country generally ; then, running the eye down the winding Thames, the

white dill's at Margate, and on to Dover. Brighton was seen and the sea

beyond, and all the coast line was clear up to Yarmouth. The north was obscured

by clouds. Looking under us, and to the south, there were many detached

cumuli clouds resting apparently on the earth, like patches of shinning wool,

and in some places a solitary cloud, thus apparently resting on the earth, sur-

rounded by a clear space for many miles.

New Process for the Preparation of Aluminum, by M. Vincent

Riatti.—A solution of two equivalents of alum, in thrice their weight of water,

is added to another of three equivalents of yellow ferro cyanuret of potassium,

in four times their weight of water, both being nearly boiling. In this case,

these solutions, which, at ordinary temperatures, have but little mutual action,

react with great rapidity, and produce a magma, almost solid, which is a double

cyanuret of aluminum and iron—of the ferro cyanuret of aluminum, mixed

with sulphate of potass, as expressed in the following formula :

—

2 (Al, 0», 3 SO) + KO, S.Os + 24 HO + 3 (KCy, Fe Gy + 3 HO)
= (3 Fe Cy, 2 Al2 , Cy3) + 8.KO, S03 + 8.HO.

And as Fe2 3 replaces, in iron, alum, Als, O3
, so does the sesqui cyanuret of

aluminum, Al» Cy 3 , replace in Prussian blue, the sesqui cyanuret of iron,

Fe2 Cya, producing ferro cyanuret of aluminum = 3 Fe Cy, 2 Al2 Cy3 . As
this salt is completely insoluble in water, there is no difficulty in separating it

from the sulphate of potass which accompanies it. M. Riatti is enabled—by
processes of which, as yet, he has not published any detail—to eliminate from

the salt the protocyanuret of iron, and to obtain a new compound, which he

submits to a high temperature along with charcoal, and from which the alumi-

num, in the state of metal, iB reduced.

Measurement of Heat by the Barometer.— Laplace's formula,

ft = 18393™ log

B
fl + 2

b I 100°

which cannot be worked without logarithms, has been converted by M. Babinet

into another of great simplicity and facility, and which can be employed with-

out logarithms, in

B — b

h = 16000'"
r

II +
- n

i

1000 JB + 6 L

true, within about a foot or so, up to 3000 feet elevation,

the co-efiicient of temperature may be neglected, and

B — b

For small elevations,

h = 16000'*

B
and b = B |1 -

^ 1000

In all these, h = the height of the higher above the lower station ; B = the

height of the barometer, reduced to zero of temperature, above the lower sta-

tion ; T = the temperature of the air at the lower ; t = that of the air at the

higher station ; and b = the height of the barometer at the higher station.-

—

Compte's Rendu., Tom. 53, p. 221.

Explosive Shells.—A very simple and important improvement in the

construction and form of explosive shell has lately been introduced by Mr
Edwin Eastbrook, of New Jersey, U.S. of America. It is applicable either to

spherical or elongated shells, and consists, firstly, in forming the main cavity

of the shell by using a core of the form of a regular, or nearly regular,

polyhedron, so as to leave the cavity with several plane, or nearly plane, faces,

forming angles or corners at the junctions of these planes. By this manner,

the shell is ruptured at each angle, and breaks into as many parts as there are

planes in the walls of the cavity. Another improvement consists in causing

the fuse plug or tube to extend back into the centre of the cavity, thereby

ensuring the firing of the charge at the centre of the shell first. This end of

the plug is made of thinner metal, so that it will collapse and close so soon as

it is acted upon by the explosion of the charge, thus preventing any loss of gas

through the fuse. The subjoined engraving is a transverse section of one form
of this improved shell (which in this case is spherical),

taken through the centre of the fuse plug, showing the

planes of fracture by broken irregular lines from all

the angles of the core. The exterior of the improved
shell, a, is similar to that of an ordinary spherical

shell. The chamber, or interior cavity, is formed by
coring in a manner well known to moulders, but the

form of the core is that of a regular, or nearly regular,

polyhedron, the several faces being represented by b.

The material which has been employed with success

in casting these shells is ordinary grey iron. In the

crystallization of the material under the conditions

presented by this invention, "there are planes of weakness formed, extending

outward from the cavity, as indicated by the irregular lines through the section-

ing, a. These weak places are well known to exist in castings under certain

conditions, but have not been practically realised in explosive shells, as in this

invention. The areas of the plane faces, B, of the cavity being about equal

each to the other, and their arrangement being such that they form nearly

equal angles each with each, the planes of weakness, by yielding to the force

of the explosion, cause the shell to divide itself into fragments of nearly uni-

form size, and corresponding in number to the number of faces of the cavity.
From experiments made, it lias been found that the shell so constructed will

divide itself with great regularit}', so as to ensure a much more destructive
effect than is produced by ordinary shells. The direction of the pressure of
the gases upon the several plane faces, tends to rend the shell along the lines

of fracture desired, irrespective of the difference of the crystallization, and in

this invention the two forces combine to ensure the division in the manner
shown. The crystallization in the planes indicated by the lines shown in the
improved shell is so different from that in other portions of the shell, as to be
plainly visible when the metal is cut open and properly polished. It is pre-
ferred to make the improved fuse-plug, c, of brass, and prolong it into the
centre of the cavity of the shell, and reduce the thickness of the metal at the
inner end, so that it collapses and closes the communication whenever the
powder commences to ignite in the cavity of the shell. By its termination in

the centre of the cavity, it ignites the charge first at that point, and the com-
bustion extends itself from thence in all directions uniformly, there being a
complete stratum or enclosure of unignited powder surrounding the ignited
portion until the whole is on fire. The explosion is for this reason more rapid
and energetic, and also more uniform in its effect on the several faces of the
interior of the shell. By the collapse of the inner end of the fuse-plug at the
commencement of the explosion, no loss of force takes place by the escape of
gas through the fuse hole. This construction of fuse plug has been well tested,
and found that with a shell and fuse-plug made as shown (the fuse-plug being
of brass, and using common gunpowder), the end of the fuse-plug was tightly
closed after the explosion. The general form assumed by the inner end of the
fuse-plug before or at the instant of the division of the shell, is indicated in the
figure. By reason of the several features of this invention, a thicker shell than
that ordinarily used can be made with the certainty of its dividing into frag-

ments of a proper size, and of the projection of the several fragments asunder
with greater force than usual, and with less powder, as the gases are
restrained by the thick shell during the period required to completely ignite

the powder, and thus acts with more intense elastic force on the fragments as
they divide and scatter.

Industry in France: Watches.—It appears that Besancon, in the depart-
ment of the Doules, France, has latterly made enormous strides in the watch
manufacture. The trade was established there in 1796. In 1845 it produced
8693 gold watches and 45,499 silver ones—in all, 54,192, and which paid
106,180f. duty to the State. In 1848 and 1849 there was a sensible decline,

owing to the unsettled state of the country, in consequence of the Revolution
;

but, in every successive year, including 1862, the increase is remarkable. In
1862 Besancon produced 87,966 gold, and 166,511 silver watches; total,

254,477, paying duty to the amount of 320,938f. If the average price of the

gold watches be fixed at the comparatively low figure of lOOf. a piece, and the

silver at 30f., the total value to Besancon of this one branch of industry was in

a single year 13,791, 933f. It appears that, notwithstanding the general stag-

nation of affairs, it has experienced little or no check, and the competition
from Switzerland is diminishing. In 1861 there were 10,105 gold, and 34,694
silver watches from Switzerland. In 1862 there were 8812 gold, and 30,353
silver. Ten years ago they numbered 24,028 gold. Besancon is gradually
becoming the great centre of the watch-making trade in France.

American Ice Crop.—The question of a supply of ice for the coming spring
and summer months is beginning to assume a phase of no little interest and
importance, as the most extraordinary winter that ever visited America is

gradually drawing to its close. If the ice-king goes off without treating us to

another sharp and decisive " cold snap," the good people of New York, and all

who depend upon her for their supplies of ice, will have reason to regret the

extreme gentleness with which he has demeaned himself this season. For, by
all 'calculations, the supply of ice this year will fall far short of the necessities

of the ordinary domestic consumers, to say nothing of the tens of thousands of
foreign ones. One large ice-exporting house in Boston ships to foreign ports

no less than 80,000 tons a year. New York and Boston are the great ice

emporiums for the western world. All the cities, towns, hamlets, and settle-

ments south of these latitudes are kept in ice-water by the indefatigable com-
panies established in these two cities. No less than 400,000 tons of ice are

annually got in for this market, and stored in houses built for the purpose at

Rockland Lake, Hudson River, and other localities. Of this large quantity, it

is strange to say that only 200,000 tons, or one-half of the whole supply, go
over the scales, and into consumption. The other half ia wasted in the process
of dividing the blocks in the ice-stores, in cutting, shaping the blocks, melting,

and other ways. Rockland Lake, in this State, is 200 feet above the level of

the Hudson River, and abounds in fish, but is chiefly valuable for its pure,
clear, and beautiful ice. The village of Rockland Lake is almost entirely

occupied by people employed in the ice cutting business. At the time we
write, it is not impossible that we may yet have some days of severe cold, and,

in such a case, the Rockland villagers will be able, perhaps, to make up for

lost time. If not, then not more then half a crop maybe expected, at least

from this State. The intense cold which produces ice is, as a general thing, a
very rare occurrence so late as this, but in 1861 the Hudson River was closed

by masses of impenetrable ice as late as the 2lst of March. In 1858 the East
River was thoroughly frozen over in March. Pic-nic parties were held with a
good deal of freedom, and music and laughter frequently resounded where now
we see nought but a wild waste of waters. A well-known preacher, of

Brooklyn, has good reason to bear this season in mind, for having, with a party
of friends, gone out on the ice for purposes of amusement, amass became
suddenly divided, and the reverend gentleman, with several of his associates,

was swept out to sea by the power of the current, and in all probability would
have gone to the bottom had it not been for the vigorous exertions of the

boatmen and other citizens of New York.

—

American Paper.
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PRICES CURRENT
OF

CHIEF MATERIALS USED IN STRUCTURES AND MACHINERY.

FOR THE MONTH ENDING APRIL 28, 1863.

{Compiled expressly /or the Practical Mechanic's Journal,)

1st week. 2nd week. 3d week 4th week.

IRON. £ s. d. £ s. r> £ s. d. £ S. D.

Bars, 4c, British, per ton 6 15 700 700700
Nail Rods, 700 700 7 10 07 10

Hoop, 8 10 8 15 8 10 8 15

Sheets 9 10 9 10 9 15 9 10

Pig. No. 1, Wales, 4 3 10 3 10 8 10

Bars, Staffordshire, 7 15 7 15 7 10 7 15

Rails, 5 17 6 6 6 6

Piz, No. 1. Clvde 2 12 6 2 11 2 15 2 11

Swedish in boiid, 10 5 1110 11 10 1110

STEEL.
Swedish, in kess IS 16 15 10 IS

In fagots, 17 10 17 10 17 10 18

Spelter," ingot, 17 10 17 10 17 15 IS

Zixc, sheet, 23 10 23 10 24 10 2 10

COPPER,
Sheathing bolts, pr lb 11 10J 10} 10*

Bottoms 10| 11 1IJ 10*

Old, 009 009 00900 8|
Toagh Cake, per ton, 9'! 92 92 92

Tile, 98 10 98 93 98

TIN.

EnglL-h blocks, per ton, duty free, .. Ill 1110 112 112
Bars in barrels, .. .." .. .. 112 112 113 112
Refined 116 110 117 11G

Banc3, in bond, 115 115 116 115
Straits, ditto 114 113 113 114

TIN PLATES.
Char. IC, per box, 180 190 186186
Coke. 1C 12 6 13 14 14

LEAD.
Endishpig, 20 10 21 21 10 21
Sheet, 21 10 21 10 20 15 21 15
Spanish pig, in bond, 20 20 10 20 10 20 10

TIMBER—pee LOAD.

Teak,.. .. „ 15 15 15 10 15 10
Quebec, red pine 3 15 3 15 3 10 3 10

•• yellow pine, 3 3 10 3 10 3 10
St. John, N.B., vellow, 5 10 5 5 5 10 5 10

Quebec oak, white, 5 10 6 6 5 10
•' Birch. 4 4 3 10 4
" HemeL 5 10 5 15 5 10 6

Elm, 3 10 3 15 3 15 3 10
Dantzicnak, 4 10 4 10 4 10 4 15

Fir, 400 400 400400
Memelfir, 3 10 3 15 4 4
Ri^a, 3 15 3 10 3 10 3 10
Swedish, 2 15 3 2 15 2 10
Deals, per C , 12 feet by 3 by 9 Inches.

Quebec white spruce 15 15 10 15 10 16

St. John, white spruce, 15 10 15 16 10 16 10
Yellow pine per reduced C.

Canada, 1st qaality, 17 10 17 10 18 18
" 2nd do 12 12 10 12 12

Archangel yellow, 14 14 10 14 15 15

St. Petersborgh yellow, 12 10 12 10 12 10 13

Finland, 9 10 9 10 9 9
MemeL 12 13 13 13
Gothenburg, yellow, 10 II 11 10 11 10

white, 9 10 9 10 10 10 10

Geflc yellow 12 11 10 11 11

Soderhamn, 11 11 10 11 10 11 10
ChristianU, per C. 12 ft by 2 by 9 in. ye! 22 22 10 23 23

OILS, PAINTS, & DRYSALTERIES.
Red Lead, 2110 21 10 2110 2110
White Lead, 26 10 27 27 27
Seal, pale, per 2S2 gallons, .. .. 48 004800 48 00 48 00

'• yellow, 43 45 45 45
Sperm, 83 84 84 84 10
Cod, 47 10 47 47 47 10
Sooth Sea, 38 38 39 38 10
Olive, GaUipoli, per tun 58 10 59 60 61
Palm, per tun, 42 10 43 42 10 42
Cocoa-nut 51 10 51 10 52 52 10

Rape pale foreign, 52 52 51 10 52
Linseed, per cwt., 1 18 C 1 19 1 19 1 19 3
Rough Turpentine, per cwt 120 120 130120
En?, ish spirit without ca.-ks, .. .. 3 15 400 400400
Hemp Manilla, 3400 33 00 34 0035 00
Jot*, 22 22 10 22 22 15
HeiopRope, 24 24 10 25 25 10

APPLICATIONS FOR

PROVISIONAL PROTECTION FOR INVENTIONS

UNDER THE PATENT LAW AMENDMENT ACT.

£3T When the city or town is not mentioned, London is to be understood.

lith March, 1863.
Richard Moreland. St Luke's—Extracts of hops.
James Walworth, Bradford—Cleansing and drying grain.
William Boaler, Manchester—Colouring matters.—A com.

16«7i March 1863.

Edward Oliver and George Myers, Rotherhatn—Lowering boats from vessels.
Felix Hoyos, Paris—Stove or fire grate.
T. W. Willett, Charing Cross—Reefing and furling sails.
William Vernon, Nottingham—Railway signals.
G. P. Beley, Liverpool—Discharging projectiles below the water line.
Thomas Powell, Prince's Terrace—Chopping block for butchers.
John Smethurst, Royton—.Ships and vessels.
W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane—Iron and steel—A com.
W. G. EavestafF, Great Russell Street—Pianofortes.

17«A March, 1863.

J. H. Brierley, Aldermanbury, and B. Greenwood, Church Road- Cricketers'
clasp.

J H Brierley, Aldermanbury, and B Greenwood, Church Road—Album belts.
W. H. Atkinson, Cavendish Club—Studs or fastenings.
W. E. Gedge, Wellington Street—Framing pictures.—A com.
W, H. Emett, St. George's Terrace—Lithography.
John Cox, Edinburgh—Swimming baths.
W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane—Cure of diseases of sheep and cattle.—A com.
G. De Laire, Paris—Brown colouring matters.
T. N. Miller, Bishop Stortford—Heating horticultural buildings.

lith March, 1863.
William Symington, Market Harborough—Roasting coffee.
W. C. Wild and J. H. Randel, Birmingham—Manufacture of jewellery.
William Donbavand and David Crichtou, Manchester—Looms.
John Roberts and Robert Naylor, Manchester—Organs and pianofortes.
R. A. Brooman, Fleet Street—Spoons and forks.—A com.
F. Richmond, H. Chandler, and J. G. Richmond, Salford—Washing vegetables.
W. E. Taylor, Enfield—Reeling and beaming yarn.
Henry Kilshaw, Haslingden—Looms for weaving.
Benjamin Wren, Stockton-upon-Tees—Cleansing grain.
Ernest Legris, Bondeville, France—Thrashing flax.

Thomas Oldknow, Nottingham—Jacquards in bobbin net machines.
Frederick Norrington, Tavistock—Girths and knee caps for horse3.
William Lorberg, Bermondsey—Treatment of rags.
Auguste Morel, Brussels—Generating carbonic acid.
J. D. and A P. Welch, Gutter Lane—Bleaching straw.

Wth March, 1863.

George Haseltine, Chancery Lane—Boots and shoes.—A com.
Ellis Lever, Manchester—Coating canvas.
Henry Wilde, Manchester— Steam boilers.

H. O. Haughton, Liverpool—Grain and seeds —A com.
John Saunders and Joseph Piper, Kidderminster—Tin and terne plates.
S. L. Crocker, United States—Metal sheathing nail or spike.
Charles Webster and William Forgie, Nottingnam—Clearing foul chimneys.
G. H. Smith, Ipswich—Sewing machines.

20(A March, 1863.

William Reay, Thropton Hill, Northumberland—Amalgamating minerals.
Richard Couchman, Noble Street—Supporting ladies' parasols, bags, &e.
Andrew Barclay and A. Morton, Kilmarnock—Injecting and ejecting fluids.
John and T. A. Nield, Dukinfield—Core barrels.
R. A. Brooman, Fleet Street—Beating and drying wool.—A com.
Vasconcellos Houghton, Merton Road—Lamps and lamp wicks.
George Wilson, Sheffield—Manufacture of springs.
George Coles, Gresham Street West, and J. A. Jaques and J. A. Fanshawe.

Tottenham—Washing fabrics.

Charles Pryse and David Kirkwood, Birmingham—Fire arms.
John Brigham and R. Bickerton, Berwick-upon-Tweed—Reaping machines.
Fe"dor De Wylde, Trinity Square—Cement from gypsum.

21s! March, 1863.

753. I. M. Evans, Cefn Mawr, and W. T. Griffiths, Merthyr Tydvil-Ventilating
mines.

754. F. and A. Roberts, Gloucester—Agricultural implements.
755. Charles De Groote, Brussels—Lamps and gas burners.
756. G. A. Biddell, Ipswich—Traction engines.
757. Edmund Hartley, John Clegg, and T. and J. Mellodew, Oldham—Looms.
758. J. M. Hetherington, Manchester—Combing cotton.
759. Frank Applegate, Bradford-on-Avon—Indications in railway carriages.
760. Frank Applegate, Bradford-on-Avon—Time indicators.
761. William Clark, Chancery Lane—Obtaining ammonia,—A com.

23d March, 1863.
762. Henry Hancock, High Street, Southwark—Gas.
763. J W. H. and E. J. Rothwell, Ramsbottom—Heating feed water of boilers.
764. William Johnston, Glasgow—Lighting and heating.
765. T. G. Grant, Gosport—Ovens.
766. Julia Eyles, George Street;—Cheffonier bedsteads.
767- William Clark, Chancery Lane— Agricultural apparatus.—A com.

Uth March, 1863.

768. Henry Cook, Sunderland Terrace—Transmitting electric currents and signals.
769. James Reilly and William Martin, Manchester—Lubricating.
770. George Davies, Serle Street—Wrappers or papers for needles.—A com.
771. Samuel Healey, Elizabeth Street:—Manufacture of zinc.

'tTt. Henry Williams, Portmadoc—Dressing slates.

773. A., J. and J. Topham, France—Ornamental twist lace.

774 John Kirkham, Euston Road—Iron and steel.

775. A. J. Cooke, Crown Court, Bow Street—Portable "Hooka" pipes.

698.

699.

700.

701.

702
703.

704.

705.

706.
707.

708
709.

710.

711.

712.

713
714.

715.

716.

717.

718.

719.

720.

721.

722.

723.

724.

725.

726.

727.

728.

729.

730.

731.

732.

733.

734
735.

736.

737.

738.

739.
740.

741.

742.

743.

744.

745.

746.

747.

748.

749.

750.
751.

752.
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776.

777.

778.

779.

780.
781.

784.

785.
786-

787.

788.
789.
790.

791.

792.

793.

794.

795.

796.

797,

798.

799.

800.

801.

802.

803.

804.

805.

806.

807.

809.

810.

811.

812.

813.

814
815.

816.

817.

818
819.

820.

821.
822.

823.

824.

825.

826.

827.

828.

829.

830.

831.
832.

833.

834.
835.

836.

837.
838.

839.

840.

841.

842.

843.
844.

845.
846.

847.
848.

849
850.

851.

852.

853
854.

855.

S56.

857.

85S.

859.
860.

861.

862.

863.

864.

865

25fk March, 1863.

John White, Finchley—Protecting iron and steel of ships.

Michael Phillipps, Dewsall—Metallic rod and wire.

J. Leach and J. Anderson, Ashton-under-Lyne—Preparing and spinning.

J. H. Worrall, Bacup—Producing surfaces in imitation of woods,
George Stuart. Glasgow—Bleaching jute fibre.

Charles Monson, New Haven, United States—Gravitation engine.
Richard Armitage and Charles Senior, HuddersfieId—Stretching fabrics.

J. H. Johnson, Lincoln's Inn Fields—Zinc.—A com.
T. W. Gore, New Whittington—Earthenware, metal, and other pipes.
R. A. Brooman, Fleet Street— Cords, ropes, and cables.—A com.
G. T. Key, Portsmouth—Signals.

26(/i March, 1863.
Louis Christofleau, Paris—Fire arms.
Robert Mushet, Coleford—Steel and iron,

George Cowdery, Llanymynech—Making bricks.
M. L. Parnell, Strand—Locks.
N. R. Hall, Rosherville—Weighing apparatus.
William Johnson, Warwick Square—Pocket books, purses, &c.
Thomas Parkinson and John Wood, Manchester—Embroidery.
William Tod and Robert Paterson, Glasgow—Working drills.

George Davies, Serle Street—Engraving upon metals.—A com.
J. H. Johnson, Lincoln's Inn Fields— 1-'urnaces or fire-places —A com.
John Norton, Bray, Ireland— Projectiles or ignition missiles.
William Blake, Glasgow—Labels for luggage.
Frank Applegate, Bradford-on-Avon—Railway carriage doors.
Edward Easton, Grove, Southwark—Hydraulic apparatus.

27th March, 1863.
John Grantham, Nicholas Lane—Fuel.
W. M. Morgan, Kidderminster—Coating metals.
R A. Brooman, Fleet Street—Scouring wool.—A com.
John Taylor, Parliament Street—Rain water pipes.
William Clark, Chancery Lane—Copping frames.—A com.
J. D. Asquith and George Greenwood, Morley—Rag machines.
John King, Kineton, and T. H. Marshall, Combrooke—Preparing land for seed

t

28th March, 1863.

B. W. Goode, Birmingham—Axle or bearing.
A. H. Perry, Brighton—Railway points, switches, and signals.
Reuben Sims. Leigh—Reaping and mowing machines.
James Leeming and R. S Markindale, Broughton—Carding engines.
Alfred Blouin and D. N. Mercier, Paris—Axletree with linked levers.
William Symons, Hatton Garden—Barometers.
Griffith Thomas, Chichester Villas—Window blinds.
J. Dale, Manchester, and G. Bischof, Swansea—Aniline napthylamine, &c.

30(/i March, 1863.
Joseph Musgrave, Bolton—Steam boilers.
Thomas Barnes, Earl of Dundonald, Queen's Gate, Hyde Park—Treating oils.

Robert Mushet, Coleford—Moulds for casting steel or iron.
Hesketh Hughes, Homerton—Shaping Metal.
James Carver, Nottingham—Lace making machines.
W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane—Colouring matters.—A com.
Wilson Ager, New York, U.S.— Decorticating grain.
James Payne. Kirkcudbright—Fire escapes.

31st March, 1863.

E. T. Hughes, Chancery Lane—Rendering cloth waterproof.—A com.
John Smethurst, Royton—Steam engines and boilers.

A. B. D. Maurand, Paris—Apparatus for bringing the former weights and
measures into those of the present decimal system.

Richard Furnival, Manchester -Platting or braiding machines.
William Forrest and H indie Duckworth, Blackburn—Looms.
A. H. Bell, Dover, and V. F. Bell, Middlesex—Armour plates.
R. A. Brooman, Fleet Street—Telegraph printing apparatus.—A com.
E. O. Coe, Brook Street—Propellers.
Henry Hamer, Kender Street—Tanning.
J. M. Dunlop, Manchester—Ginning cotton-

Is* April, 1863.
J. S Grimshaw, Huncoat—Carding engines.
James Hindle, Sabden, W. F. Calvert, Enfield, and Emmanuel Thornton,

Padiham—Looms for weaving.
Isaac Rowland, Salfonl—Mileage apparatus.
Joseph Bray, Stretford—Omnibuses, railway carriages, &c.
Michael Henry, Fleet Street—Lubricating—A com.
William Clark, Chancery Lane—Preventing fermentation in liquids.—A com.
Walter West, Euston Road—Working railway signals.
William Mitchell, Carlton Hill East—Coating iron.—A com.
G. T. Bousfield, Brixton—Steam boilers.—A com.
E. B. Wilson, Parliament Street—Iron and steel.
Robert Gavin, Edinburgh— Preservation of perishable liquids.

2d April, 186a
W. H. Phillips, Nunhead—Cleaning the bottoms of ships.
J. W. Law and John Inglis, Glasgow- Moulds for casting.
E. F. Clarke, Widemarsh, Holmer—Fastening rails for railways.
D. S Sutherland, Great George Street—Protecting vessels of "war.
John Cassell, La Belle Sauvage Yard— Distillation of oils.
J. J. Potel, St. Quentin, France—Furnaces and fire places.
William Jones, Liverpool—Ships or vessels, and buildings.
G. A. Cox, Lochee—Jute, hemp, flax, &c.
A. P Price, Lincoln's Inn Fields—Refining of metals.
A. B. Seithen, Mansfield Place—Casings for bottles, jars, &c.

Uh April, 1863.
Alexander Stewart, Helensburgh—Saddles.
James Blain, Manchester—Finish of threads and yarns.
J. P. Hanrez, Belgium—Drying coal, grain, &c.
John Silvester, West Bromwich— Guards to pressure gauges.
W. H. Perkin, Seymour Villa—Colouring matters.
W. E. Gedge. Wellington Street—Bolting flour.—A com.
.Tnsiah Ginison, Leicester—Looms for weaving.
A. V. Newton, Chancery Lane—Pressure gauges.—A com.
Peter Spence, Newton Heath—Sulphuric acid.

6th April, 1S63.
F. C. Bakewell, Haverstock Terrace—Wicks for lamps.—A com.
Benjamin Cooper, Frome—Carding engines.
Taylor Burrow, Brighouse, near Normanton—Combing fibrous materials.

807. W. E, Gedge, Wellington Street—Aerial machines,—A com.
868. Michael Henry, Fleet Street—Surgical instruments.—A com.
869. John Railton and Henry Booth, Blackburn— Carding cotton.
870. John Burwin, Keighley—Pickers for looma
871. E T. Hughes, Chancery Lane—Ornamental tips of parasols.—A com.

7th April, 1863.

872. J. Swinburne, Ashford, and J. Stanley, London—Engines and generators.
873. Henry Gilbee, South Street—Dressing silk and woollen fibres.—A com.
874. A. C. Bamlett, Ripon—Reaping and mowing machines.
875. James Macintyre, Burslem—China and earthenware knobs.
876. J. H. Johnson, Lincoln's Inn Fields—Drying grain—A com.
877. J. H. Johnson, Lincoln's Inn Fields—Polishing precious stones.—A com.
878. R. A. Brooman, Fleet Street—Baryta and its derivatives—A com.
879. R. A. Brooman, Fleet Street—Reproducing facsimiles and figures of wood

upon paper.—A com.
880. James Howard, E. T. Bousfield, and John Pinney, Bedford—Steam cultivation.
881. A. V. Newton, Chancery Lane—Projectiles.—A com.

8th April, 1863.

882. G. and W. R. Hill, Bolton—Steam boilers.

883. William Simpson, Liverpool— Insulating the magnetic needle.
884. Joseph Mosheimer, Dolgelly—Crushing metallic ores.

SS5, J. N. Brown, Handsworth—Securing the bearing springs of railway carriages
to the axle boxes.

886. Thomas Gray, Lower Mitcham—Bleaching jute.

887. J. R. Harris, Hawley Road—Propelling vessels.

888. W. E Gedge, Wellington Street—Propelling and navigating.—A com.
889. W. H. Mitchel, Hampstead—Barometers.
890. J. L. Norton, Belle Sauvage Yard—Washing and drying fibres.

891. Arthur Kinder, Cannon Street—Coating or covering lead.

Mh April, 1863.

892. H B. Fox, Liverpool—Dish covers.

893. D. J. Cooke, Manchester—Sizing and colouring yarns and fabrics.

894. T. T. Heath, Liverpool—Material for ceilings of houses.
895. F. J. Risse, Carlisle—Universal haft or handle.
896. George Spencer, Queen's Road—Incrustation in boilers.

897- A. Hett, London, and F. W. Basset, Camberwell—Fouling of ships' bottoms.
898. James Rudley and Duncan M'Coll, St. Helen's—Preventing escape of fumes

from furnaces.
899. R. K Penson, Ferryside—Warming railway carriages.—A com.
900. J. R. Burton, K H. A., Park Square—Cleansing ships' bottoms.
901. George Ferrand, Wooley Bridge—Supplying lubricant to frictional surfaces.

902. A. V. Newton, Chancery Lane—Offensive weapons.—A com.
903. George Low, Newark-on-Trent—Boring rocks.
904. A. V. Newton, Chancery Lane—Stirrups —A com.

10th April, 1863.

905. Gustave Colomb, Switzerland—Factitious wood for veneering.
906. S. A. Couperie, Bordeaux—Metallic slide for four wheeled vehicles.
907- Thomas Baldwin, Bury—Superheating steam.
908. S. Shelmerdine, Stockport, and John Dransfield, Oldham—Printing felt hats.

909. H. R. Spicer, Clements Lane—Cases for preservation of human remains,
910. Robert Smith, Northampton Terrace—Preservation of metal, wood, or stone.
911. John Wightman and Charles Dening, Chard—Horse rakes.
912. Josiah Ginison, Leicester—Screw cutting lathes.

913. H. W. Ripley. Cheltenham—Preparing and printing wool.—A com.
914. Henry Caudwell, Shillingford—Vessels of war.

11th April, 1863.

915. Frederick Versmann, Bury Court—Moulding machines.
916. John Lockwood, Batley—Steam boiler furnaces.

917. Daniel Mylrea, Church, near Accrington—Fire-bars.
918- Walter Samuel, Liverpool—Railway carriages.
919. James Farrar, Halifax—Twisting or doubling yarns.
920. William Clark, Chancery Lane—Separating ores from their gangues.—A com.
921. P. P. Baly, Robert Street—Breakwaters, piers, and sea walls.

922. A. F. Maclure, Glasgow—Looms for weaving figured fabrics.

923. C. A. Collins, Trowbridge—Loading waggons with hay.

138ft April, 1863.

924. John Ramsbottom, Crewe—Rolling and shaping metals.
925. John Gill, Edinburgh—Printing machinery.
926. Alfred Rolfe, Ainwell Street—Propelling carriages.

927. Robert Leggett and Robert Gittus, Mildenhall—Cutting chaff.

928. James Lark, Bankside, Southwark—Artificial fuel and cement.
929. Robert Reeves, Bratton—Liquid manure drills.

930. Robert Newton, Leeds—Straightening fibres of silk waste.
931. Michael Myers, Wigmore Street—Trunks, portmanteaus, and boxes.
932. Thomas Mallinson and Peter Williams, Manchester—Opening, cleaning, and

sharpening cards.

14(/i April, 1863.

933. John Naismith, and Samuel Thornton, Manchester—Carding cotton.
934. George Berry, Bultesland Street—Locks
935. G. T. Smith, East Retford—Metallic window shutters.
936. W. and J. Keats, Street, Somerset—Boots and shoes.

937. John Combe and J. H. Smalpage, Leeds—Winding cops.

938. John Keats and W. S. Clark, Street, Somerset—Sewing machines.
939. Henry Trapnell, Bristol—Vent pegs.

940. R. A Brooman, Fleet Street— Colouring gypseous limestone and sand and
calcareous stones —A com.

941. R. A. Brooman, Fleet Street—Lamps.—A com.
942. John Smith, Edward Street—Furnaces and boilers.

15th April, 1863.

943. James Leach, Cheadle—Washing, mangling, and churning.
944. E. P. Colquhoun and J. P. Ferris, Lawrence Pountney Hill— Fire bars.

945. Thomas Gray, Lower Mitcham—Preparing fibres

946. William Clark, Chancery Lane—Transport of goods.—A com.

DESIGNS FOR ARTICLES OF UTILITY
Registeredfrom 20th March, to 8th April. 1863.

March 26.

April 8,

4546 Alfred Nash, Royston, Herts—" Malt Screen "

4547 R. G. and C. W. Phelps, Birmingham—" Protecting the Twist
on the Stems of Jewellery Pins."
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THE PNEUMATIC DISPATCH.

(Illustrated by Plate 300 )

Few circumstances in the history of invention are more striking to

those who philosophize upon its progress, than the fact, that many of

those inventions which have ultimately produced the most marked and

decisive results in the march of human progress, have been made, tried,

and laid aside, and for a time, been assumed consigned to merited oblivion;

and yet have again, after a time, greater or less, had a resurrection from

the limbo in which they were laid, that has astonished the technical

world by the proof of a vitality and value before unthought of. These

circumstances are well illustrated by the career of the atmospheric

railway of fifteen or twenty years ago, and that of the important

arrangement— the Pneumatic Dispatch, for the transport of all sorts of

burdens—now before us, and of the nature and working of which we

propose giving some account, illustrated by the copper plate of this

month's Journal.

The earliest thought of an atmospheric railway seems to have been

that of Medhurst, a Danish Engineer, about 1810.

In 1S13, Vallance proposed to propel a cylindrical body containing

goods or passengers along the interior of a tube ; and in 1824, Pinkus

suggested the first notion of a tube with a continuous slot, covered by a

long valve, to admit of communication, without leakage, between a

piston within and a carriage without the exhausted tube, through a

coulter that raised and closed again the valve. Between the years

1837-40, a number of inventors seized upon the idea of the propulsion

of railway trains by atmospheric pressure, produced by the exhaustion

of the air from before the advancing piston in a tube. Clegg's patent

"for an improved valve," taken out in 1839, however, gave the first

great stimulus to the actual trial of these forms of locomotive apparatus,

by showing for the first time in a decisive manner, that a long valve

might be constructed in such a way as would enable a piston within the

tube on which the valve was placed, to communicate at one point with

a tram outside the tube, which should be dragged on by the piston

towards the exhausted end, opening the valve as it advanced, and

leaving that closed again behind it.

The method was put to the test of trial at Wormwood Scrubs, near

London ; and from the extreme ingenuity of the long valve, and the

novelty apparent in the whole arrangement, excited a greater amount

of popular interest in all classes, than probably any other single inven-

tion of this century up to that date.

The trial at London was before long succeeded by the more important

one at Dalkey, an extension of the Dublin and Kingstown railway,

which was constructed under the joint direction of Messrs Clegg and

Samuda, the patentees, and of the engineers of that line, the late Mr
James Pirn, secretary of the line, and others, taking an active part in its

promotion. The latter gentleman, who had himself become interested

in the patent, addressed a letter to the Earl of Ripon, the President of

the Board of Trade, in 1842, in which he pointed out with clearness and

force the advantages that this system of propulsion would present over

that by the locomotive upon lines of railway, and having especial

regard to the great system of Irish lines then about being inaugurated.

The result of this, was an able report, had from Professor Barlow of

Woolwich, in conjunction with Sir Fred. Smith, R.E., in which they

arrived at the conclusions—1st, That the principle of atmospheric

propulsion was established, and that the economy of working increases

with the length and diameter of the tubes ; 2d, That the total cost of

works per mile will be much greater than with locomotive engines ; 3d,

That the expense, of working a line on this principle will be less than

that of locomotion where the trains pass frequently, but the reverse

upon lines of small traffic, and hence infrequent trains ; and 4th, That

on the whole they were satisfied on the score of safety, and the absence

of practical difficulties as to crossings, stoppages, &c, &c , &c. This

Report led to much controversy with the chief advocates of the atmos-

pheric system, who now began to entertain notions and to express them
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of not only monopolizing by their method the traction of all future

railways, but the speedy substitution of it in place of the locomotive,

upon all existing lines. The report was in reality an able and

an impartial document, and worthy of the reputation of its author.

He had at once put his finger upon that which was the decisive

mechanical defect in principle of the atmospheric S3'stem as up to that

time proposed—namely, that the requirement of a vacuum of 7 to 12

iuches of mercury or more, to be rapidly produced in a tube with a valve

leaking more or less along its whole length, obliged the employment of

stationary engines of great power, in which steam must be always kept

up ready for use, but which would be only at the intervals of time

required by the traffic called into play ; and that hence the supply of

tractive power used up was not, as in the case of the locomotive, pro-

portionate to the demand, but must be fixed by the maximum possible

demand upon the line.

The leakage of the long valve at the experimental line at Wormwood
was great, as was also that at Dalkey—so great, that with all standing

still, one-third of a vacuum of 12 inches of mercury was lost by leakage

alone in four minutes ; and four-fifths of the lost power, of the entire

power employed, was lost by the leakage of the long valve and joints.

In France, the invention now too began to excite great attention, and

one or two highly ingenious modifications of Clegg's long valve were

proposed. Amongst these was that of M. Hallette, which was exhibited

in action at London, and which closed the long slot in the upper side of

the vacuum tube, by the mutual pressure of two parallel elastic tubes of

leather, filled with compressed air, between which the piston coulter

passed, like a straw passed along between the human lips.

MM. Flachat and Mallet, French engineers of the Ponts et Chausse'e,

reported upon the invention in France, and in a light sufficiently

favourable to insure its adoption upon a steep incline of one of the

Paris and St Germain lines. The patentees, at this period, consulted a

namesake of the last named engineer, Mr Robert Mallet, Mem. Ins. C.E.,

as to possible improvements in the mode of producing the vacuum,

which resulted in his three reports, addressed to Mr James Pim, in

1812, and afterwards printed in Weale's Quarterly Papers, in which he

for the first time announced the method of storing or husbanding the

vacuum, in large vacuum vessels, continuously exhausted by compara-

tively small engines, and drawn upon for power at the intervals required

by the passage of the trains. He also pointed out the method of pro-

ducing the vacuum by the direct condensation of steam in such storage

vessels, and without the use of any air pump, and demonstrated the

superior economy of this method. This last mode of procuring vacuum

for working atmospheric railways (but without vacuum storage) was

sometime afterwards independently patented (in one modification, at

least) by Mr James Nasmyth.

In April, 1845 (to anticipate in order of time) the method of

Mr Mallet, of storing the vacuum, was brought before the Institute of

France by M. Arnollet, and reported on by Arago and others as wholly

new and highly advantageous, and the extent of its economy over the

mode of working, alone employed by Clegg & Samuda, demonstrated

rigidly, by M. Lame, one of the distinguished reporters.

Mr Mallet, whose priority was clearly established, translated M.

Arnollet's Memoirs and this Report, and both will be found in Weale's

Quarterly Papers in English.

The railway system was now, in 1843-45, rapidly rising to its fever-

heat of progress in these countries ;
and the atmospheric system was

forced upon the attention of those in its leading ranks. Mr, afterwards

Sir William Cubitt, employed it upon the Croydon line, as a suitable

one for a great and assumed fair experiment. The Chester and Holy-

head line was coming to completion, and Mr Robert Stephenson was

called upon to examine the working of the atmospheric system on the

Dalkey line, and advise the directors whether it or the locomotive

should be employed thereon. Those who will turn to the elaborate

report, which in April, 1844, he addressed to his directors, will see that

Stephenson went at his task with a full sense of the issues that

depended upon it, and with the expression, at least, of impartiality

.
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He says, "He felt the onerous and difficult nature of the task of

deciding whether a singularly ingenious and meritorious invention was
or was not to be employed on the line." He adds, " That he also felt,

that whatever might be his opinion, favourable or unfavourable, the
final destiny of the invention was not in his hands; and that if it were
really calculated to produce the remarkable results which had been
stated, nothing could stop its universal application to railways ; while,

on the other hand, if not soundly based, he should be incurring a most
serious responsibility in recommending its application," etc.

After a ponderous course of experiments at Dalkey, the engravings
of the indicator cards (of engines and air pumps, etc.) of which, occupy
more than twenty-five quarto copperplates, Stephenson came to these
decisive conclusions :

—

1st, That the atmospheric system is not an economical mode of

transmitting power, and inferior, in this respect, both to locomotives
and stationary engines with ropes.

2d, That it is not calculated, practically, to acquire and maintain
higher velocities than are comprised in the present working of

locomotives.

3d, That it would not, in the majority of instances, produce economy
in the original construction of railways, and, in many instances,

would most materially augment their cost. In his 4th, 5th, and
6th conclusions, he admits some special cases in which "the
atmospheric system would prove the more eligible, or might be
advantageously applied;" And 7th, and lastly, he concludes that

the system is too inflexible for the requisites of traffic on long lines.

AVith much that is here undeniably well founded and true, it does not
admit of concealment, that this report and all other expressions of R.
Stephenson's views upon the subject, were far from impartial. The
prestige of the Stephenson family had its origin and growth from " the

marriage of wheel and rail." The locomotive, though the work of
many minds, was part of the estate of reputation that, rightly or
wrongly, had come to the son from George Stephenson the father, and,

without attaching undue, or indeed any weight to the fact, (made the
most of by Stephenson's opponents at the time,) that he was himself a
partner in the then greatest locomotive engine manufactory in the
world ; it was scarcely to be expected that a man, placed in the posi-

tion which Kobert Stephenson then occupied, could utter an oracle,

wholly impartial and unbiassed, upon a system which proposed no less

than sweeping away the locomotive, and altering the whole railway
system, of which, as it stood, he and his father claimed to be the
creators. It is worthy of remark that Stephenson reports simply upon
what was put before him, he points out with force and accuracy, the
various objections in detail, and to the relative parts of the apparatus
as a whole—but a single suggestion of improvement, an admission even
that many of the important organs of the machine admitted of obvious
amelioration, docs not occur in his report.

His condemnation was, in fact, not that of the principle of atmo-
spheric locomotion at all, but that of the lame and imperfect form of

apparatus in which it was placed before him.
These were the days of the battles of the gauges ; and the leaders of

the engineering world were divided into two hostile camps
;
perhaps

this fact alone, as Stephenson had rejected the atmospheric, would have
been sufficient to have caused Brunei, or some of his school, to try it.

Brunei, however, did not go into the matter without experimenting for

himself. He also visited the Dalkey line, but with a different result

from Stephenson—namely his adoption of the atmospheric upon the
South Devon line. Brunei gave evidence before committee, on the
Croydon, and South Devon, and some other then projected atmospheric
lines, and, without qualification, contradicted Stephenson's views. He
considered that, with frequent trains, it was an economical, safe, and
facile method of locomotion, and that the obtainable speed was much
greater, and more rapidly got up, than was possible with the locomo-
tive.

The leader at this period upon Irish railway engineering was Sir

John MaeNiel, and upon him devolved the decision, whether the system
then eagerly pressed upon the directors of the Cashel—now Great
Southern and Western—Railway, should or should not be employed
upon that line.

Sir John MaeNiel reported against it—wisely, we think—because
involving consequentially and remotely serious, difficulties to the rapid
and wide extension of the railway system to Ireland, then so essential

to its progress, and to the employment of its famine-stricken people. But
we must add, that viewed as a question of practical dynamics, Sir John
MaeNiel appeared mainly to follow the presumed safe lead of Stephen-
son, and did not appear to have ascertained much as to the new system,
for himself, in any way.
The report of Barlow & Smith had neutralised all previously possible

influence in favour of the system, on the part of Government, and it now
seemed as that it must stand or fall upon its own merits, or upon the
interpretation put upon these by rival engineering parties. Its progress
received one great check about this period in the death of the elder

Samuda, who was lamentably scalded to death by the bursting of a
steam pipe in the engine room of a new steamer he was trying down
the Thames, on the part of his firm.

The atmospheric railway, however, had been, or was now being, tried

at Wormwood Scrubs—at Dalkey, which may be viewed as the classic

seat of its origination in practice—at Croydon—at Paris—and in South
Devon.

It may be said, could any invention have had a larger, a more com-
plete, a fairer trial? Yet where are these atmospheric lines now?—not
a trace of any one of them remains. Must we conclude from this that
the system of locomotion by atmospheric pressure, in every form, has
been proved a failure and a mistake,—a thing essentially wrong in

theory and principle, and never to be revived by wise men?
Such is undoubtedly the popular notion, and the opinion that a great

many supposed highly scientific and well informed engineers would not
hesitate at once now to back. As in most cases when large issues are
in question, sweeping opinions are erroneous ; we are certain such a
sweeping conclusion as above is not that which an exact knowledge of
the premises would warrant. Let us briefly point to the distinction.

The atmospheric railways—all of them above named

—

as then con-

structed, were dead failures
; but it was not so much the principle any

where, that was at fault, as the structural vices under which they all

laboured, that insured their final abandonment. Nor probably would
even this have resulted in their destruction, but rather as in other cases
in their gradual and bit by bit improvement in details ; but that these
fragments of lines stood isolated and alone, surrounded by the hostility

of a conflicting system, with the incompatible requirements and condi-
tions of the working of which, they were perpetually brought into fretful

contact in management. They were annoyances, in a word, and it was
easier to get rid of them, than to rid them of their structural evils and
miseries. The grand evil was the unreformed use in all, of Clegg's
speciously ingenious, but thoroughly and ineradicably defective, long
valve. The leakage and loss of effect, the perpetual doctoring, atten-

dance, and repair of this alone, would have been fatal to any system
limited to its use. The choice of other valves, five or six at least

greatly better than Clegg's, was before the public; but the whole ques-
tion was perplexed by patent rights and conflicting interests, and Clegg
and Samuda felt compelled, and were able to hold their defective valve
against all comers, as the only ground of their own monopoly of the
system, until the system itself became mainly through it, worthless.
The railway engineers who tried the system with us, too overwhelmed
with other business to devise and improve, were content to commit de-

tails mainly to the patentee ; the long valve, with its miles of leather-

cased iron flaps of a foot long each, closing upon wax, was unfortunately
alone everywhere employed. More than that, the air pumps constructed
by the patentee's own designs, as at Dalkey, as well as those upon the
Croydon and South Devon lines, were in the highest degree objection-

able, and sinned against nearly every known pneumatic condition of

perfection in such pumps.
The valves were heavy, and slow to open and shut. The air passages

were constricted, the piston movement far too fast, and the power use-

lessly consumed was enormous; while the rapid change of stroke, and
the repercussion of the metallic valves and metal seats, quickly produced
disarrangement and continual repairs. Such defects, due partly to the
ignorance at that period, on the part of English engineers of every class,

of Pneumatics as a science, we might have assumed would have been
rectified in France, where science is better known to practical men.
But these English patterns were followed with apparently not much
more thought, than a blind faith in what had been done here, and with
like bad results.

The atmospheric railway system was unfortunate in its time, and
unfortunate in the degree of practical skill and science with which it

was carried out; and whether inherently bad or good, its failure was
due to these. The admitted improvements upon the methods actually

employed—a better long valve, better means of producing the vacuum,
and the proper mode of proportioning the supply of vacuum power to

the intermittent demand by storeage, were never even tried, before the
whole system was swept away, as recklessly as it had been hastily,

and without due thought attempted. The just and logical conclusion

that follows from the facts then, is this:—That the atmospheric railway
system, in theform and with the arrangements wherein it was tried, was
a failure; but a failure that demonstrated nothing as to whether, in

another form, and with better mechanical arrangements, it might not
have been a complete success.

But while we affirm this to be the limitation to the only logical

conclusion that the premises warrant, we equally affirm, that no im-

provement in detail of apparatus, of the atmospheric railway, as then
alone understood—viz., a comparatively small tube, with a continuous
valve, could ever have done more than to prove that the principle itself

could be made practically and economically available, by pointing to

the changes in the arrangement and mode of working, that should en-

sure these. In a word, the atmospheric railway of Clegg & Samuda,
had this radical, and inherent defect, in common with every such, con-
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sisting of a tube and long valve, and a train external to it. The tube
must be comparatively of a very moderate sectional area—practically
even with a 6 foot gauge—it could not be manageably increased beyoud
24 or 26 inches diameter. This involved the working at a high vacuum—never less than 12 or 15 inches of mercury, and this again involved
enormous loss by leakage. The necessity for an absolutely air tight,

close fitting piston, tearing through miles of pipes with a cross joint at
every three yards, and the establishment of pumping engines of collos-

sal power, to quickly produce and then maintain the high vacuum in the
face of this immense leakage.
Clegg and Samuda were between the forks of this dilemma. With a

small tube and long valve, the system was inherently vicious, on the
score of expense for traction. A large tube with a long valve was im-
practicable for giving motion to an external train ; but any other form
of tube than that requiring a long valve, was outside Clegg's patent,
and in adopting it, his monopoly would have been abandoned. Thus,
the only avenue to success that science pointed to was closed, for fear
of its consequences to financial interests.

Another curious phase in the past history of atmospheric propulsion
requires to be noticed. More than one projector proposed to blow the
piston along the tube by condensing air behind, in place of exhausting
air from before it, suitably modifying the long valve. This was met on
all sides and at once, simply by the dictum, it is impossible. "Air can-
not be blown at all through a tube of any considerable length "— " it

appears to pack up and get wedged in the tube "—" in fact, the matter
is proved, for Papin, the French engineer, actually tried it, and upon a
great scale, and found it impossible to force air out of a tube of a few
hundred feet long, with a perfectly open extremity, by Must cylinders
placed at the other end."

It is scarcely to be believed that upon the strength of such mere
assertion, and upon this obscure statement attributed to Papin, every one,

scientific or practical, was satisfied only twenty years ago—to take for
granted that which is, in reality, a baseless fallacy—one, however,
which all interested in the long valve and 15 inch vacuum, took care
then to regard as sacred.
We have deemed it a suitable preface to the remarks we are about to

make upon the Pneumatic Dispatch to thus have sketched the history of
the rise, progress, and fall of the atmospheric railway system, and to
point out with discrimination, what were really the circumstances that
led to its abandonment, for without this preliminary, nothing is more
probable than that the evil odour, in which the atmospheric railway
was extinguished, might be transferred to the wholly distinct though
correlated system of the Pneumatic Dispatch—and indeed we have
little doubt but that numbers who know little of either beyond the fact
that air in some way, was and is the motive power in both—have at
once set it down, that as one "didn't do "— so neither can the other.
The Pneumatic Dispatch is no doubt a form of atmospheric railway,

but one, toto each, different from those that have previously been tried
and found wanting; and we shall, in the sequel find that it owes its

success (which is no longer a matter of assertion or theory, but of
actual proof upon a large working scale,) in principle, to iis adoption of
just three of the conditions that were ignored or were impossible with
the old atmospheric railway, viz., a very large tube, a very low aerial
working pressure, and propulsion by blowing air as well as by exhaust-
ing it—conjointly or either separately. We shall reserve, however,
further remarks, contrasting the advantages and distinctive character-
istics of the newer system, with the disadvantages of the older, until
after we have described the apparatus itself—to which we now
proceed.

The Pneumatic Dispatch, as its name imports, was originally con-
ceived as a method of carrying letters or dispatches only, and proposed
its arrangements to be on a very small scale. Though bearing still the
same name, it has become in the hands of Mr Rammell, C.E., who may
be viewed as the creator, of the Pneumatic arrangements now in
use at the Euston Terminus of the London and North Western Railway,
—a method of transport applicable upon almost any scale, and to

materials of whatever sort, or even to passengers. The apparatus
actually in use is applied to the transport of the mail bags, as they
arrive by the line of railway, from the Terminus to the District Post
Office in Eversholt Street—distant about 1800 feet.

Almost close to the arrival platform at ihe Euston Terminus, is seen
a small newly finished one-story building with a slender chimney stalk
at one side. This is, as the board above the doorway tells, the present
terminal here, of the Pneumatic Dispatch. Descending two or three
steps, we are in the interior, and find, as shown in the plan, Fig. 3, Plate
No. 300, a small cast iron tunnel, with arched top and nearly flat

bottom, carrying a pair of rails, one at either lower angle, and about 2

feet 9 inches high, by nearly the same greatest width, passing out
through the wall at one side. The rails which are on the floor level

cross it, and at the opposite wall appear to run into a corresponding
tunnel ; this is, however, only a cut cle sac of a few feet in length, as
.seen on the right hand of fig. 3, and its use is merely to afford an air
buffer lo the mail bag carriages when arriving back here from Eversholt

Street office, should their velocity be such as to require it, which is

seldom the case.

In the middle of the floor, upon the rails between these two tunnel
mouths, we observe two or three iron four wheeled waggons, formed in

the shape and way shown in fig. 11, which is an end view and half

transverse section, fig. 12 being a half longitudinal sectional elevation.

These waggons are hollow cradle-like boxes of considerable capacity,

and conform externally to the general form of the tunnel tubes they are

to pass through, but have an absolute clearance all round of more than
an inch between their sides and those of the tubes. The tunnel tubes
are of cast iron in ordinary lengths, put together with leaded spigot and
faucett joints, like common street mains. They pass beneath the yards
of the statioD, and the streets, &c, along the line shown in section in

fig. 1, having gradients no where quite level, and varying from 1 in

100 to as much as 1 in 80. These comprehend three important curves,

two reverse to each other at Euston station, as seen in the plau in fig.

3, of 110 feet radius each, and one at the Post-office at the remote end,

as seen in fig. 2, of only 40 feet radius. This was a local necessity, but
has given an occasion of proving the flexibility with which these

arrangements can adapt themselves, to the sharp turns that must be
encountered by any subways that conform to the streets of cities, and
especially of old ones.

At Eversholt Street terminal there is no apparatus of any sort, except
that in a small building, obliged by local circumstances to be under-
ground, there is found, the open end of the tunnel tube, a pair of rails

coming out of it across a small floor, and a buffer tube opposite as

already described.

The whole of the apparatus by which these carriages that are standing
in the middle before us, are transmitted hence to the Post-office and
brought back thence again to where they stand, whether full or empty,
is here in the building at Euston in which we stand. Of what does it

consist—turning our backs to the carriages we see a large flat round
topped casing, made of boiler plate, about 22J feet wide by about 4 feet

thick, at about 4 feet above the ground level. We observe that both
sides of the casing are traversed by a strong wrought-iron shaft, resting

on plummer blocks and cast iron framing, upon the front of which we
recognise the stirring name of the makers, James Watt & Co., Soho.

This casing is that of The Pneumatic Ejector, seen in plan in fig. 3,

and in enlarged side elevation in fig. 4, and in vertical and horizontal

transverse sections in figs. 5 and 6. This is the instrument by which
air is put in motion either to propel the carriages forward from Euston,
by blowing wind into the tunnel behind them, or e converso, by which
they are drawn back from Eversholt Street terminal, by producing a
partial vacuum in the tunnel, into which the atmosphere at the remote
end entering, drives the carriages on before it. The pneumatic ejector

is a very peculiar form of centrifugal machine, the invention of Mr
Rammell, capable of performing all the functions in the expulsion or

exhaustion of air, to which the ordinary and well-known forms of
revolving fan for producing blast are applicable, but with immense
advantages in principle over those clumsy and noisy instruments, the
reality and economy of which have been now practically demonstrated.
We shall return to it presently. Passing behind the large bulk of this

casing with its air wheel of 21 feet diameter inside, we find a small
high-pressure steam engine, a single cylinder of 15 inches diameter, and
16 inches length of stroke, upon inclined framing, and with its connect-
ing rod taking on to a crank pin and crank, keyed directly on upon the
end of the central shaft of the pneumatic ejector.

Alongside the engine is the boiler, an ordinary cylindrical one, with
internal fire, and giving steam at 40 lbs. pressure to the engine.

This with the arrangements for closing and opening the end of the
tunnel here, after the despatch or on the arrival of the train of carriages,

and those for enabling the ejector either to blow into, or draw out of, this

end of the tunnel, constitute literally the whole apparatus—if we except
the electric telegraph, by which communication between the terminals
is kept up

;
and nothing gives to the mind of the practical engineer a

more certain assurance of the future achievements that await this mode
of transport and locomotion, than the absolute simplicity of its parts,

the paucity of detail, and the silence with which it works when in

action.

A train of mail bags is about to be sent down to the post office, and
the train directly returned, and for our especial information it is delayed

a few moments, while under the escort, and with the running commen-
tary of the inventor, we enter the casing of the pneumatic ejector by a
door at one side, and make ourselves acquainted with its construction.

Within the casing, and well balanced upon its central shaft, which
passes horizontally across from side to side, is a hollow circular disc of

plate iron, seen in sections in the line of the axis in figs. 5 and 6. The
opposite sides of this disc are surfaces of revolution generated by
curves, which are nearly hyperbolas, having a common asymptote at the

axis, and terminating at the periphery, almost in tangents parallel to

the plane of revolution. At either side of the casing at its central part,

there rises up a cast iron air trunk, seen in figs. 5 and 6, and in side

elevation in fig. 4, having an united transverse area more than equal
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that of the tunnel, and whose outer extremities when united can, by
means of the throttle valves and branch pipes shown in figs. 5 (eleva-

tion) and fig. 6 in plan, be placed either in communication with the

open air, or with the interior of the tunnel (at this end) only. These
air trunks terminate at either side of the revolving disc in circular

mouths of about 3 feet in diameter, to which corresponding mouths at

the centre of the disc are adapted, and while the latter is free to revolve,

are made air tight at the circles of contact by means of an ordinary cup
leather. The central shaft is fixed in the disc by radial rib feathers,

and the curved sides of the disc are stiffened and connected by radial

ribs. The width of the space at the periphery, between the sides or

cheeks, is only about 2 inches. The property of the curve which deter-

mines the foim, is such, that a circumferential section of the space
between the cheeks is every distance from the centre the same, and equal

to the area of the central indraught apertures just described. When
rotation is given to the disc, the whole plate of air within it is caused to

revolve with it ; and as in other centrifugal machines, the air is thrown
off or out, all round the periphery with a velocity proportionate to the
deviating force, and its place supplied by other air drawn in at the cen-

tral apertures round the shaft. The air delivered from the periphery is

discharged into the casing, and from this, by the arrangements of pipes

and valves shown, and which are readily understood from figs. 5, 6, 7,

and 8, it can be either blown into the tunnel—along the lateral branch
tube seen extending some distance from the ejector in fig. 3—when the
object is to propel the train before the wind, or the air being, in common
language, sucked out of the tunnel, through the grated aperture and
branch pipe seen in figs. 7 and 8, when the object is to draw the train

back; the wind thus extracted is blown off into the open air by a pas-
sage provided beneath the floor, and on a level with the bottom of the
ejector casing.

Figs. 9 and 10 show the arrangements at the Euston entrance of the

tunnel, by which, after the train has been pushed into the interior, the
end is closed by a light flap door of plate iron, seen in longitudinal sec-

tion, fig. 9, and in front elevation, fig. 10.

This door is balanced and provided with detents, so arranged that it

is opened automatically by the returning train about to debouche from
the tunnel. The wheels in advance of the first carriage run over a pair

of rollers, slightly projecting above the level of the rails, and mounted
on the ends of two long levers, as seen in fig. 9. The roller ends of
these levers are depressed by the weight of the carriage, and these act
on the detents and release the balance weights, which descend a few
inches, and the door flies up and open an instant or two before the train

makes its exit. A large adjustable valve, placed on top of the tunnel,
seen in fig. 9, gives the means, with perfect ease and certainty, of check-
ing the incoming velocity of the train, so that in almost every instance
the carriages come to rest within four or five yards of the same spot,

and of the mouth of the tunnel.

Upon the occasion of our visit, we saw a train run off to Eversholt
Street and return back, in an interval of time that seemed incredibly short.

The curve of 40 feet radius obliges the reduction of speed a little at

that point. Taking this into account, the actual working speed, through
this bended and not favourably graded tube, is that of 520 yards in 6 i

seconds, or nearly 16| miles per hour. This is effected by a velocity of

revolution of the ejector of about 100 to 110 per minute, which pro-
duces an atmospheric pressure of from 3 to 4 inches of water by the
gauge, whether the air be moved in the one direction or the other, which
is equivalent to about "a five ounce gale," as the motive pressure is

technically called by those in charge of the apparatus.
At the present time, about fifteen mails per day are transmitted for-

ward and backward over the whole distance—being the whole traffic

that the London and North Western Railway can supply to the district

Post Office at Eversholt Street.

From what has been stated as to the short time occupied in passing a
train, it will be seen that ihe instrument is greatly more powerful than
the demand here upon it, and that for a very large proportion of the whole
time that steam has to be kept up during the day, the apparatus is

actually idle, waiting for work; but even under this disadvantage, the
consumption of fuel (coke and a little coal) per day, of ten hours, includ-
ing getting up steam, amounts to but 21 bushels, and costs about 6s.,

so that the charge for fuel is even now only about 5d. per double journey.
Arrangements are now in progress, we are informed, for extending

the communication from Euston to the general Post office, and to several
other district stations, when it is expected that the apparatus will be
constantly, or nearly so, at work, and thus the cost of the a?rial haulage
reduced to a minimum, which will then obviously be a very small one.
The most interesting question to the scientific engineer, arising from

this invention, the practical success of which, in a mechanical sense,

does not admit of the smallest doubt, and indeed seems scarcely to admit
of any considerable improvement in its simple and perfect details, is this;

What is the tractive power per ton per mile actually consumed in this

mode of haulage, and what the useful effect? We might proceed upon
the data in our possessiou to calculate this approximately, but we should
not deem it fair, either to the inventor or the invention, to deduce re-

sults from conditions manifestly temporary and highly unfavourable to

bringing out the real powers of the combination.
As regards Mr Rammell's ejector itself, we hope hereafter to return

upon its consideration, as a machine capable of being applied in substi-

tution of the ordinary forms of blast fan, and of centrifugal pumps, to a
great variety of important purposes. Amongst these, one of the most
promising is its employment for colliery and mining ventilation—pur-

poses to which the common fan has been already applied with favour-
able results, by Mr James Nasmyth, at Dukenlield, and at Ebervale,
we believe.

The ejector of Mr Rammell appears to us capable of giving a far higher
duty than any fan previously proposed, and the gauge pressures appear

\/v
to be strictly proportionate to V as the following table, for which we
are indebted to that gentleman, indicates. It has been calculated

from results actually obtained with an ejector 21 feet in diameter:

—

o ,0> Number of Revolutions per minute, and oressure

in Inches of Water.

S 3
.5 u 50

65

60

0.94

70

1.27

80

1.66

90 100 110 120

20 feet 2.11 2.63 3.15 3.74
21 " 73 1.04 1.42 1.85 2 35 2.90 3.51 4.18
22 " 0.83 1.19 162 2 11 2.67 3.29 4.00 4.75
23 " 0.87 1.26 1.71 2.24 2.83 3.48 4.33 5.04
24 " 0.95 1 36 1.86 2.43 3X7 3.73 4.59 5.49
25 " 1.02 1.47 2.00 2.62 332 4.11 4.96 5.90
28 " 1.12 162 2.20 2 88 3.64 4.45 5.44 6.48
27 " 120 1.72 2 35 3.07 3 88 4.79 5.80 691
28 " 1.30 1.87 2.56 3.32 421 5.15 6.29 7.48
29 " 1.37 1.98 2.68 3.52 4.45 5.53 6 65 7 92
39 " 1.47 2.12 2.89 3.77 4-77 5.92 7.13 8.49

It will thus have been seen that the Pneumatic Dispatch differs from the

older form of atmospheric railway in the following, amongst other points.

Movement is procured in both directions, from a single point or station

of motive power. For the air-pump, and a vacuum of 15 to 20 feet of
water, is substituted an aeromotive machine of continuous rotation,

giving a high duty, and always nearly the same, and a plus or minus
motive pressure of 4 to 5 inches of water. This, and a large surface ex-

posed to so moderate a pressure, makes leakage at the train, (which
needs no special piston,) a matter almost of indifference, and the long
valve leakage no longer exists.

In one point alone the system is, though not to the full extent,

amenable to the objection to which the old atmospheric was exposed—
viz., where, as at the present moment at Euston Square, the demand for

traction is only intermittent, a large proportion of the fuel consumed in

keeping up steam goes to waste.

This objection was move weighty against the air pump vacuum
system, than it is, costeris paribus, against the Pneumatic Dispatch, be-

cause a considerable period of useless time was consumed in that, before

each train could pass, in procuring tlie vacuum, whereas in Mr Rammell's
arrangement, motion of the train commences (either way), the instant

after the ejector is set in motion.

Still we entertain a strong conviction ourselves, that in every case
where there must be considerable fluctuations in the amount of traffic

—

and hence an intermittent demand for tractive power, the utmost
economy of this system (as in that of the older one) will be obtained only
by the system of storage of power.

If, for example, an engine of 30 horse actual power is required to

work the ejector—for 5 minutes once in each hour—leaving steam up
and boiler and engine idle for the other 55 minutes, the best economy
in duty will be to employ an engine of say one-tenth of the power, aud
keep it constantly at work, pumping air at high pressure into a large

boiler plate vessel placed underground, and to work an air engine with
this compressed air of a size capable of giving out 30 horse-power for

the 5 minutes required ; the small steam engine constantly keeping up
the storage of power. Or, in some places, it would be more con-

venient to employ the small engine to pump up water, and at the moment
and for the short time required, turn this in upon a water wheel of the
full power needed for the ejector.

We are informed that arrangements are in contemplation for applying
this system to the transport of coals to certain districts where railways
are inapplicable on the score of expense. For this purpose it will pro-

bably prove extremely applicable, and in such a case the water wheel
arrangement might prove the most convenient.

The idea of a Pneumatic Dispatch is not a quite new one ; it appears
to have impressed itself more or less clearly on many minds, and the
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priority of distinct publication is claimed by our neighbours the French
for one of their own countrymen.
The Abbe Moigno, in his well conducted Journal, Les Mondes (26th

March. 1863). cites his mention iu his own work on Electro Telegraphy,
of the idea having been not only promulgated but tried by M. Ador, in

the Pare de Monceau, prior to 1852. In 1854, M. Galy Cazelat patented
apparently the same thing, and that patent appears to he identical with
the patent obtained in England in 1854, by Mr L. Clarke, for the transfer

of small packets made into a cartridge and sucked through tubes by a

high vacuum, first known in this country as the Pneumatic Dispatch,
and at this moment actually in use in the city of London.

This arrangement, ingenious as it may be, is of extremely limited

application, and the expenditure of power and capital for the work done
must be something fearful—though we do not mean at all to infer that

it is not, under its peculiar circumstances, a well applied scheme. Mr
Rammell's arrangements are the subject of several patents ranging from
1S57 to 1S60, and, as we have seen, are not only entirely distinct from
these small tube plans, but greatly better and of wider applicability and
expansion.
The Pneumatic Dispatch Company operates, we are informed, under

the patents both of Mr L. Clarke and of Mr Rammell, the latter gentle-
man being its acting engineer.

The Company's Act, dates from August, 1859, and confers various
powers, amongst which are those enabling it to open streets and high-
ways, &c, for the purpose of laying its tubes or tunnels.

—

Ed.

THE FORMS OF RIFLE GROOVES FOR CANNON.
Ax important document has recently been presented to the House of
Commons, and is now in print before the world, namely—" The Report
of the Ordnance Select Committee on Systems of Rifling for Small
Arms," which gives a greater amount of experimental information as to
the relative merits of four of the salient forms of rifles before the public,
viz :—The Enfield, Whitworth, Westly Richards, and Lancaster—than
had ever previously been collected. 1 he report is almost purely a reci-

tation offacts experimentally ascertained, and of dry deductions statis-

tically taken from them, as to the better and best, of the arms tried
;

but although it nowhere ventures to deal with any general principle or
principles indeed at all, yet this report contrasts very forcibly and fav-
ourably in the ampleness, order, clearness, and general conclusiveness of
its details, with many former documents coming from " Ordnance Select
Committees." A good deal of this is probably attributable to individual
science and zeal of its President, General A. St. George, C.B., R.A., and
of its accomplished Secretary, Colonel Lefroy, R.A., F.R.S.
The report comprises 86 "folio pages of blue book size, of which about

46 pp. are occupied by numerical tables.

We do not propose to attempt any systematic analysis, but may state
that the upshot establishes beyond further contradiction, the general
superiority of the Lancaster oval bore rifle, as a military weapon, over
all the others competing with it, and goes so far as in fact to recommend
the substitution of it as the general weapon of British Infantry, in place
of the Government Enfield pattern. The report suggests the probability
that advantage might be found in arming a few men in a battalion with
the small bore Whitworth, for exceptional, or tour de force shootin"-,
as great distances at field artillery ; though apparently without any very
strong conviction of the value of the suggestion ; and it deems Westly
Richards' breech loading rifle worthy of trial, if not of adoption, as a
weapon for cavalry.

The triumph of the Lancaster, however, is complete

—

"Having, then," the report states, " carefully weighed and considered
the relative advantages of the Enfield and Lancaster systems applied to
large calibers, and adapted to one and the same ammunition, viz.,

—

bullet, 530 grains ; diameter, 55,—wood plug
;
powder, 2| drachms,

J2
;
cartridge, service ; lubrication, pure wax,—the committee are led

to the following opinion :—1st. As regards precision when clean, the
Lancaster rifle has the advantage. 2d. As regards precision when foul,

the Lancaster has a decided advantage. 3d. As regards non-tendency
to accumulate fouling, the Lancaster is considerably superior. 4th. As
regards simplicity of management, the Lancaster has the advantage, a
smooth barrel being more easily cleaned than a grooved barrel. 5th.
As regards penetration. About equal (average penetration at 30 yards
in ^-inch elm boards placed half an inch apart.) Lancaster, 12-00; En-
field D, 11-40. 6th. Rapidity of fire, equal. 7th. Total weight of arm
the same ; weight of barrel the same as the D Enfield.

Enfield D.
Feet.

1,2486

Lancaster.

Feet.
'8th. Initial velocity, arms being clean, 1,234-9

With foul arms. After firing 1, '-20 rounds
the initial velocity was 1,211 8

"9th. As to flatness of trajectory, the Lancaster has the advantage.
10th. Cost of manufacture, about equal."
The goodness of shooting or " figure of merit" is estimated by measur-

ing the distance of each shot from the central hit on the target, and tak-

ing an average from the total. The lovmess, therefore, of this average,
shows the closeness of the shooting. The following results, from the
shooting-tables in the Report, show the sort of practical evidence on
which tbe Committee has decided Mr Lancaster's superiority.

Summary op Tables, Nos. 54, 55, 62, 63, 64.

Pure Wax (Selected lubricant.)

yds. yds. yds. yds. yds.

Range, 300 ... 600 ... S00 ... 1,000 ... 1,200

Whitworth, s. b., 6-76 ... 8'49 ... 19-49 ... 3456 ... 6642
Enfield, s. b., 533 ... 10'46 ... 21-14 ... 30'69 ... 5286
Lancaster, s. n., 4-20 ... 6-08 ... 1220 ... 22/52 ... 44-80

Summary of Tables 44 to 48. Clean Arms.
yds. yds. yds. yds. yds.

Range, 300 ... 500 ... 800 ... 1,000 ... 1,200

Whitworth, s. b., 3\S9 ... 7 39 ... 17-"l8 ... 26-'o4 ... 4969
Enfield D, 1020 ... 17-04 ... 2896 ... 43'66 ... 81-10

Lancaster, l. b., 1006 ... 17'5S ... 28'35 ... 43-61 ... 05-09

Summary op Tables 49 to 53. Grease and Wax.
yds. yds. yds. yds. yds.

Range 300 ... 500 ... 800 ... 1,000 ... 1,200

Whitworth, s. u., ... ... 4-17 . . 8'69 . . 1610 . . 31-68 . . 46.06

Eufield, s. b., ... 5 69 . . 1105 . . 20-04 . . 37-22 . . 40.10
Lancaster, s. b. ... 4-48 . . 8.80 . . 19-04 . . 32-04 . 43.56

1,157

Showing the effects of fouling loss, 231 91-3

After the first 1 00 rounds, the Lancaster beats every other form tried'

whether with or without lubricant, and with whatever sort of lubricant.

Magna est Veritas et prevalebit is a maxim remarkably slow in being
verified in public departments often. Here, however, at last, that which
was affirmed by impartial men years ago, which was echoed by those,

who had felt how their own lives—perhaps our momentary tenure of

India, in the mutiny—had hung upon the good service done by the few
Lancasters there with our troops, which had been silently but steadily

protested always, by the corps of Royal Engineers, in preserving for

their own men the use of this weapon as the very best, all conditions

being taken into account ; has finally been solemnly and judicially

affirmed.

We have ourselves always held the best opinion of the oval bore,

and have never hesitated to express it. Our opinion derived from

a priori consideration mainly, has always extended to considering the

oval bore not only the best for military small arms, but the best for

artillery, and we expect yet to see this proposition as fully admitted

officially as the preceding one. Let us consider whether the conclu-

sions drawn from the facts of this report, as to small arms, do not offer

some data upon which we may advance our opinions with certitude, as

to the best form of bore for rifled great guns also
;
what is true in the

small is not always true in the large, but some things are equally true

upon whatever scale. We shall find this to be so as respects the oval

bore.

But to look at this a little more systematically, let us consider from
the stance of principle what are the conditions that must be fulfilled more
or less completely in any rifled cannon in order that it shall approach
perfection as respects the form of the bore.

In its perfectly general form the problem is wholly indeterminate. We
must assume some given relations of caliber, weight of shot, initial

velocity, and velocity of rotation, i.e., length of gun and obliquity of the

grooves or twist. Again the question for any practical result would
become different as we assume the gun or the shot made of materials

more or less brittle or tough. In fact, however, every metal harder than

copper or gun metal (if not even below these,) breaks as a brittle body

when exposed to a sufficient impulsive force with velocity such as that

generated by gunpowder, say 1200 to 1600 feet per second, so that we
may disencumber the question of all molecular considerations, and

assume that the wear and tear both of shot and of gun, whether of cast

iroD, wrought iron, or even of steel, will be by crumbling or abrading

away. Lastly, we must free the question of all special conditions in-

troduced into the structure either of shot or of gun, to adapt either or

both to a particular system, such as a breech loader, which, on the

Armstrong principle, necessitates a lead coated shot, and no other.

Let us assume a " running shot," such as alone can be fit for military

purposes, viz., one of a form easily made, easily and safely carried,

easily introduced to the gun, and easily rammed home.

Then it appears to us that the conditions which are of primary import,

in the form of tranverse section, and generally of surface contour of con-

tact, between shot and gun, are embraced iu the following points.
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As respects the shot. 1. It must rest, when rammed home, central

and homoaxial in the gun, and must not tend to deviate from such, in its

flight out of the gun. 2. It must have an efficient hold on the gun, so

that it shall not strip by resistance to the rotation given by the twist.

3. It must not alter its shape, nor tend in any other way derivable from
its form or nature, to wedge or stick fast in the gun. 4. It must not
plane away the gun needlessly, nor widen nor deepen the grooves. 5.

It must have a minimum resistance due to producing the rotation. 6.

There must be no "ballotage" due to the partial bearing of the shot

against the twist ; as we assume an elongated shot loiihout free

windage all round, there can be no ballotage, except from this cause.

7. All projections or irregularities of external form of the shot to effect

those ends, must be the least possible, and must be symmetric round the
axis, that deviation in flight by aerial resistance may be a minimum.
As respects the gun, the rifling must be such as— 1, shall

weaken the gun (in the sense of resistance to bursting,) the least

possible. 2. That shall communicate rotation with the least pos-

sible distress to the gun, either longitudinal or circumferential. 3. It

must effectually grasp the shot and not tend to alter its form at the

points of contact, unless by the amount of inevitable abrasion, i.e., it

must produce a minimum mutual friction and wear. 4. The forms of

the twist, i.e., of landes, grooves, ribs, or whatever else may be minis-
trative to rotation, must bo such, that they shall not be deflagrated nor
blown away by the flash of the explosion, in the neighbourhood of the
charge. 5. The forms of the twist must be such as shall tend to foul

up as slowly as possible by the lodgment of the solid material, deve-
loped by the explosion. 6. The forms must be such as shall admit of

being easily cleansed by washing or otherwise.

To all this may be added, not as essential, but as highly desirable

adjuncts, that the grooves or twist, however got, shall not be very fine

or delicate, or require great care and skilfulness in service, and if need
be, shall admit of the gun being fired with common round shot, or with
grape or canister.

Some of the conditions that we have thus recapitulated, (and we do
not by any means wish it to be understood that we have omitted none,)
though not common to both, are mutually related in the shot and the
gun, so that whatever tends to improve one, will be found of advantage
to the other.

Amongst these conditions there are two or three, of paramount import-
ance, and at present we shall limit ourselves to a few remarks on these, to

aid in which we shall refer to figs. Nos. 1 to 10 inclusive, being transverse
sections of that number of the best known and most important rifled

cannon prepared in this country, and those upon which a series of ex-

periments were lately performed at Woolwich, having in view the
determination of which form required the greatest force of torsion

applied to a steel plug exactly fitting, before destruction either of the
barrel, or of the plug, or of both ensued.

First, then, the form must be such as shall weaken the gun, the least

possible. Now it does not admit of dispute, that that nature of grooving
will most weaken the gun which, with a given minimum of caliber, cuts

most deeply in the direction of the radius, into the substance of the gun
—in other words, that rifled gun will in this respect be the worst, that

presents the greatest difference between its minimum and maximum
calibers ; and this evil property will be presented in its worst case,

where this difference in minimum and maximum calibers, changes
suddenly at points round the interior of the chase.

If now we look over the ten forms before us, we shall find that the
one which in this aspect weakens the gun to the greatest possible extent
is Whitworth's hexagon bore, No. 5 ; and on the contrary, the one
which amongst them weakens it the least is Lancaster's oval bore, No. 1.

In the latter, the difference of caliber (max. and min.) is only as 6.88 to

6 32, and ma}' be less; while in the former, the difference can never be
less than that between the large and small diameter of a hexagon, or, as
2 r : 2 (eosin. 30°). Or as 2 : 1.73.

Again, in the Whitworth form, this change of caliber is sudden, it

occurs along a single line. In the oval bore it is as gradual as the
passage from the minor to the major axis round the ellipse. It would
require more space than we can here spare to show all the evil conse-
quences to the strength of the gun, that result from such sudden change
of caliber ; some of these depend upon the thickness of the chase at

these angles by which the metal is here inordinately strained
;

partly
upon the entirely uns3fmmetrical form of the wave of impulse that is

transmitted into the expanded gun at the moment of discharge, and uu-
symmetrically delivered back by its resilience

; and partly upon the
peculiar molecular weakness induced in all crystalline solids by sharp
angles or "nicking," the nature of which was developed for the first

time by Mr Mallet, in his work on Artillery.

The grasp of the gun upon the shot, it will be seen on examining the
ten forms, depends, on one or on both, of two elements. It may be
obtained by the contact only of surfaces between the gun and shot,
whose twisted planes all are found radial, or approximately so, to the
axis, as in all the ten forms except Nos. 1, 2, and 5; or it may be ob-
tained by the contact of twisted planes tangential or nearly so to the

circle of caliber, as in No. 2 and 5, both Whitworth forms in effect ; and

to this class the oval bore approaches.

Now with a grasp limited to radial planes, the surfaces of contact

must be very small, because to increase them is to cut directly into the

substance of the gun, and to add resisting projections right out from

the shot; and hence in such forms it inevitably follows that the grasp is

bad. This is seen in perfection in the forms Nos. 4, 6, 7, 8, 9. It is

also seen in Nos. 3 and 10, where the evil is sought to be palliated by

increasing the number of the shallow grooves at the expense of the

breadth of the landes, as in the Armstrong shunt guns, one of the

largest examples of which, the 13-inch gun recently landed at Shoebury.

ness, has no less than ten shallow grooves around its circle, and landes

that seem wholly inadequate, to withstand for many rounds the heavy
scrape of an elongated shot of such an enormous weight.

But the wear and tear by the passage of the shot, depends upon the

pressure upon the unit of surface of contact, in the grooves that confer

the rotation ; in proportion as this surface is less, with a given weight

of shot and given initial velocity, will the wear and tear be greater. In

this respect, therefore, all the forms shown are inferior to Nos. 2 and 5

—the polygonals or Whitworth's,— and in the highest degree inferior to

No. 1, Laucasters, where the surfaces effective in conferring rotation

approach to equality with one-half the circumference of the bore.

One more property only we can now consider, viz., the tendency to

fouling and to deflagration, or blowing or burning away, by the flash.

Both of these are influenced to a great degree by like conditions.

When the charge is exploded, the blast—the impulse
_
of the aerial

particles, is forward from its place in the line of the axis. The solid

particles developed by the sudden chemical change of elements, and

chiefly, the sulphate of potass, certain croconates, and unburnt charcoal,

are driven forward in the same direction.

Now it is both obvious and certain, that the total amouDt of these

solid bodies caught and arrested by an unit of surface upon the twists

of the grooves, &c, with a given amount of turn, will be greater in pro-

portion as the opposing surface presents itself more perpendicularly to the

blast of the powder

—

i.e., in proportion as any part of the surfaces of

twist present themselves more nearly square to the axis of the piece,

will the tendency to foul be greater, and the tendency also greater to

their being deflagrated and blown away.

But, it is capable of easy demonstration, on principles of solid geo-

metry, that with a given caliber and given amount of twist— e.g., half a

turn in 10 feet', one turn in 10 feet, &c, the helicoid surface, which is

all radial, will at every point make a greater angle with a line, meeting

it parallel to the axis, than if the surface be inclined to the radius. For

example, if in a Whitworth gun a twisted diametral plane be imagined

passing down the gun, and connecting two opposite angles of the hexa-

gonal bore at any print, such a helicoidal surface will make a

larger angle with a line parallel to the axis, than will any point along

any one of the six twisted sides of the hexagonal bore.

Thus, then, Lancaster's oval bore first, (because it is absolutely free

from all corners or opposing surfaces), and Whitworth's next, are of all

the 10 forms those that must foul most slowly, and wear most slowly,

by the blast of the powder ; while those that for the preceding reasons,

as well as from the sharp angularity of the exposed edges, shall both

foul most and wear away from all causes fastest, are those of which the

numbers 7 and 8 present the exaggerated examples.

We must, however, defer to a future opportunity a more complete

treatment of the other heads of this interesting and important subject.

Meanwhile, we cannot close without some remarks upon the experi-

ments to which we have alluded, and to which the 10 figures of forms

we have employed to illustrate our remarks refer.

TADIX OF EXPERIMENTS OH CAST IRON RTFT.E SOCKETS.

No. Of
Diagram.

9

10

Name.

Mr Lancaster's

Experimental,

Sir W. Armstrong's

Commander Scott's,

Mr Whitworth's, ...

Commander Scott's,

Experimental,

Mr L. Thomas'
Commander Scott's,

Sir W. Armstrong's.

Nature of Rifting.

Oval
Decagon
3-Grooved Shunt
( 3 Grooves in Socket, )

< but only 2 ribs on >

( Hug, )
Hexagon,
(2 Grooves opposite 1

( to each other, f
(2 Grooves opposite (

j to each other,— f

3 Kibs,

3 Grooves,
10-Grooved Shunt,

Breaking, weigh
in Tons.

7.02

23.28
25.65

27.95

28.07

29.00

29.18

35.09
35.30
46.56
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The above table gives the results as to resistance obtained by twisting

in a rifled socket of each form, and all of equal diameter, and of cast

Fig. 3.

^i§P*
Fig. 4.

Fig. 5.

Fig. 7. Fig. 8.

^ ;

iron, a rifled plug exactly fitting it, and also, as we are informed, of

cast iron, until one or the other broke.

The rotative strains are given in tons at the circumference, whether
the max. or rnin., or mean circumference, is not stated, but we presume

the maximum is meant. The result of these wrenching experiments
performed by the slowly applied statical pressure of the proving
machine, is as will be seen above, that Lancaster's oval bore was burst
by the twisting round of its eccentric plug in it, by the least force ne-
cessary to destroy any of the 10 forms, and that Armstrong's 10 grooved
shunt form stood the greatest torsional strain before it gave way, or
rather before the plug itselfgave way, which it did at 46'J tons, or more
than six times the strain that ripped open, or distorted from an oval to a
circle the Lancaster. To us, we confess, it does not appear very evident,
what exact question clearly comprehended beforehand, was intended to

be put to nature by those experiments. Nor have we learned what con-
clusions of a practical or other character have been drawn from them.
We must presume, however, that they are supposed in some way to

represent the relative merits, of the different systems of rifling

experimented on ; and as we are informed that Mr Lancaster has
been invited by the War Department to himself consider the results,

and make his remarks, we must also suppose that the very unfavour-
able position in which he stands in the preceding table, is held to con-
vey some sort of experimental condemnation to his oval bore, as com-
pared with all others, and e converso to extol the 10 grooved shunt gun
of Sir William Armstrong as standing at the opposite extreme of the list.

Now, to us, we confess, these experiments prove nothing whatever, as
respects rifle guns of any sort. They simply prove two things, viz.,

—

That all the forms tried to be wrenched open, are reducible to two
classes— 1st. Those that are in fact engaged ratchets, such as Nos. 3,

4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, and which, if broken at all, must be so, by the stripping
off of the teeth of the ratchet or of its counterpart (or the ribs of the
shot or plug crumbling, by shearing partially away,) and then the
socket becoming burst by the wedging in between it and the plug, of the
debris. 2d. Those that are in the mechanical action between the socket
and the plug, reducible to cams, directly tending to burst their envelope.

This applies to Nos. 1, 2, and 5, and in a very minor and limited degree
to Nos. 3 and 10, in which the edge of the ribs and grooves are slightly

inclined to the radius of the twisting axis-

In the former class, the resistance will be (all the diameters and ma-
terials being assumed the same) proportionate to the depthoi the groove
or ratchet, and to the number of grooves.

Thus, Nos. 6 and 7 give almost identical results, and Nos. 8 and 9

respectively the same, and No. 3 yields, with about § the latter strain,

because with the same number of grooves these are but about § the
depth ; the result, as in the comparison that might otherwise have
been made between No. 3 and No. 10, being perturbed by the inclined

edge of the ribs and grooves.

In the second class of cams, the splitting tendency depends upon the

angle that the opposing faces make at the point of greatest pressure,

with the radius through that point ; and the splitting force is greater

for a given force of torsion, in proportion as the former is such, that the

divergence from the centre of the opposing points of pressure at the

groove, &c, is least, for a given amount of angular motion in torsion—in

fact in proportion as the cam is more powerful. Now, it is quite plain

that this splitting power of cam is greatest in the case of Lancaster's

oval bore, which is here nothing more than an elliptic cam fitted into an
elliptic socket. No clearer proof of this can be afforded than by com-
paring the results of No. 2 and No. 5. The two additional sides have
increased the power of the cam ; and had there been 20 sides in place of

10 (Xo. 2,) the splitting would have been still easier; and as it is so, it

is perhaps fortunate that the multiplied small shallow angular grooves,

of some of the Armstrong field guns, were not submitted to trial, as they
would have given a very low result indeed.

But let us now ask what does this prove, pro or con, as to the goodness
or badness of one or other of these forms when applied to rifled guns,
and opposed to impulsive forces, and under all the varied conditions to

which we have referred? AVe do not hesitate to say, nothing whatever,
and that any attempt to deduce from these results such a conclusion as

that in any one respect No. 10 is the best, and No. 1 is the worst form
of rifled gun, would be an utter delusion.

To go no further, who ever heard of such a thing as a rifled gun of

any sort, being split up by the effort of the powder to make the shot ro-

tate? Some shot have stripped in firing, but here the shot (the plug)
has always split the gun.
The truth is, any enquiry as to resistance to twisting strains on the

gun due to the making of the shot rotate, is needless, even if it were
made in a way to ensure an answer to this question, asked experimentally

of nature ; and for this simple reason, the work done on the shot to pro-

duce its rotation, is almost nothing, in comparison with the direct work
of propulsion lodged in it by the powder. This may be illustrated easily

by an example. Let us take an 8 inch rifled gun, throwing a shot of

1101b weight, and with an initial velocity of say 1200 feet per second,

and the twist -J a turn in 10 feet, the length of the gun. The propulsive

work in the shot is

—

M v 2

W = = 2475000 foot pounds.

1g.
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The rotative work impressed upon it is—

= 3327 foot pounds.W =
r

2>J-

V T being the velocity of rotation, at the centre of gyration of the shot.

As we may without much error assume the shot to be cylindrical

—

is the distance of this centre from the axis of rotation, the semi-caliber

being = R.

Thus it appears that in the example taken, the strain upon the gun in

giving direct flight to the projectile is 744 times as much as that upon

the grooves to produce rotation ; and not even this much, because they

act at the caliber in place of at the centre of gyration, and with a mo-

ment less in the ratio of

R.

V-
The total work, therefore, impressed by the grooves at their surfaces

nj contact with the shot, is only = 2354 foot pounds ; or, ^'ts of the

total work impressed by the explosion.

Whatever other conditions have to be looked to, in the forms of the

bore of rifled guns, and in the form of rifled shot, therefore, this of the

tendency to split the gun, or distort it, by the reaction to the impressed

rotation, assuredly is not amongst them; and it does not, in truth,

appear to us that any one question really in play as respects the actual

use of rifled guns, is touched by these experiments.

—

Ed.

PRACTICAL HINTS FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF
LIGHTNING CONDUCTORS.

By M. Sacre.

Beginning at the upper end of the lightning conductor we have first the

platina point ; it generally suffices to be made 1 J inches high and £ inch

diameter at its base; the base of the copper cone 11-lCths inch, while

the iron rod is J inch diameter, copper being a better conductor than iron.

It is preferable to make the rod of round, rather than of square iron. The

rod should increase in diameter downwards, and should consist of six feet

lengths, each welded together—these lengths are screwed together with

one inch gas thread sockets. If the ground string of the conductor is to be

led overground, it ought to be ll-16ths of an inch, if underground, f of

an inch diameter, in either case to be made of bar iron and not wire cable.

The copper cone is ll-16ths of an inch diameter screwed and l^ins. long;

the iron rod adjoining is screwed similarly ;
but one must have a left and

the other a right banded thread, joined by a corresponding screwed socket,

the ends of the rods abutting against each other. All the other joints

to be made in the same way. The horizontal string of the conductor

joined to the vertical by hard-soldering a ring welded on to the former

to the latter. The ground string terminates in a cast iron pipe filled

with charcoal, and with a hermetically closed cover, screwed at the part

where the conductor passes through. The end of the conductor is

screwed into a metallic disc. If it is led into a well, the disc should be of

cast iron of from 6i to 8i square feet area, resting on the bottom of the

If it ends in the earth, however, the end should be formed of a copper

cylinder of 10 to 20 square feet superficial area, according to the mois-

ture in the soil. The diffusion of the current is more effective, the

larger the surface. If the ground string is made of wire cable, the end

of the same should be soft soldered into a piece of iron, whose other end

is screwed. A screwed socket joins the same to the ring, or other part

of the conductor. The mode of joining by screwed sockets is simple

and cheap, and is very convenient in laying the ground string of ths

conductor when made of round bar iron, as recommended.

THE LATE INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION.

"The report of the Royal Commissioners on the late Exhibition, is now
completed, and will, we believe, be made public in the course of a few

days. It i's gratifying to be able to state that the balance-sheet appended

to this document will show no deficit, but, on the contrary, a small

surplus. As we all along anticipated, therefore, the guarantors will not

be called upon for a single shilling. This very satisfactory state of

affairs, however, is entirely due to the liberality of the contractors for

the building, who, besides waiving many of their claims, made good

what was a deficit of £15,000, by haudiug over that amount to the

Roval Commissioners, thus enabling them to present their report and

wind up their efforts with a balance ot some few hundreds still in

baud."
Such is the Times' serene and naive announcement of the results of the

"wind up" of the late Exhibition accounts. What a delightful mode
of showing the solvency of an undertaking—quite a gratifying mode of
being able to state that the balance-sheet will show no deficit. Why
should not so excellent a precedent find its way into "The City Article,"

in some such paragraph as this.—"It is gratifying to be able to state

that notwithstanding the declared inability of the great house of Hocus
Pocus & Company to liquidate the claims upon it, the balance-sheet
prepared by those eminent accountants, Messrs Q. Corner and Co., will

sjwio no deficit, but, on the contrary, a small surplus. This very satis-

factory state of affairs is, however, entirely due to one of the largest
creditors of the estate, who has, in the most disinterested and philan-

thropic manner, given up his claims to the extent of upwards of A'

upon the assets."

Shrewd city men, however, might ask disagreeable questions, or hint
a doubt—so wanting are these low people in either philanthropy or
public spirit—as to whether claims so given up, were really claims at all,

or if they were, what were the considerations—what a sordid idea

—

present or prospective, for which they had been " written off."

In due time, we have reason to think, this as respects the Exhi-
bition, will be developed more or less to the public, and that tax-

paying people at large will learn, without any feelings of serenity or

satisfaction, that by these ingenious proceedings of Q. Corner & Co
,

&c, &c , the guarantors indeed will not be called upon for a single shil-

ling, but, that the public at large is to stand in their place and pay for

them.
This alone would be bad enough ; but this mode of treating the " little

bill," unluckily, also involves another bill, the portentous figures of

which are as yet wholly indistinguishable in the distant obscurity.

In a word, it is confidently rumoured in west end clubs, and other
probably well-informed channels, that at last the long-threatened and
never abandoned South Kensington conspiracy has become effective for

its final coup, that the Exhibition Commissioners have made their com-
pact with the Chancellor of the Exchequer, and that the Exhibition
Building has not been kept for months, in statu quo, for nought, but that,

just as it stands— glass domes, ricketty lath and plaster bases, leaky felt

roofs, and green house wooden sashes by the acre, all are to become the

property of that well-mulcted man, John Bull, for considerations that

are well-pleasing to commissioners, guarantors, contractors, and other

disinterested philanthropists ; and that the whole of the contents of the

British Museum, except the books, are to be transferred to this new
home, as soon as the gigantic hovel can be made water-tight enough
to contain them ; the whole being placed under the auspices of a dis-

tinguished member of opposition, whose tastes will be thus diverted,

from finding inconvenient employment in the House of Commons.
If this be true, we can only say, in the most serious mood, it will be

the most flagrant job perpetrated with public money in this country for

three generations, and one that, innocent or not, posterity and future

historians will inevitably connect with the otherwise noble memory of

the late Prince Consort, as the single but enormous evil that will have
grown out of his connection with the career of Exhibitions and their

commissioners, subsequent to 1851.

The answer reported to have been given by the Chancellor of the

Exchequer, a few nights since, to a question asked, was couched in such
words as certainly seem rather to give validity to the rumour we have
referred to, than as intended to contradict it.—En.

CHALMERS' SYSTEM OF ARMOUR PLATING.
EXPERIMENTS ON IRON PLATES AT SHOEBURTNESS.

On the 27th of April, the trial of war targets was resumed under the

direction of the " Special Committee on Iron," and in the presence of

several of the leading members of that body.

The business of the day was an experimental trial of a plan of armour
plating for war vessels proposed by Mr James Chalmers, formerly of

Glasgow. The target which now stands on the shore at Shoeburyness,

with its face disfigured and indented by shell and solid shot, is com-
posed of three face plates, 13 feet 4 in. long by 3 feet 4 in. broad, and
3£ in. thick, which stand edge to edge, making together a breadth of 10

feet. The plates are backed by alternate layers of timber and iron
; then

a second armour plate, 1j in. thick, with a cushion of timber placed edge-

ways between it and the skin of the ship. A series of fastening bolts,

which embrace the whole armour from front to back, are braced up from
within by nuts and screws, having a peculiarly formed square thread,

and are let in flush in front by stepped conical necks. The Government
Iron Plate Committee hold by the Warrior target as the understood

unit of defensibility ; and accordingly all new schemes of targets, which
from time to time may be submitted for trial, are made to pass through
the ordeal of the first day's experiment practised on the original type or

specimen, that of the Warrior. There is included, besides, the

standard guns, with their respective charges of powder, and proper and
peculiar missiles, whether of shot or shell, and also the fixed limit of

range, namely, 200 yards. The guns chosen for the datum experiment
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Fig. 1.

are the 68-pounder smooth here and 110-pounder rifled gun. The former

receives a 16 lb. charge of powder constant with either shell or solid cast

iron shot. The shell filled with sand weighs 49J lbs., or the solid shot

66£ lbs. The rifled gun is fired exclusivelj' with four several charges of

powder, and in the proceedings of Monday last in the following order,

namely, with 12 lb., 10 lb., 14 lb., and 16 lb. The projectiles were as

follow:— Shell, with sand, weighing 104 lbs.; live shell, 104 lbs.;

solid cast iron shot, 110 lbs. ; solid cast iron shot, 200 lbs. ; steel jacket

shot, flat ended, 109 lbs. It will be seen from these statements that a fixed

order of procedure is followed ; and indeed it will, upon the slightest

reflection, be apparent that experiments can only be such with any
definite meaning or use, through adhering to a determinate method and
fixed standard of power, in the offence and defence, in the guns and
in the targets respectively.

The programme of Monday's proceedings did not include the proposal

to depart from the usual method by the introduction of other than the

ordinary experimental guns, but afterwards a 300-pounder was brought
into play with remarkable effeet.

We can only afford space to refer to the effects of some of the later

and more trying rounds fired at this target.

Rounds 18, 19, and 20 were a combination of three discharges at

the same instant of 110-pounder rifled guns, with a 200 lbs. solid cast iron

shot. When the smoke of this discharge had cleared off, there was seen

externally only a slight flexure of the plates at the central point of impact,

and the supposed ship's ribs were in one locality slightly bent, but her
capacity of floating might be said to be

as complete as ever, and the crew as

all safe. Rounds 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, were
a salvo consisting of three rifled solid

shot of 200 lbs., with 14 lbs. charge,

and two 6S-pounder smooth bores, 16
lbs. charge. This was concentrated
upon a circular area of not more than
12 inches radius, with admirable preci-

sion in firing. There were considerable

depression into, and indentations of two
to three inches of the plates at the
point of impact, but no penetration. A
63-pounder solid shot struck right on
the head of one of the large screw bolts

which attached the face plates to the

framework of the target, and broke it

in the middle; the inner half of the
bolt fell within the target. This casu-

alty, with the destruction of a few rivets,

was all that befell the target within.

The concluding round, and one which
was not in the programme, was from
a 300-pounder rifled Armstrong gun. It

was charged with 45 lb of powder, and
a 300 lb. steel shot. All present waited
with interest the discharge. The shock
given to the target was great. The steel

shot swept clean through it, leaving be-

hind a clean punch-hole. It penetrated
deeply into, and almost pierced entirely

through, a still greater thickness of iron

plates beyond, shivered to pieces the solid

wooden framework of support, and fell

within amid the heap of debris and
wreck, of its own creation.

Nothing could better illustrate the effects of those powerful engines of

destruction, which ihe skill and science of the time have put in the

Fig. 2.

power of this country. A 600 lb. Armstrong is just laid down on the

beach, and is about to be mounted for trial. The calibre of this monster
is 13£ ins., and it weighs about 23 tons ; it is a 10 grooved shunt gun.
Mr Chalmers' own brief account of the construction and principles of

No. 183.—Vol. XVI.

his target, will best be given in his own words attached to the lithograph
from which our illustrative sections, figs. 1 and 2, vertically and hori-

zontally, of the target are taken.
"This target was constructed at Millwall Iron "Works. Its chief

features are, first—the backing to support the armour plate, A, composed
of alternate layers of timber planking, b, and iron ribs, c, bolted together
laterally with the bolts, d, and attached to the ship's side with the bolt,

e; second— an intermediate or second armour plate, f; third—a cushion
of timber planking, o, between this second plate and the skin of the
ship, h; fourth—a method of supporting the principal armour plate

under the head of the fastening bolt, i.

"The objects aimed at in these arrangements are, to obviate the evils

that invariably result from a backing composed of wood only, such as

buckling, penetration, &c, and to guard against the equally injurious

effects of vibration, such as the fracturing of the armour plates, and the
destruction of fastenings and frame of ship, which are inseparably con-

nected with very rigid structures.
" This plan of construction is calculated to disperse, over an extended

area, the power or work contained in the projectile at the point of
impact; for, owing to the great strength of the compound backing, b
and G, the force will probably take the direction of the diverging lines,

k, thus giving about 25 feet area of resistance at the inner line of the
ship's frame, l."

We ourselves witnessed the experiments described above, in extracts

from a correspondent of the North British Mail. We will at present
only say this much of the result, that it greatly exceeded the expecta-
tions entertained of the target before trial, either by ourselves or by any
of those who have given careful attention to the subject of armour plating.

It proved itself, we think, account being taken of the heavy framing
surrounding the target and the small area of the latter, nearly as good as

the Warrior target, but not better, in resistance; but in the nature of
the damage suffered, we think it was decidedly superior to the Warrior
target.

At the time we write, the face of the target has not been stripped, so

as to admit of the examination of the interior, and to see what peculiar

effects have been produced upon the reticulation of rigid iron ribs cross-

ing the ship's ribs, and buried at both sides in timber, by which they
are supported.

In principle, the target is, in respect of the more perfect bearing and
diffusion of the blow which it effects by the crossing of the two S3'stems

of ribs, those of the ship, and those transverse to them buried in the

backing, so far correct ; but in so far as the backing itself is thus made
up of pillars of iron and wood side by side—the one compressible, the

other not—it appears to us contrary to all good principle. As yet it is

premature to say more than that the result appears to us decidedly to

warrant the pursuing further the scent of a new notion in the formation
of backing, which may or may not ultimately prove itself valuable to

the extent this first essay would seem to indicate.

—

Ed.

GENSOUL'S APPARATUS FOR RAISING FLUIDS.

This invention has been very generally introduced into some parts of

France, as in dyeing establishments, baths, &c, and may be recom-
mended in all cases where steam, even of very low pressure, is used, no
steam engine or other prime mover being required. The air pressure ne-

cessary to lift the water is produced by condensing the steam in a cylin-

der, communicating with the suction pipe ; and especially where the

heat communicated to the water can be made available, or wherever
hot water is required, these pumps have proved useful, and their effi-

ciency with steam of a pressure as low as 1 to 2 lbs. above the atmo-

sphere, is tolerably good. The apparatus consists principally of two
copper cylinders, about 8 inches diameter and 4 feet high. The suction

pipe branches off above, and communicates
with the bottoms of the two cylinders, which
stand in a tank 20 to 30 inches high, the

pipes are fitted with check valves to prevent

the water from descending down through the

pipe again. The water flows from each cylin-

der into the tank through two bends, also fitted

with check valves. In the centre of each

cylinder is arranged a f inch pipe, reaching

nearly to the top of the cylinders, and having

a check valve at its upper end, while the

lower end draws water from the tank through

a strainer. These are the injection pipes. The
steam is admitted to the cylinders alternately

by means of a slide valve in a separate box, the

face having two ports, one communicating

with each cylinder. This slide valve is worked by a double armed

lever, each arm being joined by a connecting rod to the opposite

ends of a small beam under the cylinders. This beam consists of two

boxes, into which the water flows alternately, so that each end is

K
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overloaded alternately, when it overbalances the other, but in going

down the water flows out again, while the other box is being

filled. Thus an intermittent up and down motion is produced, which
again works the slide valve. For other purposes than those above men-
tioned, these pumps are not so well adapted, as they are less efficient

with the same amount of steam than common pumps.

ON THE SEWING MACHINE: ITS HISTORY AND PROGRESS.

Br Edwin P. Alexander.

At the seventeenth ordinary meeting of the Society of Arts, London,

held on 8th April, 1863—Peter Graham, Esq., member of Council, in the

chair—the following interesting and valuable history of the origin, rise,

and progress of the sewing machine, was read by Mr E. P. Alexander.

We deem its record of facts and lucid exposition of the chief mechanical

conditions involved in these complex machines, which, though becoming

common, are still little understood, so worthy of preservation for study

and reference, that we print almost the whole communication, (though

rather large for our space,) and some of the heads of the discussion that

followed. There is probably no man in England better informed on this

subject than is Mr Alexander.

Machines which automatically perform the delicate and complicated

movements of that most wonderful of instruments, the human hand,

after its educated tact has been acquired, and its exercise become

insensible by habit, exalting its capabilities to the highest, are, of all

others, those which possess the most curious interest to the mechanic

and to the psychical philosopher ; but, in addition, those machines are

suggestive to the social economist of ameliorations in the physical and

moral condition of the great mass of womenkind who live by daily

labour and wage in our densely-peopled Western Europe, full of hope

and promise.

That the weaker "go to the wall" in the struggle for existence, is a

fact, however sad to reflect upon, or in its consequences. Nowhere

is this more searchingly true, though not quite, or often, obvious upon

the surface, or at all to the shallow thinker, than in the social tyrannies

that bear hard amongst us upon the weaker sex, and that shows its

bitter fruits in the Casino, infanticide, the workhouse, the gaol.

But neither talk, nor law, nor preaching, nor " an enlarged episco-

pate," can touch those evils and the entangled moral forces that produce

many of these tyrannies ; for example, the long train of covetous oppres-

sion from rank to rank, that ends in the sempstress dying of want, and

through unpaid-for grinding toil.

Here, as has often happened, a material agent comes in, and, by

changing the whole condition of things, prevents its being any longer

the interest of the rapacious to oppress. It is in this light that the sew-

ing machine deserves our best consideration and attention.

Mr Alexander thus proceeds

—

I propose, firstly, to trace the origin of the sewing machine ; secondly,

to explain the leading features of those varieties most generally adopted

;

and, thirdly, to lay before you a few statistical returns showing the

rapid development of the art of machine sewing, and its important bear-

ing upon the social well-being of a large portion of the community.
Although the art of sewing and embroidering is one of the most

ancient of all arts, it is an astonishing fact that rro successful attempt at

its accomplishment by the aid of machinery was made until the com-
mencement of the present century.

In tracing the origin of the sewing machine, a passing glance at some
of the earlier efforts of inventors in this direction will be necessary, pre-

mising that to those efforts we are possibly to some extent indebted for

the subsequent combinations of mechanism to which I shall presently
have occasion to call your attention. Although apparently complicated,

the sewing machine is in reality a very simple piece of mechanism. Its

essential features are, first, a needle or hook for carrying a thread
through the material, combined with apparatus for maintaining a prop t
degree of tension on the thread and for securing and tightening the
stitch. Secondly, holding surfaces for supporting the material against
the thrust and withdrawal of the needle at the immediate part where the

stitch is being produced. Thirdly, adjustable self-acting mechanism for

propelling or feeding the material under the needle as fast as each stitch

is completed.
Prior to the existence of the first practical sewing machine the em-

broidering machine was well known, several ingenious contrivances

having been proposed, and in some cases brought into practical opera-
tion, for embroidering or tambouring ornamental devices upon woven
fabrics.

Attempts had also been made at the production of a sewing machine.
In the embroidering machine a number of needles or hooks, each sup-
plied with a separate thread, are caused to enter and leave the fabric

simultaneously. The fabric is stretched over an open frame, which
either receives a compound motion from special machinery governed by
pattern surfaces, or is guided direct by the hand of the operator, so as to

describe a course corresponding to the pattern to be embroidered, conse-
quently, as many n peats of this pattern are simultaneously produced as
there are needles in the machine. After each stitch is made the fabric

is moved a step onwards equal to the desired length of stiich, but always
in the course or direction of the figure to be produced.
The first embroidering machine was invented in 1804, by John Dun-

can, a manufacturer of Glasgow. He employed a number of barbed or
hooked needles, which, after penetrating the fabric, were supplied with
thread and then withdrawn, each needle drawing with it a loop of thread
through the fabric and through the previous loop. In Bock's machine
of 1829 (better known, perhaps, as Heilmann's), the needles (of whioh
about 150 were employed) had each an eye in the middle, and were
pointed at both ends in ordrr to obviate the necessity for reversing them
after each passage through the fabric, for, unlike Duncan's, they were
passed entirely through the fabric at each stitch, every needle being
provided with a needleful or definite length of thread, in place of being
supplied continuously from bobbins. An ingenious arrangement of
pincers or nippers was employed on each side of the fabric for holding
the several needles, and inserting and withdrawing them; in fact, we
have here a very close imitation of the operation of hand-embroidering,
substituting mechanical fingers for those supplied by nature. The
double-pointed needle employed by Bock was patented in this country
by Charles Frederick Weisenthal, in 1755, for hand embroidery. A
Frenchman, of the name of Thimonuier, invented, in 1830, a machine
for producing the tambour or chain stitch in gloves, by means of a

Chain or Tambour Stitch.

hooked needle. It was not found to be of any practical utility, and was
soon cast aside. In 1835, Walter Hunt, of New York, occupied himself
with the construction of a sewing machine, and was, I believe, the first

to employ two continuous threads, producing what is now known as the

shuttle or lock-stitch, but he did not succeed in making a practically

useful machine, and it was not until fifteen years after that the experi-

ments were brought before the public on the occasion of certain law pro-

ceedings instituted by Elias Howe. In 1841 Messrs. Newton and Arch-
bold patented a machine, which was subsequently put into practical use
for embroidering the backs of gloves. The needles were made with an
eye near the point, and operated in combination with hooks for catching
the loops of thread passed upwards through the glove, and holding them
in a suitable position for the passage through them of the succeeding
loops, thus producing tire chain-stitch. The gloves were contained in

open metal frames or clamps, to which a self-acting step-by-step move-
ment in one direction only was inrparted at every stitch. One of the
first sewing machines protected by patent in America was invented in

1842, by John Greenough, of the United States. This machine was in-

tended for heavy leather work, but I cannot learn that it was ever put
into practical operation. The sewing was to be produced by a thread

passed through the material from opposite sides alternately by the aid

of a double-pointed needle, worked by mechanical fingers or nippers, as

in Heilmann's machine. This stitch was called the " shoemaker's

Shoemaker's Stitch.

stitch." Another variety of sewing machine (the first of its kind) was
intended for producing a running or basting stitch similiar to that made
by hand. It was patented in the United States in 1843, and introduced

here and patented in 1844, by Leonard Bostwick. In this machine the

fabric is crimped or corrugated by passing between a pair of gear-toothed

wheels or crimpers, the folds so formed being pushed on to the needle,

which is held stationary between the wheels. It is singular that,
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although the specification of Bostwiek described a machine perfectly

adapted for the purpose, it was not introduced into use in this country

Banning Stitch.

until a similar machine had been repatented by Morey in 1819, when
Messrs Mather and Piatt, of Manchester, under Morey 's license, made
and introduced several hundreds of them for sewing together piece goods

in bleach and dye works, and the same machine was also, at a later

period, largely sold in Nottingham for attaching lace edgings to lace

goods, for which they are well adapted, although the want of firmness

and security in the stitch precludes their use for other purposes.

1 now come to two fabric-ornamenting machines, which bear more

closely upon my subject than any other of this class ; 1 refer to Fisher

and Gibbons' machines, patented the 7th of December, 1844. These

are the first embroidering machines wherein it was proposed to employ
two continuous threads interlooped or locked together for producing

stitches, all the prior machines being adapted simply to the use of a

single thread, either interlooped with itself as in Duncan's and Thimon-
nier's machine, or drawn entirely through the fabric from opposite sides

alternately, as in Heilmann's and Greenough's machines.

These ingenious machines were entirely worked out and constructed

by Mr John Fisher of Nottingham, and reflect great credit upon so

young a mechanic, he being only 19 years of age at the completion of

his arduous labours. Fisher was the inventor of the peculiar stitch now
so well known as the Grover and Baker "knotted" or double-loop chain

stitch, bat he merely applied it to the purposes of ornamenting fabrics.

Knotted, or Grover & Baker Stitch.

Had he hut turned his attention at that time, as I believe he subse-

quently did, to the production of a sewing machine, there is little doubt

that with the knowledge he then possessed his efibrts would have been

crowned with success, and England would have gained the honour of

giving birth to the sewing machine.

In one of Fisher's machines, which I shall call the looping machine,

the embroidering instruments employed consisted of a number of curved

or bow shaped needles, provided each with an eye near the point and.

another in the rear of the bend. These needles penetrated the fabric

from below upwards, and were supplied with continuous threads ftoni

separate reels and bobbins. In conjunction with each needle, and

operating above the fabric, there were two other instruments, the one a

"looper," which was supplied from a bobbin with a separate thread of

its own ; the other a hook, for retaining the loop of needle-thread on the

looper. The two threads were interlooped together so as to produce a

double chain stitch of a highly ornamental character, and admirably

adapted for embroidering purposes. In the second machine, which may
be designated as the shuttle machine, the ornamentation was effected by

sewinc threads, gimp, or yarn, in pattern upon the surface of the fabric

to be ornamented, or by sewing a second fabric in pattern upon the first,

portions of the second fabric being subsequently cut away between the

patterns so as to produce the style of ornamenting known as applique

work. In this machine a shuttle was used in combination with each of

the bent or curved needles already described. This shuttle was supplied

with thread or ornamenting cord, and traversed to and fro on the surface

of the fabric passing through the open loop of the needle thread, which

was protruded through the fabric from below upwards by the needle, so

as to interlock the shuttle thread or cord with the needle thread. The
stitch so obtained is precisely similar in formation to the lock stitch

produced by the sewing machine, but is not so tight, from the fact of

there being no tension on the threads. "Whilst these various machines

Lock or Shuttle Stitch.

were occupying more or less the minds of mechanics and inventors, the

dawn of a grander achievement was breaking in America.

In the year 1841, Elias Howe, a native of Cambridge Port, Massachu-
setts, first conceived the idea of constructing a really practical sewing
machine. I know of no higher example of patient industry and perse-

verance, indeed, I may say of devotedness to science, than that displayed
by Howe in his early career. A young mechanic, only 22 years of age,

hardly capable of supporting himself and those most dear to him on his

scant earnings, he laboured manfully, in a little garret in his native
town, at his self-imposed task, during the few hours that were spared to

him after the ordinary labours of the day were ended. He became en-
thusiastic ; and although, as he says, he could not devote his attention

to the subject during his working hours, he thought upon it when he
could, both day and night. It grew upon him till he felt impelled to

yield his whole time to it, and being promised assistance by a friend, he
devoted himself exclusively to the construction and practical completion
of his machine, The result was, that in 1854 he perfected his first

sewing machine ; and, in order to test its practical success, he sewed
with it all the principal seams in two suits of clothes. On the 10th of
September, 1846, he obtained his patent. The machine in the glass
case is a fac-simile of Howe's first sewing machine ; it is kindly lent me
by Mr Bennett Woodcroft, to whom it was presented by Howe himself.

In Howe's original machine a curved needle, attached to the end of a
vibrating lever, was combined with a reciprocating shuttle for producing
the lock stitch. The needle had an eye near its point, and a groove
formed along the upper and under sides, to allow of the thread lying
therein, and so passing more easily through the cloth. The cloth was
attached to pins on the edge of a thin steel rib called a "baster plate,"

from the fact, I presume, of its serving the purpose of a basting thread
in holding the two thicknesses of material together whilst being stitched.

This plate fotmed a portion of the feed mechanism for propelling the
cloth ; it was carried along step, by step by the teeth of a small pinion,

which geared into holes made in the baster plate, an intermittent rota-

tory motiou being imparted to the pinion by self-acting mechanism,
working in concert with the needle and shuttle. This feed motion was
found to be defective in many respects, and has since been entirely

abolished in all sewing machines. The cloth was held in a vertical

position against the side of the shuttle race by a spring presser plate, at

the part where the needle entered. The shuttle was driven to and fro

in its race or groove by two strikers, carried on the ends of vibrating

arms worked alternately by cams. The most important features em-
bodied in this machine were the adaptation of suitable contrivances for

imparting the requisite amount of tension to the needle and shuttle

threads, for taking up the slack formed on the needle thread when the

needle enters the cloth, for tightening and drawing up the stitch, and
for supporting the cloth against the thrust and withdrawal of the needle.

Shortly after obtaining his patent in America, Howe sent over a ma-
chine to this country, and disposed of his invention to Mr William
Thomas for a trifling amount.
On the first of December, 1846, Mr Thomas obtained a patent for the

machine in England, soon afyer which Howe himself arrived here, to

assist him in adapting the machine to the peculiar kind of work required,

namely, stay-making. Howe does not appear to have prospered here,

for in the spring of 1849, indebted to a friend for a steerage passage

home, he returned to America, poorer if possible thau when he left. He
found his wife on a bed of sickness, and in a state of utter destitution.

Ten days after his arrival she died. During his absence in England his

patent had been extensively infringed ; and in 1850 he commenced legal

proceedings, and succeeded in every case in establishing the validity of

his patent.

In the course of these proceedings, a prior claim to the invention of

the sewing machine was set up by Walter Hunt, who was said to have
constructed, exhibited, and sold, in 1834 and 1835, shuttle or lock-

stitch sewing machines, similar in all essential particulars to Howe's.

That Hunt had tried his hand at a lock-stitch sewing machine, and was
the inventor of the shuttle or lock-stitch, there is, I think, no doubt

;

but it was never satisfactorily proved that such machines were so far

perfected as to render them more than abortive experiments. The
turning point in Howe's career had now arrived, and fortune soon began
to smile upon him. In 1853 he granted his first license, and in 1855

was enabled to regain possession of the whole of his patent, which
at one period he had entirely disposed of, in order to meet the pressing

demands that were made upon him. His patent rights being finally

acknowledged, aud his patent prolonged for a term of seven years, he

now receives a royalty upon every sewing machine manufactured in the

United States, producing an income of upwards of £50,000 per annum !

The parent machine has been blessed with a numerous progeny, of

which but few have arrived at maturity. In this country alone upwards

of 300 patents for improvements in sewing machines have been applied

for, whilst in America 548 patents were obtained up to the end of 1862,

and more than 1200 applications filed. Many valuable improvements

have been subsequently introduced into the sewing machine, both by
Howe himself and others. The most important of these have relation

to the cloth propelling or feeding mechanism, which was the defective

part in Howe's original machine. The first step in this direction was
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made by Messrs Morey and Johnson, in 1849, who substituted for the

baster plate of Howe a horizontal reciprocating bar, having serrations

on its upper surface, and working to and fro along the horizontal table

or cloth supporting surface of the machine. The cloth was held down
upon the roughened surface of this bar by a spring presser plate, having
a smooth under surface to allow the cloth to slip freely from under it

when drawn along by the teeth or serrations of the feeding bar during
its forward motion. As the cloth was constantly held in contact with
the roughened surface of the feeding bar, the latter on its return was
apt to cany the cloth back with it, and therefore a claw or pawl was
employed for retaining the cloth as it was fed forward. In sewing
seams of a constantly varying direction, it is necessary to guide or turn

the cloth under the needle, so that it may be fed in the direction re-

quired. Now, to do this effectually, the cloth should be comparatively
free from pressure during the intervals between the formation of the suc-

cessive stitches; in Morey & Johnson's arrangement this was not the case.

In 1850, Singer of New York applied to the sewing machine a wheel or

cylinder having a roughened periphery for feeding the cloth, which
arrangement is still extensively employed, and known as the " wheel
feed." The wheel revolves intermittently in a vertical plane in one
direction only, and derives its motion from a vibrating lever and fric-

tional surfaces acting on the rim of the wheel. A portion of the peri-

phery of this wheel projects slightly above the horizontal table or cloth

plate of the machine, and the cloth is held down upon it by a presser

foot, having a smooth under surface. At each movement of the wheel
it carries the cloth along, and as there is no back or return motion, the
tendency to pucker or draw back the cloth is prevented. This descrip-

tion of feed is well adapted for straight or slightly curved seams and
heavy work, but as the pressure on the cloth is constant, it does not
admit of that rapid and free manoeuvring of the cloth which is required

iu ornamental stitching or braiding. This objection has been remedied
in some cases by causing the presser foot or plate to rise at each stitch,

so as to leave the cloth or material free to be turned or guided in any-

desired direction. Mr A. B. Wilson, of the Wheeler and Wilson Sewing
Machine Company, brought out, in 1851, the most perfect arrangement
of feed-motion for general purposes. The feed in question is known as

the "four motion-feed." It consists of a serrated bar similar to Morey's,

but in addition to the horizontal to-and-fro movement it receives an
up-and-down motion, the horizontal and vertical movements being ob-

tained from separate cams on the driving shaft. The serrated portion

of this bar works through an opening in the table or surface upon which
the cloth is laid, the latter being held down on the table by a yielding
presser plate immediately above the serrations. In propelling the cloth,

the feeding bar first rises so as to bring its roughened surface in contact
with the underside of the cloth ; it then moves horizontally forward
a certain distance according to the length of stitch desired, and carries

the cloth along, when it descends below the level of the table, so as to

free it entirely from contact with the cloth, and finally returns to its

original position in readiness for the next traverse. According to

another modification of this "four motion" principle, the serrated feed-

ing surface occupies the place of the presser plate, and is caused to

operate upon the upper surface of the cloth, so that when the feeder

rises during its return or back stroke, the cloth will be entirely free

from pressure, and held in position by the presence of the needle only.

This modification is admirably adapted to ornamental stitching, as the
cloth cau be turned in any direction round the stem of the needle. In
all these cloth-propelling mechanisms, provision is made for varying the
throw of the feeder, so as to enable stitches of any desired length to be
obtained.

The various sewing machines now in use may be divided into two
classes :

—

Class 1. Comprising all machines using a single thread.
Class 2. Those machines employing two or more threads.
The only machines of any practical utility comprised under class 1

are Willcox and Gibbs' machine, and the waxed thread machines for
stitching boot and shoe soles, harness, and other strong leather work.
Underclass 2 we have the lock-stitch and the "knotted" or double
chain-stitch machines. The best examples of lock-stitch machines are
those of Wheeler and Wilson, Howe, Singer, and Thomas ; whilst for
the " knotted" or double chain-stitch machines, the Grover and Baker
Sewing Machine Compan}' stands pre-eminent. By the kind permission
of their proprietors, I am enabled this evening to submit for your inspec-
tion specimens of all these varieties.

Many attempts have been made at the production of a good single-
thread sewing machine, the idea having evidently struck inventors that
if a secure seam could be produced from one thread in place of two, an
undoubted advantage would be gained, since the fewer the threads and
tensions to be regulated and looked after the simpler and cheaper the
machine. In 184H, Messrs Morey and Johnson first brought the chain-
stitch sewing machine into something like a practical form, and since
that period a host if inventors have worked upon the same idea, but
without real success till, in 1857, Mr Gibbs, of Millpoint, Virginia,
without having seen a sowing machine, and knowing nothing of what

had been done in that direction, constructed a rude model of a machine,
which has since proved itself the best of its class. Having been im-
proved and modified by Mr Willcox, this machine is now known as the
Willcox and Gibbs' sewing machine. The sewing is produced by the
combination of a straight eye pointed needle, with a peculiar rotating

vvillcox and Gibbs'—Diagrams showing formation of Stitch.

looper in the form of a double hook, having its points in reverse direc-

tions. On the stem of the hook there is formed a flattened spur, which
serves to cast off and twist the loop ; a simple form of under four-motion

feed, actuated by a crank pin, serves to propel the fabric, which is held

down upon the serrated feeding bar by a yielding presser foot. In the

operation of stitching, the needle descends and carries a loop of thread

through the fabric, which loop is caught by the front hook of the rotat-

ing looper and receives a half turn or twist, the stitch produced being a

twisted chain-stitch, which is more secure than the ordinary chain-

Twisted Chain-stitch.

stitch. The cloth is fed forward and the needle descends again, bringing

a second loop with it. This is in turn caught by the front hook, the

preceding loop having, in the meantime, passed into the throat of the

rear hook, which gradually withdraws from it, and allows it to be finally

released only when it is nearly drawn up into the fabric. The rear

portion of the looper which effects this operation is called by the inven-

tor the " tension let off," inasmuch as it maintains a certain amount of

tension on the loop afier it has been in reality "cast off" from the

looping hook, the object being to avoid any " kinking" or entanglement

of the loop, which sometimes occurs in running at high speeds, if the

cast-off loop be left perfectly slack and uncontrolled. The Willcox and
Gibbs' machine is exceedingly simple in its construction, and is the

fastest and least noisy in its action. It is well adapted for family use,

and is largely employed in the trimming trade. It is ordinarily run at

the rate of 1500 stitches per minute, but can be worked up to 3000 or

4000.

I attribute the former failure of the single-thread chain-stitch machines
more to the defective construction of the machines (which were fre-

quently liable to drop stitches) than to the stitch itself, as, when
properly made, it will answer for most practical purposes, although it

does not possess the stability of the "knotted" and lockstitches.

In the waxed thread machines, the stitch produced is the ordinary

chain-stitch, a hooked needle being generally employed for introducing

the thread. It either descends through the material and draws up a

loop of thread which has been supplied to it by a thread-carrier below,

or it works from below upwards, and draws the loop down through the

material and through the preceding loop. Two excellent examples of

waxed thread machines were exhibited by Mr L. A. Bigelow, in the

American Department of the International Exhibition. They were
adapted for stitching boot and shoe soles to the uppers, and were
capable of turning out 150 pairs of boots or shoes per diem.

In all reciprocating shuttle machines a certain loss of power is in-

curred in driving forward, stopping, and bringing back the shuttle at

each stitch, whilst the machines are generally more noisy than those of
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any other;description, owing to the striking of the driver against the

shuttle at'each fresh start. These objections have been most effectually

removed in the "Wheeler and Wilson machine, where the reciprocating

il'411il«U"!l ... _i..i:i.J ..:i..t.U
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Bigelow's Boot and Shoe Stitching Alachuie.

shuttle is replaced by a stationary one, the locking of the needle-thread

with the shuttle-thread being accomplishsd, not by driving the shuttle

through the loop of the needle-thread, but by passing that loop under

the shuttle. To the end of the driving shaft is attached a peculiar

circular hook, which is one of the most beautiful contrivances that has

ever been introduced into this class of mechanism. Its function is to

"Wheeler and Wilson's Machine.

take the loop of thread, which is passed through the fabric by the
needle, and carry it under the stationary shuttle, and then cast it

off, so as to interlock the two threads, thereby producing the lock
stitch. The cast-off loop is retained by a friction loop check until

the next loop has been caught by the point of the hook. The
shuttle is of a similar construction to the bobbins of a lace machine.
It consists of two discs connected by a central axis, upon which, and
between the discs, the thread is wound. This shuttle is of about tbe
diameter and thickness of a florin, and fits loosely into a circular recess
in the centre of the hook, being retained therein by an adjustable
bracket or holder, which allows of sufficient lateral play in the shuttle
to admit of the easy passage of the loop of needle- thread round it. The
only tension apparatus required in this machine is the one for the
needle-thread, the shuttle-thread being always kept sufficiently taut by
the tendency of the rotating hook to turn the shuttle, thereby keeping
up a proper degree of tension in that part of the thread extending from
the shuttle to the fabric. This is, undoubtedly, a great advantage, as

the tensions in a sewing machine are really the most difficult parts to
regulate, and, consequently, the fewer their number the easier will be
the management of the machine. In this machine the tension of the
needle-thread is obtained by passing it once round a small grooved
pulley, to which any degree of friction is applied by a nut c cting upon
a volute spring, which bears against one side of the pulley. The cloth

So. 183.—Vol. xvr.

is propelled by an under four-motion feed, and is held down thereon by

a yielding presser foot, which is capable of beiDg adapted to serve the

additional purposes either of a hemmer or braider.

Having already explained to you Howe's first machine, let me now
call your attention to his latest. The Howe sewing machine, exhibited

to you this evening, is one of Elias Howe's most recently improved

manufacturing machines, adapted for boot and shoe work, in which trade

it is being very extensively employed. In adapting a sewing machine

to the stitching of tubular articles, such, for example, as the legs and

uppers of boots and shoes, it is necessary to modify the shape of the

table or surface which supports the

material, so as to admit of a tubular

article passing over it ; consequently,

in place of having a wide, fiat table,

a narrow and long overhanging arm,

or cylinder, is employed, upon which
tubular work can be readily adjusted.

This form of the cloth-supporting

surface is commou to all machines
intended for the class of work referred

to, and is generally known as the

"cylinder machine," but the specimen
before us contains other specialities,

which are worthy of notice.
_
In yvheeler & Wilson-Front Elevation

Howe s cylinder machine, the stitch f the Hook,
is produced in a different manner to

all other shuttle machines. In every other shuttle machine the needle

remains in tbe material during the passage of the shuttle through the

loop of the needle thread, but in this machine the shuttle does not pass

through the loop until the needle is withdrawn from the material. The
needle pierces the work, and then withdraws a certain distance clear of

the material, leaving a loop of its thread behind it, through which loop

a reciprocating shuttle passes with the second thread. The needle bar

Wheeler & Wilson—Details of the Hook.
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then rises still further, and draws up and tightens the stitch. The
sewing produced on this machine has a closer and more regular appear-

ance than that made on an ordinary lock-stitch sewing machine. The
platform, or flat table machines, now constructed by Howe, are provided

with a simple little contrivance for preventing the breaking of the

needle occasioned by the point of the shuttle striking it during its passage,

for which purpose a small wedge, actuated by an extra cam, presses

against the needle inside the shuttle race, and holds it back clear of the

shuttle's point. To obviate the missing of stitches by reason of the

shuttle not catching fairly the loop of the needle thread, a deflector, or

laterally adjusting needle slide, is employed, by adjusting which the

needle may be brought nearer to or further from the side of the shuttle.

This arrangement affords facility also for the adaptation of fine or coarse

needles to the same machine. When a fine needle is used, the slide will

require to be adjusted so as to bring the side of the needle nearer to the

shuttle, and if a coarse needle be inserted, then the slide will require to

be adjusted in the opposite direction, so that the extra thickness of the

needle will present no obstruction to the passage of the shuttle. The
tension of the shuttle thread is maintained by a small nipping spring

inside the shuttle, in lieu of passing it through holes in the shuttle, as

is usually the case, and facility is afforded for regulating the pressure of

the presser foot according to tbe nature of the work. By these simple

little contrivances an almost universal machine is obtained, capable of

stitching the finest muslin or the strongest materials at the will of the

operator.

The machine known as the Singer sewing machine is one of the oldest

of the reciprocating shuttle variety, and was first introduced here in

1852. It is well adapted to boot and shoe work, and all heavy manu-
facturing purposes. In addition to the wheel feed already described,

Mr Singer claims to have been the first to introduce the straight needle,
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carried by a slide, in substitution of a curved needle attached direct to a

vibrating lever arm. For heavy work
a straight needle, penetrating perpen-
dicularly through the fabric, is essen-

tially requisite, the curved needle being
apt to spring and break when forced

through leather and similar strong
materials. In light working machines,
however, the needle slide is unnecessary,
and only entails extra friction and wear
and tear of the working parts. The

ff?^>^RJ'« B>*^^ needle slide works in a vertical guide

and is driven direct from a crank-pin

working in a differential slotted piece

attached to the slide. The slack of the

needle thread is taken up and the

tightening of the stitch effected by a
spring lever arm actuated by the needle

slide so as to descend and give out

sufficient thread for forming the loop

when the needle descends, and then to

rise and tighten the stitch as the needle

ascends.

Since his original patent of 1846
(now expired), Mr Thomas has intro-

duced several improvements, and,

indeed, has completely remodelled the

first Howe machine, retaining, ofcourse,

its essential features. As now manu-
factured, the Thomas machine is provided with a needle slide and
straight needle, and is furnished with the top four-motion feed previously

referred to. The needle slide is actuated by a vibrating lever arm

Singer's Take-up Lever Arm.

Thomas' Machine and Shuttle.

worked by a cam groove formed in a disc which serves as the fly-wheel

and driving pulley of the machine. The shuttle is carried to and fro

Grover & Baker's Machine.

along its race, in a direction at right angles to the feed or traverse of
the fabric, by means of a forked driver actuated by another cam groove
also formed in the fly-wheel. The thread froin the bobbin passes

through an eye in the end of a short adjustable arm, and thence to an
eye in the extremity of an auxiliary lever, which is lifted by a pin in

the needle slide at each stitch, and consequently takes up the slack of

the thread and tightens the stitch. The object of the adjustable arm is

to regulate the amount of thread drawn off the bobbin at each stitch in

accordance with the thickness of the material operated upon, it being
simply requisite to raise or lower this arm slightly when the variation

produced in the angle or direction of the thread causes more or less

thread to be drawn off the bobbin at each rise of the auxiliary lever.

This machine, which is well adapted for general outfitting and boot and
shoe work, is extensively employed in all the Government factories.

The Grover and Baker Sewing Machine Company construct a new
form of lock-stitch as well as a "knotted" or double chain-stitch

machine. As the latter description of machine has obtained a more
extensive sale in this country, I shall confine my remarks more par-

ticularly to this variety. In this machine, when intended for heavy
work, a straight needle, having an eye near the point, is carried by a
vertical slide, to which an up-and-down motion is imparted by a bell

crank lever driven from a cam beneath the table or cloth plate. In the
lighter makes, the needle is attached direct to the upper limb of a
vibrating lever, and is slightly curved to correspond to the arc described
by the end of the lever. A vibrating motion is imparted to this lever

by a crank pin working in a slot in the front end of the lower limb of

the lever beneath the bed plate. In conjunction with the needle, there

is a second instrument, called a looper, which may be either straight or

of a curvilinear form, and is situate below the cloth plate. The needle
and looper are each supplied with a thread direct from ordinary reels or

bobbins, and, consequently, the loss of time incurred in the shuttle

machine in winding the thread on to the shuttle spool is obviated. The
curvilinear looper is provided with an eye at the heel or commencement
of the bend, and with a second eye near its point, the part between the

two eyes being grooved to receive the thread, which is first passed
through the eye at the heel and then through the one at the point.

The curvilinear portion of this looper is situate horizontally close under
the cloth plate, and a circular reciprocating motion is imparted to it by
a segmental rack and pinion, in the heavier class of machines, or by
means of a driver having an up-and-down motion along a spiral formed
on the vertical spindle or axis of the looper, which is a very beautiful

and simple contrivance for the purpose.

The object of the curvilinear shape of the looper is to ensure the pre-

sentation of the loop of the under thread in an expanded or open form
to the needle, as upon the due passage of the needle through this loop

depends the integrity of the stitch When the needle

descends, it carries a loop of the upper thread through
the fabric and through the open loop of the under
thread; the looper then makes a partial revolution in

a backward direction, leaving a loop of the under
thread round the needle. Before the needle has with-

drawn from the fabric again the point of the looper

returns, and passes through the loop of the needle,

thread, which loop has been opened, in the meantime- Q rover lt ua iier
-

s
to receive it by a partial rise of the needle. The needle Curvilinear Looper.

then withdraws from the fabric, which is fed forward
one stitch whilst the looper remains stationary, presenting an open loop

of the under thread in readiness for the next descent of the needle.

The fabric is propelled by the four-motion feed already described. As
an objection has been
raised against this ma-
chine on the score of its

great consumption of

lhread from the lower
reel, it is but fair to point

out that this defect is, to

a great extent, counter-
balanced by the saving
obtained from the fact

that an entire reel of

thread may be used up
without loose ends or

waste of any kind, ex-
cepting at the commence-
ment and termination of

the bobbin. In the ordi-

nary shuttle machines,
the shuttle spool is neces-

sarily small, and only con-
tains a comparatively
short length of thread,

and as it is impossible to

use up the full quantity

in the shuttle, it follows that a portion is wasted both at the

commencement and termination of each shuttle-full. The amount
of work produced in a given time by these machines is considerably
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greater than that obtained by tbe ordinary reciprocating shuttle

machines.
By using a thick under thread, a highly ornamental braiding effect is

produced on one side of the work, but as this ridge would be objection-

able hi ordinary sewing, it is avoided by employing a considerably liner

thread than that supplied to the needle. I may mention another
variety of this machine known as the " Boudoir" machine. It was
introduced into this country by Newton Wilson & Co., in 1858, and is

specially manufactured for family use only, for which it is adrnirabl}''

adapted. The looper is straight, its loop being opened by a special

instrument, and the cloth is propelled by a top feed, having a to-and-

fro movement only. This machine may be driven in either direction

without interfering with its operation. It is, I believe, the first intro-

duced here driven by friction alone, no driving strap being used. There
are several sewing machines, chiefly of British manufacture but of

American origin, which, although, perhaps, not so well known as the

varieties before us, are, nevertheless, deserving of some notice; amongst
these, I may mention the " British Sewing Machine" (a variety of the

Wheeler and Wilson machine) ; the reciprocating shuttle machines of
Guinness, Mackenzie, and Simpson; the "knot stitch" machine of

Salisbury (producing a lock-stitch with twisted loop) ; and the double
chain, or "knotted-stitch" machine of Whight and Mann, the leading
peculiarity of which is the feeding or propelling of the cloth by a lateral

movement of the needle. The French shuttle machines of Callebaut
.mostly modifications of, and improvements on Singer's), attracted

considerable attention at the International Exhibition last year. To
give a description of these machines would occupy too much of your
time. All sewing machines are furnished with special appliances for

hemming, binding, braiding, tucking, &c. ; indeed, there are only two
operations they cannot perform satisfactorily, viz., sewing on buttons
and stitching button-holes. A thoroughly practical button-hole machine
is much wanted, and would be a fortune to the lucky proprietor.

RECENT PATENTS.

PAINTS OR PIGMENTS.

•J. Heset Johxson, 47 Lincoln's Inn Fields, London (C. F. L. Oudey,
Paris).—Patent dated Oct. 9, 1862.

This invention relates to the production of certain improved paints or

pigments suitable for the covering or coating of surfaces of all kinds,
and consists firstly, in the application and use as a metallic base of finely

powdered galvanic copper, or of copper which has been in a state of
fusion, in lieu of the metallic oxides or carbonates hitherto employed as
bases for pigments. Secondly, in the employment, as a base for pig-

ments, of Benzole, mixed with resinous, gummy, or bituminous matters
before beiDg incorporated with the drying oils, and with the usual
metallic oxides, carbonates or sulphides, such paint possessing all the
varities of shade and colour before admixture with the said oxides, car-

bonates, or sulphides.

For the obtainment of a paint having a base of powdered galvanic cop-
per, or of copper that has been in a state of fusion, the following ingredi-
ents and proportions are employed :

—

Essential oil,

Resinous matter,

Gummy matter,

Fatty and drying oil,

25 parts by weight.
25 "

10 "

40 "

The resinous and gummy matters are first digested or dissolved in the
essential or volatile oil, after which the fatty and drying oil is added ; the
whole being then well stirred or agitated, will keep for a consider-
able period in a liquid state, in closed vessels, ready for use when re-

quired.

An impalpable powder of galvanized copper, or of copper which has
been fused, is then prepared, either by chemical means, or by mortar, or
by stones, or in any other mannner. This powder is passed through a
very fine sieve, washed several times, dried and placed in a hermetically
closed vessel, and is added in suitable proportions, to the mixture above
referred to, at the time the metallic paint is required for use.
In the preparation of a paint having Benzole for a base, the following

ingredients, in the proportions given, are to be mixed together :

Essential oil 28 parts by weight.
Resinous matter, 22 " "

Gummy matter, 4 " "

Thin copper foil or leaf copper, ... 2 " "

Fatty drying oil, 40 " "

Asphaltic or bituminous matter, ... 4 " "

The resinous, gummy, and bituminous substances are first dissolved
in the Benzole, or in any other essential or volatile oil (except essence
of turpentine), after which the fatty drying oil is added, care being taken

at the same time to stir well the mixture. When these various ingredi-
ents have been perfectly mixed, the desired tint or colour is to be intro-
duced, after which the whole is to be again well agitated or stirred, and
preserved in a liquid state in closed vessels.

In using this paint, pour into a pot a certain quantity of the paint in
a liquid state, and the required quantity of white lead, litharge, red lead,
cinnabar, or zinc white, or any other suitable metallic oxide, carbonate,
or sulphide, either ground in oil or pulverized, mix the whole with care,
and the paint is ready to be applied in the same manner as ordinary
paint, but without requiring the addition either of oil or essence of tur-
pentine.

HANGING, ARRANGING, AND OPERATING ORDNANCE.
J. Hesry Johnson, 47 Lincoln's Inn Fields, London. (John Ridgwat,

Boston, United States of'America,)—Patent dated Nov. 4, 1862.

This invention relates to a peculiar mode of hanging, arranging, and
operating ordnance, whereby the guns can be readily pointed, so as to
fire in any desired direction, being capable of adjustment to any vertical
and horizontal angle, whilst provision is also made for rapid loading
and discharging, and for the complete protection of the gunners. The
essential feature of this invention consists in hanging or arranging any
number of ordnance upon a suitable frame, revolving in a vertical plane
either by the aid of steam power or otherwise, in such manner that the
guns themselves, with the frame, shall travel through a portion or the
whole circumference of a circle. This frame is further capable of re-

volving in a horizontal plane, both of which revolutions may be effected
separately or together. According to one mode of carrying out this
invention, illustrated in vertical and transverse section by Figs. 1 and
2, two circular plates or

wheels, nn, are used, placed Fta 1-

parallel to each other, and
at such a distance apart as

to receive between them
the guns, o o, to be mount-
ed. These guns may be
permanently fixed by their

trunnions between the
plates or wheels, n, or they
may be made to swivel
upon horizontal axes, or

made to slide longitudin-

ally, so as to admit of their

being run out through the
port when brought into

position. The two wheels
or plates are held together
by suitable bracjs, and re-

volve in a vertical plane up-
on one common horizontal

axis, m, suitable gearing shown at v and w, and actuated by cross armf,
x, being employed for this purpose. The rotation in a horizontal plane is

provided for by supporting the entire mounting upon an adjustable pivct
orfootstep.s, a worm wheel,
r, and endless screw, t, or F!?- a

other gearing being em-
ployed, for imparting tbe
rotatory motions to the
apparatus. As applied to

a gun-boat or ship, the
upper portion of the
wheels, with a gun be-

tween them, may be made
to project slightly above
the deck, a, being pro-
tected by a revolving shot
proof covering shield, or

cupola, p, having a port
hole made in it. 6 is the
line of lower deck. The
rest of the apparatus and
guns is contained between
decks, where the opera-
tions of loading are per-
formed. In order to check the backward motion produced by the recoil
of the guns on firing, one or more powerful breaks, c, are applied to the
sides or peripheries of the wheels or plates containing the guns.

HARROWS FOR HARROWING LAND.
John Sujimekton, Smethwick—Patent dated October 17, 1862.

According to this invention it is proposed to form the principal parts
constituting the harrow of a triangular radial s/w; e, having flukes or
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projections on both sides, the points of which curve forward in the di-

rection of the line of draught, and are larger on one side than the other.

These angular pieces are connected by links or rings so as to distribute

equally the effects of the flukes or projections as the harrow passes over
the surface of the ground in the operation of harrowing. The great
advantages claimed in using these angular fluked parts or their equiva-

lents are, that they maintain the general expansion of the harrow with-

out the use of stretchers, whilst facility is afforded for varying the effect

on the land either by
using the larger or

smaller projections,

and drawing them over
the land so that the

flukes shall point to-

wards the line of

draught, or in the

reverse direction, as

required. In connect-

ing the triangular

parts together a split

ring may be used,

which readily admits
of being inserted in

the eye or eyes
of the triangular

part, and by turning
the ring round it be-

comes fully connect-

ed, each ring coup-

ling three angular
pieces ; or a ring of

about four inches

diameter, formed of

rod iron may be
used, the ends being

flattened and pierced

for receiving a rivet,

or, if preferred, the

front part forming the

triangular piece may
be divided into a
double hook, or so

fashioned as to pro-

vide the means for

general attachment.

When a sufficient

number of these parts

are united so as to

extend about 7 feet

square more or less,

they are in a condition to be attached to a draught bar, which is fitted

with suitable links and hooks to take into the rings on either end, so

that the harrow may be drawn over the land in the direction required,

or used with either side downward. By these improvements the land

may be thoroughly cleaned, and levelled, and turf land scratched more

or less as required in cleaning, or for the better distribution of manure.

Fig. 1 of the accompanying illustrations represents a general plan of

one-half of the harrow, fig. 2 is a detached side elevation of one of the

Fig. 3

triangular pieces drawn to a larger scale, and fig. 3 is a back or tail

view of the same. When a sufficient number of these are ringed together

by rings passing through the eyes at A and b, the larger flukes, c and d,

may be downward or reversed, so as to allow the smaller ones, E and f,

to be in operation, and instead of making a the line of draught, the

draught tackle may be reversed so as to pass the flukes over the land in

a contrary direction.

In fig. 3, the rear eyes bb', are shown, but the draught eye in front

is obscured by the flukes d and f ; c e, and c Le ', are the flukes of the
rear eyes.

The general plan, fig. !, shows the various parts united by rings in

the order for work ; the draught eyes, a a, of the first row being connect-

ed by chains to the draught bar, u, to which are attached the neces-
sary links and connections for concentrating the draught to the ring 1.

If it be preferred that the harrow be drawn in an oblique direction over
the land, either of the hooks, J, can be shifted to the eyes, l, so

as to alter the line of draught from the centre on either side, or rings

may be applied to the front eyes, A A, and the chains may terminate in

hooks, by which means the line of draught may be entirely renewed by
disconnecting the bar and draught gear in the front and attaching them
behind by coupling the hooks on the chains with the several rings, N N.

In order to keep the outer angle pieces in place and to prevent their

being unduly strained in passing over heavy laud, they may be connect-
ed together by chain links as exhibited at p p p p, or otherwise as pre-

ferred.

RAILWAY BREAKS.
T. Gibson, Berwick; T. Hall arecil T. Davidson, Gateshead.— Patent dated

Oct. 31, 18C2.

These improvements have reference to certain arrangements of self-

acting mechanism for applying railway breaks when the speed of the
engine is checked, the consequent overrunning or crowding of the car-

riages in the train, and the inward movement of the several draw bars,

causing the application of the breaks to any or all the carriages or wag-
gons in the train. According to one arrangement the breaks are fitted

on to arms attached to a transverse rocking shaft, which rocking shaft

is provided near the middle with a lever arm having a sliding piece

thereon. This sliding piece is kept extended so as to lengthen the arm
by means of a spring or otherwise, but is held up when the break is not
in action by the tail of a suspended lever, or equivalent device, acted upon
by the drawn bar. Immediately beneath the end of the sliding piece on
the lever there is a boss or collar made on the axle, and a notch or pro-

jection formed thereon. So long as the tractive strain of the engine acts

upon the draw bars and keep them drawn out, the sliding pieces will be

held up clear of the bosses or collars, but the moment the steam is shut
off and the speed of the engine is checked, the draw bars run in and by
moving the tail of the suspended levers or equivalent device in the several

carriages, allows the sliding pieces to descend and drop into the notch or

in front of the projection on the bosses, and being caught by them as

they rotate causes the lever and rocking shaft to be partially turned and
to apply the breaks. When the speed of the engine is increased again,

the extension of the draw bars lifts the sliding pieces and takes off the
breaks again by the aid of a spring for that purpose. The bosses or col-

lars above referred to may, if found desirable, form part of the hub or nave
of the wheel in place of being a separate boss on the axle. Accord-
ing to a second modification, there is a long horizontal break lever

attached to a cross bar which connects the two opposite breaks, so that
by lifting such lever the breaks will be released, but by depressing it

they will be applied. This lever is acted on so as to be elevated or allow-

ed to descend either directly from a stud in the draw bar sliding along
an inclined portion of the lever, or indirectly through the intervention
of a suspended lever, the lower end of which carries a stud which acts

upon the inclined end of the break lever. When the break levers are

not acted upon by the studs they are depressed by the action of powerful
springs which apply the requisite pressure to the breaks.

Fig. 1 represents a longitudinal vertical section of a carriage framing
provided with one arrangement of self-acting breaks, constructed accord-
ing to this invention, and figs. 2 and 3 are separate details on a larger

Fig. 1.

scale of the break actuating mechanism, in the one case (fig. 2) the break

is just being applied, whilst in the other (fig. 3) it is in full action. A,

is the main framing of the car-

riage or waggon, which may be Fig. 2. Fig. 3.

of the ordinary or any other

convenient construction, and B

are the running wheels acted

upon by the break blocks, c,

which are suspended from rock-

ing shafts, D, supported in bear-

ings in the main framing. These
rocking shafts may either be

made to carry each a single break

block, or they may extend en-

tirely across the framing, and be

provided with two break blocks

which will act upon both wheels on the same axle. The two break blocks

for the leading and trailing wheel on each side of the framing are con-

nected by means of the rods, E, with the lever, f, which works on a
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fixed centre at a, so that any movement imparted to this lever will be

at once transmitted to the front and rear break blocks in connection

therewith. The arrangements of self-acting mechanism is precisely

similar on both sides of the carriage, but the break blocks are made to

act upon opposite sides of the wheels, the object being to enable one or

the other pair of breaks to operate according to the direction in which
the carriage is running. H is a rocking shaft supported in the framing,

and carrying a lever, i, (figs. 2 and 3) fast thereon, which lever is pro-

vided with a sliding piece or bolt, k, connected by metal straps, a a, or

otherwise to the lever, so as to be free to slide longitudinally thereon,

and so lengthen the lever. This lever is coupled by means of the rod,

l, with the upper end of the lever, f. Immediately below and partly in

front of the bolt, k, there is formed on, or fitted to, the axle, a boss, or

collar, n-, having a tooth or notch, 6, formed on the circumference thereof.

These bosses or collars may be either made with an annular groove, c, in

the centre of the boss, in which groove is formed the tooth or notch, h,

the sides, d, of the boss being left plain, or the centre of the bosses may
be left plain, whilst a tooth or notch is formed on each side. The lower
end of the sliding bolt, k, is shaped to conform to the construction of the

boss ; in the one case it is formed with a central projecting tooth which
enters the groove, c, when required, whilst in the other case it is forked

in order to pass on each side of the central plain portion of the boss. A
pin, _/, is fitted to the side of the sliding bolt, and to this pin is coupled

one end of a short link, o, the lower end of which is jointed to a bent

lever, p, working loose on a stud, in a bracket bolted to the framing.

Oneend of this lever is bent up as shown, and upon the same stud g, works
loosely a vertical lever, k, which is forked at its lower end in order to

embrace both sides of the bent lever, p. The upper extremity of

the vertical lever, e, is connected by a link, s, witji the free end of

a horizontal lever, t, working on a fixed centre, u, on the main framing.

This lever, t, passes just below and across the draw bar, v, from which
it derives a certain amount of motion (when the draw bar slides in its

bearings) by means of a pin, w, in the draw bar taking into a slot in the
horizontal lever t. w is the draw bar spring which tends to force in

the bar whenever the tractive strain is relaxed, x x, are the buffers

connected in the ordinary manner with the buffer spriugs, T y, to the
centre of which springs the inner ends of the draw bars are coupled, a
slot being made in the end of the draw bar to allow of a slight play before

acting upon the buffer springs.

The mode of operating this self-acting break mechanism is as

follows :

—

So long as the tractive strain of the engine operates upon the several

draw bars, and maintains them fully drawn out, the horizontal lever, t,

will be maintained in such a position as to hold the vertical lever, p.,

back against the tail or bent portion, p, of the lever p, the opposite end
of the lever, p, being thereby kept elevated, and being connected to the
sliding bolt, k, by the link, o, that bolt will be held up out of contact
with the boss, N, on the axle or wheel, and the two breaks in connection
with the lever, i, will be held out of contact with the wheels by springs
or otherwise. Should it be required to apply the breaks, the engine-
driver has simply to shut off the steam, when the tractive strain or pull

on the draw bars being relaxed, and the crowding of the after part of the
train tending to press in the buffers and allow the draw bars to slide

inwards, the horizontal lever, t, will be simultaneously moved back, and
the bent lever, p, being no longer kept elevated, the bolt, k, is free to be
lowered, being pressed down by a helical or other spring contained within
or fitted to the lever, i, and as the bolt protrudes beyond, or virtually

lengthens the lever, i, its tooth, e, is caught by the revolving tooth or

notch, b, in the boss on the axle, and is by it forced forward so as to

partly turn the lever, t, bringing the face of the bolt, k, against the
circular sides or edges, d, of the boss, n, as in fig. 3, where it remains
until the draw bars are again extended by the traction of the engine.
The partial turning of the lever, I, moves the lever f, to which the

break blocks are connected by the rods, e, and consequently draws the
blocks firmly against the peripheries of the wheels where they are held
until the bolt, k, is released. When steam is again put on, and a tractive

strain exerted upon the draw bars so as to extend them, the horizontal
lever, t, is pulled forward, the bent lever, p, is elevated, and the bolt, k,

lifted up so as to be clear of the boss, whereupon the lever, i, being no
longer pressed forward by the action of the boss upon the bolt, the break
blocks will be released from the wheels.
The whole or a portion only of the carriages in a train may be pro-

vided with this break actuating mechanism, disposed in duplicate on
each side of the framing of the carriages, but the mechanism on one side

is held out of action by inserting a pin in the draw bar connected with
that pair of breaks which is intended to operate only when the car-
riage is running in the opposite direction.

POWER HAMMERS.
E. H. Cap-eutt and G. A. Clouoh, Bradford.—Patent dated Oct. 23, 1862.

Is this invention the Patentees have introduced certain improvements

in steam hammers, whereby they are rendered self-acting, the length of
stroke being adjustable in either direction. According to one method of
carrying out this invention, an inclined groove, or its equivalent on the
hammer block, is made to communicate with a bowl, sliding in a trans-
verse groove on the hammer frame through a lever of the second order, or
any other mechanical expedient, by which the same object can be gained,
viz.,—giving the inclined groove, first referred to, very little deviation
from the vertical in proportion to its length, and gaining the travel lost

in the incline, by the lever or its equivalent, in connection with the
bowl which transmits its motion to the valve through wedges, made ad-
justable by screws, or levers, on a special moveable frame in connection
with the valve. One of these wedges has means provided by which its

pitch or inclination can be regulated ; this adjustment regulates the
amount of steam supplied to the cylinder, or the steam can be entirely
shut off from the upper side of the piston. By another method, steam
hammers are rendered self-acting, by causing the steam actuating the
hammers to move the valve directly. One mode of accomplishing this

is by causing an adjustable arrangement of valves to travel a certain
determined distance relatively with the tup, the length of stroke of
which is regulated by altering the time at which the arrangement of
valves uncover a port leading to a piston in communication with the
valve, or on to the valve itself. By this arrangement, the steam is got
on the top of the piston a moment after the blow is actually struck.

Or, steam hammers are made self-acting by compressing an amount
of air in a suitable chamber, in connection with a small cylinder, in
which works a piston in connection with the main valve, or constituting
the main valve itself. The passage between the said chamber and the
cylinder is opened or shut, as the case may be, by a second valve pressed
upon by an adjustable spring, so that when the air has attained a suffi-

cient density, it opens the second valve, and passes on to the small
C3'linder, the piston of which it moves, and thus alters the main valve,
or the spring may be applied to the rod of the main piston valve in the
small cylinder.

According to the second part of this invention, it is proposed to form
steam hammers, known as single action hammers, in a peculiar manner.
The tup is made cylindrical, and of a diameter in proportion to the size

of hammer. Means are provided on the tup, at its upper end, for at-

taching a wrought iron or any other metal cylinder to it. The annular
space thus formed between the tup and the cylinder attached to it is oc-

cupied by the main piston, which is a fixture, and is attached to the
hammer frame.

It is further proposed to substitute for the present steam valve a pen-
dulous one, where the exhaust passes either outside the case or through
the valve, while the outside of the valve is surrounded with steam.

In some cases a first motion is obtained from the tup, by a frietional

bowl or truck in contact with the tup, and transmitted to the main valve
by any suitable arrangement of tappets.
The pistons for steam hammers are to be formed with radial or con-

centric corrugations, or both combined.
Fig. 1 represents a side elevation and partial section of an ordinary steam

hammer, provided with
one form of the improved Fig- 1-

valve and valve motion,
the latter being self-act-

ing, and affording facility

for regulating the length
of stroke in either or both
directions ; A is an in-

clined groove made in the
tup hammer, and B is a
lever working on a fixed
stud or centre, at its upper
extremity, and carrying a
bowl or pulley at o, which
bowl works in the groove
in the hammer tup. The
lower extremity of the
lever, b, is connected by
a link to a block d, slid-

ing to and fro in a hori-
zontal groove in the ham-
mer framing; E e, are two
wedges or inclined planes,
the positions of these
wedges being adjustable
in the rectangular frame,
f, by the aid of the two
screw spindles and hand
wheels, a a. The block, d, comes in contact with each of these wedges
alternately, and elevates or depresses the frame, f, which, by being con-
nected through the rod, n, with the hammer valve, imparts the desired
motion thereto. By this arrangement of lever, b, and inclined groove
A, a small amount of travel is obtained from the tup, and this is in-
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creased by the lever so as to give the proper traverse to the block, d.
If desired, one of these wedges may be provided with a cam or eccen-
tric, whereby the inclination of the hinged face of the wedge may be
increased or diminished, thus affording a ready means for°wholly or
partially cutting off the steam from the upper side of the piston. The
valve in fig. 1 has a pendulous or circular reciprocating movement,
being actuated in any convenient manner from the rod, h, of the move-
able frame, f. The steam may either surround the valve, a a, or it may
enter at b, and occupy the spaces, c e.

Figure 2 represents a sectional elevation of a single action steam
hammer, con-

Fl'e- 2 - structed ac-

cording to this

invention; and
figure 3 is a
horizontal sec-

tion, taken
through the
upper part of
the main fram-
ing cylinder
and hammer
bar ; a is the
hammer bar or
tup, and b is a

wrought iron
cylinder, se-

cured to the
upper end of
the tup in any
conve n ie n t

Bk manner. The
piston, c, is cast

.,, ,, . , . . „ , ,
in one piece

with the main framing, or is fitted thereto by bolts or otherwise
; but

in all cases it is intended to remain fixed or stationary,
whilst the cylinder works over it in conjunction with
the hammer tup

; a a represent a series of annular
grooves cut in the circumference of the piston, to
serve the purpose of packing, or if preferred ordinary
metallic or other packing may be employed. Steam
is supplied through a port b (figure 3,) made in the
fixed piston, and enters the annular space, c c, in the

top of the inverted cylinder, the lower end of the cylinder bein" entirely
open, as shown in figure 2.

°

This arrangement, by reason of the length of bearing surface, ensures
great steadiness of blow, and is generally of a more substantial char-
acter than ordinary steam hammers.

Fig. 3.

COATING METALLIC SURFACES WITH COPPER.
J. Henky Johnson, 47 Lincoln's Inn Fields, London- (C. F. L. Oudky

Pans).—Patent dated August 30, 1862.

Tins invention consists in the employment of certain peculiar composi-
tions, which are applied by means of a brush or other suitable method to
the metallic surfaces to be coated with copper, before placing them in the
cupreous bath, for the purpose of forming an intermediate coating be-
tween the copper to be deposited and the metallic surface to be covered
or coated, thereby avoiding the deleterious action which arises frequentlywhen the copper is in immediate contact with the metal upon which it
is deposited. r

The following are the compositions above referred to, any one of whichmay be used according to the purposes to which the articles are to be
applied :—

Composition No. I.

1500 parts by weight of Copal, either hard or semi hard.
500 > „ Good Resin.

5000
>> ,i Levigated Minium.

50<) » >• Walnut or other suitable Oil.
2ot) „ „ Benzole or Naphtha.

Composition No. 2.

1000 parts by weight of Copal, either hard or semi-hard
800 „ „ Resin.
2°0 » .. Silica or other suitable Silicate.

r

500
ii „ Boiled Linseed Oil.

5°00 „ „ Levigated Minium.
25°0 ii „ Benzole or Naphtha.

Composition No. 3.

1300 parts by weight of Copal, either hard or semi-hard
500 n „ Resin.

200 parts by weight of Caoutchouc, in solution.

500 „ ,, Boiled Linseed Oil.

300 „ „ Coal Tar Naphtha.
2200 ,, ,,

Benzole.

5000 „ ,,
Minium.

Composition No. 4.

1300 parts by weight of Copal, either hard or semi-hard.

500 ,, ,,
Resin.

200 „ „ Sulphur.
500 „ ,,

Walnut or suitable Oil.

2500 „ ,,
Benzole, or Coal Tar Naphtha.

5000 ,, ,,
Minium.

After applying, either heated or cold, any one of the above composi-
tions to the surface of the metal to be submitted to the action of the
depositing bath, the surface is covered with powered graphite or other

good conducting medium before being immersed in the cupreous bath.
Should any portion of a metallic surface so coated, become exposed by
the accidental displacement or removal of the copper covering or coating,

it is proposed to repair the deficit by means of a solder, composed of

precipitated or " galvanic copper" reduced to powder, and mixed with
resin, copal, and white or yellow wax. The following proportions will

be found to give a good result, viz. :—
130 parts by weight of Wax.
10 „ „ Hard Copal.

10 „ ,, Resin (eolophany).

850 ,, „ Powdered Galvanic Copper.

This solder is applied by means of soldering irons or by a brush, ac-

cording to the nature of the repairs to be effected, and afterwards
bronzed, if desired, by the process employed in bronzing galvanic copper.

The copper may be precipitated on articles so prepared by any of the

ordinary electro-galvanic or mageto-electric methods or processes at

present employed.

SEWING MACHINE.

Fkaxz Boecke, Esq., Berlin.—Patent dated Nov. 8, 1802.

This invention relates to certain improvements upon what are commonly
known as the Wheeler & Wilson, and the "British " sewing machines,
but they are also applicable to other sewing machines of the same
character. According to this invention, it is proposed to construct the
bobbin or under thread case or shuttle with a raised conical or rounded
boss or projection in the centre, on that side next which the needle
works, a corresponding recess being made in the back of the hook, when
adapted to the Wheeler & Wilson machine, to receive the projection on
the inner side of the bobbin, thread case, or shuttle. By the aid of a
thread case or shuttle fitted or formed with this projection, a twisted
chain stitch having a second thread passing through the loops may be
produced in the Wheeler & Wilson, or in the "British" sewing ma-
chine, or in any other working on the same principle ; or if desired, the
second or under thread may be dispensed with, in which case the ma-
chine will produce the twisted chain stitch from a single thread.

The object of the projection in the side of the bobbin, thread case, or

shuttle, is to hold back one side of the loop of the needle thread until

the point of the needle has passed down in front of it, so that on the
thread slipping over the projection the loop will be round the needle,

and consequently round the thread carried by the needle, thus forming
the chain stitch. The operation is precisely the same when a second
thread is used. In some cases, an outer projecting rim is formed on
the same side of the thread case as the projecting boss, and concentric

therewith, whereby the boss may be made smaller, as the thread is par-

tially held back by first catching on the edge of the projecting rim, and
then slipping off out the central boss or projection.

Fig. 1 of the accompanying engravings is a front elevation, and fig. 2,

a corresponding longitudinal section of the rotating hook of the Wheeler
& Wilson machine, as fitted with these improved bobbin, thread case, or

shuttle adapted thereto, a, is the rotating hook,

into the central recess of which is placed in the Fig- l-

ordinary manner the improved shuttle, b. A
projecting boss, c, is fitted to the centre of this

shuttleat the back thereof, or that side next which
the needle, D, operates. The sides of this pro-

jecting boss, c, may be either curved, or made
straight, and slightly inclined or tapering, as in

fig. 2, and combined or not with an outer project-

ing rim, c. In all cases, however, an additional

recess is formed in the centre of the hook to ad-

mit the boss or projection, c, and have sufficient

clearance for the free passage of the loop of the

needle thread. This loop being held back by
the pressure of the boss, c, until the needle has
descended in front of it, immediately after which the tension or pull on
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Fig. 2.

the thread will cause the loop to slip over and pass the hoss, e, leaving

the thread round the stem of the needle. If no under
thread be used, the stitch produced will be a twisted

chain stitch ; but if a second or locking thread be

employed, such thread will be carried through each

loop of the chain, the resulting stitch being a

locked chain stitch. By having an extra shuttle of

the construction hereinbefore described, or by making
the boss or projection removable at pleasure, one

machine may be made to produce either an ordinary

lock stitch, (by using a second thread in the ordinary

ducoidal shuttle, or by removing the part, c,) a

twisted chain stitch from a single thread, or a twisted

chain stitch, having a second thread through the

loops.

PUMP VALVES.
Robeet and "William Hawthokx, JEnainecrs, Newcastle—Patent dated

November 24~ 1863.

This invention consists in the application of an annular double mitre

valve to pumps of every description, but specialty adapted for the air

pumps of surface coudensing engines, or where a free passage with a

small rise or lift, and where a quick action is desirable, as in the case of

pumps worked at high speeds ; also, in the application and arrangement
of a peculiar ball, clack, or valve, or any number of them for the same
purposes. The seat of the double beat or mitre valve contains an
annular open space or ring, between the inner diameter of the outer

mitre, and the outer diameter of the inner mitre, or working faces of the

valve, having sufficient area to allow the water or other liquor a passage
proportioned to the requirements of the pump. The upper portion or lid

of the valve is formed of cast iron and wood ; the wood part forming
the mitres, or upper working surfaces, corresponding with those formed
in the annular space in the valve seat, the lid being guided by a centre

bolt of copper, or other material, with a collar or stop on the top end of

it by which the lift of the valve is regulated, or when a bucket valve,

this is formed on the pump rod itself. The ball, clack, or valve con-

sists of a circular seat of hard wood, fitted into a plate forming the

bottom of the valve box, upon which a ball falls, and closes the passage
at each stroke of the pump. The balls may be made of cast iron or

other material, either holiow or solid, and the lift regulated by suitable

provision.

Fig. 1 of the accompanying engravings is an elevation, partly in

section, of the annular double
Fig. 1. mitre valve, in which the lid

of the valve is shown raised to

to its full "lift," the water
ways being indicated by the
arrows. The section shows
tbe mode of fitting in the
pieces of wood forming the
upper " beat faces." Fig. 2 is

a sectional elevation of the
ball valves and their wooden
seats. In fig. 1, a is the

annular water way formed in

the cast iron seat piece, b, to the centre of which is fitted the pin, c,

along which the cast iron lid, d. of the valve works, when opening and
closing the valve, e is the collar or stop for limiting the rise of the lid.

The actual closing portions,

or upper mitre faces of the

valve, are composed of blocks

of hard wood, f, driven into

corresponding openings or

chambers cast in the lid, D,

or cover, as is clearly shown
in the sectional part of fig. 1,

pins, a, or other contrivances,

being employed for prevent-

ing these blocksfrom shaking
out of their places. In fig. 2,

which is a sectional elevation of the second portion of this invention,
the valve seats, a, are formed of hard wood, on to which seats the balls
or clack3. b, fit accurately. These balls are shown fully elevated, their
lift being regulated by the cross bars, c, bolted to the plate which forms
the bottom of the valve box.

STEAM ENGINES.
Johs Esswoeth, Engineer, Manchester—Patent dated Oct. 29, 1SG2.

The object of this invention is the' avoiding of compression or back

pressure in the main cylinder of steam engines. For this purpose,
according to one arrangement, pipes or passages are employed to convey
tbe steam to two small cylinders alternately placed close to each end of
the main cylinder, and additional ports, intended to prevent back
pressure or compression, are placed within about 2 J inches of each end of
the main cylinder, so that when the piston reaches ihe end of the cylinder
it covers the port which has been opened to prevent back pressure

;

but so soon as steam is admitted into the large cylinder, it moves the
piston valve in the small cylinders, and closes the port upon which the
main piston is standing, opening at the same time a port at the opposite
end of the main cylinder—this is performed whilst the crank is travel-
ling over the centre. The steam admitted into the small cylinder
returns, as soon as the exhaust port is opened, to the large cylinder

;

this arrangement prevents any escape of steam. If preferred, the steam
may be admitted into the small cylinder or cylinders direct from the
boiler. In this arrangement, the small cylinders are situate opposite or
nearly opposite to each other. The entire apparatus is fitted on to a
metal plate, the length of which must be in accordance with the length
of the engine cylinder upon which it is bolted—the communication from
the large cylinder to the small ones being through this plate. In
another arrangement, a single small cylinder is used in combination
with valve boxes attached to each end of the main cylinder, suitable
pipes or passages conveying the steam from the large cylinder to each
end alternately of the small one. The two valve boxes in connection
with the small cylinder are opened in turn, so soon as the steam is

admitted into the opposite end of the small cylinder to allow of the
escape of tbe steam under compression in the main cylinder. In a
third arrangement, the valves are worked by a lever attached to any
convenient part of the engine, and connected to one end of a rod to be
carried to any convenient moving part—tbe other end of this lever
opening the port in oue or other of two valve boxes to allow the com-
pression to escape. In a fourth arrangement, a small cylinder or valve
box is placed on each end or cover of the main cylinder—these valves
being made to answer for the exit of the exhaust steam, and also for the
escape of the compression. Suitable pipes or passages convey the steam
from the main cylinder to the small one, which works the valves before
referred to through bell or ordinary cranks.

The illustration annexed represents, in longitudinal section, one mode
of carrying out this invention as applied to the upper portion of a

locomotive, or other steam engine cylinder. a is the main steam
cylinder, and b its piston, which latter is represented as covering one of
the two additional ports, ccl

,
which are made near each end of tbe main

cylinder for the free escape of the back pressure steam hereinafter
designated as the "compression." A small steam port, dd 1

, is also
made in each end of the main cylinder, leading, like the larger ports,
c c', into the small supplementary cylinder valve boxes,ff

1

, within which
work steam tight the piston valves or plugs, e e 1

. A wide groove or
annular recess, g g

1
, is formed in each piston valve, and into these

annular recesses or grooves run a number of longitudinal grooves or
slots, h h\ these longitudinal grooves serving as outlets for the free
escape of the " compression." The two piston valves or plugs, e e

1

, ar9
connected together, so as to work in concert with each other by means
of the connecting rods, kk\ which are jointed at ii1

, by means of the
joint pins, jj

l
, to the outer ends of the plugs, e e'. The contiguous ends

of the two connecting rods are respectively coupled with the cranks,
IV, set at right angles on a short shaft which works in bearings bolted
down upon the bed plate, o. To this same bed plate are also bolted the
small cylinders, ff 1

, so that the whole of tbe apparatus is contained on
the bed plate, o, and may therefore be readily fixed to the cylinder of a
locomotive or other steum engine. The piston, b, is supposed to have
just completed one stroke, and the part, e, of the cylinder (in connec-
tion with the exhaust) is full of steam, which is confined therein, and
exerts a back pressure upon the piston on its return stroke after the
exhaust port of the slide valve has been closed. So soon, however, as
the steam enters the cylinder, a, on the steam side, s, of the piston, by
the usual port and slide valve, a portion of the steam passes by the
small port, d, into the small cylinder, f and by the time the main
piston, b, is in motion, the plug or valve, e, in this cylinder has been
forced by the steam pressure beyond the port, c, so as to close all outlet
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for the acting steam which would otherwise escape through the port, c,

so soon as it was uncovered by the main piston, b. This forward

movement of the plug, e, is transmitted through the connecting rod, k,

cranks, 11', and connecting rod, hx
, to the second plug, e\ in the small

cylinder,/ 1
, at the opposite or exhaust end of the main cylinder. The

effect of this movement of the plug, e', is to bring the recessed portion,

g\ over the port, c1
, whereupon the " compression " or back pressure

steam escapes freely along the grooves or channels, hA1
,
in the plug,

during the full stroke of the piston, and after the ordinary exhaust port

has been closed, hence the resistance or back pressure hitherto exerted

against the piston, whilst it is completing its stroke, is entirely obviated.

These valves or plugs, ee l
, are operated, in like manner, at each stroke

of the main piston, b, the incoming steam at one end of the main
cylinder opening the valve or plug for the escape of the " compression"

at the opposite end.

IMPROVEMENTS IN HEATING GLASS FURNACES.

John Henry Johnson, 47 Lincoln's Inn Fields, London.—(Joseph

Venini, Paris)—Patent dated October 27, 1862.

This invention has reference to an economical mode of heating glass

furnaces of all kinds, and consists of an arrangement for employing for

that purpose the waste gases from coke ovens. The gas emitted from
the coke ovens is conveyed by suitable passages, or flues, into a fire

brick depositing chamber, where any cinders or heavy matter carried

over are deposited, the current of the gas being here retarded by having
a division wall extending downwards to near the bottom of the chamber,

under which partition the gas has to pass before it can escape. A
syphon pipe opens into one end of the depositing chamber at the top

thereof, and communicates with the upper part of a condenser. This
condenser consists of a metal vessel, having an expanded tube fitted to

the underside of the cover, and reaching down to near the bottom of the

vessel, the largest diameter of this tube being at the lower end, whilst

its smaller end opens direct into the second mouth of the syphon pipe.

A rose jet is contained inside the expanded tube, and is supplied with
water from a cistern above, so that as the gas passes from the deposit-

ing chamber it is cooled by passing through the stream of cold water,

and the tar being condensed falls to the bottom of the vessel. From the

upper part of this vessel the gas, freed from the tar, passes through
pipes to the glass furnace, previous to which, it is heated and mixed
with a blast of air, and directed through tuyeres into the chamber of the

furnace containing the glass.

Fig. 1 is a longitudinal section of the combined apparatus for heating
a glass furnace by the waste heat from coke ovens, taken along the

line 7-8 in the plan. Fig. 2 is a corresponding plan of the same, partly

in section ; and fig. 3
Fijr. 1- is a transverse section

along the line 1-6 in

fig. 2 ; a a are the
series of coke ovens,

and b b the doors

through which the
ovens are charged
and emptied. They
are composed of fire

clay, and contained
in cast iron frames,

counterweights enabl-

ing them to be readily

raised or lowered.

The apertures, c c,

are those through
which the gas escapes
in the ordinary pro-

cess of making coke.

These apertures are,

in this case, surrounded with brick work, forming small chimneys,
having at their summits the same internal sections corresponding to

those which are in the oven, and in the wall next the centre of the

oven other equal sections. It is through these apertures or passages
that the gases enter the principal flue, e, in order to be conveyed to the
chambers, //, hereinafter referred to. The passages, d and e, being
situate immediately over the roof of the ovens, preserve a sufficiently

elevated temperature to prevent the condensation of the gas tar, nothing
being deposited therein, except the dust and cinders, which may be
carried along with the draught, but which can be readily removed. For
this purpose, the chimneys as well as the passages leading therefrom, and
the main flue or passage, are covered by slabs of fiie clay or cast iron,

which are easily removable, to admit of the thorough cleaning of the

passages from the commencement up to the point where they enter the

chambers,/.

fiS£fi£&S^

These chambers, of an elliptical form, slightly contracted on one side,

are constructed of bricks specially prepared of the curved form and
thickness requir-

ed. They are

braced together or

surrounded by a
metal casing, in

order to prevent
any change of form
taking place by
the action of the
great heat to which
they are subjected
during the work-
ing of the appar-

atus. The gases
which enter con-
tinually into these
chambers from the

main flues, e e,

being at a highly
elevated tempera-
ture pressure, the

tar in an aeriform
or gaseous state, the cinders and other heavy bodies carried along
with the gases are deposited on the bottoms of these chambers, where
the current of the gases is checked, and considerably reduced in its

velocity by the pressure of a diaphragm (shown in dotted lines in fig.

1,) which descends from the top to within a short distance from
the bottom of each depository chamber, and under which diaphragm the
gases must pass before rising again to leave the chambers. The de-
posited matter is removed through apertures, provided with doors for

the purpose. These chambers, / are covered on the top by a slab of

semi-refractory clay, well burnt, and of a moderate thickness. In each
of these covers is formed an aperture, g, to which is fitted a syphon tube,

h, communicating each with a condenser, i. These condensers are con-

structed of wrought iron plates, firmly secured together, and of a suit-

able thickness. The top and bottom consists of plates of cast iron, the

one forming the top or cover being removable. These covers are each
formed with an opening, j, into which is fitted the tapered tube, k,

inside the condenser, which tube is of a gradually increasing diame-
ter towards the lower extremity, where it is encircled by a band.
The syphons, h, communicate at one extremity with the openings.

g, in the chambers, / and at the other end with the apertures, /,

in the covers of the condensers, i, and with the upper ends of the

tapered tubes, k, inside the condensers. At the band of the syphon
pipes, there is fitted a small pipe, I, which descends into the ta-

pered tube, and is fitted with a rose jet on its lower extremity, whilst

its upper end communicates with a tube or reservoir of water. The
gases having been freed from cinders and other solid particles in

the chambers, /, pass by means of the syphon pipes, h, and tubes, k,

into the condensers, i, where they are subjected to the jets of water is-

suing from the rose on the end of the pipe, I. The tar is thus condensed
and falls on to the bottom of the condenser, whence it is run off in to

suitable receptacles placed outside, whilst the gases rising above the

level of the water in the condenser, pass off through the apertures, m,

in the covers of the condensers, as shown in fig. 2. The pipes, n, com-
municate at one end with the apertures, m, iu the covers of the con-

densers, and at the other

extremity with the lower Fig- 3.

portion of the cylindrical

vessels of sheet iron, o.

These vessels, by resting

upon the covers of the semi-

refractory clay of the

chambers, /(the tempera-
ture of which is maintained
considerably elevated by
the current of gases con-

tinually passing through
them from the coke ovens),

receive a portion of their

heat, and transmit it con-

sequently to the gas arriv-

ing from the condensers, i.

The cylindrical vessels, o,

are each divided into two
compartments, by a parti-

tion or diaphragm of sheet metal, o', which extends from the top down-
wards to within a short distance from the bottom, as shown iu fig. 3,

and consequently the gases are compelled to pass under the diaphragms
and in contact with the bottom of the vessel. Openings are made in

the lower portion of the vessel, o, through which any remaining de-
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posited matter which has passed through the condensers is with-

drawn.
On the upper part of these Tessels, o, are fitted the pipes, ^.through

which the gas, which has absorbed a certain amount of caloric in the

vessel, o, and has consequently acquired a certain velocity, enters the

pipes, q, then passes up the vertical pipes, r. At the elbows or bands ofthe

pipes, q. are fitted small pipes which descend with the vessel, q\ filled

with water (fig. 3), and which serve to remove from the pipes, which

convey the gas to the melting furnace, any deposit of tar or residuum of

condensation which may form after the gas leaves the cylindrical

vessels, o. The pipes, r, are placed in two cylindrical chambers formed

in the brickwork of the furnace beneath the surface or hearth, on which

the crucibles are placed, and into these chambers a jet of flame may, if

desired, be introduced. The gases on entering these pipes, r, attain a

sufficiently elevated temperature to be injected into the furnace. At

one of the extremities of each of the pipes, r, a tuyere is fitted, which

is situate at the opening through which the gases enter the furnace.

At this point a current of air, produced by any suitable blowing engine,

and passed along a spiral pipe, and heated in the apparatus, s s, placed

above the furnace, enters by means of another small tube into the head

of each tuyere, which it fills up to the extremity, at which point com-

bustion should commence. Trie coke ovens are to be kept burning for

three or four days in the usual manner, during which time the glass

furnace is heated by means of a gTate, adapted provisionally at the

mouths where the gas is to enter. When the chambers,/, are properly

heated, and the gas tuyeres are substituted for the temporary grate, the

chimneys of those coke ovens, which are in a position to furnish com-

bustible products are closed, a regular current of gas being established

between the coke ovens and the glass furnace through the passages, d

and e. Supposing this operation to have been carried out with regard

to four couples of coke ovens, the gases produced therefrom, arrive

simultaneously in the pipes, r, by the pipes, p and q, to become there

mixed with the blast of air supplied by the blowing engine, and heated

in the chambers, s s, thus providing a flame which will raise the temper-

ature of the glass furnace to the desired degree. In the meantime, an-

other set of coke ovens, having been successively charged with coal, attain

the condition of those, the products or gases of which have been first

employed, and, therefore, before opening the chimneys of these latter,

and shutting off the communication with the passages, d, and the other

fines, a communication is established with the second set of ovens, so

that the same quantity of gas will always pass into the apparatus and

glass melting furnace, and there maintain, in a constant manner, the

same degree of heat.

LAW" REPORTS,

Chextlle : Davt.xpoet v. Jefsox—Isfrikgejiext.—This case, in the

Vice-Chancellor's Court, before Sir W. Page Wood, stood at the head of

the paper for a new trial by jury of certain issues, for the purpose of

determining the validity of the plaintiffs patents for improvements in

chenille and other piled fabrics. A trial, which occupied several days,

took place in last Hilary Term, but without any result, as the jury, who
were not able to agree upon their verdict, had been discharged after a

deliberation of about three hours.

The case now came on for a new trial before a special jury, but, as

the defendant had not instructed counsel, the matter was treated as

urjdefended, and a verdict was taken for the plaintiff upon all the issues.

REGISTERED DESIGNS,

RAMROD.
James Gettceb, ChiefInspector of Small Armsfor the War Depart-

ment, Enfield.

The purpose of utility to which the shape or configuration of the new
part of this design has reference, is the prevention of injury to the in-

terior of the barrel of the gun or rifle, by the friction of the ordinary-

steel ramrod against it. The subjoined engraving represents a longi-

tudinal section of the improved form of ramrod, having a portion of its

leDgth broken away in the middle, in order to bring the figure within

the limits of the sheet, a is the body of the steel ramrod, and e is the

brass head screwed thereon at c. In place of this head being made to

terminate at the part whe-e it joins the stem of the ramrod, it is con-

No. 183— Vol. XVI.

tinued in the form of a tube, long socket, or casing, a, along the
entire length of the rod, to which this portion, a, serves as a sheath.
In using this ramrod, the steel or hard metal can never come in contact
with the bore, being enclosed in the outer sheath of brass, which, being
softer, will not injure the bore when rubbed against it.

REVIEWS OF NEW BOOKS.

Professor Haughton's Discoveries in Axisial Mechanics. A New
Theory of Muscular Action, by Rev. Samuel Haughton, M.D., F.R.S.

Post 8vo. Williams & Norgate, London.

Amonqst a few minds engaged in the study of medicine, the thought has
slowly evolved itself, that if medicine is ever to become more than a
mere empiric routine, derived from an almost blind experience, dealing
merely with symptoms—that is with qualities—and knowing next to

nothing of quantity, in its relation to animal functions, it must be by pro-

foundly studying the physical, chemical, and mechanical basis upon
which (without reference to the inscrutable life that gives spring to them)
all animal motions and powers in health, or in disease, depend.

Medicine, as a systematised mass of experience as to qualities, we
have good authority for saying, was probably quite as advanced in the
hands of Hypocrates, Galen, or Paracelsus, as at the present day ; but
it dealt in symptoms and qualities only ; it had few or no laws worthy
the name of such, by which it could predict ari3'thing, and very nearly
the same is true of the "bed side" medicine of to-day, though few
" doctors" are willing to admit it to be the facf. A science of medicine,

however, whenever it shall be evolved, must be preceded by a science of

animal mechanics, of animal physics and chemistry, that, in their ap-

plication, shall evoke a true science of physiology, of pathology, and
therapeutics.

The most obvious and fundamental of these is animal mechanics
;
yet

here, Borelli, nearly three centuries ago, worked out almost all that was
known up to a very recent date.

Leibnitz, with his all prevading grasp of mind, speculated with amaz-
ing insight and suggestiveness, upon the relation of "work" and food

in the animal machine. Mayer, the little known German physician of

Heilbronn, the real discoverer of the interconvertibility of heat and
force, has, in this pregnant truth, laid the foundation of an amazing
edifice, to become occupied by the future physiologist.

Dr Smith of London, also, has laid up stores of experimental know-
ledge, with equal delicacy of tact and personal devotion, whose full

value will only be seen several years hence, when theory will have ad-

mitted of their interpretation.

Other labourers in these fields might be alluded to, if suitable in

a journal which looks more particularly at the mechanical side of every
subject ; but amongst all, probably the most striking recent results that
have been produced by the application of " measure, number, and weight"
to physiology, are those ofProfessor Haughton, of Trinity College, Dublin,
a very brief account of which he has just published, entitled " Out-
lines of a New Theory of Muscular Action," 8vo. (Williams &Norgate,
London.)

Professor Haughton is undoubtedly one of the most versatile, poig-

nant, and forceful intellects of our day. A fellow of Trinity College,

at an early period of his life—which, happily, has not even now reached
its meridian—and ordained in the Church of England in the usual
course of College system, he was some years since elected to the chair

of Geology of the University of Dublin. This is not the place to speak
of his success in that particular line of study, nor of the thriving school
of geology, which owes its vitality and establishment in Ireland so

much to him. Geology, however, involved natural history, and the
last brought forth all sorts of questions of animal functions and powers

;

and the higher mathematician, whose papers on the abstract laws of

the mechanics of planets and of tides, had received the approbation
and the medal of the Royal Irish Academy, resolved to study medicine
in all the fulness and system that its schools in Dublin could afford

him.
In December last, he obtained his degree of M.D., and these remark-

able discoveries as to muscular action formed the subject of the in-

augural thesis for his medical degree read on that occasion before the
University.

This brief preface as to Professor Haughton's career, in some of its

aspects only, though penned by the hand of a friend, is neither exag-
gerated nor adulatory ; either would to him, who is the object of these
remarks, be viewed with contempt. Better known as he is generally in

Ireland than elsewhere, at least as regards that which Bacon calls " the
fame of the market place," some such introduction seemed called for,

before we hastened, as we must now do, to let him give some account
of his own investigations, by freely quoting from his thesis.

M
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The work consists of three short parts—I. On the rate of muscular

action

—

i. e., the rate at which the "vibration or wave of muscular con-

traction which constitutes animal action, is propagated along the sub-

stance of a muscle. II. On the amount of work stored up in a muscle
—i. e., the amount of work given out by a muscle in sustained labour

;

and III. On the work done in a day by the human heart. In the treat-

ment of these new and startling subjects, there is nothing diffuse, in-

distinct, mysterious, or doubtful, all is clear, rigid, and exact matter of

experiment and calculation. The simplicity of its treatment, and
the remarkableness and novelty of the results, excites the same sort of

feeling that some of the demonstrations of Newton in the Principia

do ; when having once grasped the direct and simple reasoning, we
wonder how it was we had never discovered it for ourselves.

But we must, to be brief, let Haughton explain himself by the follow-

ing extracts :

—

Part I.

—

On the Rate op Muscular Action.—In the Croonian Lec-

ture, read before the Royal Society, on November 16, 1809, Dr Wollas-

ton called attention to the sound, or susurrus, produced by the muscles

when in a state of contraction. He states correctly that this sound is

best produced by inserting gently the extremity of the finger into the

ear, bringing at the same time the muscles of the hand and forearm into

strong contraction. The muscular susurrus may also be heard easily by
using a stethoscope upon a contracted muscle, either of the observer's or

of any other person's body.

Having described the mode of obtaining the sound, Dr Wollaston

correctly adds that it " resembles most nearly that of carriages at a

great distance passing rapidly over a pavement ;" to which admirable

description of the sound I would add, that it bears the most striking re-

semblance to the deep hum produced by the blowing fan of a large

foundry.

Dr Wollaston attempted to estimate the frequency of the elementary
muscular contraction that produces the susurrus by allowing his ear to

rest on the ball of his thumb, while his elbow was supported by a hori-

zontal board, in which he had cut a number of equal notches, about one-

eight of an inch asunder. Against these notches he rubbed a pencil

with a regular motion, until he made the sound so produced to coincide

roughly with that of the muscular contraction ; and he attempted to es-

timate the number of notches passed over in a second. His conclusion

from these comparative experiments is the following :

—

" The greatest frequency that I think I have observed was about 35

or 36 in a second, and the least was as low as 14 or 15 .... ; they ap-

peared to be in general between 20 and 30 in a second ; but it is possible

that the method I employed may be found defective, and it is to be

hoped that my estimate may be corrected by some means better adapted

to the determination of intervals that cannot actually be measured."
An accidental observation made upon myself a few months ago has

enabled me, I believe, to fix with the precision desired by Wollaston the

rate of the muscular contraction that causes the susurrus. About three

years ago, on recovering from a slight access of fever, which was for-

tunately cut short, I found that it left the following trace of its visit in

my system:— Occasionall}', since that period, when overworked by
mental exertion, I have been subject to a singing in both ears, which is

relieved by a drink of warm milk, and by sleep ; sometimes, however,
I have found the tinnitus aurium so great as to prevent sleep.

In June last (1862), while kept awake by this disagreeable noise, I

amused myself with producing, by the contraction of the masseter
muscles, their well-known susurrus. To my great surprise and pleasure,

I observed that the tinnitus and susurrus were in unison, differing from
each other by several octaves.

I followed'up the clue thus found, and consulted my musical friends,

whom I instructed in the mode of making Wollastou's experiment,
without, however, informing them of the note that I myself believed to

be the true sound of the

pig- i. susurrus and tinnitus. My
friends have arranged
themselves into two groups,
which have fixed upon
CCC and DDD, respec-
tively, as the note of their

susurrus—that is to say, two octaves below bass C and D, fig 1. These
notes are found on the new pianos only, and several ofmy friends informed

me that the C or D, the lowest on their piano, was an octave above the
susurrus; but, on inquiry, there was no difficulty

Fi£. 2. in ascertaining what note was really indicated.

The tuning of the pianos was carefully tested with
a standard CC diapason, of 64 double vibra-

tions per second, used for accoustical experi-
ments, and corresponding with 426J vibrations in

the second for the note, treble A, fig. 2. Four of

the observers, of whom two were ladies, found
CCC, and five, of whom three were ladies, found DDD, which notes corre-
spond, respectively, to thirty-two and thirty-six vibrations in the second.

^ -rz-
_*!_•_ -&-

JCS1
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To my own ear, the susurrus has constantly the sound of CCC ;
and

the tinnitus had, on the morning of the 30th
June, 1862, the sound of an octave above F1t' 3 -

treble C, fig. 3, that is to say, was five octaves -o-
above the susurrus, and therefore correspond-
ing to a rate of vibration thirty -two times
faster than that of the muscle, or 1024 times
in a second.

The sound of the muscular susurrus, when ^
fully heard, is like the sound of the cab-wheels
of London heard in the silence of the night, when the absence of

thoroughfare in the streets enables the cabman to drive fast. If sup-

posed to drive eight miles an hour, the number of impulses per second

will be

5281 X 3 X 8
= 35 2.

3600

Considering that the standard DDD of the susurrus is thirty-six vibra-

tions per second, its resemblance to the sound of cab-wheels ceases to

be a matter of surprise.

In order to determine the sound of the susurrus precisely, I procured

a long wooden tube, 3 inches by 2J inches inside, like an organ pipe,

fitted with a moveable piston, so that on applying it to an acoustical

bellows, and on moving the piston in or out, I could produce any note

I pleased, in the neighbourhood of CCC. This pipe is tuned, by means
of the piston, to the susurrus of any observer, and then played in

conjunction with the standard CCC, and the beats counted if it be not

in unison.

Let m denote the number of vibrations per second in the standard

pipe, n the corresponding number in the tuned susurrus pipe, or vice

versa, so that m shall be greater than n, and let k be the number of beats

per second counted on playing the two pipes together; then it is easily

shown that

k — m (1)

As an example of this principle, I take the following observation, by
Dr William Stokes, of this city, who kindly aided me in my investigations

upon one occasion, by tuning the wooden pipe to the susurrus observed
in himself, leaning both his elbows on a table, with the muscles of the

fore-arms contracted, and making the sound of the pipe coincide with
the susurrus when heard together by both ears.

On comparing the note he fixed on, with the standard CCC, it was
found to be higher than it, to such an extent, as to produce fifty beats in

fifteen seconds.

Hence, ,50

—= m-32; of

15

and, finally,

3£=m-32;

m= 35j vibrations per second.

This is DDD natural, a little flat; for DDD corresponds to thirty-six

vibrations in the second."

From Part II. we cannot afford space to quote anything but one or
two results. The method is again experimental. The author says :

—

From the preceding experiments it would appear that in boys and women
the endurance of these muscles is greater than in men, although it is

well known that they are not capable of so great an exertion of force

at a given moment. Taking a mean of my own and of Mr Foot's muscles,

I find that the supra spinati and central portion of the deltoids of both
sides are capable of lifting 2268 lbs. through one foot, before they be-

come exhausted—that is to say, rather above one ton lifted through one
foot.

It was now necessary for me to find the weight of the muscles con-

cerned in doing this amount of work, which I proceeded to determine as

follows. The experimental details are then given.

Hence, it appears that the weight of the muscles on both sides, en-

gaged in the act of holding up the arms exactly in the horizontal posi-

tion, is 10J oz., or 4480 grs. ; but as this weight of muscle was proved
capable of lifting one ton through a foot, before it became exhausted,

it follows by an easy calculation that 1 lb. weight of the same kind of

muscle is capable of lifting 1'56 ton through one foot.

We must now pass to Part III., " On the work done by the human
heart," and regret that we can only quote from it partially :

—

From auscultation of the first sound of the heart, I am satisfied that

it gives the same musical tone as the other muscles of the body ; and as

it never becomes wearied, it is a matter of some physiological interest

to calculate the amount of work done by it during the day.

From the following estimates of the weight of the heart, a mean must
be deduced, which is then to be used in our calculation:—
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Table of Average Weight of the HumUn Heart.

Oz.

1. Meckel, 100
2. Cruveilhier, ... ... ... ... 7'5

3. Bouillaud, 8.375
4. Lobstein, 9 -5
5. Boyd [aet. 30-40] 1041
6. Boyd [at. 40-50], 1056

Mean= 939 oz.

From this weight, combined with the previous determination of the
work stored up in the ordinary muscles, I obtain the following chain :

—

10.25-

2240-

9 39 oz. of heart.

:2268 ft. lbs.

: 1 ft. tons.

0-9275 ft. ton.

If the heart, therefore, were an ordinary muscle, it would lift 0'9275
of a ton through a foot in 7£ minutes, and then become incapable of
doing more work for some time. As the heart, however, never tires, it

accomplishes this amount of work in 7J minutes, and eight times this

work in one hour ; therefore in twenty-four hours, the

"Work done bv heart= 0'9275 X 8 X 24.

= 178-09 ft. tons.

During each double beat of the heart, reckoned as 10 parts of time,

seven parts are occupied by a muscular contraction of the ventricles or

auricles, and three parts are not employed ic doing mechanical work :

reducing, therefore, the work just calculated to 7-10ths of its amount, I

find the

Daily work of heart= 124'6 ft. tons.

I have elsewhere* shown that the labouring force of man is less than
400 foot tons per day ; as may be seen from the following table :

—

So. Kind of Work. Amonnt of Work. Authority.

1 312 ft. tons.

352 „
374 „

325 „
303 „

353 „

381 „

352 „

310 „

340 2 ft. tons.

2

3

4 Porters carrying goods, and re-

5

6

7

8

Men walking unloaded,
Porters carryingwood up a stair-

case, and returning unloaded,

Coulomb.
Haughton.

Coulomb.
Haughton.

Haughton.
9 Prisoners at shot drill, and

In forming the preceding table, I have corrected Coulomb's and
Lamande's estimates of useful work, so as to bring in the weight of the
labourer, and the fatigue work as well as the useful work.

It appears from a comparison of the calculation of the work of the
heart with the preceding table, that it is more than one-third of the
daily labouring force of the whole body.

No reflecting mind can avoid feeling the highest admiration and re-

verential awe of the Divine Hand that has formed a mechanism so won-
derful, that in a single day it can weary out nearly 200 times its own
weight of the stanchest muscles of the body ; and itself rarely tires,

unless the progress of some disorder foreign to it, clogs its movements,
the last pulse of which corresponds with systemic death, which is

speedly followed by the cessation of the somatic life, the continuance of

which, after systemic death, is but the last faint echo of the footfalls of
the heart, which rapidly die away when that wonderful machine itself

has become silent for ever."

Haughton deemed these results as requiring confirmation, and a singu-

lar opportunity of verifying them presented itself to him, in the March
of thi3 year. The rapidity with which he seized upon it is quite char-
acteristic.

We must pass over, however, his preliminary reference to the Rev.
Dr Hales' heemastatie experiments, an acquaintance with which is al-

most necessary to fully understanding what follows :

—

1 Manual of Mechanics," p. 106, el spq.

Fig. 4.

/

On the 18th of March, a large fibro-cellular tumour was removed in the
operating theatre of the Meath Hospital, from the left groin of a middle-

aged, large-sized man ; in the course of the operation the external

epigastric artery, which appeared enlarged to feed the tumour, was
divided, and before it could be ligatured,

strong jets of blood from it were thrown in

various directions about the room. I no-

ticed, as the poor fellow moved about on
the operating table, that the jets of blood
fell short, or enjoyed a long range, accord-

ing to the angle of elevation of the orifice

of the bleeding artery, and that there was
a certain maximum range on the floor of

the theatre, which was not exceeded.
I saw immediately that I had before my

eyes the solution of the problem that had
puzzled me ; as by measuring the co-

ordinates of the maximum range, 1 could
calculate the velocity with which the blood left the artery.

In the annexed, fig. 4, which is drawn to scale, let A represent the
orifice of the artery, and b the position of the farthest squirt of blood
on the floor

;
oa was found to be 3 ft. 6 in., and ob was 8 ft. It is well

known that ax, the direction of projection of the minimum range on
the plane ab, bisects the angle. cab,* and that

R cos2 t

4 cos2 e

where

h =the unknown height due to the velocity of projection

;

72=the maximum range ab= 8773 ft.

i= the angle made by ab with the horizon = 24° 14'

;

e — the angle of elevation, made by ax with the horizon= 32°

Substituting the preceding values in equation (2), I find,

h— 2-586 ft.;

and since the velocity of projection, v, is given by the equation,

(2)

53'.

it follows that
ii=12-905 ft.

(3)

I have already shown that Hales found for the large arteries of the horse

h= 2-63 ft.

This corresponds so closely with the result just found by observation
on the human subject, that I think myself entitled to conclude that the

hydrostatical pressure in the unopened arteries and left ventricle in man,
is also the same as in the horse, viz., 9-14 ft. of blood, or very nearly
110 inches. And as each cubic inch of blood weighs 268 grains, this is

equivalent to a pressure of

29,480 grs. = 4-211 lbs.

on each square inch of the inside of the left ventricle.

At every beat of the heart, 3 oz. of blood are propelled against this

pressure, through the aorta ; let a denote the area of this vessel, x the

distance through which the blood is propelled, and F the pi-opelling

force ; then,

F= 4-211 a,

and the work clone in a single beat is

Fx= i-21l a.v. (4)

To make use of this equation, we need not know either a or x, for the

product ax is the number of cubic inches in 3 oz., which is very
nearly 5>-,

Taking 75 beats per minute as the average, and converting the pounds
and inches into tons and feet, we have,

4-211 X5-2 X 75 X 60 X 24
Work of left ventricle in 24 hours =

2240 X 12

= 87-93 ft. tons.

I find, on taking an average of the estimates of Bouillaud, Laennec,

Cruveilhier, Sb'mmering, and Andral, that the right ventricle has a thick-

ness, which is to that of the left in the proportion of 5 to 13 ; and as

the cavities are of equal dimensions, the thicknesses are proportional to

their muscular powers ; in order, therefore, to find the total work done

* Galbraith and Haughton's " Manual of Mechanics," p. 169.
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by the heart, we must add to the preceding result 5-13ths of its amouut,
from which we obtain, finally,

Daily work of left ventricle= 8798 ft. tons.

Daily work of right ventricle= 33 p84 ,,

Total daily work of heart= 12182 ft. tons.

On comparing this, which may be considered as the Hydraulic work
of the heart, with the Muscular work of the heart (12482 ft. tons),

already deduced from totally different considerations, their agreement
must be regarded as a remarkable confirmation of the theory of muscular
action on which the first calculation was founded."

Thus, we believe, for the first time has the foundation been laid for

the true hydraulics of the blood, a problem treated of by Dr Thomas
Young in another way without much success, and something " within

the grasp of the computist," shown, as to that wondrous seat of emotion
and source of the torrent of life, which only ceases beating with the

failure of the pulse in death, when "the wheel is broken at the cistern,

the pitcher broken at the well."

—

[Ed.]
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PROCEEDINGS OF SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES.

ROYAL SOCIETY.

APRIL 23, 1863.—"On the Arrangement of Muscular Fibres of the Ventri-
cular Portion of the Vertebrate Heart, with Physiological Remarks," by J.
Pettigrew, Esq.
" On the Diurnal frregualities of Terrestrial Magnetism, as deducted from ob-

servations made at the Royal Observatory, Greenwich, from 1841 to 1857, by
G. B. Airy, Esq.

" On the direct Transformation of Iodide of Allyle into Iodide of Propyle," by
Mr M. Simpson.

" On the Distillation of Mixtures : a contribution to the Theory of Fractional
Distillation," by J. A. Wanklyn, Esq.

April 30.—On Spectrum Analysis, with a Description of a large Spectro-
scope, having niue Prisms and Achromatic Telescopes of two feet focal

power," by J. P. Gassiot, Esq.
11 On the direct Correlation of Mechanical and Chemical Forces," by H. C.

Sorby, Esq.

ROYAL INSTITUTION.
BfARCH 20, 1863. — "On the Forces concerned in producing Maguetic

Disturbances," by Balfour Stewart, Esq., F.R.S.

April 24.—*' On Luminous Meteors," by Mr Herschel.

May 1.—"Annual Meeting for the Receipt of Reports and Election of
Officers."

LONDON ASSOCIATION OF FOREMAN ENGINEERS.
NEW MARINE PROPELLER.

A well attended meeting of this Society took place on the 2nd ult., at 35
St Swithin's Lane, City of London. Mr J. Newton, of the Royal Mint,
occupied the chair on the occasion, and read a Paper on "A New Mode of
Marine Propulsion." The extreme length to which his remarks extended
prevents our doing more than giving a summary of them. Mr Newton com-
menced by asserting that the subject was one of immense importance, and that
he, who was not a marine engineer, approached it with diffidence. Many
persons had assumed that the Screw must be regarded as the final medium of
marine propulsion, and that only in its modification of form, or plurality of
application, was there hope of increasing speed and effecting economy. He did

not share in that assumption, and was no believer in mechanical finality of any
kind.

The plan of marine propulsion of which he intended to attempt an explana-
tion was not his own, but that of Mr Voile, his friend, who bad well studied
the subject, and had had much nautical experience. He was of opinion that
Mr Vaile's views were correct; those who differed might criticise and contro-
vert, if they could, those views. Mr Vaile proposed to apply to steam ships

or boats one or more submerged endless chain propellers, with feathering
floats, the latter would be adapted in form, number, and dimensions to each
particular vessel to which they might be attached. Such was, in brief, the
general character of the invention. Some might object, at the outset, that this
was no novelty. A closer examination would demonstrate the reverse. The
Vaile propeller possessed features which distinguished it conspicuously, and he
(Mr Newton) thought most favourably, from other contrivances of an analogous
kind. Those features mainly consisted in the shape of the floats, their mode of
attachment to the chains, their perfect and simply effected feathering proper-
ties, and the proposed total submergence of the whole apparatus.

Referring to the drawings which illustrated the paper, the reader of it went
on to say, that the floats of the propeller there depicted, were of equal area
with those which would be used in an ordinary paddle wheel ship of a like
tonnage. They would possess in addition, however, the power of feathering,
in the fullest sense of that word. It was obvious that, by enlarging the chain
wheels of the Vaile propeller, increased breadth might be given to the floats.

Their breadth, indeed, might always be made to equal the diameter of the
chain wheels, minus the diameter of their shafts, and a few inches of clearance
between the shafts, and the upper edges of the acting floats. Thus, for
example, if wheels of 10 feet diameter were used, with shafts of 12 inches, and
6 inches of clearance room allowed, the floats would be 8 feet 6 inches broad,
and as long as the beam of the ship would permit. The inventor was, more-
over, of opinion that, as a rule, the greater the breadth of beam of a vessel,
and the less water she drew, the greater would be her speed. This form, too,

would be most favourable for the development of the full advantages of his
propellers.

As in a ship expressly constructed for the reception of the Vaile propellers,
they would be placed as low down as possible,—one on either side the keel

—

and just abaft the midships, it was contended that the floats would all travel
with equal velocit}', have a direct thrust aft, and thus be found far more effec-
tive than either screw or paddle-wheels. It had been found in practice impos-
sible to drive vessels at high rates of speed without incurring the penalties of
excessive expenditure of steam power, and a ruinous consumption of fuel.

This fatal contingency was due, principally, to the limited area of propelling
surface in proportion to the bulk and weight to be moved, which, with either
screw or paddle-wheels, could be made to act upon the water. With the
screw, the amount of acting surface was limited by the distance between the
keel and the water line of the ship. With the paddle-wheel, it was governed
by the diameter of the wheel itself, that diameter again being limited to

manageable size. No such restrictions existed with the Vaile propeller.
This not only admitted of a number of floats of equal area, acting on the water
at the same time, but of those floats being of much greater than ordinary depth
and length. A perfect correspondence, indeed, would be established between
the power of the engines and the media, for receiving and dispensing that
power—the floats.

This consummation had not yet been attained by screw or paddle-wheel.
The "slip," too, would be minimised, if not annihilated, another desideratum,
which, neither by screw nor paddle-wheel, had been achieved. It was well
understood that, although by the agency of the screw, and by that of the
paddle-wheel, a speed of from ten to fifteen or sixteen knots per hour had been
reached, yet that if a higher rate of speed were attempted; the result was un-
satisfactory. The additional power used was wasted, as the slip increased in

a greater ratio than the speed of the vessel. The lowness of position of the

Vaile propellers, before adverted to, have, in this respect, another claim to

superiority. The floats would obtain thereby a hold on the densest water,

through which the vessel moved; they would thus at all times act with their

full propelling force, and increased speed would be obtained by the application

of increased steam power without risk of augmenting the evil of slip. The ordin-

ary paddle wheels were only fully effective at the middle of a voyage. Vaile's

propellers would be equally effective at its commencement, its middle, and its

ending. Constant submergence, combined with perfect feathering, were their

most prominent advantages.
Both screw and paddle wheel, in heavy seas, were, from their alternate

elevation and submergence, frequently ineffective. To use a nautical

phrase, they "ground up the power" used, without pushing the ship ahead.
The Vaile propellers, while they absorbed all the power of the engines, would
give it out with full effect, whether in rough or smooth water.

Many other alleged advantages were referred to and dwelt upon by Mr
Newton, but we pass them over, and turn to a point which was made particu-

larly prominent. This was the power of steering and manoeuvring a vessel

which the propellers in question would give. The propellers being capable of

easy disconnection, one might be turned ahead and the other astern, and the

vessel could thus be made to turn as on a pivot. If a ship of war and in action,

this qualification could scarcely be overestimated. It was stated to be quite

immaterial whether direct action, or geared engines were used for driving

the chain propellers. The Horizontal engine as being the simplest, the

least costly, and perhaps the best adapted for the purpose, was, however,
recommended.
As the engines and machinery would be concentrated near the middle of the

ship, and the centre of gravity of the whole would be far below the water line,

rolling would be diminished, and vibration could scarcely exist. Such are

some of the advantages sought to be established on behalf of the Vaile propeller,

and it is not too much to say that the questions raised by Mr Newton are worthy
the attention of those interested in Steam Navigation.

Mr Klyte raised some objections as to points of detail, and the difficulty of

repairing the apparatus. Mr Oubridge approved to a great extent the prin-

ciple of the propeller. Messrs Briggs, Walker, Jones and others joined in the

discussion, which, after some explanatory remarks from Mr Vaile and Mr
Newton, was adjourned to the June meeting of this Association.

It was stated that before that time an illustrated pamphlet would be published,

and a copy be placed in the hands of each member. The Board of Admiralty,
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the Members of the Legislative Assemblies, Shipowners, Engineers, and the

Editors of scientific journals, too, would also be furnished with full descrip-

tions of the submerged endless chain feathering propellers by the same
means.

THE ASSOCIATION FOR THE PREVENTION OF STEAM BOILER
EXPLOSIONS, MANCHESTER.

K During the past month, there have been examined 288 engines and 406

boilers. Of the latter, 6 have been examined specially, 11 internally, 79

thoroughly, and 310 externally ; in addition to which 2 of these boilers have

been tested by hydraulic pressure. The following defects have been found in

the boilers examined :—Fracture, 5 {1 dangerous) ; corrosion, 30 (1 dangerous)

safety-valves out of order, 1 ; water gauges ditto, 8 ;
pressure gauges ditto, 9

feed apparatus ditto, 1; blow-out taps ditto, 32; furnaces out of shape, 4
over-pressure, 4 ; blistered plates, 4; total, 98 (2 dangerous). Boilers without

glass water gauges, 6; without blow-out taps, 13; without back pressure

valves, 21.
" Three explosions have occurred during the past month to boilers not under

the inspection of this Association, by which nine persons were killed and four

others injured. All of these explosions occurred so far from Manchester, that

only one of them—viz., No. 8, which was by far the most important—has been
personally investigated. The following is the monthly tabular statement :

—

"TABULAR STATEMENT OF EXPLOSIONS,

"From March 28, 1863, to April 24, 1863, inclusive.

Index No. Date. GENEBAL DESCRIPTION OF BOILEIt.
Persons
Bailed.

Persons
Injured

Total.

No. 7. April 7.

April 8.

Plain cylindrical.

9 4

No. 8. Four cylindrical egg-ended.
Externally-fired.

One ordinary single flue or "Cornish."

13

No. 9.

These 5 boilers all exploded simultaneously

Plain cylindrical-

Total, 9 4 13

INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.
April 21, 1863.—"Account of the Cofferdam, the Syphons, and other

Works, constructed in consequence of the failure of the St Germain's Sluice of
the Middle Level Drainage," by John Hawkshaw, Esq., President of the In-
stitution.

Apb.il 28.—Discnssion npon Mr Hawkshaw's paper. " On The Charing
Cross Bridge," by Harrison Hayter, Esq., C.E.

Mat o.—" On American Iron Bridges," by Zerah Colburn, Esq.

Mat 12.—Discussion on Mr Z. Colburn's paper, and on " The Communica-
tion between London and Dublin," by W. Watson, Esq., A.I.C.E.
May 19.—Discnssion on Mr Watson's paper, and on " The Manufacture of

Duplicate Machines and Engines," by John Fernie, Esq., A.I.C.E.

MONTHLY NOTES.
Americas Sewing Machines.—In the year ending June 1st, 1860, no less

than 116,330 sewing machines were manufactured in the United States,
worth from five to six million dollars.

Manufacture of German Toys.—The small town Sonnenberg, in Germany,
manufactures an enormous quantity of these goods. Twenty firms are in trie
trade, some of which do a yearly business of £100,000. The railway from
Sonnenberg to Coburg conveys yearly 2000 tons of this article.

Boring Rock by Means of Diamonds.—M. Leschot has, in one hour,
bored holes in granite, 3 feet 7 inches to 4 feet deep, and 3-16ths inches
diameter, by means of a tubular borer, set with diamonds at its end. On
examination afterwards through the microscope, the diamonds were un-
injured. The same amount of work would have taken two skilled workmen
two days.

Iron Chimneys.—M. Winiewarter, of Gumpoldskirchen, near Vienna, is
constructing chimneys upon the following novel plan :—The inner chimney,
consisting of plain galvanised iron, is enclosed in an outer casing of thin
corrugated galvanised iron, with a space of at least nine inches between. The
loss in temperature, and, consequently, in draught, is, by this arrangement,
inappreciable. He has applied this system to chimneys of eighty feet in height •

the space between the chimney and its casing must necessarily be closed at the
top.

Breaking of Railway Tyres in Prussia during the Winter, 1860-61.

—Investigations on this subject seem to show, that neither frost nor speed
have much to do with it, but rather faults in the material, and in the welding
and putting on of the tyres. Hence, the cast steel wheels from Krupp, the

puddled steel wheels from Hoerde, the cast steel disc wheels from Bochum,
and perhaps also the dished cast iron wheels are preferred. The tyres should
be as light as practicable, turned quite true, and l-16th of an inch smaller

than the wheel. To ensure a certain amount of elasticity, the spokes should

be curved, and the disc wheels to be of a concentrically corrugated section.

Spectrum Analysis applied to the Bessemer Process of Steel
Making.—In the experiments, the commencement of which we noticed some
time ago, undertaken to determine the substances successively eliminated from
pig iron by the Bessemer process of refinery, amongst the bright bands
of the spectrum produced, those of Potassium, Sodium, and Lithium are

remarked, accompanied by some others of a character as yet undetermined.
Amongst the bands of absorption {dark bands), those of the vapour oi Sodium
and of Carbonic Oxide are distinguishable. The subject is as yet scarcely

begun, but already it promises that spectrum analysis must hereafter play a

great part in scientific metallurgy.

Existence of Carbon and Sulphur in Aerolites.—Professor Roscoe
has discovered, both by chemical and spectral analysis, the existence of carbon

and of sulphur in a portion of the celebrated aerolite of Alais. The carbon is

partly in the state of graphite, partly in that of an hydro-carburet, soluble in

ether, from which, like the sulphur, it deposits in crystals. The hydro carbon
appears, from several of its reactions, to resemble Kontiie, a mineral wax
discovered by Kraus in the lignites of Uznach, consisting of equal numbers of

atoms of carbon and hydrogen, and fuzing at 114° centigrade. Wohler dis-

covered in 1860, for the first time, traces of hydro-carburets in Hungarian and
African aerolites. The point of high interest in these discoveries is this

—

Upon our planet, hydro-carbons are exclusively the products of life, vegetable

chiefly, but also animal. Sulphur, too, though with less certainty, has

probably found its way into contact with carbonaceous minerals, as in the coal

brasses, only through the agency of life, animal life. Whether fragments of a

bioken planet or " planetary dust" in space, these aerolites, at some period of

their existence as now found, must, probably, have been the abode of vegetable

or animal existences.

Spherical Joint Beer Pull.—An ingenious appli-

cation of the ball and socket joint has been made by Mr
Samuel Mason, of Birmingham, in a new beer pull, of
which we annex an engraving. The axis or working
centre of the lever or pull is carried by a sphere, and
works in corresponding bearings on the underside of a
metal ring or socket-piece, which is screwed to the
counter plate, consequently, the necessity for the slit

in the front of the counter to allow of the action of the
lever or pull is obviated, and all communication with
the mechanism beneath is prevented. The working
parts of the pump are thoroughly protected, and greater
neatness and solidity are obtained.

Strength of Cast Iron Columns.—In an investi-

gation on the strength of materials, Professor Wiebe,
of Berlin, is said to have arrived theoretically at the
conclusion, that a solid round cast iron column is

weaker than a solid round wrought iron one of the same
dimensions, but a solid square cast iron column ^stronger
than a solid square wrought iron column of the same
dimensions. Taken in all its generality, we doubt
the possibility of such a result being correct.

Innocuous Green Colour.—Two colours of this
quality are now known, and prepared in Germany,
that of Rinmann and that of M. Fr. Mittler, in
Augsburg. Professor Liebig, and other high authori-
ties, testify that this latter, only recently introduced,
is perfectly harmless. The Mittler green colour was
invented and brought to perfection by Messrs Mittler,
after many laborious and costly experiments. Re-
cently, they have introduced another colour, the
" Victoria green," likewise free from arsenic, copper,
or lead, and not influenced by oil or water ; it is of a
brilliant hue, cheap, and especially recommended for
paper hangings, oil painting, and artificial flowers.

On the Strength of Malleable Cast Iron—By M. Tresca.—The
malleable cast iron of M. Dalifol, of Paris, in made from mixed Scotch pig, and
the tempering is effected by the castings being enclosed in crucibles filled with
native iron oxide, and exposed to a very great heat. Experiments were made
with four square bars, of from -6 to -81 meters length, and about 1, 4, 9, and
16 square centimetres sectional area, which were supported at the ends on
sharp edges, and loaded in the middle. The smallest bar, -39 of an inch square,
(3-8ths full), and 1'87 feet long between the supports, showed, up to a load of
78 lbs., a regular increase in deflection of 0973 inches for every 23 lbs., which
gives a modulus of elasticity of about 12,600,000, the same as many good
qualities of iron. The second bar gave a modulus of elasticity of 11 000 000-
the third, 10,600,000; and the fourth, 10,800,000. Out of this last bar,' 1-56
inches square was cut a fifth, only -351 inches square ; this piece was'quite
converted to the core, and gave a modulus of elasticity of 11,050,000, whereas
a sixth bar cut out of the same piece as the former, and being -585 inches
square, gave 9,860,000 as modulus of elasticity (equal to that of good cast iron).
This shows that the iron is not wholly converted into malleable iron. A bar
•195 inches square, showed a tensile strength of 50,600 lbs. per square inch'
nearly as much as good bar iron.
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Amorphous or Ked Phosphorus.—It turns out that this form of Phosphorus

which now is becoming so important for the manufacture of friction matches,

and the discovery of which is usually attributed to Schrbtter, was discovered,

in reality, by Kopp, prior to the year 1844, more than four years before

Schrbtter published his re-discovery of the matter—the discovery that the

amorphous form may be given to phosphorus ; by a regulated temperature

only, is however, still due to Schrbtter. Apropos to this subject, we may
notice the

—

Preparation op Friction Matches without ant Phosphorus.—
M. Hjerpe, of Stockholm, has succeeded in producing friction matches, which,

when drawn along a prepared friction surface, ignite, though containing them-
selves no combustible but the wood, and hence, evolving no phosphoric,

sulphurous, or other unwholesome gas. The composition for the matches is

—

4 to 6 parts chlorate potass.

2 to 6 parts bi-chromate potass.

2 to 6 parts sesqui oxide iron (red ochre).

2 to 3 parts pulverised glass.

3 to 6 parts mucilage of isinglass, or any strong gum.

These matches are inflamed by striking along a surface coated with sulphur,

sulphuret of antimony, or other sulphuret with like physical properties,

bi-chromate of potass, and red ochre, or powdered haematite, with powdered
glass, laid on with thick gum. Although the sulphur and its compounds, in

the friction surface, induce ignition, they are said to evolve scarcely any gas

whatever.

Testing Iron Railway Bridges in Prussia.—In the German periodical,
(< Leitch f. Bauwesen," 1862, we notice an interesting article on the different

regulations for testing railway bridges, and the question is raised whether it is

safe to assume a maximum strain of 10,000 lbs. (about 5 tons Engl.), as in

France only 8200 lbs. are reckoned. The answer is in the affirmative. From
the experiments made on the deflection of girders of different constructions, it

is found that the same depends wholly on the proportions of each construction.

Calling the central deflection, f, the span, I, modulus of elasticity, E, the

height between the centres of top and bottom flanges, A, the strain on the

flanges, k, the weight of the structure itself, p, and the maximum load per foot

run,/?!, while pi — a similar but smaller load, P = the maximum load in the

centre, and Pi = a smaller central load ; then we have for smaller bridges,

Pi 7.

CPEA
For larger bridges, the following formula? are to be used, when

—

pi r- k
A —

(p+pi)Eh

For parabolical girdeis, f = I '3456 + — I A.

For lattice girders of same section throughout, f= \ '2083+ I V.

\ a J

For lattice girders of varying sectional atca, f= I -25 -| [ A.

\ 21 J

For a pair of girders loaded on one bav, f= I 146 a -j I A.
^ 3 I '

where A signifies the relative proportion between the largest and smallest
sectional areas of the flanges.

Mean Density of the Earth.—M. Faye has recently read to the Academy
of Sciences an important paper on the construction of geodetic instruments, and
their relation, when in use, to the mean density of the earth. After reviewing
the forms of such instruments, introduced by Borda at the commencement of
this century, the most remarkable of which was his reflecting circle, and traced
the abandonment of the plumb line, as a means of finding the zenith ; and, at
an after period, of the spirit level, for the floating collimator of Kater—the
author proceeds to describe an ingenious form of telescope, by which the zenith
and nadir may be found readily by the coincidence of the primary and the
reflected images of a star in the prime vertical, as seen in a mirror of fluid

mercury. We need scarcely state that this method, though not with this
peculiar form of instrument, is that practised now in, we believe, all our
British observatories, eertainly so in that presided over by Dr Robinson at
Armagh. M. Faye then remarks that when the pendulum is employed for the
determination of latitude, the deviations produced by anomalies in" the soil or
mass of the adjacent earth depend upon the mean density that we assign to our
planet—such deviations being universally proportionate to that density—so
that an apparent deviation of four seconds may become in fact one of six
seconds, if we adopt the mean value, 4'39 for the density, assigned by Carlini
and Plana, Hence, he argues, that it is not enough that we have brought the
angular measuring power of our geodetic instruments to a precision that will
enable us to read to a tenth of a second, when the final result may be
erroneous, from the above cause, by several seconds. He therefore considers it is

now indispensable to repeat, with the utmost care, the experiments that have
been made to determine the mean density of the earth. He tabulates those
that have been hitherto more or less accepted by astronomers, and shows how
great a discrepancy they present, viz. :—

Experimenter.

Carlini & Plana . . 4-39
Maskelyne, Hultou & Playfair 4-71

Sir Henry James . . 5'32
Reich .... 5-44
Cavendish . . . 5'43
Baily .... 5-66

How obtttincd.

From attraction of Mont Cenis.
From same of Schehalliun.
From the same.
By the Torsion balance.
By do.

By do.

Airy . . . 6-55 -f^ determining gravity at the top

\ and bottom of a deep mine.

These are certainly wide differences in so fundamental a constant—one which
affects the calculation of the mass of every astronomical body, and, indeed, per-
vades astronomy in many ways. We believe it is generally considered that
Professor Airy's determination is much too high, and that he does not himself
regard it as definitive. It is stated that M. Bourget, of Clermont Ferrand, is

engaged in new experiments on terrestrial densitv, with peculiar instrumental
appliances constructed by M. Rhumkorff (the inventor of the electric coil that
bears his name) ; and having in view the determination of the existence or not;
and if existent, then the estimation of the magnitudes of the great volcanic
cavities that are thought to exist in the formations about the Mont Dore, in the
south of France. M. Regnault is also said to have made some trustworthy
experiments, not yet published, nor the instrumental apparatus employed, yet
divulged.

Improved Lift Tump.—The annexed illustration

is an elevation and partial section of an admirably
arranged lift pump, patented and manufactured by
F. Fletcher, of the Britannia Works, Fordrough
Street, Birmingham. In these pumps, the whole
of the frame or stand, A, on which the pump body
and handle, etc., are fixed, is made of cast or
wrought iron, and being hollow, form a large and
powerful air vessel, whereby they are readily
adapted for use as domestic fire engines, as well as
for supplying cisterns on the tops of buildings,
watering gardens, etc., whilst their cost does not
exceed that of the common lift pump. A small
cock, B, is fitted to the bottom of the barrel for the
purpose of letting the water out in frosty weather,
mid another cock, c, is adapted to the front of the
frame or stand for filling a bucket, etc. D is the
supply pipe to a cistern or tank above ; this pipe
descends through the upper part of the stand,,

which forms the air vessel, and dips into the water
contained in the bottom thereof, as shown at the
part broken away in the engraving. In this pipe is

fitted a stop cock, E, to shut off the supply to the
cistern when the hose pipe and jet, F, are required
for use—a stop cock, G, being also fitted to the
branch leading to the hose, which is shut when the
cistern is to be filled. These pumps are especially
adapted for exportation, being complete in them-
selves, and can be easily fixed by an unskilled
workman. They were made so that the connection
between the well and the pump, and between the
pump and cistern, can be made by means of lead
pipes, iron gas pipes, or cast iron pipes, with
flanges.

Archimedean Hem Folder.—The sewing machine has called forth several
devices of a highly ingenious character for assisting in performing several of
the operations required in the seamster's art, such as binding, braiding felling
tucking, cording, and hemming. One of the most useful and ingenious of these
little contrivances is the Archimedean hem-folder, invented and patented by
John Morrison in 1858, and now manufactured by Mr Joseph Gillot whose
name is so well known in connection with the steel pen trade. These'" hem -

mers,"one of which we illustrate in plan, consist essentiallv of two parallel
plates or tongues of thin steel, placed
at such a distance apart as to admit of
the fabric passing easily between them.
They are twisted into a spiral or screw
like form, and, consequently, as the
fabric is drawn through by the feed
mechanism of the sewing machine, to

which the hemmer is temporarily at-

tached, the twisted or spiral form of

the tongues causes the edge of the
fabric to be turned or folded under in

the form of a perfect hem of any
desired width, according to the width
of hemmer employed. The ends of

the tongues are adjusted close to the
presser foot of the machine, so that
the folded hem is pressed directly it

leaves the hemmer, and passes at once
under the needle, which forms its stitches close along the inner edge of the
folded hem. A hemmer, identical in form, was re-patented by Mr Morrison on
behalf of J. P. Pirsson, of New York, in 1859. Mr Gillot, who manufactures
the Archimedean hem-folder in a form adapted for turning the hem in hand-sew-
ing, a curved plate being fitted to the hemmer, which enables it to be held on
the finger which the fabric is being drawn through. Although its advantages
are more marked in its application to the sewing machine, this little contrivance
will, nevertheless, be found to be a most useful appendage to a lady's work-box.
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PRICES CURRENT
OF

CHIEF MATERIALS USED LN STRUCTURES AND MACHINERY.

FOR THE MONTH ENDING MAY 28, 1863.

(Compiled expressly for the Practical Mechanic's Journal.)

1st week. 2nd week. 3d week 4th week.

IKON. £ s. D. £ s. d £ s. d. £ s. D.

Bars, 4c, British, per ton (i 15 6 6 10 10

Nail Bods, 700 700 700700
Hoop 8 10 8 7 6 8 10 8 7 6
Sheets, 9 10 9 10 9 15 9 10
Pig, No. 1, Wales 4 3 10 3 10 3 10
Bars, Staffordshire, 7 15 7 15 7 10 7 10
Rails, 5 17 6 600 600 600
Pig, No. 1. Clyde 2 12 6 2 14 2 15 2 14 6
Swedish in bond, 10 5 1110 11 10 1110

STEEL.
Swedish, in kegs 16 16 15 10 15 10

In faggots, 17 10 17 10 17 10 18
Spelteb. ingot, 17 10 17 10 17 15 18
Zisc, sheet, 23 10 23 10 24 10 2 10

COPPER,
Sheathing bolts, pr lb , II 10J 10J 10J
Br.ttoms 10| 11 1IJ 10}
Old, 009 009 00900 8j
Tongh Cake, per ton 93 92 92 92
Tile, 9S 10 9S 98 98

TIN.

English blocks, per ton, duty free, .. 119 118 119 119
Bars in barrels 119 119 119 119
Refined 124 123 12-3 124
Banca. in bond, 127 127 12S 128
Straits, ditto, 124 123 123 124

TIN PLATES.
Char. IC, per box, 180 19 0' 186180
Coke. 1C 12 6 13 14 14

LEAD.
English pig, 22 10 22 10 22 10 22 10
Sh.et 21 10 21 10 20 15 21 5
Spanish pig, in bond, 20 20 20 20

TIMBER—PEE LOAD.

Teak 16 10 16 10 IC 10 16 15
Quebec, red pine, 3 15 3 V 3 10 3 10

yellow pine, 300 3 10 3 10 03 10
St. John, N.B., yellow 5 10 5 5 5 10 5 10
Quebec oak, white, 6 10 600 6005 10

" Birch 400 400 3 10 0400
" Mernel, 5 10 5 15 5 10 6
" Elm, 3 10 3 15 3 15 0400

Dantzicrak, 4 10 1 10 4 10 4 15
Fir, 4 4 4 4

Memelfir, 3 10 3 15 4 4
Riga, 3 15 3 10 3 10 3 10
Swedish, 2 15 3 2 15 2 10
Deals, per C , 12 feet by 3 by 9 inches.
Quebec white spruce, .." .. .. 15 15 10 15 10 16
St. John, white sprncc 15 10 15 16 10 16 10
Yellow pine, per reduced C.
Canada, 1st quality, 17 10 17 10 18 18

" 2nd do 12 12 10 12 12
Archangel yellow, 14 14 10 14 15 15
St. Petersburgh yellow. 12 10 12 10 12 10 13
Finland, 9 10 9 10 900900
Memel, 12 13 13 13
Gothenburg, yellow 10 11 II 10 11 10

" white, 9 10 9 10 10 10 10
Gefle, yellow, 11 11 10 11 11
Soderhamn, 11 10 10 10 10 10 10
Christiania, per C. 12 ft. by 2 by 9 in. yd. 22 22 10 23 23 10

OILS. PAINTS, & DRYSALTERIES.
RedLead, 21 10 21 10 21 10 21 10
WhiteLead. 26 10 27 27 27
SeaL pale, per 252 gallons, . . .

.

48 48 48 1 48 10
•• yellow, 43 45 45 45

Sperm, 83 10 84 84 81
Cod, 47 10 48 48 47 10
South Sea. 38 38 39 38 10
Olive Gallipoli, per ton 58 58 58 58
Palm, per tun, 42 10 43 42 10 42
Cocoa-nut. 51 10 61 10 52 52 10
Rape pale foreign, 52 52 51 10 52
Linseed, per cwt., 200 230 250253
Rousrh Tnrpr-ntire. per cwt., .. .. 120 120 130120
Eng ish .spirit without ca-ks, .. .. 3 15 400 400400
Hemp Manilla, 84 33 34 35
Jute, 22 22 10 22 22 15
Hemp Eope, 25 24 10 25 10 25 10

APPLICATIONS FOR

PROVISIONAL PROTECTION FOR INVENTIONS

UNDER THE PATENT LAW AMENDMENT ACT.

gS~ When the city or town is not mentioned, London is to be unde rstood.

15th April, 1S63
947. H. A. Bonneville, Paris—Gas burners.—A com.
948. Ambrose Marriott. Hicham Ferrers—Boilers and regulators.
949. William Spence, Chancery Lane—Gunpowder.—A com.
950. Henry Eaton, Manchester—Presses for baling purposes.
951. J. S. Morton, Northampton—Locks.
952. A. V Newton, Chancery Lane—Blowing apparatus.—A com.
953. T. B. E. Fletcher, Birmingham—Collecting sewage.

16t7i April, 1S63.

954. J B Watts, Birmingham—Steel sword hilts.

955. J. L. M'Lay, Liverpool—.Mariners' compasses.
956. Isham Baggs, Cambridge Terrace, and William Simpson, Tovill Upper Mills,

Kent—Treating gases and obtaining acids
957. Charles Ferrett, Bristol—Incrustation in boilers.

95S. Stephen Moultou, Bradford—Lessening the recoil of cannon.
959. William Oldfleld, Noble Street—Locks.
960. Alexander Samuelson, Cornhill—Manufacture of oil.

961. T A. W. Clarke, Leicester—Shuttle driver.
962. F. A. E. G. de Massas, Hoxton—Smut machines and cleansing grain.

17*7i April, 1863.

963. Richard Knight, Dunkirk, France—Preparing wires for telegraphic uses for
preserving them from corrosion.

964 Samuel Riley. Oldham—Cocoa and chocolate
965. James and Thomas Richmond and Daniel Harling, Burnley—Looms for

weaving.
96G. John Goucher, Worksop—Steam boilers.

967. R. C. Clapham, Walker, Northumberland—Treating waste liquor from bleach-
ing powder stills.

968. R. H Lawson, Victoria Terrace, and William Darlow, Victoria Place—Motive
power.

969. William Massingham, Boston, Lincoln—Cooling liquids.
970 Cornelius Turner, Hunslet, Leeds—Felted fabrics.

971. B. J. Webber, Newton Abbott—Separating corn from the ears.

18tft April, 1863.

972. C. W. Siemens, Great George Street, and Frederick Siemens, Birmingham

—

Furnaces for smelting iron.
973. W. S Macdonald, Manchester—Drying animal, vegetable, and mineral sub-

stances.
974. T. A. Weston, Birmingham—Ratchet levers.

975. W. B. Burden, Malvern—Wheels and axles.
976. G. A. Buchholz, Montague Place—Hulling grain.
977. Thomas Hunt, Banbury—Motive power.

20th April, 1863.

97S. P. G. Rowell and Henry Holt, Brighton -Securing the bands of locomotive
engine and tender springs.

979. Charles Randolph and John Elder, Glasgow—Surface condensers.
980. G , W., and J. Graham, Burnley—Folding or plaiting fabrics.

9S1. Claude Blanc, Paris—Motive power.
982. James Robey, Newcastle-under-Lyne—Separating fluids from solid matters.
983 W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane—Lamps.—A com.
984. E. W. Hughes, Great George Street—Turntables and slips.

21s« April, 1863.

985. Alfred Ford, Battersea Fields, and Richard Rigg, Great Winchester Street

—

' Re-using waste vulcanized india rubber.
986. Henry Raften, Coventry—Obtaining printing surfaces.
987. Joshua Heap, Ashton-under Lyne—Adjustable wrenches.
988. E. L. Simpson, Bridgeport, U.S.—Water proof compounds.
989. N. P. C. Lloyd, Finsbury—Atmospheric engine.
990. Mark Runkel, New York, U.S.—Steam engine governors.—A com.
991. J. W. Nottingham, Clayton Place—Two-wheeled vehicles.
992. H., E., & S. Yeadon, Stockport, and J. Yeadon, Leeds—Healds for weaving.
993. Hugh Donald, Johnstone—Bending or straightening metal plates.
994. W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane -Wrenches.—Acorn.
995. W. C. Cambridge, Bristol—Harrows.
996. William Campion and George Wilson, Nottingham—Looped fabrics.

997. W. Ryan, and W. Daniel, Dublin—Equalising and registering human power.

22(2'April, 1803.
993. F. E. Bryant, Alfred Street—Ascertaining the temperature of steam.—A com.
999. Thomas Settle, Bolton—Flyers.
1000. Francois Durand, Paris—Moulding articles of clay.
1001. Theodore Grace, Bristol—Reaping and mowing machines.
1002. H. B. Barlow, Manchester—Shoes and boots—A com.
1003. E. J. Jeffs, Brighton, and T. Turner, Chelsea—Constructing carriage ways.
1004. William Clark, Chancery Lane—Means of obtaining publicity.—A com.
1005. James Lee and Edwin Dawson, Tammerfors, Finland—Looms.
1006. G. B. Barber, Manchester—Steam boilers.

23(2 April, 1863.
1007. J. W. Proffitt, Peekham, and W. L. Duncan, Pembroke Cottages—Distribut-

ing sand on the rails of railways.
1008. Joseph Whitley, J. B. Pope, and J. W. Burton, Leeds—Metals.
1009. Robert Richardson, Great George Street—Railway permanent way.
1010. W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane—Repairing worn out files.—A com.
1011. William Clark, Chancery Lane—Tiles.—A com.
1012. Thomas Richardson, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, and J. C. Stevenson, Jarrow

Chemical Works, Durham—Sulphate of soda.
1013 Peter M'Gregor, Manchester—Spinning and doubling.

24th April, 1863.

1014. John Cavanah, Liverpool—Cricket bats.
1015 J B. Daines, Little Argyle Street—Pre-erving stone, iron, and wood.
1016. W. N. Wilson, High Holborn, and J. G. Grey, Cheapside—Sewing and

stitching.
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1017. John Lambert, Sheffield—Ball cocks.

1018. John Sheppard, Canterbury—Steam engines.

1019. John Knowles and Samuel Jackson, Bury—Heating water in furnaces.

1020. Kobert Lavender, Goswell Road—A lubricator.

1021. Philip Passavant, Bradford—Colouring matter.—A com-
1022. John Cornes and J. C Davies, Ilford—Lawn-mowing machines.
1023. James Thompson, Bilston— Barrels for fire-arms,

1024. James Thompson, Bilston—Punching metals.

1025. W. A. Shaw, New York, U.S.—Lining lead pipe.

1026 James Hinks and James Newman, Birmingham—Buttons.
1027. J. H. Johnson, Lincoln's Inn Fields—Filtering oils, syrups, and liquids.—

A com.

25th April, 18G3.

1028. Charles Pooley, Manchester- Spinning cotton.

1029. Leopold de Breanski. Greenwich—Fixing drills.

1030. Samuel Harrison, Sheffield—Type for letter-press printing.

1031. A. H. Clark and Henry Hope, Birmingham—Valves.
1032. T. A. Weston and Charles Vivian, Birmingham—Pulleys and capstans.

1033. J. P. and E. B. Nunn, Royston— Hoes and cultivators.

1034. James Dunbar and J. N. Woodford, Walworth—Steering vessels.

1035. L. A. J. Bruet, Paris—Registering the distance passed by vehicles.

1036. Alcide Porrier and Charles Chappat, Paris—Colouring matters.

1037. Frederick Walton, Chiswick—Fabrics for covering floors.

1038. Charles Beyer, Manchester— Safety Valves.—A com.
1039. Ira Dimock, Hampshire, U.S.—Cleaning and doubling silk.

1040. Alexandre Legras, Davis Street—Making ices.

1041. J. T. Stroud, Birmingham—Water, gas, and lamp fittings.

1042. W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane—Thrashing machines.—A com.
1043. A. V. Newton, Chancery Lane—Breech-loading fire arms.—A com.
1044. Margaret Barland, Grosvenor Square—Milking cows.—A com.

27th April, 1863,

1045. Samuel Osborne, Bayswater—Unwinding crinoline steel.

1046. George Spill, T. J. Briggs, and Daniel Spill, Hackney Wick—Mill straps and
driving bands.

1047. H. E. Carchon and E. F. Rayhaud, Paris— Hats and bonnets.
1048. J- J. Robert, Paris— Spoons and forks.

1049. W. E. Gedge, Wellington Street—Twyers or blast pipes.—A com.
1050. Maurice Yalkenhuyzen, Paris—A new castor for furniture.

1051. Westley Richards, Birmingham—Fire arms and cartridges.

1052. Julius Jeffreys, Upper Norwood— Surface condensers.
1053. Frederick Bennett, Holywell—Condensing lead vapours.

1054. R. A Brooman, Fleet Street—Twisting and doubling silk.—A com.
1055. W. H. James, Old Kent Road— Indicating the locality of fire.

1056. William Hudson and Christopher Catlow, Burnley—Looms for weaving.

1057. Alexander Rollason, East Peckham—Dyeing aud staining.

1058. Henry Beare, Newton Abbot—Thrashing grain.

28th April* 18C3.

1059. Silvester Ingledew, Stockton on-Tees—Obtaining iron from its ore.

1060. J. and W. Marris, Great Grimsby—Breaking loaf sugar.

1061. Samuel Crabtree, Bradford—Balling motions.
1062. George Hall and Josiah Wells, Worcester—A new explosive compound.
1063. Arthur Kinder, Cannon Street—Manufacture of sheet metal.
1064. William Clark, Chancery Lane—Manufacture of paper.—A com.
1065. G. W. Fuller, United States- Submarine lantern.

1066. J. H. Johnson, Lincoln's Inn Fields—Drying and cooling grain.—A com.
1067. J- H. Johnson, Lincoln's Inn Fields— Preserving property in case of ship-

wreck —A com.
1068. G. S. Macdonald, Meard's Street—Card cases.

1069. Thomas Moore, Leadenhall Street—Submarine cables for telegraphing.

1070. Richard Butterworth, Failsworth—Carding engines.

1071. George Davies, Serle Street—Agitating and mixing substances.—A com.
1072. G. E. Donisthorpe, Leeds—Coal and other minerals.

1073. H. Y. D. Scott, Brompton Barracks—Cementitious substances.

1074. S. S. Marling, Stanley Park—Scouring woollen cloths.

29th April, 1863.

1075. John Rowley, Stafford Street—Recovering wool fibres from fabrics.

1076. Ellis Rowland, Manchester—Weighing solids and measuring fluids.

1077. William Tarr, York Street, and Enoch Tarr, Manchester—Pianofortes.
1078. W. E. Gedge, Wellington Street—System of advertisement.—A com.
1079. E. and F. A. Leigh, Manchester—Cotton gins.

1080. William Rodger, Shawfield Street—Anchors.
10S1. Henry Worms, Park Crescent—Elevating guns.

1082. Margaret Barland, Mount Street, and E. H. C. Monckton, Cavendish Club-
Milking cows.

10S3, Frederick Gretton, Burton-upon-Trent—Heating contents of mash tuns.

1084. George Holcroft, Manchester—Pyrometers.
1085. H. W. Ripley, Cheltenham—Printing fibrous materials —A com.
1086- Michael Henry, Fleet Street—Artificial stone—A com-

30M April, 1S63.

10S7. John Wibberley, Manchester—Winding threads on reels.

1088. A. H. Remond, Moorgate Street—Aroma of coffee and cocoa.
1089. William Clark, Chancery Lane—Hvdrocyanite of ammonia.—A com.
1090. Edward Mitchell, Fareham—Reaping and mowing machines.
1091. E. G. Brewer, Chancery Lane—Welding and rolling metals.— A com.
1092. C. P. Stewart, Manchester, and John Kershaw, Middlesex—Engines for

obtaining compressed air and propelling.

1093. Joshua Appleby, Manchester—Propelling ships and barges.

1094. J. H. Johnson, Lincoln's Inn Fields—Rotatory engines.—A com.

1st May, 1863.

1095. J. M'Farlane Gray, Liverpool—Riveting metals.
1096. Edward Jones, Charlton—Drainage.
1097. William Clissold, Dudbridge-Fulling woollen cloths.

1098. W. G. Craig, Cannon Street—Steam boilers.—A com.
1099. Joseph Badart, Bishopgate Street—Seed cakes.

2d May, 1863.

1100. T.L Bissell, Charleston. North America— Charging breech-loading cartridges.

1101. W. T. Smith, Dalston—Washing machines.
1102. J. W. Gibson and William Turner, Dublin—Springs for railway buffers.

1103. George Burt, Birmingham— Punching or forging metals.

1104. James Purdey, Oxford Street—Breech-loading fire arms.

1105. S. J. Bartlett. Maidstone— Straining and drawing off liquids.

1106. J. B. Dubreuil, Paris—Carts, waggons, and other vehicles.

1107- J. T. and T. Onkley, Grange Road—Garden pumps and fire engines.

1108. Henry Myers, Paris—Appointment clock.

4th May, 1803.
1109. E. R. Southby, Wareham—Extraction of scents from flowers.
1110. John Fortune, Morton, York—Lace, blond, and quilling.
1111. J. M., E., and C. Johnson, Castle Street, and Louis Bertling, Ironmonger

Street—Show tablets, name plates, and other inscriptive articles.
1112. B. G. Sloper, Walthamstow—Separating metals from earthy matters.
1113. George Haseltine, Chancery Lane—Springs for railway carnages.—A com.
1114. Frank Applegate, Bradford-on-Avon—Spring balances and pressure gauges.

5th May, 1863.
1115. J. H. Johnson, Lincoln's Inn Fields—Iron and steel.—A com.
1116. William Walsh, Manchester—Oxalate of soda.
1117. R. G. Kent, Soho—Shades and reflectors for gas lights.
1118. Edwin Chesshire, Birmingham—Water Closets.
1119. William Boothroyd, Halifax—Stationary engines.
1120. R. A. Brooman, Fleet Street—Fabric for trimmings.—A com.
1121. Frank Applegate, Bradford-on-Avon—Stopping railway trains.
1122. Peter Bradshaw, Earls Barton Mills—Mill stones.
1123. J. H. Knott, Nelson Square—Pumps.
1124. William Glover, South Shields— Steering vessels.
1125. W. C. Wilkins, Long Acre— Lamps.
1126. S. B. Cochran, Fleming Road—Sewing machines.

6th May, 1863.
1127. Thomas Sagar and John Wilkinson, Burnley—Power looms.
1128. J. T. Ward, Swansea,—Carriages.
1129. W. E. Gedge, Wellington Street—Toys —A com.
1130. S. Hibbert, J. Lawton, and J. Kay, Manchester—Cleansing potatoes.
1131. S. D. MacKellen, Manchester—Watches and time-keepers.
1132. I. M. Singer, New York—Sewing machines.
1133. George Davies, Serle Street—Forging nails.—A com.
1134. Thomas Beesley, Symond's Inn—^Cases for bottles.
1135. Archibald Sturrock, Doncaster—Locomotive engines.
1136. C. W. Atkinson, Montague Place—Motive power engine.
1137. A. V. Newton, Chancery Lane—Sewing machines.—A com..

1th May, 1863.
1138. James Park, Bury—Manufacturing paper pulp.
1139. Jacob Snider, Dorset Street—Fire arms and ordnance,
1140. Peter Bourne, Whitehaven—Miners' lamps.
1141. John Walker, Stockport—Looms and carding engines.
1142. Alfred Stanley, Walsall—Finishing clasps and metallic connectors.
1143. George Bower, St. Neot's, and Alexander Dick, Alfred Street—Purification

of gas.
1144. Thomas Small, Bargate, Boston-^Motive power machinery.
1145. John Bettridge, Birmingham—Ornamentation of papier mache*, <fcc-

1146. C. A. Day. A. Lamb, and T. Summers, Southampton=-Ma,rine engines.
1147. J. B. P. A. Thierry, Paris—Furnaces.
1148- Thomas Holliday, Huddersfield—Blue colouring matter.

8th May, 1863.

1149. P. J. Livsey, Manchester—Compound steam engines.—A com.
1150. Alexander Skwarcow. Leadenhall Street—Turntables.—A com.
1151. Henry Schooling, Bethnal Green—Moulding lozenge paste,
1152. J. S. Grimshaw, Huncoat, Accrington—Looms.
1153. C. L. Braithwaite and Joseph Hirst, Kendal—Feeding carding engines
1154. J. H. Bailey, New York—Current of air for lamps.—A com.
1155. J. C. Droop, Prussia—Holder for nails, screws, &c.,
1156. William Clark, Chancery Lane—Coating iron.—A com.
1157. E. C. Boet, France—Tanning hides.—A com.
1158. C. F. Bielefeld, Gower Street—Sheets and slabs of fibrous materials.
1159. G. T. Bousfield, Brixton—Steam engines,—A Gom.

9th May, 186a
1160. William Thomson, Coatbridge— Obtaining motive power.
1161. James Hickland, Gee Street—Laying veneers on surfaces.
1162. Samuel Wilson, Manchester—Fastening bales.
1163 W. E. Gedge, Wellington Street—Paper, stuff, or pulp.—A com.
1164. James Norie, Glasgow—Making moulds for casting.

1165. Joseph Page and A. T. Wayne, Birmingham— Pens.
1166. John Brierley, Huddersfield—Dyeing tetxtile fabrics.

1167. William Boaler, Manchester—Fabric for paper making.
1168. E. R. Clark, Thistle Grove—Portable wine cases.

1169. Varcisse Legendre, Chancery Lane—Scissors.

1170. R. A. Brooman, Fleet Street—Lamp black.—A com.
1171. J. B. Wood, Broughton—Armour plating.

1172. James Burrell, Back Church Lane—Bevelled wheels.
1173. C, H. G. Williams, Glasgow—Colouring matters.
1174. James Burrell, Back Church Lane—Salino-meters.
1175. J. H. Johnson, Lincoln's Inn Fields—Rotatory Engines.—A com.
1176. Jesse Lee and Mattheu Gutteridge, Leicester—Agricultural implements.

l\th May, 1803.

1177. Benjamin Hargreaves, Accrington—Tiles for drainage.

1178. Robert Burgess, Manchester—Etching or engraving cylindrical surfaces.

1179. C. and W. Snorrock, Over Darwen—Power looms.
1180. C. L. V. Tenac, Tredegar—A railway sleeper.—A com.
1181. C. L. V. Tenac, Tredegar—Armour plates.

1182. James Parkinson. Tichbourne Street—Tablets for monumental purposes.

1183. R. A. Brooman, Fleet Street—Coupling carriages on railways.—A com.

1184 J. S. Guirette, Paris—Inhaling apparatuses,

1185. James Shanks, Arbroath—Shearing edges of grass or turf.

1186. J. E. M'ConnelL Dean's Yard, and G. H. Bovill, Wandsworth—Chains for

cables.

DESIGNS FOR ARTICLES OF UTILITY.
Registeredfrom 16th April, to Sth May 1803.

A. W. Banks, Newgate Street. E-C—Flexible Bottle.

W. Bacon and T. Hawley, Coventry—The Albert Edward Scarf.

Samuel Baker, Lombard Street—Prince of Wales' Waterproof
Shooting Boots.

Ebenezer Banes, Newgate Street— Scarf Fastener.
Henry Doulton & Co., Lambeth—Boot and Shoe Warmer.
Benham & Frond, Chandos Street—The Alexandra Jelly Mould
James Gunner, Enfield—Ramrod.
Harper Twelvetrees, Bromley—Portable Mangle.
George Hazelton, Birmingham—Locket Case and Pendant.

April 1G, 4549.
" 16, 4650.
" 23, 4551.

" 27, 4552.
" 27, 4553.
" 29, 4554.

May 6, 4555.
" 7, 4556.
" 8, 4557.
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OX THE VENTILATION, "WARMING, AND FIRE-PROOFING

OF THEATRES.

Is no other respect are our London theatres more defective, than in ven-

tilation—in nothing so dangerous, as in the chance of an accident by

fire. Contracted, narrow, tortuous, and mean as are the entrances and

passages, (mis-called corridors), and frightful as but too probably,

would be the consequences, of such defective exits in the event of a

rapidly spreading and serious accident of fire, yet are these evils com-

paratively forgotten and forgiven by the audience when once seated.

But the evils of want of fresh air, and the smothering sensations of an

irrespirable atmosphere—of oppressive heat in summer, and of cold and

cold-giving draughts in our wet and raw winter nights, must be endured

for the whole period of performance without mitigation, by the larger

mass of the audience, whether penned into pit or gallery ; nor with any

variation, except that afforded by the sudden increase of stuffyness per-

ceived the moment the drop scene falls between the acts, or the gradual

intensification of the " choke damp," with the duration of the entertain-

ment.

There are two or three curious varieties also, in the sensations of

atmospherical discomfort that are to be found in our London houses.

One of the very largest, is almost entirely ventilated (so far as ingress

of fresh air goes) from the stage. The result is, that when the curtain

is down, and towards the end of the evening, the sense of asphyxia is

pressing, and as soon as the curtain is raised, a vast ocean of cold damp
air, fragrant of musty canvas and defunct squib cases, rolls in over the

pit from the stage, and produces a draught across the orchestra stalls that

has often filled ourselves with wonder, as to how the fair-skinned and un-

covered shoulders round us stood it; certainly such draughts are not

borne with impunity to health by any one, and no small per ceutage of

the consumptive diseases of the upper classes, we imagine, is traceable

to the derangements of circulation and of lung, produced by like causes,

operating in the great majority of our public places of resort. In an-

other, and one of the most favourite of our theatres of the second mag-

nitude, ventilation seems literally neglected, or provided for by no

other perceptible method than that the house is full of air when the

people come in, and they are welcome to make the most of it while they

stay. In a third, and still smaller theatre, the latrines and urinals

appear to be somewhere close to the pit, and the drains from these to be

carried absolutely beneath the feet of the audience in that part of the

house, which we have ourselves been obliged ere now to quit, wilh a

sense of overpowering disgust.

Some very large promises were held out not many years ago as to

improvemen'.s in ventilation and warmth, that were intended to be

effected at one or more of our theatres, and such "good intentions"

have been very widely and recently repeated in another quarter; but

although we do not deny some little improvement, we fear there is still

but too much, to remind London play-goers of some of the characteristics

of a place, said to be "paved with good intentions."

In all this, as in all that relates to the order, comfort, and grace of

public assemblies, and especially those of public amusements, the French

(and Germans even) are greatly in advance of us. There are several

reasons for this as regards theatres, but they all nearly, spring from this,

that the problem of such buildings and of all their adjuncts and acces-

sories, is better thought out beforehand than with us, and that the finger

of administrative interference has this advantage at least, that it pre-

vents the eagerness of irresponsible private speculation, thrusting

theatres and other like buildings of assembly, into hemmed-in, crooked,

and sordid sites, that, from the outset, make proper accommodation im-

possible.

When, not long since, the Emperor determined to construct a new
opera house, as one of the consequences of the Orsini attempt, (which,

in a larger and more open front space would in practice have been im-

possible), he created a mixed commission, to consider and decide upon

the general conditions that should be viewed as common to, and be pro-
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vided for, by all competing architectural designs. The treatment in this

general form of the problem of opera house construction, in the report of

the commission, is a perfect model of lucidity and prevision.

Since that, a commission has been appointed in Paris, to report to the

Prefect of the Seine upon the ventilation of theatres—the celebrated

General Morin being the reporter to the commission. The report, like

that on the opera house, deals with the subject in a very wide and

fundamental manner, and containing, as it does, the results not only of

sound science, but the accumulated experience of the most theatrical

city in the world, seems so important that we propose to place its main

conclusions in brief before our readers.

The Commission of Ventilation was composed of MM. Dumas,
Chaix d'est Ange, Pelouse, Rayer, Caristie, Gilbert, Balard, Grassi, and

Morin, and their office was to examine and report upon the different

projects presented for heating and ventilating the new theatres in process

of construction at the " Place du Chatelet." The commission, in order

to arrive at sound opinions, executed numerous trains of experiment.

They deal first with heating, and after haying discussed from their

own point of view the advantages and disadvantages of various systems

of heating brought before them, they come to the conclusion that the
' warmrair calorifere" is the best, resting that opinion chiefly upon the

fact that, after the assemblage of the audience, the function of any

heating apparatus becomes of secondary importance in consequence of

the heat developed by the spectators themselves, and by the gas lights

or other illuminating means.

They then pass to the question of the volume of fresh air that is

requisite to be supplied to ensure a sufficiently healthy and agreeable

atmosphere, and arrive at the conclusion that thirty cubic metres per

hour per spectator is necessary, and that this limit cannot be very

largely exceeded, without entailing serious practical difficulties—such

as sensible draughts in the interior of the house, &c. They, however,

express their full sense of the desirability of further increasing this

volume, if it be found in practice possible.

This minimum supply in English measure, amounts to 17 65, or nearly

IS cubic feet per minute per individual, and thus is almost Jive times as

much as Tredgold (Treatise on wanning and ventilation) considered

sufficient. H'S measure was, however, greatly below what is necessary.

This large proportion for a theatre, holding 2 r'00 people, would require

a total area of admissive apertures equal to 600 square feet, for we may
conclude that air entering through any aperture at a velocity beyond 12

inches per second, will give rise to sensible and disagreeable draughts,

and probably even that velocity is too great. It is, in fact, to this diffi-

cult part of the problem of all ventilation, that the commission most

fully addressed themselves. They admit that the mode proposed, and

put in practice by the celebrated M. D'Arcet, one of the savans of the

days of Napoleon the First, of bringing in the fresh air by a false bottom,

or tube casings between the floors and ceilings of the boxes, is the most

rational, but, in the cases before them, was inapplicable by the archi-

tectural conditions presented by the design of the two theatres already

in progress of execution ; and, on the other hand, they condemn D'Arcet's

plan of taking off the vitiated and heated air at the lustre in the centre

of the ceiling of the house, specifying, however, as objections, merely

that the latter are too well known to need repetition.

They caused a full-sized model of a tier of boxes to be constructed,

and experimented with these as to the various methods proposed for

admission and emission of air before coming to a conclusion.

They found that the introduction of either warm (tempered or untem

pered) fresh air at the bottom, i.e., floor level, of the boxes was inadmis-

sible, as giving rise very generally to sensations of a disagreeable

character.

They also found that, without any risk of inconvenience either by the

ascent of hot or the pouring down of columns of cold air, they could

introduce thin sheets of air of from 012 to 0'15 metres in thickness, by

double casings formed between the ceilings and floors of the boxes.

They also consider that they have established that the evacuation or

extraction of the vitiated air can be effected at the bottom and floor

N
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level of the boxes without any inconvenience whatever to the
occupants.

The general result of their experiments is, in fact, that the vitiated

air should be everywhere withdrawn at the floor levels. That it should

be withdrawn as close as possible to the points at which it is rendered
vitiated, and that the fresh air should be introduced at the nearest pos-

sible point to the place where it is needed, ie., to where it is to be con-

sumed by the spectators.

Besides these apertures for the introduction of fresh air at the ceilings

of the boxes, they find that it is indispensable to add to them a zone of

thin apertures all round the (liampe) balustrade of the tiers of boxes,

and on the proscenium, an annulus all round the sides and overhead,
(as we understand their expression,) but so proportioned as not to annoy
the actors by descending currents.

They also provide apertures in the walls separating the stage area

from the audience part of the house.
To ensure the entrance of fresh air by all these apertures, they

have not deemed it necessary to resort to any mechanical methods of

exhaustion or pumping. They propose very ingeniously to make use of

the ascentional power inherent in the heating apparatus of the colori-

fere, as the main agent to effect this. In fact, they propose to so con-
struct the furnace, &c. , of the colorifere, that after it has warmed the

house, and while the audience are arriving, and the house getting filled,

the hot air, &c, from it, shall no longer be discharged into the house,

but into an air shaft, and that into this, with a current of ascent already

produced, all the out draught flues should be put into communication.
Of course, this report does not deal with minute details, that may be

easily inferred, as to modes of doing this, and constructive arrange-

ments for increasing or reducing the amount of ventilation, more or less

suddenly, during the progress of the performance.
In addition to this, however, they propose that the heat of the central

lustre shall, by a surmounting flue of narrow area, be made the means
of clearing oil' the products of its own combustion, and, as an auxiliary,

a certain portion of the heated air that must fly up to the ceiling of the

central area of the house. They add again to tins, special gas jets in

certain of the outcast air flues in the walls of the building. They also

propose to utilize in this way the heat, and at same time get rid of the

products rif combustion of the lights at the front of the stage. They pro-

pose to effect this, in ways that tend to free the actors from much of the

danger and inconvenience that they have hitherto been exposed to—by
the flume, the glare, heat, and draughts, produced by the common foot-

lights ; and they recommend that, by the arrangement of suitable re-

flectors, such as have been already employed with great success at the

new Opera Frangais, the total amount of gas necessary to be consumed
to illuminate the stage, be reduced. The wisdom of this is obvious

—

every needless gas light that can be got rid of is equivalent to clearing

the house of the noxious respirations of three or four spectators.

The final issue of this report has been the stoppage of two plans for

the heating and ventilation of the Theatre Lyrique, and Theatre du
Cirque, which had been already in hand with the sanction of the Prefect

of the Seine.

The plans of the commissioners have been sanctioned and placed in

course of execution at the former theatre, but, as respects the latter,

pre-existent architectural conditions were found to involve so serious an
expense, that the plans of the commission were not adopted with respect

to it, and their report is silent as to the details of the project actually in

course of execution, and not emanating from them.
There is, perhaps, nothing of actual novelty in any one of the propo-

sitions of this report. The combination of arrangements proposed is

one, however, that seems extremely well thought out, and likely to be
in practice quite successful. So far as the notion of taking off by dis-

tinct means, and preserving the air of the body of the house from the
contamination of the products of combustion of gas lights, &c, it is but
carrying out what was done some years ago with success at our own
houses of Parliament by the use of the patent burners of Faraday—the
philosophical value of which is said to have been suggested by one who
has conferred unfading lustre upon that name. The injudiciousness of

admitting either fresh, cold, or warmed air under the feet of the audi-
ence, has also been fully constate in England for several years ; and the
advisability of admitting it at mid levels, (above 7 to 10 feet from the
floor,) and taking off foul air both at the floor and at the ceiling, has been
advocated and practised by some few of the best of our own practitioners

of ventilation and heating; but all these methods have not been com-
bined that we are aware of, and certainly not applied to any British
theatre. It may be remarked, however, that this report unequivocally
condemns the plan which is still in actual use, in the ventilation &c, of
our House of Commons, namely, the bringing in the fresh air through
apertures in the floor, and through those of the carpeting with which
the latter is covered ; and we are ourselves, after some experience in

this special branch of engineering, (if it be dignified with that name,)
satisfied that their condemnation is just. Let the air to be admitted, be
ever so well washed and purified, it becomes filled with particles of dust,

and wool flock, and flue, as it passes up through a carpet over which the

soles of shoes are continually passing The air, if cooler than that of

the room, as is in summer the case with the House of Commons, by as

much as 10° to 15°, soon begins to make the feet and legs of those sitting

feel cold and chilled ; if it be warmer, it rises up along the body in in-

sensible streams, which yet make themselves known after a time, by
producing those rheumatic pains that are well known to fullow the passage
of currents of air of different temperatures, though the cause of their

effect is, as yet, unknown. In either case, the circulation in the lower
limbs, and especially of old people, is deranged by cold on the one side, or

by congestion due to local warmth on the other, and hence uneasy sensa-
tions, and those fidgetty feelings, that are the inarticulate and ill-under-

stood, but not the less the real cause, of the frequent complaints made
by members as to the state of the warming and ventilation of the house
—and some of which were repeated only this week.
No building of whatever class more imperatively demands to be con-

structed really fireproof than a theatre. We say really, because sham
fire-proofing, enough to base an advertisement upon, and scarcely that
with truth, is not unknown. If a theatre, however, is to be fire-proof

in such a sense as to be of any use in saving the lives of a densely
crowded audience, suddenly alarmed by an outbreak of fire, which, of
all other places in the house, is most likely to originate behind the
scenes, or in some of the numerous adjuncts of the stage, it must be so

constructed that, for something like an hour, or one-half of it at the least,

the audience part of the house must not only be free from conflagration

itself, but must renrain free enough from smoke, that the escaping
spectators shall be able to see their way, and shall not become suffocated
in corridors and staircases filled with the products of combustion, and
with the lights all extinguished. To this end, it is indispensable that,

at the first moment of serious alarm, a flexible iron curtain, made of

hoop-iron, generally on the plan of iiunnett and Corpe's fire proof revolv-

ing shutters, but lighter, should be provided, above the proscenium and
on the stage side of the curtain, and be capable of being dropped at a
moment's notice. This need not be of necessity, really fire-proof, though
best if it were so, but it must cut off the main volume of heat and smoke
of a burning stage from the audience part of the house, and be capable

of resisting the passage of flame through it for an hour at least.

As for the rest, in building a new theatre, we are satisfied that no
cheaper plan of constructing the floors of the several tiers of boxes could,

in the present state of plate iron work manufacture, be adopted, than to

make them all consist of hollow box cantelevers, sustained by the sur-

rounding walls, and free from all supports, or view-obscuring props, in

front. Such hollow iron work would give the utmost facility for the

safe introduction of fresh, and the taking off of vitiated air, where
desired.

The floors of the corridors behind should, in like manner, consist of

hollow lamina of plate iron, giving room in the simplest manner to the
conducting of the air flues, away and towards, each tier of boxes.

The staircases should be of stone or iron, and at each storey should
be in communication with the outdraught and indraught flues. All
should converge to two insulated towers, one at either side of the house,

placed as near to the thorough wall of separation between stage and
audience as possible, and within which all the heating and ventilating

apparatus proper should be localized.

The roof over the audience should be wholly of iron, and the plafond
of the ceiling, painted directly upon a surface of sheet iron, riveted to

the frame, and no carpenter's shop, nor store room for scenery or pro-

perties, should be permitted within its hollow space, which should be

divided by several sheet iron septa into distinct spaces of moderate area,

each communicating by iron doors ; means should exist for closing, by
an iron cover, the outdraught flue over the centra] lustre. With such pro-

visions made, not in bits and scraps of temporary makeshift, but ab
initio, and as parts of a systematic plan, a theatre could scarcely be
burnt at the audience side of the curtain. Iron hollow floors to the

boxes and galleries. &c, would, by their powerful resonance, greatly

contribute to the fine effect of musical performance ; and as regards the

noise that may be apprehended by the trampling of feet along the corri-

dors, and in entering and leaving the boxes or places of the spectators,

it is readily guarded against, by laying a thick coating of kamptulicon,
or other like sort of matting all over the floors.

Fire proofing might also be extended to the scenic department of a

theatre, but, here, from the vast mass of combustible matter usually

kept upon the stage, in the shape of scenery and a thousand odds and
ends, the fire proofing, to be real, would have to assume the same
proportions necessary for a first-class fire proof warehouse. It is possible

to make the stage so, that like a great furnace, it should be capable of

remaining practically uninjured as to its shell, after its combustible

contents had been quite burnt out to ashes within it—but to effect

this the expenditure must be proportionably large, and it is not worth
while incurring this large cost. The proper method is that adopted at

the Opernhaus at Berlin, and indeed, at many of the great, German and
other, Continental theatres. Let the stage be encumbered ouly with

the scenery actually in use for the week. Do not make it also a lum-
ber room and constant store for scenery not in use. Provide a separate
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building, and at a little distance, on the ground level, both for the pre-

paration and the storage of scenery, &c, and so limit to the minimum
amount, the quantity of burnable material on the stage.

The stage itself should, in every case, possess a ceiling of sheet-iron

beneath its joists and boarding, every where but at the traps, and the

underside of these should be nailed over with sheet-iron.

The ingenious Earl of Stanhope, and long after him, the late Mr
Jesse Hartley, C.E., of Liverpool, proved conclusively the immense
delay in the progress of combustion, conferred by this simple and inex-
pensive means, upon any wooden floor. The supply of air to support
the fire is, in fact, cut nearly off at the lower or effective side Ed.

THE NEW FORGING MACHINES.
(Illustrated by Plate SOI.)

Witbtx the last five years vast extensions in the applications of wrought
iron in large masses have been witnessed, and enormous augmentations
of bulk and weight, in the masses themselves required to be employed.
At the beginning of this century, a forging for one of John Bennie's
beautiful Dock cranes, (instruments that, for beauty of design, have
never been exceeded) of abont a ton or thirty hundred weight in one
slab, was thought an achievement, by the forgemen of the Midland and
Northern counties.

But far larger things were wanted when ocean steam navigation
loomed above the horizou of progress ; and the steam hammer came
forth to produce, what Vulcan's sledge, in battery of twenty-four Cyclopes
"around the anvil ringing"—nor yet the Tilt hammer, beside the rush
of the old water-wheel—nor the power-lifted " Sampson " of the large old
"forges" of our boyhood, could any longer accomplish. Like every new
instrument that the genius of man has bestowed upon his fellows' hands,
it met the want, and went beyond it, by creating a new or a greater want
in the same direction—created because there inhered in it, the power to

satisfy enlargements already shadowed forth by its trial and success.

Shafts and keels, stern-posts and screw-frames, began to appear of
sizes that even forgemen regarded with admiration ; when, after nearly
forty years of these, results and rewards of peace, the blast of war was
heard again, and Bellona at once demanded masses of iron, for guns and
armour plated ships—greater than Minerva had ever sought from men.
The inventor of the steam hammer, himself essayed to strain its power

to the utmost, in the attempt to forge, in a single piece, a wrought iron
gun larger than the world hadever thought of; and failed, not by finding out
that his Titanic tool was baulked, or that it had any bounds to its blow;
but that there were many other things, besides a big hammer, with a
clear anvil and a long stroke, that went to make up the complex condi-
tions upon which a great forging depends ; and some of these had not
yet been thought of, much less met. Old hands, aided by experience,
however, did at this period accomplish some wonderful things with the
appliances they had, and so the Mersey Steel and Iron Company made and
presented to the nation their 1 3-inch gun, forged in a single mass of some
five-and-twenty tons rough weight- But the limit was in reality reached.
Some slight defects in this splendid piece of iron showed that its size

had reached the edge of the impracticable; and some masses forged
about the same time by the same company, for the breech pieces of the
36-inch mortars designed for our Government proved, that to forge
sound and solid, a cylinder of between four and five feet diameter, by
the steam hammer, is impossible. These breech pieces were, in fact,

finally forged hollow.

A new tool has now been added to the steam hammer, and one whose
powers we doubt not will open another wide field of still more extended
progress in the forging of great masses.

In a word, the new forging machines propose to substitute a rapidly
applied andpowerful pressure, for the sudden impact of the blow of the
steam hammer. The change appears so simple and yet so great, that
without clearing our thoughts somewhat, by a recurrence to first prin-

ciples, it is not so obvious what advantage, or whether any, should be
expected from it.

Before, therefore, describing two or three of the different forms in
which various inventors, commencing with Mr Haswell, the originator,

(whose machine is engraved in Plate~301), have arranged the forging
machine by pressure ; we purpose pointing out some of the main diffi-

culties that belong to the production of very large forgings, and how
those are affected relatively, by the steam hammer treatment, and by
that of the forging machinery by pressure.
Every large mass of wrought iron must be aggrandized in size by

the accumulation, and welding together of smaller pieces. As the
steam hammer acts but upon a very limited spot at once, furnaces
and all their adjuncts are arranged for the local heating, both of
the mass and of the piece to be applied, to the welding heat, when they
are laid together, and the weld endeavoured to be soundly united by the
heavy blow, ffe say endeavoured, because it is nearly impossible for
even the most skilful forgeman to so direct the blow, that the whole of
the liquid film of silicate of iron, &c., shall be at once, and if not at once
then not at all, expressed from between the surfaces of the weld. As

the mass grows in bulk, the doubts as to the soundness of every separate
piece accumulate. The mass, however, has at last grown so large and
ponderous, that the momentum of the hammer, great as it is, no longer
acts upon more than almost the immediate point struck. The mass,
too, is now no longer possible to be all maintained at even nearly an
uniform heat ; while some small portions are at a welding heat, the
larger portion of the mass is below the temperature of ignition, and
between these, there is a considerable part of the whole, at a low dull

red, a temperature at which all wrought iron is crumbly and brittle.

The shattering vibrations of the heavy blows of the steam hammer,
upon the mass, in such a condition, often continued at short intervals
for weeks, is transferred to the crystalline particles that compose it, in
such a way, as probably produces considerable alteration of molecular
arrangement, and with it reduction of elasticity and strength ; evidenced
not very unfrequently by the fact of long forgings actually shaking in

two, at some point or other, before being finished.

To the unpractical eye, though probably that of a scientific metallur-
gist, that marks the progress of one of these huge forgings, and sees it

again and again withdrawn from the furnace, glowing like a sun, and
observes the small apparent effect that the thundering blow of the steam
hammer produces, all that is needed, seems to be, a vast increase to

the power of percussion—a heavier hammer, and a longer stroke, i.e.,

greater velocity. It is not so, however, the actual force required to
close a weld upon a unit of surface is very moderate, the mere weight
of the slab, as it is laid on, is almost sufficient to unite the surfaces, if

they come in contact, without requiring any distortion of the piece, and
if we could only get rid of the liquid cinder between.
The iron and iron would then unite, as two lumps of soft wax or pitch

do, when pressed together between the fingers ; so that perfect forging
depends not upon the momentum of the blow so much, as upon its being
given at the right moment, and in precisely the required direction.

The effect of great increase in the power of the blow, and especially of

increase in its velocity, is to shatter and dislocate adjacent portions of
the mass internally, that are at, or below a "cherry red," which is the
limit of temperature of effective plasticity in iron.

The extreme facility with which perfect welding may be effected, by
an extremely moderate pressure, and without any impact at all, was
beautifully evidenced in Mr Ramsbotham's patent method of welding
railway tyres, employed, and we believe still in use, by the Lowmoor
Iron Company. The two ends of the straight bar, after having been sawn
off square, are brought nearly to meet by bending it into the tyre ring.

Both the opposing ends are simultaneously heated to the welding point
in a suitable furnace, from which the tyre ring is withdrawn to be
instantly placed upon a frame where each end, almost close to the
weld, is grijiped by a separate vice. Both vices are fixed upon a shaft,

so that by a screw parallel thereto, they can be caused forcibly to

approach each other, carrying the opposite ends of the welding hot tyre

into mutual contact with a regulated force. At the same time, the two
vices are given equal and contrary rocking movements, by eccentrics of

small throw upon their common shaft. The result of all this is to

bring the two opposite ends at the welding heat into flat contact with
each other, to press them gently together, and at the same time to rub
them one against the other (as a carpenter rubs a glue joint), with a
movement rapidly decreasing in range, and, after a few seconds, coming
to rest, and then their being held so, until the full plasticity of the
welding heat has gone off.

We have seen this method of welding in operation, and it was very
striking how small an amount of force was necessary to make a good
and sound welding, provided that time was given, and the proper condi-
tions afforded, for the complete expression of the cinder, or silicate of iron,

from between the uniting surfaces. This was here effectually done by
the modulated rubbing together of the surfaces, by a movement of short
range rapidly acquiring a maximum, and as rapidly decreasing in range
down to zero. In the forging machine, which substitutes pressure for

impact, the element of lime, for the expression of the cinder, is afforded

without limit. It can carry out, with the finished forging, what the
" squeezer " effected in the expression of the liquid slag and cinder from
the " ball " of the puddling furnace, and with the power of the hammer,
but without, necessarily, the evil of sealing up internal veins of cinder
within surrounding surfaces of superficial welding.
There are, however, some other disadvantages in the use of the steam

hammer, from which forging may be freed, by machines of pressure.

On masses of very large diameter, the effect of the heavy blow of the

steam hammer occasionally results, in producing internal or central

unsoundness at the latter stages of work, where perfect soundness may
have existed in an earlier one.
The iron is gradually condensed round the circumference (of an as-

sumed cylindrical mass), and by the inertia of the interior of the mass,

reacting to the shock of the blow, the metal is drawn away from the

centre, leaving internal jagged cracks, torn partly across diameters.

The intimate conditions of this form of unsoundness, which is quite dis-

tinct from the internal cracks and unsoundness that are produced by

cooling, in a mass originally souud, have been described by one or more
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authors on this branch of metallurgy. The latter cause of unsoundness,
common to all forgings beyond a certain size, cannot be met by any
form whatever of forging tool ; but the preceding one may be completely
obviated, by substituting pressure for impact.
The importance of such a substitute, and the valuable results to be

obtained by the employment of pressure for impact, indeed the necessity
for the change, were foreseen and pointed out in the following words,
eight years ago :—

" If we are to seek for future great extensions of our power of pro-

ducing vast masses of malleable iron (for whatever purposes), to give
greater assurance of internal soundness, and preserve in the large all

the qualities of uniform and determinate disposition of fibre— in a word,
all the valuable qualities in the large of the best wrought iron as noio

known only in small bars—it must be by some vast extensions or modifi-
cations of the rolling process, accompanied by such improvements in tiie

furnaces and mode of heating, as shall enable the largest masses . .

. . . . to be heated together, and at one melding operation, rolled or
otherwise pressed in the same constant direction at successive points
into one gigantic bar or mass."
These predictions of the future of wrought iron manufacture have

already begun to be realised. Their progress has been quickened by
the demand for armour plates for gun forgings, and by the im-
mense extensions in the manufacture of forgings in cast steel, called
forth by the diffusion of the puddling process, and by the suc-
cessful bringing into use of the Bessemer process of steel making,
—to be followed in a few years hence, as undoubtedly they will be,

by the substitution, of cast steel, forged rolled or pressed, for wrought
iron, in almost everything now made of the latter material.

Perhaps the lead in extension of the rolling process, and its substitu-
tion for hammering in the production of great masses, must be ascribed
to The Atlas Works at Sheffield, in their extension of the rolling process
to the production of armour plates—welded up at a single passage
through the rolls—by which method they have of late produced slabs
of the enormous size of 16 or 18 feet long, 4 or 5 feet wide, and fourteen
inches thick;—but the leader in the substitution of direct pressure in one
constant direction, for impact, has been Mr Haswell, an English
engineer resident at Vienna, who has designed and produced there, a
forging machine by hydraulic pressure, which works in a most success-
ful manner, and has already found manufacturers in this country in the
Kirkstall Forge Company. This has been followed by another analogous
machine acting by hydraulic pressure, patented by Mr Shanks, and also
by a third, patented by Mr E. B. Wilson.
Wo do not propose on the present occasion to go further than these

introductory remarks, reserving to our next, and probably the succeed-
ing part, a full consideration of the principles upon which forging
machines by pressure must be constructed to be effective, and discussing
what may be expected, from their employment, in the improvement of
iron and steel manufacture. We shall not, therefore, enter into any
explanation of the details of Mr Haswell's machine, which forms the
subject of the copperplate of our present Part, until we shall have
completed these general considerations, when we shall describe in detail

the parts of this and of the other machines mentioned.

—

Ed.

THE ANNUAL VISITATION TO GREENWICH OBSERVATORY.
On the 6th June, according to annual custom, the Board of Visitors and
their invited friends, assembled at Greenwich Observatoiy, when the
Report of the Astronomer Royal, upon the past year's work—the
improvements, effected in the buildings or instruments, during the period,

and a sketch of those in contemplation for the coming year—was read
and circulated in print at the Observatory, the visitors being regaled in
accordance with a time-honoured custom—which dates at least from
Charles the Second's time—with chocolate, and afterwards dining to-

gether at The Ship, with the venerable Sir John Herschell in the chair.
There are few of our national institutions of any sort, certainly none in

connection with science, as to which every Englishman may feel more
unmixed pride and satisfaction than that noble Observatory. There
is much that appeals to the imagination peculiarly English about it;

its very position, overlooking the great Naval Hospital that enshrines
the relics of Nelson, and " bosomed high in tufted trees " of the sloping
old park around, and high above their tops, looking down upon the
Thames, the representative of the great highway of commerce—seems
congruous and suitable to the establishment, that of all others in the
world, has probably done most to improve the science, and make safe
and facile the practice of navigation. There is something not uncharac-
teristic of England, too, in the very style of the buildings—old, quaint,
venerable by this and by association, they are yet, in a high degree,
irregular and unsystematic—added to, bit by bit, as the power, and
the wealth, and the science, and the appreciation of it, of England, have
grown with the rolling years. It pretends to nothing in its externals
(nor internally either), but to be what it is, the first manufactory of
systematic physical observation and record of our time.

No one who has any knowledge of the history and the personal
biography of science, can ever pass through the rooms of the Observa-
tory and not feel his thoughts burn as he looks upon those now super-

seded trophies of science, the instruments of former days, so many of

which are inseparably connected with the great names of men who have
passed away and left their marks imperishably graven upon the track
of investigation and discovery. Ramsden and Dollond, Bird and Trough-
ton, Hadley, Maskelyne, Halley, Bradley, Baily, Kater, and many
others, crowd upon the eye, when it is not more decisively engaged in

examining and understanding the recent instruments, which owe such
marvellous simplification and such exquisite proportion to the genius of

Airy.

We have often wondered that Greenwich Observatory is not more
universally a lion with the educated middle classes than it is. Very
few outside the paths of actual working science, we imagine, ever see

it. A common vulgar lion, of the Tower of London fashion, it could

never become, consistently with its own important objects and ends ; but
we believe none who have any fair pretensions to intelligent curiosity

are prevented, at suitable times, from seeing all that is most curious and
admirable in the methods by which the human mind has affected some
of its greatest achievements.
The means by which electro-telegraphy has been brought of late

years to aid both in observation and in record, of which the dropping of

the zinc ball at one o'clock each day at Charing Cross, is one example
familiar to all, is itself a perfect storehouse of wonderful contrivance,
carried out with exquisite accuracy of workmanship, and to amazing
results. Again, photography has now also been pressed into the service

of the astronomer, and numbers of instruments are self-recording;

mute, but automatic observers, always at work, and doing the work of

intelligence, by the impress of the original contriver's mind once set

upon them, as it were, with a sort of creative power.
Perhaps the very newest instrumental additions to the Observatory

are the Spectroscopes, instruments by which the spectra of the light

from the sun and from planets and fixed stars are examined, and the

lines and bands of shade and colour measured, as to breadth, distance,

and position. Instruments, by the use of which already some highly

probable knowledge has been obtained as to the material elements that

constitute the atmosphere, and perhaps the body of our sun, and those of

the suns of other systems, so distant, that the abysses of space betwixt us

and them are such as imagination can only apprehend, and that surpass

comprehension wholly when expressed in figures. Methods that are

the precursors of those by which a future and not remote age, shall

analyse, as the chemist does a rock or an ore, the substance of suns and
planets that the hand of man can never reach.

In returning thanks for his health being drunk after dinner, the Astro-

nomer Royal said a few words characteristic, and worthy of all accepta-

tion and thought, by all investigators in science.

He spoke of the moral weight that belongs to Greenwich Observatory.

Their observations were sometimes wanting in symmetry. With every
care, with repetition, it yet happened that they had to record results

more or less discordant; but the records made were always trustworthy,

always to be relied upon, as honestly made and honestly given. This
is indeed the high and noble feeling that should preside over the labours

of every man of science, who is, in truth, a prophet of nature and of its

Author, and whatever may come, must never prophesy falsely ; it is also

the best guarantee for the conduct of such an institution as Greenwich
Observatory, and one failing which, the most brilliant intellectual powers
would preside over it, not merely in vain, but for irremediable mischief.

—Ed.

PHOTOGENIC GAS COMPANY (LIMITED.)

Capital, £200,000—in 10,000 Shakes op £20 each.

This company announces itself as formed for the purpose of introducing

to the United Kingdom the photogenic light, equally obtainable from

ordinary gas or atmospheric air, by Mongruel's patent cold generator.

The following advantages are confidently claimed for it in the pro-

spectus:

—

1. That when atmospheric air is used, it can be made in any house

or establishment, costs less than ordinary gas, gives a whiter and more
intense light, without smell or smoke, and is more health}'.

2. That it is not necessary to make any alterations in existing gas-

fittings, except in some cases with the burners ; and that where no

service at present exists, it will cost less to lay down the pipes, etc.,

etc.

3. That in consequence of the absence of ammoniacal and sulphurous

acid vapours, it does not injure the paint, gilding, or furniture of apart-

ments, and that it is inexplosive.

4. That when used to enrich and purify ordinary gas, it is only

necessary that the gas, as it leaves the meter, should pass through

M. Mongruel's generator to the burners, in order to acquire an increased
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illuminating power of from 150 to 400 per cent., while the consumption
of the gas itself is diminished by at least one-fourth.

5. That when used as last stated, in order to obtain a light equal to

that of ordinary gas, the consumption of such gas is diminished by
upwards of 60 per cent., while the heat and other injurious effects

arising from the use of gas are diminished in proportion.

It has long been known that by dissolving carburetted hydrogen
vapours in hydrogen gas, the latter acquires a treble or quadruple

illuminating power. (?) What, however, was wanted, and M. Mongreul
has invented, is an apparatus which will produce a constant vapour,
always equally rich in carbon, so that the light is at all times the same.

With all other apparatus used for the purpose, the generation of the

vapours being effected on the mass of the liquid contained in the genera-

tor, the most volatile parts of the liquid naturally first escape, thus im-

poverishing the remainder, which daily gives less and less light, until the

light disappears altogether, while a considerable quantity of the liquid is

still left in the apparatus. In M. Mongruel's generator, on the contrary,

the mass of the liquid is enclosed hermetically in an upper chamber,
whence it descends by a small tube, to form a thin sheet on the bottom
of the lower chamber, wherein its vaporisation is effected, and is

supplied, drop by drop, only as what has preceded it is consumed.
Without springs or mechanism, which may break or get out of order, it

maintains a level physically and mathematically constant, and produces
the vapours regularly, according to requirement. Further, the mass of

the liquid held in reserve, to feed the sheet which is vaporising, cannot
become impoverished, as it is sheltered from all contact with the gaseous
currents.

The generator thus described is equally applicable to the carbura-

tion of ordinary gas or atmospheric air; and that the liquid employed
by M. Mongruel, although greatly superior to, is very little if at all

more expensive than any previously used for similar purposes, and it is

not likely to vary much in its cost.

Of this valuable invention, M. Mongruel has agreed to assign to this

company his patent and patent rights, for the United Kingdom and the

Channel Islands, for a sum equal to one-fourth of the capital of the

company, i.e., £50,000 ; of which sum he is to receive £,50;J0 only in

cash, and the remainder in fully paid-up shares of the company, thus
showing his confidence in its commercial success.

To this prospectus, which now blazes in the columns of the news-
papers, are appended a number of so-called "reports" in favour of

M. Mongruel's plans, from divers unknown Frenchmen, amongst whom
we do not recognise the name of a single person known to fame in

science, theoretic or practical. We a!so have the following English
report :

—

Extracts from a Report of Experiments made on the 13th and 14th
February, 1863, at the Offices of the Photogenic Gas Company, by
Samuel Hughes, Esq., F.G.S., Consulting Engineer to several Qas
Companies.

" With a bat-wing burner, it was found that 2 feet of photogenised
gas, consumed in a suitable burner, gave the same light as 8'8 feet of
common gas also consumed in a suitable burner, but not with the best
or Argand burner. This result, reduced to candles, showed that while
5 feet of common gas gave a light equal to 12 candles, the photogenic
gas gave a light equal to 52 candles, or more than four times greater.

" The parliamentary Argand burner (with 15 holes and a 7 inch
chimney), consuming o feet per hour of common gas, gave on the 14th
of February a light of 13 -72 sperm candles. A flat flame burner, con-
suming 2.2 feet of photogenised gas, gave the same light. Hence, the
relative intensity of the photogenised gas is 2-2 : ] 3-72 : : 5 : 31 candles
—or in other words, 5 feet of common gas = 13 72 candles; 5 feet of
photogenised candles = 31 candles.

" Another adjustment was made, when the parliamentary Argand,
consuming 5 feet an hour of common gas, was found to give a light of

14J candles, and the same light was given by photogenised gas con-
suming 2 05 feet an hour. By proportion, 205 : 145 candles : : 5 : 35
candles ; this experiment showing an illuminating power of 35 candles
from 5 feet of photogenised gas.

" Photogenised Air.—A Belgian Argand burner was adjusted to a
moderately sized flame. This gave a light equal to 8'10 candles, and
was found, by observing the descent of the air-holder during five
minutes, to have consumed '0fi5 cubic feet of air, being at the rate of
•78 feet an hour. Hence, as '78 feet : 8'1 candles : : feet : 51 candles
—the light given by 5 cubic feet of photogenised air."

We have so far let the inventor or promoters of this astoundingly
valuable invention speak for themselves, and say we believe all that
they have deemed it wise to say for themselves in their prospectus.

Before making any remark of our own, we may
me pertinent letter, signed " T," has appeared in
Times

:

state that the follow-

the city article of the

" London, June 1.

" Sir,—As the promoters of the Photogenic Light Company are

asking the public for subscriptions to the amount of £200,000, to a
company which proposes to reward the inventor of the process to be
employed with £45,000 on paid-up shares, and £5000 in monej', I should
be glad to be informed in what respect the process proposed to be used
differs from that patented by a well known chemist, named Charles
Mansfield, of Cambridge, in 1S47. Apparently the principle now sub-
mitted is identical with Mansfield's, but the hydro carbons now em-
ployed may differ from the benzole formerty used by Mansfield. Benzole
failed, although in 1847 a very cheap material, because its boiling point
was too high, and the vapour could not be suspended in the atmospheric
air or coal gas so as to give a useful light, although it made an excellent

leclure-room experiment. I understand recently somewhat similar plans
have been tried by two railway companies unsuccessfully, and I think
information as to any such trial should be asked from the persons
claiming so large a sum of money for what at present I believe to be a
very doubtful speculation.— I remain, your obedient servant,

"T."

And to which the following reply has been given in the same paper :—

" Photogenic Gas Company (Limited),

95, Bishopsgate-street within, June 4.

" Sir,—It is not likely that you would permit me to occupy space in

your columns sufficient for a due comparison, or contrast, of the
inventions of the late Mr Charles Mansfield and M. Mongruel. I will

therefore answer the letter which appeared in your journal of yesterday
as briefly as possible. There can be no doubt that the principles of
both these inventions are similar, but the moiles of application, and
their results, are extremely different, as will be obvious to any one who
will take the trouble to read Mr Mansfield's long patent, and witness
the effects produced by the generator which forms the subject of

M. Mongruel's.

"Far from attempting to conceal the priority of discover}7 made by
Mr Mansfield, it is referred to in an extract from the Reader (accom-
panying the prospectus of the Photogenic Gas Company), wherein the

writer states that ' M. Mongruel's invention, while strikingly resembling
Mansfield's in many respects, is superior to it, being more simple, as

the hydrocarbon employed is volatile at all temperatures, and no
thermostat is required.' To this I need only add that, as your corre-

spondent 'T.' observes, while benzole, in Mansfield's hands, failed to

give a useful light, although it made an excellent lecture-room experi-

ment, the cheap hydrocarbons employed in Mongruel's generator have
been, and are successful, in practical operation, at the Gresham Club,

the Hornsey Station of the Great Northern Railway, and many other

places which I will not mention, because I have no wish to make of this

reply an advertisement.

"As regards the sum to be paid to the patentee (ninetenths of

which are to be in fully paid up shares), it was fixed with a view to

give to the inventor, besides the small payment in cash, about one-

fourth of any profits to be made by the company, and was so fixed only

after consultation with an eminent patent agent, who stated that he did

not think it excessive, considering the immense field existing for the

introduction of the invention and the facilities with which it can be

applied.—I am, Sir, yours respectfullj',

" Joseph Thomas, Manager.''

We have ourselves seen such expositions of this light, as were vouch-
safed to us in a dark chamber, under Bishopsgate Street, and we bear
our most willing testimony to the fact that photogenised coal gas gives a

much better light (especially when the flame is maintained at twice the

size) than the coal gas as it comes from the mains.
We believe this fact can also be vouched for very universally—if for

photogenised, we read the old word naphthalised—seeing that for at least

twenty years, the not very recondite fact has been pretty widely known,
that the illuminating power of any hydrogen or carburetted hydrogen
(coal) gas, poor in carbon, maybe considerably increased, by saturating

it at its proper temperature and tension, with any hydro-carbon vapour
rich in carbon.

Common spirits of turpentine, or any of the tribe of napthas, or vola-

tile coal oils, answer the purpose, worse or better; and at the present

moment, there are hundreds of places , in which this expedient is resorted

to in one form or another. Amongst the rest, at Greenwich and at

Armagh Observatories, the gas is napthalised by passing it through
sponges, or cotton dipped into a volatile hydro-carbon, contained in a

small reservoir, very near each gas burner.

The Photogen employed by M. Mongruel, we could neither see -a

sample of, nor get described to us ; it was only to be seen, like other

miraculous powers, by its effects. If our nose deceive us not, however,
it is neither more nor less than rectified naphtha, obtained from some
sort of coal or fossil fuel, with a fine name given to it.

We may just remark in passing that when people venture into
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classical regions in the manufacture of sounding titles, after the

" Antigropelos style," it would be well that they knew a little Greek.

Photogenic (as the camera gentlemen might have hinted to M. Mongruel)

does not mean " Light-creating," as he fancies apparently, but " Born

of light "

—

tpuni-ytyycfixi. The birth of the present limited liability

seems to us to have been in a different region.

There is nothing patentable in saturating coal gas with volatile

hydro-carbon vapour; and as any one will know who is acquainted with

the exact laws of the diffusion and suspension of vapours in permanent

gases, so as a large surface of any sort be exposed, it is a matter of

profound indifference how the volatile liquid be exposed to the passing

stream of gas. There is, therefore, nothing worth A'50,(P0, or as many
pence, as we conceive, in the special construction of M. Mongreul's

"cold generator," which is the only part of the whole affair for which

a patent right could even conceivably be maintained. The real diffi-

culty that has always beset this scheme for making bad gas into a mix-

ture of bad gas and combustible vapour, is this, that sooner or later, and

with whatever care, or under whatsoever contrivances or conditions, the

hydro-carbon vapour condenses again and is deposited as a liquid in the

gas tubes and fittings, clogging them up, and requiring their being

taken asunder and cleared.

This was the fatal difficulty that prevented the patent of Count de

Yalmarino, who was in the field with this invention about twenty years

ago, from ever being successful, and, to our own kuowledge, it was
fairly tried, and upon a large scale, in several parts of Great Britain.

It is a difficulty that is not even touched by anything that M. Mon-
greul has proposed or done, nor can it be got rid of by any human
contrivance, however much it may be palliated.

As regards the other feature in II. Mongreul's prospectus, viz., the

burning hydro-carbon vapour, carried along by atmospheric air, we need

only remark, as a sufficient warning to all, that this is burning an explo-

sive mixture, and one of far greater explosive energy than any known
fire damp or mixture of coal gas and atmospheric air, as may be readily

proved. Unless, therefore, the apparatus for burning this mixture be

provided with the same contrivances as those by which the gas blow

pipe, &c, in the hands of the chemist, are prevented from exploding,

there will always remain the probability of the " cold generator"

generating a serious explosion, and probably succeeding conflagration.

No such precautions are taken, nor proposed, and the promoters very
discreetly pass this point in complete silence. They don't, however,

press into the front rank this method of "burning the atmosphere,"

which looks rather like a misgiving.

—

Ed.

the chalk, these COO metres represent the tangent of the angle of in-
o I

clination of the beds of green sand, and he finds this to be = tan, 0. 13
= 58 metres, which gives for the value of the radius, 13,300 metres.

Then multiplying 1000 kilometres, the length of the zone, by 13,300, its

breadth, and dividing by 2, he finds for the amount of annual supply the
number 665, followed by seven zeros.

Dividing this, as before, by 365, and then by 10 millions, he obtains

the quotient 182—which expresses that the annual supply is almost
double the consumption, at 10 million gallons per day.

This takes no account whatever of the fact that several rivers, such
as the Oise, Aisne, Marne, Seine, Yonne, Loire, Cher, and Vienne, and
a multitude of small streams enter the basin, or leave it, crossing the

permeable beds. M. Gaudin makes no use of these in his results except
to remark that they probably bring as much water into the basin as

may be supposed to flow away towards the sea, at the side of the Paris

basin, open to it on the north.

His final conclusion is that the water supply beneath Paris is practi-

cably inexhaustible, and that it is capable of furnishing for ever, and
without sensible diminution, all that 500 Artesian wells, of the same
magnitude as that at Passy, could deliver.

The water basin beneath London is one greatly restricted as com-
pared with that under Paris, and so far as the sinking of deep wells

has yet proceeded here, each new one appears to produce some sensible

reduction upon its predecessors. It is probable, also, that the leakage from
the London basin is much greater seaward than from that of Paris.

We should, however, like to see the results of a like method of calcula-

tion applied to it. Large well boring with us has not had, so far, en-

couraging results.

In direct connection with this subject we may notice a highly import-

ant memoir upon a difficult and hitherto unexplored branch of hydraul-

ics, which has been presented to the Institute by M. Dupuit, viz.—On the

movement of water through permeable formations. It is impossible to

give an abstract of this valuable work. The author starts from funda-

mental principles, and considers the effect, upon the usual hydraulic

equations of uniform flow in pipes or canals, of the tube being filled

with sand or like discontinuous body, which divides its section into

many minute and sinuous channels, and shows how these equations can
be modified to suit the case. He extends his investigation then to

permeable beds, such as those of the green sand, placed between walls

of other formations that are air and water tight ; and lastly, he applies

himself to all the varied questions that relate to the head, discharge,

supply, &c, &c, of Artesian wells.—Ed.

SUPPLY OF WATER TO CITIES—WATER BENEATH PARIS.

M. Gaudin, the well-known French Hydraulic Engineer, in a letter

sometime since presented to the Academie des Sciences, through the

late M. Despi'etz, has shown, on tolerably clear and certain grounds,

that the supply of Artesian water beneath Paris—from which the wells

of Grenelle and of Passy already draw, is in fact, absolutely inexhaust-

ible.

His remarks, extracted from his great work on Artesian well-boring,

were drawn forth by the official report upon the completion of the well

of Passy in 1861, in which doubts were suggested as to whether a con-

siderable increase thereafter in the number of such wells, might not

result in the failure of them all.

The water bearing stratum beneath Paris, under the superficial for-

mations and chalk, and between the latter and the Jurassic limestones,

consists of about 50 metres in depth of sands and marls—one half or 25
metresbeing considered pure sand of various degrees of fineness. A cubic
metre of the sand on the average weighs 1600 kilos = (3528.0 lbs.) while

an equal bulk of compact quartz weighs 2000 kilos=(5512.5 lbs). There
is, therefore, about one-third of the bulk of the sand formed of interstices

for water. In fact, M. Gaudin finds experimentally that 160 grammes
of water are contained in a half litre of sand. The bed of green sand
existing under the chalk, may be viewed as a disc of 160 kilometres

radius, and having a surface of 80,000 square kilometres (= 30851

—

square miles), which multiplied by 8 metres, the thickness of the sheet

of water, gives in cubic metres of water the number 640, followed by
nine zeros. Dividing this by 365 and then by 10 millions, the quotient
gives the number of years necessary to exhaust the whole sheet of

water, at the rate of 10 million cubic metres per day.

The result proves to be 175 years, or if the sand would only give up
one-half of all its water, more than 80 years.

But the water bearing strata are continually supplied by percolation

of rain below the soil, of which, as }-et, no account has been taken.

To estimate this M. Gaudin assumes that half a metre in depth of rain

annually, of the total rain fall, is absorbed by the soil. Taking 160 kilo-

metres for radius, and 600 metres for the thickness of the beds comprised,
between the line of levels of the upper sand beds and their meeting under

APPROXIMATE NUMERICAL CONSTANTS RELATING

TO THE CIRCLE.

The following numerical constants, more especially as expressed in

vulgar fractions, are due to Mr C. Willich, known by his curious and
interesting investigation of the sections of the cube, and may be advan-
tageously placed upon record for transfer to the note book of the

engineer and mechanic.
t is the usual symbol for the ratio of circumference to diameter, with

its multiples and fractious, &c. It is its hyperbolic logarithm,

—

a the

modulus of the common logarithm, c, the base of the hyperbolic or

neperian logarithm, and c, the side of the square whose area is that of a

circle, whose diameter is unity.

3a,5
"ITT

— 0,0000002 = 3,1415927
7 I O
1T3T
— 0,0000005 = 6,2831853

3 5 5
"IS?
— 000000007 = 0,7853951

3*3
6T3"
— 0,00000007 = 0,5235957

3 5 5 — 0,00000009 = 1,0971975
7 ] O — 0,0000001 = 2,0943957

1 4 20 — 0,0000004 = 4,1887902

To* — 0,0000016 = 0,0087266

1 1 3
3T3" + 0,00000003 = 0,3183098

8 1 3 G
71 + 0,000010 = 114,591559

2 7 3 + 0,000039 = 9,869604
:i20 — 0,000022 = 30,406276
* 3

"27:?
— 0,0000001 = 0,101321

0,000001

0,000012

1,772454

0,564190
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Vi
1ST

l-r —

if* + 0,0000003

*il _ 0,0000005

Iff + 0,0000008

" _ o,ooooor

+ 0,000004

0,000021

0,000002

0,0000000023

0,0000006

1,128379

0,8059960

1,2407010

1,144720

0,434294

2,302585

2,718282

0,3678797

0,8862269

To the aboTe may be added the curious approximation to the double
cube, given by Mr Drach, in 1853, C, being the side :

—

C — aY'2 = ,i/(0.93) 3 + (0.S5) 2 + 0.0000007

ON THE SEWING MACHINE : ITS HISTORY AND PROGRESS.

Br Edwin P. Alexaxdee.—(Continuedfrom page 71.)

Foe a period of five or six years after Howe obtained his origiual patent,
considerable difficulty was experienced in introducing the sewing
machine ; and it was not until 1851-52 that the sewing machine business
can be said to have fairly commenced. In this couutry and on the
Continent, it is, comparatively speaking, even now in its infancy, and
no accurate statistical data can be obtained. By bringing to your
notice, however, the vast extent of the sewing machine business in the
United States, the value of the work done, and the saving of labour
effected there, you will be in a position to form some estimate of what
the sewing machiue is capable of achieving in our own country. In
America, the number of machines at present in use is estimated at about
300,000, whilst in Great Britain and Ireland, with a considerably larger
population, there are probably not more than from 50,000 to 60,000 at
work. In America, the manufacture of sewing machines is carried on
chiefly by joint stock companies, provided with ample capital and large
establishments, where the various parts of the machines are constructed
by self-acting tools, thus effecting not only considerable economy in
labour, but ensuring an accuracy of workmanship, and beauty of finish,

which has never been equalled by our own manufacturers. The
amount of capital invested in this business is computed at half a million
sterling.

Some of these manufacturing companies employ as many as 500 men,
and produce from 300 to 800 machines per week. With us, the trade is

entirely in the hands of private makers, and contractors, most of whom
are in a very small way of business, and £5000 would be a liberal esti-

mate of the capital invested in plant. There are not more than 12
manufacturing establishments here of any note, and about 100 small
workshops, employing two or three mechanics each, the aggregate
number of hands engaged in this business being estimated at 500.
During the last two years, about 20,000 machines have been manufac-
tured in this country, which is little more than one half the number
manufactured by the Wheeler &. Wilson Sewing Machine Company
alone, in 1860.
The returns of the aggregate annual sales of sewing machines in

America, from 1853 to 1859 inclusive, exhibit the rapid growth of this
business during the period in question.

2,509

4,469
3,51:3

7,223

12713
17,589

46,243

The superintendent of the census, in his preliminary report to the
Secretary of the Interior and Congress on the eighth census, says,
" The sewing machine has also been improved and introduced in the
last ten years to an extent which has made it altogether a revolutionary
instrument. It has opened avenues to profitable and healthful industry
for thousands of industrious females, to whom the labours of the needle
had become wholly unremuuerative and injurious in their effects. Like
all automatic pcw;rs, it has enhanced the comforts of every class, by
cheapening the process of manufacture of numerous articles of prime
necessity, without permanently subtracting from the average means of
support of any portion of the community. It has added a positive
increment to the permanent wealth of the couutry, by creating larger

Machines sold in 1853
i< a 1854
it it 1855
« a 1856
tt « 1857
tt n 1858
n tt 1859

and more varied applications of capital and skill in the several branches
to which it is an auxiliary.

" The manufacture of the machines has itself become one of consider-

able magnitude, and has received a remarkable impulse since 1850.

The returns show an aggregate of 116,330 made in nine states in 1860,

the value of which was 5,605,345 dols. A single establishment in

Connecticut manufactured machines to the value of over 2,700,000 dols.,

or nearly one half of the whole production of that year. During the

year 1861, sewing machines to the value of over 61,000 dols. were
exported to foreign countries. It is already employed in a great variety

of operations and upon different materials, and is rapidly becoming an
indispensable and general appendage to the household.

" Among the branches of industry which have been signally promoted
by the introduction of the sewing machine is the manufacture of men's
and women's clothing for sale, which has heretofore ranked with the

cotton manufactures in the number of hands—two-thirds of them
females—and the cost of labour employed. The increase of this manu-
facture has been general throughout the Union, and in the four cities of

New York, Philadelphia, Cincinnati, and Boston, amounted in value to

nearly forty and one quarter millions of dollars, or over 83 per cent, of

the produce of the whole Union in 1850. The manufacture of shirts and
collars, of ladies' cloaks and mantillas—a new branch, which has
received its principal impulse within the last ten years— and of ladies'

and gentlemen's furnishing goods generally, form very large items in

the general aggregate of this branch. They severally employ extensive

and numerous establishments—many of them in our large cities—with
heavy capital. In Troy, New York, the value of shirt collars alone

annually manufactured is nearly 800,000 dols., approximating in value

to the product of the numerous and extensive iron foundries which have
been a source of wealth to that city."

I will now invite your attention to the saving of labour effected by
the sewing machine in some of the various departments of manufacture
into which it has been introduced in America. (See Tables, next page.)

It has been proved, by actual experiment, that one machine will

perform the work of at least five seamstresses (in some trades it will do
considerably more) ; allowing one hand to operate the machine, a saving

is effected of the wages of the other four. In America, the pay of a
needlewoman averages 50 cents, a day, consequently, we have a clear

saving of two dollars a day per machine in wages only.

In the manufacture of ready-made clothing, the estimated saving, in

the city of New York alone, is 7,500,000 dollars per annum. In the

manufacture of shirt fronts, which is a distinct branch, and carried on to

a considerable extent, one machine will produce nearly 100 shirt fronts

per diem, while a seamstress cannot stitch more than six in the same
time. In this branch, the saving in New York is estimated at 843,750
dollars per annum.
The manufacture of shirts is another very extensive business, distinct

in itself. A single establishment, in New Haven, employs 400 machines,

producing 800 dozen shirts per week. The saving in labour, to this

house, has been estimated at 240.000 dollars per annum.
In Massachusetts the sewing machine is largely employed in the boot

and shoe trade, and its savings are estimated at 7,5U0,U00 dollars per

annum.
Of the 300,000 machines in use in America, about 75,000 are employed

in private families for domestic sewing ; and if we allow thirty days'

work in the year to each of these family machines, we have for result a

sum of upwards of £900,000, as representing the wages saved in this

class of work alone, supposing it to have been done by paid hand
labour.

The aggregate annual saving to the United States effected by the

sewing machines, with the present number in use, is upwards of

£29,000,000 ;
or, in other words, if the whole of the machine sewing

now produced in America were to be performed by hand, it would
require a sum of upwards of £29,000 000 per annum to pay for the extra

labour which would have to be employed.
Although the sewing machine was in practical operation in this

country before it had been thoroughly recognised in America, it has
received no radical improvement at our hands, all the most important

improvements being due to American inventors. Its general introduc-

tion here was greatly impeded by the refusal of one of our first patentees

to grant licences to make or sell American machines, which by many
are preferred to those of English manufacture. Had a more liberal

policy been pursued, and licenses granted to all comers at a reasonable

rate (which course has been adopted from the first by Howe in

America), the sale of machines would have been quadrupled, endless

law proceedings avoided, and the profits to the patentee greatly

enhanced. In 1860, the patent in question expired, and the public have
since then enjoyed the privilege of selecting those machines best

adapted to their special requirements, the majority of which are of

American manufacture. From these few facts, it will be seen that the

real trade in sewing machines has only existed here since 1800, which
fully accounts for the backward state in which we find it. The sewing
machine is now beginning to make its way in various departments of
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Sewing Machines produced in the United States during toe Year ending June 1, 1S60.

New Hampshire
Vermont
Massachusetts
Rhode Island
Connecticut
New York
Pennsylvania
Ohio .

Delaware .

Aggregate .

Capital invested Average Number of

in leal and Value of Raw Hands employed. Number of

personal estate Cost of Labour. Machines. Value.
in tlie business. including tuet. Male. Female.

Dollars. Dollars. Dollars. Dollars.

20,850 25,100 97 39,540 6,000 134,500
25,000 8,320 40 19,200 3,500 42,000

253,000 01,171 509 8 244,560 21.400 1,067,300

35,000 6,745 00 21,600 0,000 90,000
420,000 102,450 679 443,400 39,268 2.784,600

308,200 212,440 412 132,720 27,230 1,043,805

212,500 52,598 240 iiO 115.440 5,149 249,355
46,200 36,072 114 40,776 7,2*3 178,785
10,000 2,875 15 0,000 too 15,000

1,300,250 507,831 2,100 28 1,003,230 110,330 5,605,345

Clothing made in the following States during the year ending June 1, 1860.

STATES.

Maine
New Hampshire .

Vermont
Massachusetts
Rhode Island

Connecticut
New York .

Pennsylvania
New Jersey .

Delaware
Maryland
District of Columbia
Ohio .

Aggregate in 12 States and District^

of Columbia . . . .)

Number
of

Establish-

Capital invested

in real and
personal estate

Raw Material
used, including

Average Number of
Hands employed. Annual Cost

of Labour.

Annual Products.

ments. in the business. fuel. Male. Female, Value in 1850. Value in 18C0.

Dollars. Dollars. Dollars. Dollars. Dollars.

03 352,7 50 040,709 258 2,218 359,324 917,311 1,632,946

07 144,160 334,589 136 1,046 212,004 01G.233 669,044

39 72,100 131,890 83 239 68,832 124,510 250,069

194 1,303.100 4,084,771 1,503 3,180 1,134,400 8,757,150 6,440,671

05 316,700 004.831 398 970 208,200 422.372 1,138,080

57 337,000 782,105 400 1,085 275,004 1,519,433 1,318,965

842 8,038,811 14,341,094 14,576 17,732 0,205,015 10,007,534 24909,802

007 5,325.088 6 214,185 7,776" 10,152 2,011,012 0,988,408 12,192,6H3

137 1,502,775 2,232,145 2,224 4,922 1,104,854 2,484,594 3,975,430

20 69,075 102,208 04 107 40,170 83,602 179.840

148 1,200,150 1,919,076 2,233 3,779 931,050 2,094,377 3,256,716

34 125.150 191,01.8 150 177 91,800 297,900 342.79S

430 3,021,2-31 4,339,684 0,348 0,848 2,264,352 2,765,232 8,615,329

2,799 21,954,700 36,239,504 30,155 52,515 15,994,009 43,078,802 65,002,975

manufacture in this country, whilst a steady increase in the demand for

family machines is also showing itself.

Amongst the leading branches of industry which are giving employ-
ment to these machines, I may mention the manufacture of shirts,

collars, stays, mantles, dresses, under clothing of all kinds, coats,

trousers, caps, trimmings, and boots and shoes. In this last-mentioned
trade upwards of 3000 machines are now employed. Of these about
8'>0 are working in Staffordshire, the town of Stafford alone em-
ploying from 450 to 500 machines. About 800 are in use in Northamp-
ton. In Leicester, a trade entirely new to the town has been created
through the instrumentality of the sewing machine, about 300 machines
being now employed there in the manufacture of boots and shoes.
Bristol employs about 250 machines, distributed among five establish-
ments. The towns of Norwich and Ipswich employ about 8 machines,
and a new trade in " ready-made uppers" has been created.

Although the introduction of the sewing machine into the boot and
shoe trade met with the strenuous opposition of the Trade Union, result-
ing in a general strike amongst the work people, it has since been ad-
mitted that its employment in this department of manufacture has given
a very marked impulse to the trade generally, and has, in fact, been the
salvation to this country of the lighter class of work, enabling us to
compete in a most successful manner with the French manufacturers,
who had almost gained the entire monopoly of this branch of the trade.
It is largely employed by army contractors, both at home and abroad,
the clothing of many regiments being entirely made by the sewing
machine

;
indeed, without its assistance, the immense armies, which

have been lately raised in the Northern and Southern States of America,
could never have been equipped and sent into the field in the surprisingly
short time they were. But the sewing machine has fulfilled a nobler
mission in ameliorating the condition of the seamstress by shortening
her hours of labour, and increasing considerably her earnings. It has
called forth new industries in the manufactures of sewing machine
needles and of silk twist, both of which are now carried on, to a very
considerable extent, as special branches of manufacture, whilst the
trades of japanning aud plating have been greatly benefited by its

agency.

DISCUSSION.
Mr Benjamin Fothergill (responding to the invitation of the chair.nan)

said he had come quite unprepared to make any observations upon this

interesting and important subject; but having had, at an early period of

his life, something to do with Heilmann's embroidering machines, a

great many of which had been in operation for a number of years in

Manchester, he could speak as to their success, and could also make
some observa'ions with regard to the improvements introduced from

time to time into that class of machine. With regard to the history of

the sewing machine, perhaps Mr Alexander might not be aware that

the Fisher aud Gibbon machine was not only applied to purposes of

embroidery, but that it was modified into what Mr Fisher called a

sewing machine. He had a frame, upon which was stretched a couple

of pieces of cloth, and the design required to be produced was worked on

the fabric in a similar manner to Heilmann's machine. The curved

needle, which had been shown to them this evening, perforated the

material, a " shogging'' motion being imparted to it, so that it might

pass easily through. He could, however, confirm the statement made
by Mr Alexander that the admirable contrivance, which they saw in the

four-motion feed, was one of the results which arose from the difficulty

which was at first experienced through the puckering of the material.

Mr Fothergill, having given further explanations of the operation of this

feed-motion, said he hoped the few remarks he had offered would open

the way for the various gentlemen present describing the different con-

trivances they had introduced in their machines ; for he had no doubt

each would consider his own machine the best.

Mr Hodge expressed his regret that greater prominence had not been

given in the paper to the name of the late Walter Hunt. He gave Mr
Alexander the highest credit for the critical manner in which he had
investigated the sewing machine, and it must be admitted that it was
an extremely difficult subject to deal with, and one which required much
labour to understand thoroughly. He was anxious to have an oppor-

tunity of stating that in 1834 Walter Hunt produced a perfect sewing

machine, but, like most inventors, being a poor man himself, he entered

into partnership with an individual who was to supply the necessary

capital for bringing out his invention, and the result was that Hunt got
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into difficulties with liis monied partner, a law suit took place, and it

ended in Hunt locking up his ideas, and knocking his machine to pieces.

He subsequently went on inventing various kinds of machinery, and his

memory was much revered in the United States. He merely referred

to these facts to show that Walter Hunt did produce a sewing machine,

but it was with two needles, whilst Fisher and Gibbons were the first to

produce a machine with the needle and shuttle. He knew Elias Howe
very well, and thought he had been hardly dealt with. He was not

sure that Howe did not get his first ideas from the beautiful drawings

of Fisher and Gibbons' machine that were given in Keicton's Journal,

and it might be that that acute American, seeing that this embroidering

machine could work patterns upon the surface of the fabric, thought it

might be made applicable to the sewing of garments together. He
thereupon introduced the feed-motion, and brought bis machine to this

country. It was not perfect, but it was only fair to give him credit for

what he really did. He had since perfected his invention, and a won-
derful machine it was. He looked upon the many contributors to the

improvement of these various machines as having fulfilled their mission,

and to each he would accord the full credit which he deserved.

Mr Harry Chester would offer a remark, not upon the machine itself,

but with regard to the health of the people—particularly the women
who used it. No one could doubt that the substitution of work by these

machines for the old kind of needlework was a great advantage to the

country, and particularly with reference to the health of needlewomen
;

but it seemed to him that some improvement was still required, and
would probably be made. He thought, from what he had seen of these

machines, that the persons working at them must assume a stooping

position, by which the spine was bent and the chest contracted, and
that seemed to be the case with those accustomed to the use of the

machine as well as with beginners.

Mr Hodge said he should have liked Mr Chester to have been with
him in a visit he made at the commencement of the Crimean war, to a
poor widow with two children, who took soldiers' coats to make from
sub-contractors—no doubt a good many degrees down— at sixpence-

halfpenny each, finding her own cotton and candle. Working from five

o'clock in the morning till half-past eleven at night, her earnings
amounted to sixpence-halfpenny. If the poor creature worked long at

that rate she would not only have a hole in her chest, but would dis-

appear altogether, and how little harm, in comparison, would be done
by a few hours' work at a sewing machine.

Mr Brodrick said—His principal reason for rising was, as an American,
to say that if there was one thing which Americans prided themselves
upon, it was the invention and perfecting of the sewing machine.
Taking the date of Fisher and Gibbous' machine at 1844, it was ante-

dated by that of Walter Hunt, in 1834. He had seen the machine
which was rescued from the fire in John Street, New York, and it was
subsequently produced as collateral evidence in an important trial of

patent rights. The machine which Mr Fothergill spoke of had a four-

motion feed, upon which little stress was laid, but he (Mr Brodrick)
regarded it as the most important feature in the machine. That was
the invention of Mr A. B. Wilson, of the Wheeler and Wilson Sewing
Machine Company, and it was Singer who invented the wheel-feed
motion, and was the first to apply it successfully to the sewing machine.
Any gentleman who had been in Washington must have seen in the
Patent Office there the various sewing machines that had been invented
from the year 1834 to 1863, and he was proud to say there was scarcely

a year during that period in which some improvement had not been
made. The machine which Walter Hunt produced was deficient in not
having the holes in the shuttle which were necessary to produce tension

upon the lower thread. If he was not mistaken, that was one reason
why Howe's machine succeeded so well. There was another machine
which Mr Alexander had overlooked, viz., a machine brought out by
Bachelor, of New York, and Lerrow and Blodgett, of Newmark, New
Jersey. The disc feed arrangement, with pins projecting so as to catch
the fabric, was used in that machine ; but previously to that there was
no way of spacing the stitches, the plan for which was the invention of

Mr Bachelor, as also the feed-wheel, giving the addition of the screw at

the side. He believed the date of that machine was 1848 9. AVitli

regard to the injurious effects to be apprehended from the use of the
sewing machine in the deformity of the spine, an inspection of the

machines would show that working at them for four or five hours would
not produce any worse effects upon the spine or chest than the same
number of hours' work by an accountant or clerk at a desk, and the
height of the table from the floor was such that a person, sitting at

work on a chair, did not require to assume an injuriously stopping
tore. They had all, at different periods of life, been affected by the

recital of Hood's " Song of the Shirt," but he was quite sure the work-
woman of the sewing machine would bear favourable comparison with
the workwoman who gave Hood his inspiration. Any person of ordi-

nary skill could sit at the machine and perform with comfort more work
in one hour, and of a better quality, than the best seamstress could

No. 184.—Vol. XVI.

accomplish in eight or nine hours. He knew instances of widows in

America who had adopted these machines as a means of livelihood, and
could, with their families, earn from two to three, and even five guineas

per week. He hoped in this country these machines would prove as

remunerative to the inventors as they were acceptable to those who used

them.

Mr Mann would say that in many of the machines the work passed in

front of the operator so close to the eye that there was no necessity for

stooping. With regard to the objection that these machines were likely

to throw a great many persons out of employ, or to lessen the amount
of their earnings, there was no question amongst those who were best

informed on the subject that, instead of starving seamstresses, toiling

with their needle for a bare crust, a person of ordinary skill might, with
the machine, earn a comfortable subsistence, with far less physical

labour and fatigue. Many single women, working ten hours a day in

the city, earned from 12s to 20s per week. Not only was the rate of

remuneration increased, but the amount of employment was also in-

creased. He knew oue firm who, when they commenced business,

employed only four hands, but they were now using 60 sewing machines,

and employed from 140 to 150 young women, besides a large staff of

workmen.

Mr Salamon would offer one or two remarks upon what had fallen

from Mr Fothergill as to Fisher and Gibbons having been the original

inventors of the sewing machine. It raised the important ques-

tion, whether the machine was, in fact, an English or an American
invention. If the patent of Fisher and Gibbons had been prolonged, an
enormous fortune would have been secured to those who were interested

in it, but the eyes of the Lords of the Privy Council failed to recognise

them as the inventors. It was only three weeks ago that he had the

pleasure of entertaining Mr Gibbons, and he then put the question to

him direct, whether, when his machine was invented, he had any idea

of a sewing machine ? His reply was, "Not the slightest." He (Mr
Salamon) would say that was conclusive evidence that Fisher and
Gibbons did not invent the sewing machine. That which they invented

lacked all the essential features of a sewing machine. There was no

feeding apparatus, no apparatus for making the tension of the thread,

and many of the other appliances were wanting.

The chairman said it now became his duty to propose a vote of thanks

to Mr Alexander for the interesting and important paper he had read to

them—interesting, because he had shown them the result of so much
mechanical skill and ingenuity ; and important, because of the great

economy of labour, and the manner in which the interests of a large

number of industries were affected. Mr Alexander had mentioned

various inventors who had contributed to the perfection of this machine,

if, indeed, it could now be considered perfect. There might be still

further improvement ; in point of fact, they might eventually have a

loom which would complete a garment without sewing— like the stock-

ing machine. No doubt, when they saw a sewing machine at work it

was difficult to comprehend, but when explained in the way Mr
Alexander had explained it, it became easily understood

;
when pro-

perly understood, perfectly simple, for that which was complex had

seldom been a mechanical success. He was quite sure they would agree

in passing a cordial vote of thanks to Mr Alexander for his valuable

paper.

Mr Alexander, in reply upon the discussion, said that Walter Hunt
had not that tension-appliance in his shuttle which was necessary for

making a light stitch ; and that, although Hunt had every opportunity

afforded him of stating his case before the American judges, both in law

and equity, judgment was given in favour of Howe, in all cases, he

believed. If Hunt's was a really practical sewing machine, how came

it that it lay dormant for fifteen years? In answer to remarks on Fisher

and Gibbons' machine, he (Mr Alexander) stated that Fisher and

Gibbons did not construct a really practical sewing machine, as such,

before Howe. The machines, as specified by them, lacked most of the

requirements necessary to a sewing machine. In reply to Mr Mann, he

begged to state that his observation, that Bishop was the prior inventor,

had reference only to the system of feeding the cloth by a lateral move-

ment of the needle, and not to the arrangement of the machine, for

which he gave Mr Mann full credit as the inventor.

The sewing machines of Messrs Willcox and Gibbs, Wheeler and

Wilson, Howe, Singer, Thomas, and Grover and Baker (Sewton, Wil-

son, and Co.), as well as Messrs Newton, Wilson, and Co.'s boudoir

machine, were, by the kind permission of the proprietors, shown in

operation during the evening. A model of the original sewing machine,

as invented by Howe, was also on the table, having been kindly lent

from the Museum of the Commissioners of Patents by Mr Bennet Wood-

croft, F.R.S. The woodcuts used to illustrate the paper were kindly

lent by the proprietors of the Practical Mechanics' Journal Hecord of

tlie International Exhibition of 1802.
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RECENT PATENTS.

WINDING MACHINE.

David Chalmers, of Dundee.—Patent dated Dec. 10, 1862.

This invention relates to the arrangement and construction of winding-,

copping, or balling machines, such as are used in the manufacture of

flax and other textile materials, as well as to shuttles employed in

weaving.
Fig. 1 of the annexed illustrations is a transverse vertical section of a

winding machine, showing two modifications of the improvements
specified in these letters patent. Fig. 2 is an elevation of one of the

spindles and its connected parts, which are shown partly in section to a

Fig. 1.

action upon the yarn. From the guide in the spring, d, the yarn is

carried up to an eye or guide, E, which is fixed by a pinching screw to a

small lever arm, f, fitted to the longitudinal rocking shaft, o. This shaft

imparts the necessary amount of traverse to the yarn to Luild up the

conical part of the cop in the shaping cone, and it derives its motion
from the main driving shaft, h, which extends along the upper part of

the machine, and gives motion to the other moving parts. The shaft,

H, is carried on pedestal bearings arranged on the standards of the

framing, and on the overhanging extremity, at one end of the shaft, is

keyed a pinion ; this pinion gives motion to a spur wheel, i, carried on a
stud projecting from the framing. This wheel is formed with a face

plate, in which is a slot to admit of the adjustment therein of a crank
pin. To this crank is attached the connecting rods, l, which diverge

from the wheel, i, on either side, and are connected at the lower ends to

the levers, K, on the shafts, a. Thus, when the wheel, J, is in motion

Fig. 2.

(?)
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larger scale. In themoilifications shown in figs. 1 and 2, the framing, A, of

the machine, consists of two or other suitable number of cast iron stand-

ards, which are united by longitudinal rails. In this modification, the

upper pait of the standards on each side, slope from the front in a back-

ward direction, forming an A-shaped figure, to admit of the spindles being

arranged in an angular position. At the lower part of the machine are

arranged the two series of reels, b, from which the yarn is supplied to the

spindles for the formation of the cop. The yarn, c, from each reel is

carried through a curved wire which forms an eye, and is fitted in the

upper end of the blade spring, n, which is fixed to a rail extending along

the front part of the framing. The arrangement of these blade springs

regulates the uniformity with which the yarn is drawn off the reels, e;

for if the yarn is wound tighter in one part than another, the spring is

drawn inwards, and, consequently, a greater amount of drag is exerted

upon it ; on the other hand, if the yarn is unwound easily and in pro-

portion to the take up of the spindle, the spring no longer exerts any

a reciprocatory movement is imparted to the shafts, o, and the levers,

f, which causes the yarn guides, e, to traverse up and down in the front

of the slot formed in each of the shaping cones, m. By means of this

arrangement and the length of the connecting rod, a differential move-

ment of the yarn guides is obtained, which causes the yarn to he laid

with perfect uniformity on the cop. From the yarn guides, e, the

yarn passes into the slot of the contiguous cone, M, which may be

made of metal, glass, porcelain, or earthenware. One of the cones

is shown in vertical section in fig. 2 ; its internal capacity is equal

to the size of the conical portion of the cop, and there is an aperture

through the lower part, through which the lower end of the spindle

passes. Each cone is hinged to the longitudinal rail on which it

is carried to admit of the cop being readily removed or "doffed,"

and when in the working position it is upheld by a spring catch, k

which is attached to the longitudinal rail. This spring catch is formed

with a notch near the front, and which catches the stem of the cone and
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retains it in position, but it may be readily raised or held aside to release

the cone when required. The cone, or cop shaper, m, is in another

arrangement hinged to a stud in the upper surface of the top rail of the

framing, and it has a projection at the opposite end, into which a side

spring catches and holds it in position. The spindles are arranged in two
diagonal rows corresponding to the angles of the A-shaped part of the

framing. To the upper longitudinal rail of this part are bolted the series

of bracket pieces, o, which carry the bearings of the several spindles.

These brackets are each fastened to the rail by a bolt, and in the outwardly
extending parts at the top aud bottom is formed bearing blocks to

receive the bearing bushes, p, of the tube or hollow spindle, Q, on the

upper part of which is fitted, to run loosely, the bevel pinion, k. The
spindle, s, on which the yarn is wound, is passed down through the

hollow spindle, q, and its lower extremity projects out through the

opening in. the cone, M. A flange, t, is formed on the spindle, and
below this part the spindle is shaped to a pirn like figure, and as the
yarn accumulates on the spindle, its pressure against the cone causes
the spindle to be forced up gradually as the cop is formed. In this

arrangement the weight of the spindle is thrown on to the cop under
formation, and this extra resistance to its upward motion causes the
yarn to be wound on in a compact and firm state, and with greater
simplicity than can be obtained by the ordinary means. The firmness
and solidity thus obtained in winding either pirns or cops is of great
advantage in drawing off the yarn, particularly in cops which unwind
from the interior, for when used in this way in the shuttle the yarn
comes away regularly to the last of the cop. The winding of the yarn
may be further regulated as regards solidity, by the stuffing box, u,

which is shown applied to the lower part of the hollow spindle, Q. This
consists of a metal box screwed on to the lower end of the hollow
spindle, q ; in the lower part of the box, u, is arranged a split ring, v,

and outside this is an india rubber or other elastic ring, w ; upon this

elastic material is placed the metallic ring or washer, x. When the box,

c, is screwed up, the washer, x, compresses the elastic material, w,
which presses the split ring, v, forcibly against the spindle, s, and by
this frictional contact increases the force necessary to raise the spindle,

and consequently the yarn is wound with greater solidity and compact-
ness; thus giving the power of regulating the pressure or weight upon
the conical surface of the cop or pirn in the operation of winding. The
hollow spindle, q, has a slot, Y, formed in it, and a pin, z, is passed
through the spindle, s, at such a point that the pin rests at the bottom
of the slot when the spindle is about to be filled. As the spindle rises,

the pin, z, also traverses up the slot. On the upper end of the hollow
spindle, Q, is fixed the driving coupling, a, which, on the right side of

fig. 1, is shown as an ordinary four catch coupling, and on the left side

of the same, also in the enlarged view, fig. 2, it is shown of the conical

form, the latter fitting a corresponding cavity formed in the bevel
pinion, K. The groove formed in the upper part of the coupling, a, is

partly encircled by the forked end of the hand lever, b, which is centred

on a stud carried in a projecting part of the bracket piece, o. The lower
portion, or prolongation of the lever, b, extends towards the front of the

machine, within convenient reach of the attendant. In commencing to

wind the yarn on to the spindle, s, the rotatory motion is derived from
the main shaft, h, on which is arranged a series of bevel wheels, c, and
each of these wheels gears with its contiguous pinion, k. When the
frictional coupling, a, is in gear with the pinion, b, the hollow spindle,

Q, and the spindle, s, are driven round, which winds the yarn on to the

spindle. As the yarn accumulates, the spindle gradually rises, and
when the cop has been formed to the predetermined length, the pressure

of the yarn against the cone lifts the coupling, a, by the top end of the

spindle, s, coming in contact with the pin or key passing through it,

and the hollow spindle, Q, out of contact with the pinion, n, and the

motion of the spindle is arrested. The attendant then releases the cone,

M, from the spring catch, s, " doffs " or takes off the cop, releases the

cone, and the spindle is again read}' to be re-filled. When the yarn
breaks during the winding, the hand lever, b, affords a ready means of

stopping the rotatory motion of the spindle, the attendant raises the

handle of the lever, the elasticity of which presses it laterally into a
notch formed in the pendent catch guide, d, by which it is upheld, as

shown on the right of fig. 1. Thi3 movement of the lever, b, raises the

coupling, a, out of the pinion, b, and the motion of the spindle is

stopped, the attendant then pushes the spindle upwards by the flange,

t, so as to get at the end of the yarn to piece it. The spindle is then
returned to its former position, the hand lever, 6, is liberated from the

catch, d, and the winding goes on as before. In the arrangement shown
on the right hand side of fig. 1, the hand lever, b, is made self-acting, so

as to operate when a breakage of the yarn occurs. The lever, b, is con-

nected by means of a link, e, which projects up through a guide, f, fixed

to the longitudinal rail of the framing, and has jointed to it the small
bell crank catch lever, g. The upper end of this lever forms a hook,
and the lower part extends out in front of the machine, having a lateral

' prolongation which rests against the yarn, c, as it passes up from the

guide eye in the end of ihe spring, d, or its equivalent the weighted
fever, !>', to the guide, e. Or otherwise it may be made to rest on a

light flat surface or wire, h, fitted to the lever, d 1
, the bent part of which

extends inwards,' so that the end of the lever, g, is held up by it, or by
the yarn passing below the lever. Upon the yarn breaking, or if the
strain on the spring, n, or the lever, d 1

, allows either of them to fly back,

the tail of the lever, g, falls, so that the hooked part is thrown forward
to the position shown by the dotted lines, and it is caught by a lateral

stud in the arm, i, fitted to the rocking shaft, o, by a pinching screw,
the laterally projecting stud being fixed in a slot at the free end of the

arm. The vibratory motion of the arm, i, raises the lever, g, to the

position shown by the dotted lines ; this motion also lifts the lever, b, so

that it is caught by the notch in the pendent catch, d; this releases the

coupling, a, from tile wheel, r, as is shown in the fig., and the spindle
is immediately stopped. The same object may also be accomplished by
means of a prolongation of the spring, d, shown on the left side of fig.

1, as that of the weighted lever, d 1

; this part, h, may be in the form of

a light flat blade or wire, the end of the lever, g t
resting upon the

inwardly projecting part at h. When the spring, d, or the lever d 1

, is

released from the tension of the yarn, it recoils and draws the end of the
part, k, from beneath the lever, g, aud the spindle is stopped as above
described.

MOWING MACHINES.

James Siianics, of Arbroath, N.B.—Patent dated A'ov. 19, 1862.

This invention has reference more especialty to that class of machines
used for mowing or cutting short grass aud vegetables or plants, com-
monly known as " Lawn Mowing Machines," aud it consists, First,

In the dispensing'with the ordinary cutter bracket with the screw for

raising it up and down, and in the substitution therefor of an eccentric

brass, or other bush, fitted into the machine. This eccentric bush is

fitted with a slotted flange, and by merely turning it round the cutter

or actual mower is raised or lowered as may be desired according to the
direction of the turning. Second, In the placing or attaching a flap or

pendant end to the grass box of the machine when fitted with a delivery

apparatus. This arrangement is so fitted that when the travelling end
is at one end of the box the flap at the other end is down, aud this part

opens when the travelling end begins to move.
Fig. 1 is a longitudinal elevation partially in section of a portion of a

Lawn Mowing Machine, sufficient to show the application of these

improvements, and fig. 2 is an end elevation of the machine, corres-

ponding to fig. 1, and taken inside the box or receptacle in which the

cut grass is received. The framing, a, of the machine is of the usual

Fig. 2.

construction, the after part !s supported on the duplex rollers, b, whilst

the forward part of the frame is carried on the rollers, c, which may be

adjusted so as to regulate the height of the machine from the ground.

At the central part the framing extends downwards, partially covering

the open cylindrical frame to which the helical cutters are fixed. To
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the outside of the framing at this part is fitted a metal bush, d, on each

side of the machine. These bushes have formed in each of them a

segmental slot, E, -which extends round the periphery of the bush as

shown in fig. 1. Each bush is retained in the desired position by means
of a screw which projects out from the face of the framing, a, and a

pinching nut, f, which holds the bush firmly in position. The bushes,

d, are each formed with a circular aperture to receive the end of the

spindle, o, of the rotatory cutter, h ; this aperture as is shown in fig. 1,

is eccentric to the centre of the bush. The object of this arrangement

is to afford a ready and efficient means of adjusting the height of the

cutter from the sole plate, h 1
. Ibis is done by simply loosening the

nut, f, by means of a spauner or wrench and turning the bush, d, round

to the desired extent so as to raise or lower the bearing of the spindle,

G, and the bearing on the opposite side of the machine is adjusted in a

similar manner. In this way the height of the cutter, u, from the sole

plate or fixed cutter, h 1
, can be regulated with the utmost precision.

Another improvement in connection with these machines consists in an

arrangement for instantaneously discharging the contents of the grass

box without requiring the machine to be stopped or otherwise interfer-

ing with the progress of the work. The grass box or receiver, I, into

which the grass is thrown by the action of the rapidly revolving cutter,

H, is fitted with a moveable partition or travelling end piece, J, which
serves when moved from end to end of the grass box to deliver the cut

grass in a body out at the side of the machine. This end piece, j, is

fitted on the outer edge with grooved pulleys, k, which run to and fro on

the horizontal bar or rail, l, fixed to the back of the grass box, i. The
end piece, j, is also fitted with pulleys at m, at the lower part where it

traverses over the slanting part of the box, i, so as to cause it to move
easily to and fro. A socket, n, is bolted to the end piece, j, and to this

socket is jointed the front end of a hand lever which extends upwards
and in a backward direction so as to be within convenient reach of the

person who is guiding the machine. When the end piece, j, is caused

to move from left to right, or from one end of the box to the other for

the purpose of discharging the cut grass, it also operates a flap door,

which is arranged at the opposite end of the grass box. At the upper
part of the traversing end piece, j, is fitted a pulley, o, which traverses

to and fro on the angular bar, p. This bar or rod is centred at one end
on a pin projecting out from the face of the box, i, and at the other it is

jointed to the small bell crank lever, Q. The hanging arm of the lever,

y, is connected to the swinging flap door, r, which is hung from the

curved stay rod, s. When the operator desires to discharge the cut

grass from the box, t, a simple movement of the hand lever, hereinbefore

referred to, from right to left, will cause the end piece, j, to traverse in

the opposite direction. As the end piece moves along, the pulley, o,

depresses the rod, p, which draws down the bell crank lever, Q, and
raises the flap door, n, so that the grass is free of any obstruction. The
operator instantly releases the hand lever, when the weight of the flap,

R, causes the pulley, o, to descend the bar, p, rapidly, and thus restores

the end piece to its normal position. In this way the person guiding the

machine can by an exceedingly simple movement discharge the grass

from the box, I, from time to time as required; this is effected in a
manner so easy and so rapid that it does not interfere in any way with
the progress of the work. So that as the mowing proceeds the cut grass
is deposited in heaps at regular intervals, and without necessitating the

sweeping of the cut surface which is thus left perfectly smooth and
clean. By these means an important saving of time is effected and a

much larger area of grass can be kept in order with a given amount of

labour than could possibly be done by means of machines fitted in the
ordinary manner.

WASHING AND DRYING TEXTILE FABRICS AND MATERIALS.

Wm. M'Naugiit, of St Georges Foundry, Rochdale — Putent dated

December 6, 18C2.

This invention, for washing textile fabrics and materials, consists of a
machine of which different views are shown at figs. 1 and 2. Fig. 1 is

a longitudinal vertical section, and fig. 2 is a corresponding plan respec-

tively, being two views of a trough which contains the materials and
the water. The materials are introduced by an endless creeper, as is

usual in such machines, shown at a 1
,
which it is not necessary to

describe. There is a shaft, a, to which are attached a series of arms, b,

the inclined faces of which are segments of a screw ; these arms agitate
the materials, and at the same time force the water and materials upon
an inclined endless perforated scoop similar to that of a dredging
machine, indicated by the dotted line, c, or an endless perforated lattice,

constructed in the same manner, actuated by cog wheels. The water
or liquor in which the materials are immersed is driven through the said

perforations, and the materials are deposited on the scoop or lattice and
delivered at d, either into a pair of ordinary squeezers, or into a centri-

fugal hydro-extractor ; the liquor then flows along the channel, e, and
through an orifice at the opposite end, f to be again acted upon by the

propellers along with the materials. In this channel there are projec-

tions from the bottom, at g, to intercept any sand or other heavy

impurities which may either pass through the perforations of the lattice,

or through certain narrow slits made for that purpose in the interme-

diate circular bottom, h.

1^1

RAILWAY WHEELS.

E. B. Wilson, London.—Patent dated Dec. 5, 1862.

This invention relates to a peculiar construction and arrangement of

railway wheels, whereby greater economy and simplicity of construction

are combined with increased safety in cases of fracture of the tire.

According to this invention two discs of the desired size are first

prepared by forging or casting in malleable metal, and are then placed

in dies and subjected to compression or hammering therein, for the

purpose of giving them the desired form, whether flat dished or

corrujated. These dies are also so shaped as to produce a raised annular

rim all round, or partly round the circumference of the discs on one side

thereof, such rim being either parallel and shaped, or of

any other sectional form. The tire has corresponding

annular grooves formed inside it, so as to fit accurately

over or into the rims of the two discs, which are placed

inside the tire from opposite sides thereof, and may or

may not be held therein by bolts passing through the

discs. The space between the discs may be filled in with
india-rubber, cork, wood, or other good sound deadening
material. The discs may be made of cast steel or malleable

metal, and then pressed in dies. In carrying out this part

of the invention the patentee prefers to employ a peculiar

press for which letters patent were granted to him on the

19th day of December, 1862, No. 3398.

The accompanying engraving represents a section of

the improved railway wheel. A, are the two discs of

malleable metal cast in suitable moulds or chills so as to

have an annular rim, b, formed round their outer edges on
one side or face. The centres of these discs have a boss,

c, cast upon them, and when the two are brought together

to form a wheel these bosses, c, constitute the nave of the

wheel. The tire, d, is provided with an annular groove

on each side corresponding to the rims, b. b, of the two
discs, which fit accurately into such grooves, and are held

therein by screw or cotter bolts, e. or otherwise. The
space, F, between the two discs may be filled with any
good sound deadening material.

After the discs have been cast, they ma}', if desired, be

finished by pressing them in dies under a powerful press,

preferring for that purpose the press above referred to, although other

presses of sufficient power may be used, or they may be rolled by a

circular rolling mill.

•<-Tv
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MACHINERY FOR BORING, WINDING, AND LIFTING FOR
MINING PURPOSES.

Robert Clauk, of Langloan, Lanarkshire—Patent dated Dec. 11, 1S62.

This invention relates to certain mechanical arrangements for effecting
the several operations of boring, winding, and lifting, as connected
with mining operations, in a more expeditious, effective, and economical
manner than has hitherto been accomplished. The illustration is an
elevation of the improved apparatus. The whole of the machinery or

apparatus is arranged on a rectangular framing, a, which is laid upon
the ground to ensure stability. Extending up from this frame is a lofty
framing, b, hinged at b', and carrying the pulley, c, over which the rope
or chain used in the winding operations is passed—the upper part of
this framing is shown broken off. Parallel with, and carried by one of

the longitudinal timbers of the framing,
A, is arranged the cylinder, d, of a hori-

zontal steam engine, the piston rod, e, of

which is attached to the forked connect-
ing rod, f. The other extremity of the
rod is connected to the pin of the crank
on the main driving shaft, g, which is

arranged in pedestal bearings, carried on
the framing, a. This shaft has keyed
upon it a pinion, h, which gears with a
large spur wheel, r, keyed to a second
horizontal shaft arranged parallel to the
first. The shaft, g, carries on its outer
extremity the fly wheel, j, and at the
central part of the shaft is fitted the cam
or "snail," k, by means of which an
intermittent motion is communicated

to the boring
rods. When the

machine is in
motion, the cam,
k, during its ro-

tation, comes in

contact with the

antifriction rol-

ler, l, which is

carried upon a

carried in a bracket bolted to the framing, b, or other convenient part.

The outer end of the screw is fitted with a hand wheel, a, by which the

screw is turned and caused to traverse the nut, T, and its connected
parts to and fro. With this arrangement the connecting rod, m, may be

set to or from the cam, k, so that the latter produces more or less effect

on the lever, n, or the connecting rod, m, may, if preferred, be removed
so as to be wholly beyond the reach of the cam, k. In this way, the
height to which the boring rods and tool are raised, and consequently
the force of the fall may be adjusted with the utmost ease and accuracy.

In order to regulate the force with which the boring tool descends, and
so adjust it to the nature of the stratum that is being bored, the machine
is provided with an arrangement for counteracting, to a greater or less

extent, the weight of the boring rods, s. This consists of a pair of
steam cylinders, b, arranged below the framing, a, and one on each side

of the connecting rod, m. The piston rod, c, of each cylinder works
out through a stuffing box in the cylinder cover, and is connected to a
rod, d, which extends upwards, and is joined to a cross head, e, carried

on the inner end of the lever, n. These cylinders are supplied with
steam from the boiler. The main steam pipe which conveys the steam
to the main cylinder, d, branches off into the pipe which conveys the

steam to the cylinders, b. A loaded valve is fitted in the branch of the

main pipe, so that the admission of the steam may be regulated, and the
pressure which it is desired should be exerted on the pistons, may be
adjusted as required. The steam is admitted to the upper part of the
cylinders, b, so that its pressure on the upper surface of the pistons

serves to counteract the weight of the boring rods, and so lessen or

regulate the force with which the rods, s, and the boring tool descend.

In this way, both the height to which the tool is raised, and the force

of the blow on its falling, is under the perfect control of the operator in

charge of the machine. The spur wheel, I, which derives iis motion
from the pinion, h, on the main shaft is keyed to the shaft, i, which is

arranged in bearings carried on the framing, A, and running parallel to

the shaft, g. The spur wheel, i, has upon either face of it a conical

coupling, the corresponding parts of which are respectively carried or

formed on the inner faces of the winding drums, j. Roth of these drums
slide to and fro on the shaft, c, and they are each connected by an an-
nular groove formed on their bosses, or other convenient part, with
hand levers, k. These levers are centred on studs carried in brackets

projecting out from the framing, a, and by moving them up or down the

winding drums are put into or out of gear with the conical couplings or

with that of the segmental brake blocks, I. One drum may be used for

the wire ropes used for lowering or raising the pump, or for other gene-
rally similar purposes, the other being

""""-..„ used for winding on the chain by means
s^j^ ""•, of which the boring rods are raised when

required. In this way the whole of the

operations connected with boring and
winding in searching either for minerals
or other generally similar purposes,
may be accomplished wiih facility, and
with a considerable saving of labour as

compared with the ordinary hand labour
system.

stud fixed in the forked end of the connecting rod, m; this rod extends
upwards, and i3 attached to the inner end of the lever, n. This main
lever is carried in the pedestal bearings, o, which are supported on the

inwardly extending part of the framing, b ; these bearings, o, are ar-

ranged in a sole plate, p, which is made with a curved groove or recess,

and the bottom face of the pedestals are made to correspond thereto, so

that the bearings and lever, n, may be moved aside, when required, to

admit of the bore being cleaned out, or to afford access to it for any
other purpose. The outer end of the lever, h, projects out a short dis-

tance beyond the framing, b. and to it is attached the swivel, Q_, and the

brace head, e, carrying the boring rods, s. Thus, as the cam, k, comes
round, the backward end of the lever, n, is depressed and the boring

rods are raised ; and when the lever is liberated from the lifting cam, k,

the rods descend with considerable force into the bore, and are turned
round by the attendant workman who is in charge of the brace head,

the compound action of the fall, and the rotatory movement of the bor-

ing tool serving to cut through the stratum with rapidity. To the lower
part of the connecting rod, m, is joined the link, t, which connects it to

the lever arm or crank, c, which is set on the horizontal shaft, v. This
shaft is carried in the brackets, w, which project out from the framing,

b, arid it is fitted near one end with the lever, x, carrying in its free ex-

tremity the swivel nut, r. The lever and nut are arranged in such a

position to admit of the screw, z, working through it, the screw being
So. 184.—Vol. XVI.

PRINTING TEXTILE AND FELTED
FABRICS.

R)bt. Alexander Ronald, Glenpatriclc,

Renfrewshire—Patent dated December
11, 1862.

This invention relates to an improved mode of printing felted carpeting,
woven cloth suitable for carpeting, or other similar purposes, and also

rugs and other textile fabrics. Under one modification, the printing
machinery or apparatus consists of a large drum or cylinder, similar to

what has been heretofore employed for printing shawls and dress fabrics.

But in order to render the machinery suitable for printing heavy goods,
such as carpeting or rugs, a special adaptation or arrangement of the
parts is required. The framing inside the drum is so arranged as to ad-

mit of two beaming rollers being fitted near to a slot or transverse
opening which extends across the drum, and admits of the cloth being
wound on to or off the beaming rollers as required. The beaming
rollers are fitted so that they may be turned by means of a winch handle
or other equivalent contrivance operating at the end of the cylinder.

For printing the felted cloth, which is used for carpeting, and is ordin-

arily made fifty inches wide, it is preferred to make the cylinder suffi-

ciently long to take on two pieces of cloth. But the cylinders may, of

course, be modified to suit any particular width of fabric or style of

work.
The engraving is an end elevation of the machine partially in section.

On the standards, a, is carried in adjustable pedestal bearings, b, the
hollow shaft, c, on which is fitted the large rings, d, that sustain the

printing drum or cylinder, e. In adapting one of tiro old machines to

the purposes of this invention, one of the arms of the intermediate rings

p
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is cut away, as dotted at d', and also a portion of the rim of the ring,

so as to leave a clear transverse opening into the interior of the drum,
as shown at F. The margins of the opening, p, are strengthend so as

to compensate for the removal of the arms, d', and portions of the rim,

a block of wood, a, being fitted at each side of the opening, and a tie

rod, H, stretched over each block, the ends passing through the rims on
either side where they are braced up by means of nuts fitted to their

screwed ends. To the end and central drum rings, d, are bolted the two
diagonal stays, i, which serve to carry the spindles of the cloth beaming
roller?, j and k, upon which the cloth is wound, prior to and transferred

from one to the other during the printing operation. The outer ends of

the spindles of the beaming rollers are squared, so that they may be
turned readily by means of a winch handle by a workman standing at

the end of the machine. Each roller is fitted with a ratchet wheel, j'

and k1
, which is held by a pawl, l, carried on a stud in the contiguous

stay, l, and held in gear with the teeth by means of a helical spring, or

other equivalent, therefor. To counterbalance the weight of these
rollers and the cloth upon them, counterweights are fitted to the arms
on the other side of the machine. These counterweights, m, may be
fitted and adjusted in the arms of the drum rings in any convenient
manner ; as arranged in the accompanying drawings, they are made
with laterally projecting pins, which are screwed at the ends, and they
are bolted up by nuts to a vertical saddle piece. The cloth, h, to be
printed is primarily wound on the roller, k, its end is passed out of the

opening, p, the cylinder is then put in motion by turning the winch
handle, o, so as to actuate by means of the pinion, p, the wheel, Q, on
the main shaft, c. The cloth is laid smoothly upon the outer surface of

the drum, e, its selvages being held down firmly by stretching them
over tenter hooks, r, which project up from the surface of the drum, the
end of the cloth is passed into the opening, f, and is fastened to the
upper roller, j. The printing apparatus consists of a traversing bed
plate, s, carrying the head stocks, T, and actuated by the winch handle,

u, and pinion, v, which gears into the longitudinal rack, w. The pattern
panting roller, x, which may be made either as long as the width of

the fabric, or in portions to suit the pattern, is carried by the headstocks
as in an ordinary lathe. Below the pattern roller is placed the colour
trough, t, the contents of which are carried up by the endless band, z,

passing round the rollers, a and b, the superfluous colour being removed
by the aid of a "doctor," or by a brush as shewn at c. The endless band,
z. lays the colour on to the pattern roller, x, by which it is distributed or

printed on to the fabric, n. The drum, e, is kept in motion during the
printing operation, by means of the winch handle, o, or if preferred it may
be driven by steam power. The rotator}' motion of the drum, e, also

drives the pattern roller and its connected moving parts ; the opposite

end of the cylinder has bolted to it a series of toothed segments, so that

the end of the drum forms a large spur wheel. This wheel gears with
the pinion, e, which runs in a bush carried in a bracket that is bolted to

the framing. The boss of the pinion, e, has a feather formed in it,

which fits into a groove formed in the shaft, /, the inner extremity

of which rests in the bush of the contiguous head stock, T, and
form3 the centre for the spindle end of the roller, X, the rotatory mo-
tion of the shafts, /, being communicated to the roller by a dog or
catch. Outside the headstock, T, a pinion, h, which is keyed on the
shaft, /, gives motion through the train of gearing, i, to the endless
colour band, z. The shaft, f, is made sufficiently long to admit of the
pattern roller traversing from end to end of the drum, e, so as to print
both pieces of the cloth, when two are being printed, before a change is

made. The colour trough, Y, and pattern roller, x, are then removed if

necessary, and another substituted in its place. The cloth is then
printed with the second colour, and this operation is repeated
as often as necessary. When this is done, and the cloth is

sufficiently dry, preparations are made for winding the
printed cloth on to the roller, j. The printing apparatus
is removed out of the way, the cloth is unwound a little from
the roller, k, so as to slacken it from the drum, e. and admit
of its being removed from the tenter hooks, r. Cords are

passed round the drum, e, which form rings thereon, and are
then rolled under the edges of the cloth, Br, so as to uphold
it and prevent the selvages from again catching on the tenter
hooks. And further to relieve the friction of the cloth

against the drum, and admit of its being readily drawn
round the drum, the rollers, h, are inserted beneath it. On
each side of the opening, p, brackets are bolted to the drum
to receive the spindles of the rollers, k ; and at the upper
part of the drum, when in the position shown, a third roller

is slipped in beneath the cloth, and its spindle placed in

the sustaining brackets. The other portion of the drum
does not require this arrangement, because the weight of the
cloth tends to keep it clear, or to prevent its dragging to

any inconvenient extent. The cloth is now wound on to

the roller, j, to the extent of the printed surface, the rollers,

h, are removed, the cords are rolled back, the cloth is tigh-

tened up, and the selvages are fastened down to the tenter

hooks. The printing apparatus is then replaced, and the
printing of the new surface of the cloth goes on as before;

and in this way the printing of pieces or continuous lengths
of felted or woven cloth may be effected with facility, and
with very superior effect, owing to the body of colour which
may be laid on, and the accuracy with which the register of

the pattern may be preserved. The natural or unprinted
colour of the felted cloth used for carpeting is of a pale

drab or cream colour, which, from its contrast with the

printed side, has a somewhat unpleasant appearance when
a portion of the carpeting happens to be turned over. The patentee

obviates this objection by passing the cloth a second time through the

printing operation, and printing a neat pattern on the back surface of

the cloth, which, in addition to improving the appearance of the finished

piece, may also be used as a wearing surface when required. By ex-

tending the opening, f, right across the drum, fabrics of twelve feet in

breadth, such as are usually woven for druggets or " crumbcloths," or

other generally similar purposes, may be printed in the manner described.

Felted cloth, if manufactured in large squares, may also be printed by
these means, so as to produce at a reasonable cost carpets of a highly

ornamental character. The same arrangement of machinery or appa-

ratus is also equally available for the printing of flannel, baize, and
other generally similar woven fabrics, which may be employed lor a

variety of useful purposes. This improved arrangement of printing

machinery is also specially applicable to the printing of rugs, the sharp-

ness of the patterns, as well as the brilliancy of the colours that may
be produced, being peculiarly suitable for the decoration of this class of

work. The cloth or fabric of which the rugs are formed, may be either

woven in a piece or continuous lengths, with breaks in the weft at

regular intervals, to admit of their being readily divided into separate

rugs. Or the several rugs may be sewn or otherwise joined together,

so as to form a continuous length. In printing these rugs, the printing

roller or rollers may be made so as to print one-half of the design, and
then by reversing the printing ruller and printing the other half, an
ornamental centre or duplex design is produced. In this way a great

variety of ornamental or decorative fabrics may be produced, and a

much superior effect may be obtained by the system of printing, as

compared with the ordinary modes employed.

RAILS FOR RAILWAYS.

Charles Corbet, Dublin—Patent dated December 13, 1862.

This invention relates to a new form of rail and combined chair and fish,

to be used therewith for forming the junctions of the rails, and consists

in the use of a bridge rail made wider at its upper part or head than at

the lower part above the base, the sides being curved inwards at such

part and then curving outwards to form the base. Into the hollow of

this peculiar rail there is fitted accurately a correspondingly shaped
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chair or fish, or chair and fish combined, which enters some little distance the external pressure of the atmosphere when the lower part of the

Fig. l.

into each end of the rail, the peculiar shape of which prevents all chance

of lateral or vertical motion at the joint.

It is further proposed to form the chair or fish plate with a base plate,

having raised ribs at each side for the purpose of preventing any expan-

sion of the base of the rail, the edges of the flanges of which abut

against the raised ribs above mentioned.

When used between the sleepers, the rail

is bolted down upon the base plate of the

fish or chair by special bolts with washers,

but when used upon a sleeper the two
bolts or washers which fasten down the

chair to the sleeper only need be employed.

In all cases bolts are used, the nuts or

heads of which project partly over the

flange of the rail, and so effectually prevent

all tendency to rise from the chair. That

portion of the chair which acts as the ioternal fish plate may be bolted

into one rail and merely slipped into the end of the other. Iron plates

will be used under the rail, on every

sleeper, or on every second or third sleeper,

as desired, in order to give bearing sur-

face to the rail, and to prevent it from

sinking into the timber. These plates will

be made wider than the flange of the rail,

and have holes in the centre to take a spike

or bolt with a washer of peculiar shape, made
to take the flange of the rail and the head of

the bolt. These spikes, when employed, the

patentee prufers to construct in such a man-
ner, that in driving them home they will

clench themselves in the timber, which pre-

vents them from drawing or working loose

by the vibrations of the rail.

Fig. 1, represents a section of the im-

proved rail with the combined chair and
fish in its place. Figs. 2 and 3 represent

respectively in section and plan, the combined
chair and fish intended to be used at the joints

detached. Fig. 4 shows the mode ofsecuring

the rail to the intermediate sleepers, a, is

the rail which rests at the joints upon the

chair, b. This chair has a fish, c, formed
upon it, which enters into the contiguous

ends of the two rails, and being of a dove-
tailed shape prevents all tendency to vertical or lateral motion of the rail

ends. D, d, are raised ribs formed on the chair of the same height
as, and fitting closely against the edges of the base of the rail.

The bolts, e, e, enter notches formed on
the end of each bearing flange of the rail

and pass through the base plate of the chair

down through the sleeper, if the joint be

made over a sleeper, but if it be a hanging
joint, special bolts are used for bolting the

flange of the rail to the base of the chair.

g, (fig. 4.) is a flat iron plate to be placed

under the rail at any one or more of

the intermediate sleepers according to the

amount of the traffic. H, n, are washers
which are stepped so as to rest partly upon the plate, c, and partly upon
the surface of the flange or base of the rail. The spikes which the

patentee prefers to use at the intermediate sleepers are slightly curved
at the point, so that when driven they will turn and clench themselves.

YEAST EXTRACTING MACHINE.

Geoege Ritchie, Edinburgh.—Patent dated Sept. 10, 1862.

This invention relates to a mode of subjecting yeast, spent hops, or

other similar matters, to filtration, in such manner as to extract there-

from the liquid portion, and so avoid the loss of a considerable portion

of the liquid.

The accompanying engraving at fig. 1 is a vertical section of one
modification or arrangement of improved apparatus for extracting liquor

from spent hops, of which two are described in the letters patent ; and
at fig. 2 is shown a longitudinal section of an apparatus for straining

yeast, in accordance with this invention. Referring to the arrangement
for straining hops, as delineated in fig. 1, this apparatus consists of a
cylinder, a, formed by preference of iron. This vessel is open at the
upper part, and closed at the bottom, which is made of a convex figure

externally, so that the liquid may flow to the centre, where there is an
aperture for inserting the cock, b, for drawing off the liquid. This form
of bottom serves also to give strength to the vessel, so that it may resist

Fig-. 3.

Fig. 4.

vessel is exhausted of air. At a convenient distance, above" the bottom
of the vessel, A, is cast a ring or flange, c, which projects from the inner
face of the cylinder, and serves to support the false bottom, d. This
false bottom consists of a metal disc perforated throughout its area, to

allow of any fluid passing freely through it

to the space below, immediately below
the flange, c, an aperture is made through
the cylinder, in a lateral direction, to admit
of the connection thereto of the pipe, e,

which is connected with a suitable pump for

exhausting air. The hops, grain, or other

matters, that have been used in brewing, are removed from the
brewing vessels and thrown into the cylinder, a. When the
cylinder is nearly filled, the metal cover, f, is lowered on to the top of

the spent hops, or other similar material to be operated upon. The
cover, f, is formed of iron, and is of a convex figure on its upper side

;

there is a ring, g, in the centre for the convenience of slinging it when
required. The outer margin of the cover is recessed to receive the
packing, h, which is formed of caoutchouc or other suitable material.

This packing is kept in its place by means of a metal ring, i, which is

secured to the cover by the pinching screws, j, or other equivalent con-
trivance. The apparatus being filled with the spent material, and the

cover fitted in its place, the air pump is put in motion, and the air is

gradually exhausted from the space below the false bottom, d. The
cover, e, now acts as a species of plunger or piston, the unbalanced
column of air causing it to press with considerable force upon the
contents of the cylinder, a, and so cause the liquid portion of the spent
material to be pressed out, and run into the space below the false

bottom. From this receptacle, the liquid is run off by the cock, B, at

intervals, as required, and in this way a considerable saving of liquor is

effected. When the spent material has been thoroughly pressed, so as

to extract as much as possible of the liquid, the action of the pump is

stopped, air is admitted to the lower part of the cylinder, and the cover,

g, is raised. The spent material is now removed from the cylinder, A,

and the apparatus is again ready for use. One arrangement of apparatus
preferred to use for straining yeast, so as to economise the liquid portion
of the same, is shown in fig. 2. It consists of a rectangular framing, o,

which serves to support a shallow trough, p, made by preference of

slate. This trough is formed with a ledge a short distance above the
bottom, Q, and extending round the interior of the trough. This recessed
part serves to support the false bottom, e, which is formed of a rect-

angular frame, supporting a series of transverse bars, formed of wire
tinned, or of wood, or other suitable material, and arranged nearly close

together. The wire, or transverse bars, k, are further supported by
the longitudinal lengths of wood, s, which prevent the false bottom from
bending in the central part ; these have notches cut in them, as shown
in fig. 2, to allow of the free passage of the air, and above the wire
bottom, e, is placed one or more plies, t, of cotton, linen, or woollen
cloth, or other fabric suitable for filtering. Two apertures are formed
in the bottom of the trough, p, one to receive the junction piece of the

air pipe, u, and the other that of the liquor pipe, v, which is furnished
with a cock, w, to regulate the egress of the liquid as required. The
pipe, v, is connected to the exhaust branch of the barrel of the con-

tiguous air pump, x, which is actuated by the winch handle or pulley, r,

or by steam power, as may be found most convenient. The yeast to be

strained is allowed to flow into the trough, r, until it is filled ; the
pump, x, is put into motion, which draws off the air from the space
below the false bottom, q, the external pressure forces the liquid portion

of the yeast through the textile strainers, and it falls into the chamber
below. As the liquid accumulates, it is drawn off from time to time
into a suitable receptacle, by means of a cock, w. With these several

arrangements for straining spent hops, or other materials used in brew-
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ing and yeast, the whole of the fluid portion may be utilised, and a

considerable saving may be thereby effected.

LAW REPORTS.

Metallic Cap.sules : Betts v. Menzies—Infringement.—This was the
great patent case which has been pending for years, and has already been
three times tried, and carried through a Court of Error to the House
of Lords, and has comeback upon the question in the Court of Queen's
Bench, before the Lord Chief Justice, and Justices Wightman, Crompton,
and Blackburn, whether the long litigation shall or shall not be renewed,
or shall now be deemed finally closed. Few, if an}', patent cases have
ever arisen of greater interest,—whether as illustrating the great value
nf inventions of common utility, or on account of the length to which
the litigation has been protracted upon it, or as exhibiting the nature
and results of our present system of judicature as applied to patent
cases. Added to which, it has already established in the House of Lords
a most important principle, of constant application in such cases. The
value of this particular invention may be imagined from the very fact

that it should have been so long and so obstinately litigated, at such an
enormous expense to the parties. Yet it relates only to so apparently
humble a matter as the preparation of a metallic material formed by the
combination, under mechanical pressure, of the two familiar metals, lead
and tin. Everybody knows that the peculiar properties of lead are that it

is tough, flexible, andductile, but is, on the other hand, dull, heavy, and
opaque, and moreovei, as regards liquids, dangerous and obnoxious. On
the other hand tin is bright, clean, and hard, though wanting ductility and
flexibility. Both metals are, it is well known, used for a vast variety
of common purposes, and it seems that as long as 60 years ago the idea
had arisen of the immense advantages which would be derived from a
combination of the two, and it was undoubtedly discovered so long
ago as the beginning of this century that they had a great capability of
combination by means of mere mechanical pressure. In 180+, one Dobbs,
a chemist at King's Norton, in Oxfordshire, took out a patent for an in-

vention of what he called a "new article of trade" which he de-

nominated "Albion metal," and which he said consisted in plating,
coating, or uniting lead with tin, and which he applied, he said, to the
making of cisterns or linings for cisterns, covering for buildings,

boilers, vats, and their linings, coffin furniture, worms for distillers,

and " such other things as require to be made of a flexible, a whole-
some, or (query, "and?") cheap metallic substance." It will be seen
that from the first there was a very wide scope predicated for the
application of the invention, though not so wide as it has turned out to

be; for the plaintiff has, it appeared, applied it to the purpose of the
capsules, or metallic coverings, for the corks of brandy bottles, and it

has also been largely used in making tea-pots. How far Dobbs had
really discovered it or applied it was, as it turned out, the great question
in the case. In point of tact, the description he gave of his process was
somewhat brief and general. " The operation I perform thus," he
stated in his specification " that is to say, I take a plate or ingot of
lead and a plate of tin of equal or unequal thicknesses, lay them together,

their surfaces being clean, and pass them between the rolls of a flatting

or rolling-mill with what is technically called a 'hard pinch,' so as to

make the metals cohere." Beyond adding that if one pressure would
not do, the process might be repeated "until a sufficient degree of
cohesion was produced," this was pretty nearly all that Dobbs did to

discover or describe the invention. He added, indeed, an allusion to a
process in which the tin was applied while the lead was hot; but this

was beside the present question, which concerned a process by pressure.
As regards the casting process, Dobbs' son, a plate-worker at Warwick,
took out a patent in 1820, which will be found in the mechanical papers
of the da}'. It did not appear that the elder Dobbs, who, it will be ob-

served, was a chemist at King's Norton, in Oxfordshire, did anything
in the commercial or practical application of the invention he had
patented; nor was his son, the plate-worker at Warwick and Birming-
ham, called, or proved to have made any use of his patent ; and though
it was suggested others had done so, it was also suggested that it ap-
plied, not to the pressure process, but to a process by heat. But it was
a good deal disputed how far between the elder Dobbs' discovery and
the invention by Betts there had been a public use of Dobbs' invention
in the making of tea pots, or the like, at Birmingham. Be that as it

may, beyond a doubt Mr Betts had, in point of fact, made the discovery

Jrior to the time when he took out his patent in 1849; and (as Mr
ustice Erie said in this very case) instances have happened often

where a matter has been discovered, gone into disuetude and compara-
tive oblivion, and then the same talented inquiry which led to the first

invention of it has led some other new inventor to make the invention
again. It was not disputed that, in point of fact, Mr Betts had dis-

covered it ; but the case of the defendant rested on its having been in

public use before, so that it was not a "new" invention or manufacture.

The specification by Mr Betts of his invention entered very particularly
into the process he adopted and prescribed, and claimed as his own

; and
there was, at all events, this distinction between his and Dobbs',— that
he described very carefully the manner in which the lead and the tin
were to be first reduced by rolling to certain relative degrees of thinness
(the lead thicker than the tin) before they were rolled and ptessed
together, and so as to the mode and degree of pressure acd the "lamina-
tion " of the combined material into very thin sheets of metal like tin-
foil. He explained likewise that the new material, or compound metal,
combined and covered with tin, might be employed for various ptirpuses,
"such, for instance, as making into very thin sheets as a substitute for
tinfoil (which is dull), the surface being thus caused to exhibit a bril-
liant metallic lustre." He added that the new material, when "lami-
nated" into leaves of great thinness, might be ornamented by emboss-
ing them with ornamental patterns, in the same manner as is commonly
practised for embossing cloth, leather, or paper, the embossed figures
appearing on the bright tin surface having a very beautiful effect. In
point of fact, whatever may be the novelty of the invention, the
specimens produced in court fully bore out this description of its
capability for adaptation to the purposes of ornament as well as
utility

;
these specimens showing an admirable combination of

beauty, ductility, and purity. It will not be deemed surprising
that such an invention should have been widely used and litigated,
and in 1856 and 1857 actions were brought by Mr Betts for the al-
leged infringement of his patented invention by one Menzies, and
also by a Mr Clifford. The action against Menzies came first on to be
tried at Westminster, before Lord Campbell, in June, 1857, and resulted
in a verdict in favour of the plaintiff. There was, however, a rule for a
new trial on the ground of misdirection. The action against Clifford
next came on to be tried, in March, 1858, before Lord Campbell, at
Warwick. In the course of the trial, when the process was being
described, a person named Heushaw rose up in the court and declared
that he " had done the same thing thirty years before." This incident,
which Lord Campbell afterwards himself described as so "dramatic "

that he suspected it had been concocted (though he afterwards was
satisfied it was not so), created, of course, a powerful diversion in
favour of the defendant, who, indeed, in the result obtained the verdict.
There was an application for a new trial, but the Court, as the other
action—the present one against Menzies—was then preparing for a
second trial, in which the whole question would be retried, refused a
new trial. Then the present action came on to be tried a second time
at Guildhall, before Mr Justice Erie and a special jury, and took a whole
week it its trial. The case for the defendant being that Dobbs had not
only discovered but published the invention, so that it was not " new,"
the learned judge, as Lord Campbell had, admitted evidence as to the
user of the invention, and also evidence of scientific and mechanical
witnesses as to what was really disclosed by Dubbs's patent. The two
chief witnesses as to user were one Fanshaw, a Britannia metal manu-
facturer, and one Sturgis, an electro-plate manufacturer of Birmingham,
who both spoke positively to the making of teapots of a metal coated
with tin so long ago as 1826, especially at the mill of a person named
Humpage ; but the effect of their evidence was that it was used only
for a short time, and found "worthless for sale," as being too soft. Still,
according to their evidence, it was publicly used and sold, and' was a
material made at a rolling mill by means of pressure ; although the sug-
gestion on the part of the plaintiff was that the article they were allud-
ing to was made under the patent of the younger Dobbs, and was a
coating with tin by means of mere heat and casting, not mechanical
pressure. At the close of a six days' trial the jury appeared to be agreed
that the new metal was produced by mechanical pressure previously to
1849, by way of experiment, but desired to be informed what constituted
" public use." The learned judge thereupon told them that if they be-
lieved it was made according to the plaintiff's process, and sold com-
mercially (i. e., in the way of business or trade), ihat would be a public
use, and would entitle the defender to the verdict. The jury retired
again, and were absent nearly an hour and a half, and then returned
into court with a verdict for the plaintiff— a verdict, it will be observed
directly contrary to the verdict of the Warwick jury. The moment
they had delivered their verdict one of the jurors said the jury wished
before they separated to say something. The learned judge, knowing
from his experience that, as he expressed it, "a single word said by the
jury after the verdict often upsets the whole verdict," tried to prevent
them from saying anything ; but the jury insisted upon saying that they
" desired to express their opinion of the necessity of some other tribunal,
or some better form of proceeding for these complicated patent cases.'''

They had, they said, " spent a whole week over this, and they felt that
the whole case had not fairly and properly come out ;" upon which the
learned judge said with humorous emphasis, not unmixed with bitter-
ness, " There is one week's work gone, gentlemen ;" and whether it

was gone was now the question. The learned judge's auguries of future
litigation proved correct, and there was a rule to enter the verdict for
the defendant on the ground that on the face of Dobbs's patent it was a
publication and anticipation of the plaintiff's invention, or for a new
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trial on the ground that the evidence of user, coupled with Dobbs's

patent, proved such a publication. That rule was argued in 1859, and

this Court gave judgment on the first part of the rule to enter the ver-

dict for the defendant on the ground of Dobbs's patent. The case went

to a Court of Error on that point, and in July, 1860, the Lord Chief

Baron, Mr Baron Martin, Mr Baron Bramwell, Mr Baron Channell, and

Sir Justice Keating gave judgment affirming the judgment of this

Court, for the defendant, while Mr Justice Williams and Mr Justice

Willes were in favour of the plaintiff. Then, upon the same point, the

case went to the House of Lords, and there last Session the opinion of

some of the judges having altered upon that point, the Lord Chancellor

delivered a judgment reversing the judgment of the Court of Error,

which affirmed the judgment of this Court, and declaring that the ver-

dict ought not to be entered for the defendant upon the bare effect of

Dobbs's patent per se, but that it was a question upon the whole of the

evidence whether there had been a publication of the plaintiff's inven-

tion by Dobbs, or a public user of his invention prior to his patent. That,

of course, re-opened the case upon the question of the effect of the evi-

dence, and whether it had been left properly to the jury upon those

questions : and that was the point which now came on to be argued on

the second part of the rule for a new trial.

Mr Macaulay, Q.C, Mr Grove, Q.C., Mr Udall, and Mr Webster
appeared for the plaintiff; Mr M. Smith, Q.C, Mr Hindmarch, Q.C,
and Mr J. Brown were for the defendant.

Mr Macaulay, who on the last occasion when the case came on had

been heard for some time, now resumed his address on behalf of the

plaintiff, and was heard again for some hours in support of the verdict

—

that is to say in support of the verdict of the London jury, which, as

already mentioned, was contrary to the verdict of the Warwick jury.

The latter, of course, he as vehemently impeached as he earnestly up-

held the former ; and he commented sarcastically on " the dramatic

incident" (as he called it) of the Warwick trial ; and made strong im-

putations npon the "seventeen witnesses" who had been called for the

defendant. He maintained that the Warwick jury had been utterly

deluded and misled, and carried away by false impressions. On the

other hand, he lauded the verdict of the London jury, and contended

that the case had been rightly put to them and been as rightly found
;

and that, in short, the direction of the judge and the verdict of the

jnry had been equally sound.

Air Grove, Q.C, followed on the same side, and urged strongly that

if, after three trials—two of them, including the latter of the three,

being in favour of the plaintiff, a verdict was not to be deemed final,

there would be no end of litigation, and it would last as long as the

purses of the parties would enable them to protract it. Such was the

beauty and utility of the invention that, had it not been for this pro-

tracted and expensive litigation, the patentee would long ago have made
a fortune. The learned counsel urged very forcibly that not a single

person was called at either of three trials to prove a purchase of the

article of "coffin furniture" made of this material, but there was merely

a confused story about " teapots," which proved too soft for use. It

was plain, he urged, that the stories related to the process by fusion of

the tin, not to the process by pressure. There had, in fact, been a con-

fusion of the fusion with the pressure. This explained the whole evi-

dence for the defence. The learned counsel did not finish, and he will

be heard again, with two other counsel on the same side, at the next

occasion wh> n the case is called on.

Design foe a Figured Fabric: M'Crea v. Holdsworth, et al—In-

fringement.—This was in the Court of Queen's Bench, before Lord
Chief Justice Cockburn, and Justices Wightman, Crompton, and Black-

burn, and was an issue out of Chancery, under the Copyright of Designs

Act, by one cloth manufacturer at Halifax, against another, for an alleged

piracy of a design claimed and registered by the plaintiff under that

Act. The design was for weaving the figures of stars into the fabric of

a species of cloth designed for curtains, table-cloths, or the like, raising

the stars above the surface of the fabric, so as to bring it out in relief,

and giving a kind of damask effect to the whole. The case was tried

before Mr Justice Wightman and a special jury at Guildhall, in Feb-

ruary, 1862 ; and there was no dispute that the defendant had made
cloth in such a way, and with such figures worked in in the same way
as the plaintiff had adopted ; and the main questions were as to the

novelty of the design, and whether the plaintiff had really registered it

so as to gain a copyright in it. In point of fact, he registered his design

in February, 1861, not otherwise, however, describing it than by the

production and deposit for registration of a piece of the cloth itself.

JThe jury, on both the questions of novelty and registration, found for

the plaintiff; but the question now came on to be decided whether the

plaintiff was entitled to retain his verdict.

On the question of novelty, it was rather contrary to the opinion of

the learned judge.

Sir W. Atherton (Attorney-General). Mr Lush, Q.C, Mr Hindmarch,

Q.C. and Mr Philbrick, appeared for the plaintiff; Mr Manisty, Q.C,
Air Denman, Q.C, and Jlr Webster, were for the defendants.

It was suggested that the form and figure of the star had been bor-

rowed from the Morning Star, or. at all events, that it was substantially

the same. So, also, it was said that it had been adopted in the manu-
facture of oilcloth, and specimens of such manufacture, with similar
stars, were produced in court. As regarded the question of registration,

the point raised (which appeared to be of some general importance) was
whether it is sufficient, under the late Act for Registration of Designs,
simply to deposit a piece of the fabric of which the design is claimed,
without otherwise describing what is claimed as the design, A case in

15, Justice of the Peace, was cited to show that it was so—a case of

"In re Firmin," where the design was for the Queen's arms upon a
button, enclosed in a garter, with the motto of the Order of the Garter
thereon. On the part of the plaintiff, it was mainly urged that, though
the star might be old, the combination was new.

After an argument of considerable duration,

The Court arrived at the conclusion that the jury had not had their

attention sufficiently directed to that which turned out to be the real

point in dispute—viz., not whether the star was new, but whether the
particular combination was new. The case, therefore, had better go
down for a new trial.

Trade Marks : Thomas v. Adams.—This case was heard in the Vice-
Chancellor's Court, before Sir W. P. Wood. The plaintiff, who was a
needle manufacturer at Redditch, under the style of " Samuel Thomas
and Sons, British Needle Mills, Redditch," sought to restrain the
fraudulent use by the defendant of the plaintiff's style, " S. Thomas and
Co.," of his trade marks, or any colourable imitation or counterfeit

thereof.

The case was peculiar. The defendant Cook, who had been in the
employment of the plaintiff for some time as his clerk and bookkeeper,
was discharged in October. Having discovered an old man named
Samuel Thomas, a trunkmaker, in indigent circumstances at Worcester,
Cook, in conjunction with one Adams, entered into partnership with
Thomas for six months, with the somewhat peculiar stipulation that

Thomas should allow his name to be used by the firm after the dissolu-

tion at the end of six months. The firm commenced business as " S.

Thomas and Co., Victoria Mills, Redditch," and, by way of a beginning,
gave notice to Miss Taylor, the postmistress, in order "to prevent all

mistakes and unpleasantness," to forward all letters addressed " S. or

Samuel Thomas and Co." to the house of Mr W. Adams, "who is one
of our firm, and which is the only firm of S. Thomas and Co. in Red-
ditch, the other being Thomas and Sons, as you are well aware." They
also canvassed largely for orders in Canada and elsewhere, stating in

their letters, "We believe Thomas's needles are in some demand in the
Canadian market," though at the same time heading these and other

letters with the notice, " No connection with S. Thomas and Sons, Red-
ditch." Large quantities of labels had also been issued closely resem-
bling those of the plaintiff in type, size, and colour. Under these

circumstances the plaintiff filed his bill to restrain this fraudulent use
of his name and the imitation of his trade mark.
Mr Rolt and Mr Locock Webb appeared for the plaintiff in support of

the motion.
Mr Amphlett appeared for Adams, who had dissolved partnership,

and expressed his regret on being served with a copy of the bill at

having been mixed up in the transaction.

Mr Willcock and Mr F. T. White, for the defendant Cook, contended
that he had sufficiently distinguished his labels and needles in all

essential particulars, and that by calling attention to the fact that he
was in no way connected with the plaintiff's firm he had absolved him-
self from any intention to deceive.

The Vice-Chancellor, without calling for a reply, said that the defen-

dant Cook had been guilty of one of the grossest frauds that had ever
come under his notice. The partnership "Thomas and Co." was a
mere sham, for he bad bought up a poor old man named Thomas to be
enabled by the use of his name to concoct this disgraceful fraud. His
Honour, after commenting in severe terms upon the conduct of the
defendant, and observing that he disbelieved any statement made by
him when not supported by other evidence, made the injunction per-

petual, with costs against Cook. As to the defendant Adams, however,
though he had acted with great impropriety in the first instance, yet he
had stated that he was sorry for his conduct, and disassociated himself
from his former partner, Cook. He would be dismissed from the suit,

but without costs.

Annealing Glass : Neville v. Wright—Infringement.—This action,

the proceedings in which have been twice before reported in our num-
bers, for August, 1861, p. 128, and March, 1862, p. 321 (Vol. 6, Second
Series), came before the Exchequer Chamber, on the 13th ult., on the

argument of an appeal brought by the plaintiff against the decision of

the Court of Queen's Bench, in Hilary Term, 1862, making absolute a

rule obtained on behalf of the defendant to set aside the verdict found
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for the plaintiff at the trial, and ordering a nonsuit to be entered instead

thereof.

The question now raised for discussion before the Court of Appeal

was, whether there was or not evidence to leave to the jury at the trial

that the defendant's system of annealing was similar to the plaintiff's.

An argument was also raised by the plaintiff's counsel as to the respec-

tive functions of the judge at the trial, and of the Court above, in

trying patent cases.

The judges jresent were the Lord Chief Justice Erie, Mr Justice

Williams and Mr Justice Willes, and the Lord Chief Baron Pollock,

Mr Baron Bramwell, and Mr Baron Channell.

Mr Hindmarch, Q.C., (with him Mr S. Temple, Q.C., and Mr Monk,

Q.C.) argued for the appellant (the plaintiff), and Mr Manisty, Q.C.,

and Mr Webster (instructed by Mr J. Henry Johnson, of 47 Liucoln's-

Inn-Fields), were the counsel for the respondent (the defendant).

After hearing the appellant's counsel, and without calling upon the

counsel for the respondent, the Lord Chief Justice Erie delivered the

following judgment, affirming the judgment of the Court of Queen's

Bench :

—

I am of opinion that the judgment of the court below ought to be

affirmed. It is clear law that the specification of a patentee is to be

construed by the court, and having received information of the state of

the particular manufacture at the time of the alleged invention, and

having received proof of any facts necessary for the construction of the

specification—any of the surrounding circumstances of the time— then

the court takes the question of infringement, and must ascertain what
is the patented invention. That was the duty of the court that tried

this cause. It is the duty of the court before whom the question now is

brought—First of all, what is the patented invention ? Having looked at

the specification, and at the description given, and then having looked

at the model of the machine of the defendant, I think it was within the

province of the judge to say there is no such approximation to similarity

between the patented invention, as described, and the invention con-

tained in ibe machine of the defendant, as to make it the duty of the

judge to leave that to the jury. The court below have expressed the

grounds in detail on which their judgment proceeded, and I agree with

the opinion that they have expressed, and 1 believe I may say that we
are all of a similar opinion.

Lord Chief Baron Pollock.—I am entirely of the same opinion.

Judgment affirmed.

REVIEWS OF NEW BOOKS.

Practical Geometry : A Course of Construction of Plane Geometrical

Figures, for the use of Art Schools. New edition. 8vo.

Linear Perspective, for the use of Schools in Art. New edition. Both
by R. Burchett, Head Master of the Training Schools for Art
Masters, of the Science and Art Department. 8vo. Chapman & Hall,

London.

These elementary works, with their accompanying diagrams, do the

greatest credit to the publishers in producing these works, as well as

the following

—

Elements of Geometrical Drawing. Illustrated by sixty copperplates.

By Thomas Bradley, Professor of Geometrical Drawing to King's
College, Loudon.

Innumerable are the works that have been written on these subjects

during more than three centuries past. None, as it appears to us, have
ever equalled on perspective those of Pozzo, and of the Jesuits, and
others published abroad ; and though these are, some of them, very
elaborate, they are not necessarily the less elementary ;—indeed we are

sure Mr Burchett is right in saying in his preface, that perspective

cannot be superficially learnt ; and for this very reason, most of the

small works produced in this country, which profess simplification,

simply end in mystification and confusion to the learner. Here and
there some confusion of language is observable in this little work ; but it

is one from which perspective can be learnt, and that is much more
than may be said for some of its compeers. The Practical Geometry,
we confess, we do not like so well, and, amongst other reasons, because
so many of the problems which it solves are of so very unpractical and
useless a character.

The two great Atlases of Professor Bradley are published, it is

understood, at the expense of the Council of Education of the Board of

Trade, and are finely got out. They appear to us to contain little that

is novel, or not to be found in the " Geometrie Descriptive " of Monge,
or in that of Dupin ; but it puts their labours, with a distinct colour from
the mind of the author, in a form available to English students.

Perhaps more is made of descriptive geometry, after all, than it is

practically worth
; at least this and every other large treatise on the

subject contain many lours de force that no one would ever think of

applying in the practical affairs of life—at any rate if time be of any
value. A very small amount of Projection is all that usually can be
available to the professional draughtsman—architectural or mechanical.

A Treatise on the Principles of Electrical Accumulation and
Conduction. By F. C. Webb, Ass. Ins. C.E. In two parts. 8vo.
Spou, London. 1862.

A work of small size, and consisting of the republication of papers from
The Electrician, embracing a good deal of research, and matter of useful
reference to the electrical engineer. It seems scarcely to be entitled to

class with systematic works, and the author does not appear to he
aware of the admirable digests of electrical science, as applied to tele-

graphy, etc , which have appeared in France, and more especially in

Germany. It is much to be wished that some competent man would
translate one or other of the latter into Euglish. Mr Charles W.
Siemens, C.E., would be the man, of all others in England, to do this

well, but his time is already more profitably employed.

Of A Concise Account of Mr Hooper's Submarine Telegraph Cables,
with Extracts from a Government Report, fob, 1862—it is hard to

say whether it is to be viewed as a brochure on a point of applied
science, or a mere trade circular. The Report alluded to, is that of the
Commons' Committee on the Atlantic Telegraph. Mr Hooper professes

to aim at a perfect marine telegraph cable ; but as his construction is

the subject of a patent, we need not describe it here.

A Contribution towards a History of Electro-Metallurgy, &c. By
Henry Dircks, Civil Engineer. 8vo. Spon. 18C3.

The main aim of this little book is to prove that Mr C. J. Jordan was
the true and first inventor of electro-metallurgy, in Great Britain at

least, and not Mr Spencer, of Liverpool, as still very commonly sup-

posed. It is a useful and clear digest of evidence, and apparently
impartially put together; and the time will come, when it may form a

good repertory to the future historian of an art that, from such small
beginnings, has already assumed dimensions and importance so vast,

and whose applications are every hour enlarging. It is but lately that

we have found that means have been proposed for adoption in one of the

French dockyards, for electro-deposition over the whole hull of an iron

ship at once, as she floats in a granite dock, which is in reality an
electro-metallurgic bath. We should like to see Jacobi's claims to the
inventorship of the process abroad more fully examined.

The Management of Steel, including Forging, Hardening, and Tem-
pering, &c. By George Ede. London : Tweedie. 18li3.

A rather silly and useless little book, the standard of which may be
gathered from the opening words of the preface.

"Forging, hardening, and tempering of steel is an art very much
admired. The agreeable exercise it affords to the mind, the beauty
and utility of its use, often entice the young mechanic," &c.
The author seems not to hold the opinion, then, of an older Solomon

—

" He that smiteth upon the anvil, how shall he have knowledge ? " In
31 small pages, the whole art and mystery of siderotechny is supposed
to be developed—from the practical point of view. The not uufrequent
lapses of grammar would be excusable, if anything were really taught.

Experimental Essays. By Charles Tomlinson, Lecturer on Physical

Science, King's College, London. 8vo. Virtue, Brothers. 18b'3.

Three essa3's or reprints of papers read or published elsewhere, we
presume on— I. The Motions of Camphor on Water. II. On the Motion
of Camphor towards the Light. III. History of the Modern Theory of

Dew—and which contain a vast deal of curious and interesting, and
some original matter, and brought together in a clear and lively style

—

but how the publishers can have imagined that experimental investiga-

tions and historical details, as to subjects two of which are devoid of all

practical bearing, and of all interest, except to the molecular philo-

sopher, and the third of which, is to be found so much better given in

many places elsewhere, are suitable subjects for a volume of Weale's
Rudimentary Series, we confess ourselves unable to conceive.

The Engineer's Pocket Remembrancer. By F. Campin, C.E. 8vo,

pp. 192. Atchley, Loudon. 186d.

The data, so called, i.e., the numerical tables, are the best part of this

book : they are extremely clear, and well printed. For the rest, we
canuot say much. It is the usual otla podrida of matter—good, bad,

and indifferent—useful and useless—of which every British engineering

pocket book yet produced consists ; e.gr., here are items from one

Table, No. XII. :-_
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1 metre = 3-I.37 inches.

36 cubic inches of -wrought iron, 10 lb.

Force of waves at Skerryvore, 4 335 lb. per square foot.

69.121 miles — 1 geographical degree.

May we ask, in what latitude, or in what sort of miles ?

1 ton of water = 35 84 cubic feet.

1 mile — 5280 feet.

What sort of miles, we are left to guess.

The next Table, XIII., entitled Coefficients of Friction, passes our

comprehension. What the friction means of

Masonry, - - - 0.6 to 7

Damp masonry, - - 0.74

the Author, perhaps, can explain.

Under the heads of "Rules and Formula;," there is certainly some

verv singular exposition of mechanical laws, which seem quite to bear

outthe author's statement in his preface, that " it is not a treatise on

enoineering." Take one definition: "Accumulated work. When a

faffing body meets no resistance, the work is accumulated in it." We
doubtTthat" the learner would be much the wiser from this as to what

either "work" or "accumulated work" means.

Can England, the land of practical success, really produce no better

books than this and the rest of its class ?

Illustrated Haxdeook, and Price Current of Machinery and Iron Work.
By Appleby, Brothers. 8vo. Spon, London. 1863.

This is nothing more than a trade circular, illustrated, and intended for

trade purposes primarily. It is, however, beautifully got up by the

publishers, and contains a great deal of scattered information as to a

variety of manufactured articles— engineers' tackle, tools, pumps, cranes,

&c., &c. for which Messrs Appleby are agents, much of which is of

use to the practising engineer. The table of contents alone, in close

print, occupies four pages. There are a few tables at the end of the

volume, especially those of parts of several well known integers of

measure, &c, expressed decimally, that are very useful, and might with

advantage be transferred to some of the handbooks.

Among recent commercial publications has been a third edition of the

Treatise on Taxation, by Air M'Culloch, a great portion of which has

been rewritten with reference to the changes which have been made in

the British system since the previous editions were issued. Various

colonial Directories have likewise been received, comprising Sand's

Sydney Directory; the New Calcutta Directory, in two volumes, by Mr
A. Gr. Roussac ; and the Bombay Directory, by the Editors of the Times

of India—a class of works which, from their rapid increase of bulk and

completeness of style, are among the most striking evidences of the

modern progress of the British Empire. The United States National

Almanac and Annual Record for 1863 is a new work, apparently pro-

duced with care, comprising all the general statistics of the Union, as

well as of the individual States, together with a register of the principal

events of 1861 and 1862. The Biver Plate Handbook, by the Editor of

the Buenos Ayres Standard, is also a valuable mercantile publication,

the first of the kind that has been issued from that country, where the

increase of immigration has already brought the principal cities to a

European elevation. Among technical works is an essay on Tropical

Fibres, by Mr E. G. Squier, who in Central America has made these

productions a subject of much observation. Bradshaw's Railway

Manual and Shareholder's Guide gives in the closet possible space the

details of the position of every railway, British, foreign, and colonial,

known in the London market. New American maps, especially of the

Stuthern States, showing the entire localities of the war on the seaboard

and in the interior, have been introduced by Messrs Letts ; and also a

History of the Southern Rebellion, which is in course of periodical issue

as the conflict goes on, and has already reached a second ample volume.

The work is handsomely got up, and its tone is apparently as impartial

as could be hoped for from a Northern source, while, at the same time,

all the most important public documents of the period seem to be fairly

given. A new issue of the Family Atlas, originally published under

the superintendence of the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge,

and now brought down with the new discoveries and other improvements

to the latest date, has been put forth, and is rendered specially conveni-

ent by a thumb index, an essential in addition to the ordinary index in

all cases where such works are required for hasty reference. Steam in

tlte Farm Yard in a pamphlet on the practical and economical results of

the one of the steam plough, to promote which a joint-stock company,

with the Duke of Sutherland at it3 head, is now in course of formation.

MECHANIC'S LIBRARY

Algebra, Short and Easy, course of, 6th edition, 2s 6d, cloth. Lund.
Arithmetical Tests, One Thousand, 2nd edition, 12mo, Is 6d, cloth. Cayzer.
Farm Yard, Steam in the, its adaptation to agriculture, Svo, Is.

Farming, Outlines of Modern, vol. 2, 12mo, 3s, cloth. Burns.
Fish Hatching, crown Svo, cloth, 5s. Buckland.
Gardener, Indoor, fcap. Svo, 5s, cloth. Maling.
Machines for Textile Fabrics, Biographies of Inventors of, post 8vo, 2s 6d, cloth.

Woodcroft.
Photography, Treatise on, translated by Thornthwaite, Is Gd, cloth. Monckhoven.
Plants, Indoor, How to Grow them, new edition, Is, sewed. Maling.

CORRESPONDENCE.

8^* We do not hold ourselves responsible for the views or statements of onr
Correspondents.

TOWN SEWAGE.
Sin,—The rapidly-increasing interest taken by ratepayers and agri-

culturists in the utilization of town sewage, induces me to trouble you
with the following remarks.
The real questions at issue are :— 1. Whether a ton of guano (or its

elements in sewage) is more or less valuable by being mixed with 1300
tons of water? 2. Whether the cost of conveying to the land these
1300 tons of water or sewage, is greater than it is worth? 3. How
much does that cost of conveyance diminish the value of the guano or

sewage? Now, the precise time when sewage is most valuable, espe-

cially for grasses and other moisture-loving plants, is during the six dry
and warm months, when long days and abundant sunshine cause the

rapidly -growing plants to require, and evaporate through their leaves,

an immense quantity of water. It is also exactly during those months
that town sewage has its least dilution—much of the rainfall being
absorbed and evaporated by the heated materials of our houses and
pavements.
But what says Mother Earth at this tima to those questions ? Are

not millions of acres just now supplicating for their dried up crops a

supply of that highly-diluted and much-abused sewage which, in vast

streams, is polluting our rivers? One can hardly have patience to argue
a question so palpably obvious to the meanest capacity. Half this

kingdom is in grass ; and those 28,000,000 acres would this dry season
amply repay the cost of putting on a rainfall of 1 inch, or 100 tons of

water alone per acre—if, as I believe, that water could be conveyed to

the land for less than Id per ton—and it would cost no more to put on
town sewage.
Many a ton of guano, ay, many hundreds or thousands of tons have

been inoperative as surface dressings for want of rainfall or dilution.

How is it that I have had for some time, and have now, ample supplies

of Italian ryegrass two feet high, while the green crops of my neigh-
bours are shrivelled or stinted by the dry weather? Because I apply
house and farm sewage most abundant]}' diluted, in fact, in the exact
condition of the much-abused town sewage. Were this generally done,
our milk, butter, cheese, and meat, would be increased by millions an-

nually, over that vast area of moisture-loving pasture that forms one-
half of this kingdom.
Every hydraulic engineer knows that water or sewage pumped over a

stand pipe will flow over extensive districts at a small cost, probably as

little as one farthing to three farthings per ton, according to circum-
stances.—I am, Sir, your obedient Sir,

J. J. Mechi.
Tiptree Hall, Essex, June.

P.S.—Dr Buckmau, in his prize essay on the " Natural History of

British Grasses," (Royal Agricultural Society's Journal, vol. 15, page
469,) gives a table representing the changes from bad to good grasses
caused by irrigation, and says this field has trebled in value in four

years. (How much more would it have gained with sewage irrigation?)

Professor Way in his paper " On the Nutritive Matter of Grasses," says
(vol. 14, p. 182)—"Both in the quantity of nitrogen and fatty matters,
the water meadow grass nearly doubles the other grasses in the table.

Are we to attribute the high proportions of fat and flesh-forming prin-

ciples to the action of the water in irrigation? If so, we have indeed
in it a most important and powerful agent."

BARCLAY'S IMPROVED AIR VESSEL FOR MINING PURPOSES.

I think that you will be well aware that all air vessels intended for

use as being interposed between an uncertain and irregular power, and
a desired constant result, are a continual annoyance as legards the
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escape of tlie air from tlie chamber. The moment the atmospheric
pressure is lost, the virtue of the air vessel is gone. I have long fore-

seen the difficulties arising from this mechanical grievance, and I now
propose to remedy them in the manner represented in the accompanying
sketches.

Fig. 1 of the annexed engravings represents a vertical section of this

new air vessel, a is the body of an ordinary air vessel, through which
the rising main, b, passes. Between the
rising main pipe, b, and the body of the air

vessel, A, an open ended cylinder, c, is

suspended by bolts passing through a flange

formed on the upper end of this cylinder.

This cylinder is jointed and screwed on to

the cover of the air vessel, as shown in the annexed engravings, and
divides the annular space between the rising main pipe, b, and the
body of the air vessels, a, into two annular spaces, d and e, which forms
the novelty of this improved air vessel. Fig. 2, although somewhat
different in construction, is but another form of air vessel to show the
application of the suspended cylinder, and explain its use. Assume
that there is a leak through the joint of the cover of the air vessel, the
air continues to escape through it, with the velocity due to its pressure,
until the annular space, d, becomes filled with water, as shown in the
engraving, fig. 1. Suppose also that there is a leak through the joint
of the suspended cylinder, c, from the annular space, e, then the air

contained therein will escape only when there is a difference of pressure,
viz., greater in the annular space, e, than in d, and then it will only
'scape with the velocity due to the difference of pressure, which,
theoretically, is nothing, but practically may sometimes be both below

and above the pressure in the annular space, d. alternately, to a very
trifling extent, so that even if the joints are very bad, the escape of air

from the inner space will require a lengthened period of time.

Andrew Barclay.
Caledonian Foundry,

Kilmarnock, June, 1863.

MORRISON'S ARCHIMEDEAN HEM FOLDER.

My attention has been called by Mr Joseph Gillott (the licensee) and
Mr John Morrison (the patentee) to the notice of this invention contained
in the June number of your publication. You have evidently fallen into

an error in stating that " a hemmer, identical in form, was re-patented by
Mr Morrison on behalf of Mr J. P. Pirsson of New York, in 1 859."

Mr J. Morrison's patent is dated in September, 1858, and is the only
patent for a Hem-Folder taken out by him, and of which patent Mr
Gillott is the sole licensee.

It is true that Mr R. A. Brooman of Fleet Street, took out a patent for

a similar invention in July, 1 850 (being a communication from Mi J.

P. Pirsson, of New York), but Mr Morrison having, in 1858, secured the
invention by his Letters Patent could have had no object, legal, com-
mercial, or otherwise, for re-obtaining in 1859 that which he had secured
in 1858.

As Mr Gillott has already enforced the payment of damages for the in-

fringement of the patent of 1858 by other parties, I trust that you will

see the justice of rectifying the error, and thereby preventing the impres-
sion becoming public that the invention in question can be legally exer-

cised otherwise than under the Letters Patent of 1858.

John Webb.
Birmingham, June, 1863.

[Mr Morrison's name, in place of Mr Brooman's, was inserted inad-

vertently.]

—

Ed.

DISCHARGE PIPES OF FIRE ENGINES.

Sir,—AVhat is the proper form for the nozzle of the discharge pipe of

a fire engine, so that it may project its water to the greatest distance

or altitude? Does the contracted vein answer that purpose? Have
any experiments of a scientific character been made in proof of this

object?—Yours truly,

1 0th June, 1863. John Cameron.

In reference to the preceding inquiry of our correspondent, nothing
worthy the title of a special train of experiments has ever, that
we are aware of, been made as to the best form for the discharge pipe

for fire engines. A sufficient amount of collateral information, both
purely scientific and practical, exists, however, to have pretty well
decided the form that, upon the whole, best answers all the required
conditions. The " hose pipe," " hand pipe," " discharge pipe," or

"jet pipe,"—for by all these names is it indifferently known—must
be of such a form that it can be readily handled, and can be effectively

employed as an instrument to direct at will the issuing stream of water.

It is convenient, also, that its length and form be such that it can be
maintained stopped by the thumb when requisite, or until the elastic

pressure in the air vessel has been accumulated.
As regards the form of the adjutage itself, from which the issuant jet

is finally delivered, the most important point is that it shall be such as

to deliver a fine smooth and perfectly unbroken cylinder of liquid, for

the slightest initial irregularity or break of symmetry tends to make the

column of the jet break up into drops and spray sooner than it might
otherwise have done.

^Vhatever be the form or structure of the jet pipe, it is scarcely neces-

sary to say that at some certain distance, it must always break into

spray, dependent upon the diameter and velocity of the jet, the resist-

ance of the air or wind, the direction of throw in relation to the horizon,

i.e., the angle of elevation, and the latitude of the place—the latter not
being a very material element.

Perfect cylindricity, or rather perfectly smooth and circular section

of the conic adjutage, and gradual reduction of area, of cross section,

from the leather hose towards the extremity, best ensure the unbroken
issue of the fluid jet. The old forms of ''handpipe." from the days of

Leupold and the old German " squirting machines," were long cones of

brazed sheet copper, with a female screw to take to the hose at one end,

and a male one to take different sized brass conical nozzles at the other.

The whole length was about six feet, and that of the change nozzles

about nine inches. At a later period, these had a male and female screw
joint in the middle of the length, by which the handpipe could be
shortened one half, and its cross section of issue proportionately enlarged.

These handpipes answered extremely well. They were liable, however,
to three objections. The great length of the cone (nearly six feet) involved

a rather serious amount of resistance (whether by friction or otherwise,

we need not here inquire) to the woik employed at the fire engine.

This was such, that we have ourselves more than once seen a copper
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handpipe split right up, at about one-third its length from the hose, by
a pressure which the latter stood safely. The long pipe was occasion-

ally found awkward in narrow passages and staircases, &c, where
surrounding obstacles prevented the jet being thrown in the desired

direction. Lastly, as fire engines, often take in and drive through their

valves, &c, solid bodies, such as chips of wood, bits of oakura, pebbles,

&c. these often stuck fast in the long conical handpipe, and were very
hard to drive back, from the velocity with which they had been pro-

pelled into the pipe, while the sudden stoppage visited a tremendous
fluid strain upon the hose and air vessel.

As remedies for all this, the "short handpipe" was introduced, we
believe, by the late Mr Braidwood, of the London Fire Brigade—at any
rate, we think, not anterior to his time. This consists of a slightly

conical copper pipe, with the female screw, as before, at its lower end,

equal to the cross section of the hose which it takes on to. The length
is only from 2 to 3 feet, varied by different makers a few inches, and
the reduction of cross section varies from ^ to i that of the hose at the
outer end. Here, there is a male screw which receives a short brass

adjutage (with change pieces), the length of which is usually from 3

to 4 times the diameter of the lip of the adjutage.

The form interiorily is that of a solid, generated by the revolution on
the axis of the jet, of a curve approaching something towards a parabola,

which at the circumference of the lip, has a common tangent with the
jet column, and parallel to its axis therefore. The other end of the
curve meets the cone of the handpipe more or less abruptly, thus

—

This form of hand pipe is handy in use, and easily cleared when stopped,

and much lighter to handle than the long one, and, indeed, is better in

every respect.

We do not hesitate to say, however, that fhe form of the adjutage

at its extremity is bad, and is constructed in defiance of all sound
hydraulic principles.

We believe the proper form, and about the proper proportions for the

adjutage to be attached to the outer extremity of the conical copper pipe,

should be as follow:—The interior form of the adjutage or nozzle

should be that of, a solid generated by the revolution on the axis of the

jet, oftwo conjunct reversed trochoids, the one having a common tangent
with the copper conic frustrum at its junction with it, the other a com-
mon tangent with the jet itself, and therefore parallel to its axis.

Thus-

The total length from a to c, should, we think, be not less than 10 d—
d, being the diameter of the adjutage at a, and it is probable that even
a greater length would be advantageous with very high issuing veloci-

ties. The trochoids, a b . . c b, may be equal in length, but we have
some reason to think that the better results would be produced by the
inner one, c b, being in length (along the axis) to the outer one in the

ratio, of | to J. We know, by actual practice, that this form gives a
decided increase of range, with equal power expended, in throwing a
given volume of water from the same engine. The jet thrown is also

truly smooth and solid.

To determine, however, the very best proportions for these adjutages,

would still require a considerable and a skilfully conducted train of

experimental research. It is one that in these days of steam fire-engines

we deem well worthy of being pursued by some one or other of the
makers of these machines, with the assistance of some competent man
of science acquainted with the mechanics of fluids. In conducting such
experiments the relative amount of distress upon the engine and hose is

one of the most important conditions. As experiments have been hither-

to conducted with man-wrought fire engines, no exact result is possible,

indeed, most of the conditions are impossible to be ascertained at all;

either they should be made with steam-wrought engines, and the known
appliances to ascertain, useful and useless power employed; or if by hand-
wrought engines, by the application of the indicator directly to the
cylinders of the engine—a thing which, so far as we know, has never
been attempted as yet.

—

Ed,
Vo. 184.—Vol. xvr.

LIGHTING RAILWAY TRAINS WITH GAS.

Sir,—The pioneers in this country, in the construction of apparatus
for compressing gas, and using it in a portable form, were, Thelluson,
Gordon, and Heard; and more recently in France, a system has been
adopted of supplying rich portable gas, which has extended itself to

several important towns on the Continent, and with a very fair

amount of success. There are companies established at Paris, Milan,
Turin, and Moscow, their object being chiefly to supply gas to those
parts not within the range of the ordinary gas companies' mains, so

that they do not act antagonistically to them. M. Hugon, of Paris, is

more or less at the head of each of them, he being the gentleman whose
mode of production, compression, and regulation of the gas, has been
adopted. In America, the steamboats and some of the railway trains

are lighted with gas made on the boat or train, as well also as by the
means which have so frequently been tried in this country.
Thompson and one or two others have been tolerably successful in

the lighting of railway trains, but it may be presumed that their systems
have many objections, or railway companies would assuredly adopt
some such plans of lighting their carriages, which for many self-evident

reasons are preferable to oil. At the Society of Arts, Mr Teulon, repre-

senting the railway interest, clearly showed that while he was thor-

oughly acquainted with what had already been done, yet that the result,

so far, was anything but satisfactory, at least not so much so as to

warrant the companies adopting it generally.

I am aware that the gas, as delivered at the houses of customers at

Paris, which is stored in reservoirs at five atmospheres pressure, is

readily regulated from that pressure down to that which is necessary
for being properly burnt—say equal to a column of water five or six-

tenths of an inch in height, hut the means by which that is accomplished
there, cannot be made available for lighting railway trains with gas.

I venture to say that there are considerable difficulties to overcome
before a proper system of lighting railway carriages, as we now find

them, and for long distances, can be successfully brought into use.

The conditions which railway companies must have are :—
1. That but little room be taken up by the apparatus.

2. That the application be readily made to existing carriages at little

cost.

3. That the light be better, and at less cost, taking everything into

consideration, than lighting by oil.

4. That the apparatus be simple, and that each carriage be lighted

independently of the others, so that they may be detached at pleasure,

without putting the light out.

5. That the light last as long as the oil lamps, or say from London to

York, Holyhead, Exeter, or Dover.
6. That it be as certain in its action, under all circumstances, and that

defects be as readily corrected as by the present mode of lighting.

The plan adopted at the Metropolitan is not generally applicable, and
only for such an exceptional line of railway as it is; for, to use gas at

the mere pressure of that which is necessary for burning it, would
require for the journey between London and York, half as much cubical

capacity as the carriages themselves.

In order to fulfil the conditions I have named, the gas must be con-

densed to ten or fifteen atmospheres, and the difficulty is to reduce that

pressure down to five-tenths of an inch column of water, and to main-
tain it at such under all circumstances, so as to comply with the con-

ditions I have stated, and the regulator must be entirely metallic. I am
fully acquainted with all the published methods from the first introduc-

tion of gas-lighting, but not any of them comply fully with what rail-

way companies must and will have, before they generally adopt the

principle of lighting railway trains with gas.—I am, &c,

St. Neot's, June, 1863. George Bower.

PROCEEDINGS OF SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES.

ROYAL INSTITUTION.
May 1, 1863.— " On Japanese Art," illustrated by native examples, by John

Leighton, Esq., F.S.A., M.R.I.

May 8, 1863.—"On some Chemical and Physical Properties of Soils, and
the Productive Powers of the Soils of England," by Dr A. Voelcker, F.C.S.

THE LONDON ASSOCIATION OF FOREMEN ENGINEERS.
NEW MODE OF MARINE PROPULSION.

At the last monthly meeting of the above-named society, held on the 6th

ult., at St Swithin's Lane, City, the adjourned discussion of Mr J. Newton's
Paper on Marine Propulsion was resumed. Mr Walker, in the absence of Mr
Keyte, who had moved the adjournment of the discussion, re-opened the sub-

ject. He commenced by saying that, when on the occasion of their May meet-

ing, Mr Newton had so elaborately explained the character and action of the
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Vaile propeller, he, Mr Walker, was under an impression that the scheme was
a resuscitation of an old one of which Symington had been the original projector.

It was only fair to acknowledge now that he had been completely mistaken.

He had since compared the two methods of propulsion, and found that they

differed very materially from each other—the points of difference being wholly

in favour of Mr Vaile's. The floats were attached to the chains in a far

simpler way than on Symington's apparatus, while their feathering properties,

and the proposed complete submergence of the Vaile propeller, made it essen-

tially and undoubtedly a novelty. He (Mr Walker) was, nevertheless, of

opinion, in spite of these valuable features, that difficulties of a practical nature
would be found to attend the application of Mr Vaile's ingenious contrivance.

The number of working parts was a disadvantage, as they would be liable to

derangement. The screw was simpler, and, if less effective, would be found
more durable. It must be admitted that some very strong claims to superiority

had been urged by their President in behalf of this propeller, as, for example,
the almost total avoidance of slip which must arise from its use, and so far as

its general principle was concerned, he himself was disposed to regard it

favourably. It was possible, indeed, that his own objections were more
imaginary than real, and that experiments might demonstrate them to be so.

It was difficult for those whose marine engineering experience had been con-
fined almost wholly to screw and paddle-wheel systems of propulsion, to divest

themselves of prejudice, or to grasp at once the ideas which actuate inventors
who leave the beaten track, and suggest plans different to those well-known
systems. It was his desire to give to all fair play, and he should be glad there-

fore to see Mr Vaile's plan of propelling vessels put to the proof. The days of

exclusiveness and dictation were, it was to be hoped, numbered, and mechani-
cal inventions would stand or fall according to their merit.

Mr Oubridge, apart from some minor objections which referred solely to points

of mechanical detail, believed that Mr Vaile's efforts were in the right direc-

tion, and thought that that gentleman might very reasonably hope for a consi-

derable amount of success. The main principle of the Submerged and Feather-
ing-Floated Chain Propeller was, he believed, correct, and in complete accord-
ance with natural laws. This was an excellent stand-point to commence from,
and the defects of detail in the apparatus, if there were any, might easily be
corrected after experiments had revealed them. This was, indeed, precisely

one of those plans in relation to which the practical test must be the final

arbiter. The paddle-wheel and the screw had undergone many mutations,
and were far from being perfect now, even in their most recent phases. Mr
Oubridge trusted, therefore, that ere long the propeller would be put into

practical competition with its formidable rivals, and that on a scale of sufficient

magnitude to afford sound data forjudging of its relative value.

Mr Ives saw what appeared to him to be an unsurmountable obstacle to the
extensive introduction of the Vaile propellers. In order to obtain an extraor-
dinary Bpeed in a ship fitted with them, the chains would have to travel at the
rate of 1000 feet per minute, and if this Bpeed were to be generated by the
intervention of toothed gearing, the wear and tear of chains and wheels would
be very serious, if not fatal to both. As to the feathering property of the floats,

that might be a good arrangement, but it was rather singular that the largest
Steam Navigation Companies were abandoning feathering floated paddle
wheels. This was, in fact, an argument against feathering floats generally.
Mr Ross, with all deference to the last speaker, must say that he thought he

had rather jumped at conclusions than arrived at them by careful examination.
For himself, he saw no difficulty whatever in driving the chains of the propeller
of Mr Vaile at the speed indicated. It was only necessary that the links,

joints, and pins should be properly constructed in the first instance. As to
the shock to the gearing spoken of, he did not see how that was to arise when
the floats were continuously in action and completely submerged. The resist-

ance to be overcome by the engines would be always equal, and any shock to
the gearing would thus be of small extent. He believed, moreover, that it was
only in exceptional cases that Mr Vaile proposed to use gearing at all. As a
general rule, he (Mr Ross) understood, direct action engines on the horizontal
principle, with small cylinders and short and rapid stroke, were proposed to be
employed, and this would be preferable to getting up speed by toothed gearing.
With regard to the abandonment of feathering paddle-wheels, he was in a
position to assert that the most recently launched steam-ship of the West India
Mail Company was supplied with feathering floated-wheels. Looking at the
whole of the simple yet ingenious arrangements of the Vaile propellers he was
disposed to think most favourably of it, and should like to see it tried.

Mr M. Jones had seen much of the links and pins used in the chains of
dredging barges, and his observation led him to disapprove of the introduction
of chains for the purpose of marine propulsion. They would, he thought, be
found noisy in action, and liable to accident. The joints would in time get
play, and the pins would work loose. The principle of applying the propelling
power of a steam ship as low down as possible, so as to obtain a constant hold
of deep water, was, in itself, excellent; the difficulty consisted in reducing the
principle to economical practice.

Mr C. F. Hayes gave his complete approval to the new propeller of Mr
Vaile. and believed that many of the exceptions taken to it would be proved
groundless. Inventors required much patience and perseverance to stem the
current of opposition which usually met them. He imagined that, in this case,
the cause was so good that its promoter must succeed. No really good mechani-
cal invention fell to the ground finally. It was to be hoped that a course of
experiments on the Thames or elsewhere would soon decide the question of
the efficiency or otherwise of the continuous propeller.

Mr Vaile, on the invitation of the President, (Mr J. Newton), replied. He
had met with nothing but courtesy and candour throughout his communications
with the Association he had the honour to address. He then proceeded to
explain the means by which repairs of the chain propellers could be effected,
supposing the derangement spoken of by some gentlemen occurred, and
then demonstrated their non-liability to such accidents. They were to be
placed in the most secure part of the ship, and apart from any inherent defects

which the machinery might possess, the propelling apparatus was absolutely

almost invulnerable. He believed that the chains and floats might be so con-
structed as to stand the ordeal of wear and tear much better than any paddle-

wheel that had ever been used. If the chains were fitted at the joints with
accurately turned steel or case-hardened wrought iron pins working through
hard wood bushes, the evils talked of as likely to arise from their rapid travel-

ling and tendency to elongation, would be found illusory. There was nothing
unreasonable nor impracticable in working chains which would have nothing
in common with those used on dredging barges at a speed varying from
600 feet to 1000 feet per minute. They would work as smoothly and as noise-

lessly as could be desired. There would be no such thing as vibration in the
vessel in which they were employed, and slip would be almost unknown. The
vessel would travel at a rate of speed within a fraction of that at which the
chains were driven. As to the " shock " mentioned as likely to arise and affect

the gearing—if gearing were used—he did not see how such a thing could take
place. The action of the float arms was continuous against the guides which
induced the feathering movement. Those arms, in one sense, never left the
guides—at least one halt of them were always acting. Mr Vaile would not
counsel the employment of geared engines, but he saw no objection to their

introduction. He preferred direct acting horizontal engines, as being the
simplest, the cheapest, and the best for the particular purpose in question.

Mr Vaile farther replied to objections which had been shadowed forth, and con-
cluded his remarks amid considerable applause.

The Chairman said that, before closing the interesting and very instructive

proceedings of the evening, he would be glad to offer a few observations.

These went to demonstrate his own almost entire approval of the Vaile pro-
peller. He believed, with all who had spoken on the subject, that, in prin-
ciple, the scheme was right, and this was an augury of its future success. Pro-
bably, if that scheme were realized, it might lead to marvellous changes in steam
navigation. All engineers knew that neither screw nor paddle-wheel was a
perfect mode of propulsion. Both had many disadvantages, and there was, as

he had stated before, no reason for believing in the finality of either. For
his own part, he had paid much attention to both principle and details of Mr
Vaile's propeller, and he was convinced of its practicability and value. The
public were hard to be weaned from preconceived notions, and perhaps nothing
short of seeing a steam vessel to which the propeller had been applied, beating
a screw or paddle-wheel boat of equal tonnage and powers, would convince
them of the superiority of the Vaile apparatus. He believed that such an
argument would some day be employed.
The feathering of the floats was an invaluable qualification of the Vaile pro-

peller, and the remarkably simple mode of achieving it, was one of the main
features of the scheme.
The discussion shortly after terminated, and the chairman having announced

that two papers would be read at the July meeting, namely, one by Mr Muir,
of the Royal Gun Factories, Woolwich, on " Forgings in Iron ;" and the other,

by Mr Stanley, on the " Slide Link Motion ;" adverted also to the melancholy
case of Mr Robert Armstrong, C.E. Finally, it was arranged to open up, at

the next meeting, a subscription for that talented, but unfortunate gentleman.

THE ASSOCIATION FOR THE PREVENTION OF STEAM
BOILER EXPLOSIONS, MANCHESTER.

At the last ordinary monthly meeting of the Executive Committee of this

Association, Mr L. E. Fletcher, chief engineer, presented his monthly report,

of which the following is an abstract :

—

11 During the past month, there have been examined 257 Engines—

1

specially; 420 Boilers—10 specially, 11 internally, 77 thoroughly, and 322
externally, in addition to which one of these boilers has been tested by
hydraulic pressure. The following defects have been found in the boilers ex-
amined:—Fracture, 8 (3 dangerous); corrosion, 22; safety-valves out of order,

1 ; water gauges ditto, 11 ;
pressure gauges ditto, 6 ; feed apparatus ditto, 2

;

blow-out apparatus ditto, 3; fusible plugs ditto, 1; furnaces out of shape, 2

(1 dangerous) ; over pressure, 2 (both dangerous) ; blistered plates, 2 (1 danger-
ous). Total, 60 (7 dangerous). Boilers without glass water gauges, 2; with-
out pressure gauges, 5; without blow-out apparatus, 17; without back pressure
valves, 34.
" The occurrence of explosions during the past few months has been so fre-

quent, that the reports of their details have prevented any notice of the defects
found to exist in the boilers under inspection, further than that given in the
monthly lists as above ; and, therefore, the present opportunity may be taken
for some slight amplification.

" Serious cases of corrosion continue to be met with at the bottom of those
boilers which are set upon brick mid-feathers, running underneath them from
one end to the other along the centre or keel line. In this mode of setting,

any water which may fall upon the boiler, or leak from the seams, trickles

down the shell, and settles on the top of the mid-feather, in contact with the
plates. Also where damp exists in the flues, it easily rises through the mid-
feather and reaches the boiler. Corrosion may be going on along the centre of
the mid-feather and not be visible at the sides, and thus pass undetected even
on careful examination—several instances of which have recently been met
with.

" In one case, a boiler 10 feet 5 inches in diameter, and of plates seven-
sixteenths thick, was found, upon the removal of the brickwork, to be deeply
channelled for a width of six inches along the bottom at the centre of the seat-

ing, no indication of which was given at the sides of the wall, nor was it de-
tected by hammering internally, but remained unknown until the removal of

the brickwork. In another boiler, the shell of which was 8ft. 2in. in diameter,
and three-eighths in thickness, the plates were found to be channelled longi-

tudinally along the centre of the mid-feather for a width of eight inches. The
seating was fifteen inches wide, and the channel died out at three inches from
the outside, thus giving no external sign. In a third boiler, the flues of which
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were damp, the whole of the plates in contact with the mid-feather were found
to be corroded, and as much as a quarter of an inch in thickness eaten away.
Other instances might he adduced, but the character of the injury is so similar

in each case that it would be tedious. Those already given will show the
grounds upon which the following recommendations are made :

—

" First : Wherever it is practicable to do so, dispense with mid-feathers
altogether, and substitute what are termed two side walls for them. Second :

In those cases where the small size of the boiler forbids this make the

bearing surface of the mid-feather wall as narrow as possible. Third : Any
that must be retained in use, should, in preparation for annual " Thorough "

inspection be removed,—at least where in contact with the transverse seams of

rivets—in order to admit of complete examination.
" Further eases of corrosion may be mentioned occurring to other boilers

than those set upon mid-feathers.
" A tubular boiler, without any external flues, was found so deeply channelled

at the bottom of the shell at the transverse seams ot rivets, that the plates
were reduced to the thickness of a sheet of paper, and a hole knocked through
them in sounding their strength with a hammer. A second boiler, of ordinary
double furnace, internally-fired construction, was so eaten away by corrosion at

the first bottom plate from the front, that, as in the preceding case, a hole
was made on examination ; the corrosion being due to leakage from the glass

water gauges, and mudhole joint, as well as to the practice of slacking the
ashes while lying at the front of the boiler. In another case where the cross
wall below the front end of the boiler was as much as two feet in thicknesss,

the plates were corroded nearly through. So great a thickness as two feet for

these walls is quite unnecessary, as well as objectionable, and it is recommended
that they should be removed periodically for the examination of the plates.
u Several cases have been met with during the past month of injury occurring

to the externally-fired boilers at the parts immediately over the furnace, the
plates bulging, cracking at the rivet holes, and the seams straining and leaking.
One of the members has contributed a sample plate cut out from a boiler of
this class, which is bulged down at the solid, and cracked completely through,
although the boiler was amply supplied with water ; this plate is a fair sample
of the danger of the externally-fired class, and lies at the office for the inspec-
tion of members.

" A safety-valve, the spindle of which passed through a bushed hole in the
cover, was found to fit so tight as to be quite fast. This bush had been fitted

to prevent the inconvenience arising from the escape of steam, under the im-
pression that a safety valve was unnecessary, as long as the boiler was provided
with a steam pressure gauge."

MANCHESTER LITERARY AND PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY.

April 21, 1863.—A reply to Mr Rankine's Paper—"Note as to two Events
in the History of Steam Navigation, " was communicated by Mr Dyer.

5IICROSCOFICAL SECTIOX.

April 20, 1863.—" On the Appearance of Cotton Fibre during Solution and
Disintegration," by Mr Charles O'Neill. These experiments referred to the
application of Schweizer's solvent. Two strengths were used ; the weaker
contained oxide of copper, equal to 4-3 grs. metal per 1000, and 47 grs. dry
ammonia; the stronger contained 15-4 grs. metal and 77 grs. dry ammonia
per 1000. The latter is about the most concentrated solution which can be
made. Referring to the researches of Payen, Fresny, Peligot, Sehlossberger,
and others who have employed this solvent, the author said the only experi-
menter who seemed to have worked in the same direction with himself, and
that apparently only to a small extent, was Dr Cramer, whose paper he had
only been able to see in a translation appended as a note to a memoir of M.
Payen in Comptes Rendus, p. 319, vol. xlviii.

Mr O'Neill considers that cotton exhibits, under the action of this solvent,

(1), an external membrane distinct from the true cell wall or cellulose matter
;

(2), spiral vessels situated either in or outside the external membrane
; (3), the

true cell wall or cellulose ; and (4), an inner medullary matter. The external
membrane is insoluble in the solvent, and may be obtained in short hollow
cylinders by first acting upon the cotton with the dilute solvent so as to gra-
dually remove the cellulose, and then dissolve all soluble matters by the strong
solvent. If the strong solution is first applied, the extraordinary dilation of
the cellulose bursts the external membrane, and reduces it to such a state of
tenuity that it is invisible. This membrane is very elastic, appears to be quite
impermeable to the solvent, and when free from fissures, protects the enclosed
matter from its action. It is not seen in cotton which has been submitted to
the action of alkaline acids and bleaching powder, being either chemically
altered, or, what is most probable, entirely removed.
The spiral vessels are unmistakeably apparent, running round the fibre in

more or less close spirals, sometimes single, sometimes double and parallel, and
at other times double and in opposite directions, or again seemingly wound
close and tight round the cylinder. They are well seen in the spherical swel-
lings or beads, but are prominent at the points of strangulations of long ovals
formed when the ends of the fibres are held tightly. They collect in a close
mass, forming a ligature, and are frequently ruptured, the ends projecting
from the side of the fibre.

The cellulose is enormously dilated by the weaker solvent, and expands the
external membrane into beautiful heads, which are doubtless the result of the
spiral vessels acting as ligatures at the points of strangulation; at the open end
of a fibre it can be seen oozing out as a mucilaginous substance. The stronger
solution bnrsts the beads, or dissolves all the cellulose into a homogeneous
mass, amidst which the empty cuticular membrane and the spiral vessels re-
main nearly unacted upon.
The substance called medullary matter is seen occupying the axes of the

fibres
; it is nearly insoluble in the solvents. It may be well seen projecting

from the open end of a fibre where the cellulose is exuding, and often remains in

situ when the fibre has quite disappeared. It has many appearances of being

a distinct body, but the author in some cases thought it might be only the

thickened or modified inner cell wall ; in others it looked like a shrunk mem-
brane, probably the dried up primordial utricle. It is generally absent or

indistinct in old cotton, or cotton which has been submitted to bleaching agents.

Mr O'Neill intends to submit further details when his investigations are more
advanced.
Mr Hepworth stated that he had observed spiral markings in Sea Island

Cotton, not subjected to Chemical Action, and that he had calculated there

would be about 50,000 spirals to an inch of fibre.

CIVIL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERS' SOCIETY.

Apkil, 23, 1863.-

G. C. Dawson.

' On Marine Surveying," by Messrs F. E. Cooper, and J.

ROYAL SCOTTISH SOCIETY OF ARTS.

April, 29, 1863.—Mr Edward Sang read a communication "On the Nature

and iManagcment of the Sennet Equation for determining the Form of a Ship's

Hull," which was illustrated by a model and a series of diagrams. The paper

was remitted to a Committee. There was also remitted to a Committee a

Paper by the Rev. James Newlands Miller, " On the Effective Power trans-

mitted from the Piston-rod to the Crank of the Steam engine ; the Work
effected by the Crank ; and the Lateral Strain on the Piston-rod at its Junction

with the Connecting-rod." The last communication was one by Mr Gray,

engineer, Gas Works, Dunfermline, giving a "Description of an Apparatus for

Impregnating Gases with a Vapour of Volatile Hydrocarbon Fluids, and suit-

able for the purposes of Illumination." The Paper was illustrated by a model

and drawings. It was remitted to a Committee. Reports were read from

Committees on Mr Alexander Cunningham's Paper, " On Fogs at Sea and Fog
Signals on Shore," and on Mr Heriot Currie's proposed improvement on the

mode of taking in the injection water to supply marine condensing engines.

The report on Mr Currie's Paper was to the effect that the Committee could

not recommend the proposed improvement to the favourable consideration of

the Society. The report on Mr Cunningham's Paper recommended that it

should be handed for consideration to the Society's Printing Committee, as

likely, if published, to prove a useful means of calling attention to an unsolved

problem.

MONTHLY NOTES.

MARINE MEMORANDA.

New Scottish Steamer " Iona."—Messrs Hutcheson of Glasgow, the

well known owners of steamers on Scottish rivers, have now supplied the

place formerly occupied by the Iona, with a still finer Iona. The new ship, like

the old one, has been built by Messrs Thomson, and she will at once go upon
the Ardrishaig station. She measures 245 feet in length, or 20 feet more than

her predecessor. Her breadth of beam is 25 feet, being an increase of 4 feet

on that of the old Iona. Her depth is 9 feet, and it is expected that after her

engines are put on board she will draw about 4 feet of water. She is to be

propelled by oscillating engines of 150 horse-power, fitted up with tubular

boilers, superheaters, and all the latest improvements. The paddlewheels,

which have a diameter of 20 feet, will be furnished with patent feathering

floats.

Speed Measurer for Vessels.—An experiment has just been made on

the Seine with an instrument called a tachometer, for measuring the speed

of vessels. This instrument, which is intended to supersede the log now
in use, is composed of a metal syphon, of which the extremities are im-

mersed in the water. A small screw is fitted to the top and. to the in-

terior of the instrument, on which the water acts as soon as the ship or boat

moves, by constantly entering one end of the syphon and running out_ at

the other. Some clockwork is attached to the screw, the functions of which

are to mark by indexes, on a dial-plate, the distance in yards performed by the

vessel, commencing with one, and extending to hundreds of miles. The
experiment was tried on board the steamboat Parisien, which carries passengers

between Paris and St Cloud. The distance was accurately marked on the dial-

plate by the movement of the hands.

Messrs W. Denny and Brothers, of Dumbarton, have contracted to build two

large paddle steamers, to be employed on the Yang-tze river, in China. One

of these vessels is to be built for Messrs Gibb, and is to be 1,460 tons burthen,

with engines of 350 horse-power ; and the other, for Messrs Jardine, Mathteson

and Co., is to be 2,400 tons burthen, and 450 horse-power. The steamers are

to be simihr in design to the Bona, built last year by the same firm for the

same trade, for Messrs Jardine, Mathieson and Co. The steamers Boe and Fox,

building by Messrs Caird and Co. of Greenock, for the Clyde and Belfast line,

have been sold, and Messrs Caird have received orders to proceed with two

others in their stead. The owners of the Montreal Ocean Steamship line have

contracted for another vessel, to be named the Moravian, of similar dimensions

and power to the Peruvian, now under construction, and about to be launched

for the same company. The dimensions of these steamers are :—Extreme
length, 320 feet ; breadth of beam, 38 feet 3 inches ; depth of hold, 26 feet 3

inches
;
giving a measurement of 2,600 tons. The cylinders of the engines will

be 6 feet 3 inches in diameter.
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The hydrostatic press for bending armour plates, manufactured by Messrs
"Westwood, Baillie & Co., of the Isle of Dogs, for Her Majesty's dockyard at

Pembroke, recently underwent an official trial. The press is a duplicate of
the one erected a few weeks ago in Woolwich dockyard. Two plates of 4^
inches and one of 3 inches in thickness were placed on the ram cold, and were
subjected to a pressure of 46| cwt. per circular inch of the ram, which is equal
to a pressure of 1823 tons, being the greatest pressure yet obtained by any
machinery. All the joints of the pumps and press were perfectly tight. The
plates bent were 3ft. 3in. wide, and were curved 1£ inches in the width. Two
plates, one 4£ inches thick, and one 3 inches thick, were then turned over and
placed in the press with the 1£ inch curved side downwards, and by working
the press up to 24 cwt. per circular inch, or 940 tons on the ram, the plates
were bent fcj inches—viz., from 1J hollow to 1£ round in the width. The
same firm are manufacturing three similar presses for the Russian Government,
and also the huge iron rudder, to weigh 13 tons, for Her Majesty's 30 gun iron

steam ship Achilles, 6079 tons, building at Chatham.

The Resistance, 16 screw iron frigate, Capt. W. C. Chamberlain, in No. 10
dock at Portsmouth, has been officially examined and reported upon by the
Master Shipwright and his staff relative to the condition of her bottom plates,

which, when the ship was last in dock, were coated on opposite sides with the
composition of Mr Hay, the chemical assistant at Portsmouth dockyard, and
that of Messrs Peacock and Bucban, as applied to the bottoms of the steamships
of the Peninsular and Oriental Company. The ship has since then been afloat

less than seven months, and, considering the time, both sides of her bottom
are foul; one, however, is much more so than the other, and is also more
covered with barnacles. The starboard side has long grass in the wash of the
waterway at the bow and quarter, and the remainder of that side of the bottom
is studded with small tufts of grass averaging one inch in length, and from
three to four inches apart. There are also a few patches of barnacles where
the composition has been disturbed, but in very few other places ; and there
are very few spots of corrosion. The port side has the same description and
length of grass at the bow and quarrer, and the same description of short tufts

of grass, studded at about the same intervals, but it has more adhesive matter
altogether than the opposite side. The surface of the composition from the
keel to the bilge plates amidships is thickly studded with barnacles. This
having been the working anchor's side, there is the usual amount of corrosion
to be seen on the bow from the abrasion of the composition by the chain cable,
which must always attend the use of copper anti-fouling compositions on the
bottom of iron ships.

The Achilles, it is stated, will he ready to be floated out of the dock in which
she is building during the approaching month of September, or some three or
four months earlier than was originally anticipated. Up to yesterday 150 of
her armour-plates, or nearly one-half of the whole number, had been bolted to
her sides. On the port and starboard quarters, the plates are of an uniform
thickness of 4J in., but in the less exposed portions plates varying from 4 in.

to 3 in. will he used. The whole of the slabs of iron hitherto used have been
prepared at the Parkgate Ironworks, Yorkshire, and are of rolled iron, which,
besides being easier to work, is believed to possess several important
advantages over the plates formed under the hammering process. Each plate
is 15 ft. in length by about 3 ft. 3 in. in width, but during the last few days
several new kinds of plates have been received at the dockyard of a size much
larger than any hitherto used at the establishment. These have all been
subjected to the usual tests, which they have stood without showing any
appreciable flaw. Up to within the last few days, the steam sawing mills have
been working extra hours to prepare the timbers for the 18 inch teak planking
between the inner and outer plates of the frigate to which the armour-plates
will be bolted, but enough having been prepared the saw-mills have discon-
tinued working over-time. With the exception of a portion of the stem and
stern all the planking is already fixed. Passing on board the frigate no less

activity is perceptible than is to be witnessed on her exterior parts. The
mechanics are just now busy in completing the watertight bulkheads or com-
partments, of which there will be no fewer than 18 By means of these the
Achilles can be kept afloat even when partially disabled. Most of the iron
deck-plating on the upper deck is all riveted to its place, and only awaits the
ordinary wooden planking. A steam engine has been erected on the upper
deck to facilitate the raising of the heavy materials required. Although the
Achilles is built after the model of the Warrior, she will be very much superior
to the latter in her general construction.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Poisonous Paint.—A correspondent of the Paris Academy of Sciences,
states, that the poisonous properties of lead paint are due to the turpentine
mixed with it, not to the lead. This opinion is antagonistic to the commonly
received one. It may be correct, however, in this way :—The turpentine is

volatile—hence it may carry off with it some of the lead when evaporating,
and thus the metal be inhaled by the painter in the form of a mineral gas. He
asserts that if turpentine were not used, paint poison would be unknown.
Manufacture of Vegetable Colouring Matters. — M. H. Gaultier

de Claubry has published some industrially important investigations on the
employment of milk of lime in the manufacture of Archil and Cudbear, from
the Ltcanora and other mosses. His results scarcely admit of brief abstract,
and are of a character belonging purely to applied organic chemistry, but
deserve the attention of all manufacturers engaged with these colouring matters.
Recent experience does not seem to warrant the belief that they will be put out
of use by the aniline colours.

Clifton Suspension Bridge.—The works in connexion with this under-
taking are progressing satisfactorily, and are so far advanced that it is expected
the two piers on the Somersetshire and Glocestershire sides of the Avon will
be connected by wire ropes in about a fortnight. These ropes will form the

temporary platform on which the men will work to erect the permanent struc-

ture. They have been manufactured by Messrs Glass, Elliot, and Co., of

Cardiff, and there are altogether nine of them, measuring 1150 feet in leDgth
and weighing two tons each.

Steam Postal Service.—A return has just been issued showing the amount
of the annual subsidy paid for the steam postal service between Point de Galle
and Australia and New Zealand, the share of the United Kingdom for this

service, and the estimated amount of sea postage, for the years 1860, 1861, and
1862. In 1860 the subsidy was £157,336; cost of branch packets, £24,000;
the share of the United Kingdom, £93,668; and the estimated amount of sea
postage was £30,300. In 1861 the subsidy was £134,672; the cost of the
branch packets, £24,000 ; the share of the United Kingdom, £83,736 ; and the
estimated amount of sea postage, £33,000. In 1862 the subsidy was £134,672

;

the cost of branch packets, £23,666 13s 4d; the share of the United Kingdom
was £83,606 16s 8d ; and the estimated amount of sea postage was £33,600.

New Cement or Artificial Stone.—M. Fred. Kuhlmann has succeeded in

forming an artificial stone, as hard as well baked red brick or pottery, and of

the fine dark morone red colour of the old etruscan ware, of materials that

previously were all but valueless. By proper treatment, grinding into a fine slip

separately,and subsequent mixture of the oxysulphuretsoflime, and other complex
lime salts resulting from the lixiviation of the crude soda of the soda process,

with the exhausted oxides obtained from the pyrites burnt for sulphuric acid,

he has produced a compound, which is plastic, and without any baking sets

into this hard and beautiful material. It is capable of being easily moulded
into every form taken by Terra Cotta. A full account of M. Kuhlmann's
labours have been presented by him to the Academy of Sciences ot Paris,

and will be found in the Comptes Rendu, Tome 50-51. This subject ought
to be highly worthy of attentiou in England.

—

Ed.

Red Lead Coating of Iron Sfiirs.—M. Jouvin, in two letters addressed to

M. Dumas in Comptes Rendu, Tome 51, p. 529-980, has recorded some interest-

ing and highly important observations upon the effect of sea water and air upon
iron ships, coated below the water line with red lead oil paint, mixed with 7.J
per cent, of pure sulphate of mercury. Two ships, the Guienne and the

Bearne, after having been at sea for about a year, and made a tropical voyage,
were found, upon being docked, covered below the water line with small
pustules or blisters of the coating, which all contained solutions of chloride of

iron, chloride of lead, and metallic lead in crystals. The latter had been
reduced at the expense of the corrosion of the iron of the ship ; all trace of the

sulphate of mercury had disappeared. Thus these results, supported as they
are by careful analyses of the matter found in the blisters, upon both ships,

prove that in place of being a preservative to iron ships, red lead coating is a
decidedly destructive agent in contact with their hulls below the water line.

—

Ed.

Mail Packets of the United Kingdom.—In the year 18G2 the packets
having contracts with the Post Office, voyaged over more than three millions

of miles. For this service the Post Office paid nearly £1,000,000, or about
6s 4d per mile. The average speed was rather more than ten miles an hour.

There are 96 steamships employed in this service, with an aggregate of 140,000
tons, and of 36,000-horse power. The largest packet is Cunard's Scotia, of

3871 tons, and 1000-horse power ; the smallest is Mr Churchward's Vivid, of

300 tons, and 123-horse power. The mail packets are manned by a force, in-

cluding officers, of more than 8000 men. No less than five mail packets were
totally lost in 1862,—the Karnak, in entering Nassau, the Linux, on the reef in

the South Pacific, the Cleopatra, on a reef near Sierra Leone, the Colombo, on
Minicoy Island, 400 miles west of Ceylon ; and the Avon at her moorings in

the harbour of Colon, New Granada. The only loss of life was in the case of

the Cleopatra, where an officer and four Kroomen were washed from a raft and
drowned ; nor was there any considerable loss of correspondence ; but some of

the letters on board the Colombo were found reduced to a hopeless state of

pulp. Experiments are in progress with a view of seeing whether, without
undue hinderance in the despatch of the mails or in the sorting on board ship,

registered letters at least may not be packed in bags or boxes which are water-
proof.

French Silkworms.—M. Guerin-Me'neville at a late sitting of the Socie'te'

d'Acclimatation gave an account of the results obtained in various parts of

France from the endeavours to overcome the baneful effects of the disease of

the silkworm. It appears from this account that all the attempts to find a

specific against this disease have signally failed; but that most practical men
are now of opinion that the disorder is owing to the blight which has attacked

the mulberry tree in various districts. It is now certain that breeds brought
from places where the disease of the silkworm does not exist yield a good crop
the first year in the infected districts, but cannot be propagated, their eggs
being tainted like those of the diseased worms. Hence breeders are obliged

every year to import eggs from foreign countries, when they can find healthy

ones, which becomes daily more difficult. Nevertheless, from the experiment
made with great care, it would seem that eggs obtained from diseased silk-

worms will produce a breed exempt from the disease in a country where the

latter has not yet broken out, In order the better to compare the results ob-
tained in different departments, M. Guerin-Me'neville has established a " central

laboratory of comparative sericiculture" at the school of Ailanthiculture, which
he has founded at the Emperor's farm near Vincennes, where all the experi-

ments made by the various agricultural societies of France are repeated, com-
pared, and centralised. The acclimatization of the silkworm which feeds on
the Ailanthus, or Japan varnish tree, is progressing favourably both in France
and in other parts of Europe. The Palma Christi silkworm has succeeded ad-

mirably at La Plate. That which feeds on the oak, as referred to at page 25
P. M. Journal for April last, has failed in France for the present, but it is likely

to succeed this year in Holland, eggs having been brought over from Japan by
M. Pompe Van Meert der Woort. This silkworm is called " Ya-ma-mi" by
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the Japanese ; it lives in a wild state in an island called Fatsy-sio, which is a

place of exile. The silk it yields is made into very strong stuff, which never
changes its colour, but which, on the other hand, takes no dye. This silk is a

monopoly of the Japanese Government, and is not allowed to be an article

of trade.

Progress of New Zealand.—The official statistics of New Zealand have
just been published. By them it is found that these islands contain a European
population, exclusive of the military, of 99,021 souls, distributed as follows

:

In Auckland, 24,420; Taranaki, 2044*; Wellington, 12,566 ; Hawkes' Bay, 2611
;

Nelson, 9952; Marlborough, 2299; Canterbury, 16,040; Otago, 27,163;
Southland, 1S20; and Stewart's and Chatham Islands, 106. The aborginal

population is estimated at 55,336. In the north island there are about 21,942

Maori males above 14 years of age, and 13,535 European males above 16. In

the middle island the Maori males above 15 are about 1011 ; and the Europeans
there above 16 number 26,002. The total European population of the colony

for the years 1851, 1858, and 1861 were respectively as follows: 26,707,

59,385 and 99,021.
1851. 1858. 1861.

Acreage fenced ... ... 30,470 235,561 409,473
Ditto under cultivation ... 29,104 141,007 226,500

The number of acres under cultivation in the various provinces are as fol-

lows: Auckland, 75,915; Taranaki, 10,153; Wellington, 55,313; Hawke's Bay
5,844; Nelson, 22,934, Marlborough, 3162; Canterbury, 32,807; Otago
and Southland, 20,346. The land in the province of Auckland thus brought
under cultivation was chiefly covered with heavy timber— ti-tree, scrub, or fern

—whilst that in the southern provinces was principally cleared or open. The
returns of the assets and liabilities of the several banks in New Zealand for the

quarter ending Dec. 31 last have just been made public. The total amount of

notes in circulation on that day was £449,654; the coin and bullion held by the

banks at that period amounted to £982,314, and the notes and bills discounted

represented £1,519,126. In the Auckland savings bank there were 910 de-

positors, having assets to the amount of £20,029.

Physical Constants of Thallium.—M. Saint Clare Peville has presented
to the French Academy, on the part of the author and experimenter,
M. Lucien de la Rive, son of the celebrated physicist of Geneva, a memoir on
the determination of the physical constants of this new and interesting metal,

of which the discovery primarily belongs to Mr Crookes in this country, and
upon the continent and secondarily, to M. Lame. De la Rive confirms

M. Lame's figures as to the density of Thallium, viz., from 11-853 to 11-862,

and in wire, only 11-808. Its conductivity for heat he finds to be from 7-77 to

8*64, which places the new metal far away from sodium, and between lead and
tin. The co-efficient of elasticity is 0-36000, which is that of the greater part
of the metals. These constants all tend, as do the chemical reactions and
spectral powers of the metal, to remove it from the class of alkaline metals,
and to range it along with lead The electric conductivity obtained by the
formula

—

L*D
C =

P R
in which L = the length of the wire, P = the weight, R =the resistance, and
D = the density ; was found to be =«= 8-64—a value between that of lead
= 7*77, and of tin — 11*45 ; the conductivity of silver being taken at 100, and
that of mercury at 1*63—the temperature being 14° cent. The resistance

co-efficient, K, calculated by the formula

—

K/ =Eo(GfKT)
from experiments at three different temperatures, proved to be = 0-0038,
corresponding with the value for the greater number of metals.

Prizes to Art- Workmen for Art-Workmanship.—The following notice

has been issued by order of the Council :—I. The Council of the Society of

Arts hereby offer prizes to Art-workmen for the successful rendering of the

undermentioned designs in the undermentioned processes of manufacture,
according to the directions detailed in each case. II. Such designs will be by
artists of gTeat reputation, to be translated into the various modes of workman-
ship, and photographs and castings of such designs will be sold by the Society,

at the Society's House, at cost price, to persons desiring to be competitors.
III. Tbe works to be executed will be considered to be the property of the
producers, but will be retained for exhibition, in London and elsewhere, for

such length of time as the Council may think desirable. IV. The exhibitors

are required to state in each case the prices at which their works may be sold,

or if sold previously to exhibition, at what price they would be willing to

produce a copy. V. The awards in each class will be of two grades, and the
sums specified in each class will be paid, provided the works be considered
of sufficient merit to deserve the award ; and, further, in cases of extraordinary
merit, additional awards will be given, accompanied with the medal of the
Society. VI. The prizes will be presented publicly. Before the award is con-
firmed, the candidates must be prepared to execute some piece of work sufficient

to satisfy the Council of their competency. 1. Modelling in Terra Cotla,
Plaster, or "Wax. 2. Repousse Work in any Metal. 3. Hammered Work,
in Iron, Brass, or Copper. 4. Carving in Ivory. 5. Chasing in Metal.
6. Enamel Painting on Metal, Copper, or Gold. 7. Painting on Porcelain.
8. Inlays in "Wood (Marquetry, or Buhl), Ivory, or Metal. 9. Engraving on
Glass. 10. Embroidery. The Council cannot hold itself responsible for any
accidents or damages of any kind, occurring at any time. Each work must be
marked with the name of the Art-workman, or, if preferred, with a cypher,
accompanied by a sealed envelope, giving the name and address of the Art-
workman, and delivered free of all charges, at the Society of Arts' House,
John Street, Adelphi, London, W.C., on or before the 31st August, 1863.
The Council desire to remind those who propose to be competitors, that they
should make known their intention before the 15th of July, and as much

earlier as possible. This information is necessary to enable the Council to
make suitable arrangements for the distribution of the awards.

Culture op the Silkworm.—The Bulletin de la Societe d"
1

Acclimatation
contains an interesting paper by Mr Th. J. Cottle, on the silkworms which
inhabit Canada. There are four different species of the sub-genus Attacus
which produce silk—one of them, the Attacus nulla, is exceedingly rare, but
the A. Polyphemus is both the most useful and the easiest to rear. It lives
upon the leaves of various kinds of wild cherry and plum trees, but it will be
found difficult to rear it in a confined place. Mr Cottle once took a female
A. Polyphemus in the month of July, and obtained a quantity of eggs from it,

from which a brood of worms came out in due course. As long as they were
young they displayed a marked predilection for the young leaves of the Prunus
Pennsylvatacus; but as they grew older they became less delicate, and relished the
leaves of all kinds of cherry and plum trees. These worms spun their cocoons
in the month of September, and became butterflies in the month of June of the
following year, whereupon Mr Cottle put them all into a large glazed box,
hoping that they would propagate, but they did not. It is likely the experi-
ment would have succeeded better in a large room stocked with the plants
they like best. When the insect is about to spin its cocoon, it joins a few
leaves together, and spins inside this covering; the cocoon thus protected falls

to the ground in course of time, and remains there throughout the winter,
during which snow and rain gradually decompose the leaves. Next in order
as regards the production of silk ranks the Attacus Cecropia, the wings of
which measure seven inches from end to end. The larva of this species feeds
upon the leaves of either the apple or plum tree, but it prefers the former. It
spins its cocoon in September, which remains attached length-wise underneath
the branches ; the cocoon is long and pointed at both ends. It contains more
silk than that of the preceding species, but the silk is not so compact, and is

covered with more viscous matter than the other. The fourth species is the
Attacus Prometheus, which lives on the leaves of the Laurus Sassafras, or
the Laurus Benzoni. Before spinning its cocoon, the larva of this species
first weaves a strong tissue from one of the branches to the footstalk of a leaf,

till it reaches the twig to which it is attached, and then it forms its cocoon
;

so that, when the winds of winter have blown down the leaf, the cocoon
remains hanging from this tissue.

Exports of Iron and Steel.—The iron trade of this country would seem
to be in a very prosperous condition, judging by the export returns last

published. By them it appears that in the first quarter of this year the total

value was upwards of 2£ millions sterling—an amount almost half a million
larger than in the corresponding quarter of 1862. In every description, with
the exception of that designated as " wrought of all sorts," an increase appears,
the most important being on " hoops, sheets, and boiler plates," also on
railway iron. Towards this enhanced aggregate value the United States
contributed £171,752; while France, on the contrary, has received of this

metal .£50,000 worth less than in the three months of last year. The state-

ment which follows, shows the declared value of each description of iron
exported from the United Kingdom, in the first quarters of the years 1862 and
1863, specifying the increase or decrease thereon respectively :

—

Declared Value.—Three Months ended March 31.

1862. 1863. Incr. Deer.
Iron, Pig and Puddled £234,994 £258.631 £23,637 —
Bar, Angle, Bolt, and Rod 419,750 528,016 108,266 —
Railroad, of all sorts 482,530 596,206 113,676 —
Wire 43,207 100,977 57,770 —
Castings 113,814 166,831 53,017 —
Hoops, Sheets, and Boiler Plates 166, 156 287,088 120,932 —
Wrought, of all sorts 400,935 396,895 — £4,040
Old, for re-manufacture 9,709 15,364 5,655 —
Steel unwrought 178,185 186,46S 8,283 —

Totals £2,049,280 £2,536,476 £491,236 £4,040
4,040

Increase in 1863 £487,196

In the above table, manufactures of various descriptions of iron and steel,

such as are classed under the headings '* Hardware and cutlery," " Machinery
and millworkj" are not included.

Utilizing. Cotton Rags.—An engineer residing in Paris is said to have
invented a machine by which cotton rags of every description may be render3d

fit for spinning. By this means rags, such as old sheets, and pocket-handker-
chiefs, worth not more than 20f. the 2001b. weight, can be converted into blue

or red cotton equal to that imported from Egypt, which, though inferior to

American cotton, brings a high price in the Havre market. It is expected

that this invention will attract the attention of cotton-spinners throughout

France. One manufacturer of padding at Orleans, and a cotton-spinner at St

Denis, have already tried the new machine, and have found it to succeed

perfectly. Other engineers have directed their attention to the subject, and it

is not impossible that, through the power of machinery, European manu-
facturers may, to a certain extent, become independent of America. When it

is considered how many millions are expended in the purchase of raw cotton,

and the comparatively short time the manufactured article lasts, any machine,

which can render worn-out cotton cloth available for fresh spinning, must
render great service to the manufacturer.

Heat of Metals in Fusion. — MM. Minary and Resal have made some
very interesting experimental researches upon the total beat of cast iron and

of some other metals, or alloys of metals, in fusion. They experimented upon
the grey cast iron, from the smelting furnaces of Rans, melted with coke.

They found that cast iron always passes through the intermediate pasty state
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in approaching to fusion, and that the total heat increases regularly, up to the

highest temperature of fused iron, capable of being given by the cupola with

coke fuel and blast ; so that it follows that cast iron has, in fact, no latent heat

of fusion. The total heat of one kilogramme of cast iron increases from 204

to 225 calories, in softening, from 225 to 255 in assuming the pasty state, and

at the highest temperature of fusion possesses 292 calories. By calculation of

the chemical reactions and change of volume, &c, produced by the fusion with

coke in cupolas at the Casamiere Foundry, they obtain 283 calories for the last,

so that both results square pretty fairly. They deduce as one result of their

researches, that foundry cupolas waste 50 per cent, of the total heat of the

coke fuel. They have also determined the following total heats of one

kilogramme of various substances :

—

Slag of the iron furnace, ... ... 336 calories.

Copper, from ... ... ... 139 to 182 ,,

Tin, from ... ... ... ... 26 to 47 „
Lead, from ... ... ... 17 to 36 „
Zinc, from ... ... ... ... 63 to 105 , f

Bell metal, from ... ... ... 117 to 159-5 „
Gun metal (bronze), from ... ... 127 to 173 „
Brass (Cu. -f Zn.), from ... ... 119 to 160 „

The figures obtained for these alloys appear to square, the experimenters say,

with those that would be obtained by considering them as mixtures only, of the

constituent metals. The calorie is the quantity of heat which corresponds to

one degree centigrade in the temperature of one kilogramme of pure liquid

water, and it is to the British unit of heat as 3*968 is to unity.

Analysis of Gun Metal.—A large number of cannon taken by the French
from the Chinese, and in Cochin China, and brought home by the imperial

pteam corvette, Le Catinat., have been chemically examined at Kochfort, by
M. Roux, who has communicated his analyses of the alloys of which these guns
consist, and some curious observations, deduced from the forms &c. of the guns
themselves, as to the methods by which they were cast. The following are

four of the alloys found :

—

Iron, ...

Tin,....

Zinc, ...

Lead,...

Copper,
Arsenic
Loss, . .

No. 1. No. 2.

1.63

3.16

7.10

8s"n

1.16

3.42

5.02

13.22
77.18

Traces.

No. 3.

1.38

5.43

93.19

Traces.

No. 4.

1.40

27"3G

71.' 16

6'bs

The densities were as follow :—No. 1 = 8.884; No. 2=9.382; No. 3 =
8.645 ; No. 4 = 8.763. It is rather curious to remark that No. 4 has nearly

the composition of the much vaunted Austrian new (so called) gun metal, and
yet M. Roux says— tl

its tenacity was that of brass."

—

Ed.

Leather Cloth.—The recent comparative rise in the price of leather has
naturally directed the attention of practical chemists to the best method of per-

fecting the imitations which, under the name of leather cloth, are now so largely

used as substitutes for leather itself. The improvement in this branch of manu-
facture has been so steadily progressive that the original standard taken for

imitation—the American leather cloth—has been long since surpassed, and it is,

perhaps, not too much to say that the art of making artificial leather has now
attained a perfection which promises to make the imitation a better, and, though
cheaper, a more valuable article than that which it imitates. Among the many
new processes and inventions shown in the late Exhibition there was no lack
of English representatives of this rising branch of manufacture, striving to dis-

place the American fabric. Nearly all these, however, were too much like the

Transatlantic article to be perfectly successful. With its merits they repro-

duced its grave defects—the liability ot the varnish to crack, the colours to fade,

and the material itself to wear out fast as compared with real leather.

The nucleus of a factory has been established at Clapbam, where this

leather is now made, and where a company is about to construct large works
and carry on the manufacture on the most extensive scale. The fabric used in

the manufacture is entirely according to the kind of imitation leather wished to

be turned out. Thus " mole"—a very thick, soft kind of cotton fabric made at

Manchester—is preferred for calf-skin ; fine calico or linen for waterproof
material for mackintoshes, siphonias, &c, as perfectly waterproof as indiarubber
itself; and alpaca, silk, cloth, or common cotton for boots and shoes, bookbind-
ings, harness, carriage furniture, and all the thousand purposes to which real

leather is applied. What the composition of the pigment is which in a few
hours changes common cotton into a substance like enamelled leather, and only
to be distinguished from the real article by its non-liability to crack and its

greatly additional strength, is of course a strict trade secret. The mode of
manufacture, however, is simple. The fabric to be converted into leather, silk,

alpaca, or whatever it may be, of any length or width, is merely wound on
rollers beneath a broad knife-blade, which by its weight presses in and equally
distributes the pigment previously placed upon it.

— " We tell this tale as told
to us,

1* and for the information of those interested in leather cloth manufacture,
but by no means endorse the laudation bestowed upon M. Szerelmey, and this

other pictorial wonder of his alleged discovery. The very marvellous proper-
ties attributed to his zopissa, and granitic varnish for cast iron, so little

accountable for on any known principles, the mystery made as to their

composition, and suggested in their names, seem so like charlatanerie at least,

that we look with suspicion upon the above statements, that there is " nothing
like this leather."

PRICES CURRENT
OF

CHIEF MATERIALS USED IN STRUCTURES AND MACHINERY.

FOR THE MONTH ENDING JUNE 28, 1868.

{Compiled expressly for the Practical Mechanic's Journal. )

1st week. 2nd week. 3d week. 4th week.

IRON. £ S. D. £ 8. D £ 3. D. £ 8. D.

Bars, Ac, British, per ton (i 15 BOO 6 10 6 10

Nail Rods, 700 700 700700
Hoop, 8 10 8 7 6 8 10 8 7 6

Sheets 9 10 9 10 9 15 9 10

Pi-, No 1, Wales 4 3 10 3 10 3 10

Bars, Staffordshire, 7 15 7 15 7 10 7 10

Rails, 5 17 6 6 6 6

Pig, No. 1. Clyde 2 12 C 2 15 2 15 2 15 6

Swedish in bond 11 5 11 10 11 10 11 10

STEEL.
Swedish, in kera 16 16 15 10 15 10

In faggots, 17 10 17 10 17 10 18

Spelter, ingot 17 10 17 10 17 15 18

Zisc, sheet 23 10 23 10 24 10 2 10

COPPER,
Sheathing bolts, pr lb II inj 10J 10J
Br.ttoms . .. 10| II 1IJ 10}

Old 009 009 00900 85

Tough Cake, per ton 91 92 92 92

Tile, 98 10 98 98 98

TIN.

Engli* blocks, per ton, duty free, .. 119 118 119 119

Bars in barrels 119 119 119 119

Refined 124 123 123 124

Banca, in bond, 127 127 128 128

Straits, ditto 124 123 123 124

TIN PLATES.
Char. IC, per box, 1SO190 18 6I80
Coke. 1C. 12 6 13 14 14

LEAD.
En-lishpi" 22 10 22 10 22 10 22 10

Sh?cL 21 10 21 10 20 15 21 5

Spanish pig, in bond, 20 20 20 20

TIMBER—PER LOAD.

Teak 16 10 16 10 10 10 16 15

Quebec, red pine 3 15 3 V 3 10 3 10
" yellow pine 3 3 10 3 10 3 10

St. John, N.B., vellow, 5 10 5 5 5 10 5 10

Quebec, oak, white 5 10 600 8005 10

.. Birch 400 400 3 10 0400
MemcL 5 10 5 15 5 10 6

.• Elm 3 10 3 15 3 15 4

Dantzicnak,' 4 10 4 10 4 10 4 15

••Fir .. • 400400400400
Memelfir ' 3 10 8 15 4 4

Ri„a . 3 15 3 10 3 10 3 10

Swedish 2 15 3 2 15 2 10

Deals, per C, 12 feet by 3 by 9 inches.

Quebec, white spruce 15 15 10 15 10 16

St. John, white spruce 15 10 15 16 10 16 10

Yellow pine, per reduced C. .„„„,«„„
Canada, 1st quality 17 10 17 10 IS 18

•' "nddo 12 12 10 12 12

Archangel yellow 14 14 10 14 15 15

St. Petersburg!! yellow 12 10 12 10 12 10 13

Finland .. 9 10 9 10 900900
Mcmel 12 13 13 13

Gothen'burg.'yellow 10 11 1110 1110
" white .. .. 9 10 9 10 10 10 10

Cede yellow, '.. '.'. .. •• 11 11 10 11 11

sVderliilno 11 10 10 10 10 10 10

Chiistiauia, perC. 12 ft. by 2 by 9 in. yel. 22 22 10 23 23 10

OILS, PAINTS, & DRYSALTERIES.
RedLead. 2110 21 10 2110 2110
White Lead 26 10 27 27 27

Seal, pale, per 252 gallons 48 48 48 10 48 10

"vellow • 43 45 45 45

s„e™ ' 83 10 84 84 84

?„„ ' .... 47 10 48 48 47 10

South Sea " " 38 38 39 38 10

Olive, Galiipoli, per tun, 58 58 58 58

Palm per tin, 42 10 43 42 10 42

Cocoa-nut 51 10 51 10 52 52 10

Rape pale foreign, 52 52 51 10 52

Linseed, per cwt 2 2 3 2 5 2 5 3

Rough Turpentine, per cwt 120 120 130120
English spirit without ca-ks, .. .. 3 15 400 4 00 4 00
Hemp Manilla, .. 84 33 34 3d

jut e 22 22 10 22 22 15

Hemp Rope,
" 25 21 10 25 10 25 10
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APPLICATIONS FOR

PROVISIONAL PROTECTION FOR INVENTIONS

UNDER THE PATENT LAW AMENDMENT ACT.

ZZT When the city or town is not mentioned, London is to be understood.

12th May, 1S63.

11S7. Benjamin Lilly, Birmingham—Nipple protectors.

11SS. William Mattison and George Barker, Leeming Bar, near Bedale—Grass
mowing and reaping machines.

1189. Thomas Warren. Glasgow—Glass furnaces or kilns.

1190. Henry Wickens, Tokenhouse Yard—Reaping and mowing machines—A com.
1191. J. E. M'ConnelL Dean's Yard, and G. H. Bovill, Wandsworth—Treating

worn out railway tyres.

1192. William Whiteley, Lockwood—Looms.
1193. G. A. Huddart. Erynkir—Cutting slate.

1194. H. L. Emery, Sloaae Street—Saws for ginning cotton.—A com.
1195. R- A. Brooman, Fleet Street—Spring mattresses.—A com.

1196. R. A. Brooman. Fleet Street—Spring mattresses, sofas, chairs, &c.—A com.

1197. R. A. Brooman, Fleet Street—Preparing warps.—A com.

IZth May, 1S63.

1193. Henry Rushton, Northampton Road—Head-dresses.
1199. R. A."Brooman. Fleet Street— Laying submarine telegraph cables.—A com.
1200. Henry Wilde, Manchester—Electro magnetic telegraphs.

1201. T. Parkinson and F. Taylor. Blackburn—Weaving, dressing, and dyeing.

1202. Frederick Holthausen, Paris—Portable copying press.

1203. J. E. M-Connell, Dean's Y'ard, and G. H. Bovill, Wandsworth—Armour plates

.

1204. Y. J. Cassaignes, Paris—Stereoscopes.

1205. C. L. Kensner, East Greenwich—Hydrate of barytes and sugar.

1206. Benjamin Lambert. Lothian Road— Paper makers' rag or pulp engines.

1207. A G. Southby, Bulford—Railway roof lamps.
1208. James Farmer, Salford—Finishing woven fabrics.

1209. R. A. Brooman, Fleet Street—Hydro-carburets from minerals.—A com.

lith May, 1863.

1210. Thomas Lawrence. Salford—Dressing and finishing fabrics

1211. John Satchwell, W. H. Ashford, and Cornelius Harrison, Birmingham-
Rivets for boots and shoes.

1212. Alexander Pilbeam, Glasgow—Sewing machines.
1213. J. T. King, Liverpool—Wicks for lamps—A com.
121-1. James Burrell, Back Church Lane—Cocks or valves.

1215. George Dowler, Birmingham—Match boxes.
1216. L. S. Chichester, Brooklyn, U.S.—Weighing grain

1217. F. K. Erlam—Devonshire Terrace—Lubricating compound.
1218. G. T. Bousfield. Brixton—Cutting files and rasps—A com.
1219. Isaac Parker, Haughton Street—Securing door knobs.

loth May, 1863.

1220. B. Shillito and D. Moor, Kingston-upon-Hull—Heat and motive power.

1221. D. M Fyfe, Maidenhead— Painting targets.

1222. D. M. Fyfe, Maidenhead—Military targets.

122a William Clark, Chancery Lane—Repeating fire arms.—A com.
1224. Alexander Macmillan. Islington—Fastening buttons to garments.
1225. R. T. Mallet. Bridge Street—Piers, walls, and landing stages.

1226. John Patterson. Beverley—Grinding and shelling grain.

1227. Joseph Papin, Charles Lintz, and Leon Lavacherie, Paris—Boots and shoes.

16rft May, 1S63.

1223. R., W , and T. Waddington. Bradford— Combing wool.

1229. Benjamin Browne, King WiUiam Street—Elastic material—A com.

1230. James Hinks, Birmingham—Lamps.
1231. Robert Talbot, Chiswick—A folding rudder.

1232. F. M. Burns, Chorlton-upon-Medlock—Preventing fonling of ships.

1233. William Clark, Chancery Lane—Rotatory engines—A com
1234. J. T. Newton, Ystalypera, near Swansea— Rolling sheet metal.

1235. Joseph Gibbs, Abingdon Street -Spinning vegetable fibres.

1236. William White, Earl Shilton, Leicester—Looped fabrics.

1237. T. C Stretton, Old Basford—Dressing lace.

1233. E. B. Wilson, Parliament Street—Iron and other metals.

1239. James Whitehead, Calverley—Motive power machinery.

ISfft May, 1863.

1240. Eleazar Christmas, Watford— Carriages.

124L William Watson, Clipstone Street—Bread.
1242 Henry Bennett, Wombridge Iron Works, Salop-Puddling iron.

1243. Alfred Heather and John Redfern. Southsea—Steam boilers.

1244. Benjamin Hebblewhite, Kingston-upon-Hull—Mills for crushing oil cake,

seeds, &c—A com. , ,,. , .

1245. Rest Fenner and W. H. Hight, Red Lion Court—Envelope folding machines.

1246. Samuel Toy, Birmingham—Screw rivets, nails, or pins.

1247. Joseph Beaumont, Moate—Condensing machines.

19th May, 1863.

1248. C. Barnard, J. Bishop, C. and G. Barnard, Norwich—Lawn mowing machines.

1249. Stephen Rhodes, Farnworth—Twi3ting fibrous materials.

1250. John Edwards, Basinghall Street—Railways.
1251. J. H. Johnson, Lincoln's Inn Fields—Breech-loading fire arms.—A com.

iiH. Ferrar Fenton. Mappleton—Treatment of vegetable fibres.

1253. Richard Bunting, Sheffield—Cutlery handles.

1254. H. J Olding. Lambeth—Treating flax.

1295 John Kelly, Roscommon, Ireland—Treatment of peat.

1256. Abraham Parker, Billericay—Saving from destruction by fire persons and

property in houses and ships, and ventilating ships.—A com.

1257. Lasslo Chandor, New York—Mechanical lamp.
1258. T. P. Salt, Birmingham—Manufacture of trusses.

1259. Lasslo Chandor, New York—Lamps.
1260. William Smith, Maachline—Transferring designs to wood.

20th May, 1863.

1261. Henry Wren and John Hopkinson, Manchester—Self lubricating bearings.

1262. Joseph Coignard, France—Sewing machines.
1263. W. f. C. Lang, Kirkcudbright—Preserving life at sea.

1264. Paul Addington, Merton—Varnishes.
1265. R. R. Jack.wm and William Pemberton, Blackburn -Looms.

1266

1267.

1269.

1270.

1271.

1272.

127a
1274.

1275.

1276.

1277.
1278.

1279.

12S0.
1281.

12S2.

1283.

1284.

12S5.

1286.

1287.

1288.
1289.

1290.

1291.

1292.

121)3.

1294.

1295.

1:296.

1297.

1298.

1299.

1300.

1301.

1302.

1303.
1304.

1305.

1306.

1307.

1308.
1309.
1310.

1311.

1312.

1313.

1314.

1315.

1316
1317.

1318.

1319.

1320.

1321.

1322

1323.

1324.
1325.

1326.

1327.

1328.

1329.

1330.

1331.

1332.

1333.

1334.

1335.

1330.

1337.

133S.

1339.
1340.

1311
1312.

1343.

1344.

1345.

1346.

1347.

1318.

Thomas Williams and Isaac Naylor, Bowling and Bradford—Paper spools
used in spinning and doubling machines.

J. T, Markall, Fieldgate Street-Working wood.

21st May, 1863.
John Cassell, La Belle Sauvage Y'ard— Treatment of mineral oils and
hydrocarbons.—A com.

G. R. Harding, Wandsworth—Transmitting power on railways worked by
vacuum or the pressure of air.

William Walker, Manchester—Looms for weaving.
James Steart, Bermondsey— Fibres from zostera marina.
WiUiam Munn, Saint George Street—Signal lanterns or lamps.
F. P. Warren, East Court, Cosham—Attaching sheathing to iron vessels.
E. T. Hughes, Chancery Lane—Fire arms and cartridges.—A com.
N. J. Amies, Manchester—Elastic webbing.
Abraham Thomalley. Burgh-le-Marsh—Brick kilns.
W. H. Clapp, North Place—Rail or holder for coats.
Edward Soustadt, Loughborough—Purification of the metal magnesium.
John Fawcett, Huddersfield—Food for cattle.
Joseph Goodman, Blackfriars Road—Velocipedes and other carriages.
R. A. Brooman, Fleet Street—Ordnance and projectiles.—A com.

22«rf May, 1S63.
William Snell, Clement's Inn—Butt hinges.—A com.
Charles Maschwitz, Birmingham—Stoppers for bottles.—A com.
T. A. Blakely, Montpelier Square—Ordnance.
J. Habershon, J. Matthew Habershon, and M. H. Habershon, Rotherham

—

Rolling, polishing, and straightening iron, steeL and other metals.
T. A. Blakely, Montpelier Square— Rifling guns.
George Stevens, Victoria Terrace—Coke ovens.
W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane—Waterproof fabrics.—A com.
W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane—Waterproof fabrics.—A com.
James Higgins and T. S. Whitworth, Salford—Spinning and doubling.
A. W. Hofiiiann, Fitzroy Square— Colouring matters.

23rd May, 1S63.
John Sturgeon, Leeds—Steam hammers.
Edward Barlow, Bolton, John Ashworth, Turton, James Newhouse, Farn-

worth, Francis Hamilton and William Hope, Bolton—Carding engines,
and grinding card teeth.

J. A. Pickering, Oatlands Park—Capsules for bottles.
William Cormack, Manchester—Distillation of oils.

S. E. Rosser, Northumberland Street, and J. G. Jennings, Palace Road

—

Chimneys, stoves, and flues.

J. S. Bickford and George Smith, Camborne—Firing explosive compounds.
William Hoey. Great George Street—Fluid for japanned and enamelled

leathers and cloths.
John H opkins, New Basford—Railway crossings.
Ferdinand Potts and John Key, Birmingham—Iron tubing.
R. A. Brooman, Fleet Street—Railway signals.—A com.
R. A. Brooman, Fleet Street—Bells and non-cutting tools.—A com.
R. A. Brooman, Fleet Streets—Safety garments —A com.
Frederick Kingsbury, Cecil Street—Construction of orchestras.
George Smith, Fenchurch Street—Lamps-—A coin.

25f7i May, 1863.

James Hesford, Bolton—Stretching and drying fabrics.

William Muir, Manchester—Cutting sugar.
G. Howell, Old Kent Road—Self-feeding sbamping and printing machine.
H. A. Bonneville, Paris—Carriages.—A com.
Paul Leprovost, Paris—Carriages.
Edmund Hunt, Glasgow—Pillars for fences and gates.—A com.
Gustav Kottgen, Prussia—Binding for garments.
H. B. Girrard, Paris—Heating by oxygen and hydrogen gases.

Thomas Spurrier, Moseley—Ornamental metal cylinders.

John Hilliar, London—Frames, blinds, and ventilators for windows.
Charles Hare, Norwich—Reclining and easy chairs.

Richard Hayward. Wapping—Bottling liquids.

M. J. Roberts, Pendarren—Spinning and doubling.

J. W. Burton, S. G. Rhodes, S. E. Seanor, Leeds, and William Scruton,
Liverpool—Getting coals or other minerals.

William Clark, Chancery Lane—Ruling paper.—A com.

26th May, 1863.

Abraham Haley, Frorne—Jacquard looms.
James Munro, Tillanburn, and Robert Scott, Cambusnethan—Boring and

excavating, motive power engines, and pressure gauges.

E. K. Dutton. Stretford—Gins for cleansing cottton.

Michael Henry, Fleet Street—Raising fluids.—A com.
James Buckingham, Launceston -Ploughs.
F. W. and J. Kitson, Leeds—Tyres for railway wheels.
W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane—Fibre from plants.—A com.

27(ft May, 1S63.

A. P. Hernandez and P. B. Crespy, Bordeaux—Soap of rice.

William Clark. Chancery Lane—Offensive and defensive arms.—A com.
Arthur Bastow, Bradford—Looms for weaving.
H. C. Coulthard, Blackburn—Blast engines.

H. J. Kennard, Great George Street—Wrought-iron cylinders.

Charles Gammon, Cloak Lane—Spring fastening.

William Palliser, Dublin—Projectiles.

2S«fc May, 1863.

F. R Piltz, Frederick Street—Ornamental surfaces.

W. I. Ellis, Warrington—Steam boilers.

C. T. Boutel, Brussels—Measuring distances and altitudes.

George Gore, Birmingham—Gas burners and furnaces.

C. E. Laederich, Paris—Watches.
Henry Cartwright, Dean Broseley—Steering vessels.

C F. Baxter, Boston—Stopper for bottles. .

Thomas Richardson, Newcastle-upon Tyne, and Robert Irvine, Musselburgh

—Treating the waste liquor of esparto grass.

Frederick Ousboum, Peckham—Pressing and finishing garments.

H. T. White, Piccadilly—Hats and caps.

Thomas Jarvis, Earls Court—Vegetable extracts.

R. A. Brooman, Fleet Street—Paddle wheels.—A com. _

W. Needliam and J. Kite, Vauxhall—Expressing and filtering liquids.

29(ft May, 1863.
'*

Eli Ironmonger, Derby—Loose clip and socket joint, applicable to furniture

and fencing.
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1349. Alfred Abadie, France—Railway breaks.
1350. William Loeder, New Broad Street—Rails for railways.—A com.
1351. J. J. Potel, France—Furnaces and fire places.

1352. G. H. Pierce, Plymouth—Heating buildings.

1353. Robert Barker, Grafton Road—Matches.
1354. William Green, Margaret's Place—Black colouring matters.
1355. J. H. Johnson, Lincoln's Inn Fields—Lubricating material.—A com.
1356. Francois Patureau, Paris—Cardboard or paper boxes.

30th May, 1863.

1357. E. T. Hughes, Chancery Lane—Motive power.—A com.
1353. E P. Mosman, United States—Motive power.
1359. John HeaTd, Crediton—Distributing manure.
1360. Valentine Baker, Dublin—Ordnance.
1361. Stephen Bates and John Jardine, Radford—Manufacture of lace.

1362. William Clark, Chancery Lane—Manure.—A com.

1st June, 1863.

1363. James Henson, Parliament Street—Railway carriages.
1364. James Chalmers, Knight's Place— Armour for forts.

1365. William Clark, Chancery Lane—Printing fabrics and papers.—A com.
1366. F. W. Smith, Upper Thames Street—Conveying goods to warehouses or

vessels.

1367. L. S. Chichester, United States—Drying grain.
1368. John Davey, Crafthole—Horse rakes.
1369. A. V. Newton. Chancery Lane—Marline spike.—A com.
1370. Charles Belcher, Little Coxwell—Cutting and transplanting turf.

1371. H. C. Coulthard, Blackburn—Packing for the glands of piston rods.

2nd June, 1803.

1372. James Mellard, Rugeley— Ploughs.
1373. Abraham Illingworth, Halifax, York—Boots and shoes.
1374. J. H. Brierley, Aldermanbury—Leather scarfs or ties.

1375. G. H. Cottam, St. Pancras Iron Works—Saddle brackets and bricks.

1376. David Wilson, Wandsworth Common, and E. A. Cowper, Great George
Street—Presses.

1377. G. A. Barrett, William Exall, C J. Andrews, and Alfred Barrett, Reading-
Valves and regulating apparatus.

1373. Thomas Page, Adelphi Terrace—Shoeing horses.
1379. E. J. Jarry, Paris—Steam ploughing.
1380. E. H. Lfi'tang, Paris—Ruling and printing machine.
1381. Robert Crawford, Beith—Jacquard machines.
1382. Thomas Agnew, Manchester—Coating composition.
1383. W. Gleave and T. Young, Manchester -Supplying water to steam boilers.

3rd June, 1863.

1334. John Travis, Royton—Preventing incrustation.
1385. E. A. Locke, Boston, U.S.—Securing labels to bales.—A com.
1386. Thomas Claridge, Bilston—Spur wheels.
1387. George Davis, Serle Street and Glasgow—Ginning cotton.—A com.
1388. Wellington Lee, Summer Place, and J. G. Winter, Great Suffolk Street

—

Steam fire engines.—A com.
13S9. F. S. Barff, Dublin—Preserving stone, timber, &c.
1390. J. J. M'Comb, Liverpool—Presses for baling cotton, fastenings, and applying

bands thereto.
1391. John Portlock. Hampstead Road—Alarum apparatus.
1392. Joseph Maurice, Langhahn Place—Instruments for ruling.

Uh June, 1863.

1393. S. Blake, T. Lee, and R. Dutton, Chester—Flour and meal mills.
1394. Hugh Rigby, Salfurd—Steam boilers and furnaces.
1395. M. V. L. De Wailly, Paris—Preservation of carpets.
1396. Heinrich Pollack, Hamburg— Scarlet colour.

1397. W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane—Casks, barrels, and kegs.—A com.

5th June, 1863.

1398. S. St. B. Guillaume, Southampton -Bricks.
1399. F. A. Calvert, Manchester—Steam engines and heating apparatus.
1400. R. W. Sievier, Guilford Street—Jacquard machines.—A com.
1401. A, <i,. de Gromard. Paris—Musical instruments.
1402. R. A. Brooman. Fleet Street—Treating liquorice root.—A com.
1403. Thomas Gray, Lower Mitcham—Treating flax, hemp, &c.
1404. Joseph Seaman, Worcester—Implements for cultivation.
1405. William Clark, Chancery Lane—Distillation of hydrocarburets.—A com.
1406. J. H. Johnson, Lincoln's Inn Fields—Smoothing irons.—A com.

Sth June, 1863.
1407. W. A. Brown, Canterbury—Indicator for railway train?.
1408. Richard Wallis, Basingstoke—Loading and unloading vessels.
1409. A. J. Hollingsworth, Southampton— Spirit compass.
1410. C- E. Newcomen, Ovington Square—Treatment of peat.
1411. James Hogg. Fleet Street—Show cards.
1412. Nicholas Walton, Aldenham Street—Drying and airing c'othes.
1413. W. C Brocklehurst, Macclesfield, Joseph Creighton, Charles Makinson, and

John Creighton, Manchester—Winding yarns or threads.
1414. William Miller, Upper Stamford Street—Ships, vessels, or boats.
1415. William Clark, Chancery Lane- Fitting bedsteads, chairs, and seats on

board ship.—A com.
1416. William Clark, Chancery Lane—Turning cross head wrists or pins.—A com.
1417. E. A. Schofield, Eyam—Rasping shoe soles and heels.
1413 G. W. E. Friederich, Shap Street—A new ink.
1419. W. E. Gedge, Wellington Street—Kites —A com.
1420. J. G. Jones, Cumming Street, and R. Ridley, Leeds—Working coal mines.
1421. Edward Humphrys, Deptford Pier—Suiface condensers.
1422. R, C. Furley, Edinburgh—Preparation of oils.

1423. Henry Reynell, Exeter—Substitute for felt and kamptulicon.
1424. W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane—Needles.—A coin.
1425. W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane—Nozzles for hose pipes.—A com.
1426. John Petrie, Rochdale—Washing wool.
1427. Thomas Page, Adelphi Terrace—Propelling vessels.

9th June, 1863.

1428. George Hills, Blackheath—Products from hops.
1429. Benjamin Dobson and Daniel Greenhalgh, Bolton—Preparing cotton.
1430. Edward Barlow, Bolton, James Newhouse, Farnworth, Francis Hamilton

and William Hope, Bolton—Grinding card teeth.
1431. Charles Nicquet, Paris—Sorting and washing ores.
1432. John Edwards, Basinghall Street—Railway chairs and sleepers.
1433. R. A. Brooman, Fleet St —Distillation of bituminous substances.—A com.
1434. John Murray, Whitehall Place—Fixing photographic pictures in albums.
1435. Henry Martin, Surrey Square -Treating night soil.

1436. Michel Siegrist, Ewell—Construction of fountains,
1437. W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane—Propulsion of vessels.—A com.
1433. H. F. M'Killop, Belvedere—Composition for coating ships* bottoms.
1439. Henry Bessemer, Queen Street Place—Working hydrostatic presses.

10th June, 1863.
1440. William Madders, Manchester—Ornamental fabric.
1441. Russel Aitken, Cambridge Street—Permanent way of railways.
1442. William Roberts, Millwall—Steam boilers.
1443. Thomas Adams, Alfred Terrace-Slide and other valves.
1444. Joseph Brooke, Laister Dyke—Miner's lamps.
1445. William Wells and J. W. Myers, Manchester—Artificial light.
1446. Thomas Evans, Manchester, and Edward Hughes, London—Applying colours

of ink to type.
1147. William Clark, Chancery Lane- Locomotive apparatus.—A com.

11th June, 1863-
1448. Moritz Hatschek, Lower Belgrave Place - Mashing.
1449. William Clark, Chancery Lane—Motive power —A com.
1450. T- M. Harrison, Birmingham—Metallic casks.
1451. Michael Henry, Fleet Street—Treating floss silk.—A com.
1452. John F. Kain, Fleur-de-lis Street—Umbrellas, whips, and brooches.
1453. Edward Deane, Arthur Street East—Cooking and culinary utensils.
1454 C. L. Van Tenac, Tredegar—Railway wooden sleepers—A com.
1455. C. L. Van Tenac, Tredegar—A daily balance book.—A com.
1456. James Webster, Birmingham—Indurating iron.
1457. William Walton, Sraethwick—Pneumatic hammer.
1458. J. A Schlumberger, Switzerland—Aniline dyes.
1459. William Seed, Preston—Roving and spinning.
14G0. E. O. Hallett, Weymouth—Ships, batteries, and fortifications.
1461 James Johnson, Peterborough—Lubricating apparatus
1462. James Johnson and William Braithwaite, Peterborough—Reversing levers

for locomotive engines.
1463. T. A. Elliott, Enniskillen—Reefing topsails.

12th June, 1863.
1464. William Sims, Reading—Cure of deafness.
1465. F. A. and F. Calvert, Manchester— Cleaning and carding cotton.
1466. George Davies, Serle Street—Currying leather.—A com.
1467. Joseph Place, Hoddlesden—Materials for sizeing and stiffening.
1468. J. C. Wilson, Cannon Street—Reducing cocoa nut kernels.
1469. J. C. Wilson, Cannon Street—Unhusking rice.

1470. George Bedson, Manchester—Cupolas and blast furnaces.
147L, T. C. March, St James' Palace—Ornamentation of furniture.
1472. T. H. Milner, Edinburgh—Thrashing machines.—A com.
1473. Robert Hughes, Worcester—Sweeping turnpikes.
1474. H S Barron, Greenwich—Steam fire engines.
1475. John F. Tone, Newcastle—Prevention of smoke in furnaces.—A com.
1476. George Davidson, Magie Moss, Aberdeen—Paper bags.
1477. John Jones, Manchester—Gas regulators. »

13th June, 1863.
1473. George Davies, Serle Street—Oiling journals or axles.—A com.
1479. Thomas Wrigley, Bury— Filtering fluids.

1480. John Hopkinson, Manchester—Fastening ends of metal bands.
1481. W. N. Hutchinson, Plymouth—Cleansing ships' bottoms.
1482. Robert Blackburn, Exeter—Traction engines.
14S3. T. A. Elliott, Enniskillin—Ballasting vessels.
1434. Aime" Meliu, France— Rudders of vessels.
1485. J. S. Benson and David Jones, Birmingham—Removable head for casks.
1486. M. B. Westhead, Manchester—Winding tapes, ribbons, and threads.
1487. I. G. and W. Bass. Broughton Little—Nails and spikes.
1488. H. G. W. Wagstaff, Radnor Terrace—Feeding steam boilers.
1489. S. S. Robson, Sunderland — Rudders of vessels.
1490. James Shand, Upper Ground Street—Steam fire engines.

15th June, 1863.
1491 WT W. Box. Birmingham—Fire bars.
1492. John Forrester, Burslem—Bricks, tiles, and earthenware articles.
1493. Thomas Cope, Liverpool—Rocking-horses.—A com.
1494. H. B. Barlow, Manchester—Cleaning cotton.—A com.
1495. I. B Harris, Edinburgh—Flexible tubes.
1496. John Juckes, Armaught Road—Furnaces.
1497. Conv Petitjean, Geneva, Switzerland—Glass.
1498. R W Gordon, Belfast—Spinning flax.

1499. William Clark, Chancery Lane—Motive power engines.—A com.
1500. P. P. L. Stafford, St James Square—Fire arms.

16th June, 1863.

1501. J. J Shedlock, Vincent Street—Valves.
1502. F. S. WiLliams, Boston, U.S.—Shaping plastic materials and metals .—A com.
1503. William Manwaring, Banbury—Harvesting machines.
1504. Roderick Grogan, Hereford Road—Graveling and macadamizing roads.

1505. John Lightfoot, Accrington,—Fixing mordants in the processes of dyeing
and printing textile fabrics and yarns.

1506. J. G. Jennings, Palace Road ; and M. L. J. Lavater, Bath Street—Moulding
and vulcanizing articles of india rubber.

1507. William Score, St Paul's Road—Candles and soap.

1503. J. S. and W. Mason, Leeds—Removing the bran or outer skin from grain.

DESIGNS FOR ARTICLES OF UTILITY.
Registeredfrom 15th May to 9th June, 1863.

Walter Blott, New Oxford Street—Photographic printing frame.
Hugh Hanly, 1st Life Guards. Regent's Park— Incubator.

Rupert Rains, Crescent, Bridge Street — Machine for freezing,

cooling, and churning.
S. S. Bateson, Bolton Street—The Prince's pipe or cigar holder.
Win. Tonks <fc Sons, Birmingham—Window pulleys.

Frederick Hall, Worcester—Portable balloon meat safe.

George Lloyd, Birmingham—Insect trap.

Wm. Tonks & Sons, Birmingham—Gall bell.

A. L. Salamons, St Paul's Churchyard—Safety waist belt.

M. L. Jacob and Lewis Woolf, Birmingham— Slide for scarfs,

necklets, bracelets, and waist clasps.

May 15. 4558.
' 10. 4559.
" 26. 4500.

" SO. 4561.

June 1. 4562.
" 1. 4563.
" 2. 4564
" 2. 4565.
" 4. 4566.
" 9. 4567.
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REFRIGERATING OR FREEZING APPARATUS.

Alexander Carnegie Kirk, Patentee.—{Illustrated by Plate 302.)

Machines for the production of artificial cold are in course of rapid

improvement, and doubtless ere many years shall have elapsed, they

will have developed themselves to such an extent as to have become

one of the common drudges of civilized man, and have found a thousand

important applications for increasing our comforts, relieving or removing

the causes of disease in hot climates, and enabling numberless chemical

and physical processes to be conducted either with greater facility and

cheapness, or under new conditions, and with advantages before not

thought of, or deemed possible.

Here is indeed a grand lesson to humble the ignorant self-sufficiency

of the " mere practical man ;" for never was there in the whole history

of mechanical invention an example in which practical success, of a

highly striking character, and in a new, strange, and before almost

untrodden field, has more immediately followed deductively from the

apparently remote and abstract investigations of exact science, than in

the present case. For years, every one who had ever attended even a

few popular lectures on natural philosophy knew, that evaporation or

expansion produced cold, and that condensation or compression devel-

oped heat ; and some even saw dimly that these truths might he turned

to account in some way, for cold making, of whom Professor Leslie

was one.

But it is owing to the fact, that the interconvertability and the true

relations and equivalents of heat and force, have been pointed out and

their theory systematised, and now become an important branch of

science, under the name of Thermo-dynamics, by the labours of Mayer,

Clausins, Joule, Rankine, and others, that mechanical refrigeration has

at length become, not a dreamy speculation, but a concrete reality.

We have so recently dwelt at some length upon the theoretic condi-

tions of ice or cold making machines, in this Journal, in describing

Seibe's ether machines, and those of M. Carre', in which ammonia

is the agent, that we shall not here recur to that part of the subject in

describing this the latest, and perhaps we may be justified in saying,

the most successful of these machines, that of Mr Alexander Carnegie

Kirk, which is figured in Plate No. 302, in our present Part.

Mr Kirk's patent (No. 1218) is dated 25th April, 1862, and is entitled

" Improvements in refrigerating apparatus."

He lays no cla :m to the well known fact, that the expansion of air

may be used for the production of cold—a fact observed two hundred

years ago nearly, in the once celebrated water raising machine of

Chemnitz, in Saxony ; nor does he claim any special apparatus for com-

pressing air, nor any of the parts of his own machine separately, but he

does claim the general constructive arrangements and combinations of

apparatus for producing cold, substantially as described by him, and also

the application, of a vessel containing any elastic gas alternately com-

pressed and expanded, and provided with a piston and regenerator,

operating in the manner he has described.

Mr Kirk's machine has been employed by Mr Young, the patentee of

the well known paraffin coal oil, for refrigerating the crude oil, as

obtained from the coal, after partial purification, and withdrawing from

it, by freezing out, a large quantity of crystals of solid paraffin, leaving

the liquid residue more fit for all the purposes of coal oil than before.

The machine shewn in plate 302 is similar to, though smaller than,

one which was designed for, and is now in successful operation at, the

chemical works, Bathgate, in the extraction of paraffin, as above stated.

Previous to the construction of this machine, one on Harrison's

patent, operating by the evaporation of ether, was in use; but a more

powerful apparatus becoming necessary, it was a matter of importance

to find, if possible, some plan of producing cold on the large scale, by

means of appartus of a less delicate character, free from every risk, and

operating at a smaller expense. In works filled with inflammable

material, too, like those of Mr Young, it was desirable to avoid all chance
No. 185.—Vol- XVI.

of danger by the use of a medium such as ether, which might, in the event

of accident, evolve an inflammable or explosive gas.

The source which by theory seemed most promising, and which com
bined cheapness, and perfect safety, was common air, and this proved

also in practice very efficient, for after a series of experiments, Mr Kirk

succeeded in producing an experimental apparatus, in which the quantity

of working air was only 8 grains in weight, expanded to twice its

volume, with which he froze mercury with facility.

The machine now at work at Bathgate was then constructed, where it

has been in successful operation for the last six months, the use of the

ether machine having been discontinued.

The machine shewn in Plate 302 is capable of producing cold

equal to that of half a ton of ice in 24 hours. Fig. 1 is a side elevation

of the machine ; fig. 2 is a back elevation taken on the opposite side to

fig. 1 ; fig. 3 is a sectional elevation taken at right angles to figs. 1 and

2
;
and fig. 4 is a plan corresponding to fig. 1. On a strong sole plate,

a, the cylinder, b, is fixed, containing a piston and piston rod of the

usual construction, actuated through the medium of a crank connecting

rod and guide by the fast and loose pulleys, o c 1
, and regulated in its

motion by a fly wheel, d. As this machine may be driven at a pretty

high speed, a crank disc, having a counter balance weight cast on the

back, is used, e and E1 are two cylinders, having a free communication

through the ports,/, and the passage in the lower cover, with the space

on each side of the piston, g, working freely in each, which fits the

top and bottom sufficiently exact to displace the greater part of the

air contained between the piston and the cover at either end. Through

the centre of each piston is an air passage containing a regenerator, h,

shewn in the drawing as of wire gauze, through which, when the piston

is moved to the top of the cylinder, the enclosed air will pass through

the regenerator from top to bottom and vice versa. The ends of the

cylinders, which form the surfaces through which all heating and cooling

due to the compression and expansion of the air takes place, consist each

of a plate of iron or brass, cast with circular V-shaped corrugations

screwed to and supported against the pressure of the contained air by the

strong castings which form the covers, h and h\ between these and the

corrugated plates, annular passages, i, are thus formed, through which, in

the case of the lower covers, cold water circulates, entering bythe pipes, m,

and running off by the pipes, m'; and in the case of the upper covers some

fluid not liable to be frozen, such as brine, entering by the pipe, re, and

running off by the pipe, re
1

; for most applications, strong brine will be

sufficient, o, p, and r, are respectively an eccentric rod and three-tailed

lever, by which the pistons, g, in both cylinders, e and e1
, are moved up

and down. As it is advisable that these pistons move with very little clear-

ance at the extremities of the stroke, the piston rods are, at their lower

ends, provided with screw adjustments for length, and the lever with a

slot adjustment at s, to regulate the length of stroke, t is a small com-

pressing pump sucking air from a tube, not shewn in the plate, containing

chloride of calcium, and delivering it by a pipe, v, and check valves, c

and c1
, into each end of the cylinder to supply the loss by leakage.

The object of passing the air over chloride of calcium is to prevent mois-

ture being sent into the machine along with the air and so freezing in the

regenerator, r is a small double acting pump, by which the brine which
has been cooled and has in turn cooled whatever the machine may bo

intended for, water, for example, if for ice making, &c, is pumped again

through the corrugation in the plate forming the cooling surface. The
action of the machine is simple. The piston, g, by its reciprocatory

motion, causes all the air contained in the machine to be alternately in a

state of compression and expansion. The motion of the pistons, g and
gi, is so regulated by the eccentric, o, being placed at right angles to the

crank, w, that compression takes place, while the air shifted by these

pistons (which is the working air) is contained between the under sue
of either piston and the lower cover, when the heat generated is removed

by the cold water circulating through the corrugated plate ; and expan-

sion thus takes place while the working air is contained between the

piston and upper cover, when the cold thus produced is available to cool

the brine which circulates through the plate at the top.

R
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The air, in its passage from top to bottom of these cylinders, passes

through the regenerators, which, retaining and giving out again to the

air its heat or cold, prevent its being carried from the hot end to the cold,

or vice versa. The air, just before expansion, is thus nearly as cold as it

was when the previous expansion stroke was completed. To prevent

conduction, the solid or central part of the pistons, g, are filled with

sawdust, or some such bad heat-conducting material. The machine may
be charged witli air of any pressure it may be strong enough to contain.

By increasing the weight of air contained, or, what is the same thing,

regulating the pressure by a very small safety valve, fixed on the

delivery pipe of the pump, b, the quantity of cold produced may be

regulated, according to the amount required in a given time, or to the

power available to drive the machine. By increasing the pressure, more

cold will be produced, and, of course, more power required to drive the

machine.
As it will sometimes happen, through carelessness or otherwise, that

some moisture may get in and partially close up the air passages in the

regenerator, a box, x, containing chloride of calcium, and communicating

by the valves, w and ia\ with the upper end of each of the cylinders, e

and e 1
, is advantageous : for, by opening these valves, the air contained

will, by the reciprocations of the piston in the cylinder, b, be caused to

rush backwards and forwards through the chloride of calcium, while, by
removing the brasses at the end, o, of the eccentric rod, all motion of

the pistons, g, and, consequently, all cooling action will be stopped

;

the air rushing through the regenerator will speedily warm it, evaporate

the moisture, and carry it to the box containing the chloride of calcium,

by which it will be absorbed and retained. The inside ofthe whole machine
may thus be thawed and dried without removing the cylinder covers.

This method of warming the cylinders is also useful if, by any
derangement in its flow, the brine should stagnate and partially freeze

in the passages between the cover and corrugated plate.

Though pretty high speeds of piston be used, the motion is quite

smooth and the cupped leathers used as packings give no trouble. The
endurance of the cupped leathers is very great, those in the machine at

Bathgate having remained quite tight though working night and day
for six months without any fresh adjustment. From the arrangement
of the cylinders e and e 1

, with their piston rods on the under side all

smearing of the cooling surface by the oil introduced to lubricate the

cylinder, b, is avoided, the superfluous oil working out of the leather

packings which are thus lubricated and kept tight. The pistons, g g
1

,

require no farther lubrication than being rubbed with tallow when put

in. It will be seen that by removing the covers all the passages that

form the cooling surface can at any time be inspected and thoroughly

cleaned.

In cases similar to those of cooling worts in a distillery, where large

quantities of fluid have to be cooled quickly but intermittently, the size

of the machine may be reduced, and by allowing it to be worked con-

tinually. A tank of either fresh or salt water may be used according to

the temperature required, the water in which being cooled by the

machine, may then be applied to cool rapidly the worts or other such

liquids by the usual methods of refrigeration employed by distillers or

brewers.

In small machines the top of the cylinders and pistons may be made
as an inverted cone, thus forming a vessel in which the substance to be

cooled may be put, which when applicable is the cheapest and simplest

arrangement. This construction is applicable to pharmaceutical and
culinary purposes, ice making, &c, and may be seen figured in the filed

specification drawings. When the situation will allow, it is preferred to

dispense with the crank shaft and belt, and to connect the piston rod of

the cylinder, n, to the piston rod of the steam cylinder of the engine,

placing the eccentric, o, on the engine shaft.

From experiments carefully conducted at Bathgate, in which the
power of the engine driving the machine was ascertained by indicator

diagrams, first when driving the machine, secondly with the machine
thrown off, the speed being the same in both cases, and the quantity of

brine pumped through in each case measured, the temperatures on enter-

ing and flowing from the cold ends of the cylinders being observed by a
sensitive thermometer, the relation between the total power consumed
and the useful effect were ascertained. We had hoped to have given
these on the present occasion, but have not yet received the figures

from Mr Kirk, by whom we are promised them. We expect to give the

facts in our next part.

—

Ed.

THE NEW FORGING MACHINES.

(Illustrated by Plate 301.)

Few circumstances in the history of tools, and manufacturing processes
depending upon them, are more remarkable than the extreme slowness
with which any radical departure from a method once adopted, is at any
time subsequently made, and this the more as the process itself has a
longer pedigree, and often, apparently, with a total disregard of the
fitness of the existing method to the end to be attained.

It seems as though the laziness of mankind in general contented them
better with a method, however untoward, that has been long found
partially to succeed, than labour, trouble, and time, and the cost which
these represent, demanded by any search after an improved one.
Amongst the innumerable properties of matter, in its simplest known

elements, or in their varied combinations, no one presents a more strik-

ing diversity than the conditions through which different solids pass,
under the influence of heat, into liquids by fusion.

In water, and in almost all saline solutions, for example, we find the
passage from almost perfect fluidity to the state of a nearly rigid solid is

so nearly instantaneous, that we can detect no intermediate state of
neither liquid nor solid. Other bodies, of which pitch, wax, glass, and
iron are salient instances, pass through a prolonged phase of intermediate
plasticity or pastyness between the fluid and the solid state ; indeed, the
first bodies named seem never to arrive at a really rigid condition, at

any temperature, however low, that we have it in our power to produce.
Upon this intermediate plastic state, the welding property altogether

depends ; and the regelation of ice, or uniting together of blocks of water,
so beautifully developed by Faraday, is, in fact, but a case of welding, iu

which for an instant, the superficial film of the ice, under the influence
of pressure, passes through all the stages between solidity, liquidity, and
back to solidity again.

Where the plastic stage is a long one, lasting through a considerable
range of temperature, as in the case of glass, the plasticity may be taken
advantage of for other ends than welding ; it gives the means also of

moulding by pressure. From a period quite archaic, this property in glass

must have been noticed by the early glass blowers, and it was now and
then even employed by them in a sort of unconscious manner in mani-
pulating the material. Thus, amongst the quaint and rudely-formed
bottles or vessels that have been exhumed at Pompeii and in Egypt, &c,
some are found that have at points been fashioned, by squeezing there
the soft glass. But obvious as was the property, and direct as might
have been the deductions from it, ages of glass blowing passed away
before the idea of glass moulding, or glass pinching, as it is sometimes
called, was fully evolved and commonly acted on. Indeed, it is not forty

years, since flint glass moulded by pressure into ornamental forms, as

a substitute for " cut glass," was almost unknown in England, and the
introduction of the process, or, at least, its striking improvements, which
now gives beauty of form and brilliancy to many a humble table,

appears to have been due to the Americans. The analogy holds per-

fectly with iron, another of the remarkably plastic hot bodies. The first

Asiatic smith that succeeded in producing his little lump of soft wootz,
must have remarked the prodigious mouldability, like that of wax
almost, of the metal when at a "yellow heat;" but ages passed away
before any thought appears to have been directed to any method of act-

ing upon this plastic material, except by bloivs by the stroke of the ham-
mer. We are not aware that any instance can be pointed out of any
attempt to mould wrought iron or steel by pressure while in the plastic

state and temperature, that dates back fifty years. One of the very
earliest practical and successful applications of the principle, upon a
large scale, that is within the scope of our own knowledge, dates back
only to about the year 1828, or thereabouts, when William Mallet
patented the moulding of the joints and other parts of wrought iron

military bedsteads for barracks and hospitals, and produced, by his pecu-
liar tools, about 50,000 of these, for the War Department, and the
Constabulary of Ireland.

Since that time, we believe moulding by pressure in wrought iron

has been applied to the production of gun lock parts, and gua mounting,
of door locks and ke3'S, of railway wheels, and to some other purposes of

ironmongery; but always upon a rather small scale. The passing hour
sees the first proposal reduced to a concrete and realised form for

applying the principle of pressure upon a scale of full (we will not
even yet say fullest) development, and effecting by it results that upon
the small scale escaped notice.

The great applications, or rather the most prominent results that may
be looked upon as within the grasp of the forging machine by pressure,

are the following :—1st, Eliminating the cinder from " the puddle ball

"

of wrought iron, and giving solidity and soundness to the ingot of

Bessemer steel, i.e., becoming, as respects these, a substitute for, and
one more efficient than " the squeezers " or the steam hammer. 2d, An
instrument for the combination and aggrandisement of masses by weld-

ing, acting more efficient^' and upon a far greater scale than any yet
known unless we except the rolling process as adapted to welding, and
over which it presents great advantages. 3d, An instrument for the pro-

duction of fibre, and for extending the fibrous (we adopt the commonly
known but incorrect phrase) condition to the whole substance of wrought
iron in masses, of a size so great, that at present it is denied, very
prevalently, that they can by possibility, be given fibre. 4th, An instru-

ment presenting peculiar powers, advantages, and capabilities for the

moulding and forging of steel, especially in great masses.

The 3d and 4th applications are those that properly belong to these

instruments viewed as forging machines.

In our last part (July) we pointed out, at the commencement of this
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article, some of the principles upon which the disadvantages of the steam
hammer or the forging machine by impact depend.

We may recur to this so far as to point out here, that were the velocity

of the blow delivered by the hammer, however heavy, infinite, it would
produce no effect at all as an instrument either of consolidation or of

moulding into form. Its effects would be simply those of complete pene-

tration or dislocation.

But an infinite velocity is not necessary, to this being the effect of the

blow. It has been shown by the writer elsewhere, that if fc be the

modulus of force transmission, <p that of final extension or compression

at rupture of a given bodv, then — = V the velocity of blow that shall

insure the fracture of the body. This, in fact, follows from the principle

enunciated by Dr Young, viz., "if the velocity of impulsion of a blow
be to that of force transmission through the body struck, in a greater

ratio than that of its co efficient of final compression or extension at

rupture, to the depth of the column of compressed or extended material

in the body struck, then destruction of continuity in the particles of the

latter must occur, since the body is broken in successive infinitely thin

couches, there being no transmission onwards from particle to particle of

impact received by the foremost ones."

In cold wrought iron, this velocity of the blow that must break, and
can neither bend nor mould it, is about 550 feet per second, which is less

than one half that with which steam rushes into a vacuum. Iron in the

hot and plastic state would require a still higher velocity for complete
disintegration, but how much higher cannot be calculated, as the value
of neither <p nor fc, for the metal in that condition, has been ascertained.

This may serve to fix our ideas by pointing out one extreme, the
other being, that a squeeze, however slowly applied, if sufficient in

power, may produce change of form in either of two ways, viz., by
distortion or moulding, or by fracture (or by both combined), dependent
upon whether the body be tough and soft, or hard and brittle.

Hence the -eally efficacious blow for all forging (i. e. moulding by
distortion) must be something between a blow and a squeeze. The
heavy blow with a low velocity of either steam or tilt hammer approaches
this more or less, but it always has too much of the blow and too little

cf the squeeze, the whole of the latter element being practically

extinguished the moment after the blow has been given. Here then
the forging machine comes to our aid ; it begins as it were at the other
end, and in place of producing a hard sharp blow resolving itself into a
light and useless pressure ; it produces a powerful pressure, the sudden-
ness of application of which, may approach indefinitely nearer to the
impact of the blow, and whose pressure shall follow up and pursue the

distortion it has first produced, for any length of time, or to any extent
desired ; or whose application may be as gentle as we please at first,

and may be steadily increased, either rapidly or slowly, while continued.

Such are the truly valuable powers conferred by the forging machine,
and to carry out these conditions to the full in practice, we must
possess :— 1st, The mechanical means of obtaining not an intense, but
a vast total pressure or power of squeeze. 2nd, The perfect control

over the application of this, fast or slow, more or less. 3rd, The
mechanical means of bringing it to bear exactly at the moment
when, as well as at the place v;here, it is required, and that too (for some
of its uses) without the slightest loss of time in bringing down the squeeze
upon the object. For the purpose we have placed first in the preced-

ing catalogue of uses for the forging machine, viz., the elimination of

cinder, the squeeze should be gradual, slight at first, but rapidly

increasing, and powerful in a high degree at the end. This is equally
true for the machine as applicable to welding, (which is very much a

process of extruding cinder) and may frequently also be best for forging
or moulding purposes, but for the latter it will more often happen, that
a steadily applied increasing pressure, not too rapidly or powerfully
applied, will give the finest results.

This is especially true in virtue of the laws upon which the produc-
tion offibre in iron depends, and based upon which we have stated that

one of the grandest results that must follow from the use of forging
machines will be the conferring of fibre on the very largest masses of

wrought iron.

These at present, we all know, are devoid of fibre, practically so at

least. Crank shafts, keels, stern frames, &c, &c, are mere aggrega-
tions of crystals of iron combined in all sorts of directions ; from the
existing methods of production of all big pieces this is an inevitable
result.

Fibre consists in nothing more than in the elongation in one parallel

direction of metallic crystals, endowed with the property, which no
other crystals but those of rnetals fully possess, viz., malleability; and
it is confined to snw.ll pieces, sucli as rolled bars, rivet rod3, &c, pro-
duced generally by the rolling process, because in none but small pieces
can mechanical pressure be brought with sufficient force and duration
upon the plastic material to arrange the constituent crystals, in ac-

cordance with the law that places their principal axes (i.e., the largest
axes of symmetry) in the directions of least pressure within the mass,

and then elongates them by the steady and uniform application of the
pressure in the orthogonal direction. The train of rolls, do this for bar-
iron, the crystalline fibres or elongated crystals of which are all (more or
less) parallel with the length of the bar, which is the direction of least

pressure as it passes through and receives the successsive squeezes from
the rolls ;

but it can scarcely be done by blows, and except by blows, we
have heretofore had no method of forming large masses of wrought iron.

With the forging machine, however, we hesitate not to say, that
however huge and large the mass, that may be submitted to its embrace,
if the power be sufficient and the total amount of distortion in forming
the mass into its final finished shape be as great as that, to which the
billet passed between the rolls is submitted, before it becomes a finished

bar, we shall have in either case an equal development of fibre from the
same metal.

There is no reason why in the future a propeller shaft or an armour
plate should not he squeezed into form, and in such its violent birth

acquire as perfect (perhaps a much more fully developed) fibre, as a rivet

rod or a boiler plate. Unfortunately, in this case of very large masses,
the fibrous arrangement, although fully superinduced, is partially lost

again, and a broad crystalline arrangement reproduced in the mass
while cooling, by internal strains due to contraction, the nature of

which we have ourselves fully developed elsewhere.

This particular phase of our subject we feel to be so important to place
in its clearest light, and in a way to address the merely practical forge-

man with a conviction of its truth, as fully as the scientific metallurgist

and physicist, that we shall do best to reserve it and some other remarks
to a third part of this article, when we shall also consider in some degree
the mechanical structure of the forging machines already before the

public.

We shall therefore for the present conclude by the descriptive reference

to the Plate 301, in our last part, of Haswell's forging machine.
Fig. 1, on Plate 301, is an end elevation of the hydrostatic press, with

the engines, pumps, and valves complete, and shown in the operation of

"blooming" a mass of iron. Fig. 2 is a front elevation of the press,

taken at right angles to fig. 1 ; in this figure the hydrostatic pumps on
each side of the main engine are broken away, to save space on the

plate. Fig. 3 is a vertical section of the press detached, showing the

internal construction of the cylinders, and the arrangement of their

regulating valves. Fig. 4 is a plan corresponding to fig. 2, showing the

engine and pumps in horizontal section. Fig. 5 is a transverse vertical

section of the main engine, and one of the auxiliary engines. Fig. 6 is

a horizontal section of the part of the frame containing the chambers of

the regulating valves of the press, and showing the arrangement of the

passages, and the attachment of the pipes for conveying the water to

the chambers. The hydostatic press consists mainly of two vertical

cylinders, a and a, of different sizes. These cylinders are formed in or

carried on a large cruciform cast iron frame, b, and having their axis in

the same vertical line, and they may be termed the pressing and lifting,

or differential cylinders. The pistons or plungers, a 1 a1
, of the cylinders

work out through stuffing boxes at their outer ends. The frame, b, is

supported on four malleable iron columns, which are firmly screwed, so

as to unite the frame, b, to the correspondingly shaped bed plate, b'.

This bed plate rests upon a suitable foundation, but this does not require

to be so heavy and expensive as the fouudations used for large forge

hammers of the ordinary construction, because all the strain or force

that is exerted is contained within the frame, b and b1
. The anvil block,

c, which may be of any required shape to suit the work, is firmly fitted

and bedded into the lower plate, b 1
. The two pistons, A 1 a1

,
have cross

heads fitted or formed on their outer ends, and these cross heads are

connected at their extremities by two strong side rods, b, so that both

pistons work simultaneously. The lower plunger or piston, a 1
, has

fitted to it the hammer or pressure block, c, the lower surface of which
may be shaped to suit the particular kind of work required. The force

or momentum imparted to the hammer, c, is in a great measure due to

the height through which it is allowed to fall, and this is regulated by
the height to which the small piston, a 1

, is raised after each blow, and
for this reason it is termed the differential piston. The steam cylinder,

d, of the large horizontal engine for working the two hydrostatic pumps,

d d1
, of the press is placed midway between them, the whole being

carried on a single sole plate, arranged as near as convenient to the

press. The piston rod passes out through the stuffing boxes formed in

the covers at each end of the cylinder, d, and is keyed direct to the

cross heads, d 1 and rr, of the plungers of the respective pumps, d and d l
.

The cross heads are each guided by two parallel bars screwed to and
stretching between the cylinders and pump stuffing boxes. A small steam

engine, e, is placed by the side of the larger one, to work its slide valve,

F, the rod of this valve being in the horizontal axial line of and attached

directly to the piston rod of the small engine, e. The hand lever, a, is

keyed to the upper end of a light vertical shaft, h, steadied by and

working up through a hollow pillar. Lower down on this spindle, H,

and in a plane with the piston and valve rods of the small engine, e, is

keyed a duplex spanner or rocking lever, i, one end of which is attached

by a link to the valve rod of the small engine, E. The other end of the
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rocking lever, i, is attached by a shackle to a light tappet rod, J, which
is worked automatically by a projecting arm attached to the cross head,

Ds
, of the plunger of the pump, d'. When the pump, d\ is working, this

arm strikes the tappet on the rod, j, at each end of its stroke, which
moves the slide of the small engine, e, putting it in motion ; and in its

turn, it actuates the slide valve, f, of the large cylinder, n, which works
the pumps of the forge press. The discharge branches of the two
pumps, d and d', are connected by the pipes, e and e\ respectively, with
the passages and chambers formed in the upper frame, b, of the press,

and furnished with the inlet and discharge regulating valves, /and/1

,

which are worked through powerful levers and links pendent from their

free ends, and directly attached to the piston rods of the two small

auxiliary steam engines, g and g
l

. The slide valves of these engines are

respectively worked and controlled by means of the hand levers, h and
h1

, which are connected direct to the valve rods by short links. By the

nearly simultaneous action of these levers, the attendant has easy and
perfect control over the working of the forge hammer, as the only power
he requires to exert is to shift the slide valves of the small engines,

g and g
l

, these engines imparting the greater power required for working
the valves/and/ 1

, of the press. This forging machine may be worked
at any desired pressure, and with either a light or heavy stroke, irre-

spective of the size of the mass under treatment. This is not the case

with hammers of the ordinary construction, because with a large mass,

the diminished height of the fall lessens the force of the blow. The
velocity of this machine, or the number of blows which it is capable

of giving per minute, depends upon the efficient action and speed with
which the two auxiliary engines, g and g', can be worked, as these

regulate the admission and escape valves, / and /. This arrangement
admits of the use of large admission and escape valves ; the speed of

the press may therefore be brought up to that of an ordinary hand-
worked steam hammer, or nearly so.

SAXIFRAGINE—A NEW BLASTING POWDER.
This is a newly invented powder for blasting and quarrying purposes,

which is said by the vendor, Mr Thomas Green, 3 Bank Buildings,

London, to have already gained considerable reputation on the Continent,

and to have been patented in various countries. The Russian patent is

stated to have been sold to the Government of that country, and in

Belgium and Prussia, that companies have been formed for producing
the material. It has been practically tested in various quarters, and
certificates have been given by engineers, mine owners, iron masters,

&c, bearing testimony to its efficiency and good qualities.

The following are some of the objections to the use of the ordinary

blasting gunpowder, alleged by the promoters of saxifragine :—Gun-
powder is difficult and expensive to transport, on account of its very
explosive nature, and the precautions that requires. Some of the

expenses for the conveyance of a small quantity being as great as for a

large, storage is involved, which is very inconvenient and dangerous.

Gunpowder being adapted to gunnery and sporting purposes, is often

purloined. Gunpowder presents great danger to the workmen by
scattering fragments with great force. It causes thus interruptions of

work. It is pernicious to the health of the men, by the smoke and
sulphurous gas after explosion.

Saxifragine is composed chiefly of nitrate of barytes, in place of salt-

petre, of which only a very small per centage is introduced; sulphur is

entirely dispensed with. The cost of the material is thus much reduced.

Its merits are enumerated as follows by the promoters:— Saxifragine

contains no sulphur ; it contains only a very small proportion of salt-

petre, and is composed of matters that may be easily procured ; it is less

dangerous to carry and to store than gunpowder; is not likely to be
purloined, as it cannot be used for firearms ; it does interrupt the occu-

pation of the men, nor produce thick smoke or sulphurous gas ; while it

blasts the rock as well as or even better than -gunpowder ; its theoretical

force, as compared with that of the ordinary powder, is calculated as 18

to 11 in its favour; owing to its superior force and density, it occupies

less space in the hole, so that the centre of gravity of the charge, may
be placed equally low with a shallower hole, and equal tamping ; it is

much less expensive.

The method of blasting with saxifragine is similar to that adopted

with gunpowder. The report of the explosion is less, although the

expansive power is greater than that of gunpowder. The fragments
detached are not cast to a distance. The promoters say it may be used
in mines, and even in some collieries, where, from the danger attending

the use of gunpowder, blasting has, at a great sacrifice, been abandoned.
This, the promoters allege, is confirmed by the manner in which saxi-

fragine burns in the open air. Cannon powder spread on a stone and
lighted, ignites instantly, and rises in smoke, leaving only a little dust

behind it ; but saxifragine takes fire upon all the surface which it covers,

makes no explosion, but burns with an immense vivacity, and develops

an enormous quantity of gas, which is the cause of its great expansive
power; and as it leaves behind it a certain blackish residue, it cannot
be used for fire arms. Saxifragine, it is added, is not hygroscopic, and

hence is easily preserved, and is not more dangerous to keep, than tow,

hay, or any other combustible matter.

The parties interested in this matter in England state that they have
sent over an engineer to Belgium, who, in company with the govern-
ment officials of that country, and officers deputed by the Russian and
Swedish Legations at Brussels, has made experiments in the limestone
quarries on the banks of the Meuse, and also in the granite quarries

of Quenaste, which have proved very successful, and which tend to con-

firm the representations made to them by the inventors of the saxifragine.

We have taken the trouble to examine a sample of this powder,
obligingly sent us by the vendor in London. Its composition appears

to be truthfully represented in the preceding statement. Its mass is

made up mainly of nitrate of barytes and charcoal, with a little saltpetre.

We have not had any sufficient opportunity of testing its expansive
or explosive power, which are no doubt considerable, however ; it is not

only very hard to ignite (which i3 so far good), but we must in candour
add, that it seems extremely uncertain in its ignition. Now this

evil, if not corrected, seems to us as likely to be fatal to its extended
use ; for nothing can possibly be more disadvantageous to any blasting

powder, or likely to result in more serious accidents, than uncertainty

of ignition. More fatal consequences, have attended the approaching
blasts that "hung fire," or could not be got to go off when intended,

than almost from any other cause.

Neither are we quite sure that in confined spaces, as in mines, &c,
the carbonate of barytes, in an excessively divided form, that must
become scattered about and diffused in the air, as one of the conse-

quences of the explosion of this agent, would be quite free from unwhole-
some effects. Indeed we have the strongest doubts whether the after-

gases from gunpowder smoke are not by much the less deleterious of

the two.
When fired, this powdei leaves a bulky ash, nearly as large as its

original volume, unless the explosion has had sudden vent (as in the

rending of a rock), so as to scatter it. We do not wish to speak in

terms of condemnation, let this new material (if new it be) by all

means have a fair trial, for beyond doubt any body that shall fulfil the

conditions ascribed to this, would be in advance of gunpowder for many
blasting purposes; but to say the truth, we do not anticipate that this

one will put gunpowder out of vogue.

—

Ed.

COMPETITIVE TRIAL OF STEAM FIRE ENGINES AT THE
CRYSTAL PALACE.

This long expected trial has at length taken place, and been concluded,

but at the time of our going to press we have been unable to obtain a copy
of the official report of the Committee, and as we prefer to deal with
official results in a matter of great mechanical interest, and of conflict-

ing private interests, we shall recur to the subject in our next part,

giving at present but the particulars of the terms of the competition,

and an abstract of the principal trials, for which we are indebted to Mr
Henry Wright, Secretary to His Grace the Duke of Sutherland, and
partly to our excellent contemporary the Mechanic's Magazine.

The following are the terms of the competition as circulated by the

Committee.
TRIAL OF STEAM FIEE ENGINES.

" Fire Engine Makers, Mechanical Engineers, and others, are hereby

informed that a Fund has been subscribed for the purpose of giving

Premiums to the Exhibitors of such Steam Fire Engines as shall upon a

trial prove to be the most efficient for the purposes for which they are

constructed ; the arrangements for this purpose, the conditions on which
the several Exhibitors will be admitted to competition, and the award
of the premiums, will be carried out by a Committee consisting of the

following gentlemen, who may probably add to their numbers :

—

chairman—His Grace the Duke of Sutherland.

T. Hawksley, Esq.,

J. E. M'Connell, Esq.,

Henry Maudslay, Esq.,

J. Matthews, Esq.,

J. Nasmyth, Esq.,

J. Penn, Esq.,

W. Smith, Esq.

TlieRightHon. the Earl ofCaithness,

Lord Richard Grosvenor, M.P.,

J. G. Appold, Esq.,

J. F. Bateman, Esq.,

W. M. Browne, Esq.,

T. R. Crampton, Esq.,

W. M. Crosland, Esq.,

W. Fairbairn, Esq.,

Capt. E. M. Shaw, Honorary Secretary.

The Committee hereby offer the following Premiums for the best

Steam Fire Engines, to be tested in the grounds of the Crystal Palace

on the 1st of July, 1863.

The Engines produced for trial will be divided into two Classes—the

Small Class, consisting of those not exceeding 30 cwt. ; and the Large
Class, of those exceeding 30 cwt. and not exceeding 60 cwt. : these

weights not including coal, water, hose, or other gear.

The premiums will be £250 for the best Engine, and £100 for the

second best in each class.
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The chief points to which the Committee purpose to direct their

attention, in addition to the considerations of cost and weight, are those

which relate to the general efficiency of the machines as Fire Engines
;

combining, among other points of excellence, rapidity in raising and
generating steam ; facility of drawing water ; volume thrown ;

distance

to which it can be projected with the least amount of loss ; simplicity,

accessibility, and durability of parts.

Persons who wish to compete for Prizes will be required to lodge with
the Committee, by the Sth of June, the sum of £10 for each Engine
which they wish to bring forward, and these Bums will be returned to

them, in full, when their respective Engines are produced for trial on
the 1st of July ; but will be forfeited to the Committee otherwise.

The following particulars must be supplied to the Committee by the

Sth of June, viz:

—

Size aud number of cylinders ; stroke of pistons; ordinary number of

strokes per minute ; weight of Engine ; description, size, and material

of boiler
;
quantity of water contained in boiler when at work ; steam

space (cubic contents); fire-box surface ; tube surface ; total heating
surface ; mode of feeding boiler ; ordinary working steam pressure

;

description of suction valves ; size of ditto ; material of ditto ; lift of

ditto ; area of ditto ; size of suction pipe ; size of ordinary hose used
;

descrip;ion of delivery valves ; size of ditto ; material of ditto ; lift of

ditto ; area of ditto ; cost of Engine without gear.

In addition to the above, the Committee will be happy to receive any
further descriptions or explanations, with drawings and diagrams, which
Manufacturers may wish to give concerning their respective Engines.
Each Engine must be provided with a steam-pressure gauge, a water-

pressure gauge, a counter, and a glass water gauge or some other
efficient apparatus to ascertain the level of the water in the boiler ; and
it will be necessary to lodge the pressure gauges with the Committee, in

order that they may be tested, three days previous to the trial. The
gauges will be returned on the morning of the trial.

As far as practicable, the following tests, among others, will be
applied :

—

Time of raising steam from cold water to a pressure of 100 lbs. on the
square inch; weight of Engine; drawing water from a considerable
depth

;
greatest quantity which can be delivered at certain heights and

distances under varying circumstances, such as through one or twenty-
five, or any intermediate number of 40-ft. lengths of hose

;
greatest

height to which water can be projected from the ground level ; control
which can be exercised over the engine as to the number of strokes
under varying circumstances. The mode of applying this test will be
to attach nose-pipes of various sizes to the end of the hose, at the same
time observing that with each size the Engine delivers the theoretical
quantity of water due to the number of strokes or revolutions made.

In order to carry out these trials with perfect uniformity and fairness,

the Committee have decided on providing the fuel (Welsh coal), and
the nose-pipes, which will be all of one pattern. It will, therefore, be
necessary for Proprietors of Engines to supply themselves with branches
such as those at present used in the London Fire Brigade, and during
the trial they can obtain from the Committee any nose-pipe they wish.
The Committee will provide a strong rail for a rest, to which the
blanches may be attached during the trial, and Exhibitors will be at
liberty to lash to their respective branches a spar, or to use any other
contrivance which may assist in giving a correct delivery of water ; the
desire of the Committee being to apply the whole of the test to the
Engines, and as little as possible to the men.
One of the principal objects to be ascertained concerning the Engines

exhibited being to define the quantity of water which each can project
through the atmosphere to certain heights and distances, the Committee
will prepare a set of water-targets and tanks, arranged in such a manner
that the water can be measured after delivery. The targets will consist
of canvas hoods with circular openings of six feet in diameter, having
attached to each a tail, or shoot, through which the water will be con-
ducted into a gauged tank standing below, from which the quantity
delivered within the opening of the target can be read off by means of
a graduated index.

A space will be set apart for each Engine, and only five persons will
be allowed inside tbi3 space, and Exhibitors and their assistants will not
ba permitted to leave the ground allotted to them, or to interfere in any-
way with the arrangements of the Committee.
The Engines will be weighed in the Crystal Palace in complete work-

ing order, but without coal, water, hose, or other gear.
The Committee will test the boilers for pressure, on the ground, by

means of a force-pump, to the extent of one-half more than their usual
working pressure ; and, when this has been done, they will arrange the
safety valves so that the usual working pressure shall not be exceeded.
The trials will be conducted as nearly as possible in the following order :

On the morning of the 1st of July, the Engines must be in the places
assigned to thern by seven o'clock.

The Committee will assemble at the Crystal Palace at 10 o'clock, a m.,
and will first proceed to examine the drawings, specifications, plans, &c,
famished by the Exhibitors

; after which they will examine the Engines

with cylinder-covers off, pump valve-boxes open, and boilers and fire-

boxes empty.
The Engines will then be put together and got ready for work, with

the fuel laid, and at a signal given by one of the Committee appointed for
the purpose, the fires will be lighted.

Each Engine will commence working as soon as the gauge indicates
a pressure of 100 lbs. on the square inch.
The time occupied in the several trials will be taken by Members of

the Committee, or persons specially appointed for the purpose, by whom
also the gauges in the tanks will be read off.

The depths from which the water will be drawn will be about 18ft.

and about 4ft. 6in. below the level of the ground.
No. 1.—At the first trial, the Engines will each deliver one thousand

gallons of water into the targets, distant from the nozzle about 60ft.

horizontally, and 30ft. vertically, or at a true distance of about 67ft., at
an angle of 27° from the horizon.
No. 2.—At the second trial, the targets will be distant 60ft., and 40ft.

high, a true distance of 72ft., at an angle of 40°.

No. 3.—At the third trial, the distance will be 80ft., and the height
30ft., a true distance of 85ft., at an angle of 21°.

No. 4.—At the fourth trial, the distance will be 80ft., and the height
40ft., a true distance of 85ft., at an angle of 27°.

No. 5.—At the fifth trial, the distance will be 100ft., and the height
30ft., a true distance of 104ft., at an angle of 17°.

No. 6—At the sixth trial, the distance will be 100ft., and the height
40ft., a true distance of 108ft., at an angle of 22°.

At each of the foregoing six trials, 40 feet of delivery-hose will be used.
No. 7.—At the seventh trial the Engines will be tested with consider-

able lengths of hose and nozzles of various sizes.

No. 8.—At the eighth trial each Exhibitor will be allowed to display
his Engine in any way he pleases, and the Committee will have pleasure
in commenting on the respective performances according to their dis-

cretion. A period of 15 minutes will be allowed for this trial.

No. 9.—At the ninth trial the Engines will be worked into Targets
placed as in No. 6, and will continue to work during the pleasure of the

Committee; the quantity of water being carefully measured as before.

It is intended that this trial shall last at least two hours.

It is also the intention to test the exact height to which each Engine
can project water from the ground level.

The Engines will be tested for theoretical quantity with and without
nozzles."

The last clause in the regulations certainly appears in our judgment
a most extraordinary one. The words which we have placed in italics,

make the Committee absolute, and certainly place all the competitors
completely at their mercy, to an extent, that we think quite unnecessary
and unjustifiable.

"Although it is the intention of the Committee to carry out, as far as

practicable, the whole of the foregoing tests, it is probable that circum-

stances may necessitate some variation. It is, therefore, to be distinctly

understood that the Committee reserve to themselves tliepower ofadding
to, omitting, or altering the whole or any portion of these regulations.

Each Manufacturer or Exhibitor, before his Engine can be admitted to

the competition, must sign an Agreement, binding himself to submit
to the decision of the Committee, which, on allpoints, will be final and
without appeal."
Nine Engines in all entered, but eight only competed. One of them

the Manhattan, from New York, having been so much injured by having
capsized in running down a hill at the Crystal Palace, with a sharp
turn at bottom, as to have been rendered nearly unworkable. The
accident, unfortunately, also was attended with loss of life to a man on
whom the Engine fell over.

The competing Engines, besides their distribution into two classes in

size and weight, may be divided into three great classes in structural

arrangement, viz.:—
1.—Engines with horizontal steam and water cylinders.

2.—Engines with vertical steam and water cylinders.

3.—Engines with cylinders (whether vertical or horizontal) and
rotatory pump. The weights of the Engines tried were as follows :

—

1 .—LARGE CLASS ENGINES.
ton. cwt. qr. lb.

Merryweather 2 18 8

Easton&Amos 2 18 3 12

Shand& Mason 2 17 1

J. Butt & Co 2 14 4

Nichols (Manhattan) 2 10 1 4

Roberts 1 19 1 4

Gray & Co 1 18 1 4

2.—SMALL CLASS ENGINES.

1. Shand & Mason 19 2

2. Lee&Co 1 10

3. Merryweather 1 10 1 12

And the following trials were made :

—
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LARGE CLASS ENGINES.
Fir^t Trial.

Delivering 1,000 gallons into a tank at a true distance of G7 ft and 27 deg. from the horizon. The water in the boiler heiwj cold when the

signal was given to commence, each Engine commencing to ivork on attaining a steam pressure of 100 lb. on the square inch.

No. Names.

Time of
Raising
Steam to

100 lb.

Time of
Filling

Tank.
Total. Remarks. No. Names.

Time of
Raising
Steam to

1001b.

Time of
Filling

Tank.
Total Remarks.

1

2

Easton and Amos
Merryweather ...

min. sec

13 14

10 25

min. sec.

6 16
9 42

min. sec.

19 30
20 7 Began to work at

100 lb., fell di-

rectly to 40 lb.,

and continued so

tbroughout,
stopped, and
steam rose to

130 1b.

3

4

5

Shand & Mason

Butt & Co

min. sec.

10 51

16 30
11 40

min. sec

12 19

6 48
20 24

min. sec.

23 10

23 18

32 4

Suction pipe choked,
left off working
about 2 minutes.

No. Names.
Steam at

begin-
ning.

Steam
during
Work.

Time of

Filling

Tank.
Remarks. No. Names.

Steam at

begin-
ning.

Steam
during
Work.

Time of

Filling

Tank.
Remarks.

1 Shand & Mason
Butt & Co

lb.

100
100
145

min. sec.

3

3 3

3 7

4

5

lb.

80
...

min. sec.

18 30 Not filled.

? Easton & Amos
3 Merryweather ...

Third Trial. —Delivering into large ta ik.

a m i • sz a
U

TO s

Names.
1s Time.

> a N
N
o
55

o

'3 *>

.2 a

a

2 »
a"

a
5 A
<iz o
v .2

as

tc w

2 S3

o 2 Remarks.

6
hr. min. sec.

s S

ft.

SB- 1 H
S.x

<D CL|

>
< <

c = B
H

in. ft. in. deg. lb. lb. min. sec

Merryweather .. l 1 24 55 2 440 i* 16 4 40 10 56 45 91 89 16,086 10 32

to 80 lb.

Fire lighted 4h. Ira. 55s.
;

gauge
moved at 4h. 8m. 20s. ; engine
started at 4h. 12m. 27s. ; water
drawn in about 10 revolutions;

pumps not primed; valve box
leaked slightly ; and engine
worked satisfactorily in every re-

spect.

Fire lighted at llh. 25m. 46s;Shand & Mason l 2 2 440 n& 16 4 40 40 56 45 96 62 12,917 11 21
li to 120 lb. gauge moved at llh. 32m. 63s;

engine started at llh. 37m. 7s.
;

pumps primed at llh. 45m. 48s.
;

drew water at llh. 47m. 0s.

;

water first through nozzle, llh.

48m. 59s. ; in hood at 1 lh. 49m.
19s; shifted nozzle 3|m. delay

(high wind).
i 2 1 420 ^\ 16 4 40 4(1 56 45 75 75 9,936 11 20 Fire lighted at llh. 17m. Os.

;

to 80 lb. started engine at 1 lh. 28m. 20s.

Butt & Co l 46 50 2 440 n 16 4 40 40 56 45 78 78 8,280 14 10

to 45 lb.

Fire lighted at 5h. 55m. 10s.

;

started engine at 6h. 9m. 20s.

;

repeatedly stopped from slide

valve not acting ; and stopped
entirely at 6h. 46m. 0s., from
cylinder cover breaking.

Easton & Amos i 1 32 •'15 2 440 IS 16 4 40 10 56 45 98 41 3,036 12 30
to 90 lb

Fire lighted at 2h. 2m. 35s.
;
gauge

moved at 2h. 10m. 0s ; started

engine at 2h. 15m. 5s.; pumps
primed, worked till 2h. 54m. 5s.

;

stopped to shift
;
plungers went to

work again, and stopped entirely

at 3h. 35m. 2s., from 2 fire-bars

falling out.

Nichols (Man- l 1 4 55 2 420 u 16 4 40 40 56 45 • ... None. 13 9 Fire lighted at lOh. 61m. 14s. ;

to 45 lb. gauge moved lOh. 59m. 20s.
;

drew water directly ; steam up
to 140 lb. at llh. 8m. 45s.

;

stopped 2 minutes ; started again,

made a few revolutions, and fly-

wheel broke.
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Fourth Trial.— Vertical Jet against Tower,

No. Names. Size of Jets. Greatest Height Thrown. No. Names. Size ot Jets. Greatest Height Thrown.

1 22-16ths
26-1 6ths

Feet.

180
183

3

4
14-16tha

21-16ths

Feet.

150

55

Gray's Engines.—Lighted fire at 7h. 7m. 40s. ; steam 9 lb. at 7h. 17m.
;
got to work at 7h. 23m. 40s.; to blow fires, 7h. 27m.; water

through hose, owing to some of the pipes connected with the steam gauge breaking, no further experiments could be made.

SMALL CLASS ENGINES.

Delivering 1,000 gallons into a tank at a true distance of 56 ft. and
45 deg. from the horizon. The water in the boilers being cold when
the signal was given to commence, each engine commencing to work
on obtaining steam pressure of 100 lb. to the square inch.

First Trial.

Names.

1 Shand & Mason.
2 Lee & Co

3 Merryweather ..

Time of
Raising
Steam to

100 lb.

Time of
Filling

Tank.
Total
Time.

min. sec. mm. sec. mm. sec.

11 36

11 55

12 15

5 24
;

17 I

6 3
I
17 58 Owingto a broken bolt

there was great leak

age in water cylinder,

9 14 21 29

Delivering 1,000 gallons into tank at same distance, commencing
with full steam.

Second Trial.

No. Names.
Steam at

begin-
ning.

Steam
during
Work

Time of

Filling

Tank.
Remarks.

1

2

3

Shand & Mason..
lb.

85

125

100

min. sec.

5 49

5 50

6 17Merryweather

Third Trial.—Delivering into large tank.

Time.

Names. No

Shand& Mason 1 1

Merryweather . 2 1

Lee & Co 3 1

ft.

420

420

420

in.

1&

0|

ft. in.

16 4

16

16

40

OS

deg.

45
lb.

146 8,142

4
;
885

4 278

Steam ready at 150 lb. ; started at 7h.

3m. 32s. ; stopped at 7h. 12m. 5s. to

put on an additional length of hose

;

worked well throughout.
Steam ready at 110 lb. ; commenced work

at 3h. 43m. 30s.
;
pumps primed.

Steam ready ; started at 2h. lm. ; worked
well without any stoppage.

Awards of Premiums.

The following are the awards that have been made :

—

IN THE LARGE CLASS.

Messrs Merryweather & Sons, first prize, £250
Messrs Shand & Mason, second prize, £103.

Mr Roberts, honourable mention.

IN THE SMALL CLASS.

Messrs Shand & Mason, first prize, £250.

Messrs W. Lee & Co. (American Engine), second prize, £1')0.

The Manhattan, honourable mention.

We were ourselves present at some of the trials, and examined with

care the several engines. To the respective peculiarities of construction

of these, we shall not refer further until we have the report before us.

For ourselves personally, however, we hesitate not to say, that not only

was the award of the first prize in the large class amply deserved by the

large Engine of Messrs Merryweather, but that that Engine was both

theoretically and practically by far the most meritorious Engine
exhibited.

—

Ed.

NEW HUMID PROCESS FOR SILVERING GLASS.

M. Adolphe Martin, Professor of Physics at St Barbe, (France,) has

described a new process of his for silvering glass without heat, and by
means of sugar, (interverli) which has been partially changed into

glucose.

Amongst the various processes for silvering glass for optical purposes,

and especially for the construction of telescopes, not refractors, but with

glass silvered reflectors, as to which M. Le Verrier has already produced
such remarkable results, is that of Mr Drayton, which has been
described with great exactness by M. Leon Foucault, in Tome V. of the
Annates de V Observaloire. This method, however, requires the utmost
adroitness on the part of the operator—so that a new mode of greater
simplicity was much required. Professor Martin says, after naving
experimented with all the previously known agents and methods of

silveriDg—viz., with aldehyde ; with sugar of milk ; with glucosate of

lime, &c—he has arrived at a process which gives all that can be
desired, in facility of operation and firmness of adherence, and which
gives a film of metallic silver whose physical constitution as deposited,

is such as ensures brilliancy and unchangeability.

The following is his method. Four solutions are to be prepared.

The first one of 10 grammes of nitrate of silver in 100 grammes of

distilled water. The second, an aqueous solution of ammonia, standing
at 13 deg. of the arsometer of Cartier. The third, a solution of 20
grammes of pure caustic soda in 500 grammes of distilled water. The
fourth, into a solution of common white sugar, (whether of cane or beet

root is not stated, but probably either will answer) in 200 grammes of

distilled water, there is to be poured one cubic centimetre of nitric acid,

at 36 deg., (whether of Cartier or what areometer is not said). The
mixed solution is then to be boiled for twenty minutes so as to produce

interversion. There is then to be added 50 cubic centimetres of alcohol

at 36 deg., (Cartier?) and as much distilled water as will bring the

whole volumes up to 500 cubic centimetres.

In addition to these solutions, the silvering liquid is to be prepared as

follows :—Into a flask holding about double the total bulk of 100 cubic

centimetres, 12 cubic centimetres of the first solution, (the nitrate

silver) are to be poured with 8 cubic centimetres of the solution No.

2, (ammonia) and lastly 20 cubic centimetres of the solution No. 3
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(caustic soda), -with the addition of 60 cubic centimetres of distilled

water.

If these proportions have been observed the liquid remains perfectly

limpid, and a single drop of the solution of nitrate of silver should pro-

duce a permanent precipitate in it.

This solution is to be let repose for 24 hours, after "which it is fit for use.

Now as to its application. The surface of glass to be silvered must be

cleaned scrupulously, and then passed over with a ball of cotton wet with

a little nitric acid at 36 deg., and finally washed with distilled water

—

drained from this and placed upon supports at the surface of a bath
composed of the silvering liquid, as above, to which has been added

from T
'

¥ to -Jff of its bulk of the interverted sugar, solution No. 4.

Under the influence of diffused day light the surface to be silvered,

immersed in the bath, is seen to become first yellow, then brown, and
in about 2 to 5 minutes, according to the intensity of the chemical rays

present, the silver will be found to have transferred itself uniformly

over the whole surface of the glass.

In about 10 minutes or a quarter of an hour the coat will be found

to have attained all the thickness desirable. The glass is then to be
removed, washed by a gentle stream of common and afterwards of

distilled water, and left to dry in free air upon a stand or horse.

The surface when dry, presents a.perfect metallic polish, covered as it

were by a sort of thin whitish veil.

By the application now of a very gentle rubbing with a chamois
leather, slightly powdered with the finest rouge, this whiteness disap-

pears, and a metallic reflecting surface is obtained of the utmost bril-

liancy, and whose state of metallic aggregation or "physical constitu-

tion," is such as renders it eminently suitable for the reception of

optical images, and hence for instrumental uses.

So many and so diverse are the uses now to which silvered glass and
porcelain may be put, both for scientific purposes and those of mere
ornamentation, that it has seemed well to us to give to our English
readers this valuable process in complete detail.

—

Ed.

ON THE FINANCIAL ENCOURAGEMENT BY GUARANTEES OF
COLONIAL AND FOREIGN RAILWAYS,

In April Inst, a valuable paper, descriptive of the line and works of the

Scinde Railway, was read at the Institution of Civil Engineers, by Mr
John Brunton, M. Ins. C. E ,

who had occupied the position of acting

engineer on the line. The paper will in due time appear in the proceed-

ings of the Institution, and has been already circulated amongst the

members, in print, though not yet published.

We do not purpose refering to the contents of the paper itself, valuable

and copious as are the facts it details, and the discussion of which occu-

pied the institute the entire of two evenings. In the course of the dis-

cussion itself, however, some remarks were made by Mr Bidder, upon
the proper system upon which the financial connection between railway
enterprise and government guarantees or subventions should be con-

ducted, which we deem so important, by their practical good sense and
applicability to the future of such works, in our colonies, and especially

in India, which is even yet a continent almost unprovided with railways,

except in two or three Trunk lines, that we feel we shall be doing a
public service by giving the currency of our pages to Mr Bidder's words,
without curtailment.

Mr Bidder, who took part in the discussion at a late period, after

some remarks upon purely technical questions called forth by the paper,

continued

—

"Looking, on the one hand, at the vast extent of India, and its pro-

digious population, and on the other, at the very few effective ports, and
comparing it with Great Britain, with only a fifth of the population, but
with ports on every part of the coast, the importance of the question
was at once evident ; in fact, he believed that no outlay, however large,

would be misapplied which would tend towards perfecting the ports of

India. Mr Brooks had correctly stated, that the only two good ports

were Bombay and Kurrachee ; Madras was no port at all, and Calcutta
was as bad as it could be

;
yet those were, at present, the only outlets

for the vast trade of India.

"The question to which he wished to direct attention was far more
important than that of the engineering, or of the ports. It was as to

the mode in which Indian railways were, in future, to be carried out
and worked, and he believed that on that question would depend the
future extension and success of railways in India. There was one great
satisfaction in looking at the map of India, that the lines at present
executed and in progress were in the right direction. The lines from
Calcutta and Kurrachee, meeting at Delhi, with their eventual connec-
tion at Bombay, must be the permanent backbone of the railway system
in that country ; and if that system were completed, and if nothing
more remained to be done, it would be unnecessary for him now to

advert to the peculiar conditions which attached to the construction of

Indian railways, and the difficulties under which they had been carried
out. When the railways in India were projected, three financial systems

were open for consideration. First, their being carried out by private
enterprise ; that broke down at once, because the capitalists of England
were disinclined to take them up on their own account. Secondly, the
method of subvention, which never was, he believed, seriously "enter-

tained. Thirdly, there was the system of guarantee, which had been
ultimately adopted. Before further adverting to that system, he would
remark, with a view to prevent misconstruction of what he was about
to say, that he had no strictures to make upon the mode in which it had
been administered, whatever imperfections might attach to the system
itself. That it had been carried out with any degree of success was, he
believed, greatly owing to the endeavours of all parties to make it work.
Every one had gone, more or less, beyond strict routine, otherwise the
railway system in India must long ago have collapsed. At present, the
railways in India were entirely carried out on a system, by which the
Government guaranteed a certain rate of interest upon the outlay. The
result was, that the Government was liable for the interest on all the
outlay, so that, in fact, they had to look to the receipts of the railways
for the repayment of the liabilities thus incurred. The Government,
therefore, felt it necessary to overlook the whole of this outlay, and for

that purpose there was established a system of supervision, permeating
inlo the greatest minutiae. The consequence was, that all individual
energy and all independent activity were restrained; and, as he said
before, unless the authorities, particularly the official directors, so far as
his experience went, had applied themselves very much to the oiling of

the machinery, he thought it must very soon have stopped altogether.

He trusted, therefore, that his remarks would be taken as applied to the
system, and not to individuals, or to bodies of individuals, for he was
bound to say that India was a field which brought out, in every respect,

and in a most peculiar manner, the energies of the Anglo-Saxon race.

"The whole political system of England, from the beginning of the

establishment of her rule in India to the present time, had been, theoret-

ically, the worst possible ; and that glorious empire had been established

by the individual energy of those who represented this country in India.

This remark applied peculiarly to those who had been connected with
the railways of India. The amount of work which the directors, parti-

cularly the chairmen, had gone through, was prodigious; the amount of

correspondence was marvellous, and that they should have had the
patience to drag through it, was, he was bound to say, perfectly aston-

ishing. The question arose, whether it was desirable that the system
should be changed, and whether so much yet remained to be done in

India as to make it desirable that the reconsideration of the system of

malting and working railways in India should be seriously entertained.

With regard to the extension of railways in India, the backbone of the

system was still far from being completed ; the line from Umritsir to

Delhi, a length of 300 miles, remained yet to be accomplished. If the
Indus had been a deep, quiet canal, the carrying of the railway system
along that valley might for some years have been postponed ; but the
Indus was perhaps the worst specimen of inland navigation that could

be conceived, and, as the Author had stated, the channels of navigation
were 570 miles in length, as against 470 miles of direct route. Mi-

Bidder had very carefully considered the question of the Indus Flotilla,

and lie was every day more satisfied, that the necessity of occupying
the valley of the Indus with a railway was becoming more urgent.
Even in regard, therefore, to that backbone, there were about a thousand
miles of railway yet to be constructed. The question then arose as to

the best mode in which it could be carried out, and the best system of

working it, when completed.
"He had already stated that the Government of India was liable for

a given rate of interest upon the whole outlay for the railways; there

was, therefore, a distinct interest in the receipts, and the same minute
supervision was exercised in the working as in the construction of the

lines. Before any comparatively unimportant step could be taken in

the Punjaub, sanction had to be obtained from the Lieutenant-Governor
of the Province, which he could not grant without reference to the
Governor-General of India; and, in a similar way, the Commissioner of

Scinde was powerless without the sanction of the Governor of Bombay.
Then again requisitions, for manufactured railway material and for

workmen, sanctioned by the officials he had referred to, had to be
reviewed, commented upon, and indorsed by the Secretary of State for

India in Council in London, before the most urgent want could be
supplied. As regarded the construction, he was satisfied that the

necessary restrictions which the system imposed caused a waste of time
to the extent of 25 per cent., and at least an equal waste of money.
But in the working, the results would, he believed, be far more serious.

How was it possible to work a railway efficiently, economically, and
energetically, to develop the traffic, and adequately to meet the ever-

varying demands of the public for accommodation, when a new foreman
could not be appointed, nor his salary be fixed, without the manager
undertaking a large amount of correspondence, involving duplicates and
references to perhaps two or more jurisdictions, and a necessary delay
of months. Take such a case as the London and North-Western Rail-

way, and he asked could such a system be worked at all, if a corres-

pondence begun in England had to be concluded in Calcutta, and passed
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through the Government Departments, before practical effect could be

given to it. These departments, he fully admitted, were most anxious

to do what was right arid proper,—desirous even to go out of their way
to give facilities ; but still that channel must be gone through, and the

result of such a system, whatever its effects might be upon the original

construction, would be felt, in his opinion, much more seriously after-

wards, in the management and in the traffic arrangements.
"To return to what he considered the system ought to be, and on

which he spoke with some decision, from the experience he had had of

its satisfactory working in another quarter. First, with regard to the

construction of the railways, he thought that the Government should

receive tenders from companies of capitalists for the completion and
equipment of a line of railway, for example, between two given points,

for a definite sum of money, and stating the amount of subvention they

required from the Government, to be paid in cash, or by an equivalent.

The character of the line, as regarded materials, workmanship, and
accommodation, being defined, the maximum rates of fares, the regula-

tions connected with the public service, such as conveyance of troops,

&c, being fixed, the total capital, the amount of subvention, and the

approval of the railway by the Government on the completion of the

same, being provided and stipulated for, the construction and the work-

ing should be left entirely to the management of the company, who
should take, as a first charge upon the nett revenue, interest upon their

portion of the capital up to an agreed amount, say 5 per cent., and the

surplus revenue afterwards to be divided in agreed proportions between
them and the Government. By so doing, all the energy of independent

management would be brought to bear, and that management would
work with the same responsibility and limitation as in this country. He
believed that upon that system alone, the full advantages of railway

communication in India, or in any other country, would be realised-

"He would, for the sake of illustration, assume a case, that of a rail

way up the Indus Valley, 500 miles in length, and that the reasonable

cost, including equipment, was £10,000 per mile, or that a capital of

£5,000,000 would be required. Of this he would suppose the Govern-
ment to furnish £5,000 per mile, or two and a half millions of capital,

either in cash, or by an equivalent guarantee ; and as

the company would have to find the balance, and to
satisfy the Government that the bargain had been effi-

ciently carried out, there would be every possible re-

sponsibility thrown upon the executive, that all the
money would be economically and judiciously applied.

Then the working, subject to conditions with the
Government similar to those he had indicated, should
be conducted entirely by the company, who should rely

upon the receipts of the railway alone for a per centage
upon their capital up to, say, 5 per cent. ; and after that
the nett receipts should be divided, say two-thirds to

the Government and one-third to the company, as an
inducement to the latter still farther to develop the
traffic, and to work economically. This arrangement, of
course, implied a proper audit of accounts for the satis-

faction of the Government. He believed that it would
be to the advantage of Government to apply this system
of working to railways already opened for traffic, and
to those now under construction

; for instance, the lines

from Kurrachee to Delhi, a length of from 600 to 700
miles, exclusive of the Indus Valley. For the privilege

of working these lines, Government might receive, by
tender, a contribution from a company of say three or
three and a half millions sterling, which would be more
than adequate for the subvention of the Indus Valley
line, which, if carried out, would complete a system
of 1,100 miles, or thereabouts, from Kurrachee to Delhi,
with a preferential capital of about five and a half
millions sterling, with a preferential interest of 5 per
cent., and a further contingent advantage from surplus
nett receipts. He was certain that the Government
would get more profit under that system than under
the present one, of taking the whole of the profits to
meet the liabilities they had incurred, and they would
have that contribution to apply to the extensions which
might be made to this great backbone of railways
throughout India; because though it was a poor country,
mile for mile, jet when it was considered that there was
one mile of railway in England for every 3,000 inhabit-
ants, a3 against one mile of railway in India for every
50,000 inhabitants, it would at once be seen that, in
India, the necessity for branches and extensions would
grow in importance every year.

" Looking to the rapid rate of increase of the trade of
India, exhibited by the growth of the traffic on the
Scinde Railway, in the face of the greatest possible
hinderancesltothe transit of goods from the interior, he had the strongest
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possible conviction, that the application of individual skill and energy
would realise a fair return upon all the capital which might be contri-

buted, either by Government or by private capitalists, and concurrently,
incalculable advantages would result to the trade of India generally.
"He did not think that it was necessary to enlarge his observations

on this subject. He had pointed out what occurred to him as the
rational system to adopt, a system which, he believed, might be made
to work very practically. It was the system on which the Norwegian
Trunk Railway was carried out. Parties in England contributed one-
half the capital, and the Government the other half. The English con-
tractors took 5 per cent, preference, and the Norwegian Government
took 4 per cent., and the surplus was equally divided. That system
had been carried out without any difficulty or contention whatever. He
did not mean to say that those exact terms would apply to India ; but a
system which admitted of independent energy, and obviated the neces-
sity of state interference in construction, and a restriction in all the

arrangements by which alone railways could be effectually carried out,

would, in bis opinion, be found advantageous to that great empire, and
economical to the Government."

VALVES FOR BLAST ENGINES.

Messes Codl-thakd, of Park Iron Works, Blackburn, have effected

certain improvements in the valves of blast engines. These consist in

the use of india-rubber balls as valves, working in perforated cellular

guides for the balls, to the valve seats, as shown in two different forms,

in longitudinal and transverse sections, in figs. 1 and 2, figs. 3 and 4.

The advantages claimed are—Simplicity of construction ; adaptability

to either high or low pressure blast, and to horizontal or vertical engines

of any size
;
greater durability of ball valves over any other at present

in use; reduction in first cost, as compared with other engines.

There is unquestionably considerable simplicity in this arrangement

of valves, and as a consequence, reduction in first cost.

We should deem- these valves much more applicable to a high-pressure

blast, than to a low one, and much more likely to answer with vertical

s
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cylinders than with horizontal ones. We are, however, obliged to

express our own impressions as upon the whole unfavourable to this

innovation. Although, perhaps, a larger total area of valve passages, in

relation to section of cylinder, may be thus provided, the air passages

are of a nature to produce a prodigious amount of wire drawing and

resistance to the passing air currents, and hence a highly unfavourable

coefficient for the delivering power of a unit of valve area. India-rubber

ball valves, from the lightness and high elasticity of the material, never

shut down upon their seats, sharply, steadily, and at once, especially

where the passing fluid is also highly elastic; and in their jumping
about before coming to rest in their seats, there is an irregular loss of

air. There appear to us also to be some difficulties arising from the

fact that india-rubber and grease don't agree, and hence that either the

cylinder piston must work dry always, or that great risk of the smearing

the ball valves with grease must arise; and if this occur, the injury

would not be confined to the change of a chemical character suffered by
the india-rubber, but that the dust drawn in, &c, would soon clot and
clog the greasy balls.

These are, however, conceptions formed upon collateral experience

and analogy, only. We shall be glad to learn the results in practice of

some one of these engines when actually at work.

—

Ed.

THE ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY AT WORCESTER.

The meeting of the Royal Agricultural Society, the great event of the

farmers' year, has again taken place, this time at Worcester. The
attention of engineers is, of course, mainly directed, not to the show-

yard, the chief scene of attraction to the general public, but to the trials

of steam engines, thrashing machines, and machines for the cultivation

of the soil. The stewaids of this department were Sir Archibald

Macdonald, Sir Edward Kerrison, and Mr Torr, who were assisted,

during the trial of steam ploughs, by Mr Amos, the society's consulting

engineer, and by four engineering and practical judges.

Mr Ha3>es, of Stony Stratford, sent a stationary engine and windlass.

The peculiarity of his system was that no signalling is required, the

anchormen at the ends of the work stopping the action of the windlass

at pleasure by means of cords laid along the field for the purpose. This
is an advantage iu foggy weather, or when working by moonlight, and
lessons the chance of a breakage from inattention of the engine-driver.

The winding drums are driven by band-wheels ; the engine strap being

shifted from one to the other as required, and thus no wheelwork has to

be put in or out of gear, and by the simple movement of a handle the

pulling drum is instantly stopped, the rotation of the paying-out drum
arrested by a steam-pressure break, and the motion of both drums
reversed. The implement worked was one of Mr Fowler's cultivators

;

but, unfortunately an accident occurred which prevented the prosecution

of the experiment.

Mr Smith, of Woolston, sent a three-tined cultivator, driven by a

double-cylinder 10-horse stationary engine. Mr Smith has much im-

proved his combined cultivator and corn drill. The framing is now
light, but very strong, balanced upon a pair of wheels, so as to be turned

round, with the utmost ease, and guided with accurate precision in a

straight line. With this implement nine rows are sown at once in a

beautiful seed-bed, crumbled by the tines out of moist ground previously

untouched by any tool whatever. The saving of labour in ploughing
and repeated harrowings, and of time in seeding wheat or barlej', has
proved of vast advantage on clay lands.

Mr Steevens, of Hammersmith, was one of the competitors, but the

machinery was disabled by an accident at the commencement.
Messrs Savory & Son, of Gloucester, hang a 6 ft. drum upon friction

rollers around the boiler of a double cylinder 10-horse engine. The
cylinders are placed transversely in front of the smoke-box, and the

crankshaft, passing alongside the boiler and within the drum (which is

a cylindrical shell without arms or spokes), carries pinions which gear
with internal teeth on the drum, and also a screw or worm, which
actuates one of the travelling wheels when the engine is required to

advance. The drum, being large enough to carry 500 ft. length of rope
in a single layer of coils, hauls the implement by winding up the rope
that runs singly across the field, and a similar engine on the opposite

headland pulls tlie plough again to that end of the furrow. A couple of

guide rollers traversing in front of the drum upon a revolving screw
shaft, feed the rope on to the drum so regularly that no coil grinds

against or overlaps another. While one engine is hauling the other is

simply allowing its drum to run free, besides advancing a few feet along
the headland into position for the next furrow. Ihe implement worked
was a Fowler's plough.
Messrs J. & 1'". Howard, of Bedford, with a double-cylinder 10-horse

portable engine, a stationary windlass with coiling drums, the rope laid

out around the plot, and the slack rope held up off the ground by a

"compensating pulley" (which accomplishes this with a much less

waste of power than is occasioned by applying a break to the paying-
out drum,) worked their three-tined cultivator,[making capital work, full

7 inches deep, at the rate of about 11 acres in 10 hours. This firm has
brought out a steam plough of very novel construction. The balance
principle is altogether dispensed with, excepting so far as the general
equilibrium of the machine is concerned, so that the tendency of the set
of ploughs in the air to lift the other set out of work is now avoided.
Two sets of plough bodies upon two beam frames are hinged to opposite
ends of a three-wheeled carriage frame, and the weight of each set of
ploughs is sustained by a coiled spring in a box. But the action of the
parts is so adjusted that when a set of ploughs is at work, the spring
exerts but a slight upward pressure ; when the ploughs are raised the
spring gains greater power, and, when they reach the highest point,
bears up the whole weight.
Mr Fowler, of Cornhill and Leeds, has improved upon his apparatus

for employing the common portable engine. The rope passes across the
field and back again, distended between the pulley on the self-travelling
anchorage and the " clip drum," which hauls the rope, not by coiling,
but by gripping it tightly in a groove formed of moveable and self-acting
pinching pieces. The drum is hung beneath a carriage, which has
sharp blade-flanges upon its wheels (removed for travelling upon hard
roads), cutting into the ground and withstanding the side pull of the
rope, and the carriage advances at intervals along the headland, taking
the engine with it. Of course, a driving belt could not be employed to
transmit the motion of the engine flywheel to a band-wheel upon the
carriage, which alters its distance and posture at every advance. A
chain of hard-wood blocks, in V-shaped grooves, answers admirably, and
will probably wear extremely well. Owing to the loss of a plug, and a
disarrangement of the pump, the engine made too many stoppages for
time to be taken into account in its working of the balance plough with
" digger " breasts at about 9 iu. depth. Besides this form of apparatus,
Mr Fowler has also his clip drum hung underneath the boiler of a self-

propelling engine ; and, again, an arrangement for two engines, one at
each end of the furrow, but each with a coiling drum underneath its

boiler, instead of a drum engirdling it, as iu Messrs Savory's inveution.
The system of Messrs Coleman is different from any other, in having

two implements alternately hauled in work toward the engine on one
headland, and then back again out of work toward an anchored pulley
on the opposite headland, the ropes being coiled upon two drums hung
at one side of the engine. The double-cylinder 10 horse engine worked
two 5 tined cultivators at a depth of 8in.

Mr Collinson Hall, of Navestock, has superseded the use of wire-rope
in his apparatus by a chain of round steel bars and short flat plates and
rivets at the joints, the drum and the anchoiage pulley being seven or
nine sided, instead of circular. Very little wear appears upon the pre-
sent chain, which has worked over 400 acres, and the rivets can be re-
placed at a trifling cost ; but time will soon decide whether a chain that
cannot be carried with advantage over friction rollers may compete with
wire-rope that both Messrs Fowler and Messrs Howard hold clear off
the ground in order to effect a great economy of motive power and of
costly wear by friction on clods and stones.
The competitors who had not been disabled by accident were set to

work in a field of hard old lea, when the time of moving out of one field

with the apparatus packed up for travelling, and setting down in another
field half a mile away was noted with the following results :

—

Mr Fowler was 55 minutes moving with eight horses, and finished
his two acres in 1 hour 51 minutes ; Messrs Howard moved in 1 i hours
with eight horses, and completed their two acres in 1 hour 57i minutes

;

Messrs Savory moved in 25 minutes without any horses at all, and
finished their two acres in 1 hour 40 minutes ; Mr Smith moved in one
hour with eight horses, and finished his two acres in three hours and
one minute. The depth was about seven inches in all these cases ; the
fuel consumed differed considerably—Fowler's was 3cwt. lqr. 21b.,

Howard's 3cwt. lqr. 191b., Savory's 5cwt. lqr. 101b., and Smith's 3cwt.
3qr. 21 lb.

On a subsequent day the cultivators were tested on some heavy, har-
dened land, and the result was in favour of Mr Fowler's machinery. If
in common turn-over ploughing on the light land Messrs Howard and
Mr Fowler made equally beautifully work,—the perfection of the Bed-
ford mouldboards accomplishing the most neat and efficient turning of
the slice,—on the heavy ground Mr Fowler's " digging" shares have far

surpassed the cultivators of Messrs Howard and Mr Smith. In fact, no
such wonderful work has ever been shown before ; the immense slabs
of indurated clay being riven up and thrown, not for several inches, but
for several feet. It appears to be established that the stationary engine
and windlass do not fall much behind the moveable engine and anchor-
age in amount of performance, provided the rope be well carried clear off

the ground ; and that the employment of one engine is most economical
and best adapted for single farms, though (as proved by Messrs Fowler
and Savory) two engines may be most advantageous for working by
contract, when frequent removals and much travelling from field to

field are necessarily encountered.
Mr Seaman's patented improvements in agricultural implements, to be

used in the cultivation of the soil, deserved notice. These improve-
ments are partly applicable to ploughs, cultivators, and harrows, and
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consist firstly of a peculiar arrangement and mode of applying leverage

to the flame of a cultivator, so that by pressing down a lever it causes

all the tines and shares to rise equally from the ground ; and secondly

to the mode of forming that part of a cultivator, known as the share

legs, with the view of obtaining lightness with great strength. Insiead

of making them of solid bars the inventor uses two light bars put

toge:her, with small strutts and rivets, so that when looking at the front

of the stalk or line there is a space between the two bars, and on taking

a side view of the same stalk the upper part is in two parts, one lying

behind the other, but meeting towards the front when they are welded
together. Various other improvements in details have also been in-

vented. Mr Seaman has also invented a peculiar method of construct

ing wheels for ploughs, cultivators, or other wheeled implements ; and
he has improved the construction of Whipple trees for the purpose of

applying power to the draught of agricultural implementsand machinery.
The prizes for the best application of steam power for the cultivation

of the soil have been thus awarded :—The gold medal to Mr John
Fowler; and the sum of £50 has been divided, .£30 to Mr Fowler, and
£20 to Messrs Savory. The prizes for the best application of steam
power which may be effectively and safely adapted for small occupations

have been thus distributed: £25 to Mr Fowler, £15 to Mr Smith, and
£10 to Messrs Howard. To Mr Steevens a silver medal has been
awarded, whilst Messrs Coleman have received a commendation.
The gentlemen retained to test the portable and fixed steam engines

were Mr J. 0. Gooch, C.E , Mr D. K. Clarke, C.E., and Mr T. Stuart,

C.E.
The coal consumed per horsepower per hour by the 8-horse portable

engines was as follows:—Tuxford & Sons (prize of £9), 3 591b.; Barrett

and Exall (prize of £8), 3'791b. ; Clayton and Shuttleworth (prize of £7),

•15b. ; Holmes and Son (prize of £1), 5811b.; Brown and May (highly

commended), 6'401b. For 12-horse portable engines:— Hornsby, prize

of £10; Clayton and Shuttleworth, prize of £7; Tuxford and Sons, prize

of £4; Barrett and Exall, prize of £4. For fixed engines:—Barrettand
Exall, prize of £15; Clayton and Shuttleworth, prize of £15; Hornsby
and Son, prize of £10.

These engines differed a good deal in construction. Messrs Clayton

& Shuttleworth keep their cylinder hot by placing it in the smoke-box

;

Messrs Hornsby place theirs within the boiler over the fire-box ; Messrs

Tuxford's cylinder is vertical in a covered "house" at one end of the

boiler; and Messrs Barrett & Exall's is an outside cylinder upon the

top of the boiler. All employed separate expansion valves and apparatus

for heating the water before it enters the boiler; but Messrs Hornsby's

fire-box was not felted and lagged as in other cases. The greatest duty

run (that of Messrs Tuxford's 8-horse engine), surpasses their last feat

triaf (at Chester), by 18i minutes ; and Messrs Barrett & Exall's engine

also has, on this occasion, slightly exceeded what Messrs Tuxford then

did f;ur years ago. But the advance is in reality much greater than

these figures indicate, because the competitors have been allowed lib. of

wood per horse-power less fuel than at Chester. It should be borne in

mind in reviewing the award of prizes that, as the judges by no means
patronize what may be a mere racing engine, the winning engines may
be relied upon as undoubtedly sound machines for purchasers. In the

12-horse engine class the performances were not all under equal condi-

tions, seeing that Messrs Hornsby alone had a single cylinder, which
gives a less proportion of frictioual parts than is incurred by double

cylinders.

Amongst the exhibitors of good steam engines not already named are

Barrett & Exall, Kansome & Sims, Brown & May, Buston & Procter,

Robey, Haywood, Ashly & Co., and others. Aveling & Porter exhibited

at work their excellent traction engines. Tuxford & Sons showed por-

table engines driving their thrashing machines. Richmond & Chandler

sent chaff engines and farm-yard machines. Bury & Pollard showed an

eight sail self-regulating wind eDgine. The chief stands covered by the

two miles of shedding belonged to Hornsby, J. & F. Howard, Aimes &
Barford, Clayton & Shuttleworth, Coleman. W. Crosskill, J. E. Cross-

kill, Samuf-lson, Mapplebeck and Lowe, and Turner.

The makers of combined threshing machines seem generally to have

adopted revolving fan elevators and spring hangers.

Amongst the few novelties under this head is Mr William Tasker's

new form of spring bar for the support of the shoes, riddles, or carving

boards of thrashing machines. The invention is also applicable to the

connecting rods which communicate motion from the crank shaft to the
shoes, &c., of those machines. Our illustration shows that the

spring is formed of two separate blades or bars, which may be of wood,
steel, or other suitable material, in place of being in one single piece as
heretofore. These blades or bars are of equal thickness throughout
their length, and are kept asunder by a block of wood or metal intro-

duced between them at each end. These blocks also serve as the
attachments for the spring to the part to be moved, or to any fixed part
of the framing, and the connections may be either rigid or otherwise as
preferred.

The first prize (£25) for portable thrashing machines has been gained
by Hornsby ; the second (£15) by Clayton & Shuttleworth ; and the
third (£10) by Wallis & Haslam. Hornsby oarried off the prize of i 20
for fixed barn works.

"THE CHALMERS' TAKGET."

A further trial with heavy ordnance was made at Slioelmryness, on 4th
May, of Mr Chalmers' method for armour-plating, of which this "target"
is a specimen. The success which attended the first day's testing, according
to the usual programme, of this novel plan naturally called for some addi-

tional and still more trying proofs of its efficiency. On this latter occasion, a
300-ponnder Armstrong gun was employed, with a charge of 50 lb. of
powder and a solid spherical cast iron shot of 156 lb. Two rounds of this

kind were given, and the projectiles, in penetrating the first or face
armour-plates, were shattered to pieces, a large portion of them being
ground to powder. The fragments were arrested by the second armour-plate,
and some further damage was done by the bending inwards of one of the ship's

ribs a few inches, a slight rupture that was caused in the ship's skin, and the
breaking of two bolts and a few rivets. The crew and ship might be still

regarded as quite safe. The experiments of the day possessed, by accident, a
higher illustrative value than was anticipated, inasmuch as one of the rounds
hit close to the spot affected by the crushing salvo of five guns given on the

first day's trial without even there causing more injury to the target than is

specified above. The other shot struck about twelve inches from the end of
one of the armour-plates. Both points of impact were relatively weak, and,
consequently, under the circumstances, the resistance offered by these weaker
spots afforded all the more reliable evidence of the superior excellence of the
proposed plan. The Admiralty had, previously to the 4th of May's operations,
ordered an inspection of the condition of the compound backing of the plates

in consequence of the first day's experiments. This was done by the removal
of one of the end plates, and the backing was seen, it is stated, to be hut little

injured. The armour-plates have since been removed, and, so far as the target

is concerned, it presents remarkable differences as compared with any of its

predecessors, with the exception of the parts struck by the 300-pounder, the
injury may be set down as much less. We have not ourselves seen the target

since the first day's firing, and hence are not in a condition to personally con-
firm the above.

—

Ed.

RECENT PATENTS.

INDICATING THE PRESENCE OF METALLIC BODIES.

J. Henry Johnson, 47 LincolvCsInnFiM% London (Edmond Langlois,

Paris)—Patent dated Nov. 28, 1862.

The improvements specified under these letters patent have reference to

an apparatus for discovering and indicating the presence of metallic

bodies, or other conductors of electricity, when these bodies are scattered,

hidden, or disseminated in other bodies non-metallic, or non-conductive
of electricity. This apparatus, according to one arrangement, consists

essentially of a hollow sounding or testing rod, within which is placed,

so as to be free to move to and fro another rod, which, in all cases, is

insulated completely from the outer tube or sounding rod. One pole of

a battery is connected with the outer tube, and the other pole with tho

inner rod, and with either of these parts there is also connected, so as

to be in the electric circuit, a small electric alarum bell or signal and
galvanometer. The internal rod may either remain fixed to the tube,

so that its lower extremity is always flush with the end of the tube, or

it may, when not in action, be retained, and held up away from the

lower end of the tube, by means of a spring catch, or other convenient
contrivance- If this apparatus be now inserted into a boring, pushed
into sand, or submerged, the instant the extremity of the tube comes in

contact with or strikes a resisting body, the resistance occasioned will

effect the release of the inner rod, and cause it to descend, until its

extremity also comes in contact with the same body ; and if such body
be metallic, or conductive of electricity, a circuit will be instantly

established between the tube and the inner rod, through the contact

therewith of the conductive medium, and a current of electricity will

pass through the apparatus, ringing the bell, and indicating its

presence on the galvanometer. The extremity of the apparatus must,

of course, be specially adapted to the various uses to which it is to be

applied, as, for example, the finding of projectiles in wounds, ascertain-

ing the positions of gas and water mains or pipes, the discovery of

native minerals, gold, silver, andothers, oresconductive of electricity, ores
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containing metals disseminated therein, such as lead ores, containingsilver,

the finding of chain cables, anchors, and submerged metallic substances.

Fig. 1 represents one modification of the apparatus, principally

applicable as a surgical instrument for the discovery of projectiles or

metallic bodies in gun shot or other wounds. In this arrangement, the

arms are insulated. In using the apparatus, a rod or arm is first intro-

duced into the wound, and so soon as the alarm indicates the presence of

a metallic substance, a second rod or arm is introduced, and on due

notice by the alarm being given that it has come in contact with the

metallic substance a third rod or arm is inserted, and so on, until the

bullet or other metallic substance is surrounded or laid hold of on all

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.
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sides. A sliding ring is then pushed down the rods, so as to cause

them to grip firmly the metallic substance which may then be with

drawn. Fig. 2 represents an apparatus of a tubular construction, and
having an internal rod enclosed therein, and entirely sheathed or

covered thereby. One of the poles is connected with a tube, in the

interior of which is fitted a rigid rod, which is in communication with
the opposite pole of the battery. The lower extremities of the tube

and rod are not on the same level, the tube extending slightly beyond
the rod, so that when the tube comes in contact with a solid body by
depressing slightly the rod, the latter will also be brought in contact

with the body ; and if it be metallic, or conductive of electricity, a

circuit will be established, and the belt or galvanometer will be acted

upon. On withdrawing the apparatus from the substance upon which
both parts of the instrument were pressed, they will resume their

original relative positions, as the internal rod will he slightly elevated

by a spring or otherwise. Fig. 3 represents a screw or helicoidal form
of apparatus, which is more particularly applicable to the discovery of

metallic substances or minerals in quicksands, or under water. In all

cases, the wires or metal conductors, leading to the two poles of the

battery, must be insulated from each other ; and when the body of the
instrument serves as one of the conductors, the wire for the other

conductor will be inlaid therein, the grooves or channels formed to

receive them being first lined with any good non-conducting cement

;

and after the wires are inserted, the entire surface is to be made even
by filing or otherwise.

APPARATUS FOR MAKING BOOT AND SHOE TIPS.

J. R. Danes, B. P. Walker, ANn R. P. Walker, Wolverhampton.—
Patent dated November 26, 1S62.

Tins invention consists, firstly, in constructing machines for the manu-
facture of boot and shoe tips, clog irons, and other similar articles, in

such a manner that the operations of bending the pieces of metal
intended to be formed into tips, or other articles, and afterwards piercing
the tips or other articles with the necessary holes for the reception of
the fastenings, are performed automatically in one machine, in place of
each operation being pei formed separately, as at present.

In some cases the operations of cutting off the lengths of metal, and
of levelling the tips, or other articles, after the same have been pierced,

may be combined either together or separately in the same machine
which effects the operations of bending and piercing.

Various mechanical combinations may be employed in carrying out
this portion of the invention, the essential feature of which is the
application and use of a moulding tool, or "former," which acts not
only as a mould for the straight piece of metal from which the tip is

made, to be wrapped or bent round, but also as a bed for the punches to

act upon, so that after a tip is bent, it is punched before it is released

from the bending tools, and is then either allowed to fall away from the

machine or on to a levelling apparatus, which may form part of the

same machine. The following is an example of one mode of carrying
out this part of the invention. The punching tool, which may be of the

ordinary construction for punching the several nail holes at one opera-

tion, is fitted to a vertical slide, actuated by a horizontal lever, which
derives its motion from a crank, cam, eccentric, or otherwise. The
" former," which operates in the bending and punching processes, may
be of the ordinary construction, but is provided with holes corresponding
to the nail holes to be punched in the tip, and is placed immediately
under the punching tool. Beneath the "former" works a reciprocating

slide, actuated by a crank, cam, or eccentric from the main shaft, and
carrying a pair of bell crank levers, provided with suitable moulding
blocks or tools at their front ends, which are situate one on either side

of the " former." A straight piece of metal having been placed between
the curved end of the "former" and the moulding tools, it is by the

forward movement of those tools bent round the " former" into the shape
of a letter U, and by the time the moulders have nearly completed their

forward traverse with the slide, the tails of the bell cranks come in

contact with two adjustable stops, which cause the bell cranks to close,

by turning on their fulcra, and bring the moulding tools to bear forcibly

against the ends of the tip, pressing them in contact with the sides of

the "former," and thus imparting the desired shape to the tip. By the

time this operation is completed, the punching tool descends, and whilst

the tip is being nipped and held firm upon the "former" by the moulding
tools, perforates the nail holes therein. The moulding tools now relax

their hold, and as the punch rises, it carries up with it the perforated

tip, until by coming in contact with a releasing plate it is detached, and
drops into an inclined channel, down which it slides by its own gravity,

either out of the machine entirely, or on to an anvil, under a hammer
worked by the same lever which actuates the punches, and here it

receives a blow or pressure which effectually levels it, the tip falling

away into a proper receptacle immediately on the rising of the hammer.
It will thus be seen that at each revolution of the driving shaft the

combined machine completes a tip, so far as regards the bending,
punching, and levelling of the same. If preferred, the die or "former,"
in place of being stationary, may be made to slide, whilst the bell cranks
remain in one position, or springs and rollers may be substituted for the

bell cranks.

Secondly. In the construction of a machine for bending into shape
the rods of metal from which boot and shoe tips, and similar articles,

are made, in which machine one or more "formers" or moulds, used for

giving the required shape to the article, are attached to a rotating disc,

instead of a single " former" or mould being used in connection with a
vibratory or reciprocating action of the machine, as at present in use.

Thirdly. In certain peculiar apparatus for making the nail holes and
countersinks in boot and shoe tips, which consists in so constructing the

dies used for this purpose as to provide for the operation of the punching
tools upon the blank, after it is compressed into, and whilst it is retained

in the cavity of the die, instead of as at present making the forcing of

the blank into the die simultaneons with the action of the punches.

Fig. 1 is a side elevation of one form of machine, in which are effected

automatically the three operations of bending, punching, and levelling

a heel or toe tip. Fig. 2 is a plan showing the form and arrangement
of the bending apparatus in the machine. The improved bending
apparatus consists of two bent levers, b b', turning upon pivots, c, and
mounted upou a moveable piece, A, which may be either a lever turning

upon an axis, or a sliding piece moving between guides (as shown at A,

figs. 1 and 2). The piece, A, has a reciprocating motion communicated
to it by means of a crank, E, and connecting rod. p. In fig. 1, the

bending part is shown in the proper position for feeding in the piece of

iron which is to be bent into a tip, whilst in fig. 2 it is shown at the end
of its stroke. The levers, b b', are furnished with moulding tools, o,

which, closing upon the "former," h, bend the tip accurately around
the same, and retain it in position, as shown in fig. 4, whilst the punch-
ing operation is performed. The closing of the levers, b b', is effected by
their outer ends coming in contact, before tire end of the stroke, with
the adjustable stop screws, 1 1.

The punching or piercing of the tip is effected as follows. The
" former," H, is constructed upon the usual plan, excepting that it is

furnished with holes corresponding with the nail holes of the tip. Per-

pendicular to the "former" is a punching apparatus, consisting of a
slide or " bolt," k, which carries at its lower part a holder furnished
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with punches, I, which are arranged to correspond with the holes in the
former, so as to pierce the tip with the full number of nail holes required,
by the descent of the slide, k. The slide, k, is actuated by a lever, l,
working on a fulcrum, m, to which it is connected by the link, n, so as

Fig. 2.

to allow of the parallel movement of the slide. Motion is communicated
to the lever, l. by means of the connecting rod, o, and crank, p, the
revolution of the latter giving the proper reciprocating motion to the
slide or bolt, k, and to the punches.
As the slide, k, rises after the piercing of the tip, the friction of the

punches in the nail holes lifts the tip from off the " former," until it is
brought in contact with the releaser, q, which removes the tip, so as to
admit of a succeeding one being operated upon by the machine. The

whole of the apparatus for bending,
and for the subsequent operations, are
to be placed at an angle, so that the
tip when freed from the punches will
fall by its own gravity into the chan-
nel, s, and slide down that channel
on to the anvil, T, when a leveller or
hammer is combined with'the machine,
where it receives a blow from the
hammer, u, which is worked by the
lever, l, thereby "levelling" or flatten-

ing the tip. Upon the ascent of the
hammer, the tip falls into a receptacle,

ready finished for polishing, which is effected in the ordinary manner.
In some cases, a pair of suitably shaped rollers may be combined with
the machine, in lieu of a hammer, for the purpose of flattening the tips.

The several operations of bending, piercing, and levelling tips are thus
effected in one machine, but the inventors do not limit themselves to auy
particular arrangement of mechanism for effecting any one of these opera-

Fig. 3.

tions separately. Thus the bending may be effected either by means of

rollers carried by springs, or by levers acted upon by springs, as de-

No. 185.—Vof XVI.

scribed hereafter, in lieu of the bent levers, b; or any of the methods of
bending now in use may be employed, in combination with machinery
for accomplishing the other operations, many of which are applicable, as
will be well understood by those familiar with this branch of manufac-

Fig. 4.

ture. The position of the crank, and arrangement of the parts for

driving both the bending and punching apparatus, can also be varied at

pleasure.

In some cases the machines are constructed with an apparatus, in

addition to that already described, for cutting off the proper lengths of
tip iron from the rod, thus making the machine effect the entire conver-
sion of rod iron into tips ; but as the construction of a bending machine
provided with a " cutting off" apparatus is well known, no claim is

made to such a combination.
Fig. 3 is a side elevation of one form of the machine for bending the

straight lengths or rods of iron, or other material, (from which, as is

well known, boot and shoe tips, clog irons, or other similar articles, are

formed) into the desired shape, and fig. 4 is a corresponding plan of the
same. It consists of a framing, x, supporting a plate, b, and fur-

nished with proper carriages and bearings, c, in which revolves the axis

of the disc or wheel, d. Attached to the periphery of this disc are

the tools or "formers,'' e, these "formers" are constructed of any
suitable material, and of the well known shape required and employed
in many tip-bending machines at present in common use. On impart-

ing a rotatory motion to the disc, d, on its axis, the several " formers "

will pass successively between the rollers, r, attached to the levers, o,

which turn upon steady pins, h, firmly fixed in the upper plate of the
machine, b. The outer ends of the levers, G, are kept asunder by a
spring, i, of a helical or any other convenient form. The distance

to which the levers, g, separate at their outer end is controlled and
regulated by the set screws, J.

The action of the machine will be understood by reference to fig. 4,

in which is shown, at k, a piece of iron as it is placed in the machine
for the purpose of being bent. It will be evident that as the disc

revolves, the " former," e, will carry with it the straight piece of iron

between the rollers, f, which are arranged so closely together as to nip

the tip in its narrowest part, whilst the spring, I, which is sufficiently

powerful to overcome the rigidity of the iron rod from which the tip is

made, acting through the levers, g, will allow the rollers, F, to separate

sufficiently to admit of the widest part of the tip to pass between them.
Thus by the combined action of the roller's spring and "former," the

tip receives its proper shape, being, as it were, wrapped accurately

around the "formers," e. The continued rotation of the disc, d, carries

the tip onwards, bent into shape as described, until on arriving at the
lower side it is free to fall by its own weight from off the "former" into

a proper receptacle, or it may be released, if necessary, by means of a
spring or other convenient contrivance, whilst the remaining " formers"
successively pass between the rollers, the pieces of iron being fed in,

either by hand or otherwise, at the proper time.

The levers, g, may be caused to move and close upon the "formers,"

so as to " pull in" the ends of the tips, by the action of a cam connected
with the revolving disc, and in some cases the machine is constructed so

as to operate in this manner ; but the essential feature of this part of the

invention is the use of a revolving disc for carrying the several ''formers."

According to another arrangement, the positions of the "formers" and
rollers are reversed, two discs being placed upon the axis, and the levers

being attached to their peripheries, whilst the "formers" are fitted to

the table or upper plate, b, of the machine.
One great advantage obtained in this machine is, that whereas the

machines at present employed for bending tips and clog irons communi-
cate a reciprocating movement to the "formers," whilst in this one the

"former" passes on continuously, thus permitting of a more rapid

action, and rendering the feeding more easily effected.

Another part of this invention relates to the manufacture of that kind
of heel or toe tip known as flat or solid heel or toe tips or plates, and is

more particularly applicable to that stage of the manufacture in which
the nail holes or countersinks are made.
The essential parts of this apparatus consist of a matrix or mould,

having a cavity of the proper form to receive the blank tip, and being
perforated with as many holes as are desired in the finished tip. This

T
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matrix is made considerably deeper than the thickness of the tip, in

order to facilitate the feeding in of the blank tips, and is attached to a
frame by a set pin. This frame slides in a downward direction upon
pillars, which are furnished with nuts, against which the frame is kept
in contact by spiral springs. Attached to the base plates are punches,
so arranged as to pass up through the holes in the matrix when the
frame is depressed, during the operation of the tool. The upper or
counterpart tool is made so as to be attached in any suitable manner to

the bolt of a press. This tool has a projection on its face of the size and
shape of the underside of the tip, so that when by the descent of the
press the upper tool is forced into the matrix, the blank tip is confined
on all sides. The continued descent of the upper tool carries down the
frame and matrix holding the blank tip with it, and the springs giving
way, the blank tip is brought in contact with the lower punches, which
are so shaped as to produce the required impression of the nail hole of
the tip, and penetrate to any depth required, accordingly as the descent
of the bolt is regulated. This peculiar arrangement, in which, as will

be obvious from the foregoing description, the blank tip is compressed
on its sides and faces in the matrix before the punches operate upon
it, constitutes an important feature of this invention. It is obvious
thatthe form of the springs and general details may be varied very
considerably.

_
In another arrangement, where the flatness of the underside of the

tip is of no consequence, the matrix is made of the same depth as the
finished tip, and instead of the upper tool a plane face is used.

HEATING APPARATUS.
J. IT. Johnson, 47 Lincoln's Inn Fields, London (A. Pollak, Wash-

ington, U. S.)—Patent dated Oct. 20, 1862.

This invention relates to a peculiar construction and arrangement of
apparatus to be heated by a lamp or gas jet or jets, for the purpose of
boiling water or other liquids, and for cooking, warming, or preparing
food—the same apparatus serving also as a night light for a sick-room
or nursery. It is proposed to combine a vessel or receiver for the liquid
to be boiled or heated, with a lamp or gas jet or jets in such a manner
as to allow the chimney of the lamp or gas flame to pass up the centre
of the vessel, and be surrounded by the liquid contained therein. The
chimney may be made either entirely of metal, or the lower part thereof
which is attached to the lamp or burner may be of glass or other trans-
parent material ; when composed entirely of metal, a window or aper-
ture is made in the lower part, through which the light may shine into
the apartment. A tap may be fitted to the lower part of the vessel for

the purpose of drawing off the heated liquid, or it may be provided with
a pouring lip or spout. In some cases an annular cup may be fitted into
the upper part of the vessel, so as to surround the top of the chimney
for the purpose of containing infants' food, and a tripod or stand may
be placed over the top of the chimney on the lid of the vessel, to receive
a dish or plate in which meat or eggs may be fried or warmed. The
upper part of the chimney is united to the lower rim of the vessel, so as
to form one piece therewith, which fits accurately over the lower portion
of the chimney immediately surrounding the flame, and is readily
removable therefrom when desired. When used with a gas burner, an
ordinary side bracket may be employed with a separate stout bracket
above, fitted with a ring for holding the apparatus.
The cut annexed represents a vertical section of one form of the im-

proved apparatus as adopted on a comparatively small scale for use in

a nursery or sick-room, the heat
being derived from a small lamp of

the ordinary construction, a re-

presents a vessel in which water
or other liquid is heated, by the aid

either of a paraffin or other lamp,
B, or by one or more gas jets ; c is

a chimney passing through the
centre of the vessel, A ; it is com-
posed either entirely of metal, or

the upper part, which is contained
within the vessel, is of metal,
while the lower part or bulb, c,

which surrounds the flame is com-
posed of glass or other suitable

transparent or translucent material.

When the bulb, c, is composed of

metal, it is to be provided with one

or more apertures or windows
covered with glass or talc, d,

through which a light is thrown into the apartment, and facility is

afforded for inspecting the state of the flame. The lower part or

bulb, c, is fixed in any convenient manner to the gallery of the

lamp, e, or is supported in a stand, but in all cases it is separate

from the upper portion of the chimney, which is secured at re, by

soldering, brazing, or otherwise to the rim or edge of the bottom
of the vessel, a, this portion of the -chimney being expanded at the part

in question for that purpose. The vessel, a, and the upper part of the
chimney consequently form one piece, which rests upon the upper rim
or edge of the bulb or lower portion, c, of the chimney, and may be
readily fitted thereon, or removed at pleasure.

In the larger-sized apparatus, a sufficient base is obtained for support-
ing the vessel or boiler safely upon the upper rim of the can, but
in the smaller apparatus it is found advisable to employ a stand con-
sisting of two or more vertical supports, h\ secured to a small tray, i,

and having an annular support or socket, 7c, fitted to their upper ends,

within which socket the vessel, A, (which may be made slightly conical
or tapering towards the bottom,) rests, the ring, h, thus supporting the
entire weight of the vessel. A pouring lip or spout, h, and handle, m,
may be fitted to the smaller vessels, whilst those of a larger make are
provided each with a tap or cock for drawing oflf the contents. The
smaller apparatus may also be arranged to be heated by an ordinary gas
burner, a supporting bracket being provided, having a ring in which
the vessel is to be placed over the gas-burner. A vessel having a cen-
tral flue, as hereinbefore described, may be used with any ordinary
lamp and glass chimney, by simply slipping it over the glass chimney
of the lamp, in which case the lower part or bulb, c, will be dispensed
with.

STEAM GENERATORS.

J. Henry Johnson, London—Joseph Francois Berendorf, of Paris).—
Patent dated December 8, 1862.

Tins invention relates more particularly to multitubular boilers or

steam generators, and comprises also an improved construction, and
mode or method of fitting or adjusting the tubes in the tube plates,

whereby greater facility is afforded for introducing, removing, and
cleaning the same. The tubes when secured in their places, according

to this invention, are not contractea or obstructed by any internal rings

or ferrules, so that the cleaning of the same is more easy of execution,

and the draught is unimpeded. According to the first part of this

invention it is proposed to adapt a fan or other exhauster to the rear

end of the set of tubes which act as the return tubes in multitubular

boilers, whereby the draught can be increased or diminished at pleasure,

and the heated gases and products of combustion arc directed or

forced by opening or closing certain valves, either direct into the

chimney or along other flues or passages leading into the ash pit, or

along special flues, for the purpose of heating ovens or drying stoves, or

for warming workshops. The barrel of the boiler is riveted at one
end, to the main upright cylindrical portion of the boiler containing the

fire box, and surmounted by a steam dome. Two series or sets of

tubes are introduced into this shell, one set above the other horizontally.

Fig. 1.

The lower set of tubes is fitted at one end into the fire box, and at the

other end into a tube plate forming part of the smoke box or combustion

chamber. The upper or return set of tubes is connected with the

smoke box or combustion chamber at one end, and with a chamber
opening on one side under the mouth or entrance to the chimney, which

is situate at the front or fire box end of the boiler. Immediately in
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front of this chamber there is fitted a fan or exhauster, contained in a
suitable case, which great]}' assists the draught, and communicates at

its upper portion direct with the chimney, which is provided with a

valve or damper, and at the sides with two laterally descending flues or

passages which open under the grate bars in the closed ash pit, or into

special flues or passages for heating or drying purposes. Valves or

Fi?. i.

dampers are also provided in these descending flues, so that the pro-

ducts of combustion may either be directed at once into the chimney,
or shut off therefrom and directed into the ash pit, or along the

special flues. The adjustment or fitting in of the tubes is effected after

the boiler is completed, and the holes have been made in the respective

tube plates. Into these holes are inserted two slightly tapered cutters,

having their cutting surfaces extending only about half way round.
These cutters, one for

each plate, are both
fitted on to a long rod

which is passed from
one hole to the opposite

one, so that each cutter

will operate simultane-
ously upon the two
corresponding holes in

the two tube plates ; the
first cutter being made
rather smaller than the

other, in order to allow

of its passing through
the hole in the first

tube plate. By rotating

the rod, the cutters im-
part a slightly conical

form to the holes. To
each extremity of the

tube to be inserted, is

fitted externally a

slightly conical or ta-

pered ferrule, the first

or entering ferrale being
rather smaller than the

second, so as to pass

through the first tube

plate. Into this tube is

inserted longitudinally

a rod screwed at both ends, and carrying at each extremity a washer and

a nut outside thereof. One of these washers bears only upon the end of

the tube itself, whilst the other which is made hollow and of larger dia-

meter, bears at its edges only upon the tube plate, immediately round the

end of the tube. By tightening up the nut at the back of the last named
washer, the tube will be forcibly drawn into the conical holes in the

tube plates, and firmly secured therein. AVhen the tubes are to be

removed the positions of the washers are reversed, and by again

tightening the nuts the tubes will be drawn out of their holes in the
tube plates. A few strokes of the hammer upon the smaller washer
will greatly assist the insertion and removal of the tubes.
In adapting tubes to existing boilers, the holes for receiving the

tubes are prepared by a "rimer" or tool provided with two tapered or
conical file-cutters, as shown at fig. 1. The cutters/and/1 are serrated

or roughened on one-half of their circumference only.
The cutter/ is of larger diameter than the cutter/ in
order to admit of the entrance of the tube. The inser-
tion of the tube is effected by the rod l, (fig. 2.) which
is screwed at each extremity, and carries at each
screwed portion a washer, m and M 1

, of different forms,
as well as the nuts m and m1

. The washer m, bears
against the end of the tube, whilst the other m1

, bears
against the surface of the tube plate round the tube.
In fitting in the tube the washer m 1

, must be placed on
the plate through which the end of the tube is to be
forced, as in fig. 2, when, if the nut m? on the rod, L,

he tightened up, that rod will be drawn in the direction
of the arrow and the washer, m, and by pressing against
the opposite end of the tube will force it into its place.

It is advisable to commence with the tubes on the outer
edge, in order to have a better and firmer support on
approaching the centre of the tube plates. The remov-
ing of the tubes is effected by simply reversing the
relative positions of the washers, m, m', as shown in

fig. 3, when the tightening of the nut, m1
, will draw

the rod, l, in the contrary direction shown by the arrow,
and the washer, m, bearing against the smaller end of
the tube will force it out of its tube plates. A few
blows of a hammer upon a washer will in all cases
facilitate and expedite the proper insertion and removal
of the tubes. The use of external conical ferrules will

be found preferable in all cases where the water has a
particular tendency to form a deposit, as in marine
boilers. It is therefore necessary in such cases that
the diameter of the ferrules over and above that of the
exterior of the tube should be more than the thickest

deposit likely to be formed upon such tube, so that the tube with
the deposit upon it will pass readily through the hole in the tube
plate, left by the outer ferrule. Without this proviso, the deposit

on the tube would tend to prevent its withdrawal through the hole

in the tube plate. Fig. 4, represents a longitudinal section of a
tubular boiler, with return tubes fitted with a fan or ventilator for

increasing the draught, and for returning the gases as desired, under
the furnace bars, or along special flues, or conduits for heating
purposes. Fig. 5, is a transverse section of the same, taken
along the line 3-4. The boiler is composed of the main outer shell, a,

in which is fitted a furnace, F, and which is surmounted by a steam
dome, &. Two sets of tubes, t and t1

, are fitted in the barrel, and by the

upper set the flame returns to the chimney. These tubes are mounted
or fixed, and removed in the manner before described. The tubes,

t, are fitted at one end into the fire box, f, and at the opposite

end into the smoke box, e, whilst the tubes, t1
, connect this box With a

second box, r>, and in connection with this second box there is a fan or

exhauster, H, which can be made to communicate direct with the

chimney at its upper side, or with lateral vertical passages provided
with valves or dampers, and leading into the ash pit, or into tubes or

flues for heating purposes. On driving the fan the gases and products

of combustion are drawn through the tubes, I 1
, and forced by the aid of

valves or dampers, which are opened or shut accordingly, either direct

into the chimney or into the furnace again, or through heating flues or

pipes. When the gases are employed for assisting combustion in the

furnace, the ash pit should be closed, by having a plate in front, pro-

vided with a small sliding door for the passage of air.

IMPROVEMENTS IN FLUTING ROLLERS FOR PREPARING,
SPINNING, AND DOUBLING FIBROUS MATERIALS.

James and William Lord, of Bolton.—Patent dated December 24, 1862.

These improvements have for their object the fluting of rollers, accord-

ing to the invention for which letters patent were granted to William

Weild, on the 20th of September, 1859, No. 2130, that is, the making of

the flutes at an inclination to the axis of the roller, and reversing their

inclination on adjacent bosses ; and the present invention relates to

improvements in the mechanism described in the specification referred

to for forming such fluted rollers, by a modification of the ordinary

machinery for cutting straight flutes, parallel to the axis of the roller,

by a planing process. Fig. 1 is an elevation of one side of the machine

;

fig. 2 is an elevation of a portion of the other side of the same, showing

the manner of giving movement for lifting the pawls by turning the
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rollers after a cut has been made; and fig. 3 is a detached view, showing
the arrangement of mechanism for giving motion to the rollers. The

ordinary parts of the ma-
liiue are the feet, a, the

bed, A1
, the uprights, a2

,

carrying the cross slide,

A3
, upon which the tool

holders, a1
, are placed,

Fig. 2.
and the traversing table, e.

The.'; rollers to be fluted are
secured upon the table in the
ordinary manner as when
making straight flutes. Each
roller, x, is connected to a
short shaft, x 1

, upon which
the ratchet wheels are fixed

for giving motion to the rollers,

one end of each short shaft,

x1
, is formed into a cone

centre, and enters a hollow
cone centre screw, x2

, to pre-

vent end play, and make the
rollers more easy to turn. In-
stead of one ratchet wheel as

for straight flutes, two are

placed upon each short shaft,

x 1
, with their teeth [reversed

in relation to each other ; and
by means of these ratchet

wheels, x3 and x4
, oscillatory

motion is given to the rollers,

so as to produce, in combination

Fig. 3.

to one side of the table, so as to slide freely up and down A pin a5 is
fixed in the end of the horizontal bar, a, which fits in an oblique slot J'
formed in the upper end of the vertical bar, b, and thus the vertical
movement of the latter gives a horizontal movement to the former. At
the lower end of the vertical bar, b, two parts are hinged so as to be
moveable in one direction and rigid in the other direction, the rigidity
of the one being in the opposite direction to that of the other. These
hinged parts, b3 and V, are acted upon by two cam paths or shapers,

the one, 6 5
,

is secured to a bracket, a5
, from

the side of the bed, a 1
, in a horizontal position

so as to be adjustable, and is made as loDg as
the traverse of the table, B, when making
the cut, and it is shaped and arranged to give
the oscillatory movements required by the
rollers when making the cut. The other cam
path, iG , is for giving a movement when the
table, b, is going back to turn the rollers for
the next flute to be cut, and this cam path, ¥,
is secured by means of T headed bolts entering
into a slot, b1

, formed longitudinally in the
bracket, a5

, fixed to the side of the bed. One
end of the cam path, b6

, is slotted in a vertical
direction, so that that end may be raised or
lowered to adjust the extent of the feeding
movement. When the cut is taking place,
the hinged part, b3

, is rigid, and gives move-
ment to the vertical bar, b, the other hinged
part, ft

4
, is passive, it being hinged so as to

turn in the opposite direction, and does not
affect the movement of the vertical bar, b,

but when the back movement takes place,

the hinged part, 63
, is passive, and the hinged

part, 64
, is active or rigid, and gives movement

to the vertical bar, b, so as to turn the rollers

for the next flute to be cut. The cam paths, 65 and 66
, are only

active or positive in making the up strokes of the vertical bar, b,

the down strokes are made by the gravity of that bar, and the

assistance of a sufficiently powerful helical spring, c, acting upon

the horizontal bar, and placed round the end of the bar, a, in

the case, c, extending from one of the standards, a4
, secured to the

table, b. Eor the purpose of turning the rollers for the next flute to be

cut, or changing the pawls to the next position on their several ratchets,

one of the pawls, a2
, for each roller is lifted during the time the table

is going back, and these pawls, a2
,
are kept from their ratchets till the

vertical bar, b, has made its down stroke when the table is going back;
by this means, the pawls, a2

,
that are lifted will pass their ratchets

without acting upon them, and those pawls, a1
,
which are not lifted,

will lift themselves over the teeth of their respective ratchets, and con-

sequently both sets of pawls will have taken hold of the next tooth on
their respective ratchets. Of course, the rollers may be moved one or

more teeth of the ratchets as required, according to the extent of move-
ment given to the horizontal bar, a, and the space through which the

pawls, a2
, are held up while the vertical bar is descending. The move-

ment for lifting the pawls, a2
, is obtained from a cam path, d, fixed on

the side of the bed, a, as shown in fig. 2, and this cam path acts upon
a part, e 1

, hinged to the lower end of a vertical rod.Je, carried by, and
free to slide up and down in a guide, e

2
, secured to the table, b. The

upper end of the vertical rod is jointed to [an arm, e
3

, fixed on the end

with the rectilinear movement of the table, the required flutes of reversed
inclinations. The ratchet wheels are each acted upon by a hook pawl, so that
one pawl, a 1

, fig. 3, will turn the roller one way, and the other pawl, a2
, acts

in the opposite direction, one of the pawls, a 1
, for each roller is made so

that the hook part can be slid in and out of a socket, by means of an ad-
justing screw, a3

; by this means the amount of play between the pawls
in the teeth of the ratchets upon each roller may be regulated. These
pawls are jointed upon studs fixed in a horizontal bar, a, placed across
and above the table

; and this bar is arranged so as to be carried by and
to slide freely in bearings formed by two stands, a1

, one fixed on each
side of the table. A longitudinal reciprocating movement is given to

the horizontal bar, a, by a vertical bar, 6, placed in a guide, b\ secured

of a shaft, e4
,
passing 'across the table,

and carried by suitable stands, e5 , fixed in

the table ; and from this shaft there is a

projecting arm for each pawl, one of which
arms comes under a projection from each
of the pawls, a2 , to be lifted. The part,

e 1
, hinged to the bottom of the vertical

rod, e, is rigid when the table, b, is mov-
ing back after the cut. Instead of rotat-

ing each roller from the bar, a, separately,

the rollers may be geared together, and
in this case two ratchets and two pawls
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only will be required. The cutting tools are lifted clear of the rollers

when the table is making its back movement in the ordinary manner.

CONSTRUCTION OF HARROWS.

William Taskek, Andover, Hants.—Patent dated Jan. 9, 18G3.

This invention comprehends a peculiar construction and arrangement of

the frames of harrows. According to this invention, it is proposed to

employ separate truss bars between the several longitudinal beams of

the harrow frame, and to connect such truss bars to the beams in such

positions as will afford the greatest strength by preference at right

angles to the beams, which, when zigzag, gives a diagonal trussing.

Any other angle, however,
may be adopted. The truss

bars are formed with a
shoulder or collar near each
end, and are either bolted to

the beams or keyed thereto,

the ends of the truss bars

passing through the beams.
Or these bars may be formed
with a foot at one or both
ends, and secured in the one
case by passing the end of

one bar through the beam and
foot of the next bar, and
securing it by means of a nut
key or riveting. Or in the

other case, by a separate

bolt pin or rivet passing
through both the feet of the

contiguous ends of the bars

and through the beam.
Fig. 1 of the subjoined

engravings represents a per-

spective plan of. the im-
proved harrow, having the
truss bars disposed at right

angles to the lateral surface

of the beams. A are the or-

dinary zigzag beams, trussed by means of a series of short intermediate

truss bars, b, which are disposed at right angles to the junction sur-

faces of the beams to which they are secured, and consequently form a
diagonal or zigzag system of bracing. Figs. 2 and 3 are details of the

the truss bars.
Fig. 2. Fig. 2 represents

a plan of one
side of the truss

bars for an ar-

rangement of

harrow where all

the truss bars
are parallel. And
fig. 3 is a form
of bar adapted
for the diagonal

arrangement as

shown in fig. 1.

In fig. 2, B is the bar, c is an eye formed on one end at any required

angle, and v is a screwed stem or bolt formed on the opposite end, also

at any required angle or straight. In attaching these truss bars, the

part, D, is passed through the beam of the harrow and through the eye,

c, on the contiguous end of the next truss bar, a nut being then
screwed on to the end of the part, d, which tightens up the two truss

bars against the beam. In fig. 3, each end of the bar, E, is provided

•with an eye or foot, c, at right angles to the bar, being intended to be
used in the arrangement shown at fig. 1. These bars are secured by a
separate bolt, b, passing through the eye, c, of one bar, then through
the beam and then through the eye, c, of the contiguous truss bar, or

they may be bolted separately to the beams. Or the two ends of the

truss bar may be screwed, and have a shoulder joined thereon, the
screwed parts passing only through the beam, and tightened up by
nuts, c, as in fig. 1, without being connected in any way with the
contiguous truss bars.

Fig. 3.

FURNACES AND BOILERS.

D. and 1). Acld, Jun., Glasgow.—Patent dated Nov. 27, 1862.

This invention has reference to the arrangement and construction of
apparatus for regulating the supply of air to the furnaces of steam

boilers, also to self-acting apparatus for supplying water to the boiler,

when it falls below a given point. The self-acting apparatus for supply-
ing air to the furnace consists, under one modification, of a sliding panel
arranged at the front of the furnace door, the back part of which is

formed with openings similar to the arrangement of a Venetian blind.

The sliding panel is connected by a chain which is carried up over a
pulley arranged on the upper part of the boiler, and is attached to a bell

crank or other suitable lever, by which it is connected to one of Auld's
self-acting damper or other similar apparatus. In lieu of the arrange-
ment of a sliding panel, a throttle or other suitable valve may be used
instead, where such modification is found more convenient. When the
pressure of the steam falls, the damper apparatus is brought into opera-
tion, and this being in connection with the sliding panel or other valve,

it is thereby raised so as to allow a larger supply of air to pass through
the fuel, and thus increase the rate of combustion as well as the genera-

tion of the steam. On the other hand, if the steam is generated too

rapidly, the self-acting apparatus causes the damper and sliding panel,

or its equivalent arrangement, to be lowered, and so check the combus-
tion of the fuel. This air-regulating apparatus may be readily adapted
to and connected with any suitable self-acting damper apparatus, the

connection being so arranged as to suit the particular kind of apparatus

employed. Or in lieu of this combination the sliding panel may be ar-

ranged so as to operate in conjunction with a loaded disc or piston, or

a " reducing valve " or other self-acting valvular apparatus, by means
of which the steam is kept at a uniform or nearly uniform pressure.

This apparatus or a modification of the same is also applicable for the
regulation of the air draught in the furnance and flues of the boiler.

For this purpose the apparatus is connected in any suitable manner
with a " gridiron," or other valve, situated in the ash-pit of the furnance,

or other conveniently available position, so that the amount of draught
admitted will always be in exact accordance with the requirements of

the boiler. The improved apparatus for supplying boilers with water by

self-acting means is shown in the accompanying figure, which repre-
sents an elevation of the apparatus partly in section. A pipe, A, leads
from the water tank or other source of supply from which the water is

obtained. This pipe is fitted with a valve chamber, b, containing a
valve, which, when open, admits the water to the cylinder or water
chamber, c. The cylinder is fitted with a close cover, in which is a
small valve, D, opening inwards, and is so arranged to allow of the
escape of air from the cylinder, c. In the cylinder cover is fitted the
bent steam pipe, e, which branches off laterally, and enters the chamber,
F. This chamber is provided with a close cover, and in the lower part
is a vertical branch in which is a valve seating to receive the valve, a.

This valve is connected to the lever, and counterweight, h, by which
the valve and its connected parts are properly balanced. The vertical

branch of the chamber, f, opens into the pipe, I, down which is carried

the spindle, j, that serves to connect the valve, a, with an elastic

diaphragm, k, arranged within the chamber, l. This chamber is in
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communication with the pipe, M, which extends upwards, and is carried
by a lateral branch into the cylinder, c, where it terminates near the
bottom, as shown by the dotted lines. At the lower part of the stand
pipe, m, is a lateral branch, which opens into the valve chamber, n ; and
branching off from this chamber is the pipe, o, which extends downwards
into the boiler, p. A smaller pipe, q, is arranged so that its open end
terminates at the proper level of the water within the boiler. Outside
the boiler this pipe extends upwards, and enters the chamber, p. When
the apparatus is in operation, the whole is filled with water, which flows
from the tank or other source of supply into the cylinder, c, and pipe,

M ; water is also forced up the pipe, q, from the boiler, and fills the
chamber, f, and the pipes, e and i ; the valve, G, being kept open by the
pressure of the column of water in the pipe, m, acting on the underside
of the diaphragm, k. And as long as the lower end of the pipe, Q, is

below the surface of the water in the boiler, the apparatus will remain
in this state of equilibrium. But when the water in the boiler sinks
below the mouth of the pipe, q, which is the predetermined level, the
steam rushes up the pipe, passes into the valve chamber, f, and by the
pipe, e, into the cylinder, c, where its pressure forces the water contained
therein down the pipe, m, and by the branch pipe, o, into the boiler, p.

During this action the valve in the box, e, as well as the air valves d,

and it, are closed by the pressure of the steam acting upon their sur-
faces; the pressure on the water also serves to open the valve in the
chamber, n, and thus admit of the water passing into the boiler by the
pipe, o. The self-acting valve, e, is fitted to the upper part of the pipe,
m, to allow of the escape of any air that may collect therein. Another
mode of arranging this apparatus where the position of the boiler does
not admit of having the pipe, m, extending up so high, consists in ar-
ranging at a convenient part of the pipe, m, a cylinder connected with
the water supply. In this cylinder is fitted a float, which is connected
by means of a rod, passing down the pipe to a lever which is centred to
one side of the box or chamber in which the elastic diaphragm, k, or its

equivalent arrangement is arranged, the lever being connected by a link
to the diaphragm. The arrangement for the admission of the steam to
the upper valve chamber, and the cylinder is similar to that before de-
scribed and shown in the accompanying engraving. As the cylinder is

filled with water, the float gradually raises the lever connected to the
diaphragm or other arrangement, which being lifted also raises the
upper valve, so that when the steam passes through the pipe, Q, and
acts on the surface of the water in the cylinder, it is immediately forced
into the boiler through the feed pipe, o. The descent of the float causes
the upper valve to close, and shut off the egress of the steam into the
cylinder, which is again filled by the water passing into it from the tank
or other reservoir, in readiness to afford another supply to the boiler
when required. In this way a constant and regular supply of water to
the boiler is maintained without requiring any personal attention on the
part of those in charge.

LAW REPORTS.

Sewing Machines: Foxwell v. Thomas—Infbingement.—This appar-
ently never-ending case has, at last, received the coup de grace. As
our readers are no doubt aware it was in the Court of Common Pleas,
before the Lord Chief Justice and a special jury. Towards the close of
the fourth day of the present trial, symptoms of an arrangement were
manifested, and finally a verdict was entered by consent for the plaintiff
for £4,250, to include damages and costs, the defendant to have a licence
to use the patent until its expiration. The sum thus payable covers all
claims against the defendant's customers.

Copyright: Hart v. Morgan and Chase.—Infringement.—This was
in the " Second Court'' of Queen's Bench, before Mr Justice Mellor and
a common jury.

The plaintiff, as assignee of the author, Mr John Fawcett, sued the
defendants, printers and publishers, of Amen Corner, for having, with-
out his consent, published a musical composition, called the Doxology,
but better known as " Praise God, from whom all blessings flow," and
the " Hallelujah chorus." Mr Fawcett is a professor of music at Bolton-
le-Moors, and in 1814 published the music in question, through Mr
James Peck. About five years prior to 1860 it was out of print, but as
constant inquiries were made for it, Mr Joseph Hart, the plaintiff, who
is also a professor of music at St. George's Square, Pimlico, and a friend
of Mr Fawcett, purchased the copyright. The music was re-engraved,
but before publication Mr Fawcett discovered that the composition had
been pirated in the Sevival Tune Book, having other words set to it,

known as " Come to Jesus," and published by the defendants. There
had been some change of key, and a bar to which the Amen was sung
in the original was omitted ; but evidence was given which conclusively
established the infringement.
The case ended in the defendants consenting to a verdict for the plain-

tiff, with Is damages; and the learned judge gave the necessary certifi-

cates to entitle the plaintiff to costs.

Copyright: Tinsley v. Lacy.—Infringement.—This was in the Vice-
Chancellor's Court, before Sir W. P. Wood, and had reference to those
two very successful novels—"Aurora Floyd," and "Lady Audley's
Secret."

Messrs. Tinsley, the publishers, are the owners of the copyrights of
both works, and they instituted this suit with the view of restraining
Mr Lacy, the well-known theatrical publisher, from publishing two
dramas bearing the same titles as the novels, " without first omitting
all passages identical with, or only colourably differing from Miss Brad-
don's novels of those names."
The novels in question have already been dramatized, and acted at

London theatres, with the sanction of the authoress. Since this, how-
ever, a Mr Suter, acting without the sanction of the authoress, has in-

dependently dramatized the works for the defendant. These alleged
spurious dramas have been acted, and the books themselves have been
sold. Hence the present suit.

For the plaintiffs it was argued, and certainly truly enough, that the
great success of Miss Braddon's novels had been mainly produced by
certain striking and forcible, or " sensational" incidents, and that these
sensational portions had been copied verbatim by the unauthorised
dramatizer. A fair abridgment was all very well, but here the essence
of the original matter had been taken. Moreover, the right of dramatiz-
ing any work belonged to its author, and was a source of profit of which
he ought not to be deprived. On the other hand, it was argued for the
defendant that the new dramas were in no way intended to affect the
sale of the novels; and that, indeed, they could not have that effect,

because, as they would simply call attention to the novels themselves,
they would enhance the sale. Looking also at the provision of the
Copright Act, the " multiplication of copies " was the only thing pointed
at, and what the defendant had done, did not amount to a multiplication

of the works. The dramas, as printed, were simply intended to enable
play-goers to follow the piece when on the stage, and neither the profits

nor credit of the author were interfered with by the act of the defendant.

The Vice-Chancellor said that the intention of the Copyrights Act was
to secure to authors the full benefit of their labours, but it had been held

that their rights were limited to what was expressly given by statute
;

and works might be dramatized or read out to a meeting without any
infringement of the copyright. But, although the whole work might
be read out or dramatized, no one could contend that copies of the work
thus read out or dramatized might be distributed and sold to the audi-

ence ; and it would be no answer to say, as had been said here, that

they were sold for the mere purpose of assisting the audience to follow

the representation upon the stage. For every purpose but that of print-

ing and selling when printed he had full liberty to do this. But in

taking the most stirring and leading incidents, in the very identical

language of the novels, and reprinting them, he had done what he was
not entitled to do. The defendant had not only picked out the most
stirring incidents, but had given them in the identical words of the

novel. It was said that the quantity taken was small when compared
with the whole work. But in these cases the quality rather than the

quantity of what had been taken was important. The defendant had
plainly been making use of the property of the plaintiff for the purpose
of improving his own work, and, though he might do this, yet the

moment he printed what he had taken he brought himself within the

letter of the law. The case of an abridgment did not apply, for these

plays were not published as abridgments, but as the works of Mr Suter,

who called himself the author. The matter ought not to be sent to a
jury upon an inquiry as to the amouut of damage sustained by the

plaintiff, for under the recent Act (enabling the Court to try questions

by jury) the whole matter could be decided by this Court. Besides
this, who could tell to what extent an author might be prejudiced by
having the best portions of his work taken bodily and then reprinted ?

There would be a perpetual injunction according to the prayer of the

bill.

Perpetual injunction accordingly.

Steam Ploughs : Fowlee v. Howard—Infringement.—This was in

the Rolls' Court, before the master of the Rolls, and Mr Baggallay (with

whom was Mr Ashton) moved for an injunction to restrain the defend-

ant from infringing the plaintiff's patent in respect to steam ploughs, it

being stated that the plaintiff had already obtained a verdict at law
against the defendant, and that an application for a new trial had been
refused.

Mr Selwyn, for the defendant, undertook that no further infringement

of the patent in the way alleged by the plaintiff should take place until

the hearing of the cause.

Needham & Kite v. Oxley : Filteeino Machines.—Before V. C. Wood
and a Jury, June 8, 9, and 10.—This was the trial of issues under an
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order of the Court of Chancery made in a suit in which Messrs Needham &
Kite, Engineers, of the Phoenix Iron Works, Vauxhall, London, were
plaintiffs, and Mr James Oxley, Brewers' Engineer of Frome, in Somer-
setshire, was defendant, in respect to the alleged infringement of a patent

dated the 14th of July, 1853, granted to the plaintiffs for "Improvements
in machinery and apparatus for expressing liquid or moisture from
substances." The plaintiffs' machine has been sold under the name of

the Patent Filter Press. It consists of a case containing a number of

slabs or trays with grooved upper and under surfaces and filtering cloths

between them, and an apparatus through which the substance out of

which the moisture is to be expressed, is pumped and forced by a forcing

pump into the spaces or chambers between the slabs or trays, so that

the moisture is pressed out of it and runs off through the grooves. The
general appearance of the press is shown in fig. 1, borrowed from the

Scientific Record of the Great Exhibition of 1862, where the machine is

styled a Filter for semi-fluids, and is treated of with reference to the

preparation of clay for the manufacture of pottery. The plaintiffs

limited their claim to a new combination of old parts. It appeared on
evidence that the defendant had applied to the crown for a patent in

respect of a yeast press, but as this press was considered by the plaintiffs

to be essentially the same as their press filter, they opposed the issue of

the patent, before the Attorney General, who only allowed the applica-

tion to proceed in so far as respected the apparatus for forcing the

liquids into a filtering apparatus. The defendant, however, constructed

machines for several brewers and potters, which the plaintiffs believed

to be infringements of their invention, and they thereupon filed a bill in

Chancery to restrain the defendant from using the patented invention,

and from manufacturing or selling the machines advertised by him, or

any machine being a colourable imitation of the plaintiffs' machine.

When the motion for an injunction was heard before V. C. Wood, his

honour directed certain issues of fact to be settled and tried by a jury.

These issues were substantially—1st, Whether the specification was
properly framed ; 2d, Whether the invention was novel ; 3d, Whether the

defendant had committed an infringement. A jury having been
summoned before the Vice Chancellor, the case came on for trial on the

8th of June last, and occupied three entire days. Sir Hugh Cairns, Q.C.,

Mr Hindmarch, Q.C., Mr Needham and Mr Bagshawe, appeared for the

plaintiffs; Mr Giffard, Q.C., Mr Karslake, Q.C., Mr Aston and Mr
Langworthy, for the defendant.
The contention on the part of the defendant resolved itself chiefly into

these heads—1st, That there was a discrepancy between the provisional

and the final specifications ; 2d, That the specification did not point out
whether the invention consisted of a combination of old parts, or of a
combination where some of the parts were claimed to be new. In the
former case it was said that only a copy of the entire combination would
be an infringement ; in the latter, that the plaintiffs' evidence showed
that none of the parts were new ; 3d, that the invention was not new ^
and 4th, That the defendant had not infringed the patent.
Both the patentees and several other persons, including engineers of

eminence, were called in support of the plaintiffs' case, and a wine
merchant, a paper manufacturer, a colour manufacturer, and two

brewers, spoke to the utility of the invention in their respective busi-
nesses. Uy the brewers, the patented machine was employed to express
the beer out of yeast. The beer was stated to run off bright at once,
instead of having to stand three or four days as in other processes. The
witnesses stated that they believed the combination of parts constituting
the machine to be new, and they pointed out the differences that
existed between this machine and others described in previous specifica-

tions. They also stated that in their opinion, the machine erected by
the defendant at the Westminster Brewery, was essentially the same
as the plaintiffs' machine, and was consequently an infringement of the
patent.

On the other hand several witnesses were called for the defendant to
confirm his view of the case on the points above stated.

The Vice-Chancellor in summing up, told the jury that if they were
of opinion that the invention as finally specified had not been made at

the time of the filing of the provisional specification, the patent would
be void, because the patentees would not have complied with the act of
Parliament, which requires applicants for a patent to describe in the
preliminary document "the nature of the invention" they claim. The
manner in which the invention is to be performed is reserved for the
final specification, but the invention must be the same in both docu-
ments. If it should be proved to the satisfaction of a jury, that a person
knowing the whole world to be alive to a certain description of improve-
ment, makes a general claim to something which he had not really
discovered until afterwards, just in time to describe it in his final specifi-

cation, such a patent cannot stand. It is not, however, necessary that
the person who applies for a patent should have perfected the machine,
or should have worked it out in all its details. It is sufficient if he has,

at the time of filing the provisional specification, planned the main
features of the scheme. In
the case of Onions v. Cross-

ley, tried before C. J. Erie,

it appeared that the plaintiff

had taken out his patent
under the old law, when it

was the practice to lodge a
deposit paper, which was
much the same thing as a pro-

visional specification. In
that paper the patentee had
said, "my improvements
consist in casting fliers (that

is apparatus used in a cotton

machine), instead of making
them of forged and wrought
iron, and by this process

they can be cast of any size

and shape." In the specifi-

cation, the invention was
stated to consist of combin-
ing a process of casting and
annealing in the construction

of fliers. Of this combined
process of casting and an-

nealing nothing had been
said in the deposit paper, and
it turned out that the simple

process of casting was not

new. The patentee was not

examined in that case to ex-

plain this discrepancy, and it

was left to the jury to say whether the additional process of annealing

was not an after thought, not in the patentee's mind at the time he

lodged the deposit paper, he being then in ignorance that the process

of casting was known. The jury came to the conclusion that the patent

was invalid. But in the present case, the Vice-Chancellor called to the

attention of the jury that the co-patentees had been brought forward,

and that one of them had stated that the invention had been arrived

at when the provisional specification was filed, whilst the other had not

been cross examined as to the facts by the defendant's counsel, although

he had an opportunity of doing so when he was in the box.

As to the novelty of invention and the specifications which have been

put in to impeach the plaintiffs' patent, he remarked that Sutherland's

had been little pressed upon their attention and might be passed by.

The first of Schroder's (1824), was for hanging bags and putting them
into a box with no bottom so as to prevent them being injured by the

pressure. Having found that the bags burst usually at the bottom by
Id's second patent (1840), he proposed to place them in perfect boxes and
to hang them from the ceiling. This does not appear to be like the

plaintiffs' machine.
Pontifex (1838) seems to have been the first to think of separating the

fluid from the solid parts, by employing a pump to force the matter to

be acted upon into a box which contained a quantity of loose fibrous
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material. This, of course, was a step in the direction of discovery, but

it came out in evidence that the Messr-3 Pontifex had thought it right to

inquire when the plaintiffs obtained their patent, whether it was an in-

fringement of theirs, and they had came to the conclusion that it was not.

In Billiter's plan (1843) there were compartments in which bags were
placed, and over these a wicker was laid, the whole being tied together

by uprights or tie-bars kept down by pin3. But it was clear that the

pins were not for the purpose of resisting any considerable pressure
;

and the apparatus was not closed at the sides, and the several compart-
ments did not rest upon or support each other as in the plaintiffs' patent.

Dnrnerin's invention (1853) came nearer the plaintiffs' than any of the

others, because it had the fluted surfaces, the bags and the force pump,
but there was no combination of chambers supporting each other, and
no such combination could be made. The plaintiff's' combination of

chambers had obvious advantages which were not to be found in

Durnerin's machine. The addition by the plaintiffs' of the chambers
enabling high pressure to be applied, was a chief feature in their

machine ; and although this appears to be a slight thing, yet if this was
wanting in previous machines, and if the result is attended with utility,

the smallness of the addition cannot be held to militate against the

patent. It was for the defendant to show that the invention had been
anticipated. The evidence to show that the invention is of considerable

practical utility in various trades, is ample ; and it had been shown that

large sums had been paid by way of royalties.

As to the question of infringement, the V. C. said that when a man
makes a combination of five or six things, no one else will be allowed
to take five of those things and form them into another combination for

the same purpose. He left it to the jury to say whether from the
evidence, the. defendant had imitated the plaintiffs' machine to such an
extent as to constitute an infringement.

The jury, after some consideration, found for the plaintiffs on all the

REVIEWS OF NEW BOOKS.

TREATISE ON THE COLOURING MATTERS DERIVED FROM COAL Tar, their
Practical Application in DyeiDg Cotton, Wool, and Silk ; the Principles
of the Art of Dyeing and the Distillation of Coal Tar, with a Descrip-
tion of the most important New Dyes now in use. By Professor H.
Dussance. Philadelphia: H. C. Baird. London: Trubner & Co.
1863.

The author, who dates from New Lebanon, New York, tells us that the
object of this little work of 189 pages, is not to present to the public a
treatise of the art of dyeing, but simply to furnish a clear description of
the colours derived from coal tar. He has collected from many scientific

and industrial publications all the information he could find, and by
simplifying recipes and describing manipulations, he has endeavoured to
place a practical work before the dyer and calico printer. The inquirers
into the applications of aniline are so numerous, and the progress of
discovery so rapid, that a work on the subject is very soon rendered
imperfect. The present work, however, is not confined to aniline dyes,
but has several chapters on mordants and on the latest improvements in
the art of dyeing. In a little book of this kind the historical notice of
the art might well have been omitted.

The THrRTrEra Annual Report of the Royal Cornwall Polytechnic
Society. 1862.

This report testifies to the healthy existence of one of the most useful of
our local scientific societies. It contains not only an account of the
annual exhibition, but contributions from resident naturalists in various
branches of natural history, meteorological registers, and a long list of
subjects for which prizes are offered. We have no doubt that much
good is done by thus setting before the inhabitants of the duchy the
objects upon which they may usefully devote their labours.

MECHANIC'S LIBRARY.

Climate, the Causes of its Differences, &c, Svo, 4s, cloth. Daubery.
Engineer's and Millwright's Assistant, 3rd edition, 2s 6d, cloth. Templeton
Engineer's Handy-Book. lSmo, Is (id, cloth,
(ias Manipulation, svo, 5s, cloth. Banister.
Gold and Silver Plate, Hall Marks on, roy. 8vo, 3s 6d. cloth. Chaffers.
Mensuration, Elementary Treatise on. tcap. Svo, 5s, cloth. Moore.
Photography. Description of Certain Dry Processes in, 2s. Kemp.
P.ifle Practice, Register Small Bore, oblong, 12mo., 2s, cloth. Bury.
Spherical Trigonometry, 2d edition enlarged, 8vo, 4s 6d, cloth. To'dhunter

CORRESPONDENCE.

We do not hold ourselves responsible for the views or statements of our
Correspondents.

RAILWAY CURVES.

Sir,—On railway curves it is a practice to elevate the outer rail above
the inner one, with a view to balance the centrifugal force by gravita-
tion,—a practice that obtained on the highway curves in the old coach-
ing days of high speeds, and which still obtains in the sharp curves of
the amphitheatre, where both horse and rider lean over towards the
centre at an angle corresponding to the speed.

But in the old coaching days the wheels on either side were enabled
to vary their speed to suit the length of the curves they described, and
the inner wheels made fewer revolutions than the outer. So, also, it

will be found in the amphitheatre that the inner legs of the horse make
shorter strides that the outer. Otherwise the animal would be driven
against the barrier—his leaning inwards notwithstanding.
On a railway, wheels proper,

—

i. e., revolving independently of each
other on the same axle,—are not used, but there is a contrivance in-

tended to produce a compensation. The periphery of each wheel is

coned or has a varying diameter, largest internally and smallest exter-

nally. Theory says that the centrifugal force tends to drive the wheels
against the outer rail, and so bring the larger diameters into action
thereon, and the smaller diameters into action on the inner rail, thus
producing compensation and curvilinear movement.
But theories are not sound when they do not take into account all the

data which may affect them. If the play or width between the rails

—

i. e., the gauge, be not wide enough for endlong movement of the axle,

this conic compensation is defeated. And if the axle be so fixed in a
long carriage or engine that while going round a curve it cannot point

to the centre of that curve, the compensation will be imperfect. The
actual condition on almost every curved line, whether the purposed
curves of the engineer, or the multiplicity of short and sudden curva-

tures and variations of rail surface induced by wear or imperfect work-
manship, the actual condition involves both the defects—wrong position

of the axle and wrong diameter of the wheel.
The result is that the wheels become —not rollers, but sledges, and

induce that grinding vibration which physicians object to for their ner-

vous patients, and the existence of which is ignored frequently by those
said to be experts.

The proof—Centrifugal force and inward gravitation are nicely calcu-
lated and balanced by engineers to determine the exact elevation of the

outer rail above the inner due to each curve. Theoretically, the weight
of the engine leaning inwards should tend to grind the inner rail, but
the exact opposite is the constant fact. The inner edge of the outer
rail is ground away and polished, even when on a curve of 610 feet radius
the outer rail is elevated six inches—equal to an incline of one in nine.

The mechanical reason for this is that the inner wheels, running iir

diameters too large for the path of the inner rail, are acting with an out-

ward thrust that wholly overpowers the gravitation inwards, that very
gravitation tending to increase the bite or adhesion of the inner wheels,
and to force the lighter loaded outer wheels to " skid " and slip against
the outer rail with a force tending to burst the fastenings by the flange

action. If, under these circumstances, there be a yielding or sinking
of the inner rail, the adhesion of the inner leading wheel will be les-

sened, and the flange force of the outer wheel will be increased, tending
to throw the engine off internally. If, on the contrary, there be a yield-

ing or sinking of the outer rail, the flange force will be weakened, and
the adhesive force of the inner wheel will tend to throw the engine off

externally.

Other things being equal, the greater the length of the wheel base
compared with its breadth the steadier the engine will run on straight

lines, but the greater will be the risk of its getting off the rails on
curves, unless provision be made to keep the axles true to the curve
centres, and to adjust the diameters of the wheels to the respective

lengths of the rails.

Such provision is not made—is scarcely thought of being made—and
as a general rule would be thought a heresy, would be objected to, and
yet herein lies the whole of that "mystery" so frequently adverted to,

as the solution not to be comprehended, when railway accidents occur
by engines getting off the line.

All railway practice is full of the proof. Why do rails glisten ? Why
do the treads of wheels work into deep hollows? Why are wheel flanges

cut to the sharpness of knifeblades? All this is proof positive of sliding

friction, and not of rolling.

And now to the proof negative. A resident railway engineer applied
to four engines running on a line of sharp curves and steep gradients
four classes of tires of different qualities, varying in price from £75 per
ton to £25 per ton, representing thereby their various degrees of dura-

i
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bilirv. To three of the engines the wheels were applied on the usual

mode with the best tires. To the other engine, working under far more
unfavourable circumstances, the lowest class tires were applied, so that

the wheels obtained compensation in curves. The result was that the

inferior tires exhibited about two and a-half times the durability of the

tes:. And, as action and reaction between tire and wheel must be

equal, the saving on the rails must have been proportionate to the sav-

ing in tires

—

i. e., the seven years' duration grew into 1-7 so far as that

engine was concerned.
So much for the pecuniary advantage in wear. Tet this pecuniary

advantage represented also a corresponding element of safety. Possibly,

this practical fact, still only a portion of what is needed, may in process

of time and by the help of accidents grow up into recognition, and, like

the grain of mustard seed in the parable, become multiplied till that

source of railway accidents disappears.

I am, Sir, yours faithfully,

W. BRIDGES ADAMS.

The preceding letter contains a great deal of good sense, and is on the

whole a correct expression of the physical and mechanical facts of the

case—so far as these are stated at all. It is, however, not quite true

that no provision whatever is made to countervail the overrun of the

outer wheels of the curve as respects the inner wheels. The true and
perfect remedy is undoubtedly to separate the wheels and let one or both

ran loose on the axle. Unfortunately we are not aware that any engi-

neer has yet shown a safe and simple mode of doing this practically
;

and even were such shown in the most demonstrable and undeniable

manner, we entertain the strongest doubt that the 1'is inertia of the re-

sponsible offices and invested capital in rolling stock of existing railway

companies would not present an effectual barrier to its adoption. The
true remedy here as in other matters is to give the railway department

of the Board of Trade power to compel the rectification of acknowledged
abuses and evils as soon as an unquestionably mechanical remedy is

found.

—

Ed.

EXPLOSIVE SHELLS.

Sir,—In your Journal for May last, p. 54, I notice it is stated under
the above heading that a very simple and important improvement in

the construction and form of Explosive Shell has lately been introduced

by Mr Edwin Eastbrook, of New Jersey, U.S. of America. The im-

provement is there described and a section of the shell engraved.

You will perhaps be surprised to learn that this improved shell is not
an L'nited States invention at all, but one originated by an artillery

officer of the Confederate States, and now employed universally in that

service.

This I am in a position to prove by the subjoined documents. The
first of which is an extract from a private letter to the writer from the
Confederate officer in question. The second a verbatim copy of the

official memorandum or general order in reference to these shells

emanating from the Central Ordnance Laboratory of the Confederate

States, and countersigned by Colonel Gorgas, C.A , Chief of the
Ordnance Department.
Mr Edwin Eastbrook, of New Jersey, is no doubt " a cute Yankee,"

and fully understands the maxim "fas est ab hoste doceri," but he has
rather extended, and in the true Yankee direction—dollarward—the

Roman proverb—for he not only has learnt the construction of these shells

from fragments picked up on the field of battle after having been fired

from Southern guns, but he instantly runs off to Europe with his know-
ledge to try and "cash it" there. As one of the earliest military

inventions of a new born nation, practically matured and brought into

extensive use, you will, I suppose, not object to give the merit of this

poiyhedral-cored shell to whom it is due.—I am, Sir, yours,

A Southern Svmpathizer.
3d July, 1863.

Extract from a Letterfrom Captatn E. AY. M., Confederate Artillery.

I enclose you herewith a few printed orders showing the sort of work
we have on hand. One of them refers to a very simple, but I think
real improvement I nave introduced, in casting shells, namely, making
them with polyhedral instead of with spherical or spheroidal cavities.

I do not think this useful in the case of the larger natures of shells, the
effects of which are principally due to the explosion of the large quantity

of powder and which are in fact projectile mines; but for field artillery.

whoar- shells are intended chiefly to disable men and horses by their iron

fragments, I believe the new pattern of shell is a good one. They are
being cast now at most of our arsenals.

Dated April 29, 1863.

ME3I0EAXDCM IX REGARD TO SHELLS WITH POLYGOXAT, CAVITIES.

0. S. Central Laboratory (Ordnance),
Government Central Arsenal, 21sl January, 1863.

Some misapprehension having been found to exist with regard to the
No. 18&—VoL XYI.

object and mode of making these shells, the adoption of which was
ordered 6th Sep., 1862, the present brief statement is made.
The object of the undersigned in devising the projectiles in question,

is stated from the following extract from a letter to the chief of Ordnance,
suggesting their adoption.
When a shell explodes, it is obviously not a matter of indifference

into what number of pieces it separates—if the pieces were very numerous
and very small, the destructive effect of each would be comparatively
insignificant; on the other hand, if the pieces were large but very few
in number, the chance of any object or objects in the neighbourhood of

the explosion being struck would be but little. If the resistance

presented by the object to be struck were known, it would be easy to

state the size of each fragment of the shell which would be sufficient to

produce the desired effect, and with this datum before us, it would
clearly be desirable that the shell should separate into as many equal
fragments of the given size as possible, and that these fragments should
be projected as equally as possible in all directions about the centre of

explosion.

As shells, whether spherical or elongated, are ordinarily cast, it is

almost impossible to foresee the direction which the lines of fracture

(except perhaps one or two of these) will take on explosion. The
interior surface being nearly symmetrical, and in the main, parallel to

the exterior. The particular shape of each fragment is determined
principally by slight defects in the iron or slight imperfections in the
moulding of the shell.

The only attempts which have yet been made, so far as I am aware,
to produce the separation from a shell on explosion of a predetermined
number of pieces of metal of equal weight are the "shrapnel shell" or
" spherical case shot," and the more recently invented "segment shell,"

both depending upon the same principle, namely, the casting a thin

shell (the shape and weight of whose fragments are still indeterminate),

within which are placed a number of separate pieces of metal which
scatter as the shell bursts.

Now, nothing is more easy than to determine beforehand the shape
and size of the pieces into which the shell itself shall separate on burst-

ing; it is only necessary to cast the shell with "lines of easy fracture"

or " lines of weakness." I would propose to accomplish this in the
following way :

—

For spherical shell let the " core," which is to produce the cavity in

the finished casting, be made no longer as heretofore, a sphere or

spheroid, but a polyhedron or polygonal solid. I should recommend the

form of the rhomboidal dodecahedron, or that of the pentagonal dodecahe-

dron might well be used.

It is manifest that the shell would be thinner and therefore weaker
along the lines corresponding to the edges of the polygonal core than
elsewhere ; and moreover, as it is well known that an abrupt change in

the direction of the surface of a casting produces weakness at the point

or along the line where this change occurs, on this account also, the

tendency to fracture would be much greater along the edges of the poly-

gonal cavity than elsewhere.
For elongated shells, as used in our rifled guns, the form of the core

might be a six or eight sided prism or a dodecahedron with triangular

faces, probably the six sided prism would answer very well.

The same principle might be applied in the manufacture of spherical

case or shrapnel shot, somewhat thickening the exterior shell. In the

spherical case ^properly so called) it would probably be well still to use

musket balls. In the elongated shrapnel shell for rifled guns, it might
however be worth trying whether a greater amount of metal could not

be employed by substituting for the round balls angular pieces of cast

iron (or even lead) of such shape as to pack together, filling the entire

cavity of the shell, except the space necessary for the bursting charge,

on the same general plan as that of the English "segment shell."

The form of the core of these shells may of course be varied to suit

the particular purposes to which they are to be applied in service. For
spherical shells for field service, the regular dodecahedron seems to be
the best interior form, and for rifle projectiles the six-sided prism. For
large mortar shells perhaps the octahedron would be preferable.

Care should be bestowed upon making the core-boxes, so that the

cores when turned out shall be regular in form, i.e., that all similarly

situated points on the surface shall be equidistant from the centre of

the mass.
Care should also be taken that the angles of the cores are not broken

or rubbed off in handling, and that the cores are truly centred in the

mould.
The dimensions of the core for spherical 12 Pdr. howitzer shell, as

given in the drawing forwarded from the Ordnance Bureau, Richmond,
6th Sep., 1862, are such that the shell must be filled with powder in

order to burst it satisfactorily. As much powder as may be required to

fill the shell will therefore be used in charging these projectiles, instead

of the bursting charge prescribed by the ordnance manual for the par-

ticular calibre.

The forms and dimensions of cores for other calibres will be published

as soon as these can be determined by experiment.
u
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la making the rifle shrapnel referred to in the extract above quoted,

and of which a drawing was forwarded from the Ordnance Bureau, on

6th Sep., 1862, care should be taken to preserve the edges of the core as

sharp as possible, so as to give sharp angles to the cavity in the shell

;

but to allow for any accidental rounding of these angles, the corres-

ponding edges of the patterns for the little blocks of cast iron to fill the

shell should be slightly rounded off. These little blocks should be cast

with the "gate" on the curved surface only corresponding to the cavity

for the bursting charge, and should be of such a size that when the
" gate" is knocked off by a single tap of the hammer, the blocks will

drop easily into their places without any filing or further fitting.

The bursting charge of powder is to be placed in a cylinder made of

two thicknesses only of stout paper, this cylinder being closed at the

bottom with similar paper, and at top after the introduction of the

powder by a single piece of very thin paper, which has been dipped in a

solution of nitre or chlorate of potash. The hole should be well closed

so that no powder can sift through.

The head of the shell is to be fitted to its place before the whole is

turned, and after charging is to be fastened in place with three pieces of

stout iron wire firmly driven.

Signed by the Captain Supt. C. S. Laboratories,

Georgia.

Approved, J. Gorgas, Col., Chief of Ordnance,

Richmond, 11th Eeb„ 1863.

It is perfectly obvious that Mr Eastbrook has been indebted for his

information to the artillery improvements of the South. We may men-
tion, however, that the idea of producing lines of weakness in shells by
the form of the core, though not carried out in the same way, was
anticipated in this country and formed the subject of a patent even—No.

205, for the year 1855. To our own knowledge also, the invention was
in that year brought before the authorities at Woolwich, and put aside

without trial, and almost without notice. A few months later Sir

William Armstrong brought forward his " segment shell," which carries

out only the same end by a complicated and most costly arrangement.

Like many another thing first originated in England, it is first tried and
proved to be valuable abroad, and probably when next we shall our-

selves be plunged into a long war, and the Armstrong mania shall have
been cured by time, these shells of predeterminate fragments will be

adopted by our own authorities.

—

Ed.

PROCEEDINGS OF SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES.

ROYAL INSTITUTION.

May 15, 1863.—" On the Molecule of Water," by W. Odling, Esq.
June, 12, 1863.—" An Account of some Researches on Radiant Heat," by

J. Pyndall.

ROYAL SOCIETY.

June 11, 1863.—"On the Coagulation of the Blood," by Professor J. Lister.

June 18, 1863.—Professor Ernst Eduard Kummer, and Professor J. J. Smith,

were elected Foreign Members. The following papers were read :
—" On the

Steenstrup, Molecular Mobility of Gases," by T. Graham, Esq.—" On the Mag-
netic Disturbance which took place on the 14th of December, 1862,"by B. Stewart,

Esq.—" Results of the Magnetic Observations at the Kew Observatory from
1857 to 1862 inclusive, Nos. 1 and 2," by Major-General Sabine.—" On the

Electro-muscular Conductibility of Healthy and Paralyzed Muscles," by H.
Lobb, Esq.— " Notes of Researches on the folyammonias, No. 24, On Isomeric
Diamines," by Dr Hofmann.— " On the Degree and Weight of a Resultant of a
Multipartite System of Equations," by Professor Sylvester.—"Contributions
towards the History of the Colouring Matters derived from Aniline," by Dr
Hofmann.—" Further Observations in favour of the View that Nerve Fibres
never end in Voluntary Muscle," by Dr Beale.—" Explorations in Spitzbergen,

undertaken by the Swedish Expedition in 1861, with the View of ascertaining

the Practicability of the Measurement of an Acre of Latitude," by Dr Torrell.—" Contributions towards the History of the Colouring Matters derived from
Coal Tar," by Dr Hofmann.—"On the Influence of Temperature on the

Electric Conducting Power of Alloys," by Dr Matthiessen and C. Vogt, Esq.—" On the Measurement of the Chemical Brightness of various Portions of

the Sun's Disc," by Professor Roscoe.—" Experiments on the Vibrations

occasioned by Railway Trains passing through a Tunnel made at Watford," by
Sir J. South.—" On the Peroxides of the Radicals of the Organic Acids," by
Sir B. C. Brodie.—" Account of Observations of Atmospheric Electricity taken
at Windsor, Nova Scotia," by J. D. Everett, Esq.—"Note on the Minute
Structure of the Grey Matter of the Convolutions of the Brain of Man, the

Sheep, Cat, and Dog," by Dr Beale.—"On the Absorption and Radiation of

Heat by Gaseous and Liquid Matter, 4th Memoir," by Professor Tyndall.

—

" Preliminary Notice of an Examination of Riibia Munjista, the East Indian

Madder or Munjeet of Commerce," by Dr Steuhouse.—"On Fermat's Theorem
of Polygonal Numbers," by the Lord Chief Baron.—" An Account of Experi-
ments on the Change of the Elastic Foroe of a Constant Volume of Atmos-
pheric Air between 32° F. and 212° F., and also on the Temperature of the

Melting Point of Mercury," by B. Stewart, Esq.—" On the Brain of a Bush-

woman, and on the Brains of two Idiots of European Descent," by J. Marshall,
Esq.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH ARCHITECTS.
June 15, 1863.—Mr Purdie read a paper entitled "The Stereochromic and

other Technical Processes of Painting, considered with Reference to their
Employment in Mural Decoration."

THE LONDON ASSOCIATION OF FOREMEN ENGINEERS.
The monthly meeting of the above named society took place on the evening

of Saturday the 4th ult., at 35 St Swithin's Lane, City of London, Mr New-
ton of H. M. Mint, filling the chair. At a time when almost all the scientific

bodies of the Metropolis are enjoying a respite from their labours, it is credit-

able to the associated foremen of the engineering trade, that they meet together
as usual and endeavour to improve themselves by paper reading and discussions.
Few men are more closely engaged in business of an arduous character, or
for a greater number of hours daily, than the foremen of engineering estab-
lishments, and their leisure hours are scant indeed.

On the occasion above referred to, a paper on a practical subject, that of
" Forcings in Iron," by Mr Muir of Woolwich Arsenal, was read and discussed.
Mr Muir commenced by observing that the actual working of malleable iron
was a subject which had been too much neglected. The great importance of
machinery generally, and the manufacture of guns and projectiles in particular,

had engrossed a considerable amount of attention, but the rudimentary branch,
that of forging, bad been alluded to comparatively but seldom. It would be
impossible within the compass of a single paper to touch upon all the kinds of
forged work which were used in modern mechanical engineering. He would
therefore confine himself to noticing some of those forgings which demanded
the greatest amount of care and judgment in their manipulation, and which
were of the most costly and important nature.

Undoubtedly, said Mr Muir, the primary condition for obtaining a good or
sound forging, whether from under the tilt, the steam hammer, or the hydro-
static forging machine, was the employment of the proper material. The next
condition was the judicious treatment of that material. In fagotting up from
slabs it should be an invariable rule to put the thinnest slabs in the heart of the
fagot. This would ensure to a great extent that the heat applied should
permeate the mass equally, a most desirable consummation. An attentive and
skilful furnace man was another of the essentials to the production of successful

forgings.

Perhaps the class of heavy iron forgings which was most difficult to deal with
was that in which collars or projections of any kind were the principal features.

Ill all such cases it was of the highest consequence to take down sufficient stuff

to allow for finishing off, and to make sure that the projections were rightly

placed. If the space between the collars was too little, the chances were that
the subsequent drawing out would lessen the diameter of the body of the forg-

ing to suoh an extent that it would not turn up to size. If the space were too
great it involved the necessity of upsetting or staving up, and then the pro-
bability was that the grain of the iron would be deranged, and the forging
materially weakened.

It was a well known fact that heavy shafts, such as propeller shafts for

example, which have to be coupled by means of collars or flanges forged upon
them, are frequently very troublesome to deal with. He had sometimes seen
in the very centres of those flanges, crevices into which an ordinary two feet

rule in its folded form be might deposited. For himself he was always averse
to forging rounded collars upon such shafts, although he had some trouble in

inducing others to agree with him upon the point. He had been permitted on
some occasions to adopt his own views, and to realize them, and this was par-
ticularly the case in reference to some large propeller shafts, the flanges upon
which were to be 30 inches in diameter. The flanges were forged square, and
the corners afterwards were removed in each case at four heatB taken at a large

smith's fire. The result was, as he anticipated, completely satisfactory, the
flanges were "as sound as a bell." Mr Muir expressed his conviction that a

square flange if properly heated, could scarcely turn out hollow, whilst a round
one would seldom prove solid. The question merged into one of extra
expense, but the certainty of obtaining good instead of bad results, more than
compensated for that evil, as he believed. So strong an advocate was he of
what he might term the square system of forging, that he believed the difficul-

ties which had been always encountered, and which bad in many instances

proved fatal, in the manufacture of malleable iron guns of heavy calibre, would
vanish if they were forged square.

The proper selection of iron for fagotting up, was a consideration of much
consequence, and many forgings had been produced in a sadly imperfect con-
dition from neglecting to attend to this point. If hard and soft kinds of iron

were used without discrimination, there would never be a proper amalgamation
of the two, and weakness would follow as a matter of course. Too much care

could not be taken in assorting the iron to be used for particular forgings, and
in arranging them systematically in their various classes. It would not be
possible for him to lay down arbitrary rules for accomplishing this desirable

object. Much must be left to the judgment and practical knowledge of those
whose duty it became to attend to it. He had bad experience enough to teach
him the vital nature of the point to which he referred, and therefore he directed

attention earnestly to it.

It was desirable in any forging which required taking down, that that opera-

tion should be performed with well rounded tools, setts, <fec, so as to leave

gussets or fillets which would save the grain of the iron from disintegration or

derangement, and might easily be turned off afterwards. Mr Muir also

advocated the putting of the last wrought heat, after it had been worked,
whether by planishing or swaging, into the furnace, so as to bring it to a low
red heat, which would soften and equalise the surface or skin. If any portion

of the forging had been unduly or unequally hammered, this ordeal would
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reveal the fact. The forging would in such case manifest a tendency to bend,

and it might at this juncture be readily straightened. Whatever the nature of

the piece of malleable iron work in hand, no larger portion of it than could be

worked at once should be heated, for if it were so crystallisation and brittleness

would inevitably follow. In piecing or lengthening a shaft, or other forging,

and when lays are used for this purpose, the scarfs of the lays should be left

tolerably thick at the points. If they were thinned down too much the air

would act upon them when drawn from the furnace, and before they reached

the anvil they would be quite cold. What would be the consequence? another

heat must be taken with most likely a similar result. At length it might be

made a sound job, but had it held up to the required size ? Admitting that it

proves to have done so, and that a portion of the scarf is removed with a chiseV
then a hole will remain, and the forging must be reduced in size until that disap-

pears. A proper thickness in the scarl of the lay would obviate these risks.

With regard to furnaces, there was a general rule for their internal shape.

If the forgings to he produced at any particular furnace were not likely to

exceed one foot in thickness, he would give the following dimensions :—3 ft.

wide and 22 inches in height. At the doorway, the fire-grate should be 5
ft. by 3 ft. The neck or flue should be 20 inches deep and 14 inches wide.

The chimney stalk should be at least 36 ft. high, and the orifice 18 inches in

diameter. Mr Muir was rather disposed to invert the rule with regard to the

taper usually given to the inside ot furnace chimneys. He would make it

wider at the top than at the bottom, or at least parallel. It such an arrange-

ment obtained there would be heard fewer complaints about defective draught.

After some remarks upon dampers for furnace chimneys, &c, Mr Muir
adverted to the necessity which existed for truthfulness and caution on the

part of workmen entrusted with the management of forgings. "We want,"
said he, " honest and trustworthy forgers who will conscientiously point out at

the earliest stage possible, any flaw or doubtful part of a forging." It was im-
possible for foremen to be ubiquitous, and they must trust sometimes to the
ingenuousness of those who serve under them.
As to the proper proportions for forgings, that was a very important branch

of his subject. So to distribute metal as to give strength to resist strains and
jarrings, and to conform to geometric principles, were desiderata which should
be studiously sought after.

The paper concluded with some remarks upon the morality of the workshop,
and the relative duties of masters, foremen, and men. A discussion followed.

It was observed that the question of fuel had not been touched upon, and that

further information might have been given as to the making up of forgings, the

proper laying of the grain of the metal used in them, and the best meanB of

effecting a combination of lightness with strength.

Numerous items of interest which had not been treated of in the paper read,

were also pointed out.

The Chairman said the paper so far as it had gone, was creditable to the

author; if it had not gone far enough, perhaps some other members would take
up the subject, and^arry it further.

At the next meeting papers will be read on the " Slide Link Motion," and
on the u Construction of Locks." The question as to " who were the real

introducers of the railway system, the Jameses or the Stephensons?" wa9
mentioned by the Chairman, as likely to form an excellent subject for future

consideration at their meetings. It was proposed that, in order to entertain it,

meetings should take place once a fortnight in lieu of once a month.

INSTITUTE OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS.

November, 6, 1862.—" On a Packing for Pistons of Steam Engines and
Pumps," by Mr G. M. Miller, Dublin.

" On Machinery for the Manufacture of Gun Stocks," by Mr Thomas Green-
wood, Leeds.
" On a Hydrostatic Shearing and Punching Machine," by Mr J. Tangye,

Birmingham.

INSTITUTE OF BRITISH ARCHITECTS.
Jcse 1, 1863.—" On the Principles to be Observed, and the Processes to be

Employed, in the Decoration of Churches," by Mr W. Lightly.

SCOTTISH SHIPBUILDERS' ASSOCIATION.

March 2, 1863.—" On Indian River Steamers," by Mr Robert Leys,
Aberdeen.

GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF IRELAND.

The last meeting for the season was held in the new buildings, Trinity

College, on the 10th of June. The Rev. Professor Haughton, M.D., in the

chair.

Mr R. H. Scott read a paper on " The Fossils of the Yellow Sandstone of

County Donegal." The paper alluded to a geological section made in this

district by Mr Scott, with Mr John Russell, six years ago. The district

belongs to the lower part of the carboniferous system, and consists of sand-

stones and arenaceous limestone. There are also in one or two places isolated

portions of a sandstone above the arenaceous limestone. This limestone con-

tains a great number of fossils, among which are several plants, most of them
very indistinct. A very perfect specimen of a fossil plant, somewhat re-

sembling lepidodendron, but different from it in the large size of the scars in

proportion to the diameter of the stem, was obtained at Inver, below the town
of Mount Charles, and appears similar to plants, obtained some years ago by
Mr Byron, in the county Mayo. The sandstone is very limited in extent,

never reaching the sea-level, nor extending further inland than the Eanymore

River. It is penetrated in the middle of the street of the town by a trap-dyke.
This bed belongs to the yellow sandstone group, the upper member of it, under
the lower limestone. At Mount Charles, I found a large number of well-known
carboniferous mollusca, such as Orthis Crenistria, Euomphalus Calyx, &c,
associated with the plants, and with other markings, to which I shall return in
a few minutes. The presence of these molluscan remains proves, beyond a
doubt, that this sandstone, and that at Darney also, belong to the carboniferous
epoch, and not to the old red sandstone. Associated with these and the plants
I noticed several isolated markings, which appeared to be more regular in
shape than the fragments of vegetable remains usually are, and to bear some
resemblance to fish-scales. Search has resulted in the discovery of some
fossils which appear to be the remains of fish. There is one specimen about
which there can be no doubt. This is a fragment of a palatal tooth of a 6pecies
of PsammodusT probably P. porosus.

The Chairman said the paper of Mr Scott was valuable, as showing the
correlation of the lower carboniferous beds of the north and south of Ireland.
The shells and the fish remains found in the sandstone to which he referred,
established a striking analogy between it and the limestone beds of the opposite
coast of Mayo.

Professor Jukes said that it was very interesting to see that undoubted car-
boniferous fossils had been discovered in the sandstone of Donegal, but he was
disposed to think that the Donegal beds were higher in the series than the
coombola grits, as the fossils, peculiar to that formation, did not appear to be
found in Donegal, with one or two exceptions.
Mr Bailey remarked that the fossils exhibited by Mr Scott were, in his

opinion, apparently undoubted carboniferous forms, with the exception of one
of the bivalves, Cucullcea Griffithii, which appeared to be identical with a
species from the coombola grits. The other remains found by Mr Scott,
although indistinct, appeared to be, undoubtedly, fish remains, and were, per-
haps, scales of Holoptychius. The plant from Inver, mentioned by Mr Scott
as perhaps new, seemed to him to be identical with one called Sagenaria
Veltheimiana, which was found at Tallow Bridge, County Waterford. As
regarded the age of these rocks, he would remind the meeting that Mr David-
son, the highest authority on the subject, considered that in Ireland we had no
evidence of the presence of true old red sandstone, as the Brachiopoda in
M'Coy's Synopsis were found also in the carboniferous system ; so that, with
the exception of the Kiltorcan beds, sandstones in Ireland are to be referred to
the carboniferous epoch.
The chair was then taken by Professor Jukes, while
The Rev. Dr Haughton read his paper " On Primary and Secondary Joints,

and their Mechanical Origin," in which he showed how the various systems of
joints, which are observed in rocks, might be produced by pressures acting in
certain directions on the masses of rock which form the district.

The Chairman said it was a great advantage to the Society to have as one of
its members a man possessed of such varied attainments as Professor Haughton,
whose extended knowledge enabled him to approach difficult questions in the
science which they cultivated from aspects quite unanticipated by other
members. He was himself inclined to attribute the formation of primary
joints to the contraction or consolidation of the original rocks in which they
occurred.

The meeting then adjourned until' the second Wednesday in November.

ACADEMY OF SCIENCES.

At the last sitting M. Kuhlmann continued his communications touching
the preservation of building materials. He stated that when the water of
mineral hydrates cannot be displaced except by a high temperature, or when
the substances themselves are anhydrous, tar only penetrates into the fissures,

but that in the case of fibrous or porous crystals, like those of arragonite,
stalactite, Ac, the penetration is much more perfect. A topaz or a piece of
rock crystal will thus assume the colour of garnet. A specimen of opal kept
for some time in boiling tar, assumed a smoky blue tint, exactly resembling a
piece of opal from Mexico, belonging to the Museum of the School of Mines.
Metallic oxides and binary compounds, as also carbonates, are reduced (decom-
posed) by boiling tar. M. Robinet sent in some remarks on M. Kuhlmann's
former communications, in which he had mentioned the preservation of certain
parts of the walls of a chapel at Biarritz by black paint. M. Robinet 6tated
that he had proposed that process thirteen years ago, and had called the
attention of the city engineers to the extraordinary preservation of the inscrip-
tions executed in black paint on the public monuments in 1792 and 1793.
These inscriptions are white now, but still perfectly legible, neither the action
of the atmosphere nor the scraping of the walls periodically, having suc-
ceeded in effacing them. M. Eugene Robert wrote to state that having
visited the museum of the Ecole des Mines in order to examine the artificial

marks which M. Desnoyers had observed on certain fossils preserved there,
the person entrusted with the preparation of subjects for the museum had
frankly declared to him that those marks were the consequence of his own
awkwardness in cleansing them from the earth ; so that, what M. Desnoyers
had supposed to be the work of an antediluvian race, turned out to be marks
made by modern instruments.

ACADEMY OF SCIENCES OF BERLIN.

Through the official intervention of the King of Prussia, this learned Society
has conferred the honour of Chevalier of the Order of Merit in Science and
Art upon our countryman, Sir Charles Lyell, the eminent geologist. The
number of foreign knights of this select order is limited to thirty ; and amongst
them are now included Sir John Herschel, Professor Faraday, Professor Owen,
Sir David Brewster, Sir Henry Rawlinson, General Sabine, and Sir Charles
Lyell.
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MONTHLY NOTES.

MARINE MEMORANDA.

In illustration of what we may term the " marine power" of the great lakes

of North America, we may state that there are at present at work upon them

—

Steamers, 134 ;
propellers and tugs, 253 ; barks and barkantines, 191 ; brigs and

brigantines, 79; schooners, 1030; sloops, 14; barges, 60; in all, 1704.

There is now on the Clyde, a peculiar river steamer, built some years ago
by that father of modern steam navigation, Mr David Napier. Her hull is

very wedge-like in form, and as she has no " paddle-wings," she bears a close

resemblance to a screw ship. She is propelled by a single paddle, placed

right astern, and flush with the deck, and is said to steam at the rate of 16

miles an hour. She is to be placed on the Glasgow and Kilmun route.

The L' Estere.—"La Societe Accele'ree d' Haiti" has just had another screw
steamer from the Clyde. She was built by Mr Seath, and has turned out so far, a

very fair success. She is named V Estere, and her dimensions are— Length of

keel and fore-rake, 140 feet; beam, 18 feet; hold, 10 feet; and is 214 tons

burden, with engines of 45-horse power, fitted by Messrs A. Campbell & Sons.

She will carry between 500 and 600 troops, and 250 tons of cargo. On her
trial trip, her engines made from 100, to 104 revolutions per minute, and she

attained a speed of close upon thirteen statute miles per hour, being something
like three miles above her guaranteed rate.

Tyne Dredger.—M essrs Wingate, of Glasgow, have just completed by far the

largest dredger in the world. It is intended for the Tyne Improvement Commis-
sioners. Her power is measured by its capability oflifting 10,000 tons in 24 hours.

She weighs, including buckets, close upon 1000 tons. To avoid resorting to

tugs, as used according to the commonly accepted system, she is fitted with two
screw propellers, so as to propel herself. This is a very necessary innovation.

Messrs Wingate are also building for the same service a similar dredger, with
nine screw copper barges of 400ton3 and 30-horse power each, the latter to be
used for the conveyance of the dredged matter out to sea. Mr J. T. Ure,
formerly well-known as the engineer on the Clyde Works, is the director of

all the vast operations now going on for the improvements of the Tyne.

The Diava.'—At a recent trial of what is called the " turn screw" steamer
Diava, under the surveillance of the Lords of the Admiralty, she made fourteen

knots, by reversing one screw, and turning the other ahead. The ship is reported

to turn on her centre uncommonly well. It is a curious, and strikingly indica-

tive fact, as bearing upon the increasing prosperity of marine affairs in Scot-

land, that during the last three years, the Customs' Kevenue of the Clyde has
increased to the amount of £499,294 ; whilst, to show how these figures stand,

we contrast them with those of the Mersey, which show a decrease of

£377,094. Besides this, to clinch the matter, the last sis months even still

show the same Scottish increase, and Lancashire decrease.

Colonial M^ail Packets.—The mail packets having contracts with the Post-

Office for the conveyance of mails to British colonies and foreign countries sailed

with their letters more than 3,000,000 of miles in the year 1,862. For this service

the Post-Office paid nearly ,£1,000,000, or about 6s 4(1 per mile. The average
speed was rather more than ten miles an hour. There are 96 steamships em-
ployed in this service, with an aggregate of 140,000 tons, and of 36,000-horse
power. The largest packet is Cunard's Scotia, of 3871 tons, and 1000-horse
power; the smallest is Mr Church ward's Vivid, of 300 tons, and 128-horse
power. The mail packets are manned by a force, including officers, of more
than 8000 men. No less than five mail packets were totally lost in 1862
—the Karnak, in entering Nassau, the Lima, on the reef in the South Pacific,

the Cleopatra, on a reef near Sierra Leone, the Colombo, on Minicoy Island,

400 miles west of Ceylon ; and the Avon, at the moorings in the harbour of

Colon, New Granada.

The Cheshire.—Messrs N. M. Lawrence and Co., Sefton Street, Liverpool!
have just launched anew steamer named the Cheshire, intended to ply between
Liverpool and Woodside. The Cheshire, which has been built to accommodate
nearly 2000 passengers, and has been built on an entirely new principle, was de-

signed by Mr Geo Harrison. Her dimensions are—150 feet long, 30 feet beam,
48 feet over all, and 12 feet deep. She draws 6 feet of water, and is 6 feet above
water, so that her deck is exactly level with the Woodside landing stage. She
has a saloon on deck 100 feet long and 1<3 feet wide, seated all round. She is

propelled by a pair of oscillating cylinders to each paddle-wheel, and as each
pair of engines act independently of the other, the vessel may be turned round
in her own length. All the engines except the cranks are below the deck,
and the space the cranks occupy has been so arranged that it forms a seat,

half inside and half outside the saloon, and is not, therefore, any inconvenience.
She has a rudder at each end, and is steered on top of the saloon deck,
between the paddle-boxes, and has four engines, collectively of about 130-horse
power.

Steam Shipbuilding on the Clyde.—Messrs Caird and Co. have received
an order from the West India Royal Mail Steamship Company for a screw of

2,434 tons burden and oOO-horse power. The machinery will embrace surface
condensation, superheated steam, and a steel shaft by Krupp, of Essen. The
steamer will be modelled generally after the America, lately fitted by Messrs
Caird and Co. Satisfactory trial trips have been made by the Lord Gough,
built for the Dublin trade by Messrs Caird and Co., and the Mary Anne, recently
launched by Messrs Connell and Co. The Mary Anne proved herself the fastest

boat, having "run the lights" in 49 minutes, thus attaining a speed of 19 miles
per hour. She has been purchased at a high price by the Government of the
Confederate States of America, and will leave the Clyde shortly, in the wake
of two other steamers which proceeded to Nassau last week. Agents of the
Confederates have also been in negotiation for the swift steamer Rothesay Castle,

but no definitive contract is yet known to have been concluded on the subject.

Mr A. Denny, of Dumbarton, has launched an iron paddle, named the City of
Dunedin, built for the New Zealand coasting trade ; she is 463 tons burden,
and is to be fitted by Messrs Denny and Co. with engines of 100-horse power.
Messrs Scott and Son, of Cartsdyke, have launched the Washington, a fine

steamer, of 3250 tons, builders' measurement, constructed for the Compagnie
Ge:ierale Transatlantique. The Washington is 346ft. long, from bow to .stern

(her bow being a perpendicular one), and her breadth of beam is 44ft., while
she has 31ft. depth of hold. She is now being fitted with engines of 850-horse
power nominal, the diameter of her cylinders being 94in. Great things are

expected of this fine vessel. The Washington is intended to ply between
Havre and New York, being one of a fleet of 11 steamers now building for

the same company—seven of the 11 are in course of construction by Messrs
Scott and Co., who have several of them on hand in France, ami two others at

their works at Cartsdyke. Each of the boilers and sole plates will weigh 61
tons.

FOREIGN SCIENCES AND ARTS.

Phosphorus and SDLpnuR in Iron.—M. Caron has conclusively proved
that sulphur and phosphorus have no capability of mutual elimination from
iron or steel, by combination and the production of volatile binary or ternary
compounds. Melting together, pig iron containing sulphur, with other pig iron

containing phosphorus, does improve the quality of both ; but it does so not by
eliminating either of the injurious bodies present, but merely by diffusing them
both through a larger relative amount of the iron.

Electric Punching of Glass.—M. Faye, the French Physicist, has ex-
hibited to the Institute specimens of glass, in blocks of six centimetres =
2*358 inches in thickness, with irregular holes punched right through them, by
the spark from M. RhumkorfFs last great coil. The glass around is not
broken or starred, and presents no signs of fusion; but the cracks, radiating a
small way from the holes outwards, present a sort of spiral arrangement. At
the moment of passage, the curious coloured rings of Haidinger appear, and
prove that there is a prodigious compression of the material of the glass at the
instant of the stroke.

New Preparations for Dyeing.—M. Fred Kuhlmann, having devised
methods of great economy for the preparation of all the salts of barium, result-

ing from his mode of producing chloride of barium by the residual acids of the
preparation of chlorine and of natural sulphate ol barytes—has submitted many
of the barium salts to a uew examination, with a view to economic uses, and
proposes amongst others to employ tartrate of barytes, chromate of barytes,

and ferrocyauuret of barytes, for tinctorial purposes, as substitutes for the
corresponding salts, with potass for base—now almost universally employed.
Potass is said to be getting scarce in the market, and this will relieve a good
deal of the demand, and leave that alkali for other applications; but the im-
portance of M. Kuhlmann's results do not rest on economy only.

New Blue Dye.—M. Kuhlmann has discovered a new blue dye, said to

produce a colour truly magnificent, both in purity and intensity, and not acted
upon by any ordinary acids. He has as yet, however, not succeeded in finding

any mordant by which this splendid colour (which we have seen applied to silk,

and upon which it rivals the intense blue of the Alpine sky in purity and
richness) can be rendered permanent. The base from which this colour is

obtained is the oil of cotton seed, which is largely imported into France, and
of which a manufactory for its purification, for purposes of illumination and
lubrication, exists at Dunkirk. The new dye is developed by the action of
sulphuric acid upon the viscid, deep-brown, resinous oil that is an educt of the

processes of defocation of the crude cotton oil, and which consists in digesting
it with heat, along with alkaline solutions and alkaline earths, i.e., cream of

lime. Unless by extracting at length Kuhlmann's memoir, presented to the
Academy of Sciences some months since, it would be impossible to give any
clear account of the chemistry of the subject. We must refer those concerned
in the tinctorial arts to the original.

—

Ed.

Coal-Tar Colours.—It has been known for some time that Dr Hofmann
had taken up the subject of the industrial colours producible from coal-tar.

The great practical chemist is still pursuing his researches, and he has just

stated that he has found that a mixture of pure aniline and toludine, heated
with a mercurial or stannic chloride, or with arsenious acid, produces instan-

taneously a splendid red, of intense dyeing power. In following out his

inquiries, Dr Hofmann has also turned his attention to the manufacture of
toludine in a pure state, and he can now produce it quite pure, and what is far

more to the purpose, in great quantities. These practical experiments are

still going on, and with the great abundance of material before him, with the
most satisfactory hopes. As regards the black of aniline, it is interesting to

find in the Repertorie de CMmie a specimen of cotton dyed with it. It is a
fine black, and was obtained by the action of oxydising substances upon aniline.

It resists the action of light, boiling soap suds, chlorine, acids, and alkalis.

Oak Leaf Fed Silk-worms.—We have already pointed hopefully to the
strong probability of our being able to rear silk-worms on our own home-grown
oak leaves, and we are now gratified to find that silk has actually been pro-

duced from the worm fed entirely upon the foliage of the oak. This result has
been arrived at by M. Guerin Me'nerville. The particular species of worm was
introduced from Japan, by Dr Pompe de Meer de Woort, who gave some eggs
to the colonial minister of Holland, and they were sent by the latter to the
French Government. The process of rearing was carried out by the Imperial
Society of Acclimatization, and the product from the eggs is perfectly healthy.

When first hatched, the worms were quite black, but they have now turned to

a fine green, with orange and blue tubercules.

Railways in France.—The Paris, Lyons, and Mediterranean railway

embodies within itself the greatest continuous system of land steam communi-
cation in the world. At the present time of writing, it has 1,G68 miles of
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working line in practical operation, whilst between 300 and 400 miles more are

in course of construction, and the company has just received what are contin-

entally termed "concessions," which will increase its mileage to 3,130 miles.

The year 1875 is mentioned as that in which this enormous network of iron

line will be completed. The cost hitherto incurred, the hard money positively

transmuted into rails, and the machinery for working them for conveyance

purposes, is £53,000,000. This astounding amount will be increased to

£92,000,000 by the works to be completed in 1875. Of this amount, the

French Government takes £60,000,000 under its care, at 4-65 per cent. The
additional capital is being raised upon obligations bearing interest at the rate

of 5-75 per cent. The rough traffic receipts of this mass of railway nearly

reached £6,500,000 last year, and the dividend paid upon the £13,S60,000

share capital was at the rate ot 15 per cent., absorbing no less than £2,079,000.

Peobable Existence of an Enormous Cavity in the Earth.—A most
singular and unexpected discovery has recently been made by SI. Otto Struve,

the Russian Astronomer of the Observatory of Moscow. It was found that

npon calculating upon astronomical data the most rigid and exact, the latitudes

and longitudes of several of the principal poiats of the great Russian triangula-

tioo, and deducing thence the colatitude of the Moscow observatory, that it

differed by no less than eight seconds from the same deduced directly, from the

same points by geodetic methods. The result has been a careful recomparison

of the positions of many points at various distances, amounting in extremes to

several leagues around Moscow, deduced by both geodetic and astronomic

method's; and it has come to light (to pass at once toa result),, that the plumb
line, at all points around Moscow, but chiefly along lines to the north and
south of the city, is deviated away,from it, the greatest deviation being pro-

duced at about twelve kilometres distance from the observatory. It follows

from this, that beneath the almost unbroken rolling plain upon which Moscow
is situated, either there are mineral masses of enormous bulk and density

around the city, or there are masses of extremely low specific gravity directly

beneath it, or there is an actual cavity—i.e., no. solid matter at all, beneath it.

According to M. Schweitzer, the Assistant Astronomer of Moscow, this defi-

ciency of matter, supposing it all of the mean density of the earth's superficial

crust, must equal in bulk a cube whose side is one-fifteenth part of a mean
degree of latitude. That is, taking the mean degree at 45° as 60,752 fathoms,

as calculated by Lambton, there is probably a cavern somewhere at no great

depth beneath Moscow equal in bulk to a cube of 2700 feet. Nothing is more
probable, sustained as it is by the character of the subjacent formations, by the

enormous caverns known to exist to the south and west in Europe, and by the

fact of the great depressions or fallings in of the earth's crust represented by
the Dead Sea and the Caspian Basins. M. Struve is engaged in further inves-

tigating the subject. An artesian boring, of two or three thousand feet deep,

might possibly pierce into this vast Russian Hades beneath their sacred city, or

failing to do so, might elate all Pansclavism with the hope that to the north

and south of the ancient capital, they possessed beneath the surface enormous
banks of platina or gold, wolfram or lead, or some such heavy material.

Patagoxian Guanos.—M. Malaguti has given a detailed examination of

four distinct varieties of guano, all of which have been habitually imported into

Havre, from a small group of islets in latitude 48° S.,. longitude 62° W. (from

Paris), upon the Patagonian coast, and situated between Sea Bear Bay and
Port Desire. The four varieties go by the names of Shag, Lion, Penguin, and
Carriere—given them by English sailors, apparently from the names bestowed
upon the rocks on which the manures are found. Shag is inhabited only by
cormorants. Lion and Penguin by seals and the sea birds of that name. The
two first, Malaguti says, are no longer in. commerce, unless they be used to

make artificial manures. He has. analysed them all with care, and they prove
themselves to be about as rich in phosphates and organic matter as Peruvian
guano. The most remarkable fact that, he has ascertained, however, relates to

the constitution of certain irregular blocks or nodules, of various sizes, found
imbedded in the Lion guano. These present all the external mineral charac-

teristics of gypsum, discoloured by the guano. They are found accompanied
by crystals of the peculiar substance (or mineral,, if we may so name it,)

Struvlle, which has also been discovered in the guano of Saldanha Bay, and in

other guanos from Patagonia, and which we may mention was first discovered and.

described by M. Alex, at Hamburg, on the site of an ancient slaughter house.

The mineral which looks like gypsum, however, turns out not to be sulphate

of lime, but an artificial or at least recent formation of phosphate of lime; and

all the recent shells imbedded in it, without having lost their form, have lost

every trace of carbonate of lime, and become converted wholly into tribasic

phosphate of lime. The following is the analysis of this substance :

—

Organic matter, .... 23-24

Acid phosphate lime, . . . 10*20.

Tribasic phosphate lime, . . . 56*76

Sulphate of lime, .... 5:87

Fluoride of calcium, . . . 0-70

Sand, .... . 3-00

Iron, .... . 0.23

100-

In the mo3t ancient of these guano3—'that of Carriere, which, Malaguti con-

siders, presents the aspects of an extreme antiquity, he has found (as well as in

that of Penguin) silico phosphates of alumina and iron, and great- pyramids of

ammoniaco magnesian phosphate. He cautions analysts of guano of the neces-

sity of prolonged and very careful operation, when these are likely to be pre-

sent, as these difficultly soluble phosphates easily escape decomposition. The
point of highest interest in connection with these researches—omitting any
reference here to purely scientific considerations—is this, that it appears
highly probable that wherever guano deposits may be found resting upon
calcareous rock, or mixed in any way with calcareous sand or soil, or with the

debris of corals and shells— th'jse have become all more or less converted into

phosphates, and become, in fact, a sort of recently formed Apatite. Thus
more exact and enlightened examination, upon the spot, by the chemical
mineralogist, might probably prove that much material hitherto thrown aside
as rubbish, by those loading the guano ships—as well as some of the subjacent
rocks, in certain localities—may be in reality valuable manure, perhaps as
valuable as the guano itself.

—

Ed.

"Water Works for Dublin.—The first stage of the works in progress of the
new Dublin water works has just been inaugurated by the Lord-Lieutenant of
Ireland. The impounding reservoir of the new works" is at Roundwood, in the
county of Wicklow, and the great feature of the day was the turning the river
Vartry from its original channel into the new cut provided for its conveyance
into this basin. The water passes on its way thence to Dublin, through a
tunnel two and a half miles in length, cut through solid rock, thus forming a
sound natural duct, quite independent of all cast iron piping. The " catchment

"

on which the vast reservoir is being constructed is situated on Calladry Moor.
It will cover an area of 409 acres, and its water-supplying powers are
measured by the fact that it will pour 12,000,000 gallons per day into the
ramifications of pipes in Dublin. The works were laid out and designed by
Mr Thomas Hajvksley, M.I C.E., who resigned, and Sir Jno. M'Niel, C.E., is

now consulting engineer of the work. Mr Neville is the acting engineer, and
Mj M'Cormick the nominal contractor for the Vartry works. Mr Green of
Belfast being the actual contractor.

What London Streets Cost.—New Oxford Street and Cranbourne Street,
constructed between 1841 and 1817 by the Commissioners of Woods and
Forests, from the London Bridge Approaches Fund, cost—the former, the
enormous sum of £330,071, and the latter, £206,093. Victoria Street, West-
minster, constructed between 1815 and 1851 by the Westminster Improvement
Commissioners, from the Coal Duties and improved rates, and by money raised
on mortgage, cost £215,000. We thus see what terrible costs are incurred, the
moment we begin to remodel an old and prosperous town. Ancient buildings
and vested rights are swept away, and we must pay handsomely for both.
It is these which take money, not the mere making of the way; in fact,

it is the getting a clear space to. operate upon which involves the expense.
With such data as we have just given, the observer who has been enabled
personally to compare Paris the ancient with Paris the modern, may
arrive at some faint idea of what the present emperor must have spent in

the manufacture of his miles of beautiful boulevards and streets, not to mention
that marvellous structure the Louvre—with, which, he has adorned his magnifi-
cent capital.

Rifle Projectiles.—Admirable results have recently been obtained by
Capt. Norton, with his deep three-grooved rifle, carrying shot of various
kinds. Our engravings represent, in. their four several figures, the general
form of the projectiles used. Figs. 1 and 2 are respectively elevations

—

clothed and unclothed—of his steel bolt, flat-faced, and slightly cupped
out at the striking face ; fig. 2 shows the parchment sabot on the base of the
bolt. With this bolt, Capt. Norton fired with his three-deep goooved rifle,

Fig. 1, Fig. 2. Fig. 4.

Enfield Bore, through a deal plank ; the bolt, whilst the layers of parchment
were moist, was swaged through a rifled tube,, corresponding with the actual
rifle* As the parchment dried, the projections became as hard as horn, and,
therefore, bad a firm hold upon the rifle. It is evident from this actual experi-
ment, that all deep-grooved' rifles might use steel holts with parchment
breeches. Figs. 3 and 4 represent the inventor's jacketed rifle shot, one with
a cross section of the " Lancaster" cartridge case, and the other with a similar
case, hut fortified with laced thread. It is with this jacket that the inventor
proposes to beat the leaden jacketed Armstrong shot. The jacket is secured
from slipping off by the leaden overlap of the triple ribs at both ends, so that
the lapsus, connected with the Armstrong covering of lead, cannot possibly
arise. Capt. Norton still adheres to his original challenge whereby be asserts
his capability of beating the Armstrong shot.

Locomobiles on Highways in the Country.—A short time since a case
came before the Wiltshire county magistrates at Salisbury, when a Mr Row-
land, the owner of a locomobile engine, was summoned for allowing it to
remain on the highway in the parish of Biitford. The summons was issued
under the Highway Act, at the instance of Viscount Folkestone, who was
very desirous that the question as to the right of running engines on highways
should be tried. It was argued on the part of the defendant that tbe Act of
Parliament passed in 1861 repealed the clause in reference to locomobiles in
the Highway Act, and the case was adjourned in order that the opinion of the
Home Secretary might be obtained. Lord Folkestone did not write to Sir
George Grey, but applied to Baron Wilde, who gave it as his opinion that the
use of locomobiles along a high road was legal. If they were driven too fast,

so as to cause a nuisance, then the owner could be indicted, but there was no
penalty recoverable under the Highway Act. During the past week the
Wiltshire magistrates have received the following letter from the Home Office,
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which decision is of considerable importance to engineers :—" Sir,—I am
directed by Secretary Sir George Grey to acknowledge the receipt of your
letter of the 9th inst., and to inform you that in compliance with the wishes
of the justices of the division of Salisbury and Amesbury, Sir George Grey has
this day issued an order which will appear in the Gazette of next Tuesday, pro-
hibiting the use of any kind of locomotive whatever propelled by steam or any
other than animal power on the highways within the several parishes com-
prised in the above-named division, excepting between the hours of 9 o'clock
at night and 7 in the morning. I have the honour to be, &c.—H. A. Bruce."

Warming and Ventilating.—An ingenious and simple mode of warming
and ventilating buildings, ships, railway carriages, and other confined spaces,
by the aid of an ordinary gas light or lamp, has been recently brought out and
patented by Mr Robert Brown of Birmingham. Mr Brown's apparatus, of

which the illustration

represents a vertical

section, consists of a
gas or other light, A,

surrounded by a chim-
ney, B, and which is

again enclosed in a
glass cylinder, c. Be-
neath the light there is

an air vessel, or reser-

voir, d, which has an
opening- or. its upper
side communicating
with the interior of

the chimney '

t and from
this vessel rises verti-

cally an air pipe or

pipes, E, having a fun-

nel mouth, F, on the

upper, and situate in

the upper part of the

chamber or apartment.
The vitiated air passes

down the funnel mouth,
f, and pipe or pipes, e,

into the air vessel or

reservoir, D, and thence
passes direct to the

light through a wire
gauze grating or fine

perforations, the only
air which supports the

flame being the vitiated

air of the chamber,
which air is conse-
quently being continu-

ally drawn into the
lamp and consumed.
The products of com-
bustion pass off by a

pipe, g, (telescopic or

otherwise), which leads

to the outside of the

apartment. A small

cock, H, serves to run
off any liquid which
may deposit in the bend
of this pipe. In order

to supply warm fresh

air into the interior of

the chamber, a second
pipe, i, traverses the
outer wall, and passes

through a portion of the pipe, &, which carries off the heat and products of

combustion, one end, k, of the second pipe opening into the external atmos-

phere, whilst the other end, l, communicates with the interior of the apart-

ment. The entering fresh air is consequently warmed slightly before it is

supplied to the chamber. By employing a number of these ventilating lights,

any ordinary sized apartment may be not only thoroughly ventilated, but

lighted by the same apparatus.

Manufacturing Industry in Australia.—To- the manufacture of colonia

wine and of imported tobacco leaf, which have now attained important dimen-

sions, Australia has lately added that of cigars, which numbers at least two
rather large establishments in Melbourne, employing 39' or 40 men each. Other

manufactures of minor importance have followed in the train of these—of

steamed hoops from Van Diemen's Land, and Victorian paling, of cigar boxes

from colonial cedar, and of wine casks from silver wattle, the produce of Van
Diemen's Land. For this last named purpose, the material is said to be excel-

lent, perfectly tasteless, colourless, and strong in fibre. Active steps have

been taken for obtaining a grant of land on the south bank of the Yarra for the

establishment of a paper factory, under the management of a company. In

the same neighbourhood it is proposed to establish a manufactory for the pro-

duction of sulphuric acid and other chemicals. The manufacture of ready-made

clothing is becoming an important branch of industry in Melbourne. Some of

the larger retail and wholesale houses each as many as 60 men and women, the

latter principally in the machine department. It is stated by the proprietors

that the average wages of the men are £3 a week, and of the women about half

as much, and that persons skilled in this kind of labour are hard to be got, and
may, therefore readily obtain employment. A woollen manufactory has been
commenced at the Pentridge Stockade ; it is worked by the prison inmates,

and although yet in its infancy, some capital blankets have been made at the

factory.

Indian Railways.—The recently issued report of the Government Direc-

tor of Railways in India states that seven hundred and forty-seven miles had,

on the 3lst December last, been added to the 1,609^ which were open for

traffic on the 1st January, 1862. Since the beginning of the present year 184
miles more have been finished, making a total of 2,540 miles upon which pas-

sengers and goods are now being conveyed. The greatest distance traversed

in a direct line without interruption is on the East Indian Railway from Cal-
cutta to Benares, a length of 540 miles ; the next greatest is the transpeninsula

line from Madras to Beypore, which is 405 miles; and the next from Bombay
to Sholapore, across the Bhore Ghat, a length of 295 miles. Various works of

great importance and magnitude occur on the lines which have been recently

opened. In addition to the work done to enable 930 miles of new line to be
opened, fair progress has been made on the unopened lines, and it is expected
that in the course of the present year between six and seven hundred miles

more will be ready for traffic. In another year the great cotton fields of Cen-
tral India and Guzerat will be in direct communication with Bombay, and
Delhi will be within two days' reach of Calcutta. The shipment of the iron

and fuel, and of materials for the construction of the lines, for 1861, amounted
to 182,621 tons, and cost £1,669,443 ; last year these respective amounts were
138,013 tons, and £1,487,582. In the course of the past year there has been
an expenditure of £5,810,852, that in England having been £1,854,289, and in

India £3,956",563. The amount raised by the companies, in addition to the

sum of £2,515y496, which stood to their credit on May 1, 1862, was £5,238,567,
so that on May 1 there was a balance of £1,943,211 available for the current
year's expenditure. It has been estimated that the expenditure for the year
1863-64 will be £2,012,000' in England, and £4,189,000 in India, and "that

£5,293,000 will be raised to meet it, in addition to the balance of £1,943,211.
The amount which had been raised on the 30th April, 1802, by share capital,

was £31,308,641, by debentures, £11,756,249 ; total, £43,064.890. On the
30th April last these amounts stood : Share capital, £36,155,244; debentures,

£12,062,795; total, £48,218,039.

Post-Office Progress.—Whatever department might stand still it could
never be the Post-Office. In the London district alone more than 11,000 new
houses were built in 1862, 2300 within the town limits, and 9400 in the

suburbs. But the Post-Office makes constant progress. The post-offices and
road letter-boxes have now increased to 14,776, and day mails and free deli-

veries are continually extended, and new rural posts established. The mails

are now conveyed over 260,600 miles a day in the United Kingdom. The
number of letters delivered in the year 1802 was 605,471,000, being twelve
millions more than in 1801, but that is an unusually small increase. In 1862
the Post-Office carried as many letters as would make, in England, 24 to each
person; in Ireland, 9; in Scotland, 19. At Liverpool and Birmingham the

proportion was as high as 30 letters to each person, at Bristol, 35, at Man-
chester, 38, at Dublin, 39, at Edinburgh, 41, and in London, 49. The increase

in printed circulars has been very great ; in relation to the Lambeth election

there were as many as 40,000 posted in a single day. Nearly half-a-million

letters passed through the temporary post-office in the International Exhibition.

More than 456\00G valentines passed through the London Office on the last

anniversary. The number of newspapers delivered in 1862 was nearly

73,000,000—about half-a-million more than in the previous year. The number
of hook packets was rather more than 14,000,000—an increase of about

1,700,000; 7,587.©45 inland money orders were issued in 1862, for £15,761,259
—above £1,000,000 more than in 1861. In England and Wales there was
about one to every three persons, in Scotland one to every five, in Ireland one

to every eleven. A money order, if stamped with Id stamp, may be made not

payable till ten days after date, thus allowing time for acknowledgment or for

stopping the payment. Small soms sent in postage stamps may be exchanged
for money at all the larger offices on payment of a commission of Id on forty

stamps: and in London alone nearly £60,000 was thus paid last year for stamps.

In sending them by post they should be folded in rather thick paper, so that

the contents may neither be seen nor felt through the cover. The regulation

compelling payment of the registration charge on letters containing money or

articles of value has answered well, and will soon be extended to the country.

It has caused a great diminution in application for missing letters containing

coin—a diminution by more than one-half; the regulation came into operation

in London last August; and 58,000 letters were compulsorily registered in the

remainder of the year- It is most satisfactory to learn that, while in the last

quarter of 1861 four London letter-carriers were convicted of stealing cash

letters,, in the corresponding quarter of 1862 not one was even charged with

such an offence. During the last half of 1862, out of about 900,000 registered

letters, the whole number lost was only 12, containing together £9 5s 6d.

Water Supply for Aberdeen.—New plans have just been prepared by
Mr Simpson,. C.E., for supplying Aberdeen with water. The existing supply

is obtained by pumping from the river Dee; the quantity being 1,200,000

gallons per day. An aqueduct will now bring the water from the river,

twenty miles from the- city,, and the supply will be raised to 5,000,000
gallons.

House Flues.—MM. Sauges and Masson have proposed, with much in-

genuity and plausibility, to get rid of all exterior chimneys to houses, and at

the same time the sweeping of flues, by causing all fires to draw into a common
condensing chamber, like those in which lampblack is made. The subsidiary

advantages obtained are the robbing the gases of their now wasted heat, and
applying it to use in domestic heating and ventilation. The condensing chambers
are proposed being placed in the cavities of the roofs.
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PRICES CURRENT
OF

CHIEF MATERIALS USED IN STRUCTURES AND MACHINERY.

FOR THE MONTH ENDING JULY 28, 1863.

(.Compiled expressly for the Practical Mechanic's Journal. )

1st week. 2nd week. 3d week. 4th week.

IRON. £ s. D. £ s. D £ s. D. £ s. D.

Bars, £c, British, per ton, .. .. 6 15 600 6 10 06 10

NaU Rods, 700 700 700700
Hoop, 8 10 8 7 6 8 10 8 7 6
Sheets, 9 10 9 10 9 15 9 10
Fig. No. 1, Wales 4 3 10 3 10 8 10

Bars, Staffordshire, 7 15 7 15 7 10 7 10
Rails, 5 17 6 6 6 6

Pig, No. 1, Clyde 2 12 6 2 15 2 15 2 15 6

Swedish in bond, 10 5 1110 11 10 1110

STEEL.
Swedish, in kegs, 16 16 15 10 15 10

In faggota, 17 10 17 10 17 10 18 9
Spelter, ingot, 17 10 « 17 10 17 15 18

Zisc, sheet, 23 10 23 10 24 10 2 10

COPPER,
Sheathing bolts, pr lb., 11 10J 10J 10*

Bottoms, 10? 11 11J 10}

Old, 009 009 00900 8f
Tough Cake, per ton, _ .. .

.

93 92 92 92
Tile, .. _ 98 10 98 98 98

TIN.

English blocks, per ton, duty free, .. 119 118 119 119
Bars in barrels, 119 119 119 119

Refined, 124 123 183 124

Banca, in bond, _ 127 127 128 128
Straits, ditto, 124 123 123 124

TEN PLATES.
Char. IC, per box, 180 190 186180
Coke. 1C 12 6 13 14 14

LEAD.
Englishpig, .. .. _ .. .. 22 10 22 10 22 10 22 10
Sheet, 21 10 21 10 20 15 21 5
Spanish pig, in bond, 20 20 20 20

TDIBER—PEE LOAD.

Teak, 16 10 16 10 16 10 16 15
Quebec, red pine, .. _ .. .. 3 15 3 15 3 10 3 10

yellowpine, 3 3 10 3 10 3 10
St. John, N.B.. yellow, 5 10 5 5 5 10 5 10

Quebec, oak, white, 6 10 6 6 5 10
•' Birch, 4 4 3 10 4

MemeL 5 10 5 15 5 10 6
" Elm, .. .. _ _ 3 10 3 15 3 15 4

Dantzicoak, 4 10 4 10 4 10 4 15
Fir, „ 400 400 400400

Memelfir, 3 10 8 15 4 4
Riga, 3 15 3 10 3 10 3 10
Swedish, 2 15 3 2 15 2 10
Deals, per C , 12 feet by 3 by 9 inches.

Quebec, white spruce, .. .. 15 15 10 15 10 16

St. John, white spruce, 15 10 15 16 10 16 10
Yellow pine, per reduced C.

Canada, 1st quality, 17 10 17 10 18 18
" 2nd do 12 12 10 12 12

Archangel yeUow, 14 14 10 14 15 15

St. Peterabnrgh yellow, 12 10 12 10 12 10 15

Finland, 9 10 9 10 9 9
MemeL, 12 13 13 13

Gothenburg, yellow 10 11 11 10 11 10
" white, 9 10 9 10 10 10 10

Gefle, yellow 11 II 10 11 11

SodeThamn, 11 10 10 10 10 10 10

Christiania, per C 12 ft by 2 by 9 in. yeL 22 22 10 23 23 10

OILS, PAINTS, 4 DRYSALTERIES.
Red Lead, 21 10 21 10 21 10 21 10
White Lead, 26 10 27 27 27
Seal, pale, per 252 gallons, .. .. 48 48 48 10 48 10
" yellow, 43 45 45 45

Sperm, 83 10 84 84 84
Cod, 47 10 48 48 47 10
South Sea, 38 38 39 38 10

Olive Gallipoli, per ton, 58 58 58 58
Palm,pertun 42 10 43 42 10 42
Cocoa-nut, 51 10 51 10 52 52 10

Rape pale foreign 52 52 61 10 52
Linseed, per cwt., 200 230 250253
Rough Turpentine, per cwt, .. .. 120 120 130120
English spirit without casks, .. .. 3 15 400 400400
Hemp Manilla, 84 33 34 35
Jute 22 22 10 22 22 15
Hemp Rope, 25 24 10 25 10 25 10

APPLICATIONS FOR

PROVISIONAL PROTECTION FOR INVENTIONS

UNDER THE PATENT LAW AMENDMENT ACT.

/gr When the city or town is not mentioned, London is to be understood.

16th June, 1863.
1509. A. J. Fraser, Water Lane—Window sashes.
1510. William Neill, Bold, near St. Helen's—Steam engines.
1511. J. C. Onions, Birmingham— Bellows.
1512. R. A. Brooman, Fleet Street—Preserving the silvering-

or quicking on glass,
and in the manufacture of glass vessels for silvering or quicking.—A com.

17tft June, 1863.

1513. W. H. Dawes. West Bromwich—Manufacture of iron.

1514. John Banwell, Watlington—Combined machine for collecting and placingin
rows, or collecting and elevating into a waggon or elsewhere hay, com, or
other agricultural produce.

1515. John Mills, Sunderland—Square rigging of vessels.
1516. James Newnam, Crayford— Boiling in vacuo at a low temperature.
1517. J. F. Spencer, Newcastle-on-Tyne—Steam, gas, and water tube joints.
1518. William Crofts, New Lenton—Production offabrics by lace machinery.
1519. Fedor De Wyld£, Great College Street—Preservation of lead surfaces.—A com.
1520. Edward Wolf, Sambrook Court—Article or means for use in smoking tobacco.
1521. Thomas Purdie, Oxford Street—Plastering, colouring, and decoration of

walls and ceilings.

1522. Alexander Samuelson, Cornhill—Evaporating liquids.

152a William Naylor, Queen's Road—Compressing, holding, and regulating the
pressure of gas.

l&th June, 1863.
1524. J. A. Sparling, Upper Hornsey Rise—Twisting and winding silk.

1525. J. L. Ganne, France—Toy pistols.

1526. W. S. Lowe, Disley, and John Cheetham, Oldham—Self-acting mules.
1527. David Barker, Milton Street—Treatment and preservation of yeast.
1528. Jonas Rolph and Alfred Heald, Nottingham—Sewing machines.
1529. Ephraim Ivett, Bedford—Tiles.
1530. Robert Jobson, Dudley—Moulds.
1531. Edward Gossiava, Belgium—Bolts, rivets, and spikes.

19th June, 1863.

1532. Henry Reynolds, Fleet Street—Illuminating.
1533. Edmuud Howarth and John Brown, Tonge, Lancaster—Steaming cotton.
1534. Samuel Middleton, Hants—Horse shoes.
1535. Robert Marrison, Norwich—Breech loading fire-arms.

1536. H. A, Bonneville, Paris—Bolts and rivets.—A com.
1537. Augustin Morel, Roubaix, France—Combing wooL
1538. Augustin Morel, Roubaix, France—Traction engines.
1539. Joseph Watts, Coventry—Manufacture of malt.
1540. Wilhara Hicklin, Balls Pond—Metal screens and sieves.

1541. W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane—Leaden pipes.—A com.
1542. Michael Henry, Fleet Street—Decorticating grain —A com.

Wth June, 1863.

1543. Thomas Smith, Leeds, Thomas Moore, Wandsworth, and Major Burrell,
Leeds—Reels covered with silk or for the dressing flour.

1544. Yenn Meirat, Angel Court—Propelling vessels.

1545. D. D. Kyle, Victoria Street;—Baths.
1546. George Haseltine, Southampton Buildings—An improved oil—A com.
1547. Robert Brownlee, Glasgow—Sawing machinery.
1548. Philippe Fassio, France—Fire places.

1549. George Brixey, Maida Hill—Cleaning spoons and forks.

1550. Charles Peterson, Newport—Manufacture of pipes or tubes.

1551. J. L. Clarke, Westbourne Terrace—Turning over leaves of music hooks.
1552. Henry Macaulay. Rotherbam—Covers for chamber utensils.

1553. Fleeming Jenkin, Duke Street—An electric compass.
1554. A. T. N. Goll, Caledonian Road—Settings for precious stones.

1555. W. L. Winans and Thomas Winans, Dover Street—Steam vessels.

1556. W. L. Winans and T. Winans, Dover Street—Couplings for propelling shafts.

1557. W. L. Winans and Thomas Winans, Dover Street—Propellers.
1558. W. L. Winans and Thomas Winans, Dover Street—Propellers.

1559. William Clark, Chancery Lane—Paper pulp.—A com.
1560. James Booth, Halifax—Winding machines.

22d June, 1863.

1561. John Sainty, Norfolk—Turnip cutter.

1562. Edwin Wilks, Cheltenham—Portmanteaus and trunks.

1563. Alexander Twaddell, Glasgow—Sizeing or preparing warps.

1564. John M'Lean, West Calder—Mineral oils.

1565. William Snell, Clement's Inn—Improved cannon.—Communicated.
1566. Francis Boult, Liverpool—Obtaining patterns and designs.—Communicated.
1567. L. A. Majolier, Stoke Newington—Carburetting gases.—A com.
1568. William Rowan, Belfast—Pistons.

1569. W. Clark, Chancery Lane—Charging air with combustible vapours.—A com.

1570. W. L. Winans and Thomas Winans, Dover Streets—Propellers.

1671. W. L. Winans and Thomas Winans, Dover Street—Propellers.
1572. W. L. Winans and Thomas Winans, Dover Street—Construction of engines

for propelling.

1573. W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane—Printing machinery.—A com.
1574. C. T. Burgess, Gower-Street—Reaping machines.

23d June, 1863.

1575. John Murray, Glasgow—Chain cables and rings.

1576. A. R. Stocker, Wolverhampton—Boot heels, tips, and horse shoes.

1577. James Ellison and Abraham Rogerson, Bury—Slubbing and roving frames.

1578. W. W. Sleigh, London—Motive power engine.

1579. Samuel Robinson, Joseph Priestley, and Jeremiah Foulds, Bradford—Looms
for weaving.

1580. T. F. Parsons, Maindee—Coating iron.

1581. R. A. Brooman, Fleet Street—Breech-loading arms.—A com.

1582. W. L. Winans and Thomas Winans, Dover Street—Steam boilers.

1583. W. L. Winans and Thomas Winans, Dover Street—Slide valves of engines.

1584. W. L. Winans and Thomas Winans, Dover Street-Superheating steam.

1585. Edgar Brooks, Birmingham—Breech-loading fire-arms.
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15S6. Andrew Mem, Stratford—Generating steam.
1537. Franz Feichtinger, Cumberland Street South—Paper for hemorrhoidal

complaints.
1588. William Toovey, Brussels—Photolithography, photozincography, and photo-

graphic engraving on copper or steel plates.

24th June, 1SG3.

Samuel Knowles and Robert Hayward, Tottington Mill, near Bury—Plaiting
and measuring woven fabrics.

Theophilus Redwood, Lower Homerton—Straining or mixing liquid.
P. li. Hodge, Cannon Street—Fleeting hydrostatic machinery.
Edward Myers, Millbank Row, and W. R. Williams, Lambs Conduit Street

—

Gas meters.
Samuel Smith, Fell Street—Manufacture of liquorice.
J. L. Hughes, Hanley—Ornamenting porcelain.
Thomas Skinner, Sheffield—Ornamentation of silver or plated goods.
A E Brae, Leeds—Actuating domestic bells.

1589.

1590.

1591
1592.

1593
1594.

1595.

1596.

1597.

1598.

1599.
1600.

1601.

1002.

1603.
1604.

1605,

1G06.

1607.

1608:

1609.
1610.

1611.

1612.

1613.

27th June, 1863.
1614. Thomas Dunn, Manchester—Permanent way of railways.
1015. George Clark, Craven Street—Guns and projectiles.
1616. W. and J. Bradshaw, Blackburn—Looms for weaving.
1617. E. T. Hughes, Chancery Lane—Couplings for hose pipes.—A com.
1618. John Chatterton, Highbury—Lining iron tubes and vessels.

29th June, 1863.
1619. George Davies, Serle Street—Cork cutting machine.—A com.
1020. William Andrews, Gresham House— Insulating telegraph wires.
1621, Cyrus Avery, Craven Street—Rotatory engines.
1622. L. E. Hicks, New York—Inkstands.

25th June, 1863.
Abraham Ripley, Brook Street—Packing for piston-rods, pumps and pipes.

C. A. Count de Goddes de Liancourt, Holly Street—Preserving -life against
the danger of being drowned.

Daniel Hussey, United States -Bobbins and winding yarn thereon.
Thomas Page, Adelphi Terrace—Horse shoes.
J. O. Mathieu, Paris—Twisting machines.
Robert Mushet, Coleford—Iron and steel.
William Kirrage, Victoria Street—Cloth for floors, roofs, and tanks.
H. G. Craig, Passage West, Ireland—Metal plates for ship-building.
H. C. Lee, Lawrence Pountney Lane—Sewing machines.
Alfred Watson, King Street—An improved fastening.
John Head and Henry Brinsmead, Ipswich—Thrashing machines.

26th June, 1863.
Alfred Tulpin, Manchester—Stretching and dyeing fabrics.

William Clark, Chancery Lane—Aerating liquids —A com.
Gottlieb Boccius, Henrietta Street—Manufacture of candles.
W. E. Gedge, Wellington Street—Placing tyres on wheels.—A com.
John Griffiths, Derby—Puddling iron and steel.

Robert Mushet, Coleford—Iron and steeL

1623.

1024.

1025.

1626.

1627.

1028.

1029.

1630.

1631.

1632.

1633.

1034.

1635.

1636.

1637.
103&

1639.

1640.

1641.

1642.
1643.

1644.

1645.

1646.

1647.

1648.
1649.

1650.

1651.

1652.

1653.

1654
1655.

1656.

1657.

1658.

1659.

1661.

1662.

1663.

1664.

1665.

1666.

1667.

30th June, 1863.

F. J. Duggan. Bristol—Lamps.
L. F. A. Baron Marulaz, France—Combs.
J. G. Jennings, Palace Road, and M. L. J. Laveter, Bath Street—Stoppers

for jars and bottles.
Joseph Simpson, Darlaston—Iron hurdles and fencing.
J. H. Johnson, Lincoln's Inn Fields—Pottery-ware.—A com.
A. K. Richards, Berners Street—Ordnance and tire-arms.

C H. Gardner, West Harding Street—Lithographic and zincographic presses.
Alfred Silvester, Clapham Road—Exhibition of dramatic performances.
Samuel Cole, Moseley—Fastenings for brooches.

1st July, 1863.

Thomas Williams, Abedaron—Locomotion of land carriages and floating

vessels by manual power.
John Blake, Accrington—Regulating the pressure of steam.
Thomas Alliston, Eiiston Road, and Richard Swift, Hardy Terrace—Metallic

joints for bedsteads.
William Snell, Clement's Inn—Waterproof material.—A com.
Thomas Boyle, Gray's Inn Road—Promoting ventilation.

C. P. Coles, Southsea—Working guns in vessels.

R. C. Clapham, Walker, Northumberland—Hyposulphite of soda, sulphite of
soda, and sulphite of lime.

J. H. Johnson, Lincoln's Inn Fields—Coating metal.—A com.
J. H. and J. S. Harvey, Newcastle-on-Tyne—Cutting tobacco.
Thomas Taylor, Wandsworth—Railway breaks.
Hiram Hutchinson, Paris—Boots and shoes.
G. T. Bousfleld. Brixton—Preparing fibrous material.—A com.
J. and J. Cole, Coventry—Looms for weaving.

2d July, 1863.

J. J. Shedlock, Vincent Street—Wet gas meters.
R. A. Brooman, Fleet Street—Protecting metals, <fec—A com.
A. A. Croll, Coleman Street—Purification of gas.

Edward Lloyd, Wells Street—Waterproofing leather.
William Miller, Upper Stamford Street—Evaporating agencies.
Frederick Ransome, Ipswich—Coating iron ships.

John King, Chadshunt Farm, near Kineton—Fencing and gates.
3d July, 1863.

Charles Martin, Brentford—Manufacture of paper.
Henry Broadhead and George Murdoch, Portsmouth—Breech-loading

ordnance, gun carriages, and concussion shells.

W. E Newton, Chancery Lane— Preservation of skins of all kinds.—A com.
Robert Dairson, London Street— Decorticating grain.—A com.
Charles Baulch, Bristol—Boots and shoes.
Henry Brinsmead. Ipswich—Cooking apparatus.
Henry Thomas. Birmingham—Candlesticks.
H. S. Warner, Trinidad-Preparing megass to be used as fuel
Ev;uigeli Lelios, Threadneedle Street—Churning.

4fA July, 1863.

J. C. Macdonald. Waddon, and Joseph Calverley, George Street—Printingv
M. E. Eyth, Paris— Rotative engine.
John M'Donald, Ashton-under-Lyne—Jacquard looms.
Robert Flude and John Farndon, Leicester—Looms.
Josiah Grimsun, Leicester—Shuttles for weaving.
H. A. Bonneville, Paris—Steam engines.—A com.
H. A. Bonneville, Paris—Obtaining motive power.—A com.
H. A. Bonneville, Paris—Telegraphic wires.—A com.

1669. Alfred Norman, Clarendon Road—Fanning or agitating air.

1670. James Oxley, Frome—Filtering apparatus.
1671. G. A. Barrett, William Exall, C. J. Andrews, and Alfred Barrett, Reading,

and J. L. Bowhay, Modbury—Thrashing machines.

6th July, 1863.

1G72 A. & B. S Gower, Market Drayton—Sowing and harrowing machine.
1673 James Samuel, Great George Street—Gas for lighting and heating purposes.
1074. W. B. Adams, Hampstead—Wheels and tires, axles and axle boxes.
1075. T. W. Couldery, Old Kent Rood—Attaching soap boxes to wash-tubs.
1676. J. M'G. Croft, Abbey Road -Propellers.
1677. S. J. Cooke, St. Michael's House, Cornhill—Supplying carbonic acid gas to

casks containing beer.—A com.
1673. Henry Cauuter, Stornoway—Lubricating matter.
1679. Benjamin Bonfield. Forest Hill—Stoppers for bottles.
1080. G. 0. Collyer, St. George's Street East—Cut tobacco.

7th July, 1863.

1681. Christian Schiele, Milton Street—Turbines.
1682 L. J. Guichard and G. F. J. Lefebre, Paris—Lamps.
1683. W. S. Bruce, Great St. Helen's—Lucifer matches —A com.
1684. Eliezer Edwards, Birmingham—Glass finger plates.
1685. George Bartholomew, Linlithgow—Horse shoes.
1686. John Orr, Kidderminster—Weaving fabrics.

1687. W. E Gedge, Wellington Street—Articles of furniture.—A com.
1688. W. E. Gedge, Wellington Street—Milking cows.—A com.
1689. Samuel Robinson Dublin—Spring hinges for swing doors.
1690. G. P. Reed, Massachusetts, U.S—Watches.

8tk July, 1863.

1691. Edward Myers, Millbank Row, and Hugh Forbes, Aberdeen Place—Propel-
ling and steering.

1692. George Haseltine, Southampton Buildings—Brick machines.—A com.
1693. William Basford, Pewsey—Generating gas.
1694. Frederick Ely, Southampton—Corn plasters.

1695. Henry Armstrong, Whitby—Manufacture of alum.
1696. John Gibson, S., R., and W. Trulock, Dublin—Breech-loading fire-arms.
1697. P. A. L. de Fontainemoreau, Paris— Roofing houses.—A com.
1698. Thomas Preece, Leominster—Corn and seed drill.

1699- A. G. Southby. Bulford—Diverse lamps.
1700. R. & L. A. Tallerman, Bisbopgate Street Without—Waterproofing boots.
1701. George Haseltine, Southampton Buildings—Horse-power machines.—A com.
1702. W. E Newton, Chancery Lane—Locks and fastenings.—A com.
1703. H. D. P. Cunningham, Bury—Working guns.
1704. John Thomas, Battersea—Treating ores.

9th July, 1363.

1705. Samuel Davis, Strand—Anatomical bit for horses.—A com.
1706. James Smith, Seaforth, and S. A, Chease, Egremont—Hydraulic engine.
1707. Wellington Williams, Gutter Lane—Shirt collars.

1708. Richard Phillipson and William Bond, Accrington—Temples for looms.
1709. R. A. Brooman, Fleet Street—Propelling.—A com.
1710. P. G. B. Westmacott, Newcastle-upon-Tyne—Cranes.
1711. J. F. Delany and J. C. R. Okes, Greenwich—Pistons of steam engines.

1712. P. G. B. Westmacott, Newcastle upon-T^ne—Hydraulic engines.
1713- W. V. Wilson, Jubilee Street—Red colouring matter.
1714. Robert Agate, Hornsey—Roof lights.

1715. W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane—Barometers.—A com.
1716. William Tent, Birchin Lane—Hooks for suspending dresses.

1717- George Gowland, Liverpool—Nautical and surveying instruments.

171S. William Tasker, Waterloo Iron Works, Andover—Thrashing machines.

lOth July, 1863.

1719. P. A. Godefroy, Shepherd's Lane—Purifying oils.

1720. A. R. Johnston, Grove, Yoxford—Portable fence.

1721. M. A F. Mennons, Paris—Protecting the silvering of mirrors.—A com.
1722. J. J. Shedlock, Abingdon Street—Soil pits.—A com.
1723. C. De Bergue, Strangeways Works, Manchester—Piles for foundations, and

in piers for bridges
1724. William Clarke, Forest Road, Nottingham—Ornamental lace.

1725. Thomas Legg, Northampton Square, and Richard Griffith, Exmouth Street

—

Sewing machines.
1726. Richard Hornsby, John Bonnall, and William Astbury, Spitalgate Iron

Works, Grantham—Traction engines for ploughing lands.

1727. W. E. Jones, Wellington Road—Permanent way of railways.

1728. William Henderson. Kensington—Treating ores.

1729. J. P. Bourquin, Newman Street—Rolling press.

1730. James Campbell, Silvertown—Permanent way of railways.

1731. R. & W. Hawthorn, Newcastle-upon-Tyne—Working of railways.

1732. Luding Stille, Great Castle Street—Galvanic batteries.

11th July, 1863.

1733. E. D Chattaway, New Broad Street—Railway signals.

1734. M. W. Ruthven, Oxford Terrace—Rudders.
1735. A. Dixon, Harborne, and J. Pumphrey, Birmingham—Coat flower clip.

1736. John Orr, John Brinton, and John Lewis, Kidderminster—Weaving chenille.

1737. John Barnes, Nottingham—Manufacture of lace.

1738. R. A. Brooman, Fleet Street—Cartridges.—A com.
1739. Hugh Greaves, Abingdon Street—Railways and tramways.

13th July, 1863.

1740. James Mortimer, Hoxton Hall, High Street—Dwelling houses.

1741. R. D. Dwyer, Warrington—Vents for casks.

1742. Henry Coulter, Liverpool—Burners of lamps.

1743. R. D. Dwyer, Warrington—Letter copying presses.

1744. H. N. King, Bath—Producing spectral illusions on the stage.

1745. Joseph Barton, Alfreton—Guard or fence for pits.

1746. R. S. Walker, High Street—Sheathing iron ships.

DESIGNS FOR ARTICLES OF UTILITY.
Registeredfrom 20th June to 26th July, 1863.

W. H. Treffev, Cornwall—" Improved Turn Wrest Plough."
George Wright and Co., Eotherham— " Improved Kitchener."
Frederick Barker. Hammersmith—" Paper Packets."

T. T. Jopling, Sunderland—" Fire Bars."
Henry Bell, Birmingham—" Nails for Boots and Shoes."

Henry Gillot, Birmingham—"Sketching Easel and StooL"

June 20, 4568.
" 26, 4569.

July 3, 4570.
" 18, 4571.
" 18, 4572.
" 20, 4573.
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ON THE THEORETIC PRINCIPLES OF VENTILATION.

By General A. Moris, Offioiek Legion of Honor.

The Government of France, as well as several of its great municipal

bodies, have been latterly engaged 'with some important projects or

works of ventilation for public edifices ; and the attention and advice of

the celebrated General Morin have been sought for, in directing the

fundamental principles to be adopted, and discussing the details of

application in many of the most important cases. One result has been the

reinvestigation, upon new principles, of the whole subject of the move-

ments of air in close conduits, upon the part of General Morin, and the

construction of formulae of great value, applicable alike to the ventilation

of coal mines, of buildings, of tunnels, &c, and to the construction of

chimney stalks and furnaces. These are embraced in an elaborate

report originally addressed to departments of the French Government,

and in part given to the Institute of France, but not yet published in

externa.

We are enabled to present our readers with the following abridged

translation. Every one is acquainted with the position in relation to

applied science occupied by General Morin, whose name is a sufficient

guarantee for the value of the succeeding information.*

FORMULA FOR THE MOVEMENT OF AIR IN CONDUCTING PIPES.

In a work on steam engines, which I had the honour of publishing in

October, 1843, I treated, among other questions, that of the movement

of the steam from its leaving the boiler up to its entrance into the cylin-

der. The application of the principle of vis viva, and of the established

rules for estimating the influence of the various conditions present in

the circulation of the steam, in an engine erected in the workshops of

the ilessageries Royal, then showed me that the results of experiment

were as conformable to those of theory, as one could hope in researches

of this nature.

Called after some time to occupy myself in questions relating to the

movements of elastic fluids, and in particular, of air in ventilating appa-

ratus, I thought that if it was necessary to consult experience, it was

also necessary to seek from science some rules which might be

guides in the construction of the apparatus. I was thus led to

seek for some means of establishing formulae relative to the Q=
movement of air, always applying in them the principle of via

viva, or the transmission of work according to rules indicated

by Borda, and developed by M. Poncelet in his capacity of Professor at

the Ecole de Metz.

In thi3 work, of which I only propose to give as succinct an analysis

as possible, I shall commence by establishing the equation for the

transmission of work, regard being had to all the losses of vis viva which

can take place in the currents of air, and to the work consumed in passive

resistances. This question has also been treated of, at least in part, by

a distinguished physicist, whose recent loss science has to regret, but

besides that he has not completed the solution, he has fallen into certain

errors in the mechanical part of the question, which it will be important

to rectify.

In the movement of air through the pipes of heating and ventilating

apparatus, where pumping engines are not used, the moving force is only

due to differences of pressures, of densities, or of temperatures, and after

finding the expression for these, we must make this work equal to that

which corresponds to all the losses of vis viva which can take place, plus

the work consumed by the resistance of the walls. The losses of vis viva

are, or may be, very numerous, but we have rules for finding them. It

will suffice if I enumerate them. They are produced

—

* The measures where not reduced to English feet, are metres = 3-281 feet. The

temx^ratores are on the centigrade scale ; reduced to Fahrenheit by the formula—
_ (F — 32°) x 5°-

D

No. 136. -Vol. XVI.

1st, At the entrance of the pipes, by reason of the contraction which

takes place there, and which it is scarcely ever possible to avoid. Its

expression is, as we know, of the form

Ma- )•

M being the mass of air flowing through in one second, U the mean

velocity in the pipe, m the co-efficient of contraction at the entrance.

f

2d, At the exit of the chimney or pipe the air escapes in possession of

some vis viva which is not used, and which is greater in proportion as

the orifice is contracted.

3d, When the orifice for the entrance of the air into the pipe has a

section considerably less than that of the pipe itself, the loss of vis viva

after passing this orifice will be very great. This is especially the case

when the air has to traverse grates charged with fuel.

4th, Every bend produces a loss of vis viva, and when there are many

of them, their effect may be very considerable.

5th, The collision of two currents often produces an analogous effect.

6th, Again, every enlargement of a pipe has an influence of the same

kind.

7th, As to the resistance of the walls we can express the work which

it consumes, but hitherto the constant co-efficient which enters into this

expression has only been determined by the discussion of the experi-

ments of Girard and of D'Aubuisson, made in sheet iron pipes with

polished surfaces, and the value of this co-efficient is admitted to be

£ = 0-0031.

The experiments of the late M. D'Arcy on the movement of water in

pipes, showing that the presence of the least deposit capable of dimin-

ishing the polish of the surfaces can treble the value of the analogous

coefficient as regards water, it is natural to suppose that the rough

state of the masonry channels which the air traverses in the apparatus

under consideration may have an analogous influence. The experi-

ments of the late M. Peclet show the same thing.

In taking account of all the circumstances of the movement of air,

we find, for the expression of the volume of air, at the temperature of

the chimney, which flows in one second through a pipe or chimney,

from the moving force simply of a difference of densities, a formula of

this form

—

AU=A
2<7 (-^-) H or %ga

(t-T) H
1 + a T

C^K-OU^-OU^-O^1-!)-
2SLfi

A

where

Q The volume of air flowing in one second in cubic metres.

A The mean section of the chimney.

U The mean velocity in this section.

D and T The density and temperature of the exterior air.

d and t The density and temperature of the air in the chimney.

a = 0,003665 The coefficient for the expansion of the air.

m The coefficient for the contraction of the entrance into the chimney.

A and m The area and the coefficient of contraction in relation to the

exit orifice.

A ' and m 1 The area and coefficient of construction for an inlet orifice of

different section from the chimney,

m" = 0.65 A coefficient of contraction due to a bend.

O The sectional area of part of the passage larger than the rest of the

chimney.

S and L The circumference and the length of the passage of section A.

/3 The coefficient of friction of the air against the walls.

Several of the terms of this formula may be repeated several times,

and others may not exist, according to the arrangements of the passages.

t This is the place to remark that the formula given by M. Peclet, Tra'te de Physique,

in his 8rd edition, p. 114, supposes that this loss of vis vim will be expressed by

M—jV 2 which leads to a serious error, and which will reproduce itself in most of his

other formula:.
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In trying to appreciate the influence of the different terms which

enter into this expression, we first notice, what indeed was evident

a priori, that the volume of air, Q, at the temperature of the chimney

which can flow through the passage, is almost directly proportional to

its transverse section ; and as this section can almost always be fixed,

it is plain that we can thereby easily obtain whatever results we may
desire.

As to the numerator of the fraction which is under the radical sign, it

shows that the velocity in the passage only increases in proportion to

its square root, and consequently much less rapidly as that is higher.

This numerator being

* (=59»=*?£T)nT
we see, to begin with, that it increases
1° in proportion to the square root of the height of the chimney, or of

the orifice of exit above the entrance, as we have already seen

;

f t
2° in proportion to a factor, rr, and that, the height of the chimney

being once fixed on, if we wish to make the velocity of the air nearly

constant, it will be necessary lhat this factor should have the same
value, whatever may be the exterior temperature, T.

In the application to ventilation, where the temperature of the

exterior air is often but little higher, inasmuch as the term 1 + a T
differs little from unity,* it is evident that we should always obtain the

same velocity, and consequently the same volume of air evolved at the

temperature of the chimney, if the excess of the temperature in the

chimney over the temperature of the exterior air be constant.

Whence results this practical rule, very simple, but which is only

true within certain limits. To obtain in a given and established system
of controllable ventilation the evolution of the same quantity of air,

whatever be the variations of exterior temperature, we must so regulate

the action of the heating apparatus on the introduced air that the excess

of the temperature of the air in the chimney over that of the exterior

air shall be always constant. This will be sufficient regulation, and
this rule is in accordance with numerous experiments.

As to the denominator, all whose terms are positive, it can, according

to the arrangement of the pipes, acquire a value sufficiently great to

very much reduce the velocity of flow.

In introducing numerical values, and in assuming certain relations

between the sections of passage, such as one often meets with in prac-

tice, I shall make it appear that in ordinary circumstances the velocity

of flow may be reduced to a fourth of the value it would have if we
could suppress the different causes of loss, and that often it does not

reach to one-tenth.

I have said that the practical rule which I have just enunciated is

only true within certain limits, and in fact, the volume of air discharged

by the chimney to which it is applied, is not that which it is important
to render uniform in ventilating apparatus. This volume is that of the

hot air which goes out of the chimney, while the volume of air which
insures the ventilation of inhabited places and their healthiness, is that

of the exterior air which is introduced, or of the vitiated air which is

extracted. But it is easy to see that this latter volume which, as at a

temperature T lower than the temperature t of the chimney, is less than

the former in the ratio of -.—; t whence it results that its expres-
1 + a I

r

sion is

—

Q =a1/^/^"1/ t — T
(i + aty

and that it is susceptible of a maximum, which corresponds to the
value

—

I = 1 4- 2 a T

and which is

Q
A A /?H

- K V 2

K representing the radical which forms the denominator of the preced-
ing expression of the volume of air, Q, valued at the temperature, t.

This temperature ofmaximum effect for a chimney, presents this remark-
able fact, that its value is absolute, and completely independent of the

* Vi'e must here again note a rather serious fault in the formula of M. Prclet, who, in

( T
his third edition, vol, ii., p. 87, introduces into the numerator the factor ,

—

;
^

1 X at
may lead to important errors.

and this, when applied to chimneys where the air is much heated.

arrangement or proportions of the apparatus: if the exterior air is at

the temperature T = 0°, the maximum is at t = 272°. If the exterior

is at T = 10°, the maximum is at t = 282°; and these temperatures
are very nearly in accordance with the mean temperature which obtains
in the chimneys of well constructed steam engines.

INFLUENCE OF THE SECTION OF THE CHIMNEY ON ECONOMY OF FUEL.

The size of the tranverse section of the principal discharging chimney
has not merely a favourable influence on the increase of the velocity of

discharge, but it has a much more direct and preponderating one on the

volume of air discharged, and in this relation it has a notable impor-
tance as regards economy.

In fact, the volume of air discharged from rooms to be ventilated, in-

i T
creasing only in proportion to the square root of the factor, , —

/ 1 V
instead of increasing in proportion to the mean transverse section of the
chimney, it is easy to see, that while the increase of temperature from
t = 20° to t = 80°, only augments the volume of air drawn in at 10°

in the ratio of 1 to 2 '19, one would obtain very nearly the same increase
by doubling the section of the chimney. But this last increase would
only be an expense in construction incurred once for all, while the in-

creasing the temperature of the air taken in at 10°, and carried from
t = 20° to t = 80°, would increase the expenditure of fuel in the ratio

of 10 to 70, the effective ventilation obtained would only augment in

that of 1 to 2-19.

There is every advantage, then, in employing chimneys of large sec-

tion and moderate temperature to obtain economically the effects of
draught ventilation.

We must never lose sight of the fact, that it is necessary for unin-
terrupted ventilation, that the velocity in the general discharging flues

should never be less than 200"> to 2 50m (6 ft. 6 in. to 8 ft. 2 in.) per
second.

APPLICATION OF THE THEORETICAL FORMULA TO DIFFERENT CASES, AND
COMPARISON OF THEIR RESULTS WITH THOSE OF OBSERVATION.

After the exhibition of the rules to which theory leads, passing on to

the application of general considerations to particular cases, I will first

examine that of a straight chimney under ordinary conditions ; and 1

arrive directly for this simple case at the following formula :

—

U = 0'9544V DH (t — T)

L + 16 11 V

for determining the mean velocity in the vertical shaft of a chimney, as

a function of its dimensions, and of the difference of the interior and
exterior temperatures.

But in seeking to modify, by the discussion of a rather large number
of observations, a formula given by M. Pe'clet in the first edition of his
" Traits de Chaleur," and of which this philosopher afterwards recog-

nized the inexactness (3d edition, vol. I., p. 200), a skilful practical man,
M. Guerin, engineer of the firm of L. Duvoir Le Blanc, arrived at the

following rule

—

U-V DH ( t — T )

L + 16 L)

which is, so to speak, identically that to which the principle of vis viva

leads.

COMPARISON OF THE VARIOUS MEANS EMPLOYED TO PRODUCE THE DRAUGHT
OF THE VITIATED AIR.

Among the different means employed to determine the movement of

the air in ventilating flues, there are two which have been employed
in several large sanitary and other establishments. In one the heating
fire which actuates the draught is placed in the upper part of the build-

ing. It has received with more or less justice the name of "draught
from above " (appel par en hautj.

In the other, on the contrary, the heating fire is established in the

basement story of the building, and all the vitiated air to be withdrawn
is led thither by descending pipes. This may be designated by the name
of " draught from below " (appel par en basj. Between the two extremes
of arrangement there is a third which should be studied, and which
consists in producing the heating of the vitiated air at the height of

those places whence it is wished to withdraw it, and which, following

the phrases in use, and to which we have just referred to, may be
described under the name of "draught on the level'' (appel & niveau).

This system has been employed in the Ecole Polytechnique, and quite

recently in the offices of the Northern Railway.
In applying to these three systems, the considerations which we have

traced out, and in supposing them lor the rest equally proportioned in

all their other relations, we can calculate the values of the velocity of
discharge of the air for the different stories of the same building, and
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according to the data which we have allowed for the three cases, we can
form the following comparative table by which we can appreciate the

effects of the three systems.

Designation of the
Stories.

Telocity of discharge of the air in the

system of draught.

From below. On the level. From above.

m. ft. in. m. ft. in.
i

m.- ft. io.

2 593
2-508

2-431

8505
8-226

7973

2-684

2 450
2-119

8S03
8036
6-930

2-251

2-144

1-994

7-383
7-032

6-540

This tableshows that ofthe three systems of draught just indicated, with

hypotheses and numerical data identical, and al! closely approximating

to the conditions which would present themselves in practice, that in

which the heating of the incoming air takes place on the level in each

floor, produces in the air, for the same expenditure of heat, a velocity a

little greater on the ground floor, nearly the same on the first story,

and a little less on the second story, compared with those produced by
the draught from below.

As to the system of draught from above, or of a heating apparatus

placed above the stories to be ventilated ; it only produced, as we might
have expected from other considerations, velocities less in every case

than those produced by the two other systems.

The mode of draught produced by heating apparatus placed on the floor

level of the stories to be ventilated, appears then the most advantageous

of the three systems which we have compared ; its superiority, and that

of the draught from below, over the system of draught from above, holds

good uniformly, notwith-

the furnaces, and this result shows how necessary it is to give the fur-

naces as great a height as possible.

As to the introduction of air in summer, the same formula evidences
the insufficiency of the orifices presented by the furnaces, and there

exist easy means of remedying this, which I have previously indicated

on other occasions.

APPLICATION TO THE DRAUGHT VENTILATING APPARATUS OP THE
HOSPITAL OP LAKIBOISIERE.

My investigation embraces also a complete application of the princi-

ples unfolded to the phenomena of the ventilating system presented by
the wards of the Hospital of Lariboisiere, which is upon the draught
system.
Each of these wards has three stories, consisting of one room, con-

taining thirty-two beds, and of one small chamber with two beds. The
vitiated air is withdrawn from the rooms at each story by nineteen
discharging flues, which join in the roof timbers at the base of a general
discharging chimney, in which is a receiver for hot water, designed to

promote and regulate the draught. In taking account of all the
circumstances of the movement of the air in complex systems of circula-

tion, we must calculate the mean velocity of discharge in the general
chimney.

Preserving the previous notation, and taking in addition

—

h° ]i< Ji"—The heights of the different stories.

H Hi Ho —The height of the top of the discharging chimney above
the floor of each story.

Ji —The height of the common chimney above the floor of the highest

storey; and taking account of the different proportions of the system,

we find for the mean velocity in the general discharging chimney, the

expression

U=
19-62

0.794m
standing that in the two
former systems the height

of the discharging chim-
neys allows less use to be

made of the specific levity

which the heat communi-
cates to the air, but it is not to be forgotten that the walls of the
chimney cooling the air which passes through them, its velocity may
be somewhat diminished from this cause, and the advantage of these
arrangements somewhat lessened. In any event it seems to me to

result from this discussion, that there is reason to prefer the system of

draught by heating apparatus placed on the floor level of each story,

to the two other systems ; structurally it presents no difficulties nor in-

volves specialities of detail, and after examining the designs, then com-
menced for the offices of the Northern Railway, it appeared at the time
more economical both as regarded the first cost of its establishment, and
also the periodical expenses. The great height of the chimneys also
should give great uniformity in their effects.

INTRODUCTION OF THE EXTERIOR AIR BY HEATING APPARATUS.

In examining further, in a theoretical point of view, the conditions of
the introduction of air by hot water heating apparatus, into the rooms of
the Hospital of Lariboisiere, and in introducing observational data into
the formula at which we arrive, we obtain the following results:

—

The temperatures of the hot air supplied by the furnaces being
respectively equal to

-
(D-rf') (H„ + H, + Hs )

3 d>

d'—cl.

]

+ 7.049 + '^-~
{Ji? + h' + h") X

3 a

/ d\* 2S/3 / d \ 2 2S/3

32° 26= 22' 21°

By introducing the observational data' of five experiments into the

formula, two of them made in the winter season, with exterior tem-
peratures of —5° and — 2°

; and the three latter in the summer, with an
exterior temperature of + 18'3; after comparing the calculated results

with those of experiment, we arrive at the following results :

—

Dates.

11th January, 1861,

20th January, 1861,

31st August, 1861,

The values of the velocity per second with which the air is introduced
into the room have been found equal to

Velocity of Discharge
Temperatures of the Air. in the General

CMmney.

to ^
£o

e a
o

S O In

the

General

Dischargin Chimney.

— a

rr, ©

a

a.
M
H

o o o m m
—5.0 15.0 19 1.465 1.390
—2.0 15.0 18.0 1.334 1.240

21.5 38.1 0.949 0.950
18 3 22.0 41.2 1.051 0.940

22.0 40 9 1.041 1.070

By the formulae.

By experiment...

1-29

1-14

4-231

3-739
121
1-04

3-968
3-411

1-18

1-13

ft.

3 870
3-760

1-17

115

ft.

3-837

3-772

If one allows for inaccuracies which may exist in dimensions, and
above all for invariably unavoidable obstacles, such as simple spiders'
web3, which are very often found in the pipes, and in the adits of the
furnaces, we shall doubtless admit that the accordance of the formula
with observation is at least sufficiently satisfactory, and if we give our-
selves a certain latitude, this formula may be taken for analogous cases
as an approximate rule for establishing the proportions of the apparatus.
The formula which is applicable to the case of which we have just

spoken, evidences this remarkable circumstance, that the temperature,
very moderate at best, of the air which traverses the furnaces, has much
le«3 influence over the value of the velocity of this air while it is being
heated, than that of the air of the room itself when arrived at its normal
value. Thi3 is. the consequence of the small height which is given to

The examination of these results shows that, even for such a complex
case as is here in question, the principle of vis viva, or of " work done,"
leads to a formula which agrees with experiment as closely as could be
wished for, in such applications. This comparison shows also the
enormous influence exercised on the effects which would naturally
produce differences of temperature, by the loss of vis viva, and the
resistance of the walls of the flues. These two causes combined reduce
the velocity in the discharging chimney to about 33 of what it would
have been if they could have been avoided. This shows the utility of

every arrangement calculated to lessen their effects, although one can
never hope to completely avoid them. In fine, the application of which
we have just shown, the results makes it appear that in the denomi-
nator of the fraction placed under the radical for the expression of the
velocity, the term which depends on the loss of vis viva expresses 0'8G4

of its value, and that which provides for the resistance of the walls
expresses only 0-136

; this shows the importance of avoiding compli-
cated circumvolutions in the air passages.

APPLICATION TO THE DISCUSSION OP EXPERIMENTS MADE AT CONSERVATOIRE
DES ARTS ET METIERS.

Besides the application of the theoretical formula? to arrangements
for the circulation of air in continuous supply, we have applied them to
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the discussion of the results of some direct experiments, which
M. Tresca and myself have made on the occasion of some researches

relating to the chimneys of steam engines. These experiments, which
we propose still to continue, have been made under three different

conditions.

1st, With a zinc chimney 24m ;n diameter and 11 metres high,
completely open at both ends, and at bottom of which were lighted

successively, one, two, three, and four gas burners.
2d, With the same chimney, surmounted with a lengthened conical

adjutage, of which the upper orifice could be varied by shortening it

and giving it successively the diameters of O'lOm, 014m, 018m , and
0'21m.

3d, With a cylindrical chimney of 0'25m diameter, surmounted with
a very conical cap and placed above a lamp of thirty-four burners, and
terminated by a conical adjutage, the ribs of which were inclined at 45°

to the axis, and which was given diameters, equal successively, to
0-210m, 200m, 0'180m, 0158™, 0'128m, 0'115m, 080".

In all these experiments, the exterior and interior temperatures were
observed, the velocity of the air in the tube at its upper extremity, and
the results of the observations, were compared with those furnished by
the theoretical formula

—

= Vl-7aZl
2 g a H (t—T)

(i- 1

)

2^) 2^
This comparison showed, in the three series of experiments, that the

results of observation follow, as in the preceding cases, the laws indi-

cated by the formula. But as this formula does not take account of loss

of heat by the thin metallic walls of these chimneys, it is necessary to

apply a reducing co-efficient to them in each case, the value of which
varies a little above or below 0'80; this shows within what limits of

exactness theory can take account of natural effects.

If the difficulties of the question, and the uncertainties which obser-
vation itself presents, be fairly considered ; if it be called to mind that

most of the theories of applied mechanics, and in particular those
relating to water wheels, do not often offer such a uniform agreement
with observation, it will doubtless be admitted with us that the formula;
we arrived at, may be employed in the study of the effects of ventilation
with as much exactness as the requirements of the arts demand.

GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION OF THE RESULTS OF THE FORMULA AND
EXPERIMENTS.

On remarking further that for each particular case of which the
material data remain the same, and for a determinate mean exterior
temperature, the preceding formula may be taken under the form

—

V2 = N (t—T)
which is the equation for a parabola, or, more simply, of a right line
passing through the origin of the co ordinates, and whose abscissa;
would be the temperatures, t—T, and whose ordinates would be the
squares of the velocities ; one would conclude that this line might be
determined by the aid of a single good observation ; one would thus
have, by a graphical construction, all the velocities corresponding to
different temperatures, and reciprocally ; and this would admit of the
s ilution without calculation of many questions interesting in their
application.

CONCLUSION AND RESUME.

We see, by this analysis of these researches, that the application of
the principle of vis viva, or of the transmission of work to the movement
of air in chimneys, or in and out draught ventilating apparatus, leads to
formula; which, in widely different cases, are found to accord with
experiment. The verifications have been made in relation to—

1st, To the empirical formula to which observation conducted
M. Gue'rin, engineer to the firm of Duvoir le Blanc, applicable to ordi-
nary ventilating chimneys.

2d, To the introduction of hot air by the heating furnaces of the
wards of the hospital Lariboisiere, heated by the circulation of water.

3d, To the general ventilation of these wards, whether in winter or
summer.

4th, To three series of direct experiments, made with metallic
chimneys.
We maj' feel assured, then, from this general accordance of our

formula; with the results of experience, that we can, without fear of
sensible error, by a correct application of mechanical principles,
calculate beforehand the effect of different systems of draught ventila-
tion, and thence deduce useful rules for the conduct of this branch of
civil engineering.

Note.—Since the foregoing abstract of General Morin's Researches
has been in type, his promised large work has appeared at Paris, under
the title of "Etudes sur la Ventilation." 2 vols., 8vo, with plates and
woodcuts. We shall probably recur to it with future notices of its
valuable matter.

—

Ed.

THE NEW FORGING MACHINES.

It was well said, in comparing Germany and England, that in Germany,
thought is free but action restrained by despotism, while in England,
action is free but thought everywhere bound in the rusty fetters of

habit and prejudice. Indeed, so much do educated Germans see of this

in us English, that we have been often said by them to he like Chinese,

in our reverence for that which is, and for the difficulty with which the

thing, once established, is departed from.

And yet England is a land of progress, and of invention too; and in

this respect our neighbours' estimate of us, in so far as it is true, is so

because, as a rule, and upon the whole, our progress and our inventions

are not the results of science—they do not spring from a reference to

first principles, or generally to principles at all, but come from the

concrete and practical tendency of the English mind, which, the moment
it becomes informed of any new result, seizes upon it, and views it all

round, in order to find some further purpose to which it may be put,

that shall be of use, and by which money may be quickly made of it.

A newly-discovered principle gains but little notice from us as a nation,

and it is not until others have got some practical result, from the power
inherent in ever}' new law or principle made known, that we begin to

regard it with favour, or as anything more than the dreamy toy of the

philosopher ; and even then it is very seldom that we find the professed

inventor going back to carefully master the first principle, whatever it

may be, although with some one or other of the early deductions from

it he is dealing.

The characteristic result of this is, that our inventive progress is

greatly a matter of rule of thumb, and is really both retarded and
dwarfed in its results, as compared with what might be had from the

energy, the means, the actual position, and the wealth of Great Britain,

if directed by more of the science and the mind-training of learned and
manufacturing Germans.

Innumerable examples might be given of the reality and truth of these

reflections, taken from almost every region in the history of our inven-

tive national progress, were it our purpose to write here an essay on the

advantages and hinderances to technical progress in England ; nor would
it contravene to adduce the undoubted facts, that, upon the whole, we
do succeed as a nation of inventive progress, and that we have set our

national stamp, as originators, upon some of the grandest and most
revolutionizing applications of knowledge that have yet marked the

course of the world. We succeed, but we succeed as all men do whose
road is generally not that of science, but of "trial and error "—slowly,
toilsomely, with much useless expense, sometimes missing the end alto-

gether, or attaining it with needless labour and time.

These thoughts have been brought vividly before us while tracing the

past progress of machines for the manipulation of malleable iron, and
the relation of this, in the past, with the new forging machines now
before us.

In fact, forging machines by pressure have not been before thought

of, and are not even yet appreciated as they deserve, because the funda-

mental principle upon which all successful forging of wrought iron

depends—namely, the law of arrangement of its integrant crystals, and
hence the methods by which fibre, i.e , elongated crystals, can be pro-

duced, and their disposition in length determined—is scarcely at all

known ; and if known, has as yet not been familiarised to practical men,
so that they have not come to apply it in considering their construction of

tools and methods of working.
There are thousands of persons to-day in England, more or less con-

nected with iron metallurgy, who can discourse about "fibre" in iron,

and who know some things about it accurately enough—such as, that

they know it when they see it—that fibrous iron is tougher than crystal-

line—that fibre is generally found in certain makes of iron—that it is

much more difficult to produce in some makes than in others—that it is

better produced by rolling than by hammering, &c. ; and who would
probably make besides, other propositions on the subject, of doubtful or

more than doubtful capability of proof; but who, if asked, to say pre-

cisely, what is fibre, or in what does crystalline iron (such as Swedish

commonly appears) consist, and in what does such iron differ from

fibrous iron, would find themselves completely at fault, and perhaps

discover to themselves, for the first time, that they had been long talk-

ing and acting about something they could not define—that is, of the

nature Of which they had no clear idea.

And yet the answers to the questions What is fibre ? How is it to be

produced? How shall its directiou be determined? are at the very root

of all manipulative metallurgy of iron, more especially of malleable

iron ; and the practical iron master or forgman who shall once grasp

clear and correct ideas on the subject, will find that he is then in pos-

session of an organon that will give him the power as of a magician over

the metal he works, as compared with that of his unenlightened fellow-

workers.
Therefore it was, that in our last part, while affirming, that by the

aid of the forging machine by pressure, we could produce fibre in masses

of iron, however large, we said we should revert to this subject of
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fibre, and endeavour briefly but clearly to place its laws in a form to

engage the attention and to be understood by the practical workman.
In this we cannot demonstrate and prove—that would be to write a

treatise. We can only state in brief propositions some generalised re-

sults. He that wills to have more than such cut and dry knowledge,
and desires to understand, step by step, how it has been got at, must
begin at the beginning (as a German or French metallurgist in like cir-

cumstances would), and master the laws of chrystallography, and the

relations of these, to general physics, to heat, and to other cosmical forces,

and pass from these to the special investigation of this subject of iron

fibre contained in the transactions of the Royal Irish Academy for 1855.

I. All crystallizable bodies whatsover, crystallizing or cooling from a

high temperature, whether that of fusion or below it, have their consti-

tuent integrant crystals so arranged that their principal axes, (i.e., the

longest axes of symmetry), are in the directions of least pressure within

the mass.
This proposition may be stated more generally, and embracing a still

wider truth of nature, but for our present purpose it is sufficient.

II. All simple metals, in a state approaching chemical purity, are

crystalline bodies, and when in mass and cooled from fusion or a tem-
perature near it, have their integrant crystals arranged in obedience to

the above law.

IH. If the mass of metal, while cooling, be acted upon by no external

force except gravity, and that of the free mutual attraction of its own
particles, the principal axes of the crystals will be found, when the mass
is cold, to have arranged themselves in the directions in which the wave
of heat has passed off from the surface of the cooling mass.
In a perfectly still atmosphere this is the same as saying, that the

principal axes are found to be arranged perpendicularly to the bounding
surfaces or contour of the mass. Thus a ball cast in iron (still more remark-
ably if cast in antimony or bismuth, or other such metals of great crystal-

line development) when broken through is found to have its crystals ar-

ranged as radii of the sphere, and hence perpendicular to the bounding
surface of the sphere—that is, in the lines of least pressure within the

mass—the pressure being that of contraction of the exterior cooling

upon the interior—and perpendicular to the surface of the escaping heat

wave, which here is a spherical shell, parallel to the surface of the cool-

ing metallic ball.

IV. If the mass of softened and heated metal be also acted upon
while cooling, by extraneous forces, such as mechanical pressure, the

final arrangement of the principal axes of the crystals is determined in

accordance with the 1st law, still in the directions of least pressure

within the mass; but these directions are now dependent upon the ex-

traneous pressures (from without) as well as upon the interior pres-

sures from within to (due to contraction by cooling) acting conjointly.

Thus, in a cooling billet or parallelopiped of wrought iron, the direc-

tions of the crystals within it depend upon A, the directions in which it

has been compressed and extended under the hammer, and upon B, the

final contractions in its cooling to the temperature of the atmosphere.
V. Metallic crystals retain the property of malleability, and when

aggregated in mass with their principal axes parallel, these may be
elongated to any extent. The parallel crystals so elongated constitute

fibre.

Thus in a billet (of Swedish or Low Moor iron for example) of 2 or 3

inches diameter, which presents nothing but a merely uniform mass of

small crystals like lump sugar, when heated and passed once or twice
through the rolls, these become all arranged, in lines parallel to the

length of the billet, that is in the direction of least pressure within the

mass, which is one perpendicular to the grip of the rolls ; and as the

billet is extended into a bar, these crystals are elongated, and the bar
becomes fibrous.

VI. The extent of development of fibre therefore (with a given make
of iron) depends upon the relative extent of distortion in one direction

of the original form.

We say "with a given make of iron," because some wrought iron

crystallises much more readily and fully than others, with the causes
of which, however, we are not here concerned—and those whose crystal-

line development is best—develop fibre best. If no other internal forces

were brought into play by contraction in cooling of the bar, equal dis-

tortion relatively would produce equal amount of fibre, whether the bar
were large or small. But as in very large bars these internal forces of

contraction by cooling are gTeat enough to become effective, so in such,

a partial rearrangement of the longitudinal fibre {i.e., of the principal

axes of the elongated crystals), takes place while cooling, and these in

accordance with law I. The uniformity of the fibre is thus often more
or le3S interfered with or even destroyed as the large bar cools. Thus
it is that wire, rivet iron, &c, present the finest examples of fibre. The
elongation of crystals is the greatest in these small diameters, and their

diameters are relatively so small that no internal strains by cooling are
powerful enough in their small bulk to produce sensible rearrangement
of crystalline axis.

Such in brief are the true physical laws of fibre in iron—stated so far

and so far only, as regards their production by rolling or forging, &c.

—

in wrought iron, and when clearly grasped, it will be found that the
production of fibrous iron is no longer a mystery or a chance, sometimes
to be hit upon, aud sometimes missed, without our being able to say
why; but that it can be commanded to an}' extent, and in whatever direc-

tion we may predetermine, by suitable applications of adequate external
force to the softened metallic crystallizable mass.

If fibre is to be developed fully aud regularly in any piece of wrought
iron, however, the pressures applied to produce distortion (i.e. elongation)
must be adequate, in relation to the, size of the mass, and must be regu-
larly and uniformly applied, and constantly, from beginning to end, in
the same direction.

It is by reason of these conditions being fully answered by rolling,

and being most imperfectly met by hammering, that by the former
process alone, can perfect uniform longitudinal fibre be produced in any
wrought iron.

Rolling by the rolling mill is a process, however, that so far as exist-

ing machinery goes, has found its superior limit, for round bars or cylin-

ders, at about 9 or 10 inches diameter, and even for plates or rectangular
slabs at some 4 or 5 feet wide by 6 to 12 inches thick ; and at these
sizes, the relative distortion at each pinch of the rolls is so slight, that
the production thus of fibre is almost nil].

A billet of say 3 inches diameter and 3 feet long, is rolled hot into £
inch rivet iron, of which the cylinder will make when rolled out 36 X 3
= 108 feet long. Let us suppose this done uniformly by passing 10

times through the rolls ; the relative distortion at each pinch is— —- —
.

* 10 36
of the preceding form.

Again, a billet of 9 inches diameter and 3 feet long, is rolled into a 3 inch
merchant round bar. It will be 27 feet long, and if it has been passed
through the rolls 10 times also, the relative distortion at each pinch is

9 1— =^n — or on'y 0'0^ °f wna t- it was in the preceding example.

We can easily see, therefore, that the amount of fibre produced in the
latter case will be greatly less than in the former one ; and practically,

this is to understate the case, because a far more powerful pinch is

enabled to be given, when rolling small rod iron, than is ever ventured
in rolling heavy round bars, having regard to the chance of breaking
machinery.
But now the two bars are let to cool, and without going minutely

into the subject of the internal strains or pressures produced by con-
traction, as unnecessary and for which we have not space, we may
say that the distortion due to this may he proved to be greatly the

more, in the bar of large diameter, so that on the whole, in the big bar
the fibre is originally worst developed, and in it also, it is most disturbed

subsequently in cooling.

The latter condition must for ever come into play, in very large bars, as

a disturbing element of structure, so that if we had the means of making
by colossal rolling or other machinery a rod of rolled iron, of say a foot

in diameter, that while hot should be as perfectly fibrous as a Stafford-

shire rivet rod of £ an inch ; it yet would lose much of its fibre as it

rapidly cooled in air, and when cold, if we broke it through, we should
find crystalline planes, cutting across the fibres in many places, in

directions transverse to the axis of the bar.

This may be mitigated by very slow cooling—cooling in an annealing
oven in fact—diffused over a long period, but it can only be mitigated.

We suppose we are not called upon to prove, on first principles, that

fibre would be desirable in every mass of iron we employ structurally,

however large, and most so where impulsive or rapidly applied and
varying forces are those to which the material is subjected, as for the
forgings now employed in iron ships, the parts of marine engines, of

cannon, for armour plates, &c. Nor need we repeat that all these, as at

present, produced under the steam hammer, are very little better than so

much cast iron. Not only have those vast masses outgrown even the

forging powers of the steam hammer, so that the metal is defective in

soundness ; but no power of steam or other hammering, can produce
uniformity of fibre, or anything as to internal arrangement, except a
confused aggregation of crystalline planes with axes constantly varying
during the progress of the forging, and at last, when it is finished, lying
in all possible directions within the mass.

To fix our ideas, however, as to the va'ue of fibre, we may state that

Mr Edwin Clarke's experiments gave a mean of 20 tons per square inch

with the fibre, and 16 tons per square inch transverse to the fibre, in

boiler plate, aud that the ultimate extension at rupture was twice as

much in the first as in the second case. It therefore follows that the

value of the co-efficient Tr , that is to say, the " work done " to produce
rupture, which is the true measure of the resistance of iron in all cases,

is in each case thus

—

With the fibre, or in the line of the principal axes

of the constituent crystals, ...

Transverse to the same,

or about as 7J : 1

_Tr .

= 224-84

= 3047
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The latter co-efficient is also about that which the best experiments

give for the resistance of wrought iron in great forgings (shafts, &c,

Fig. 1.

F'g.2.

&c), so that if we could only make the latter fibrous, we should increase
their value more than sevenfold.

This arises from the fact that

VII. In iron (and no doubt in all metals) the principal axes of the
metallic crystals are also the axes of maximum elasticity.

The co-efficient of which, we may remark,
appears to increase in value rapidly with the
absolute elongation of the crystalline axes,
by lamination, by pressure, or wire drawing,
&c, as the crystals assume the distortion
form of fibre.

Here, then, is the future of the forging
machine—this its destiny, to give us as good,
or nearly as good material in the largest,

as we are already able to obtain in the

smallest size of wrought iron.

To effect this, it presents us with two chief

conditions, alike wanting to the rolling mill

and to the steam hammer, between which it

seems to come in, as a sort of immense middle
term, viz., power adequate to any assignable
requirement of squeeze, both in force and
range, and perfect uniformity of action in a
determinate direction, which may continue,

until the piece shall assume its final or

finished form. Thus, by the necessary change
of form operating throughout the mass,
movements shall be produced simultaneously
in alt its particles, and so fibre become deve-

loped in the direction of greatest extension,

in accordance with the laws we have
developed.

This view of the important function of the

forging press, we apprehend, has been
grasped by Mr Haswell, of Vienna, who has
probably become acquainted with the exacter

notions of metallurgic science which are

familiar in Germany, though so little met
with amongst ourselves.

In any case, this is the all important direc-

tion in which to look at the machine. It is

one, at the same time, that has certainly so far

quit escaped recognition in Great Britain, for

the idea of a forging machine by pressure

is not by any means new. Besides the

smaller applications of machines of this

character to which we alluded in our last

part, p. 114. Henry Uubbs, in 1853, patented

"A method of forging iron and steel by the

application of hydraulic pressure by gradual

compression, in place of by sudden blows or

concussion," (No. 2116, 1853) and proposed

to apply his method to making locomotive

engine and other wheels, tyres, cranks,

cranked and straight axles, etc., etc. ; but

he does not suggest by one syllable that he
entertained the least idea that in his method
lay concealed, the power of improving the

quality of the iron in the act of forging it.

Two new forms of forging press have
since been produced besides that of Haswell,

(which we have already described and figured

in Plate 301)—viz., that of Messrs Shanks
& Co., (Patented 1862, No. 2908) for im-

provements in hydrostatic presses ; and
Mr E. B. Wilson's patent (1862, No. 339s)

for another form of the machine, of both

of which we give illustrations now.
Messrs Shanks & Co. describe their machine

as follows :

—

Our improvement consists in making a

hydrostatic press worked by steam power in

such a manner as to exert the direct pressure

of the steam upon the water in the main
cylinder of the press by opening a free com-
munication between this cylinder and the

boiler, and move the ram by this direct

pressure until the resistance of the object

operated upon be equal to this pressure, at

which moment steam is admitted under a

large piston operating on a ram of smaller

diameter in communication with the main

ram, so that the motion of the lesser ram

produces on the larger one an increased pressure in the ratio of their

respective areas.

And in order that our said invention may be properly understood, we
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shall now proceed to describe the drawing hereunto attached, represent-

ing a press for squeezing steel or iron forgings.

Fig. 1 is a vertical section of the press, and fig. 2 is a plan of the

same.
The press cylinder, c, is mounted on four pillars or standards, but any

other number of pillars may be used. The ram, e, carries the face or

upper mould, f, and the auvil or lower mould, g, is made to slide on the

sole plate so as to be drawn from under the upper mould to a convenient
distance for receiving the article from the crane, and afterwards to be

returned to its central position to be operated upon, a, is a vessel con-

nected by a pipe, a, fig. 1, with the steam space, and by a second pipe,

6, fig. 1, with the water space of the boiler, a slide valve worked by a
wheel, o, or any other suitable arrangement being provided for opening
and shutting off the communication. A pipe, p, leads from the bottom
of the said vessel, A, to the space, c, which communicates with the main
cylinder of the press, c, by the pipe, g. The ram of the press cylinder,

B, has at its upper end a piston packed on both sides, and a third packing
is applied against the ram at the bottom of the press cylinder. An
annular space is formed in the manner under the piston of the ram, b,

which is brought into direct communication with the water in the boiler

by the pipes, t, v, and w, leading through the vessel, u, and the valve,

x. The upper part of the vessel, a, contains a weighted valve, n, which
when lifted by the steam pressure, admits the steam through the pipe,

*, under the piston of the large steam cylinder, d, which is connected to

the small hydraulic ram, r. The valves, e, and x, can by means of the

levers, I, Z', be made to open a communication between the press

cylinder above and below the piston, and the water reservoir, open to

the atmosphere, through the pipes, y and z, but during the action of

pressing these valves are closed.

Fig. 3.

For bringing the press into action, the valve, o, is opened, and the

communication between the boiler and the vessel, A, established. The
water from the bottom of the vessel will be forced through the pipes, p
aDd q, into the main cylinder of the press, and exert a pressure on the
ram, b, proportionate to the pressure in the boiler. The communication
between the boiler and the annular space under the piston of the ram,
B, being also established, the ram will be forced down with a pressure
corresponding to the difference of the sectional arcs of the whole piston

and the said annular space ; this direct action will continue so long as
the resistance to the descent of the ram is less than the pressure on the
weighted valve, n, but as soon as this pressure is arrived at, the steam
will lift the valve, and get the access to the piston in the large cylinder,

t>. The total steam pressure on the piston, p, will thereby be transmitted
to the ram, r, and this will exert upon the main ram, e, a further down-
ward pressure in proportion to the respective areas of the two rams. By
closing the ram, o, the exhaust passsge of the steam cylinder, d, is

opened, and the pressure upon the ram, e, is relieved
; the boiler pressure

maintained under the piston of the said ram forces it upwards so long as

the water from the main cylinder can follow the ram, r, in its descent.

By these means the two moulds of the press are made to approach each
other to a definite distance, each stroke regulated by the quantity of

water between the two rams, b and r. For raising and lowering the
ram, b, without exerting pressure, the valves, e, and x, are provided.

The opening of E, causes the escape of water from the cylinder and the
ascent of the ram by the upward pressure against the piston. The
valve, x, when placed in the position shown iu the drawing allows the
ram to descend by its own weight, and to draw water from the reservoir

into the press cylinder.

We do not confine or restrict ourselves to the precise details of the

arrangements described, as many variations may be made therefrom
without deviating from the principles or main features of the invention

;

but we do claim,

—

First, the general arrangement and construction of hydrostatic

presses, as hereinbefore described, and the application of the same to

the construction of forging, stamping, punching, riveting, or other

machines where great pressure is required.

Second, the application of steam pressure to the main ram of a

hydraulic press by an intermediate ram of small diameter and long
stroke, as herein-before described, and without any other intervention of

a steam engine or pumps.
The action of this press is thus obvious. The water see-saws from

one cylinder to the other, giving the full pressure due to the steam
piston acting on the plunger, and multiplied by the ratio in which its

diameter is less than that of the ram, down to a determinate distance or

length of stroke, and no further, until after more water shall have been
admitted between the plunger and ram, when a larger stroke is obtained.

Conversely to elevate the
Fig. i. ram, so as to admit a larger

mass of metal, the volume
ofwater between the plunger
and the ram must be dimin-

ished. Here, as in the

Haswell machine, the power
is applied direct, and its

ultimate measure is that of

the pressure upon the ram.
In Mr E. B. Wilson's

machine, which, under the

title of machinery for forging

and pressing metals, he de-

nominates his Patent Com-
bination Press, the water
cylinder or ram is reduced

to a comparatively small

size, and the pressure as

gp from it, aggrandised by the

intervention of the lever.

Figs. 3 and 4 show this

machine, of the parts of

which the following is a
description :—

A. Moveable upper lever,

by which the pressure is

given.

b. Lower fixed lever,

which takes up the pres-

sure.

c c. Connecting links of

upper and lower levers.

D. Links for drawingdown
uppjr lever.

E. Lever to catch the

stud, f, after the upper lever

is raised, in order to keep it in that position.

a. Lever worked by a screw, to lift or lower the bottom die.

h. Wooden table, with short rails, for conducting the lower die into

place.

i. Hydraulic ram, for giving the pressure.

J. Oscillating steam cylinder, for lifting the lever, A.

k. Cyliuder which takes up and gives back the water used in the ram.

L. Pump driven by the steam engine working into I.

sr. Water pipe of communication.
n. Steam pipe of communication with J.

o. Steam engine, 1 Mh b(J f other form _

p. oteam boner, j
j j

Q. Lower die, travelling on wheels and railway.

e. Upper die, fixed to the upper lever by spherical joint.

s. Connecting water pipe between ram, I, and cylinder, K, provided

with a cock.

T. Parallel motion for ram.
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u. Rails for running the die into its place.
v. Bearings for the oscillating steam cylinder.
It should be remarked, that the object shown as in the act of being

forged, (an axle or crosshead), must not be confounded with any
part of the machine. It will be seen from fig. 3 that the lower die,
after it has been passed in on the rails beneath the top lever, is lowered
by the descent of the table, h, so that its under surface bears firmly
upon the lower lever. This form of the forging machine would possess
some advantages in point of first cost, as compared with either the
Haswell or the Shanks press, and certainly might be found applicable to
a variety of small work. We entertain some doubts, however, of its

advantage where the vast pressures that will constitute the most
Essential value of the forging machine shall have to be dealt with.
Upon the scale that presents itself to us as that of the future, the
levers here would be called upon continually to withstand transverse
strains, momentarily varying, amounting often to 2000 tons, or even
more, at the vertical line passing through the dies, and we should
apprehend derangements.
We have laid the three forms of press now before our readers, and as

it is our function rather to point out principles generally, than to
make comparisons between rival inventions, we may let these tell their
own tale.

To us it appears that so far, Haswell's is the best forging machine
produced

;
but we are by no means of opinion that a perfect machine

has yet been designed by any one.
Such a forging machine would, as we conceive, demand that the

following conditions should be fulfilled :—
1. The power should admit of indefinite variations and extensions, up

to the limits of strength of the parts.
2. This must be independent of the length of stroke at any moment, or

of the range between ram and anvil.
3. The movement of the ram should admit of variation in velocity,

without a necessarily corresponding reduction in power. That
is to say, the nature of the squeeze required, is something between
a blow and a slow squeeze, and it should be capable of having,
at will, more of the blow, or more of the squeeze.

4. The time consumed in raising the ram after the squeeze, should be
the least possible—certainly as quick as in the steam hammer.

5. There must be no time lost in giving the squeeze, ie., in the
coming down of the ram. This will be indispensable in presses
to be applied to welding on the great scale.

These two last conditions will be more difficult to fulfil with lever
than with direct acting presses, however constructed. We might add
to these some other conditions that must be met, and that involve no
important difficulties, in order that the machine may be applicable to
the production of fibre in forgings on the great scale—as for example,
in armour plates and gun moulds, to which it appears to us these
machines present the offer of striking ameliorations. Ed.

DRILLING, DRAWING, AND ROLLING METALS.
Messes Hawkswokths& Harding, Patentees.—Jlbistrated by Plate 303.

The copper-plate of the current month's part, embraces the machinery
comprehended under this patent. Its chief aim is devoted to the produc-
tion of gun barrels, by a process deemed to be both cheaper and better
than the usual one of forging at a high temperature, hollow.
The leading features of the invention consist in forming the original

cylinder of the barrel, by drilling the centre core out of a solid bar (or
rather out of a number of solid bars at one operation), which may be of iron
or steel, or ofany other metal. In drawing these cylindrical tubes through
peculiar draw plates, by various contrivances. In compressing the
exterior of such tubes by passing them between peculiarly constructed
rollers or draw plates, and in extending and smoothing the cylindrical
interior by drawing through peculiarly formed mandrels; and, for
certain purposes, in drawing one tube over another which the first one
grips, and by which the advantages of the now well-known "ringed
construction " in ordnance are secured.
The advantages claimed are great facility and consequent cheapness

of manufacture. More complete and certain soundness in the material
of barrels so made out of the solid, than is always attained by forging
hollow

;
and the great increase in ultimate tenacity conferred upon the

metal of the barrels by these processes of cold rolling and drawing
whereby fibrous structure is produced, the metal much increased in
density and in hardness, so as in rifle pieces to abrade less bv the pas-
sage of the bullets fired.

The process, in fact, transfers to the manufacture of gun barrels and
other tubes, the result produced upon wire by the wire drawer's bench

It will be recollected that the ultimate longitudinal strength of a piece
or piano wire, reaches often as much as 120 tons per square inch when
that of the original billet from which it was drawn was probably not
more than 35 or 40 tous per sectional inch.

The invention as well as the plate will best be described in the words
of the specification.

This invention relates firstly to the drilling of metals, and consists in

the application and use of a number of stationary drills made to operate
upon several pieces of metal simultaneously, such pieces of metal having
a rotatory motion imparted to them whilst under the action of the drills,

in lieu of the rotatory motion being g'ven to the drills themselves as

heretofore. The drills are so shaped in any well-known manner as to

clear themselves readily from the fragments of metal or drillings during
the drilling operation, and the ordinary well known means are employed
for feeding the drills or the metal onwards as fast as the operation
proceeds, the speed varying according to the size of bore under operation.

Another portion of this invention relates to the drawing of metals
either in a hot or cold state, and consists in the employment for that

purpose of a screw spindle in lieu of the traversing chains hitherto em-
ployed in draw benches. In drawing tubes, it is proposed to use in

combination with ordinary mandrels, " wordles," or draw plates having
conical apertures therein, and of greater thickness than is ordinarily

employed, the object of such extra thickness being to give better support
to the metal whilst under the action of the draw plate and mandrel.
The ends of the tubes may be held by screw grippers which are screwed
to the interior or exterior of the tube at the end. When tubular articles

of any kind requiring great strength are required, as, for example, the
bore or coils of ordnance, it is proposed to draw one tube inside an outer

tube by the aid of an internal mandrel, the expansion of the inner tube
causing it to be forcibly held inside the outer one without the necessity

for heating either tube as in the ordinary method. The same system is

obviously applicable in a variety of cases, where an external tube socket

or other attachment is required to be fixed on to an internal tube which
it is intended to embrace. It is further proposed to manufacture tubes

by drawing or rolling them over, and with an internal metal core, which
core should be of such a nature as to be capable of subsequent extension

and contraction in diameter for the purpose of enabling it to be readily

withdrawn from the tube. By this system metal tubes of the smallest

size can be readily produced. Another form of draw bench, which may
be applied to the drawing two sets or series of tubes or rods alternately,

consists of a horizontal double action hydraulic press, provided with two
cylinders and one ram working in both cylinders at each end. When
one cylinder is in action the other is out of action, and vice versa, so

that the process of drawing is continuous, there being no loss of time in

running the grippers back after each traverse. The wordles are fitted

into flanges on each of the cylinders, and the grippers are secured to a

flange in the centre of the ram. There are consequently two sets of

wordles, grippers, and mandrels, and whilst one set is drawing the tubes,

the blanks are being fitted into the other set in readiness for the next
traverse of the ram in the contrary direction. The improvements in

apparatus for rolling metals consists in making the rolls of a number of

suitably shaped discs strung on to one common axis, in lieu of making
the entire roll in one piece. This construction facilitates the use of

tempered steel rolls, and saves expense in case of injury to the roll, as

by removing the damaged disc and replacing it by a new one, the entire

roll is made perfect again.

Fig. 1 on- plate 303, represents a side elevation of the improved drilling

machine adapted to the drilling of steel gun barrels, and fig. 2 is a plan

corresponding to fig. 1.

A are the main bearers or supporting beams of the machine, upon
which beams are fixed the poppet head, b, and stationary bracket, c.

The poppet head carries a tubular driving shaft, d, fitted with ordinary

fast and loose driving pulleys, e. Near one end of this shaft is keyed
a spur wheel, p, which gears into a number of spur pinions, g' g, each

keyed on to a rotating socket, h, contained in the circular plate, I, of

the poppet head. Into each of these rotating sockets is secured by a set

screw or otherwise the end of a tube, k, intended to be drilled or bored

to form a gun barrel or other tube. The opposite ends of these tubes

are supported in holes in the stationary bracket, c. On rotating the

wheel, f, the whole of the sockets with their tubes will be rotated on
their several axes. L, are a series of drills which are secured to fixed

sockets, m, by set screws or otherwise contained in the traversing

bracket, n. The longitudinal position of each drill is adjusted by au
adjusting screw, o, so as to ensure their points being all in the same
plane. The traversing bracket, k, slides along the planed edges of the

beams or bearers, A. p is a screw spindle extending the entire length

of the machine, and passing through the centre of the bracket, n, which
is free to move along the screw without being in actual contact there-

with. A nut, Q, fitting the screw, and made in two parts, so as to be

capable of opening by the action of the lever, k, when required, is situate

behind the bracket, n, and bears against the back of the same, s is a
fixed bearing for supporting one end of the screw spindle, the opposite

end being supported by passing through the tubular shaft, d. On the

rear end of the tubular driving shaft there is keyed a spur pinion, T,

which gears into a spur wheel, u, working loose on a stud centre, v.

On the boss of this wheel, u, is formed or secured a second pinion, w,

which gears into a spur wheel, x, keyed on to the protruding end of the
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screw spindle, p. By the aid of this train of wheels and pinions a slow
rotatory motion is transmitted to the screw spindle from the driving
shaft, and this motion causes a correspondingly slow traverse to be
imparted to the nut, q, along the screw spindle, which nut, by bearing
against the bracket, u, pushes it forward so as to keep the several drills

always up to their work as the drilling proceeds. The end view of the
arrangement is clearly shown in the partially sectional elevation, fig. 3.

The operation of this machine is as follows :—As many tubes as the
machine is capable of holding are first adjusted into their several
holding sockets, H, and into the corresponding bushes in the stationary

bracket, c. The drills, l, having been also adjusted in their holders, the
machine is set in motion, causing a rapid rotatory motion to be imparted
to the several tubes whilst the drills themselves remain stationary as

regards rotation. So soon as the tubes commence to revolve, however,
a slow forward feed motion is transmitted to the drills through the screw
spindle, p, and nut, q, which continues as fast as the drilling proceeds,

keeping the drills up to their work. When the drills are required to be
withdrawn for clearing out the drillings, or for any other purpose, the

divided nut, q, is opened by the lever handle, K, so as to release itself

from the thread of the screw spindle, when the forward traverse or feed
of the drills will instantly cease, and the bracket, u, may be run back
along its slides by hand, thus withdrawing the drills. In lieu of using
a divided nut, q, for the purpose above referred to, the patentees propose
in some cases to employ an ordinary nut, and to adapt a hand fly-wheel

to the screw spindle, whereby such spindle may be turned by hand in

the contrary direction so as to draw back the drills. Insuch an arrangement
it will be necessary to throw out of gear the pinion, t or w, by means of

the well-known clutch mechanism, so as to admit of the reversal of the
screw spindle without interference with the rest of the gearing.

Fig. 4, on plate 303, represents a side elevation and partial section of

an improved hydraulic draw bench, and fig. 5 is a corresponding plan
of the same. This bench is, by preference, made double acting so

as to perform the operation at each backward and forward stroke,

thereby saving considerable time hitherto lost in the ordinary draw
benches whilst running back the gripper bars. A, are two hydraulic cylin-

ders placed horizontally in the same axial line with each other, and b, is a
double ram or plunger, each end of which works in its own cylinder.

The gripper bars, c, are screwed at both ends so as to enable them to

be coupled with tubular articles at each extremity alternately ; they are
fitted into a flange or collar, d, formed in the middle of the double ram,
B. The two inner flanges or collars, e, of the cylinders, a, contain
the wordles or draw plates, a, a number of which are fitted into each
flange or collar. The outer flanges or collars, p, of the two cylinders
serve to hold the ends of the two series of mandrels, a. H are
guide bars for supporting the flange or collar, D, of the plungers
whilst travelling to and fro. In using this double acting draw bench in

the drawing of a number of tubes, whether of the same or different sizes,

the mandrels are first inserted into the tube blanks, b, which are con-
tracted at one end slightly, so as to admit of their ends passing through
their respective wordles. The ends of the gripper bars are then screwed
into the protruding ends of the tubes when the apparatus is ready for

action. By forcing fluid into one of the cylinders, A, the ram, b,

is forced outwards, drawing with it the several tubes, 6, through their

•wordles, a. On the ram arriving at the end of it course, the drawn
tubes are removed, and a fresh set of blanks previously placed upon the
second set of mandrels, a, and passed through their respective draw
plates, are secured to the opposite ends of the gripper bars, when the fluid

is forced into the other cylinder, A, and allowed to escape at the same
time from the cylinder, a, which has last operated. In this way two
sets of tubes are drawn at each double stroke of the ram. Figs. 6, 7, and
8, represent the improved construction of rolls for rolling tubes or other
articles. These rolls, in place of being each made in one piece, are
composed of a number of separate discs, A, of chilled cast iron or tem-
pered steel, which are strung on to a square or other suitably shaped
shaft, b, and held together by end nuts, keys, or otherwise. Figs. 7 and
8 represent transverse sections of rolls adapted for the rolling of tapered
tubes, suitable for gun barrels. In fig. 7 the central portion of the roll,

or that part which forms the bottom of the groove, is turned circular,

but eccentric to the periphery of the roll, this form being easy of con-
struction, as it may be made in the lathe. Rolls so made will produce
two tapered tubes at each revolution for every groove they contain, and,
consequently, their diameter must be larger than where only one length
of tube is rolled in each groove at every revolution, as will be the case
with the form of groove shown in fig. 8. As this latter construction
is, however, more expensive to carry out, we prefer to use the rolls

shown in figs. 6 and 7. The standards, driving gear, and mandrel
supports, may all be constructed and arranged in the mariner well-known
to engineers. After the tubes are rolled or drawn, if intended for gun
barrels, they may, if found requisite, be subjected to a process called
" trueing," the object of which is to remove any warp or twist they may
contain on leaving the rolling mill or draw bench, and to render them
perfectly straight and fit for the subsequent operation of trueing by the
ordinary method. The operation of "trueing" may be effected in the
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ordinary manner, but the patentees prefer to place them separately in a
strong cast iron matrix, a, figs. 9 and 10. This matrix is made to open
longitudinally down the centre, on suitable hinges, b, clamps or straps,

c, and key bolts, d, being provided for locking the same when closed.

In each half of the matrix a tapered groove, e, is formed, corresponding
in section and size to the tube to be operated upon. A tube, p, is laid

in one of these grooves, and its smaller end brought to bear against the
shoulder, a, formed at one end of the grooves, which shoulder acts as a
stop or end bearing surface to the tube when under the action of the
straightening mandrel. The tube having been laid in the groove in one
half of the matrix, the latter is closed over it and firmly clamped to

keep it closed. The stem of a mandrel, G-, provided with an enlarged
head, is now passed through the tube and secured in any convenient
manner to a traversing cross head in a screw or other draw bench, as,

for example, to the cross head in the screw draw bench before de-

scribed. The matrix itself should be firmly secured to one end of the
bench, so as to withstand the strain of the mandrel whilst it is being
drawn through the tube.

The patentees further propose to employ an internal traversing man-
drel, for the purpose of uniting a series of tubes placed one within
another, in lieu of the ordinary process of shrinking, the inner tube
being held in any suitable matrix or holder, and expanded by the action
of the internal mandrel, and made to form a perfect metallic contact
with the interior of the outer tube, with which it becomes permanently
united. This operation may be accomplished either with cold or heated
tubes, but the cold drawing is preferred, as the heated tubes join less

perfectly, in consequence of the oxidised surfaces amalgamating less

completely.

KIRK'S REFRIGERATING APPARATUS.
Ik our last part, which contains a copperplate and description of this
interesting ice making machine, dependent simply upon the condensa-
tion and expansion of air, we were unable to give (not then having the
data) any results as to the relation between power and effect.

We are now enabled in part to give this from information supplied by
the inventor. The results given, are however, not as favourable to the
machine as they should have been, owing to its having not been in the
best working order when tried. It has been incessantly at work for

months without sufficient repair, Mr Kirk states, and when his indicator

trials were made, some leakage of air past the pistons was occurring,
which would necessarily interfere with the useful result.

The work actually done with the Bathgate machine of Mr Kirk, we
understand to be equivalent to about 2 tons of ice, made from the
atmospheric temperature each 24 hours. The machine is not constructed
to work at a greater maximum pressure than about 70 lb. per square inch;

at a very slight increase of cost it could be made to work at double this

pressure, and if the effect would increase in the exact ratio of the pressure,
it would then produce 4 tons of ice per day.

We do not know that we should be justified in stating the cost of the
Bathgate machine, though it has been communicated to us, but it appears
to be greatly below that of the ether machine for equal effect.

In Mr Kirk's indicator experiments, it was found that 1 ind. hp. was
consumed per day of 24 hours in cooling 3604 gallons of brine, 10° Fah.,
equivalent to 212 lbs. avoir, of ice made per ind. hp. per 24 hours. In
the ether machine 1 ind. hp. per 24 hours was consumed in cooling 3762
gallons of brine, 10° Fall., equivalent to 221 lbs, avoir, of ice made per
ind. hp. per 24 hours.

—

Ed.

THE COMPETITIVE TRIAL OF STEAM FIRE ENGINES
AT THE CRYSTAL PALACE.

In addition to the statements, tabular and otherwise, given as to this

competition in our last part, we are now enabled to give the official

report of the committee.
A good deal of the information of this report we have already antici-

pated, but as it contains many others, such as the dimensions of the

working parts of the engines not before given, and as being the authen-

ticated statement as to all, we deem it best to present it in full.

The chief points to which the committee directed their attention, in

addition to the consideration of cost and weight, were those relating to

the general efficiency of the machines as fire engines, combining, among
other points of excellence,

Rapidity in raising and generating steam.
Facility of drawing water. Volume thrown.
Distance to which it can be projected with the least amount of loss.

Simplicity, accessibility, and durability of parts.

The descriptions here given, except the weights, have been furnished

by the exhibitors themselves, and are therefore placed in separate

tables

—
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LARGE CLASS.

First Trial.

Deliverins 1000 gallons into a tank at a trae distance of 67ft., and 27° from the horizon.
Depth from which water was drawn, 4fL Gin. The water in the boiler being cold when
the signal was given to commence, each engine commencing to work on attaining

steam pressure of lOOlb. to the square inch.

Second Trial.

Delivering 1000 gallons into a tank at same distance, commencing with

full steam.

So. NAME.

Time of

raising

Steam
to IOC lbs.

Time
of

filling

Tank.

Total
Time. Remarks. Ho. Name. Steam at

Beginning.

Steam
during
Work.

Time
of

filling

Tank.

Rejiabks.

1

2

3

4

5

Easton & Amos

Menyweather'J
& Son S

Shand & Mason

BntttCo

13 14

10 25

10 51

16 30

11 40

6 16

9 42

12 19

6 48

20 24

19 30

20 ri

23 10 i

23 18

32 4

Began to work at lOOlbs., fell di-

rectly to 401bs., and continued so

throughout ; stopped and steam
rose to ISOlbs.

Suction pipe choked; left off

working about 2 minutes.

1

2

3

4

S

Shand & Mason

Merryweather *

& Son, /

Easton & Amos

100

100

145

80

/ //

3

3 3

3 7

12 30 Not filled.

Third Trial.

Delivering into Large Tank.

Merryweather &

)

Son j"

Shand <fc Mason .

Roberts

Butt & Co.

Easton <S Amos .

.

H 'Manhat-'
tan) j

z 1

hr. min. sec.

1 24 55

2

420

n

ij&u

u

E si

o *

ft. in.

16-4

164

16-4

16-4

16-4

10

40

40

40

— ffl

o S

u
•3S
-4

45°

45°

> >

89

62

75

78

16086

9 93G

«S

S

j

lo
;

32
"i

( 801bs. )

'
li

;„

2r
i

. 1201bs.)

( 11' 20'

i to

( 801bs.

' 20")
to y
)lbs. )

(. 451bs. )

i
12

io

30
"l

( 901bs. J

, is;,

|( 451bs. j

Fire ljghted at 4h. lm. 55s.; gauge moved
at 4h. 8ni. 20s. ; engine started at
4h. 12m, 27s.; water drawn in about 10
revolutions; pumps not primed, valve
box leaked slightly, and engine worked
satisfaptorily in every respect.

Fire lighted at lib,. 25m. 46s.; gauge
moved at llh. 32m. 53s. ; engine started
at llh. 37m. 7s.; pumps primed at
lth. 45m. 48s; drew water at llh. 47m.

;

water first through nozzle at I lh.4Sm.59s ;

in hood at llh. 49m. 19s; shifted nozzle
(3?m. delay) ; high wiud.

Fire lighted at llh. 17m. : engine started
at lih. 28m. 20s.

Fire lighted at 5h. 55m. 10s ; started
engine at Gh. 9m. 20s.; repeatedly stopped
from slide valves not aciing, and stopped
entirely at Gh. 46m., from cylinder cover
breaking.

Fire lighted at 2h. 2m. 35s.
; gauge moved

2ti. 10m. ; started engine at 2h. 15m. 5s.

;

pumps primed, worked till 2h. 54m. 5s.;
stopped to shift plungers; went to work
again, and stopped entirely at 3h. 35m.
108., from two fire bars falling out.

Fire lighted at lOh. 51m. I4s. ; gauge
moved at lOh. 59m. 20s. ; drew water
directly; steam up to 1401bs. at llh. Sm.
45s.; stopped two minutes ; started
again ; made a few revolutions, and fly

wheel broke.

Fourth Trial,

Vertical Jet against Tower,

No. Name. Size of Jet.
Greatest Height

Thrown, No. Name. Size of Jet.
Greatest Height

Thrown.

1

2

Te"

If,

Feet.
180

180

-

3

4

44Ttf

21

Feet.

Gray's Engine lighted fire at 7h. 7m. 40s. ; steam 91bs. at 7h. 17m. Os.
;
got to work at 7h. 23m. 40s. to blow fires ; at 7h. 27m. Os. water through

ho3e. Owing to some of the pipes connected with the steam gauge breaking, no further experiments could be made.
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Since the competition, the American engine, which had been disabled

by having been upset at the Crystal Palace grounds, was got again into

some sort of working order, and it was announced that a public exhibi-

tion of its powers would be made at the London Docks.
We take the following statement of the results from a cotemporary

paper:

—

"On the 18th July, 1863, the great American land steam engine,
kuown in this country as the ' Manhattan,' was publicly tried at the

Shadwell entrance of the London Docks, in presence of several distin-

guished persons, and the representatives of various fire offices. Mr Van
Tine, Mr Jones, and Mr Evans, with Engineer Collins, all of the

'American delegation,' were in attendance, as well as Captain Shaw,
the Superintendent of the Fire Brigade. The fire in the first experi-

ment was lighted at 1.20 p.m., and in 10 min. 38 sec. the engine started

at a pressure of 33 lb. of steam. The pressure in 14 min. 5 sec. rose to

14 lb. In 14 min. 40 sec. the engine was stopped to adjust the nozzle,

and in 1 min. 24 sec. she was started again, and threw the water hori-

zontally through au inch-auda-quarter nozzle to a distance of 189 feet.

Towards the end of this trial, the boiler was found to leak so much,
that the fire had to be drawn, so as to see if the leak could be found.
The fire was afterwards relaid, and the engine again set to work, and
threw the water a foot beyond the former distance. The engine then
sent a vertical jet through the same nozzle, but the leak increased to

such an extent as to render it necessary to discontinue the experiments.
The engine had been hastily repaired after the accident it met with at

the Crystal Palace, where the damage done, turned out to be more
serious than was at first expected."
With respect to the competition itself, now ended, we have to remark

that it has unquestionably done good serviee, and that the committee
deserve the thankful recognition of the public for the part they have
taken, and for the care and labour with which they conducted their

self-imposed task. In results, too, their awards have been on the whole
in accordance with truth and fact, so far as the very insufficient methods
of trial, and the trials actually made, gave the facts. We ourselves,

who profess to have had some special experience in this department of

mechanical engineering, hesitate not to give our full adhesion to the

award of £250, the first prize in the large class of engines, to that of

Messrs Merryweather; but so far as a careful examination by the eye
(without such experiments as we should deem alone conc'usive on such
a subject) can decide, we should be prepared to go further than the

award, and to affirm that the very best engine exhibited, in either large

class or small, was that of Messrs Merryweather, above alluded to. It

combines several of the very first requisites of a perfect steam fire

engine. Its cylinders and pumps are horizontal. This we deem one
condition indispensable to any good machine of the sort, for it is impos-
sible to make any steam engine with a vertical cylinder and piston, if

mounted on springs, work evenly or well—no matter to what purpose
the power is applied—for at each change of stroke the resistant fulcrum
against the steam, changes from the inertia of the engine, plus the
spring's resistance, to the same minus the latter's resistance, or but a
fraction of it; while gravity acts with the resistance in one half the
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stroke, and against it in the other, so that the engine consumes
its power in jumping itself, etc., and by this deranges all its other

motions.
This was found to be the fatal evil of some of the very earliest loco-

motive engines which were mide by Sharp, Roberts & Co., and used
for some time, about 1834 or 1835, on the Dublin and Kingstown Railway.
These had vertical cylinders, and they jumped so up and down on the

rails, as sometimes to run off, and to so hammer the permanent way
that they were discontinued.

Merryweather's engine, too, shows a scientific appreciation on the

part of the makers of the value (in any hydraulic machine) of a long
stroke of pump, made at a very moderate velocity, and of very wide
and straight water passages, unrestrained by sharp bends and angles, or

by the equally injurious sudden enlargements, not uncommon.
To these circumstances, and to a good large air vessel, more than to

any remarkable ingenuity or peculiarity of construction, their success

was deservedly due. The absence of some of these conditions on the

part of more than one of their competitors, was remarkable enough,

ro make one fancy that they thought (if they thought) that water was
a highly compressible material, and might readily be squeezed through
any key-hole.

The "loss of vis viva from such defects is enormous in all fire engines,

and may be placed under the following chief heads :
—

1. Contraction of the fluid vein in entering the suction, from this into

the engine, and thence into the hose. This, in each case, is expressible

by the formula;

—

m/I-i Y x V2

M being the weight of water passing per second, with the mean
velocity in the pipe, V, and ?u the co-efficient of contraction in each case.

2. To bends and sudden twists, and to sudden changes of form in the

interior passages.

3. To the meeting of two separate currents, as by the delivery of two
alternate streams into a common passage from the two pumps.

4. To sudden enlargements of the water passages.

5. To friction in the tubes and passages. The effects of mere rough-

ness, at high velocities, have been greatly overlooked, and engine-

makers would do well to consult the old experiments of the Chevalier

D'Arcy, who found that the co-efficient of resistance might readily be

tripled by this cause.

The unexpended velocity of the water, at the extremity of the jet, is

also a source of loss of vis viva, but

one that from the very functions of

the machine cannot, of course, be
met.

Now, so far as any scientific

attempt to determine the relative

degrees in which these main con-

ditions, and others into which we
cannot here enter, were fulfilled by
the several engines, we must take

leave to say, that for anything
shown by the report of the com-
mittee, or for anything that we are

aware of otherwise, it was entirely

neglected by the committee. Indeed,

we feel obliged to say that we think

a great deal of the cumbrous appara-

tus for competition, provided by
them, only proved the want of clear

scientific appreciation on the part

of the committee, or of its active

scientific members, of what they
had to determine.

There are just three primary
points requiring determination in

order to judge of the relative effi-

ciency (viewed simply as hydraulic

machines) of steam fire engines.

1. The extreme vertical height to

which the water can be thrown.

2. The volume delivered in a unit

of time to that height. 3. The total

power given out by the engine, and consumed in performing that

work in the unit of time.

Having these elements, we can determine the relation between the

work wasted and that consumed in useful effort, and the ratio of these

is the true measure of merit of the engine as au hydraulic machine.
But to get this, neither " Nose bags" nor " targets" are necessary,

nor even of any use whatever.
What is required is, that through one hose pipe, common to all, and

through the same length and diameter of delivery, (strictly the very same
z
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hose,) all the engines in succession should project their water vertically

in the inside of a tower or the like, screened from the wind, and giving

the means of accurately observing the height of the jet, and that the
water falling back in a given time should be measured in volume.
As to comparative trials as to which engines, against or transverse to

the wind, should deliver most water into a " water target,'' the fact

could be safely inferred from the preceding information, but if a separate
trial were desirable, say with the angle of elevation at 45°, then it is

indispensable that every engine should be tried with the same diameter

ofjet.
The distance at which a cylindrical jet begins to get scattered and

broken into spray, by the resistances of the air in the passage through
it, depends upon the velocity of the jet, and with the same velocity, the
quantity lost by spray, in relation to that delivered beyond, at a given
distance from the nozzle, is cozteris paribus, as the diameter of the jet,

and inversely as its cross section, or as the square of its diameter.
These conditions did not appear to us to have entered into the considera-
tion of the committee at all.

Such are some of the purely hydraulic questions which should have
been exactly determined we think, to have got the most out of this

competition ; but as the mean velocity of piston even of any one engine
does not seem to have been got at, of course the very first element for

any conclusion as to the ratio of useless to useful power consumed
is wanting. But besides the hydraulic question, there are a great
number of olher mechanical conditions demanding to be fulfilled by
a steam fire engine—a very few only of which, such as the rapidity
with which it can be brought into action, as a steam engine, appear
to have been considered. Upon these we should like to have had
a fairly-reasoned and well-considered report from the committee,
upon which there are the names of some, such as Bateman, Hawksley,
Fairbairn, Nasmyth, and M'Connell, than whom no more competent
men could be found. We are satisfied that the committee would act
wisely, upon a future occasion, in deputing to three independent
engineers and theoretic mechanics, the decision of the experiments, and
requiring a report to be made by them as a matter of professional
business.

Competitors in cases such as this should understand that once they
enter the list they are to submit themselves to the grip of exact science,
unflinchingly applied, and that they must then abide the result, and
that neither " trade considerations" on their own part, nor any delicacy
on the part of friends or foes, shall prevent "the truth, and the whole
truth" from being made manifest. We do not mean for a moment to
infer or insinuate that there has been any intentional reticence on the
part of the committee in the present case, but we do affirm that their
work, useful and valuable as no doubt it will prove, in having drawn
attention to that which is about to be the immediate future in the history
of the fire engine, has been left imperfect and half done, and that even
all that might have been extracted, from what they did or had before
them, has not been elicited.

—

Ed.

GORE'S NEW PATENT GAS FURNACE.
This furnace was designed by the inventor, Mr George Gore of Edgbas-
ton, Birmingham, for a philosophical investigation, but proving of value
for manufacturing purposes also, it has been patented and applied to
various practical uses. Several sizes of it are manufactured. The first and
smallest is suitable for assayers, analytical chemists, experimentalists,
small jewellers, dentists, and others, and is capable of fusing 8 ounces
of copper or G ounces of cast-iron. The second size is suitable for

manufacturing jewellers generally, and for a great variety of practical
persons who require to melt small quantities of gold, silver, copper,
german silver, brass, cast-iron, glass, and other substances, or require
small crucibles heated to high temperatures ; it is capable of melting 45
ounces of copper or 40 ounces of cast-iron. A still larger size, estimated
to fuse upwards of 500 ounces of copper is being constructed. In Mr
Gore's descriptive article in the Philosophical Magazine he made use of
the word "explosions," which led some persons to think that there is

danger in using the furnace. We are informed, however, that they are
perfectly safe, not the slightest accident having ever occurred with
them.
The general features of the furnace are as follows. It produces a

"white heat" by means of coal gas and atmospheric air, without the help
of a bellows or tall chimney, and the melted substances are at all times
perfectly accessible without chilling them or interfering with the action
of the furnace. If the crucible breaks the melted substances fall,

without loss or injury, into a dish beneath ; this is an important advan-
tage to workers in gold and silver. It is simple in construction, port-
able, safe, requires no brickwork erections, and may be used in any
situation where gas is available. It is set in action simply by lighting
and regulating the gas as in an ordinary gas-lamp, and requires no
further attention.

The smallest furnace consumes 33 feet of gas (value 7 farthings) per
hour, and will melt 8 ounces of copper or 6 ounces of cast-iron : the

next sized furnace consumes about twice that quantity of gas, and will

melt 45 ounces of copper or 40 ounces of cast-iron; with the heat got
up, it melts one pound of copper in eight minutes.
The construction of the furnace is as follows:

—

a is a cylinder of
fireclay about 9 inches high and 6
inches diameter, open at both ends,

and with a hole in its side near the

bottom to lead into the chimney ; it

is covered by a moveable plate of

fire-clay, b, with a hole in its centre

for introduction of the crucible or of

substances to be melted : this hole is

closed by a perforated plug of fire-

clay, c, for access to the contents of

the crucible ; and that again is closed

by another stopper of clay, d. e is a

chimney of sheet iron about 5 or 6
feet high, kept upright by a ring of

iron, f, attached to the top of the

furnace.

The fireclay cylinder is enclosed in

a sheet iron casing with a bottom of

iron, to which are fixed three iron

legs, G. An iron tube, h, with a
prolongation, i, supports by means of

the screw, J, the burner, k, and its

tube, L, which is open at both ends.

Gas is supplied to the burner by
means of the tap, m, which has a
small index, n, attached to it for

assistance in adjusting the gas.

Inside the large cylinder is another
fireclay cylinder or cupola, o, with

open ends, and with three projections of fireclay, p, for supporting the
crucible, Q ; it is kept steady by means of three clay marbles, k, to pie-

vent its being lifted on removing the crucible.

The gas-burner is a thin metal cylinder deeply corrugated at its upper
end, with the corrugations diminishing to nothing at its lower end.

The action of this furnace is as follows :—Gas is admitted to the open
tube, l, by the tap, m; it there mixes with air to form a nearly com-
bustible mixture, which ascends through the burner and burns in the clay

cylinder, o, being supplied with the remainder of the air necessary to com-
plete combustion through the tube, u, to the outer surface of the flame
by means of the spaces between the corrugations. The flame and pro-

ducts of combustion pass up through the cylinder, o, and then down-
wards outside it to the chimney, the point of greatest heat being at Q.

It is important in using this furnace that the burner is placed quite in

the centre of the bottom of the tube, o ; also that a crucible of not too

large nor too small dimensions be selected. The most suitable way of

supporting a smaller crucible is by placing it in a larger one that has
had its upper parts broken off.

In lighting the furnace, the plugs, c and d, are removed, a light held

within the opening, and the gas turned on full ; should the flame blow
down to the bottom of the tube, L, on lighting (which, however, rarely

occurs unless the furnace is already hot), the gas must be turned off

and the bottom end of l, momentarily closed whilst lighting the gas as

before. Should the flame not burn down to the burner, but only burn
at the orifice in the clay plate, b, it must at once be extinguished and
relighted. A large flame now issues from the top orifice, and is white
if too much gas is on, and violet or red with the proper quantity. This

flame generally diminishes and nearly disappears into the body of the

furnace in the course of one minute : whether it does or not the annular

plug, c, should now be inserted, which will compel it to pass downwards
to the chimney; and as soon as the small remaining flame nearly

disappears, as it will in a few seconds, the small stopper, d, should also

be inserted. The crucible may be placed in the furnace some time

after the act of lighting, but not immediately after (if the furnace is

cold) ; with the larger furnace it should be inserted beforehand.

After about five minutes the gas should be adjusted. To assist in

adjusting the gas, it will be found very useful to place a small piece of

looking-glass beneath the tube, l, and to adjust the gas-tap until the

flame between the burner and crucible appears nearly wholly violet and
slightly white. After having accurately adjusted the gas, no further

attention to the furnace is requisite. Having once found the proper

adjustment of gas under certain known circumstances, it is well to

notice the position of the index, s, in order to be able at once to adjust it

to the right point on other occasions. The gas for the smallest furnace

should be supplied by a pipe of not less than gths of an inch bore, with
a main pipe of half an inch ; but all depends upon the pressure of gas

at the particular locality, which is very variable. The consumption
of gas varies from 30 to 40 cubic feet per hour, the cost of which is

less than twopence.
The top of the chimney should be placed in a position where the pro-
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ducts of combustion can pass freely away ; if it is placed in an opening
or pipe leading to another chimney, care must be taken not to have the

draught too powerful, otherwise the heat will be drawn more into the

chimney, and the supply of gas in the daytime ma}' be found rather

deficient. The furnace will act satisfactorily, though less powerfully,

with the chimney standing in an open room without any special outlet

for the products of combustion, provided the full height (6 feet) of chim-
ney is employed ; under other circumstances the inventor has generally

used a chimney 4J or 5 feet in height.

The smallest furnace will readily melt half a pound of copper or six

ounces of cast-iron. It will melt as large a quantity of those sub-

stances as the largest-sized crucible that can be introduced into it will

contain, sufficient space being allowed around the crucible for draught.
It requires from 20 to 30 minutes to acquire its highest temperature

;

and then the entrance part of the chimney exhibits a faint red heat in

daylight; if it exhibits much more than this, the draught is too

powerful.

"With one ounce of copper put into the cold furnace, and the gas
lighted and properly adjusted, the copper generally begins to melt at

about the tenth or twelfth minute, and is completely melted by the
fifteenth. "With the heat well up, one ounce of copper has been melted
in it in 2| minutes, one ounce of cast iron iu 3 minutes, five ounces of

copper in 4J minutes, and three ounces of cast iron in 5 minutes.
With the smaller hole in the top of the furnace open, one ounce of copper
has been melted in 3J minutes ; and several ounces of copper have been
kept in fusion for upwards of half an hour, and may be kept so for any
length of time : cast iron has also been fused and kept melted under the
same conditions. These various effects have also been obtained in a

somewhat diminished degree with the chimney standing in an open
room. A small iron dish should be placed beneath the tube, n, to receive

any melted substance that may fall. The furnace is protected by letters

patent, and may be obtained of the maker, E. W. Ball, 11 Islington,

Birmingham. The chief conditions of success in the use of this furnace
are, sufficient gas, proper regulation of gas to air, and a suitable degree of
draught.

FILE CUTTLNG BY MACHINERY.

The following account of the machinery for the cutting of files, the in-

vention of M. Bernot, a Frenchman, which has been recently set

to work at Birmingham, is abridged from a local newspaper. The ma-
chine, which is very compact, resembles a steam hammer in its general
appearance, and the principal features which give it value may be
shortly summed up as follows:—It is provided with a vertical slide

carrying a chisel on the lower end. The top of this slide is pressed by
a fiat spring, which is governed by a cam mounted upon a shaft and
actuated by a ratchet wheel and " pawl," and thus the strength of the
blow of the chisel is regulated to the varying breadth of the file. A
projection at the other end of the slide comes in contact with a cam
upon the driving shaft of the machine, and so sets the machine in mo-
tion- The blank to be cut is placed upon a travelling slide, which rests

upon a semi-circular bed, which is mounted in trunnions, resting in

swivelling journals, so that the surface of the blank can be presented at

the desired angle to the chisel. The blank is held parallel to the edge
of the chisel by means of a weighted " leveller." AH being ready, the
file is fixed in the bed, the machine is set in motion, there is a terrible

clatter for a moment or two, and the file runs out cut, ready, after being
hardened, for use. The rate at which the chisel goes may be judged
from the fact that it makes from 800 to 1,500 cuts per minute, and will

produce about five or six times the amount of work which can be sup-

plied by hand cutting. It can cut files of every shape and description

that can be cut by hand, and the work is produced with mathematical
accuracy. The teeth raised are equi-distant one from another, and of

that uniform depth and sharpness that forms one of the chief consti-

tuents of a good file. This regularity gives evenness, and causes each
tooth when the file is brought into use to do its proportionate share of

the work, effecting thereby a more rapid reduction of the metal acted

upon. The teeth, it is said, are not so liable to be broken out, as in

hand-made files, where they project one beyond the other, and for which
reasons the machine-cut files are found to be more durable. Rasps can
also be cut by a suitable adaptation of the machine. This cutting
machine has been in practical operation for several years at Douai, in

France, and also in Belgium, where the superior quality of the files has
obtained preference in the arsenals, railways, and machinists' shops of

both countries. They have also, we believe, been subjected in this

country to severe trials, and have been found of excellent quality.

The experience at Douai of the cost of working the machine, is, says
Mr Allinson, who has been engaged to report upon the machine, that

two skilled mechanics will keep sixty cutting machines iu thorough
order, and that two persons properly acquainted with the work, will

make, repair, grind, and whet all the chisels required in working that
number of machines. The cost of zinc for file beds is equal to about
threepence per machine per day—the cost of steel for chisels may be

assumed at the outside at sixpence per machine per day. It is found at
Douai that chisels for machine cutting last much longer than for hand,
and will effectually cut more files without being re-ground. This arises

from the fine edge of the chisel being rubbed a short distance along the
surface of the blank to guide the hand cutter, whereas in machine
cutting the chisel is drawn out of the cut without abrasion. The con-
sumption of oil, and other small stores, are estimated to be the same per
machine as in machinists' shops. The machines employed at Douai are
of three sizes, but the experience they have now had shows that the
variety of sizes may be beneficially increased. To obtain the advantage
of organisation arising from a careful division of labour, file manufactur-
ing should be on such a scale as would permit one description and size

of work to be confined to one machine and one man, whose constant
practice in this one operation would produce a file of a quality superior
to anything under the present system of manufacture and at the same
time at a fraction of the cost.

To show the commercial advantages of the machine over manual
labour it is stated that a machine to cut 14-inch hand bastard files makes
1,000 cuts per minute, or 600,000 cuts per day. A good file-cutter upon
the same size and description makes 140 cuts per minute, or 84,000 per
day. The machine works as rapidly and perfectly at the end as at the
beginning of the day. The man's ability to sustain his rate along with
good work is materially affected by fatigue and the relaxation of the
muscles consequent on such heavy and continuous labour. At Douai,
the machine cut twelve dozen of sueh files per day. A man cannot cut
by hand more than two dozen per day and maintain this average rate for

a week. The wages for the week's work of hand cutting would be 44s.

The cost of labour and superintendence for the machines would be less

than this
; but assuming it to be the same, the following is the result of

a comparison of the two:—By hand, 12 dozen of files are cut at a cost
in labour of 44s. By machine, 72 dozen, or six times the quantity, at a
similar cost in labour of 44s. The machine possesses advantages in

producing fine cut files even more considerable than shown by the
coarse cut just mentioned. The basis upon which these calculations are
made seem to be the actual results at Douai, and the price lists of the
File Cutters' Union at Sheffield. In ascertaining the cost of making by
hand, however, a discount varying from 12J to 20 per cent, is taken off

the list price, as allowances are now made therefrom iu exceptional
cases to such makers of common files as are willing to employ inferior

hands, and a liberal rate of wages is charged for working the machines.
The actual results of the working of the machine now in Birmingham
seem to be these—the youth of whom we have spoken receives 16s per
week, and can cut 12 dozen files per day, the machine, however, run-
ning at only 600 or 700 cuts per minute. A hand file cutter could not
cut these same twelve dozen files in less than a week, and would receive

from 40s to 45s for doing it. The youth receiving 2s 8d per day, there-

fore, does the work for which the man would receive from 40s to 45s.

The whole cost of the machine for the day's work is 3s 4d.

It is proposed, we believe, to start a joint stock company to manufac-
ture files by machinery, in which Bernot's machines will be combined
with those patents by Mr Greenwoodfor rolling, grinding, and hardening.
The manufacture of files, it is said, is one of the most important

branches of our industry, its annual production amounting to £2,000,000.
It is a manufacture remarkably free from fluctuation, and yielding fair

profits to those engaged in it. Still, machinery has not been exten-
sively applied to it for two reasons— 1st. The opposition of the Trades
Union to all change, the denial of free action to the masters, with the
fear of outrage, have prevented the use of file machinery at Sheffield.

2nd. The want cf file-making machinery adapted to the employment of

unskilled labour has prevented its introduction elsewhere. Both diffi-

culties, however, have been overcome by the inventions of Bernot and
Greenwood, which, while adapted to the employment of ordinary opera-

tives, and capable of producing any kind of file, will be worked in loca-

lities far out of reach of the Trades Union influence. Taking the cost

of producing £100,000 worth of files, the difference between hand-
making and machine-work is calculated as follows:—The cost of making
the blanks under the hand system would be £13,324; under Green-
wood's patent it would be £5,128. The cost of grinding under the hand
system would be £10,764; under Greenwood's patent, £5,210. The
cost of cutting by hand would be £28,275; by Bernot's machine it

would be £11,333. The cost of hardening and making marketable
under the hand system would be £9,46 1; under Greenwood's patent it

would be £4,549. In the cost of machine making was included charges
to redeem the patents in five years and fixed plant in eight years ; and
the result is a saving of £57 12s 6d per cent, by making files by ma-
chinery instead of by hand.

CRANSTON'S HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS.

These houses were designed and patented by Mr Cranston, Architect,

Birmingham, to meet the greatly increasing demand for glass structures

for fruit and flower growing purposes
;

his object being to secure

elegance of appearance, and thorough ventilation, with cheapness and
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portability. These houses are made chiefly of wood. The accompany-
ing illustration (fig. 1 )

gives sections of three, and shows that the

roofs are divided into planes or steps, with pierced ventilation plates

between them. Through the perforations in these plates the air passes

and repasses into the house; the small arrows on the drawing indicating

its ingress and egress. Valves are applied to the inside of the plates

so that the whole house, or any part of it, may be opened or closed at

will. The planes between the pierced plates are formed of several

grooved rafters and glass ; the rafters being screwed at the top and
bottom to the plates, and the glass_ being placed in the grooves, and
secured there by small brass buttons and screws at the ends of the

rafters, which buttons, when turned horizontally, prevent the glass from

with a space of from 7 to 20 inches between thera, pierced boards are
fixed, at the back of which louver ventilating shutters are made to open
and close. The section, No. 1 , is that of a span roofed conservatory,
17 feet wide, with an entrance to it, (as shown by the elevation part of
the frame,) projecting 7 feet from its main part of the building; the
plan of the conservatory being shaped like the letter T. Section, No.
2, gives a lean-to house, 9 feet wide, resting upon a back wall 10J feet

above the ground
; and section, No. 3, represents a lean-to house, 8J

feet wide, upon a back wall 6J feet high, and with one plane of wood
and glass rising from the wall up to the ridge of the house. Any
variety of form, whether in plan or section, can be carried out in the
patented erections ; the same system of ventilation, between the planes

of wood and glass, being applicable alike to all

roof surfaces whether arched or straight.

By the regular diffusion of the air as it

enters the house, gaining admission, as it

does, immediately under the glass, a perfect

and effective system of ventilation is main-
tained, and this without moving lights of any
kind ; all the glass being fixed and made quite

independent of the ventilating apparatus.
The glass with which the roofs of these

houses are glazed is always in long lengths,

and without •' laps." So thoroughly diffused

is the air in this system of building, that

every piece of glass has its separate quota
of air openings immediately under it, and all

the openings being completely under control,

where the sun may shine hottest, if even
upon a single pane, there air may at once
be admitted to percolate through the ventila-

tion plate, and curl up along the inner Eurface

of the heated glass.

As all the ventilation openings are in

horizontal positions well sheltered by the over-

hanging wood and glass, the ventilation of the

houses can go on as well in wet weather as

in dry, and without the chance of flooding the
plants and house with rain. All vertical open-
ings in roofs have the great disadvantage of

admitting rain as well as air, and in wet
weather houses so ventilated are subject to

one of two evils—either a close and poisonous
atmosphere, or water everywhere.
To make these buildings portable, they are

all screwed together in simple parts, and can
be put up in the first instance, or taken down
and re-erected by any handy carpenter.

At fig. 2 we give a general view of the
conservatory, No. 1, shown in section and part

elevation in the previous engraving. This
house, as before stated, is 17 feet wide, with
a projecting centre 7 feet in advance of the

front ; the total length being 40 feet.

RECENT PATENTS.

METALLIC CASKS AND VESSELS.

John James Lundy, of Leith.-
January 19, 1863.

-Patent dated

slipping out, and when turned to a vertical position, permits the glass
to be removed. By this mode of glazing putty is not required, and any
unskilled labourer can perform the glazing of a whole house as well
and easily as the most expert glazier. The plaDes of wood and glass,

with the pierced ventilation plates between them, are supported upon
light wood " principals," formed of three thicknesses of deal, well nailed
together, and made to assume any canted or arched contour that the
width and height of the house may require. By this mode of construc-
tion, buildings of any width, up to 100 feet, may be erected, and the
cost of the widest house would scarcely vary from a narrow one, of
course allowing for the area covered, and the cubical contents. Under
the "principals" of the houses stout wooden posts are placed, and
these rest upon dwarf brick walls, as shown in the sections Nos. 1 and
2 ; or upon wooden blocks let firmly into the ground, as shown in
section No. 3. Between these bottom plates, which are framed together

This invention relates to the manufacture or

production of metallic casks, kegs, or contain-

ing vessels of various kinds, whereby a more
efficient, as well as a cheaper, neater, and simpler form of cask is

secured, than has hitherto been the case. According to the common
and generally adopted system of manufacture of metallic casks and
similar vessels, the bottom end only is swaged into the body of the cask

as a fixture, whilst the other end is attached by circumferential straps,

or bent holding pieces, with rivets. These holding straps are attached

to the exterior of the end of the cask, and when the end or head piece

is inserted, they grasp the dished flange of the end or head piece, and
thus prevent the latter from moving upwards, yet are a source of weak-
ness to the cask or vessel. And further, to prevent the end or head
piece from sinking within the cask, the small handle attached to the

centre of the head has to be elongated at each end, these ends being

converted into bent holding strap pieces to grasp the end rim of the

cask. Now, according to the present invention, instead of using the

details just described, the dished end or head piece is swaged firmly
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into its place with a holding and tightening bead, after the manner
commonly adopted for the lower end, which is far simpler and stronger.
This makes a perfectly secure and neat cask, and the handle needs no
elongation whatever, besides being cheaper in its production than by
the old system of closing up the cask when filled with paint or any
other substance.

The annexed figure is a vertical section of a metallic cask or vessel,
showing the lid fitted thereto according to one modification of these
improvements. The metal cask or vessel, A, is of a cylindrical figure,

and has fitted to the
lower part of it the
bottom, b, which is

fastened firmly into
its place by passing
the edges of the metal
between a pair of
rollers, so as to form
a groove or swage
therein. The lid, c,

of the cask is formed
of a disc of metal
having the edge turned
up to form a deep verti-

cal rim, the diameter
of which is made so
as to fit easily into

the cask, or holding
vessel, A. A short

handle, d, formed of

a simple bent strap of

metal, is riveted or

otherwise fastened to

the lid, c. When
the cask is filled with
the paint, or other

material which it is

intended to hold, the lid is pressed down into the cask until the edge
of the rim is level with that of the cask. The duplex rims are then
inserted between a pair of rollers, by means of which the groove or

swage, e, is formed in the metal. This indentation of the two rims,

together with the severe pressure brought to bear on the metal,

effectually secures the lid, and makes a tight junction of the parts,

which is far superior to the old system of fastening the lid by means of

holding straps. These casks may be made of ordinary sheet iron, sheet
iron plated or coated with tin, copper, or other suitable metal, and by
closing them in an air-tight manner they may be used for the preserva-
tion and transport of a great variety of perishable substances or
materials. The casks or holding vessels may be rendered air-tight by
interposing between the contiguous faces of the rims of the vessel, and
the bottom, or the lid, a strip of india rubber, or other suitable elastic or

flexible material, or a coating of glutinous or resinous composition, so
that when the parts are swaged together, the admission of air between
the rims will be effectually prevented.
This system of manufacture can be adopted in the production of casks

or vessels of angular or other transverse section. In such cases, it is

only necessary that the corners or indented portions be so far rounded
in comparison with the diameters of the swaging rollers, that the latter

can operate in an effectual manner. Casks and other holding vessels

manufactured according to these improvements may be produced
cheaper, and may be closed much more securely than by the system
heretofore in use.

IMPROVEMENTS IN GIEFARD'S INJECTOR.

Charles Patrick Stewaet & John Roeixson, Atlas WorJcs, Manchester.
—Patent dated January 28, 1863.

This invention relates to improvements in " Giffard's injector," and the

adaptation of the same to locomotive engines, and consists in forming a
cavity around and above the nozzles of the injector, as a reservoir for a

portion of the overflow water. This is shown in fig. I of the illustra-

tions, which represents a section of an injector, a, nozzles, b, the cavity

or reservoir. This cavity will be sufficiently large in most cases to

contain all the water which may overflow for a moment at starting the

injector, or which may arise from any slight irregularity of action in

the injector, as the water which overflows at one moment will be sucked
tip immediately after. The cavity may be entirely closed to the
atmosphere when working, but supplied with a pet cock, &', shown in

dotted line, so that a communication can be opened with the atmosphere
when starting the injector, x. This invention also consists in applying
a pipe to the overflow orifice, so that the water therefrom will have to

ascend the pipe which is opened to the atmosphere at its upper end, or
the pipe is first made to ascend and then descend, its lower end being

immersed in water; or it is bent down and immersed in water. Fig. 2
shows an arrangement for preventing noise, waste, or " drip," or the
admission of air, and will feed water at the overflow cavity, instead of
air ; the pipe, b-, is turned down into a cistern, V, containing supply of

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

water
; c is the suction pipe. This invention also consists in connecting

the overflow orifice with the suction pipe supplying water to the
injector, placing a two-way tap between the overflow and suction pipe,
so that when the communication is shut between the two, the overflow
will be open directly to the atmosphere, and when the overflow is shut
to the atmosphere, it will be open to the suction pipe. In applying
these improvements to a locomotive engine and tender, the suction pipe
leads from the tender to the injector, and a pipe is made to connect the
overflow orifice of the injector and the suction pipe, such connecting
pipe being provided with a two-way tap and a branch pipe leading to
the atmosphere, the tap being so arranged as to open the communica-
tion either directly with the atmosphere or with the feed pipe, by a
suitable handle placed within reach of the driver and fireman. As the
injector will work when the overflow cavity is charged with water, pro-
vided the water is open to the atmosphere, and as the hot water
discharged at the overflow cavity is again drawn in by the jet when the
injector is arranged according to this invention, it will be obvious that
where hot water is available a quantity of it may be fed at the overflow
cavity. To do this, it will only be necessary to adjust the steam and
feed water, so that if the overflow cavity were open to the atmosphere
it would draw in the largest quantity of air ; then, instead of admitting
air at the overflow cavity, connect it with a tank open to the atmo-
sphere, and containing the hot water, by this means a quantity of hot
water will be carried along with the jet into the boiler. Hot water, at
about the ordinary boiling temperature, may be thus fed to the extent of
twenty to thirty per cent, of the entire quantity passing through the
injector into the boiler. The water should be applied, either with a
" head," or at about the level of the overflow orifice. The upright pipe
leading from the connecting pipe is made to ascend, so that its upper
end will be a little above the highest level of the water in the tank, and
so as to be easily observed by the driver or fireman. This invention
also consists in arranging a pipe so as to ascend from the overflow
orifice, and in fixing a swivel spout at the upper end of the pipe, so that
the overflow water may be discharged either on to the road or down
a funnel at the upper end of a pipe, ascending to and forming a junction
with the suction pipe of the injector, and thus the waste or overflow
water can be returned to the tank, or mixed with the water passing to

the injector, except when the supply water is too hot, in which case the
swivel spout is turned so as to allow the overflow water to run to waste.
In tank engines, the overflow water from the injector may be easily

returned to the tank, but for engines with tenders it will be most con-
venient to return it to the suction pipe to save a separate coupling pipe
with the tender.
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MACHINERY FOR TWISTING AND DOUBLING YARNS.

Reuben Bottomley, of Eochdalc.—Patent dated December 31, 18G2.

This invention refers to machines which are known as "twisters" or

"turners," and relates firstly to a new combination and arrangement of

the apparatus carried by the "slide" or "carriage" which moves to and
from the spindles. In the common arrangement of the parts carried by
the "slide" or "carriage," the threads from the creels pass through
guide eyes over a cushion or " list board," then through hooks (which
are sometimes arranged at the bottom of a trough containing water, so

that the threads pass through the water), then over a rail termed the
" plummet rail," then through pinching or holding apparatus for holding

the threads when " winding on," and lastly on to the spindles. Accord-

ing to this invention the mechanism for pinching or holding the threads

is placed next to the first guide eyes for the threads, then the cushion

or " list board," then the hooks or water trough, then another cushion or

list board, and lastly the plummet rail, consequently the relative posi-

tions of the plummet rail and pinching or holding apparatus are reversed,

and by this means the drag of the cushions or list boards guide eyes and
plummets is obtained in combination with that of the pinching or hold-

ing apparatus for holding the threads when "winding on." The accom-
panying illustration is a cross section through so much of the " slide"

and spindle rails of a "turner" or twister" as will be necessary for the

purpose of explaining this part of the invention, a represents the spin-

dles, b the slide or carriage, c the creels for the cops carried by the

slide, b, d the first guide eyes, e the pinching or holding apparatus, /
is a " list board, /' a glass rod, g, glass hooks in the trough, g

1
, hl

another glass rod, h another list board, i the plummet trough or rail.

The second part of this invention relates to an improved construction of

apparatus to act in place of the ordinary plummet rail, which apparatus

consists of a trough of zinc, brass, or any other suitable material having
notches formed in its sides for the passage of the threads, and cross wires

at intervals for keeping the plummets and the "list" at the bottom of

the trough in their places. The invention relates thirdly to a simplified

arrangement for locking the pinching and holding apparatus, and con-

sists in locking the pinching apparatus by the action of a cam on the

cam shaft of such turners or twisters as have a "cam shaft," making
sudden movements for effecting the required changes in the working of

the mechanism. This cam acts through a lever or levers, so as to move
and close the pinching apparatus till the latch catches hold. The latch

is released by coming in contact with an incline or shed fixed on the
framing, when the winding on is completed and the pinching apparatus

is opened again by weights or springs.

CARDING COTTON AND OTHER FIBROUS MATERIALS.

James Taylor, of Castle Iron Works, StayUybridge. — Patent dated
December 24, 1862.

This invention has reference to mechanism to he used for the purpose
of stripping the carded fibrous material from that card cylinder termed
the " doffer," in carding engines, and it consists in the application to

the doffers of carding engines of a combination of a roller and concave
straight edge or surface. The roller rotates against the concave straight

edge or surface, which is pressed slightly against the periphery of the

roller, for the purpose of giving it sufficient adhesion to take hold of

and strip the material from the card surface of the doffer, and carry it

past the concave straight edge or surface, in the form of an endless

fleece ; although two rollers working together have been used for

stripping fibrous material from the doffers of carding engines, it is

obvious that the point of nip or point of contact between such rollers

could not be placed so near the surface of the doffer as by the improved
combination by which the nip of the roller and concave straight edge
or surface is practically close to, or touching the card surface of the
doffer.

The illustration is a sectional elevation of the mechanism. A is the

framing, and a part of a "doffer." The roller, c, and concave straight

edge or surface, d, are carried by attachments, e, one at each side of the

engine, provided with slots and adjusting set screws, e', by which they
may be moved to and from the card surface of the doffer ; and they are

also provided with screws, e3 , by which they may be firmly secured

when adjusted. These attachments, e, form the bearings for both the

roller, c, and the concave straight edge or surface, d. The
roller, c, turns freely, and the concave straight edge or surface, d,

oscillates freely on its axis, dl
. It has been found that the

roller, c, will strip and drag the fibrous material from the doffer,

and between itself and the concave straight edge or surface, d,

when slightly roughened ; but it is preferred to flute it, as shown,
as it acts better when so fluted. That portion of the concave
straight edge or surface, d, in contact with the surface of

the flutes, should be made to fit as accurately as possible to

the curve described by the tops of the flutes. The flutes of

the roller may be adjusted so as to touch the points of the

teeth of the card, but it will remove the fibrous materials
satisfactorily even when at a distance of about one eighth
of an inch from the points of the teeth. The roller, c, may

be made of iron but steel is preferred, the concave straight edge
or surface being made of cast iron. It is pressed against the roller by
weights hung by links, d3, upon the arms, di

,
projecting from the con-

cave straight edge or surface. The pressure required upon the roller, c,

is but slight. Upon the upper side of the roller, c, a clearer,/, is

placed; it is formed by preference of metal not too heavy, and is covered
on its concave side wilh flannel or other suitable material. The clearer,

/, rests upon pins,/1
, (one at each end) so as to be able to rise if the

roller, c, should happen to "lap" or become covered with fibrous

materials. Sometimes small lumps or pieces of dirt will collect at the
nip of the concave straight edge or surface, d, and roller, c, and are

kept back and prevented from passing with the fibrous material. For
the purpose of releasing such small lumps the arms, c?4, from the con-

cave straight edge or surface, d, are made to project so as to form
handles so that the attendant when passing can lift the handle slightly,

and thus the lumps of dirt will be released, and will pass along with the
fibrous material. To prevent the concave straight edge or surface, d,

from being moved too much by lifting the handle so as to press against,
and damage the card surface of the doffer, an adjustable set screw, e

4
, is

used to place a limit to the ascending movement of the handle.

The roller, c, may be driven by an endless band, as its surface speed
and that of the doffer need not be exactly equal, in fact the mechanism
operates satisfactorily when the surface speed of the roller, c, is either a
little greater or a little less than the surface speed of the doffer, o.

LAW REPORTS.

Ruthven's Patent : Pkopulsion of Vessels.—Application for a pro-

longation to the Privy Council.

Ibis was the hearing of a petition presented to the Queen in Council,
by Mr M. W. Ruthven, of Greenock, for an extension of a patent granted
to his late father, on the 10th August, 1849, for " Improvements in pro-

pelling and navigating ships, vessels, or boats, by steam or other power."
The petitioner was himself the inventor of the system of propulsion, but
being, at the date of the patent, resident in America, he communicated
the invention to his late father, who thereupon obtained a patent for it.
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Mr Grove, Q.C., and Mr W. N. Lawson (instructed by Mr J. Henry
Johnson, of 47 Lincoln's Inn Fields), appeared on behalf of the petitioner;

and Mr Welsby, Q.C., was retained to watch the case for the Crown.
The members of the judicial committee present were Lords Justices

Knight Bruce, and Turner, and Sir J. T. Coleridge.

It appeared that the petitioner first conceived the idea of this mode of

propelling vessels many years ago, and laboured along with his late

father, at the expense of much time and money, to perfect the invention.

They obtained a grant of letters patent in the year 1S39, for certain in-

ventions relating thereto, and upon these expended £3000. The result

of continued experiments in working out the invention in practice was
the discovery of certain improvements in the apparatus for carrying
out the principle developed in the first patent, and for which a new
patent was obtained in 1S49, the extension of which was the subject of

this application.

The invention, as claimed by the specification, consisted of the com-
bination of a centrifugal pump of peculiar form, with certain curved
plates and other apparatus, by which means a portion of the water on
which the vessel floats is raised in the interior of such vessel, and then
discharged therefrom so as to propel the vessel : and also of certain bent
nozzlepipes attached to a stationary pipe, and capable of motion, by
means of which the water to be discharged may issue with one aperture
and without the use of valves, in different directions, at the will of the
operator. The principle of the invention is very simple, and rests upon
the same ground as the Turbine or Barker's Mill, viz.,—the re-action

obtained by causing water to flow from a chamber, which is closed ex-
cept at the points of entrance and exit. To adapt this principle as a
hydraulic propeller for floating vessels, water is caused to enter a cham-
ber, and from this chamber it is driven off by the application of steam
power. The re-action caused by its outflow drives the whole vessel in a
direction opposite to that in which the water effects its exit.

The mode of applying this principle which the patentee adopted, is illus-

trated in the accompanying illustrative engravings. Fig. 1 of which is

an elevation of the apparatus which is shown partly in section ; fig. 2
is a transverse section of a vessel, with the apparatus arranged within
it ; and fig. 3 is a plan of the same corresponding to figs. 1 and 2.

Water is admitted through apertures, e, (fig. 1), in the bottom of the

Fig. 1.

vessel into a canal or pipe, p. Above this canal or pipe, and in com-
munication with it, is placed a water-tight case, I, enclosing a hori-
zontal wheel, a, with fans or blades attached to a vertical shaft, h,

which is free to revolve on its own axis. The wheel and case are
under the water line of the vessel ; the wheel is thus always immersed
in the water supplied by the canal.
From the water-tight case, a pipe, k, (fig. 3), is taken to each side of the

vessel, and to the external termination of each pipe is attached a short
bent pipe or nozzle, m, moveable in a socket joint. The power required
to cause the shaft to turn with the wheel and fans or blades, is supplied
by an ordinary marine steam engine. On application of the power for
making the shaft, with the wheel and blades, revolve within the water-
tight case, the water supplied by the canal is driven out of the case, and
discharged by the nozzles with a velocity proportional to the velocity of
the blades. The reaction of the outward flowing water upon the vessel
generates motion, and drives the vessel in any required direction accord-
ing to the position of the nozzles ; the amount of pressure to move the
vessel depending upon the rate at which the water issues from the open-
ings and the area of those openings. The nozzles are turned by an ap-
paratus, r s, ( figs. 1and2), placed on thedeck of the vessel, which apparatus
is worked without cutting off or otherwise altering the power applied by
the ateam engine. When it is intended that the vessel should go a-head,

the nozzles are directed horizontally backwards, and the reversal of both
nozzles will send the vessel with the stern foremost. To check the

speed of the vessel, the nozzles are directed at an angle downwards, and
if it is desired to keep the vessel stationary, without stopping the engine,

Fig. 2.

they are pointed vertically downwards. To turn the vessel round on
its own centre, one nozzle is pointed to the bow, and the other to the

stern. All these movements of the nozzles are made under the imme-
diate direction of the commander, by means of apparatus placed on the

deck, without any change of the engine, or any communication with
the engineer, or those in attendance on the engine. This is a very great

convenience in the management of a steam vessel. Moreover, the

vessel is independent of the rudder, because the nozzles alone are suffi-

cient to induce the
required movements,
and will in fact turn
the vessel when the
rudder would not do
so. The petitioner

claims for this mode
of propelling vessels

over screw and paddle
wheel propulsion the
following advanta-
ges :—

1. Greater power
from the same quan-
tity of fuel.

2. The propelling
power may be all

used, however much
the wind may in-

crease, and the speed
will be the combined
power of wind and
steam.

3. Power of engines
uniform, producing
smooth motion, ves-
sel free from vibration
or noise.

4. No re-action on —g=S|j|
the engines from -"sssa

plunging and rolling in a heavy sea.
efficient as in a calm.

5. The vessel is independent of her rudder, and can be navigated
without it by the starboard or larboard nozzle.

6. She can be turned round on her own centre by the steam power
alone, without the helm and without steerage way.

7. She can be backed astern so powerfully and rapidly that the
vessel, with full speed, might approach a rock within about her own
length, and be backed off with perfect safety.

8. The vessel is under the complete control of the commander or
others on deck. No communication is necessary with the engineers, or
those attending the engines, and these never require to be "slowed,"
" reversed," or " stopped."

9. The propelling power being situated within the vessel, the risks to
paddles or screws from shot, fouling, or other accidents are avoided.

10. Should the vessel be pierced with shot, or spring a leak, the
regular supply of water from the canals may be shut off, and the water

The propelling power remains
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from the leak taken up instead to supply the centrifugal pump, thus

discharging the leak and propelling the vessel at same time. With
a 500 horse-power engine, 1000 tons per minute might be discharged
through the nozzles.

11. With the hydraulic propeller, a vessel may ascend rivers against
very strong currents, where neither screw nor paddle could be used, and
may be constructed to draw only one foot of water.
Mr J. Henry Johnson, the petitioner's solicitor, proved the due inser-

tion in the London Gazette and the public newspapers of all the neces-
sary notices.

Mr M. W. Rcthven, the petitioner, explained his invention and proved
the other facts above stated. He also showed the numerous unsuccess-
ful efforts he had made to bring the invention into use, and the large

expenditure that had been incurred without any return. He stated that

there was good ground for supposing that the Admiralty intended to

take up the invention, and that if a prolongation were granted a num-
ber of friends proposed to get up a company for the purpose of working
the invention.

Captain R. H. Rise, R.N., residing at Holyhead, in the capacity of

superintendent of the London and North Western Company's Steam
Packets at that station, stated that in the year 1854, when in command
of her Majesty's ship the Tartarus, stationed in Leith Roads, he paid
a visit to the Enterprise, a vessel of about 80 tons burden, which had
been fitted with the Ruthven propeller. She was of about 16 feet beam,
and drawing about 3 feet of water, the engines on board being calculated

at 30 horse-power. Seeing that it was quite a novel mode of propulsion,

he asked permission to go on board and to take with him his engineer
and other parties to make experiments, which was agreed to. He ac-

cordingly made an experiment. The vessel was run six or seven times
from Granton to Leith Pier, a distance of rather more than a knot. Her
average speed was about 7\ knots an hour. The vessel was afterwards
taken across the Frith, and she maintained about the same rate of speed.

When at full speed he found that she could be reversed, the experiment
being tried in this way. His own vessel was lying in the roads, and he
ran the Enterprise up at full speed towards her stern, and when the
"Enterprise's" bow almost touched the stern davits, the order tore-
verse the nozzles was given, and before the stern of the small vessel

came up to where the bow was, she was going astern, so that she could
be stopped in less than her own length. By turning the nozzles up and
down she could be brought to a stand still ; by working one forward and
the other aft she went round on her centre ; and all this could be done
without reversing the engines. The vessel may be going at full speed,
and the captain is perfectly independent of the engineer, which he con-
sidered to be of very great importance. If the rudder should happen to

be shot away, the vessel can be steered without it, and solely by the

nozzles. This was tried, and it answered remarkably well. The helm
was lashed amid ships, and one of the nozzles was put down more than
the other. She would then turn without using the helm. She was
placed under unfavourable circumstances in every point of view, for

there was little sea, and she was light, but there was very little vibra-

tion. Her boilers and machinery were in anything but a satisfactory

state, and witness considered that the principle had not a fair trial on
that occasion. If the vessel had been properly supplied with a larger
boiler, a much greater speed would have been attained. The chief
advantages of this system of propulsion the witness considered to be as

follows :

—

First, as regards steering: about 18 months ago, seeing those long
vessels, such as the Warrior, and the difficulty they had in steering
them, witness spoke to the Comptroller of the Navy, Admiral Robinson,
and asked him if this method could not be applied for steering purposes
alone, because that was the greatest difficulty they had to encounter in

those vessels. He went into the matter thoroughly. Witness told him
of the trial at Leith, and his report of this trial, and it is now on record
at the Admiralt3'. He, with the sanction of their Lordships, ordered a
gun boat to be fitted on Mr Ruthven's plan to try the steering alone, not
the propelling power. The results witness is not aware of, but he be-

lieves that they were so far satisfactory, that he thinks they are now
ordering the lines for a vessel of 1000 tons, to be built not merely for

steering, but also for propelling power. The great advantages that this

mode of propulsion has over the screw are these: first of all in a long
frigate her screw and everything connected with it weighs upwards of

25 tons. This of course is extremely weakening to any vessel, and
besides the vessel must be so built in order to let the water get to the
screw that her lines must be exceedingly fine abaft, so as to let the
water get to the screw, or else the screw is actually churning the water,
and doing no good at all in propelling the vessel. Of course, in war
time, the object would be to try and disable your enemy's screw, because
you disable her in steering also. With this mode of propulsion you
have nothing to fear in the slightest. Your stern is not weakened, and
you may have the vessel of any draught of water you think proper, but
with a screw you must have deep water, otherwise your screw is of no
use to you. There would be no risk of the screw fouling. Witness
made a report of the results of the experiments with the Enterprise

to the Admiralty in 18J4, but nothing was done, although the report
was a favourable one. It was just at the commencement of the war
with Russia, and witness was ordered to the Baltic in command of a
vessel. When Mr Ruthven's letter arrived witness was with Sir
Baldwin Walker, the comptroller of the Navy, and Sir Maurice Berke-
ley. They were very anxious to put this propeller into some of the
gunboats for the purpose of going up shoalwater, and to enable them to

turn round in her own length. But as it was only a trial and experi-

ment to a certain extent, and they were in such want of gun boats at

the time, they thought it was not advisable to try it then, but witness
understood that after the war was over they would commence experi-

ments on a larger scale. Witness has every reason to believe that the
Admiralty are now anxious to make trial of this plan, and that they are
about to build a vessel of 1000 tons at Portsmouth for the purpose, as
they see that the advantages are so very great for war purposes. His
own opinion was that in gunboats this propeller would be a most valu
able adjunct. The witness was then asked to read the report he sent
in to the Admiralty, which was as follows :

—
" Her Majesty's Steam Vessel ' Tartarus,'

" 1st January, 1854.

" Sir,—Having had an opportunity of inspecting and making some
trials with the small steam vessel which has lately been built at Gran-
ton, and which is propelled in a manner differing entirely from any other
steamer, and observing that considerable interest is excited in the public

mind as to the probable success of this new method of propulsion, 1

am led to believe that a short account of this vessel may be acceptable

to their lordships. This vessel, which has been named the Enterprise,

is built of iron, is 05 feet long, 16 feet beam, about 80 tons burden, and
draws 3 feet with her engines only on board, which are calculated to be
of 30 horse power. She has been built for the Deep Sea Fishing
Association of Scotland, of which Lord John Scott is the chairman, and
she is intended to be employed in towing the fishing boats to their fish,

ing ground and bringing back fish for the Edinburgh market. I enclose

a midship section of the vessel, and a plan and elevation of the entire

machinery in her, which consists of four small oscillating cylinders,

c c c c, giving a rapid rotatory motion to a vertical crank shaft, s, and
to the wheel of a centrifugal pump enclosed in the case, i, by which the

water which flows in through apertures in the bottom of the vessel at u,

and through the chamber v, is forced out with great velocity through
the lateral pipes, p p, to which the nozzles which turn in any direction

are attached. Having seen accounts of the great speed said to have
been obtained with this vessel, I requested permission from the Messrs
Ruthven & Son, who are patentees of the mode of propulsion, to allow
me with the engineers and some of the crew of the Tartarus to take

the vessel for a trial trip, to which they willingly acceded, and accom-
panied me yesterday together with Captain James of the Royal Engi-
neers, and Lieutenant Thomas, Admiralty Surveyor. The distance from
the pier head at Granton to the pier head at Newhaven being exactly a
knot, and there being very little current between them, we ran over this

distance five times, and found that the average speed was seven and a
half knots per hour, with an average pressure of ii. lbs. per square inch,

and the engine making 58 revolutions per minute. We afterwards took

her across the Frith to Kirkcaldy in Fiieshire, and found that in her run
there and back she maintained the same speed as on the measured mile,

and that the consumption of coal was about 2 cwt. per hour. With
respect to the statements which have been published as to her having
made 11 knots an hour, I cannot learn that she has ever been able to

maintain such a rate, though it is possible she may have acquired that

rate for a short distance. But I beg to observe that the boilers of the

vessel are quite inadequate to supply the quantity of steam required for

the engine, and that the construction of the engine is neither so simple

or effective as it should be, and therefore this new principle of propulsion

cannot be said to have had as yet a fair trial. The advantages to be
derived from this mode of propulsion (supposing a speed equal to that of

a paddle or screw steamer could be obtained) are very great indeed, as

the whole of the machinery is in the centre of the vessel and may be

placed below the water line, and nothing is exposed outside tho vessel

but the nozzles which may be easily protected, and a trifling alteration

in any ship would suit her for the reception of this machinery. By the

experiment I made yesterday, I found that this vessel, when at full

speed, could by the mere reversal of the nozzles (which is done from the

deck) be brought to a perfect stand still within her own length, and as

the engines are kept constantly going she can, by the mere motion of

the nozzles, either be backed astern, turned right round upon her centre,

or by leaving the nozzles straight up and down be made to remain quite

still. Thus the entire control of the ship is under the charge of the

officer on deck, and no communication whatever with the engineer is

necessary for the control of the evolution of the vessel, and what is of

great importance in a man of war, in the case of her rudder being shot

away or otherwise damaged, she can be steered bjT the nozzles alone.

The motion of this vessel is remarkably easy, for although she is quite

light still there is scarcely any of the vibration which is felt in almost
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all other steamers. The Messrs Ruthven state that they purpose making
some alterations in the boiler to obtain a greater quantity of steam, and
if they succeed in this and in obtaining a greater speed, I shall be happy,

if it be their lordships' pleasure, to make a further report, but I beg to

repeat that 1 do not consider that this mode of propulsion has had as yet

a fair trial.—I have the honour to be, Sir, your most humble servant,

"R. W. Risk, Lieutenant Commander.
" To the Secretary of the Admiralty."

Captain Christopher Claxton, R.N., stated that he had been manag-
ing director of the Great Western Steam Company, when the Great

Western and Great Britain first went across the Atlantic. He was for

more than twenty j*ears nautical assistant to Mr Brunei, who requested

him, after two or three evening's debates at the Institution of Civil En-
gineers, to go and test the performance of Ruthven's propeller in the

.Enterprise, under his instructions. AVitness had her under his charge

for three weeks, and made about a dozen experiments on the Frith of

Forth. The result was communicated to IUr Brunei, and witness had
his leave to report thereon to the Admiralty, to whom the tracings of

of the engine, pumps, tubes, nozzles, &c, were sent. His opinion of

the invention was highly favourable, and he retains the same opinion.

The experiments were made rather more than ten months after Captain

Risk's experiments, when the machinery was in a very much worse
condition. In all the experiments, the vessel gave very good speed in-

deed for the power applied. The engine was called a 30 horse power
engine, but not more than 10 or 12 horse power could be got out of her

and in half an hour it came down to less. When Captain Risk tried

her she made nearly 60 revolutions, but witness never could get more
than 50, and generally it was down to 45. The consumption of fuel

was quite as little as in any vessel he had tried. Mr Brunei was perfectly

satisfied as far as the experiment went. Witness thought that nothing
equal to this invention had ever been discovered or heard of. He only
wondered that gunboats and everything of the kind were not as quickly

as possible furnished with this propeller. It is easier to promote a plan

by a slight alteration of some existing thing, than to introduce any
thing that is really and substantially a new invention. AH the preju-

dices in favour of existing things have to be overcome, and all their

patterns have to be altered. Irrespective of its navigating power, this

would be a most advantageous thing for gunboats. The being able,

with the water that leaks into the ship, to turn the centrifugal pump, is

the grandest thing that ever was when a ship has run upon a rock. If

half a dozen of Sir William Armstrong's shells should go into her, this

pump would keep her up. She cannot sink unless quite overwhelmed. It

would take a hole bigger than a man's body to sink her with that pump
in her. Mr Ruthven has no kind of doubt of being able to put up an
engine to throw water from three nozzles on each side of the Warrior,

each a yard in diameter. After witness's report to Mr Brunei, that en-

gineer took some active steps in the matter, and the result was that

there is a floating fire engine on the Thames, at Southwark Bridge,
which was built under his recommendation, propelled by the same
pumps that are employed to throw the water in case of fire. She will

go eight or nine miles an hour. It is a beautiful working invention.

Andrew Murray, Esq., chief engineer at the Royal Dockyard, Ports-

mouth, stated that having seen a number of experiments with Mr
Ruthven's propeller, he was able to form an opinion as to its utility. It

afforded great facilities for manoeuvring vessels of war. The being able to

turn a vessel round enables you to bring her guns to bear with greatest

force on the weakest part of the enemy's ship, and that without going
a-head or a stern to obtain the power of rotating. You have means of

steering on this principle which you would not have in any other sys-

tem. It gives great advantages in respect to the freedom of the ma-
chinery for fouling. In the late action before Charleston, the screws
were all fouled by plates, nets, warps, and ropes. There is no chance,

whatever, of this occurring with a propelling power of this kind. Wit-
ness saw no reason why the speed in that system should not equal the

speed to be obtained with the paddle or screw. Witness was ordered

by the Admiralty to go to Belgium to inspect a vessel called the Seraing,

built by Messrs Cockerell, fitted with a propelling apparatus on Ruth-
ven's principle. His report was a favourable one. To test the speed, a

vessel exactly similar in form, or as nearly similar as the two systems
of propulsion would admit, was built by Messrs Cockerell. and propelled

by paddle wheels. The difference in speed between the two vessels,

with the same horse power, was perhaps 10 per cent, in favour of the

paddle wheel vessel ; but witness thought that with more experience this

difference would be corrected. AVitness considered the invention of so

much value that he has pressed it on the attention of the Admiralty,
and there are orders now in Portsmouth Yard to prepare lines, draw-
ings, and specifications for a vessel of from 1000 to 1200 tons, equal to

a small frigate or corvette, and this vessel is to be specially laid

down for this invention. He agreed with Captain Claxton as to the
facility of clearing out the water from the ship in case of accident or

sudden damage, and this is an important attendant upon the invention.
Captain Robert Vincent, master of the steamship Chanticleer trading

JTo ISO.—Vol. XVI.

between London and Stettin, stated that he was acquainted with the
steamer Albert, at present regularly running on the Oder. He first

saw her three or four years since, and the last time was a fortnight ago.
He has frequently been a passenger on board of her. She is fitted with
this hydraulic propeller, and she does her work very well for the power
she has, only 16 or 17 horse power. She is 90 or 95 feet long, and she
makes about six knots an hour. She is readily turned and stopped by
means of the nozzles at the sides, which are acted on by apparatus on
the deck.

AAriLLiAM Brown, Esq., of Oxford Terrace, Hyde Park, London,
formerly a merchant in New Zealand, stated that he had taken a great
deal of interest in the invention, and had not the slightest doubt of its

success, if it could be fairly started. He was prepared with his friends
to form a company, in case their lordships should think fit to prolong
the patent for such a time as would afford ground for a reasonable
expectation of working it. He should consider ten years a proper time
to grant. He thought it would require that time to develop the ad-
vantages of the invention, and give a fair opportunity to the patentee to
reimburse himself for all his loss. If five years would serve for an
ordinary patent, it would be reasonable in this case to double it, because
it would be so much longer in coming into operation.

Mr AVelsbt then shortly addressed their Lordships on behalf of the
crown. He admitted that the invention was one of very considerable
merit in several respects.

Lord Justice Knight Bruce then said—"The general rule of this
committee in applications of the present kind, is against acceding to
them where an invention has been brought into but little use, and the
general rule with their Lordships, therefore, has been beneficially and
wisely adopted, and ought not to be departed from unless under special
circumstances and for special reasons. It is also very unusual, in the
exercise of the jurisdiction with which this committee is entrusted, to

grant an extension of the term given by a patent for so long a period as
that asked in the present instance, namely, ten years. There are, how-
ever, in the present instance, particular circumstances. Although the
invention has been scarcely at all used, their Lordships are convinced
from the evidence that it is an ingenious, and beneficial, and an import-
ant invention, the general introduction or general use of which has
been frustrated by circumstances altogether independent of the will and
without the fault of the inventor. They cannot disregard the manner in
which the Admiralty, and those who represent the will of the Crown, or
the inclinations of the Crown, upon cases of this nature, view the
matter, and they cannot regard that opinion as unfavourable to the
claims of the petitioner.

" He is the discoverer of a very ingenious process, which is likely, in

their Lordships' opinion, to be of great utility to the public generally,

and he has not only hitherto without any fault of his own, as has been
said, been deprived of all profit from it, but has been subjected to con-
siderable loss. Taking all those facts together, including the view
specially taken of it by the Admiralty and by the Crown, and including
the absence of opposition after repeated advertisements, their Lordships
think that they will be acting in the due exercise of the discretion which
the Crown has confided to them in cases of this description (it must be
understood again, in the very particular circumstances of this case,

which, as far as they are aware, have never occurred before, and are
not likely to occur again), and that they will not in their opinion be
transgressing the proper bounds of the discretion intrusted to them, by
granting an enlargement of the letters patent, even for so unusual a
term as that of ten years."

Trade Marks : The Leather Ci.oth Company v. the American
Leather Cloth Company — Infringement. — Before Vice-Chaucellor
Sir AV. P. AVood.— This suit was brought with the object of restraining

the defendants from imitating the plaintiffs' trade marks, which
had been acquired by purchase from the original inventors. It

appeared that in 1857 the plaintiffs had purchased from an American
company, called "The Crockett International Leather Cloth Company,"
for £20,000, the goodwill of the business which was then being carried

on by the company at AVest Ham, in Essex (England), and the exclu-
sive right of manufacturing and selling in this country an article which
is well known in the trade as " Crockett's leather cloth." This parti-

cular manufacture was first introduced into England in 1852 by Messrs
J. R. & C. P. Crockett, who were then carrying on business in America,
their chief agents in this country being a firm of Dodge, Bacon, & Co.
In 1854 this firm appears to have become partners in the American firm

of Crocketts, the name of which was then changed to Crocketts & Co.,

and in 1855 they sold their business to the International Company, from
whom the plaintiffs, as already stated, bought the factory and business

at AVest Ham, including all the trade marks used by the International

Company in their business. The plaintiffs' company was thereupon in-

corporated, and have ever since used the trade mark in question, their

place of business being Cannon Street AVest. The trade mark consists

of a stamp in a circular form, surmounted by an eagle, and the word
" Excelsior,'

1

the prominent, and, as the plaintiffs stated, the most
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valuable and important feature in it being the names "J. R. & C. P.

Crockett." The defendants, who were incorporated in the "American
Leather Cloth Company," in 1861 carried on business in the city, their

manufactory being in the Old Kent Road, at premises formerly belong-

ing to Dodge & Giandonati, the latter gentleman having been mixed up
with other proceedings taken by the plaintiffs in this court. The bill

alleged that the defendants had issued advertisements and adopted trade

marks expressed and contrived so as to lead the public to believe that

they were supplying the same fabric as that manufactured, and sold by
the plaintiffs as " Crockett's Leather Cloth." The eagle had been used
in the defendants' trade mark, and the word " Superior " instead of
" Excelsior." Underneath the word " Superior " the following words
were printed :— Leather cloth, manufactured by their manager, late with

J. R. & C. P. Crockett & Co., 12 yards, Old Kent Road, London." The
plaintiffs had, under these circumstances, filed their bill to restrain the

defendants from selling leather cloth with the above-mentioned trade

mark, or any other trade mark, so contrived or expressed as to represent

the fabric sold by them as being the fabric known as " Crockett's leather

cloth." Relief in damages was also prayed.

Evidence had been entered into at great length on either side. In
March last the plaintiffs, in a suit against Messrs Herschfeld & Giando-
nati, who carried on business as the " Anglo-American Leather Cloth

Company," obtained an injunction restraining an infringement of their

trade mark, which had been effected by the adoption of a trade mark
very similar to that used by the present defendants.

The defence raised was that the defendants were fully entitled to use

the trade mark that they had adopted, as it stated nothing but what
was perfectly true, and was not calculated to deceive, and never, in

fact, had deceived the public into the belief that they were buying the

fabric manufactured by the plaintiffs. But, in any case, the bill must
be dismissed, as the trade mark of the plaintiffs contained misrepresen-
tations calculated and intended to deceive the public—first, by stating

that their goods were manufactured by Crocketts, which was not the

case ; and also, as the goods stated to be patented were not so, as the

patent had been allowed to run out, and was no longer in existence.

Further than this the patent was originally obtained for the tanning
process, while the trade mark containing the statement ill question was
indiscriminately stamped by the plaintiffs upon all goods, whether
tanned or untanned.
The Vice-Chanoellor said that the plaintiffs, by purchasing a busi-

ness established by Messrs J. R. & C. P. Crockett, and well-known by
their names, had a perfect right to all those names in their trade mark.
If the contention of the defendants were to succeed, the constant prac-

tice of firms continuing to keep up the names of deceased partners by
whom the reputation of the business had been established would be no
longer legal. It would, on that theory, be wrong for Child's Bank to be

continued under that title when no one of the name of Child was any
longer a member of the firm. So with Morrison's pills, which were
sold under that name, although Mr Morrison had been for some time
dead. Such a proposition went very much too far and could not be
maintained. It had been also contended that the Court could not inter-

fere where, as here, more than one person was entitled to use the name
" Crockett's." But it was settled that as against the wrong-doer both
parties entitled to the name might invoke the assistance of this Court.
In the present case, moreover, the plaintiffs had been allowed the undis-

turbed use in this country of the word " Crockett " as their trade mark
from 1857 until 1861. Upon the question of infringement he was of
opinion that what the defendants had done was not bona fide, but calcu-

lated to mislead the public in the belief that they were selling the fabric

of which the plaintiffs had purchased the exclusive right of sale and
manufacture. His honour adverted to the similarity in type and collo-

cation of words. He had felt some difficulty in the case from the use by
the plaintiffs of the words "patented" and "tanned" upon articles

which in reality were not so. But the articles were patented when the
plaintiffs bought the business, and, although the trade mark had since
been allowed to expire, the plaintiffs ought not to be refused relief from
their having permitted the word to remain in the trade mark. As to

the word " tanned," though the plaintiffs would have done very much
better to have placed it on tanned articles only, the difference between
the two classes of goods was so clearly discernible that no one would be
likely to be deceived by the mark. Although the case was not without
difficulty, the plaiutiffs under the circumstances were entitled to the
injunction.

On a request being made on the part of the plaintiff for a declaration
of damages,
The Vice-chancellor said that these cases occasioned great difficulty

upon the question of damages. He thought that he had given the plain-

tiffs enough in granting the injunction.

Copyright : Hotten v. Arthur—Infringement.—Before Sir W. P.
Wood.—The plaintiff, who is a dealer in curious and scarce old
books and MSS., has for some years past been in the habit, of
compiling catalogues of his collection of works upon topography and

family history, adding, by way of description, short anecdotes, &c,
of the catalogues, being, in his own words, "interspersed with
nearly 2,000 original anecdotes—topographical and antiquarian notes.

The labour performed by J. C Hotten

—

Mcerel qui laborat." These
anecdotes, &c, which were upon the same principle as that adopted
in Notes and Queries, were alleged by Mr Hotten to have been
partly "emanations of his own mind," partly communicated to him
by literary friends and others, while in all cases he had employed
his own language and bestowed great labour upon the compilation. The
defendant had recently published a catalogue (printed by the plaintiff's

printers), headed Tupographica Curiosa, MDCCCLXIIL, Bibliotheca
Anglia, Wallia, Scotia, et Hibernia (sic)—" a catalogue of an interest-

ing collection of books and tracts relating to the history, antiquities,

topography, dialects, &C-, of England and Wales, with some privately

printed works, &c."
The case made by the bill was that this catalogue was in many parts

copied verbatim from that of the plaintiff, and that other parts were
merely colourable alterations.

The plaintiff now moved for an injunction to restrain publication, on
the ground of infringement by the defendant of the plaintiff's copy-
right.

The defence set up was in substance that the plaintiff could not claim
copyright in such a work as a catalogue, even admitting that it had
been copied, which was not the case ; that it was the invariable custom
in the trade for booksellers to compile their catalogues of scarce works
from catalogues already in existence, and that in any case the injury to

the plaintiff was so infinitesimal as not to warrant the interference of

this Court, especially looking at the vague way in which the case had
been raised by the bill.

The Vice-Chancellor (without calling for a reply) said that the plain-

tiff was clearly entitled to a copyright in his catalogue. Of course it

was to the interest of a bookseller to have a good description of h'S

books, and there could be no doubt that the annotations and descriptions

inserted by the plaintiff would lead the public to take an interest in the

books themselves. Suppose this descriptive catalogue to have been
compiled not by the plaintiff, but by some literary man who was em-
ployed for the purpose, could it be said that the author would not have
a copyright in what he had thus compiled, or that other booksellers

could avail themselves of his labours and be allowed with impunity to

copy and publish his catalogue? The author in such a case was in

every respect entitled to copyright, and no difference could possibly
arise from the fact that the plaintiff in this case was both publisher and
author. If, for instance, Dr Waagen had published an interesting ac-

count of the pictures in any gallery, and in addition given notices of the
masters, criticisms upon the school, and a short history of the particular

pictures, not even the owner of the gallery could take and publish for

himself what Dr Waagen had thus compiled by his own mental efforts.

It was no argument to say that the defendant had only availed himself
of earlier catalogues which had gone out of use. Catalogues of this

kind became objects of curiosity to collectors even after the publication
of a new catalogue; and, further, if such an argument were admitted,

the first editions of any work might always be pirated with impunity.
It was of vital importance in these cases to see that there had been no
mere copying of errors, no merely colourable alterations ; and lastly,

that the MS. should be produced. Applj'ing these tests to the present
case, he was of opinion that there had been a wholesale taking of the
labours of the plaintiff, and there must be an injunction to restrain the

defendant from publishing any catalogue containing anything compiled
by the plaintiff and published in his catalogues.

Linting Machines: W. G. Taylor—Prolongation.—The patent for

an extension of which an application was lately made to the committee of the

Privy Council, was dated the 24th of November, 1849, and was entitled

"Improvements in Lint and Linting Machines," the words "in lint"
having, however, been subsequently disclaimed. The object of the in

vention was the production in a more rapid and economical manner than
heretofore, of that description of raised pile fabric called lint, and which
is chiefly used for surgical and therapeutical purposes. It was stated

that the advantages of the invention consist of the great superiority as

to quality of the lint manufactured under the patent over lint manufac-
tured by hand, and of its greater cheapness. In hand-made lint different

qualities and lengths are placed in the same parcel, but the lint manu-
factured by Taylor's machinery, is of uniform quality, the pile being of

the same length throughout, and it can be made of any required length up
to fifty yards. Of the old method of making lint that most commonly
employed was by means of a knife fixed horizontally in a frame-work;
a vertical downward motion was given to the knife by a treadle worked
by the foot, and the action of a spring caused the knife to rise again

;

whilst the cloth was being drawn over a wooden bed or ledge, by the

hand, the descending knife cut through the fibres, and the workman
drawing the fabric towards him raised the pile. Besides being slow,

this method required considerable skill on the part of the workman, in

regulating the amount of pressure of the knife upon the cloth, because
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unless great care was used, the kuife would enter too far into the cloth,

or cut through it entirely.

Mr Taylor, seeing the imperfections of existing methods of making
lint, after devoting much attention to the matter, contrived the machine
for which he obtained the patent in question. Steam or water takes

the place of manual labour, except the small amount required for intro-

ducing fresh cloth on the machine. Formerly each of the rude machines
before described, required a person to attend to it, but fifty of the im-

proved machines can be superintended by one person.

There could be no doubt of the novelty of the manufacture, and the

superiority of the product, but owing to the prejudices of the public,

some time elapsed before the machine-made lint could be brought into

use. Moreover, he had incurred a large loss by reason of disagree-

ments with his exclusive licensees, and of their bankruptcy. Litigation

with infringers had also resulted in a considerable expenditure. The
petitioner's accounts showed a balance of profit to the amount of £1147
which would have been greatly larger if the adverse circumstances pre-

viously mentioned had not occurred. This remuneration was alleged

to be inadequate to the merit of the invention, and the petitioner conse-

quently sought to obtain an extension of his patent rights for the term
of seven years. The application was opposed. Evidence was laid before

the committee in support of the petitioner's case, when it appeared that

id 1856 the petitioner had agreed with his sou to relinquish the manu-
facture of lint in favour of the latter, who was to pay his father £200
a-year, which had been duly paid ever since. It further appeared that

the patentee and his son had entered into an agreement in 1850, with
Messrs Waithman & Co., which recited that Waithman & Co. claimed
the right to manufacture lint by machinery for which they had obtained
a patent, and that they had carried on the manufacture under the patent

It was further recited that it had been agreed that Taylor the younger
should alone continue the manufacture of lint upon the terms after-men-

tioned, viz., that Waithman & Co. should cease to manufacture lint,

and should not divulge any process known to them for the manufacture,
but would use their best endeavours to keep the same secret; that they
would not thereafter manufacture any cloth used in the manufacture of

lint; that the elder Taylor would not permit any person except his

son to manufacture lint by machinery according to the patented process;

that the younger Taylor would continue the manufacture of lint by
machinery for the term of ten years from the date of the agreement, and
would pay to Waithman & Co., monthly, a sum of money, to be calculated

at the rate of a penny per lb. upon all lint, (excepting that made solely

from cotton), sold by him, a minimum quantity of BOOlbs. being sup-

posed to be sold weekly.
AVhen the Privy Council became acquainted with the contents of this

agreement they stopped the case, saying it was equivalent to an exclusive

licence for ten years, from 1859, a period extending much beyond the

grant of the original patent. Moreover, they said that in the agreement
with his son, the petitioner had put his own value upon the patent and
had received that value. Under the circumstances they should consider

it right to refuse the application.

REVIEWS OF NEW BOOKS.

1. The Stcdext's Maxcal of Geology. By J. Beete Jukes, A. II., F.R S.

8vo. Black. 1862.

2. The Physical Geology &. Geography of Gueat Britain. Six Lec-
tures, by Prof. A. C. Ramsay, E.R.S. 8vo. Stauford. 1863.

Hebe are two geological books, both from professors of the Jermyn St.

school of mines, and both creditable to that school, and to the authors.

Professor Jukes' is a thick and well-stuffed volume of nearly 800
pages, and full of wood-cuts of excellent execution, and is truly what its

title says, a book for the student, whom it takes in a systematic manner
through the whole domain of geology in its fullest acceptation—perhaps

a little too fully, inasmuch as we cauuot but view it as a mistake to

assume almost no previous knowledge in the reader of a special character,

and to begin teaching geology, by, in fact teaching chemistry and min-
eralogy. These, we think, should be viewed by every geological author,

as some of the tools which the pupil is bound to have mastered from ex-

traneous sources, before he begins to meddle with geology at all.

The work is constituted in three parts—Geognosy, Palaeontology, and
the History of the formation of the Earth's crust, that is to say, it de-

velops the nature and principles of the inorganic and of the vital forces,

that have been concerned in making our earth's surface what it is, and
shows how the3e are to be employed as scientific instruments for

decypbering its history, and then proceeds to apply the whole to

tracing this history itself.

The scope of the work is different from that of either of the two great

books of Sir Charles Lyell, and is rather of a sort to compare with "The
Geological Observer " of the late Sir Henry de la Beche. Since the

appearance of the latter work, now many years ago, we do not think

there has been produced in English, a better system of geological in-
struction than this manual of Jukes'.

It must not be expected in such a work, that the vexatm questional
of a rapidly advancing mixed science such as geology, can be always
fully discussed, or even in a way incapable of leading to error, if taken
alone; but looking passim at some such points, e g., Elie de Beaumont's
theory of mountain elevation with contemporaneous parallelism—they
seem on the whole truthfully and without fear discussed. We have
remarked a few errors or pen-slips, but what such book of 800 pages
can be pointed to without any.

Professor Ramsay's lectures take a narrower scope. After describing
the classification of rocks, and applying these and the facts and laws of
'•denudation" to the description of the physical structure or rather
features of Scotland and England, he proceeds to special but great ques-
tions in descriptive physical geology, that is to say, to the disentangle-
ment of the phenomena of some of the great changes that have marked
the surface of our planet in geologic time, and the deducing from them
an orderly account of the nature and play of the forces of whatever sort
which have originated and produced them.
Thus he deals with our coast and valley and river formations,

climate and drainage, and combines the whole in his last lec-
ture, in some extremely interesting reflections upon the relations
of the physical geology of countries to their population, and to the
industries and progress of every sort which they may make.
Professor Ramsay is an ardent glacialist—we believe we do not
misrepresent him when we say he " goes the whole animal " in what
he attributes to "the glacial epoch," a period, the very existence of
which, so far, rests on no sufficient evidence; and having "his eye ex-
perienced in glacial geology," sees like most others who adopt this
mythical epoch—ice, and the traces of ice, everywhere. The lecture
which treats on these glacial questions pleased us the least of the six,

by reason of the facility with which the author rides his hobby, regard-
less of every difficulty and danger that is in his path—indeed not seeing
them apparently at all.

We cannot give space in those pages to discuss so vast a subject. We
will, however conclude by hazarding a prediction that the so-called
"glacial epoch," and the vast tasks that it is assumed (with equal dog-
matism and want of demonstration) to have performed in geologic
history, will, within the next quarter of a century be found as baseless
an hypothesis as phlogiston or anything in the cosmogonies of older
times Ed.

Les Grandes Usixes en Feaxce, &.c, pab Turgan. Tome III. Paris.
1863.

This new volume of this splendid " livre de luxe" may or may not for

anything that it says, complete the series.

The type, paper, and especially the wood engravings by which the
great industries and workshops of France have been described and illus-

trated are very beautiful, and no work could form a better superficial
instructor to the "gens du monde " who only care to skim the cream
of knowledge, or be better suited to amuse the leisure of the well-
instructed mechanic or manufacturer, than this. But the information
conveyed is superficial, and the wood engravings are rather picturesque
and striking "en vue generate" than precise and instructive, or exact
in detail.

The two first volumes contained the descriptions of the historical
Gobelins; the Turbine mills of St Maur; the Imperial printing offices;

the Candle manufactory of Clichy; the Paper mills of Essonne ; the
Sevres porcelain works. The second volume embraced the great
engineer works of Derosne and Cail; the Arnavon Soap works; the
Paris mint; the Imperial Tobacco works; Pleyel Wolf & Co.'s Piano
manufactory; Tucker's Bedstead and Bedding manufactory, and the
Woollen manufactory of M. Davin.
The third volume, just published, contains twelve subjects, one or two

of which can scarcely be called either "works or manufactures," such as
for example, the account (and a very interesting one it is) given of the
system of Parisian omnibuses. Amongst these twelve we have the St
Gobaiu Plate glass works; the central Bakery of the Parisian hospitals, a
subject well deserving of attention and reformation in London; the Gas
works, and those for the supply of Compressed gas at Paris; the Flint
glass works of Baccarat, and Jackson and Co.'s great Steel works, where
the Bessemer process is in full swing. Everything in these volumes,
so far as it is described at all, is well and accurately described.
We have said the book is superficial, but we by no means wish to con-

vey any censure in the word. In its superficiality it is characteristic,

and thoroughly distinct from superficial books as such generally come
from our own press. Here what is told is so by a man who evidently
knows well what he is treating of, and only says so little, because his
readers won't bear more—with us, but too commonly the superficial
book is the product of a superficial and ill-informed author.

—

Ed.
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MECHANIC'S LIBRARY.

Geology for the Million, Plue's, fcap 8vo, Is, boards, edited by E. Wood
Mining and Smelting Magazine, Vol. 3, Jan. to June, 1863, Svo, 7s (id.

Mining Journey across Great Andes, maps, post 8vo, 7s 6d.
Meteorographica, 9s, sewed. Galton's.
Navigation, Glossary of, cr. 8vo, 6s, cloth. Harbord.
Physical Geography and Geology, cr, 8vo. 3s 6d, cloth.
Plane Geometry, Elements of, fcap 8vo, Is, cloth. Dairs.
Steel, the Management of, 2d edition, 12mo, Is.

Surveying, Mining, Land, and Railway, 30s, cloth. Hoskold's.
Tanning Process, 2d edition, fcap 8vo, 2s 6d, cloth.

CORRESPONDENCE.

t^~ We do not hold ourselves responsible for the views
or statements of our Correspondents.

Sir,—I note in your Journal hr July, a sketch

of an air vessel by Mr Andrew Barclay of Kil-

marnock. I inclose you a sketch of an air

vessel on the same principle, which was applied

by Mr Ramsbottom, engineer of the London

and North Western Railway, to a pair of 8 inch

pumps, in a deep well at Manchester, in the

latter part of 1860 It has proved in practice

very successful, and is, I think, an improve-

ment on the one your correspondent describes,

inasmuch as there are no joints for the air in

the inner vessel to escape through, as is the

case with Mr Barclay's. We have also applied

the same kind of air vessel to

some oil pumps, for lifting oil to

the top of a three-storied building

with very good results. I shall,

therefore, be glad if you will be

good enough to give it a place in

your Journal, for the information

of any of your readers who are

interested in pumping machinery.—Yours truly,

J. M. Webb.
Crewe, August, If 63.

MONTHLY NOTES.

Gas from Teat.—M. Marsilly has submitted to a new investigation the
subject of the economical production of gas, for heating or illuminating pur-
poses, from peat. He has employed some of the best qualities of peat to be
found in France. The results are highly discouraging, and worthy of notice in
this respect, as every now aud then some new project for making bogs woith
uncountable sums, as gas, or as paraffin candles, comes to the surface, not-
withstanding previous failures and discomfiture. Peat of the best quality from
Camon, produced by rapid calcination

Carbonic Acid 13-51
Oxygen, . . . • . . . . iu8
Azote, 3-67
Polycavburetted Gases, 3-1)6

Light Carburetted Hydrogen, . . . 6-44
Carbonic Oxide, ...... 34-28
Hydrogen, 37-96

The production of so great a volume of Carbonic acid, indicates one of the
great causes of the inferiority of peat as a fuel. M. Marsilly has pointed out,
with clearness and accuracy, what are the precautions that must be taken to
obtain the largest and best results in all cases.— Comptes Rendu T 55 v
322, ice.

' ,r

M. Galy Cazalat's method of Making Cast Steel.—This metallurgist
has communicated to the Academy of Sciences of Paris, that by passing
through fused cast iron at 1400° centigrade, numerous capillary jets of super-
heated steam, he is enabled rapidly and fully to remove the carbon which is
taken up by the hydrogen of the decomposed water, and also to burn out, by
the oxygen liberated from the water, the silicon, while the sulphur, the
arsenic, and even the phosphorus are removed in combination with the

hydrogen. Should this prove to be so, we may have an auxiliary to Bessemer's
method, at least, and possibly even a substitute for it. We await, however,
fuller details and confirmations.

Purification of Natural Waters by Freezing.—M. Robinet has com-
municated to the Academy of Sciences, some most interesting and important
results, as to the extent to which natural waters may be deprived of their

dissolved mineral matters by freezing. He gives the saline contents before aud
after congelation, of sixteen natural waters, experimented upon by him, which,
in all cases, show a great reduction in foreign matters, in the latter instances,

and in some examples, almost a reduction to chemical purity. The specific

gravity of the water was, in some cases, reduced from 112 80° to 15-61°

of the areometer by one congelation. The facts here developed are susceptible

of many valuable applications, in the arts and in mechanical engineering.

The New Metal Rubidium has been detected by M. Grandeau, in beet-

root, tobacco, tea, and grapes, or at least in the crude tartar from the wine
casks.

New Source of Phosphorus in Manufacture.—The new mineral from
Sombrero, one of the Antilles, and called after it Sombrerite, is said to be now
imported into London in considerable quantities, as a source for the produc-

sion of phosphorus. Its formula is

8((Ca O) 3 + Ph O
s) + ( Al OJ 2 + Ph 5) + 60HOJ

It contains G5 per cent, of phosphate of lime, and 17 per cent, of phosphate
alumina, and hence is a rich source whence to extract phosphorus. It has
been examined by Dr Phipson of Paris.

Resistance of Materials.—In the second edition of 1862, of the Lecons
de Mecanique Pratique, of General Morin, that able experimenter and physicist,

details the experiments he has made, with a view to test the reality of the late

Professor Hodgskinson's conclusions from former experiments, that any load,

however small, produces some permanent disturbance of form in materials

such as metals, stone, &c, however large iu proportion to the strain.

General Morin has experimented upon wires of copper and of iron, of 24 metres
in length, exposed to small and large loads, applied and removed, aud noted
the amount (in the former cases), of permanent elongation, if any. The results

have proved that Professor Hodgskinson's views can no longer be received as

expressions of the truth of nature, and that within the limits of permanent dis-

tortion Hooke's law, ut iensio sic vis, is rigidly true. He considers that the

apparent minute elongations in Hodgskinson's experiments, were errors due to

settlements or partial compressions in the bearing points of the apparatus, or

errors of observation, to which might probably be added insufficient exactness

in relation to the temperature of the bars experimented upon, at the various

periods of examination. As one of the collaterial results of this investigation,

it may be remarked that General Morin has found the modulus of elasticity of

copper, deduced from his wires of that metal = 7-338 740-405 kilogs in place

of 11-250000000, the older and accepted number.—Ed.

Retardation produced by Sweeps in Flow of Water in Pipes.—M.
De Saint Venant has produced a new formula, based on that of Du Buat, but
much more convenient in application, and which he has shown by tabular
comparison with sixteen experimental results, by Du Buat, approximates very
closely to experimental truth. Du Buat's formula is :

—

, V 2 sin */$h= n -
m

in which h = the head that corresponds to the vis viva lost by the curvature
of the sweep. V = the mean velocity of eflux. £ = the angle under which
the mean thread meets the concave side of the sweep, if prolonged, n = the
number of times that the angle, /3, is contained in the total angular change of

direction of the sweep; and m = a constant = 81-21 metres. M. Saint
Venant's formula is

h=OILA r•I^t/^^Y^
in which L = the curved length, I = the diameter, and r = the radius

of curvation of the sweep pipe. A = 204 metres, and g the usual constant of

gravity to be taken here in metres = 9*809 metres; the head lost = h being
of course obtained also in metres.

Cost op Railway Construction.—That portion of the London, Chatham,
and Dover Railway between Heme Hill and Beckenham Junction, has just been
opened. The Dulwich station of this line is situated about a mile from Heme
Hill, and about two miles from the latter place will be the temporary depot for the

Crystal Palace, and which will be used until the opening of the Crystal Palace
and South London Railway in the beginning of 1865. This station, although
three quarters of a mile from the entrance to the Palace, will be a great con-
venience to the inhabitants of Camberwel), Brixton, Clapbam, &c, who hitherto

have had no ready means of access to Sydenham. The line passes through the

Sydenham tunnel, which is 2,200 yards in length. On account of the treach-

erous nature of the London clay through which it is driven, it has been found
necessary to arch it in several places with twelve layers of bricks, eight layers

being the minimum in any part. The total number of bricks used in its con-
struction is 32,000,000, or 10,000,000 more than are contained in the whole
Exhibition building. At its southern end, the nine main lines of the Brighton
and South-Eastern are crossed, but during the whole of the work no interrup-

tion of their traffic took place. Just beyond this spot is the Penge station, and
about a mile further on the junction with the main line to Dover is reached.

The distance from Victoria station to Beckenham by the new line will be 8f
miles, instead of llf by the present route, and from Beckenham to the Elephant
and Castle the distance will be 7| miles. Although there will be a saving of
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three miles on the whole distance, and the gradients are much easier than those

on the West-end and Crystal Palace Railway, the company will not lessen the

time in which trains run from London to Dover until the new line is perfectly

consolidated. Heme Hill will be the junction station for all the London,
Chatham, and Dover through trains. Those coming from Victoria and from
the Elephant and Castle will be united, and the up trains will be separated at

this station.—A tunnel 2,200 yards long, arched with twelve layers of bricks,

affords some index of what difficult portions of railways must cost.

Beetroot Sugar Manufacture.—According to official returns just pub-
lished, the beetroot sugar manufactured in France between the 1st of September,
1862, and the 31st of March last, amounts to the enormous quantity of

178,554,768 kilogrammes, comprising 6,000,000 or 7,000,000 kilogrammes re-

maining from the preceding season. The beetroot sugar manufactured in

France between the 1st of September, 1861, and the 31st of March, 1862, did

not exceed 151,187,801 kilogrammes, including 8,000,000 kilogrammes from
the preceding season. The last season consequently shows an increase of

24,748,912 kilogrammes as compared with the preceding season. Under these

circumstances, it may not be without interest to ascertain the consumption.
The consumption from the 1st of September, 1862, to the 31st of March, 1S63,
was less than during the corresponding period of the preceding year. It

amounted to 27,554.768 kilogrammes, while the consumption of the preceding
season was 28,153,101 kilogrammes. The beetroot sugar manufacturers attri-

bute the falling off of the consumption to the large importation of foreign sugar,

under the Act passed on the 24th of June, 186L. In consequence of the diffi-

culty of making sales of the sugar manufactured in France, the quantity

deposited in the Government stores has increased. 100,798,412 kilogrammes
were deposited in these stores between the 1st of September, 1862, and the

3lst of March last, while the quantity deposited in store during the correspond-
ing period of the preceding year was 90,904,709 kilogrammes.

Weston's Differential Pulley Blocks.—These exceedingly useful articles

afford a curious example of the revivifying of old inventions, which now and

Fig. 1.

is at least due to him and to Messrs Tangye Brothers & Price, the manufac-
turers, for the practical form in which the original idea has been carried out.

The peculiarities of these pulleys are that they are more powerful than ordinary
pulley blocks, and that they possess the advantagtous property of not running
down whilst the load is suspended from them. For the benefit of those, our
readers, who may not be acquainted with the construction of these very ingen-
ious blocks, which are now being rapidly and extensively introduced, we give a
few descriptive details. Fig. 1 represents the block as patented by Mr Weston,
and fig. 2 shows the same block provided with Tangyes' improvements, whereby
it is rendered more powerful, and adapted for weights ranging from 6 tons
downwards. In fig. 1 the upper block has a double sheave of two different

diameters, with teeth gearing into the endless chain which hangs from it in two
loops, in either of which loops is placed the single block provided with a hook
for attachment to the weight to be hoisted. By having one of the two upper
sheaves of a larger diameter than the other, and both sheaves made in one
piece, it follows that on pulling the endless chain over them, more chain will

be taken up at each revolution of the larger sheave than is given off by the

smaller one, and consequently the weight is raised proportionately. By pulling

one or the other side of the endless chain, the weight may be either raised or

lowered. As the opposite sides of the loop pull against each other on opposite

sides of the double sheave, there is no tendency for the weight to run down.
In the recently improved blocks (fig. 2), an internal set of teeth are formed in

the double sheave, and into this internal spur wheel gears a small spur pinion,

fast on the axis of a spocket wheel, over which an endless rope is passed. By
this means a decided gain in power is obtained, at the same time preserving
the peculiarities of the differential pulley block.

Gasworks in Germany.—There are in Germany 266 gasworks, of which
GG are worked by townships or individuals, and 200 belong to various com-
panies. The combustible employed is chiefly coal, the largest quantity being
supplied from England. Out of 7£ million quintals, 3,350,000 are obtained
from the English collieries. Berlin, which produces annually 800 million

cubic feet of gas, uses about half of this quantity of coal. Hamburg
takes more than 500,000 quintals, and the rest is used in the gasworks
of Altona, Lubeck, Itostock, Stralsund, Stettin. Dantzic, Konigsberg,

&c. The excellent quality of the English coal for gas-making causes

the preference to be given to it over indigenous coal ; but if the cost of

transport of the latter can be cheapened, it is thought that it will, ere

long, come into use in Hamburg, Berlin, and other towns. The follow-

ing are the percentage proportions in which the various coals are used
in Germany :

—

England (coal), 46-00

Westphalia, 18 00
Moravia, 11-50

Zwickau, 7 50
Saarrbruck, 7-00

Silesia, .... ... 5 00

Dresden, 2-25

Bohemia, 2-00

Northern Bavaria, 0*75

then takes place, and tend to verify the old adage, "nothing new under the
sun," If the credit offirst invention cannot be claimed by Mr Weston, praise

100-000

Besides the gasworks which consume coal, Germany possesses twenty in

which wood alone is employed for distillation ; and there are two
small works in Holstein which consume peat or turf, at certain times,

and at others coal. The retorts used are generally of clay, except in

those works where gas is made from wood. The total number of retorts

employed is estimated at 7337, made for the most part in the immediate

locality of the works ; their form and size differs considerably. Assum-
ing that the mean consumption of gas in the twenty-four hours is

twenty-five millions of cubic feet, and supposing that each retort

furnishes daily 4500 cubic feet, it follows that these 7337 retorts must
be continually, or three-fourths of the time, in work. The use of ex-

tractors is much less general than would be supposed. There are only

ninety, or less than a third of the whole gasworks in Germany which
employ about 107 extractors. The small works do not employ them
at all. The meters in general use are water-meters of native manu-
facture, and may number about 130,900. The mean number of lights

of each is about eight.

The British Mint.—'Between the 1st of January, 1853, and the

31st of December, 1862, a period of ten years, it appears from a Parlia-

mentary return, that the weight of the sovereigns issued from the

mint was 13.433,307,345 oz., the number of pieces, 52,305.938, and

the value, .£52,305,940. Half sovereigns, weight, 1,720,217,970 oz.,

number of pieces, 13,396,192, and the value, £6,698,098. Silver coin,

crowns and half-crowns none ; florins, weight, 5,836,654,750 oz.,

number of pieces, 16,050,800, and the value, £1.605,080; shillings,

4,288,229 oz., pieces, 23,585,261, and value, XI, 179,263 ; sixpences,

weight, 1,830,400, pieces, 20,134,410, value £503,360. Groats, weight,

112,095 oz., pieces, 1,849,574, value, £30,826. Fourpences, weight,

2520 oz„ pieces, 41,580, value, £693. Threepences, weight, 798,958

oz., pieces, 17,577,076, value, £219,713. Twopences, weight, 1440

oz., pieces, 47,520, value, £396. Pence, weight, 1200 oz., pieces,

79,200, value, £330. Three halfpenny pieces, weight, 10,901 oz., number
of pieces, 479,670, value, £2997. The copper coin was as follows:—

Pence, weight, 784 tons 5 cwt.
r
pieces, 109,083,810, value, £457,016.

Halfpence, weight, 942 tons 16 cwt
,

pieces, 150,112,925, value,

£312,735. Farthings, 150 tons 5 cwt., pieces, 42,635,988, value, £44,412.

And halt'-farlhings, 5 tons 18 cwt., pieces, 2,546,592, value, £1326.

Locks.—The most ancient lock is the Egyptian orpin, loch, which can boast

an authenticated existence of at least forty centuries. This lock, which, as
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well as the key to it, is mostly made of wood, and very rarely only of metal,

even when it is applied as a fastening to iron doors, is in general use to the

present day in Egypt, Turkey, and other parts of the East, and, strange to say,

also in the Faroe Islands. The principle of its construction is very simple, but

most ingenious. To the outside of the door a staple is fixed, with three, four,

five, or six loose wooden or iron pins, fitted into a corresponding number of

cells, bored at irregular intervals in the upper part. These pins, which are

headed to prevent their falling lower than necessary, drop by their own weight
into corresponding holes in the bolt, so as to fasten the door when the bolt is

pushed in to its full extent. The key is simply a straight piece of wood, with

pegs at one end, corresponding in number and position with the pins in the

lock. This key being inserted lengthways through a slot in the bolt, and raised,

the pegs at the ends of it, corresponding with the vertical holes in the bolt into

which the lock-pins have dropped, lift up the latter, and raising them flush with
the top side of the bolt, and thus disengaging them, allow the bolt to be moved
backward and forward. When the bolt has been drawn back, the key is

lowered and drawn out. To lock the bolt again, it need simply be pushed in,

when the upper pins will drop down again by their own weight. The next in

antiquity is the warded lock, which has also been known for many centuries,

and is even to the present day most extensively used in this country, and,

indeed, in most parts of the world. Warded locks are mostly made of iron or

brass, and are commonly of an oblong quadrangular shape. The principle upon
which most of them are constructed is that of a bolt—either shooting out from
the lock to catch into some kind of staple or box, or to detain a staple entering

a hole in the edge of the lock. This bolt is acted on by the bitt or flat part of

the key, being driven in or out according to the direction in which the key is

turned, the shaft of the latter serving as a pivot or axis for the bitt to move
around in a circular course. Iuside the case are placed fixed wards, or wheels,

to bar ingress to any instrument intended to act upon the bolt. The bitt of the
key has clefts cut into it corresponding to these wards, which thus enable it to

pass them, and to act freely upon the bolt ; the latter being thus impelled by
the key one way, and acted upon by certain springs in another, is locked and
unlocked according to the direction in which the key is turned. The warded
lock is, however, faulty in principle, as it is always a task of comparative
facility to pick it, even with the rudest instrument, provided only it be so
contrived as to avoid the wards by passing round them; and all the numerous
devices resorted to to add to its security—such as screws, escutcheons, spiral

springs, wheel and pinion work, alarums, multiple bolts, &c, have failed to

attain the desired end—viz., absolute safety. But then we must not lose sight
of the fact that " absolute safety" in the matter of locks would certainly appear
to be unattainable, as agents might be found to overcome even the resistance of
the renouned unpickable, drill-proof and gunpowder-proof safety-lock of our
own day. For all common purposes, therefore, the warded lock may well be
allowed to retain its position. Another class of locks is the so-called simple
tumbler or lever lock, which has been in use for more than a century. A tumbler
is a sort of spring latch, which detains the bolt of the lock, and prevents its

motion until the key, by lifting the tumbler out of contact with the bolt, sets

the latter free to move. The simple tumbler lock affords, indeed, somewhat
greater security than the common warded lock; still it is, after all, only a little

less liable to be picked than the latter. Another principle of lock construction
is that of the puzzle, letter, or combination loch, which is extremely simple,
though it may at first sight appear rather complicated. The puzzle-lock is

generally made in the form of a padlock, which is opened and closed without
the use of a key. The chief among the combination locks is the so-called ring-
loch. This consists essentially of two end-pieces, to one of which a shackle is

hinged, and a grooved barrel fixed, and of a spindle with four or more studs or
projections on it in a row. This spindle, which fits pretty closely inside the
barrel, is screwed into the opposite end-piece of the lock. To unfasten this

lock, one of the end-pieces must be drawn out a little, to allow the shackle to

be turned on its hinge. Four or more rings fit on the barrel, having each a
groove inside, and a small projecting nib outside, put over the grooves. As
the spindle, as already stated, tits pretty tight in the barrel, it cannot be drawn
out unless the grooves of all the rings lie in the same plane with the groove in

the barrel, so as to allow the studs to pass. The rings are riveted to the
barrel, the inner edge of the end-ring being bevelled for that purpose ; but they
are left to revolve freely round the barrel. Over each of them fits an outer
ring, which has marked upon it, on the outside, the whole or a certain number
of the letters of the alphabet, with a groove on the inside under each letter.

These external rings are put on over the inner rings, at any combination of
letters that may be required, taking care always that the groove under each
particular letter of the combination coincides exactly with the projecting nib on
the inner ring. Now, when these letters are brought into a line with certain
notches on the euds of the lock, the grooves in the inner rings and the barrel
are also in a line, and the spindle may now be readily slid backwards and for-

wards, as the studs will pass freely along the grooves. The spindle being then
thrust in, the end-piece fixed on, and the shackle shut down, the padlock is

locked; the outer rings are then moved with the finger, so as to throw the
several inner grooves out of a right line, when the interior flanges will now
prevent the withdrawal of the spindle, and accordingly the opening of the lock,
until the same letters are brought again into a right line with the notches on
the ends of the apparatus. The letters on the outer ring are simply intended
to enable the owner to remember the particular word or combination which he
had adopted in the act of locking. In the so-called dial-loch, we find the same
principle applied to the locking of doors. A lock of this kind has one or more
dials, with a series of letters or figures stamped on them, and to each dial a
hand or pointer, connected by a spindle with a wheel inside ihe lock, having a
notch on it which has to be brought to a certain position before the bolt can be
moved. To adjust the notch to the proper position, a nut on the back of the
wheel is loosened, and the hand is set at any letter or figure chosen. In the
dial-lock, the dial and hands perform the office of the outer rings, the wheels
that of the inner rings in the ring-lock. The letter padlock has unquestionably

this great advantage, that it requires no key or key-hole, and that no other
combination than the one adopted in the act of locking will ever succeed in

opening the lock. It is, moreover, strong and durable, and not liable to get
out of order. Still, the first class of locks mentioned here, the Egyptian, can
alone be said to contain the true principle of security,—viz., that of several
independent moveable detainers of the motion of the bolt, any one of which will

suffice to prevent that motion, and with a key adapted to move the whole of
these detainers simultaneously, and to shift them into positions permitting the
bolt to be moved. It is upon this same principle of security that most of the
ingenious inventions of late years, such as Barron's, Rowntree's, Bramah's,
Chubb 's, Hobbs's, Newell's, and many others more or less well-known and
appreciated safety-locks, are based. The principal seat of the manufacture of
locks in this country is generally considered to be in Wolverhampton; and
there can be no doubt but that that city has been for several centuries, and
continues still to the present day, the great lock-market of England, and the
place where the better and best qualities of locks are made, Birmingham and
London occupying only a very inferior position in this respect. Id fact, most
of the locks alleged to be productions of the metropolis may safely claim
Wolverhampton for their birthplace. However, the latter city has a most
formidable competitor, more particularly as regards the more common locks, in

Willenhall, a township of about 17,000 inhabitants, situated three miles from
Wolverhampton, on the Lichfield road.

Decimalisation of Weights and Measures.—The hill before Parliament
having in view the highly desirable object of forming a uniform system of
weights and measures throughout the United Kingdom, proposes that the unit
of the measure of length shall be the new yard or metre equal to 3937079
inches to be divided into decimal parts. One hundred square metres is to be
the unit of land measure to be denominated the new acre or hectare. The unit

of the measure of capacity both in the case of liquids and dry goods is to be the

cube of a tenth of the metre, to be named the new quart or litre, half of which
will be the new pint. The unit of weight is to be weight of a new quart of

distilled water to be denominated the kilogram, half of which will be the new
pound, equal to 1 lb. 1 oz. 3'326 dr. avoirdupois, or 1-102 lb. The thousandth
part of this will be the gram, which, with its decimal parts and multiples is to

be used for weighing bullion and precious stones, and for the purposes of

pbarmacj'. All these are to be denominated the standard metric weights and
measures. The International Decimal Association have issued the following

reasons in favour of the bill:—1st, The uniformity in weights and measures
which it has always been the great object of the Legislature to establish, is

defeated by the vast variety of weights and measures in use in every part of the

country and in many branches of trade. 2d, The existence of so many weights
and measures other than the imperial, proves that we do not at present possess

a system adequate to the requirements of trade, and adapted to daily intercourse,

and to the purposes of science. 3d, The metric weights and measures are

universally admitted to fulfil the conditions of a sound and convenient system.
4th, This system has been adopted not only in France, but in Belgium, Holland,
Spain, Italy, Portugal, Germany, Switzerland, and Greece, and is rapidly

extending over other parts of Europe and in America. 5th, The increase of

our trade with those countries which use the metric weights and measures ren-

ders its adoption by ourselves a matter of great practical importance. 6th, The
permissive use of metric weights and measures is highly expedient for the

purpose of legalising the transactions now carried on according to that system.
7th, The country has already expressed itself in favour of the decimal method
of calculation, on which the metric system is based. 8th, The metric weights
and measures admit of binary divisions. 9th, By decimalising the weights and
measures we best pave the way for the decimalisation of our coinage. 10th,

Extensive inquiries have proved that the introduction of the proposed system
would secure an immense saving of time in education. 11th, The adoption of

the metric system has been decidedly and unanimously recommended by a Com-
mittee of the House of Commons, after most careful inquiry and discussion.

Navy Dockyards and Steam Factories.—The following is an abstract of

the accounts for the year 1861-62, of the cost of the Royal Navy Dockyards and
Steam Factories, which have been lately printed by order of the House of

Commons. The heads of expenditure are for materials, labour, and general.

Deptford is Bet down at £27,441 3s lOd ; Woolwich, i63,802 19s 9d ; Chatham,
£405,275 13s 5|d; Sheerness, £62,539 18s; Poitsmouth, £194,885 16s; Devon-
porr, £268,454 7s 5d; Pembroke, £21,053 10s 5d ; total, £1,043,453 8s 10|d.

Out of this materials cost £752,155 9s 10d; labour, £173,591 6s 5gd
;
general

expenditure, £47,597 14s 2£d. The deduction of 10 per cent, was £70,108 18s

4|d. The creditor side shows value for articles manufactured and repaired,

£965,888 14s 8£d ; materials returned into store, £24,707 19s ll£d; work, &c,
on hand, £52,856 14s 3d. The details of the expenditure are set forth under
the same heads of value for materials and labour, including the deduction of 10

percent.: Mast-bouses, £92,005 13s 4d ; boat-houses, £17,642 13s 10£d; cap-

stan-houses, £6,066 14s 7|d; joiners' shop, £14,110 17s 2|d; plumbers' shops,

£3,973 12s 2£d; wheelwrights' shops, £1,595 19s 7£d ; millwrights' shops,

£11,061 16s lid ; roperies, £337,945 17s Id; sail lofts, £64,429 7s 9d ; colour

lofts, £2,581 Os Id; rigging-houses, £50,345 2s Id; lead mill, £19,046 5s 5d;

paint mill, £14,492 5s lOd ; metal mills and foundry, £147,138 17s llfd ;

cement mill, £462 15s Hid; blockmakers' shops, 24,622 2s 7^d ; trenail bouses,

£4,328 19s 6|d; oarmakers' shops, £6,912 2s OJd ; caulkers' and pitch heaters'

shops, £7,553 0s 3£d ; turners
1

shops, £1,416 5s Id ; locksmiths', tinmen's, and
braziers' shops, £1,613 4s 10jd ; foundries, £5,728 8s 0£d ; hoseraakers' shops,

£8,856 13s 5d; painters' shops, £5,448; condensers' shop, £9,993 3s 4d; pump
house, £585 6s 3d ; fire-engine shop, £128 13s 2£d; anchors, stocks, &c, £461
18s lOJd; mooring buoys, £606 16s 2|d; blocks, paving, £999 18s lid;

smitheries, £141,099 lis 2£d ; steam hammer shops, 139,660 2s. In order to

enable a comparison to be made between the cost of articles as manufactured at

the national naval establishments, and that at the revised rate book price, the

Accountant General of the Navy proposes in future balance-sheets to introduce

the two prices, and strike a balance between them.
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PRICES CURRENT
OF

CHIEF MATERIALS USED IN STRUCTURES AND MACHINERY.

FOR THE MONTH ENDING AUGUST 23, 1861

{Compiled expressly for the Practical Mechanic's Journal.)

1st week. 2nd week. 3d week 4th week.

IRON. £ s. D. £ s. D £ s. D. £ s. D.

Bars, *c, British, per ton 6 15 6 6 10 6 10

Nail Rods, 700 700 700700
Hoop 8 10 8 7 6 S 10 8 7 6
Sheets 9 10 9 10 9 15 9 10

Pi-, No 1, Wales 4 3 10 3 10 8 10

Bars, Staffordshire, 7 15 7 15 7 10 7 10
Rails, 5 17 6 6 6 6

Pig, No. 1. Clvde 2 12 6 2 15 2 15 2 15 6

Swedish in bond, 10 5 1110 11 10 1110

STEEL.
Swedish, in kegs 16 18 15 10 15 10

In faggots, 17 10 17 10 17 10 18
Spelter, ingot, 17 10 17 10 17 15 18

Zisc, sheet, 23 10 23 10 24 10 2 10

COPPER,
Sheathing bolts, pr lb., Oil 10} 10} 10$
Brttoms, lOf 11 llj 10}

Old, 9 9 9 8}
T.mgh Cake, per ton, ~ .. .. 91 92 92 92
Tile, .. „ 98 10 98 98 98

TIN.

English blocks, per ton, duty free, .. 119 118 110 119
Bars in barrels, 119 119 119 1 i9

Hcfined 124 123 123 124

Banca, in bond, 127 127 128 128
Straits, ditto 124 123 123 124

TIN PLATES.
Char. IC, per box, 180 190 186180
Coke. 1C 126 130 140140

LEAD.
Ensrllshpig, .. .. „ .. .. 22 10 22 10 22 10 22 10
Sh^et, 21 10 21 10 20 16 21 5

Spanish pig, in bond, 20 20 20 20

TIMBER—PEE LOAD.

Teak, ,. 16 10 16 10 IC 10 16 15
Quebec, red pine, 3 15 3 1" 3 10 3 10

yellow pine, 3 3 10 3 10 3 10
St. John, N.B.. yellow, 5 10 6 5 6 10 5 10

Quebec oak, white, 6 10 6 6 5 10
•' Birch 400 400 3 10 0400

MemeL 6 10 5 15 5 10 6
" Elm, 3 10 3 15 3 15 4

Dantzicoak, 4 10 4 10 4 10 4 15
Fir, „ 400 400 400400

Memelfir, 3 10 3 15 4 4
Riga. 3 15 3 10 3 10 3 10
Swedish, 3 15 3 2 15 2 10
Deals, per C , 12 feet by 3 by 9 inches.

Qoebec while spruce 15 15 10 15 10 16

8L John, white spruce, 15 10 15 16 10 16 10
Yellow pine, per reduced C.
Canada, 1st quality, 17 10 17 10 18 18

' 2nd do 12 12 10 12 12
Archangel vellow, 14 14 10 14 15 15

St. Petersburg!] yellow 12 10 12 10 12 10 15

Finland, 9 10 9 10 9 9
MemeL 12 13 13 13

Gothenburg, yellow 10 11 11 10 11 10
" white, 9 10 9 10 10 10 10

Gene, yellow, 11 11 10 11 11

Soderhamn, 11 10 10 10 10 10 10

Cbristiania, per C. 12 ft. by 2 by 9 In. yeL 22 22 10 23 23 10

OILS, PAINTS, & DRYSALTERIES.
Red Lead, 21 10 21 10 21 10 21 10
White Lead, 26 10 27 27 27
Seal, pale, per 252 gallon 48 48 48 10 48 10
" yellow, 43 45 45 45

Sperm, 83 10 84 84 84
Cod 47 10 48 48 47 10
South Sea. 38 38 30 38 10
Olive, Gallipoli, per tnn 68 58 58 58
Palm, per tun, 42 10 43 42 10 42
Cocoa-nut, 61 10 51 10 62 62 10
Rape pale foreign 52 62 51 10 52
Linseed, percwt., 200 2 30 250 253
Rough Turpentine, per cwt 120 120 130120
Engiiah spirit without ca-ks, .. .. 3 15 400 400400
Hemp Manilla, 84 33 34 35
Jute, 22 22 10 22 22 15
Hemp Rope, 25 24 10 25 10 25 10

APPLICATIONS FOR

PROVISIONAL PROTECTION FOR INVENTIONS

UNDER THE PATENT LAW AMENDMENT ACT.

£5T When the city or town is not mentioned, London is to be understood.

1747.

1748.

1749.

1750.

1761.

1752.

1753.
1754.

1755.

1756.

1757.

1758.

1759.
1760.

1761.

1762.
1763.

1764.

1765.

1766.

1767.

1768.
1769.

1770.

1771.

1772.

1773.

1774.
1775.

1776.

1777.

1778
1779
1780.
1781.

1782.

1783
1784.

1785.

1786.

1787.

1788.

1789.

1790
1791.

1792.

1793.

1794.

1795.
1798.

1797.

1798.

1799.

1800.
1801.

1802.

1803.

1804.
1805.

1806.

1807.

1808
1809.

1810.

1811.

1812.

1813.

1814.

1815.

1816.

1817.

181&
1819.

1820.
1821.

1822.

1823.

1824.

1825.

1826.

1827.

13th July, 1863.
G. H. Barber, Southampton—Calendar.
James Laing, Manchester—Dyeing and printing.—A com
R. A. Brooman, Fleet Street -Suspending chandeliers.—A com.
R. A. Brooman, Fleet Street—Sizeing threads.—A com.
P. C A. lodocius, France—Fishing apparatus —A com.
H. A. Bonneville, Paris—Breech-loading fire-arms.—A com.

14(A July, 1863.

L. M. Bouruique, and J. B. Vidard, Paris—Railway carriages.
L. M. Bouruique, and J. B. Vidard, Paris—Railway waggons.
J. R. Cooper, Birmingham—Sights for fire-arms.
Carl Opperman, King's Road—Connecting horses with carriages.
J. T. Cooke, Leicester—Battens for driving shuttles.
J. T., and F. R. Holmes, Norwich—Threshing and dressing machines.
George Saxon, Openshaw—Metallic pistons.
James Davison, Southwick—Furnaces for boilers.

Richard Hornsby. and J. E. Phillips, Grantham—Mowing machines.
William Wood, Monkhill—Covering land with soil.

Edward Sonstadt. Loughborough—Manufacture of sodium.
William Roberts, Lylands Twyford, Hants—Ploughs.
J. L. Todd, Belfast—Rollers of spinning machines.
James Slater, Derby Villas—Compressing bricks.

15th July, 1863.

Edward Funnell, Brighton—A self-acting railway signal.
Thomas Wimpenny, Holinfirth—Roving and spinning.
D. P. Wright, Bristol—Burners of paraffin lamps.
W. T Cheetham, Ashton-under-Lyne—Hydraulic motive power.
William Clark. Chancery Lane—Making paper transparent.—A com.
P. A J. Dujardin, Paris—Electric telegraphs.
Michael Henry, Fleei; Street—Ornamenting fabrics.—A com.
R. A. Brooman, Fleet Street—Reducing charcoal —A com.
R. A. Brooman, Fleet Street—Telegraphing by electricity—A com.
Doctor C. Clemm, Dresden—Magnesia.
Dominique Tamet, France—Breakwaters.

16(7s July, 1863.
Hypolite Mege, Paris—Treating fatty bodies.
Andrew Watson, Glasgow—Cooking ranges.
S. A. Cooper, Lower Chapman Street—Packing case.
J N. Taylor, Brixton, and William Austin, Milford— Ships.
Henry Eliott. Birmingham— Breech loading fire arms.
Lister Priestley, Bradford, and J. L. Todd, Morley - Elastic boots.
L. R. Bodmer, Thavies' Inn—Product from peat and peat tar.
Charles Stokes, Leigh Linton—Horse collar.

George Rand, Stoneham—Boiling and cooking.
John Lamb, and Samuel Tovey, Kidderminster—Looms.
Agatha Montieart, Mildmay Park, and William Tent, Birchin Lane —Attach-

ing hooks to furniture for suspending dresses
Benjamin Lambert, Lothian Road—Preparation of waste paper.
Obed Wakefield, Union Place—Cucks or taps.
Nathan Thompson, Abbey Gardens—Boat building.
Edwin Maw, Leamington -Corrugating, moulding, and shaping metaL
A. J. Sedley, Regent Street—Canopies of bedsteads.

l'th July, 1863.

A. C. V. D. Wild, Paris—Felt hats, caps, and bonnets.
Jean Darrieux, France—Pounded glass powder.
Felix Lepoutre, France—Spinning textile fabrics.

Thomas Johnson, Hadleigh—Washing and cleansing casks.
Eroile Alcan, King Street—Gas burners —A com.
R. A. Brooman, Fleet Street—Preserving metal and wood—A com.
G F. Wilson, and George Payne. Battersea—Soap.
Richard Coenen. Old Broad StreetV—Winding silk.—A com.
J. H. Johnson, Linooln's Inn Fields—Knitting needles.—A com.

ISth July, 1863.
Alexander Clark, Gate Street—Revolving shutters and blinds.

W. C. Page, Gabrick Street—Preventing incrustations in boilers.

Ethelbert Holborow, Buckingham Street, and Isaac Parker, Houghton
Street— Sights for fire-arms.

George Murdoch. Portsmouth—Steam and vacuum gauges.
F. J. Mavor, Park Street—Horse shoes.

20tft July, 1863.
WT

illiani Simpson, and John Hutton, Northampton—Hollow cutting tools.

F. A. Calvert, Manchester—Preparing fibrous substances.
R. B. Brassey, and James Hargreaves, Ashton-under-Lyne—Sizing yarns.

Thomas Knowles, Hulme—Carding, and cleaning cotton.

J. and W. H. Bailey, Salford—Prevention of boiler explosions.
Augustus Smith, Stratford—Dragging bristles.

W. H. Gedge, Wellington Street—Inland navigation.—A com.
A. A. Pelaz. France—Printing fabrics.

Frederick Ayckboum. Moreton Street—Beds, pillows, bolsters, and cushions.
Josiah Lyman, Thavies' Inn—Micrometer draughting scales.

Robert Weare, Northwood—Water closets

Joseph Goold, Corsham—Manufacture of ink.

21st July, 1863,

F. L. H. Danchell, Red Lion Square—Purifying water.

C. H. Roeckner, Richmond Terrace—Paper stuff or pulp
William Clarke, Nottingham—Manufacture of fabrics.

W. L Aberdein, Belfast—Preparing flax, and other fibrous substances.

C. S. Duncan, Bayswater—Heating, melting, boiling, and evaporating.

E. T. Bainbridge, St. Paul's Church Yard—Ventilation.
J. E. Varmer Coleman Street—Umbrellas and parasols.

George Aaseltine, Southampton Buildings—Harrowing land. -A com.
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1829.

1830.

1831.

1832.

1833.

1834.

1835.

1836
1837.

1833.

1839.

1840.

184L
1842.

1843.

1844.

1845.

1846.

1847.

1848.

1849.

1850.

1851.

1852.

1853
1854.

1855.

1856.

1857.

1858.

1359.

1SI>0.

R. A. Brooman, Fleet Street—Watches and time-keepers.—A com.
Emile Alcan, King Street—Condensing steam.—A com.
William Naylor, Queen's Road—Safety valves.

W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane—Mats and floor cloths.—A com.

22dJuly, 1863

P. R Jackson, Salford— Rolling hoops and tyres.

James Ronald, Liverpool—Preparing hemp, "flax, and Manilla hemp.
Charles Senior, Dead Waters, near Huddersfield—Punching and riveting hose-

pipes, and mill bands, or driving straps.

Joseph White, Trinity Street—Oilcans or feeders.
Charles Beslay, Paris—Making fabrics water-proof.—A com.
B- B Bertram. Jewin Street—Advertising medium.
Isaac Perrin, Birmingham—Danger signal for rifle practising.

Joseph Simmons, Rainham, Kent—Ploughs.

2Zd July, 1863.

William Cole, Wentworth Road—Safety of persons in cleaning, or working
outside of windows.

A. T. Holden, Birmingham—Carriage and other springs.

L. L. J. Fillion, Paris—Extinguishing chimney fires.

M. A Soul, Leadenhall Street—Expelling refuse matter from ships below
the water line, also for discharging cannon below water from ships and
forts, and for charging gas retorts and iron furnaces.—A com.

George Davies, Serle Street—Revolving fire-arms.—A com.
W. and J. Garforth, Dukinfield—Preparing or finishing textile fabrics.

Moritz Meisel, Park Walk—Regulating the speed of trains.—A com.
William Horton, Glasgow—Fire-arms.
William Clark, Chancery Lane—Saddles.—A com.
Thomas Perkins, Hitohec, Hertfordshire—Horse and hand rakes.

24(h July, 1863.

John Kirkland, Liverpool—Working hydraulic presses.

W. L B.trnes, Knapton—Signals and breaks separately.

Abraham English, Hatfield—Protecting cattle during their trans't by rail,

and on board ship.

Thomas Sturgeon, Belle Sauvage Yard—Chains.
Bernard Bainbauui, New Broad Street—Gaiters and leggings.

25th July, 1863.

T. C. Bull, and Thomas Morgan, Wolbley—Collecting fruit.

G. H., J. M . and J. James, Holborn—Covers for purses and pocket-books.
P. E. Gay—Boring apparatuses.
John Boyd, Glasgow—Forming imitation selvages.

Frederick Tolhausen, Paris—Gun barrels.—A com.
Charles Crockford. Holywell, Flintshire—Utilization of waste products from

the manufacture of alkali and bleaching powder.

27th July, 1863.

186L J. W. Welch, Manchester—Sizing and finishing fabrics.

1862. William Tranter, Birmingham—Breechdoading fire-arms.

1863. F. and L. Ford, Gloucester—Imitation of different kinds of marbles.
1864. Thomas Thome, Southsea—Disengaging ships' boats.

1865 George Haseltine, Southampton Buildings—Coal oil lamps —A com.
1866. R A. Brooman, Fleet Street—Sleepers for railways.—A com.
1867. Joseph Pain, Fort Street—Umbrellas and parasols.

1868. James Whittaker, Moon's Mill, Walton-le-Dale—Motive power engines.

28th July, 1863.

1869 Roger Dawson, Craven Street—Extinguishing fires.

1H70. Maurice Cockerell, Hammersmith—Door locks and latches.

1871. Alexander Hector, Montrose—Catching fish.

1872. A. A. A. Baron De Rostaing, Paris— Iron and steel.

1873. Douglas Taylor, Bonchester Bridge,—Ventilating ricks.

1874. John Jewell, Devoran, Cornwall—Setting boilers.

1875. W. T. Smith, Dalston—Securing cords of bUnd rollers.

29th July. 1863.

1876. John Sainty. Burnham Market—Feeding troughs for cattle.

1877. P H. Girardin, Paris—Lamps.
1878. Nathan Thompson, Abbey Gardens—Stopping the bung holes of casks.

1879. George Rickarby, and T. A. Barrett, Oxford—Window frames.
1880. H. A. Bonneville. Paris—Flushing apparatus—Acorn.
1881. W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane—Cartridges —A com.
1882. Edwin Sturge, Walworth—Coating metallic surfaces.

ZOth July, 1863.

1883. George Inskeep, Madeley—Mill for grinding.

1834. J- W. Branford, Cambridge—Hoeing and cleaning the land.

1885- Julius Boeddinghaus, Prussia—Printed or particoloured yarns.

1886. J. T. Stephens, and Charles Hoare, Bridport—Yarns, threads, and cordage.
1887. J. B. Howell, Sheffield—Ordnance, fire arms, and projectiles.

1888. William Firth, and Samuel Firth, Burley—Working mines.
1889. George Smith, Chelsea—Railway carriages and waggons.
1890. Richard Hoe, and H. J. Cole, London—Fastenings for packing cases.

1S91. Thomas Apps, Lower Norwood—Four-wheeled vehicles.

31s( July, 186a
1892 W. and J. Graham, Burnley—Looms for weaving.
1893. George Sigl, Vienna—Force pumps.
1894. J. C. Haddan, Bessborough Gardens—Fire-arms and projectiles.

1895. J. P. Culverwell, Dublin—Railway lamps.
1896. J. B. Andreux, Paris—Application of steam to toy boats.
1897. Benjamin Johnson, Church Street— Pianofortes.
1898 J. F. Dickson, Bouverie Street—Boots and shoes.

1899. A. R. Arrott, Saint Helens—Bleaching vegetable fibres.

1900. Robert Stewart, Elmira, U.S.—Valves of steam engines.

1st August, 1863.

1901. William Cotton, Loughborough—Looped fabrics.

1902. R A. Brooman, Fleet Street—Dyeing fibres.—A com.
1903. R. A. Brooman, Fleet Street—Warming pan—A com.
1904. George Taylor, Leeds—Shaping boiler plates.

1905 John Hoefler, Manchester—Treating codilla fibre and tow.
1906. Josiah Kirk, Burnley—Looms for weaving.
1907. Thomas Bradshaw, Bolton—Giving motion to hobby horses.
1908. R. E. Bibby, Manchester—Fire-proof cement.
1909. Edmund Sutton, Palace Road—Fastenings for cigar cases.

1910. Thomas Fellowes, and Henry Hemfrey, Spalding—Elevating straw.
1911. J. E. Yanner, Coleman Street—Umbrellas and parasols.

Zrd August, 1863.
1912. E A. Cowper, Great George Street—Spinning mulei
1913. J. W. P. Field, High Holborn -Sheaths for staves.

1914 B. W. Gerland, Macclesfield —Size, glue, and phosphates.
1915. J. I. P. Bonnet, and Jean Pfister, Paris—Lamps.
1916. Hamilton Woods, Burton-upon -Trent—Regulating the temperature during

the process of fermentation in the tunning cask.
1917. John Munro, Melton Street—Producing optical illusions.

\th August, 1863
1918. Charles Gouty, France—Fulling and cleansing cloths.
1919. Joseph Abrahams, Great Prescott Street—Brakes.
1920. T. H Baylis, Mornington Road—Hawse pipes and chain pipes.
1921. George Stevens, Malvern Cottages—Supply of air or aeriform fluids for

various purposes.
1922. Samuel Bury, and John Price, Manchester—Valves.
1923 J. H- Walsh, Kensington—Breech-loading fire arms.
1924. E. A- Cotelle, Paris—Gas alcohol.
1925. W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane—Casting hollow projectiles.—A com.
1926. Edmund Pace, Queen Street—Cutting splints for matches.
1927. Thomas Pickersgill, Huddersfield—Feeding fibrous materials into machines.

5th August, 18CZ.

1928. E. A Cowper, Great George Street—Air furnaees.
1929. George Clark, Craven Street—Ships, vessels, and batteries,
1930. George Wilkins, Birmingham— Railway signalling.

1931. W. Storer, and John Hancock, Nottingham—Electro motive engines.
1932. Charles Garton, Bristol, and Thomas Hill, Southampton—Evaporating and

cooling.
1933. William Hodson, Hull—Propelling carriages and vessels.

1934. A. V. Newton, Chancery Lane—Producing stereoscopic plates.—A com.

6th August, 1863.

George Gowland, Liverpool—Manners' compasses.
Charles Lowe, South Bradford—Dyeing and printing.

J. E. Dowson, Victoria Street—Metallic structures
J. G. Penede, France—Regulating the speed of engines.
W. P. Hodgson, and J V. Woodifield, Sunderland—Manufacture of rivets.

John Tenwick, Portsmouth—Valves and traps for sewers
James Young, Bucklersbury—Preservation of animal matter.
William Clark, Chancery Lane—Ovens.—A com.
William Clark, Chancery Lane—Taps or stop cocks —A com.
G. E Charageat, Paris —Frames for umbrellas.
E. E Quelle, Bermondsey— Inkstands.
John Kirkham, Euston Koad—Generating heat.
Thomas Simmelkiar, Black Rock, Ireland, and J. I Spicer, Park Road,
Middlesex—Composition for coating the bottoms of ships,

1th August, 1863.

Catherine Liddle. Comely Bank, near Edinburgh—Cooking eggs.
William Jones, Warrington—Steam boilers.

F. G. Mulholland, Essex Street—Pipe castings.

A. V. Newton, Chancery Lane -Shuttles.—A coin.

J. W. Slater, Huddersfield—Yellow and orange colouring matters.
J. H. Johnson, Lincoln's Inn Fields—Preventing sea sickness.—A com.
R. A. Brooman, Fleet Street—Coke ovens.—A com.
Edward Watson King Street—Screw propellers.

James Piatt, Charlotte Street—Supplying boilers with water.
T. W. Gillod, Park Place Terrace—Chess boards.
Edmund Morewood, Stratford—Coating metals.
John Thompson, and E. G. F. A. Fitton, Ardwick—Carding engines.

8th August, 1863.

Nedrick Jarvil, and William Miller, Glasgow—Oakum.
W. B. Robins, Harborne—Extinguishing fires.

J. J. A., and W. Thornton, Nottingham—Producing looped fabrics.

A. P. Price, Lincoln's Inn Fields—Brushes and mats —A com.
H. R- Brown, Cranbourne Street—Cards for advertising.

Michael Smith, Fleet Street—Farinaceous material from potatoes.

J. W Armstrong, Carmarthen—Securing the rails of railways.

10th August, 1S63.

J. A- Fullerton, Manchester—Fastening hoops for packing bales.

P. M. del Rio, Jermyn Street—Obtaining moLive power.
Bernard Heyne, Liscard—Sketching and drawing.
Richard Dickson, London Wall —Lithographic printing presses.

R. J. Cunnack, Helston—Cartridges for blasting.

A. V. Newton, Chancery Lane—Blue and violet colouring matter.—A com.

lltt, August, 1863.

James Robson, South Shields—Money tills.

E. S. Simon, Bury Street—Fastening for leggings.

Edward Myers and Hugh Forbes, London—Rotary pump.
William Knowles, Bolton—Preparing, spinning, and doubling cotton.

D. W. Barker, Anderlecht, near Brussels—Rotary shuttle boxes.
J. T. King, Liverpool—Distributing gas.

W. B. Haigh, Oldham—Saw frame.
A. V. Newton, Chancery Lane—Cast-iron.—A com
J. G. Willans, West-Bourne Grove Terrace—Iron.
William Clark, Chancery Lane—Road sweeping machines.—A com.
James Wheeler. Poultry—Perfuming of gloves.

William Grav, Brownrigg—Reaping machines.
Sir J. S Lillie, Pall Mall—Revolving battery.

12th August, 1863.

George Graham, Dumbarton—Baths or boilers used iu dyeing.
Robert Mushet, Coleford—Cast steel.

John Cornforth, and Alfred Andrews, Birmingham -Screw rivets.

L R Bodmer, Thavies' Inn— Dressing and finishing.—A com.
Richard Canham, Clerkenwell—Moulds for casting.

James Templeman, Glasgow—Artificial fuel.

R. S Newall, Gateshead— Drying chemical compounds
Rudolph Wappenstein, Manchester—Prevention of forgery.

1935.
1936
1937.
1938.

1939.

1940.

1911.

1942.

1943.

1944.

1945
1946.

1947.

1948
1949,

1950.

1951.

1952.

1953.

1954
1955.

1956.

1957.

1958-

1959,

1960
1961.

1962
1963
1964
1965,

1966

1967.
1968.

1969.

1970.

1971.

1972

1973.

1974.

1975.

1976.

1977-

1978.

1979.

1980.

1981.

1982.

1983.

1984.

19S5.

19S6.

1987.

1988.
1989.

1990.

1991.

1992.

1993.

DESIGNS FOU ARTICLES OF UTILITY.
Registeredfrom 29th July, to 7th August, 1863.

July 29, 4574. Benjamin Miller, Leeds—Steam Engine Standard.

Aug. 6, 4575. Wm. Oxley, Manchester— Steam Trap or Condense Syphon Box
44 7, 4576. Wm. Burylord, Sandgate—Cartridge Case.
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NOTES FROM THE NORTHERN COLLIERIES.

COLLIERY ENGINE BEAMS.

A recent visit to Durham and Northumberland, in common with so many
repiesenting the science and manufacturing arts of Great Britain, whose

steps were directed to Newcastle, by the just concluded meeting, of the

British Association, enables us to place before our readers a few notices

of the latest improvements made or projected in the coal trade—the

grand staple of the north, and the material basis of all the rest of its

mighty industries. Without coal, in the rich abundance, and of the fine

quality in which it is won from the northern beds, the industries of

the north could never have taken their existing form nr reached their

amazing development ; but unth the coal, a less intelligent, energetic,

and persevering race, might have slumbered on for ages of slow improve-

ment, and left still the better part of " their talent buried in the earth."

The Northumberland and Durham of to-day, is the joint result of great

natural gifts, and of the good use made of these by one of the most

magnificent races of men, intellectually and physically, that England,

rich as she is in heroes, can anywhere boast of.

No peaceful calling, not even that of the mariner, is more heroic in

its character than that of the collier, none that we can call to mind

demands a larger amount of intellectual vigour, combined with physical

prowess, or a more incessant need for vigilance, contrivance, aud

resource, nor any that affords field for the application of a larger amount

of sound and true knowledge of physical science.

In this last respect our own observation leads us to regard the men of

the north, who supply the brain that leads the masses of northern labour

to the victories of industry, as sensibly in advance of the corresponding

leaders in other parts of our country. It nevertheless seems to us that

the educational apparatus by which applied science is disseminated

amongst the new generation of the skilled leaders of industry, in the north,

as well as everywhere else in Great Britain, is lamentably defective,

and beneath the standard that is required to enable us to hold the place

we have won amongst the workers of tha world. To that subject,

industrial education in Great Britain, we shall hereafter return, as to

one full of the gravest interest and import, to the people, polity, and

position of England.

At present we but propose to ourselves some remarks upon a few

separate subjects belonging to coal mining. We shall treat them under

consecutive heads, though without any attempt at scientific order or

system. No text, even to the merely popular reader, is to be found

more interesting, perhaps, than "the economy of a coal field," nor one

that more tempts a writer into diffuseness in his admiration of the

innumerable expedients and contrivances, mostly upon the vastest scale,

by which the coal, in spite of every natural obstacle and difficulty, is

hewn from its bed, five or six times the height of St Paul's in depth

below the surface, and made to fly up into the light of day, and thence

transferred from point to point with the minimum of labour, loss, or

breakage, until it is finally burnt as the fuel of our own hearth, or in

furnaces or manufacturing processes in all corners of the earth ; in

illuminating our assemblies and cities, in dissipating the freezing chill

of Russian or Canadian winters, or bringing the steam ship to its required

haven, and the railway train to its destination.

We address ourselves, however, chiefly to those to whom such con-

siderations, though they can never lose their poetry, are familiar, and to

whom " the practical " is that which is at once the most useful and

acceptable.

We shall begin, therefore, with some remarks on Pumping engine

beams for collieries.

The dreadful accident of the breakage of the pumping engine beam of

Hartley Colliery on the 16th January, 1862, produced a decided and
general feeling in favour of such beams being made of malleable iron

only, instead of cast iron. In this feeling, we believe all experienced

makers of pumping engines and coal mining engines are by no means
unanimous. As a matter offeeling, and looked at with the lights usually

brought to bear in writing a leader in the Times, the choice seems obvious
No. 187.—Vol. XVI.

and beyond question in favour of wrought iron ; but we are not aware

that the question has ever yet been considered in a way much more dis-

tinct and exact than this— "wrought iron is tougher than cast— the

tougher thing will not break as easily as the brittle one— therefore, let

us abandon cast iron for engine beams and adopt wrought." And the

adoption has been carried out in some instances.

At Newcastle, at the exhibition of objects of scientific or other interest

or novelty, produced at the Central Exchange, during the British Asso-

ciation's meeting, an exhibition whose character we may say in passing

was highly creditable to Northumberland in every way, a model was
shown by Messrs Joicey & Co., (374) of a malleable iron beam for colliery

pumping engines. It was a well devised box girder beam, consisting of

two vertical sides bounded by elliptical curves at top and bottom, and

connected by a flat web plate all round, divided by diaphragms at various

points, and provided witli the requisite bosses, &c. for the several gudgeons

or axes of the beam and of the parts of the engine. The joints, &c. being

all double lapped and double riveted. No doubt, as good a structure

probably as could be put together of boiler plate, so far as could be

judged from a model only to a small scale, but we submit that this

does not decide the question whether wrought iron, in any form, be

upon the whole preferable to cast iron, applied in the best manner,

for such engine beams ; and if so, whether boiler plate work in any

form be the best possible mode of applying wrought iron, whether

it may not have itself, however convenient and cheap in formation,

some special disadvantages; whether some far better form of wrought

iron work might not be conceivable, and finally whether some material

such as steel might not be superior to both cast and wrought iron.

We may not be able to enter upon all these points, and indeed might

not be able to settle them, but preliminary to all other questions of the

sort, it has always appeared to us that it ought to have been settled in

the most scientific, positive, and demonstrative manner, how, and in

precisely what way the Hartley beam (that originated by its fracture this

proposed change of material) gave way. That is to say, that it was all

important to have discovered at the time of that accident, by the clearest

chain of circumstantial evidence available, how the fracture occurred, and

to have sealed the truth of the conclusion come to, as to the immediate

cause, by demonstrating, upon rigid principles, that tJie motions andforces

so concluded upon, were sufficient to have proiuced the effect attributed to

them.

This, it appears to us, has never yet been done. The evidence given

at the coroner's inquest had the usual amount of looseness and ineon-

clusiveness, and at any rate, throughout it (as reported) no attempt to

demonstrate, upon mechanical principles, the precise train of forces that

caused the fracture, is to be found.

The official report made to Sir George Grey, Secretary of State for the

Home Department, by Mr J. Kenyon Blackwell, one of the Government

Inspectors of mines—a clear and able document upon the whole, suggests

rather than affirms, the train of causation that resulted in the fracture

;

but the auther does not commit himself even to a clearly dogmatic

affirmation of the cause, and makes no attempt whatever to demonstrate

on mechanical principles, whether what he suggests as having led to

the catastrophe, was adequate to produce the results he is to bo under-

stood as having attributed to it.

This report of Mr Blackwell's is, however, the most precise and

authentic document, we presume, before the world, on the subject of the

Hartley beam breakage, and in view of a case so grave as this, one in

which two hundred and four persons perished as a consequence, it cer-

tainly does not reflect much credit upon British science, that an event

so full of peril and agony of heart to many, and from which such lessons

as should effectually avert a recurrence ought to have been educed, has

been suffered to pass by unimproved, beyond what may be extracted from

the merely suggested and undemonstrated conclusion of the report we

have referred to.

Let us very briefly refer to the facts. The engine beam that broke was

a double flitched beam of cast iron of the form shown in figs. 1 and 2.

It was 34'5 feet long from centre to centre of the end gudgeons ; it

2 D
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was 8 feet deep at the centre (according to Mr Blackwell's report), 8 feet

2 inches as stated by Mr Short at the inquest, and 8 feet 7 inches as

{riven and figured in a contemporary and usually well informed journal.

In this singular discrepancy upon so important a point, we must accept the

Fig. 1.

Phosphorus 1-11

Silicon 2 P68
Sulphur 0'16

The iron, therefore, was by no means bad in quality. The beam sud-

Fig. 2.

first as the only authentic statement. Each flitch was 475 inches in thick-
ness, exclusive of the metal of the ribs and boss. They were pierced
with an hexagonal eye, for the centre gudgeon, the diameter from side
to side of the hexagon being 1'75 feet, and this centre of motion was 8
inches nearer to the end of the beam over the pit, than to the other at
which the steam cylinder was placed.

_
The centre gudgeon was keyed in by large rectangular keys, driven

(in pairs on each fiat of the hexagon) by the sledge or tup aud with
great force. The engine was a double acting one, i.e., it condensed at
both sides of the piston, its stroke was 10 feet, cylinder 86-5 inches dia-
meter, steam in boiler 14 lbs. pressure. It had at a previous period
worked at 4J strokes per minute, but at the time of the accident was
working 7J strokes per minute. We must presume it to have been
regulated by a cataract, as we cannot suppose continuous work at the
velocity of 90 feet a minute, or even of 150 ; and, if so regulated, the
velocity of making the stroke will have been nearly the same in
either^ case, and then, the following passage in Mr Slackwell's report
is difficult to comprehend. "That liability to breakage existed in
this engine was proved by a former accident which occurred in 185S,
when its speed was only 4J strokes per minute, instead of 7J strokes'
as at the period of this accident," (p. 31).
The engine worked three sets of pumps ; two, one lower and one upper,

in the pit shaft, both bucket pumps of 2 feet diameter working barrel by 9
feet 3 inches stroke. The dry spears were of Memel timber, from 14 inches
to 10 inches square. The bottom set lifted the water 52 yards, to the other
which raised it 66 yards to the high main seam.
The third set of pumps were situated at the engine cylinder end in " a

staple." They were bucket pumps also, 2 feet 6 inches working barrel, feet
3 inches stroke, worked from the engine beam between the cylinder and
beam centres. There was a counter beam aud balance weight shackled
on to the engine cross head above the cylinder to balance the whole
system, as shown in the lithographs published at the time by Lambert
of Newcastle. This is also distinctly stated by Mr Short, the engineer
of the colliery at the inquest, " the load of the engine is balanced by a
counter beam."— {Times, Feb. 6, 1862). But Mr Blackwell does not
mention this, and says the balance was produced by "the smaller weight
of the top set in the staple, which was connected with the engine beam
on the opposite side of its centre of motion to the bottom and middle
sets, was compensated by the difference in length of the two ends of the
engine beam from the centre of motion—the weight of the steam piston,
the piston rod, cross head, and iron catch pin attached to the beam "

(p. 30). .

'

1 he pressure on the steam piston, by steam and vacuum, Mr Blackwell
says, was about 62 tons. The weight of the wet and dry spears, buckets
and columns of water in the two sets of pumps in the pit shaft (at the
outer end of the beam) when the engine was about to make a stroke
indoors, he states, was about 55 tons. Mr Short, the engineer of the
colliery, stated at the inquest that the weight of the engine beam itself
was 42 tons, and " the total weight on the beam working both in and
out," between 107 and 108 tons. He also stated "the weight it had to
lift, including the spears and the column of water, was 43 tons 18 cwt
and that the united weight of the engine piston, and rod, and cross head'
was 11,536 lbs.—rather more than 5 tons (Times, Feb. 6, 1862).
There is a good deal of discrepancy here between parties, both ofwhom must be deemed authorities. It would appear, however that the

active load upon the beam was something between 108 and 117 tons,
and that its passive load was its own weight and those of its attached
appendages in addition.

The beam had been cast at the Walker Iron Works, and Mr Warence
deposed that it was composed of £ Blaenavon, No. 3 cold blast iron
mixed with f, No. 1 O.M.O. Scotch pig. It was also proved, we believe'
to have been flasked, and not cast in open sand as stated by Mr Hosk-
ings, C. E., at the inquest. The cast iron was examined at the School of
Mines, Jermyn Street, and we are indebted to Dr Percy for the following
determination made of the amount of injurious constituents present in
100 parts of iron, and carbon, &c.

denly broke right through
the eye, the fracture run-

ning in the direction

marked in the fig. by a
dotted line, and passing

through the two diagonally
opposite, sharp reentering

angles of the hexagonal
eye. In this, as in every
other case, showing that

the fracture chooses not
the very weakest measured
section, which here would

have been right across the beam, but the weakest place, section and
quality of material taken together. Here through these angles, where
"planes of weakness" were induced by the peculiar crystalline arrange-
ment induced by the sharp angles of the eye.
The fracture showed no old crack, it was bright all over ; adherent

shreds of torn out iron, were remarked upon by one witness as a proof
of the toughness of the metal, but no observation appears to have been
made by any one with a view to determine which was the compressed
and which the extended side of the beam at the time of fracture ; whether
by the position of these shreds above or below the axis, or otherwise ; a
most singular omission, when we bear in mind that the point most
important to be determined in the first instance was, whether the beam
broke by a force acting from below upwards at one end, or by one acting
in the reverse direction; i.e., whether by a concussion after the pump
spears broke, or by a dead pull suddenly arrested. The fracture also
showed four great "draws" or hollows left by the shrinkage of the
metal as it consolidated. These were at the sides of the central bosses,

where the solidifying iron remained last liquid in the mould.
The pump spears in the pit shaft were both found broken. Mr Coulson,

the veteran master sinker of eighty-four coal pits, and whose voluntary
and unremunerated exertions to relieve the buried men, along with
those of his son and foremin, have made their names justly renowned,
deposed that the fracture was about 14 fathoms from bank, in the main
spears, and opposite the middle seam, i.e., about 60 yards lower in the
other spears ; both he and Mr Short appear to intimate that the fracture

of the timber indicated a pull asunder end on, and not a cross fracture.

There appears some discrepancy also as to the quality of the timber,

some of the witnesses at the inquest stating that at the fracture it was
perfectly sound, an opinion that from personal communication we are
aware is Mr Coulson's also. Mr Blackwell, however, states " the wood
in the bottom dry spear near the place where it parted was found to be
not perfectly sound," (p. 30).

The engine piston, &c. had completed a down stroke after the beam
had broken, the cylinder end of the beam had come down heavily upon
the catches and spring beams, and the cross head or piston cap has been
fractured. The pumps in " the staple" had nothing wrong with them.
The outer end of the engine beam on breaking off, plunged down the pit

shaft, carrying the wooden brattice (which ran east and west, while the
length way ol the beam was north and south) crashing down into the
shaft before it, and blocking up the latter with debris from the shaft

lining, and the ruin of the pit work generally, at about 138 yards from
the bank, where all were arrested by the oak buntons on which the

middle set of pumps rested. With these details, or with the terrible

circumstances of the imprisonment of the men and the heroic efforts

made to release them, continued for long after they had been released

from all bodily suffering by the easy death of suffocation by "thestythe,"
we have nothing here to do.

What we propose is to consider, by the help of mechanics, how far

confidence may be placed in either of the solutions that have been given
of the precise train of forces that produced the accident, and then to

draw some practical conclusions, amongst others, as to the comparative
advantages and disadvantages of wrought iron or other beams, as

substitutes for cast iron. For the mathematical treatment of the

question, we are indebted to our distinguished friend and contributor

Professor Samuel Haughton, Professor of Geology, and Fellow of Trinity

College, Dublin. We must, however, reserve the continuation of the

subject for following parts of the Journal.—Ed.

REFRIGERATING AND ICE-MAK.ING MACHINES.
Report on the apparatus by M. Carre, havingfor its object the production

of artificial cold.

(Commission composed of MM. Regnault, Balard, and Pouillet,

reporter.)

Tue following valuable Report of a Commission of the Institute of

France, upon M. Carry's ice making machinery, presents many con-
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siderations more or less generally applicable to all machines of this

class ; and as placing some of the more fundamental points relating to

these machines, as yet so imperfectly understood by mechanical en-

gineers in. this country, in a very clear light, we have deemed it fitting

to supply our readers with a translation of the entire report.

M. Carre has presented to the Academy the drawings and description
of an apparatus which he has invented for producing cold, and for

solving the problem of artificial cold in all its generality, whether it be
proposed to make ice, or simply to cool large volumes of air or liquid,

or finally to cause very considerable masses of liquid to fall to the low
temperatures of 15° C, (5° Fahr.,) or 20° C, (4° below zero, Fahr.,)
for he is endeavouring to apply this invention to producing great degrees
of cold in the sea water of some extensive salt works in the south
of France.
The Commission met several times in the workshops of MM. Mignon

and Rouart, where there was a model of this apparatus. The}' examined
its construction, and further, they made it work under their eyes, as
often and as long as they wished, in order to appreciate us work.
This model had dimensions large enough to render it possible to take

into account all the physical and mechanical phenomena which conjoin
to the result, and which insure the regularity of its working for whole
days together.

The most of its operations are for the purpose not of cooling brine, but
of making ice ; and at its ordinary rate of working, the apparatus gives
25 kilogrammes an hour or 250 kilogrammes a day. Its refrigerating power
then was 2500 units of heat (calories) an hour, since water, taken at ordinary
temperatures, must lose nearly 100 units per kilogramme in its trans-
formation into cylinders of ice, the very interiors of which are several
degrees below zero.

In estimating, as we have just done, the power of the apparatus by
the number of units of heat which it is capable of abstracting per hour
from the body which is given to it to cool, it must not be lost sight of
that there is still another element which must be taken into the account,
namely, the intensity of the cold produced. In fact, an apparatus
which takes 250O units per hour from a body in causing it to descend,
for example, from 10° (50-1 Fahr.) to0° (32°Fahr.,) isin noway comparable
to another apparatus which takes the same 2500 units per hour, but
makes it descend from 20° to 30°. It is absolutely necessary, then,
to express in a complete manner the refrigerating power of a given
apparatus, to mention at the same time the number of units which it

abstracts per hour, and the two limiting temperatures between which
the cooling is accomplished.
The general principles on which the construction of the apparatus of

M. Carre rests are very simple. They are put in practice in the various
cryophores and refrigerators hitherto invented. They must be here
referred to.

A more or less volatile liquid is contained in an hermetically sealed
vessel, analogous to a steam boiler, but with this difference, that instead
of receiving the heat of the fire, it gives out cold all round it. This
vessel, which we shall call the refrigerator, communicates, by a large
tube and stop cock, with an empty space, which we shall suppose at

the commencement to be very large. At the moment of opening the
stop cock, the vapours of the liquid rush into the void by their elastic

force, other vapours form on the instant, which rush in in their turn,
and the operation thus goes on as long as there is any liquid to vaporise.
These vapours cannot form without taking from the walls of the refri-

gerator all the latent heat which is necessary for their existence and
their elasticity. Thus the refrigerator becomes cooled more and more,
and to establish an equilibrium temperature, it abstracts from the
bodies which touch and surround it the whole quantity of heat which it

has had to furnish for the evaporation. If there is formed, for example,
according to the capacity of the refrigerator, 10 or 100 kilogrammes of

vapour an hour, the number of units abstracted will bo

5.000 or 50,000, if the volatile liquid is water

;

2.00

1

or 20,000,
" " alcohol;

900 or 9,000, " " ether;
for the latent heats of these liquids are about 500, 200, and 90 units per
kilogramme.
As to the degree of cold to which the refrigerator can reach by these

spontaneous evaporations, it depends principally on the nature of the

volatile liquid. By supplying it with water, we with difficulty get to a
few degrees below zero, because solidification without wholly depriving it

of the property of giving off vapours, does deprive it of the property of

giving them off in great abundance. On the contrary, alcohol, ether,

and other volatile bodies which remain liquid at very low temperatures,
continue also capable of giving off abundant vapours, and consequently
of producing very great degrees of cold.

What is thus so simple in theory, becomes strangely complicated when it

comes to be putin practice, when it is necessary to embody these primary
ideas, in such a way as to build up a great continuously working machine,
working with regularity, and governing itself almost like a steam engine.
This was truly a difficult question, and M. Carre' has at last given us a
satisfactory solution of it.

Let us first point out the principal difficulties, or rather the points on
which they bear.

1. We have supposed the refrigerator was put in communication with
an empty space, indefinitely great, and that the vapour could form
without ceasing, in virtue of the elastic force which is proper to it.

This hypothesis is not realisable. We must then recover this vapour
as fast as it forms, and further compress, liquify, and collect it, to

employ it again, because it would cost too much if it were allowed to

be lost.

2. It is necessary to introduce into the refrigerator a weight of liquid

equal to the weight of vapour which forms in it in a given time, and
which can be pumped out of it, as we have just said. This is the
rigorous condition, without which the action of the apparatus could not
be regular or continuous.

3. It is necessary that all the joints and closings should be hermeti-
cally tight. The smallest quantity of air penetrating to the interior

would suffice to compromise all, and the same would happen if the
vapours could escape outwards.

4. In proportion as the limiting temperature at which the refrigerator

ought to be is lowered, the elasticity of the vapour decreases, and the
volume which an equal weight occupies becomes greater and greater.

Accordingly, when we want to form a given weight in a given time,

for instance, 10 or 100 kilogrammes an hour, it is plain there will be a
whole series of experiments to make on the forms and dimensions to be
given, not only to the interior of the refrigerator, but to the supply and
delivery pipes, the cocks, and in one word, of all the parts which assist

in the formation or circulation of the vapour.
5. Finally, although certain complex liquids, as the solution of

ammonia in water, present certain marked advantages in some respects,

they are subject to all the preceding difficulties, and besides, are subject
to difficulties of another nature, depending on the two vapours which
they form, besides the necessity of regulating the variable proportions
of their mixture.
The apparatus with which we are occupying ourselves in fact contains

an ammoniacal solution as the liquid for producing the cold, and we
ought consequently to expect to find in it all these difficulties at once.

Accordingly, we must attempt to give some idea of its construction,
at least as far as we can without the aid of figures.

The ammoniacal solution undergoes four changes of state.

It is vaporised by a boiler.

This vapour is condensed by a liquifier. In this new state the liquid

is received into a distributor, which introduces or distributes it in

proper quantity into the refrigerator.

Here the liquid evaporates afresh, to produce the cold.

4. These new vapours are withdrawn through a large tube, and con-
densed in an absorbent reservoir, where they are exposed to the im-
poverished liquid drawn from the boiler itself. The poor liquid becomes
rich by the absorbiion of the ammoniacal vapour, and submitted to the
double effect of an exhausting and condensing pump, which exhausts it

from the bottom of the absorbent reservoir, to condense it in the boiler

from which it started, pai tly in the state of vapour, and partly in that

of liquid.

Thus everything is reduced to a complete circulation of the volatile

liquid, of which the two elements, water and ammonia, are alternately

separated and reunited, either by condensation or evaporation, their

mutual affinity playing here an important part, which is worthy of

remark.
In order better to understand how this circulation goes on indefinitely,

and always with the same original quantity of liquid, we shall separate
it into two parts, namely. The passagefrom tlie boiler to llie refrigerator,

and The passage from, tlte refrigerator to the boiler.

PAS8AGE FROM THE BOILER TO THE REFRIGERATOR.

In the model of the size for 2500 units per hour, the work of which we
have been enabled to observe, the boiler is a vertical cylinder, of 1 m.
20 c. m. high, by m. 40 c. m. in diameter. With a capacity of

1 hectolitre and a half, (:= 32 gallons nearly) it is charged with only
80 or 90 litres of a very concentrated solution of ammonia. It is

maintained at a temperature which does not exceed 130°, (266° Fahr).

Thus the tension of the united vapours of water and of ammonia is that

of 8 atmospheres.
The upper half of the boiler is outside the furnace, and in contact

with the air. It is furnished inside with a series of vessels, superim-
posed on one another, forming a sort of rectifj'ing cascade, where the
ammoniacal vapour frees itself in great part of the watery vapour which
it contained.

This dried vapour escapes by a long tube of suitable section, which
conducts it to the connector (chevet) at the entrance into the liquifier.

The liquifier is composed of four worms, plane and parallel, placed 5
centimetres from one another. The tube of each worm opens into the

entrance connector, which is horizontal. It then continues in a right

line, to a length of lm.50, with the slope necessary for the flow of the

liquid ; there it curves round to return, always descending in the same
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vertical plane, makes a second ply, and again a third ply similar to the

first, at the end of which it opens into the exit connector, which is

parallel to that at the entrance. This system of zig-zag worms is

plunged in a great vessel of cold water, which is renewed sufficiently to

prevent the temperature rising to 30°, (86° Fahr.) by reason of the con-

densation of the vapour which takes place inside the tubes.

The exit connector of the liquifier receives also all the liquid which
has been formed in the worms, more from the effect of the cooling than
from the effect of the pressure of 8 atmospheres of the boiler, a pressure

which transmits itself directly, and without any break, up to the point

at which we have now arrived. Here the transformation is complete,

and for the rest of the passage, and up to the refrigerator, it is liquid

that circulates ; but it is not the less subject to the pressure of the

boiler, because it has no further obstacle to modify its free progress.

This liquid must not arrive at the refrigerator except in the most
exact proportion, and with perfect regularity ; hence a distributor is

necessary, which shall regulate its supply.

The distributor is a cylindrical vessel, of 25 or SO centimetres high,

having a capacity of 4 or 5 litres, and carrying near the top a lateral

tube for the entry of the liquid. A pipe starts from the bottom of this

vessel, and is prolonged downwards, and with a common axis with the
cylinder. It is 15 or 20 centimetres long, and only 2 centimetres
interior diameter, except at the bottom, where it is contracted for a few
millimetres, and ground so as to make a sort of valve seat. There it is

closed, and carries on the side, near the middle of the height of the

valve seat, a small opening for the exit of the liquid.

A light and delicate float, open above and closed below, with the

exception of a hole which corresponds with that of the valve seat, can
move freely in the vessel, with which it corresponds in form, except
that it is a little narrower, and only touches it for the height of the

valve seat. The whole movement of the float is reduced to a vertical

oscillation, which cannot exceed 10 or 12 millimetres, and which it

performs without being able to turn on its axis.

The following is the manner in which this ingenious distributor acts.

A tube establishes free communication between the exit connector and
the interior of the distributor. The first liquid which comes off falls

between the sides of the vessel and those of the float; the latter is soon
raised, and its aperture ceases to correspond with that of the valve seat.

The liquid continuing to arrive, its level overtops the edges of the float,

which from this instant fills more and more. When it is half full, or

nearly, its weight exceeds that of the liquid which it displaces; it then
descends, and at the moment it comes to a position of rest, its aperture
corresponds with that of the valve seat, and the liquid escapes outwards.
From that it lightens itself more and more. If the exit connector of the
liquifier does not compensate the loss which it produces, it will continue
to ascend, and to stop the distribution, which it is its business to make
to the refrigerator. But as will be seen, this suspension can only take
place when it becomes necessary, that is to say, when the reserve liquid

is nearly exhausted.
To the exit aperture of the distributor is fitted a tube of small dia-

meter, of any length or degree of curvature, which ultimately carries

into the interior of the refrigerator the liquid produced by the cold, and
which thus terminates the first part of the circuit. This tube, before

entering the refrigerator, is furnished with a stop-cock, which is the
first that is met with from the time of leaving the boiler, or the starting
point of the circuit. To show how necessary this arresting point is, it

will suffice to remark, that the tension of the vapour in the refrigerator

should be about one atmosphere, or perhaps a little more, as we shall

see immediately, while it is eight atmospheres in the boiler.

With this excess of seven atmospheres, then, the vapour in the boiler

would rush violently into the refrigerator, if this first stop-cock were
not interposed. It is, then, indispensable. It is this which controls
the effect of this excess of pressure, which stops it off at will, and which
reduces it to what it ought to be, in order that the liquid may be injected

into the refrigerator at a suitable rate.

It would be superfluous to describe the refrigerator here, because it?

form and dimensions depend on the effects which it is wished to pro-

duce. They will be very different, whether it be intended to make ice,

or to cool masses of liquid, which are changed with more or less quick-
ness. We shall confine ourselves to saying that the form of the refri-

gerator is far from arbitrary, and that in every case there are two
essential conditions to which it remains subject, namely, to expose
large evaporating surfaces always wetted with the liquid, and at the
same time, to give a very free circulation to the vapour, and also to
collect in a small space the residues of the evaporation, which become
more and more hydrated, and from which it is necessary to free the
refrigerator from time to time, by certain and easy means.

GUN COTTON AS AN EXPLOSIVE AGENT.

A Joint Committee of the British Association, emanating from two
sections, the Chemical and the Mechanical, was formed at the Cam-

bridge Meeting, for the purpose of inquiring into the state of
kuowledge of gun cotton as an explosive agent. Wisely so

;

for while we in England have laid to for years, since the accident
at the Dartford Powder Mills early in the history of the discovery,
continental nations have been steadily pursuing the subject, and
with a very remarkable success ; the Austrian Government having
at this moment no less than thirty-six batteries of field artillery com-
pletely equipped for gun cotton ammunition.

Great interest was therefore excited at Newcastle at the late meeting of
the British Association, by the presentation of the report of the above com-
mittee, which was read in both sections, but we cannot say discussed.
The report on Baron Lenk's gun cotton made to the Austrian Govern-
ment is a highly important document, and having through the kindness
of Dr Schneider procured a copy, we present it in extenso to our readers
in English.

The report of the chemical side of the committee was also important,
and a very long statement of experimental trials and technical details
as to the best methods of manufacture on the Arsenal scale, and on the
properties of the gun cotton as a practical form of ammunition, the
modes of pieserviug, &c, &c, read by Dr Abel, the chemist to the War
Department, were also highly important productions, which will appear
in the forthcoming volume of reports of the Association. We cannot
say quite as much for the report of the mechanical side of the joint-
committee, read by Mr John Scott Russell, for although comprising
some interesting and curious discussion, it appeared to us to have been
framed in a good deal of ignorance of what had been ascertained experi-
mentally, and printed several years since by French officers and philoso-
phers, and more especially by General Piobert and Colonel Mallet of the
French Artillery, on the subject of the Dynamic conditions of gun cotton
explosion.

Baron Lenk has added in several respects to our prior knowledge, in
the specialities of preparation of gun cotton, but his most decisive
advance has been, his placing in a very clear light, if not his discovering,
the highly important fact, that the rapidity of explosion of gun cotton,
and with that, its pouvoir brisdnte, may be modified to any extent by
the amount of compression and the form of texture (so to say) given to
it in the cartridge.

We shall return to the subject, and meanwhile may refer our readers
for a resume of Colonel Mallet's and General Piobert's investigations, and
in general for a pretty clear view of the ballistics of the subject, to chapter
29, p. 127, et seq. of Mr R. Mallet's work on artillery.

Report on Baron Lenk's Gun Cotton, by Professors Dr Redtenbacher,
Dr Schrotter, and Dr Schneider.

To His Excellency Field-Marshal Johann Freiherr Kempen von Fichten-
stamm, President of the Royal Imperial Commission on Gun Cotton,
June, 1863.

In accordance with Tour Excellency's wish, the undersigned submit
the following opinion relative to the objections urged against the adop-
tion of gun cotton for war purposes.

Introduction.
It is not possible within the limits of the present report to discuss all

the various products which, since the discovery by Schonbein, in 1846.
of a method of chemical treatment whereby cotton might be rendered
explosive, have been brought forward, examined, and applied, under the
various names of "Gun Cotton," "Pyroxylin," ' Fulmi-coton," "Nitro
cellulose," &c,—or at any rate, to do more than mention such as have
been brought under our notice in the course of experiments performed
by us with Baron Lenk's gun cotton.

It is true that gun cotton has frequently and by various persons been
manufactured by modifications of one of the two following processes,
viz. :

—

(1) By acting on cotton with mixtures of nitric and sulphuric
acid.

(2) By acting on cotton with mixtures of saltpetre and sulphuric
acid.

These two general processes have been so much varied in detail by
different experiments, that the resulting specimens of gun cotton must
necessarily have been most diverse in quality. The variations of detail
may be classified as follows, viz. :

—

(1) Variations as to strength of acids.

(2) Variations as to the conditions of mingling the acids.

(3) Variations as to duration of chemical action.

(4) Variations as to temperature.

(5) Variations as to the removal of free acid from the resultin"-

gun cotton.

These variable conditions being taken into consideration, it is no
longer a matter of surprise that even the chemical composition of gun
cotton has been differently stated by different authorities. Accordingly,
whilst one set of chemists, in explaining the rationale of action whereby
ordinary cotton is changed into gun cotton, refer the change to a sub-
stitution of one equivalent of hyponitric acid for three equivalents of
hydrogen in the original cotton, another set affirm that four equivalents
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represent the hydrogen exchanged ; aud yet other chemists, five equiva- !

lents. In addition to these three definite compounds, various analyses

have testified to an infinity of secondary bodies, the result of mechanical
mixtures.

Unforeseen explosions of gun cotton occurring without any known
cause, and assumed to have been the result either of spontaneous com-
bustion, or of some unimportant elevation of temperature, as up to 50°

or 60° C., have frequently been chronicled in the short history of this

substance ; whilst, on the other hand, reliable authorities have fixed the

exploding temperature between 130° and 160° C.—another proof as to

the variety of materials operated upon on a small scale. The chief

experiments relative to gun cotton have been made by chemists upon
small portions, one pound being looked upon as a considerable quantity.

Eesults based on such data may be considered on a par with general
conclusions as to the properties of gunpowder founded upon experiments
with a mixture by hand of charcoal, sulphur, and nitre, in quantities

yielding a pound weight aggregate.

Chemical changes involved in the manufacture of gun cotton.

§ 2. The fact should be borne in mind, that the changes which cotton

undergoes in its treatment with nitric and sulphuric acids conjointly,

are not alone peculiar to cotton and other vegetable fibre, but that a
great number of organic bodies are amenable to a corresponding change
if they be similarly treated. The exact grade of mutation which any
particular organic substance may undergo when treated as above will

differ, however, according to circumstances. Even if, as a rule, we
assume that for every equivalent of water displaced, an equivalent of

nitric acid is appropriated—or, what amounts to the same thing, if the
assumption be that every single equivalent of hyponitric acid exchanges
with a corresponding equivalent of hydrogen—still, variations of result

may be accounted for by reference to the modifying conditions already
indicated. However, the general deduction may be arrived at, that the

amount of hyponitric acid appropriated is directly as the amount of

hydrogen lost.

Possibly, the results obtained by chemists on the small scale, using
small amounts of cotton and relatively large amounts of acid, may not
be identical in composition with corresponding results of large-scale

operations ; time in both cases being constant. It may also be fairly

assumed that certain portions of the original cotton may escape nitrifi-

cation, wholly or partially. These suggestions tend to show the little

value that can justly be attached to past experience with gun cotttou, if

cited in reference to the specific gun cotton of Baron Lenk.

Experiments by the French.

§ 3. An extensive series of experiments with gun cotton must, how-
ever, not be passed over ; the material having been produced commer-
cially on a large scale, and the investigation moreover conducted by
military and scientific authorities. A record of these experiments may
be seen in Berthier's " Memoire de rArtillerie;" Paris, Bathelier, 1852.

Immediately after the discovery of gun cottou in 1846, the French
Minister appointed a commission of inquiry relative to it.

For a period of six years this commission prosecuted its investigations,

and the results are printed in the pamphlet above mentioned.
These experiments were conducted on a large scale ; five tons of gun

cotton being manufactured. This commission instituted the most
searching inquiries relative to every possible ballistic and other military

use to which gun cotton could be applied. No less than thirty tabulated
digests resulted from the labours of this French committee.
Experiments so seemingly exhaustive might reasonably prompt the

assumption that no point relative to gun cotton and its application had
remained undetermined. It might seem that the subject of gun cotton

was definitively set aside after the decisive verdict which the following

quutation records :

—

"Dans l'etat actuel, il n'y a pas lieu de continuer les experiences au
point de vue de leur emploi dans les armes de guerre."

Perusal of the report leaves no doubt either as to the pertinence of

questions raised, or the intelligence manifested in the corresponding
replies.

The French neglected to ascertain the true composition of the cotton.

One point, however, was lost sight of by the French commission,
namely, the precise composition of the gun cotton operated upon. On
this point the commissioners are silent : hence the question, wliether one
and the same chemical compound formed the subject of every experiment in

the series, was never raised. The report throughout ia based on the
assumption that identical methods of treatment must yield identical

results ; that no analysis was required : that practice in firing supplied

the ultima ratio; and, lastly, that the results of explosion were referable

to chemical composition wholly and absolutely. The first proposition

is usually, but not invariably true, as every chemist knows.
Minor circumstances frequently influence the result of chemical energy,

though primary conditions remain unchanged. Chemists sometimes,
heeding these primary conditions only, imagine they have continued to

do the same thing and to achieve the same result ; whereas different

acts have been performed, and different results accomplished. This has
happened in prosecuting the manufacture of gun cotton, up to the ex-

periments of Baron Lenk. What may take place during the change of
ordinary cotton into gun cotton, under different conditions, can be thus
expressed. The cellulose (matter of cotton) may yield up successive
increments of hydrogen, to be replaced by hyponitric acid, according as
the acid bath employed varies as to relative bulk, and the time of action
varies. One equivalent of hydrogen is removable more easily than two,
two than three, &c, &c.

In this way, not only may specimens of gun cotton (as commonly
prepared) be made up of variable mechanical mixtures, of every
chemical result possible under the circumstances, but the series may be
still further extended by the interpolation of material upon which no
chemical action has been exerted. Hence may be deduced a most im-
portant distinction between the French gun cotton and that of Baron Lenk.

Difference between the French gun cotton and Baron Lenk's.
According to the method pursued by the French Commission, the raw

cotton was immersed in the acid mixture for one hour.
Baron Lenk leaves his cotton forty-eight hours in the acid bath.
The French cotton was afterwards dipped in running water for an

hour or an hour and a half.

Baron Lenk's gun cotton lies four, six, or eight weeks in a stream.
The French cotton had, after washing, so much free acid left, that

wood-ash ley (a solution of carbonate of potash, therefore,) was neutra-
lized by contact with it, and after long use became sour.
Baron Lenk's cotton is so freed from acid by long immersion, (hat a

two per cent, solution of potash, in which two cwt. of gun cotton had
been boiled, had lost none of its alkaline properties ; that is to say, that
the cotton was completely free from acids, as experiments wholly
accordant with those of the Imperial (Austrian) Engineers' Committee
fully demonstrated. The French gun cotton having been prepared in a
manner so different, it must necessarily have had a different composition
to that of Baron Lenk's; hence it is clear that the French experimental
results cannot, without considerable reserve, be accepted as precedents.

Lenk's cotton is Tri-nitro Cellulose and uniformly composed.
It manifested no inconsiderable amount of confidence on the part of

Baron Lenk, when the French experiments were known to him, that he
did not give up the gun cotton altogether; and he can only have been
supported by the conviction based upon a thoroughly-grounded study of
the entire process.

Baron Lenk calls the Hirtenberg cotton (and with full right) his
cotton, as he prepares it by one constant, definite, and unvarying process.
Baron Lenk takes the strongest preparation of acid, one part nitric

acid to three parts sulphuric acid ; he impregnates a spun thread of
cotton in a boiling solution of potash thoroughly, and leaves the acids
to act cold upon the cotton during forty-eight hours.
These details of manufacture are all important ; and the resulting

cotton is also most convenient for the subsequent process of freeing from
acid, drying, and working up ; whilst during the time employed, the
three most easily removed hydrogen equivalents of the cellulose are
completely replaced by hyponitric acid, and during this time the action
takes place through the body of the cotton uniformly, so that no isolated
portions are less azotized than others ; nor, if properly conducted, is

any portion too highly azotized ; in fact, it can be demonstrated that
the Austrian gun cotton contains three easily-removed equivalents of
hydrogen.

A nalysis.

7. Analysis.—This is demonstrated by the recorded analysis of the
Austrian Imperial Engineers' Committee, 1861 (vol. i. part 1, p. 21),
wherein it is shown that Lenk gun cotton is almost wholly composed of
tri-nitro-cellulose.

ANALYSIS OF AUSTRIAN GUN COTTON.
LABORATORY OF ENGINEERS' COMMITTEE, 1861.

In 100 parts
Tri-nitro Cellulose

calculated.
No. 4.

a
o

o
O
a
'5b
•cO

Carbon 24-3 25-1

Hydrogen 2.3 30

UNIVERSITY LABORATORY, 1863.

No. 3.

1856.

No. 6.

1860
No. 14.

1862.
Di-nitro

Cellulose.

1 2 1 2 1 2 3

24-4 245

28

24 6 24'2 23'6 23-9 241 286

27 26 27 26 2 -4 2 4 3-2
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If this analysis differs somewhat from the theoretical formula of the

tri-nitro cellulose, the circumstance must he remembered that cotton is

not pure cellulose, but that it consists of long-extended vegetable

cellules, in which there is always a little albuminous substance con-

taining over 50 per cent, carbon, and 7 per cent, hydrogen, the presence

of which even in such quantities easily increases the per centage of

carbon and hydrogen.

The treatment with soluble glass has no influence on Baron Lenk's

gun cotton, it being previously free from acids.

Gun cotton is always put into comparison as an explosive compound
with gunpowder ; but it must be remembered that one of the component
parts of gunpowder—charcoal—is most irregular in quality, especially

where the primitive method of preparing it is followed. Still, in theo-

retical disquisitions upon gunpowder, charcoal is taken into account as

pure carbon.

Bunsen has so treated the charcoal in his experiments with Berne

powder and Austrian army powder at the University Laboratory.

Berne. Austrian. Powder.

Carbon . . . 68 84 81 2 829
Hydrogen . . 3.67 28 2 99

Oxygen . . . 27 49 136 121
Ashes . . .

2-4 2

It is, however, well known that the Austrian charcoal is manufactured

at a higher temperature.
The French chemist Violette, who effected the latest improvements

of charcoal manufacture, proved a difference in charcoal ot eight per

cent, in hydrogen, and one per cent, ashes; and the comparative pro-

portions of the charcoal of the same wood made at various temperatures

varied from 340° to 800° C.

If it be considered that with us the manufacture of gunpowder as

well as of charcoal is in the hands of ignorant workmen of the lowest

class, who make at one operation, and of the same wood, charcoal at all

sorts of temperatures, then the opponents of gun cotton, who imagine

they have in powder the perfection of shooting material, are of all per-

sons the least justified in the reproach that Baron Lenk's gun cotton is

not uniform in its composition.

This want of uniformity in the composition of powder-charcoal was
the origin of the tests by the Berthier process for discovering, before

mixing, the component parts of powder, especially the powder-charcoal,

by means of the Berthier process or trial, for the purpose of ascertaining

its combustive value.

Unalterable quality of the Lenh Gun Cotton.

Even if invariability oi composition in respect of gun cotton be con-

ceded, the allegation is made, that if kept for a long time it deteriorates

;

the ground of this dictum being sought in experiments which show the

alteration of the gun cotton to the extent of 100° with regard to litmus

paper, and also are assumed to reveal a spontaneously explosive quality.

The changes in the Hirtenberg gun cotton can only be ascertained

direct by comparison and analysis with other and different samples of

gun cotton made on the same day when manufactured, and then by
repetition of analysis of the same portions of cotton after one, two, three,

or more years; these results finally compared with the first year's

analyses: but there exist no such analyses, because they were never

made. The opponents of gun cotton themselves have therefore omitted

the only true proof of a changeable quality. Such omissions can,

nevertheless, be in some degree remedied.

In the magazines of gun cotton at the Neustadter Haide, there are

stores of various years.

In the laboratory of the University there are samples of Hirtenberg
gun cotton of three several years, which have been examined by the

above-named artillery officers, and they have been found not to differ

materially in their composition from tri-nitro cellulose. For instance—

Per
Centage.

Tri-

nitro

Cellulose.

No. 3
of the year

1856.

No. 6,

year I860.

No. 14,
year 1862.

1863.

3

241

2 4

Carbon. ...

Hydrogen

243

1 2 1 2 1

23 6

2

24 4 24 5 24-6 242 23 9

23 2 7 28 26 27 2 6 24

If these results are compared with each other, there can be no right

to say that Hirtenberg gun cotton alters by keeping. They agree so far

with each other as analyses of the same material usually do. It is to be
regretted, on this as on many other accounts, that during the last twelve
years such analyses were not frequently repeated. If the opponents of

gun cotton, in performing an adverse experiment, heat the substance in

a test tube up to 100° C, and holding litmus paper over it, deduce
from redness of the latter that gun cotton changes after long keeping,

they merely prove thereby that gun cotton changes at 100° C. Of an
explosive compound, it can only be required that it shall not deteriorate
within certain limits of temperature: a requisition amply fulfilled by
Lenk's gun cotton.

Some varieties of guu cotton, if inclosed together with litmus paper
in a tube, often manifest an acid reaction at ordinary temperature. This
may arise from various causes. There may exist, for example, free

acids. These acids may be the result of nitrogen partially oxidized, and
may result from imperfectly worked cotton. This assumption granted,
the phenomenon is explained, and the cause is easily avoided.

It may arise from decomposition of the gun cotton, atmospheric damp-
ness having brought about a partial reconstitution of the cellulose.

This assumption granted, the acid reaction just adverted to should be
local, affecting the material in particular spots only. This seems a
necessary deduction, having regard to the long process of steeping in
water to which Lenk's gun cotton is exposed in the course of manufac-
ture. By this steeping process the cotton should otherwise be utterly
destroyed.

Possibly the tetra and penta nitro cellulose are more liable to decom-
position ;

but only traces of these bodies are to be found in Lenk's gun
cotton, as experiment amply demonstrates. Were it otherwise, analyses
should make known (which they do not) a deficiency of carbon and
hydrogen below the theoretical quantity

Tri nitro

Tetra-nitro

Penta-nitro

Carbon.

24-2

21-0

186

Hj-drogen.

23

17

1 3

But some specimens of Lenk's cotton do not even yield traces of
decomposition. A parcel of Hirtenberg cotton was laid for six weeks in
a pond, and not subsequently treated with potash. It was then
deposited in a running stream, afterwards exposed for one mouth to the
air; being subjected to all the various influences of dew, rain, and sun,
day and night, continuoushy. It retains all its original explosive quali-
ties, and fails to redden litmus paper, even though the latter be wrapped
in a mass of this cotton and allowed to remain for many days. The
results of an analysis of this cotton were almost identical with the
calculated elements of tri-nitro cellulose, as the following table makes
apparent :

—

Calculated. Found.
Carbon .... 242 24-4

Hydrogen .... 2'3 28
The redness of litmus paper that sometimes occurs may also result

from traces of organic acids, formic and acetic acids for example, both
which may emanate from the turpentine of the pine-chests in which the
gun cotton is stored.

These acid traces should the less evoke surprise, when we bear in
mind that the gun cotton in process of manufacture had been exposed
for forty eight hours to a strong acid bath : moreover, if the subject of
comparison, viz., gunpowder, be tested with equal severity, similar
evidence of chemical action would be forthcoming. The courses of test-

ing must, however, be different.

Spontaneous Decomposition of Gunpowder.

Gunpowder contains sulphur, as is well known. Sulphur being an
element, cannot be decomposed; nevertheless, it is affected by the
atmosphere, though slowly.

The change here is oxidation, the product being sulphurous acid.
This oxidation imperceptibly affects solid cakes or bars of sulphur, but
more rapidly if the sulphur be powdered. Now, gunpowder contains
sulphur in the highest degree of comminution, and if gunpowder be
smelt, sulphurous acid is easily perceived. Other evidence is, however,
available.

The sulphurous acid resulting from decomposition of sulphur is slowly
changed into sulphuric acid, which latter partly attacks the saltpetre,

and is partly neutralized by the potash of the ashy parts of the charcoal.
Gunpowder has a weak alkaline action, although each of the consti-

tuents of gunpowder is absolutely Deutral. The alkalinity can only
result from potash contained as an impurity in the charcoal. These
facts borne in mind, it follows that any sulphuric acid (resulting from
sulphurous acid), developed in gunpowder, should be found united with
potash or sulphate of potash. Now, the presence of sulphuric acid is

easily demonstrable in affected gunpowder by the test of chloride of
barium ; and, inasmuch as sulphuric acid does not exist in either of the
original constituents, it must necessarily be a product of decomposition.

These observations are only intended to show that no great importance
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should be attached to the casual reddening of litmus paper by gun cot-

ton. Parity of reasoning should lead to the rejection of gunpowder

:

and, indeed, gunpowder by long exposure to atmospheric influences is

so deteriorated as to be rendered wholly unfit for ballistic uses.

Temperature at which Gun Cotton Ignites.

The rejection of gun cotton, in consequence of the changeable nature

of, or the explosive quality of the material at low temperatures of the

material, is so thoroughly and decidedly contradicted in the Report of

Baron von Ebner, that it would be superfluous to go any further into

this question ; the lowest explosive temperature of the Hirtenberg gun
cotton being therein fixed at 136°; a temperature which, practically,

cannot raise any doubts against the use of gun cotton.

Gunpowder and Gun Cotton compared as to Temperature ofIgnition.

Nevertheless, it is of interest to introduce something regarding the

qualities of gunpowder. Mixed with sulphur, charcoal ignites at a lower
temperature than by itself. A mixture of sulphur with charcoal, that

had been prepared at temperatures between 150° and 400° C, begins to

ignite at 250°; whereas a mixture of sulphur with charcoal, resulting

from a temperature between 1000° and 1500°, when heated to 250° only
burns off the sulphur, without the combustion of the charcoal.

Charcoal decomposes saltpetre at a temperature altogether different

from the degree of heat at which charcoal is produced. Charcoal pre-

pared at temperatures between 150° and 430" decomposes saltpetre at

400°. Charcoal prepared between 1000° and 1800° decomposes salpetre

at a dark-red glow heat.

Sulphur decomposes saltpetre at higher temperatures than the char-

coal, namely, at about or over 432°. The temperature at which sulphur
burns in the air is, according to Violette, 250°, and at this temperature
gunpowder also explodes. The explosive quality of various sorts of

gunpowder is different, according to the sort of charcoal used, the
proportions of the mixtures, and the size and compactness of the grains.

Violette observes, that an exact knowledge of the alterations in the

composition of the charcoal of powder, in proportion to the temperature
of the charcoaling process, must be followed by changes in the respective

proportions in the mixture of the gunpowder. It is useless to advert
here to the conditions under which charcoal is here produced by the

common charcoal-burners.

Is Gun Cotton Spontaneously Combustible ?

Finally, there still remains the consideration, whether the danger of

the spontaneous combustion of gun cotton is so great that it cannot be
recommended for shooting purposes.

Spontaneous combustion is well defined by Lieut.-Col. Baron von
Ebner, his definitions having reference to the militar}' conditions.

Whence, then, have arisen the allegations of spontaneous combustion,
and on what basis do they rest? Assuredly, they receive no counte-
nance from the experience acquired by chemists, who in preparing gun
cotton have each operated in a different manner. Pelouze maintains
that the process of azotizing is finished in a few minutes. The explosive
nature of the compound of this chemist, as well as that of Boucher, is

therefore attributable to a composition wholly different from that of the
Hirtenberg cotton.

Nor are apprehensions of spontaneous combustion deducible from any
fair application of theory. Whatever theoretical objections there may
be at the present time applicable, were also applicable twelve years
ago. In the summer of 1862, the Simmeringer Haide explosion
occurred, and we may fairly assume that the list of theoreti-

cal assumptions favouring the idea of spontaneous explosion was then

pretty well exhausted. In the Simmeringer Haide magazine, however,
gun cotton and gunpowder were stored together. To have imputed the

explosion to spontaneous ignition of gun cotton, was altogether unwar-
ranted by evidence. With equal show of probability might it have been
imputed to the spontaneous ignition of the gunpowder.
The latter view might be supported by the experience of numerous

powder explosions where not an atom of gun cotton wa3 present, and
yet the cause was never ascertained.

Many probable reasons, however, may be adduced favouring the belief

that the Hirtenberg cotton did not explode spontaneously : these proba-
bilities rest on grounds both theoretical and practical.

Experimental Proofs demonstrate that Lenk's Gun uotton is not
Spontaneously Combustible.

The history of gun cotton as chronicled by chemists and artillerists,

short though the history be, is so full of records of explosion under unex-
pected circumstances, that an unbiassed mind can hardly fail to be
impressed with the belief that amongst the ordinary conditions of
military practice, there may be some competent to induce the spontane-
ous combustion of this material. Nevertheless, the experience of Baron
Lenk, acquired during a period extending over more than ten years, is

more pregnant with reliable testimony than can be found in the entire
remaining history of this material.
The manufacture of gun cotton in Hirtenberg consists in a number of

perfectly harmless operations; and it is remarkable that, contrary to

what happens with gunpowder, if fire be not actually applied, explosion
is impossible. All operations are so arranged, that the material acted
upon is in a moist or wet condition—hence not explosive. Drying takes
pJace in a capacious building, on every side open to the air. The last

process of drying is carried out in the drying-chamber, where it is

effected by a stove situated on the outside, distributing its heat to the
building by earthenware pipes ; drying being thus insured through a
gentle warmth. The gun cotton next goes either into a magazine to be
packed away in chests, or is at once prepared for ammunition.

In this magazine Hirtenberg cotton has been stored for a period of

twelve years, and not a single instance of explosion has taken place.

How many powder mills have exploded in that time? In Prussia, how-
ever, a drying-chamber has lately blown up.

Your excellency has officially been informed, that in Prussia they
have worked for eight years with gun cotton, and not a single explosion
has occurred except the last named? In the Prussian drying-chamber
referred to, a stove with iron smoke pipe was used—a sufficient explana-
tion of the misfortune.

During twelve years we have prepared gun cotton at Hirtenberg for

ammunition, that is, for yarns, spun ropes, and threads twisted and
woven.
One single case of explosion has occurred in the course of Baron

Lenk's manufacture, the result of improper speed of working the spin-

ning machinery. Now, the circumstance hardly need be insisted on,

that gunpowder as well as gun cotton can be exploded by friction.

Gun cotton has been used for military purposes now more than twelve
years : it has also been employed for mining and blasting. It has been
subjected to every variety of transport. Packed in black wooden chests, it

has been exposed to sunshine for months together : all this without one
single accident. In the face of such testimony, it cannot be said that
gun cotton manifests any tendency to explode spontaneously.
Theoretical Proofs against the Spontaneous Combustion of Lenk's

Gun Cotton.
Those who maintain the spontaneous combustibility of gun cotton,

must surely be able to base their fears on scientific grounds. Let us

now examine the most important of these. And, firstly, as regards
cotton itself. Cotton is chemically effected by storage, if packed damp
and in bulk ; it then gets heated ; and examples are not wanting of

warehouses burned down through fire generated by the heating of stored

cotton. This chemical change in ordinary cotton begins with hydrogen,
this element affording to the atmospheric oxygen the first point of

attack : hereby occurs heating, with partial oxidation. The oxidation

goes on until even the charcoal is affected, and the result may be actual

combustion. This occurs not only to cotton, but linen rags, as well as

to sawdust, and many other organic substances. The conditions affect-

ing Lenk's gun cotton are almost diametrically opposed to the preceding.
Firstly, the three easily removable atoms of hydrogen present in ordi-

nary cotton are disposed of by what may be called azotization ; then the

long process of acid-steeping involved oxidizes everything in the cotton

that can be azotized ; whence it follows that there remains nothing for

atmospheric oxygen to act upon. Finally, slow decay, or " ercmacausis,"
to which ordinary cotton is subject, cannot affect Lenk's gun cotton.

Granting that almospheric oxygen has no influence, still the theo-

retical allegation may be adduced, that oxygen of water is not without
influence. But the Hirtenberg gun cotton lies for several weeks in

water ; moreover, is finally boiled with weak potash solution. Now, if

it be easily changeable by water, it must surely have changed under
this treatment : nevertheless, every analysis demonstrates the result to

be tri-nitro cellulose. It may still be argued, that if oxygen and atmo-
spheric moisture do not produce material changes, still summer heat
would do so ; but examples such as the black cases which have lain for

months in the open air on railway stations, exposed to the direct action

of the sun, and the specimen already referred to, where more than one
pound of gun cotton was exposed for more than four weeks to the direct

action of the sun towards the south in all weathers, retaining still its

full explosive properties, demonstrate a sufficient explosive constancy.

If, however, gun cotton be prepared otherwise than as in Hirtenberg

—

or if not prepared in Hirtenberg, according to the special instructions of

General von Lenk (of which, until now, no example was before us)

—

then, no doubt, there might be risk of combustion, as in the case of the

French cotton.

How the explosions of the French cottons are to be accountedfor.
The explosion can be accounted for in the following way : indeed, it

has been mostly explained already.

If the acids are not strong enough, or not permitted to act sufficiently

long ; if, moreover, the subsequent removal and neutralization of acid

be not complete, so that free acids remain ; then the atoms of unremoved
hydrogen may become the focus of chemical energy, which rising to a

sufficient degree of intensity, may result in explosion.

To effect complete permeation of the cotton, is by no means a quick

or easy process ; and a similar remark is applicable to the removal of

lingering acid traces. With reference to these particulars, the statement

can, without arrogance, be made that the French gun cotton, compared
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with that of Hirtenberg manufacture, was not so complete a material,

inasmuch as the acid was allowed too short a time for its action upon
the cotton wool

;
probably, too, the subsequent deacidation of the

French cotton would not have been so fully effected. Thus considered,

the assumed great danger of so-called "spontaneous combustion" in

reference to Lenk's gun cotton disappears.

It now remains, lastly, for us to inquire into the so-called disruptive

explosibility (vis viva, or force brisante) of gun cotton.

The "force brisante" of Gun Cotton.

This subject, purely artilleristic in its nature, can only be spoken of

by chemists, so far as the force brisante of gun cotton depends upon a

certain chemical condition.

By the expression force brisante, we understand the time within

which a certain weight of an explosive material in a gun has been con-

verted into a certain volume of gas, or the volume of gas produced
under otherwise equal conditions.

An explosive material is therefore the more brisante in proportion as

the time is short for equal weight and volume of gas developed, or time

and weight equal in proportion to the volume of gas is greater.

We, being accustomed to compare every sort of explosive material

with gunpowder, say that gun cotton is more brisante than gunpowder,
because the former develops an equal volume of gas in a smaller space

of time ; or, what is the same, time being equal, a greater bulk of gas,

and, therefore, a higher mechanical effect. In the moment of explosion

the result exerts a greater pressure on the barrel ; hence there is more
danger of bursting.

The danger of bursting by equal charges differs relatively according

to the thickness of the barrel and the strength of its material to equal

resistance of the shot.

Given an explosive substance more brisante than gunpowder, we can

still fire the two with equal safety by proportionately increasing the

strength of the gun. From a consideration of explosive bodies generally,

it follows that each particular one, if applied to ballistic purposes,

demands a peculiar gun. It cannot be reasonably expected that a gun
best adapted to the use of gunpowder is also best adapted to the use of

gun cotton.

If that construction be discovered, then the higher brisante effect of

gun cotton may appear as an advantage, instead of being thought a

disadvantage.
However, gun cotton can act disadvantageously in another manner

on the barrel of a gun, through its higher brisante nature.

If we imagine the moment of the discharge of the gun taking place,

then the products of the explosion—the gases, are as it were, in a mine,

in which one of the resisting sides is moveable, viz., the shot. The
gases act with equal mechanical power on every side of the barrel in the

moment before the shot is about to move. The sides of the gun being

at rest (supposing it resists the explosion), it follows that part of the

mechanical power is transformed in an equivalent quantity of heat, or,

what is the same, the barrel of the gun will become heated ; the tem-

perature may be raised thereby so high, that the tin of a bronze barrel

may partly melt, or, as we say, the barrel of the gun is " burnt out"
after a number of rounds.

That the last-named effect of heat on the barrel is not to be attributed

to the chemical composition of gun cotton, but to the transformation of

mechanical power into heat, is proved by Lieutenant von Karoly's
analysis of the gases of combustion of Lenk's gun cotton, which he made
in the Chemical Laboratory of the Engineers' Corps Committee, as may
be seen in the report of the Imperial Academy of Science, volume 47,

page 59, Mathematical and Physical part; and which may be seen in

the following table, in which the gases of combustion of powder accord-

ing to Bunsen (vide Poggendorf, 4th series, 12th volume, page 131,) are
cited in comparison with those of gun cotton.

Gases of Combustion.
Volume per Cent. Bunsen. Karolys.

Sporting. Rifle.
Common
Powder.

Gun Cotton.

Nitrogen N. 411 35-3 376 12-7

Carbonic Acid CO. a 527 48 9 42 7 208
Carbonic Oxide CO. 3-9 52 102 290
Hydrogen H. 1'2 69 5-9 38
Sulphur& Hydrogen H.S. 06 067 086 Carbon \ 18

Water j 25 37Oxygen 0. 0-55
Light Carburetted Hydro-
gen Gas 000 3-02 27 7-2

If we compare the gases of gunpowder with those of gun cotton, we
easily see that the chemical action of the ] roduct of combustion of gun

cotton on the sides of the barrel—if there exists any action at all—must
be smaller than with the use of gunpowder, because they are less oxidiz-

ing gases than those of gunpowder.
Should, therefore, bronze barrels be " burnt out" by the use of gun

cotton, cast steel may be then used instead of bronze, which, in fact, has

been successfully done.

Moreover, bronze gun-barrels have withstood a 'sufficient number of

rounds by using an adequate charge of gun cotton with elongated cart-

ridges. In this way no alteration of the bore prejudicial to the correct-

ness of aim has taken place.

From the steel barrel of a rifle, forty rounds have been fired with gun
cotton cartridges, which have hit the target 300 yards distant in an
unexceptionable manner. After the said number of rouuds, the barrel

was internally as clean and polished as a mirror. It appears, then, that

this problem is solved in a general and satisfactory manner.
Application of Gun Cotton to civil mining and in warfare.

Gun cotton is also used for mining purposes and mining warfare. On
this subject nothing but what is favourable has been reported by the

Imperial Engineers (vide communications of the R. K. Engineers' Com-
mittee, 1861, 1st volume, by Moritz Baron von Ebner, Colonel of the

Engineers).

However, it is said that the gases of gun cotton were more poisonous

in mines than those of gunpowder, and, therefore, the use of gun cotton

for mining warfare is not to be recommended.
If we compare the result of Lieutenant Karoly's analysis of the com-

bustion gases of gun cotton with those of gunpowder as above given, we
observe that both of them contain irrespirable gases ; further, that they
contain qualitatively the same sort of irrespirable gases ; and although
the relative quantities of some of the gases from powder and gun cotton

are different, the effect -of those gases leads to the same practical result,

viz., that after blowing up a mine, one cannot without danger approach
the spot of the explosion before renewing the air by ventilation.

In this respect we may say that the gases of gun cotton will be more
quickly removed by ventilation than those of gunpowder, because the

first-named contain a greater quantity of gases easily dissipated; siuce

100 pounds of gunpowder contains 68 pounds of fixed solid matter, which
alone suffices to make respiration almost impossible.

It is not probable that an explosive compound will be found which
will produce any other but irrespirable gases.

It is one and the same in practice, whether a cellar contains 40 per

cent, of carbonic acid and 10 per cent, carbonic oxide, or 30 per cent,

carbonic oxide and 20 per cent, carbonic acid, inasmuch as no one could,

without danger of suffocation, enter such a cellar.

Both the gases of gun cotton and of gunpowder, according to Karoly,

may be ignited by a match.
Recapitulation and Conclusions.

We believe we have in the preceding furnished replies to your excel-

lency to all the important questions which chemists may be called upon
to decide prior to determining whether or not General Lenk's gun cotton

can be used as an explosive material for warfare ; and we will conclude
our report with the following general remarks :

—

General Baron von Lenk's gun cotton is almost wholly made up of

tri-nitro cellulose ; it is manufactured in the imperial factory at Hirteu-

berg in such manner that one invariable product results.

Lenk's gun cotton remains unaltered under circumstances that would
render gunpowder totally useless. It is not subject to any notable alter-

ation, nor is it prone to spontaneous combustion. Its temperature of

ignition is somewhere between 130° and 100° C, sufficiently high to

remove apprehension. Its vis viva, or force brisante, can be moderated
without difficulty if required, or else special cannon and rifle barrels may
be adapted to it.

The dangers in regard to mining warfare are comparatively and quali-

tatively the same as with the use of gunpowder,—the gases of both being
irrespirable.

The manufacture of gun cotton at Hirtenberg is provisional, and
General Baron W. von Lenk will know best how to devise improved
mechanical apparatus when the erection of a proper factory shall be
resolved upon.
According to our experience up to the present time, we recognize in

the gun cottonfrom Hirtenberg an improved explosive compound hav-
ing many and great advantages, several of which gunpowderfrom its

very nature can never possess.

f We shall give the discussion on this Report in our next.)

ON THE PROPORTIONS OF SHIPS OF LEAST SKIN-RESIST-
ANCE FOR A GIVEN SPEED AND DISPLACEMENT.*

Br W. J. Macquorn Rankine.

The author referred to a previous paper which he had read to the

British Association in 1861, and in which he had stated the results of a
theoretical investigation of the " skin-resistance" of ships, and verified

those results by a comparison with those of experiments. In the course

* Read before the British Association, August, 1863.
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of that paper, lie had stated, that the theory gives, for the proportion of

length to breadth which produces least skin-resistance with a given dis-

placement and speed, that of seven to one, nearly.

This is the case when the figures and proportions of the cross-sections

are given, so that the draught of water bears a fixed propoition to the

breadth. But when the draught of xcater has a fixed absolute value, the

theory gives a somewhat different result ; for the proportion of length

to breadth which produces the least skin-resistance is found to increase

as the draught of water becomes shallower.

In the following table of examples, L denotes the length, B the

extreme bieadth, H the draught of water, and the ratio, V LB -r H,

which is the argument of the table, is computed as follows :

—

V LB /\/\ msP

H
~~

* 1 H» X

splacement in cubic feet.

co-efficient of fineness.

In the vessels to which these calculations are applicable, the cross-

sections are supposed to be nearly rectangular, and the " co-efficient of

fineness" is, in general, between O'oo and 65.

Example, No. I. II. HI IV. V. VI.

VLB
= 5-2 99 15-6 225 307 402

H
L_ = 7 8 9 10 11 V2

B
B— = 2 3-5 52 71 9.3 116
H

The general agreement of those results with successful practice in

ship-building is obvious.
W. J. M. R.

Glasgow, September, 1863.

MACHINERY FOR ROLLING: GUN BARRELS.
Me Joseph Taylor, Dcriuent Iron Works.

Illustrated by Plate 304.

The Plate of this month's part represents the machinery for rolling gun
barrels, designed and constructed by Mr Joseph Taylor, of the Derwent
Iron Works, Birmingham, for the Colts Small Arms Company, Hart-

ford, United States, and supplied by him soon alter the breaking out of

the present war. Fig. 1 is a side elevation of the rolling mill and its

driving gear, and in vertical section through the foundation. Fig. 2 is

a plan of the same, corresponding to fig. 1 ;
and fig. 3 is a transverse

vertical section of the large set of rollers for the final welding and shap-

ing of the gun barrels. The principal part of the mill only which is

shown in the engraving, comprised 3 pairs of rolls for bending the
" skelps," and 3 pairs for welding the barrels and rolling them out into

the proper form, with one furnace to each set of rolls, and similar

machinery has been supplied to the Government Small Arms Manufac-
tory, at Enfield, Middlesex. He also sent out last year to the American
Government, eleven sets of these rolls for the rolling mills at Harper's

Ferry, and Springfield, U S., to replace some Mr Taylor had supplied a

few years ago, which, it will be remembered were taken possession of

by the Confederates when they entered Harper's Ferry, and this valu-

able prize was removed by them to Richmond, where the mill has been

rolling gun barrels night and day ever since. Fit;. 4 represents an end

view of a piece of iron technically called a " skelp," from which the

barrel is to be formed. Fig. 5 represents the form it receives after being

heated in the furnace, and passed through the first aperture in the

bending rolls. Figs. 6, 7, 8, and 9, represent the form it takes during

its progressive passage through the bending rolls, A. The "skelp" is

now in the form required for "welding up," for which purpose it is

put in the furnace, and when in a thorough welding state, is taken out

on a mandrel, a, and being applied to the largest, or " welding grooves "

of the rollere marked b, is instantaneously caught and forced through

the aperture by the rapidly revolving rolls ; it will be understood by
the transverse section, fig. 3, that the mandrel is firmly held in its

place by the shoulder, b, coming in contact with the front bars, c,

the end of the mandrel extending no farther than the centre of the rolls,

and thus preventing the hole in the centre of the barrel from being
collapsed by the outward pressure from the rolls. The barrel being now
welded, it requires only to be moderately heated and passed through the

other grooves which are so formed as to give its proper size and required

form. This operation completes the forging of the barrel, with the

exception of a piece of iron suitable to screw the nipple to, which is

placed under a forging machine made for this particular purpose, after

which it is bored out, turned, and placed under other cutting tools to

bring it to its proper shape.
No. 187.—Vol. XVI.

LONDON STATUES AND THEIR MATERIAL.

"DcKiNGthe prevailing fermentation in the public mind concerning
science and art, it may be desirable to direct attention to a subject

which concerns both; I refer to the condition of the statues of London.
They are nearly all, I believe, composed, as they certainly should be, of

the alloy of copper and tin termed bronze. The same alloy was used
by the ancients for their statues, and nothing better suited for the
purpose has been discovered to this day. It is extremely durable, and
in fitting localities either preserves its original colour in a certain

degree, or acquires the well-known green patina. But in the atmos-
phere of London it speedily loses all trace of its natural tint, becoming
hideously soot-begrimed or otherwise darkly discoloured. Possibly some
connoisseurs in taste may regard this external incrustation of black
filth with satisfaction, but to the majority of the public, 1 think I may
venture to assert, it is far from agreeable. Statues of cast iron might
be erected at a much less cost than statues of bronze, and they would
look equally well, if not better. Those who wish to see how much may
be done in changing the external appearance of a London building by
the agency of soap and water should inspect the process now in opera-

tion upon the Marble Arch. The transformation is positively marvellous.

Mr Cowper may, in this instance, boast with good reason of a signal

conquest over London soot. The great problem of washing the blacka-

moor white has at length been solved by the right hon. gentleman.
Let him try his hand at our statues, with a view to transform them,
either by the aid of the scrubbing-brush or other appliances, into

respectable objects less resembling gigantic chimney sweeps."
The preceding remarks appeared recently in the Times. The follow-

ing considerations occurs to us. Were it a fact that the London statues

of bronze consisted only of copper and tin, we believe their blackness in

the atmosphere of London would be much less than it is. Nearly all

the so called bronze used for casting statuary however is alloyed, i.e.,

adulterated largely with lead—indeed the celebrated founders who cast

the great groups at Versailles, added lead purposely to increase the

fusibility of their metal, and in the case of the celebrated Neptune
fountain, which required, if we remember rightly, about 58 tons of

bronze to be melted at once—they so far failed to melt it with the
furnace they had constructed, that at the last moment they had to add
a disproportionate quantity of lead to bring the copper to the liquid

state.

The black matter that coats the London statues is not, we believe,

soot at all, but an adherent crust of sulphides of copper and of lead,

due to the action of the sulphur compounds always existing in the

London atmosphere. Some portions of some, of the older statues, and
even of the copper on the roofing of buildings in. London, presents under
the microscope a distinctly crystalline character— it is, in fact, black sul-

phuret of copper and lead, in minute crystals like the native mineral.

The action of air and rain water together, oxidises this in. part, and pro-

duces soluble sulphur salts of copper at least, which are washed off, and
at this moment the Portland stone pedestal of the statue of George III,,

in Cockspur Street, which has recently been washed clean, may be seen

deeply stained green by the quantity of these salts which have run
down from the legs of the figure, and being in turn decomposed by the
calcareous stone, have produced and deposited oxides and probably
oxychlorides of copper in its pores. Were our London statues cast of
pure copper and tin, and the latter in rather a high proportion, there

would be much less of this decomposition, which is no doubt powerfully

promoted by the lead present, probably altogether as a mere mixture, or

as one diffused in an alloy of very little percentage of lead.

As statues are, however, we see plainly that they are by no means
durable in our coal consuming city, whatever they may have been in

the pure and smokeless air and dry climate of ancient Greek and Roman
ones.

Lead itself has also been employed for statuary casting, and several

large and important statues of this material exist, of the era of the three

first Georges, but it, is also amenable to the action of the sulphur com-
pounds of coal combustion, though not to the same extent as bronze,

for the sulphuret of lead when oxidized forms an insoluble sulphate and
carbonate of lead which appears to become pseudomorphous, and adheres

strongly until thick enough to absorb wet and get split off by frost, and so

a new surface of metal exposed to action.

Nor is the proposition to employ cast iron by any means a new one.

It was first made formally (in Great Britain at least) by the late

Sir John Robison, Secretary of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, who
printed some interesting papers for private circulation on the subject.

He pointed out that the amber varnish employed by the Prussian

founders upon their cast iron objects of fine art, when burnt on is highly

inalterable in air and moisture, and he concluded from what he had
seen at Berlin and elsewhere, that cast iron statues, might be exposed

when so coated, free from any injury in the air of our cities.

In this however, having ourselves given probably as much experimental

attention as any one to the corrosion of iron and other metals in structural

use, we can affjrm Sir John Robinson was unquestionably mistaken,

2c
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and through precisely the same neglect of considering the effect of the

sulphur compounds in our coal-burning towns. Unprotected cast iron

we know is rapidly acted upon, and very unequally so, in our civic

atmospheres, and galvanized cast iron fares just the same, except that

the corrosion is much more localized and eats the metal then into holes,

as though it had some cutaneous disease. This last fact, the condition

of the cast iron galvanized plates covering the roofs of the Houses of

Parliament proves, and we may add that the progress of destruction of

these will not be arrested by "Zopissa," nor by "Granitic Paint," nor
by any like charlatanerie.

Nor doeB the amber varnish of the Prussians long resist our coal

atmosphere, even coal tar varnish baked on by dipping the iron at 800°

F. into boiled coal tar, which has been proved the most durable
of all preservatives of iron, whether cast or wrought, against air and
moisture in coal-burning cities, is not proof against the searching action

of the sulphur acids and the atmosphere for more than 3 or 4 years.

Moreover, the amber varnish, like the coal tar, is black from the be-

ginning, and hence a patina, which in its artistic effects, is to the smut
of the bronze statues merely as " the pot and the kettle."

Cast iron statues are therefore utterly out of the question. Does
anything remain—-can we find any other metal available, by price, by
its physical properties in casting, &c, and by its chemical properties

when long exposed, that may become a substitute for bronze, lead, and
cast iron?
Undoubtedly wo have such a material m pure zinc. One already for

more than twenty years employed in Germany upon a great scale for

statuary, vases, relievi, and thousands of sculptural decorative purposes.

Statues of this material for the fabrication of which a great establish-

ment exists at Berlin, were exhibited in London as long ago as 1851,
and their importance has been frequently urged upon English art and
the public, by publications emanating from German sculptors, architects,

zinc smelters, and founders, &c— but so far in vain. Either the English
people care too little (notwithstanding the achievements of Brompton)
about statues, to trouble themselves at all about them, or we are too igno-

rant generally to be able to understand the advantages offered, and the
whole thing has been born dead in England.
Now the advantages of pure zinc as a founder's material for statuary

are in brief these

—

1. The cost of the material, as .ecmpared with bronze, is about as 17 to

110, or less than 1 to 6, and it may be cast of a thinness impos-
sible with bronze.

2. It is very fusible, and easily melted in any volume, however vast.

3. It takes the form of the mould in dry sand beautifully, setting

itself well up to the finest members, in cooling.

4. It is not much worth being rifled or stolen by an enemy. It

cannot be made into guns, and hardly would pay for remanu-
facture.

6. It is too hard to be readily dinged or damaged by mischievous
blows, &c.

6. The action of pure air and moisture is only to produce a thin and
obstinately adherent film of sub-oxide, which is as hard and
inalterable almost as glass. In moist air, loaded with the sulphur
compounds of coal, this is acted on with extreme slowness. It

becomes blacker, and in the end appears to form a film of true

sulphuret of zinc in microscopic crystals—of artificial Blende, in

fact, which does not alter further.

Whether in a humid atmosphere still more loaded with sulphur com-
pounds, and more highly oxidized, soluble or basic salts of zinc might be
formed, may still be perhaps doubtful, but in any case, from the almost
perfect homogeneity of the pure zinc, and the very small differences in
development of crystals that occur in cooling between the largest and
the smallest parts of any statue, the corrosion, if any, would be almost
perfectly uniform and extremely slow.

We may add to all this that such zinc statues may be covered galvano
plastically with a thin coating of copper or of bronze (or even of gold or
silver), and so the green patina if desired, may be obtained, and this

external film, after having been corroded through, say after 20 j'ears or
more, may be renewed again and again, by the same means, and that
without even dismounting the statue from its pedestal.

We wish some house in London or Birmingham, possessing the
necessary capital and appliances, and with some real feeling for art,

either possessed or imported, would commence the manufacture of zinc
statues amongst us. It is one that would rapidly acquire a prodigious
expansion, and would increase the decorative powers at the command
of all classes, at the same time that it would react upon public taste,

more advantageously it is to be hoped, than those frightful " Black
Knights," Napier and Havelock

—

"et hoc genus omne,"—that brazen it

out at present.

Copies in zinc at full and at reduced sizes of almost all the great statues
of antiquity cau be purchased now at Berlin, at an extremely moderate
price.

—

Ed.

LIGHTING OF COAL PITS.

A new method of illuminating fiery collieries has been proposed by MM.
Dumas and Benoit, and which they say, eo far as their experiments have
gone, gives promise of success. In effect the method consists in sup-
plying each pitman with a " Geyseler Tube " in place of a Davy lamp.
The light within the tube, which is of fluorescent (uranium) glass, is pro-
ducedfrom aRhumkorffscoil placed at adistance from the face of the work-
ings. Insulated wires lead from this toeach of the illuminated tubes, which
can as easily be moved about as a Davy lamp, except, we may remark,
that there will be always dangling from each the pair of wires ; and as
the tubes are hermetically sealed and do not rise perceptibly in tem-
perature, or as the inventors express it, " la lumiere est froide," so there
is no possibility of ignition for the explosive gases. The light obtained,
they admit, is feeble, but this they expect to improve upon.
A ruptured wire might, we submit, produce ignition at the instant of

fracture, in this case ; otherwise the apparatus is probably perfectly safe.

We doubt its likelihood of success in a practical sense however.
Although we feel perfectly certain that sooner or later all coal pits and
all mines will be Illuminated by some form or other of electric light, and
that the Davy lamp, beautiful and ingenious as its principle is, and with
all the good service it has done, will come, before very many years shall

have passed, to be deemed a thing of a comparatively barbarous and
imperfect epoch of mining.

—

Ed.

SUPPLY OF WATER TO CITIES.

PROJECT FOE ARTESIAN WELL BORIHQ AT PARIS.

A grand idea has been brought formally forward at Paris by M. Gaudin,
the celebrated artesian shaft sinker, being no less than the artificial

production and establishment of an enormous water power close to that
city, where none superficially exists.

M. Gaudin proposes to sink, by the usual method of tubbing, &c,
commencing at the chalk, an artesian shaft of five metres in diameter,
close down almost to the water bearing beds beneath. Thence he pro-
poses to continue the boring by the now well-known methods practised
in Belgium, Westphalia, and France, under water, i.e., without pumping,
passing through all the formations, until he reaches the Jurassic lime-
stone beneath.
The great water beds once reached, the yield of the well, on princi-

ples which have been already established, and of which we have in a past
part given some account, will be proportional to its section. It will be
equal to 500,000 cubic metres of water per 24 hours, which will be all

delivered at a mean height of 36 metres above the level of the surface,

and which thus will represent a water power of 2500 horse-power in
constant operation. The cost of the work he estimates at about £42,000
in English money, and calculates that this would be covered in less

than seven months, if the charge for the use of the water were fixed at
I centime the cubic metre.
He appears to take no credit for any use that may be made of the

water subsequently to its delivery through turbines or over water
wheels ; but it is obvious that many most important uses could be found
for water of such pellucid purity, and that even its runuing to waste
into the river Seine would in summer be a great blessing to Paris.

The project has the recommendations of great simplicity and of the
certainty due to past experience at Passy and Grenelle, and might
largely expand the industrial resources of the French capital. It has
been referred to a commission of the Institute, consisting of MM.
Combes and Daubree to report upon.

RECENT PATENTS.

RAILWAY SIGNALS.

Samuel Whitaker, Havcrsiock Hill, London.— Patent dated
February 13, 1863.

This invention relates to the indicating of the positions or conditions of
railway signals and points, and consists in the employment for that
purpose of certain peculiar constructions, arrangements, and combina-
tions of apparatus.

Fig. 1 of the subjoined engravings represents the various apparatus
employed in working the day and night signals on a line of railway in

accordance with this invention, the several electric conducting wires
being also shown in order to illustrate clearly the connections between
the different apparatus employed, so that the entire system may bo more
readily understood.

Of the various apparatus, A represents the indicator or galvanometer,
which may be of any well-kDOwn construction, as it constitutes
separately no part of this invention. B is the expanding metal rod or

J
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bar, which is to be placed inside the night signal lamp. c is a

"switch" for directing the electric current either through the night or

dav signal, as may be required, which " switch " forms separately no

part of the present invention. D represents the arrangement of appaia-

Fig. 1.

tus in connection with the signal rod, for making and breaking circuit,

and for reversing or changing the currents from positive to negative,

and vice versa, a is the signal rod, which is made to slide vertically

in suitable guides or bearings in the usual manner, by means of a lever

at any distant signal station. To this rod is secured a horizontal arm,

b, which is insulated from the rod itself, and works up and down with

that rod between fixed insulated guide bars, one of which is shown at c.

The outer end of the arm, b, is bent at right angles, and has a slot

made therein, in which slot is contained a small block, d, which has

secured to it a bow spring, e. f is a screw provided with a milled head
for the purpose of adjusting the position of the block, d, and causing the

two ends of its spring to bear more or less firmly against the insulated

metal plates, g, A and A1
, i are two pieces of ivory, or other good

insulating medium, which are interposed between the plates, A, A1
, and

the ends of the middle plate, g, the surface of these three plates and the

insulating pieces, it, being level or flush, so that the ends of the spring

may slide freely along them when the signal rod is raised or lowered.

The whole of this apparatus may be enclosed for convenience of access

in a bos attached to the signal post, and should be kept under lock and
key. k is an electric battery, placed near the signal post, the copper or

positive pole of which is connected by the wire, +, with the plate, ft},

whilst the zinc or negative end is connected by the wire, — , with the

plate, h. To the arm, b, hereinbefore referred to, there is fitted a spring,

I, which bear3 against the surface of one of the guide bars, c, and in

connection'with this guide bar there is a wire, z, which is termed the

line wire, as it passes along the line from the signal post to the signal

man's box, where it is connected with the coil of a galvanometer, a. To
this coil a wire, m, is also connected, leading to earth. The centre cells

of the battery are also connected with earth by a wire, n, leading to the

middle one (2) of three insulated metal plates, 1, 2 and 3, constituting the

switch or reserve, c, of the current which is contained by preference in-

side the box enclosing the apparatus, d. The lower plate, 3, is con-

nected direct to earth by the wire, o, and the upper plate, 1, is connected

indirectly to earth by the wire,^>, which passes to a contact point, q, at

one end of the expanding bar or rod, b, from the opposite end of which

bar or rod another wire, r, passes direct to earth, s is a metal pin or

plug, which, on being inserted into one or the other of the two holes left

between the plates, 1, 2, 3, will either establish a communication
between the plate3 1 and 2 (if placed in the upper hole), or between the

plates 2 and 3 (if placed in the lower hole), as shown in the illustration.

The expanding rod or bar is represented in the state it would
be in when the light in the lamp is out, that is to say, it is con-

tracted sufficiently to cause a break in the circuit to earth, the contact

point, g, being out of contact with the corresponding contact piece, g',

on the opposite end of the bar. When using the day signal, the expand-
ing and contracting bar is not required of course, and it is therefore
placed entirely out of the circuit by placing the pin or plug, s, in the
lower hole, thereby cutting off all communication with the upper plate, I.

The apparatus, d, in immediate connection with the signal rod, is repre-
sented as in a position indicating that the signal is not properly set, the
signal rod, a, being at its half stroke or traverse only, and both ends of
the bow spring, e, are in contact with the central insulated metal plate,

<7, consequently the circuit remains broken, and the needle of the
galvanometer stands vertically, pointing to "signal wrong." But if

the signal rod, a, be elevated to the full height, so as to bring one end
of the bow spring, e, on to the plate, h, then the circuit is established
from the zinc end of the battery through the wire, —

,
plate, A, spring, c,

arm, b, spring, I, and guide bar, c, whence it passes by the line wire, z,

to the galvanometer, a, and causes the needle to deflect to the left,

pointing to " signal on." From the galvanometer the current passes
by the wire, m, to earth, and returns to the opposite earth wire, o, pass-
ing through the plate 3, pin or plug, s, plate 2, and thence by the wire,

n, back to the battery, k, thus completing the circuit of a negative
current through the line wire and galvanometer. If the signal rod be
lowered until the bow spring, c, is in contact with the plate, A1 (the
position assumed when the signal is taken off), then the current passes
from the copper or positive pole of the battery by the wire, +, and
plate, ft,', through the galvanometer, causing the needle to be deflected

to the right, indicating " signal off. " In effect when the signal is " on,''

a negative current is passed through the galvanometer, and when the
signal is " off," a positive current passes through that instrument, or

vice versa, the result being the deflection of the needle to the left or

right, as the case may be. The same remarks apply precisely to the
setting of the lenses for the night signals ; but when the night signal is

employed, an additional safeguard is obtained by an instantaneous
indication being given if the light should be extinguished. For this

purpose it is simply requisite to remove the pin or plug, s, from the
lower hole, and insert it in the upper one, thereby establishing a con-

nection between the plates 1 and 2, of the electric switch, and bringing
the contact points, q and q\ of the expanding bar, b, into the circuit.

The current (whether positive or negative) then passes as before through
the entire combination of apparatus ; but after entering the earth from
the galvanometer, it returns to the battery by the earth wire, r, through
the expanding bar and its contact points, q, q' (if in contact with each
other), thence along the wire, p, plate, 1, plug, s, plate, 2, and wire, u,

back to the battery, in place of passing through the earth wire, o, as

when using the day signal.

In all cases the battery is placed at the signal station, and not in the
signal man's box, hence the current is sent direct to the galvanometer
in the signal box from the signal post, in place of such current having
first to be sent to the signal post, and then to be returned to the signal

box, as would be the case if the battery were contained in the signal

box.

Fig. 2 represents a mode of applying the electric indicator to the

points or switches in the line of rails, a is one of the rails of a main
line of railway, and b is the switch or point. To this switch is con-

nected in the ordinary manner the switch rod, c, actuated from a

distant station by a handle rod, e, and bell crank,/; or it may be
worked in any other suitable manner. To some moving part near the

switch, b (by prefer-

ence to the rod, c), Kg- 2.

is fitted an arm, g,

insulated from the

switch rod. Below
the end of this arm
are placed two insu-

lated metal plates,

A, A 1

, a sufficient

space being left be-

tween the two plates

to allow the arm, g,

to rest between them
without being in

contact with either

of them. One of

these plates, A, is

conected by a wire, +, with the positive or copper pole of a battery, i

(situate near the point or switch), and the other by a wire, — , with the

negative or zinc pole of the same battery. The line wire, I, is connected

at one end with the insulated arm, g, and at the other with a galvan-

ometer placed in the pointsman's box. A second wire leads from the

galvanometer to earth, and the circuit is completed by another wire

leading from earth to the battery.

When the point is open the arm, g, rests upon the metal plate, A, and

a positive current passes from the battery through the wire, +, plate,

h, arm, g, and wire leading to the galvanometer, causing the needle to

indicate " point open," the current returning to the battery through the
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earth. If the point be shut, then the arm, g, slides on to the plate, V,
connected with the zinc or negative end of the battery, and a negative

current is passed through the galvanometer, causing the needle to

indicate "point shut." If by any derangement of the working parts

the point should not be properly opened or shut, the arm, g, resting

midway between the two plates, h, h\ then the circuit will be broken,

and the needle of the galvanometer will assume a vertical position,

indicating " point wrong."

INGOT MOULDS.

J. H. Johnson, 47 Lincoln's Inn Fields, London: (H. U. Petin. and
J. M. Gaudet, Rive de Gier, France.)—Patent dated Dec. 30, 1862.

This invention has reference to a peculiar construction and arrangement
of moulds to be employed in the casting of ingots of steel or other metals,

and consists in making such moulds syphon shaped, the metal being
first poured into a main compartment which communicates at its lower
end only with one or more other compartments, by a lateral aperture or

apertures, the metal rising in such other compartments slowly and
steadily, although poured rapidly into the main or filling compartment.
Each of the compartments in connection with the main compartment
is closed at the top, with the exception of a small aperture for the escape

of the air and gases. Any number of these compartments may be com
bined together in one apparatus which is composed of several parts

held together by bolts or keys or otherwise, so as to be readily separated

for the purpose of opening the several moulds when the ingots are to be
removed.

Fig. 1 of the subjoined engravings represents a vertical section taken
through the centre of the improved ingot mould. Fig. 2 is a horizontal

section of the same, taken along the line 1-2, fig. 1. This mould is com-
posed of four parts, a, b, c, and d, held together firmly by the key bolts,

6 6 1
, and comprises eleven distinct compartments or chambers, the

Fip. l.

Fig. 2.

whole of the ten chambers which surround the larger, central, or main
chamber, a, communicating with that chamber at their lower extremities
by the openings or passages, c. The upper ends of the smaller chambers
are closed, with the exception of a small rivet hole, d, left therein. The
entire mould is made to open or separate into four parts, in such a way
that after the ingots have been cast, they can all be easily moved from
their respective chambers, the lines of division being made to pass
through the whole of such chambers, as shown in the figures.

In using this mould, its parts are first bolted together as shown, and
it is then placed on end upon a flat plate or block of metal (see fig. 1).

The molten metal is then poured rapidly into the mouth of the central or

main chamber, a, and rises slowly in all the other chambers, entering
therein by the opening, c, at the bottom. As the central chamber rises

a little higher than the rest a slight pressure will be exerted upon the
metal in the surrounding compartments, and one mouth alone requires
to be coveied, namely, that of the compartment or main chamber, a.

When set, it is simply requisite to draw out the keys and withdraw the
bolts when the mould can be opened, and the several ingots removed.
The patentee does not confine himself to the precise form and arrange-
ment of mould as described and illustrated, as it is obvious that the
moulds may be modified in form and number, and in the means adopted
for holding the parts together, without departing from the nature of the
said arrangement.

MANUFACTURE OF MANURE.
J. A. Manning, Inner Temple, London.—Patent dated Feb. 4, 1863.

These improvements relate to the manufacture of manure from night
soil, or the solid and fluid excreta of man, the constituents of which are

superior to other artificial manures in their fertilizing properties and
effects upon the soil in general, whilst by this process the per centago
of ammonia contained in the manure is but little inferior to that of the
best Peruvian guano.
The mode adopted for thus rendering permanently useful to agricul-

ture all the human excreta collected in the privies or cess-pits of towns
and other localities, where no sewers exist, or where, as in some towns,
they have been constructed merely for surface drainage, or again where,
as in Manchester, Glasgow, and other places, a large proportion of the
privies or cess pits have no communication or connection with the
existing sewers—is as follows :

—

In the first place, it is necessary for the proper action and application
of this process to towns and villages, that all the privies or cess-pits
shall be thoroughly lined with cement, so that neither the rain-falls, nor
overflows of water, nor ordinary drainage, may enter therein, to dilute
their contents, nor the fluid excreta allowed to escape therefrom, to

poison the land springs used by the inhabitants, and deprive the manure
of its soluble salts.

This preliminary being accomplished, a wall of division should be
erected in the privies or ash-pits where coal ashes and household wastes
are discharged into them, so as to separate the dry wastes in question
from the excrementitious matters.
These arrangements being made, a quantity of sulphuric acid is

poured into the empty privy or cess-pit, proportionate to the area of the
privy or cess-pit, and the time required to fill it, but not exceeding
altogether in its various applications from time to time the proportion of
40 lbs. of sulphuric acid to 2240 lbs., or one ton of mixed solid and fluid

excreta, such acid to be of the ordinary commercial strength, or diluted
with three or four times its volume of urine. This acid is added for the
purpose of converting all the ammoniacal salts contained in the solid

and fluid excreta thereafter discharged into the privy or cess-pit from
time to time, into sulphate of ammonia, and effectually preventing the
evaporation which has hitherto occurred, owing to the fermenting
power or action of the urine in its decomposition, which converts the
different salts into carbonate of ammonia, the most volatile of all the
salts of ammonia, and by which upwards of 50 per cent, of ammonia is

evolved, and passes away into the atmosphere, to the pollution thereof,

great loss to agriculture, and the detriment of the public health. But
in the treatment of the human excreta in the manner described, there is

only applied a sufficient or proportionate quantity of sulphuric acid to
effect the object before described, as regards fixing the ammonia con-
tained in the first half ton, or less, of the mixed faecal matter and urinj
discharged into the privy or cess-pit, as may be most advisable in prac-
tice, and when that amouut of excreta is collected in the privy or cess-
pit, there is added a similar dose of acid, for the treatment of a further
collection, and the practice is continued from month to month, or less,

until the privy or cess-pit is filled, or ready to be emptied.

In this process, the patentee does not confine himself exclusively to
the use of sulphuric acid alone, as he sometimes employs carbonized or
dry sea weed, and especially the species known as the "Fucus Nodosus,"
and dissolves the same in sulphuric acid, as also waste kelp, and reduces
it to a pulverulent state, nearly resembling superphosphate of lime
(which he also employs at times, instead of the foregoing preparations),
and sprinkles the same at the bottoms of the privies or cess-pits, and
subsequently at the proper times, when about half a ton of the excreta
is collected therein, upon the surface ofthe excreta, by which he increases
the per centage of the mineral constituents of the manure indispensable
to the organism and development of plants, at the same time adding
considerably to the deodorising properties of the acid, by the applica-
tion of the vegetable charcoal combined therewith. The patentee also
reserves the right of employing charcoal made from tanners' spent bark,
or other wood, or coal ashes, prepared in the same or a similar manner
with sulphuric acid, in combination with, or in lieu of, the before named
substances.

When the cess-pits or privies are emptied, the matter removed is

carted to the works, and discharged into a tank or tanks of sufficient

dimensions to hold one or more days' product of any town to which the
process may be applied, and it is there agitated by steam or horse power,
so as to amalgamate the whole, and reduce it to a liquid or semi-fluid
state, when it is passed from the lower extremity of the tank through
covered shoots or troughs, at a proper inclination, and charges a series

or set of retorts by its own specific gravity on its passage.

These retorts are preferred to be of cast iron. They are heated by
coal from three furnaces, one situated at each side of, and the third in
the centre, under the front of the retort, the lower half of which opens
for the discharge of the product when the operation is completed. In
their form, the retorts are a very flat oval, in order to obtain the largest

possible surface for the evaporation of the fluid portion of the excreta,

the whole mass being kept in a continuous state of agitation as soon as
it reaches the boiling point, until the operation is completed by an
agitator which works backwards and forwards, from the centre to each
side, to prevent the adhesion of the solid matter to the bottom of the
retort. The retorts are only charged with the mixed fluid and solid
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excreta to half their capacity, in order to facilitate the rising of the

vapour at or over their widest surface. To insure a more rapid evapo-

ration, he introduces, by a fan or otherwise, a strong current of heated

air over the surface of the boiling mass, to drive off the vapour, chemical

experience having demonstrated that this operation is productive of

great economy of time, fuel, and labour, as well as reducing the number

of retorts which would otherwise be required in working a large town.

When the fluid is evaporated, and the solid matter is brought nearly

to a state of dryness by the preceding process, the lower half of the

front of the retort is unscrewed, the solid product is discharged into

iron waggons, and conveyed on a tram road to the drying and sifting

houses, where it is prepared for the market.

HARNESS FASTENINGS.

J H Jonxsos, 47 Lincoln's Inn Fields, London (Victoe Gceldey,

Paris).—Patent dated March 13, 1863.

The communication specified under these letters patent, relates to a

simple and effective fastening which is more particularly applicable to

the hames of horse collars, but may be applied to various other pur-

poses, where a ready and safe means of securing and releasing is

required. As applied to the hames of a horse collar, one of the branches

is provided with two holes made at right angles to each other, and

formed one above the other, so that the two will partially intersect each

other. Into the lower hole is fitted a bolt or pin, having a transverse

notch cut in it at the part where it crosses the upper hole. This bolt or

pin is connected with a ring or metal eye, through which the martingale

is passed, the connection with the bolt or pin being such as will cause

the bolt or pin to turn partially round in its socket or hole, on turning

the ring or metal eye to one side. On the opposite arm of the hame

there is formed a spindle or stud, which fits accurately the upper hole

above referred to, and a transverse notch is also formed in the underside

of this stud, corresponding to

Fi; 1. the before mentioned notch in

the bolt or pin. In order to

unite or secure the hames,
the bolt or pin must be first

turned partially round, so as

to bring its notch in the line

of the upper hole, when the

stud can be readily inserted.

The bolt or pin is now re-

turned to its original position

by bringing the ring or metal

eye down again into a vertical

position, whereupon the solid

portion of the bolt or pin will

enter the notch in the stud or

spindle, and lock it effectually

in its place. The pressure of

the martiugale in the ring or

metal eye prevents it from
being turned sufficiently to re-

lease the hames, consequently
the accidental opening of the

hames is avoided. In order

to release them from the collar,

the martingale must be first

disconnected, when the ring is

free to turn the required

extent for the opening of tha

fastening.

It is obvious that this system of fastening by the aid of a notched
turning bolt and notched stud, in combination with two intersecting

holes at right angles to each other, may be applied to a variety of pur-

poses where a fastening is required.

Fig. 1 of the accompanying engravings,
represents an elevation of a pair of hames,
provided with the above described fasten-

ing. Fig. 2 is a partially sectional view
of the fastening. The notched swivel
bolt or pin is passed through a hole,

and is formed with a screw thread at one
end, upon which is screwed a nut, a
bend being formed on the other end of

the pin, which may be countersunk, if

desired, into the eyes of the ring or

swivel. The nut is tightened up so that

the pin will turn with the ring or swivel.

The spindle or notched pin forming part

of the opposite half of the hames, it is

notched and made to enter the upper hole, as is shown in the
view where the parts are locked together in fig. 2.

No. 187 Vol. XVI.

Fig. 2.

SHADES OR REFLECTORS FOR LIGHTING PURPOSES.

Matthew Hackjforth, Bentinck Street, London. — Patent dated,

February 7, 18G3.

These improvements comprehend a new manufacture of shades or

reflectors for lamps, or lights of all kinds, and consist in forming them of

porcelain or china. These materials afford an economical reflector or

shade, which can be at all times easily cleansed from dirt and other im-
purities, by simply washing them with water. Their first cost is not

much more than that of the paper shades now in use. and they are

much more durable, inasmuch as the latter are very perishable. These
shades are superior in utility to the opal shades which are sometimes
used, whilst the cost is much (at least one-fourth) less than the opal

shades. They withstand heat much better, and their employment is

attended with a considerable saving in the consumption of gas, a saving

which is estimated at from 50 to GO per cent. These shades may be

made plain or ornamental, and their shapes may be indefinitely varied

to suit the taste of the public. They may be supported over or around
the light by any of the means so commonly employed to support the

shades now in use, for example by an internal support of metal, or by an
external clip, according to the peculiar form of each, and they may be

easily adapted by cheap holders to all kinds of lights. They are peculiarly

suitable for lamps or lights employed, amongst other purposes, for the

illumination of offices, banks, private houses, either chandeliers or

table lamps, shops, both inside and outside, railway carriages, and as

foot-lights of theatres.

APPLYING METALLIC CAPSULES.

William Betts, London.—Patent dated February 5, 1863.

This invention relates to a peculiar construction and arrangement of

apparatus for applying metallic capsules to bottles, whereby greater

economy and simplicity of construction are obtained with increased

efficiency of action.

According to this invention the compressing loop, which is made by
preference of what is commonly known as "catgut," is always main-
tained, ready formed, and in an open state, fit to receive the neck of the
bottle, in place of requiring to be made by hand at every fresh operation.

One end of the gut is secured to the side of a metal plate having a
semicircular orother suit-

ably formed notch made F'=' '•

therein, for the reception

of the bottle neck. The
gut then passes in the

form of an open loop un-

der and in front of the

bottom of the notch and
over the top, and finally

descends to a connecting
rod secured to a treadle,

which works on fixed

centres in the back por-

tion of the capsuling-

stool, or in any conveni-

ent part of a work bench.

The lower portion of the

loop is held down in its

place, just below the edge
of the notch in the plate,

by a wire connected to a

weight, or to an india

rubber, or other spring,

and the whole is carried

by an upright post fixed

either to the front of the

stool or to a work bench
or table. The treadle

having been depressed in

order to compress the

loop of gut round the

capsule on the neck of

the bottle, is raised again

on being released, so as

to open the loop and liber-

ate the bottle by a spring,

the inherent spring in

the gut itself serving to

maintain the loop open,

when not acted upon by
the treadle. A check or projecting piece is fitted to, or formed on one
side of the notch in the plate for the purpose of retaining the loop jn its

place, close against the metal plate.

2 D
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Fig. 1 of the accompanying engravings represents a front elevation of

the improved apparatus for applying metallic capsules to bottles, and
figs. 2 and 3, are enlarged details of the gut.

A is the seat of the stool, and B the legs or supports ; c is an upright

„. or post firmly secured to the seat,

or to a bench or table as pre-

ferred. A bracket, d, is fitted to

this upright to which is secured

the metal plate, E, (figures 2 and
3). This plate is made adjust-

able in height by passing its con-

necting screws, a, through ver-

tical slots, 6, b, made in the

plate, and a semicircular notch
is formed in the upper edge of

the plate to receive the neck of

the bottle, f is the loop of gut,

one end of which is fixed to a
lug, o, whilst the other end is

secured to a vertical sliding rod,

H, attached to the treadle, h', and
guided by passing through the

fixed lug, i. The treadle works
on fixed centres and is drawn up
when released from the pressure

of the foot by a helical or other
spring, l. In order to keep the
lower portion of the loop down
in its seat, in the wooden bracket,

n, a wire or cord, M, is passed
through it and is attached to a
weight, N, or to an india rubber,
or other spring, o, (figs. 1. and
2.). p, is a check lug, or pro-

jecting piece formed on the plate,

e, for the purpose of retaining
the loop in its place against the
plate, e.

In using this apparatus, the operator is seated on the stool, or in front
of a bench, and having placed the capsule on the neck of the bottle, he
inserts the neck into the ready formed open loop of the gut, and then
depresses the treadle with the heel of either foot so as to cause the loop
to close upon aud grip the capsule immediately behind the rim on the

neck of the bottle, a turn is

then given to the bottle,

after which the capsule
will be found to be firmly

compressed behind the pro-

jecting rim. The treadle

is released and the loop
opens to allow of the with-
drawal of the bottle and

introduction of the next one. The edge of the plate, e, serves as a
guide for the bottle neck, which is inserted sufficiently far before turning,
to bring the projecting rim just beyond the plate.

PERMANENT WAY OF RAILWAYS.
J. H. Johkson, 47 Lincoln's Inn Fields, London (A. L. J. Hubek,

Paris).—Patent dated January 7, 1863.

These improvements comprehend the construction of sleepers employed
in the permanent way of railways, and consist, according to one
modification, in using lighter sleepers, whereby a considerable saving of
timber is effected, whilst the proper stability of the way is retained by
attaching, on the upper surface at those parts where the rails rest, or the
chairs are secured, and which are most liable to decay, extra blocks of
oak or other durable wood of a sufficient length only to give a firm sup-
port to the rails. According to another modification, it is proposed to

employ short blocks of timber of the ordinary section of sleepers for
supporting the rails, or rails and chairs, and to connect these blocks by
bars of iron, which bars form the intermediate portion of the sleeper
between the rail bearing surfaces.

It has been found that ordinary wooden sleepers deteriorate rapidly
at the bearing portions, whilst the intermediate portion of the sleeper
remains comparatively sound, but is necessarily lost or wasted by reason
of the decay in the other parts. By the adoption of this invention the
souud parts of old sleepers may be turned to account by cutting them
out and using them as blocks for supporting the rails, connecting such
blocks by tic bars. Or the old sleeper may be split, so as to remove
the unsound portions, aud used as a light sleeper, with oak blocks or
shoes attached for the support of the rails, as described in the first

modification.

Fig. 1 if the accompanying drawings represents an end elevation of

one arrangement of sleeper ; the main body of the sleeper, which need
not be more than one half the thickness of the ordinary transverse
sleeper. Upon this comparatively thin and light sleeper are secured by
means of screw pins, or by bolts or spikes, the shoes or blocks of oak

Fig. 2.

which constitute the rail bearing portions of the sleeper. When these
blocks which support the rail, or the chair, as the case may be, become
worn out, they can be readily removed and replaced by new ones with-

out requiring the entire removal of the sleeper. Another advantage
gained by using a sleeper of this construction is a saving of ballast or

road metal, as the surface between the rails may be made in a concave
form in place of a convex ; the dotted line shows the contour of the

ballast as usually laid, and the full line represents the surface which it

may be made to assume with the improved sleepers, such sleepers

requiring a thinner covering of ballast than the existing ones. Figs. 2

and 3 represent respectively a side elevation and plan of the second
modification of sleeper. This sleeper is made of two blocks of wood,
which may be formed from old sleepers by using the sound parts only.

These blocks are connected or tied together by metal tie bars or rods

placed on each side of, or on, the upper and under surfaces of the blocks,

to which they are united by bolts, or long screws, or spikes. The
patentee prefers, however, to employ screws or spikes, as in that case

the same length of screw or spike will answer equally well for sleepers

of greater width than those for which they may have been originally

intended. Fig. 1 also shows the concave laying of the ballast between
the rails.

In another arrangement the sleeper is composed of two halves of an
old sleeper, having their worn ends placed together, and their sound
ends, which previously formed the middle of the old sleeper, placed out-

side to receive the rails or chairs, with connecting bars which tie or

splice the two halves of the sleeper together.

LOOMS FOR WEAVING.

C. W. Harrison, of Walworth, Surrey.—Patent dated November 18, 1682.

This invention relates to certain peculiar constructions and arrange-

ments of apparatus for giving the necessary motions to the various

moving parts of looms by pneumatic pressure without requiriug the in-

tervention or complication of parts ordinarily employed.

Fig. 1 of the subjoined engravings represents a vertical section of

the improved atmospheric loom ; fig. 2 is a detailed vertical section

on a larger scale of tbe " pneumatome " or air director or distributor for

working the shuttles; and fig. 3 is a corresponding side elevation of

the same.
A is the main framing of the loom, and B is the sley, which is re-

presented as travelling to and fro in slots, c, in the end framing, and
supported by anti friction rollers, d, which run along guide rails, e, cast

on or fitted to the inner sides of the end frames. To the longitudinal

centre of this sley and to the axis or shaft, d, of the rollers is attached

by a metal eye or otherwise the straps or band f f 1
; one of these straps

or bands, f, passes over the two guide pulleys, a b, and is connected at

its other end to one end of the piston rod, o, which works through both

ends of the horizontal air cylinder, n, bolted to the loom framing in the

longitudinal centre thereof. This air cylinder is supplied with com-

pressed air from any convenient receiver, any well-known arrangement

of valves being employed for causing the air to enter each end of the

cylinder alternately, and escape therefrom so as to impart a reciprocat-

ing motion to the piston rod. The opposite ends of the piston rod is

attached to one end of the strap or band, f 1
, which passes round the

guide pulleys, c, e, and /, and is connected at its opposite end to the

metal eye on the shaft or axis, d, of the sley beam rollers. On admit-

ting the air to the cylinder the reciprocating motion of the piston im-

parts a traversing to and fro motion to the sley in its guides through the

straps, f and f1
, which alternately pull it in opposite directions, thus

producing the "beat up" of the weft, i, l
1

, are the " heddles," which

are suspended from the pulleys, g, on the spindle, g
l
, by the straps, h.

The lower portions of the "heddles " are connected by the straps, h',
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which pass under corresponding pulleys to those above at g; these

pulleys, which are not shown in the engraving, are carried on the shaft

or spindle k. By imparting a circular reciprocating motion to the lower
shaft, h, it is evident that the " heddles " will be made to rise and fall

alternately. This reciprocating motion is given to the shaft, K, by

Fis. 1.

means of the combined guide roller and pulley, e, which is keyed on to

the shaft, k, in the centre thereof. Against this pulley, e, works by
fractional contact the strap, f 1

, so that as the strap moves to and fro it

imparts a rotatory motion in one direction or the other to the pulley, e,

thus working the "heddles." By making this pulley, e, of smaller or
larger diameter it is obvious that a larger or smaller shed will be formed in

the warp, asthe amount of rise and fall of the "heddles" will be increased
or diminished. At each end of the sley beam there is formed a chamber or
shuttle box, l, closed at the sides but open at each end. Into these

boxes or chambers the shuttle, si, enters and fits accurately without
being perfectly air-tight, so that unnecessary friction between the

shuttle and its chamber or box is avoided. To the outer ends of these

chambers are connected the air pipes, N, B 1
, a portion of such pipes being

made either flexible or provided with sliding joints, in order that they
may follow the movements of the sley beam. These pipes, N, k 1

, are

connected at their opposite ends to the arms, o, o', of the fixed bracket or

support, p, which carries the pueumatome. Q, Q
1

, are two discs,

having a series of holes, i, i, made in them near their circumference,
and equidistant from each other. These discs are fast upon a shaft or

spindle, r, which rotates in bearings attached to the main framing.
The ends of the pipes s, n', are in close proximity to the outer faces of

the revolving discs, and coincident with the circle of holes, i, so that as
the discs rotate each hole will in succession be brought opposite to the
mouth of one or other of the air pipes, s is an annular air chamber
fixed to the bracket, p, and against the two opposite sides or faces of
this chamber work the discs, Q, q 1

, so as to be air-tight. On each side

of the chamber is made a single perforation, k, k\ coinciding with the
end of the air pipes, y, »'. t is a pipe, which connects the interior of
the air chamber, s, with the compressed air receiver or magazine. On
the shaft or spindle, p., there is keyed a ratchet wheel, u, to which a
step-by-step or intermittent rotatory motion is imparted at each forward
stroke of the piston in the cylinder by the small catch or pawl, I, carried
on a short cross head, which connects the piston rod with the valve
spindle, v. The motion is so regulated that for each tooth the ratchet

wheel is rotated, one of the holes, i, in the disc, Q or q}, will be brought
opposite the end of the air pipe, n or b1

, and the corresponding hole, k
or k\ in the air chamber, and a jet of air will consequently pass along
one or other of the pipes, N, n', to the shuttle box and force out the
shuttle from that box, causing it shoot across the loom, and enter the
opposite box, from which it is shot back again at the proper time by a
jet of air entering that box. In order that the air may enter each
shuttle box alternately, the holes, i, are made in one disc, q, opposite to
the spaces between the holes in the corresponding disc, q

1

, in place of
making them coincident. By this means, as each movement of the
discs is equal to one half the distance between the centres of the holes,

i, it follows that such holes will be brought alternately in front of the
holes, k, k\ in the air chamber, thus allowing the air to pass alternately
through the hole, k, and pipe, N, and through the hole, k', and pipe, N 1

,

to their respective shuttle boxes.

This part of the invention may be modified in various ways, as, for

example, the discs may be stationary whilst the chamber, s, revolves, or
the two series of holes, i, i, in the two discs may coincide with each
other, whilst the holes, k 7c', in the chamber may be placed a little out of
line, so that one shall coincide with a hole, i, in one disc, whilst the
other is opposite to the space between the holes in the other disc, the
only object being to direct the air along the pipes, N and s 1

, alternately.

The " take-up " motion for the cloth beam is derived from the strap, f,

which works against a pulley, w, and rotates it by frictional contact
only. On the axis of this pulley is fitted a pinion, x, which gears into

a corresponding toothed wheel, r, on the shaft of the roller or cloth
beam, z, and imparts a rotatory motion thereto, for the purpose of wind-
ing on the cloth. The pulley, w, and pinion, x, are connected by a pawl
and ratchet wheel, in order that when the pulley is rotated in a reverse

or backward direction by the reverse traverse of the strap, f, it will be
free to rotate without carrying round the pinion, and thus an intermit-

tent rotatory movement will be imparted to the cloth beam. For the
purpose of increasing the friction between the strap and the pulley, w. a
piece of india-rubber is attached to that portion of the strap which is

to act upon the pulley.

LAW REPORTS.

Hills' Application to the Privy Council for a Prolongation of
a Patent for Gas. — July 27, 1863. — The members of the Privy
Council present were Lords Justices Knight, Bruce, and Turner, and
Sir J. T. Coleridge. The application was supported by Sir Fitzroy

Kelly, Q.C , Mr Grove, Q.C., and Mr Hindmarch, Q.C., and several

barristers appeared to oppose on behalf of various gas companies, and
persons interested in the manufacture of gas. The letters patent for a
prolongation, of which Mr Hills petitioned, were granted to him on the

28th November, 1849, and were for " an improved mode of compressing
peat for making fuel or gas, and of manufacture of gas, or of obtaining

certain substances applicable for purifying the same." Much of the
original specification and of the title was got rid of by disclaimer, and
the patent was narrowed to a mode of purifying coal gas by the nse of

hydrated oxide of iron, and for the subsequent revivification of the spent

material by exposure to the atmosphere. The oxide has the property of

absorbing sulphuretted hydrogen from the gas, and simple exposure to

the air gets rid of the sulphuretted hydrogen, so that the oxide may be

again employed in the work of purification. A very great deal of

litigation has arisen out of this patent, and the petitioner had been
subjected to costs, which had considerably reduced his profits. It was
estimated that those profits would be, at the expiration of the patent,

only £16,912, including his profit as a manufacturer of the purifying

material. If he had limited himself to a grant of licenses his profits

would have been no more than £4696. On the other hand, the saving

to the manufacturers of gas had been very great, being estimated a';

£150,000 a-year. On the part of the opposers it was alleged that there

was very little, if any, originality in the invention, because it had been
anticipated by other persons, or so nearly anticipated, as to reduce

Mr Hills' merit to something very small. With regard to profits

derived from the invention, the opposeis said that Hills had obtained

two other patents, one for supplying currents of air to the spent oxide

with a view to its more rapid revivification ;
and the other fur extract-

ing the sulphur of the spent oxide, and converting it into sulphuric acid.

It was said that Hills had compelled the licensees under the gas purify-

ing patent, to take licenses from him under the patent for aerating the

spent material, although it was of no value to them. And with refer-

ence to the second patent, it was said that as Hills had a monopoly of

the spent material, the profit derived from the manufacture of sulphuric

acid, which had been large, ought to be taken into account. Another
point urged against the grant of an extension, was this : one Laming
had obtained a French patent prior to Hills' English patent, for the

revivifying process. Now, under the 25th Section of the Patent Act of
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1852, supposing a prolongation of Hills' patent to be granted, it would
necessarily expire with the French patent.

'lire decision of the Council was delivered by Lord Justice Turner in

the following terms:

—

This was an application for the prolongation of a patent granted on
the 28th of November, 1849, for an "improved mode of compressing
peat for making fuel or gas, and of manufacturing gas, or of obtaining
certain substances applicable for purifying the same." It has been
resistel by an unusual number of opponents, and the several grounds of

want of novelty, and want of utility, and of the patentee having had
sufficient remuneration, are insisted on in the several notices of objection

put in by the several opponents. Their Lordships, however, have not
in these cases been in the habit of trying the validity of patents. They
will not, of course, recommend the extension of a patent which is mani-
festly bad; but, on the other hand, they will not generally enter into

questions of doubtful validity. They lay aside, therefore, the questions

of want of novelty and want of utility, so far as they affect the validity

of this patent. Indeed, the learned counsel for the opponents disclaimed,

and very properly, any intention of impeaching its validity directly ; but
they contended that, both with respect to the novelty and the utility of

the invention, the degree of merit to be attributed to the petitioner

ought to be taken into account; and in their Lordships' judgment they
are right in that contention. There are two points, therefore, of

general application, material to be considered in this case, the degree of

merit to be attributed to the petitioner in respect both of the novelty
and utility of his invention, and the amount of remuneration received

by him or secured to him. To these points, which are of general
application, must be added a third, respecting a French patent, granted
to one Richard Laming, for fifteen years, from the 22ud of February,
1849—earlier, therefore, than the petitioner's patent, and having still

some months to run ; and if this French patent be held to be for the

same invention as the petitioner's, the power of prolongation would be,

at all events, limited to so short a period that it would be clearly

improper to exercise it. It may be convenient to say all which their

Lordships deem it necessary to say on this point, before proceeding to

dispose of the other two.
As the patent now under consideration was granted before the passing

of the 15th and 10th of Victoria, cap 83, and as the French patent has
not yet expired, this case does not fall strictly within the operation of

the 23th section of the Act ; but the policy which the Legislature there
indicates must still guide their Lordships in the exercise of their dis.

cretion. That policy is clear—to prevent, in the case of inventions
made and patented in any foreign country, the continuance of a mono-
poly in this country by virtue of any patent subsequently granted here,

beyond the time when the discovery shall have become public property
in the foreign country. Prolongation of an existing patent must, of

course, fall within the same rule. If, therefore, it were clear that the
discoveries of Hills and Laming were the same, however independently
made, and that of Laming were about, within a few months, to become
the property of the public by efflux of time, their Lordships would
certainly think it wrong to recommend a prolongation of the monopoly
in this country. Upon a careful examination, however, of the two
specifications, and a consideration of the conflicting evidence upon the
subject, and recollecting how this question has been dealt with in the courts
of law and equity before which it has come, their Lordships do not feel

so free from doubt as to warrant them in rejecting the petitioner's

application on this ground alone, more especially as they are not satisfied

that any previous knowledge of Laming's experiments is brought home
to the petitioner. It cannot be doubted, however, that these two dis-

coveries approach very closely to each other; and although their Lord-
ships do not decide this case on the ground of this objection alone, it is

not to be understood that, in another part of the enquiry, it has had no
weight in the conclusion at which they have arrived on the whole case.

Their Lordships now pass to the first of the two questions stated
above. It may be collected from what has been already said, that in
determining whether to recommend the prolongation of a patent or not,
even where the claim to a first discovery, and the beneficial nature of
that discover}', are both conceded, it will be still proper to consider both
the degree of merit as inventor, and the amount of benefit to the public
flowing directly from the invention. A monopoly limited to a certain
time is properly the reward which the law assigns to the patentee for
the invention and disclosure to the public of his mode of proceeding.
Whether that term shall be extended, in effect, whether a second patent
shall be granted for the same consideration, and the enjoyment by the
public of its vested right be postponed, is to depend on the exercise of a
discretion, judicial indeed, yet to be influenced by every such circum-
stance as would properly weigh on a sensible and considerate person in
determining whether an extraordinary privilege, not of strict right, but
rather of equitable reward, should be conferred. Now, one may be
strictly an inventor within the legal meaning of the term—no one
before him may have made and disclosed the discovery in all its terms,
as described in his specification—but this may have been the successful
result of long and patient labour, and of great and unaided ingenuity,

without which, for all that appears, the public would never have had the
benefit of the discovery; or may have been but a happy accident, or a
fortunate guess; or it may have been very closely led up to by earlier,

and, in a true sense, more meritorious, but still incomplete, experiments.
Different degrees of merit must surely be attributed to an inventor under
these different circumstances. The moral claim to an extension of time
may in this way be indefinitely varied, according as the circumstances
approach nearer to the one or the other of the above suppositions.

The same principle will apply to the consideration of benefit conferred

upon the public. The extent of the benefit conferred must vary in

each case with the circumstances. The principal question always is

—

has the individual patentee, under all the circumstances, received what
in equity and good sense may be considered a sufficient remuneration ?

On his own part, of course, there must have been no want of good faith

or prudent exertion ; and further, as the loss to the public may be im-

portant in the consideration, it may be necessary, in some cases, not to

confine the inquiry to the state of things at the date of the patent, but
to regard also the circumstances existing at the time when the applica-

tion is made. These principles may be collected from the previous

decisions, and it has been thought right here to re-state them shortly as

relevant to the present case, and as the points have often arisen, and
will probably arise again in future cases.

Much evidence was laid before their Lordships to reduce their

estimate of the patentee's merit in respect of originality. Some earlier

patents were introduced, and the greatest reliance was placed on the

claims made on behalf of Mr Laming and Mr Evans. These two persons

were in some measure opposed to each other ; but it appeared to their

Lordships that, for the present purpose at least, their mutual objections

might be sufficiently reconciled. It is not easy for those who are not

chemists to state in detail, and with precision, the exact effect of the

evidence ; but after the best consideration, their Lordships feel the case

of Mr Laming to be of great weight in the sense in which it is now to be

applied.

In the interest of the public, the objection put forward by Mr Dawber
is also material. He states himself to be the inventor of a mode of

purifying gas by the use of a natural oxide of iron, and this has been
contended to be within the terms of the claim made by Mr Hills in his

specification ; but certainly the use of natural oxides does not appear to

have been contemplated by him, and Mr Dawber might very reasonably

have supposed himself at liberty to use them, and to contract, as he
states himself to have done, for the supply of them to third parties.

His material is the ochre found in certain bogs of Ireland, procurable at

a comparatively cheap rate ; it contains a native oxjde ot' iron, which
answers very well the purpose of purifying the gas of its sulphuretted

hydrogen
;

possesses equally with Mr Hills' material the quality of

revivification on exposure to the air, and it also produces fine sulphur

by a very simple process, when it has ceased to be useful as a purifier

of gas. It is understood that Mr Hills has insisted that this valuable

discovery cannot be enjoyed by the public, except under a license from
himself, so long as his patent exists. The result of the evidence offered

on this head by the objectors, and especially in the two instances we
have enlarged on, raises a considerable difficulty in the way of this

petition.

But a more serious difficulty arises upon the remaining question—the

sufficiency, namely, of remuneration already received by or secured to

the patentee, the previous matters being borne in mind. After consider-

able variations in the accounts rendered, not quite satisfactorily explained,

he finally states his net profits at £12,338 I'Js. Id., the gross profits

being £41,151 15s. lid. How this last sum was arrived at does not

very distinctly appear ; but the deductions appear to be open to various

objections. The Royalty receipts are given at £15,713 9s. Sd., but from
this a sum of £4250 is deducted, as having been paid to Owen and Co.

for the surrender of a license which the patentee had granted to those

gentlemen for the exclusive right to use the invention throughout a

lar_re part of England. fJow, the profits under that license, as well as

the" sums paid for it, are of course profits earned by the patent, and
ought to have been brought into the account as such. Whether they
have been so or not does not appear, and it was the duty of the patentee

to make that perfectly clear to their Lordships. But further, they do

not agree that he is entitled to take credit for a disbursement, the

necessity for which he has himself occasioned. He had within his

jurisdiction, so to say, the whole kingdom: it was either profitable or

not to grant a license for a part, and thereby to put it out of his own
immediate power, but it was his own act to do so ; and if, after awhile,

it appeared to be an unwise act, so as to make it desirable to undo it,

even at a cost of £4250, this was either a loss which he brought on him-

self, or represents a profit which, but for his own election, he might
himself have made, and which has been made by another party.

There is also a deduction of £9020 12s. 8d. for law expenses. This is,

in general, a fair head of deduction, nor is it now objectionable in the

whole ; but it appears that, in some expensive cases of litigation,

settlements were come to under compromises, on which Mr Hills gave
up claims to costs to which he had an apparent title, from his advsr-
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saries. It may have been a prudent measure to make this sacrifice, but

it does not follow that it is proper to deduct it in an unexplained lump.
A more serious objection still remains, on the ground of items with-

held, which ought to have been introduced into the profits. Mr Hills has
turned his patent to account in two ways—first, as a manufacturer and
vendor of the patented article ; and secondly, as a grantor of licences to

third persons, who pay him royalties. No question has been raised on
the second head ; but, as to the first, he deducts two-thirds, as
manufacturer's profits, from the net profits received, and considers the

remaining third as alone attributable to the patent, aud therefore as

alone to be brought into the present account ; and this is objected to.

Their Lordships find that this committee laid down expressly a con-
trary rule in the case of Mr Muntz's patent (Webster's PC, vol. ii, p.

121), and, as it seems to them, on clear grounds. It is to be remembered
that the accounts which a patentee renders in support of such a
petition as the present, are not such as might be proper between two
several claimants on the returns of a mercantile firm, but such as show
what profits, made by a firm or individual, are in a large sense
attributable to the possession of the patent right—those which, without
the patent, would not have existed at all; not, of course, excluding all

just deductions for labour, capital, &c. If, but fur the patent, there
would have been no manufactory, then the net profits of the
manufacturer are, in that large sense, attributable to the patent. With
it the manufacturer has a monopoly—in this case, the monopoly of an
article so beneficial as to have become almost a necessary to the gas
companies in the large towns of the kingdom. The patent may be said
to create his trade—at least, it develops it to an extent which would be
impossible without it ; it cannot be reasonable, then, that when called

on to state what profits he owes to the patent, the patentee should with-
hold these, which he estimates at two-thirds of his total profits, from
the account. Their Lordships cannot satisfactorily discharge their

duty unless they have the whole case before them ; they must know
the whole remuneration: different considerations may be applicable to

different parts of it ; but if, to any extent, the patentee has received his

remuneration by the making and selling the patented article, the profits

on that sale must be disclosed and taken into account. Their Lordships
do not say that this principle is to be pushed to an unreasonable ex-
treme, and they have said that they do not exclude all just deductions,
if any ; but this rule, and that for which the petitioner contended, differ

in principle, and the rejection of the rule, contended for by the
petitioner, will, no doubt, let in a considerable addition to the total

which he has given.

It has farther appeared that the petitioner has entered into contracts
with certain gas companies, by which, as is contended, the parties are,

for the considerations therein stated, mutually bound to the supply and
purchase of the new patented article, for terms differing in the time
they have to run, but all exceeding more or less considerably, the
duration of the patent, and independently of its extension. Their Lord-
ships are not called on to decide on the legal effect of these contracts,
nor to express any opinion as to their consistence with public
policy : but they cannot consider them as merely waste paper. The
prices agreed on must be taken to be remunerative. The presumption
must be that the contracts will be performed, and the prices paid. Some-
thing, therefore ought to have been set down for them in the accounts.
Again their Lordships are by no means satisfied with the provisions
contained in these agreements against opposing the extension of the
patent. Such provisions have, to say the least, a strong tendency to

contravene the interest of the public.

On all these grounds, their Lordships think that the petitioner's

application must be dismissed. The onus is upon him to satisfy them
that, when all circumstances are considered, his remuneration has been
less than he is equitably entitled to. No one but himself is in a condition
to state the whole account, and it is important to have it distinctly

understood that the most unreserved and clear statement is an indis-

pensable condition to the success of such applications as the present.

It might have been enough, and perhaps it would have been the safest

and most convenient course, for their Lordships to have said merely that

they had not, in this case, been brought to the conclusion that the petition-

er's remuneration has been insufficient ; but they have thought it best
to comment on the above particulars, and, without stating any sum
which they should have thought less, or any which would have appeared
to them more, than sufficient, their examination of those particulars has
convinced them that the petitioner has in fact been sufficiently

remunerated.
There remains, then, only the question of costs. The opposition has

been necessarily very expensive. It has not been alleged, nor has it

appeared, that any of the numerous opponents were without a sufficient

interest to justify their appearance ; and it would be unjust that the
expense of a successful opposition should not be, to some extent, borne
by the petitioner who has occasioned it. Their Lordships think that he
should pay a sum of £1000, according to a distribution to be made by the
registrar amongst the parties opposing, without the expense and delay
of a formal taxation, unless the Appellant prefers a taxation, in which

case the petition will be dismissed with costs generally : and their

Lordships will advise Her Majesty accordingly.

Those interested in the prolongation of patents will observe several
points worthy of notice in this important judgment.

1st. Although a patent is dated before the loth and lGth Vict., c. 83
(1852), and the 25th Sect, does not therefore in strictness apply, yet the
policy of the legislature will be adopted by the council so as to

prevent a monopoly being held in this country in an invention, after

the same invention has become public property in a foreign country.
2d. In considering a patentee's claims for a prolongation, the degree

of his merit as an inventor will be taken into account ; and if that

appears to be small, although the invention itself may be a highly
beneficial one to the public, a prolongation will be refused.

3d. If a prolongation would prevent the use of another invention of

the same nature, possessing a higher degree of utility ; this is a matter
which may be properly taken into consideration.

4th In ascertaining the amount of profit realised by a patentee under
the patent, he will not be allowed to deduct the profit made by him as

a manufacturer, from the profit directly flowing from the patent, and to

put forward the latter only as the amount of his remuneration. This
rule had been laid down in the hearing of the petition for a prolongation
of Muntz's Patent ("Patentee's Manual," 2d edition, p. 150), and was
confirmed in the present case.

5th. When the expenses of a successful opposition have been large,

the petitioner may be ordered to pay a portion of them.
Several other well known rules were acted on in this case by the

Council, such as that the want of novelty and utility, so far as they
affect the validity of the patent, will not be taken into account unle-ss

that invalidity is beyond doubt ; and that it is indispensably necessary
to lay a clear and unreserved statement of the accounts before the
Council, so that it may be known what the patentee's profits in con-
nection with the patent really are.

—

Ed.

Excelsior AVhite Soft Soap : Braham v. Bustard—Infringement of
Title.— This was a motion in the Vice-Chancellor's Court, before Sir

W. P. Wood, to restrain the defendants from selling soap under the
name of "the Excelsior white soft soap."
The plaintiffs, who were soap manufacturers in London, had invented

and introduced into the market a certain soap under the name of "the
Excelsior white soft soap." It appeared that white soft soap had before

that time been in little or no demand in the trade, but that a great
impulse had been given to the manufacture by the introduction of the
particular soap made by the plaintiffs, which became well known to the
trade as the Excelsior, &c. The defendants were manufacturing che-

mists at Manchester. Some time since, the Manchester agent of the
plaintiffs informed them of the value of the plaintiffs' article, and of the

reputation acquired by it under the particular name, offering them, at

the same time, a sub-agency for its sale on behalf of the plaintiffs. The
offer, however, was declined by the defendants. The plaintiffs' case

was, that the defendants had taken advantage of the information so

given by their agent to the defendants, and had manufactured a white
soft soap, and offered the same for sale in Manchester and elsewhere,

under the name of Excelsior white soft soap. After some correspondence,
in which the defendants admitted that they had first heard of white soft

soap and commenced its manufacture in consequence of the information
given by the plaintiffs' agent, the present bill was filed to restrain the

defendants from manufacturing and selling any soap under the name used
and appropriated by the plaintiffs, and an injunction was now moved for.

The defendants' case was, tiiat the plaintiffs were not entitled to be
protected in the name of "Excelsior," as applied to soap, inasmuch as that

name indicated quality only, and, as was evidenced by numerous adver-

tisements (produced in court), was used in different trades, and applied

to trousers, pens, lucifer matches, &c, all described as " Excelsior." It

was also contended that the Court ought only to interfere to protect the

legitimate business of persons engaged in trade, and would not allow

itself to be made the medium for puffing a tradesman's wares.

Mr W. M. James and Mr E. Charles appeared for the plaintiffs in

support of the motion ; Mr Rolt and Mr E. Lake Russell for the defend-

ants in opposition.

The Vice-Chanceli.or said that the conduct of the defendants in this

case entitled them to no consideration at the hands of the Court. It

appeared from the evidence that the plaintiffs had introduced into the

soap market what might be called a new article, under the name of
" the Excelsior white soft soap." The defendants in their own letiter

and evidence spoke of the article as a totally new thing. The plain-

tiffs, wishing to assume a distindive title, took this name, and it

appeared that their article had become known to the trade and to pur-

chasers under that, name. The defendants, as they themselves admitted,

having heard of the success of the plaintiffs' article under that name,
began to make a white soft soap, which they sold under the name of
" the Excelsior white soft soap." He was clearly of opinion that where
a new article had been introduced into the market, and was called by
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aud acquired a reputation under a certain name, the Court would pro-

tect the use of that name. It was not unimportant to observe that the

plaintiffs had sold their article not simply as " Excelsior white soft

soap," but as " the Excelsior white soft soap," so that the name did not

simply describe quality, but was the surname of the plaintiffs' article.

The Court, he agreed, did not interfere in cases of mere puffing, but it

would check fraud wherever it was found. Under the circumstances,

he was satisfied that the defendants had adop'ed this name for the pur-

pose of obtaining some of the plaintiffs' custom, and the injunction

would be granted to restrain the defendants from selling any soap under

the name, " the Excelsior white soft soap," or any other name, so as to

lead to the belief that the article sold by them was that manufactured

by the plaintiffs.

Injunction accordingly.

REVIEWS OF NEW BOOKS.

Brief Biographies op Inventors of Machines for the Manufacture
of Textile Fabrics. By Bennet Woodcroft, F.R.S. 8vo. Long-
mans : London. 1863.

An unpretending little volume of fifty-one pages, containing an in-

troduction, and the lives of nine inventors. It makes no attempt at

literary craft or ornament. It is much to be desired, with a view to

futurity that the author had given in every case the authorities whence
he has obtained his facts. The biographies, however, are simply and
clearly told, and are free from the vulgar toadyism and absurd trumpet-

blowing that characterised the Lives of the Stephensons, and of the

Engineers—and, we regret to say, made them sell at least.

A few extracts from Mr Woodcraft's introduction will convey a notion

of his style, and some curious information.
" Most of these machines and apparatus of Kay, Paul, Ark-

wright, Hargreaves, Crompton, Cartwright, Jacquard, Radcliffe,

Roberts, and Heilmann, which greatly extended the productive power,

and lessened the personal labour of the weaver and spinner, instead of

being received as a boon, calculated to enrich individuals and the com-
munity, were viewed with disfavour and hatred by the workmen, and
became for many years, together with their authors, marked objects for

public outrage and vengeance.
" We may now glance at a few of the results produced in the cotton

manufacture mainly by the inventions of these ten individuals.
" In 1760, at the accession of George III., the entire value of cotton

goods manufactured in England was about .£200,000 a-year. In 1860
it was estimated at upwards of £52,000,000.

"In 1772 British calicoes were made to the number of 50,000 pieces.
" In 1816 upwards of 1,000,000 pieces were manufactured.
" 1750. Population engaged in the cotton manufacture about 20,000.
" 1801. Persons engaged, about 80,000.
" 1823. There were 10,000 steam-looms in Great Britain.

"1862. Their number is 399,902, driven with a power of 294,000
horses, and employing 451,600 workpeople, in 2887 factories, containing

30 387,457 spindles! What a singular subject is thus in the year 18H3

offered to the contemplation of the statesman by one branch of this

manufacture alone—if thirty million spindles, each actuated as formerly

by the human hand, were now stopped for want of cotton, what would
become of the operatives, what would be the fate of the Government ?

" A notion may be formed of the extent of some of the fancy branches

of the trade from the fact of one firm in Glasgow employing 26,000
persons in sewing or embroidering muslins; the total number employed
in the town being 110 000.

"It was stated in 1857 that the quantity of goods then manufactured
was so great, that, if thej' had to be bleached in the old way, by
exposure to the air, the whole surface of Great Britain would not

suffice for bleaching-grounds. The discovery of chlorine gas by
Scheele, and Mr Tennant's discovery of absorbing it by lime, set aside

this contingency."
We remark some slight inaccuracies here and there as to matters of

fact of scientific history. Here, for example, the highly important parts

which Watt and Berthollet took in the early progress of chlorine bleach-

ing are passed unnoticed. In truth, Seheele's discovery of chlorine led

to no immediate results as respects bleaching.

Mr Woodcroft proceeds :
—

" The social condition of these ten founders of the cotton trade is soon
told. Kay was obliged to leave the town he had settled in, and where
he had carried on the trade of a reed-maker and millwright, in order to
avoid the hostility of the weavers to himself and his shuttle : he died in

impoverished circumstances. Paul began with a few thousand pounds,
apparentlj' produced by the sale of licences to use his machine : he left

some legacies, from which it might be inferred that he had managed to
retain a portion of his gains, but the licence-holders lost their money,

and some of them were ruined. Arkwright, the least ingenious, though
probably the most indefatigable, of the ten, was the most fortunate :

from his command of means, and his enjoyment of a monopoly of his

Bpinning machine for fourteen years, he left a very large fortune to his

children. Hargreaves, after he had assisted many persons in the con-

struction of machinery, and imparted all he knew for their guidance,

was ill-requited by his employers, neglected by the public, and closed

his days in bleak poverty. Crompton's circumstances never, perhaps,

rose above the level of those of a small master weaver until a niggard
Parliament granted him i'5,000. Twenty years before that, 'Mr
Pollard of Manchester spun yarn of 278 hanks to the pound weight
(equal in length to more than 132 miles) upon one of Crompton's mules,

from cotton worth five shillings a pound, grown in the Island of Tobago

;

he sold this yarn, for twenty guineas a pound, to the Glasgow manu-
facturers, to be woven into muslins intended to compete with the Indian

fabrics, that were selling at ten and twelve guineas a yard.' At the

time of the grant 4,600,000 spindles were working in his mules through-
out the country. The brand of genius was, however, on Crompton ; he
was not fitted to battle with the world : after a few years the grant was
dissipated, and he died in impoverished circumstances. Cartwright
had spent his whole fortune on his loom, when Parliament, in the shape
of a grant of £10,000, returned him one third of it ! or, as he sometimes
stated it, ' six-and-eightpence in the pound.' Radcliffe, who made the

doctor's loom complete by the invention of his dressing-machine, was
no exception to his compeers in his fortune : he also made application to

Parliament for a grant, but was unsuccessful ; twice he was a bankrupt,

and died very poor. Jacquard ended his days in comfort and honour,

but he was a Frenchman, and his judges were just to him. Roberts is

still living, and Heilmann died in embarrassed circumstances, though
his patents afterwards turned out profitable. Numbers of ingenious

men have made improvements in almost, if not in every, part of each

machine that has been named, but space and time will not allow of their

being introduced here.
" Their contributions to mechanical science are, however, imperishably

recorded in the patent rolls, and society is their debtor.

"'Although,' says Sir Henry Englefield, 'it is not, abstractedly

speaking, of importance to know who first made a most valuableexperi-

ment, or to what individual the community is indebted for the invention

of the most useful machine, yet the sense of mankind has in this, as in

several other things, been in direct opposition to frigid reasoning ; and
we are pleased with a recollection of benefits, and with rendering

honour to the memory of those who bestowed them. Were public bene-

factors to be allowed to pass away like hewers of wood and drawers of

water, without commemoration, genius and enterprise would be deprived

of their most coveted distinction, and after-times would lose incentives

to that emulation which urges us to cherish and practise what has been
worthy of commendation or imitation in our forefathers; and to make
their works, which may have served for a light and been useful to the

age in which they lived, a guide and a spur to ourselves.'

"Influenced by these sentiments, and actuated by a sincere respect

for mechanical genius and a warm admiration of its productions, I have
collected all the known portraits, eight in number, of the ten mechanicians

whose inventions laid the foundation, raised the superstructure, and
now secure the continuance of the cotton manufacture — the most
marvellous for its extent and effects that ever employed the ingenuity

of mankind. Had these worthies of their country lived in ancient

times, altars would have been erected in their honour, and they would
have been worshipped as demigods."

Englefield's baptismal name, we believe, was Harry, not Sir Henry,
as above given.

Of all the textile inventors we have always regarded Jacquard as the

most original, and in many respects the most important. He not only
invented a machine, or a class of machines, but he discovered a

mechanical principle, in virtue of which, the Jacquard loom has become
what Bacon would have called " an organon," capable of being applied

in innumerable ways to the production and ornamentation of woven
fabrics ; and capable also of adaptation, as in the Jacquard punching
press of Roberts, to an endless variety of other copying purposes.

We shall give Mr Woodcroft's life of Jacquard, then, in homage to

the man, and as a fair example of the other biographies here collected.

"Joseph Marie Jacquard was born on the 7th of July, 1752, in

Lyons, where his father followed the trade of a draw loom weaver, and

his mother was what weavers call a pattern-reader. He did not receive

any education from his parents ; but he could read and write, and had
probably been his own instructor. When about twelve years old he

was placed with a bookbinder; and afterwards in a letter-foundry,

where, it is said, he developed his mechanical talent in forming several

tools for the use of cutlers. At his mother's death Jacquard returned

to his father, and adopted his trade
; a few years afterwards his father

died, and left him a small property. Part of this he spent in forming

an establishment for weaving figured fabrics, which, turning out un-

profitable, he was obliged to sell his looms to pay his debts. He married

shortly afterwards, in hope of getting a portion with his wife ; but,
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being disappointed in this expectation, he was compelled to dispose of

his little patrimony, and was driven by distress to accept employment
from a lime-burner at Bresse, while his wife remained at Lyons to

manage a small straw-hat manufactory.
"During the many years that M. Jacquard lived in laborious penury,

his favourite object was the improvement of the draw-loom for figured

fabrics ; which loom required two persons operating together to form

cloth, a weaver and a dranboy. At length, in 1790, when thirty-eight

years of age, he completed an apparatus, to which his name was given,

for ' selecting the warp threads,' which, when added to the loom,

superseded the services of the drawboy ; but, notwithstanding its

ingenuity and value, the improved apparatus failed at its introduction

to obtain the favourable notice of the weaving community.
" II. Jacquard returned to Lyons in 1793, and was one of its defenders

during the memorable siege by the Army of the Convention. On the

reduction of the city and massacre of its loyal inhabitants, in 1795,

Jacquard, being among the proscribed, fled with his only son, then six-

teen years of age, and joined the army of the Rhine. Some time after,

his son was mortally wounded, and expired in his arms on the field of

battle. When he was permitted, after this calamity, to return to

Lyons, he had great difficulty in finding out his wife; whom he at last

discovered in a garret, platting straw for bonnets ; and, from his

necessities, he was glad, for a period, to assist in her unprofitable

labour. As Lyons recovered from the effects of the carnage and desola-

tion caused by the civil war, Jacquard found more congenial employ-
ment ; his prospects brightened. Though his machine had made but a
slow, it was an increasing progress, and in 1801, eleven years after

their introduction, 4000 of his machines were at work in Lj'ons. Not-
withstanding this success, to give greater perfection to his drawboy
apparatus continued to be his ruling object, and, in September, 1801, he
exhibited an improved machine at the Exposition of the Products of

National Industry, for which he was awarded a bronze medal ; and in

December following he received a patent for the invention. The
ingenious mechanist and his work were now beginning to attract

attention, and in 1802, during the time that an Assembly of Function-
aries was convened at Lyons to elect a president of the Cisalpine
Republic. Carnot, Minister of the Interior, and several members, visited

the humble abode of the inventor.

"The Societies of Arts of London and Paris having offered a con-
siderable prize to the inventor of a machine for making nets for fishing

and other purposes, Jacquard engaged in the difficult task, and accom-
plished it. The Perfect of Lyons being informed of his success, sent

M. Jacquard and his net-making machine to Paris. Its operation being
found most satisfactory, the Society for the Encouragement of Arts
awarded him their gold medal, and he afterwards received a patent for

the invention. M. Jacquard was then placed in the Conservatoire des

Arts et Metiers, under the orders of Molard, who employed him in the

restoration and repair of models and machines in that collection ;
among

others which he put in working order was the celebrated loom designed
by Vaucanson to supersede the drawboy—a work Jacquard himself had
also recently performed after fourteen years of study and experiment.
Having sojourned many months at Paris, Jacquard returned in 1804 to

Lyons, and was placed in the Hospice de V AntiquaiUe to establish a
manufactory of figured stuffs and carpets by the processes he had
invented, and he now endeavoured to introduce his net-making and
drawboy machines into the manufactories of Lyons. His drawboy
apparatus having been in a special manner brought under the notice of

the Municipal Council and the Chamber of Commerce, the commission
of skilful manufacturers which was appoiuted to examine the inventions

reported unanimously in favour of Jacquard's processes for forming
figured and embossed fabrics. An Imperial Decree was obtained in

October, 1810, authorizing the Municipal Administration to purchase

Jacquard's invention by giving him an annuity of 3000 francs, with a

reversion of half that sum to his wife if she survived him ; and
Jacquard was further to be paid fifty francs for each loom to which the
' Jacquard ' was applied. In the same year, the Academy of Arts and
Sciences of Lyons presented him with the Prize Medal founded by the

Consul Le Brun. In 1811, in conjunction with three silk manufacturers
of Lyons, he obtained a patent for the manufacture of stuffs and house-

hold decoration upon a loom to which the ' Jacquard ' was applied ;
and

at the Exposition of 1819 he received a gold medal. He was after-

wards decorated with the Cross of the Legion of Honour.
" For many years after the introduction of his drawboy machine

M. Jacquard encountered great opposition from the manufacturers
;

the operatives also conspired against him, spoiled the fabrics to make it

appear the machines acted badly, burned the machines in the streets,

and threatened their meritorious inventor, who several time3 narrowly
escaped personal injury. But a change gradually took place in the

public feeling towards both the man and the machine ; the latter came
to be felt by his compatriots as an immense boon to the manufacturing
community, and the former to be honoured as one of the benefactors to

his country.
" During the last few years of his life M. Jacquard resided at Oullins,

a village near Lyons, where he died on the 7th of August, 1834, and his

remains were interred in its cemetery.
" The inhabitants of Oullins dedicated to his memory a tablet in their

church with the following inscription :

—

Co tfie fHnnovs of

JOSEPH MARIE JACQUARD,
A CELEBRATED MECHANICIAN AND A GOOD AND

INGENIOUS MAN, WHO DIED IN HIS HOUSE AT OULLINS ON
THE V11TH AUGUST, MDCCCXXXIV, IN THE MIDST OF

THE CONSOLATIONS OF RELIGION.

THIS HOMAGE IS RENDERED IS THE NAME OF
THE INHABITANTS OF THE MUNICIPAL

COUNCIL OF WHICH HE WAS
A MEMBER.

"By order of the Corporation of Lyons, a full-length portrait of Jacquard
was painted by Bonnefond, and is now placed in the Museum of Lyons.

" Shortly after his death, a statue of Jacquard by Foyatier was erected,

in 1840, by public subscription on the Place Sathonay, Lyons.
"In 1861 a marble tomb was placed over Jacquard's grave in the Ceme-

tery of Oullins by the Chamber of Commerce of Lyons ; a sculpture in

bas-relief represents the City of Lyons crowning Jacquard's bust; over

this, in gold letters, is inscribed,

—

A JACQUARD.
" Such is the manner in which Lyons recognised the services of an

inventor."
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CORRESPONDENCE.
ear We do not hold ourselves responsible for the views or statements of our

Correspondents.

RAILWAY COLLISIONS.

Sir,—I take the occasion of the alarming collision, on August 21, on
the North British Railway, at Inveresk, to advocate the necessity of
having breaks of such efficiency as to stop the trains within the shortest
possible distance that shall be found by trial to be compatible with
absolute safety to the passengers.

Newall's break is perfectly successful, and is said to arrest an express
train within a hundred yards, without causing the slightest shock to

the passengers. If the North British train had had Newall's break on
the occasion alluded to, there would have been no collision ; and if the
Edinburgh and Glasgow Railway had had it in use in September last,

there would have been no fatal collision at Winchburgh ; and the trains

would have been stopped, on that occasion, while upwards of a hundred
yards from each other.

I have mentioned Newall's break because it has been found to work
well. The only disadvantage, I believe, which prevents its universal
adoption, is that it does not admit of the number of carriages being
increased or diminished after the leaving the terminus. It has, besides

the disadvantage common to all breaks which depend on the friction of

the wheels on the rails, of rapidly wasting the substance of both wheels
and rails, and also of not stopping the trains, in exceptional cases,

sooner than that friction is capable of effecting.

The only plan having these objects in view, so far as I am aware, is

one which I laid before the Royal Scottish Society of Arts last winter.

According to it, a mid-rail is laid down along the whole course of each
line of rails, and is spiked to the cross sleepers. Below the break van
is attached a pair of powerful bladed springs, one on each side of the
mid-rail, which are kept clear of it by a catch, which is actuated by a

trigger. By drawing the (rigger, the catch releases the springs, which
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then grasp both sides of the mid-rail, and cause a friction which soon

brings the train to rest. As the distance within which the train is

brought up depends merely on the strength of the springs, the directors

have that matter completely under their own control. By having a

spare pair of break springs below the tender, the train might be stopped,

in cases of emergency, in much shorter time than usual.

The principal objection which has been raised against this system of

breaking, is the expense of the mid-rail, which costs £100 per mile of

double way ; its adoption for the 10,000 miles of railway in this country,

would therefore amount to the sum of £1,000,000 ; a large sum
certainly, but not too much if its expenditure would render 10,000 miles

of railway absolutely free from the possibility of collision. This is con-

clusively shown by the railway statistics of 1863, in which there is an
item for compensations paid for personal injuries, amounting to no less

a sum than .£158,000. Six years of this payment would thus amount to

the sum necessary to adapt this system to the whole railways of this

country I am, yours, &c.,
Robert Aytoun.

25th August, 1863.

There is nothing quite new in the proposition of a mid rail for Brak-

ing use only.

The idea may be still older than 1847, but in that year such an

arrangement was proposed to be employed upon the sharp incline in the

Tunnel at the entrance of the Great Southern and Western Railway to

its terminus at Cork. It was approved by Sir John M'Neil, Engineer

in Chief of the Line, and reduced to a complete design by the proposer,

Mr It. Mallet. The mode of gripping the mid rail was better than that

above suggested, viz., a pair of horizontal wheels, permitted only to

revolve slowly to answer equal wear, and whose axes could be made to

approach each other with sufficient force.

The method was found, however, unnecessary, when the incline came
to be actually worked.

—

Ed.

SAXIFRAGINE.
Sir,—My attention has been called to an article in your Journal of

the 1st August, in which you notice this invention ; and in acknowledg-

ing the candour and conciseness with which you lay the matter before

your readers, I trust you will allow me, as the engineer alluded to in

the circular, to refer to one or two points which you raise in your con-

cluding remarks.

You say that "it is not only very hard to ignite (which is so far

good), but that it seems extremely uncertain in its ignition." Now I

have made a great number of experiments with this material myself,

and I have received reports of many more from those to whom samples

have been supplied ; and although the results of these experiments are

more or less different in some points, which is invariably the case, use

what you will, yet in no one instance have I seen or heard of a failure

of ignition. It should be borne in mind that one of the chief and most
important characteristics of this invention, being the non-explosive

nature of the material in the open air, it is essentially necessary that

the powder should be well rammed to the bottom of the hole, and the

tamping he securely inserted, in order to insure the full effect; but with

these precautions duly attended to, and a good match (Bickford's

patent safety fuse I consider the best) applied for firing the mine, 1 will

undertake to say that the failures of ignition will be far less (should

there be any at all) than with the ordinary powder; and it is only

reasonable to suppose so, seeing that saxifragine is not affected by the

weather, and such like circumstances, in the same degree as the exist-

ing blasting material.

The possibly deleterious effect of the diffusion of carbonate of barytes

to which you allude, is a question of abstract science, which I scarcely

feel able to discuss ; but 1 am greatly misinformed if anything produced
by the firing of saxifragine can be nearly so injurious as the sulphurous
gases escaping from the explosion of gunpowder. As to the " bulky
ash " you mention, I do not think that this (at most but a handful of

dust) can be looked upon as of practical importance in blasting

operations.

Edwin Boyle.
September, 1863.

As respects the uncertainty of ignition of Saxifragine, we wrote in

accordance with the results of our own observation and experiment upon
the sample forwarded to us.

With "precautions" and "a good match," &c, &c , such uncer-
tainty might be reduced to the least possible with the substance, but it

is illogical to say that a body very hard to ignite, as compared with
gunpowder, shall nevertheless be less liable to failures (ceeteris paribus)
in ignition.

—

Ed.

AN INVENTOR'S FATE.

A few days ago a death occurred in an obscure street in Newport,
Monmouthshire, which may not have been hitherto chronicled in The
Times. I allude to that of Mr Samuel Baldwyn Rogers, formerly of
Nant-y-Glo. His age exceeded 90 years, and although, by an improve-
ment relating to the manufacture of iron, he largely contributed to the
wealth of others, yet he died in the deepest poverty himself. He ex-
pressed an earnest wish that he might not be buried in a pauper's
grave, and his brother Freemasons have responded to that wish. And
now, Sir, let me tell his story. He was formerly employed at large
ironworks in South Wales, aad committed the indiscretion of publishing
An Elementary Treatise on Iron Metallurgy. He was dismissed from
his situation. The improvement which he introduced was that of iron
bottoms for puddling furnaces, and it is one of great practical, and, I
might almost add, national importance. It was never patented, nor did
he, 1 believe, ever receive for it any substantial reward. It is true that
iron bottoms for certain furnaces had been previously suggested ; but to
Rogers is unquestionably due the merit of having first rendered their
application practicable for puddling furnaces. When he proposed them,
he was laughed at by some ironmasters of experience, and yet they are
now universally adopted. Measured by its results, the invention of
iron bottoms is a great one. When the distressed condition of the poor
old man became known—a condition not resulting from misconduct on
his part—several persons connected with the iron trade assisted him
with money

;
but assistance came too late. An imbecile daughter sur-

vives, and efforts are now being made in South Wales to save her from
the workhouse.

You will, Sir, I think, agree with me that this is a sad story, worthy
of being recorded. It furnishes another instance of the unhappy fate of
inventors, who, in enriching others, have impoverished themselves.
In the annals of the iron trade there are too many instances of a similar
kind.

London, Sept., 1863. Y.

"It was never patented.'' These words at once convey to us the
cause of this poor man's misfortunes. It is a painful task to read such
sad tales ; but, with a good invention in hand, who is to blame but the
inventor.

—

Ed.

COSTLESS POWER.

The moving power of wind and water, costing nothing, is theoreti-

cally capable of conversion into gaseous fuel, from the decomposition of
water by means of magneto-electricity.

When an iron reel, having thread-covered copper wire wound round
it, is passed endways near to the poles of a horse-shoe magnet, electri-

city appears in the wire. On this principle, however modified, magneto-
electric machines are made for electric telegraphy, electroplating, and
the production of light. At the Dungeness Lighthouse numerous
magnets are fixed, six together radially on a wheel, in ihree rows,
between which two wheels, having the wire covered reels fixed in the
rims, revolve rapidly by means of a three horse power steam engine.
The machinery being in the basement, the electricity is led by wires up
to the lantern, where the slate-pencil-like carbon points forming the

wick of the electric lamp are adjusted. These, when at a little distance

apart, glow wiih insupportable brilliancy, producing a light which
greatly excels others, and "shines up and down the Channel, and
across into France."

Here, as in all such machines, motion is converted into electricity,

and the cost of the electricity is the cost of the motive power.

A magneto-electric machine moved by water would be a very econo-

mical arrangement, and could a wick for the electric lamp be invented
as convenient and needing as little care as a gas jet, towns and districts

having available water power might be lighted very cheaply, the wires

being led from the electric factory to the streets and houses. In this

way vast stores of coal used daily in gasworks would be saved.

But magneto-electric machines will yield heat as well as light. Some
years since, unremunerative quantities of oxygen and hydrogen gases
were obtained from the decomposition of water by this means, steam as

the motive power being used. From these experiments it appears that

machines of 80-horse power, working ten hours, would produce possibly

1,500 cubic feet of gaseous fuel. Ii seems, therefore, well worth con-

sideration whether the boundless supplies of was'e water power existing

in the tides, the rivers, and lakes of Great Britain and Ireland, might
not be economically converted into pure, smokeless, most intense

gaseous fuel, made marketable by compression into wrought iron

vessels, as has been done with coal gas.

G. A. Ketwoeth.

Hastings, Sept., 1863.
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PROCEEDINGS OF SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES.

BRITISH ASSOCIATION, AT NEWCASTLE, 1863.

The thirty-third annual meeting of the British Association took place this

year at Newcastle. The general committee held their first meeting, August
26, when the Report of the Council was read. In the evening the first

general meeting took place ; Professor Willis vacated the chair, which was
taken by Sir William Armstrong, who then read the inaugural address.

Gentlemen of the British Association—I esteem it the greatest honour of my
life that I am called upon to assume the office of your President. In that capa-

city, and as representing your body, I may be allo%ved to advert to the gratify-

ing reception which the British Association met with on their former visit to

this region of mining and manufacturing industry; and, as a member of the

community which you have again honoured with a visit, I undertake to convey
to you the assurance of a renewed and hearty welcome. A quarter of a century
has elapsed since the association assembled in this town, and in no former
period of equal duration has so great a progress been made in physical know-
ledge. In mechanical science, and especially in those branches of it which are

concerned in the application of steam-power to effect interchange between
distant communities, the progress made since 1838 has no parallel in history.

The railway system was then in its infancy, and the great problem of trans-

Atlantic steam navigation had only received its complete solution in the pre-

ceding year. Since that time railways have extended to every continent, and
steamships have covered the ocean. These reflections claim our attention on
this occasion, because the locality in which we hold our present meeting is the

birthplace of railways, and because the coal mines of tins district have contri-

buted more largely than any others to supply the motive power by which steam
communication by land and water has been established on so gigantic a scale.

The history of railways shows what grand results may have their origin in

small beginnings. When coal was first conveyed in this neighbourhood
from the pit to the shipping-place on the Tyne, the pack-horse, carrying a

burden of 3 cwt., was the only mode of transport employed. The railway

system, like all large inventions, has risen to its present importance by a series

of steps; and so gradual has been its progress, that Europe finds itself com-
mitted to a gauge fortuitously determined by the distance between the wheels
of the carts for which wooden rails were originally laid down.

Last of all came the locomotive engine, that crowning achievement of

mechanical science, which enables us to convey a load of 200 tons at a cost of

fuel scarcely exceeding that of the corn and hay which the original pack-horse
consumed in conveying its load of 3 cwt. an equal distance.

It was chiefly in this locality that the railway system was thus reared from
earliest infancy to full maturity ; and amongst the many names associated

with its growth, that of George Stephenson stands pre-eminent.
The coal fields of this district, so intimately connected with the railway

system, both in its origin and maintenance, will doubtless receive much atten-

tion from the association at their present meeting.
Estimates have been made at various periods of the time which would be

required to produce complete exhaustion of all the accessible coal in the British

Islands. These estimates are extremely discordant; but the discrepancies

arise, not from any important disagreement as to the available quantity of coal,

but from the enormous difference in the rate of consumption at the various

dates when the estimates were made, and also from the different views which
have been entertained as to the probable increase of consumption in future

years. The quantity of coal yearly worked from British mines has been
almost trebled during the last twenty year3, and has probably increased tenfold

since the commencement of the present century ; but as this increase has taken
place pending the introduction of steam navigation and railway transit, and
under exceptional conditions of manufacturing development, it would be too

much to assume that it will continue to advance with equal rapidity. The
statistics collected by Mr Hunt, of the Mining Record Office, show that at the

end of 1861 the quantity of coal raised in the United Kingdom had reached the

enormous total of 86 millions of tons, and that the average annual increase of

the eight preceding years amounted to 2£ millions of tons. Let us inquire,

then, what will be the duration of our coal-fields if this more moderate rate of

increase be maintained.

There is another source of motive power to which I am induced to refer, as

exhibiting an instance in which solar influence affords the means of obtaining

mechanical effects from inanimate agents. I allude to the power of water
descending from heights to which it has been lifted by the evaporative action

of the sun. To illustrate the gTeat advantage of collecting water for power in

elevated situations, I may refer to the water works of Greenock, where the

collecting reservoirs are situated at an elevation of 512 feet above the river

Clyde. The daily yield of these reservoirs is said to be nearly 100,000 tons of

water, which is derived from the rainfall on an area of 5,000 acres. The power
obtainable from this quantity and head of water is equal to that of a steam-

engine of about 2,000 horse power, and the whole effect might be realised on
the margin of the river by bringing down the water in a pipe of sufficient capa-

city, and causing it to act as a column on suitable machinery at the foot of the

descent.

I have hitherto spoken of coal only as a source of mechanical power, but it

is aho extensively used for the kindred purpose of relaxing those cohesive

forces which resist our efforts to give new forms and conditions to solid sub-

stances. In these applications, which are generally of a metallurgical nature,

the same wasteful expenditure of fuel is everywhere observable. In an ordi-

nary furnace employed to fuse or soften any solid substance, it is the excess of

the heat of combustion over that of the body heated which alone is rendered
available for the purpose intended. The rest of the heat, which in many in-

stances constitutes by far the greater proportion of the whole, is allowed to
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escape uselessly into the chimney. The combustion, also, in common furnaces
is so imperfect, that clouds of powdered carbon, in the form of smoke, envelope
our manufacturing towns, and gases, which ought to be completely oxygenised
in the fire, pass into the air with two-thirds of their heating power undeveloped.
Some remedy for this Btate of things, we may hope

(
is at hand, in the gas

regenerative furnaces recently introduced by Mr Siemens.
With regard to smoke, which is at once a waste and a nuisance, having myself

taken part with Dr Richardson and Mr Longridge in a series of experiments
made in this neighbourhood in the years 1857-58 for the purpose of testing the
practicability of preventing smoke in the combustion of bituminous coal in
steam-engine boilers, I can state with perfect confidence that, so far as the
raising of steam is concerned, the production of smoke is unnecessary and
inexcusable. The experiments to which I refer proved beyond doubt, that by
an easy method of firing, combined with a due admission of air and a proper
arrangement of fire-grate, not involving any complexity, the emission of smoke
might be perfectly avoided, and that the prevention of the smoke increased the
economic value of the fuel and the evaporative power of the boiler. As a rule
there is more smoke evolved from the fires of steam-engines than from any
others, and it is in these fires that it may be most easily prevented. But in the
furnaces used for most manufacturing operations the prevention of smoke is

much more difficult, and will probably not be effected until a radical change is

made in the system of applying fuel for such operations.

Not less wasteful and extravagant is our mode of employing coal for domestic
purposes. The simplest arrangements, to confine the heat and concentrate it

upon the operation to be performed would suffice to obviate this. In warming
houses we consume in our open fires about five times as much coal as will pro-
duce the same heating effect when burnt in a close and properly-constructed
stove. These are homely considerations—too much so, perhaps, for an assem-
bly like this ; but I trust that an abuse involving a useless expenditure
exceeding in amount our income-tax, and capable of being rectified by attention

to scientific principles, may not be deemed unworthy of the notice of some of

those whom I have the honour of addressing.

The introduction of the Davy Lamp was a great event in the history of coal

mining, not as effecting any great diminution of those disastrous accidents

which still devastate every colliery district, but as a means of enabling mines
to be worked which, from their greater explosive tendencies, would other-

wise have been deemed inaccessible. Thus, while the Davy Lamp has been
of great benefit both to the public and the proprietors of coal, it has been the

means of leading the miners into more perilous workings, and the frequency of

accident by explosion has in consequence not been diminished to the extent
which was originally expected.
The increase of the earth's temperature as we descend below the surface is a

subject which has been discussed at previous meetings of the British Association.

It possesses great scientific interest, as affecting the computed thickness of the

crust which covers the molten mass assumed to constitute the interior portions

of the earth, and it is also of great practical importance as determining the

depth at which it would be possible to pursue the working of coal and other

minerals. The deepest coal mine in this district is the Monkwearmouth
Colliery, which reaches a depth of 1,800 feet below the surface of the ground,
and nearly as much below the level of the sea. The observed temperature of

the strata at this depth agrees pretty closely with what has been ascertained in

other localities, and shows that the increase takes place at the rate of 1 degree
Fahr. to about 60 feet of depth. Assuming the temperature of subterranean

fusion to be 3,000 deg. and that the increase of heat at greater depths continues
uniform (which, however, is by no means certain), the thickness of the film

which separates us from the fiery ocean beneath will be about thirty-four miles
—a thickness which may be fairly represented by the skin of a peach taken in

relation to the body of the fruit which it covers. The depth of 4,000 feet,

which has been assumed as the limit at which coal could be worked, would
probably be attended by an increase of heat exceeding the powers of human
endurance. In the Monkwearmouth Colliery, which is less than half that
depth, the temperature of the air in the workings is about 84 deg. Fahr. which
is considered to be nearly as high as is consistent with the great bodily exer-
tion necessary in the operation of mining. The computations, therefore, of

the duration of coal would probably require a considerable reduction in conse-
quence of too great a depth being assumed as practicable.

At the last meeting of the British Association in this town, the importance
of establishing an office for mining records was brought under the notice of the
Council by Mr Sopwith, and measures were taken which resulted in the forma-
tion of the present Mining Records Office.

In the course of the preceding observations I have had occasion to speak of

the sun as the great source of motive power on our earth, and 1 must not omit
to refer to recent discoveries connected with that most glorious body. Of all

the results which science has produced within the last few years, none has been
more unexpected than that by which we are enabled to test the materials of
which the sun is made, and prove their identity, in part at least, with those of

our planet. The spectrum experiments of Bunsen and Kirchhoff have not only
shown all this, but they have also corroborated previous conjectures as to the
luminous envelop of the sun. I have still to adveit to Mr Nasmyth's remark-
able discovery, that the bright surface of the sun is composed of an aggregation
of apparently solid forms, shaped like willow-leaves or some well-known forms
of Diatomaceze, and interlacing one another in every direction. The forms are

so regular in size and shape as to have led to a suggestion from one of our
profoundest philosophers of their being organisms possibly even partaking of

the nature ot life, but at all events closely connected with the heating and
vivifying influences of the sun. These mysterious objects, which, since Mr
Nasmyth discovered them, have been seen by other observers as well, are com-
puted to be each not less than 1,000 miles in length and about 100 miles in

breadth. The enormous chasms in the sun's photosphere, to which we apply
the diminutive term "spots," exhibit the extremities of these leaf-like bodies

pointing inwards, aud fringing the sides of the cavern far down into the abvss.

2 b
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Sometimes they form a sort of rope or bridge across trie chasm, arid appear to

adhere to one another by lateral attraction. I can imagine nothing more
deserving of the scrutiny of observers than these extraordinary forms. The
sympathy also which appears to exist between forces operating in the sun and
magnetic forces belonging to the earth merits a continuance of that close

attention which it has already received from the British Association, and of

labours such as General Sabine has with so much ability and effect devoted to

the elucidation of the subject. I may here notice that most remarkable

phenomenon which was seen by independent observers at two different places

on the 1st of September, 1859. A sudden outburst of light, far exceeding the

I brightness of the sun's suriace,was seen to take place, and 3weep like adrifting cloud

over a portion of the solar face. This was attended with magnetic disturbances

of unusual intensity, and with exhibitions of aurora of extraordinary brilliancy.

The identical instant at which the effusion of light was observed was recorded

by an abrupt and strongly marked deflection in the self-registering instruments

at Kew. The phenomenon, as seen, was probably only part of what actually

took place, for the magnetic storm in the midst of which it occurred commenced
before and continued after the event. If conjecture be allowable in such a

case, we may suppose that this remarkable event had some connection with
the means by which the sun's heat is renovated. It is a reasonable supposition

that the sun was at that time in the act of receiving a more than usual acces-

sion of new energy ; and the theory which assigns the maintenance of its power
to cosmical matter, plunging into it with that prodigious velocity which
gravitation would impress upon it as it approached to actual contact with the

solar orb, would afford an explanation of this sudden exhibition of intensified

light in harmony with the knowledge we have now attained that arrested

motion is represented by equivalent heat. Telescopic observations will

probably add new facts to guide our judgment on this subject, and, taken in

connection with observations on terrestrial magnetism, may enlarge and
correct our views respecting the nature of heat, light, and electricity. Much
as we have yet to learn respecting these agencies, we know sufficient to infer

that they cannot be transmitted from the sun to the earth except by communi-
cation from particle to particle of intervening matter. Not that I speak of

particles in the sense of the atomist. Whatever our views may be of the nature of

particles, we must conceive them as centres invested with surrounding forces.

We have no evidence, either from our senses or otherwise, of these centres being
occupied by solid cores of indivisible, incompressible matter essentially distinct

from force. Dr Young has shown that, even in so dense a body as water,

these nuclei, if they exist at all, must be so small in relation to the intervening
spaces that a hundred men distributed at equal distances over the whole
surface of England would represent their relative magnitude and distance.

What then must be these relative dimensions in highly rarefied matter? But
why encumber our conceptions of material forces by this unnecessary imagining
of a central molecule ? If we retain the forces and reject the molecule, we
shall still have every property we can recognise in matter by the use of our senses
or by the aid of our reason. Viewed in this light, matter is not merely a thing
Bubject to force, but is itself composed and constituted of force.

The science of gunnery, to which I shall make but slight allusion on this

occasion, is intimately connected with the dynamical theory of heat. When
gunpowder is exploded in a cannon, the immediate effect of the affinities by
which the materials of the powder are caused to enter into new combinations,
is to liberate a force which first appears as heat, and then takes the form of

mechanical power communicated in part to the shot and in part to the products
of explosion which are also propelled from the gun. The mechanical force of

the shot is reconverted into heat when the motion is arrested by striking an
object, and this heat is divided between the shot and the object 6truck, in the

proportion of the work done or damage inflicted upon each. These considera-

tions recently led me, in conjunction with my friend Captain Noble, to

determine experimentally, by the heat elicited in the shot, the loss of effect

due to its crushing when fired against iron plates. Joule's law, and the known
velocity of the shot, enabled us to compute the number of dynamical units of

heat representing the whole mechanical power in the projectile ; and by ascer-

taining the number of units developed in it by impact, we arrived at the power
which took effect upon the shot instead of the plate. These experiments
showed an enormous absorption of power to be caused by the yielding nature
of the materials of which projectiles are usually formed ; but further experi-

ments are required to complete the inquiry.

While speaking of the Bubject of gunnery, I must pay a passing tribute of
praise to that beautiful instrument invented and perfected by Major Navez, of

the Belgian Artillery, for determining, by means of electro-magnetism, the
velocity of projectiles. This instrument has been of great value in recent
investigations, and there are questions affecting projectiles which we can only
hope to solve by its assistance. Experiments are still required to clear up
several apparently anomalous effects in gunnery, and to determine the con-
ditions most conducive to efficiency both as regards attack and defence. It is

gratifying to see our Government acting in accordance with the enlightened
principles of the age by carrying on scientific experiments to arrive at know-
ledge, which, in the arts of war as well as in those of peace, is proverbially

recognised as the true source of human power.
Professor Tyndall's recent discoveries respecting the absorption and radiation

of heat by vapours and permanent gases constitute importaut additions to our
knowledge. The extreme delicacy of his experiments and the remarkable
distinctness of their results render them beautiful examples of physical research.

They are of great value aB affording further illustrations of the vibratory actions

in matter which constitute heat ; but it is in connection with the science of

meteorology that they chiefly command our attention. From these experiments
we learn that the minute quantity of water suspended as invisible vapour in

the atmosphere acts as a warm clothing to the earth. The efficacy of this

vapour in arresting heat is, in comparison with that of air, perfectly astounding.

Although the atmosphere contains on an average but one particle of aqueous
vapour to 2u(J of air, yet that single particle absorbs 80 times as much heat as

the collective 200 particles of air. Remove, says Professor Tyndall, for a
single summer night, the aqueous vapour from the air which overspreads this
country, and you would assuredly destroy every plant incapable of bearing
extreme cold. The warmth of our fields and gardens would pour itself unre-
quited into space, and the sun would rise upon an island held fast in the grip
of frost. Many meteorological phenomena receive a feasible explanation from
these investigations, which are probably destined to throw further light upon
the functions of our atmosphere.
Few sciences have more practical value than meteorology, and there are few

of which we as yet know so little. Nothing would contribute more to tbe
saving of life and property, and to augmenting the general wealth of the
world, than the ability to foresee, with certainty, impending changes of the
weather. At present our means of doing so are exceedingly imperfect, but,
such as they are, they have been employed with considerable effect by Admiral
Fitzroy m warning mariners of the probable approach of storms. We may
hope that so good an object will be effected with more unvarying success when
we attain a better knowledge of the causes by which wind and rain, heat and cold
are determined. The balloon explorations conducted with so much intrepidity
by Mr Glaisher, under the auspices of the British Association, may perhaps in
some degree assist in enlightening us upon these important subjects. We
have leamt from Mr Glaisher's observations that the decrease of temperature
with elevation does not follow the law previously assumed of 1 deg. in 300 feet
and that in fact it follows no definite law at all. Mr Glaisher appears also to
have ascertained the interesting fact that rain is only precipitated when cloud
exists in a double layer. Rain-drops, he has found, diminish in size with ele-
vation, merging into wet mist and ultimately into dry fog. Mr Glaisher met
with snow for a mile in thickness below rain, which is at variance with our
preconceived ideas. He has also rendered good service by testing tbe efficiency
of various instruments at heights which cannot be visited without personal
danger.
The facility now given to the transmission of intelligence and the inter-

change of thought is one of the most remarkable features of the present age.
Cheap and rapid postage to all parts of the world—paper and printing reduced
to the lowest possible cost—electric telegraphs between nation and nation,
town and town, and now even (thanks to the beautiful inventions of Professor
Wheatstone) between house and house— all contribute to aid that commerce
of ideas by which wealth and knowledge are augmented.
Another subject of a social character which demands our consideration is the

much-debated question of weights and measures. Whatever difference of
opinion there may be as to the comparative merits of decimal and duodecimal
division, there can at all events be none as to the importance of assimilating
the systems of measurement in different countries. It is much to be regretted
that two standards of measure so nearly alike as the English yard and the
French metre should not be made absolutely identical. The metric system has
already been adopted by other nations besides France, and is the only one which
has any chance of becoming universal. We in England, therefore, have no
alternative but to conform with France, if we desire general uniformity. The
change might easily be introduced in scientific literature, and in that case it
would probably extend itself by degrees amongst the commercial classes with-
out much legislative pressure. Besides the advantage which would thus be
gained in regard to uniformity, I am convinced that the adoption of the
decimal division of the French scale would be attended with great convenience,
both in science and commerce. I can speak from personal experience of the
superiority of decimal measurement in all cases where accuracy is required in
mechanical construction. In the Elswick Works, as well as in some other
large establishments of the same description, the inch is adopted as the unit,
and all fractional parts are expressed in decimals. No difficulty has been
experienced in habituating the workmen to the use of this method, and it has
greatly contributed to precision of workmanship. The inch, however, is too
small a unit, and it would be advantageous to substitute the metre if general
concurrence could be obtained. As to our thermometric scale, it was originally
founded in error; it is also most inconvenient in division, and ought at once to
be abandoned in favour of the centigrade scale. The recognition of the metric
system and of the centigrade scale by the numerous men of science composing
the British Association would be a most important step towards effecting that
universal adoption of the French standards in this country which sooner or
later will inevitably take place ; and the association, in its collective capacity,
might take the lead in this good work, by excluding in future all other
standards from their published proceedings.
The recent discovery of the source of the Nile by Captains Speke and Grant

has solved a problem in geography which has been a subject of speculation from
the earliest ages. It is an honour to England that this interesting discovery
has been made by two of her sons ; and the British Association, which is accuB-
tomed to value every addition to knowledge for its own sake, whether or not it
be attended with any immediate utility, will at once appreciate the im-
portance of the discovery, and the courage and devotion by which it has been
accomplished. The science of organic life has of late years been making great
and rapid strides, and it is gratifying to observe that researches both in
zoology and botany are characterised in the present day by great accuracy and
elaboration. Investigations patiently conducted upon true inductive principles
cannot fail eventually to elicit the hidden laws which govern the animated
world. Neither is there any lack of bold speculation contemporaneously with
this pains-taking spirit of inquiry. The remarkable work of Mr Darwin pro-
mulgating the doctrine of natural selection has produced a profound sensation.
The novelty of this ingenious theory, the eminence of its author, and his
masterly treatment of the subject, have perhaps combined to excite more
enthusiasm in its favour than is consistent with that dispassionate spirit which
it is so necessary to preserve in the pursuit of truth. The Darwinian theory,
when fully enunciated, founds the pedigree of living nature upon the most
elementary form of vitalised matter. One step further would carrv us back,
without greater violence to probability, to inorganic rudiments, and then we
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should be called upou to recognise in ourselves, and in the exquisite elaborations

of the animal and vegetable kingdoms, the ultimate results of mere material

forces left free to follow their own unguided tendencies. Surely our minds
would in that case be more oppressed with a sense of the miraculous than they

now are in attributing the wondrous things around us to the creative hand of

a Great presiding Intelligence.

The evidences bearing upon the antiquity of man have been recently pro-

duced, in a collected and most logically treated form, by Sir Charles Lyell.

It seems no longer possible to doubt that the human race has existed on the

earth in a barbarian state for a period far exceeding the limit of historical

record; bat notwithstanding this great antiquity, the proofs still remain

unaltered that man is the latest as well as the noblest work of God. I will not

run the risk of wearyiug this assembly by extending my remarks to other

branches of science. In conclusion I will express a hope that when the time

again comes round to receive the British Association in this town, its members
will find the interval to have been as fruitful as the corresponding period on
which we now look back. The tendency of progress is to quicken progress,

because every acquisition in science is so much vantage ground for fresh attain-

ment. We may expect, therefore, to increase our speed as we struggle for-

ward ; hut, however high we climb in the pursuit of knowledge, we shall still

see heights above us ; aud the more we extend our view, the more conscious

we shall be of the immensity which lies beyond.

ROYAL SOCIETY.
Jcxe IS, 1863.—" On the Molecular Mobility of Gases," by Professor Thos.

Graham, Master of the Mint.

LONDON ASSOCIATION OF FOREMEN ENGINEERS.

At the usual monthly meeting of this society, a paper was read by Mr
Humes on the " Construction of Locks." The subject has been repeatedly

dealt with at other institutions, but the author of the paper in question im-
parted to it, nevertheless, a considerable amount of interest. He traced the

progress of lock-making from a very early period, dwelt at some length upon
the celebrated controversy on lock-picking in the years 1854-5, and described

the peculiarities of the best locks of the present day. In short, Mr Humes'
paper was exhaustive, and as a literary effort deserving of commendation.

THE ASSOCIATION FOR THE PREVENTION OF STEAM BOILER
EXPLOSIONS—MANCHESTER.

At the ordinary monthly meeting of the executive committee of this

association, held July 28tb, 1863, Mr L. E. Fletcher, chief engineer, presented

his monthly report, of which the following is an abstract :

—

" During the past month there have been examined 324 engines and 450
boilers. Of the latter, 17 have been examined specially, 11 internally, 55
thoroughly, and 367 externally ; in addition to which 3 of these boilers have
been tested by hydraulic pressure. The following defects have been found in

the boilers examined :—Fracture, 8 (2 dangerous); corrosion, 16; safety-valves

out of order, 9 (2 dangerous) ; water gauges ditto, 21 ; pressure gauges ditto,

8 ; blow-out apparatus ditto, 37 ; fusible plugs ditto, 2 ; furnaces out of shape,

4; over pressure, 1 (dangerous) ; deficiency of water, 1 (dangerous) ; blistered

plates, 3; total, 110 (6 dangerous). Boilers without glass water gauges, 2;
without blow-out taps, 38 ; without back pressure valves, 41.

44 It is gratifying to find that the number of ' Thorough ' examinations of

boilers, though not high during the past month, is steadily increasing. During
the month ending June 26th last, as many as 104 were made, in addition to 12
* Internal,' and 10 * Special,'—making 126, independently of the ordinary
* External' examinations. This number is u greater one than has been reached
in any previous month.

Explosions.

"One explosion has occurred during the last month, of a very fatal charac-

ter, particulars of which are given below. The following is the monthly tabular

statement:

—

"Tabular Statement of Explosions,

"From June 27th, 1863, to July 24th, 1863, inclusive.

Progres-
sive No
for 1663.

Date.
GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF

BOILER.
Persons
Killed.

Persons
Injured Total.

No. 20. June 27.
Ordinary double fine, or " Lanca-

10 4 14

10 4 14

1

**Ho. 20 explosion, by which ten persons were killed and four others in-

jured, occurred to an ordinary mill boiler of the two-flued 'Lancashire 1
class.

This boiler was not under the inspection of this Association.

"The dimensions were as follows:—Length 30 feet, diameter of the shell

nearly 7 feet 6 indies, and that of the furnace tubes—which were parallel

throughout, and not strengthened by any hoops or flanges—2 feet 8 inches
;

the thickness of the plates in the shell and tubes, 3even-sixteenths, in the flat

end plates half an inch, each of them being strengthened with three gusset
stays, secured with double angle irons.

" The longitudinal seams in the shell were not laid in line, but disposed so

as to break joint. The age of the boiler was about two years. It had not been
tested by hydraulic pressure.

"The boiler had been fitted with a single lever safety-valve, the valve being
enclosed in a box bonnetted over, from which the waste steam escaped through
a discharge pipe, carried through the wall of the boiler house. It had also been
fitted with a glass water gauge—a feed-check and 1 a :k-pressure valve com-
bined, fixed to the front end plate, a little below wat t level—a blow-out or

mud tap, and a steam pressure gauge, of the dial class ; but the boiler had no
tap for fixing an indicator, so as to check the accuracy of the gauge, and ascer-

tain the actual working pressure with the steam up.
14 The evidence given at tbe inquest, as well as the examination of the fur-

nace-crowns, forbids the conclusion that the explosion was caused by a defici-

ency of water ; while, further, the fact that the shell which should have been
stronger than the tubes, rent into a number of small pieces while the tubes did

not collapse, shows—that the explosion was not due to excessive pressure, but
to the defective quality of the plates of which the boiler, on examination, was
found to have been made.

14 In conclusion, the attention of our members may be specially called to the

following points :

—

41 The contradictory nature of the evidence too frequently admitted at coron-

ers' inquests as to the cause of boiler explosions, of which the case above is an
illustration.

44 The short-sighted economy of purchasing low-priced boilers, erroneously

termed 4 cheap,' which leaves the maker no alternative but to use plates of in-

ferior quality, a practice not only detrimental to the interests of the steam user,

but also unfair to the honest boiler maker.
44 The importance of having all boilers thoroughly tested with hydraulic

pressure; this had never been done with the boiler under consideration; had
the test been applied, there can be little doubt that the inferior quality of the

plates would have been detected, and the explosion prevented."

At the last ordinary monthly meeting of this association, August 25th, Mr
L. E. Fletcher, chief engineer, presented his usual monthly report :

—

44 During the past month there have been examined 313 engines and 401
boilers. Of the latter, 6 have been examined specially, 9 internally, 45
thoroughly, and 341 externally, in addition to which 2 of these boilers have been
tested by hydraulic pressure. The following defects have been found in the

boilers examined:— Fracture, 5 (1 dangerous); corrosion, 14 ; safety-valves out

of order, 7 ; water gauges ditto, 9 (I dangerous)
;
pressure gauges ditto, 15

;

feed apparatus ditto, 2 ; blow-out apparatus ditto, 27 ; fusible plugs ditto, 1

;

furnaces out of shape, 4 (1 dangerous) ; over-pressure, 3 ; deficiency of water, 1

(dangerous). Total, 88 (4 dangerous}. Boilers without glass water gauges, 3
;

without blow-out apparatus, 16 ; without back pressure valves, 25.

Explosions.

" Nine explosions have occurred during the past month, from which five

persons have been killed and three others injured. Not one of the boilers in

question was under the inspection of this Association. A personal examination

of three of these has been made subsequently to the explosion, while in the re-

maining cases this was prevented by distance.

44 Tabular Statement of Explosions,

"From July 25th, 1863, to August 21st, 1863, inclusive.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF
BOILER.

Progres-
sive No
for 1863.

Date.

21
22

July
July 25

23 July 28

24 Aug.

25 Aug. 12

20
27
28
29

Aug. 13

Aug. 17

Aug. 20

Colliery boiler

Ordinary single flue, or "Cornish,"
internally-fired

Ordinary single flue, or 'Cornish,"
internally-fired

Ordinary single flue, or 44 Cornish,"
internally-fired

Ordinary single flue, or "Cornish,"
internally-fired

Cylindrical egg-ended, externally-fir'd
Cylindrical egg-ended^xternally-fir'd

Details not yet ascertained

Agricultural

Total

Persons Person «|

Killed. Injured

1

1

i

1

1

1

3

5 3

u No. 25 explosion occurred to a boiler not under the inspect.on of this asso-

ciation, working at a dye-works. The fireman was scalded to death, while but

little damage was done to the surrounding property, and the boiler only slightly

moved from its seat. The engineman was brought in guilty of manslaughter,

at the coroner's inquest. The boiler was one of a series of four, ranged side by
side, and connected together, all of them being set upon mid-feathers. It was
of the internally-fired class, the length of the shell being 28 feet, and the dia-

meter 8 feet, the thickness of the plates three-eighths of an inch, and the

blowing-off pressure 40 lb.
44 The cause of the explosion was simply thft dilapidated condition of the

boiler; it had repeatedly been found to leak at the back end, both at the last

plate at the bottom, as well as at the flat end one, and had, in consequence,

been temporarily repaired, from time to time, with bolted patches. Patches,

when necessary, should always be riveted on, no reliance can be placed upon
those merely bolted. At the time of the explosion there w.tc three of these
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patches on the boiler, within 12 inches of one another. The surrounding plate
at length became so eaten away by continual leakage, that it was reduced in

places to one-eighth of an inch in thickness, and in others to that of a sheet of
brown paper, from which rapture ensued underneath the boiler, at the back
end, immediately over tbe mid-feather; the mid-feather, no doubt, accelerating
the corrosion, by ponding the water, and holding it in contact with the plate,

at the same time that it concealed the full extent of the injury. Competent
inspection could not have failed to detect the dangerous condition of the
boiler."

FRENCH ACADEMY OF SCIENCES.
M. Morvan has just sent into the Academy an account of a newly invented

process of his, for obtaining direct photographic impressions upon stone, and
which he can afterwards print off. He first gives the stone a coating, applied
in the dark, of a varnish composed of albumen and bi-chromate of ammonia.
Upon this he lays the right side of the image to be reproduced, whether it be
on glass, canvas, or paper, provided it be somewhat transparent. This done,
he exposes the whole to the action of light for a space of time varying between
30 seconds and 3 minutes, if in the sun, and between 10 and 25 minutes, if in

the shade. He then takes off the original image, and washes his stone, first

with soap and water, and then with pure water only, and immediately after
inks it with the usual inking-roller. The image is already fixed, for it begins
to show itself in black on a white ground. He now applies gum- water, lets

the stone dry, which is done in a few minutes, and the operation is complete ;

copies may at once be struck off by the common lithographic process. The pro-
cess may be explained thus:—The varnish has been fixed and rendered insol-
uble by the action of light wherever it could penetrate ; but, on the contrary,
all the parts of the varnish protected by the dark portions of the image still

retain their solubility, and are, therefore, still liable to be acted upon by the
soda and acid contained in the soap, of which they moreover retain a part of
the substance. Hence the action produced on the stone is a combination of
etching and lithography. The advantages of the process may be briefly
summed up as follow .-—Simplicity and rapidity in the operation, exactness in
reproducing the design, no need of negative impressions on glass or paper, the
positive original comes out positive, the original design or model is not spoilt
during tbe process, and the cost is trifling, owing to the cheapness of the
Bubstances.

In 1861, M. de Luca made experiments from which it appeared that the
skins cast off by silkworms might be transformed into sugar. The same
chemist has now sent in a paper to the Academy of Sciences, in which he
describes a similar process for changing serpents' skins into sugar. Th-ese
Bkins contain a small quantity of a substance resembling the cellulose of plants,
soluble in ammoniuret of copper, and transformable into glucose, which reduces
the tartrate of copper and potash, and ferments under the influence of yeast,
yielding thereby carbonic acid and alcohol. Concentrated sulphuric acid and a
solution of potash are the best reagents for depriving serpents' skins of their
nitrogenous matter ; the residue, although very refractory to chemical agents,
may nevertheless be transformed into fermentable glucose, recognisable from
its property of reducing the tartrate of copper and potash. Thus, M. de Luca
boiled 50 grammeB of serpents' skins in a litre of water containing 40 grammes
of caustic potash, the skins having been previously treated with concentrated
sulphuric acid. The liquid having been allowed to cool, a great deal of water
was added, and the undissolved residue was several times washed by decanta-
tion, and then treated with ammoniuret of copper, whereby an alkaline solution
was obtained, which, on being neutralized by hydrochloric acid, yielded a white
precipitate

; this, heated in slightly acidulated water, reduced the tartrate of
copper and potash, thereby showing that it was glucose, or the base of sugar.
In another somewhat similar operation, glucose was obtained, which fermented
in contact with yeast, producing carbonic acid and alcohol. The former was
completely absorbed by caustic potash; the alcohol extracted from the solution
by distillation, and insulated by means ol crystallized carbonate of potash, was
nearly pure, since it would burn without leaving any residue; rubbed between
the hands, it evaporated, emitting an agreeable smell, though still partaking ol
that of animal matter. From all this it may be concluded that serpents' skins
contain a small quantity of sugary matter, or glucose.

MONTHLY NOTES.

MARINE MEMORANDA.
A contract has been entered into by Messrs Lewis and Stockwell, of Black-

wall, with the directors of the Portsmouth and Gosport Floating-bridge Com-
1
any lor the construction of a new floating bridge for the conveyance of pas-

sengers and vehicles to and from Portsmouth and Gosport. The new bridge
will be 100 feet in length by 60 feet in breadth, with two balanced prows at
either end, 30 feet by 16 feet, for receiving and discharging' freight from the
shore. Along the centre of the bridge will be erected the usual deck and
engine houses, over which will be the promenade deck. On either side of the
houses will be the carriage ways of equal breadth with the prows. The engines
are to be 50 horse power, nominal, and will drive two chain wheels in the
centre of the engine-house, over which are passed chains nearly 2000 feet each
in length, the ends of which are moored in wells with ballast weights on the
beach just above high water mark at Portsmouth and Gosport ; the links of the
chaias being ach 10 inches in length, 5 inches wide, and of If iron. The
whole of the contract will be carried out under the supervision of Mr F. H.
Trevithick, C.E., of Great George Street, Westminster. Mr B. Emmanuel,
C.E., is the contractor's engineer. By crossing Portsmouth harbour by this

bridge vehicles save a detour between Portsmouth and Gosport of abont 14
miles and the time of crossing occupies five minutes.

A steamer, built by Caird & Co., of Greenock, and named the Snacfell, ar-

rived at Douglas, Isle of Man, on Saturday last, for the service between that
place and Liverpool. She is i.25 feet in length, 26 feet beam, draws 8 feet

of water, and has sleeping accommodation for 150 first-class passengers. The
engines, constructed by the same firm, are of 250 horse-power. In a trial trip

on the Clyde between the Cloch and Cumbrae Lights, she realised a speed of
17 miles per hour.

A series of very interesting experiments was recently carried on at Sheer-
uess by order of the Admiralty to test the value of a steering screw propeller
applied to the Charger gunboat, the invention of Mr W. J. Curtis, C.E., of
Holloway, and 142 Fenchurch Street, London. The peculiarity of this screw
is that a ring forming an universal, or ball and socket joint, is placed within
the hollow boss of the screw, which is thereby connected with the main shaft,

the centre of gravity of the screw and the centre line of the rudder intersecting

the centre line of the main shaft, so that the entire weight of the screw is borne
by shaft, and by means of tbe tail or spindle of the screw projecting from the

boss working in the rudder, whatever may be the movement of the rudder, it

communicates an equal movement to the screw, which therefore becomes not
only the propelling but also the guiding power of the ship. Furthermore, by
this invention the retarding action of the rudder and likewise the vibration are

removed, while the speed of the vessel is increased. The Charger gunboat,
having been handed over to Mr Curtis for the purpose of making experiments,
was taken for trial at the measured mile off Maplin Sands, the result being that
the mean of the runs to and fro was 8*698 knots an hour, as contrasted with
7-751 knots obtained at Portsmouth previous to the vessel being placed in Mr
Curtis's hands : showing a gain of -531, or about half a mile, in favour of the

steering Bcrew, while the indicated horse-power showed 113-30, against 145-25
obtained at Portsmouth. It was felt by those who witnessed the experiments
that had the engines been in a more efficient working state the gain would
have been still more considerable. A competitive trial of speed also took place
between the Charger, and the Spanker, twin boats, having been built upon the
same model and lines by the same builders, and each containing engines of 60
horse-power. The distance run was from a buoy off the Formidable, flag-ship

of Admiral Sir G. R. Lambert, K.C.B., Commander-in-Chief at Sheerness,
round the Nore Light and back, a total distance of about 8 miles. In this dis-

tance the Charger beat the Spanker by 17 minutes, being 25 per cent, gain, or
equivalent to about a mile and a half per hour, the whole run being made by
the Charger in one hour and one minute. This gain is evidently obtained by-

avoiding the retarding effect of the rudder, as it was found that to keep the

vessel in her course the helm never varied more than from 3 to 5 degrees.

The full circle was made in 2 minutes 40 seconds, helm starboard 40 degrees,
the diameter of the circle being 120ft, measured by a line paid out from the
stern of the ship. The circle to port, helm 40 degrees, was made in 2 minutes
30 seconds, diameter the same, the length of the vessel being 115ft. By work-
ing the screw astern and putting the helm over 40 degrees, the vessel can be
turned in about half the'time above stated, and in a radius of only one-third its

length, measuring from the screw itself. The screw can be applied in the
dead wood of the ship; -and lifted as in the ordinary way, so that the vessel may
be governed either by the rudder or screw, or by both, at the option of the
commander ; also, if found necessary or desirable, the rudder may control the
movement of the vessel by the momentum after the engines are stopped ; but
all that has been sought or could be expected by a first trial is the establishment
of the principle of the invention, which is considered to be proved beyond all

question.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Reaping and Mowing Machines.—A trial of Messrs Brigham & Bicker-

ton's patent Excelsior self-delivering reaping and mowing machine, Berwick,
took place recently, in a field of oats belonging to Mr T. Saunders, Bellister

Castle. Tbe trial was most satisfactory. The simplicity of the construction
of this newly invented machine—the mechanism of the arms which lays the
corn to the knife, and tilts it off in sheaves, is really beautiful and effective,

and the lightness of draught, are only surpassed by the admirable manner in

which it executes the work. The evenness of the stubble, the tidiness and
regularity of the sheaves, would almost convince the octogenarian ot the old
school that the work had been done by the knights of the gleaming sickle.

With a few improvements which the patentees have in contemplation, this

machine will be one of the most perfect reapers before the agricultural public,

and requires only to be seen in operation to become a special favourite.

Iron in Scotland.—There are just now 125 furnaces in blast, producing
about 21,500 tons weekly. The total deliveries continue steadily in excess of

the make, and will be this week fully 25,000 tous. Consequently the stocks

are about 35,000 tons less than they were four months ago. The malleable
iron works, foundries, and ship-building yards on the Clyde were never so
actively employed and full of orders. So great is the demand for iron for ship-

ment and local consumption, that the ironmasters have raised their prices 2s to

3s per ton. The makers, at their recent meeting, resolved to resist giving tbe

shilling per day demanded by their miners; apprehensions therefore exist, that

a general strike will be the result.

Hematite Iron Ore.—The discovery of more extensive beds of hematite
ore in the Whitehaven or Ulverstone district is of importance to those engaged
in iron smelting in the neighbourhood of Newcastle. Large quantities of

this ore are brought to the Tyne, as a mixture with the ores of the east coast,

and the discovery of another valuable vein will afford an increase to the present
somewhat limited supply. The discovery has just been made by Messrs
Kennedy Brothers, on the Greenscow estate, belonging to Mr W. A. Mac-
kinnon, M.P., and adjoining the Duke of Devonshire's property near Daltou.
Two shafts have already been sunk on the vein, and a third is far advanced,
whilst provision has been made for the fuither development of the mine by
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the erection of two powerful steam pumping engines. The present yield of the

mine is about 600 tons of ore per week, and it is confidently expected that

when the mine has been brought into full operation, the get will exceed 1500

tons per week, or 75,000 tons per year, which quantity may continue to be

raised for the next half century ; indeed, it is estimated that nearly 5,000,000

tons of ore, worth some £2,*500,000, may be raised without exhausting the

mine. It seems that the Greenscow mine has afforded another instance of the

importance of perseverance where the prospects are encouraging, although

temporarily the results may be unsatisfactory. The grant was originally made
to the late Mr C. S. Kennedy in 184S, and upon the vein being lost in 1S55 the

shaft was abandoned; the various trial shafts and borings subsequently made
to re-discover the vein were altogether unsuccessful until now, when the excel-

lent vein now referred to was met within ten yards of one of the late Mr
Kennedy's old and apparently won hless shafts. All outlay and anxiety will

now be far more than compensated.

Brown's Patent Vitreous Coattng.—In the course of last year Mr James
Brown of Aldgate, London, obtained a patent for protecting the bottoms and
sides of ships with plates of metal, covered with an enamel or glaze. This
invention having been brought to the notice of the Admiralty, some experi-

ments have been recently ordered by them to test its value, and these took

place with highly satisfactory results before a number of officials connected

with the Portsmouth Dockyard. These experiments had reference to the

adhesive quality of the material by which the plates were attached to ihe sides

of the vessel. Two vessels of the royal navy, now afloat, have had their

bottoms protected with plates covered with this glaze, and when they return

to port the efficiency of the invention as regards oxidation and fouling will be

ascertained. In the meantime it may be stated that Messrs H. J. Hall, & Co.,

the proprietors of the patent, have in their possession a glazed plate which was
attached to the hull of the Peninsular and Oriental Company's Steamship
Ellora, for two voyages, and this when removed is found to be quite clean.

We understand that the Emperor of the French has ordered this invention to

be tested at Cherbourg. The price charged for the glazing is Is 6d per square

foot, so that, if it should answer, as there seems little doubt, that it will prove

an economical mode of effecting a much desired result.

The Exhibition* Medals Act, 1863.—The following is a copy of the Act
which has been passed to prevent false statements in reference to the Exhibi-

tion Medals and Certificates:—Whereas it is expedient to prevent false

Representations with respect to Grants of Medals and Certificates by the

Commissioners for the Exhibition of 1851 and the Commissioners for the

Exhibition of 1S62 : Be it enacted by the Queen's most Excellent Majesty, by
and with the Advice and Consent of the Lord's Spiritual and Temporal, and
Commons, in this present Parliament assembled, and by the Authority of the

same, as follows:—I. If any Trader commits any of the Offences following;

that is to say, 1. Falsely represents that he has obtained a Medal or Certifi-

cate from the Exhibition Commissioners in respect of any Article or Process
for which a Medal or Certificate had been forwarded by the Commissioners;
2. Falsely represents, knowing such representation to be false, that any other

Trader has obtained a Medal or Certificate from the Exhibiton Commissioners;
3. Falsely represents, knowing such representation to be false, that any Articles

sold or exposed for sale has been made by, or by any Process invented by, a

Person who has obtained in respect of such Article or Process a Medal or

Certificate from the Exhibition Commissioners ; he shall incur the following

Penalties ; that is to say, 1. For the first offence he shall forfeit to her Majesty
a sura not exceeding five pounds. 2. For any subsequent offence he shall for-

feit to her Majesty a sum not exceeding twenty pounds, or be imprisoned for

a period not exceeding six months. II. In proceedings under this Act it shall

not be necessary to prove that any person has sustained damage by the false

representations of the defendant. It shall not be necessary in any proceedings
under this Act to set out any copy or Fac-simile of any Medal or Certificate.

III. For the purposes of this Act, <l The Exhibition Commissioners" shall

mean the Commissioners for the Exhibition of 1851 and the Commissioners for

the Exhibition of 1862- The term " Defendant " shall mean any person against

whom proceedings may be taken under this Act. IV. Offences under this Act
may be prosecuted summarily in England and Ireland before two Justices ; as

to England, in manner directed by an Act passed in the Session holden in the

Eleventh and Twelfth Years of the reign of her Majesty Queen Victoria,

Chapter Forty-three, intituled, An Act to facilitate the Performance of the

Duties of Justices of the Peace out of Sessions within England and Wales, with

respect to Summary Convictions and Orders, or any Act amending the same
;

as to Ireland, in manner directed by the Act passed in the Session holden in

the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Years of the reign of Her Majesty Queen Vic-

toria, intitnl^d An Act to Consolidate and amend the Acts regulating the Pro-
ceedings in Petty Sessions and the Duties of Justices of the Peace out of Quar-
ter Sessions in Ireland, or any Act amending the same. In Scotland, an
offence against this Act may be prosecuted summarily at the instance of the
Procurator Fiscal before any Sheriff or Sheriff Substitute, or before any Two

1 Justices of the County, or before the Magistrates or any Police Magistrate of

I the Burgh in which the offence was committed. V. No provision of this Act

J

shall take away, diminish, or prejudicially affect any Suit, Process, Proceeding,
Right, or Remedy which any person may be entitled to at Law, in Equity, or

|
otherwise; nor exempt or excuse any person from answering or making

! discovery upon examination as a witness, or upon interrogatories or otherwise,
in any suit or other civil proceeding : Provided always, that no evidence,
statement, or discovery, which any person shall be compelled to give or make
shall be admissible in evidence against such person in support of any indict-

m-nt for a misdemeanor at Common Law or otherwise, or of any proceeding
under the Provisions of this Act. VI. This Act may be cited for all purposes
as " The Exhibition Medals Act, 1863." This hurriedly prepared and passed
Act, which was forced through Parliament, during ihe last few hours of the
late nesaiou, promoted by a committee of medal holders, &c, of which Mr

Alderman Copland was chairman, and Mr Edmund Johnson hon. secretary, in

several ways curiously caps the grand edifice of management of the late exhibi-

tion. The Bill originally prepared by the committee was rejected before going

to Parliament, and a Government one substituted. The effect of it is to create

a new offence before unknown to the British Constitution, to deal with it in a

way wholly tyrannical, and apply to it penalties of unexampled severity in

proportion to the offence, the object being, not public morals, nor public ad-

vantage of any sort, but simply to sustain a right to a private trading advantage

to certain individuals, of a purely imaginary character (legally speaking) pre-

viously and for the first time constructed by this Act, viz., a right of property

in the honours (?) conferred by the posession of a fractional unit of the three

tons of copper medals distributed by parcels delivery and otherwise. It has

been already hinted that the Act will be repealed, and another substituted (un-

objectionable in constitutional principle at least) during the next session.

—

Ed.

Improved Grindstone Spindle.—An ingenious, effective, and simple mode
of adjusting a grindstone on its spindle, has recently been patented and intro-

duced by Mr W. H. Phillips, of the Atlas Foundry, Birmingham. The annexed
illustration will enable our readers to see at a glance the great improvement
thus obtained over the old

system of adjustment by
wooden wedges, which fre-

quently resulted in the
fracture of a valuable stone,

if not very carefully man-
aged. A is the central

position of a grindstone,

and b the improved spin-

dle. Upon this spindle is

fitted a bush, a collar, c,

provided with a wide
flange, D, having its face

turned up true, so as to

bear evenly upon the side

of the stone. This bush,
with its flange, is secured
to the spindle, so as to turn with it by a pin, E, passing through the bush and
spindle. P is a flange or washer similar to the flange, d ; it is placed against
the opposite side of the stone, and held firmly against it by a key or cottar, a,
driven through the spindle, thereby holding the parts well together. In ad-
justing a stone upon its spindle, the bush, c, is placed in a vertical position
resting upon its flange, d, and the stone placed over it in a horizontal position.
The space between the exterior of the bush, which is of a rectangular section,
and the inner surface of the eye in the stone, is then filled in with melted lead.
The spindle is now to be inserted through the bush, and the flange or washer,
f, passed into the opposite end of the spindle, and tightened up against the
stone by the key or cottar.

Ancient Window Glass.—Amongst the results of recent excavations at
Pompeii have been some of great interest, as to the early use of window glass,

amongst the ancient Romans. Seneca states that window glass was new in his
own time

; and in fact little or nothing was known of the nature of the glass
employed, or the size of the panes, or the mode in which they were secured in
place prior to 1835, when M. Mazois, a French architect, in his great work on
the ruins of Pompeii, pointed out those particulars, and even gave figures to
scale of the bronze rabbated frames in which the panes of glass were secured at the
public baths of the ancient cit}r. He showed that the size of panes then used
was far from contemptible, that 20 to 27 French inches long, by 15 or 20 wide,
and about -2 o( an inch (French) in thickness was employed. It is but very
recently, however, that the exact chemical constitution of the Roman window
glass has been ascertained, and the remarkable fact appears, that the constitu-
tion of this ancient glass was almost identical with that of our modern window
glass. This is at once seen by the two following analysis, the 1st of Pompean
glass by M. Claudet, of Paris, the second by M. Dumas, of modern French

I

No. 2.

Silica

Lime
Soda

1 Alumina
,

i Oxide Iron

Oxide Manganese.,
Oxide Copper

09-07

69-43 7250
7-24 13-10

17-31 13-00

355 100
1-15 -»

0-39

;races.

> 0-40

1C0-00

In this which is peculiarly "under the sun, there is not much new.'' An equally

curious thing appears to be that the ancient Roman was sheet glass, not flashed
or crown glass.— Ed.

Useful Effect in Turbines —M. Girard, whose continued devotion to the

improvement of water power machines in France, is well known, has recently

given to the Institute some results of experiments for the determination, by
means of the dynamometric brake, and actual gauging of the volume of water
employed, of the useful effect of his most improved turbines. These turbines

are of the class which he has called, " Turbines a large evasement latiral"

that is to say, with a great lateral widening of the moving buckets, by which
the water at its exit is made in its relative movement to circulate in extremely
thin lamina, and with almost a complete destruction of absolute motion. The
results were that in one of those turbines the realised power was from 75 to 83

percent, of that of the total fall, and in the other one from 69 to 79 per cent, of the

same. The fall in the first was 2-6 metres, and in the second I '8 metres. These re-
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suits alone sufficiently indicate the fallacy of 90 or 96 percent, of the power of the

fall being ever obtained, as asserted to be the fact by some makers of turbines

in these countries.

—

Ed.

Native Zinc.—Zinc in a metallic state is alleged to have been discovered

(for the first time), by M. Phipson, in a specimen of basalt from Brunswick, near

Melbourne, (Victoria), which was shown at the late international exposition.

The correctness of the observation, highly curious if correct, however, still re-

quires confirmation, the rather as basalt would appear to be a most unlikely

nidus in which so oxidable a metal should exist for any length of time.

Alloy of Steel with Tungsten.—Captain Caron of the Corps de Genie
having been directed by the French Government to experiment upon the etTects

of tungsten when alloyed with bronze, {i. e., copper and tin,) and with steel,

has made his report, and states that with bronze the effect of this metal is

always disadvantageous, but that when alloyed with steel the properties of the

latter are decisively improved. The enhanced cost of the steel he states does

not exceed 8 francs per 100 kilometres.—Kb.

Soluble Silk.—This, which was the philosopher's stone on the search for

which the late Mr Schwabe of Manchester expended the energies of a life, has

apparently been at last found by M. Persoz, the younger, and the modus
operandi is due to the discovery of dialysis by our own Professor Graham,
master of the mint. Persoz had found, as we noticed many months ago, that

silk is soluble in solution ot chloride of lime, but he had sought in vain for any
chemical agent by which the dissolved silk might be separated from its saline

solvent. He at length tried dialysis, and by its means, separated the whole of

the chloride of zinc, leaving the silk alone in the state of a limpid, colourless,

tasteless liquid, which by evaporation or drying produces a gold-coloured and
brittle varnish. It remains still then to get back the silk with all its original

physical properties unaltered.

M. Ozanam has remarked that ammoniuret of copper, (Shcenbein's liquor) is

not only a solvent of cotton and of cellulose generally, but also of silk, though
it dissolves the latter but slowly.

—

Ed.

Paris a Seaport Town.—The design of making Paris a seaport has been
repeatedly entertained for more than two centuries past. It was first proposed
in the time of Louis XIV., and Colbert had surveys made to ascertain whether
the Seine could be made navigable for sea-going vessels. The engineers of

that time, with Vaubau at their head, decided that it was impossible to obtain a

sufficient depth of water in the Seine, but that a direct communication with the

sea might be established by means of a canal from Dieppe. The state of the

public finances, however, did not then admit oi undertaking so expensive an
enterprise. This scheme was again revived by the Marquis de Crecy in 1779,
and in the following year the Government authorised the project, but nothing
was done for want of funds. When Napoleon became Emperor the project of
making Paris a seaport was submitted to him, and he remarked that if the

canalization of the Seine could be realized, " Paris, Rouen, and Havre would
become one city, with the river for its principal street." Political events, how-
ever, prevented the execution of the design, and nothing more was heard of it

till the reign of Charles X., when a company was formed with a capital of

200,000,000f. for making Paris a seaport by the canalization of the river. The
course of events, however, again hindered the realization of the scheme. It is

now proposed to make a canal from Dieppe, passing along the valley of the

Bethune, by St Aubin, Dampierre, and Neufehatel, thence to the valley of the

The'rain, passing south of Beauvais through the marshes of Bruneval to the

Oise, and by lie Adam, St Denis, and St Ouen, to the fortifications near
Neuilly, where it is proposed to form a port for merchant vessels, from which
a canal is to be made to the Ternes, in order to diminish land-carriage as far as

possible.

Main Drainage of London.—On the IStli of last month, a large party of

noblemen, Members of the House of Commons, and other gentlemen, paid a

visit of inspection to the gigantic drainage works of London now in progress.

The chief engineer, and the Chairman of the Board of Works were of the party.
Tbey went, in the first place, to Crossness Point in Erith marshes, where the
sewage of the south bank of the Thames is to be pumped into the river. There
they inspected the channel for the overflow of storm water, and the two cul-

verts, as large almost as railway tunnels, which carry the sewage to the east
and west pumping stations. Before the entrance to the pumps are massive
iron strainers, which keep out all the coarse refuse brought down the sewer,
and which is afterwards dredged up by the filth hoist into the filth chamber,
which is flushed into the river at low water. The pumping-bouse is nearly
finished and the iron work of the engines begun. The pumping stations will

each consist of an engine house, containing 10 boilers calculated to work up to

500 horse power nominal. This powi r working through eight pumps of 7 feet

diameter and 4 feet stroke will daily raise 19,000,000 cubic feet of sewage from
10 feet below low water to the level of the outfall ; but, in case of necessity,

the pumps can raise 25,000,000 cubic feet per day. The reservoir into which
it will all flow is not yet finished, but when roofed in with briek will hold
20,000,000 gallons of sewage. The visitors were afterwards taken across the
river to the Barking outfall on the north side of the Thames, where the works
are larger, simpler, and much more advanced, for on the north the sewage is

brought at such a level as to discharge into the reservoir by its own gravitation.

The reservoir here is far advanced, a great deal of it being roofed in, so that all

will be completed in a few months more. The total length of the three rows
of intercepting sewers, on each side ot the river, will be 50 miles, and before
all the works are completed $00,000 cubic yards of concrete will be consumed,
upwards of 300,000,000 of bricks, aud 4,000,000 cubic yards of earthwork.

PRICES CURRENT
OF

CHIEF MATERIALS USED IN STRUCTURES AND MACHINERY.

FOR THE MONTH ENDING SEPTEMBER 28. 186a

{Compiled expressly /or the Practical Mechanic's Journal.)

IRON.
Bars, &c, British, per tun,

Nail Rods,
Hoop, ..

Sheets,

Pig, No. 1, Wales
Bars, Staffordshire,

Rails,

Pig, No. 1, Clyde
Swedish in bond,

STEEL.
Swedish, in kegs.

In faggots,
Spelter, ingot,

Zinc, sheet, ..

COPPER,
Sheathing bolts, pr lb..

Bottoms,
Old
Tough Cake, per ton,

Tile,

TIN.

English blocks, per ton, duty free,

Bars in barrels.

Refined
Banco, in bond, „ ., ..

Straits, ditto,

TIN PLATES.
Char. IC, per box,
Coke. 1C.

LEAD.
English pig
Sheet,

Spanish pig, in bond,

TIMBER—PEE LO.D.

Teak,
Quebec, red pine, ..

" yellow pine,

St. John, N.B., yellow, ..

Quebec, oak, white,
•' Birch,

Memel,
Elm,

Dantzic oak,
Fir,

Memel fir,

Riga,
Swedish
Deals, per C , 12 feet by 3 by 9 inches.

Quebec, white spruce,
St. John, white spruce,
Yellow pine, per reduced C.
Canada, 1st quality, , , .

.

.

' 2nd do
Archangel yellow,
St. Petersburgh yellow,
Finland,

Memel,
Gulhenburg, yellow,

" white,
Gefle, yellow,
Soderhntnn,
Christian!.!, per C. 12 ft. by 2 by 9 in. ycL

OILS, PAINTS, & DRYSALTERIES.
Red Lead,
White Lead, ..

Seal, pale, per 252 gallons,
" yellow,

Sperm, .. ..

Cod
South Sea
Olive, Gallipoli, per tun.

Palm, per tun,
Cocoa-nut,
Rape pale foreign,

Linseed, per cwt.. ..

Rough Turpentine, per ewt.,

English spirit without ca ks,

Hemp Manilla
Jut2,
Hemp Rope, .. .

.

1st week. 2nd week. 3d week. 4th week.

£ s.

6 15
7
8 10
9 10
4
7 15
5 17

£ S. D

6
7
8 7 6
9 10
3 10
7 15
6

8. D.

6 10
7

8 10
9 15
3 10

7 10

£ 8.

6 10

7
8 7

9 10

3 10

7 10

2 12 6 2 15 2 15 2 15
10 5 11 10 11 10 11 10

16 16 15 10 15 10
17 10 17 10 17 10 18
17 10 17 10 17 15 18

23 10 23 10 24 10 2 10

11 10i 10J 10J
10? 11 llj ioj009 009 9 8|

93 92 92 92
93 10 98 98 98

119
119
124
127
124

118
119
123
127

123

119

119

123

128
123

119
119
124

128
124

1

1

8
2 6

1 9

1 3

1 8

1 4

6 1 8
1 4

22 10 22 10 22 10 22 10
21 10 21 10 20 15 21 5
20 20 20 20

16 10
3 15
3
5 10
6 10
4
5 10
3 10
4 10
4

3 10
3 15
2 15

16 10
3 It
3 10
5 5
6
4
5 15
3 15
4 10

4
3 15
3 10
3

16 10 16 15
3 10 3 10
3 10

6 10
6
3 10
5 10
3 15

4 10
4
4
3 10
2 15

3 10
5 10
5 10
4
6
4
4 15

4
4
3 10
2 10

15 15 10 15 10 16
15 10 15 16 10 16 10

17 10
12

14
12 10
9 10

12
10
9 10

11
11

22

17 10

12 10
14 10
12 10

9 10
13
11

9 10
11 10
10 10
22 10

21 10
20 10

48
43
83 10
47 10
38
58
42 10

48
45

51 10

52
2

1 2
3 15
S4
22
25

84
48
38
58
43
51 10
52
2 3
1 2

4
33
22 10
21 10

18
12
14 15
12 10

9
13
II 10
10 10
11

10 10
23

21 10
27
48 10

18
12
15

15

9
13
11 10
10

11

10 10

23 10

45
84
48
39
58
41 10
52
Si 10

2 5

21 10
27
48 10
45
84
47 10
38 10
58
42
52 10

52
2

22 15
25 10
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APPLICATIONS FOR

PROVISIONAL PEOTECTION FOR INVENTIONS

UNDER THE PATENT LAW AMENDMENT ACT.

23T When the city or town is not mentioned, London is to be understood.

V2tk August, 1863.

1904. W. Hudson. C. Catlow, and John Dodgeon, Burnley—Looms for weaving.
1995. R. S- Newall, Gateshead—Ropes for ships' rigging.

1996. William Clark, Chancery Lane—Lamps.—A com.
1997. John Ellis, Liverpool—Cleaning grain.

1998. C. C Deniett, Nottingham—Fire-proof buildings.

1999 Henry Winchcomb, China Walk—Pillar letter-boxes and bags.

2000. James Edmunds, Birmingham—Gun and pistol furniture.

2001. Thomas Ashwin, Birmingham—Dress fastening.

2002. Charles Tessier, Lower John Street— Safely closing doors.—A com.
2003. John Henderson, Bradford—Preparing yarns.
2004. M. A. F. Mennons, Paris—Xumbering machines.—A com.
2005. Edward Deane, Arthur Street—Artillery, fire-arms, and projectiles.

2006. Harvey Brown, New York, U-S —Burners for lamps.

lith August, 1S63.

2007. A. E. Brae. Leeds—Actuating signals in railway trains.

200S. Christian Schiele. Manchester— Propelling air and fluids.

2009. S. R. Wilmot, New York, U.S.—Hand trucks.—A com.
2010. R. B. Greenwood, Hackney Road—Preventing accidents upon railways.

2011 Edward Taylor. Salford—Churning.
2012. E. B- Wilson. Parliament Street—Blast furnaces.

2013. F. J. Jones, Aldermanbury—Locks or fastenings.
2014. M. H. Lishman, Stockton-on-Tees—Punching and marking.
2015. Michael Siegrist, Ewell—Railway breaks.
2016. N. S. Russell, Great George Street—Working great guns.
2017. John Wain, Manchester—Doubling or twisting yarns.
2018. William Asbury, Birmingham—Axles and axle boxes.

15th August, 1S63
2019. J. W. Hoffman, Rydon Street—Optical illusions.

2020. P. F L. B. Hirn, France—Waterproof preparation.
2021 George Tates, Oswaldwistle—indicating the number of measures of coal

drawn from pits or mines.
2022. George Davies, Serle Street—Furnaces for annealing glass.

2023- Edward Scott, Manchester—Regulating speed of engines.—A com.
2024. Robert Parker, Atherton— Presser flyers.

2025. R. Smith, Manchester, and J. Booth, Gorton—Paper hangings.
2026. Edward Lord. Todmorden—Spinning and doubling.
2027. Frederick Flavell. Welton—Shakers for thrashing machines.
2028. J. E. F. Liideke, Elizabeth Terrace—Cameras suspended to balloons,
2029. Thomas Brooks, Wyld's Rents—Production of charcoal.
2030. John Grantham, Nicholas Lane—Manufacturing salt.

2031. A. V. Newton, Chancery Lane—Printing.—A com.
2032. Roger Lightbrown, Over Darwen—Looms for weaving.
2033. E- H. Bentall, Heybridge—Thrashing corn and other grain or seeds.
2034- G. T. Bousfield, Brixton—Manufacture of cement.—A com.
2035. A. W. Parker, Bristol—Manufacture of soap.

17th August, 1863.

2036. John Smith, Manchester—Machinery for finishing woven fabrics.

2037. A. M. Dearn. Colchester—Centrifugal disc mashing machine.
2033- H. A. Bonneville, France—Engraving.—A com.
2039. H. A. Bonneville, France—Processes and preparations employed in spinning

wool —A com.
2040. William Longbottom, Yorkshire—Lubricator.
2041. Robert Baillie, Glasgow—Reefing or furling the sails of vessels.
2042. Thomas Loftus, Lancaster—Apparatus for attaching to steam boilers and

flues for the consumption of smoke.
2043. J. S- Crosland, Ashton-under-Line—Lubricating.

18th August, 1863.

2044. James Eroadley, Saltaire—Weaving.
2045. Joseph Arthur, Robert Terrace—Prevention, cure, and relief of hernea.
2046. John Briggs, Blakely—Coating or covering crinoline steel.
2047. John Brennand, Burnley—Fire-bars.
2048. Henry Robinson, Skipton—Lime kilns.

2049. Thomas Dobb, Rotherham—Chimney tops.

2050. Alexander Cruickshank, Glen Park—Food for cattle.

205L James Yate^-, Rotherham—Securing armour-plates.
2052. R. A. Brooman, Fleet Street—Hats, caps, and bonnets.—A com.
2053. R. A. Brooman, Fleet Street—Treating molasses.—A com.
2054. J. B. V. Faure, Bavaria.—Pen and ink-holders.
2055. C. H- M-Cormick, U.S.—Reaping machines.
2056. C. G. Wilson, Blackheath—Pressing cotton.

19th August, 1363.

2057. William Jackson, Spring Terrace—Sewing machines
2058. Charles Sonnhammer, Regent Street—An improved fan.
2059. Thomas Howard, Hyde—Spinning.
2060. Thomas Scott, Nelson Square—Floating docks.
2061. G. T. Bousfield, Brixton—Feeding weft.—A com.
2062. Simon Sanderson, High Street—fastening for leggings.
2063. Gaetano Bontlli, Turin, and Henry Cook, Middlesex—Producing optical

illusions.

2064. R. H. Jackson, Leed3—Sawing wood.

20th August, 1863.
2065. George Spencer, Cannon Street—Waterproofing fibrous materials—A com.
2066. W. and J. Galloway, Manchester—Steam boilers.
2067- Samuel Hallsworth, Elland, and Thomas Piatt, Fairfield— Colouring matters.
2068. William Hamilton, Brighton—Spring mattresses.
2069. James Fleming Newlandsfields—Preserving colours of dyed fabrics.
2070. John Piatt, and William Richardson, Oldham—Cleaning cotton.
2071. John Piatt, and William Richardson, Oldham—Winding wool.
2072. W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane—Cartridges.—A com.
2073. C. D. Hammond, Charlotte Street—Bodily ailments,

Zl*t August, 1863.
2074. J. F. Hill, Little St Andrew Street-Ventilating lamp.

2075. J. Eccleston, Manchester—Regulating water power for blowing organs.

2076. T. F. Cashin, Sheffield—Communication on railways.

2077. Robert Thompson, New Charlton—Planing metals.

2078. R. A. Brooman, Fleet Street—Filtering oil from seeds.—A com.
2079. William Evans, Belgrave Street—Artificial fuel.

2080. Robert Griffiths, Mornington Road—Retorts or ovens.

2051. Edmond Pope, Clonmel, Ireland—Breech-loading fire-arms.

2052. J. B. C Lange, Paris—Registering the distance travelled by vehicles.

22d August, 1363.

2053. Thomas Pegram, Cardingtou Street—Photographic cameras.
2084. R. A. Brooman, Fleet Street— Closing powder canisters.—A com.
2085. Alfred Watson, King Street—Photographic albums.
2086. R. A. Brooman, Fleet Street—Metallic alloy.—A com.
2087. L. E. C Martin, Albion Street—Heating and purifying water.

20S8. Siegmund Moore, Liverpool Street—Electro-plating.
2089. H. J. Simliek, Old Ford Road—Fusees or matches.
2090. William Benson, and P. W. Greenwood, Leeds—Preparing and spinning.

2ith August, 1863.

2091. Henry Batt, Charlton—Roughing horses.

2092. Alfred Jobson, Darlington—Coke ovens.

2093. Louis Guillemot, France—Perpetual movement.
2094. C. S. Grasset, Cyprus—Cleaning cotton.

2095. Ange Capello, Marseilles— Glazing morocco leather.

2096. F. R. Stack, Belgrave Villa—Bridges, piers, and landing stages.

2097. H. F. M'Killop, Belvedere—Cleansing ships' bottoms.

2098. R. A. Brooman, Fleet Street—Air and gas engines.—A com.

25th August, 1S63.

2099. Alexander Hett, London, and F. W. Basset, Camberwell-Preserving meat.

21U0. G- E. Lewis, and Henry Walker, and J. B. Wayne, Birmingham—Breech-
loading fire-arms.

2101. W. E. Gedge, Wellington Street—Manufacture of candles.—A com.

2Mh August, 1863.

2102. J. W. Friend, Freemantle—Gas meters.
2103. James Thomas, and W. F Marshall, Shipley—Apparatus for spinning.

2104 Thomas Hopkins, White Hart Place—Carnage door handles.

2105. Joshua Taylor, Gomersall—Manufacture of soap.—A com.
2106. J. L. Kessler, Paris—Evaporating and distilling.

2107. Santini Fattorini, Paris—Division of time.
2108. Theophilus Westhorp, Falcon Works- Carding oakum.
2109. Richard Johnson, and George Bedson, Manchester—Pointing wire rods or

wire.
2110. W. E. Newton, Chancerv Lane—Extracting coal ores.—A com.
2111. John Piatt, and William Richardson, Oldham—Stoves or grates.

2112. James Fry, Cheshani—Mashing machinery.
2113 David Blake, Manchester—Punching metallic articles.—A com.
2114. J. H. Johnson, Lincoln's inn Fields—Applying motive power.—A com.

27th August, 1863-

2115. Theodore Bourne, New York-Storing petroleum.—A com.
2116. Francis Pragst, Moscow, Russia—Steam engines.

2117. John Clark, Glasgow—Break blocks
2118. James Ward, Liverpool—Diving apparatus.
2119. Charles Richard, Paris—Lighting cigars.

2120. W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane—Breech-loading fire aims.—A com.
2121. George Richards, Caroline Street—Ordnance and tire-arms.

2Uh August, 1S63.

2122. George Davies, Serle Street— Iron and steeL—A com.
2123. Robert Bell, Glasgow—Measuring apparatus for looms.
2124. John Shaw, New Wortley—Cutting turnips.

2125. Edward Vickers, Sheffield—Manufacture of steel.

2126. Edouard Amourous, South Street—Separating solid from fluid fecal matters.

2127- L. A- Mulet, Paris- Shoeing domestic animals.
2128. John Alison, Reigate—Tilling land.
2129. Charles Harrett, Hornsey Lane—Apparatus for tilling land.

2130. Joseph Walls, Farington—Steam boilers.

29th August, 1863.

2131. H. C Pennell, Weybridge—Construction of skates.

2132. H. W. Putnam, New York—Wringing clothes
2133. George Lowry, Salford - Cotton gins.
2i34. Thomas Williams, Manchester— Crushing tobacco.
2135. William Tingey, Manchester— Printing carpets
2136. Thomas Williams, Manchester—Steaming and opening cotton.

2137. William Whitworth, and Joseph Wrigley, Lowerby Bridge—Furnaces.
2138. David Speirs, Alexander Boyd, and James Kirkwood, Paisley—Looms for

weaving.
2139. Arthur Agnew, Welshpool—Breech-loading fire-arms.

2140. F. C. P. Hofhnann, Newgate Street—Shears for cutting metaL
2141. Walter Weldon, Falcon Court—Aerial navigation
2142. Alexander Rowand, Glasgow—Evaporating fluid solutions.

2143. James Dodge, New York—Grinding metallic articles.

2144. L. E. C. Martin, Albion Street—Generating steam.

51st August, 1863.

George Attock, Stratford—Bearing springs for locomotive engines.

H. E. Kramer, Leipsic—Printing pictures.
F. A. Braendlin, Birmingham—Breech-loading fire-arms.

George Bebbington. and J. R Hampson, Manchester- Securing the ends of

bands in packing bale goods. '

B. L. Burnett, Tei^nmouth—Stoves or grates
W. E Gedge, Wellington Street—Watches —A com.
A. V. Newton, Chancery Lane—Sewing by machinery—A com.
A. V. Newton, Chancery Lane—Sawing wood.—A com.
John Miles, Hastings—Traps for catching rats.

G. B. Pettit, Oxford Street—Preparing mica.
M. J. Roberts, Pendarron House, Brecon—Axles for carriages.

2145.

2146.

2147.

2148.

2149.

2150-

2151.

2152.

2153
2154.

2155.

2156.

2157.

2153.
2159.

2100.

2161.

2162.

2163,

2164.

1st September, 1863.

Jacob Snider, Dorset Street—Breech-loading ordnance.
Christopher Shorrock, and William Shorrock, Over Darwen—Looms for

weaving.
George Russell, Glasgow—Apparatus for cooking
William Clark, Chancery Lane—Hydraulic apparatus.—A com.
Pierre Joyot, Paris—An improved fabric.

J. H. Banks, Manchester—Benches or desks for schools.

G. T. Bousfield, Brixton— Illuminating gas.—A com.
Theodor Erich, Newgate Street—Pressing peat—A com.
G W. Ewens, Kennington Cross—Wadding paper.
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21C5.

2166
2167
2168.

2169,

2170,

2171,

2172

2173.

2174.
2175.

2176.

2177.

2178.

2179.

21S0.

2181.

2182.

2183
2184.

2185.

2186.

2187.

2188.
2189.

2190.

2191.

2192.

2193.

2194.

2195
2196.

2197
2198.

2199.

2200.

2201.

2202.

2203.
2204.

2205.

2206.

2207.
2208.

2209.

2210.

2211,

2212.

2213.

2214.

2215.
2216.

2217.

2218.
2219.

2220.

2221.

2222.

2223.

2224.

2225.

2226.
2-227.

2228.

2229.

2230.

2231.

2232.

2233.

2234.

2235.

2236.

2237.

2238.
2239.

2240.
2241.

2242.

2243.

2244.

2245.

2246.

2247.

224S.
2249.

2250.

2251.
2252.

2nd September, 1863.

Moritz Pinner, South Terrace—Flexible translucent fabric—A com.
Joseph Lewis, Manchester—Drying clay.

Robert Young, Glasgow—Elevating apparatus for grain.
Elizabeth Collier, Leicester—Crinolines.
Reuben Sims, Leigh—Reaping and mowing machines.
C. H. Corlett, Gustrow—Valves, taps, or cocks.
Emile Alcan. King Street—Carding machines —A com.
F. C. P. Hoffmann, Newgate Street—Washing ores and minerals.

3rd September, 1863
Charles Jackson, Birmingham—Bolts for fastening doors.
A. L. Durand, Paris—Nails.
A. A. Beaumont, Paris-Engine for raising liquids.
William Boulton, and Joseph Worthington, Burslem— Inlayingencaustictiles.
Nicolas Bailly, France—Rolling friction to axle-boxes.
W. and T. Jolliffe, William Graham, and Henry Taylor, Liverpool —

Paddle-wheels.
H. A Bonneville, Paris—Attaching horses to carriages.—A com.
H. A. Bonneville. Paris—Glazing threads.—A com.
A. V. Newton, Chancery Lane—Decorticating grain —A com.
Joseph Loebl, and Ignaz Pick, Scott's Yard—Fastening gloves.

4th September, 1863.
Charles Thornhill. Sheffield—Metallic bristles.

C. G. Kelvey, and William Holland, Rock Ferry- Chronometers.
John Hendry, and William Coutts, Aberdeen— Furnaces.
Thomas Fisher, Remington Street—Spring balances.

5th September, 1863.
William Lorberg, Wyld's Rents -Gas.
George Hargreaves, Shipley—Steam boilers.
Samuel Mellboum, Carsharlton—Manufacture of paper.
William Norton, Holley Bank, Caven—Submarine telegraph cables-
Thomas Moody, Wincanton, and Edward Toms Moody, Chelsea Villas

—

Motive power.
Joseph Rowell, Aberdeen—Fences, gate posts, telegraph and signal poles,

and stretching telegraph wires.
Thomas Smith, Wolverhampton—Waggon break.
Richard Batt, Milnthorpe—Paper making machinery.
C. H. Adames, Birmingham—Lids or covers for hollow ware.
G. B. Rennie, Holland Street—Floating docks.

7th September, 1863.

Frederick Mills, Thomas Booth, and Thomas Clegg, Heywood—Spinning.
J. B. York, Coleshill—Water closets.
Nathan Singleton. Manchester—Cutting hay—A com.
Harper Twelvetrees, Bromley—Mangling and wringing apparatus.
A V. Newton, Chancery Lane—Directing motion in right lines —A com.
Samuel Gerish, Shoe Lane, and John Weston, Svhitecross Street—Morticing,

drilling, dovetailing, and cutting wood.

8</i September. 1803.

I.udwig Mond, Appleton-in- Widness—Sulphur and sulphurous acid.

J. H Cutler, Birmingham— Dress fastening.
J. C. Lott, Clyro—Turning over leaves of music.
W. A. Wilson, and James Smith, Liverpool—Furnace fire-grates.

Joseph Burch, Macclesfield—Printing fabrics.

T. H. Baker, and George Friend, Tunbridge - Sewage matters.
R. A. Brooman, Fleet Street—Preparing skins.—A com.
William Hewitt, Bristol—Rudders.
James D. Jack, Montrose—Moulding or shaping metals.
Louis Adam, Moscow—Mowing grass or reaping grain.

9(/i September, 1863.

W. H. Tucker, Southampton Street—Propelling and steering vessels.

Joseph Lillie. and H. White, Manchester—Coating iron.

W. H. Hawksworth, Oldham—Preparing cotton.
Thomas Naden, Birmingham—Lids of jugs, and other vessels.
William Glydon. Birmingham—Metallic tubes.
J. B. York, Coleshill—Privies or closets.

W. E. Gedge, Wellington Street—Paving roads.—A com.
E T. Hughes, Chancery Lane— Chenille.—A com.
John Robinson, Batley—Furnaces.
William Clark, Chancery Lane—Utilizing refuse matters.—A com.
Nathan Thompson, Abbey Gardens—Stopping bottles.

G. T. Bousfield, Brixton—Rollers for spinning.—A com.
William Hutchinson, Salford—Steam engines.
A. V. Newton, Chancery Lane—Steam engines —A com.
Jacob Maggs, Bath—Fountain pen.
Edward Oliver, and George Myers, Rotherhain— LoweriDg boats from Tessels.

10(7i September, 1863.

J. H. Wilson, Liverpool—Side lights for ships.

T. B. Gordon, Milton Cottage—Drying gunpowder.
W. W. Greener. Birmingham—Breech-loading tire arms.
H. and J. W. Wright, Morton, and William Clough, Keighley—Glazing and

rolling pasteboard and paper.
M. A. Muir, and James M'llwham, Glasgow—Winding yarns or thread
William Clark, Chancery Lane —Purification of hydro-carburets.—A com.
J. H. Whitehead, Manchester— Felted fabrics.

11th September, 1863.

James Hartshorn, and William Redgate, Nottingham—Lace.
William Taylor, Shiffnal— Iron rods.

Louis Desens, Paris—Bath or bathing machine.
T. J. Sloan, Paris—Braiding machines.
Joseph Rhodes, Morley—Piecing machines
Louis Meyer, Paris—Utilizing vapours and gases.

James Dobbie, Saint Petersburg -Carriages.
J. D. Lee, and James Crabtree, Shipley—Looms.
Henry Chrichley, Birmingham—Stove grates.

Moritz Gerstenhofer, Saxony -Furnace for roasting pyrites.

12tfi September, 1863.

James Crellin. Liverpool—Stopping the flow of liquids.

James King, ( ilasgow—Fermentation
C. E. Wallis, Millman Street—Revolving fire-arms.

E. N. Gregory, Camberwell—Uniting lengths of wire gauze.
William Clark, Chancery Lane—Revolving fire-arms -A com.
D. S. Sutherland, Great George Street—Blasting rocks.
J. A Whipple, Boston—Photograph cameras.

2253.

2254.

2255.

2256.

2257.

2258.

2259.

2260.

2261.

2262.

2263.

2264.
2265.
2266.

2267.

2268.
2269.

2270
2271.

2272.

2273.
2274.

2275.

2276.

2277.

2278.

2279
2280.

2281.

22S2.

2283.

2284.

2285.

2286.

2287.

2288.

2289.

2290.

2291.

2292.

2293.
2294.

2295.

2296
2297.

2298
2299.

2300.

2301.

2302.

2303.

2304.

2305.

2306.

2307.

2303.

2309.

2310
2311.

2312.

2313.

2314.

2315.

2316.

2317
2318.

2319.

2320.

2321.

2322
2323.

2324
2325.

2326.

2327.

2328.

2323
2330.

2331.

2332

14(ft September, 1863.

Henry Riviere, Bayswater—Heating, cooling, and evaporating
W. R. Hutton, Glasgow—Lubricating compound.
Thomas Bell, Wishaw— Distilling shale
W. E. Gedge, Wellington Street—Safety lamps for mines —A com.

15th September, 1863.
Charles Battcock. Wandsworth—Cigar lighters and fusee matches.
George Howell, Old Kent Road—Stamping and printing.
Warren Thompson, Paris—Electric telegraphs.
Andrew Barclay, Kilmarnock—Steam engines.

16th September, 1863.
Joseph Fox, Derby—Armour-plates.
Andrew Fleming, Glasgow—Finishing matting.
Gabriel Lewal, Philpot Lane—A smoke consuming apparatus.
John Cox, George Mills, Edinburgh—Swings.
James Rahill, Minories—Liquid compasses.
Alfred Watson, King Street—Hinges
James Daunatt, Sunderland—Cooling liquids.
Beniamin Latchford. Upper Saint Martin's Lane—Spurs.
B. J. Webber, Newton Abbot—Threshing machines.
Robert Thomson, Manchester—Covering umbrellas and parasols.
Edward Scott, Manchester, and John Starkey, Salford—Looms
Robert Harrington, Birmingham—Umbrellas and parasols.
J Maclean Tate, Bermondsey—Hanging topsail yards of ships.

11th September, 1863.

James M'Ewen, Brierley Hill—Coke oven.
Z. J. Mercier. Paris—Gas cock.
W. E. Gedge. Wellington Street—Ascertaining levels—A com.
John Edwards, Basinghall Street, and James Livesey, Cannon Street West

—

Permanent way of railways.
Alexander Chaplain, Chelsea—Propelling ships or vessels.
Phineas Cowan, Barnes—Refining sugar.
Fedor de Wylde, Trinity Square—Hyurated silica.

R. A. Brooman, Fleet Street—Taps.—A com
J. G. Ulrich, Wellclose Square—Railway carriages
J H. Johnson, Lincoln's Inn Fields—Swimming belts —A com.
Peter M'Lanrin, Glasgow—Drying paper and pasteboard
C. H. Chadburn, and W. J. Tristram, Liverpool—Propelling ships and vessels.
James Whitehead, Calverley—Pneumatic motive power machinery.

ISth September, 1863.
James Allen, Manchester—Valves and cocks.
John Roberts, and Robert Naylor, Manchester— Organs.
R. D. Dwyer, Warrington—Coating bottoms of ships
George Davies, Serle Street—Iron and steel —A com.
William Lorberg, Bermondsey—Treatment of rags
Isham Baggs, Cambridge Terrace—Preserving bottoms of ships.
Alfred Noirot, Paris—New tiles.

J. M. Cook, Leicester—Railway carnages.
R A. Brooman, Fleet Street — Fishing nets.—A com.
H. W. Hart. Fleet Street—T fastenings.
H. C. Huskinson. Manchester—Manufacture of buttons.
A. V. Newton, Chancery Lane—Propelling vessels —A com.
William Smith, Salisbury Street—Breech-loading ordnance —A com.
William Smith. Salisbury Street—Ordnance for ships and forts. -A com.
Thomas Small, Pargate—Motive-power machinery.
Vasconcellos Houghton, Grove House—Lamps and lamp wicks.

19th September, 1863.

L F. Chezand, St. Jacques, and H. F. Christen, Paris—Printing postage
stamps, <fcc.

John Buckley, Lees—Mules for spinning cotton
James Fraser, South Terrace —Magazine for storing volatile oils.—A com.
Richard Couchman, Noble Street—Supporting parasols, <£c.

C. L Fleischmann. Paris—Machinery for ginning cotton.
Benjamin Davis, Brettle Lane, and William Bowler—Strengthening tilt

hammers.
J. G Pooley, George Street—Brewing malt and hops.
J. P. B. Le Paturel, Guernsey—Breech-loading fire-arms.
Ignazio de Angelis, Naples—Apparatus for obtaining motive power —A com.
Thomas Richardson, Newcastle-upon-Tyne. J. J. Lundy, Leith, and Robert

Irvine. Midlothian -Extraction of oils from vegetable substances.
Hyde Bateman. Castlenau—Rotary engine.
T. E. Vickers, Sheffield— Cast steel tyres.—A com.
James Farmer, Salford, and Charles Hadfleld, Hadfield—Machinery for
making bricks.

2Ut September, 1863.

E F. Battier, Paris—Crinolines.
William Elsdon, Sandridge—Road carriages and wheel tyres,

W. B. Robins, Harborne—Portable tire and garden engines.
A. A Downes, Stonnall—Artificial teeth.
Emile Alcan, King Street—Shears for cutting metal threads —A com.
Emile Alcan, King Street—Wool carding engines.—A com.
F. A Chatel, Paris—Burners for burning all mineral oils

Richard Wallis, Basingstoke —Apparatus for loading and unloading vessels. '

Robert Ridley. Leeds, and J . G Jones, Pentonville—Reciprocating motion
to picks, and cutting tools for getting coal

G. T. Bousfield, Loughborough Park—Power looms.—A com.
C T. Burgess, Upper Gower Street—Reaping machines.
William Hutchinson, Paris—Machinery for manufacturing moulded a- tides

of india rubber.—A com.
T. B. Daft, Harlesden— Iron ships and vessels.

W. A V. Kanig, Russell Square—Railway telegraphs and signals.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

A Subscriber, is referred to the Practice of Hand Turning, by Francis Campin

;

other works on the subject may be found named in our " Mecb; ni ;'s Library " for
p.ist months.
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NOTES FROM THE NORTHERN COLLIERIES.

No. II.

COLLIERY EXGINE BEAMS.

Such appear to have been the facts, with respect to the circumstances of

fracture of the Hartley Colliery engine beam, as given in our last part.

The question is, what broke it ? Every one must see how important a

practical question it is, in any view of the subject ; but should it turn

out that there is great doubt that the true cause of fracture has ever yet

been discovered, it will be agTeed that this is a practical question still

deserving of the most careful discussion. For we shall profit but little

by an accident so grave and terrible in its results, if we remain satisfied

with any ex cathedra explanation, which may not bear the test of exact

examination, and which therefore would in such a case be likely only

to mislead, as to any constructive modifications that might be hereafter

based upon it.

Several guesses were, at and directly after the time of the accident

hazarded, with more or less show of probability, to account for the frac-

ture ; some of these we need not repeat. Amongst the more notable of

the remaining, were those which attributed the fracture to simple dead

working pressure, long continued, upon a beam never adequate safely to its

increasing load. One was that which attributed the first commencement

of fracture to the fall of the beam, a few days before the accident, from

off the screw-jacks, back on to the centre bearings, while new brasses

were about being put in, and that the final smash was only the gradual

enlargement of the original crack. Another was that the centre bearing

shaft had been keyed in, with its 24 taper keys, needlessly and danger-

ously tight, and that the effect of the difference in contractility between

the beam and the centre bearing, shaft and keys, affected by the

intense severity of the winter cold, had been to produce a bursting

strain at the centre of the beam, that left very little to be done by a load

or blow, in order to break it offshort across. A fourth assumed that one or

both pump buckets in the pit shaft had got wedged somewhere about

the middle of the stroke, and that the beam was broken by the sudden

arrestation of its movement as the engine was going indoors.

For the present, we may dismiss all these, as having none of them

sufficiently taken account of the actual facts, and indeed not received

any general assent, and take the official declaration of Mr Blackwell's

Report to the Home Office, as containing the accepted dogma as to how

the accident was produced, and then consider whether the conclusion

enunciated in that report be sustainable or not, when examined by the

rigid rules of dynamics.

To whatever result the investigations may ultimately lead us, we

must not be misunderstood as casting any reflection upon Mr Black-

well's Report—an able and clear document, although, as we think un-

fortunately, its author contents himself with the enunciation of a dog-

matic opinion only, as to the circumstances that produced the fracture,

and has not sustained his view by any appeal to calculation.

The problem itself is a dynamic question of considerable complexity,

as is pretty evident from the fact that, so far as our knowledge goes,

not one of the many able colliery engineers of the North, no one indeed,

has ever attempted to grapple with it, up to this date, when the accident

itself is almost beginning to be forgotten.

But first let us set aside one or two of the popular views on the sub-

ject, as amongst those that, it may be pronounced with certainty, could

not possibly account for the fracture. First, it cannot have broken

simply by statical overloading, long continued. A writer in The

Engineer (Feb. 28, 1862) calculates the statical strength of the beam

from the common formula

—

(BD'-otP) 0.25. S X 4 5 _ w
L

the breaking weight, and upon the data following—

•

B — 8 inches ; D := 08 inches, the full length of the line of fracture
;

b = 3'25 inches ; d = 86 inches ; and

L — 18 feet ; S = 296 lbs. for a bar of cast iron 1 inch square
;

No. 18°.—Vol. XVI.

and arrives at the conclusion that the ultimate breaking weight of the

beam was = 976707J lbs., or about 436 tons; and calculating the

greatest dead load upon the beam at 64641 J lbs , or under 29 tons, and

deducting 10 per cent, from the first value of W for defective casting

{i.e., the draw holes at the bosses), he points out that the statical load

was no more than _— of the breaking strain.

This is the smallest estimate that we have seen made in figures, of

the passive strength of the beam, and it undoubtedly underrated both

the breaking weight and the load.

A more trustworthy calculation was given by Mr Atkinson, Govern-

ment Inspector of Mines, in vol. 11 of the "Transactions of the Nor-

thern Mining Institute."

From the formula

—

500 x BD2 _ w
L

—

and upon the data that the statical breaking weight of a bar of sound

cast iron 1 inch square, and 1 foot long, encastre at one end, and loaded

at the other, is = 506 lbs. reduced to 500, as the beam was unsound at

the bosses ; and taking mean values for B and D, the line of fracture

being 8 feet 2 inches deep, he calculates the value of

Tons.

W = 1413

Cwt. Qrs. Lbs.

8 3 18

But the statical load, or " greatest steady strain," he says, did not

exceed 106 tons 8 cwt. 3 qrs. 1 lb., acting at 18 feet from the line of

fracture, from which it follows that the greatest load was only about

the ultimate strength. The two ratios, though on independent

and different data, closely coincide.

Now as it is perfectly well known, that even under impulsive strains,

cast iron may be exposed to forces producing more than one-fifth its ulti-

mate extension, and remain for decades of years uninjured, there can be

no hesitation in pronouncing that it is physically impossible that the

Hartley beam was broken by the long continued action of its steady

load, even making every estimate of allowance for the variable nature

and alternation of that load.

In what follows, we shall find that Professor Haughton has examined

the question arising out of one of the other suppositions as to cause,

namely, the possible strain that might have been visited upon the beam
by the fall it got from off the screw-jacks.

That view alone looked feasible, because it was beyond the reach of

the judgment we form by tactile experience of such things ; no one

could by any analogy of experience imagine what might be the stress

upon such a mass of 42 tons, dropping upon two points at its mid length,

from even a few inches in height.

Let us come, then, to what we may call the authorized version of the

conditions that produced fracture. After describing the engine, the beam,

and the loads which he calculated were upon it, Mr Blackwell states—" It

appeared from the evidence of the men being wound up in the shaft at

the time of the accident, that a breakage of the spears in the shaft, by

which the engine lost its load wholly or in part, did occur prior to the

breakage of the beam and the fall of its broken half into the pit ;" " and

that when this breakage of the spears did occur, the engine was com-

mencing its inside stroke." Report, p. 32.

He proceeds—"The resistance to the descent of the piston in the

steam cylinder being thus removed, the piston would be carried down-

wards by the pressure of the steam on its upper surface, augmented by

the vacuum below, amounting to a force of about 62 tons, and would

rapidly acquire momentum in its descent through a stroke of 10 feet in

length, until both the piston and that end of the beam connected to it

were suddenly arrested by the iron catch-pin, fixed upon the beam at

that point, coming down upon the spring beams, where they were

rendered perfectly rigid in their resistance by vertical cast iron columns

beneath them."

"The engine beam was of iron of fair quality." "It was of the full

2 p
_
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ordinary sectional dimensions of beams used in engines of similar

power." " The over-wedging of the beam centre may have contributed

to render it more liable to fracture," but is "not alone sufficient to

account for the fracture."
" The breakage of the beam must be attributed to the violent concussion

to which it was subjected, when it, together with the steam piston con-

nected to it, were suddenly arrested, after descending through a stroke

of 10 feet, with the velocity acquired under the pressure of the steam,

by coming in contact with the spring beams beneath, after the counter-

balancing load in the shaft was partially or wholly lost."— Report,

p. 32.

Such, in clear language, is Mr Blackwell's decision. We shall, with-

out further preface, submit it to the calculus of Professor Haughton.
In the present section of these "notes," we cannot do more than give

the preliminary investigation made by that gentleman, upon data sup-

plied by us, and not rigidly exact, and which he desires shall be received

as no more than a first approximation to the problem of the Hartley
beam. Upon more precise data, as to loads and dimensions, form of the

beam itself, etc., since then obtained, Dr Haughton is still engaged
with the calculation, and we hope in a succeeding part to give fully his

exact determination of the strain possible to be produced by the train of

circumstances set forth by Mr Blackwell. Meanwhile the following

calculations will show the methods employed, and indicate the probable
result of the final investigation.

Approximate Solution of Questions relative to the Fracture of the
Hartley Beam, by Rev. Samuel Haughton, F.T.C.D., F.R.S.

Prop. I.

—

Problem.

A beam, of rhomboidal shape, is supported by an axis 2Ktssing
through its centre, and loaded with equal weights at its extremities;
it is required to find the tension and compression to whicli its parts
arc exposed.

Let I denote half the total length of the beam,
Let d, its depth,

Let t, its thickness

;

Let W denote the weight of the beam,
and P, the weight suspended at each extremity.
The Moment of rupture of the beam is equal to

(TV + 6 P) I

6

and the Moment of resistance to rupture is

fVy <%;

where F denotes the tension or compression per sq. in. at any distance,

y, from the axis of the beam, in its central vertical section (fig. 1). If

F!s. 1.

C denote the tension or compression per sq. in. at the top or bottom of

this section, then, (assuming for the present that the neutml axis

passes through the centre of the beam,) we have, by Leibnitz' principle,

therefore, equating the moments of rupture and resistance, we have

(W + 6 P) I ItQf.j 2IC }> ,„ , ,,.

This integral must be taken for the extended portion of the section,

from y — -f —- to?/=0; and for the compressed portion from y=
toy = 0; or, since both extension and compression are employed in

resisting l

therefore

resisting rupture, from 7/= + — to y =
2 2

where S = t d
of the beam.

Therefore, finally,

(W + 6 P) I _ C S d
6

—

(w + 6 P) i>= c s a (2)

the cross sectional area of the central vertical section

r _ (w + QP);
c - srf

—

(3)

Example 1. If the beam be 34 feet long, 8 feet deep, and 9J inches
thick, weighing 42 tons, and be loaded with 300 tons at each end, find
the strain on each square inch of the top of the vertical central
section—

„ (4-2 + 1800) 17
*-" — n., „ a — 4'292 tons per sq. in.

Example 2. If the beam be unloaded, find the strain per sq. in.-

C:
42 x 17 1

,

912 x 8
= W2th 0f a t0n Per S1- m -

Example 3. If the maximum strain that cast iron will bear, if suddenly
applied, be 2 tons per sq. in., calculate the forces, P, suddenly applied
downwards to the extremities of the beam that will just fracture its

upper surface in the central section.

In equation (2), write C = 2, and solve for P.

(42 + 6 P) 17 = 2 X 912 X 8
714 + 102 P = 14592

P = 136 tons.

Prop. II.

—

Problem.

If an unloaded rhomboidal beam fall on its bearings through a
height, h, find the coejpeient of strain per sq. in. on the upper portion
of the central section.

The momentum of each half of the beam, acquired in falling through
the height, h, is, (if V be the velocity acquired),

a g

the moment of which, with respect to the axis, must be equated to the
moment of resistance to rupture ; therefore

WVl
6-7

AV V I

a

csa
6 '

= CSd;

C=r
WV
g fc> d

'

But, since "V = V 2 y h, this equation becomes

r _W( ./2ft
°-tid V T

W

(5)

The quantity
. /2k

denoting the time of falling through h.

Example. If the dimensions of the beam be the same as before, find

the strain produced by falling through 4 inches. Here, g must be
expressed in inches, and is equal to 386 inches; therefore

42 x 17 X /{$
912 x 8 + V386

21 X 17 1 „"
406 x V3-088 = n st of a ton Per sc

l-
1D -
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Pkop. III.

—

Problem.

A rhomboidal beam, lifting pump spears at one end, and worked
by the cylinder of a steam engine at the other end, at the commence-
ment of a stroke is suddenly strained by an obstacle catching the
spears, which arc broken across, when the released beam is drawn down
by the piston of the engine, and its motion is suddenly stopped by a
spring beam (supposed to coincide in position with the centre of per-
cussion of the beam ): find the strain per so. in, on the lower portion

of the central section of the beam.
Let a b, (fig 2), denote the position of the beam when the spears are

Fig. 2.

Engine. Spears in shaft.

broken, and a' b' its position when its motion is suddenly destroyed by
the spring beam, o, and let a. and a' be the angles made above and below
the horizontal line by the centre line of the beam in these two positions,

S denoting the angle, made in any position of the beam, with the

horizon.

Then, if a be the angular Telocity of the beam, by well known
Mechanical principles, we have

du

dt

Statical Moment
Moment of Inertia

V Icon)

P denoting the force of the piston drawing down the beam, and I its

moment of inertia, including this force.

The equation just written, since a — dS

multiplying both sides by

cPS

di-

2dS
dt

dt'

P 7 cos S

2dS &_S_

dt dP

we find

2PZ „dS
—J— cos 6 -r-\
I dt

+ «, and S = —which, by integration between the limits S

becomes

I —t- I = u' :=: —=— {sin a -j- sin a. ).

And, if h — I sin a. + I sin a.', be the total vertical height through
which the end of the beam descends before it strikes the spring beam—

2PJ

or a I = V 2PAI. (6)

Now, it is well known that the quantity of work stored up in a body
revolving round an axis, is equal to the quantity of work stored up in

one moving in a right line, with the velocity of the centre of gyration,
and having a maS3 equal to that of the whole body revolving ; or,

The Moment of Rupture stored up in the beam = »I;

and, since the engine beam strikes the spring beam in the centre of per-

cussion, the whole work stored up in the beam will be spent in fracturing
it, and none spent in a shock at the axle ; therefore, as we have before

found the moment of Resistance to rupture to be —^

—

, we have

1= V2P/il
CSd

and, since I

:

finally

(P + W)R2

R being the radius of gyration, we obtain,

»Bi/ 2 P (P + W) h

a
(7)

If u. and /3 be the diagonals of a rhombus, its radius of gyration, with
respect to an axis, passing through their intersections, and perpendi-

cular to the plane of the rhombus, can be proved to be

fi + "
2

-

(S)R - =
6

which becomes, in the case of the engine beam,

therefore, since

(P + W) R2 = TV R'2 + P I-
;

equation (7) may bo thus written, taking account of the weight, P,

i__6_ 4/ PA[W(^2 + 4P) +
Sd V Sg

GPP]
(9)

Example
strain C.

Since

1. Let P be 100 tons, and h equal to 8 ft. Find the

R2
:

W (cP + 4 P) + 6 P P

6 (P + W)

_ 42 (64 + 1156) + 17340C _
6 X 142

and, therefore, R = 162 ft.

Using this value of R, in equation (7), we find

263-66

C =

81

6080

6 x 162
912 x 8w 100 x 142 X 8

IB

V 7100 = 1-123 tons per sq. in.

In the preceding example, the beam of the engine is supposed loaded

with a weight or force, P, at one end, and to carry no load at the other.

If we suppose a load at each end of the beam P and P1
, the equation (7)

must be changed into the following

—

C adV
2 (P— P') (P + P' + W)/t.

(7) bis.

in which R is determined by the equation

(P + P 1

) I- + WR'2= (P + P l + TV) R2

Example 2. Let P be 62 tons, and P1 be 20 tons, everything else

remaining as before ; then from equation (10) we find

(10)

Hence,

124 R2= 32238
E =161 feet.

C =

161

6X 16w 42 X 12 1 X 8

912X8 V 16

.„ \/ 2604 = 0.675 of a ton per sq. in.

The preceding results are to be regarded as only a first approximation

to the exact discussion of the important problem of the Hartley

Engine Beam, which will require, for its solution, to have taken into

account the elliptical shape and eccentricity of the beam, and the weights

of the piston and condensing pumps, and the top lift of pumps in the

staple, as well as the steam pressure, and weight of the bottom and

middle lifts and water.

(To be continued.)

CURTIS'S STEERING SCREW PROPELLER,

TRIALS ON BOARD H.M. GUNBOAT CHARGER.

Upon the 9th and J 0th September, 1863, a series of very interesting

experiments was carried on at Sheerness, by order of the Admiraltj-, to
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test the value of a steering screw propeller applied to the Charger gun-
boat, the invention of Mr W. J. Curtis, C.E , of Holloway, and 124
Fenchurch Street, London. The peculiarity of this screw is that a ring,

forming an universal, or Hooke's joint, is placed within the hollow

boss of the screw, which is thereby connected with the main shaft,

the centre of gravity of the screw and the centre line of the rudder
intersecting the centre line of the main shaft, so that the entire weight
of the screw is borne by the shaft ; and, by means of the tail or spindle

of the screw projecting from the boss, working in the rudder, whatever
may be the angular movement of the rudder, it communicates an
equal movement to the screw, which therefore becomes not only the

propelling, but also the guiding power of the ship. Furthermore, by
this invention the retarding action of the rudder, and likewise the vibra-

tion due to it, are removed, while the speed of the vessel is increased.

The Charger gunboat, having been handed over to Mr Curtis for the

purpose of making experiments, was taken for trial at the mea-
sured mile off Maplin Sands, the result being that the mean of the runs
to and fro was 8'69S knots an hour, as contrasted with 7751 knots
obtained at Portsmouth previous to the vessel being placed in Mr Cur-

tis's hands; showing a gain of -

5'il, or about half a mile, in favour of

the steering screw, the indicated horse-power being 11330, against
145*25 obtained at Portsmouth. It was felt by those who wit-

nessed the experiments that had the engines been in a more efficient

working state, the gain would have been still more considerable. On
next day a competitive trial of speed took place between the Charger
and the Spanker, twin boats, 'having been built upon the same model
and lines by the same builders, and each containing engines of 60-horse
power. The distance run was from a buoy off the Formidable, flag-

ship of Vice-Admiral Sir G. R. Lambert, K.C.B., Commander at

Sheerness, round the Nore Light and back, a total distance of about
eight miles. In this distance the Charger beat the Spanker by 17

minutes, being 25 per cent, gain, or equivalent to about a mile and a
half per hour, the whole run being made by the Charger in one hour
and one minute. This gain is attributed to avoiding the retarding

effect of the rudder, as it was found that to keep the vessel in her course,

the helm never had to be varied more than from 3 to 5 degrees. The
full circle was made in 2 minutes 40 seconds, helm starboard 40 degrees,

the diameter of the circle being 120 feet, measured by a line paid out

from the stern of the ship. The circle to port, helm 40 degrees, was
made in 2 minutes and 30 seconds, diameter the same, the length of the
vessel being 115 feet. By working the screw astern, and putting the

helm over 40 degrees, the vessel can be turned in about half the time
above stated, and in a radius of only one-third its length, measuring
from the screw itself. The screw can be applied in the dead wood of

the ship, and lifted as in the ordinary way, so that the vessel may be
governed either by the rudder or by the screw, or by both.

Such is, in brief, the account given of these first experiments, at

which we were not present. Upon the 26th September (ulto.) we were,
however, personally present by invitation at a repetition of the experi-

ments on board the Charger, conducted by the inventor of the steering
screw, and under the direction of Sir Edward Belcher, R.N., with Mr
William Rumble, C.E , and others, on the part of the Admiralty. The
results of various trials made about Long Reach, in the Thames, was
generally in accordance with what has been above stated, as far as
observed by us, except that some difficulty was experienced in making a
complete circle in one of the two directions, viz., backing to port or to

starboard, in the rapid tideway then running down the river.

We had not the opportunity of making for ourselves such experiments
as even enable us fully to understand the nature of this curious fact, or

how far, under the same conditions, the same phenomenon would not
have occurred in the case of a vessel steered by the ordinary rudder.
We therefore do not mention it as in any way depreciatory of the steer-

ing screw. We should be prepared generally to expect that, ceteris
paribus, the power of the steering screw propeller to turn the vessel, at
any given angle of obliquity, of axis of revolution of the screw, with
the keel, would be equal, for each square foot of surface effectively ex-
posed, to that of the ordinary rudder, at its equal and corresponding
angle with the keel.

That the screw, with an horizontally variable angle conferred upon
its axis of revolution, in relation to the keel (for this is simply what the
introduction of the universal or Hooke's joint effects), must have the
power to steer the ship, whilesoever it is kept in motion by the engines,
scarcely needed experiments to prove; whether any peculiar perturbation
may be produced in a rapid streamway, in rounding from port to star-

board, or the reverse, with a screw always revolving from right to left,

or always in the opposite direction, might be more doubtful, and seems
to us still to demand examination, as in any case a highly interesting
and instructive combination of dynamic relations. We must confess,
however, we do not think that the practical value or adaptability of this
method of steering screw ships rests much, if at all, upon such questions
as seemed mainly to occupy the minds of the gentlemen on board the
Charger on the :26th ulto. No one on board, so far as we could observe
or learn, had any distinct notions of the theoretic properties of the

Hooke's joint (now commonly called the Universal joint, but first de-
scribed by Dr Robert Hooke, in his Cutlerian Lectures, in 1674), nor
appeared to be aware of the fact, that with a perfectly uniform rate of

rotation of the engine shaft, up to the universal joint, uniform rotation

of the screw propeller itself beyond this joint is impossible, except while
the variable axis of the screw is in directum with the engine shaft, or

parallel to the keel of the ship. This follows directly from the theory
of Hooke's joint.

Let i = Any angle of inclination of the axis of rotation of the screw,
with the fixed axis of rotation of the engine or driving
shaft.

a. = Any angle through which the screw shaft of the engine (the

driver) has rotated from the position, as origin, in which the
diameter (across the arms of the Hooke's joint) joining the
moveable axis of rotation of the screw propeller lies in the
plane of both axes, i.e., of the engine shaft and of the screw.
This diameter is here an horizontal one only.

f> = The corresponding angle made by the rotation conferred

upon the (driven axis) moveable axis of the screw itself.

tan a. tan .

tan /3 := -.
—

-, or is constant.
cosiu 6 tan a.

Then

There are thus in every complete revolution of ascrew propeller, driven
from a fixed axis of rotation through a Hooke's joint, and whose axis of

rotation makes with the driver any angle whatsoever I, two points of

maxima and two others of minima angular velocities. The screw is in

fact continually going faster or slower, and only two points in each
revolution, in which its angular velocity is the same as that of the

engine shaft.

Thus supposing the screw to start from the horizontal diameter,

any point on one side the vertical diameter, moves at first slower

than the engine shaft, and falls behind it ; then begins to accelerate,

and overtakes it at 9u°
;
gets in advance of the engine shaft for the next

quadrant, first moving quicker and then slower than the driving shaft,

so that the engine shaft overtakes the screw axis in angular velocity

again at the other end of the horizontal diameter to which it has
returned.

From the equations above, it is obvious that this variation in angular
velocity is = 0, when the screw axis is in the straight line amidships,

and is a maximum when the angle t is greatest, i.e., when the screw
axis is by the steering wheel or tiller set most over either to port or

starboard. Two grave objections arise from this, 1st, The four points

of fitted contact, at the four arms of the Hooke's joint, however well

fitted, produce a back-lash four times in every revolution of the screw,

and theieis produced aswell, a serious amount of shake by the continually

varying velocity of the screw blades, and resulting variable push against

the water. This was, on the 26th ulto., very apparent, and the shake
communicated to the tiller wheel, and thence to the arms of the steers-

man, very distressing. This latter evil might no doubt be quite got rid

of, by another form of steering gear on deck. But 2nd, There must be

a very serious loss of vis viva constantly going on, by this perpetually

varying velocity of rotation of screw ; in other words, a serious loss of

engine power, or of coal, produced. This is not the less certain, although
it be a fact that the speed obtained as stated on the first trials, were
from some cause not before us, greater than prior to any alteration ou
the screw or screw gear.

In a small vessel such as the Charger, or in any small vessels, this

method of steering, whether advantageous or not, is no doubt practi-

cable ; but its extension to really large screw ships, with screws of 15

or 20 feet diameter, we believe to be quite impracticable. The jolts

produced by the variable velocity of such a mass of metal as the screw
itself, at this magnitude, to say nothing of the shocks produced by the

varying push of the screw against the water, would loosen any fasten-

ings, we believe, or shake any stern frame, however strong.

Other objections might be urged against this arrangement, such as

the increased liability to fouling of the screw, or of the Hooke's joint,

but these, we think, might be got over. The valid, and we are unwil-

lingly constrained to think the irremediable, objections to this method
of steering, ingenious as it undoubtedly is in its conception, rest upon
the very principle of the Hooke's joint, which appears to have been
whollj' lost sight of; and upon the fact, that as soon as the screw ceases

to rotate, although the vessel be able to make sail, she is nevertheless

disabled, having no steering power.

In this observation, we assume that the steering screw has really and
substantially replaced the rudder ; for if the latter be employed, we see

no use in the complication of the variable axis to the propeller.

Upon the whole, we so far greatly prefer the twin screivs as a method
of propulsion and of steering, not removing the rudder, however.

—

Ed.
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GUN COTTON AS AN EXPLOSIVE AGENT.

Report of the reading of the joint reports, and discussion in the Che-
mical and Mechanical Sections. British Association.

SECTION B. CHEMICAL SCIENCE.

The President said the first business was to receive an exceedingly-

important report by the committee appointed to investigate some im-
provements in gun cotton. It was a committee formed partly by members
of the Mechanical Section and partly by members of the Chemical
Section. The chemical part would chiefly occupy their attention.

Dr Gladstone read the chemical portion of the report. It stated that

during the year the committee had been put in possession of the fullest

information on the subject, by Baron William Yon Lenk, Major-General
of the Austrian Artillery, who was the inventor of the system by which
gun cotton was made available for warlike purposes ; and Professor

Abel, chemist of the war department, by permission of the Secretary of

State for War, had communicated to them the information given by the
Austrian Government to the Government of this country. The com-
mittee bad made no experiments themselves. The subject might
naturally be divided into two conditions—the chemical and mechanical.
Taking the chemical first, that department included the manufacture of

the gun cotton itself, its liability or non-liability to spontaneous com-
bustion, and the nature and effects of the products into which it was
resolved on explosion. As to the chemical nature of the material itself,

the gun cotton differed from the gun cotton generally made, in its com-
plete conversion into a uniform chemical compact. General Lenk
secured the production of his gun cotton by several precautions. Of
these the most important were, the cleansing and perfect desiccation of

the cotton as a preliminary to its immersion in the acid : the employ,
ment of the strongest acids obtainable in commerce ; the steeping of the
cotton in a fresh strong mixture of acids, after its first immersion and
consequent imperfect conversion into gun cotton, the continuance of

this steeping for 48 hours. Equally necessary is the thorough purifica-

tion of the gun cotton so produced from every trace of free acid.

There is one part of the process of the manufacture, the value of which
is not open to doubt—viz., the treatment of the gun cotton with a
solution of silica of potash, commonly called water-glass. The chief
advantages of the material were set forth in the mechanical report, but
it was here stated that the fact that gun cotton is not injured by damp
like gunpowder, is one of its recommendations, while a still greater
chemical advantage which it possesses arises from its being perfectly

resolved into gases on explosion, so that there is no smoke to obscure
the sight of the soldier who is firing, or to point out his position to the
enemy, and no residue left in the gun to be got rid of before another
charge can be introduced.

Mr Scott Russell, F.R.S., submitted the mechanical report. After a
long and careful examination, the committee were able to understand
and reconcile themselves to the fact that greater mechanical effects are
produced from gases generated by gun cotton than by those generated
by gunpowder. The same quantity of gases and the same number of
atmospheres seemed to be produced from both materials, and it did not
appear to mechanical men that there was a greater advantage in gun cot-

ton in that respect. The next inquiry was into the distinctive characteris-

tics between the action of these gases in gunpowder and the action of those
gases in gun-cotton. The great waste of force in gunpowder constituted
an important difference between it and the gun cotton, in which there
was no waste. Gunpowder consisted of about 68 per cent, of solid

matter, only 32 per cent, of which was expanded into useful gases.

It might be seen, therefore, that one-third only of gunpowder is

directly useful in producing gases. There was another peculiar

feature of gun cotton—it could be exploded in any quantity
instantaneously. Gen. Lenk had discovered the means of giving
gun cotton any velocity of explosion that is required by merely
the mechanical arrangement under which it is used. Gunpowder
in his hands had any speed of explosion, from one foot per
second, toonein 1000th of a second, or to instautaneity. The spontaneous
explosion of a large quantity of gun cotton is made use of when it is

required to produce destructive effects, and it is found that the condition

necessary to produce instantaneous combustion is the absolute perfec-

tion of the closeness of the chamber containing the gun cotton. On the

other hand, if they desired gun cotton to produce a different effect, they
must provide for its slower combustion. It must be separated and
opened out mechanically, so as to occupy a large space, and in this state

it can be made to act even more slowly than gunpowder, and the limits

that fit it for the purposes of artillery. In general it is found that the pro-
propoition of lllbs of gun cotton occupying one cubic foot of space, pro-

duce a greater force than gunpowder, and a force of the nature required for

ordinary artillery. But each gun and each kind of projectile requires a
particular density of cartridge. Practically, gun cotton is most effective

in guns, when used in the proportion given by charges of a quarter
to one-third weight of powder, and occupying a space of one
and one-tenth of the length of the powder cartridge. In

regard to safety, it was a fact that duriDg the ten years of the manu-
facture of Gen. Lenk's gun cotton at the imperial factory at Kirten-
berg, and during ten years' storage of that material, in the imperial
magazines at Steinfeldt, in which thousands of cwts. were deposited,

not one single accident had occurred. The best temperature for drying
gun cotton was 136 centigrade, or between 277 and 338 Fahrenheit—

a

temperature sufficiently high to ensure safety for all practical purposes.
The cost of production was considerably les3 than that of gunpowder,
the price and quantities being compared which will produce equal effects.

As to the mechanical purposes of the cotton, it is used for artillery in
the form of gun cotton, thread or spun yarn. In this simple form, it

would conduct combustion slowly in the open air at the rate of not more
than one foot per second. This thread was woven into a texture or circu-

lar web. These webs were made of various diameters, and out of them
cotton rifle cartridges, were made by cutting them into the proper
length. The cotton web was generally enclosed in India rubber tubes,

in which form it is most convenient. For the explosion of mines it is

used in the form of ropes. As regards the conveyance and storeage
of gun cotton.—One pound of gun cotton produces effects somewhat
exceeding 3 lbs. of gunpowder in artillery. This is a material
advantage, whether it be carried by men, by horses, or in waggons.
It may be placed loose in a store and preserved with great safety.

The danger from explosion does not arise until it is confined. It may
become damp, and even perfectly wet, and, without injury, may be
dried by mere exposure to the air. With respect to its practical

use in artillery.—The gun keeps clean, and requires less windage,
and therefore performs much better in continuous firing. In gunpowder
there is 68 per cent, of refuse, or the matter of fouling. In gun cotton
there is no residuum, and therefore no fouling. Experiments made by the
Austrian Committee proved that with equal fouling lOOlbs. could be fired

with gun cotton against 30lbs. of gunpowder. From the low temperature
produced by gun cotton, the gun does not heat. Experiments showed that

lOOlbs. were fired with a 6-pounder in 34 minutes, and the heat was
raised by gun cotton to only 122 degrees of Fahrenheit; whilst lOOlbs.

of gunpowder took 100 minutes, and raised the temperature to such a
degree that water was instantly evaporated. The firing with the
gunpowder was therefore discontinued, but the rapid firing with the

gun cotton was continued up to 1801bs. without any inconvenience.
The absence of fouling allows the mechanism of a gun to have more
exactness than where allowance is made for fouling. The absence of

smoke permits rapid filing and exact time. The fact of smaller recoil

from a gun charged with gun cotton is established by direct experi-

ments. Its value is two-thirds of the recoil from gunpowder, the
projectile being equal. As to its practical application to destructive explo-
sion.—It is ascertained that the same shell is exploded by the same
volume of gas generated from gun cotton and gunpowder into more than
double the number of pieces; and it is a startling fact that the stronger
and thicker the shell the smaller and more numerous are the fragments.
For mining uses.—The fact that the action of the gun cotton is violent

and rapid in exact proportion to the resistance it encounters, tells us the

secret of the far higher efficacy of gun cotton in mining than gun-
powder. The stronger the rock, the less gun cotton comparatively
with gunpowder is found necessary for the effect—so much so that
while gun cotton is stronger than gunpowder, weight for weight, as 3 to

] in artillery, it is stronger in the proportion of 6-27 in fracturing strong
solid rock, weight for weight. It is the hollow rope form which is used
for blasting. Its power in splitting up material is graduated exactly as

you wish. With regard to the military demolition and submarine explo-

sion, it is a well-known fact that a bag of gunpowder nailed on the gates
of a city will blow them open. A bag of cotton exploded in the same
way produces no effect. To blow up the gate of a city with gun cotton,

it must be confined before explosion, as in a Petard. Twenty pounds
of gun cotton carried in the hands of a single man would be sufficient,

only he must know its mode of application. The experiments,

the results of which were detailed, had been conducted on a
gigantic scale.

In accordance with the expressed wish of the Chairman, the conver-

sation which ensued was limited to ike chemical aspects of the question,

it being intimated that the dynamical features of the subject would be
discussed in the mechanical Section.

Captain Galton, presuming that there were yet many points that re-

quired further investigation, moved that a proposal be submitted to the

Committee of Recommendations, that the Commiitee be requested to

continue their labours for another year. He was sure that the War
Office would be glad to assist as much in the enquiry as they had
hitherto done.

A number of specimens of the cotton were handed round for the in-

spection of members and associates, and a series of illustrative experi-

ments were subsequently conducted by Professor Miller.

Professor Abel gave a description of the Austrian system of Manufac-
j

ture, as communicated to the Government of this country by the

Government of Austria, and as carried out at the Imperial Establish-

ment at Kirtenberg, near Vienna.
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DISCUSSION IK THE MECHANICAL SECTION.

Sir Wit. G. Armstrong said it was impossible to listen to the report

which had been read without being 'very much impressed with the

great promise there was of gun cotton becoming a substitute for gun-
powder, but at the same time there were certain peculiar anomalies

about it, which he certainly should like to have cleared up, and until

they were, they could not feel that perfect confidence in the results

that they wished to do. In the first place, with regard to the heat

evolved, they were told that, with such a quantity of gun cotton as

would produce a given quantity of gas, a certain initial velocity was
imparted to the projectile, and that the heating effect upon the gun was
much less than when a similar velocity was produced by an equivalent
quantity of gunpowder. The absence of heat in the gun implied an
absence of heat in the gas. Where was the projectile force to come
from if there was no heat in the gas? If the volume of the gas was the

same, it became necessary to explain how that was to be gained. He
could not, for his part, conceive how it was possible of explanation.

The next point that occurred to him was with regard to the recoil. It

was stated that the recoil was very much less. That was ascribed to

the absence of solid matter in the charge, which, in gun cotton, was
very small. If the recoil was only two-thirds that of gunpowder, it

would require, in order to account for that difference, a much larger

quantity of solid matter than there really was in the case of gunpowder.
The report stated that the use of gun-cotton enabled them to reduce the

length of the gun. It was quite certain, however, that with a short gun
they could not get an equal velocity upon the initial velocity as upon a
long gun. If the initial velocity were increased there was more danger
of bursting the gun than with gunpowder. Because if they got any
velocity, or an equal velociiy with the shorter gun, it must be concluded
that it was done by virtue of a gieater initial pressure and an earlier

action upon the shot. That necessarily implied a greater strain upon
the gun at the first explosion, and that would necessitate the employ-
ment of stronger guns. He should have expected a smaller velocity by
a shorter gun, for the action of the gas was necessarily shorter than in

a longer gun. The heat question, however, was to him the greatest puzzle

of all. How they could have the propelling power without heat from
the gas, and if they heated the gas, how they escaped heating the gun,
he could not understand.

Professor Pole said he was quite unable to give any explanation of

the difference of recoil. If the shot left the gun with the same velocity

as when fired with gunpowder, it was natural to suppose that they must
have the same quantity of recoil. But he was unable to offer any ex-

planation of the matter.

Mr Siemens having briefly spoken on the dynamical question in-

volved in the matter, suggested that the greater heat imparted to the

gun in the case of gunpowder might be owing to the greater amount of

solid matter, the heat from which was readily imparted to the gun.
Captain Maury, of the Confederate States navy, said that this report

was something more than interesting because it was so exceedingly
suggestive ; and it appeared to him that it afforded to them an element
of security by giving the preponderance on the side of defence, with
which the whole mind of the whole world had lately been occupied.

Ever since steam had been applied to purposes of naval warfare it had
been considered a matter of very great doubt by many professional men
whether ordinary steamers and men-of-war, where forts were to be
passed at the mouth of a river after it had been cleared—whether any
forts might not be passed by some of the fleet of steamers. And to

show that there was ample time for them to do so, they had only to

recollect the fact of steamers having fought forts for several hours.

They had an illustration in the case of Fort Constantiue at Sebastopol,

which was fought by the British fleet in the Crimean war ; and later

still there was tbe case of Charleston. In these cases the steamers had re-

mained under fire for several hours —a much longer time than was neces-
sary to enable them to pass the forts and go higher up the river into a
place of safety, where they could do damage to tbe enemy. Those iron

clads had rendered this much more easy than it previously had been.

If their principal defences failed them at the mouth of a river in this

way the question was whether they should not have recourse to mining
for the destruction of the invading vessels. He himself had been
engaged upon the subject. He found this difficulty in employing gun-
powder that in order to be sure of destroying the vessel as she passed in

a given line by means of gunpowder, the magazines must be in actual

contact, or very nearly in actual contact with the side of the vessel

;

otherwise the probability was that the vessel would not be destroyed.
Last week they had the intelligence of a vessel having had a mine
exploded under her on the James River. That magazine contained
several thousands of pounds of powder. The vessel did not know that
the mine was there ; it exploded, but it did not destroy the vessel.

It merely threw up a column of water which washed some of the men
overboard. His own conclusion was that to make sure of destroy-
ing a vessel after she had passed the forts they must mine the
channel way, in such a manner that she must come in contact with one

or other of the mines. It was found that wooden vessels to contain the
powder would not do. They would not confine the powder long enough
to produce a sufficient force. It was necessary to make them of stout
boiler iron. But since powder was a little heavier than water another
difficulty presented itself. It would not do to leave the magazines on
the top of the water, and it would not do to put them at the bottom, for

then there would be a cushion of water between the bottom of the ship
to be destroyed, and the magazine, which would protect the vessel. In
short, they had to anchor them beneath the surface with short buoy
ropes, at a depth proportioned to the kind of vessel expected to come up.
But when they made the vessel of the magazine of boiler iron they had
to have buoys to float it so large that they were always in danger of
being carried away by the vessels crossing the line of magazine. The
plan was to place those magazines in a ring in a position that the
vessels in passing would have to come in contact with at least one and
probably two of them. It was necessary to place those magazines of
powder in a line, so that when you saw the vessel in that range you
had only to bring the two poles of the battery together and make the
explosion. There was thus, as already stated, a difficulty in using gun-
powder. But since gun cotton had the remarkable effect of destroying
a vessel—he did not know her strength— at a distance of 18 feet, aud
that not vertically but laterally, the question came up whether they
might not fortify and protect those channel ways by placing a ring of

magazines along the bottom, but at any rate if such was necessary
they could float them at any depth, and out of reach of the vessels
generally using the channel. That then appeared to him to be one of the

most important uses of gun cotton, and it was one which would give
safety to cities which were some distance from the mouths of navigable
rivers. He trusted that in the event of the committee continuing their

labours they would address their attention to this important branch of

the subject.

Admiral Sir Edward Belcher stated that the explosion of powder
under water was once done under one of his vessels. The object of it

was to blow away the ice from the bows of the Pioneer, so as to get
her free from it. He tried various plans, and found that when the
explosion took place under the ice when there was no point d' apui, as

it were, on which to place the powder, it failed in the desired effect.

He accordingly placed it upon the ground, thinking that its explosion
would blow the ice clear of her bows without touching the vessel.

There was sufficient water to form a cushion, and when the explosion

took place it produced a great wave upon which the vessel rose, and so

great was the shock that the copper vane of the mainmast head was
bent 45 degrees over the mainmast head.

Professor Pole said—He wished that some indicator diagram had
been employed to show the pressure in the gun in those gun cotton
experiments.
Mr John Scott Russell said he would not take upon himself to clear

away the many difficulties which attended this very difficult subject.

He would say this, that Sir William Armstrong had stated them with
great clearness and with great accuracy and force, but not with greater

force than they had been felt by the committee when they entered upon
their duties. They had been anxious to get such indicator diagrams
as had been referred to. He need not say that such indicator

diagrams could not by any means they as yet knew of be taken,

and had not been taken. The facts were, first, that gun cotton

was admitted to be very dangerous. It was enormously powerful,

and if they meddled with it rashly it was like meddling
with steam rashly—you blow yourself up and everything
about you. There was nothing that gun cotton would not burst. He
thought that they were satisfied that they could control a gas ; and
Sir William Armstrong would agree that by choosing the quantity of

gun cotton they put into a chamber they had the initial measure of

what they wanted. The question then was—how much would their

gun sustain ? Now, if they could get a gun to sustain more pressure

the gun cotton would go on, and give them six times the power that

gunpowder would do. What then was the meaning of this, that in

gunpowder and in gun cotton where there were equal quantities of gas

put in, that the gas in the case of gunpowder was raised to an enormously
high temperature, and it came out at an enormously high pressure,

showing that they had gas enormously expanded by heat ; whereas in

the case of gun cotton the gas came out quite cool, so that you might
put your hand upon it, and the gun itself was quite cool. Therefore as

Sir William Armstrong argued, and as he himself said, it was
mathematically impossible that the gases of gun cotton could produce half

the power of gunpowder,' and yet they did. He had got a little glimpse

of daylight upon it, which he would give to them if they liked.

(Laughter.) Steam was a gas, and steam expanded just by the same
laws as other gases did. A great deal of the gas of gun cotton

happened to be steam. Let them conceive a 100 lbs. of gun cotton

shut up in a chamber that just held it. They had got there all the

gases that had been spoken of, but they had also got 25 lbs. of solid

water—about one-third of a cubic foot of water in that chamber. What
did they do with it? They put fuel, they put fire to it. They heated
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the whole remaining pounds of patent fuel. If then they considered

the gun cotton gun as the steam gun, they got rid of two difficulties.

They would have first the enormous elasticity of steam ; and, No. 2.

they would get the coolness of it. They all knew that if they put their

hand to exploded high pressure steam, it had swallowed up all the

heat and came out quite cool. He believed that the gun cotton gun was
neither more or less than Perkins' old steam gun—with only this

difference, that you bottled up the fuel and water and let them fight

it out with each other. They did their work and came out quite cool.

He hoped, however, that it was understood that he did not dogmatise.

He put all he had said with a note of interrogation upon it.

Professor Tt>t>all, F.R.S. ; I only say that a note of interrogation

ought to be put to what Mr Russell has said. (Laughter.)

We have given most of the remarks made in full, as reported,

although we must say those of one or two of the speakers in the

mechanical Section had" but small relevancy to the matter in hand.

REFRIGERATING AND ICE-MAKING MACHINES.

Report on the apparatus by 21. Carre, havingfor its object the production,

of artificial cold.

(Commission composed of MM. Regnault, Balard, and Pouillet,

reporter.)

( Continued from page 172 P. 21. J., Oct., 1863.)

PASSAGE FT.0M THE KEFKIGEKATOR TO THE BOILEH.

The power of the apparatus is proportional to the latent heat of the

volatile liquid and to the weight of vapour which forms per hour in the

refrigerator. This weight of vapour is only dependent on two things;

on the form of the refrigerator, and on the difference which exists be-

tween the general elastic force existing in its interior, and the maximum
elastic force due to this vapour, at the temperature of the liquid which
wets the interior surfaces. In fact, if the interior were saturated with
Tapour no new vapour could be formed and no cold produced. If, on
the contrary, the interior were maintained without vapour, that is to

say, in the state of a perfect vacuum, the weight of vapour, formed per

hour, would be atitsmaximum, and the production of cold would also attain

its maximum. It is necessary then to exhaust this vapour, which is no
sooner formed than it becomes an obstacle, the space which it encumbers
must be freed, so as to restore it incessantly to a state of perfect vacuum,
or at least as nearly so as possible. There are different means for this,

but incontestably the most advantageous is that which can be employed
here, that is, to exhibit a body which can rapidly condense it by a dis-

solving affinity, and which can give it off again with the same rapidity by
a sufficient increase of temperature. The boiler is so arranged that the

ammoniacal solution, at its lower part, is very weak ; a pipe furnished with
a stop cock is placed there to withdraw a certain volume of it, which is

fixed by the degree to which the cock is opened ; this tube, made of iron,

and 20 or 30 metres long, is coiled twice at different distances into two
helical worms, which are surrounded with cooling liquids. Thus, the

liquid contained in the tube, starting from the boiler at 130° and cooled

to about 20° or 25° C, reaches the top of the absorbing reservoir to fall as

rain into its interior. It is this continual rain of impoverished liquid

which becomes the power capable of incessantly maintaining and re-

newing the vacuum in the interior of the refrigerator. For this purpose

a large pipe, some metres long, connects the top of the refrigerator with

the top of the absorbing reservoir. As soon as the cock which regulates

this communication is opened, the ammoniacal vapours of the refrigerator

flow into the midst of the rain of weak liquor, are there condensed by
absorption, and reconstitute a rich liquor which falls to the bottom ofthe

reservoir. The heat which is here disengaged is removed by the coils of

the worm pipe, through which cold water flows; it only remains to take up
this rich liqnor, and re-introduce it into the boiler, so as to make up for

the loss of ammonia which takes place every instant, or rather to restore

all which has left it, and thus to close this long circulation, in which
change of form and state takes place, but no loss or gain of matter.

It is a lift and force pump of a very peculiar construction, and well

adapted to the effect it is designed to produce, which is arranged to ac-

complish this last part of the circulation. It draws from the bottom of the

absorbing reservoir the liquid which has been enriched as fast as it forms,

and then causes it to enter a special vessel designed to receive it; it then

forces it through a long tube where it is reheated, to arrive at last at the

top of the cascade of which we have previously spoken, and which con-

stitutes the top part of the boiler. This liquid, although reheated in its

course, is far from being at 1 30° C. : its presence then produces some con-

densation, the effect of which is no doubt favourable to the rectification

of the hydrated vapours of ammonia which exist at this point.

We cannot close this summary description of the apparatus without
remarking that we have been obliged to pass over a great number of details,

adjustments, and ingenious arrangements, which perhaps prove even
more than the general design, the genius, and resources of the inventor.

Let us now endeavour to explain to what the economic power of the
apparatus extends, and its limits.

This discussion rests on but a small number of data, namely:—On the
latent heat of vapour of the ammonical liquor, and of the more or less
dilute solutions of ammonia. Davy has already drawn up a table of the
quantity of ammonia contained in solutions of different densities; this
table, which is based on only two experiments, is reproduced in all the
chemical books ; it is desirable that it should be again taken in hand and
extended to different temperatures. In applying it to the practical ob-
servations of M. Carre, we are led to believe that in the actual state of
things, one kilogramme of the weak solution which enters the absorbing
reservoir cold, can there take up 50 grammes of ammonia to become the
rich ammonia which is re-introduced into the boiler.

Our fellow-worker, M. Regnault, has been good enough to give to the
Commission a proof, extracted from his great work on vapours, which is

now in the press. We there find a complete table of the tensions of
ammonia solution between the temperatures of 40° and 100°, for the
lower temperatures, which are of the most importance here. These
tensions are

—

Temperatures, ... 20° 30° 40° C.
Tensions in atmospheres, - 1'84 T16 070

To apply these numbers to the slightly dilute solution of the refriger-

ator, we must take account of the diminution which they have to
undergo. Estimating this at one-fourth, we get the following result

—

Temperature of refrigerator, - 20° 30° 40° C.
Tension in atmospheres, - - 14 9 Co

which approaches closely to the practical observations of M. Carre
1

.

Lastly, according to the researches of MM. Favre and Silbermann,
(Annales de Chimie, t. xxxvii., 1853) we may value at about 500 units,

the latent heat of ammoniacal gas absorbed by a mass of water large
enough to form a dilute solution. We admit it as probable, that this

number may be applicable to ammonia containing very little water.
It results from these data, that to construct an apparatus whose

power shall be, say 100,000 units of heat an hour, it will be necessary
to vaporise 200 kilogrammes of ammonia in the refrigerator, and thus,

at the same time, 200 kilogrammes must be condensed in the liquifier,

and absorbed or condensed a second time in the absorbing reservoir.

The 100,000 units of heat, or very nearly, reappear then in these two
members of the apparatus, where they must be taken up and carried off

by the cooling water.
Admitting that the temperature of this cooling water only rises 10° in

this operation, we see that the expenditure of it will be 20,000 kilo-

grammes, or 20 cubic metres an hour ; that is, 10 cubic metres to cool
the liquifier, and 10 cubic metres to cool the absorbing reservoir.

We do not speak of the necessary consumption of fuel in the boiler.

In effective result, this should also be equivalent to 100,000 heat units
an hour, but there are unavoidable losses, which are very variable.

In a word, the four changes of state, although operating under differ-

ent conditions, should be accompanied by the same, or nearly the
same, phenomena, as far as regards the quantities of heat concerned.
The boiler and the refrigerator acting by evaporation, take up the

same quantity of heat, one from the fire, and the other from the liquid

which it cools. The liquifier and the absorbing reservoir acting by
liquefaction, should disengage the same quantity of heat, which they
must get rid of by continually changed cooling liquids. The mechanical
work of the lift and force pump should also be approximately valued.

Since 200 kilogrammes of vapour are produced an hour in the refriger-

ator, 4000 kilogrammes of weak solution are requued to absorb them,
for each kilogramme only absorbs 60 grammes, or one-twentieth of its

weight. The result then will be 4,200 kilogrammes of strong solution.

The work consumed in reintroducing this into the boiler, the necessary
pressure being estimated at 10 atmospheres, will consequently be
420,000 kilogrammetres, or about two horse power, to which must be
added about one-tenth for the work consumed in suction ; but in this

the considerable loss of power in working the pump by the disengage-
ment of elastic fluids is neglected.

As to the degree or intensity of cold which the apparatus can produce,
it depends almost exclusively on the phenomena which take place in the
absorbing reservoir, because there, in fact, exists the determining cause of

the rapid formation of vapour in the refrigerator. If, on the one hand, the

liquid which gives off this vapour were pure ammonia, free from water;
and if, on the other, the weak liquor which comes from the boiler into

the absorbing reservoir were pure water, free from ammoniacal gas,

there can be no doubt that the refrigerator would easily fall to 50° or 60° C,
below zero.

But in reality, the liquid in the refrigerator contains a certain propor-

tion of water, and the weak liquor which enters the absorbing reservoir

contains a very perceptible quantity of ammonia. These two causes
join in relaxing the absorption of the vapour, and consequently in pre-

venting the degree of cold descending so low in the thermometric scale.
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Hence there is room for study in making the boiler yield a liquor still

poorer in ammonia, and the liquifier a liquid more completely deprived

of water.
This ultimate limit to the economic power of the apparatus always

depends on still another circumstance: it varies necessarily wilh the

temperature of the air, and consequently with seasons and climates.

Let us suppose, for instance, that the refrigerator works in space, that

is to say, without making ice or cooling a liquid ; in a word, without
producing useful effect, it will arrive nevertheless at a certain limit of

cold, which will be its extreme limit, say 50° below zero. Suppose that

in this experiment the air has a temperature of 10° C, this gives it an
excess of 60° over the refrigerator. Once arrived at this limit, after

working for a longer or shorter time, during which the refrigerator

might be observed gaining progressively in cold, very quickly at first,

and more gently afterwards, it may be asked, How is it possible to

maintain this state of things ? May we draw the fire from the boiler,

stop the pump, and in fact set the apparatus at rest, without the refri-

gerator becoming warm? Assuredly not. On the contrary, it is indis-

pensable to continue working at full speed. Its entire power is then
lost, in the sense of its not being utilised; but it is not lost in reality,

for it is wholly employed in maintaining the refrigerator in equilibrium
against the inroads of heat from without. We can stop the motion of a

machine, but it is not given to us to stop the motion of heat. Whatever
precautions are taken to protect the refrigerator, heat always penetrates
to it, although the rate at which it does so may be more or less reduced.

The number of heat units which thus reaches the refrigerator in a given
time, all others things being the same, is nearly proportional to the
extent of surface which it presents, more or less directly, to the air, and
to the excess of the temperature of the air over that of the refrigerator.

Consequently, if the same apparatus is submitted to a second test in

space, with the air at 30° C, instead of 10°, it can never, work as it will,

cause the refrigerator to descend to 50° beiow zero, hut will only make
it fall to 30° below zero, because the excess of the temperature of the

air over the refrigerator will be again 60°, as it was in the first test.

The preceding considerations also permit the inference, that a refri-

gerator designed for making ice will be much more favourably circum-
stanced for descending to ver}' low temperatures than one designed for

merely cooling liquids, because in general the latter will offer much greater
surfaces than the former to the access of heat from without.

Such are the principal causes which vary the extreme limit of cold to

which the refrigerator can fall, and which vary the economical power of
the apparatus in the same sense.

It results from this, that the weight of vapour which forms in an
hour in the refrigerator of a given apparatus should be considered as

nearly a constant quantity, but composed of two parts, which do differ-

ent duties. The first produces useful effect ; the power of the second
is lost. This latter, without ever becoming nil, remains very small

when the refrigerator, to perform the effect required is at a temperature
considerably removed from its extreme limit ; but it increases rather

quickly, and always with a detrimental effect, whenever the refrigerator

has to work at a very low temperature ; and at last it absorbs the
whole, or nearly the whole, of the useful effect, if the refrigerator has to

work at a temperature very near its extreme limit.

These variable losses depend on coefficients, to which experience will

soon give values sufficiently accurate to estimate the useful effect,

according to the nature of the work to be done, and the knowledge of

the exterior temperatures to which the apparatus must be exposed.
M. Carre' has carefully studied all the theoretical principles which

should guide him in the construction of his apparatns ; he has aided
himself in this way by studying with great sagacity all the new ques-
tions which bear on the original problem, and he has ultimately arrived

at solutions which have the merit of being at the same time highly
ingenious and very practical.

"The Commission is of opinion, that the apparatus of M. Carre is

capable of rendering real service, and proposes to the Academy to admit
the description of it into the 'Recucil des Savants etrangers.'"
The conclusions of this Report were adopted by the Academy.

ABSTRACT OF AN INVESTIGATION ON PLANE
WATER-LINES*

By W. J. Macquorn Raskike, C.E., LL.D., F.R.S.S., L. and E , &c.

Tnis paper contains an abstract of a mathematical investigation, which
has been communicated in detail to the Royal Society. By the term,
" plane water line," is meant, one of those curves which a particle of a
liquid describes in flowing past a solid body, when such flow takes place
in plane layers. Such curves are suitable for the water lines of a ship

;

for during the motion of a well-formed ship, the vertical displacements
of the particles of water are small, compared with the dimensions of the
ship, so that the assumption that the flow takes place in plane layers,

* Read before the British Association, 1S63.

though not absolutely true, is sufficiently near the truth for practical
purposes.
The author refers to the researches of Professor Stokes, (Cambr.

Trans., 1842), "On the steady motion of an incompressible fluid," and
of Professor William Thomson, (made in 1858, but not yet published).
as containing the demonstration of the general principles of the flow of
a liquid past a solid body.
Every figure of a solid, past which a liquid is capable of flowing

smoothly, generates an endless series of water-lines, which become
sharper in their forms as they are more distant from the primitive water-
line of the solid. The only exact water-lines whose forms have hitherto
been completely investigated, are those generated by the cylinder, in
two dimensions, and by the sphere, in three dimensions. In addition
to what is already known of those lines, the author points out that when
a cylinder moves through still water, the orbit'of each particle of water
is one loop of an elastic curve.

I he profiles of waves have been used with success in practice as
water-lines for ships, first by Mr Scott Russell, (for the explanation of
whose system the author refers to the Transactions of the Institution of
Naval Architects, per 1860-1-2.), and afterwards by others. As to the
frictional resistance of vessels having such lines, the author refers to
his own papers; one read to the British Association in 1861, and printed
in various engineering journals, and another read to the Royal Society
in 1862, and printed in the Philosophical Transactions.*
The author proceeds to investigate and explain the properties of a

class of water-lines, comprising an endless variety of forms and propor-
tions. In each series of such lines, the primitive water-line is a particu-
lar sort of oval, characterised by this property ; that the ordinate at any
point of the oval is proportional to the angle between two lines drawn
from that point to two foci. (In the accompanying engraving, fig. 1, l b
represents a quadrant of such an oval, o being its centre, and a one of
the foci. The other focus is at an equal distance to the other side of the
centre.) Ovals of this class differ from ellipses, in being considerably
fuller at the ends, and flatter at the sides.

The length of the oval may bear any proportion to its breadth, from
equality, (when the oval becomes a circle) to infinity. (In the figure,
the length, o L, is to the breadth, o b, nearly as 17 : 6.)
Each oval generates an endless series of water-lines, which become

sharper in figure as they are further from the oval. In each of those
derived lines, the excess of the ordinate at a given point above a certain
minimum value, is proportional to the angle between a pair of lines
drawn from that point to the two foci. There is thus an endless series
of ovals, each generating an endless series of water-lines; and amongst
those figures, a continuous or "fair" curve can always be found, com-
bining any proportion of length to breadth, from equality to infinity,

with any degree of fulness or fineness of entrance, from absolute bluff-

ness to a knife-edge. The lines thus obtained present striking like-

nesses to those at which naval architects have arrived through practical
experience; and every successful model in existing vessels can be
closely imitated by means of them, from a Dutch galliot to a racing-boat.
Any series of water-lines including the primitive oval, are easily and

quickly constructed with the ruler and compases, as follows. Parallel
to the longitudinal axis, o x, draw a series of straight lines at equal
distances apart. Through the foci, draw a series of circular arcs,

A Ci, A c2( &c, so as to contain a scries of angles found by dividing
those distances by

OX?—OA 2

Each of these circular arcs indicates the direction of motion, in still

water, of each of the particles that it traverses. Then through the
angles of the network formed by the straight lines and circular arcs,

draw a series of curves ; these will be the required water-lines.

The centre of curvature of the oval at l, is the focus, A.

The following curves, traversing certain important points in the
water-lines, are exactly similar for all water-lines of this class, and are

easily and quickly constructed with the compasses.

r. m is a hyperbole having a pair of asymptotes crossing the axes at

o, at angles of 45°. It traverses all the points at which the motion of

the particles in still water is at right angles to the water-lines.

L, Q, n, and l, r, are the two branches of a curve of the fourth order,

having a pair of asymptotes which traverse o, making angles of 30°

with ox. A straight line joining L and p, makes an angle of 30° with
L o. The two branches cross the axis, o x, at l, making angles of 45°.

The branch, l q n, traverses a series of points, at each of which the
velocity of gliding of the particles of water along the water-line is less

than at any other point on the same water-line. The branch, r. p, tra-

verses a series of points, at each of which the velocity of gliding is

greater than at any other point on the same water-line.

The axis, o Y, from b to p, traverses a series of points of minimum

* The recent paper of Professor Rankine we deem so important that we repro-
duce it at length in continuation of this abstract.—Ed.
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Telocity of gliding from p, onwards, it traverses a series of points of

maximum velocity of gliding.

Every water-line, complete from bow to stern, which passes within
the point, p, has three points of minimum and two of maximum velocity

of gliding ;
while every water-line that passes through or beyond p, has

only two points of minimum and one of maximum velocity of gliding.

Hence the latter class of lines cause less commotion iu the water than
the former.

On the water-line, p Q, which traverses the point, p, itself, the velocity

of gliding changes more gradually than on any other water-line having
the same proportion of length to breadth. Water-lines possessing this

character can be constructed, with any proportion of length to breadth,

Fig. 1.

fromV^(-hich gives an oval through l and p) to infinity. The

finer of those lines are found to be nearly approximated to by wave
lines ; but are less hollow at the bow than wave-lines are.

The author shows how horizontal water-lines at the bow, drawn ac-

cording to this system, may be combined with vertical plane lines of
motion for the water at the stern, if desired by the naval architect.

In this, as in every system of water-lines, a certain relation, (according
to a principle first pointed out by Mr Scott Russell), must be preserved
between the form and dimensions of the bow and the maximum speed
of the ship, in order that the appreciable resistance may be wholly fric-

tional, and proportional to the square of the velocity, (as the experi-
mental researches of Mr J. R. Napier and the author have shown it

to be in well-formed ships), and may not be augmented by terms in-

creasing as the fourth and higher powers of the velocity, through the
action of vertical disturbances of the water,

On THE EXACT FORM OF WAVES SEAR THE SURFACE OF DEEP WATER.*

(1.) The investigations of the Astronomer Royal and of some other
mathematicians on straight-crested parallel waves in a liquid, are based
on the supposition that the displacements of the particles of the liquid

are small compared with the length of a wave. Hence it has been very
generally inferred that the results of those investigations are approxi-
mate only, when applied to waves in which the displacements, as

compared with the length of a wave, are considerable.

(2.) In the present paper I propose to prove that one of those results

(viz., that in very deep water the particles move with a uniform angular
velocity in vertical circles whose radii diminish in geometrical progres-

sion with increased depth, and consequently that surfaces of equal
pressure, including the upper surface, are trochoidal) is exact for all

displacements, how great soever.

(3.) I believe the trochoidal form of waves to have been first explicitly

stated by Mr Scott Russell ; but no demonstration of its exactly fulfilling

the conditions of the question has yet been published, so far as I know.
(4.) In "A Manual of Applied Mechanics" (first published in 1858),

page 579, I stated that the theory of rolling waves might be deduced
from that of the positions assumed by the surface of a mass of

water revolving in a vertical plane about a horizontal axis; as the theory
of such wave3, however, was foreign to the subject of the book, I did

not then publish the investigation on which that statement was founded.

(5.) Having communicated some of the leading principles of that

investigation to Mr William Froude, in April, 1862, I learned from him
that he had already arrived independently at similar results by a similar

process, although he had not published them.
(6.) Pp.oposrnoN I.

—

In a mass ofgravitating liquid v;hose particles
revolve uniformly in vertical circles, a wave surface of trochoidal pro-
file fulfils the conditions of uniformity of pressure—such trochoidal

profile being generated by rolling, on the underside of a straight line,

a. circle whose radius is equal to the height of a, conicalpendulum that
revolves in the same period with the particles of liquid.

In fig. 2 of the accompanying engravings, let B be a particle of liquid
revolving uniformly in a vertical circle of the radius, CB, in the direc-

tion indicated by the arrow, N ; and let it make n revolutions in a second.
Then the centrifugal force of B (taking its mass as unity) will be

4»a«? . CB.

Draw CA vertically upwards, and of such a length that centrifugal

force : gravity : : CB : AC ; that is to say, make

AC = i*y '

which is the well-known expression for the height of a revolving pendu-
lum making n revolutions in a second.

Then AC being in the direction of and proportional to gravity,

and CB in the direction of and proportional to centrifugal force

AB will be in the direction of and proportional to the resultant

of gravity and centrifugal force ; and the surface of equal

pressure traversing B will be normal to AB.
The profile of such a surface is obviously a trochoid, LBM,

traced by the point B, which is carried by a circle of the radius,

CA, rolling along the underside of the horizontal straight line

HAK. Q E.D. -

(7.) Corollaries The length of the wave whose period is

one-nth of a second is equal to the circumference of the rolling

circle ; that is to say (denoting that length by x),

the period of a wave of a given length X is given in seconds, or

fractions of a second, by the equation

No. 188—Vol.
Read November 27, 1862.

XVI.

2tX

9
;n y

and the velocity of propagation of such a wave is

results agreeing with those of the known theory.

(8.) Proposition II.—Let another surface of uniform pressure be

conceived to exist indefinitely near to the first surface ; then, if the

first surface is a surface of continuity, so edso is the second.

By a surface of continuity is here meant one which always passes

through the same set of particles of liquid, so that a pair of such surfaces

contain between them a layer of particles which are always the same.

Fig. 2.

The perpendicular distance between a pair of surfaces of uniform
pressure is in this case inversely proportional to the resultant of gravity

and centrifugal force ; that is to say, to the normal AB. Hence if a

curve Ibfm be drawn indefinitely near to the curve LBM, so that the

perpendicular distance between them, Bf, shall everywhere be inversely

proportional to the normal AB, the second curve will also be the profile

of a surface of uniform pressure.

2o
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Conceive now that the whole mass of liquid has, combined with its

wave-motion, a uniform motion of translation, with a velocity equal and

opposite to that of the propagation of the waves. The dynamical con-

ditions of the mass are not in the least altered by this ; but the forms of

the waves are rendered stationary (as we sometimes see in a rapid

stream), and, instead of a series of waves propagated in the direction

shown by the arrow, P, we have an undulating current running the

reverse way, in the direction shown by the arrow, Q. (This is further

illustrated by fig. 3.) According to a well-known property of curves

Fig. 3.

described by rolling, the velocity of the particle, B, in that current is

proportional to the normal AB, and is given by the expression

2-m.AB.

Consider the layer of the current contained between the surfaces,

LBM and Ibm. In order that the latter of those surfaces, as well as the

former, may be a surface of continuity, it is necessary and sufficient that

the thickness of the layer, Bf, at each point should bejnversely as the

velocity ; and that condition is already fulfilled ; for B/"varies inversely

as ABJ and AB varies as the velocity of the current at B ; therefore

LBM and Ibm are not only a pair of surfaces of uniform pressure, but a

pair of surfaces of continuity also. Q.E-D.

(9.) Corollary.—The surfaces of uniform pressure are identical with

surfaces of continuity throughout the whole mass of liquid.

(10.) Corollary Inasmuch as the resultant of gravity and centri-

fugal force at B is represented by

!J

AB
AC"

the excess of the uniform pressure at the surface Ibm above that at the

surface LBM is given by the expression

dp=.w
AC J '

in which to is the heaviness of the liquid, in units of weight per unit of

volume. By omitting the factor, u>, the pressure is expressed in units

of height of a column of the liquid.

(ll!) Proposition III.

—

The profile of the lower surface of the layer

referred to in the preceding proposition is a trochoid generated by a
rolling circle of the same radius with tliat which generates the first
trochoid ; and the tracing-arm of the second trochoid is shorter than
that of the first trocJwid by a quantity bearing the same proportion to

the depth of the centre of the second rolling circle below the centre of
thefirst rolling circle, which the tracing-arm of the first rolling circle

bears to the radius of that circle.

At an indefinitely small depth, Aa, below the horizontal line, HAK,
draw a second horizontal line, hah, on the under side of which let a

circle roll with a radius, ca = CA, the radius of the first rolling circle ;

so that the indefinitely small depths Cc = Aa. To find the tracing-arm

of the second rolling circle, draw cd parallel to CB, the tracing-arm of

the first circle ; in erf take ce = CB, and cut off eb = cd ; b will be the

tracing-point, and cb the tracing-arm required; for, according to the
principle laid down in the enunciation, we are to have

_ _ — CB
CB — cb = eb = Cc.==.

CA

Let the second circle roll ; then b will trace a trochoid Ibm. From b

let fall bf perpendicular to AB produced ; B/"will be the indefinitely

small thickness at B of the layer between the two trochoidal surfaces.

The proposition enunciated amounts to stating that B/is everywhere

inversely proportional to the normal AB ; so that Ibm is the profile of a
surface of uniform pressure and of continuity.

To prove this, join Be and cf. Then Be is parallel to ACc, and equal

to Cc, and clef is evidently an isosceles triangle, ef being = ed. Let
AB (produced if necessary) cut the circle of the radius CB in G ; then
CG is parallel to ef, and the indefinitely small triangle, Be/, is similar

to the triangle, ACG ; consequently, AC : AG : : Be = Cc : B/; or

_AG
B/=CC.Jqi

but, by a well-known property of the circle,

AG:
AC2 CB'

AB
and therefore

_ —AC1

B/ = Cc.-=
CB*

AC. AB
that is to say, the thickness of the layer varies inversely as the normal
AB; and the second troclwid, Ibm, is therefore the profile ofa surface

ofuniform pressure and ofcontinuity. Q.E.D.
(12.) Corollaries.—The profiles of the surfaces of uniform pressure

and of continuity form an indefinite series of trochoids, described by
equal rolling circles, rolling with the same speed below an indefinite

series of horizontal straight lines.

The tracing-arms of those circles (each of which arms is the radius of
the circular orbit of the particles contained in the trochoidal surface

which it traces) diminish in geometrical progression with increase of

depth, according to the following laws :

—

For convenience, let Cc be denoted by dk, CB by r, and cb by )

—

dr;
then

dr dk. AC =*• Inl-

and the integration of this equation gives the following result :

—

Let k denote the vertical depth of the centre of the generating circle

of a given surface below the centre of the generating circle of the free

upper surface of the liquid
;

r„ the tracing.arm of the free upper surface (= half the amplitude of

disturbance)

;

rx the tracing-arm of the surface whose middle depth is k ; then

>"i
= r<,e AC —

. rte

1*k

a formula exactly agreeing with that found for indefinitely 6mall dis-

turbances by previous investigators.

(13.) Proposition IV.

—

The centres of the orbits of the particles in a
given surface of equal pressure stand at a higher level than the same
particles do when the liquid is still, by a height which is a third pro-
portional to the diameter of the rolling circle and the tracing-arm or

radius of the orbits of the jiarlicles, and which is equal to the height

due to the velocity of revolution of the particles.

If the liquid were still, the given surface of equal pressure would
become horizontal. To find the level at which it would stand, we must
first find what relation the mean vertical depth of a given layer of

particles bears to the depth, Cc= dk, between the centres of the rolling

circles that generate its boundaries.

The length of the arc of the curve LBM described in an indefinitely

short interval of time dt is

2im.AB.dt,

and the thickness of the layer being

B/= dk.
AC — CB'

AC . AB
'

let the product of those quantities be divided by the distance through

which the centre of the rolling circle moves in the same time, viz.,

2Tn.Ad.dt,

and the result will be the mean vertical depth of the layer, which being

denoted by dk we have

* =m -I)

=

"i'-whK1-A rFc
)

The difference by which the mean vertical thickness of the layer

falls short of the difference of level of the rolling circles of its upper and

lower surfaces is given by the following expression,

dk dkt, = AC2 '^dk;

and this being integrated from 00 to k, gives the depth of the position

of a given particle, when the liquid is still, below the level of the centre

of the orbit of the same particle when disturbed, viz.,

*0— k — 2AC AC —
r' tt'

2"AD
= *
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or a third proportional to the diameter of the rolling circle and the

radius of the orbit of the particle ; a&o^===—= is the height
'2.\(j '2g

dice to the velocity of revolution of the particles. Q.E.D.
(13a.) Corollary.—The mechanical energy of a wave is half actual

and half-potential,—half being due to motion, and half to elevation. In

other words, the mechanical energy of a wave is double of that due to

the motion of its particles only, there being an equal amount due to the

mean elevation of the particles above their position when the water is

still.

(14.) Corollary.—The crests of the waves rise higher above the level

of still water than their hollows fall below it ; and the difference

between the elevation of the crest and the depression of the hollow is

double of the quantity mentioned in Proposition IV., that is to say, it is

r* _ 2*T*

AC
_

~JT"

(15.) Corollary as to Pressures.—An expression has already been

given in art. 10 for the difference of pressure at the upper and under

surfaces of a given layer. Substituting in that expression the value of

the thickness of the layer, we find

dp: -in =555 dh ,-W
"AC

AC-

AC
-CB2 / CBA
AB

\_ At. 2
/

(as the preceding corollary shows), being precisely the same a3 if the

liquid were still ; and hence it follows that the hydrostatic pressure at

each individual particle during wave-motion is the same as if the

liquid icere still.

RECENT PATENTS.

HAND STAMP OR MARKER.

J H. Johnson, London, (Henri Bouquet, Paris).-

December 24, 1802.

-Patent dated

This invention relates to a peculiar construction and arrangement of ink

stamper for marking papers and documents of all kinds, or for obliterat-

ing postage or other stamps, and consists of a rotating die contained in

the lower end of a forked frame or holder, within which frame works
vertically, by the action of the handle of the apparatus, an inking pad.

On the stamp being pressed on to any surface the pad descends and inks

Kg. 1. Fig.

m

the upper surface of the die, which is provided with the proper type,

according to the words or characters to be printed or impressed.

Fig. 1 is a vertical section of one modification of the improved self-

Fig. «.

inking stamper; fig. 2 is a side elevation of the same, at right angles to

fig. 1. The other two figs, represent detached details which are herein-
after referred to.

A is a small forked holder, having a tube, b, fitted to the upper or
horizontal cross piece, which tube serves as a guide for the handle or rod,

B. Below this cross piece there is fitted to the rod, E, a small vessel, c,

of a shape corresponding generally to that of the seal or die. Inside
this vessel is enclosed a pad, x, composed of felt or other suitable absor-
bent material covered on the lower suiface with a fine porous substance
such as silk cloth, a perforated plate, y, being placed over the pad and
forming the bottom of the ink vessel, a sufficient space being left above
itjto contain ink. The rod, e, serves as a stopper for the ink holder, c,

being screwed therein, and also connects the ink holder with the handle
D, of the apparatus. It passes through the tube, b, and is surrounded by
a helical spring, f, which tends always to keep the inker, c, elevated
against the top of the forked holder, a. The die, H, which may be made
single or double, is carried upon pivots, h, which pass through the lower
ends of the two arms of the forked piece, a.

In the modification of the apparatus illustrated by the engravings the
die is intended to have a duplicate design upon both its faces, so that the
two will operate in rotation, the one being inked whilst the other surface
is transferring its impression on to the paper. One of the pivots or axes
of the die carries a disc, I, shown detached in face view, fig. 3, which is

fast thereon, and contained within a recess in the arm of

the support, a. A vertical slot or groove, A.', is made
diametrically across the face of this disc, and in it works
a pin or stud, z, on the lower end of an arm, j, pivotted at

its upper end to a pin in the side of the ink-holder, c, a
slot being made in the branch of the support or holder, a,

to allow it to work vertically therein and follow the move-
ments of the inker, c. When the stud or pin, z, descends
along the groove, z, its opposite end slides over a small
inclined plane, K, made on the inner side of the fixed cap
or cover, p, shown detached in face view, fig. 4, so that

when the pin, z, has reached the bottom of its course, and
the pad is in the act of inking the upper surface of the
die, it falls into the sunk part or cavity, L, below the raised

portion, K, and when it rises again it follows the curved
part or groove at p, fig. 4, and consequently, being always engaged in

the straight groove, A.', in the disc, i, it carries that disc and the die round
with it to the extent of half a revolution, the spring, f, giving the up-
ward motion desired. When in a state of rest, and the pin, z, is at its

highest position, it is partly engaged in the slot, A1

, and partly in a notch
in the arm of the support or forked frame, a, and consequently the die is

maintained steady in one position, being prevented from turning except
by the depression of the handle.

The arrangement employed for rotating the die at each fresh impres-
sion may be obtained by other contrivances, such as a ratchet and pall,

or with the same arrangement of arm, J, by causing a lateral pressure to

be exerted upon the axes, h, so as to reverse the die, or a small handle
working with a pause or dwell may be employed.

In preparing this apparatus, as shown in fig. 1, for use, the handle or

rod, e, is first unscrewed from the ink-holder, c, and the ink is introduced
through the hole. The handle is then readjusted in its place, and so
soon as the ink has had time to permeate the absorbent material com-
posing the pad the apparatus will be ready for use. If the hand be
pressed upon the handle, d, it will descend, the spring, f, giving way
under it, and the holder, c, with the pad, will descend upon the upper
surface of the die, H, and ink the same, whilst the under surface of the
same die is being pressed down upon the paper to be stamped. During
the descent of the holder, c, the arm, j, will descend with it, and the pin,

z, will slide down the slot or groove, a', in the disc, i, till it arrives at the
end of its course, where it drops into a circular groove in the fixed cap
or cover, p, and when the pressure of the hand is removed this pin will

ascend by the action of the spring, f, but in so doing it will describe a
semicircular course, and being still engaged with the lower end of the
straight groove in the disc, I, it will cause such disc to receive a semi-
rotation and be reversed, bringing the inked surface under in readiness
for the next stamp, and the surface which has parted with its ink in

making the previous impression upwards or in a position to be inked by
the pad at its next descent, and whilst the inked surface is producing its

impression on the paper.

Although a flat die having only two surfaces is here shown, the same
may be made of a rectangular, polygonal, round, oval, or other form.

The central spring, f, may also be replaced by two lateral springs, the
arms of the fork, a, being made tubular, and sliding within other tubes

containing helical springs, and other modified forms of inking pads may
be employed.

IMPROVEMENTS IN THE COATING OF LEAD WITH TIN.

Me Ap.thue Kinder, London.—Patent dated April 8, 1S63.

Tins invention relates to certain modes of coating or covering lead, or
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alloys of lead, with tin, or alloys of tin, on one or both sides, whereby the

two metals or alloys may be perfectly united, forming one solid ingot,

which is to be subsequently reduced to the desired thickness by the

ordinary processes of rolling or beating, or of rolling and beating.

According to one method, a plate of lead, or alloy of lead, is first cast in

any convenient mould, and as soon as the metal or alloy is "set" it is

removed from the mould and placed in a second mould upon a flat table,

made with adjustable sides capable of contracting to any desired widtli

of block. The table is also adjustable in height, so that these sides may
project more or less above the surface of the lead plate or block contained

between them. A thickness of molten tin, or alloy of tin, being then

cast over the surface of the lead whilst it is still in a heated state. The
tin is levelled and smoothed off, whilst in a soft or molten state, by pas-

sing a metal or felt roller or "sleeker" over its surface, which, as it

runs along the top of the two sides of the mould or table, regulates the

thickness of the tin. When the metal is "set," the plate is removed,
and is ready for the process of lamination. By another method, plates

or sheets of tin, or alloys of tin, which have been previously reduced to

the required size and thickness by rolling, cutting, or casting, are placed

upon the surface of the lead, or alloy of lead, whilst the latter is in a
heated state, the temperature of the lead being just sufficient to fuse the

sheet of tin, or alloy of tin, laid upon it. A roller is passed by hand
over the tin to bring it into close contact with the lead. According to

another method, the mould in which the lead is first cast is made with
its sides projecting slightly above the surface of the thickest plate

required, and fitted with an adjustable cover regulated by set screws.
The cover projecting into the mould to the extent of the thickness of the

tin to be united with the lead. The lead, or alloy of lead, having been
cast in this mould, the cover is removed, and so soon as the lead is pro-

perly set, the melted tin is poured on the surface of the lead, or alloy of

lead, and then smoothed off on the surface, as before described in

reference to the separate tinning table or mould, the operations of cast-

ing the lead and tin being in this case both accomplished in the same
mould.
When it is desired to coat or cover both sides of the lead, or alloy of

lead, a mould or frame is employed provided with a moveable and adjust-
able cover both on the top and bottom sides, the lead being run in

between them. When the lead is properly set, one cover is removed
and the tin applied to one surface, as before described, after which the
mould is reversed, the other cover removed, and the tin or alloy applied
to the other side of the lead.

Fig. 1 of the subjoined engrav-
ings is a side elevation, partly in

sectioi., of one modification of the

improved n_ould for casting a
plate or ingo' of metal in accor-

dance with this invention, with
the cover complete and adjusted
together as ready for casting.

The mould, A, is accurately
planed in order that the casting

to be made therein may be of a
uniform width and thickness, and
the dimensions of the interior of

the mould must correspond ex-

actly with those of the plate or
ingot to be cast, b is a moveable
cover, the edges of which, on its

u ider side, are "rabetted," as
ihewn at a, so that the cover will

enter slightly into the interior of
the cavity of the mould. The
amount of this internal projection
of the cover into the mould cor-

responds with the thickness of the coating of tin, or alloy of tin, which
is to be deposited upon the surface or surfaces of the lead casting when
the mould itself is to be used for casting and gauging the thickness.
Adjustable screws, c, are fitted to the cover for the purpose of regulating
the thicknes of the coating of tin that may be required. The cover is

held firmly in its proper place on the mould by means of the strong
screws, r>, provided with cross handles, e, and working through the nuts,
F, which nuts are furnished with hooked bridle pieces, o, which engage
with studs or pins, h, in the sides of the mould, as shown clearly in figs.

1 and 3, so that when the screws, D, are tightened up, the mould and
cover will be held firmly together, and will be ready to receive the molten
metal. The horizontal shading lines, i, in the same figs., represent the
ingot or plate cast in the mould.

Fig. 2 is a side elevation of the table for receiving the cast ingot or
plate of metal, which, under this arrangement, is not coated in the mould
itself, but is removed from the mould in a hot state to this table, to be
coated with tin or alloy. The table proper is at A, supported upon the
top of the two side standards, b, which are stayed by the two tie rods, c.
The long plate or rib, d, is permanently secured along one side of the

Fig. 1.

top of the two standards, e, and a corresponding plate or rib, e, is made
to slide across the table at A, being capable of adjustment to or from
the plate, d, by means of the adjusting screws and handles, f; the screws
working through nuts on the under side of the plate, e, suitable slots

being made in the table, A, for the nuts to slide along when the plate is

moved by the screws. The cast ingot or plate, i, to be coated is placed

upon the vertically adjustable plate, H, and the side plate, E, is then

screwed up so as to confine the ingot between the two ribs or side plates,

d and e. The bottom plate, h, is set up more or less according to the

thickness of the coating to be applied to the ingot by means of the two
wedges, k, one at each end of the plate, h. By this means the surface

of the ingot can be brought nearer to or further from the surfaces of the

two side plates, d and e, and thus, as the tin will fill up the remaining

space, it follows that the coating will be thicker or thinner accordingly.

The various parts having been properly adjusted, and the ingot placed

in the recess, the tin, or alloy of tin, is cast upon the surface of the hot

ingot, and whilst the tin, or alloy of tin, is still in a heated state, the

roller or "sleeker," L, is passed over it to and fro by means of the

handles, M, the roller itself being supported upon the edges of the two
side plates or ribs, d and e, and thus " sleeks " or levels the surface of

the tin, and removes any superfluous metal which may exist over and
above what is required to coat the ingot with the regulated thickness of

tin. Fig. 3 represents a sectional elevation of a mould which, when in

working order, is mounted
by two trunnions on a Fig- 3.

cast iron frame, and so

arranged that the plate

or ingot of lead cast

therein can be covered on
both sides with a coating

of tin. The construction

of the mould, A, is similar

to that of the mould described in reference to fig. 1, with this difference,

merely that it is provided with both top and bottom covers in lieu of

having only one cover. Both these covers are, however, secured and
held in their places by screws, d, provided with cross handles, e, and
passing through nuts, f, as hereinbefore described. The mould is hung
upon trunnions or pivots, n, supported in bearings in metal stan-

dards, and when fixed at a considerable angle it is ready to receive the

molten metal, which is poured in through the gate or pouring hole at

the upper end. So soon as the metal is set, the mould is turned to a

horizontal position and supported upon a block of wood placed under it.

The top cover is now removed for the purpose of casting the tin on the

surface of the lead ingot, and when the tin is sufficiently set, the cover

is replaced, and the mould reversed on its trunnions, s, so as to bring

the bottom cover to the top. This cover is removed and a thin coating

of tin cast upon the second surface of the ingot. In order that the ingot

may not shift in the mould, it is proposed to cut or plane grooves in the

two sides of the mould, as shown at 6, in the transverse section, fig. 3.

The compound metal plates or blocks prepared by the means and
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apparatus herein described is then rolled or beaten to the desired thick-

ness for the manufacture of capsules, cistern linings, coffin furniture,

and other purposes.

BEICK MACHINE.

James Cowley, Oxford.^-Patent dated March 9, 18S3.

This invention relates to a peculiar construction, arrangement and com-
bination of machinery or apparatus for manufacturing moulded bricks,

brick mouldings, perforated bricks, tiles and drain pipes, whereby less

power is required to actuate the machine, and a smaller proportion of

water employed than in the ordinary methods of brick making.
Fig. 1 of the annexed engravings represents a longitudinal vertical

Fig. 1.

section taken through the centre of this improved machine, complete,

and fig. 2 is
Fl'g 2. a detail sec-

tion of the

moulding
and perforat-

ing appara-
tus.

a is the

main fram-
ing of the
machine,
and B the
driving shaft

which pro-

jects beyond
the framing
on one side

thereof, and has keyed upon it the driving pulley and pinion, d, which
gears into the large spur wheel, E, fast upon the second motion shaft, c.

This shaft also carries the tappet or cam, a, which acts alternately upon
the two segments, h, connected to the horizontal sliding piston or plun-

ger, i. In this piston or plunger are fitted or screwed a number of
prongs or pins, k, which are pushed forward into and withdrawn from
the mould, l, when partially perforated bricks are to be made, through
the perforated side, m, of the mould. Top and bottom plates, n, are also

attached to the piston or plunger, i, which serve to cut off the clay in

the mould at the upper and underside of the brick as hereinafter more
fully explained, p is the receiving box into which the clay is fed from
the pug mill, q, which contains two inclined pugging shafts, and sets of
knives, e. a is a hopper fitted on to the top of the machine, and contain-
ing sand or ashes, which are fed into the receiving box, p, by means of
the vibrating tray or "shute," t, this tray being shaken or vibrated so as
to shake down the contents of the hopper by means of the tooth, u, acted
upon by the teeth of the large spur wheel, e. On one end of each of
the pugging shafts, u, is keyed a spur pinion, v, the two gearing together,
and upon one of these shafts is also keyed a bevel wheel, w, in gear
with a corresponding bevel wheel, w 1

, on the cross shaft, x, working in

bearings at t. On the end of this shaft, x, is keyed a chain pulley, z,

drawn by an endless chain, a, which passes round a corresponding chain
pulley, b, fast on the driving shaft, B. Motion is thus transmitted
direct to the pugging shafts from the main driving shaft of the machine.

No. 188.—Vol XVI.

c is a piston or plunger working horizontally to and fro in the receiving
box, p, its object being to force the tempered and mixed clay supplied
by the pug mill into the mould, l, through the lateral mouth or aperture
therein at d. Motion is imparted to the plunger, c, by means of two
cranks connected with the second motion shaft, c. These cranks are

jointed to connecting rods which are coupled at their opposite ends to

the shaft, g, passing through the plunger, c. This shaft, g, slides along
slots, h, made in the sides of the receiving box, p; but in order to pre-

vent the clay from being forced out through such openings, a slide is

fitted to work in the slots so as to keep them constantly closed, and still

admit of the traverse of the shaft, g. Two bent levers, working on fixed
centres, and actuated by the shaft, g, which passes along the inclined
part of the levers and elevates them, when moving in one direction, and
when moving in the opposite direction depresses or lowers them by
coming in contact with a stop or hook at the elbow or bend of the levers.

The free ends of these bent or bell crank levers

are coupled to short link pieces on the outer ends
of the vertically sliding studs, o. These studs

are connected to a piston or plunger, p, which
works vertically inside the mould box, l ; slots,

q, in the main framing serving to guide the

studs, o, in their up and down movements. The
upward motion or rising of the piston, p, takes

place simultaneously with the forward motion
or traverse of the main plunger, c, and conse-

quently a portion of the clay is forced from the

receiving box, p, by the plunger, c, through the

aperture, d, into the mould box, l, as the piston,

p, rises. Whilst the clay is being thus forced

into the mould box, the piston, i, is in the for-

ward position shown in fig. 2 ; that is to say,

its top and bottom plates, n, are within the

mould box, L, and form two of the six sides or

walls thereof. The prongs, k, are also within

the mould box, so that the clay is forced round
them as it enters the mould. The plunger, c.

now recedes from the mould, l, being pushed
back by the action of the cranks and connecting

rods before referred to ; and whilst this backward
motion takes place, the piston, i, with its top and
bottom plates, h, and prongs, k, is simultaneously
withdrawn from the mould by the action of

the tappet, G, on one of the segments, h. The withdrawal of the prongs,
k, leaves a corresponding number of perforations in the moulded brick
inside the mould box, and opens the bottom of the mould ready for the

expulsion of the brick which is effected by means of the vertical piston

or plunger, p, working within the box. Attached to this piston or

plunger is a plunger, r, which on the descent of the piston, p, when
forcing out or expelling the moulded brick, also descends with it and
forces down the clay into the bottom of the receiving box, p, in readiness

to be pushed forward into the mould box at the next stroke of the main
plunger, c. When the moulded brick is forced out of the mould box, it

is received on the endless cloth, s, carried by the several rollers, t, and
conveyed away from the machine. This endless cloth is actuated from
the shaft, c, by means of a grooved pulley on it, and a band which passes
round it, and a second grooved pulley fast on the axis of one of the
carrying rollers of the endless cloth, s. The mould box, l, is lubricated

or wetted after each brick is expelled by means of a receptacle, x, filled

with water, and forming the back part of the expelling piston, p. A
piece of felt or other permeable material is inserted at the junction of

the piston, p, with the receptacle, x, in order to wet the sides of the
mould box at each traverse of the piston, p.
When making brick mouldings, a die is placed in one of the angles of

the mould box by means of a screw passing through the back plate, and
the end of the piston, c, should be narrower than the front of the mould
box in order to regulate the density of the brick. In making tiles or

pipes the brick mould is removed and the required mould or die fixed in

its place. It is further requisite that the end of the piston, c, be brought
forward so as to enter the mould box, thereby forcing out the clay

through the dies, after which operation a frame is carried down by means
of the bent levers before referred to. Between the lower extremities of

this frame, is stretched a cutter or wire which, passing close to the back of

the die or dies, cuts off the pipe or other article into lengths, and renders
them free to be taken away. In many cases, if required, the bricks can be

made from clay taken direct from the bank to the machine without any
previous preparation.

THE MANUFACTURE OF CHLORINE & BLEACHING POWDER,
CARBONATE OF SODA AND SODA ASH, AND THE SUL-
PHATE OF IRON.

William Johnson, 166 Buchanan Street, Glasgow (Thomas Macfarlane,
Acton Vale, county of Bagot, Canada).—Patent dated Jan. 14, 1863.

This invention has for its object certain improvements in the manufac-
2 H
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ture of chlorine and bleaching powder, carbonate of soda, soda ash, and
sulphate of iron. In carrying out the combined process by which the

desired results are obtained, the inventor takes common crystallized

green vitriol, or sulphate of iron, obtained either by the ordinary
methods, or in the manner hereinafter to be described, and heats the

same until it loses its water of crystallization, and becomes more or less

oxidized, without losing any sulphuric acid. He reduces the calcined
green vitriol thus obtained to fine powder, and mixes it in the proportion
of say six cwt. of vitriol, with four and a half cwt. of common salt (pre-

viously heated, until it no longer decrepitates), and one and a half cwt.
of proxide of iron, which may readily be obtained by calcining pure iron

pyrites with five per cent, of common salt, and lixiviating the result, or

by any of the usual methods. These ingredients, in a state of fine

powder, being intimately incorporated with each other, he introduces
them into a " muffle " calcining furnace, of any convenient and suitable

form, but the one illustrated by the drawings hereunto annexed is pre-

ferred. Fig. 1 is a longitudinal vertical section of this furnace, in

connection with the purifiers, absorbing boxes, and exhausters, herein-
after referred to. Fig. 2 is a horizontal section of the entire apparatus,
corresponding to fig. 1. The same letters of reference indicate corres-

ponding parts in both figures.

A is the opening in the roof of the furnace through which the
materials to be calcined are introduced, b is the opening in the back
wall of the furnace through which the gaseous products of calcination
are drawn off'; this opening is supplied with a damper, c. D are the
flues through which the flame from the grate, E, (into which the fuel is

introduced from both sides of the furnace) is conducted under the health

iM

of the furnace. These flues stand in connection with the flues, f, and
chimney, o, through which the smoke escapes. The chimney is sup-
plied with a damper, h. i is a door to the flues, F, in order that the
same, as well as the flues, D, may be cleaned. The grate, e, is in com-
munication with ihe flues, d, through the flame holes, i„ m is a slit in

the end wall of the furnace, nearest the working side, which serves to

receive the calcined product on its being withdrawn from the furnace,
and to carry it into the receptacle, n, beneath. The slit is furnished
with the damper, o. p is another slit in the same wall, supplied with a
grating, q, and constantly kept filled with quicklime, or other hygro-
metric substance, which, as it falls through the grating, is removed
through the opening, r, in the outer wall, on the working side, s is an
iron roller, on which a rake for stirring the mixture is laid and worked
t is the calcining hearth, which rises a little towards the back wall, u.

It consists of a double layer of fire-clay slabs or tiles, two inches thick.
The tiles of the lower layer are furnished with a check, so that they can
be accurately fitted into each other. Upon this the second layer of tiles,

which do not require to be checked, is laid. The tiles of both layers
must be brought as close to each other as possible, and the joints care-
fully filled with fire-clay, v is an opening through which the furnace
is worked, furnished with the door, w. x is the ashpit, and y the
muffle or space betwixt the hearth and the roof. The mixture above
mentioned is introduced through the opening, a, and falls on the hearth
of the furnace, previously heated to faint redness by the fire on the
grate, e. By means of a rake introduced at and worked through the

opening, v, it is spread over the hearth, after which the rake is with-
drawn, and the opening closed by lowering the door, w. That part of
the furnace over the hearth, which may be called the muffle, and to

which the flame or products of combustion of the fuel have no access,
is connected with an exhausting machine, which draws a current of air
through the quicklime contained in the slit, p, and over the mixture
which is spread out on the hearth of the furnace. Double decomposition
takes place at a very low temperature betwixt the calcined green vitriol

and the salt, sulphate of soda resulting on the one hand, and proto-
chloride and perchloride of iron on the other. The temperature in the
muffle is so low, that neither of the chlorides of iron are sublimed; but,
on the other hand, the oxygen contained in the dry air passing over the
mixture, decomposes both into peroxide of iron, which remains, and into
chlorine gas, which is drawn off by any suitable exhaus:ing machine.
It is of the utmost importance in this operation that the temperature be
kept at a low red heat, because, as is well known, calcined green vitriol

and common salt, ignited together at a higher temperature, fuse and
emit fumes of perchloride of iron. In order to produce pure chlorine,
the mixture must not be allowed to fuse, or even to sinter. The peroxide
of iron, used as one of the ingredients, has some influence in preventing
sintering, and eliminating the chlorine. The greater the quantity of
peroxide of iron used, the more easy it is to calcine the mixture, without
permitting it to cake together. The inventor, however, has not fouud
it necessary to use more of it than the proportion above stated, when
the calcination is performed with proper care. During the operation,
the materials are quickly, but frequently, stirred with a rake, and this

also prevents sintering. The raking door must always be kept closed,

excepting when the

mixture is being
stirred ; and the

exhaustingmachine
above mentioned
must, of course, be
kept in motion
during the whole
operation.

The patentee then
proceeds to describe

the arrangement
and construction of

purifiers, absorbing
boxes, and exhaus-
ters, which it is

preferred to use in

connection with
the hereinbefore

described furnace.

a represents an
iron pipe leading
from the opening,

B, in the back wall

of the furnace to

two purifiers, b 6',

cc'. These branches
are supplied with
the stopcocks, dd\
one of which only
is kept open at a

time, and the other shut. The purifiers, b b', are wooden boxes, lined with
lead, and furnished with lids having water joints. They are also sup-

plied with perforated bottoms, e, upon which rests a layer of coke, about
four feet thick. This coke is during the operation kept moist by water,

which is introduced at the cock,_/j falls on the perforated shelf, g, which
distributes it over the surface of the coke, through which it percolates,

and is finally run ofF at the cock, h. i V are pipes leading from the

purifiers into the pair of absorbing boxes, k, each of which contain four

tiers of wooden trays or drawers, I, with perforated bottoms, and filled

with slaked lime, for absorbing the chlorine. The drawers, of which
there are two in each tier, are a few inches shorter than the

box in which they are placed, and they are so situated that the

current of chlorine, etc., passes underneath, round their ends, and over

them, in the direction shown by the arrows. The boxes are furnished

with doors, m m', at the sides, which, when opened, fall down, and
when closed, are secured by means of cramps. The pipes, n n 1

, lead

into another pair of absorbing boxes, h' h 1
. These boxes are not so long

as those marked h, and the diawers, V, fit closely into them. They are

furnished with doors at the sides, in the same manner as the boxes, k.

An iron pipe, o, leads from the second pair of absorbing boxes into the

exhausting machine. This pipe is also provided with two stopcocks,

p p'. The exhausting machine consists of a series of three cylinders, q,

containing the smaller cylinders, r, which latter communicate with the

aforesaid pipe, o. The space betwixt the inner and outer cylinders, up
to the level, s, (shown by the dotted line) is filled with water, in which

M ^mf ^£^ ^^
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the three moveable cylinders, t, move tip aud down. These cylinders,

f, are set in motion by the shaft, «, cranks, v, and connecting rods, w.

When the cylinders, i, rise, certain valves, x, ou their upper ends, close,

and other valves, x', on the inner cylinders, I', open. When the}7

descend, the reverse action takes place, and the air is forced out of the

moveable cylinders, into the outer ones, or cases, q, fr°m which it

escapes by exit pipes at y. The furnace being worked, the cylinders in

motion, the stopcocks, d' and p', closed, and those marked d and p
opened, the current of gas from the furnace is drawn through the appa-

ratus, in the direction shown by the arrows. The chlorine produced in

the muffle of the furnace, in the manner above described, is first drawn
through the coke in the purifier, 6, where it comes in contact with the

water, which absorbs any traces of muriatic acid gas which it may con-

tain. It then passes over the lime contained in the drawers, I, of the

box, k, where the greater portion of it is absorbed by the lime, bleaching

powder being formed. Any portion of chlorine which may remain free

after the passage through the box, k, is absorbed by the slaked lime in

the drawers, V, of the box, k 1
. The gas being in this case drawn through

holes in the bottom of the drawers, and up through the lime contained

in them, every trace of chlorine contained in it is absorbed, and the

constituents which passes through the exhausting machine, and out at y,

are principally that of the atmosphere which entered the furnace, in so

far as they have not been absorbed by the materials calcined in the muffle.

As soon as the mixture in the furnace ceases to evolve chlorine, which
may be knownby withdrawing a portion at v, and smelling it, the exhaust-

ing machine is stopped, the damper, c, is closed, the slide or door, o, with-

drawn, and the contents of the furnace raked into the slit, m, through

which it falls into the receptacle beneath. This residue consists of

about 600 lbs. of sulphate of soda, and 500 lbs. of peroxide of iron, pro-

vided the proportions above mentioned have been used. A fresh quan-

tity of the mixture is then introduced into the furnace, at A, the cocks,

d' and p\ opened, and those marked d and p closed, in order that the

products from the furnace may be drawn through the other purifier and
absorbing boxes. The damper, c, is then opened, the exhausting

machine set in motion, and the same process as that already described

repeated. "While the one set of absorbing boxes are in use, the other

set is opened, and the drawers containing the bleaching powder in the

box, h, are removed, and replaced by those of the box, k', the lime in

which is only partially charged with chlorine. The box, k', is then
refilled with drawers containing fresh lime, and the whole is again

ready for exposure to the current of chlorine from the furnace. The
twelve cwts. of the original mixture produce about 600 lbs. of bleaching

powder. The production of chlorine and bleaching powder, and of the

resiJual mixture of sulphate of soda and peroxide of iron, constitutes

the first part of this invention.

The inventor next takes the mixture of sulphate of soda and peroxide

of iron resulting as above described, and weighing about 1100 lbs., and
mixes the same with 214 lbs. of powdered coal or charcoal. He then
smelts the mixture in a reverberatory smelting furnace, of any suitable

construction. (The one preferred, of a simple construction, was shown
in the specification.) Before such furnace is heated up, the hearth is

prepared in the following manner :—100 parts of quicklime, ground to

powder, are mixed with 16 parts of basic slag, such as is commonly
produced in copper smelting works, or of any other slag or glass not too

difficult of fusion. This mixture is well beaten into the bottom of the

furnace when in a dry state, and the depression or cavity for the hearth

is scooped out or formed in it, and the taphole made through it at the

lowest part, as is customary in preparing the hearths of furnaces intended

for smelting. The furnace is then gradually heated up, and a strong

heat continued until the materials of the hearth slightly cake together.

As soon as this takes place, a mixture of 100 parts of sulphate of soda,

and 25 parts of powdered coal or charcoal, is introduced. This soon

fuses, and is totally absorbed by the hearth. More of the same mixture

is then introduced, and the introduction thereof is continued until no

more of the resulting sulphuret of sodium is absorbed by the hearth.

The furnace is then kept at a red heat, and is ready to receive the

mixture of sulphate of soda, peroxide of iron, aud charcoal or coal,

already referred to. For the furnace described, a charge consists of

about 40 cwt. of the mixture. Very soon after its introduction, it begins

to fuse, and emits jets of yellow flame. After it has been properly

stirred up, it enters into quiet fusion, and is let off at the taphole, and
run into iron moulds, in which it solidifies in large blocks. It is totally

without corroding action on the hearth, and an almost unlimited number
of changes may be smelted down in it, without the hearth being much
affected. On the contrary, it becomes and remains hard and compact,

and can only with difficulty be broken up or removed from the furnace.

These blocks of smelted material, which contain sulphur, sodium, and
iron, are immediately broken up and introduced into a boiler similar to

that used for evaporating alkaline solutions in the ordinary method of

manufacturing soda, and in which the flame and products of combustion
pass over the surface of the solution. (A simple modification of this

boiler and furnace preferred was also shown in the specification.) On
the introduction of the broken mass into the water contained in the

boiler, it is partially dissolved, and the solution assumes a deep greenish
black colour, from dissolved sulphuret of iron. When, however, heat is

applied to the solution, and the flame as well as the carbonic acid pro-

duced by the combustion of the fuel is passed over it, the latter gas is

absorbed, the solution gradually becomes decolorised, and consists
almost solely of a solution of carbonate of soda. In the event of the
solutions becoming too much evaporated before the decolorisation is

effected, more water is added, and the heating and exposure to the pro-
ducts of combustion continued. During this operation, the insoluble
sulphuret of iron remains at the bottom of the boiler or vessel. When
the supernatant solution has become colourless, the fire in the grate is

slackened, and the contents of the boiler allowed to settle. The clear

liquid is then drawn off through a pipe, and fresh water introduced
among the insoluble sulphuret of iron. If this solution also becomes
green, it is decolorised, in the same manner as the first solution. The
second solution is drawn off in the same manner as the first, and the
same operation repeated with fresh water, until the latter dissolves no
more soda from the sulphuret of iron. The first and more concentrated
solutions thus obtained are evaporated, and allowed to crystallize, when
carbonate of soda in crystals separates, the mother liquor from which
may be evaporated to dryness, in order to produce soda ash. The
weaker solutions obtained latterly from the sulphuret are used for treat-

ing fresh quantities of smelted material from the furnace. The sulphuret
of iron which remains after having been thus repeatedly treated with
water, is run through a pipe at the bottom of the boiler into a box or

receptacle with a perforated bottom, over which a coarse cloth is spread.

It here becomes drained of the water it contains, and on being removed
from the box, is ready for being treated in the manner yet to be de-

scribed. The production of carbonate of soda and of insoluble sulphuret

of iron in the manner above described constitutes the second part of

this invention.

The insoluble sulphuret of iron obtained as above described, and
which is still in a moist state, is exposed in considerable quantities, but
with as much surface exposed as possible, to the action of the atmo-
sphere and of moisture. It is laid on a perforated wooden floor, covered

with coarse cloth, which floor is supported over an impervious bottom
of clay or other material, so inclined and arranged that the solution

obtained in lixiviating the mass may be conveniently collected for further

treatment. The moist sulphuret rapidly oxidizes, and passing through
various intermediate stages of oxidation, it ultimately becomes very rich

in sulphurate of iron. It must never be allowed to oxidize so rapidly as

to enter into combustion, because in that case sulphurous acid is pro-

duced, which would escape as gas, and be lost. This tendency to

oxidize too rapidly may be counteracted by keeping the mass moist.

When a sufficient quantity of sulphate of iron has been formed in the

mass, hot water is poured over its entire surface, which, percolating

through it, dissolves the sulphate, and falling on the impervious floor

beneath, is collected in canals prepared for it, and finallj' run into a

reservoir. The solution thus obtained is concentrated in boilers of the

same description as those used for a similar purpose in copperas works,

and crystals of green vitriol are obtained in the manner usually adopted
in the same establishments. The exposure and lixiviation of the sul-

phurets is continued and repeated until a residue is left, consisting of

peroxide of iron, and containing little or no sulphur. The green vitriol

obtained as above described is used in the first part of this invention
;

and the residue of peroxide of iron, if sufficiently pure, may also be used
in that operation. The production of sulphate of iron in the manner
above described, from the sulphuret of iron resulting in the former pro-

cess, constitutes the third and last part of this invention.

LABELS FOR LUGGAGE AND OTHER ARTICLES.

William Blake, Glasgow.— Patent dated March 26, 1S63.

This invention relates to the manufacture and application or employ-

ment aud use of what may be termed " compound paper," in the manu-
facture of labels, such as are used for luggage and other articles.

In the manufacture of labels according to these improvements, it is

preferred to use for the purpose the kind of paper ordinarily known as

"cartridge," or ammunition paper, but other kinds of paper may also be

used with advantage in some cases. Ammunition paper is particularlj'

well suited for the purpose, because it is of a thin, tough, strong charac-

ter, and is well suited for writing upon. In preparing paper upon the

large scale for the manufacture of labels, a machine of simple construc-

tion is used for the purpose, by means of which two or other number of

layers of paper may be properly pasted and rolled together in the web or

continuous length, the paper so prepared being subsequently cut or

divided into slips or pieces of a suitable size for the labels. If the labels

are formed of two layers of paper, and in nearly all cases this would be

sufficient, the webs or continuous lengths are run on to a pair of rollers

which are mounted in the label-making machine. These rollers are

placed sufficiently apart to allow of a paste trough and its distributing
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roller to be arranged between tbe webs of paper, so as to lay the paste

on to the upper web. As the paper is drawn through the machine, a

small roller arranged in the paste trough takes up the liquid paste, and
spreads an even coating of it on to a distributing roller revolving in

contact with the lower roller. The distributing roller spreads an even
film or layer of the paste over the under side of the upper web of the

paper. The two webs of paper then pass between two pressing rollers,

which are covered with cloth or other suitable flexible material. These
rollers press the two webs of paper closely together, and force back any
superfluity of paste. From these rollers the paper is carried forward
between two or other number of steam heated rollers, for the purpose of

drying the paper, which then passes between a pair of smoothing and
finishing rollers. The paper thus prepared is then passed through be-

tween a sufficient number of pairs of cutting rollers, mounted on two
spindles, by means of which it is divided longitudinally into slips of the

required width. As the paper emerges from these rollers, it is cut

transversely into the required lengths, by a knife or cutter, to which a

vertical reciprocatory movement is imparted. The paper, which is now
cut into pieces of the uniform size required, falls into a receptacle

beluw, and the manufacture of the labels is completed by turning in the

ends of these pieces, and putting in a metallic eyelet hole, to serve as a

ready means of attaching the label to luggage, or for other generally

similar purposes.

Labels made in this manner, or according to this invention, have a

very good surface, both in appearance and for writing and printing

upon ; they are very strong, and much cheaper than the labels hitherto

made of parchment, or of common paper strengthened or backed by
cloth, or of cloth alone.

MANUFACTURE OF ARMOUR PLATES.

James Yates, Botherham, Yorkshire.—Patent dated Feb. 28, 1863.

This invention has for its object improvements in the manufacture of

large and heavy armour plates, or blocks and bars, suitable for the pro-

tection of fixed and floating forts or batteries, whereby economy of

labour is obtained, and a stronger and cheaper armour plate or block is

produced. According to the present mode of manufacturing armour
plates, they are rolled or hammered generally to a uniform thickness, or

nearly so, or to an even taper, or nearly so, the edges of the plate being
rough and uneven, and requiring to be afterwards cut off or trimmed, in

order to square up the plate, which operation is both costly and wasteful.

According to these improvements, the operation last above referred to

is for the most part dispensed with, the plate being rolled or hammered
with smooth edges, and therefore requiring little or no further trimming
or cutting. For this purpose, it is proposed to hammer, stamp, or roll

the plates, blocks, or bars, from the metal of which the armour plate or

block is to be manufactured in metal moulds or frames, which impart
the desired size and shape, or nearly so, to the armour plates or blocks,

the sides of such mould or frame confining the material, and preventing
it from spreading, whilst under the influence of the hammer or rolls,

beyond the size required, and leaving the edges of the plate or block,

comparatively speaking, even and smooth. During the process of

hammering or rolling the plate, and more particularly in the hammering,
the necessary indentations or projections required for uniting, fastening,

or attaching the plates, may be formed thereon. In some cases, where
very strong resisting power is required, it is proposed to cast on to the

plates made as above described a block or backing of cast iron, or other

suitable metal, the wrought iron plate being either in a cold or hot

state (but it is preferred to have it hot, so that the two metals will

amalgamate), and placed in a suitable mould of the proper depth and
form, according to the desired thickness and shape of backing to be cast

on the plate. This mould may be made either plain or with indenta-

tions or projections on the sides, to facilitate the locking together of the

plates or blocks ; or the cast metal block may be prepared first, and
provided with projections or indentations upon that surface which is

afterwards to be brought in contact with the wrought iron plate, &c.
The wrought iron plate is then hammered

Fig- 1. or stamped upon it whilst in a soft or

plastic state, and is thereby forced into

and around the indentations or projections

in the cast metal block, so as to secure the

two metals in close contact. The inventor

does not confine himself to the use of cast

iron for the backing, as wrought iron

plates formed in the manner hereinbefore

described may be bolted or keyed to the

front plates, with the addition of timbers

or masonry, as required.

Fig. 1 of the subjoined engavings is a

face view of a stamped armour plate, hav-
ing a back block cast thereon, so as to

r

form one entire block, and provided with indentations and projections

on the sides, to interlock it with similar plates or blocks when put
together.

Fig. 2.
Fig. 2 shows a section of a similar

block, made by stamping a wrought
iron plate, while in a plastic state,

on to a cast iron block, su itable knobs
or projections on the east metal
block serving to lock or hold the
two parts firmly together.

Fig. 3 represents a vertical section

of an arrangement of machinery for stamping and shaping these and
similar armour plates or blocks in moulds or frames, by the aid of

hydrostatic or hydrau-
lic power ; and Fig. 4
is a corresponding sec-

tional plan of the same.
In this machine, a

perpendicular as well
as a lateral or oblique
pressure is applied to

the plate or block, by
special and separate

hydrostatic or hydrau-
lic presses and rams,
which by their con-

joint action reduce the

rough block to the

desired shape and di-

mensions, without the

necessity of trimming
the edges of the plate

or block after it has
been forged, excepting
where very fine join-

ing is required. A is

the anvil block, upon
which slide horizon-

tally , in proper grooves
or guiding slots, the

four lateral blocks, b

and c, impelled by
separate cylinders and
rams, d, of their own.

f represent the pipes

leading to the several

hydrostatic or hydrau-
lic cylinders, a are

themouldingsurfaces,
which give the de-

sired form to the
edges of the plates or

blocks, and which en-

close the large rec-

tangular or other

shaped cavity or

mould, p, in which
the plate or block is

deposited, direct from
the carriage or truck,

as hereinbefore de-

scribed.

The upper frame, q,

is secured by bolts

and keys to the anvil

Fig. 8.

Fig. 4.

block, and carries the vertical cylinder, h, ram, i, and slide block, h,

which latter carries and guides the hammer, m is the pipe which sup-

plies the main cylinder, h ; (two or more of such cylinders may be

employed when large plates or blocks are to be stamped) and n is

the escape and back lift pipe. In working the press, the metal is placed

in the mould or enclosed space, p, whilst in a plastic state, and the two
opposite side blocks, 6, are then simultaneously pressed up to the ends
of the blocks, c. The side blocks, c, are then immediately and simul-

taneously pressed home, thus completing the pressure upon all the sides

of the plates, and shaping those sides to the desired form. The large

hammer, I, is then brought down upon the entire mass, finally reducing

the metal to the form and thickness required. On removing the stamped
plate or block, it will be found, when cool, ready to be secured in its

place, after a very slight dressing of the edges.

IMPROVEMENTS IN THE PLOUGH, AND IN THE PLOUGHING
OF LAND.

Chaei.es Littleboy, Kildare.—Patent dated Nov. 17, 1862.

This invention relates to a peculiar construction and arrangement of
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combined implement for ploughing and subsoiling at one operation, and

consists in the adaptation to any ordinary or other plough of a subsoiler,

made to follow the ploughshare and turnfurrow, or mould board, and

made adjustable in height, so as to subsoil at any desired depth. Faci-

lity is thus afforded for ploughing light and subsoiling deep, and vice

versa, according to the nature of the ground, the two operations being

accomplished simultaneously, and leaving the subsoil thoroughly broken

up after the implement has once passed over it.

The principle of the invention consists in the adaptation and attach-

ment to any ordinary plough, whether worked by animal or steam

power, of an instrument which breaks up the subsoil, without turning

it, and without interfering with the simultaneous action in the ordinary

way of the plough upon the surface above the subsoil, such instrument

being removable from the plough at pleasure. In ploughing and subsoil-

ing, under the present systems, the implement penetrates the earth to a

given depth, but the soil at the bottom of the furrow is left by the action

of the smooth sole of the plough, and its great weight, in a hard or

compact state, with a smooth surface, through which water cannot

readily penetrate. The consequence of this is, that the growing crops

are greatly injured by the presence of too much surface water, which rots

the delicate fibres of the roots of the plants, as well as preventing them
from penetrating the subsoil, from its increased density. This invention

has for its object the obviating these evils, which is accomplished in a

very simple and satisfactory manner, by attaching to the frame of the

plough, behind the mould board, a supplementary implement, or " sub-

soiler," in the form of a digger or grubber, which effectually breaks up
and thoroughly disintegrates the subsoil at the bottom of the furrow,

simultaneous with the surface ploughing. The subsoil being thus

loosened to any required depth, permitting and assisting the beneficial

permeation of all moisture through it, so that the lodging of surface

water to an injurious effect about the roots of the growing crops is pre-

vented. The form and mode of mounting the " subsoiler" to the plough

may be modified in various ways, according to the peculiar nature of

the soil to be operated upon, or to suit the particular views of the user.

Under one modification, it consists of a kind of grubber, or stirring

implement, the lower part of which is made of a triangular form,

somewhat similar to the "sock" of the plough, and with its point

extending forward. This part of the implement is formed in one piece

with, and nearly at right angles to, the stem. A socket is fitted to the

plough, to receive the upper end of the stem of the " subsoiler," which
is either rectangular or square at this part. This socket is fitted at the

rear of the mould board, and about the centre, between the front part of

the handles, so that the " subsoiler" extends downwards, in a nearly

vertical direction, behind the plough, in a suitable position for loosening

the soil in the centre of the furrow beneath. The socket is made with
duplex prolongations at the back part, by means of which it is firmly

secured to the frame which forms the prolongations of the handles.

Holes are formed in the stem of the subsoiler, so that by means of pins

it may be firmly secured in the socket, which is formed to admit of the

stem passing easily through it. This arrangement admits of the sub-

soiler being fixed at any suitable height, so as to cause it to penetrate

the subsoil more or less, according to the nature or fertility of the land

under operation. Another mode of arranging the subsoiler, by means
of which it may be adapted to any form of plough, consists in jointing

the upper part of the stem of the subsoiler to a hand lever, the front

extremity of which is bent in a downward direction, and centred on a

stud projecting laterally from the beam. This lever extends in a back-

ward direction, so that its free extremity is within convenient reach of

the driver. A vertical slot is formed in the hand lever, to admit of a

segmental guide passing through it. This guide is fixed to one of the

cross rails between the handles, and a series of holes is made in it, so

that by means of a pin which passes through the lever and the guide,

the lever may be adjusted to any required height, and in this way the

depth to which the subsoiler penetrates may be regulated according to

the nature of the soil. The projecting point of the subsoiler enters the

compact earth at the bottom of the furrow, and lifts up the soil, which
is further divided by the stem of the implement as it passes along,

which acts in a manner similar to that of the coulter. The subsoil of

the furrow may be broken up by means of a single subsoiler, or the

plough may have fitted thereto two, or other convenient number, of

these subsidiary implements, which are carried by a suitable bracket

piece extending across the framing of the plough. The adjustable

arrangement of the subsoiler admits of the ploughing being regulated

according to the nature of the soil ; thus the implement may be arranged
for light ploughing and deep subsoiling ; or if fouud more advantageous,
the ploughing may be deep and the subsoiling comparatively shallow.

This implement may also be readily adapted to work in concert with
the various modifications of steam ploughs that have been brought into

use, and prove equally efficient to them. By means of this combined
plough and subsoiler, the cultivation of the land is much improved, as

the thorough disintegration of the soil facilitates the growth of the

plants sown therein, and results in a large increase of the crops.

BUOYS FOR PRESERVING MAIL BAGS AND OTHER
PROPERTY IN SHIPWRECK.

J. H. Johnson, London (George Mitchell, Toronto, Canada).—
Patent dated April 28, 1863.

This invention relates to a peculiar construction and arrangement of
buoyant waterproof bag, or receptacle for letters and parcels, and to the
means for fastening or securing the mouth of the same, so that, on the
bag being thrown overboard, in cases of shipwreck, it will be sufficiently

buoyant to float on the surface, and being waterproof, will preserve its

contents free from injury. In carrying out this invention, it is proposed
to construct the bag intended for the reception of letters or parcels of
iudia rubber, gutta percha, or other flexible water-proof and air-tight

material, suited for the purpose, and to rivet to each side of the mouth
of this bag a metal jaw, the series or row of rivets extending not quite
the entire width of the bag, or length of the bar, so that the mouth may
be readily opened for the introduction and removal of its contents. The
jaws are rabetted on the inner sides to accommodate the extra thickness
of the material composing the leaf at that part, and the inner heads of
the rivets are covered by a strip of water- proof material, to form a tight
joint when the bag is closed. According to one mode of securing these
jaws in a closed position, it is proposed to employ two or more swivel
screw bolts passing through both jaws, one of such swivels being
provided with a locking arrangement for securing the bolt. For this

purpose, notches are made in the screw bolt, and a pin, acted upon by a
spring inside an arm or swivel enters at one end into one or the other
of these notches, and prevents the swivel from being turned until the
pin is drawn back by a hooked key inserted into a passage made in the
centre of the swivel ; or three or more screw bolts may be passed
through both jaws, each bolt terminating at one end in one eye,

through which a chain or strap is passed, which is kept in its place by
a padlock attached to one end ; or four or more ordinary screw bolts

may be employed, passing through both jaws in combination with a
tongue or staple attached to one of the jaws, and passing through a
corresponding opening in the other, a padlock being fitted to the end of

the tongue to lock it in its place. Where padlocks are employed, the
head of the key is made to serve as a screw wrench or spanner for

unscrewing the bolts. Any convenient handle, in the form of a loop of

chain, or leather strap, may be fitted to the jaws, for the purpose of

hanging up or carrying the bag.

OIL MILL MACHINERY.
By Alexander Samuelson, M. Ins. C.E.

—

Illustrated by Plate 305.

The improved oil mill, which forms the subject of our plate for this
month's part, is more particularly intended for use in the colonies and
in foreign countries, and consists in arranging and disposing the
various parts so that all the shafting and gearing required, instead of
being attached to the building containing the mill, as is generally the
case, is attached to, and forms part of, the general framing of the ma-
chinery itself, so that no separate fittings or attachments is required for

such shafting and gearing, all being quite independent of the buildings.

The advantages attained being, that all fitting or fixing abroad by
skilled woikmen where the machinery has to be erected is dispensed
with, the whole machinery being at the same time most compact, easy
of removal, and export, so that any derangements in the building, by
settlement, or otherwise, do not communicate themselves to the
machinery.

Fig. 1 is a side elevation of a complete set of apparatus for manufac-
turing linseed oil. Fig. 2 is a plan corresponding to fig. 1. The driving
gear being, as above stated, arranged and supported so that the entire

machinery and apparatus is self-contained, and supported without the
necessity for fittings, or fixtures to the walls of the building. The main
driving shaft, A, which actuates the entire apparatus, is driven direct by a
steam engine through the crank, c, which is keyed or formed on the
end of the main shaft, and to which the connecting rod, d, of the steam
engine is coupled. The shaft, A, works in the several plummer blocks
or bearings, e, carried by the standards or supports, f, g, and H. The
bearing over the steam engine is carried by a short entablature, f, sup-
ported by a pair of cast iron columns, I, bolted down to the engine bed
plate, J. The two intermediate bearings are bolted to a rectangular
entablature, G, supported by four vertical cast iron columns, k, resting

on the foundation, and the end bearing of the shaft over the presses, l,

is carried by the standard or support, h, bolted to the tops of the two
outside presses. The slide valve of the engine is worked by the eccen-

tric, M, and N is a small bevel wheel which drives the governor, o, (car-

ried by brackets bolted to the entablature, F, and columns, I.) These,
as well as the large fly-wheel, v, being all keyed on to the main driving
shaft, A, near the engine. The bevel pinion, q. which is also keyed on
to the same shaft, gears into a large horizontal bevel wheel, r, keyed
to the top of the vertical shaft, s, which drives the large stones, t, of the
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grinding mill. The seed crushing rollers, u, are driven by a strap, v,

passing over a pulley, w, keyed on the main shaft, and over a

second pulley, x, fast on a short shaft, supported in bearings

in the separate rectangular framing, y, carried by columns of its

own, and which also carries the crushing rollers. The meal is

heated in the two heaters, z, and the agitating vertical shafts, a,

are actuated from the main driving shaft, A, by means of the spur

wheel, b, keyed thereon, and gearing into two other smaller spur wheels, ft
1

,

fast on the ends of the two short shafts, c, working in bearings, c 1

,

bolted to the main entablature, a. These short shafts, c, carry each a

bevel wheel, d, gearing into a corresponding bevel wheel, e, on the

vertical shafts, a, of the agitators. The two sets of pumps, f, actuating

the two pairs of presses, L, are worked by a single connecting rod, g ;

for each set, coupled at their lower end to the pump levers, h, and at

their upper ends to the adjustable crank pin, i, in the disc crank, j.

which is keyed on to the extreme end of the main shaft, a.

It will thus be evident that the whole of the shafting and driving

gear of the mill is carried by special supports or standards of its own,
which are entirely independent of the walls of the building. The whole
of the parts being formed of the most portable and self-contained con-

struction.

It would be foreign to our present purpose to enter into any general

disquisition upon the better or worse principles of construction of oil

expressing machinery itself, the rather as this was done very fully by
Mr Samuelson himself in 1858, in a paper read before the Institution of

Mechanical Engineers, at Birmingham, and since printed. We may re-

mark, however, that some of the oldest forms of oil machinery, as still to

be seen in "the lands of the olive and the vine," possess a far greater

efficiency than the eye would be prepared to credit them for ; but the

total amount of oil expressing machinery (in the Levant and Southern
Italy particularly) is lamentably below the necessities of the usual oil

crop, so that, from this cause, from old feudal restrictions as to certain

olive yards being obliged to crush at certain district mills, and from
difficulties of transport in countries almost without roads and extremely

hilly, thousands of tons of olives rot annually upon the ground. In this

one branch of oil expressing, there is an immense field open to British

skill and enterprise.

The subject is one to which we may probably return in making other

remarks upon the industrial future of Southern Italy, and of the

Levantine countries.

—

Ed.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
We do not hold ourselves responsible for the views or statements of our

Correspondents.

AMERICAN CONFEDERATE ORDNANCE SHELLS.

To the Editor of the Practical Mechanic's Journal.

Sir,—I am anxious to set your readers right on the matter of Mr
Estabrook's claim to the invention of the improvement in shells for

ordnance, misprinted " Easlbrook " in your May and August numbers
of The Practical Mechanic's Journal. The origin of these is claimed in

the August No., page 133, for some nameless officer in the Confederate

States' service. It is alleged that a drawing of it was sent out from
the C. S. A. Ordnance Office on the 6th of September, 1862. The
British records will show that Mr Estabrook's Provisional Protection

was filed Sept., 29, 1862. Americans, with all our boasting, cannot pre-

pare patterns and cores, and mould and finish shells, and discharge

them at an enemy by one part}', and pick up therefrom and forward to

England a perfect knowledge of the invention by another party, in so

short a period. It must be evident either that some earlier means
existed of borrowing the idea, or that the invention was made by Mr
Estabroek independently. If there were earlier means of communica-
tion, a chance evidently exists that the South may have borrowed the
improvement from the North. The invention was exhibited by Estabrook
and his friends to the U. S. Ordnance Office in July, 1862. It was ex-

perimented with successfully, but under sharp competition, and great
adverse influences, its adoption by the U. S. authorities has been held in

abeyance ever since. I will endeavour in some future number to sub-
stantiate these dates by official papers, and also to show that parties in

office at that time have been since charged with communicating private
matters to the C. S. A., and been discharged in disgrace. Mr Estabrook
has been known for a quarter of a century as an upright and hardworking
mechanic, confined in the shop ten hours per day.

T. D. Stetson.
New-York, Oct., 1S63.

Remarks on the above Letter by the Editor Practical Mechanic's
Journal.

The priority of invention of the shell cast with Polygonal, or more
exactly Polyhedral cavity, alluded to above, we have every ground, from
personal knowledge, for believing to belong to the distinguished officer

of the Confederate States' artillery, upon whose part we have claimed
it. The original letters of that officer, whose name we shall be quite
prepared at a future time to publish, are now before us, and they prove
beyond question, that a considerable time before even Mr Estabrook's
Provisional specification had been filed at New-York, the Polygonal
shell had been proposed, experiments with it ordered, and, finally, the
plan officially approved and finally adopted by the Ordnance Depart-
ment throughout the Confederate States, upon the 6th September, 1862.
This is what is alleged, and not merely that "a drawing of it was sent
out of the C. S. A. Ordnance Office" at the above date, as stated by our
correspondent.

The " nameless officer," who is unquestionably the first inventor here,
is, we may add, a distinguished man of science, and with a reputation
extending even beyond America, and before the war held an important
professional chair at a Southern University.

—

Ed. P. M. J.

IMPROVED PADDLE WHEEL FOR STEAMERS.

Certain experiments I have recently tried, convince me that the
annexed improvement on the floats of paddle wheels will much increase

the speed of steam ships. The improvement consists in having double
floats, as shown in the subjoined engraving, each pair being joined
together at their inner edges. The radial arms, A, between the rings,

represent the ends of

the old or common
floats ; the new floats,

b, slope out backwards,
or towards the outer

ring, at an angle of nearly
45 degrees. The effect

of this arrangement is

that the propellingpower
is greatly increased

because the double
floats take a better hold
of the water, than single

floats, while there is no
increase of back water,

owing to the new floats

being so acutely angled

;

this is evident, when it

is considered, that the

water between the two
leaves cannot be dis-

placed in an upward direction ; consequently, the resistance of the

water makes the rate of propulsion nearer to the speed of the wheel
itself than the paddles at present in use. The additional floats can be
readily applied to any old paddle wheel, and there can be no doubt as

to an increase of speed and consequent saving in many respects.

As a matter of course, fewer double floats will be necessary around
the wheel.—Yours truly,

Andrew Carrick.
14 Holmhead Street,

Glasgow, 6th October, 1863.

We insert Mr Carrick's correspondence, as he asserts he has proved
the advantage of his improved floats from experiments, although we
have always thought that for large paddle wheels not too deeply

immersed, that the best feathering float was the stepped one, as nearly

radially as they were practially able to be fixed on each side of the arms of

the wheel; as when the angle of the blade is made to recede or advance
much towards the outer edge, from that of the true radial line, it tends

to strike or lift the water on entering or emerging respectively accord-

ing to the direction of the angle ; while the floats of wheels of small

diameter and those deeply immersed are best to be on the true feather-

ing principle, as worked out long ago by David Napier, Esq., and
others.

—

Ed.
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PROPELLING CARRIAGES AND VESSELS BY THE REACTION
OF STEAM AND WATER IN A STATE OF MOTION.

About two thousand years ago, Hero of Alexandria and bis coadjutors

constructed small steam boilers, termed "aelopiles," which were sup-

parted upon wheels, and were propelled by a jet of steam issuing in a

direction contrary to the progressive motion of the carriage.

The same scheme was revived by Sir Isaac Newtou in the year 1680,

and intended for carrying passengers on common roads ; but it is

believed that it was never attempted upon a large scale.

In the year 1824, Professor Lesslie, of Edinburgh, constructed a small

copper boat, about 30 inches long and 7 inches wide, which he propelled

by a small steam boiler, about 6 inches diameter, which discharged a

jet of steam from a nozzle l-30th of an inch in diameter, in the direction

of the stern, and which the professor exhibited in a trough of water in

the Natural Philosophy Class-Room of the University of Edinburgh
;

ihe speed of the boat was extremely slow, being at the rate of little

more than half-a-mile per hour. The professor advocated the round,

bluff hows, recommended by Chapman of the Swedish navy, and others,

as the best form for lessening the resistance, and, accordingly, the

steamer was similar in the entrance lines to one of our old men-of-war.

The leading error committed by Professor Lesslie, as well as

Sir Isaac Newton and the Alexandrian philosophers, was in not taking

advantage of the high speed of the issuing steam: on the well-known
principle.of virtual velocities ; had they geared down the speed of the

impelling power by suitable means, say twenty or thirty times, to suit

the moderate speed of the boat, their plans would have been attended

with better results.

About 130 years ago, Mr Allan, of London, proposed employing
steam power to pump water into a reservoir like a steamer's funnel, and
allowing it to flow out in the direction of the stern, which had the effect

of reducing the speed of the issuing fluid, and thereby increasing the

thrust, and was a step in the right direction.

About twenty-two years ago, the writer made a number of experi-

ments at Dunbar, in Haddingtonshire, with a model steamer, about

6 feet long and 8 inches beam ; the steam was supplied by a small

copper boiler, fitted with a cluster of vertical tubes filled with water,

and the fire impinging on the outside of the tubes ; the small inclined

engine had a cylinder If inch diameter and 3 inch stroke, and operated

upon paddle-wheels 9 inches diameter, and these wheels were raised in

diameter area of floats and immersion, so as to obtain the best result

;

the paddle wheels were then disconnected, and the same steam power ap-

plied in the most direct manner to work a double action force pump same
size as the steam cylinder, and it was found, when the boat had the same
displacement, the boiler lamp the same size and number of wicks, and
the same oil, that the speed of the boat was very slightly less thau that

obtained from the paddle-wheels, viz., three-and-a-half miles per hour.

The writer had the honour of exhibiting the boat propelled by the

pump before the Earl of Haddington, who was then first Lord of the

Admiralty, and was followed up with an official correspondence ; but

the writer being unable to persuade his lordship to give it a trial upon
a larger scale, the subject was dropped, after having expended (including

my own time) about a hundred pounds on experiments. J. S.

Woolwich, Oct , 1863.

H.M. FIRST-CLASS STEAM FRIGATE AEETHUSA.
When Queen Victoria first visited the Scottish metropolis, about twenty-

one years ago, nearly one-half of the royal squadron had to put into

Berwick-upon-Tweed to obtain a supply of fuel. The immense weight

and storage required for armament and store3 in war steamers limits

their capacity for carrying coal, so that every improvement tending to

the economisation of fuel is of the most primary importance to their

effective action and real value. These qualities being in fact the

measure of time during which such a ship can uninterruptedly keep the

sea.

The Arethusa,, one of the three competitive war ships ordered by the

Board of Admiralty to be fitted with expansive working engines, surface

condensers, and superheating apparatus, was originally a fifty-gun

sailing frigate, built at Pembroke in 1849, from the designs of

Sir Vv
r

. Symonds, and was only once in commission, viz., during the

Crimean war ; since then she has been laying in ordinary in the river

Medway. About two years ago, she was lengthened about 60 feet in

the middle at Chatham dockyard, and fitted in Sheerness basin with a

pair of experimental engines of 500 nominally horse-power by
Messrs Penn & Son, of Greenwich. The engines are of the well-

known horizontal double trunk construction ; the two cylinders are 87

inches diameter, and 3i feet stroke, and the trunks are 2 feet 9 inches

diameter, and are lined with wood to check the loss of heat by radiation,

and their stuffing boxes are furnished with Jack's patent packing ; the

cylinder and slide cases are enveloped in steam jackets, and felted, and
completely bound in all round with wood covering ; the cylinders have
each four steam ports, 5 feet long and 1\ inches wide, and the central

exhaust port is 14 inches wide and 5 feet long. The stopping and
starting mechanism consists of a distinct hand wheel for each engine,
which actuates the link motion through the medium of a worm and
worm wheel and bell crank, by which the engines can be stopped in any
position. The orders from the bridge are communicated to the engine
room by means of a neatly arranged telegraph and bell, to call the
attention of the engineers on watch.
On the starboard side of the ship are the two large surface condensers,

fitted with solid drawn copper tubes off inch bore, ranged horizontally,

jointed to the end plates by small india rubber collars, which fit into a
recess, and embrace the tubes without gland screws. The steam sur-

rounds the tubes, by which means the vacuum tends to keep them tight.

The water is drawn through the interior of the tubes by means of two
double acting pumps, which are worked direct from the steam pistons

;

and on the same rods are the air pumps. There are also two feed

pumps for returning the condensed water to the boiler, which partake
of the same motion as the steam pistons, and these rods also work the
bilge pump.
The copper exhaust pipe connecting both engines is of a T shape, and

transmits the steam from both engines across the engine room by a
straight horizontal main, about 2 feet 3 inches diameter, making a very
neat arrangement.
The separate expansion valves are on the well known "gridiron"

construction, having eight openings \\ inches wide, and are worked by
an eccentric fixed immediately behind the slide eccentrics, and the
degree of expansion is varied by means of a slotted lever and pivot, by
which the steam can be cut off by an infinitesimal gradation, ranging
from 4 inch at the beginning to half stroke. The crank shaft is 16
inches diameter, to resist the heavy initial strain on the pistons, and to

obtain rigidity and smoothness of motion. There are four tubular
boilers, having collectively 16 furnaces, fired from midships, with a fore

and aft stoke hole. The boilers are similar in construction to those
already employed in the navy. The superheaters are situated at the
bottom of the "uptake," immediately over the upper row of tubes. The
tubes of the superheater, which are three inches diameter, are ranged
vertically, to facilitate the sponging. There are two donkey engines,

one of which is situated in the stoke hole, for filling or "alimenting"
the boilers, and the other in the wing of the engine room, for discharging
the bilge water, and for maintaining the vacuum in the condenser,
while the large engines are in a state of rest.

The condensed water from the safety valves is by means of a pump
returned to the boilers.

The ship is fitted with a Griffith's screw propeller, of gun metal,

about 18 feet diameter.

The coal magazines will contain about 400 tons of fuel in all ; and
from the improvements which Mr James Penn & Son have introduced,

it is believed that her daily expenditure of coal will not exceed 25 tons,

when going full power.
The engines throughout bear the stamp of simplicity, and they are

neatly proportioned, and remarkably well executed. The whole of the

parts are well kept in view, and are easy of access at all times while at

work.

Woolwich, Oct., 1863. J. S.

PROCEEDINGS OF SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES.

BRITISH ASSOCIATION.

Section A.

—

Mathematical and Physical Science.

Auqust 27.

" Report of the Committee on Electrical Standards," by Mr F. Jeakin.

—

The Committee report that the system of so-called absolute electrical units,

based on purely mechanical measurements, is the only system consistent w!t!i

our present knowledge, both of the relations existing between the various

electrical phenomena, and of the connection between these and the funda-

mental measurements of time, mass and space. The doubts felt as to the

accuracy with which this system could be reduced to practice have been dis-

pelled by the success of experiments made for the Committee by Prof. Maxwell,

Mr Stewart, and Mr Jenkin, on the measurement of the absolute resistance of

a conductor, by a method due to Prof. W. Thomson. Standard resistance coils

will shortly be issued based on these experiments, which will, however, be

repeated, with entirely new data, before this final step is taken, so as to avoid

every chance of error. The other electrical measurements in the absolute

system offer comparatively little difficulty. The Report contains a full explana-

tion of the absolute, or, as it might be called, the mechanical system, the

principles of which have hitherto been published only in a fragmentary form in

the papers of Weber, Thomson, Helmholtz, and others. It shows that this

system is simply founded on four equations, due respectively to Ohm, Faraday,

Joule and Thomson, and Weber. Besides the four electrical magnitudes—i.e.,

current, quantity, electromotive force and resistauce—these four equations

contain only mechanical measurements or quantities, which can be directly

expressed in terms of time, mass and space only. Hence these four equations
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furnish the means of expressing any one of the electrical magnitudes in terms

of these fundamental units only. The Report then proceeds to show how this

object is practically carried into effect, and especially explains in detail the

somewhat complicated and laborious experiments by which the absolute resis-

tance of a conductor has been successfully determined. The permanence of the

electrical resistance of wires has been tested for the Committee by Dr A.

Matthiessen, who reports that, during the past year, some specimens of all the

metals tested have varied, with the exception of platinum and an alloy of gold

and silver. Dr Matthiessen has unsuccessfully endeavoured to find an alloy

with a smaller variation of resistance, due to change of temperature, than the

platinum-silver alloy mentioned in his Report made to the Committee of the

preceding year. The admirable results obtained by Dr Werner Siemens in the

reproduction of standards by means of mercury, are next alluded to. These
experiments form a valuable guide in the choice of the material for the final

standard resistance. Passing to other electrical measurements, the Committee
report that Prof. W. Thomson has devised a standard gauge, by which a

standaid electromotive force or difference of potential may be represented.

He has also constructed an electrometer of great simplicity and accuracy, by
which electromotive force or difference of potential may be directly measured.

These or similar instruments will be found as essential to the practical

electrician as standards of resistance and sets of resistance coils. If re-

appointed, the Committee propose to continue many of the experiments
already begun, and to undertake others of importance to electrical science.

Thus they propose to construct a standard galvanometer, by which the absolute

value of currents may be directly obtained, and to issue electro-dynamometers
compared with the standard instruments, and so constructed as directly to give,

by their deflection, the value of any current in absolute measure. They also

propose, with Dr Joule's assistance, to investigate the heat developed in a wire
of known absolute resistance with a known absolute current—an experiment
which will furnish a new and accurate determination of the mechanical equiva-

lent of heat.

tl Report of the Committee on Fog Signals," by the Rev. Dr Robinson.

—

The Committee, consisting of the Rev. Dr Robinson, Prof. Wheatstone,
Dr Gladstone, and Prof. Hennessy, was appointed at Manchester, to confer as

to experiments on fog-signals, and to act as a deputation to the Board of Trade,
in order to impress on that body the importance of inquiries on the subject.

The matter was discussed by them at several meetings of the Committee, both
in reference to what is practically known of it, and to methods which, though
yet untried, seem to promise better results than any now in use. After mature
deliberation, in which they have to acknowledge the valuable aid of Admirals
FitzRoy and Washington, it was considered most advisable to embody in a
memorial to the President of the Board of Trade, the facts which the Com-
mittee had collected, to point out how defective is our knowledge of many
things connected with the efficiency of these signals, and to indicate the nature
of the experiments which are necessary to complete that knowledge. In
accordance with this decision, Dr Robinson was requested to draw up the
memorial, which is given at length in the Report, and will be printed in the
next volume of the Association Reports. This was presented to the Right
Hon. T. Milner Gibson, M.P., on June 18, 1863. It would be nearly im
possible to abstract this very elaborate and lucid memorial, nor would it be of

much use, as, after considerable delay, it was intimated that it had been referred

to the Elder Brethren of the Trinity House ; and upon another application to

this body, after a reasonable interval, a reply was received, couched in

ambiguous language, but intimating that they agreed with the report of Prof.

Faraday, which was known to be unfavourable to the objects of the memorial.
But the Committee express a conviction that when the reasonings on which
that gentleman has based his opinions are known, they will not be accepted by
the public as a satisfactory excuse for the inertia of this powerful body in a
matter which touches so deeply, not merely the commercial interests of the
nation, but even the common instincts of humanity. The Committee has been
re-appointed, and requested to persevere.

u Interim Report on Molecular Physics," by Dr G. J. Stoney.

"Interim Report on Thermo-EIectrical Phenomena," by Mr F. Jenkin.

The Able Moigno exhibited and explained, on the part of MM. Bourdon and
Salleron, an apparatus called an " Injector of Solids." The apparatus consisted
of two communicating air vessels,—one of glass, the other the air-vessel of a
small air-gun, the barrel of which was directed towards a valve in the metallic
end of the glass receiver. Two small manometers, on the principle of the
aneroid barometer, served to mark the state of condensation of the air in these
receivers, and a cock between them enabled the operator to cut off the com-
munication between them. On charging the air-pump receiver with only two
atmospheres, but the glass receiver with even four atmospheres, the bullet
driven by the first along the barrel of the air-gun, was found to have acquired
/orce sufficient to open the valve kept closed by four atmospheres and enter
and show itself in the glass receiver. The Abbe stated that this little instru-

i ment exhibited with a solid bullet the principle on which water could be in-

jected through a long pipe into, and feed, a boiler in which the steam had a
considerably higher tension than that employed to project the water.

11 Researches on the Moon," by Prof. Phillips.

" On Sun Spots and their Connection with Planetary Configuration,*' by Mr
B. Stewart.

"On the Path of a Meteoric Fireball relatively to the Earth's Centre," by
Prof. Coffin.

11 On the Changing ColourB of the Star 95 Herculis," by Prof. C. Piazzi
Smyth.

" On a New Revolving Scale for Measuring Curved Lines," by Mr H.
Schlagintweit.— This instrument consisted of a small brass wheel revolving in
a short handle, the circumference about two inches round, having a number of

very short steel pins inserted radially, the number depending on the scale to

which it was desired to measure the curve ; and the side of the wheel having
graduations corresponding to the pins on the circumference, the zero and other

remarkable divisions being distinguished from the lesser graduations. The
author entered into a minute detail of the several graduations it would be

desirable to adopt to suit English, French, and German measures required for

maps, courses of rivers, routes of travellers, and meterological and other curves

requiring to be measured or reduced to particular scales. He also entered into

a comparison of this little roulette with *' Elliott's Opisometer," and the more
complicated apparatus invented by Doppler k Jacquard, pointing out the
simplicity and advantages of his own.

" On some Phenomena produced by the Refractive Power of the Eye," by
Mr A. Claudet.—This paper was to explain several effects of the refraction

through the eye, one of which is, that objects situated a little behind us, are

seen as if they were on a straight line from right to left. Another, that the

pictures of external objects which are represented on the retina, are included

in an angle much larger than one-half of the sphere at the centre of which the

observer is placed ; from this point of view a single glance encompasses a vast

and splendid panotama extending to an angle of 200°. This is the result of

the common law of refraction. All the rays of light passing through the cornea
to the crystalline lens are more and more refracted in proportion to the angle

at which they strike the spherical surface of the cornea. Consequently, the

only objects which aie seen in their true position are those entering the eye in

the direction of the optic axis. By this refraction the rays which enter the

eye at an angle of 90°, are bent at 10°, and appear to come from an angle of

80°. This phonomenon produces a very curious illusion. When we are

lighted by the sun, the moon, or any other light, if we endeavour to place

ourselves in a line with the light and the shadow of our body, we are surprised

to find that the light and the shadow seem not to be connected at all, and that,

instead of being in a line, they appear bent to an angle of 160° instead of 180 %
so that we see both the light and the shadow a little before us, where they are

not expected to be. The eye refracts the line formed by the ray of light, and
the shadow and the effect is like that of the stick, one half of which being
immersed in water, appears crooked or bent into an angle at the point of im-

mersion. This enlargement of the field of vision to an angle of 200°, is one of

those innumerable and wonderful resources of nature by which the beauty of

the effect is increased. Our attention is called to the various parts of the

panorama which appear in any way a desirable point of observation, and we are

warned of any danger from objects coming to us in the most oblique direction.

These advantages are particularly felt in our crowded towns, where we are

obliged to be constantly on the look-out for all that is passing around us.

August 28.

" On the Focal Adjustment of the Eye," by Mr B. S. Proctor.

" On the Star Chromatoscope," by Mr A. Claudet.

11 On Transmutation of Spectral Rays," by Dr Akin.

The Abbe* Moigno exhibited and described M. Soleil's Tenebroscope, for

illustrating the invisibility of light. It is well known to scientific men,
although the general public do not sufficiently appreciate the fact, that light in

itself is invisible unless the eye be so placed as to receive the rays as they
approach it, or unless some object be placed in its course, from whose surface

the light may be reflected to the eye, which will generally thus give notice of

the presence of that object. Thus, if the strong beam of sunlight be admitted
into a darkened chamber through a small opening and received on some
blackened surface placed against the opposite wall, the entire chamber will

remain in perfect darkness, and all the objects in it invisible, except in as far

as small motes floating in the air mark the course of the sunbeam by reflecting

portions of its light. Upon projecting a fluid or small dust across the course of
the beam its presence also becomes perceptible. The instrument exhibited
consisted of a tube with an opening at one end to be looked into, the other end
closed, the inside well blackened, and a wide opening across the tube to admit
strong light to pass only across. On looking in, all is perfectly dark, but a
small trigger raises at pleasure a small ivory ball into the course of the rays,

and its presence instantly reveals the existence of the crossing beam by reflect-

ing a portion of its light.

" On the Newcastle Time- Gun," by Prof. C. Piazzi Smyth.—After referring

to the exertions of the British Association from its earliest years on the subject

of accurate time-signals, and to many efforts in the same direction by citizens

of Newcastle, the author traced the gradual rise of the time-ball system from
its origin by Capt. Wauchope, R.N., to its full improvement, at Greenwich,
under the present Astronomer Royal, whoBe admirable additions of " electric-

trigger" and " clock-drop" opened up a possibility of improved accuracy and
certainty, as well as a great extension in the distance which might intervene
between the scientific observatory and the popular signalling apparatus, under
which improved system subsidiary time-balls have been dropped, and are still

daily dropped from Greenwich, at Charing Cross, Deal, and Portsmouth. A
time-ball had also been dropped at Liverpool from Greenwich, but the distance
having been found too great to ensure regularity, it has since been withdrawn
in favour of the time-ball worked by the local Observatory of Liverpool with
eminent accuracy and success. In the meantime, the Royal Observatory of
Edinburgh, long since provided with excellent meridian instruments, and
publishing its Observations, began a time-ball service, on the improved Green-
wich system as to form of apparatus, in 1852 ; hut finding that this did not
satisfy all the requirements of the locality, the Observatory entered into the

proposal by the public of Edinburgh for firing a time-^wn, which was accord-

ingly commenced in 1861, and has been continued ever since, being regulated
by the same species of electric influence from the Edinburgh Observatory which
controls the drop of the local time ball there. The result of the comparison of

the two system?, which has now been going on in Edinburgh for three years,

has been eminently in favour of the gun, which, besides all its peculiar advan-
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tages as an audible signal, available in all weathers, thick as well as clear, has

been found to form a visible signal also, more easily seeu at a great distance

than the time-ball, and constituting a more sudden, instantaneous, and unmis-
takable signal, than the gradual descent of the hall. These being the practical

results of the actual trial, it is no wonder that Newcastle, on establishing a
signal at all, has preferred a time-gun to a time-ball. The chief merit of bring-

ing about this establishment in Newcastle-upon-Tyne was attributed to Mr N.
J. Holmes, Engineer of the Universal Private Telegraph Company, assisted,

not only by the local establishments of that company in Newcastle, but by the

possession of his friend Prof. Wheatstone's magneto-electric exploder, the

most convenient and powerful electrical means of exploding distant charges of

gunpowder that has ever yet been invented. The next most important service

was rendered by the Electric and International Telegraph Company, who, in

the cause of an improvement of time-signals, at once expressed themselves
most ready to lend the use of their " trough-wire," extending uninterruptedly

between Edinburgh and Newcastle, a distance of 120 miles; they also most
liberally, and at their own expense, established local wires to connect one end
of their wire with the Royal Observatory, Edinburgh, and the other with the

office of the Universal Private Telegraph Company in Newcastle, where the

exploders are stationed ; and whence exploding currents (liberated by the
galvanic signal of the corrected clock of the Edinburgh Observatory) are des-

patched to produce ignition of the charge in the gun on the Old Castle of New-
castle, and also that of a still larger gun on the Barrack Hill of North Shields.

The original Edinburgh galvanic current is also further transmitted through a

wire of the Magnetic Telegraph Company to Sunderland, where it liberates

another exploder current for a gun just established in that important town.
Three guns are thus fired in this part of the country by the electric current
fro:n the Edinburgh Observatory ; and on a summation of the several small re-

tarding influences which are experienced by the current in traversing the distance

of 120 miles, and securing the explosion of the guns placed thereabout, it is con-
sidered that they amount to a smaller quantity than the one-tenth part of a second,

by which amount the governing clock at Edinburgh is made to send the current

too soon. In this manner the Newcastle guns are by no means behind the

Edinburgh gun itself; and the principle of time-guns is extending so rapidly,

that arrangements are now almost complete for firing two guns in Glasgow
and Greenock, also by electric signal from the Edinburgh Observatory, making
six guns fired from that scientific and chronometric centre of North Britain.

u On a Printing Telegraph," by Prof. D. E. Hughes.
" On BcnellPs Printing Telegraph," by Mr W. Cook.

" A New Form of Syrene," exhibited and described by Mr W. Ladd.

"An Acoustic Telegraph," exhibited and described by Mr W. Ladd.

"An Electro-Motive Engine," exhibited and described by Mr W. Ladd.

—

The electro-motive machine, exhibited and described by Mr Ladd, consisted of
two coils forming a powerful electro-magnet, revolving on an axis parallel to

the axes ot these coils, and at equal distances between them. On the stand
foHr pillars, forming coils, were planted in the circumference of a circle round
the revolving electro-magnet, and at such a. distance from it as just to permit
its free motion. By a simple contrivance, similar to the commutator, the
electric current was so transmitted and reversed as to make each of the pillar

coils a magnet, with the pole it presented to that of the revolving coil as it

approached it, of the opposite name, south or north, but the instant it passed,
reversing it into one of the same name ; thus, while advancing, it is attracted,
but the instant it begins to retire, repelled, and so a constant motive force is

applied to keep it revolving. The engine exhibited was mounted with bevel
wheels, earning an axle, on which a cord could wind up a weight of some
pounds. It was also furnished with a friction break, by which its power,
which was, even with only two Grove's cells, considerable, could be exactly
measured.

" On the Distances of the Planets," by Mr R. S. Browne.

" On the Electrical Resistance and the Electrification of Gutta-Percha and
India-Rubber under varying Pressures, extending to 300 Atmospheres," by Mr
C. W. Siemens.—The pressures were produced by a powerful hydraulic press.
Mr Siemens found, by experiment, the resistance of gutta-percha, or, in popular
language, its insulating power, .increased as the pressure increased, and the
rate of increase was found to be greater the higher the pressure. At 300
atmospheres the resistance was nearly three times that observed at atmospheric
pressure. When the pressure was removed, the resistance immediately fell to
nearly its original amount, and after some time regained the original resistance
exactly. The resistance of india-rubber, on the contrary, was found to decrease
with an increase of pressure, but the rate of decrease tended to become con-
stant ; when the pressure was removed, a kind of rebound occurred, for the
resistance immediately rose to more than its original amount, but after some
time again fell to it3 fir3t condition. It might be thought that this effect in
india-rubber was due to the introduction of water into its mass under high
})ressure, whereas gutta-percha might be supposed to resist this kind of perco-
ation. This view was, however, shown to be untenable ; since, when a wire
was first covered with india-rubber and then with gutta-percha, the change of
resistance due to the increase of pressure was a mean between the results
obtained with gutta-percha and india-rubber separately. The effect on the
apparent resistance of the insulators by continued electrification, first published
by Mr Fleeming Jenkin at the Aberdeen Meeting of the Association, was next
alluded to. Mr Jenkin found that the decrease of the, current passing through

'a percha, due to electrification, was constant at all temperatures, and
independent of the change of resistance due to this cause. Mr Siemens had
found the same result with the change of resistance due to change of pressure.

"Report on Luminous Meteors.
No. is&_Vol. XVI.

August 29.

by Mr Glaisher.

"Interim Report on the Vertical Motion of Currents of Air," by Prof.

Hennessy,
t( On a Proof of the Dioptric and Actinic Quality of the Atmosphere at a

High Elevation," by Prof. C. Piazzi Smyth.—The chief object of the astro-

nomical experiment on the Peek of Teneriffe in 1856 was to ascertain the

degree of improvement of telescopic vision, when both telescope and observer
were raised some two miles vertically in the air. Distinct accounts have,
therefore, already been rendered as to the majority of clouds being found far

below the observer at that height, and to the air there being dry, and in so

steady a state and homogeneous a condition, that stars, when viewed in a

powerful telescope with a high magnifying power, almost always presented
clear and well-defined minute discs, surrounded with regularly-formed rings

—

a state of things which is the very rare exception at our observatories near the
sea-level. Quite recently, however, the author has been engaged in magnifying
some of the photographs which he took in Teneriffe in 1856, at various eleva-

tions, and he finds in them an effect depending on height, which adds a remark-
ably independent confirmation to his conclusions from direct telescopic obser-

vations. The nature of the proof is on this wise : at or near the sea-level a
photograph could never be made to show the detail on the side of a distant hill,

no matter how marked the detail might really be by rocks and cliffs illuminated

by strong sunlight; even the application of a microscope brought out no other
feature than one broad, faint, and nearly-uniform tint. But on applying the
microscope to photographs of distant hills taken at a high level in the atmos-
phere, an abundance of minute detail appeared, and each little separate
" returna" bush could be distinguished on a hill-side 4£ miles from the camera.
Specimens of these photographs thus magnified have been introduced into the
newly-published volume of the Edinburgh Astronomical Observations, four of

them being silver-paper prints, and the fifth a press-print from a photoglyphic
plate, kindly prepared and presented by Mr Fox Talbot.

" Description of a Solar Eye-piece," invented by Mr Dawes.
" On the Relationship between the Variation of the Eccentricity of the

Earth's Orbit and the Moon's Mean Motion in Longitude," by the Rev. Dr E.
Hincks.

" On the Connection that exists between Admiral FitzRoy's ( Caution
Telegrams' and the Luminosity of Phosphorus," by Dr Moffat.

THE LONDON ASSOCIATION OF FOREMEN ENGINEERS.

The October meeting of this society took place on the night of the 3rd ult., at

35 St Swithin's Lane, City. Mr Joseph Newton, of the Royal Mint, in the
chair ; and the minutes were read and confirmed. A communication was read
from M. Achard, C.E., in reference to sundry queries which had been put,

but not answered, when, a month before, Mr Gettliffe communicated his

Paper on " Boiler Explosions and Railway Accidents." It will be re-

membered that M. Achard's apparatus, then described, was intended for the
mainteuance of the feed at a constant level in steam boilers ; and the first

of the queries ran as follows:—" If the float, refusing to act, causes the
index to remain at zero, while the water falls in the boiler, how can
the alarum bell, in consequence of the non-interruption of the electric

current be made to give the required signal? " The answer to this objection
was, that in M. Achard's arrangement a stone float was immersed in the water
with a counterpoise on an exterior shaft. The articulation consisted in the
friction of a steel roller on a plane of polished cast iron, instead of the old

stuffing-box system, which was in many respects imperfect and liable to de-
rangement. The resistance of the rolling friction was insignificant as compared
with the gravitation of the s,tone float, and with that of the exterior counter-
poise weight. The float known as " Bourdon's " also neutralized the objection
raised ; for it was scarcely possible for it to refuse to work freely, and it indicated
alterations in the water level to the minute difference of l-24th of an inch.

In reply to the second question raised— " Would it not be possible to cause
the conducting wire to pass through the boiler, and communicate directly with
the float?" M. Achard stated that the plan would be quite practicable. He
had carried it out with success at Lyons, in the manufactory of Messrs Coignet.
In that case the conducting wire was subjected to continual friction, which
prevented oxidation, and the current circulated quite as freely as with Bourdon's
float. The disadvantage of the arrangement, however, was that it precluded
the application of an indicator on the face of the boiler, which was imperative
in France. The Bourdon float, therefore, superseded it, and it met every
requirement.
The third of the series of queries was— u Which would be the best and most

economical means of keeping the automatic regulator in operation during the
temporary stoppage of the machinery and the absence of the workmen ?" It

was replied that, in order to secure this desideratum, which had not escaped
the early consideration of the inventor of the regulator, he had at first added to

it a direct electrical bell, which rang the alarum by means of the circulation of

the electrical current, so that when the current no longer circulated for the
regulator, it circulated for the direct electrical alarum—this latter operating
notwithstanding the suspended action of the machinery. Of course the alarum
in such case might be fixed in any convenient place—the office of the manager
of the factory, for example. It had been found that this was but an extra pre-
caution, which it was not absolutely essential to take, for the water in the
boiler never descended, during such temporary suspension, more than an
eighth or a quarter of an inch. A little reflection, indeed, would show that
when an engine was stopped pro tern., the index of the regulator pointing to

zero, could not, owing to the non-consumption of steam, decrease more in

height than had been stated.

The explanations of M. Achard having been given, the chairman referred to

the loss which the association had sustained by the decease of one of its

honorary members, Mr William Buckle of the Mint. Mr Newton read a brief

sketch of the deceased's life and career as an engineer. Mr Buckle was born

2 r
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at Alnwick, Northumberland, on July 29th, 1794, and educated at Hull,

in Yorkshire. Soon after be had left school his parents removed to

London, and he was apprenticed to Messrs Woolf and Edwards, millwrights

and engineers, of Lambeth. His conduct during his apprenticeship was exem-
plary, and his evenings were spent, for the most part, at a drawing school in

Finsbury. In the year 1817 Mr Buckle went, at the instance of Messrs
Humphrys, to Memel, to establish steamboats on the rivers and lakes of Prussia,

under the patronage of the Prince of Hardenburg. Whilst in that country he
was fortunate enough to save from drowning a young lady of the Prince's

family ; and received for his conduct a gold medal. He remained at Memel for

four years, and returning at the end of that time to England, was entrusted

with the charge of the engines of the first steam mail packet between Eng-
land and Ireland via Holyhead and Dublin, under the then Postmaster-General,
Sir Francis Freeling. He was afterwards engaged by Messrs Boulton and
Watt as manager of their engine works at Soho, where he remained for the

space of 33 years, enjoying during that lengthened period the friendship of his

employers. In 1851, Mr Buckle, having followed to the grave the original

partners of the eminent firm in question, transferred his services to the Royal
Mint, important changes were at that time being there made. A Royal Com-
mission had recommended the removal from their posts of the Company of

Moneyers, and the Government acting upon the recommendation, pensioned
them oft, and Mr Buckle was appointed one of the principal executive officers.

That post he occupied up to the day of his death, although failing health had,

for many months, prevented his active performance ot duty. During those

months the reader of this brief sketch officiated at the Mint for his disabled

friend. No one has been able more fully -to appreciate his kindly disposition, and
practical talent. It would be possible to enumerate many remarkable
mechanical works in which Mr Buokle was engaged during his managerial
career at Soho ; but as it was likely that these would be referred to at length
in a memoir which was being prepared for publication, it was not necessary to

particularize them.
Mr T. Miller then read a very elaborate paper on an " Entirely new Method

of Coating Telegraph Wires," illustrated by diagrams, and of much interest.

Mr Miller proposes to cut sheets of india-rubber from blocks in such a manner
that the knife-cuts or corrugations shall run in a longitudinal direction, or

nearly so, with the sheet. He has constructed apparatus for preparing the

strips for the covering machines, as well as these machines. In the latter,

the principal points of improvement consist in the employment of sets of

hollow spindles placed one within the other, and driven at different speeds.

Another arrangement is the drawing or stretching apparatus mounted on
spindles and to act independently of the friction of the bobbin on its spindle.

One main characteristic of this series of ingenious contrivances is the applica-

tion of a current of electricity, by the action of which the working of the cover-

ing machine will be automatically stopped, when the insulation is imperfect.

The Chairman remarked that he had rarely heard a more complete descrip-

tion of a variety of ingenious combinations of machinery for the effecting of an
important object than that which he had just listened to. In every way Mr
Miller deserved their thanks—in the first place, for the demonstration of his

skill as a mechanic and draughtsman ; and in the next, for the clear and intel-

ligible manner in which he had put the Whole subject before the meeting.

THIS ASSOCIATION FOR THE PREVENTION OF STEAM BOILER
EXPLOSIONS.

At the last ordinary Meeting of the Committee of this Association, Mr L. E.

Fletcher, chief engineer, presented his usual Monthly Report:—
"During the past month there have been examined 319 engines and 471

boilers. Of the latter, 4 have been examined specially, 4 internally, 49
thoroughly, and 414 externally, in addition to which 1 of these boilers has been
tested by hydraulic pressure. The following defects have been found in the

boilers examined: — Fracture, 5 (2 dangerous); corrosion, 16 ; safety valves out

of order, 2; water gauges ditto, 20 (1 dangerous); pressure gauges ditto, 10;
feed apparatus ditto, 2 (I dangerous); blow-out apparatus ditto, 14; fusible

plugs ditto, 8; furnaces out of shape, 1. Total, 78 (4 dangerous). Boilers

without glass water gauges, 3 ; without blow-out apparatus, 21 ; without back
pressure valves, 17.

" Three boilers, not under the inspection of this Association have exploded
during the past month, from which four persons have been killed and three
others injured. One of the boilers has been personally examined siDce the
explosion, while this was prevented in the otter cases by distance. The follow-

ing is the monthly tabular statement :

—

11 Tabular Statement .of Explosions
' From August 21st, 1863, to September 29th, 1&G3, inclusive.

Progres-
sive No
tor 1868

Date. General Deschiftion of Boilee. Persons
Killed.

Persons
Injured.

Total.

30 Aug. 21.

Aug. 27.

Sept. 19.

Agricultural—Locomotive Type,

1

3

2

1

3

4

31 Ordinary Single-flue, or "Corn-

32 Balloon, or Haystack.

Chemical Evaporating Pan....

1
i 3

"No. 30 explosion, from which one person was killed and two others in-

jured, happened to an agricultural boiler, while at work at a farm, driving a

thrashing machine. It was not under the inspection of this Association.
"The boiler, which was about twelve years old, was a portable one, of the

multitubular locomotive type, and was worked at a pressure of about 40!b. per
square inch. It was stated at the inquest that the safety valve worked freely,

and that there was a due supply of water, the explosion being attributed entirely

to a defective plate in the firebox, which had been eaten away by corrosion,

until reduced to one-sixteenth of an inch in thickness. This plate had been
previously repaired, and at the time of the explosion was cracked through,
and though it had for some days been leaking in consequence, had yet been
worked on in that state.

u The owner of the boiler was brought in guilty of manslaughter, the jury
adding that they thought the appointment of a Government inspector to be
highly necessary.
" No. 32 explosion occurred to a new balloon or haystack boiler during the

operation of testing at the maker's yard. It had not been constructed for

raising steam for purposes of power, but was intended to be used as a chemical
evaporating pan or still. It was not under the inspection of this Association.

" The boiler— as another of similar construction and dimensions had recently
been—was proved with steam, in order to test the tightness of the joints.

The pressure, which appears to have been about 501b., being raised, not by
generating the steam within it by means of a fire underneath, but by com-
munication with another boiler in work, to which it was temporarily connected
for the purpose. Some five or six men were engaged upon it in caulking the

seams at the time of the explosion, four of whom were blown to a distance

from it ; one of them, who was killed upon the spot, being thrown upon the

root of a house about forty yards off, while two others died subsequently from
the injuries received. The boiler was laid upon its side during the test, and
gave way at the bottom, which was blown out entire, and thrown upon a roof

about 10 feet high and 13 yards distant, the shell rearing up on its dome end
and remaining in that position supported by a shear leg.

"Its dimensions were as follows :—The height was 11 feet, the dome, from

the appearance of which the term balloon boiler probably arose, was 9 feet 3

inches in diameter, and the base 8 feet 9 inches, while the cylindrical sides

were drawn in to 7 feet 9 inches in the waist. The bottom, like that of a

bottle, was concave, as is usual in these boilers, and rose 18 inches at the

centre, in order to enable it to resist the downward pressure, being connected

to the sides of the shell by a 3-inch angle iron, half an inch thick. The plates,

which were from seven-sixteenths to half an inch in thickness throughout, were
some of them second-hand, those forming the dome being new, the remainder

having been used in a boiler before. They had, however, been worked to their

new shape, their edges sheared, and the holes punched afresh. The rivets,

which were three-quarters of an inch in diameter, were centred from one and
seven-eighths to two inches apart, and the general workmanship appeared

satisfactory.
14 The rent between the bottom and sides of the boiler had occurred, for the

most part, at the lower ring seam of rivets in the cylindrical portion of the shell,

but not altogether so, some portion of the rent running through the rivet holes

at the outer edge of the circular bottom plate ; while, from the upward position

in which the latter was thrown by the explosion, it appeared most probable

that the rent had commenced at that part of the boiler which lay nearest the

ground at the time of the explosion, and thus, from the position of the fractures,

must have started at the cylindrical part, and not at the bottom plate. The
reason of this is not very apparent—since there were two other ring seams of

rivets in the cylindrical portion of the boiler which were quite uninjured,

although subjected to the same direct pull, which, after allowing for the rivet

holes, did not amount to two tons per square inch of metal, added to which,

the longitudinal strain thrown upon these circular seams in cylindrical boilers,

is only half of that which occurs in the transverse direction, so that it is

difficult to account for the rent selecting the lower ring seam of rivets, or

indeed for its occurring at all.

" Whether, however, the rent in question was due to some undetected flaw

in the iron, or whether the plates had been crippled in being brought together,

which is too frequently the case, or whether an unfair strain was caused by the

springing of the bottom plate, which, although arched eighteen inches in the

centre, was yet fiat as compared with the hemispherical top, or whatever may
have been the cause that started the rent, one thing is certain—that the

application ot the hydraulic test would have detected and exposed the weakness,

prevented the explosion, and saved the three lives.^ It is, therefore, again

earnestly recommended that in all similar cases this precaution should be

adopted; and it is trusted that it will not be necessary for any further additions

to be made to the list of fatal explosions—alreadly sadly too long—before the

adoption of the simple and inexpensive hydraulic test becomes universal."

SOCIETY OF ARTS.

The Council of the Society of Arts held a meeting at Burlington House on

Thursday, the 22d ult, when they elected his Royal Highness the Prince of

Wales a member, and also appointed his Royal Highness to the office of

President of the Institution, now vacant by the decease of Mr Tooke, who
succeeded the late Prince Consort as President of the Society of Arts,

MONTHLY NOTES.

MARINE MEMORANDA.
The Achilles is to be furnished with four masts, and should the results of the

experimental trials be satisfactory, a similar rig will be adopted in future ves-
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sels of her size and class. The iron masts have been received at Chatham from

the firm at Chepstow by which they were manufactured, and are now placed

temporarily on board two of the sailing vessels in the ordinary until required to

be shipped" on board the Achilles. The foremast is 10411. in length, and 2ft.

Sin in diameter ; the second mast is 103ft. Sin. in length, and 3ft. 4in. in dia-

meter; the mainfast measures 121ft. 5in., with a diameter of 3ft. 4in. ; and

mizen mast 84ft., and 2ft. 2in. in diameter. All the masts are hollow, and will

serve as ventilators between decks. The bowsprit is of wood, and in this

respect differs from that of the Royal Oak, and other iron-clad ships, which

have their bowsprits of iron. Its length is 37ft. 9in., and diameter 2ft. 8in.

The main yard is 105ft. in length, with a circumference of 6ft. 3in., and the

yard of the second mast is of the same dimensions. The fore main yard is 71ft.

In length, and the cross-jack-yard of the mizen mast the same length. The
spanker boom is exactly 70ft. in length.

The drawings and plans for Mr Reed's new iron frigate Bellerophon, proposed

to be constructed at Chatham, have been prepared by the draughtsman at that

dockyard from the designs sent down from the office of the chief constructor at

Whitehall, in readiness for the immediate commencement of that vessel on the

completion of the Achilles, which occupies the same dock at Chatham as that in

which the new iron frigate is intended to be built. In the construction of the

Bellerophon, several important improvements will be introduced by Mr Reed,

the result of the experience acquired during the progress of the Achilles,

Research, and other iron ships of war now building. The thickness it is pro-

posed to make the sides of the Bellerophon has not yet been determined, the

Admiraltv awaiting the result of some experiments which are to be made upon
a target constructing by the Millwall Ironworks Company before this is finally

decided upon. The target which is now under construction is formed of 10in.

iron frames, about 2ft. apart, covered first with iron nearly 2in. thick, then

with teak 12m. in thickness, and finally with Gin. armour-plating. The utmost

confidence is entertained that this construction of sides will exceed in shot-

resisting strength every other system hitherto actually adopted in any ship yet

built; and should the proposed arrangement be found to succeed on the occa-

sion of the trial, the BtUerophon will be built after the same model, and covered

in exactly the same manner fiom stem to stern. The Admiralty have deter-

mined to fit the Bellerophon with engines of the most powerful description, in

order that she may steam at least 14 knots per hour, and this, coupled with her

enormous strength and her shot-resisting power, will render her by far the

most formidable of the iron vessels yet constructed.

Her Majesty's paddle-wheel sloop Salamander, 6 guns, 818 tons, 220-horse

power, master in charge Vernon Jones, having undergone thorough and exten-

sive repairs, and been fitted with new boilers in Sheerness dockyard, was taken

to the measured mile off Maplin Sands, the other day, for the final trial of

her eneines previous to being commissioned. In the absence (on leave) of

Capt. "W. K. Hall, C.B., commanding the Sheerness steam reserve, the vessel

was in charge of Commander Arthur Barrow, of the Cumberland • Mr W.
Rumble, inspector of machinery afloat, and Mr G. Blaxland, chief engineer of

Sheerness dockyard, superintended the working of the machinery. The per-

formance of the vessel was fully equal to the greatest expectations regarding

her, and was indeed all that could be expected. She attained a true mean
speed of 6721 knots an hour, wilh 18-16 revolutions of engines per minute;

pressure of steam, 13; load on safety valve, 13 ; vacuum, starboard, 26
;
port,

25£; draught of water, loft. llin. forward, 15ft. lOin. aft; diameter of wl.eel,

20ft. ; immersion of floats, 2ft. 2io. The circle was turned at full boiler power
in 5m. 30s., helm starboard 33 degrees, diameter of circle 460ft. ; the half circle

was turned, wilh helm starboard 30 deg., in 2min. 20sec. ; with, helm port 30

deg., in 2min. 22sec. Owing to the rough 3tate of the sea (the force of wind
being from 7 to 8), no trials were made at half-boiler power. The Salamander
returned to her moorings in Sheerness harbour the same evening, and is now
awaiting the pennant. She has been fitted with Allen's engine-room telegraph,

and also a tell-tale, to announce the direction of the engines, by Messrs Raven-

hill & Co., who supplied her engines. Her Armstrong guns are all on board.

Steamsijip Bcildixg on the Clyde.—Messrs Randolph, Elder, & Co. have

completed the Cldle for the Pacific Steam Navigation Company ; she is the

first of three large steamships ordered by the company from the same firm.

The Chile, which has been fitted with double cylinder engines of 400-horse

power, will leave th? Mersey on the 15th, to take her station on the company's
main line between Panama and Valparaiso. In running from the Clyde to the

Mersey, she attained a mean speed of 13£ miles per hour, against a strong tide,

her engines working with an average pressure of 201b. of steam, and making
21 revolutions per minute. Annexed are the dimensions of the Chile, which is

1.600 ton3 burden:— Length between perpendiculars, 265ft.; beam, 36ft.;

depth, 24ft.—Messrs M'Nab & Co. have launched from their yard near Albert

harbour. Greenock, a screw steamer of 340 tons, named the Beatrice, and built

for the Bristol and Cork Steam Navigation Company. She will be provided

with engines* of 60-horse power by Messrs M'Nab.—A fine ocean screw, of 2U00

ton3 burden, just completed by Messrs W. Denny & Brothers, of Dumbarton,
has made a trial trip, at which she attained a speed of 13 miles per hour, her

engines working with great smoothness. The Infanta Ysabel is to be em-
ployed as one of the Spanish Koyal Mail steamers between Cadiz and Havannah.
She is a sister ship to the Principe Alfonso, built recently by Messrs Denny for

the same undertaking; and her dimensions are as follows:—Length, 270ft.

;

breadth, 38ft. ; depth to spar deck, 27ft. Her engines are of 400-borse power,

and she ha3 state rooms for about 350 first and second-class passengers, in

addition to accommodation for a large number of steerage passengers,

A notification has been received at Chatham dockyard that the Admiralty

have decided on constructing a squadron of iron gunboats, to take the place of

those wooden gunboats which nave been sent round from the Medway to

Deptfo: d dockyard for the purpose of being broken up. The new gunboats are

to be constructed on an entirely new system, from plans proposed to the
Admiralty by Mr Reed, the chief constructor of the navy. They will be

armour-plated, and will be driven by double screw propellers, each boat being
adapted to carry two heavy Armstrong guns. The design of the proposed
gunboats is at present being worked out at the Admiralty, and as soon as the
plans have been finally adopted by their Lordships, the construction of the pro-
posed squadron will be at once commenced.

The screw steam corvette Scylla, 21, which left Plymouth on the 6th ult. for

China, put back to the Sound on Friday night. She had experienced a con-
tinuance of very heavy -weather. On the 8th, during a heavy swell, she sprung
her fore and main topmasts. At midnight on the 9th, it blew so hard from
west and south-west, that she was placed under close-reefed topsails. On the
10th, her mizen topmast cross trees were carried away ; it was found that the
jibboom had sprung, and it was therefore woolded. On the 12th ult., at 5.50

a.m., in lat. 46 N., long. 8 30 W., it was blowing hard from the south-west,
when she shipped a heavy sea, which extended from her port cathead to the
mizen rigging, and increased the water in the hold to a depth of seven inches;
the ship then gave a lurch, to leeward, which rilled her starboard cutter and
jolly boat, and carried them off. In the afternoon the wind moderated, with a
heavy swell from the westward. On the 13th, during a fresh gale from the
south-west, Charles O'Niele, first-class boy, fell from the mizen chains, Over-

board. Lieut. Pringle, 4th, and a boat's crew of eight men, rescued him. On
the 14th, at 6 p.m., lat. 47 50 N. ; long. 9 34 WM wind south-west, a sail was
observed on the starboard bow right ahead ; at 6.50 a red light was seen close

to the starboard bow. The Scylla, which was on the port tack, having broken
off two points, kept the ship close to the wind. The stranger, which proved to

be the Duke of Wellington, then crossed the Scylla
1

s bows, and when about
two points on the port bow showed both her lights. The Scylla put her helm
hard a port, and came up in the wind. The ship, which was on the starboard

tack, struck the Scylla on the port bow, and fell off. While tacking, the Scylla

gathered sternway ; the Duhe of Wellington, having headway, struck the Scylla

again, abaft the main rigging, and forged ahead, carrying away her own bow-
sprit, foremast, and mainmast, and knocking holes in her bows, and grinding
along the Scylla's port side, carrying away her head sails, waist, and forecastle

nettings, breaking her main chains, and shoving her port sheet anchor inboard;
one gun waB so depressed that it left the dispart sticking in the upper portion

of the porthole. The ship then separated, and nothing more was seen of her,

but one of her crew was left on board the Scylla. She was under double-

reefed topsails and courses, jib, foretopmast staysail, and staysail. Charles
Deboo, 20, a native of Ostend, the man saved from the Duke of Wellington,

states that she belonged to Liverpool, and registered 721 tons. Commanded by
Capt. B. Brown, she was laden with railway iron, oil, and cutlery, and was
bound to Colombo. She left London on the 3d of September. At the time of

the collision, she was under close-reefed maintopsail, double-reefed mizentop-
sail, close-reefed foresail, foretopsail, and spanker. On the first contact, Deboo
jumped from the ship's jib-boom to the Scylla

1

s forecastle. He states that on
board the Dulte of Wellington they saw that a collision was inevitable, and
considered it better to run into the corvette, than to be run into by the ship.

The Scylla was towed into Hamoaze on Saturday, and placed alongside the

jetty, where she will discharge her powder; her sails were unbent, and her
defects will be made good forthwith,

The iron-built screw steamship Defence, 16, Capt. Augustus Pillimore. one
of the Channel squadron, was placed on Thursday in No. 1 dock in Keyhain
steam-yard. Her repairs are very unimportant, and will therefore be com-
pleted in a few days. When at Portsmouth she received in April or May last

a coating of Peacock and Buchan's composition, which appears to have had the

effect of retarding, if not of preventing, the growth of seaweed and the presence
of shellfish on the ship's bottom. As in most similar cases, light grass about
six inches long has appeared on the water line, but it did not extend below the
deep load line. All the other parts are remarkably clean, excepting some
isolated tufts of grass about half an inch in length. There is no appearance of
corrosion anywhere. She will now receive another coating of the same com-
position. During her recent cruise the Defence has given great satisfaction.

Her speed is slower than that of wooden ships, but above the average rate of
iron-plated ships. The utmost rolling extends to 15 deg., which is very
unusual; the average ranges being from 15 deg. to 20 deg. The Defence is

supplied with two bilge pieces on each side of the keel, which are intended to

counteract any propensity to roll. Her bowsprit (standing) is of iron, and
there is a proposal to replace it by a sliding bowsprit. The Hector, 34, has
one of that description. It seems absurd that a ship like the Defence, built for

a ram, should have ever been fitted with a standing iron bowsprit, which must
be in the way if ever there should be an effort made to use her for the purpose
of running down, besides which it might be convenient to reduce the weight
forward occasionally, which cannot bo done with a fixed bowsprit. The for-

ward weights in the Warrior have been greatly reduced since she was first

fitted. The Defence is supplied with two pairs of davits forward, by which
the anchors can be catted further aft when necessary. The comparative
lightness of her armament conduces much to the good qualities of the
ship when at sea. She has 16 68 and 100-pounders, two 32-pounders,
and four small guns. Her engines are of 600-horse power, and during
the late trip, when under steam only, as much as 10 -8 knots per hour
have been made. Under steam and canvas she has, during a heavy
squall, run for a few minutes at the rate of 15 knots. She is peculiarly

rigged, having a standing lower topsail-yard, parallel to the cap, above which
is a Cunningham's patent topsail. The Resistance is said to be the only other
ship in thij navy similarly rigged. The mode is found very advantageous in

working the ship, being much lighter for the crew. On the deck of the Defence
there are two very heavy launches, either of which can carry a fieldpieee,

These launches, rowed by seamen, with artillerymen forward, and marines aft,

have been frequently exercised during the cruise, The fieldpieces consist of a

25-pounder and 12 pounder Armstrong, and a 24-pounder and 6-pounder brass

gun. Counting her 60 marines, she has on board nearly 200 men, capable of
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using small arms in military order. The Defence is a vessel of 3720 ton?, and

has 15 vertical water-tight compartments. She was built by Messrs Palmer
Brothers, of Yarrow.

MISCELLANEOUS.

A Feat in Bread-making.—Messrs Joseph Robinson & Co., bread and

biscuit makers, of Denton Mill, Carlisle, gave a number of their fellow-citizens

a pleasant surprise on Tuesday, by sending to their homes, in time for break-

fast, presents ot soda-cakes and biscuits, made from flour which that morning
had been wheat standing unreaped in the field. The wheat—a remarkably fine

crop—was grown on land on the site of the old canal reservoir, about three

miles from Carlisle. On Tuesday morning—it must have been very early, but

it was not daybreak till four o'clock—the wheat was cut by one of M'Cormack's
reaping machines, and was thrashed on the spot by a steam thrashing machine,

carted to Denton Mills, a distance of about three miles, ground into flour,

made into cakes by patent machinery, tied up in boxes, and dispatched to

various parts of the town before breakfast time that morning. The parcels

were delivered in Stanwix and the outskirts of the town by half-past eight

o'clock. This feat, we should imagine, is without parallel in the history of

bread making.

Water in Lead Pipes.—The importance of discovering a really efficient

means of preventing the injurious action of lead pipes on water, is universally

acknowledged, and the experiments of Dr Crace-Calvert have proved beyond
question that no proposition hitherto brought forward has been calculated to

remedy the evil complained of. A discovery, however, has now been made,
through which the water supplied by leaden pipes may be obtained by the

consumer as pure as from the original source. Dr H. Schwartz, of Breslau,

has discovered a means by which the portion of the lead forming the interior

surface of the pipe may be converted into an insoluble sulphide ; the natural

consequence being that the water passing through will be as free from con-

tamination as if glass were used. The means by which Dr Schwartz effects

this conversion are extremely simple. He simply passes a strong solution of

the sulphide of an alkali through the pipe to be acted upon, and the process is

completed. This solution, which is either a sulphide of potassium or of sodium,
is used at a temperature of about 212° degrees Fah., and is allowed to act upon
the metal for from 10 to 15 minute?. It is stated that, in practice, the boiling

solution of caustic soda and sulphur is found to answer every purpose.

Hints on Paper Materials.—In searching for fibre suited for the manu-
facture of paper, the following hints may be found useful to residents in tropical

and other regions. Any fibre capable of cohesion when precipitated on a
draining surface from mechanical suspension in water, after having been re-

duced to a pure state of capillary subdivision by mechanical action, is fit for

Fig. 1.

the manufacture of paper. For all practical purposes it may be accepted as a
rule, that for the manufacture of white paper all fibre requires bleaching. Raw
fibre maybe divided into four classes:—L That which is easily reduced and

easily bleached. 2. That which is easily reduced, but difficult to bleach. 3.

That which is difficult to reduce, but easily bleached. 4. That wherein per-
fect bleaching involves the integrity of the fibre. The most profitable shape
in which to send fibre to the English market is that of half-stuff (or pulp).
Well prepared bleached half-stun would fetch £25 per ton in the market. The
best machine for reducing fibre to half-stuff is the ordinary rag-engine, costing
about £150, carrying about 2 cwt. of stuff, and requiring a maximum of 7-horse
power for driving. The half-sluff would require to be pressed, dried, and
packed in bales. For experimental purposes in reducing the fibre, auything
smaller than the ordinary sized rag-engine is useless, as the weight of the
triturating roll—about 15 cwt.—cannot be dispensed with, so*that laboratory
experiments are necessarily coufined to rough separation and bleaching.
Moreover, laboratory experiments, unless conducted with the utmost care and
skill, furnish no reliable data for commercial operations. As a preliminary, the
character of the fibre ought to be determined in the laboratory— 1st. In relation

to its structure, having in view ease in fibrous separation. 2nd. In relation to

its chemical constitution, having in view ease in bleaching. Bleached half-

stuff would realize a larger profit than unbleached, always supposing that the
process of bleaching, owing the accident of geographical position or otherwise,
did not entail expense extra to that properly belonging to the operation under
the most favourable circumstances. Fibre could be sent into the market as

half-stuff unbleached whenever its characteristics were reliably established.

Pig Iron.—The computed make of pig iron in England and Wales last

year was 2,863,409 tons, against 2,703,390 tons in 1861, 2,889,752 tons in

1860, 2,752,354 tons in 1859, 2,530,564 tons in 1S5M, 2,740,387 tons in 1857,

2,705,877 tons in 1856, 2,390,650 tons in 1855, and 2,273,213 tons in 1S54.

The make in Scotland last year was computed at 1,080,000 tons, against
1,040,000 tons in 1861, 1,000,000 tons in 1860, 960,000 rons in 1859, 990,000
tons in 1858, 910,000 tons in 1857, 820,000 tons in 1856,822,000 tons in
1855, and 775,000 tons in 1854. The total make for the United Kingdom
consequently advanced from 3,0-18,213 tons in 1854 to 3,943,469 tons in

1862. The number of furnaces in blast last year was 556, against 568 in

1861, 589 in 1860, 603 in 1859, 617 in 1858, 626 in 1857, 621 in 1856,

590 in 1855, and 554 in 1854. A large increase hns thus taken place
in the production, without a corresponding augmentation in the number
of furnaces, the make of each having much increased. The average
price last year was 53s per ton, against 49s 3d per ton in 1861, 53s Gd
per ton in 18o0, 51s lOd per ton in 1859, 54s 5d per ton in 1858,
69s 2d per ton in 1857, 72s Gel per ton in 1856, 70s 9d per ton in 1855, and
79s 9d. per ton in 1854. Of the 556 furnaces in blast last year, 436 were
in England and Wales and 120 in Scotland. Of the 436 in blast in Eng-
land, Northumberland, Durham* and the West Riding of Yorkshire con-
tributed 67; the West Kiding of Yorkshire, 26; Derbyshire, 32; Lancashire

and Cumberland, 18; North Stafford-
shire, 23; South Staffordshire and
Worcestershire, 107; Shropshire, 23;
Glocestershire, 5; Somerset and Wilts,

2; Northamptonshire, 2; Denbigh-
shire and Flintshire, 5; Glamorgan-
shire, 68; Brecknockshire, 9; Caermar-
thenshire, 1; and Monmouthshire, 47.

Wenham's Patent Double and
Triple-Cylinder Steam Engines.—
Good economy has resulted from.
high -pressure steam worked expan-
sively before condensation, but it is

well known that expansion can only
be carried to a limited extent with
advantage, as the practical effect is

far below the theoretical value: this

arises from diminished volume by
loss of heat in expanding. The cool-
ing by radiation may be prevented
by steam-jackets, or heating the cy-
linders above the steam temperature.
But steam, in common with all gases,
by the mere act of expansion falls in

temperature with a loss of volume,
and its whole bulk is instantly rilled

with aqueous particles which are
thrown down as water. The object
of these improvements is to maintain
the full volume by conveying heat
into the body of steam during ex-
pansion, by the adaptation of heating-
chambers through which the ex-
hausted steam passes on its way from
the small to the large cylinders. The
chambers may either be heated by
waste heat from the chimney, by a
separate fire, or by means of super-
heated steam. Fig. 1 of the following
illustrations is a longitudinal vertical

section of an inverted three-cylinder
engine suitable for screw propulsion.
Steam is led direct from the boiler
into the first cylinder through the
pipe, a. The exhaust steam returns

by the pipe, b, into a heating-chamber placed below the chimney, or

heated hy a separate fire, the steam is herein raised to a very high
temperature, but before entering the second cylinder, it gives up a portion
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of its surplus heat to the steam on its way from the second to the third

cylinder, as follows: the highly superheated steam from the first cylinder
is returned by the pipe, c, through a set of tubes in the heating-chamber,
d. The exhaust steam
from the second cylinder Fig. 2.

traverses this chamber
and the exterior of the
tubes, and is thereby
heated in its passage to

the third cylinder, from
which it is finally con-
densed by a surface con-
denser. The "interheat-
er" for the third cylinder
being thus brought close

to its work, is not
liable to injury from ex-
cess of heat, and avoids
the necessity of having
tiro heaters over the fur-

naces. The three cranks
of the engine are set

equidistantly, and the
"interheaters" are of
sufficient capacity to
maintain uniformity of
pressure. Figures 2 and
3 are longitudinal and
transverse sections, and
show the principle ap-
plied to a two-cylinder
non-condensing or port-
able engine of ten-horse
power, for which a
Medal was awarded at

the late Exhibition.
Steam is led direct from
the boiler to the small cylinder, a, the exhaust steam from which
is conveyed by the pipe, o, through the heating-chamber, c, in the
smoke-box at the end of the boiler, and having tubes coincident with those
of the boiler, both may be swept out together at one operation. The steam
thus increased in -volume enters the large cylinder, d, through the pipe,
e, and is finally exhausted into the chimney, by the jet,/. With a boiler
pressure of 100 lbs., engines of this pattern consume only two pounds of
coal per indicated horse-power per hour. The cranks work at right angles,
with the uniformity of motion of double-cylinder engines. If the first

crank stops on the centre, steam is let into the interheater by a small
cock to be closed after the engine has started. There is but little ad-
vantage obtained by primarily superheating high-pressnre steam—all

steam absorbs water when in contact therewith. It has been found that
a cnbic foot of steam at one atmosphere absorbs nearly the quantity as
the s ime at ten atmospheres, hence the greater comparative advantage
of drying low-pressure steam. In the engines here described nothing of
importance will be saved by heating high-pressure steam before entering
the first cylinder, it is when partly condensed and reduced in volume,
after having worked therein that a fresh addition of heat is needed for
further expansion. If this is effected properly, the third and largest
cylinder will be filled with steam in the form of a perfectly dry and highly
attenuated gas. If the steam in each cylinder is expanded till the front
and back pressures are nearly equal at the end of the stroke, the inter-

heaters will cause no loss from a sudden expansion to a less pressure, and
may be as capacious as convenient.

Tei.il of the "Sutherland" Fire Engine at Devonpokt.—A trial of
the powers of the steam fire engine "Sutherland," which arrived from
London on 7th October, having been purchased by the Admiralty for the
nse of the Devonport Dockyard, was made a few days ago. The
engine was placed near the flagstaff in the yard, and close by the
Hamoaze, the water being drawn from No. 2 basin. A number of officials

and visitors were present, including Major-General Hutchinson (Com-
mandant of the Western District), Admiral Sir Houston Stewart (Port-
Admiral), Admiral G. M. C. Symonds (Superintendent of the Dockyard),
T. Miller, Esq. (chief engineer), Captain Brown (master-attendant). The
trials of the engine were energetically conducted by Mr Hodges, who is

well known in the metropolis as the proprietor of an extensive distillery

in Lambeth, and chief of a volunteer fire brigade. Mr Merryweather,
jun., the maker of the engine, was also present. The engine was worked
by men of the Dockyard police force, to whose charge it is now confided.
The weather was very unpropitious, for the rain poured down at times in

torrents, and what was more unfortunate, a strong wind blew from the
south-east. The streams of water from the hose were frequently blown
aside, and the water scattered about. Most of the hose used had been
originally intended for hand engines, and was unable in all cases to bear
the pressure put upon it by the steam engine. Several lengths of hose
burst, the first instance occurring almost as soon as the engine began to

play, with an hydraulic pressure of SOlbs. to the inch. The average
steam pressure of the engine was 90lbs. to lOOlbs. to the square inch;
and the hydraulic pressure about lOOlbs. to the square inch The suction
pipe communicated with the water in No. 2 basin; but the engine was
12 feet, and as the tide receded, even a greater height, above the level of
the water from which it was supplied. The fire of the engine was lighted

at 3.25, and in Omin. a steam pressure of 5lbs. was recorded by the gauge;
in llmin., 151bs. ; in 13min. 30sec, 60lbs. ; in lomin., SOlbs.; and within
half-an-hour, lOOlbs. On the preliminary trial on the previous day, and

Fig. 3.

on former occasions, steam has been got up in a shorter time, COlbs.

having been recorded in lOmin. after lighting the fires. When once the
steam is generated, the action of the furnace is greatly increased by the
application of the steam blast. In the first trial three 4in. hose fed, by a
metal junction, a pipe of much larger bore, to which was attached a
nozzle of Hin. orifice. The stream of water was directed to the top of
the flagstaff. The height reached was at first about 50ft., but in lOmin.
this was increased to 80ft., and eventually to 95ft. ; higher than which
the engine yesterday did not pump, although we are asssured that the
pressure used would, under ordinary circumstances, and has on previous
occasions, as at the Crystal Palace trial, carried the water to double that
height. One of the harbour tugs lately fitted up with fire engines of
about ten-horse power was then "tried, the pressure being 111b., and the
engine on water level. The nozzle used had a ljin. orifice, and carried
perpendicularly about 50ft., a comparison being readily instituted be-
tween that engine and the " Sutherland," as the jets were played side by
side; and with a one-inch nozzle, 80ft. was attained. The Police Fire
Brigade Engine No. 6— one of the six largest hand engines in the yard—
was also tried, and with a one-inch nozzle threw a jet 40ft.; the valves,

however, were not in perfect order. The hose from the steam engine
was then directed to the high range of buildings used as stores, when a
fine stream of water, through a liin. nozzle, swept them completely, at
a height of 50ft., and with great force. The jet being momentarily by
accident passed across a window, smashed the glass in an instant; the
range of full strength appeared to be about 100ft'. in each direction,

without moving the hose. Two sets of hose, each 1000ft. in length, and
combining near the nozzle by a brass junction, were next extended to
the chimney of a workshop in the yard, the engine remaining in its

original position. Unfortunately some of the hose burst in this experi-
ment, and the water was not thrown from the hose more than 40ft. high.

As a final display, several horizontal streams of water were directed
across the Hamoaze, to a distance of about 90ft. The weather continu-
ing inclement, the engine was removed about half-past five o'clock. The
trials made on the 8th were more successful than those the day previous.
With a two-inch nozzle, a jet of 100ft. was thrown over the tower of the
Dockyard church. The water of the reservoir, from which the hose was
fed, was on a level with the engine, and less wind prevailed. Six sepa-
rate jets with nozzles of one-inch bore, which is larger than that ordi-

narily used by the West of England fire engine, were also thrown at one
time to a considerable height. We are informed that at the conclusion

of the experiments, Major-General Hutchinson, Admiral Sir Houston
Stewart, and other officials, expressed themselves satisfied with the
powers of the engine. Another trial, however, is to be made before the
return to London of Messrs Hodges and Merryweather.

French Colonial Exhibition.—The Moniteur publishes a report addressed

to the Minister of Marine and the Colonies by the Committee of the Permanent
Exhibition of the Colonies, giving an account of their operations in 1862, which
consisted chiefly in preparing for the Universal Exhibition in London. The
committee express themselves highly satisfied with the reception given to

French colonial products by the jury of the Exhibition, as well as by the Eng-
lish press, and then proceed to enumerate the successes of each colony as

follows:— Guadaloupe (17 medals, 12 honourable mentions).—This colony ex-

hibited sugar, coffee, cocoa, rum, textile substance?, and salt, all of which the
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jury considered of superior quality, but their attention was chiefly directed to

the cotton, of which the long stapled was valued at 5f. per kilogramme, and
the short stapled at 2f. 50c. This latter description is especially remarkable

for its abundant yield, and being less subject to the attacks of insects than the

Georgian. It will also grow on almost any soil, and is well adapted for all

ordinary fabrics. Martinique (13 medals, 3 honourable mentions).—The sugar,

cocoa, and rum of this colony were found excellent, as was likewise its coffee,

which the jury considered fully equal to its long-established reputation, and
expressed their regret that its cultivation should have diminished of late years.

Guiana (14 medals, 17 honourable mentions).—None of the French colonies

presented such a variety of products as this. They comprised fine timber for

shipbuilding, coffee, cotton, annotto, fruit, and seeds yielding oil, &c. The
cotton was an indigenous species, of a long and fine staple, estimated to be
worth from 4f. 50c. to 5Uf. per kilogramme. St Pierre and Miquelon (two
medals, two honourable mentions).—These islands exhibited the produce of

their fisheries, consisting of cod and other fish cured in various ways, isinglass,

cod-liver oil, white and brown, all of which were considered quite equal to the

best English and Norwegian products of the same kind. West Coast of Africa
(eight medals).—The French possessions in Senegal, the Gold Coast, and Gabon
exhibited ground-nuts, gum, gold, ostrich feathers, tanning substances, cabinet

wood, palm oil, copper, ivory, ebony, and sandal wood. A short-stapled cotton
growing wild in Senegambia was exhibited, and also specimens of jumel cotton
recently introduced there, which was estimated at 4f. 50c. per kilogramme.
Reunion (24 medals, 13 honourable mentions).—This colony may well be proud
of its success. Its sugars were especially remarked, and were judged fully

equal to those of the Mauritius. The vanilla of this island was found excellent,

as was also the cotton. Magotte and dependencies (one medal, two honourable
mentions).—This island had few exhibitors, chiefly of sugars, in which the jury
noticed considerable improvement since 1855. Madagascar (one medal).—The
principal articles exposed were timer, cabinet woods, cotton, rocella, and the
silk of the bombyx radama. India (nine medals, six honourable mentions).

—

Thanks to the efforts of the local committee of Pondiche'rry, the French pos-
sessions in India made a very respectable figure, even beside the vast display
from Bengal. The jury highly appreciated the show of rice, medicinal and
tinctorial plants, cocoa-nut oil, &c. As to the cotton, it was valued at 6f. 25c.
to 8f. 75c. per kilogramme, and was admitted to be superior to that from
British India. New Caledonia (six medals, six honourable mentions).—The
wool from this colony was found equal to the best Australian, and proves that
the rearing of sheep on a large scale would soon make this a rich colony. The
specimens of sugar and coffee were especially noticed by the Australian Com-
missioners, and New Caledonia is admirably situated for supplying the great
English colony with those articles. Cotton, resins, bark, sandal-wood, timber,
and cocoa-nut oil were also exhibited. Tahiti (three medals, two honourable
mentions).—The productions of these islands attracted much notice from the
commercial men of all countries, and were considered very superior to those
shown in 1855. Cochin China (one medal, two honourable mentions).—This
country exhibited rice, cotton, silks, dyewoods, fish, swallow's nests, and many
other Eastern delicacies. This collection was examined with extraordinary
interest. The report concludes with expressing the conviction of the com-
mittee, that France has every reason to be satisfied with the success of her
colonies at this great International Exhibition.
The Trades op Paris.—Existing Prosperity.—In one of the most re-

cent ofits periodical articles on those topics the Constitutionnel represents the
commerce and manufactures of Paris as being at the present time in a highly
satisfactory and, indeed, a most flourishing state. There is a lull only in these
trades which produces articles unsuited to the present season. As a partisan
of Government, the Constitutionnel is naturally prone to look on the bright side
of the situation; but, allowance made for exaggeration, we may venture to hope
that its present statements are pretty correct in the main. At no past time,
we are informed, did building occupy so many hands; in some quarters of Paris
masons and bricklayers are not to be got; plumbers, marble-cutters, and saw-
mills are everywhere actively employed. The large floating population of
foreigners supplies numerous purchasers for articles of luxury and objects of
art, as well as for everything relating to dress and to personal adornment.
There arc a great many English in Paris just now, and doubtless more will
arrive for the festival of the 15th; but I suspect that not a few have been scared
away by the heat sooner than they otherwise would have left. Independently,
however, of foreign aid, the demand for home consumption is said fully to
correspond with the apparently generally favourable situation of the country.
The manufacturers of steam-engines and of machinery of all kinds find a good
demand for their products; besides & large number of locomotives for French
railways, others are in course of construction for Egypt, Spain, and Italy. The
ironforges and foundries, coppersmiths and tinmen, are all busy. The railway
carriage makers in Paris are but partially employed ; but ordinary carriage
builders are fully occupied. Manufacturers of bronzes, jewelry, clocks, firearms,
and sporting equipments have, for the most part, plenty to do. There is a
demand for dyed and printed stuffs from the departments, and also from abroad,
especially from England. The sugar refineries are reviving, and the account
given of the manufacture of chocolate, an important article of French trade, is
very good. During the first six months of 1863 more than 2,800,000 kilo-
grammes of cocoa were delivered for home consumption, being an increase of
10 per cent, on the quantity taken during the same period of 1862. In 1830,
600,000 kilogrammes of cocoa was the entire annual consumption of France

;

it now excei ds, 5,000,000, and continues to augment. Some rather interesting
details are given on the subject of paper and paper-making. According to
these statements, there is at the present time not a single department of France
which lias not its one or two paper mills. In 1859 there were 240 establish-
ments of the kind in France; 160 of them employed steam-engines of a col-
lective force of 2,300 boraes. Paris has several paper manufactories of its own,
but is more important as a depot for provincial products of that kind, and con-
tributes largely to the exportation of paper, which has considerably increased

of late to England and Spain; the quantity sent to the United Kingdom during
the first half of 1863 equals the whole exportation thither during the year 1862.

To Spain the export during the same six months has been equal to the annual
average of 1860, 1861, and 1862. The writer apparently considers the increase

to be due— at least, as regards England—in great measure to the International
Exhibition of last year, although be is of opinion that the French papermakers
by no means made so good an appearance there as it was in their power to have
done. The greater part of the export from Paris to England consists of thin

papers of light weight. Notwithstanding its recent success, the French paper
trade, it is thought, will have to use its best exertions to maintain its good
position relatively to foreign countries.

The Irox Trade.—The preliminary meeting of the iron masters of South
Staffordshire and East Worcestershire was held at the Hen and Chickens Hotel,

in Birmingham, Sept. 24. The attendance was large, the proceedings exciting

an unusual amount of interest inconsequence of the anomalous position in which
the trade has been placed since the advance of 10s per ton in the price of

finished iron, as determined at Wolverhampton a few weeks ago. At the time
that advance was made the wages scale of the puddlers and millmen was raised

Is per ton, thus giving them an unfair advantage, and, moreover, departing
from a long established usage in the trade which has given to this class of the

workmen a rise or fall of Is per ton per pound sterling in the price of iron. It

was felt that the decision at Wolverhampton was a mistake in that respect, and
soon after the meeting had been held circulars were issued by several firms,

announcing that future orders would only be taken at a further advance of 10s
per ton ; and in the course of the last ten days there has been a feeling in favour

of a rise of £1 per ton, orders being only accepted subject to the price to be
fixed to-day. At the meeting to-day a lengthened discussion took place; many
members of the trade intimated that they were full of orders, and that an ad-

vance of 10s would not enable them to cope with fresh difficulties which might
be expected to arise with the men. Ultimately it was moved by Mr W. O.
Foster, M.P., and seconded by Mr Samuel Mills, of Darlaston, that the price of

bar iron be advanced £1 per ton, making it £8 10s ; other descriptions of

finished iron to be raised in proportion. This was carried. It was further

resolved again to raise the puddlers' wages Is per ton, the wages of the millmen
to be advanced to the same rate as when puddling \vas9s6d per ton. Nothing
was said in reference to pig iron, which will find its own price in the market.

The meeting of the North Staffordshire ironmasters will be held next week

;

the makers there are full of orders, and practically the price of finished in that

locality has been advanced 22s 6d per ton. At the ensuing meeting another
rise of 10s will most likely be determined upon.—A deputation of the Cyfarth fa-

workmen to Mr R. T. Crawshay, of Merthyr Tydvil, took place recently,

appointed by a monster assembly of all ranks and classes of the working men.
After a lengthy conference they left, on the understanding that at the termina-

tion of five weeks, by which time the present orders would be exhausted, an
advance in wages would take place. The tide of emigration, principally to the

Northern States of America, has greatly thinned the working population of this

district, and the above result has also been accelerated by the advance in wages
in the iron districts of England.

What might be done with American Soil.—The valley of the Mississippi,

with all its tributaries, makes up an area of 1,210,000 square miles. All of it

is not Eden, certainly, but there is no doubt as to the health and wealth, the

vastness and iuexhaustibleness of these north-western districts. The soil on
the river bottoms of Illinois is often 25 or 30 feet deep, and the upper prairie

districts are hardly less productive. Forty bushels of wheat, or 10U bushels of

Indian corn, to the acre, is a common product there. In West Virginia, Ken-
tucky, Ohio, or Tennessee, the colonist was at least at the trouble to clear the

ground, and wage war to the all-encumbering forests; but in these more
western districts man's work has been most carefully and providently done by
nature. These boundless prairies seem as if they had been cleared by the

patient labour of another race of men, removing all the forests, and stumps,
and brambles, and smoothing them down as if with mighty rollers, and sowing
them with grass and flowers ; a race which then passed away, having built no
houses of their own, and made no fences, and set out no trees, and established

no landmarks, to lay the foundation of any future claim. You ascend the

Mississippi amid scenery unsurpassed in beauty probably in the world. You
see the waters making their way along an interval of from two to four miles in

width, between bluffs of from 100 to 500 feet in height. Now the river makes
its way along the eastern range of bluffs, and now the western, and now in the

centre, and now it divides itself into numerous channels, forming thousands of

beautiful islands, covered with long grass ready for the scythe of the mower.
Those bluffs, rounded with taste and skill, such as could be imitated by no art

of man, and set out with trees here and there gracefully arranged like orchards,

seem to have been sown with grain to the summit, and are clothed with beau-

tiful green. You look out instinctively for the house and barn, for flocks and
herds, for men and women and children ; but they are not there. A race that

is gone seems to have cultivated those fields, and then to have silently dis-

appeared, leaving them for the first man that should come from the older parts

of our own country, or from foreign lands, to take possession of them. It is

only by a process of reflection that you are convinced that it is not so. But it

is not the work of man: it is God who has done it, when there was no man
there save the wandering savage, alike ignorant and unconcerned as to the

design of the great processes in the land where he roamed; God who did

all this, that he might prepare it for the abode of a civilized and Christian

people.

Money Coined.—In the 10 year?, 1853-G2, there were coined at the Mint

53,305,938 sovereigns, and 13,306.192 half-sovereigns, together of the value of

£59,004,039. No crowns or half-crowns were coined, but other silver coins

were issued of the value of £3,512,660, and copper coins to the value of

£815,490. The real cost of the silver was £3,443,745, and of the copper

£388,892. No less than 150,112,925 half-pence were coined in the 10 rear?.
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PRICES CURRENT
OF

CHIEF MATERIALS USED IN STRUCTURES AND MACHINERY.

FOR THE MONTH ENDING OCTOBER 2S. 1853.

{Compiled expressly for the Practical Mechanic's Journal.)

1st iveck. 2nd week. 3d week 4th week.

IRON. £ s. D. £ s. D £ s. D. £ s. D.

Burs, 4c, British, per ton CIO S12 6 6 15 0700
Xail Rods, 800 8100 8 15 O 8 IS
Hoop 10 10 1" 11 11 10
Sheets 11 11 5 11 5 11 10
Pi;:, No 1. Wales 4 4 10 4 10 4 10
Bars, Staffordshire, 950 950 9 10 09 10
Rails, 6 12 6 6 12 6 6 15 7
Pi-'. No. 1, Scotch, bestqaaL 3/ to 5/ higher 300 300 306310
Swedish 11 11 5 11 10 12 10

STEEL,
Swedish, in kezs 15 10 15 15 IS 10 17 10

In fagots, 17 10 17 10 17 10 13
Spelter, ingot, IS e IS IS IS

Zixc, sheet, 24 10 24 10 25 2 10

COPPER,
Sheathing bolts, per lb lOf 10| 11J 11J
B.ttoms 11 114 Hi Hi
Old, exchange, 9 1 9 9J 9i
Tough Cake, per ton, .. _ .

.

95 95 96 97
Tile, 88 98 98 98

TIN.

English blocks, 115 115 115 115
Bars in barrels, 116 116 116 116

Refined 124 123 123 124

Banca, in bond, 120 122 122 123
Straits, ditto 126 116 116 116

TIN PLATEa
Char. IC, per box, 18 6 19 1 10 1 10

Coke. 1C 13 13 13 13
LEAD.

Enslishpig, .. .. _ .. .. 20 5 20 5 20 10 20 10
Shrtt, 20 15 20 15 21 21

Spanish pig, in bond, _ .. .. 19 10 19 10 19 10 19 10

TIMBER—pee LOAD.

Teak, .. .. „ 15 15 15 15

Quebec, red pine, .. _ .. .. 3 10 3 10 3 15 3 15
yellow pine, 3 3 10 3 10 3 10

St. John, N.B.. yellow, 5 10 5 15 5 15 5 15

Quebec, oak, white, 6 15 600 600600
•' Birch 3 15 3 15 3 10 8 10
" Memel, 5 10 5 15 5 10 5 15
" Elm, _ .. _ .. 3 10 3 15 3 15 4

Dantzicoak, 5 10 4 10 4 15 5

Fir, _ S 3 3 10 3 10

Memel fir 3 5 S 5 8 5 3 5

Ri~a, 3 5 3 5 3 5 3 5

Swedish, 2 10 2 10 2 10 2 10

Deals, per C , 12 feet by 3 by 9 Inches.

Qnebec. white spruce 15 15 10 15 10 16

St. John, white spruce, 15 10 15 16 10 16 10
Yellow pine, per reduced C.

Canada, 1st quality, 17 10 17 10 18 18
•' 2nd do 12 12 10 12 12

Archangel yellow, 14 14 10 14 15 15

St. Petersburgh yellow 11 10 11 10 II 10 11 10

Finland 9 10 9 10 9 10 9 10

Memel, 12 13 13 13

Gothenburg, yellow 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
» white, 9 10 9 10 10 15 10 15

Cede, vellow 11 11 11 11

Soderliamn, 10 10 10 10

Christiania, per C. 12 fL by 2 by 9 in. yel. 22 22 22 22

OILS, PAINTS, & DRYSALTERIES.
Red Lead, 21 10 21 10 21 10 21 10

WhiteLead, 26 10 27 27 27

Seal, pale, per 2-52 gallons, .. .. 48 48 48 10 48 10
" yellow, 43 45 45 45

Sperm, 83 10 84 84 84

Cod, 47 10 48 48 47 10

Sooth Sea. 38 38 39 38 10

Olive, Gallipoii, per tun 58 58 58 58

Palm, per ton 42 10 43 42 10 42

Cocoa-nut, 51 10 61 10 52 62 10

Rape pale foreign 52 52 5i 10 52

Linseed, per cwt 200 230 250253
Rouzh Turpentine, per cwt 120 120 130120
English spirit without casks, .. .. 3 15 400 400400
He ,.p Manilla, 8400 33 00 34 00 35 00
Jute, 22 22 10 22 22 15

Hemp Rope, 25 24 10 25 10 25 10

APPLICATIONS FOR

PROVISIONAL PROTECTION FOR INVENTIONS

UNDER THE PATENT LAW AMENDMENT ACT.

A3T When the city or town is not mentioned, London is to be understood.

22<2 September, 1863.
2333. Joseph Renshaw, and John Haworth, Manchester—Stretching woven

fabrics.
2334. G. M. de Bayelt, Stamford Street, and J. E. Pigoulete, Pitt Street—Agglo-

merating fuel
2335. Peter Effertz, Manchester—Bricks, tiles, and pipes.
2336. Charles Maitland, Alloa—Mashing apparatus.
2337. J. and J. Bond, Longridge—Prick and tile making machinery.
233S. R. A. Brooman, Fleet Street—Preserving cheese.—A com
2339 John Brigham, and Richard Bickerton, Berwick-on-Tweed— Reaping or

mowing machines.

23d September, 1863.
2340. William Cleninson, Ashton-under-Lyne—Pipe wrenches.
2341. James Piatt, Argyle Street—Steam and water engines.
2342 P. A. L de Fontainemoreau, Paris—Centrifugal machines.
2343. W and J- Galloway, Manchester—Lubricating journals.
2344. E. T. Hughes. Chancery Lane—Gas condensers.—A com
2345. Walter Gibb, and James Holland, Eccles—Looms for weaving.
2346. W. T. Eley, Gray's Inn Road—Ball cartridges.
2347. Agustus Collingrwlge. Cheapside—Casks for containing oil.

2348. John Phillips, Tollington Road—Levels.

24(7i September, 1S63.
2349. William White. Great Marylebone Street—Coating wood.
2350. A. E. Ragon. Caroline Street— Manufacture of bread.
2351. William Woofe, Gloucester—Tilling the soil.

2352. Thomas Marshall, Gate Street, and William Marshall, Regent Street

—

Substitutes for bristles.
2353. Ernest Dronke, Liverpool—Manufacturing gunpowder.—A com.
2354. W. G. Helsby, Liverpool—Mounting photographic pictures.
2355. Amos Firth, Bradford—Furnaces for heating wheel hoops.
2356. James Webster, Birmingham— Utilizing the waste flux from galvanizing

works.
2357. John Sturgeon, Leeds—Boring coal and rocks.
235S. William Oxley, Manchester—Pickers of looms.
2359. A V. Newton, Chancery Lane—Gunpowder and blasting powder.—A com.
2360. H. A. Bonneville, Paris—Horse collars.—A com.
2361. H. A. Bonneville, Paris—Joining leather.—A com.

25(7i September, 1863.

2362. C. De Wailly, Florence Street—Slipper or clog.
2363. A. V. Newton, Chancery Lane—Joint for the tubes of surface condensers.

—

A com.
2364. Peter Spence, Manchester—Sulpho-cyanide of ammonium.
2365. Edward Lloyd, Dee Valley— Rotary engines.
2366. Mathias Schaffhauser, France—Paper tubes used in spinning.

26tfi September 1863.
2367. George Spill, T. J. Brigga, and Daniel Spill, Hackney Wick—Driving straps

or bands.
236S. W. T. Rowlett, Leicester—Crinolines.
2369 Richard Clarke, Altringham—Covering crinolines.

2370. William Clark, Chancery Lane- Fabric for the production of permanent
electricity, applicable for wearing apparel.—A com.

2371. James Spence, Portsmouth—Plastic composition.
2372. Abraham Gleerup, Copenhagen—Gas burner.—A com.
2373. L. H. Norris, Upper Bedford Place— India-rubber and gutta-percha com-

pounds.—A com.
2374. William Malan, Deptford, and William Tice, Islington—Gas holders.
2375. E. B. Wilson, Parliament Street—Steam boilers.

28W» September, 1S63.

2376. Thomas Lowe, Brighton—A self-acting lock, lever, band, railway engine,
tender, carriage, waggon, or conveyance car break.

2377- L. J. J. Jean, Paris—Steam boilers.

2378. Pierre Bourchani. Paris—Wax-light or candle-stand.
2379. Peter Cato, Liverpool—Combined iron and timber ships.

2380. J. T. Harlow, Upper Saltley, and Edmund Harlow, Balsall Heath—Breech-
loading fire-arms

2381. W. E. Gedge, Wellington Street—Heating by means of gas.—A com.
2382. J. H. Johnson, Lincoln's Inn Fields—Boot and shoe toe pieces—A com.
2383. John Bailey, Salford, G. W. Blake, Manchester, and W. H. Bailey, Salford—

Regulating the flow and pressure of liquids and fluids.

2384. Griffith Thomas, Chichester Villas— Shutters and Venetian blinds.

Wth September, 1863.

2385. Francis Preston, Manchester— (Jutting files and rasps.

2386. F. G. Mulholland, Essex Street— Submarine telegraph cables.
2387. Sam Mendel, Manchester—Woven fabrics.

2388. Henry Haigh, and Richard Heaton, Milns Bridge—Dyeing.
2389. William Clark, Chancery Lane—Boots and shoes.—A com.
2390. W. E. Gedge, Wellington Street—Permanent way of railways.—A com.
239L John Cooper, Ipswich—Harrows.
2392. P. and J. Llewellin, and J. W. James, Bristol—Water-closets.

30th September, 1863.

2393. J. J. Chidley, Glaskin Street—Bottle and stopper.
2394. William Clark, Chancery Lane—Musical instruments.—A com.
2395. H. E. Skinner, Shadwell—A conical packing for taps.

2396. E. S. Attree, Gibson Street—Cigar holder —A com.
2397. E. W. Bullard, United States—Turning and spreading hay.
2398. George Elliot, Betley Hall -Props for mines.
2399. Benjamin Browne, King William Street—Sight-piece for rifles.—A com.

1st October, 1863.

2400. William Smith, South Street—Re-crystallizing sugar.

2401. James Mackay, Aigburth—Fire-arms, ordnance, and projectiles.

2402. Thomas Bell, Wishaw—Bricks and tiles.
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2403. H. A. Bonneville. Paris—Creaks—A com.
2404. L. N. Le Gras, Rathbone Place— Cooking; stoves.

2405. Francis Keid. Liverpool—Collecting the alcohol generated by fermentation
in raw sugar, concrete, melado, and molasses-

2406 James Bell, Lintun—Couplings for railway carnages.
2407. W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane—Cleaning grain.—A com.
2408. George Dickey. Southwark—Eye- screening apparatus for horses.
2409 Percey Leslie, Windsor Terrace—Preserving the bottoms of vessels.

2410. Thomas Horsley, York—Breech-loading fire-arms.
2411. J. J. Anderton, Northampton—Boots and shoes.

2412
2113.

2414.

2415.

241G.

2417
2418.

2419.

2420
2421
2422

2123

2424
2425.

212(3

2427.

2428.

2429

2430.

2431.

2432.

2433.

2434
2435
2436
2437.

2438
2439.

2440.

2441.

2442.

2443,

2444.

2445,

2446.

2447

2448.

2449.

2450.

2451.

2452
2453.

2454.

2455.

2456.

2457.

2458.
2459.

2460.

2461.

2462.

2463.

2464.

2465.

2466.

2467.

2468.
2469.

2470.

2471.

2472

2473.

2474.

2475.

2476.

2477.

2478.

2479
2 4 so.

2481.

2482.

2483

24S4.

2485.

2iSG.

2d October, 1863.
James Farrar, Halifax—Spinning and doubling.
J. E. F. Ludeke, Stonefield Street, and Maurice Fischer, Paris—Motive
power

Robert Charlton, Keighley—Metallic bedsteads
James Tees, Glasgow—Packing for stuffing boxes and pistons.
J. G. Tongue, Southampton Buildings—Dyeing and printing.—A com.
W. E. Gedge, Wellington Street—Pen-holder and feeder.—A com.
J. J. Lundy, Leith, and Robert Irvine, Musselburgh—Paper.
W. A. Torrey, Liverpool— Lubricating axles.—A com.
G. T. Bou-sfield, Brixton—Revolver fire-arms.—A com.
G. and W. T. Shepherd, Great Grimsby— Sugar.
James Bowron, South Stockton, and George Robinson, Welbeck Street—Soda.

Zd October, 1863.
Joseph Schofield, and John Kirk, and William Spivey, Huddcrsfield—Looms

for weaving.
G. R. Tilling, Birkenhead, and John Park, Liverpool—Filling tobacco pipes.
E. B. Wilson, Strand— Iron and other metals.
T. and J. Fagg, Panton Street—Boots and shoes.
Edmund Pratt. Nottingham—Finishing woollen fabrics.
Ignatius Bonomi, Blahdford Square—Arches and other like structures.

5th October. 1863
William Hoehl, Christopher Brakell, and William Giinther, Oldham

—

Rotary engines.
Christopher Brakell, William Hoehl, and William G'inther, Oldham

—

Motive engines.
J. M. Stanley, and Jabes Stanley. Sheffield-Propelling.
Charles Tomlison, Great Barr—Taps, cocks, hydrants or valves.
J. W. Guilmette, Manchester- Substitute for pipe clay.
W. H. Bailey. Keighley—Combing wool.
G. H Ellis, Wellington Road—Combustion of fuel.

B. G. George, Hatton Garden—Tablets and show bills.

Thomas Ivory, Edinburgh—Steam engines, furnaces, and boilers.
John Towlson, Heigham—Cooling liquids.
Robert Pepper, Sheffield— Pressing or crushing spent hops.
William Legg, Liverpool—Sewing machines.

Gth October, 1863.

Samuel Mathews, Birmingham— Breech-loading fire-arms.
Edwin Whitehouse. Wolverhampton—Wrought iron shackles.
W. H. and T. Holuate, Accrington—Manufacture of pickers.
R A. Brooman, Fleet Street—Steam boilers and furnaces.—A com.
William Batchelour. Finsbury Pavement—Moulding and modelling palates,

teeth, and gums for dental purposes.
,
George Dyer Regent Street—Railway carnages.

. Alexauder Johnston, Comely Bank, near Edinburgh.—Railway carriages.

7th October, 1863.

Edward Jones, Gorton, Manchester—Pumping.
David Bann, Birmingham—Window blinds.
Ellas Leak, Longton—Placing glost china and earthenware in kilns for firing,

Joseph Chaddick, Birmingham—Umbrellas and parasols
G. F. Graham, Upper Gordon Street—High pressure cocks,
C. P. Button, Leatlenhall Street—Lamps—A com.
C P Button, Leadenhall Street—Pumps.—A com.
C. P. Button, Leadenhall Street—Harrows —A com.
Raphael Zox, Nelson Square—Academic caps.
Arthur Rigg, Chester—Propelling vessels.
Edward Slaughter, Bristol—Locomotive engines.
John Gibson. Sunderland—Cast iron pit tubing.
George Whight, Ipswich—Washing apparatus.—A com.
J. H. Johnson, Lincoln's Inn Fields—Permanent way of railways —A com.

Sth October, 18G3.
J. H. Johnson, Lincoln's Inn Fields—Propelling ships.—A com.
A. P. Charpentier, Paris—Watches.
Caleb Crosswell, Salisbury Street—Breech loading fire-arms.—A com.
Michael Smith, Dublin—Salting and packing of butter.
Germain Cannuil, and F. A. Blanchon. Paris— Shooting toy fusees.
William Lorberg, Wyld's Rents—Gas from tar.

J. D. Dnugall, James's Street—Camel guns and light artillery.
R. G. Watson, and W. J. Kendall, Preston—Umbrellas.
John Mead, Abridge—Furniture.
John Spencer, Doncaster—Separating different sizes of roots.
A. V. Newton, Chancery Lane—Condensers.—A com.

9th October, 186S.
Louis Lefebvre. Cecil Street—Vapour bath apparatus.
James Wood. John Whitehead, and Thomas Tetlow, Oldham—Governing

the speed of steam engines.
Joseph Elsom. Regent's Row—Parallel turning.
E. W. James, Brynllys— Raising submerged ships.
George Parry, Monmouth—Refining crude pig iron.
John Mclnnes, Liverpool—Sheathing for vessels.
James Mather, Crow Oaks, near Radclifte—Glazing calenders.
Daniel Lange, Trinity Square—Railway wrappers.
Noah Fellows, Chancery Lane—Extinguishing fires in chimneys.
Richard Martyn, Liverpool—Condensing fumes and gases arising from tho

treatment of metallic ores.
R. A. Brooman, Fleet Street—Separating gold and silver from quartz —A
com.

10th October, 1363.
G. W. Reynolds. Smelbwick—Crinolines.
John Vaughau, Middlesborough-Purifying waste gases.
Samuel Banner, Liverpool—Storing petroleum.

2487. Julias Ruthardt, and Ferdinand Thiele, Oxford Market—Purifying gas.
2488- W. B. Fairbanks. J. L. and F. Lavender, Walsall—Manufacture" of intuies.
2489. Duncan Proudfoot, Glasgow—Printing or dyeing textile fabrics.
2490. J. W. Goundry, Old Shildon—Musical ins ruments.
2491. Thomas Hughes, Wolverhampton—Manufacture of lanthoras.

12th October, 1863.
2492. Alexander Inglis, Arthur Road—Taps or cocks.
2493. P. R. Jackson, Salford—Hoops and tyres for wheels.
2494. William Hutchison, Cardigan Stree(^Fittings for powder flasks.
2495. J. G Hartley, Laurence Pountney Lane—Ships and vessels.
2496. John Heap, London Road—Perforating machines.
2497. W. T. Bury, Sheffield—Vessels for containing heated metals.
2498. Thomas Browning, Liverpool—Metallic casks.
2499. Thomas Gidlow, Heaton—Bearings for axles.
2500. Thomas Fox, Ballingdon—Cleaning tubes of steam boilers.
2.101. W. E. Gedge, Wellington Street—Shears.—A com.
2502. Charles Humfrey, Saltney—Purifying hydrocarbons.
2503. Russel Aitken, Cambridge Street—-Permanent way of railways.
2504. George Mountford, Leeds—Cotton gin.
2j05. J. J. Anderton, Northampton—Boots and shoes.

13th October, 1S63.
2506 James Dodge, Manchester— Rolling, shaping, or forging metals.
2307. George Morgan. Rudge Row—Bag for postal purposes.
2508. J. E. Poynter, Glasgow—Throwing projectiles.
2509 Joseph Place, Hoddlesden—Paper.
2510. Alfred Rolfe, Pentonville—Propelling carriages.
2511. T. C. Craven, Greenbush, U S—Cotton gins.
2512. Thomas Scott, Southwark—Floating docks.
2513. John Fowler, Leeds—Hauling agricultural implements.
2514. Alexander Crellin, Dorset Square—Omnibuses.

14(/i October, 1863.
2515. John Rowley, Leeds—Washing. &c.
2516. Joseph Inchley, Birmingham—Valves.
2"<17. E P. Colquhoun. and J. P Ferris. Pountney Hill—Fire bars.
2518 M. F. D. Cavalerie, Paris—Centrifugal motive power.
2519. James Milton, Paisley—Looms for weaving.
2"20. W. J. Rideout. Bolton—Rags
2521. O. E Sonnenstein, Circus, Minories—Reflecting apparatus.—A com.
2522. H. A. Bonnevillee, Paris—Cleaning ships' hulls.—A com
2523. R. H. Smithett, King's Bench Walk, Temple—Wheels to railway carriages.

15th October, 1S63.
2524. Richard Bewley. Stafford—Wrenches.
2525. Peter Lesley. Philadelphia, U.S.— Rails for railways.—A com.
2526. Henry Clayton, Dorset Square—Buildings for drying bricks, &c.
2527. S R Smith, Paddington—Connecting chain cables.
2528. H. W. Hart, Fleet Street—Suspending T and other like fastenings.
2529. B. F. Weatherdon, Kingston-on-Thames—Rubbing oft' dirt from boots.
2530. Stephen Flexen, Skinner Street—Ventilating railway carriages, &c.

16th October, 1863.

2531. James Polglase, Bodmin, and Jonathan Cox, Manchester—Boring and
cleaving stone.

2"i32. Esau Rowing, Norwich—Steam engines and boilers.
2533- R. A. Brooman, Fleet Street—Pumps.—A com.
2534 F. A. E. G. de Massas, Hoxton—Smut machines.
2535. F. G. Stuber, Waterloo Road—Blast heat to horticultural purposes.
2536. Samuel Jay, Regent Street—Stockings and drawers.

17th October, 1863.

2537. Moritz Meisel, Brompton—Ascertaining weight of load supported by loco-
motives and carriages.—A com.

2538. Samuel Berrisford, and William Ainsworth, Stockport—Looms for weaving.
2539. John Shanks, Barrhead and Greenock—Water closet.

2540. William Hampson, Dukinfield—Looms for weaving.
2541. William Routledge, and F. F. Ommaney, Salford—Baling boxes.
2542. William Clark. Chancery Lane—Rotary engines.—A com.
2543 Venn Meirat, Henry Street—Propelling vessels.

2544 William Clark, Chancery Lane—Sewing and embroidering machines.—A com.
2545. L. R. Chesbrough. Brooklyn—Let-off motion for looms.—A com.
2546. J. H Johnson, Lincoln's Inn Fields—Washing machines —A com.
2547. William Darlow. North Woolwich Road, and R. H. Lawson, Victoria

Terrace—Obtaining motive power,
2548 John Wright, Rochester—Cutting railway sleepers.

2549. E. H. C. Monckton, Regent Street—Uniting pUtes of metal.
2550. F^dor De Wylde. Trinity Square— Induration of stone, tfce.

2551. Fedor De Wylde, Trinity Square—Separation of molasses from sugar crystals.

—A com.

19th October, 1S63.

2552. James Champion, Manchester—Machinery for preparing cotton, &c.

2553. Henry Gilbee, South Street—Composition for rendering boots and shoes
waterproof —A com.

2554. William Fletcher, Gloucester—Breech loading fire-arms.

2555. Arnold Budenberg, Manchester— Blasting powder—A com.
2556 Joseph Whitley, Leeds—Permanent way of railways
2537. Louis Eynard. Langham Street—Brakes for railway trains.

2558. William Clark, Chancery Lane—Separating ores from their gangues —A com.

DESIGNS FOR ARTICLES OF UTILITY.
Registeredfrom lUh September, to 9th October, 1S63.

Sept. 14, 4577. Charles Smith, Borough, E. C, and Mary Shepherd, Croydon, E —
" Child's Normal."

„ „ 4578. G P. HilL Cheapside—" Button Gauge."
„ 18, 4579. Henry Gaball, Burlington Gardens, W.—" Chest, Back, and Spine

Protector."

,, 24, 4~S0. J. S. Thomas & Co., Exeter—" Lamps for Burning Mineral Oils."

„ 28, 4581. Joseph Kenney. Birkenhead, Chester—" Water Tire Iron."

„ 30, 4582. H. J. and D. Nicoll, Regent Street, W.—" Wing Cap or Sleeve
Cloak."

Oct. 6, 45S3. James Parkes, Birmingham—" Handle for Carpet Bags."

„ „ 4584. Charles Bowley, Birmingham—" Brace Buckle."

„ „ 4585. T. P. Hawkins, Birmingham—" Hooks for attaching Spark and
Crinoline Guards for Fire Grates."
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NOTES ON NORTHERN COLLIERIES.

No. III.

PROFESSOR. HAUGHTON ON THE HARTLEY COLLIERY BEAM.

Is No. II. of these papers, we brought the subject of the Hartley beam

to the preliminaries of trial. In the preceding part of his investigation,

Professor Haughton considered roughly, in Prop. III., the conditions of

rupture of an engine beam, suddenly stopped by a spring beam,

regarded as an immovable obstacle, and supposed to be placed at the

centre of percussion of half the loaded beam. He desires here to correct

an error that has been printed in his solution.*

It is known, and will be proved in the following pages, that the

whole of the work stored up in the half beam that strikes the spring

beam is destroyed by the shock, and passes into the spring beam, in

consequence of the latter being placed at the centre of percussion of the

half beam. Hence, in estimating the moment of rupture, (« I), the

inertia of the other half only of the beam should have been computed.

By some inadvertence, in the calculation, aj has been computed for the

whole beam, instead of the half beam. The correction of this error will

reduce the numerical values deduced from Prop. in. to half their

amount, so that the insufficiency of the shock to break the beam may
be regarded as fully proved, if we accept the principle of equating the

dynamical moment of rupture to the statical moment of resistance.

But this principle, however usual, is in itself very unsatisfactory,

because it requires us to compare a momentum with a weight, and

mechanicians are not yet agreed upon the conditions and restrictions

within which such a comparison can be regarded as true to nature.

Professor Haughton considers, however, that the method he finally em-

ploys in solving the problem of the Hartley beam is based on principles

against which no such theoretical objection can be raised. The method

of solution of the problem is contained in the following Propositions :
—

A. There is first found the work stored up in the beam at the

instant of striking the spring beam.

B. The work left in the beam, after striking the spring beam, is

then determined.

C. The work of resistance of the cross section of the beam, due to

the ex'ension and compression of its parts, is also found, and

there is then instituted

—

D. A comparison of the work left in the beam after the shock on

the spring beam, (B), with the work of resistance, (C).

Prop. A. Tofind the work stored up in the Hartley beam at the moment

of striking the spring beam.

The Hartley colliary beam may be regarded as an ellipse, whose

centre of motion, A, fig. 1 of the subjoined engravings, is

Tig. I-

—@~ i—

—

A. !

9 o

9 inches nearer to the outer end, (Q), than its centre of figure

is placed ; and it is acted on by the following forces. P, the

steam pressure on the piston plus the weight of piston rod, etc.
;

P', the weight of the dry rods in the pumps of the top staple ; w, the

weight of the unloaded beam
; q, the weight of the broken spears of the

pumps of the lower and middle lifts. The beam, acted on by all these

forces, move3 from rest until, the force, p, having passed through 10 ft.,

* We lake the blame of this quite upon ourselves. The MS. was not returned to be

examined by as with the proofs, and Through failure of time before going to press, no

proofs were forwarded to Professor Haughton, and so the error was not discovered prior

to publication ; it is one that does not affect the method employed in any way.

—

Ed.

No. 189.—Vol. XVI.

the whole system impinges upon the spring beam, b. It is required to

find the work stored up in the beam. Let a, b, denote the semi-axes ol

the beam, and let p, p', w, q, denote the distances of the points of

application of the forces, P, P', W, Q, from the axis of motion, (A) : if

h denote the height through which the force, p, descends, then the

Work stored up in the beam = (Pp -f P' p' + Wis — Qj) x — (1.)

Assuming as the data furnished^

P = 70 tons = 02 + 8 p = 18 ft.

P'= 8 " p>— 11 "

W= 42 " w — § "

Q = 12 " ...,„... q = 16£ "

h = 10 "

we have
Pp = 1260 ft. tons,

T'p 1 — 80 "

"Wm> = 31J "

Qq — 198 "

Substituting these values in equation (1), we find the

Work stored up in the- Hartley beam\ 118,1-5 X 5 _ q^q.i u fQns
at the moment of the shock, /

—
9

Prop. B. To find haw much of (he work stored up in tJie beam at

the moment of the sjiock, remained in it after the shock.

To solve this problem, Professor Haughton discusses the following

lemma ;

—

A beam, turning with an angular velocity (w) round a point (A),

fig. 2, falls upon the

point, B ; it is required

to find the angular

velocity (a 1

) with which

it commences to revolve

round (B).

Let a denote the hori?

zontal distance of tho

centre of gravity of the

beam from the point A,

and let ^denote the distance of B from A. The blow with which B
strikes the beam may be represented by mv, where m denotes the mass

of the beam, and v a certain velocity to be found.

It follows, from the well-known principle of LVAlemhert, that

II

m vf=s v I

and that the shock on the beam at the axis (A) is

= m (v — « a
)

(2.)

(3.)

In consequence of this shock, the beam commences to turn round the

point, (B), with an angular velocity determined by the equation

m(w — u a) f— u'V (4.)

In these equations, I and ll
, denote the moments of inertia of the beam,

with respect to the points, A and B. Substituting the value of c found

from (2) in equation (4), we find, after some reductions—

u' I' — m 0, ( ft*— af) (5.)

where h is the radius of gyration corresponding to the point A, or

I = m It'

;

iik' denote the corresponding radius of gyration for the point B

V = mha

and substituting in (5), we obtain finally

2 K
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A'2
(6)

which is the angular velocity with which the hearn commences -to

revolve round B.

Now, to deduce from this lemma the quantity of work remaining in

the beam after the shock, Professor Haughiou makes use of the following

well-known principle, also employed in the previous part of this

investigation, (p. 199), viz.,

The loork stored up in a revolving body is equal to the work stored up
in a body of the same weight moving in a right line, with a.velocity equal

to that of the centre of gyration.

Hence, the work remaining in the beam is

k<*

2?
X its weight.

Substituting in this expression for

find

Work left in the beam :

23

2
,
its value deduced from (6), we

(#*— «-/ )
2

..

i.e x *'s weight,

and since, by the same principle, the original work stored up in the

beam was

—=— X its weight,
%g

we find, at length

Work left in the beam = -

—

'„ • x work stored up originally. (7.)

In order to apply this result to the Hartley beam, it is necessary to

calculate k, ft
1
, and a, and to know the line f or horizontal distance of

the centre of motion from the spring beam.
The square of the radius of gyration, iff-, is found from the following

equation :

—

(P + P' + W + Q) 7c
2 = Vf + VfS + W («* + ?)+Q q- (8.)

in which p denotes the radius of gyration of the unloaded beam round
its centre of figure or gravity. The other quantities have been already

given, and p is known from the expression for the radius of gyration of

an ellipse, with respect to an axis passing through its centre, and
perpendicular to its plane.

and adding

we obtain

Hence, we find

(18^-4- 42
_. 356 25

4 4

v--©"- 225

4

pt -f W

py*
W</4
02s

359 '5 QA

= 22680T
= 1056 I

u>
2
) = 3780

(= 32B7J

30783

but P + P' 4- W 4- Q= 132 tons, and therefore equation (8) gives

F= §0783 =2332

In order to find h'!, we must use equation (8), substituting for p, p', w,

and q, the distances of the spring beam from P, P', the centre of the

beam, and Q. Hence, sincey=15 ft., the right hand side of (8) becomes,

(P) 70 x 3^

(P) 8 x 4i

(W) 42 x ( &%% + (Uif ) =
(Q) 12 x (31J)«

Hence, from (8) we find

630
)

128
|

X292 12264|

11907J

= 24929

*'.= 2
-^§ = 188-8

• Whewell's Dynamics, Part II., p. 2J8. Cambridge, 1S31.

The distance of the centre of.gravity from the centre of motion is found
by the equation

(P + p + W + Q) a =r Pp + P'y + W» - Q2 (9 )

)+ 1260
+ 88

+ 31*
133 '

= U82 . qu. pr.

.1182

,132
= 9 ft. qu jir.

Substituting the preceding values in equation (7), we find

Is — af= 233-2 — 9 X 15 =.98'2
and finally

Work left in beam after (08-2) 2 X 656"4 ft. tons ,..,„,. .

the shock, = 2332 X 188-8 = 143 '77 "' t0US-

Prop. C. Tofind the work of resistance of the Hartley colliery beam due to

the extension and compression of its parts.

Let A B, fig. 3, denote the position of the neutral axis of the beam a 6,

and let c c' denote the coefficients of extension and compression at the

points 6 and a, when the beam is on the point of breaking. If y be the

distance of any element from the axis, we have

C pi c /•'>'

i J v dy= ui 'J
dy> ,(10.)

an equation which expresses the fact that the sum of the forces of

extension is equal to tnat of the forces of compression. Hence

CJ =C"6' (U)

Eig. S.

Adopting the experimental results given in the Report of the Commissioners

on Railway Structures, (1849), page 101,

where it is stated that the ratio of the

ultimate compressive and tensile forces,

deduced from thirty-six experiments on
cast iron, is 5037 : 1, or 17 : 3 qu. £_
pr. ; Professor Haughton infers from
this that the distance of A B from b,

is to its distance from a in the sans
-proportion of 17 to 3.

Let dx denote the extension of any
element dy of the beam, and let ds be

the extension at the point b. The force

acting at dy being denoted by F, the

work of extension is

Work of extension, := / F dx— —p^ f y^dy = C ds b

3

.and the work of compression is

or , c • -ft? .,
C' dsl fV C

Work of compression, = T i dx= —— T , _ —
3

Hence, the total work of resistance, both of extension and compression,

is

| (C ds b + C ds' ft')
;

and since

6 : b' : : ds : <&',

it follows from (11) that

Work of resistance, = -s- (6 4 b')

C ds
Work of resistance, = -=- X S

; (12.)

S denoting the cross section in square inches. It appears from the

experiments recorded in the Report already quoted, pp. 51, 52, 53, 55,

that the ultimate extensile force of cast iron is 7-014 tons, and that the

extension produced by this ultimate force is Trrjth of the length of the
10

bar.
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Introducing these values of and ds into equation (12), and remem-
bering that the Hartley beain was 34 feet long, we obtain

Work of resistance of Hartley)' 7.013 X 34 X 912 ,,„„„,,.
steam engine, ../= 3 X 613

="8-23 ft. tons.

Pr.op. T). To compare the work left. in the beam with the work necessary for
fracture.

The work left in the beam after the shock is employed in deforming
the beam into a curve, with a point of contrary flexure, as shown in

fig. 4, where re n' denotes the neutral axis, and ab a neutral surface,, in

which there is neither extension nor compression..

Kg. 4.

The work expended between n and ab is that with which we are

concerned, and the portion expended between ab and re', is employed in

tending to fracture the engine beam on the spring beam, b.

From A to B is 15 ft., and from A to re' is 19J ft., from which it is

probable that by far the greatest portion of the work left in the beam is

spent on the portion between ab and n.*
The work left in the beam was found to be 143.77 ft. tons, and the

work requisite to fracture the beam at A, upon the data given, is only
118-23 ft. tons.

The destructive forces were,, therefore, probably in excess of the
powers ofresistance of "the material, even deducting the work expended
in tending to fracture the beam at the point B.

The preceding interesting and important communication of Professor
Haughton's has extended to such a length that w« are unable to pursue
the subject further on the present occasion.

In our next part, we propose to review the results to which calcula-.

tion has led, and to make some practical deductions as to the methods
of construction and means of safety that should be, in our judgment,
employed in pumping engine beams in future.

—

Ed.

MESSRS SIEMENS, HALSKE, & CO.'S
TUBULAR IRON TELEGRAPH POSTS C. W. Siemens' Patent.

(Illustrated by Plate 306.

J

Ocb, copperplate of this month comprises elevations, sections, and
details of these very elegantly contrived and efficient iron telegraph
posts, the invention of Mr C. W. Siemens, and already extensively
employed by his firm. These posts are the subjects of, and protected by,
two patents, in fact ; the base plates being a happy adaptation by Mr
Siemens of Mr Mallet's patent buckled plate, under license from whom
these bases are manufactured ; and the whole of the details, and their

combination, constituting Mr Siemens' patent.
Telegraph line wires have been hitherto most commonly suspended

from wooden posts, usually by the help of iron or wood arms and glass
or pottery insulators, but occasionally,, as in the ease of the Magnetic
Telegraph Company's Irish lines, by the wires passing through solid

blocks of gutta-percha (principally), which were simply screwed to the
sides of the wood post. The earliest wood posts, we believe, were all

of sawn timber (red fir, chiefly). These were found to rot,, even in our
climate, very rapidly ; and larch, or other fir poles, cleaned of the bark,
••••err; substituted These were charred in the fire to a little beyond the
depth to which they were to be buried in the ground, and were coal-tarred

* Professor TTanghton proposes, in a future communication, to calculate ))ow much of
Ibe work left U expended in each portion of the beam, and also how the problem is

altered by the elasticity of the spring beam.

or painted above ground. In Great Britain, we believe about five or six

years is looked upon as the extreme limit of the life of such a post;
while in warmer and damper climates, and in the rains of semi-tropical

ones, two or three years is found to be their duration.

In some parts of the Southern States of America, and in central

America, we have been informed that the hardest and best timbers that

can. be procured, although charred, coated with tar, and the tops pro-

tected from wet by earthen or other caps, are wholly rotten at the

ground level within two years, anibecome untrustworthy after the first

rains-

The durability of the timber for these posts may he somewhat increased

by the employment of Boucherie's process of injecting the vessels of the

wood with solution of sulphate of copper, and this has been employed to

a considerable extent upon the French telegraphic lines ; but an awk-
wardness exists in this application, owing to the fact that the solution

can only be imbibed by freshly felled trunks. The cost of application

is not inconsiderable, and for ourselves, we must say we entertain great

doubts that the duration of the posts so treated is notably prolonged.

Far too much has been vaunted of the alleged indestructibility conferred

upon vegetable lignine and albumen by the action of any of the several

metallic solutions that have in succession been brought, and for a time

zealously kept before the public, but in succession have dropped into

oblivion—the fate that has befallen Kyanizing, Burnetizing, and several

other "izings"— and a pretty sure proof of their real standard of

merit.

Seeing that the decay of all these posts occurs mainly, just at the ground
level, where the surface wet—both dripped from that of the post itself,

and taken from the ground—is the most ; while air, the other essential

element to eremacausis and decay, is there ever present also; some
persons have sought to remove or palliate the evil by sinking cast iron

sockets into the ground, and inserting into the portion of these just

above the surface, the suitably tapered or otherwise fitted lower end of

the timber post.

A considerable portion,of the early lines in Bengal were thus arranged,

the vegetable part of the post being formed of large bamboo cane, a
material, owing to its silicious coating,. no. doubt more durable than the

majority of timbers proper. The expense of this plan, however, was
enormous. The mere transport of the heavy cast iron sockets was very

great. Their wight may, be easily judged of when we call to mind that

numbers of these sockets were converted by the Sepoys, at the com-
mencement of the mutiny, into a sort of rude cannon. Their shape,

too, and impossibility of being packed up together into any reasonable

bulk for carriage, though less important in the plains of Bengal, upon
a bullock cart or a Ganges boat,, would render such posts and bases

quite unsuitable to a mountain country, or to any one where beasts of

burden, and not wheel traffic, constitutes the main means of transport.

And after all, very little is gained. in prolonging the existence of a

wood post, by placing the lower end in a cast iron socket. The water

runs down the post all the same, it finds its- way into the socket, and is

held there by capillarity until it is evaporated ; while the hollow space

in the socket below, always full of moisture, and air more or less loaded

with carbonic acid, becomes a little " fungus pit" to each post, and the

lower end, is before very long, as " dozed" and unsafe as if in the ground

itself.

Great as is the cost of renewal of wood posts, when they have failed in

this way, the expense is far from being measured by the new posts and
their setting up, only. Every post that comes down brings the line

wires along with it, perhaps brings down one or more sound neighbour-

ing posts; breaks and destroys insulators and brackets, and interrupts

telegraphic communication, and the profits due. to it for the time.

The fall of such posts may, at important conjunctures, lead to the

most serious ill consequences, by suddenly, and at an unknown point,

stopping intelligence. Thus it was that many of the wooden posts of

the Neapolitan lines were broken off by the shocks of the great earth-

quake of December, 1857, and for many hours all communication with

the provinces was cut off, so that at Naples the belief was entertained

that the distant cities of Melfi and Potenza had been wholly swallowed

up. Where, also, the telegraph posts run along a line of railway, as

they do in so many cases for miles and miles along our own lines, the

failure of a post, if falling on the line, may result in disaster and loss

of life.

All these unfortunate conditions will, of course, be more prominent in

proportion as the climate of the country is more rotting and more

stormy ; worse in western and. northern Ireland and Scotland, by a

great deal, than in England,, and within the range of the monsoons,

so formidable as to prohibit the use of wooden posts at all. We need only

add one word mor.e as to wooden posts in tropical countries (but a word,

that those knowing India will fully understand) : long before they are

rotten, they are often eaten up by the white ants, and made so cellular

and weak, as to be as bad as if rotten throughout.

These reasons set telegraph engineers a good while ago to contrive

posts wholly of iron. They have been made iu a few places on the

Continent wholly of cast iron, much like a common lamp post, and
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almost as awkward and heavy. They have also been formed, both in

Germany and England, of T iron, or of angle iron, riveted back to back,

with the upper ends suitably fashioned by the hammer, to receive the

arms, etc. ; and we lately saw some in the north of England formed out

of a single gross bar of large T iron—a method that may do well enough

perhaps, in the midst of a rich iron country, where people are satisfied

to lavishly employ their money and their "raw products" as a substi-

tute for brains and contrivance.

Not very long since, also, a form of hollow sheet iron post, originally

contrived for the standards of strained wire fencing, has been adapted

(by its inventor, we presume) upon the enlarged scale necessary for

telegraphic posts. In fig. 1, of the subjoined wood engravings, one

of these posts is shown in elevation, the lines of wire running perpen-

dicular to the paper ; and in fig. 2 an enlarged section of it, in an

Fig 1. F g. 3.

<^^;pPPPs^s

Fig. 2. horizontal plane, is

exhibited. The sheet

iron forming each

half of the post, is

struck or otherwise
formed to its hollow
shape, and the two
similar halves are

then riveted to-

gether, at their

A post thus formedabutting fillets, and then the whole is galvanized.
.

wuuld always be a weak one, in proportion to the material employed,
and a very dear one in relation to the cost of production. If the
workmanship along the abutting joints of rivets were possible to be

insured so perfect, that after galvanizing, the joint should be everywhere
soldered up, close and water-tight, by the zinc, then this post would
have more durability than in fact they are ever likely to possess ; for in
practice the water will find its way in between, here or there

; where it

lodges, the iron (the galvanizing notwithstanding) will rust, and rust
again

;
and the swelling of coat after coat of rust will, after a few years,

open the joint, start off adjoining rivet heads, and bring the whole in
the end to grief.

At an early period, Mr Siemens also contrived a compound iron tripod
post, shown in fig. 3, which had the merit of stability and completeness,
but the faults of being expensive, aud heavy to transport, and requiring
skilled labour to put together and set up, as well as skilled labour to

repair, if wilfully or otherwise injured.

This post also had the objection that it was easily climbed up, either
by man or scandent animals, an evil not devoid of weight in India and
other countries abounding in feros natural ; for it has been found in
Bengal, that both wires (or rods, as they are there, in fact) and posts
were occasionally brought to the ground by great birds in flocks, or

tribes of large monkeys, settling and frolicking upon them. Amongst
the conditions of a good telegraph post, in fact is, that it shall be hard
to climb by man, at least.

The telegraph post of which we give now details, is the latest con-
trived by Mr Siemens, and impressed with the importance of securing
perfection in all its conditions, he has spared no pains in the manufac-
turing skill devoted to each part.

The patent iron post has been constructed with a view to obtain great
strength and durability with the least possible weight, and to give each
of the three principal pieces composing it a convenient form for long
transports. The cost also is moderate, and the erection, upon the

ground easy.

Plate 306 represents the several parts of these posts, with two insula-

tors attached, to support two line-wires. Each post consists of:—
1st. A Mallet's patent buckled base plate of wrought iron, which is

attached by means of four bolts to

2nd. A cast or wrought iron tube, forming the lower portion of the

post, of convenient length for carriage, and terminating in a socket to

receive

3rd. A conical wrought iron welded tube, combining great strength
with lightness; it is fastened in the socket, in erection, by means of a
liquid cement.

4th. A lightning discharger, fastened into the top of the conical tube,

for the purpose of discharging atmospheric electricity from above the
conducting wires.

The entire weight of this iron post, standing 18 feet high above the
ground, is about 1 j cwt., or half the weight of an ordinary wooden pole

of the same height, while its rigidity is decidedly superior, even when
the wooden post is quite new. Considering, moreover, that the iron

post is carried in three pieces, of convenient form, an important saving
is effected in the cost of transport, and of the distribution of the posts upon
the ground, which often balances its greater first cost. It is a decided
advantage of these posts, that they are made of iron throughout.

In the vignette of the plate, a line of these posts is shown, with double
wires, by which their appearance and strong hold upon the ground can
be judged of.

The Buckled base plates, though very thin, (much under quarter inch)

are an excellent example of the enormous stiffness aud strength con-

ferred by this form, aud an interesting one of the numerous purposes to

which Buckled plates are now being applied, in various branches of

engineering. These base plates are employed in two sizes, the larger

one being used at every fifth or tenth post, to impart increased stability,

in the event of the sudden giving way of taught wires. The amount of

earth-hold that these posts possess, may be judged of on simply stating,

that with the base plate of the smaller size sunk only 2 feet i inches

under the surface, about 32 cubic feet of earth must be dislodged, and a
great deal more disturbed, before the post can be overthrown.

These base plates are packed into one another, like a pack of cards,

and strung together in bundles, by two bolts, and for some of the lines

now in course of execution with them, are in packages of a weight to be

readily slung on each side of a mule, each other part of the post being
equally capable of that sort of transport. In fact, these posts could be

carried over the Himalayas or the Andes, and no doubt will be, before

many years shall have passed.

The upper portion of these posts is formed of a drawn and rolled

hollow wrought iron taper tube, the mode of manufacture of which is

peculiar, and, we believe, attributable to Mr Siemens. It is only about

three- sixteenths of an inch in thickness, and is an example of what may
be achieved in economy of substance and perfection of form by the skill

of our iron manufacturers, under intelligent guidance. The stiffness of

this lithe hollow cone is such, that when gripped firmly at the base,

and held in an horizontal position, a load of 6 cwt. (672 lbs. avoirdupois)

produced no sensible derangement of its form.

The mode in which the several parts go together, is evident from

inspection of the plate. The insulators employed with them are those
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known as " Siemens' Patent," and are applicable to posts of whatever
construction.

Already lines of these bases and posts are treading their way simul-

taneously in two directions across the Continent of Asia, as well as for

shorter routes in other parts of the world.
Messrs Siemens, Halske, & Co. are supplying these patent tubular

iron posts, with insulators, instruments, and other stores, for the land-

lines in course of construction by Her Majesty's Government in Persia

and Mesopotamia, to form the link between the Persian Gulf submarine
line about being laid, and the Turkish lines in Asia Minor, so as to bring

India into direct communication with Europe. The insulators and
instruments for the Turkish lines just named are supplied by them.
They are also now shipping the materials foi the Russian Government
telegraph lines to connect Teheran, via Tabris, with Tiflis, and wbich,
when completed, will form an important link to admit of direct com-
munication with India, via Russia, should at any time the lines in

Turkish Asia from any cause become interrupted. They are also sup-

plying the iron posts, insulators, etc., for India, Buenos Ayres, etc., and
also these and other telegraph materials of almost every description, for

the Governments of Egypt, Italy, Chili, and Paraguay; along with
submarine testing and speaking instruments for working the stations of

the Persian Gulf submarine lines.

In connection with the subject, it may not be devoid of interest, as

showing the amazing spread that the telegraphic network is receiving

at the hands of telegraph engineers in all parts of the world, to notice

some of the other works in which this one firm is now engaged. Amongst
these are the submarine cable for the French Government, to connect
Carthagena, in Spain, with Oran, in Algeria, 115 nautical miles long.

This cable, of which we hope ere long to give a description, is being
manufactured at Messrs Siemens, Halske, & Co.'s recently erected cable

works at Woolwich. It will be shipped shortly, and is expected to be
submerged in the course of November and December, 1863. They also

have in hand considerable lengths of submarine cables, of the same
description, for the Russian Government, to be employed in the Baltic

;

and others for the Russian military service, and for other land purposes,
with others of the same description for Austria, Australia, etc. Their
contracts for the erection of the extensive land-lines at the Cape of Good
Hope, Natal, and other provinces of South Africa, all expected to be
completed before the end of this year, will offer great advantages to the
colonists, and to all mercantile houses trading with them. They are

erecting several lines for the Government of Spain, bringing Gibraltar
into direct telegraphic connection with Malaga, Cartagena, and other
harbours along the east coast of that kingdom. These lines are partly

erected, and upon them the iron posts are employed. For the South-
western of Ireland Telegraph Company, they are connecting Cork with
Crookhaven. This line will be completed in a few weeks, and give us
the American news half a day sooner than now, a special steamer being
already engaged by the Company to take the parcel of despatches from
the mail steamer at sea, and to bring it to the telegraphic station at

Crookhaven. The Government of Hayti, too, is employing them to

supply ihe telegraph stores required for the erection of the lines to

connect Port-au-Prince with the principal towns in that Republic, the
lines being laid also by Messrs Siemens' assistants.

The fire brigade stations in London, the Loudon District Telegraph
Company, and various private firms, have been supplied with Siemens'
magnetic alphabetic instruments; and the Russian telegraph lines

originally constructed by the firm are, we understand, still maintained
by them, under contract.

To any one sufficiently versed in electrical science to be able to appre-

ciate the marvellous beauty of intricate contrivance, that has been
brought, by the united labours of many minds, to constitute electro

telegraphic engineering, now, perhaps, the most complete specialty of

the profession, there are no manufactories in London of more interest

than those of Siemens, Halske, & Co., at Millbank and Woolwich, and
we believe they make no difficulty in showing their works to any
persons whose knowledge would enable them to appreciate such a

favour.

—

Ed.

ON THE EXPANSIVE ENERGY OF HEATED WATER.

By W. J. Macqcoeh Rankine.

{Read to the Institution of Engineers in Scotland, September, 1863.)

As the question of the quantity of mechanical energy which a given
weight of water, heated to a given temperature, is capable of exerting
in the act of partially evaporating without receiving heat, until it falls

to a given lower temperature, has been raised in connection with recent
researches as to the bursting of steam boilers, I may point out, that the
complete solution of that question for any given liquid, together with a
numerical example in the case of water, is given under the head of

Proposition XVIL of a paper on Thermodynamics, which was com-

municated by me to the Royal Society, in December, 1853, read in
January, 1854, and published in the Philosophical Transactions for
1854.

That solution is expressed by the following formula (page 161,
equation 65) :

—

Energy exerted by each pound offluid.

= K l^-fefl + hyp. log.|-)}; . . . (1.)

in which K denotes the dynamical value of the specific heat of the
liquid, being the product of its specific heat expressed in the ordinary
way by ''Joule's equivalent "

—

ti and t
2i
the initial and final absolute temperatures ; the absolute zero

being 274° Centig., or 493°-2 Fahr., below the melting-point of ice.*

Another equation (equation 63 of the paper) gives the following value
for the excess of the final volume to which the mixed liquid and vapour
expand, above the original volume of the liquid

;

K hyp. log.
k

(2-)

dt<>

in which f* denotes the rate at which the pressure, in lbs. on the
atz

square foot, varies with temperature, at the final temperature.

When applied to the water in a steam boiler, these equations take the
following form :

—

The value of K for liquid water is 772 foot-pounds, per degree of

Fahrenheit, in a pound of water ; or,

1389 '6 foot-pounds, per centigrade degree, in a pound of water; or,

42355 kilogrammetres, per centigrade degree, in a kilogramme of

water.

The final absolute temperature is 212° Fahr. + 461°'2 = 673°'2 Fahr.

The corresponding value of —~, for Fahrenheit's scale and British

measures, is 42 ; and 772 -4- 42 = 18'38.

Let T denote the initial temperature, on Fahrenheit's ordinary scale
;

so that t,. = T + 461°'2. Then—

Energy, in foot-pounds , exerted by each pound of water.

= 772 JT - 212" _ 673-2 hyp. log. (1±±|1£)
J.

;t (3.)

Final volume of expansion of mixed ivater and steam, in cubic feet per
pound.

= I8 B8 hyP.lo,(I±gP) (4)

It is worthy of remark that the energy developed depends solely on the

specific heat of the substance in the liquid state, and the initial and final
temperatures, and not on any other physical property of the substance.

The following table gives some results of the formula? :

—

The first column contains the temperature in the ordinary scale of

Fahrenheit, with intervals of 36° F. := 20° Cent.

The second column contains the expansive energy of one pound of
water, in foot-pounds.

The third column contains the velocity, in feet per second, which
that energy would impress on a projectile of the weight of the water
itself; that is, one pound.

The fourth column, the final volume of expansion of the water and
steam, in cubic feet per lb.

For convenience, a fifth column is added, containing the initial

absolute or total pressures in lbs. on the square inch.

The last line of the table has reference to the case in which the

water would be totally evaporated.

• In the original paper, the absolute zero of heat was assumed to be 272J° Centig.,
below the melting-point ofiee. The value now adopted, 274° C, is deduced from later

experimental data.

+ This agrees with the formula given by J. B. in the Engineer of the 2d October, 1863,
page 200.
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Table I.

Initial absolute

Initial Temp. Energy, Velocity, Final expansion, pressure,

Fahr. ft.-lbs. ft. per sec cub. ft. lbs per sq. in.

212° 1470
248 726 214 0-95 2^83
284 2779 423 187 52.52

320 605'2 G24 273 8986
356 10422 819 356 145-8

392 15826 1010 436 225-9

428 22156 1194 511 336-3

about about about

2360 912500 7666 2636 unknown.

In the absence of logarithmic tables, the following approximate
formula; may be used for temperatures not exceeding 428°:

—

Energy nearly
772 (T — 212°)

T + 1134°-4

„ .
,

36 76(T
Expansion, nearly = —-—

~

212°)

134°-4

(5)

(6)

Glasgow, 5th October, 1863.

Note: added 19tt October, 1863.

In explanation of the formulas and tables, it may be added, that the

mechanical energy in column 2 is the equivalent of the heat which
disappears during the process, being the difference between the whole
heat expanded and the latent heat of that portion of the water which at

the end of the process is in the condition of steam at atmospheric
pressure.

For the information of those who consider that the liquid portion of

the water, owing to its small compressibility, acts like a volley of hard
projectiles, a table is added, showing, for each of the initial temperatures
in the previous table, what fraction of a pound of water continues in the

liquid state, and how much of the energy developed is possessed by that

liquid water.

Table II.

Proportion of l be Water Energy possessed by that
Initial temperature, which remains liquid, liquid water,

Fahrenheit. lbs. ft.-lbs.

212° 1 000
248 0-904 700
284 0931 2587
320 897 5429
356 0-865 9015
392 835 13215
428 0806 17858

about
2360

In the formulae and tables, it has not been considered necessary to

take into account the small increase which the specific heat of water
undergoes as the temperature rises.

W. J. M. R.

ARTILLERY.
DEPORT OF GENERALS PIOBERT AND MORIN UPON THE MEMOIR OF

M. GORLOF.

AS TO THE MOVEMENT OF A TKOJECTILE IN THE CHASE OF A KIFLED CANNON.

(Translated for the Practical Mechanic's Journal.)

In the very remarkable researches on Interior Ballistics* (Balistique

* The term employed when the gun itself is hntig as the pendulum, while that of

exterior ballistic is employed when the projectile is fired into a pendulum, which
receives its momentum.

interieure), made by eminent geometers and artillerists, the chase of
the cannon was always assumed perfectly smooth, the projectile

spherical, or of any form, and moving freely in the chase.f Now that
smooth bored cannon are less used, and rifled cannon are generally
adopted, it is interesting to see how the movement of the projectile is

modified by the grooves. In the chase of a rifled cannon, the projectile,

during the whole course of its movement, presses with its wings "on the
driving flange or leading edge of the grooves, and, consequently, it

experiences each instant from that part of the surface a resistance
which, like that of any surface whatever, may be resolved into a normal
reaction, and into a tangential one, that is to say, a frictional force,

which from its direction opposes the movement.
Let us first consider the case of rifling having a uniform pitch.

Here the leading edge of the grooves is a left-handed curved surface
(reglee gauche), the equation for which is

y cos az 4- x sin az = R
2<r

a = -j-, h denoting the pitch of the spiral, R is the radius of the

cylinder to which the generatrices of its surface are alwaj'S tangential.
These two lines are known for a given cannon. The cosines of the

angles which the normal to this surface makes with the axes will be

cos a =z
cos (P, y)

Y 1 +p'cos2 t'
C°

Yi+p'cos
cos (P, x)

cos y = p cos I

Vi+,

r is the length of a groove taken in any transverse section from
the centre of this section to the middle point, m, of the leading
edge.

I = angle (P, r), where P is the generatrix of this surface taken in

the said section.

S and p are known constants.

The direction of the tangent of the spiral which the point, m,
desciibes is given in the expressions—

dx p cos (az + tp) dy p sin (az -f (

d» Yi + p
2

'

dz

US y/ 1 + jjl

1

ds </ 1 -1- n2

where <p is the constant angle of the two radii, R and^j.

As to the point, m, relating to the opposite groove, we must change

the signs for the expressions, cos z, cos /3,
—j~ and —^-. Let us esta-

blish the equations for the movement of a projectile urged by the forces

which are applied to it. These forces are : F, force of the powder
applied to the centre of gravity of the projectile in a direction following

the axis, z, that is to say, the axis of the cannon. N, the normal
pressure, and — /N, the friction applied at each of the points, m and m',

these points being those of the contact of the wings with the surface of

the leading edges of the grooves. Applying the general formula;, we
find for the movement of the centre of gravity of the projectile.

M
l 2z /^=F-2n( p cos I

V 1 +f cos
2
1

and for the rotation of the projectile about the axis, z,

2m f —n- —2 Nr (—— ; —— \
dt VV 1 + P

1 cos2 I V1+ f)

Eliminating N from these two equations, and observing that u =
we have

2 N:
dV 2 m p

2

If ' hr
V 1 + p2 V 1 + P2 cos2 6

ccs I \/ 1 + p
2 — fp V 1 + p* cos2 I

t The friction due to the weight and the resistance of the air, during the passage of

the projectile through the cannon, are generally neglected, owing to the extreme
smallness of their action compared with that of the powder, and are so in this memoir.
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and finally

—

(A)
• • !>¥(

1mf (p cos $ \/l + p- +/-y/l -hp' cos2 f

COS $ </!-(- J52—fp\/l + p-cos'T})j dt
- F

This is the definite equation which governs the movement of translation

of the projectile in the chase of a rifled cannon, of which the grooves

have a uniform spiral curvature.

The factor of —5- being an abstract number, if this number be repre-

sented by M' the equation takes the form

—

M'
dV
dt

= F

We see, then, that this equation has the same form as that for a

projectile of the mass, M', moving in a smooth bore gun, all the other

conditions, that is to say, the calibre, the length of chase, and the

charge remaining the same. Thus, the question we started with is

solved. The movement of translation of a projectile in the bore of a

cannon, the grooves of which have a uniform spiral curvature, is

identical with the movement of a spherical projectile in a gun of the same
dimensions, but with a smooth bore, all the conditions remaining the

same, except that the mass of the projectile must be increased, according

to the law indicated by the equation (A). We see also that all the results

of the gun pendulum (balistique inteu-ieure) found for smooth bore guns
remain rigorously applicable to rifled cannon

;
further, if the moment of

inertia, 2m/r, be known, we can make use of the Tables at present

employed for smooth bores to determine the corresponding initial

velocities of rifled cannon.
We shall not occupy ourselves at present with the manner in which

M' varies when the quantities 8 and h on which it depends vary. These
variations result directly from the formulae already found. If the

curvature of the grooves be not uniform, we find, for the most simple

case, that of h = —
; that is to say, that in which the pitch of the

spiral diminishes in the inverse ratio of the distance from the point

which is considered the base, i.e., from the breech

and

M-g=F-!N Oi
q z cos S = + /
+ q- z% cos- 1 \/

cos t fq z

1 + 2
2 sV

. J* _ (
eose _/gj_ \

' dt — " ' \V 1 + <f * cor 6 V 1 + I' *V
in which

4 t r

Eliminating N, and remarking that —=7- = -= -j— , we find, for the
dt tc dt

movement of translation of the centre of gravity of the projectile

L ' Vr \cos S VI + J2S
2—fgzVy+i2 z2 cos-J J dt

A remarkable equation, which shows that the movement of the projec-

tile, in this case, may again be assimilated to the movement of a spherical
projectile in a smooth bore cannon, of which all the conditions remain
the same, the mass only of this ideal projectile being supposed to

increase with z; the augmentation of the mass is not, however,
proportional to z, but increases much more rapidly. These considera-
tions make it appear that in this case of increasing twist, the movement
of the projectile is essentially modified. The influence of i <p k is

analogous to that of the preceding case.

POWER OF WIND AS APPLIED TO FLOUR MILLS.

The application of that violent and intractable element of nature, the
wind, to impel machinery, displayed no little boldness on tbe part of
our early mechanics. Wind mills are supposed to have had their origin
in Germany about the middle, or towards the end of the eleventh
century.

It has been often asserted that wind mills were first invented in the
ea3t, and introduced into Europe by the "Crusaders," but this is very
improbable, as mills of this kind are seldom or never found in the east.
There are none of them in Persia, Palestine or Arabia, and the writer has
seen only one in India, which was recently erected. There are several
wind mill3 around the town of Smyrna in Asiatic Turkey, and also on
the banks of the Hellespont in Asia Minor, but it is believed that they

were erected subsequent to examples having been presented to them
from Europe.
About forty years ago, when the soil of Great Britain was imperfectly

drained, the soil was the grand reservoir for storing up the rain falls

and maintaining the uniformity of flow in our water runs, but since the
introduction of arterial drainage, our rain falls are transmitted direct to

the sea, and at the present time the mean flow of water in our mill leads
is reduced to about fifty per cent, of what it was forty years ago ; and it

becomes a question whether the application of wind power might not be
extended with advantage for the driving of all kinds of grinding mills,

also for that of saw mills; reserving our water falls and steam power for

purposes requiring a constant and regular supply of power, for which the
wind appears to be not so well adapted.

The hilly and undulating nature of Scotland, supplies water falls so

numerous aud powerful, that wind mills have not been much used there

for grinding flour. But in the south of England where the surface is

more of the character of flat or slightly undulating plains, wind mills are

more common and have generally done well, and realized ample fortunes to

many of their owners. When the owners or tenants of flour mills driven

by wind have sufficient capital, the mill can be employed night and day
so long as there is wind, and as comparatively few hands are employed
about a flour mill, they might be usefully engaged during calms, in

dressing the mill stones, and doing other necessary work in the mill

;

these remarks also apply to saw mills, employed in cutting home grown
timber; during calms the hands could be employed in sharpening and
adjusting the spare saws, and bringing forward and preparing timber
for the mill.

Wind mills may be arranged into two classes, viz:—those of the

vertical, and those of the horizontal construction. Much ingenuity has
been expended in endeavouring to improve the horizontal mill, which has

never been attended with much success. In fact, machines presenting

so much obstructing surface in the plane of motion, while moving in a
medium of the same density as that by which they are impelled, must
suffer great retardation. From the nature of the horizontal mills little

more than one vane can be acting at a time, and the motion of the vanes
must of necessity be considerably slower than the moving wind, while in

those of the vertical construction all the sails act together, and generally

attain a speed much higher than that of the cylinder of wind which im-
pels them. The writer has occasionally travelled 16 miles an hour in

the canoes employed on the south coast of Ceylon, when the wind was
blowing a pleasant 7 knot breeze; these canoes are 40 feet long, and are

formed of a light timber which the natives call " dombay " wood. The
lower part, which is nearly parallel throughout its length, is only two
feet wide, and formed of the trunk of a tree hollowed out; and the sides,

which are two feet high, are composed of deal two inches thick, and at-

tached to the bottom with coir yarn, obtained from the cocoa nut;
the ends of the canoe being rounded on the horizontal plane, and sloping
considerably outward and upwards on that of the longitudinal and vertical

planes. They are rigged with two masts of bamboo, which carry very
large lug sails of cotton cloth. The transverse stability of these canoes
is obtained by an ingenious appliance termed an "outrigger," which is

attached at a distance of 12 or 14 feet from, and parallel to the canoe, and
when sailing with the outrigger on the weather side, two of the boatmen
sit upon the outrigger to enable them, by this addition of weight at the

windward side, to carry more sail. These canoes are found to travel

best without any paint or pitch applied to their bottoms, the immersed
part being simply made as smooth as possible. They have no rudder,

and are steered with an oar, and with a moderate wind on the beam,
they often outstrip the fastest of the Peninsular and Oriental Co.'s

steamers.

About 70 years ago, a master mariner, residing at Dunbar, in Hadding-
tonshire, devised a novel wind mill on the horizontal construction. It

consisted essentially of an upright shaft, which carried four arms at the

extremities of which were four masts, rigged with toy sails, and the

sheets were adjusted so that the sails might take their proper positions,

according as they were acted on by a beam wind, "booming out," or

coming up in the "wind's eye." A mill, so constructed, would not

possess the important element of durability, as the violent jerks imparted
to the sheets would very soon snap them. Several mills on the hori-

zontal construction were in use at the town of Eli, in the litigious king-

dom of Fife, at the end of the last century, and were employed in grind-

ing indigo, but they have long since been removed.
In the twelfth century, when wind mills began to be more common, a

dispute arose whether the tithes of them belonged to the clergy ; and
Pope Celestine HI. very considerately decided the question in favour of

the church.
About three or four centuries ago, the avaricious landholders,

favoured by the meanness and injustice of government, favoured by the

weakness of the people, extended their regality or kingship not only over
all streams, but also over the very air, and mills which it impelled, so

that small proprietors, before erecting a wind mill upon their own pro-

perty, had first to obtain permission from the superior of the province

before doing so.
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The early mills were immovable, and could only work when the wind
was in one quarter; they were afterwards placed, not on the ground, but

on a float which could be moved round in such a manner that the mill

should catch every wind. This method gave rise perhaps to the invention

of moveable mills.

To turn the mill to the wind, two methods have been invented, and are

in common use; in the one the whole structure is arranged so as to turn on
a post below, and in the other, the roof alone, together with the axle and
the wings, is moveable. Mills of the former kind are called German mills,

those of the latter Dutch mills. They were both moved round either by a

wheel and pinion within, or by a long lever without, which acted as a

stay to the structure, and which was sometimes connected at its ex-

tremity to a cart wheel, in order to facilitate its movement horizontally.

During the period of the Crimean war, the writer had an opportunity of

examining several of the wind mills in European Turkey, and also in

the Crimea.

Around the town of Eupatoria, in the Crimea, there appeared to be

nearly 200 wind mills, chiefly employed in grinding corn; and all which
were in a workable state were of the vertical construction, and only one
horizontal mill, which seemed to have been out of use for at least a
quarter of a century. The tower of this mill was built of brick work,
about 20 feet diameter at the base, and about 17 feet at the top, and 20
feet high ; the revolving wings, which consisted of six sets of arms, ap-

peared to be about 20 feet diameter and about 6 feet broad, fitted with
vertical shutters, which were moveable on pivots passing through the

arms, the shutters being each about 12 inches wide by 5 or 6 feet high,

and the pivots were fixed at about one-third of the breadth from one edge
of the shutter, in order that the wind might open and shut them at the

proper time during the revolution of the wings. About one-third of the

circumference of the wings was surrounded by a segmental screen to

shelter the arms and shutters while moving up against the wind, and
the screen seemed to have been hauled round with ropes, in order to suit

the direction of the wind.

The writer also examined one of the most recently erected mills on the

vertical construction, which had the words " Moulin Francais " inscribed

upon the door, by way of recommendation. The tower of this mill was
also of brickwork, and appeared to be 18 feet diameter at the base, and
about 15 feet at the top, and about 22 feet high ; the four wings were
about 35 feet diameter, and of a rectangular shape, about 15 feet long and
5 feet broad ; the surface exposed to the wind was increased or di-

minished by the application of canvas sails, whose spread could be raised

by reefing or twisting up the extreme ends of the sails when the mill

was in a state of rest. The main axle, which was octagonal in form,

was constructed of oak, about 15 inches diameter at the neck, and about
10 inches at the rear end. The front of the axle which received the arms
was square, and the two pairs of arms did not intersect the axle in the
same plane, the one pair being in advance of the other ; all the arms
butted against the axle, and were united to it by side pieces which were
securely bolted to the arms and through the axle, which rendered mor-
tising unnecessary, aud preserved the strength of the shaft. The bearing
in which the neck of the axle revolved seemed to be formed of some hard
wood, probably lignumvitae, and was lubricated with soft soap and plum-
bago. The rear end of the shaft was fitted with an iron gudeon, about
3 inches diameter, secured by iron hoops and wedges. About the middle
of its length, this axle carried a face wheel about four feet diameter,

which was constructed entirely of timber; its arms were mortised through
the axle, and secured by iron hoops round the rim, which formed the

bearing surface for the friction strap or brake for arresting the speed of

the mill. The teeth of this wheel, which were about 3J or 4 inches
broad and 4J pitch, geared into a "trundle," or pinion, about 14 or 15

inches diameter, fixed on the top of a long vertical wrought iron shaft,

about 2J inches square, which was coupled at its lower extremity to the

rhynd on top of mill stone spindle, the long shaft being steadied by
a bearing near the centre of its length to prevent any jarring or vibration

being communicated to the revolving mill-stones. When the writer
visited the mill, the miller was engaged in laying on the revolving
stones, he was thus enabled to see the working faces. The mill stones
were about 3J feet in diameter, and were formed of a single stone,

similar in appearance to the white silieous burr, obtained from the

quarries near Rouen. The stones were not indented with roads aud
channels to assist in grinding aud throwing out the flour, like our flour

stones in Britain, but were simply roughened or cracked with the miller's

pick. The neck of the mill stone spindle was guided by a bushing of hard
wood, with the fibre endways, a mode of bushing employed for more than
half a century in the flour mills of this country, and which, no doubt,
gave the idea to Mr Penn of Greenwich for his mode of bushing the
screw shafts in our modern steamers, and which was better than gun
metal in situations precluding the use of unguents.

When the mill was set agoing the wings, which were 35 feet diameter,
performed 29 revolutions per minute, when loaded, and the extremity of
the sails acquired a velocity of about 3200 per minute, or nearly 85 miles
per hour, and which showed that the " Crim Tartars " knew the im-

portance of letting off their prime movers, a subject not too well under-
stood by some of our British millwrights as yet.

One of the earliest wind mills employed in Scotland was erected
in 1720, near Dunbar in Haddingtonshire, and was employed in mak-
ing pearl barley, and, like a large portion of the barley mills in Holland,
(of which it was a copy) turned out an uuremuuerative speculation.
With a moderate wind, the wings had not power enough to drive the
barley mill, and when blowing fresh, they often became unmanageable
when the mill was being emptied of barley, and sometimes set the brake
wheel on fire. A very simple plan of correcting the variable resistance
would be to have two barley mills, and work them alternately; while the
one was finishing the barley the other could be receiving its supply of corn,

which would render the resisting load nearly uniform, and thus control

the speed of the wings.
About the year 1750, Mr Andrew Meikle, of Houston mill, in Hadding-

tonshire, effected several important improvements upon wind mills, and
was the first to devise a really useful automatic appliance for moving
the sails so as to catch every wind. This he accomplished by means of a
supplementary set of revolving vanes, about 10 feet diameter, situated in

the rear, and at right angles to the cardinal sails, by reducing the
motion of the new set of vanes about 5000 times, through the intervention

of wheel work, and a worm, operating upon a dead worm ring bolted to

the mason work of the tower, caused the cap of the tower, along with
the axle and the cardinal wings, to veer round to the wind, and these

smaller vanes were termed the " fan tail." The next improvement
which Mr Meikle attempted was an appliance for reefing the sails when
the mill was in motion. His first attempts were not attended with suc-

cess, but in 1780, he devised a most ingenious adaptation of the centri-

fugal governor, viz., a sliding frame on the front of the wings which
operate upon rollers placed transversely with the arms, and wound up
or reefed the narrow canvas sails when the wings attained too great a

velocity, and the unfurling of the sails or increasing their spread was
accomplished by a weight which actuated a rod passing through the

centre of the main axle, and operated centripetally on the sliding frames,

and then unwound the canvas when the motion of the wings was too

much retarded. This was the first successful automatic reefing ap-

paratus applied to wind mills, and when the wind was not squally, im-

parted to the vanes a precision of motion little inferior to some of our

modern steam engines, and by varying the weights for unfolding the

sails the power of the mill could be increased or diminished with facility.

In the year 1788, about two years after Mr Meikle invented the

thrashing machine, he applied his improved wind mill for thrashing

corn; and in order to illustrate Mr Meikle's ingenuity in erecting wind
mills for farm purposes, it was his practice always to erect the thrashing

mill previous to the wings of the wind mill, and as the thrashing drum
revolved upwards of twenty times faster than the main axle, the gear-

ing of the thrashing mill formed a convenient crane for elevating the

wings aft'"T being attached one by one to the axle at the lower part of

this circuit. Mr Meikle was described by those who knew him as pos-

sessing much shrewdness and originality in his profession, and, with the

exception of the late Mr Smeaton, and the elder Rennie, who was Mr
Meikle's pupil, was one of the ablest millwrights of his day, and died

poor and unreeompensed for his many useful inventions.

In the year 1758 the late Mr John Smeaton iustituted a series of ex-

periments wiih a model wind mill about two feet diameter, in order to

ascertain the best shape and angle for the sails of wind mills. In the

experiments referred to, the air was in a state of rest, aud a progressive

motion was communicated to the mill by means of a determinate weight
acting by means of a cord coiled round an axis with a horizontal arm, at

the extremity of which were four small moveable sails; thus the sails

met with a constant and equable blast of air, aud as they moved round,

a cord with a weight affixed was wound about their axes, and they

showed what construction of sails and " angle of weather " produced the

best effect. From these experiments Mr Smeaton concluded that the

angle of weather, with the plane of motion should, at the extremity of

the sails, be 7°, and at the middle 18°, and at thecentre 18°, to produce the

best effect. But it is an ascertained fact that the angles of weather,

instead of being a constant quantity, should be varied according to the

velocity with which the sails are intended to move ; when the ex-

tremities of the sails are intended to move at 35 miles per hour, the angle

of weather should be less than when a speed of only 20 miles an hour is con-

templated.

When the sails are planes, and when the extremities move at

30 miles per hour, it has been ascertained that the best angle of

weather, with the plane of motion, is 1G degrees. A plane, although the

best form for the sails of a ship when operated on by a beam wind, and
when every part of the sail recedes from the wind with the same velocity,

does not apply in the case of revolving sails, where the velocity varies,

according to the distance from the centre of motion, and the sails ac-

cordingly should be considerably twisted to obtain the same angular

velocity, and in order that the moving wind might operate with a uniform

purpose over the whole surface of the sails, and the cylinder of wind
recede from the sails with a uniform flow. When revolving sails have
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the form of a plane, the useful area is virtually diminished ; and it is a

fact worth recording, that the sails of the wind mills employed in

Holland have considerably more twist than those in Britain.

With reference to the number of sails it is most advantageous to

employ, there appears to be a diversity of opinion among millwrights.

Four, "however, is the most common number employed in Holland,

Germany, and France, and also in the South of England. About
twenty years ago some experiments on a large scale were made by a

millwright residing near Hull, on a mill which had four sails, which
were carried away during a gale. When the mill was re-erected, five

sails were substituted, the collective area of which was identical with

that of the four sails formerly employed. It was found that the five

wings or sails produced a better effect than the four previously employed.

This improvement was attributed to the wind escaping more freely from

the sails, which produced a more steady action, and less reaction or relax-

ing of their effect or power while passing the tower. The next experiment

had eight radiating or tapering sails, which promised good results, but

havin"- encountered a hurricane shortly after its erection, all the eight

sails were carried away. Perhaps the principal objection to mills

having more than five sails is, their increased first cost, and also the

increase of trouble attending their management, so that, all things con-

sidered, five sails are found to be the most suitable number in practice,

and when a mill with this number of sails is in a state of rest, three of

the sails are brought below, and two upwards, in order to lessen the

effect of the wind upon the structure.

The conical pendulum, or centrifugal governor, originally devised by
Huygens about the middle of the 17th century, to regulate the move-
ment of clocks, was applied by Hooper in 17-89 to control the motion of

flour mills, impelled by wind. In a wind mill, when the velocity is

increased by the irregular action of the wind, the grain is sometimes
forced rapidly through the mill without being sufficiently ground, and
by means of the centrifugal force of one or more balls, which fly out as

soon as the velocity is augmented, and by operating on a combination
of levers in connection with the bridge of the stone, to increase the

power, and to diminish the travel, causes the revolving mill-stone to de-

scend, and bring it in nearer proximity with the bed-stone, thus increases

the resisting load on the mill, and this appliance is in some parts of

England termed a "lift tenter." In the early part of the present

century, William Cubitt (afterwards Sir William Cubitt), then a mill-

wright, residing at Ipswich, devised a mode of reefing the sails of

wind mills, by introducing moveable shutters on the wings of the mill,

which shutters were closed by a governor, like that of the steam engine,

operating upon a rod passing through the centre of the main axle.

These shutters were suspended on pivots fixed about one third of their

breadth from one side, and when the wind was blowing too strong it

opened the shutters and allowed a portion of the wind to pass through
them, and so also checked the velocity of the mill. Perhaps an im-
provement upon Mr Cubitt's plan might be effected by springs instead

of weights to close the shutters, and arranged so that the centrifugal

action of the shutter would open them. It is believed that a reefing

apparatus so constructed would operate with greater uniformity, and
be as sensitive as a properly balanced steam engine governor.

The largest wind mills in Britain are to be found at the town of Great
Yarmouth, in the county of Norfolk. The wings of some of these mills

describe a circuit of 100 feet diameter, and with a moderate breeze drive

six pairs of mill stones 4', 6'', diameter, grinding collectively 30 bushels of

flour per hour. The main shaft is generally constructed of oak, about

3 feet diameter, its main bearing being lined with strips of iron \\
inches broad, and J thick, sunk longitudinally into it, and fastened

with screws and spring hoops, so as to form the main journal of the

shaft which revolves in a bearing bush or brass. The " stock pieces
"

to which the arms are fixed, are mortised through the axle. This first

motion-shaft carriesthe usual face wheel, which is made of cast-iron, about
12 feet diameter, (the rim of which forms the bearing surface for the brake)
and gears iuto a main pinion or " wallower " about four feet diameter,

fixed on the top of the upright shaft. This shaft carries at its lower

end a spur wheel, about 14 feet diameter, which drives the spindles

of six pairs of mill-stones which are posited around it, each pair being

fitted with a "lift tenter."

In order to maintain the efficiency of wind mills, it is of much im-

portance that the wood and iron woik should be of the best description

;

the main axle should be of wrought-iron, having a cast-iron flange of

large diameter keyed on its front, and furnished with recesses for

receiving the arms of the wings. The break wheel should be strongly

constructed, and covered with hard wood, and of ample breadth, as well

a3 that of the friction strap, which should be strongly secured to the

framing at the top of the tower ; and it would be an improvement to

have a° small force pump worked from the top of the upright shaft to

discharge water upon the break wheel, when the mill requires to be

arrested in a gale of wind.
J. S.

Woolwich, November 18C3.

No. 189.—Vol. XVI.

THE FATE OF AN INVENTOR.

The following appeal in behalf of the surviving child of Mr Samuel B.
Rogers, well-known in South Wales, as the man who first successfully

employed cast iron bottoms in puddling furnaces, has appeared in a lead-

ing London paper :—" A few days ago a death occurred in an obscure
street, in Newport, Monmouthshire, which may not have been hitherto

chronicled. I allude to that of Mr Samuel Baldwyn Rogers, formerly of

Nant-ly-Glo. His age exceeded 90 years, and although by an improve-
ment relating to the manufacture of iron, he largely contributed to the

wealth of others, yet he died in the deepest poverty himself. He
expressed an earnest wish that he might not be buried in a pauper's
grave, and his brother Freemasons have responded to that wish.

And, now, Sir, let me tell his story. He was formerly employed
at large ironworks in South Wales, and committed the indiscretion

of publishing An Elementary Treatise on Iron. Metallurgy, and was
dimissed from his situation. The improvement which he introduced

was that of iron bottoms for puddling furnaces, and it is one of

great practical, and, I might almost add, national importance. It

was never patented, nor did he, I believe, ever receive for it any
substantial reward. It is true that iron bottoms for certain furnaces

had been previously suggested ; but to Rogers is unquestionably due
the merit of having first rendered their application practicable for

puddling furnaces. Whence proposed them he was laughed at by some
ironmasters of experience, and yet they are now universally adopted.

Measured by its results, the invention of iron bottoms is a gceat one.

When the distressed condition of the poor old man became known—

a

condition not resulting from misconduct on his part—several' persons

connected with the iron trade assisted him with money; but assistance

came too late. An imbecile daughter survives, and efforts are now being

made in South Wales to save her from the workhouse.
You will,. Sir, L think, agree with me that this is a sad story, worthy

of being recorded. It furnishes another instance of the unhappy fate of

inventors, who in enriching others, have impoverished themselves. In
the annals of the iron trade there are too many instances of. a similar

kind.—I am, Sir, your obedient servant,.

Y.
Sept. 1*.

We readily give the currency of our pages in aid 1 of the object of this

letter—the relief of the late Mr Rogers' surviving daughter, although

its style of moralising upon the general fate of inventors; is of a

kind we do not quite sympathise in.

As a class we do not believe that inventors have much if anything to

complain of, from society, which, except in some rare cases, returns the

benefits she receives from the inventor's brain, whenever the inventor

has had the foresight and discretion to protect himself from spoliation

by the Patent Law ; and where the invention is really valuable, there

can never be any difficulty, as to- money, in doing this. It not very un-

frequently happens, however, that inventive power is accompanied by an
utter want of sound judgment, prudence, temper, or discretion in the con-

duct of the inventor himself, in dealing with hisown intellectual property,

and giving it a position with the men around him, to have a market value,

and make its author a due reward ; and the same infirmity of mind that

produces this, accuses society of ingratitude, injustice, and neglect. We
do not say it has been so here. We have reason, from personal com-
munication with the writer of the above appeal—a gentleman well quali-

fied to know the facts and to judge of them correctly—to think that in

the case of the late Mr Rogers, the merit of his successful invention was
decisive, and his misfortunes not justly attributable to himself. The
moral that we are disposed to draw from Y.'s letter is, that this is an
excellent example of the general fate that inventors would experience,

no matter what their conduct might be, if protection of every sort of

their rights, were removed by the abolition of the patent laws. If free

trade in invention is so good a thing, how comes this man to have died

in poverty who took no patent ?

In any case, the helpless daughter of such a man, should not appeal

in vain to the wealthy iron lords of South Wales, in whose service her

father lived and died.

—

Ed.

WALKER'S EQUILIBRIUM SLIDE VALVE.

Patent No. 507, 1863.

Me E. R. Walker, ofHaigh Foundry, Wigan, has introduced an ingenious

and simple method of removing the pressure from the back of the slide

valves of steam engines. The principle of the invention involved is the

arranagement of a thin flexible metal plate communicating with the case

in which the valve works, and subject to the same pressure. The steam

acting equally in all directions tends to bulge out the thin plate, but as

this is connected to the valve by a link, the opposing forces neutralize

each other, and the valve may be moved over the portways with an
inconsiderable force. The annexed engravings, figs. 1 and 2, represent

2 L
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two forms of application in longitudinal vertical section. In these figs.,

A is part of an ordinary cylinder
; b the valve case ; c the slids valve ; d a

connecting link ; e an adjusting screw ; and x a thin flexible plate. The

Fig- I

steam presses equally against the plate, x, and the back of the valve, c
;

a considerable tensile force acts through the rod, d, at right angles to the

face, reducing the friction, and enabling the largest valve working under
extreme pressure to be moved with ease. It will be seen that when
the valve is at the end of its travel the inclination of the rod, d, will

cause the flexible plate to approach the cylinder, and so communicate
an undulatory motion to it. The link, d, is made of such a length that

this undulation does not exceed £ of an inch. The elasticity of the thin

plate amply allows for this slight movement without affecting its lifting

power, and it is found that an infinite number of such undulations or

bucklings, produce no effect whatever on these discs, their range being

far within the elastic limits of the thin metal of which they are

formed. They have been removed for examination after working for

long periods, and exhibit no signs of any change in their structure or

•n-T-iTijur'

elasticity. A spring, f, may be applied ontside the disc as shown,
which being elevated or depressed, increases or diminishes the friction

on the face at pleasure ; and should the valve require alteration, the
lifting power of the disc may be permanently varied by enlarging or

reducing the diameter of the small central cast-iron washer. Various

modifications of the same general principle may be made, besides the
two shown in the engravings.

In fig. 2 the valve face and valve are turned in the lathe to the
radius of the link. D, and as they are nearly identical, the disc, x, has an
unappreciable degree of movement, and there is only one joint pin
subject to friction. The eccentric rod is economically and directly

attached to the lever on the wiper or valve shaft.

In fig. 1, the valve, c, is open at the back, and is covered by a loose

plate, G. This plate being attached to the flexible disc, with the
tension from it, through the rod, d, allows the valve, c, to slide between
the plate and the port face without friction, and the undulatory motion
of the disc is disposed of. By making the eyes of the link, d, oval, the

valve can rise from the face if water lodge in the cylinder, without any
risk of the breakages which so often occur where double faced slide

valves, and Cornish or double beat valves are used, and which, when
closed, do not allow any escape for the water. A favourite form of

balancing slide valves has been the application of a piston attached to

the valve in a somewhat similar manner to the disc described. The
new method the inventor considers superior on many grounds ; namely,
that it is less expensive, it admits of the degree of pressure on the
valve being modified to suit the necessities of the case to any extent.

a feature entirely wanting with the balance piston. The expenses of

packing, and the annoyances of leakage past the piston are done away
with. The action of the disc is uniform, for there is no friction from
its flexure, while the balance piston often sticks fast, if made nearly

to neutralize the pressure on the back of the valve. This method is

economically applied to existing engines with weak valve motions, or

where the force required, to handle or reverse the engines is more than
an engineman can exert. In several cases where it has been applied its

action is stated to be so complete, that there is scarcely any perceptible

difference in the power required to move a large valve, without steam
in the chest, and when a pressure of 60 or 70 lbs. is acting on the

valve, and where no less than 5 or 6 indicated horse power was
absorbed in working the slide valve alone.

[We think this arrangement of a flexible back to a valve case, for the

purpose proposed, may very often be found convenient and advantageous
in practice. We are not quite sure, that without special safeguards,

which it appears to us, however, could be easily devised, it would be

advisable to extend this construction of valve case to the very largest

class of Marine Engines, for ships of war especially. The only probable

objection to its employment in general that occurs to us is this, that as

there is some momentum in the steam current, arriving at every slide

valve which is more or less suddenly checked at each shutting of the

valve to one or the other end of the cylinders ; so the elastic plate must
have a certain amount of pulsating movement given to it, other than
that due to mere changes in steam pressure in the boiler or steam pipe

leading to the valve, and independent ofany changes in the momentary
friction or other resistance to motion of the slide itself; this may be

conceived as going so far as to injure the valve face. Our own
impression is that it would be found inappreciable on any moderate
scale ; but trial alone can decide such a point of practice.

—

Ed.]

METALLURGY.

ON THE PAKT THAT TITANIUM PLATS IN PIG IRON AND IN STEEL.

A valuable paper was read at the Newcastle meeting of the British

Association by Mr Edward Riley, F.C.S., "On the occurrence of Titanium
in Pig Iron, and on the use of Titaniferous Minerals in the manufacture
of Iron and of Steel." The coppery red cubic crystals examined long ago
by Wollaston, and procured from the hearths of the South Wales Blast

furnaces, were considered by him as metallic Titanium, and passed as

such for years.

Wohler subsequently proved that they were a mixture of Azoturet and
Cyanide of Titanium, and contained 18 per cent, of Nitrogen and 4 per
cent, of Carbon.

It is quite clear, however, that the history of this body is not yet
complete, for we had long since ourselves remarked what Mr Riley
mentions, that in a mass of these Crystals, as taken from the hearth,

some are attacked by Nitric acid and converted into Titanic acid, while
others are perfectly insoluble in that menstruum.
Mr R. Mushet, under whose hand metallurgic patents grow month by

month like mushrooms, has taken abundant care to advertise the

world of the existence and value of his "Titanium Steel," and other

similar metallurgic marvels. The proverbial " Dowsterswivel 'reputa-
tion that mercantile metallurgy of the thaumaturgic and recondite sort

has but too justly acquired, clung with many pretty well-informed

persons to the whole Titanic brood—when they called to mind that

no one had been able chemically to detect any Titanium in even
Mr Mushet's own Titanium Steel ; that Mr Riley in confirmation of

this says, he was never able to find it in more than uncertain trace9,

and that Dr Perc}', and St Claire De Ville, who had paid special atten-
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No. 1. No. 2.

46-14

3688
13-32

2 07
78

105

54-72

40-80

158
2 13

066
o-oo

100 24 9989

3339 39-62

tion to the subject, denied that Iron was capable of alloy with Titanium
at all.

The matter has been tested latterly upon a tolerably large scale as

regards crude Pig Iron at Middlesboro, where importation was made of

some cargoes of Norwegian Kutile, or natural Titanic acid, and of a very
remarkable massive Elaek Titanate of Iron ; and those were employed
along with the Cleveland ores. The following is the composition of

the Norway ore in two samples by Mr Betley's analyses :

—

Magnetic Oxide Iron.

Titanic Acid
Silica

Magnesia
Lime
Iron Pyrites, (Fc S3).

Yield of Metallic Iron

Neither contained phosphorus.
Rutile can be imported into Middlesboro at £10 per ton, and these

Titanates at about thirty shillings per ton.

From Iceland, Sicily, the North West of Neapolitan Italy, and other

volcanic regions, if it were of any use, Titanate of Iron could be had for

the mere cost of collection and freight home.
Iron made with Red Hoematite and a mixture of Bog Iron ore from

Ireland, with 7i per cent, of these Norwegian minerals, did in some
instances yield to Mr liiley on analysis as much as 3'51 per cent, of

Titanic acid, but they contained none, unless the Irish Bog ore had
formed part of the mixture.

More recently trials have been made with mixtures of Cornish ores,

Irish Bog ore, and Red Hcematite, and the Pig was found to contain

some Titanium.
The Cornish ores Mr Betley found, were

—

No. 1. No. 3.

Silica 23-38 27-18

Peroxide Iron 41-90 47 -32

Peroxide Manganese 25 77 16 35

with a little Phosphoric acid.

From these the Iron obtained had the following composition :—The
Bog ore employed contained 7 to 9 per cent, of .Manganese :

—

Pig Iron.

Graphite
Carbon combined
Silicon

Iron
Manganese
Nickel and Cobalt
Copper with antimony
Phosphorus
Sulphur
Titanium

No. 1. No. 2.

3-120
0-310

2 590
89-900

5 850
060
060

0-147

026
790

100-853

3 010
1020
2 550

86-880

G370
0110
045

0154
026

1150

101-315

No. 3.

2 615
0-074

3325
84-256
8-007

064
0-201

017
1-629

100-268

We have here, therefore, something above 1J per cent, of Titanium,
but the Manganese is present in from nearly 6 to above 8 per cent. also.

Mr Riley remains in doubt whether the Titanium, even here is alloyed
or only minutely diffused in an amorphous state, through the Pig Iron.

The repetition of analyses of Mr Mushet's steel, failed in his hands to

give any evidence of the presence of Titanium. He remarks that the

use of Titanic ores involves that of a considerable addition of an easily

fusible silicate, as a flux in the blast furnace, for otherwise the reduc-
tion is difficult, and the cinder tough and ropy, and hard to separate
from the metal. Mr Riley is prepared to admit, however, that the

presence of Titanium in Iron ores does appear to impart a steely nature
to the iron made ; and, in conclusion, so far, on a subject which he
considers still demanding further research, he expresses hi3 opinion
that probably the part of Titanium in Iron is limited to its acting as a
carrier of Cyanogen to the Iron with which it is mixed or combined, in

the process of its conversion into steel, which seems to be supported by
the ascertained affinity of Titanium for Nitrogen and Carbon. To us it

appears extremely doubtful still, that it exercises any influence what-
ever, for good or for ill, and that the large per centage of Manganese
present almost wherever Titanium has been detected, has played the

really important part in facilitating or improving the produciion of the
steel.

The power of Manganese in this respect is ascertained, although no
doubt, as yet, much remains to be learnt as to its mode of action, and
which will probably only be cleared up when the action of Nitrogen in the
production of steel shall have been better studied and understood.
In concluding this resume of Mr Riley's interesting researches, we

may remark that there are in the South of Ireland enormous deposits
(not Bog ores) of poor ores of Manganese, that may be viewed as
very pure and highly Manganesiferous Iron ores.

These we should deem far more worthy of metallurgic trials upon the
great scale, for the production of British Pig of the Spiegeleisen class,

fitted for the Bessemer and other processes of steel making, than pro-
bably any other in Great Britain.

—

Ed.

BUOYS FOR PRESERVING MAIL BAGS AND OTHER PROPERTY
IN SHIPWRECK.

This invention of Mr Geo. Mitchell, of Toronto, Canada, is patented as a
communication to Mr J. H. Johnson, of 47 Lincoln's Inn Fields. It was
slightly noticed in the November part of our Journal, page 213 ; but we
now give a more minute description of the invention, with engravings,
showing the construction of one modification of buoy or bag, as worksd
out in accordance with the patent, for the preservation of foreign mails and
parcels in cases of shipwreck. Fig. 1 is a side elevation of this " buoy
bag," and fig. 2

is a transverse Fitr 1. Fis 2
section of the

same, corre-

sponding to fig.

1. Fig. 3 is a

transverse sec-

tion of the

metal jaws,
with swivel

lock and screw
at the mouth
of the bag, to a
large scale, and
fig. 4 is a sec-

tion at right

angles to fig. 3,

through the

fastening
screw bolt,
showing the
interior con-

struction of the

swivel lock.

The body of the

buoy, o, is con-

structed of
india rubber,
gutta percha,
or other flexible material, impervious to water, and may be made of any
convenient size, suitable for containing letters, papers, and other small
parcels, with a straight mouth, as shown more particularly in fig. 1 of

the engravings ; or it may be made of such other shape, either rect-

angular or curved, as may be
Fig. a. Fig i.found desirable. The flexible

portion of the bag is strongly
secured at the mouth to two
metal jaws, b, of a length corre-

sponding with the width of the
bag, and "rabbeted" on the

inside, as shown at b 1

, in fig. 3,

to accommodate the increased
thickness of the material in the
mouth of the bag. The con-
nection of the jaws with the
bag is effected by means of

copper rivets, o, placed at
short intervals apart, with their
heads countersunk on the out-
side of the jaws, flush with the
surface. The heads of these
rivets on the inside are covered
with a strip of india rubber, or
other waterproof material, as shown in fig. 3, to admit of a water and
air tight joint being had when the mouth of the bag is closed. The
row of rivets do not extend the entire length of the jaws, or width of
the bag, but are arranged in the central part of the jaw, as shown in
fig. 1, so as to admit of the mouth of the bag being opened sufficiently
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far for tlie purpose of filling and emptying of the same. Three different

modes of closing and securing the mouth of the bag are specified, the first

being that shown to a large scale in figs. 3 and 4. In this first mode of

fastening, d represents the swivel fastening, consisting of a piece of

metal, say about two inches in length, with a circular eye or nut at

one end with a screw bolt through it. It is attached to the jaw, 6, by

means of an annular recess, and a flange,/ which, being on the inside

of the jaw, connects it so as to turn freely therein when working into

the flange -headed screw bolt, m, passing through the opposite jaw, into

which it is partially countersunk, as shown in fig. 3. There may be

two or more of these swivel nuts or fastenings, and they may also be

attached, if thought desirable, simply as an ordinary nut, with or

without the handle for turning it. The swivel handle, d, is made in

two pieces, d and e, secured together by the dowels and screw pins,

g and A, respectively. A cavity, 1, is provided in the centre of the

handle, d, for the reception of the spring, k, and bolt, I, and continued

to the end to admit of the introduction of a hook key. The bolt, /, is

made of steel, in the shape shown in fig. 4, and moves freely in the

cavity, with its pointed end entering into one of four slots, provided for

that purpose in the screw bolts, m, and held firmly in its place by the

spring, k. pressing against its other end. That is, when the bolt, I, is in

this position, the swivel nut, d, becomes firmly attached or locked to

the screw bolt, m, and cannot be turned, thus acting as a lock for the

bag. In unlocking the bag, a hooked key is introduced into the key-

hole, or aperture, i, pressing down in its progress the spring, k, and

with its hooked end seizes hold of the open end or handle of the bolt, I,

pulling it backwards over the raised end of the spring, k, until the

opposite end of the bolt is entirely free from the slot in the screw bolt,

m, when the key can be disengaged from the bolt, and the spring

allowed to catch it by the inside of the open handle, where it is held
;

the bag being now unlocked, until the key is once more introduced,

pressing down the spring as before, liberating its catch from the handle

of the bolt /, and forcing it into the slot, in which position the bag is

once more locked.

In the second mode of fastening specified, three or more screw bolts

pass through both the jaws, b, these screw bolts being provided with

eye holes, at one end through which a chain or strap is passed and

secured by any ordiuary padlock ; the suitable washers being placed

between the eye holes and jaws, with nuts at the opposite ends of the

screw bolts, partially countersunk into the jaws, to be as much out of

the way as possible.

The third and last mode of fastening consists of four or more screw

bolts, provided with heads at one end and nuts at the other, and passing

through both jaws, as described in reference to the two previous modi-

fications, the heads and nuts being also partially countersunk on the

external sides of the jaws ; a tongue of the same description of metal

with the jaws is firmly secured to the inside of one of them, and passed

through an aperture provided for that purpose in the other jaw. This

tongue has a circular hole properly made through its outer end for the

reception of the staple of the padlock to be used for locking the bag.

The key of this padlock may have its handle arranged in the form of a

spanner for screwing and unscrewing the nuts of the bolts.

In the three modes, hereinbefore described, a perfectly air tight joint

is obtained in the screwing together of the two jaws at the mouth of the

bag, which thus prevents the escape of the air contained by the bag in

the space not occupied by the letters, parcels, &c, causing the same to

possess a sufficient buoyancy to float, and at the same time being water
tight, the water cannot gain access to the inside of the bag so as to

damage its contents. A chain, q, is attached to two eyes, c, firmly

secured to the jaws, b, by which the bag can be suspended from a hook,

shackle, or other fastening.

Note.—Mr Mitchell's mail bag has been recently exhibited in Liver-

pool, where it has created a very favourable impression ; and a public

company is, we believe, about to be formed for the proper working of

the invention, which appears to be of more than ordinary merit.

RECENT PATENTS.

APPARATUS FOR DRYING AND COOLING GRAIN.

J. H. Johnson, London (W. H. Sutton & T. T. Gibson, Canada).—
Patent dated April 28, 1863.

This invention relates to a mode of drying and cooling grain, by the
action of hot and cold air in suitable apparatus, consisting of a box or
kiln, provided or covered, at its upper portion, with a perforated metal
plate, or with a web of fine wire work, which is corrugated longitudi-

nally, forming a series of parallel channels, of a semicircular section,

within each of which channels works an Archimedean screw, or a shaft

provided with a number of inclined blades, so that when rotated, they
agitate and carry the damp grain along the perforated surface. The
hot air, which enters the box below the perforated semicircular troughs,

permeates the grain from the bottom and sides simultaneously, so as to

thorougly dry the grain, as it passes along the porous channels. This
hot air is obtained either from a special stove in the kiln or box beneath
the reticulated surface, or it is by preference blown therein by fanners,

or other suitable blowing apparatus, from a furnace situate some dis-

tance from it. Along the opposite end of the box or kiln to which the
hopper for supplying the grain to the channels and screw conductors is

situate, there is a transverse conducting screw, enclosed in a cylindrical

covering of perforated metal or wire work, which is again enclosed in

an outer iron perforated casing, an annular space being left between
the two casings, for the admission of cold air, which is forced therein

by a fan. The dried grain passes down, by an inclined perforated

shute, into the perforated metal casing containing the conducting screw
of the cooler, the rotation of which agitates and delivers it out at one
end of the casing; but whilst the grain is passing through the said

shute and casing, it is effectually cooled by the action of the cold air

which is forced into it through the perforations formed in them, before

leaving the machine.
Fig. 1 of the subjoined engravings is a longitudinal section of this

improved kiln or grain drying and cooling apparatus ; and fig. 2 is a
corresponding plan of the same.
The sides of the kiln, a, may be of any convenient size to suit the

locality in which it is placed, or the amount of work required to be

Fig !.

Fig. 2.

performed, and may consist generally of a box with four sides, about
fifteen feet in length, eight feet in width, and three feet in height,

which dimensions may be varied, as above stated. The side3 are
strongly connected together at the angles, and lined on the inner side

with metal plates. The top of the kiln is covered with a metal plate,/,

perforated with a number of holes of such -size as will prevent the
smallest grains of wheat passing through, and supported by a number
of strong longitudinal bars, g. Between these bars the perforated

plate is accurately curved to the shape and size of the revolving spiral

conveyers, c, extending the entire length of the kiln, aud working in

and supported by journals at each end thereof. The centres of the

shafts -of these conveyers may be of wrought iron, with the outside

portion and spiral cast on ; or the entire shaft may be of wood, with
wooden teeih or blades, arranged in a spiral form, as may be found
desirable ; but in either case, they should be made to fit and work
accurately in the curved spaces or channels provided for them in the
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perforated metal bed plate, f, previously referred to. The spirals will

be arranged iu a right and left direction on each alternate conveyer, e,

so that a uniform motion forward, from the feeding to the discharging

end, will be given to the grain being operated on. Motion is communi-
cated to these conveyers by means of the spur wheels, d, gearing into

each other, the first in the series being driven by the pulley wheel, e,

actuated by means of a belt from the driving pulley, h, on the speed

pulley, i. A box or garner, 6, is placed at the end of the kiln, extend-

ing its entire width, directly over the spur wheels which drive the

conveyers. The grain is spouted into this receptacle immediate^7 from
the usual elevator. Apertures, p, are provided in the bottom of this

garner, one over the end of each conveyer, for the purpose of allowing
the grain to flow from one to the other. This discharge is regulated as

may be required, by sliding valves, r, working in rebated cleats, and
connected together by the rod, s. A uniform movement is communi-
cated to all the valves by the action of the hand nut, t. This nut is

secured to the side of the kiln in the ordinary manner, and the screw
worked to and fro through it by the turning of the nut. By this ar-

rangement, the supply of grain to the "drier" can be nicely graduated
according to its humidity, and at the same time the speed of the con-

ve3'ers, e, may be augmented or diminished, by the use of the speed
pulley, i, and thus admit of the grain passing over the kiln in various

quantities and different velocities, as may be required, in order to have
it thoroughly deprived of its moisture.

The heated air may be obtained by means of a large stove or furnace,

placed underneath the kiln ; or, which would be preferable, on account
of less danger from fire, the furnace may be placed at some distance

from the kiln, at a lower level, with an air-tight metal casing surround-
ing it, and driven by a fan blast. The air heated within this casing
could be conducted by means of pipes, and allowed to escape into the
interior of the kiln, whence permeating up through the perforated metal
plate, f, and the wheat, on which it acts while in the process of being
moved along the upper surface by the spiral conveyers, e, and absorbs
or evaporates the moisture contained by the same, carrying it away in

vapour, with the heated air. From the peculiar circular form given the

perforated bed plate, the heated air will strike through into the wheat
on nearly all sides, and at the same time, as the grain is in a constant
state of agitation by the action of the spiral conveyers, it will, in the

course of its passage, in a thin stratum over the perforated plate, from
one end of the kiln to the other, subject each grain to the drying influ-

ence of the hot air striking through from below and on each side. In
the event of the machine being placed on a floating elevator, an outside

casing will be required, to protect it from the weather, and provided
wi h a cosvl on the top, for the escape of the steam or vapour arising

from the damp grain.

During the process so far described, the grain has been subjected to

the influence of hot air only, in order to deprive it of moisture ; but as

at the end of this stage, owing to the increased temperature gained, it

would be manifestly improper to transfer it to ships or large garners, a
further process of cooling must be passed through, which is thus accom-
plished. When the grain being operated on has reached the end of the

kiln, it passes from the perforated plate, f, through the narrow opening,

«. extending the entire width of the kiln, over a second perforated plate.

m. and discharges into the top of a revolving spiral conveyer, re, placed

at the end of the kiln, and at right angles with the conve3'ers, c, pre-

viously described. This conveyer is surrounded with a continuation of

the perforated metal plate, m, before mentioned, which returns to the

kiln, and forms the upper side of the connecting passage for the wheat
from the kiln. In this perforated shell, the conveyer, n, driven by the

pulley, re', revolves as closely as possible. A second shell of metal
plate, h, air tight, surrounds the first one, m, leaving an annular space
of a few inches intervening, for the admission of the cool air, which is

forced into it by means of the powerful fan blast at o, placed at the dis-

charging end for the grain, forcing the air in a direction contrary to

that of the grain. Both ends of the inner shell of the conveyer, re,

should be made as tight as possible. A suitable discharging aperture,

I, in the bottom of the case (shown black in fig. 2) being provided near
the end for the grain to flow out into a receiver, whence it will be
removed as required, either by an elevator or ordinary conveyer. The
space between the two shells, at the discharge end, is connected with a
pipe from the fan blast ; the air will consequently be forced with great

velocity into the space surrounding the inner shell of the conveyer, and
also on each side of the perforated passage leading down from the kiln

into the conveyer, and having no other means of escape, the outside

casing being air tight, must necessarily be forced through the perforated

casing into the grain on the inside, passing through it in all directions,

and flowing up through the passage in the direction of the arrows iu

fig. 1. meeting in its course the volume of grain flowing down from the
kiln above, which at the same time receives the benefit of the cool air

being forced in through the perforated bottom and top of the passage.
These various currents of cool air unite, and escape through the grain
at the upper mouth of the passage, u, or at the discharging end of the
hot air kiln, and thence escape with the vapour at the cowl.

No. 189—Vol. XVI.

The diameter of the conveyer, re, will be considerably greater than
that of the conveyers, c, so that the grain will fall from the passage, u,

in a thin stream upon it, and thus afford a good opportunity for the

cool air to strike the grains in falling.

From the foregoing description of the manner of cooling the hot grain
after passing the kiln, it will be evident that the process is both simple
and complete, and that the grain, after passing through this machine, is

better fitted for shipping or preservation than it would be if it were
merely passed through the ordinary hot air drying machines now in

use.

IGNITION MISSILES OR PROJECTILES.

Captain F. Norton, Dublin.—Patent dated March 26, 1863.

This invention relates to the arrangement and construction of projectiles

or ignition missiles suitable for igniting any inflammable body with
which they may be brought in contact. It consists essentially in mak-
king hollow cylindrical projectiles of any suitable material, and of any
desired form to suit the particular gun or ordnance employed. These
hollow cases being filled or charged with liquid, or solid phosphorus.

Fig. 1. of the subjoined engravings, is a longitudinal half sectional

elevation of one modification of improved projectiles or ignition missiles

in accordance with this invention. In this arrangement the front part of

the proj ectile is formed of one of the patentee's steel or other metal bolts, a,

which are by preference flat, or punch ended,but may be slightly curved
or concave at the striking end if desired. Behind this bolt is arranged
a small chamber or vessel, b,

formed by preference of thin Fig, 1.

metal, this chamber is filled

with a solution of phosphorus
which ignites on the air com-
ing in contact with it. This so-

lution is prepared by dissolving

phosphorus in the bisulphide of

carbon, to which may be ad-

ded a proportion of benzole,

with the view of increasing

the inflammability of the con-

tents of the projectile. The
chamber, b, is filled with the

solution in such a manner as to prevent the fluid from becoming ignited

during the filling and sealing operation. It is then placed in contact

with the bolt, A, and covered by the external envelope, c, this envelope
is formed of paper, parchment, thin metal, or other suitable flexible

material ; if formed of paper or of parchment, the material is placed when
in a damp state on a mould of a suitable figure, and is allowed to dry and
harden ; in this state it retains the form of the mould. If the envelope is

made of thin metal, as for example, tin foil, the sheet metal is pressed

over the surface of the mould to cause it to take the required form. Or
this part of the projectile may be made in metal in manner similar to the

manufacture of metallic capsules,orof the tubes used for containingcolours,

and known as Rhand's tubes. The back end of the bolt, a, and envelope, c,

has formed on them the projecting ribs, d, which fit the grooves of the rifle,

when the projectile is intended to be used with a weapon of this class.

The open end of the envelope is passed over the backward end of the

bolt, a, and the envelope is fastened down with fine string or wire, in

an annular groove for that purpose, as shown. This completes the manu-
facture of the projectile. In using it as an ignition missile, after puttiug

the charge of powder into the rifle or other firearm, a wad is put down
the barrel, next the powder, and upon this is placed a sabot or plug, as

shown at e, which is made with a point in the centre. The projectile

is then passed down the barrel against the sabot, but not so far as to

allow the point to penetrate the rear end of the projectile. When the

gun is discharged the sabot is driven forward, and it penetrates the end
of the projectile, and its contents take fire spontaneously as the missile

leaves the barrel of the piece, the sabot, e, falling away at the same time,

These self-igniting missiles are intended to be used in warfare for igniting

the sails of the enemy's vessels, or for firing wooden buildings, and for

other generally similar offensive or defensive purposes. In firing these

missiles a comparatively small charge of powder is used, as the object is

to cause the projectile to fall against the body it is fired at and lie in

contact therewith, so as to set it on fire. In some cases, however, it

may be advantageous to use larger charges of powder with the object of

causing the missile to penetrate a building and set it on fire. Another
modification is similarly delineated in sectional elevation in fig. 3, in

which a piece of solid phosphorus is used as the igniting material.

The bolt or elongated slot, a, is made with the external ribs, d, formed

on it to fit the grooves of the rifle or piece from which it is to be fired.

The bolt, A, is cored out inside at its rear end, so as to form a chamber
or receptacle in which is placed a cylindrical piece of stick phosphorus,

as shown at, b, in fig. 2. The phosphorus is allowed to project beyond

the end of the bolt, a, and it is protected and enclosed by an end cap, or

2 M
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envelope, c, which is made of paper, thin metal, gutta percha, or other
suitable flexible material. The bolt or shot, a, is made with a groove
near the backward end to admit of the cap being securely fastened thereto

either by string or wire. .This projectile may be ignited in the act of

filing it from the piece, by means of a pointed sabot, as described in re-

ference to the first modification. The friction caused by the sudden
entry of the point of a sabot into the phosphorus, b, causes it to ignite

at the moment of leaving the mouth of the barrel of the piece from which
it is fired, or otherwise the sabot, e, might be dispensed with, and a small
hole left through the centre of the wad through which the fire from the
charge of powder would act, and burn through the outer covering at e',

and thus ignite the phosphorus, which on leaving the mouth of the
barrel would continue to burn, with a powerful flame until the
whole of the phosphorus was consumed. Another modification of these
projectiles specified consists in forming a hollow cylindrical case of
paper, thin metal, gutta percha, or other suitable material, with the ribs

on its exterior to fit the grooves of the rifle or piece from which the pro-
jectile is to be fired. The front end of the case being closed, and of any
desired shape, conical, punch headed or otherwise, the backward end
being left open to receive a s -did piece of phosphorus. The phosphorus
may be softened, if necessary, prior to putting it into the case, by im-
mersing it in luke-warm water, and drying it before placing in the case.
The end of the case is then closed in and tied up, or it may be secured
in any other equivalent or suitable manner. As in the former modifica-
tion, the perforation of the pointed sabot causes the phosphorus to in-

flame and ignite any combustible material with which it may come in
contact. In place of igniting these missiles by means of a pointed sabot
placed in the rear of the projectile, they may be put into the barrel of
the piece in the reverse way, and ignited by means of a piercer fitted

into the front end of the barrel. The point of the piercer extending into
the barrel, and held in its place by means of three light radical arms, of
other equivalent therefore, so as not to intercept the escape of the air

from the barrel, when the charge is fired. These projectiles would be
found particularly formidable in warfare, as offering a very portable and
effective means of destroying the sails and rigging of vessels, and even
of firing the vessel itself, if thrown into the hull, as well as in setting
fire to buildings and other property of a combustible nature ; a peculiar ad-
vantage also attends the use of the missiles filled with liquid phosphorus,
because if water is thrown on to the flame, or if it be covered with any
non-inflammable body, the extinction of the flame is only temporary, as

the moment the air has again access to the fluid it bursts into flame, the
heat of which is very intense, and consequently highly destructive.

IRON AND STEEL MANUFACTURE, AND APPARATUS
EMPLOYED THEREIN.

J. H. Johnson, London (Adrien Muller, Paris').—Patent dated
May 5, 1863.

Tms invention relates (o the manufacture or production, in a blast
furnace, of wrought iron and steel, direct from the ore, and consists
essentially in injecting or blowing into the furnace, with the blast,

finely divided oxide of iron. By this system, the decarbonizatioa of
the cast iron is accomplished in the blast furnace itself, which thus
supplies wrought iron or steel without the intervention of the other
furnaces and appliances hitheito required in the treatment of cast iron,

with a view to its conversion into wrought iron or steel. Any other
oxide capable of producing the decarbonization of cast iron may be blown
into the blast furnace, and other substances may be similarly employed
with a view to the purification and modification of the products. In
carrying out this invention, it is proposed to make the crucible of the
blast furnace deeper than usual, and to adapt thereto three tiers of
tujeres The hot blast is employed for all the tuyeres, but the middle
set carries in along with it a regulated and regular quantity of finely-

sifted oxide of iron, or other oxides. In order to regulate the supply or
distribution of the finely divided oxide of iron, or other oxides or sub-
stances, a double hopper arrangement, with a revolving plug, with
chambers in it, or a screw, is fitted to each of the blast pipes iutended
to inject such substances into the furnace.

Fig. 1 of the subjoined engravings is a vertical section of a blast fur-

nace arranged in accordance with this invention, and having the present
improvements attached thereto. Fig. 2 is a vertical section, on a larger
scale, of the apparatus for facilitating the injection of the oxides, or
other substances employed

;
and fig. 3 is a corresponding vertical sec-

lion of the lower part of the same, at right angles to fig. 2.

The crucible portion, a, of the furnace, shown in fig. 1, is protected
by a jacket, or jackets, of cast iron, or by tubes of wrought iron, through
which a circulation of cold water is maintained, so as to prevent its

sides from eating away, and preserve the original small diameter at
this part, to ensure the necessary high temperature, and a thorough
mixing of the oxides with the cast iron and slag. For the same purpose,
llie blast is used at a high pressure, say not less than eight inches of
mercury. The hot air is blown in through the upper and lower sets of

tuyeres, AandB; whilst through that of the middle set of tuyeres, c, hot
air, in combination with oxides of iron or (rich ore), is blown in. These

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

oxides are employed in a finely divided state, and well sifted and heated

before being injected, say to a dull red heat. The continuous and
regular supply of these substances is effected by the apparatus shown
in figs. 2 and 3. The number of revolutions per minute made by the

supply cocks of these "distributors," regulates the proportion of oxide

of iron injected into the furnace, and consequently the greater or less

decarbonization of the cast iron. One of the modifications or arrange-

ment of distribution and supply regulating apparatus specified, and
that shown in figs. 2 and 3, consists of two hoppers, t and t 1

,

each closed by the valves, s s 1
. Beneath the hopper, t1

, is fitted

the distributing or supply cock, d, the key of which is formed by the

axis, d, which rotates at any convenient speed. The oxide of iron, which
falls into the cavities of the key, d, of the cock, descends into the pas-

sage, e, which corresponds with the blast pipe, f, and terminated at the

smelting part, a, of the furnace, by the nuzzle or tuyere, o. Thisapparatus
is changed by removing the cover, s, of the upper lippper, t, which is then
filled ; and after the cover or valve, s, has been closed again, the valve,

s', is opened, allowing the powdered oxide to descend into the lower

hopper, t 1
, and into the cavities of the key, d, of the cock, d. Agitating

arms fixed to the rod of the valve, s', facilitate the descent of the oxide

into the lower hopper, t 1
. In order to preserve the same pressure inside

the lower hopper as that in the blast pipe, a small branch pipe, provided

with a cock, may be made to communicate between the blast pipe and
the hopper. The combination of the two hoppers, closed as above
described, admits of the charging of the same without loss or waste.

Another modification of distributing apparatus specified, consists in

substituting for the cock, r>, an Archimedean screw, which works inside

the contracted portion of the lower hopper, t 1

, and is driven by a pulley

fixed on its spindle outside. The hoppers, t and t 1
, are in this case also

closed by valves, s and s 1
, and charged as in the first arrangement.

The furnace operates in a similar manner to other blast furnaces

down to the top tuyeres at a, but at this part the cast iron, instead of

falling immediately into the crucible portion of the furnace, continues to

receive the action of the intense heat, but does not linger in front of the

middle set of tuyeres to be energetically mixed with the oxides of iron.

It is thus transformed into steel which runs into the crucible. The lower
tuyeres, b, are necessary to prevent the obstruction of the tuyeres, c,

through which the oxide of iron is blown in. In effect, the pieces of

coke which are in immediate contact with the middle tuyeres become
covered with a black coating of cool ore, which would continue to increase,

and produce a cooling action, or lowering of the temperature, did not

the lowest tuyeres, b, produce a rapid descent of the coke at this part, in
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front of the tuyeres above them, thus securiuga free and constant entrance

for the oxides, which keeps up the temperature, and causes the crucible

part of the furnace to operate in a proper manner. It will be seen that

the reaction upon which this process of decarbonization of cast iron, by
means of oxide of iron, is based, necessitates, 1st, that the oxide of iron

be not reduced in the locality of the tuyeres by the gases or fuel ; 2nd,

that the slag be as basic as possible, in order that the oxide of iron be

not dissolved in the slag, by an excess of silica. The first condition is

easily verified by experiment, the second necessitates a proper regard

to the quantities. A slag highly destructive to the furnace is obtained,

which renders necessary the protection of the sides thereof by water
jackets, as described. This process, at the first glance, will appear a

contradiction to that employed for zinc. It is not so, however ; the

oxide of zinc injected by the tuyere becomes totally reduced, whilst the

oxide of iron in the same conditions is not reduced. The reason is

plain: the oxide of zinc tends to render the slag infusible, and the oxide

of iron tends, on the contrary, to render them fusible. This is one

reason why the silicic of zinc form only with difficulty, and those of

iron are produced before reduction
;
in other words, in contact with the

fuel, the oxide of zinc tends to give a volatile product of zinc. The oxide

is destroyed the moment it touches the fuel, and if it is reformed, it is

carried off with rhe gases into the upper reducing levels ; whilst the

oxide of iron, being capable only of giving a fixed product, the fusion of

the oxide takes place before its reduction can be effected, in an atmo-
sphere of such small reducing powers as that in the zone of the tuyeres.

It is obvious that this system may be applied to the treatment of other

metals, particularly in the treatment of zinc in the blast furnace, in

which the addition of the upper or third tuyere, or set of tuyeres will

have the effect of raising the temperature of the upper part of the fur-

nace to the greatest possible extent, and consequently to force to its

farthest limits the transfoimation of the carbonic acid into carbonic

oxide.

CASHING MACHINE.

J. H. Johxson, London (Dk Isidore Sollier, and Bakox Gerard Dedel,
Paris).—Patent dated May 14, 1863.

This invention relates to a peculiar construction and arrangement of

machinery or apparatus for washing wearing apparel and textile fabrics,

or materials of a like kind, in an expeditious, economical,. and efficient

manner, and consists in the employment for that purpose of a number
of cylinders, drums, or rollers contained within the washing vessel, and
all rotated at the same velocity by any convenient mechanical arrange-

ment. In carrying out this invention in practice, it is preferred to construct

the washing machine in the manner illustrated- by the accompanying en-

gravings, figs. 1 and 2, which are complete side and end elevations of this

improved washing machine. In this modification the rollers are repre-

sented as being actuated by driving straps or belts. The main framing

consists of two strong triangular side standards, a, of cast iron, which
support the entire machine and all its driving gear; moiion being impart-
ed to the machine by the handle, 6, which drives the first motion shaft,

o. But, in lieu of the handle, b, the shaft, c, may have mounted on it the
ordinary fast and loose driving pulley arrangement, when the machine
is intended to be driven by steam or other motive power. The opposite
end of the shaft, c, to which the handle, 6, or driving pulley is fixed,

carries a spur pinion, d, which gears with the spur wheel, g, and thus
gives motion to the shaft, e, upon which is keyed the drum,/ having as
many circumferential grooves therein as there are straps or driving
bands to be applied to the drum ; these grooves serving to guide and
maintain the position of the straps or bands during the operation of the
machine. The bearings, h

t
which carry the shaft, e, are fitted to slide in

the frame, so as to admit of a partially radial and vertical adjustment of
the shaft, e, under the action of the springs, i, in such a manner as to
constantly preserve a proper degree of tension on the straps, m. The
vessel, j, contains the washing liquid, and is also fitted internally with
a number of rollers or pulleys, k, of wood, galvanised iron, or other suit-

able material fixed to the framing, a, by means of the pivots, I, upon
which they turn when the straps or bands, m, of leather, caoutchouc, or
other material impart motion to them. The framework of a small
wringing machine, r, is fixed on to the washing vessel, j, when required.

The rollers, }, between which, the clothes are passed alter being washed
in order to wring them, are formed of india rubber, and driven by the
winch handle, o, the axes- of the rollers revolving in the bush bearings,

p, those of the upper one sliding in grooves in the side frames, r. the
whole of this portable wringing, machine may be removed at pleasure.

The different parts of the washing machine having been referred to, its

mode of operation will be readily understood. On rotating the handle,

6, the shaft, c, and spur wheel, d, will both receive the same movement
and will impart motion to .the spur wheel, g, which transmits a rotatory
movement to the grooved pulley or drum,/ over which are passed the
driving straps, m, and- which in turn impart a rotatory motion to the
cylinders or rollers, h, for washing the clothes or fabrics which are

thrown into the washing, vessel on the top. of these rollers. The wash-
ing is accomplished by the rolling of the linen or fabrics over the rollers,

k, and between them and the several straps, m, and as the several rollers

all revolve at the same speed, there is no danger of the articles becoming
torn or injured. The linen receives a constant movement over the

rollers, passing alternately above and below them, and is compressed
between the straps and the under sides of the rollers, and carried through
the water or washing fluid, which thus removes all impurities therefrom.

RAILWAY TYERS.

J. E. M'Connell & G. H. Bovill, London.—Patent dated May 12, 1863.

This invention relates to modes of treating worn out railway tyres>

whereby, in place of breaking up the tyres as
scrap iron, worn tyres may be re-manufactured
into, new tyres, in. hoops, in a simple and econo-
mical manner.

In carrying out the first part of this invention,
it is proposed to take an old hoop tyre, say for a
locomotive driving wheel, for example, and after

heating it to the proper temperature, to work the
hoop through a suitable tyre rolling machine,
provided with compressing rolls acting upon the
outside of the red hot hoop, whereby the diameter
of the hoop is gradually reduced, and the thick-

ness of the tyre increased in a corresponding ratio.

The rolls are made to give the required form to

the new tyre, and it is preferred to carry on the
compression of the iron hoop till the diameter is

somewhat less than is required for the finished

size of tyre, in order that the rolls of the rolling

machine may then be brought to bear upon the
inside as well as the outside of the tyre, and
thoroughly compress the iron, and roll out the

hoop between the inside and outside rolls to the

required size and section in the ordinary way.
For example, the hoop tyre of a worn six, feet

driving wheel may be reduced in the compressing
rolling machine to 3 feet 3 inches diameter, then
elongated by the combined action of the inside

and outside rolls to a proper size and section for

a 3 feet 6. inch wheel.

This part of this invention is applicable to the

re-manuracture of all worn hoop tyres from a large

to a smaller diameter, such as worn tyres of 4
feet carriage and waggon wheels into new tyres

for 3 feet or 2 feet 6 inch wheels, according to

the thickness of iron required in the new tyres.

The second part of this invention for re-manufacturing old hoop tyres
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consists in heating the old hoop tyre to a suitable high heat, and whilst

in that state to place the same in a mould, and pour into such mould,
around the outer face of the hoop, molten homogeneous iron, Bessemer
iron, or cast steel, to make up the required thickness of metal for the
new tyer. If quickly done, at a proper temperature, the molten iron or

steel poured into the mould against the old heated hoop will unite com-
pletely with it, and as soon as the metal has set, the combined hoop is

to be rolled out in the tyre rolling mill to the required size and section.

If necessary, the hoops are put again into the furnace, and brought to a
welding heat, to ensure the complete welding of the new to the old

metal.

In carrying out this part of the invention, it is preferred to pass the
old hoop tyres, properly heated, first through the compressing tyre
rolling mill, to reduce them in diameter to standard sizes, to fit the
moulds into which they are (when reheated) subsequently to be placed,

for receiving the molten metal. Suitable grooves are rolled on the face

of the old hoops, so as to give the new molten metal a better combined
connexion with it. The compound hoops are elongated or rolled out to

the required larger diameter and of suitable section, whereby the metals
become properly worked and consolidated lor a finished hoop tyre in

one piece, thus avoiding the danger and uncertainty attending the
welding the ends of iron tyres when made into hoops.

In carrying out this invention, it is preferred to use the tyre rolling

machine known as Bodmer's patent, with additional compressing rolls

added thereto, to act upon the outside of the hoop. This machine is so
well known, and as it is not claimed as any part of this invention, it

has not been considered necessary to give any description or illustration

of this machine.

ICE MAKING MACHINE.

Alexander Leqkas, London.—Patent dated April 25, 1863.

This invention relates to a peculiar construction, arrangement, and
combination of machinery or apparatus for making confectioners' ices,

to be driven either by hand or by steam, or other motive power, whereby
economy in time and labour and a superior quality of ice is obtained.

Fig. 1 of the accompanying engravings is a complete sectional eleva-
tion of a combiued apparatus arranged and constructed in accordance

with this invention, and fig. 2 is a corresponding plan of the same ar-

rangement, showing one of the four separate freezing vessels which formed

the complete set as in the specification, although any greater or less

number may be employed. The foundation or bedplate, A, is formed of

framed timber, upon which the entire apparatus is supported; at one side

of which an upright rectangular frame, b, is erected to carry the

main driving mechanism of the several vessels, c, which are placed

in a row at the other side of the machine parallel to the driving

shaft. The freezing apparatus consists of the outer tube or vessel,

c, which may be constructed of wood or metal, within which
au inner vessel or cylinder of tin or other metal, d, is made to

rotate on its vertical axis, e, which projects slightly beyond the bottom
of the vessel, and forms a pivot to revolve upon. This pivot works in
the footstep bearing, f, fixed in the bottom of the outer vessel, o. The
upper end of the spindle, e, above the lip or edge of the inner vessel, d,

is supported by a bush and collar bearing, h, in the forked or other con-
veniently shaped bracket, o, secured to any coavenient part of the outer
vessel, c. Round the lip or upper edge of the inner vessel, d, is secured
the flanged or collar drum or pulley, I, which receives the driving strap
or band, k, slots or openings being made at l, in the outer vessel, c, for

this strap or band to work through. Or in lieu-of this, the driving
pulley, i, might be fitted on the upper part of the spindle, E, in

which case the slots in the outer vessel would be unnecessary, as the
strap, k, would then be quite above the two vessels and brackets. The
freezing mixture is introduced into the outer vessel, c, and the cream or
other ingredients to to be manufactured into ices are contained in the

inner rotating vessel, d. An annular lid or cover, m, is fitted over the
mouth of the outer vessel, c, so as to close the annular space between
the two vessels, but at the same time leave the mouth of the inner
rotating vessel, d, open. The driving or actuating gear consists of one
long driving shaft, n, common to all the freezing pots, and working in

suitable bearings, o, bolted to the framing, b. This shaft may be
rotated either by hand or other motive power as preferred, for which
purpose it is provided with a fly wheel, p, and winch handle, q, as well

as with the ordinary fast and loose driving pulleys at the other end of

the shaft, and consequently not shown in the engravings, the shaft, N,

being supposed broken away. To this shaft are fitted loosely a number
of bevel wheels, s, each gearing into a corresponding bevel pinion, t, fast

on the several vertical shafts, u, which latter work in the bush bearing,

v, and have keyed on to them the large horizontal strap pulleys, w,
round which the straps or driving bands, k, are passed, x are sliding

clutches, one to each set of gearing, the teeth of the several clutches

being thrown in or out of gear with those on the bosses of the bevel

wheels, s, by means of the long horizontal clutch levers, v, the handles

of which being within convenient reaching distance of the hand of the

workman in attendance on the freezing pots, so thit he is enabled at

any time to stop or start any of the pots without interfering with the

working of the others, by simply pushing the lever slightly to one side

or the other.

IMPROVEMENTS IN THE MANUFACTURE OF CHAINS.

J. E. M'Connell & G. H. Bovill, London.—Patent dated May 11, 1863.

This invention has for its object a more simple and efficient manufacture
of chains, whereby the uncertainty attending the welding of the links

is avoided.

In carrying out this invenlion, it is proposed to cast separately a
number of detached links of Bessemer iron or steel, or other suitable

homogeneous metal, and then to connect these several links by casting

intermediate or coupling links in moulds, into which two of the links

are previously so placed as to enable the connecting link to be cast

within or around them, thereby producing three connected links. The
end link of the series is then adjusted in a mould, in company with
another loose link, which latter is coupled or connected to the series by
casting another connecting link within or around it. In this way the
whole of the links of a chain are cast one within another, without the

chances of weakening the chain by welded joints, as heretofore manufac-
tured. As fast as the links are cast, and whilst still hot, they are

hammered in suitable swages or top and bottom dies of the required

shape, by any of the well known methods employed in hammering and
swaging articles of metal. The separate or detached links may either

be cast in the form of links, as hereinbefore described, and then swaged
into shape under the hammer, or in a pressing machine, or they may be

forged solid, and the openings in the links formed by punching out or

otherwise producing a hole in the centre, or near each end. and then

opening out the metal on a mandrel, under the hammer, to the form of

link required, in readiness to receive the connecting link to be cast

thereon, as hereinbefore described.

ARMOUR PLATES.

J. E. M'Cosnell & G. H. Bovill, London.—Patent datedMay 13, 1863.

This invention relates to the manufacture of thick plates of wrought
iron, such as armour plates intended for the protection of ships or land

forts, or for other purposes, and consists, firstly, in forming the rough

slab or block from which the armour plate is to be rolled, by piling one

above the other a number of angular plates, of a length suitable for the

desired length of slab, and of a width equal to the thickness of such

slab, the number of these plates placed one upon another varying

according to the width of the slab to be formed.
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The subjoined engraving represents a transverse vertical section of

a heating furnace, showing one of these plates completely piled up

within it. In piling these angular plates (which are first shaped by
rolling), the apices of the augles are placed upwards, as shown in trans-

verse section in the figure, and fit one inside the other, so that when
the pile is put into the furnace on its edge, the several junction surfaces

will be inclined downwards, from the centre of the slab towards its two
sides or faces. But the patentees do not confine themselves to the par-

ticular form shown of the angled bars forming the pile, as the same
may be varied without departing from the principle of the invention.

When a partial fusion of the several plates takes place, the silicon, or

other impurities which militate against the production of a perfect weld,

will escape more readily from between the joints, by reason of their

inclination ; at the same time, no dirt or foreign matter can work in

between the layers of the pile whilst in the furnace.

The second part of this invention relates to an improved mode of

heating the large mass of iron composing the piles or slabs for armour
plates ; and for this purpose the bars, whether angular, as hereinbefore

mentioned, or flat, or of other form, are to be piled one upon another,

till their combined number makes the width of the slab required, the

thickness of the slab being the width of the bars forming the pile.

Thu3. if it be desired to pile for a slab 6 feet long, by 4 feet wide, and
12 inches thick, the bars would be, if flat, and of an inch thick, 48 in

number, and 6 feet in length, by 12 inches in breadth. The pile, a, is

then lo be placed in the furnace, or heating chamber, b on its edge.

The heat is directed against both sides of the pile, a, and its intensity

regulated as required, as the iron gets to a welding heat. The weight
of the several bars of the pile, one upon another, will materially aid the

process of weldiDg the pile in the furnace. The furnace, or muffle, b. in

which the slab, a. is heated, is made narrow, and to suit the upright

position of the slab. A number of fire holes, c, are made in the sides,

through which the flame is directed, either by a blast of air, or chimney
draught, against each side of the slab, as indicated by the arrows. The
fire boles are provided with regulating dampers, not shown in the figure,

so that the action of the fire upon all parts of the plate can be regulated,

and the whole pile brought to a welding heat at the same moment.
The furnace, or muffle, B, is arched, so as to produce a reverberatory

action of the flame upon the mass of metal, d are the fire-places, dis-

posed on each side of the muffle, or heating chamber, b. e are aperlures

formed in the arched top of the muffle, these apertures communicating
with the flues or passages, F. leading direct to the chimne}', G. So soon

as the slab has attained the proper temperature for rolling, it is drawn out

of the furnace, or muffle, upon any suitable carriage or traversing frame,

and i3 immediately subjected to the action of a powerful steam hammer,
or squeezed, which serves to compress and consolidate together the

several bar.s or plates composing the slab. After being thus compressed,

the slab is run forward (whilst still in its vertical position, that is to

say, resting upon one of its edges) to a rolling mill constructed with
the rolb placed vertically, instead of horizontally, where it receives the

requisite rolling and shaping to complete the armour plate. This rolling

mill is to be double acting, so as to roll the plates backwards and for-

wards, and is composed of three vertical rollers, placed side by side, in

a straight line, or two pairs of vertical rolls, each pair working in oppo-
site directions. The two outer rolls (when three rolls are employed)
rotate continuously in the same direction, whilst the centre roll is

rotated continuously in a contrary direction. The slab is first passed
between the first pair of rolls, and is received upon a transverse traverser
or carriage, which conveys it laterally opposite lo the space between the
second and third rollers, which roll or draw the slab back again in a con-
trary direction to the first rolls. A second traverse returns the slab to

the first mentioned pair of rolls, 1 and 2, where it receives a third roll-

ing, and so on, the slab passing to and fro between the vertical rolls,

without necessitating the reversing of the gearing, as is the case in
ordinary heavy rolling mills. When two pairs of vertical rolls are
employed, instead of the set of three rolls, each pair is driven in a dif-

ferent direction, so that the plate under the process of rolling is first

passed through one pair, and back through the other pair, as previously
described when employing three rolls. Horizontal rolls are added to

the rolling mill, which act upon the edges of the slab at the same time
that the vertical rolls are acting on the face, by which means the edges
of the finished plate are perfectly true and solid. If the edges of the
plates require to be grooved, the edging rollers can be shaped to give
the necessary form of groove, or a projection can be rolled on one edge,
to correspond to a groove on the other, so that the plates when placed
together may interlock. The patentees, however, make no claim to the
use of rolling mills containing horizontal and vertical rolls, excepting
where such rolling mills are employed for rolling slabs or piles of the
construction hereinbefore described. When armour plates are required
with flanged edges, the top and bottom bars forming the pile or slab
are made of increased width and thickness, in proportion to the size of
flanges required, and the rolls are grooved for rolling the flange plates,

so that the projecting bars or flanges of the slab are acted upon equally
with the body of the plate in the process of rolling, and the edges and
flanges of the plate come out true from the rolls. For rolling plain
plates without flanges, the rolls may be grooved or provided with
shoulders or flanges, so as to prevent the lateral spreading of the plate

in the process of rolling, by which means a plate with parallel edges
will be produced ; but no claim is made of this as a part of the invention.
In order to protect the workmen from the intense heat of the incandes-
cent mass of metal, and from the sparks or particles of molten metal
emitted therefrom, whilst on its way from the furnace to the rolls, and
whilst undergoing the hammering and squeezing operation, shields or

projecting plates are fixed on each side of the traversing frame in which
the slab is conveyed to the rolling mill.

FILTERING APPARATUS.

J. H. Johnson, London (E. M. be R. Bonneval & Joseph Mouren, both

of Marseilles)— Patent dated April 24, 1S63.

This invention consists in the employment of a peculiar arrangement of
apparatus for filtering liquids, whereby such operation may be effected

under pressure. The liquid to be filtered is contained in a vessel or
tank to which a suction and force pump is connected, which pump is

also in communication (by means of a pipe) with a strong filtering

vessel. The filtering vessel is provided with a man hole at the tOD,

and a grating at the bottom, upon which grating is placed the filtering

medium, consisting of felt or other suitable material. Immediately

beneath the grating, and secured to the filtering vessel or otherwise,
there is fitted a hemispherical or other receiver, in which the filtered
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liquid is collected and drawn off by a central pipe and stop cock. The
liquid to be filtered is pumped into the filteiing vessel, and the pumping
is continued after such vessel is full inside, that the liquid therein may
be in a state of compression, which facilitates the process of filtering by
forcing the liquid through the filtering medium. In some cases, this

apparatus may be employed as a press, as, for example, by introducing

olives into the filtering vessel, and injecting and forcing therein, under
considerable pressure, hot water ; the oil will be expressed, and thus

the double effect of the press and the filter or purifier is obtained. The
foregoing engraving is a longitudinal elevation, partly in section, of the

entire apparatus complete. The liquid to be filtered is introduced through

the apeitures at b, into the square vessel supporting the force pump
arrangement, a, which is set to work so as to force the liquid into the

interior of the filtering vessel, b, adjacent to it; and as the compression

of the liquid is maintained the latter is forced through the filtering

medium, c, which consists of a layer of felt, or wool, or of cotton, wool,

silk, or linen cloth, or other good filtering material. The filtered liquid

runs into a receiver, d, whence it is drawn off by the pipe and stop

cock, e. When it is found that the filtering medium is foul, it is

removed, and another replaced, by unscrewing the manhole door, or

cover provided for that purpose, on the top of the filtering vessel.

LAW REPORTS.

Trade Marks : Wotherspoon & Co., v. Gray & Co.

—

Infringement.
—This was an action in the first division of the Court of Session in

Edinburgh.

The complainers, Wotherspoon & Co., who are manufacturing con-

fectioners in Glasgow, applied for an interdict against the respondents,

John Gray & Co . wholesale and export confectioners, Glasgow, to pro-

hibit them "from vending lozenges made by the respondents or others

except the complainers, under the style and title of Victoria Lozenges,
and from imitating the other announcements made by the complainers
on the side of the wrapper containing their Victoria lozenges, or fiom
otherwise infringing the trade rights of the complainers exclusively to

vend lozenges under such style and title and with such announcements."

The Lord Ordinary (Mackenzie) refused to grand interdict on the
grounds contained in the following note to his interlocutor :

—

" It is not pretended that the complainers hold any patent or exclusive

right to manufacture and sell the lozenges which they call Victoria

Lozenges. On the contrary, it is admitted that these lozenges are well

known in the trade, and may be made and sold by all confectioners.

But the complainers say they were the fiist to apply the term ' Victoria
'

to the lozenges manufactured by them, and thereby acquired right to

the exclusive use of that name as a trademark. On the other hand,
the respondents contend that the complainers have no exclusive
right to the article, and no exclusive right to the name, even
supposing they had been the first to apply the term Victoria

to lozenges, which is denied. It is said to be quite a common
thing to apply the name 'Victoria' to shawls, perfumery, and fancy
articles in all sorts of trades, and that the first use of such a name by
one manufacturer of an article well known in the trade gives him no
exclusive right to the name, so as to prevent other trades from giving
the same name to a similar article which is fairly and openly represented

to be manufactured by themselves. The Lord Ordinary thinks th's

doctrine is well founded, and that by calling their lozenges ' Wother-
spoon's Victoria Lozenges ' the complainers are not entitled to prevent
the respondents from selling their lozenges under the name of ' John
Gray & Company's Victoria Lozenges.'

" It is alleged by the complaiuers that in selling their lozenges the

respondents use printed wrappers containing announcements which are

colourable imitations of those made by the complainers for the fraudulent
purpose of selling the respondent's lozenges as lozenges manufactured
by the complainers. But the printed wrappers of both parties which
are refeired to in ihe record are produced in process, and disprove this

averment. It appears that the complainers' wrappers are of a red
brown colour with black letters, while the respondents' wrappers are

white with pink letters. On the complainers' label the most prominent
announcement is ' Wotherspoon's Machine made Victoria Lozenges,
free from colour,' with the addition of the notice of prize medals. The
most prominent announcement on the respondents' label is ' John Gray
& Co 's Machine-made Victoria Lozenges ;' and there is also on their

label an engraved representation of their works in Commercial Road
with their name over the door. In other respects the respondents'
labels are essentially different from those of the complainers, and
distinctly inform the public that the lozenges are manufactured by Gray
& Company. Besides, even if there had been some points of resem-
blance between the two sets of labels, this would be of no consequence,
unless it could be shown that the respondents' labels, taken as a whole,
were so framed as fraudulently to represent the lozenges made by them

as lozenges made by the complainers. But while the name Victoria
Lozenges is used, the respondents' labels are otherwise so expressed as
clearly to show that the lozenges in their packages are manufactured by
themselves, so that there is no pretence for saying that these labels are
colourable imitations of the complainers' labels, devised for the fraudu-
lent purpose of misleading the public and inducing them to buy the
respondents' lozenges as lozenges manufactured by the complainers.
For these reasons, it is thought the complainers are not entitled to the
interdict sought by them."

Wotherspoon & Co. having reclaimed, the Court, without call-

ing on the respondents' counsel, unanimously adhered to the Lord
Ordinary's interlocutor on the grounds stated by his lordship in his

Copyright: Boucicault v. Delapield—Infringement—This case,
in the Vice-Chancellor's Court, before Sir W. P. Wood, was now
brought forward for judgment. The bill was now filed for the purpose
of restraining the defindant, a provincial manager, from infringing the
copyright of the Colleen Bawn, by bringing out. as announced by him,
a piece under i hat title, or at least only colourably altered The case
has been before this Court upon several occasions, and it will be suffici-

ent now to state that the defendant denied the infringement alleged
against him, and also at the hearing denied the right of the plaintiff to

assert in England a copyright in the Colleen Bawn, on the ground
that the piece had been peiformed at Laura Keene's Theatre, in New
York, before its production at Mr Webster's New Adelphi, in London

;

so that the plaintiff, by first publishing his play abroad, could only
claim copyright under the International Copyright Act (7 Vict , c.

12), with the requirements of which he had not complied, the Colleen
Bawn hav ng been registered in the ordinary way, under the provisions
of the General Copyright Act, 5 and 6 Vict., c. 45. The clause in

the International Copyright Act (7 Vict, c 12) upon which the defeu
dant rested his argument is as follows :

—

"Sec. 19. Neither the author of any book, nor the author or com-
poser of any dramatic piece or musical composition, nor the inventor,
designer, or engraver of any print, nor the maker of any article of sculp
ture, or of such other works of art as aforesaid, which shall after the
passing of this Act, be first published out of her Majesty's dominions,
shall have any copyright therein respectively, or any exclusive right
to the public representation or performance thereof otherwise than such
(if any) as he may become entitled to under this Act."

The Vice-Chancellor, after stating the case, said that as to the first

ground of defence—viz, that there had been no infringement by the de-

fendant—this contest was clearly untenable, as there was a manifest
piracy, and the defendant had in reality only made the matter worse
by his subs quent alterations, so as to colour up his piece into some-
thing apparently different from that of the plaintiff. The other ground of
defence, however, raised a grave and serious question as to the rights

of the plaintiff under the circumstances—the Colleen Bawn, having been
represented in New York before it was produced in London. The Act
upon which the question turned (7th Victoria, chap. 12, section 19) en-

abled the Queen to extend to those authors who first published books or

represented dramatic pieces abroad the same rights and privileges as

had been conferred by the General Copyright Act upon those who
first published their works in ihis country. It was quite admitted that

the plaintiff had not complied with the requirements of the Interna-
tional Copyright Act, and, indeed, it was impossible for him to have
done so. The former Acts conferred certain rights upon British

authors, while this Act extended those rights to foreigners. It was
contended by the plaintiff that the Act having this beneficial intent

could not be construed to take away the privileges already possessed
by British authors, and that it was intended simply to extend the rights

of foreigners. But the generality of the clause (section 19) could not be

got over, and it clearly had the effect of destroying any right of the

plaintiff to copyright in this country. The former Acts were intended
to apply to a publication in this country, and only in this country, and
it had been decided by the House of Lords, in the case of " Jefferys v
Boosey," that a foreigner publishing his work for the first time in Eng-
land was entitled just as much as a British subject to the benefit of

copyright in England. The plaintiff, up to the passing of this Act, en-

joyed a sort of double right, which it was the express intention of the

Act to extinguish. The object of the Legislature was to secure to this

country the benefit of a first publication, and if an author chose to de-

prive this country of that benefit he most take the consequences. Mr.
Boucicault must be taken, by first publishing his play in New Yoik, to

have elected to be bound, by the later Act, 7 th. Vict., c. 12 ; and there

was nothing to justify the Court in restricting sec. 19. or in holding
that it applied to foreigners only, and not to British subjects also. The
plaintiff's contest, therefore, failed, and, as the question was merely one
of legal right, the costs must follow the result. The bill would there-

fore be dismissed with costs.
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REVIEWS OF NEW BOOKS.

Lessoss and Practical Notes ox Steam, the Steam Engine, Propellers,

&c. By \V. H. King, U.S.N. 4th Edition, Svo. Nostrand, New York.

1S63.

Description of Kicsard's Improved Steam Engine Indicator, with
directions for its csk. By Charles T. Porter, Engineer. 8vo.

Elliots Brothers, London. 1863.

It has been recen'ly said in a contemporary review, which assumes to

be au authority, that in every department of writing, whether it be art,

science, or letters proper, the one great characteristic of American
authorship is "looseness," a want of consecutive logical grasp of the

subject.

The two American authors' works, the titles of which we have placed

above, though not so peifect as to be beyond reach of criticism, are

certainly no examples in point to confirm that sweeping condemnation.
Mr King was, as we understand, a sailing engineer in the American

Navy, and the recent edition of his work has been revised by J. W,
King, also in that Navy, and whom we take to be a son or a brother of

the author's. It has been dedicated to the Hon G. V. Fox, Assistant

Secretary of the U. S. Navy, so that we may presume the work is used
in that service with more or less of oKcial sanction. It is a very plain,

clear, and unpretentious book, and one, on the whole, extremely well

suited to meet the everyday wants of marine engineers at sea, or in the

dockyard workshop,—working men, who have little or no algebra, have
never been trained to take the loltier paths of exact science in examining
the problems that practically come before them, and who have a limited

library at any time at command for reference.

The work is comprised in seven chapters; On steam—Expansion valves

—Slide cuts off (or cut offs as the author writes it)—Other kinds of

valves—The indicator and indicator diagrams—The hydrometer —Casual-
ties—Miscellaneous steam marine questions—Western river boat engines

—Boilers. Besides these, there is an Appendix, on materials and on the

elements of m chinery, which is the worst part of the book, and would
have been better omitted.

No part of ihis work will possess as much interest for British

mechanics, perhaps, as the chapters on Expansion Valves and Slide cuts

off. Several of the forms of cuts off, in widely extended use in the
Northern States, are almost unknown in practice in this country ; and,

indeed, the importance and best methods of employing expansion steam
have not as yet advanced in Great Britain to the point they have done
either in Germany or in America.
Both as an example of the descriptive matter of the work, and as

describing some celebrated forms of American cut off valves, very little

known or emploj'ed amongst us, we shall give some extracts and figures

from this chapter.

EXPANSION VALVES.

There are a variety of expansion valves and arrangements for cutting
off steam ; the principles operating the more important of which we will

now proceed to examine. The following diagrams or sketches will

serve our purpose. We shall simply explain the leading features of

each, in order to give an understanding of the principles that govern
them, leaving the student to suggest for himself the alterations in the
mechanical arrangement to adapt tbem to different types and arrange-

ments of engines.

Fig. 1 is a diagram of Sickel's momentarily adjustable cut-off, in which,
a, a, is the steam valve of the double poppet construction , b, b, valve
stem : c, dash-pot, filled with water up to the line 1, 2 ; D, plunger, fit-

ting in the dash-pot ; E, stuffing-box, which is packed air and water-
tight

; x, hole in the bottom of the plunger, d, to allow the water to

enter when the plunger strikes it ; b, a rod communicatiug motion to

the wiper, f, which trips the valve ; h, a rod receiving motion from the

air-pump beam or any other part having motion coincident with that of

the piston. The motion of A is communicated through the vertical rod,

having casa fixed centre to b, and thence to the wiper, f. The manner
in which this cut-off operates is this : the valve stem, instead of being
permanently attached to the lifting rod, is secured to it by a clutch and
spring. The valve is lifted by the eccentric, (operating as in other
cases.) but before it reaches its seat again, the wiper, f, which vibrates
back and forth, strikes the clutch, and detaches the valve from the

lifter
; the valve then, Irom the action of gravity, would fall, and strike

its seat with a heavy blow ; to prevent which, and allow the valve at
the same time to fall quickly, it is attached to the plunger, D, working
in the dash-pot, c. By thi3 arrangement, before the valve reaches its

seat, the plunger, d, strikes upon the water in the lower part of the dash-
pot, c, which is called the secondary reservoir, and thereby allows the
valve to close without slamming, the water escaping into the cavity, x,

and also around the plunger, into the upper or primary reservoir. The

plunger, d, being hollow, small holes are bored into it in the vicinity of

the line 1, 2, to allow the water to escape into it also.

We see that the cutting-off is effected by the wiper, f, tripping the

valve ; the sooner therefore the valve is tripped, the sioner the steam
will be cut off. Now the manner ill which this is made an adjustable

Fij.2.

cut-off, is accomplished by moving the handle,/, backward or forward
on the arc, g. which will move the centre, c, to one side or the other of
its present position, the centre, e, remaining constantly fixed, and there-
fore giving the wiper, f, a greater or less distance to travel before
striking the clutch. By this means the cutting-off point can be varied
for any part of the stroke. The handle,/ can be put in such a position
that the valve will not be tripped at all, or it can be placed so that the
valve will not lift at all, being exactly in the vertical position when the
lifter commences to rise. The engine can be thus stopped by this cut-

off. For the other end of the cylinder there is another dash-pot, &c,
similar to the one described, the wiper being operated by a rod similar
to b, attached to the cen're, d.

Should there be too much water in the dash-pot, the valve will not
seat quickly, but " hang," as it is technically termed. At a there is a
cock for the purpose of supplying it with water. Attached to the dash-
pot, there is usually another cock or valve for the purpose of letting out
any superfluous water. Insufficient water is evidenced by the slamming
of the valve.

This cut-off was formerly made without the wiper, f, there being used
instead a sliding cam, shaped something like this <] As the valve rose
up, the clutch struck the bevel on this cam, which forced the clutch out
of its position, and allowed the valve to fall. With this arrangement,
however, it will be seen that the valve must trip while it is rising, and
as it is at its highest position when the piston is about half stroke, it

cannot be possible to cut off by this mode longer than half stroke ; but
with the arrangement of the wiper, it will be seen, inasmuch as it

vibrates back and forth, that the valve can be just as well tripped on its

descent as when rising, and this is the reason why it was substituted
for the cam.

" Stevens."—The next cut-off that we shall take into consideration is

Stevens's, a diagram of which is shown in fig. 2. a, a, are the steam
toes ; b, B, the steam-lifting toes

; d, rock-shaft arms ; c, c, the valves
;

a, pin in rock-shaft arm for eccentric hook. The manner in which this
is made an adjustable cut-off, is by raising or lowering the toes, A, a,
thereby giving them more or less lost motion. In the position in which
they are shown in the diagram, it will be seen that they will have to
travel a considerable distance before touching the toes, b, b, and as the
piston is in motion during this time, and the steam valve closed, the
steam will be acting expansively. If the end of the toes, a, a, be
dropped lower down, the steam will be cut off shorter; if raised higher
up, longer. By dropping the toes down, however, we diminish the lift

of the valve, and also alter tbe lead. To retain the one, we raise the
pin, a, in the rock-shaft arm, and the other we turn the eccentric a little
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ahead. To alter the point of cut-off, therefore, while the engine is in

motion, so as to cut off shorter, we have first to drop the toes, a, a,

then raise the pin, a, and set the eccentric ahead. To cut off longer,

reverse the operation.

The number of things required to be altered in changing the point of

cutting-off is a very great objection to this arrrangement. In practice

it has seldom been accomplished without stopping the engine.

Allen and WelU.—This cut-off is represented by sketch, fig. 3. A, A,

Fij.3.

are the exhaust toes ; b, b, steam toes ; c, c, lifting toes ; D, D, the
valves ; e, e 1

,
palls fitted to the end of the toes, b, b 1

; r, rock-shaft arm,
which is operated from the eccentric in the usual way

; g g, a cross arm
secured to the end of the rock-shaft arm ; a a, roller? on the end of the
cross-arm, G, G1

; H h, two arms fitted loosely on the rock-shaft. These
arms receive their motion from any part of the engine having motion
nearly coincident with that of the piston ; b A 1

, rollers on these arms.
This cut-off operatus thus : the rock-shaft is put in motion by the
eccentric. The pall, e, resting upon the roller, a, is raised, and with it

the toe, b, and lifter toe, c ; but after the pall, e, is raised up so as to

clear the roller, 6, the pall, e, slides in on top of 6, which, having a
downward motion, lowers the valve, while the rock-shaft arm continues
to rise. The rollers, 6 (/', being attached to the arms, h h, which having
motion nearly coincident with that of the piston, start to go down at

nearly the same time the rock-shaft arm starts to rise. Now then by
turning around the right and left-hand screw, c c, the rollers, b ft

1
, will

be set further apart, or closer together, and will therefore alter the time
they will clear the end of the pall, e, and hence the point of cutting-off.

To follow farther separate the rollers, b b\ to cut off shorter, screw them
closer together. In altering the point of cutting off we have nothing to
do but to turn around the screw, c c. This cut off is like "Sickel's,"
momentarily adjustable, but it cannot, however, be made to cut off quite
so short as " Sickel's."

Amongst the slide cuts-off we have that of Merrick & Sou.

Fig. 4 is au arrangement of cut off valve as constructed by Messrs

Fig. 4.

inn
Merrick & Son, of Philadelphia, in 185n, for the U. S. Steam Frigate
" Wabash."

In consequence of the satisfactory manner in which it worked on
board that vessel; its simplicity, and easy adjustment for cutting off at

any portion of the stroke likely to be required, it has been applied to

nearly all the U. S. Screw ships recently constructed, as also to a num-
ber of other engines. c is the steam valve

; d Dare the cut-off valves,

attached to the valve stem, e, by right and left hand screws working in

nuts let into the valves; f f, rings in the steam chest cover, fitting

close down on the back of the main steam valve, enclosing the space, G,

which is connected to the condenser by the pipe, n, for the purpose of

balancing the valve.

This cut-off can be worked by a separate eccentric, or from any part
of the engine having a motion coincident with that of the piston.

To a'ter the point of cutting-off, a wheel is on the end of the valve
stem, e, which, if turned in one direction, will draw the valves closer

together, and the openings will not be closed so soon, consequently the
steam will follow the piston farther, i.e., cut off longer,— to cut off

shorter the operation is reversed.

The chapter on Casualties, embracing short pithy hints of how to act
in various circumstances of accidental emergency at sea—such as with
an irreparably broken eccentric, a heavily leaking steamer, feed pumps
out of order, priming boilers, hot condensers, broken air pump, or cylinder
cover, &c.—is very good, but wants complete re-arrangement—the
very good directions given for the ordinary routine management of

marine boilers and engines under various circumstances, being here mixed
up pell mell, with these hints as to accidents which are of rare occur-

rence.

Chapter V. is on the theory of the paddle wheel. The comparison here
between radial and feathering floats, and certain discussions on the screw
propeller, is not so satisfactory a performance. Many, if not all the
subjects treated theoretically, are beyond the author's proper depth, and
in any hands, the chapter is too brief to admit of lucidity and conclusive-

ness, on questions that might be usefully made to fill alone the whole
volume.
The statements made at p. 122, as to the centre of pressure in a screw

propeller, are certainly wrong. If true, even when the screw is at rest,

they cease to be so the moment the main conditions of its motion iu the

water, and as it is carried on with the ship, are taken into account.

Further on, at pp. 148, 149, there are some sensible remarks on boiler

explosions.

Mr Charles T. Porter, the author of the second work, whose title we
have given above, will be remembered as the highly intelligent young
American mechanical engineer, who made, brought over, and kept to

work in the great exhibition of last year the Alien high pressure engine.

—the engine, in the eye of every competentjudge, the very best, though
one of the very smallest exhibited.

With that engine, he also brought over the Richard's indicator, a very
improved form of the M'Naught, and other modern models of the original

instrument of James Watt. The main advantage (there are others

subsidiary) obtained by this indicator is, that the marking point moved
by the piston is deprived almost of all accumulated work in the spring,

which in the ordinary indicator has the same effect as momentum would
have, were the little piston so heavy, that work were accumulated in it,

on movement by the steam or vacuum pressure, and so it would over-

run the true range of the ordinate of the diagram curve, at any change
of motion or of pressure.

Mr Porter's work contains a great number of diagrams taken with
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this indicator, and if these be compared with some that are given in Mr
Kings book, taken with the older form, or indeed compared with almost

any of our usual indicator diagrams, the value and correct indicating

power of the improved instrument will be at once obvious to the prac-

tical eye. The result of this perfection and delieacy of the instrument
is, that it can be employed at velocities and under rapidly varying
pressures, and with cut-off arrangements, if applied to which, the old

instruments would either give no results at all, or ones wildly away
from the truth.

As an example of what it can do, Mr Porter gives diagrams taken
from the cylinders of an express engine as it was travelling upon the

London and South Western line, at a speed of 55 miles per hour, and at

this immense corresponding piston velocity, the curves of the diagrams
are as smooth, consistent, and unfluttered, as if they were taken from a
quiet old 10ft horse land engine, moving at 15 strokes per minute.
Mr Porter has made arrangements with Messrs Elliott, the eminent

instrument makers, of 449 Strand. London, for the manufacture of these
indicators under his own instructions. We commend the instruments
themselves to every mechanical engineer, feo every employer of steam
power, and we commend Mr Porter's little book of 68 8vo pages, as

being the best practical working treatise in English, upon the indicator,

and its use and employment iu general.

It contains, briefly given, nearly all the tabular information that is

requisite for working out in result the markings of the indicator, which
may be properly viewed as the stethescope of the steam engineer.

—

Ed.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

tS"* "^e do not hold ourselves responsible for the views or statements of our
Correspondents,

In the remarks on my Safety Brake in your last No., you say that the
mid-rail is not new, but was proposed some years ago for a sharp
incline by Mr R. Mallet, and approved of by Sir John MNeil.

It gives me great pleasure to know that so material a part of my plan
as the mid-rail was proposed and made use of by these distinguished
Engineers. My chief object being to get it adopted, so as to do away
with collision, it is of little importance to me that Mr Mallet antici-

pated me in the mid-rail ; but it is of very great importance to the
success ofmy plan of Brake, to let it be known that so material a part of
it, should have been invented by Mr Mallet, and be so highly approved
of by Sir John M 'Neil.

With such authorities in favour of the main part ofmy plan of Brake,
I feel myself entitled to call upon the Railway authorities to give the
plan a fair trial;—apian which holds out the prospect of doing away
with collisions entirely, and one which is not obstructed by patent
rights. It might, with great propriety, be tested in your own neigh-
bourhood at the Cfrwcaddens Tunnel, where the want of Brake power
has been long felt.

You also say thatMr Mallet's mode ofgripping the mid-rail by means of
"a pair of horizontal wheels permitted only to revolve slowly to insure
eqnal wear, and whose axes could be made to approach each other with
sufficient force," was better than my plan of allowing the springs them-
selves to grip the mid-rails. Now from this I beg leave to dissent
entirely. My mole of gripping is quite effectual and is simplicity itself

compared with the complicated arrangement in the other ; the introduc-
No. 180.—Vol. XVI.

tion of wheels in the latter for taking the grip is quite uncalled for, as
is also the complication to make them revolve slowly to answer equal
wear, which is an object of no moment.
The inferiority of Mr Mallet's plan to mine for Braking purposes,

leads me to suspect that that gentleman had a further object in view

—

that of enabling the locomotive to ascend the steep incline alluded to.

The horizontal wheels, gripping the mid-rail, and made to revolve by
the steam-engine, would of course enable it to ascend the incline, how-
ever steep, and drag after it a heavy train. If this was Mr Mallet's

intention it must be confessed that he has been entirely successful in

devising a plan whereby exceptional gradients may be surmounted by
locomotives specially designed for them.

Robebt AyTOtra.
Edinburgh, 3 FettesRow, 9th Nov., 18C3.

We believe that there was no intention whatever of helping the
locomotive up-hill, in the Cork tunnel, in the mode imagined by our
correspondent. We will only add to what we have already remarked
on this project, that in the consideration and arrangement of any such
plans, it is highly necessary to note very carefully the multitude of
mechanical and other conditions that have to be taken into account
before any effectual and manageable mode of suddenly stopping fast

trains to avoid collision can be made practically serviceable En.

CHEAP RAILWAYS IN IRELAND.

I have read the letter of Sir J. D. Elphinstone, in the. city article of

the Times, in which he infers, from the name of this railway, and its

low cost of £5000 per mile, the extremely easy, or very exceptional,

character of its works, and claims credit for the construction of cheaper
lines in the north of Scotland.

For the purpose of enabling him and the public to form- an opinion on
the subject—and not with a view in the slightest degree to lessen the

great credit due to so much good and economical work—I beg you will

permit me to supply a few detail's of the Irish work in question.

The line is single. The land, nevertheless (all good), cost £1000
per mile. The earthwork amounts to about 20,000 yards cube, per

mile. The permanent way, 65 lb. per yard, is well-timbered and fished

throughout. The fences are grip and bank, with wire on top. There
are 17 public road, occupation road, and stream bridges ; and 1 public

road and 10,7 level crossings, with good iron gates and ashlar posts set

in masonry, about 1100 lineal yards of culverts, and 1 bridge or viaduct

of three openings (viz., 80, 120, and 80 feet) over a heavy tidal river,

consisting of continuous lattice girders of 223 feet long, each having
piers and abutments of good masonry on piled foundations. There are

6 sets of sidings, 5 passenger stations, and 4 goods' sheds, all permanent
and partly ornamental buildings, with signals of the best construction,

wrought iron turn-tables, telegraph, and all the usual works complete.

No doubt, these works are not heavy, but they are considerable ; not
much less in quantity of mile than the average of the extensions yet to

be made in these kingdoms, and I do believe they are of greater extent

and permanent value than ever was previously done for the money.

John Boweb,
Engineer of the Finn Valley Railway.

Dublin, November, 1S63.

PROCEEDINGS OF SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES.

BRITISH ASSOCIATION.

Section A.—Mathematical and Physical Science.

Atj&ust 31.

"Report of the Balloon Committee," read by Col. Syke.s, M.P.—Ascents
took place on the 31st of March, 18th of April, 26th of June, 11th of July and
21st of July. Three of these were to great altitudes and two to lower altitudes.

A fourth high ascent was ordered to take place from Wolverhampton on any
day between the 6th of July and the present date ; but Mr Coxwell's engage-
ments and the unpropitious state of the weather have prevented the Committee
from carrying out their resolution. The required gas was specially prepared

by the Wolverhampton Gas Company, and is kept at the disposal of the Com-
mittee. The observations made by Mr Glaisher in the several ascents, together

with the diagrams in illustration, accompany this report for insertion in the

annual volume of the association. The British Association and science owe a

debt of gratitude to Mr Glaisher for the ability, perseverance and courage with

which he has voluntarily undertaken the hazardous labour of recording meteoro-

logical phenomena iu the several ascents. New physical conditions having

been observed in the last two ascents, the Committee consider that it would

extend our scientific knowledge were the Committee re-appointed, and the

observations continued, with a grant of £200 for the purpose.

"Report on Balloon Ascents," by Mr J. Glaisher.

"On the Distribution of Heat on the Sun's Surface, and the Currents in his

Atmosphere," by Mr Murphy.—Secchi, of Rome, has ascertained that the sun's

2n
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equator is sensibly hotter than its poles. That this should be the case follows

from the meteoric theory of solar heat. The asteroids which revolve round
the sun and fall into its atmosphere as meteors, probably occupy, like the entire

solar system, a lenticular space having its greatest diameter nearly coincident

with the sun's equator, and if so, a greater number of meteors must fall on the

equatorial than on the polar regions of the sun, making the former the hottest.

The meteoric theory will also account for the currents in the sun's atmosphere
observed by Mr Carrington (see the Proceedings of the Royal Astronomical
Society, 13th April, 1860). He finds that the spots in the lowest latitudes drift

most rapidly from W. to E. Were the sun's atmosphere, like the earth's, acted

on by no other motive power than the unequal heating at different latitudes,

the relative direction of the currents would be the reverse of this, in virtue of

the well-known principles of the trade-winds and ** counter-trades," and this

would be true at all depths in the sun's atmosphere. But if meteors are con-
stantly falling into the sun's atmosphere, moving from west to east with a

velocity scarcely less than that of a planet at the sun's surface, and in greatest

number in its equatorial regions, there is a motive power which is adequate to

drive its atmosphere round it from west to east, and with greatest velocity at

the equator. The intensely bright meteor-like bodies which Mr Carrington
and another observer simultaneously saw traverse the sun's disc moved from
west to east, and they were almost certainly asteroids falling into the sun.

"On Ozone, especially on Ozone Tests,*' by Mr E. 5. Lewe.

"On the Comparison of Curves afforded by Self- Recording Magnetographs
at Kew and Lisbon," by Mr B. Stewart.

"On the Selenographical Relations between the Chain of Lunar Mountains,
the 'Alps,' with the 'Mare Imbrium' and,the 'Mare Frigoris,' " by Mr W. R.

Birt (communicated by Dr Lee).

*' Description of an Instrument for ascertaining the Height of a Cloud," by
Prof. Chevallier.—This little instrument consisted of two jointed rulers,

graduated from the centre of the joint, and one of them furnished with an up-
right sliding piece, with an opening to allow the sun's light to pass, the edge
of which is at a known distance by the scale from the ruler on which the piece

slides. If then the distance in miles or yards at which the shadow of a cloud

is cast upon the earth be known, by laying one branch of the ruler towards the

shadow of the cloud and the other in the direction of the vertical line from the

part of the cloud which casts the shadow directly on the earth beneath the

cloud, and then moving the sliding-piece along this latter branch of the ruler

until the shadow of the edge of the opening just reaches ithe middle of the rod

laid in the direction of the shadow of the cloud, you have on the ruler and the

sliding-piece an exact representation in miniature of the actual circumstances
of the cloud, and a simple rule-of-three calculation gives the vertical height of

the cloud above the earth. Thus, " multiply the distance of the shadow of the

cloud (supposed to be known) by the height of the 6liding-piece, and divide by
the distance of the shadow of the sliding-piece from the angle of the rulers,

and the quotient is the height of the cloud required."

"Description of the Experimental Series of Rain-gauges erected at Calne,"

by Mr G. J. Symons,

"Meteorological Observations recorded at Huggale, Yorkshire/' by the Rev.

Thomas Rankine.
September 1.

" On a New Kind of Miniature possessing apparent Solidity by means of a
Combination of Prisms," by Mr H. Swan.

"On the Lunar 'Mare Smithii,' the 'Phillips Walled Plain/ and the 'Percy
Mountains,'" by Dr Lee.

"On the System of Forecasting the\Weather pursued in Holland/' by Dr
Buys Ballot.

"An Account of Preliminary Experiments on Chalkescence," by Dr Aikin..

f'On Spectral Analysis," by Prof. Pliicker.— It is generally admitted now,
that every gaseous body rendered luminous by heat or electricity sends out a

peculiar light, which, if examined by the prism, gives a well-defined and
characteristic spectrum. By such a spectrum, by any one of its brilliant lines,

whose position has been measured, you may recognize the examined gas. This
way of proceeding constitutes what is called spectral analysis, .to which we
owe, until this day, the discovery of three new elementary bodies. In order to

give to spectral analysis a true and certain basis, you want the spectrum of each
elementary substance. Most recently, some eminent philosophers, in examin-
ing such spectra, met with unexpected difficulties, and doubts arose in their

minds against the new doctrine. These doubts are unfounded. The fact is,

that the molecular constitution of gases is much more complicated than it has
beeu generally admitted till now. The spectra, therefore, always indicating

the molecular constitution of gases, ought to be more complicated also than it

was thought at first. By these considerations, a new importance, a rather

physical one, is given to spectral analysis. You may recognize by the spectrum
of a gas, not only the chemical nature of the gas, but you may also obtain indi-

cations of its more intimate molecular structure— quite a new branch of science.

Allow me now to select out of the results already obtained two instances only.

Let me try to give what I may call tlie history of the spectra of two elementary
bodies— of sulphur and nitrogen.. In order to analyze by the prism the beautiful

light produced by the electric current, if it pass through a rarefied gas, I gave
to the tube in which the gas is included such a form that its middle part was
capillary. Thus I got within this part of the tube a brilliant film of light,

extremely fitted to be examined by the prism. The date of my first paper on
this subject is the 12th of March, 1858. After having provided myself with
apparatus more suited to my purposes, I asked, about a year ago, my frif-nd,

Prof. Hittorf, of Miinster, to join me in taking up my former researches. The
very first results we obtained in operating on gases of a greater density opened
to us an immense field of new investigation. We found that the very same
elementary substance may have two, even three, absolutely different spectra,

which only depend on temperature. In our experiments we made use of
Ruhmkorff's induction coil, whose discharge was sent through our spectral
tubes. In order to increase at other times the heating power of the discharge,
we made use of a Leyden jar. Now, let us suppose a spectral tube, most highly
exhausted by Geissler's mercury pump, contains a very small quantity of
sulphur. The discharge of the coil will not pass through the tube if it do not
meet with ponderable matter, either taken from the surface of the glass, or, if

the discharge be very strong, by the chemical decomposition of the glass. In
heating slowly the tube by means of a lamp, in order to transform a part of the
sulphur into vapour, all accidental spectrum, if there be one, will disappear,

and you will get a pure and beautiful spectrum of sulphur. I supposed the
Leyden jar not to have been interposed. If you now interpose it, the spectrum
just spoken of will suddenly be replaced by a quite different one. We were
generally led to distinguish two quite different classes of spectra. Spectra of

the first class consist in a certain number of bands, variously shadowed by dark
transversal lines. Spectra of the second class consist in a great number of
most brilliant lines on a dark ground. Accordingly, sulphur has one spectrum
of the first class and another one of the second class. You may as often as

you like obtain each of these two spectra. In operating on a spectral tube,

containing nitrogen at a tension ef about 50 millimetres, you will, without the
Leyden jar, get a most beautiful spectrum of the first class. After interposing

the jar, a splendid spectrum of the second class will be seen. But here the

case is more complicated yet. The above-mentioned spectrum of the first class

is not a simple one, but it is produced by the superposition of two spectra of

the same class. Ignited nitrogen, at the lowest temperature, has a most beauti-

ful colour of gold. When its temperature rises, its colour suddenly changes
into blue. In the first case, the corresponding spectrum is formed by the less

refracted bands extended towards the violet part.; in the second case, it is

formed by the more refracted hand of the painting extended towards the red.

Nitrogen, therefore, has two spectra of the first class and one spectrum of the

second class. The final conclusion, therefore, is that sulphur has two, nitrogen

three, different allotropic states. It may appear very strange that a gaseous

body may have different allotropic states— i.e., different states of molecular

equilibrium. It may not appear, perhaps, more strange that a substance,

hitherto supposed to be an elementary one, may really be decomposed at an
extremely high temperature. From spectral analysis there cannot be taken

any objection that sulphur and nitrogen may be decomposed. Chloride of zinc

(or cadmium), for instance, exhibits two different spectra. If heated like

sulphur, and then ignited by the discharge of RuhmkorfFs coil, you will get a

beautiful spectrum either of chlorine or of the metal, if either the Leyden jar

be not interposed or be interposed. There is, in this case, a dissociation of the

elements of the composed body in the highest temperature, and re-composition

again at a lower temperature. You may consider the dissociation as an'

allotropic state, and, therefore, I may make use of this term as long as the

decomposition be not proved by the separated elements.

J'On Specific Refractive Energy," by Dr&ladstone and Rev. Mr Dale.

" On Fogs," by Dr Gladstone.

° On the Augmentation of the Apparent Diameter of a Body by Atmospheric

Refraction," by Mr S. Alexander.

" On the Conditions of the Resolvability of Homogeneous Algebraical

Polynomials into Factors/' by Mr J. J. Walker.

"On the Elasticity of the Vapour of Sulphuric Acid," by Mr T. Tate, of

Hastings, formerly of Alnwick.

"On the Result of Reductions of Curves obtained from the Self-recording

Electrometer at Kew," by Prof. W. Thomson.

" On a Mercurial Air-Pump/' by Mr J. Swan.

" On a New Marine and Mountain Barometer/' by Mr W. Symons.

"On a Maximum Thermometer with a Kew Index," by Mr W. Symons.

September 2.

"On a Free Air Barometer and Thermometer," devised by the Abbe Jean-

non, exhibited and explained by the Abbe Moigno,

"On a Metallic or Holosteric Barometer," constructed by M. Naudet, ex-

hibited and explained by the Abbe Moigno.

"On a New Micrometer," by M. H. Soliel, exhibited and explained by the

Abbe Moigno.
" On Specimens of Telegraphic Fac-similes, produced by Cassell's method,"

exhibited and explained by the Abbe" Moigno.

" On Galvanic Copper and its Applications," by M. Oudry, communicated by

the Abbe' Moigno.—The Abbe" commenced by complaining that the ironwork

in England which was exposed to the weather and in public buildings was too

often sadly neglected and allowed to decay. In Paris they either gilded or

otherwise protected such ironwork. M. Oudry having been commanded by

the Emperor to endeavour to protect some of the public monuments of France

and cliefe-oVceuvre of Art by the electro-plating process, found insurmountable

difficulties in depositing a uniform and brilliant coat of copper or iron, either

malleable or cast; but having succeeded by mechanical means in reducing

electrotype plates of copper to a completely impalpable powder, he used this

as a paint, with a medium the basis of which was benzoin instead of linseed oil

or any of the oils used with ordinary paints. He had completely succeeded in

giving a surface of a very durable character and of a brilliant, bronzed appear-

ance to iron, plaster, and other objects which it was desirable to protect with

this substance. The Abbe" exhibited several statuettes and busts in plaster

covered with it, which had all the appearance of ancient bronzes. We under-

stood that it was by the aid of a steam-hammer that the thin plates of copper

deposited by the electrotype process were reduced to the very impalpable

powder of copper exhibited by the Abbe Moigno.
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"On Photo-microscopic Stones," executed by M. Dagron, exhibited and

explainnd by the Abbe Moigno,

"On a certain Class of Mathematical Symbols," by Mr W. H. Eussell.

"On a New Electrometer," by Piof. W. Thomson, exhibited and explained

by Mr F. Jenkin.

Section B.—Chemical Science,

August 31.

" On Fractional Distillation," by Prof. Wanklyn.
" On the Constitution and .Rational Formula of Narcotine,*' by Dr Matthiessen

and Mr G. C. Foster.

" Beport on the Metallurgy of the District," by Messrs I, L. Bell, T, Sop-
wilh, Dr Richardson and Mr T. Spencer.

" On Titanium in Iron," by Dr Riley.

" On Deposit in Blast Furnaces," by Mr J. Pattinson.

" On Zinc, Nickel, and Cobalt in Cleveland Ironstone," by Mr J. Pattinson.

11 On Aluminium," by Mr I. L. Bell.

"Report on the Chemical Nature of Alloys," by Dr Matthiessen.

September 1.

" On the Separation of Lead and Antimony," by Dr Richardson.

" On the Impurities contained in Lead and their Influence on its Technical

Uses," by Mr W. Baker.

" On the Extraction of Thallium on a large scale from the Flue Dust of

Pyrite Burners," by Mr TV. Crookes.

" On Lead, in connection with the Metallurgy of the District," by Mr Sop-
with.

"On Thallium," by Mr I. L. Bell.

" On the Slaking of Quicklime," by Dr Davy.

" On Impurities in Lead," by Dr Zenner.

" Sur les Proce*des de Gravure du Verre a 1Aide de TAcide Fluor Hydrique
par Impression de la Re'serve," by M. L. Kessler.

" Sur des Appareils Nouveaux evaporant a. Multiple Effet et a Air Libre,

nommes Erorateurs," by M. L. Kessler.

" Sur les Avantages Commerciaux d'un Nouveau Sel de Soude Cristallise,"

by M. L. Kessler.

"On Photelectric Engraving, and Observations upon sundry prooesses of

Photographic Engraving," by Mr D. C. Dallas.

" Are Nitrogen and Carbonic Oxide the Oxide of Carbon in different Allo-

tropic or Isomeric States?" by Mr H. Kilgour.

" On the Minerals and Salts found in Coal-pits," by Messrs R. C. Clapham
and J. Daglish.

" Researches on the Manufacture of Prussiate of Potash by the late John
Lee and T. Richardson," by Dr Richardson.

" Short Communications on Galvanic Copper, Photolithography, and Photo-
microscopic Specimens," by M. L'Abbe Moigno.

" On the Constant Increase of Organic Matter in Cultivated Soils," by Dr F.
L. Phipson.

September 2.

"On the Analysis of Chinese Iron," by Dr S. Macadam.

"De'finer par la Vegetation l'Etat moleculaire des Corps. Analyser la Force
vegetale par des Essais raisonnes de Culture," by M. G. Vill.

" Report on Synthetic Researches on the Formation oi Minerals," by M. A.
Gages.

" On a New Method of Measuring the Chemical Action of the Sun's Rays,"
by Dr F. L Phipson.

" On Musical Sounds produced by Carbon," by Dr F. L. Phipson.

"On New Zealand Lignites," by Dr M. Thompson.
" On the Chemical and Physical Principles in Connection with the Specific

Gravity of Liquid and Solid Substances," by Dr Otto Richter.

Mr W. Symons exhibited a New Form of Gas Battery.

"On Oxidation by Ozone," by Dr T. Wood.

"On the Manufacture of Superphosphates and Dissolved Bones," by Dr S.

Macadam.
" On Recent Applications of the Hydrocarbons derived from Artificial and

Natural Sources," by Dr B. H. Paul.

" On the Uses of Fuel in Marine Boilers," by Dr Richardson and Mr T. W.
Banning.

Section O—Geology.

August 27.

" On Coal, Coke, and Coal Mining in Northumberland and Durham," by
Messrs N. Wood, J. Taylor, J. Marley, and J. W. Pease.

" On the Fossil Teeth of a Horse found in the Red Clay at Stockton," by J.

Hogg, M.A.

"On the Coal Measures of Sydney, Cape Breton," by Mr J. P. Lesley.

"On the Magnesian Limestone of the County of Durham," by Messrs G. B.
Forster and J. Daglish.

" On the Skiddaw Slate Fossils," by Prof. Harkuess.

"On the Hornblendic Greenstones and their relations to the Metamorphic
and Silurian Rocks of the County of Tyrone," by Prof. Harkness.

" On Models illustrating the Contortions in Mica-Schist and Slate," by Mr
H. C. Sorby.

August 28.

" On Two new Coal Plants from Nova Scotia," by Dr Dawson.
" On Models illustrating the Contortions in Mica-Schist and Slate," by Mr

H. C. Sorby.

" On a Deposit of Sulphur in Corfu," by Prof. Ansted.

" On the Metamorphic Origin of the Porphyritic Rocks of Charnwood
Forest," by Prof. Ansted.

" On the Laurentian Rocks in the Malvern Hills," by Mr E, Holl.

" On the Equivalents of the Cleveland Hill Ironstones in the West of

England," by Mr C. Moore.

" On the Organic Contents of the Lead Veins of AHenheads and of York-
shire," by Mr C. Moore.

August 31.

" On the Origin of Granite," by Mr A. Bryson.

"On tlie Deposit of the Gravel, Sand and Loam with Flint Implements at

St Acheul," by Prof. Phillips.

" On the Drift Beds at Mundesley, Norfolk," by Prof. Phillips.

" On the Alluvial Accumulations in the Valleys of the Somme and Ouse," by
Mr R. A. Godwin- Austen.

"On certain Markings on the Horns of Megaceros Bibernicus," by Mr J.

Beete Jukes.

"On the Discovery of Elephant and other Mammalian Remains in Oxford-
shire," by Mr G. E. Roberts.

" Some Facts relating to the Hydrography of the St Lawrence and the Great
Lakes," by Dr Hurlbert.

September 2.

" On the Occurrence of Rock Salt at Middlesbro," by Mr John Marley.

" Description of a Sea Star (CribelHtes carbonarius), from the Mountain
Limestone of Northumberland, with a Notice of its Association with Carbon-
iferous Plants," by Mr G. Tate.

' On some Facts observed in Weardale," by Mr C. Attwood.

"On a Section of the Strata from Howuesgill to Cross Fell," by Mr T.

Sopwith.

" On the Neanderthal Skull, or Reasons for believing it to belong to the

Clydian Period, and to be specifically distinct from Man," by Prof. W. King.

" On some Fish Remains that have occurred in the Coal-Measures of Durham
and Northumberland," by Mr T, Atthey and Mr J. W. Kirkby.

Section D.

—

Zoology and Botany.

August 27.

Mr J. G. Jeffreys read the " Report of the Committee appointed for exploring

the Coast of Shetland by Means of the Dredge."

"On the Cultivation of Cinchona in India," by Mr C. R. Markham.
" On the Zoology of Hylton Dene, near Sunderland," by Mr G. S. Brady.

" On the Marine Cyclopoid Entomostraca (Calanidre), with Notices of some
Species new to Britain," by Mr G. S. Brady.

" Descriptions of New British Polyzoa, with Remarks on some imperfectly

known Species," by Mr J. Alder.

" On the Colour of the Salmon," by Dr Davy,

"On Borne Elucidations of the Geological History of North Africa, supplied

by its Lacustrine Fauna," by the Rev. H. B. Tristram.

August 28.

The Rev. A. M. Norman read the Second Part of the " Report of the Com-
mittee appointed to Dredge the Shetland Seas."

Capt. Woodall gave Reports of the Results of a Three Weeks' Dredging
Cruise off Scarborough, in 1863, by Mr Leckenby.

" An Account of the Attempts to Transport Salmon to Australia," by Mr T.

Johnson.

" On the Roman and Imperial Crested Eagles," by Mr J. Hogg.

" On a New Species of lone," by Mr C. S, Bate.

"Note on certain Influences regulating the Forms of Leaves, &c." by Dr M.
T. Masters.

August 31.

" Notes on Canadian Forests," by Dr Hurlbert.

" On the Syndactylous Condition of the Hand in Man and the Anthropoid

Apes," by Mr C. C. Blake.

" Notes on the Occurrence of Foraminifera new to the British Seas," by Mr
H. B. Brady.

" Notes on some Recent Foraminifera, dredged at Jamaica by the late Lucas

Barrett," by Prof. T. R. Jones and Mr W. K. Parker.

"Notes on the Homologies of the Trilobites," by Mr C. S. Bate.

" On the Geographical Distribution of Animal Life," by Mr A. R. Wallace.
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" A few facts on the Variation of Species pointing to Western Asia as the

Centre of the Pakoarctic Area of Creation," by the Rev. II. B. Tristram.

Sub-Section D.—Physiology.
August 27.

" Notes on certain Parts of the Anatomy of a Young Chimpanzee," by Dr
Embleton.

"Observations on the Eggs of Birds," by Dr Davy,

"On the Ventilation of Barracks and other Public Buildings in India," by

Mr S. Clark.

" On the Investigation of Instinctive Actions," by Dr W. Murray.

August 28.

" Report on the Physiological Effects of the Bromide of Ammonium," by Dr
G. D. Gibb.

" On the Physiological Properties of the Nitrite of Amyle," by Dr B. W.
Richardson.

" On the Blood in Relation to the 'Question, Is Ammonia one of its Normal
Constituents?" by Dr Davy.

" On the Reason why the Stomach is not Digested by its own Secretion

during Lift," by Dr Pavy.

August 31.

"On the Means of passing unharmed through Noxious Gases or Vapours,"
by Dr White.

" On the Nature and Varieties of Organic Effluvia," by Dr G. Robinson.

" Further Observations on the Normal Position of the Epiglottis," by Dr G.

D. Gibb.

"On the Voluntary Closure of the Glottis, independently of the Act of

Breathing," by Dr G. D. Gibb.

" On the Ligamentous Action of the Long Muscles in Man and other

Animals," by Dr Cleland.

" Note on the Change of Attitude which takes place in Infants beginning to

Walk," by Dr Cleland.
u On the Reciprocal Action between Plants and Gases," by Mr R. Garner.

' On the Physiological Action of the Uteru3 in Parturition," by Dr Donkin.

" On the Condition of the Uterus after Delivery in certain of the Mammalia,"
by Prof. Rolleston,

September I.

"On the Practicability of Arresting the Development of Epidemic Diseases
by the Internal Use of Anti-Zymotic Agents," by Dr G. Robinson.

" On the Physiological Effect produced by several Apparatuses contrived for

the purpose of causing a Vacuum upon the entire Body, or a part thereof," by
Dr Junod.

"On the Dietary of the Lancashire Operatives," by Dr E. Smith.

"On the Coal-Miners of Durham and Northumberland, their Habits and
Diseases," by Dr Wilson.

" On the Dietaries of the Labouring Classes," by Dr E Smith.

" On the Calabar Bean," by Mr T. Nunnelly.

"On a Parasitical Acarus of the Anadon," by Mr R. Garner.

" On the Miner's Safety ll«sk for supporting Life in Fire Damp and other

Noxious Vapours," by Mr B. W. Richardson.

" How to Restore Drowned Persons, Patients in Chloroform Accidents, &c,"
by Dr Kidd.

Section E.—Geography and Ethnology.

August 27.

" Proposed Inter-Oceanic and International Transit Route across Central

America," by Capt. Bedford T. Pirn.

" From Tientsin (North China) to the Capital of Mantchu Tartary," by Capt.

G. Fleming.

" On the Commixture of the Races of Man as affecting the Progress of

Civilization in the New World,"" by Mr J. Ciawfurd.

"On Anthropological Classification," by Dr J. Hunt.

August 31.

"On his Travels with Capt. Speke from Zanzibar to the Sources of the

Nile," by Capt. Grant.

"A Short Account of Old Maps of Africa," by Mr J. Hogg.
" On his Travels towards the Sources of the Nile," by Signor Miani.

"On his Exploration of Certain Affluents of the Nile," by Baron von Heuglin.

" On the Ethnology of Ceylon, referring especially to its Singhalese and
Tamil Inhabitants," by Mutu Coomara Swamy.

" Note on the Opening of a Cist of the Stone Age near the Coast of Moray
Frith," by Mr G. E. Roberts and Prof. Busk.

September 2.

"On the Tribes, Trade, and Resources around the Shore Line of the Persian
Gulf," by Col. Pelly.

" On the Commixture of the Races of Man as affecting the Progress of
Civilization in Eastern Asia and the Polynesian Islands," by Mr J. Crawfurd.

"On the Aboriginal Occupation of North Tynedale and Western North-
umberland: an Illustration of the Social Life of the Northumbrian Cells," by
the Rev. G. R. Hall.

"On the Antiquities of the Orkneys," by Mr G. Petrie.

"Notice of the Discovery of Three additional Runic Inscriptions in St
Molio's Cave, Holy Island, Argyleshire," by Prof. D. Wilson.

"On Ethnographical Casts," by Mr Hermann Schlagintweit.

"On the Ethnology of the Island of Formosa," by Vice-Consul Swinhoe.
" On the Extinction of Races," by Mr Richard Lee.

"Note on the Opening of a Cist of the Stone Age near the Coast of the
Moray Firth," by Mr E. Roberts and Prof. Busk.

"On a Visit to Dahomey," by Mr Craft.

"On the Origin of Gipsies," by Mr Crawfurd.

Section F.

—

Economic Science and Statistics.

August 27.

" On the Vital and Sanitary Statistics of our European Army in India, com-
pared with those of the French Army under like Conditions of Climate and
Locality," by Dr J. Bird.

"On the Coventiy Freehold Land Society," by Mr C. H. Bracebridge.

"On the Decrease of the Agricultural Population of England, a.d. 1851-61."
by Mr Purdy.

" On the Effects of the Recent Gold Discoveries," by H. Fawcett.

August 28.

Disoussion on Mr Fawcett's paper, " On the Effects of the Recent Gold Dis-
coveries."

"On the Opening and Extension of Durham University Academical Endow-
ments,1

' by Mr Heywood.
" On the Sanitary Condition of the Troops in India," by Dr Camps.

August 29.

Discussion on Dr Camp's paper, " On the Sanitary Condition ol the Troops
in India.""

" On Transportation in Connection with Colonization," by Col. Torrens.

" On the Mortality of Lancashire, Ac., during the year ended at Midsummer,
1863," by Mr F. Purdy.

"Remarks on Native Colonial Schools and Hospitals, from the Sanitary

Statistics of Miss Florence Nightingale." by Mr J. Heywood.

"Statistics of the Tanning Trade of Newcastle-upon-Tyne," .(communicated
by James Potts), by the late T. C. Angus.

August 31.

" Report of the Committee on Technical and Scientific Evidence in Courts
of Law,''" by Mr T. Webster.—Mr Webster reported that the Committee on
Scientific Evidence had been in communication, through the Rev. Vernon
Harcourt and himself, with Lord Brougham, Lord Wensleydale and Sir Wm.
Erie (the Chief Justice of the Common Pleas), and other persons likely to pro-

mote the object of the Report on Technical and Scientific Evidence in the

Courts of Law. That the subject had, during the present year, been brought be-

fore the Law Amendment Society, and discussed at considerable length, and that

the forthcoming Report of the Patent Law Commission would probably advert
to one branch of the subject, and lead to the first step of legislation thereon.

He (Mr Webster) suggested the re-appointment of a Committee for the purpose
of communicating with the Lord Chancellor in order to induce his Lordship
either to introduce or support a Bill on the subject during the next session of

Parliament. Mr Webster stated further, that the general feeling of the Com-
mittee was this : that in a certain class of cases requiring scientific evidence,

and the u3e of experts, it would he expedient to give the option to parties con-

cerned of dispensing with a jury, as, in a large class of cases, to instruct twelve
men in the jury-box as well as the Court in a matter in which very few of them
had any previous knowledge, incurred a great waste of time and much trouble,

and experience showed how great was the inconsistency of decision grounded
on this kind of evidence. It was, therefore, considered that, in scientific cases,

facts would be better got at by a Judge and set of experts. Several eminent
men approved of such a measure, and there was no doubt that something would
be done on the subject.

" A Statistical Account of the Parish of Bellingham," by Mr W. H. Charlton.

" Military Budgets of English and French Armies for 1863-4, statistically

compared," by Col. Sykes.

"On the Difference between Irish and English Poor Law," by Dr W. N.
Hancock.

September 1.

" On Statistics connected with the Architectural Improvements in the City

of Paris," by the President.

"On the Volunteer Force; its Comparative Cost, Development, Present

State and Prospects," by Lieut. -Col. Allhusen.

" On the Origin of the Stockton and Darlington Railway," by Mr W. Fallows.

" Observations on Criminals," by Mr T. Robins.

"On the Reduction of the Death-Rate in Gateshead by Sanitary Measures,"

by Mr J. Lamb.
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MANCHESTER LITERARY AND PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY.

Ordinary meeting, October 20th, 1863. E. W. Binney, F.R.S., F.G.S.,
President, in the chair. A paper by the Rev. T. P. Kirkman, MA., F.R.S.,
" On the Complete Theory of Groups," was read.

A communication was also made by M? Kirkman, to the effect that he had
not accurately expressed his meaning at page 138, art. VI., of the Proceedings
of this Session-; accompanied with a complete statement of the theorem,
observing that it could hardly be new. The correction made did not in the least

degree affect either his method or results, in the solution of the prize-ques-

tion of the Academy. In the list of titles at page 142 of the same abstract
there is an accidental omission of the following, which was in his first manu-
script :

—

6*2=1 + 3
2ai2

+ ;

;'r>
Q=15L

An Interesting paper was read by the President, entitled "Further Observa-
tions on the Carboniferous Permian and Triassic Strata of Cumberland and
Dumfries,'" by E. W. Binney, F.R.S., F.G.S. In the course of which the
following remarks and sections were given :

—

The Knotty Holm sandstone and a similar rock at Penton, especially in their
lower portions, reminded bim of the Whitehaven sandstone, and it is possible
that they may be of the snme geological age as that rock, but for the present
he has included them in upper coal measures.

In the valleys of the Esk and Liddel he described some interesting permian
sections, and detailed at length the particulars of the strata found over a dis-

tance of above twenty miles from the upper coal measures at Canobie to the
same beds, as seen in the Raw Beck, near Dalston, where the following strata
are met with, vizj

—

ft. in.

1. Red and variegated clays, .„ ... ... 13 1
2. Bed of limestone with spirorl/is, &c, ... ... 1

3. Red clays, ... ... ... ... ... 10
4. Purple shales containing stigmaria, ... ... 80
5. Soft red sandstone, ... ... ... ... 40
6. Purple shales, „. ... ... ... .„ 16 2

After tracing the Shawk sandstone by Westward Chapel, Wigton, West
Newton, near Allonby, to Mary port, he passed over the West Cumberland coal
6eld, and followed it by St Bees to the south of Cumberland, as far as Drigg
Cross. He described at length the permian strata of Barrow Mouth and Ben
How, south of Whitehaven. At the former place the beds occurred in the
following descending order, viz:

—

ft. in,

1. Fine-grained red sandstone, laminated and ripple-marked,
same as that seen at Moat, Glenzier, Cove, Shawk,
Westward, Maryport, and other placea, which may be
convenientlv termed the St Bees' sandstone, fully, ... 1000

2. Shaly marls, ... ... ... ... * ... 30
3. Red marls containing granular gypsum, ... ... 29 6
Magnesian limestone of a cream colour, containing shells

of Bakestllia and Sehizodus, ... ... ..„ 10 6
Breccia composed of pebbles of coal measures, sandstones,

and slate rocks, ... ... ... ... ... 3
Red and purple sandstones, ... ... ... ... 110
Conglomerate sandstone full of white quartz pebbles, with

per oxide of iron and volcanic ash, containing common
coal plants, „. ... ... ... ... 30

The two last beds.have been long known as the Whitehaven sandstone, and
Professor Sedgwick man}- years since elassed them as lower red sandstone.
After further investigation the author is inclined to endorse this opinion, as he
cannot find any difference between these sandstones and his lower permian
beds of Astley, Bedford, and Moira, near Ashby-de-la-Zouch. These singular
sandstones lying unconformably to the breccia above and the coal measures
underneath, he thinks will be found to be the English representatives of the
lower rothliegendes of the Germans.
The author showed that although the upper coalfield of Lancashire and the

Midland Counties of England contained seveial workable seams, the same beds
in Cumberland and Scotland contained none. On the other hand, the mountain
limestone series in the latter districts contained numerous seams of coal, whilst
none were to be found in the former.

Physical and Mathematical Section.

October 15, 1863.—Joseph Baxendell, F.R.A S., President of the Section,

in the chair. Mr Baxendell, referring to Mr Brothers' "Iris Diaphragm" for

determining star magnitudes, stated that, theoretically, the aperture of the
diaphragm should vary as the cosine of half the angle of rotation of the move-
able ring, and exhibited a diagram showing the close agreement between the
theoretical and actual apertures in an instrument he had had constructed under
Mr Brothers' direction, and adapted to Mr Worthington's equatorially mounted
achromatic of five inches aperture. He also stated that the only difficulty he
had experienced in using the diaphragm was that of not being able to read off

readily the divisions of the scale without artificial illumination; but this

difficulty he had found could be obviated by the use of a small telescope mag-
nifying about six times, which showed the divisions of the scale on the darkest
night with sufficient distinctness for all practical purposes, and thus enabled
the observer to make a series of observations without exposing the eye to
extraneous light or leaving the eye end of the telescope.
Mr Baxendell also read the extract of a letter from Mr Heelis, F.R.A. S.,

dated at sea, off Genoa, Sep. 9th, 1863, relating to fogs recently encountered
in the Mediterranean. In the last voyage of the Palestine, on the 7th of July

last, being at noon in 2° 51 ' W., a little to the westward of Cape de Gatta, she
experienced so dense a fog from day-break to nearly four p.m , that the engines
had to be run slow, and on this voyage on Sunday morning last a few hours
after leaving Gibraltar, and between that place and Malaga, we ran, about
6 a.m., into a dense fog, which lasted, with short intervals of comparatively
clear weather, until a little after 11 a.m. The fog was lying in dense lanes,

with clearer weather between them, and by a rough approximation of its

height, made by noting how far it extended up the mountain sides during the
intervals when the weather with us cleared, extended upwards about 4,000
feet. Barometer about 30*100in. The ship had to be run slow and service

dispensed with. 1 see that Smyth in his " Mediterranean " only mentions fogs
in the Syrtis. Our captain has made more than seventy voyages up the
Mediterranean, and considers the occurrence of fogs where we met with them
very rare indeed. Hence, I hope that this may be of interest to you. Of
course the weather was calm.

THE ROYAL SCOTTISH SOCIETY OF ARTS.

AWARD OF FRIZES FOR COMMUNICATIONS LAID BEFORE THE SOCIETY
DURING SESSION 1862 63.

The committee having met and carefully considered the various communi-
cations submitted to the society and reported on during the session 1862-63,

beg to report that they have awarded the following prizes:—
1. To Edward Sang, C.E., F.R.S.E., &c,—for his communications " On the

Nature and Management of the Sefnet Equation for determining the form of a

Ship's Hull,"—first paper read Illh March, 1861 (No. 4006); and the second,

27th April, 1863 (No. 4078).

The Keith Prize, value Thirty Sovereigns.

2. To Daniel Campbell, Forester, Wemyss Castle,— for his communications
"On Sulphuret of Iron as a Cement for fixing Iron Railings, Ac, in stone,"

—

first notice read 10th December, 1860 (No. 3989); and the second, 8th Decem-
ber, 1862 (No. 4051).

The Society's Silver Medal.
3. To James M. Balfour, C.E., F.R.S.S. A.,—for his " Description of a Simple

Improvement on Reflectors for Light-houses,"—read, and the improved re-

flectors, together with illustrative drawings, exhibited, 12th January,
1863.

_

(4058.)

The Society's Silver Medal.
4. To James Cameron, Philosophical Instrument Maker, Edinburgh,—for

his description of a Safety Bunsen Burner invented by him,—read, and burner

exhibited in action, 26th January, 1863. (4061.)

The Society's Silver Medal.
5. To Alexander Cuningham, F.R.S.S.A., Secretary to the Commissioners

of Northern Light-houses,—for his communication. " On Fogs at Sea and Fog-
Signals on Shore,"—read 9lh February, 1863. (4059.)

The Society's Silver Medal.
6. To John Reid, F.R.S.S.A., Engineer, and Manager Edinburgh and Leith

Gas Company,—for his paper u On Water Supply, with a Description of the
New Water Works, designed and erected by him, at Montrose,"—read, and
illustrated by drawings, 23d February, 1863. (4066.)

The Society's Silver Medal.
7. To Thomas Whimster, F.R.S.S A., Engineer, Perth Gas-Works,—for his

"Notice of an Improvement in the working of the Hydraulic Main in Gas-
Works,"—read, and illustrated by drawings, 23d March, 1863. (4073.)

The Society's Silver Medal.
8. To Henry Kerr, Clock and Watch Maker, Dundee,—for the ingenuity

displayed in the two new Gravity Escapements invented by him, and exhibited

to the society 13th April, 1863. (4077.)

A Grant of Five Sovereigns out of the Reid awl Auld Bequest.

The committee have further to report that they have awarded two silver

medals to T. Strethill Wright, M.D., Edinburgh,—the first for his " Description

of Apparatus for illustrating the Induction of Electric Currents by Electro-

Magnets," and the second for his "Description of Apparatus for Exploding
Gunpowder at Long Distances,"—read 28th April, 1862 (Nos. 4041-42), a
deliverance on which communications was postponed last session, in respect

that the reports of the committees, to whom they had been remitted, had not
been received when the prizes for last session were awarded.

In addition to the thanJcs which are due to all who have favoured the society

with communications during last session, the committee recommend that special

thanks should be given to the following gentleman :

—

1. To Robert Aytoun, F.R.S.S A.,—for his communications "On a new
Safety Brake for stopping Railway Trains within the shortest possible distance

compatible with safety to Passengers,"— read, and illustrated by a model, 8th
December, 1862, and 23d February, 1863. (4055 and 4069.)

2. To John Warner, Philadelphia, North America,—for his "Description of

the Stereometric Tablet," an instrument designed to facilitate the computation

of the solid contents of Railroad excavations and embankments,—read, and
instrument exhibited, 8th December, 1862. (4057.)

3. To Dr Murray Thomson, F.R.S.E., Professor of Experimental Science,

Thomason College, Roorkee, India,—for his communication on Dialysis, with

illustrations,— given on 26th January, 1863. (4049.)

4. To Dr R. M. Ferguson, Vice-President of the Societv, for his description

of Wilde's Alphabetical Telegraph ;—to William Hart, F.R.S.S A., for exhibi-

ting the Telegraph in action;—and to Messrs John Taylor & Son, Rosemount,
Gardner's Crescent, for the use of the Apparatus, &c,— 23d Februarv,

1863. (4067.)

5. To John Clark, Engineer, Glasgow,—for exhibiting his Patent Self-acting

Railway Brake, attached to a Model Train in motion,—9th March, 1863. (4071.)
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6. To Dr Douglas Argyll Robertson,—for his communication " On the Means
of examining the Interior of the Living Eye, by 'Liebreich's Stationary Oph-
thalmoscope,' "—read, and instrument exhibited in use, 9th March, 1863. (4062.)

7. To William Lees, A.M., F.K.S.S.A.,— for bis communication on Giflard's

Injector and other recent Improvements on the Locomotive,—23d March,
1863. (4072.)

8. To Dr Alex. T. Machattie, F.C.S., Lecturer on Chemistry, Glasgow,—
for his "Description of a New Apparatus for Aerating Water distilled from
Sea Water,"— invented and patented by Messrs Chaplin and Russell, - read,

and Aerator and drawings exhibited, 13th April, 1863. (4079.)

For the Committee,

John Beatson Bell, Sec.
23d October, 1863.

INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.
Nov. 10, 1863.—"On Light-houses lately erected in the Red Sea," by Mr

W. Parkes.

November 17, 1863.—" On the Duty of the Cornish Pumping Engines," by
Mr W, Morshead, jun.

GLASGOW GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY.
Nov. 12, 1863.—Mr James W. Young read an elaborate paper on "The

Chemistry of Geology," introducing some experiments on the aniline series of
colours. A discussion followed as to the causes and remedies of the alarming
decay of the building stones of the Houses of Parliament, as well as various
edifices in our own city,

GREENOCK PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY.
Nov. 9, 1863.—A paper was read by F. J. Ritchie, Esq., "On Greenwich

Time, and the Methods of Transmitting it," explaining the nature of sidereal,

solar, and mean time, with the methods in use for accurately finding these; and
describing the mechanism of the Edinburgh time ball, and time gun, with the
ingenious details of their connection with the Observatory clock.

FRENCH ACADEMY OF SCIENCES.
New Diving Apparatus.—At one of the last sittings of this Institution,

a new apparatus for enabling persons to remain under water, or in places filled

with deleterious gases, was described. The apparatus consists of a piece of
wood having the form and dimensions of the human mouth when open. To
this piece of wood two india-rubber tubes are fixed, of any length, according to
the exigencies of the case. The man engaged in the operation is further pro-
vided with a nose pincher, or instrument for compressing the nostrils, so as to
prevent the introduction of the deleterious gas or of water, as the case may be.

The operator puts the piece of wood into his mouth, and puts on the nose-
pincher ; he stops up one of the orifices with his tongue, and inhales pure air

from the other ; after which he shifts his tongue to the latter orifice, and ex-
hales his breath through the other. He continues thus regularly shifting his
tongue from one orifice to the other in the order of the inspirations and expira-
tions ; hut even a mistake would be of little consequence.

MONTHLY NOTES.

MARINE MEMORANDA.
Mr Peter Denny, the well-known Dumbarton shipbuilder, has purchased,

from Mr R. Napier, Glasgow, the large field at East Bridgend, between the
building yards of Messrs A. M'Millan & Sons and Messrs Denny & Rankin, for
the purpose of erecting there a large establishment for the construction of iron
vessels. This new yard will be the largest at this port, and may be taken as
an indication that shipbuilding on the Leven is to be prosecuted even more
vigorously and extensively than in times past.

The wet dock at Alloa, Fifeshire, which has been more than two years in
construction, has just been opened. On the day of inauguration, the gates were
opened in due form, and the Stirling Castle steamer entered, and afterwards
steamed round the Inch, and again entered the dock. The new dock consists
of a natural creek, known as the "big pow," which has for a long period
formed part of the harbour. Quay walls had been already built for some dis-
tance along the sides of this creek, and the extension and rebuilding in part of
these walls, with the formation of the dock entrance and gate, has formed the
chiel part of the work, the excavations having been inconsiderable. The dock
is 1400 feet long, 150 feet wide, and its greatest depth 21 feet. The gate is a
floating one, formed of iron, and is broad enough to be used as a bridge for
cart traffic. The total cost of the work will not much exceed £14,000. The
dock will be of immense benefit to the trade of the port, as numerous vessels
hitherto, to save the risk of damage by lying on the river bottom, have been in
the practice of discharging their cargoes by lighters at a distance of several
miles down the river, to the great loss and inconvenience of all concerned.

The new French steam ram, Magenta, is aliue-of-battle ship—that is to say,
she has nothing in common with those strange looking machines—those
Monitors, etc., invented by the Americans. When seen from a distance, in the
midst of a squadron, she might in some measure be taken for an ordinary

pear-

vessel, only lower in the water, but a nearer approach discloses some unki
features. Higher out of the water forward than aft, she presents the ap_._
ance of an enormous black mass, insensible to the action of the waves on which
the other vessels near her gracefully move, no streaks indicating her rows of
teeth, scarcely any masts, very sharp both at stem and stem, terminating at

each end like a wedge, and having at her bows an immense spur or ploughshare

—

those are the differences shown at the first glance, but when you go on her
deck they become still more apparent. Her masts are those of a steam
corvette, with only the rigging indispensably necessary to keep them standing.

In combat, everything is reduced to the lower masts. The boats, instead of

being suspended to davits outside, are on deck, which is flush from stem to

stern, and no guns are to be seen, with the exception of two bow-chasers.

Nearly amidships, by the side of the funnel, is an iron-clad shot-proof kind of

turret, which contains the means of communication with all the other parts of

the vessel for the transmission of orders for working her, and for the fire of her

guns. In action, every one goes below, and this turret alone is occupied by
the captain, another officer, some signal men, and a few sharpshooters. It is

from this turret that all the orders are given. From the upper deck you descend
into the gun decks, two in number, each having 24 rifled and breech-loading

guns. Those pieces throw 60-pound shot with an ordinary charge of 6 lb. of

powder. All the armed part of the vessel, down to below the water line, is

iron-clad, but the casing does not extend quite to the stem or to the stern, as

in the Gtoire and Normandie frigates, the object of the change being to lighten

the vessel. The parts not iron-clad are used— those aft for the cabins of the

officers, and those forward for the quarters of the crew, the cooking, and the

hospital—an innovation of material importance as regards the health of the

sailors. In the iron-clad vessels first built everything was sacrificed to solidity,

aud the openings left for giving air and light were so few that those vessels

were regular ovens. Every one remembers what the crew of the Normandie
suffered when so placed under the burning sun of Mexico. The engine of the

Magenta is similar to that of the Napoleon, and has a steam force of about

2,700 horse. Under full steam she can make from 13 to 14 knots an hour.

Her screw has six branches. The consumption of coal is 130 tons a day, and
she can stow away from 700 to 800 tons. Moreover her spur weighs 15 tons.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Coal-tar as a Preservative for Timber.—The preservation of wood

by the agency of the heavy oil of coal-tar, has been proposed by M. Rothier, a

Belgian philosopher. He states that, after reviewing the number of compounds
this complex product contains, the volatile hydro-carbons, aniline, phenic acid,

and naphthaline, do not possess any preservative properties ; but that a green

oil, which is produced in the distillation of coal-tar at a temperature of about

572° Fahrenheit, is the substance alone that resists the decay of wood.

The Italian Cotton Exhibition, 1864.—We understand that this exhibi-

tion will open on the 1st of January, 1864, at Turin. It is desirable that tbe

specimens of English manufacturers of agricultural implements, cotton gins,

presses, &c, should be fully represented. For that occasion the Exhibition

Commissioners have delegated Mr W. Wanklyn, of Bury, Lancashire, to act as

their representative in England, and have appointed him their medium of

communication with those parties who are desirous of exhibiting cotton agri-

cultural implements, cotton gins and presses, pumps for irrigating purposes,

water wheels, steam and cattle driving apparatus for ginning and pressing

establishments.

Measurement of Infinitesimally Thin Substances.—M. Giordano has

invented what be calls a bathoreometre (depending, as to principle, on the clos-

ing of an electrical circuit by means of a substance interposed between the

electrodes), whereby he is able to determine, with great exactitude, the thick-

ness of very thin substances. A single thread of the silkworm was found to

have a thickness of 0-014 of a millimetre ; that of a spider (such as is used to

divide the field of the telescopes), 0'037 mm. Hair from an infant's head is

0009 mm., that of an adult averages 0-047 mm. in thickness. French gold-leaf

has a thickness of 0-009 mm. A film of mica was obtained so wonderfully thin

as 0-003 of a millimetre, or about twelve millionths of an inch.

New National Art Training Schools at South Kensington.—The
new buildings which came into use on the 5th of October are the first permanent
buildings which have been provided for the National Art Training Schools.

The buildings heretofore occupied by the Art Classes have all been of a tem-
porary kind. In the first instance, in 1837, when the School of Design was
instituted, the classes were held in rooms, on a second floor in Somerset House,

once occupied by tbe Royal Academy. Next the classes met in 1852 in Marl-

borough House, then in wooden buildings at South Kensington, to which place

the Training Schools were removed in 1856. The present buildings are of

brick, of a very unornamental but substantial, fireproof character, and provide

for all tbe special requirements of an Art School which the experience of a

quarter of a century has shown to be necessary, in respect of lighting by day

and night, as well as ventilation, heating, etc. A distinct series of rooms has

been provided for Male and Female Classes ; those for males being on tbe

second, and those for females being on the first, story. In each series, separate

rooms are assigned for drawing, painting, modelling, etc., and there is a lecture-

room in common for the Male and Female classes. The entrances to the

respective classes are in Exhibition-road. This series of buildings forms tbe

north and west sides of the inner quadrangle of buildings, the plan of which

was approved by the Select Committee of the House of Commons in 1860.

The Northern Railway of France.—New Terminus at Paris.—The
new Northern Railway terminus will, when completed, be one of the finest

public works in Paris. The interior arrangements are being completed with

as much despatch as possible, and it is expected that it will be opened to the

public by the end of tbe year. As soon as that is done the old buildings are to

be taken down, and an additional wing added to the new building. The court-

yard through which passengers are to enter when about to quit Paris is to be

covered with asphalte, to prevent noise, and a covered gallery will protect

travellers from rain. The entrance-hall, which is lighted with 24 windows, is

SOOft. long. The waiting rooms for passengers who are about to leave Paris,
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and who have provided themselves with tickets, are to the right and left of the

offices for giving tickets. One is intended for travellers to the suburbs and the

other for travellers to some distance. All these rooms are to be heated in

winter and cooled in summer by the Hamelincourt system. All the waiting

rooms open on the quay to which the railway carriages are drawn up. The
immense roof is supported by metal pillars, and the ceiling is beautifully orna-

mented. The fagade in front of the great building is 540 feet long and 120 feet

high, while the building itself is 700 feet deep.

Photographing Natural Colours.—It has often been asserted, but never

yet substantiated, that the photographic process was capable, under certain

mysterious processes, of reproducing the colours of the spectrum, and not

merely the gradations of black to which we are accustomed. A few years ago,

an American, a Mr Hunt, startled the scientific world—at least that part of

the world which knew anything about photography—by insisting that he could

produce any colour in the photographic image. Practically speaking, this an-

nouncement came to nothing. Now, we find in Milan, something at least has
been recently done for the furtherance of the idea. Suppose it be required to

colour the photograph of a man in a black coat, whose hair and beard are fair,

and whose figure is projected on a white foreground, slightly shaded off, the

process of the inventors is as follows:—The photograph, taken by daylight,

lies in a basin full of water : it is dark, and the subsequent operations are per-

formed by candle-light. Two solutions are at hand, one A, consisting of one
gramme of chloride of gold and ten of acetate of soda, dissolved in 1000 grammes
of water ; the other, B, consisting of 20 grammes of hyposulphite of soda dis-

solved in 100 grammes of water. There are besides two more basins with
water, and a quire of blotting paper. The photograph is taken out of the water
and put between the leaves of blotting paper ; it is then laid flat on a pane of

glass, and the whole surface, except the face and hands, receives, with a water-

colour brush a coating of solution A. By this means the parts subjected to the

action of the gold soon change their tints into black. The photograph is then
put into clean water again, and left there for a few minutes, during which the
operator prepares a second photograph, if required. The former one being
taken out, is put into solution B, where it stays for a few minutes, and is then
washed ana rinsed as usual. Now, as the time of immersion will influence the

depth of colour, by successive immersions an orange-coloured cravat will be
obtained in one minute, a coffee-coloured great-coat in five, violet-coloured

tronsers in ten, and a black coat in thirty minutes, while the hyposulphite of

soda, or solution B, gives colour to the flesh and hair. Hence certain colours,

though not quite the natural ones, may be obtained, which is a decided step in

advance of what had been previously achieved.

Self-Cleansing Water Cistern.—A simple and effective mode of cleans-

ing cisterns from deposit and impurities of all kinds lodging upon the bottom,
has been recently introduced by Mr John G. Winton, of Southwark, which we
have great pleasure in placing before our readers. The accompanying illustra-

tion is a vertical section of an ordinary house cistern, fitted with Mr Winton's
improvements, and furnished with the now well-known carbon block filter.

a is a spiral false bottom applicable to any form of cistern, and b is the main
or supply pipe which directs the entering water over the spiral surface of the
false bottom, a. c is a waste pipe communicating with the cistern through
the spiral false bottom, and provided with a cock or valve, so that the sediment
which collects at the bottom of the cistern may be carried away at pleasure,

and the spiral bottom thoroughly flushed and cleansed by the incoming water.
Underneath the spiral bottom there is a reservoir, d, of filtered water, the
filter fmployed being the patent moulded carbon block, e, which is in communi-
cation by means of a conducting pipe with the reservoir beneath.

PRICES CURRENT
OF

CHIEF MATERIALS USED IN STRUCTURES AND MACHINERY.

FOE THE MONTH ENDING NOVEMBER 28, 1868.

{Compiled expressly for tlie Practical Mechanic's Journal.)

1st week. 2nd week. 3d week_ 4th week.

IRON. £ s. d. £ s. d £ s. d. £ s. D.

Bars, Ac, British, per ton, .. .. 17 6 6 17 6 6176 6 17 6
Nail Rods, 8 15 8150 8 15 08 15
Hoop 11 11 li 11 11
Sheets, 11 5 11 5 11 5 11 5
Piff, No. 1, Wales 4 10 4 10 4 10 4 10
Bars, Staffordshire, 950 950 950950
Rails, 6 17 6 6 17 6 6 17 6 6 17 6
Pig, No. 1, Scotch, best qual. 2/ to 3/ higher 310 310 310310
Swedish 11 8 6 11 8 6 11 8 6 11 8 6

STEEL.
Swedish, in kegs 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15

In fafrgots, 17 10 17 10 17 10 17 10
Spelter, ingot 18 18 18 18
Zinc, sheet, 24 10 24 10 24 10 24 10

COPPER,
Sheathing bolts, per lb., 10J lOf 11 11
Bottoms 111 » 111 O II) 111
Old, exchange, 9j 9f 9J 9}
Tough Cake, per ton, _ .. .

.

97 97 97 97
Tile, 98 98 98 98

TIN.

English blocks 115 1 15 115 115
Barsin barrels 116 116 116 116
Refined 123 123 123 123
Banca, in bond, 122 10 122 10 122 10 122 10
Straits, ditto, 117 117 117 117

TIN PLATES.
Char. IC, per box, 190 180 170170
Coke. 1C 13 6 14 14 14

LEAD.
Englishpig, 20 10 20 10 20 10 20 10
Sheet, 21 21 21 21
Spanish pig, in bond 19 10 19 10 19 10 19 10

TIMBER—PER LOAD.

Teak, new M 10 14 10 14 10 14 10
Quebec, red pine, 3 15 3 15 3 15 3 15 u

yellow pine, 3 10 3 10 3 10 3 10
St. John, N.B., yellow, 5 10 6 10 6 10 5 10
Quebec, oak, white, 600 600 600600

Birch 3 10 3 10 3 10 3 10
Memel, 5 15 5 15 5 10 5 li

" Elm, 400 400 400400
Dantzic oak, 500 500 500500

Fir, 300 300 300300
Memel fir, 350 350 350350
Riga, 330 330 330330
Swedish 2 10 2 10 2 10 2 10
Deals, per C , 12 feet by 3 by 9 Inches.

Quebec, white spruce 17 17 17 17
St. John, white spruce 15 15 15 15
Yellow pine, per reduced C.
Canada, 1st quality, 17 10 17 10 17 10 17 10

" 2nd do 1110 11 10 1110 11 10
Archangel yellow, 14 14 14 13 10
St. Petersburgh yellow 11 15 11 15 11 15 11 15
Finland 9 10 9 10 9 10 9 10
Memel 13 13 13 13
Gothenburg, yellow 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10

" white 9 10 9 10 10 10
Gefle, yellow, 11 II 11 11
Soderhamn, 10 10 10 10
Chiistiania, per C. 1 2 ft. by 2 by 9 in. yel 22 22 22 22

OILS, PAINTS, & DRYSALTERIES.
Red Lead, 21 15 21 15 21 15 21 IS
White Lead 26 10 26 10 26 10 26 10
Seal, pale, per 252 gallons, . . .

.

46 46 46 46
" yellow, 44 10 44 10 44 10 44 10

Sperm, .. 80 80 80 80
Cod, 55 10 65 10 55 10 55 10
South Sea 42 10 42 10 42 10 42 10
Olive, Gallipoli, per tun 60 60 60 60
Palm, per tun, 38 10 38 10 38 10 38 10
Cocoa-nut 46 10 46 10 46 10 46 10
Rape pale foreign, 44 10 44 10 44 10 44 10
Linseed, 43 43 43 43
Rough Tnrpentine, per cwt 000 000 000000
Englisl -pirit without casks, .. .. 000 000 000000
Hemp Manilla, per ton 28 28 28 28
Jute, 26 26 26 26
Hemp Rope, 00 00 00 00
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APPLICATIONS FOR

PEOVISIONAL PROTECTION FOR INVENTIONS

UNDER THE PATENT LAW AMENDMENT ACT.

&3T When the city or town is not mentioned, London is to be understood.

20th October, 1S63.

James Taylor, and J. Lees, Oldham—Mixing cotton.
B. H. Luebbers, Liverpool—Substitute for cotton.—A com.
William Ingham, Manchester, and Isaac Wood, Pendleton—Copper rollers

for printing calico.

C T. Morley, Birmingham— Combustion of gas.
David Mills, Birmingham—Moulds for casting.
Joseph Vaughan, Birmingham—Adzes, and other edge tools.
James Michaelis, Tower Royal—Purses and pocket-books.
William Snell, Clement's Inn—Surface condensers.—A com.
Henry Hennessy, Dublin—Projectiles.
Max Petenkofer, University of Munich—Regenerating the surface of pictures.
John Bryant, Edgware Road— Letting off fluids.

H. B. Barlow, Manchester—Shoes and boots.—A com.
W. A. Dixon Glasgow—Aluminate of soda.
George Davies, Serle Street— Stitching fabrics.—A com.
J. W. Nottingham, Clayton Place—Hansom cabs.
G. H. Daglish, and Thomas Windus, Saint Helens—Bending plates for iron

ships
Charles Carton, Bristol, and Thomas HilL Southampton -Evaporating,

cooling, and melting.
W N. Hutchinson. Plymonth—Ordnance
Thomas Restell, Water Lane—Walking stick umbrella.

21st October, 1863.

William Hartcliffe, Salford—Spinning and doubling.
T. C. Clarkson, Stamford Street—Ornamenting various articles.
Joseph Hinton, Birmingham—Breech loading fire-arms.
Christian Schiele, Manchester— Governors.
N. F. Taylor, Stratford—Coal gas.
Gilbert Howell, Holywell—Condensing metallic fumes.
Thomas Hodson, William Nightingale, and Robert Laird, Preston—Carding

cotton
George Haseltine, Southampton Buildings—Weighing machines.—A com.
Emile Alcan, King Street—Figuring and ornamenting cloths.—A com.
R. A. Brooman, Fleet Street—Treating ligneous substances.—A com.
Zevah Colburn, Upper Bedford Place—Steam engines.
William Cooke, Spring Gardens—Saponaceoes compounds.
John Dodd, Oldham—Spinning and doubling.
W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane—Sewing machines.—A com.

22d October, 1863.

George Cutler, Wharf, Wenlock Road—Boilers.
Robert Bailie, London Yard—Floating docks.
Henry Wilson, Stockton-upon Tees—Lubricator.
John Craven, and Samson Fox, Leeds—Punching, shearing, and burnishing.
A. A. Croll, Coleman Street— Disinfectants.
Charles Tusnot. Chaussee de Waterloo—Cartridges.
J. W. Friend, Freemantle, and B F. Weatherdon, Kingston-on-Thames—
Flow of fluids.

Frederick Bullock, Gravesend—Ships' logs
James Mitchell, Dyke Head— Sinking, quarrying, and excavating.
Charles Parker, Dundee—Winding yarns or threads.
John Weems, Johnstone—Drying, cleaning, and cooling grain.
Arthur Kinder, and John Inglis, Middlesex—Metallic foils.

Benjamin Noakes, and F. J. Wood, Bermondsey—Metallic casks.
C. J. Pownall, Jermyn Street—Cleansing vegetable fibres
W. W. Burdon, Newcastle-upon-Tyne—Manufacture of paper.
R. A. Brooman, Fleet Street— Material for tanning.—A com.
Henry Bridson, and John Alcock, Bolton—Folding fabrics.

T. and A. L. Dickins, and Harvey Heywood, Middleton—Dyeing silk.

Archibald Turner, Leicester—Looms for weaving.

23d October, 1863.

J. L. Jiirgens, Denmark—Vessels of war.
Benjamin Marriott, Islington—Watches.
M. A. Boyle, Claremont House—Writing cases and despatch boxes.
A. J. Martin, Vernon Terrace—Burning oils-

Joseph Claes, Paris— Regulating gas.—A com.
J. T. Webster, Mansfield—Driving spindles.
James Ronald, Liverpool—Spinning hemp.
V. J. Cassaignes, Paris—Ornamenting glass.

Frederick Tolhausen, Paris—Regulating the working of springs.—A com.
James Parker, Camberwell—Motive power.
A. V. Newton, Chancery Lane—Railway wheels.—A com.
Alfred Wardle, Euston Road, and Joseph Brindley, Hastings)Street—Smok-
ing pipes.

2Uh October, 1S63.

William Betts, Wharf Road—Metallic capsules.
E. S. Crease, Tavistocks—Drilling, boring, or excavating.
John Davidson, Leek—Doubling yarns.
James Thomas, Great Bolton Street— Gas meter indicators.
George Haseltine, Southampton Buildings—Lighting matches.—A com.
F. B. Baker, Nottingham—Dressing lace.

James Brown, J T. Way, and T. M.Evans, London—Cements and varnishes
William Locke, and John Warrington, Kippas, near Leeds, W- E. Carrett,
W. E. Marshall, and John Telford, Leeds—Mining of coal and minerals.

L. J. Hannart. Brussels—Fastening for gloves.
A. and W. P. Potter, Longfleet— Railway waggons.
Alexander Sellar, Reading— Lubricating rifles.

Benjamin Brown, King William Street—Sewing machines.—A com..
Alexander Alison, Chelsea—Atmospheric railways.

26//i October, 1S63.
Richard Littleboy, Bromley—Nosebags.
Bernhard Steinmetz, Paris—Locks for bags.
Frederick Parker, Cambridge—Carriages.
Theophilus Marsh, Sheffield—Projectfles.

2559.
2 "60.

2561.

2562.

2563.

2564.

2365.
2566-.

2567-
2^68.

2569
2570.

2571.

2572.

2573.

2574.

2375.

2576.

2577.

2578.

2579.
2580.

2581.

2582.

2583.

2584.

2585.

2586.
2587.

2588.

2389.

2390.

2591

2392.

2593.

2594.

2595.

2596.

2597.

2598.

2599.

2600.

2601.
2602.

2603.

2604.
2605.

2606.

2607.

2608.

2609.

2610.

2611.

2612.

2613-

2014.

2615.

2616.

2617.

2618.

2619,

2620.

2621.

2622.

2623.
2624.

2625.

2626.

2627.

2628.

2629.
2630.

2631.
2632.

2633.

2634.

2635.

2636.

2637.
2633.

2639.

2640. S. J. Healey, Manchester—Water gauges.
2641. Marius Vian, Marseilles—Compositions for preserving iron ships.
2642 James Nicholas. Newton—Treating Canadian petroleum.
2643. W. E. Gedge, Wellington Street—Pillow.—A com.
2644. Isham Baggs, Cambridge Terrace—Killing fish, birds, and animals.
2645. James Willcox. Ludgate Hill— Sewing machines.—A com.
2646. Alfred Blake, Newport—Brewing.
2647. Edward Clifton and Benjamin Greenwood, Manningham—Conibhig wooL

27th October, 1863.
2648. John Marshall, Pentonville Road—Expression of oil.

2649. T. H. Holderne^s, Liverpool—Propelling navigable vessels
2650. J. C. Wilson, Cannon Street—Ordnance.
2651. Thomas Grason, Manchester—Boots, shoes, and clogs.
2652. E. G. Atherley, Bayswater—Motive power.
2653. William Livingstone, Poplar— Punching and riveting metals.
2654. John Hutchinson, and James Holhngworth, Dobcross SaddJeworth—

weaving.
2655. P. B- O'Neill, Warwick Street—Sailimoneter.
2656. Robert Smith, Manchester—Doubling and winding machines.
2657. E. R Hollands, Charles Street—Cutting and pressing metals.
2658. M. W. Carr, Blackheath—Wooden sleepers for railways.
2659. W. and S. Firth, Burley, and John Sturgeon, Leeds—Cutting and boring

minerals.

2Sfh October, 1863.
2660. William Wanklyn, Bury—Opening cotton.
2661. James Marshall, Stockport—Lubricating spindles.
2662. A S. Coronel, High Holborn—Tobacco.
2663 W. E Gedge, Wellington Street—Permanent advertisement.—A com.
2664. Stephen Proctor, Elsecar—Extracting corks from bottles.
2665. Edward Oldfield, Salford- Self-acting mules.
2666. H. A Bonneville, Paris—Clasps for portemonnaies.—A com.
2667. Richard Needham, Dukinfield, and James Pollitt, Heywood—Equilibrium

valves.
2668 J. and J. Cavanah. Liverpool—Bricks and tiles.

2669. Michael Henry, Fleet Street—Military knapsacks.—A com.
2670. William Hall, Leicester—Ornamenting glass.
2671. G E. Donisthorpe, Leeds—Getting coaL
2672. R B. Jones, Limerick—Cooking apparatus.
2673. John Kennedy, Whitehaven—Ships of war.
2674. R. A Brooman, Fleet Street—Astronomical instruments —A coin.

2675. R. A. Brooman, Fleet Street—Clocks and timekeepers —A com.

29th October, 1863.

2676. O. C. Evans, United States—Digging machinery.
2677. J. R. Johnson, Red Lion Square—Lubricating compounds.
2678. James Rawlings, Middlesex—Attaching cords to window sashes.

30th October, 1863-
2679. A. R. Le M Normandy, Odin Lodge—Playing cards.
2680. F. N. Gisborne. Adelaide Place—Coating ships' bottom*.
268L John Nash, Princes Street—Mattress for beds.
2682. John Haworth, Hart Street—Conveying electric signals
2683. Henry Cochrane, Middlesborough-on-Tees—Surface condensers.
2684. W. M. Neilson, Glasgow—Taps, cocks, or valves.—A com.
2685. William Gadd, Nottingham—Bonnet and cap fronts-
2686. Francois Durand, Paris—Cotton gina
2687. M J. Roberts, Pendarren House—Oiling wool.
2688. George Rosselet, Paris—Raising ships or vessels.

2689. Archibald Turner. Leicester, and W E. Newton, Middlesex—Looms.
2690. Barnabas Russ, Bristol— Iron ships.
2691 Archibald Turner, Leicester—Looms for weaving.
2692. William Verran. Penryn, Cornwall—Motive power.
2693. Henry Clow, Bland Street—Ovens.
2694. G F. Busbridge, Mailing Mills—Drying paper.
2695. John Brigham, and Richard Bickerton, Berwick-on-Tweed—Reaping and

mowing machines.
2696. J. H. Johnson, Lincoln's Inn Fields—Manufacture of soap.—A com.

Zlst October, 1863.
2697. H. B Barlow, Manchester—Wool and hair felting.—A com.
2698. Anton Wasserburgen, and Theodor Bessunger, Shoreditch— Show cards,

window tickets, ami ornamental labels.
2699. S. H. Parkes, Birmingham—Optical instruments.
2700. William Tasker, Upper Clatford—Safety paper.
2701. James Rennie, Birmingham— Chandeliers and Lamps.
2702. William Law. Northampton—Furniture.
2703 John Getty, Liverpool— Building ships.
2704 J. H. Brown, Adam Street— Securing envelopes, letters, and parcels.

2705. William Pope, Bristol—Breaking stone.
2706. John Wilson, Upper Poppleton—Thrashing machines.
2707. Stephen Holman, Cannon Street— Raising and forcing fluids.

2708. Edward Jones, Charlton—Drain pipes and water closet valves.

2d November, 1863.

2709. Thomas Adams, and John Scott, Little Tower Street—Transmission of

patterns by post.
2710. F. J. Vandeuvinne, Brussels-Excavating land.

2711. W. E Newton. Chancery Lane—Clock-work movements.—A com.
2712. T. F. Winthorn, Clifton—Veutilators and fire-guards.

DESIGNS FOR ARTICLES OF UTILITY.
Registeredfrom 15th October, to 0th November, 1S63.

Richard Howson, and E. F. Jones, Middlesborough— Blast
Cylinder.

Jas. F. M. Hawkins, Northall, Dunstable—Improved Feeding
Trough.

Jas. E- Maddox, Bedford Square—Invalid's Bed Bath.
Pryce Hughes, Paddington—Counter Box for Coffee.

Wm. N. Nicholson, Newark—Wine Bin or Bottle Case-

Wm. Leggat Gilbart & Co., Birmingham—Self-heating Box-iron.

H. J. Cave, Portman Square—A Ladies' Portmanteau.
S. &. T. Carrington, Chester—Corrugated Ventilating Hat.
Henry Elliott, Birmingham—Breech-loading Fire-arms.
Mechi and Bazin, Regent Street—Portmanteau Dressing Bag.

Oct 15, 4586.

„ 17, 4587.

„ 19, 4588.

„ 24, 4589.

Nov. 2, 4590.

>. 4. 4591.

., 6, 4592.

„ 7, 4593.

,. 9, 4594.

,, ,, 4595.
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NOTES ON NORTHERN COLLIERIES-

No. IV.

THE HARTLEY COIXTEKY ENGINE BEAM.

Is the preceding part of these "Notes," we gave in full Professor

Haughton's calculations, based upon the " method of work," of the

transverse central strain upon the Hartley engine beam, at the moment
after it was assumed to have flown up at its outer and struck the spring

beams at its inner end. Professor Haughton concluded on that occasion

by roughly approximating to the proportions in which the whole work
left in the beam on striking is divided between that employed in pro-

ducing cross fracture at tie centre, and that in deforming the other

parts of the beam. He has since favoured us with the following more

precise determination of this. We subjoin it in the author's own
words :

—

PROFESSOR HAUGHTOJf's IJTVESTIGATION.

In the former part of this investigation, Professor Haughton has

shown that the work stored up in the Hartley beam, at the moment of

striking the spring beam, was equivalent to 65G tons lifted through one

foot, and that the work left in the benm, after the shock, if it had been

free to turn round the spring beam as an axis, was equivalent to 144

tons lifted through one foot.

If the axis (A) were supposed altogether absent, the work lost in the

shock (512 ft. tons) would be spent in two efforts

—

1. In smashing the Spring beam.

2. In deforming the Engine beam, in all its parts.

Let the first effort be supposed totally unknown as to its effects, and
we may then investigate the forces deforming the Engine beam at the

place of axle (A), supposed absent.

Fig. 4 a.

Let t'i represent the moment of inertia of the part of the beam between

A and n, and m, al the mass, and distance from A of the centre of

gravity of the same part of the beam, fig. i a.

The rotation *>' round B, after the shock, may be transferred to the

point A, by means of the composition of rotations, by giving to the

beam with the rotation a' round A a velocity of translation af,

perpendicular to the line AB.

Hence the moment of momenta lost with respect to A is

i'ii— mL «i w'f

«'
('i + mx a^f)

Let k, be the radius of gyration of the beam between A and n with

respect to A ;
and since, by the former investigation,

Bfo. 100.—Vol. XVI.

,_ V-af
w — u ,- — (6.)

we have, by substitution,

Moment ofmomenta lost = m^ -j ^ 5— — \j ^-^
\ (a)

This expression gives the amount of the strain endured by the cross

section of the beam at the point (A), if the axle were altogether absent

;

but this axle is not absent, and therefore the beam, turning round the

spring beam B, with the rotation <»', is stopped by the axle A, and this

second shock destroys a large portion of the 144 ft. tons left in it, and

it attempts to turn round A with the rotation <a", and is again brought

up by the spring beam B, losing a portion of its yet remaining work.

The whole beam oscillates rapidly from A to B, losing work at each

shock, and the total work lost is spent

—

1. In crushing the spring beam.

2. In crushing the axle.

3. In deforming the engine beam in all its parts.

It may be useful to give the expressions for the successive rotations

round A and B-^-

tf— af

"~PT"
,

&'2 -a'/
k*

'

„ *?— af

Hence
&c.

a/' m a> X

round A

" B

,y—af " A

.
" B

&e.

te— af

ka

" - x
k? ka

&c.

K- k«-

&c.

Therefore, the angular velocity, when transferred from A to B, is

always diminished in the proportion of 1?— af to k'-, or of 98'2 : 188 8,

or J nearly— ; and., when transferred back from B to A, it is diminished

in the proportion of la — af to k?, or of 98'2 : 2332, or g^j • ^e are

fortunately saved the necessity of considering these successive shocks

in detail, by observing that they all act on the beam at the point A, in

the same direction indicated in the figure, and that they succeed each

other so rapidly that the beam has not recovered from one before the

next acts upon it.

The expression, therefore, for the moment of tost momenta becomes

<«'l — u""'-n \i\ + ml a,f) (l>)

and from the rapid diminution of <

sensible error, to be simply

' • - n, this may be assumed, without

Moment of lost momenta : <<0

This expression agrees with that found in page 199, when corrected,

as in page 225 {Practical Mechanics Journal, for December, 1863).

By similar reasoning, the work lost or spent at the cross section A, is

Work lost = ' w
The common sense interpretation of the preceding results is this, that

when the engine beam is stopped by the spring beam (B), the part of

the beam between A and n tries to go on, and so produces the strain at

A ; and in like manner, the strain at B arises from the effort to go on

made by the part of the beam between B and n'.

2 o
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The work lost between A and n, and expended on the section at A,
is thus found

Work lost at A = ^-= 33 X—
2 2g

r«)

but, from the data already given

Hence

H73\2 -I- 4*
(21 + 12) h? = 21 X

a
+ 12 X (ICJ) 2

., _ 21 x 41 38 + 12 x 272-25 _
• -

.
~~33 - *-"* 3

But the icorA- stored up was found to be

Hence

132 x -^- = G5C-4 ft. tons.
Vg

Work lost at A = 6564 x ^ x ^ =
132 kr

656-4 X
33

132

122-3

233-2
= 8C-06 ft. tons.

This, Professor Haughton views as the final corrected estimate of the
work expended in fracturing the beam at the point (A). It is not quite
equal, statically, to the work of resistance at the same section, as found
by him, namely. 118-23 ft. tons, but, he adds, it by no means follows
that, dynamically, it might not be sufficient to break the beam. (In this
we quite coincide, and further on propose to add some remarks on the effect
of sudden impact on metals already under strain.) It is well worthy of
remark that Leibnitz's principle of vis viva lost, or work, gives a much more
satisfactory solution of this problem, than the principle of momenta lost,

used by Newton in the solution of similar problems, which in point of
fact could not be trusted in this instance. The deficiency in work,
compared with the statical resistance, may be also explained in part by
the elasticity of the spring beam, which has been supposed, in the
preceding investigation, to be devoid of all elasticity. If it were elastic,
the blow given by it to the engine beam would be increased in the
proportion of 1 + t : 1, where t denotes the co-efficient of elasticity
found from the shock of bodies.

I have shown* that this co-efficient is f for steel on steel, and i for
steel on iron.

The effect of this increase in the blow on the engine beam at the
point B might be, not merely to destroy the whole motion between
A and n, (which has been supposed done by the succession of shocks
already described), but to give the beam a rotation round A opposite to
a. In this case, the vis viva, or work due to this rotation, would have
to be added to the 86 ft. tons already found ; but, in the absence of any
sufficiently exact data, it is not worth while to investigate -the formula;
for such a case.

The ultimate result thus arrived at by Professor Haughton, is that
there was but 86. foot tons expended in the fracture of the Hartley
beam, at its axle, by the shock given after the manner ascribed to it

by Mr Blackwell, and described in previous parts of these "Notes;"
while the resistance necessary to break the beam is 118 23 foot tons.
The fracturing work might be something more, dependent upon the

exact nature and resilience of the spring beam, upon which, as upon an
anvil, the inner end of the beam came down.
But in point of fact, the nature of these spring beams was such that

the fracturing work left in the beam was diminished, and to a by no
means insensible amount, by being in part employed in crashing into
the material of the spring beams.
For^we find from Mr Atkinson's paper (Trans. Nor. Min. Instit.,

vol. xiii.), that "the cross piece that was secured as a catch beam',
across the inner end of the engine beam, was of cast iron," and that it

descended upon spring beams of memel timber, with oak springs
20 ins. x 9 ins., tapering off to 5 inches at the ends, and all being sup-
ported firmly upon cast iron columns. A large depth of the timber,
therefore, must have been crushed by the blow ; and by the timber
thus gradually yielding, it must have in so far buffed the blow that
otherwise would have, with unabated suddenness, been transferred to the
centre of the engine beam as a cross strain.

.
How much of the latter was thus lost, it is useless now to attempt to

inquire, as there are no exact data, nor does there appear to have been
any attempt made to collect such, by any one concerned.
Have we then arrived at this result, that the only feasible solution

offered of the mode in which this beam was broken 'fails utterly when

* Dublin Quarterly Journal of Science, Vol. II
, p. 108.

tested by calculation, upon the best data now obtainable, and that hence
Mr Blackwell's Report to the Home Office must be discredited? By no
means ; we believe his solution is the true one, and that could we on
assured data take in all the conditions probably in operation at the
moment of the accident, calculation would fully sustain it. We pro-

ceed, then, to supplement the results arrived at by Professor Haughton,
by some approximate investigation as to other strains that more or less

were unquestionably acting upon the beam, and may have been acting

on the beam to their utmost limit at the moment it broke, and we sliail

«ee how these affect the final issues.

Mr Blackwell in his Report, referring to the view that had been
advanced by some local persons, that the centre part of the beam was
strained almost up to the breaking point, by the severe way in which
the keys had been driven into the eye to secure the centre gudgeon, aggra-

vated by the subsequent contraction of the beam upon those, due to the

extremely low temperature of the bitter winter weather at the time when
the beam broke, appears to view very lightly the possible amount of this

strain. He says, "The over-wedging of the beam may have contributed

to the fracture, but alone was not enough to account lor it." As no data
whatever are descended to by him, relative to the sizes, material, or

form of those keys or wedges, we are, as in the main question so here,

quite left to ourselves by the Government officer, either to take his

ipse dixit or find out if he be wrong, if we can.

The keys or wedges may have been of hard or of tempered steel, and
if so, with the usual proportions and taper that practice has consigned
to an engine beam eye, such as was that at Hartley, it admits of the

simplest proof, that the wedging up might have been pushed to a point

capable alone of breaking the beam in two, although not loaded at all.

We do not suppose, however, that the keys were other than wrought iron,

with the usual taper and proportions ; and we may take it that on each
side of the faces of the hexagonal part of the centre gudgeon there were
two keys, and that each was 2J inches wide, and from 2 inches to 2£
inches thick. There would then have been 12 keys in all, and each key
would have a surface pressing against the inside of the eye and the side

of the gudgeon of 2-5 square inches for each inch (or unit) in length of

the key.

The actual increase of grip of the beam eye upon these keys, as

measured in range, producible by reduction in temperature of the whole
below that at which the wedging had been effected, would be but
small. It could only be that due to the difference between the coeffi-

cients of contraction of the fast iron eye and of the wrought iron gudgeon
and keys.
Now as the linear contraction of cast iron in large masses such as

this, between 106° Cent, and 0° is, as determined by Roy, = 0-00114450,
while that of hard wrought iron .(such as forged and swaged keys) for

equal ranges is, on the same authority, — fl-00111000—of the total

length in either case—so the entire range of effective grip here being
that due to the difference of contraction, would for 100° Cent. =
-g-{.T — 3*5, be not more than about 3 per cent, of the total range of

contraction of the cast iron eye, at the above difference of temperature
of 100° Centigrade.

But we cannot suppose there was actually more than about one half

this range of temperature passed through by the metals at any time
between the first keying and the moment of fracture, which reduces the

range of effective grip to 1^ per cent of the contraction of the eye.

In fact, round the whole circumference of the circle within which
the bearing faces of the ke}'S might be inscribed, it would for the 100°

be only 0'002 of an inch. Small as this is, however, if the keys had
been already driven up excessively hard, it would be competent to

make a serious increase to their splitting strain upon the eye, even at

50° Centigrade of range of temperature.

The only limit that can be assigned to the possible splitting strain

producible by driving up planed or filed keys, of metal against metal,

by percussion, is that of the crushing or oozing away of the softer metal
by their mutual pressure, lessened by some small but unknown propor-

tion of the coefiicieat of mutual friction X —5— « being the angle of

the key.

And it is a fact well known to practical mechanics, that keys are not

unfrequently actually driven up to their crushing point. They are never
more likely to be so, than when the keys themselves are of a magni-
tude that forbids their being any longer driven up by the hand sledge-

hammer. Once the tup, or slung battering-ram, is applied, and driven

by a number of men together, the final strain put upon the key ceases

to be ascertainable at all ; for the usual test for smaller keys, that of

the sound emitted, and the feeling of the blow in the hand, when they
are tapped with a hand hammer, ceases to be available. We have our-

selves known a solid wrought iron bolt of 5 inches square (25 square

inches at the cotter hole) thus torn clean in two, by driving a pair of

steel cotters with swung Kentledge iron for a tup.

From the great magnitude and weight of the Hartley beam, and size

of the keys, we deem it highly probable that they were driven in this

manner. They were admitted, as we understand, upon the inquest, to
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have presented evidence of over-driving— to within how near to the

extreme limit of the crushing point of the wrought iron, we have no
information. In calculating, however, what amount of reduction of

transverse strength in the beam may have been thus produced, we are

entitled to assume that this limit had been reached, and we shall assume
it at as low a figure as possible, and take the pressure normal to the
face of a wrought iron key, at which it must ooze away, to be 16 tons

to the square inch.

This, then, is the limit of bursting pressure upon the eye of the
Hartley beam that was producible upon each square inch of the surface

of the key, no matter how much they were driven, and this limit could
be but very slightly increased by any contraction by cold affecting them
afterwards. Let us estimate what effect on the transverse strength
of the beam at the centre would be produced by the pre-existence of

such a bursting strain as this on the eye. We need not take into con-
sideration for this purpose, what length the keys were, or what was
their absolute bearing surface. We may take an unit in length (one
inch) of the length of each key.

The eye of the beam was hexagonal, 20 inches diameter between
face and face of the hexagon, and on each face we may assume there
were two parallel keys, each 25 inches wide. There will be then in

the unit of length, for the 12 keys, a surface of 12 X 2 5 = 30 square
inches, and at the limit of 16 tons per square inch, an united bursting
pressure upon the eye from them all of 16 X 30 = 430 tons.

These will not, in strictness, visit a perfectly equal and wholly
radial bursting strain upon the interior of the eye, but they will

so nearly, that there can be little error in assuming that this total

pressure for the unit of length is equally diffused, and acts radially all

round the interior of the eye, viewed as a circle of 22 inches diameter,

i.e , 18 inches, the diameter across the fiats of the centre gudgeon, with
the thickness of the two opposite keys added.
The circumference being 69'11 inches, we have, omitting decimals,

—^ = G'95 ; or Dgain, sinking fractions, = 7 tons per square inch, as

the limiting bursting strain, supposed diffused equally round the unit

of axial length of the eye of the beam.
In reality, the strain at the angles of the hexagonal eye would be

more than this, and they were the weakest places in the eye of the

beam
It is obvious, however, that this strain is close upon the limit of

rupture of cast iron, at the interior surface of the eye—taken as cj'lin

drical.

From the peculiar and irregular cross section of the double beam, as

in fig. 5, the enquiry would be uncertain what might be the mean

GitQlicfnv

bursting strain, and where its points of application above and below the

centre in the transverse section of the beam, through the eye. From
the formula of Morin, however, we may calculate how much of the

centre portion of the beam may be viewed as absolutely removed, having
been rendered useless to resist any portion of transverse strain upon the

beam, by being already strained up to the splitting point, by the wedges
tending to burst the eye. This bursting strain, if effective at all, must
become so in the weakest place, that is, in the vertical transverse sec-

tion of the beam (supposed horizontal), through the eye and angles of

the hexagon nearest and diagonally opposite. Let p be the pressure
per square inch diffused by the keys, and tending to split the eye

;

R the coefficient of final resistance at rupture of cast iron ; and V
the diameter of the circle passing through the exterior faces of the keys

;

and let e = the thickness of cast iron necessary just to balance by its

resistance the pressure, p.

Then

_ pT>
6 — 2 R

supplying the values we have already obtained, we have

p=7 tons (pressure of keys per square- inch)
;

1) = 22 inches
;

and
R = 7 tons (coefficient of rupture)

7 X 22

2x7 11 inches.

But we have taken no account of the annular cavities (or chambers)
round the eye, between the inner and outer ends of the keys. These
were 3 inches deep, and we shall not be far wrong in adding a thickness
fully equal to their depth, to the value of e, in order to allow for their
weakening effect. We should thus have

e = 14 inches
;

but at the outside, the eye is actually only 10 inches in radial depth,
which deficiency must also be allowed for.

We may therefore take finally

e = 15J inches,

and consider that the whole of the great annular boss, from the centre
to the line b c, fig. 5, may have been the same thing as if totally

removed.
While the total depth of the beam remains the same as before, the

effect of this is to reduce its transverse section to that of an open
centred beam, whose metallic section is (as to both flitches) compre-
hended within the dotted lines, lien; that is to say, to a transverse

section of two rectangles, each of 5 inches X 24 inches, or 240 square
inches together of section, both above and below the axis.

Now if we substitute the section of metal as thus reduced in Professor
Haughton's equation (12), p. 226

—

Work of resistance — S,
o

we shall have

7-012 x 34 X 480

3 X C13
= 62 3 foot tons,

or just about one-half the work of resistance for this reduced section of

beam, of that of the beam, taken at its full section of 912 square inches,

as determined by Professor Haughton, viz., 118'23 foot tons.

The above determination is not quite exact, as it is obvious that the
integral upon which the value of d s depends is not now taken between
the same limits as for the entire beam ; but the result is sufficiently

near for our purpose ; and it also co-ordinates with the reduction of

statical strength that would be produced by the removal of the material

round the eye of the beam, which then becomes only

5 53 3 tons,

viewing the half length of the beam as a cantilever loaded at the end
only.

The upshot at which we have arrived, then, is this, that assuming
the splitting strain of the centre gudgeon keys to have been as great as

was possible, there was only left in the Hartley beam 623 foot tons of

work to resist the fracturing work expended on the mid-section of the

beam, viz., 86'06 foot tons, as calculated by Professor Haughton. The
latter was therefore sufficient, and considerably more than sufficient,

to produce the result a'tributed to it, under the conditions probably in

existence at the time of the fracture.

We therefore accept with more assurance than mere assertion can
give, from any man, however eminent, the correctness of the conclusion

at which Mr Blackwcll arrived, as to the immediate cause of the Hart-

ley accident. In this we are strengthened by finding that our much-
respected friend Mr William Coulson, Master Sinker, of Durham, who
so distinguished himself by his efforts for the relief of the men in the

pit after the Hartley accident, has always formed the same opinion as to

the cause and mode of the fracture.
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AVe lately addressed to Mr Coulson some written enquiries as to

various obscure points of this deeply interesting subject, and here sub-

join the substance of his replies as to the characteristics which the frac-

tured surface of the half beam presented which remained in the engine

house, directly after the accident.

It is a most singular fact, that not one question was asked, to our

knowledge, at the inquest, nor any remark subsequently made, as to

whether the fresh fracture of the cast iron appeared (by the direction, of

bent and adherent shreds, or otherwise) to point to the beam having
been broken by a force acting downwards or upwards

;
yet it is scarcely

possible that to a practised eye it must not have afforded some such
indications.

We asked of Mr Coulson " Whether the fracture of the cast iron of the

beam, while fresh, presented any indications of its having been broken
by a pull or jerk downwards, as if pulled asunder by the pump spears in

the shaft?" His reply is, "No; none of either such a pull or jerk."

We asked, " Did the fracture present any characteristics of having been
produced by a jerk upwards, such as the shaft end of the beam would
have received if the spears had broken and the cylinder end of the beam
had rushed down and struck the spring beam?" Mr Coulson's reply is,

Yes. We have therefore this additional corroborative evidence of the

immediate nature of the fracture.

As the opinions of a man so experienced, and with so sound, practical

a judgment as Mr Coulson, are always important, we place here upon
record his own views of the exact nature of the train of events occurring

a few seconds before and at the fracture.

He considers that the pump spears were torn asunder by a fair end
on pull, when travelling with their ordinary load, and at the rate of

motion due to seven strokes per minute.
The beam then flew up, and the spring beams struck at the cylinder

end ; but he does not believe the beam broke at the first instant it so

struck.

At the moment of the accident, the engine tender was upon the top

loft, and oiling the beam centre carriage. The spears broke, and the

engine came indoors lr
furiously," and on to the springs. Mr Coulson is

of opinion that the beam rebounded from them, made a half stroke (out

of doors), and came in-doors again the second time, as before, when on
reaching and striking the spring beams a second time, the beam broke,

and the outer half fell down the shaft.
" The engine tender rushed down to the hand gear of the engine, but

before he could reach it, the piston was commencing the third stroke,

and had risen 15 inches from the bottom of the cylinder." It appears
to us not impossible that thiscise of the piston might have been due to

the resilience of the spring beams over it. If Mr Coulson be correct in

his view that the beam struck the spring beams twice, then a still

further approach is made towards certainty in, this matter ; for un-
doubtedly the second blow must have been far more severe than the
first, owing to the spring beams themselves having been crushed and
made less yielding by the previous blow.

AVe have now concluded the examination of the question, What broke
the Hartley beam? in which we have been so mainly aided by our
able correspondent Professor Haughton.
The discussion has extended to such length, that we must postpone

practical deductions and remarks to our next paper " Ou Northern
Collieries."

—

Ed.

STEAM BOILER MANAGEMENT AND. THE PROOF OF
BOILERS.

We have been favoured by Mr Anderson, C.E., in charge of the Gun
Factories Department of Woolwich Arsenal, with the copy which we
subjoin of his excellent regulations for the management of the numerous
and variously constructed steam boilers worked in his department—the
most extensive and important in the Arsenal.
We print it, not only as a good model for such regulations in all

extensive factories, but far more as presenting Mr Anderson's practical
experience and personal testimony in favour of the practice of periodical
proof of all steam Boilers by Water Pressure.
To a good many of our readers this may seem somewhat superero-

gatory
; few, if any, they may say, entertain any doubt upon

the propriety of such a proceeding. We shall not readily forget,

however, that not three years ago, in the notable case of Milliken
v. The London and North Western Railway Company, a claim
for compensation made by an aged clergyman for the loss of
the use of his limbs, resulting from the blowing up on that line
of an old Locomotive reduced by corrosion to a thickness of
only -J^ of an inch in some places—and which compensation was not
obtained because the unhappy plaintiff could not make the company
legally liable—no less than three distinguished Locomotive superin-
tendents were put into the witness-box on the part of the Railway
Company, and had the hardihood to back each other up in the monstrous
assertion that the Proof of Boilers b}- water pressure, or by any other

pressure exceeding the working steam pressure, was dangerous— injuri-

ous to the Boiler—and therefore unsafe—was never practised by any of
them—and ought not to be ! No reason, theoretic or practical, was
proffered

—

ec/omet dixi was the word, and all a priori reasons to the
contrary offered on the part of the plaintiff, or testimony as to the
actual practice of submitting Boilers to periodical water pressure proof

—

in use by the Manchester Boiler Association—by many private
engineers and firms

;
enjoined by the laws of Germany, Belgium, and

France— and universal in the public establishments of the then United
States—was treated by these " three wise men," with sneering disdain

and a contented appeal to " their practice."

This pretty compact piece of testimony might perhaps have had little

weight with the Jury, had the Judge possessed technical knowledge
enough himself to have probed its value, or even simply presented this

corrollary for explanation to the strictly dogmatic Locomotive superin-
tendents. If it be a fact that the material of a boiler be injured by
subjecting it to any strain, however little, exceeding that at which it is

to be worked, must not the same be the case with the material of any
other structure to be worked or used at a given strain ; must it not be
dangerous, for example, to prove a Bridge newly erected as done by the

Board of Trade ; or a chain cable, as ignorantly practised by the Ad-
miralty, and all over the world?
The Judge, indeed, did extract this rather startling result of Locomo-

tive enlightment from one of the witnesses— that in his judgment the
safer mode was to work Locomotive Boilers until they blew up, rather

than resort to periodical water proof. AVe should not have patience,

nor would our readers, for arguing out such a fallacy as this doctrine,

the aim of which was on the occasion but too apparent—but the sub-

joined document gives it a sufficient and a well-deserved rebuff.

The fact is, however, that Locomotive Boilers are periodically tested

on several of the British Lines of Railway, and we believe uniformly
throughout the Continent, and the only shadow of reason why they are

not done on the London and North AVestern and some other lines, is to

save trouble, and, as is falsely imagined, expense, by substituting risk

for both. A Loco-motive boiler, if it yield or leak at all at water proof,

is likely to do so in or about the tubes ; if but one of these be started

the engine has to go back to the shop, and perhaps a considerable time

and cost be gone to, for setting to rights this single bit of the highly
complex whole.
The law ought to compel their periodical proof nevertheless, and the

power to compel this (under its inspection if necessary) should rest with
the Board of Trade.

—

Ed.

INSTRUCTIONS TO BE OBSERVED IN THE WORKING AND MANAGEMENT OF STEAM
BOILERS IN THE ROYAL GUN FACTORIES.

It is the primary duty of the foreman in charge of steam boilers to see

and ascertain, by personal observation and minute inspection, that every
steam boiler before it is set in operation is not only clean and steam-
tight, but that it is in a condition of perfect safety.

Positive safety is the first consideration, and with the view of secur-

ing this condition, after the boiler lias been examined with minute care

in every part, especially in those places most exposed to deterioration

from the fire or from rust, and also the several fittings, cocks, valves,

safety valves, and other appendages, the said boiler shall be filled with
water, and pressed up to at least the double of that at which the safety

valves open when under steam.

In every case the said foreman shall previously see the boiler when
under the double water piessure, and be satisfied from his own personal

knowledge that it is right and sound in all respects, and perfectly

reliable.

To prevent the boilers from being worked unduly, without being
cleaned and inspected, no boiler is to be in operation more than three

hundred hours without being subjected to the process of cleaning and
examination.
When boilers are in use, the foreman is to see, and be satisfied, that

his assistants and stokers, or other attendants, are properly qualified for

their duties ; that they are not only skilful, but careful and steady

;

diligently watchful that the boilers are regularly supplied with water,

and that in all respects they are men to be depended upon, and if found
otherwise, at once to report, the same to the manager.

It is their duty to draw the immediate attention of the boiler foreman
to any defect that may arise in working, and any such defect that may
become dangerous, is to be at once remedied, even if it be necessary to

suspend the boiler from work. No pressure of work in the factory is

to be considered equivalent to the risk of accident.

For the management of the vertical boilers in the forge, the most
extreme caution and watchfulness is to be observed. Such boilers, if

neglected, are much more, than the ordinary description, liable to acci-

dent, even with a common fire ; but where the heat is so great, as

is the case in the forge, the utmost vigilance becomes absolutely

necessary.

After safety comes economy. It is the duty of the foreman to see

I
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that all repairs, testiug, and cleaning are conducted not only in a proper

manner, but also promptly, and at the least expense that is compatible

with efficiency.

Jfore especially in working is it essential that great regard be paid to

the economy of fuel and the prevention of smoke, and that every part of

the boilers and their vicinity are clean and orderly, and in all respects

what they ought to be.

The foreman is to see that the flues are cleaned out with regularity,

and that all brickwork in the vicinity of boiler furnaces and flues is in

good condition, and if otherwise, the same to be at once reported to the

manager in the usual manner.
He is to see that no parts of the iron are rusting unseen from water

or steam leakages, and that the parts out of sight have the same atten-

tion as those that are visible.

The foreman is to see that every furnace is in a condition to burn the

smoke without much trouble to the stoker, and that every stoker attends

to the points which are necessary to prevent it.

When a stoker is found careless, and thereby causes, the nuisance of

smoke, he is to be suspended one day for first offence, three days for

the second offence, one week for the third offence, and if after this he
does it a fourth time, it may be concluded that the man is not qualified

for such a duty, and is to be removed ; at the same time, the case is to

be fully investigated, as the fault may arise from causes which the

stoker may not be able to control.

The boiler foreman is to send in a weekly report to the manager, in

which he is to certify that every boiler at work under his charge is in a

proper and safe condition, and that the feed and safety apparatus are in

perfect working order, and that none of the boilers have been at work
beyond the proper time without being cleaned and thoroughly examined
by himself.

"
Besides the above report, he is to keep a record of every boiler, show-

ing all particulars in regard to its working, as also the periods of clean-

ing, repair, examination, and the proof; it should also show the expense

of working each boiler, with the quantity of water evaporated.

It will be the duty of the boiler foreman to see to the supply of water

for the steam engines and boilers, and that no delay or hinderance arises

from this cause ; and that all pipes, valves, cocks, and other connections

are in a proper condition.

It is also his duty to attend to the steam engines and gearing, to see

that the whole is kept in a state efficiency and good order, and diagrams
are to be taken periodically, and registered for future reference.

Towards carrying out the foregoing duties, the foreman will have
such assistance as may be required, and he will be held responsible that

the foregoing instructions are carried out, both in the letter and spirit

;

and if there is any impediment to the complete performance thereof by
the foreman, he is at once to inform the assistant superintendent.

(Signed) John Andehson, Assist. Supt. R.G.F.

REMARKS ON CAPT. NOBLE'S, R.A.,

NOTE ON THE RATIO BETWEEN THE FORCES TENDING TO
PRODUCE TRANSLATION AND- ROTATION IN THE BORES
OF RIFLED GUNS.

Is the Philosophical Magazine for September, 1863, an extremely able

paper, by Captain Noble, has appeared upon the above subject.

The author takes the matter up from fundamental principles, and

obtains general equations of motion for any rifled shot, assuming its

rotation given by spiral grooves of whatever sort in the gun, to which

like grooves or ribs in the shot are adapted.

He shows that the normal pressure on the rib of the projectile, or

corresponding point ot the groove, is

E = M£ V 1 + k2 d2
<p

r k — pi dl2 r h — pl h dC

— r h
1±*2

(g- *-o*a + i)).— f*i \ V 1 + k2 J>

V_i + k
k

in which R = the pressure at a point P, between the projectile and its

spiral groove, p = the radius of pyration. f, an angle dependent on

the twist. G = the gaseous pressure at the base of the projectile.

k = the tangent at which the angle of the twist is inclined to the

plane of xy, i.e., to two co-ordinates to the axis of the bore, and p —
the angle that the normal makes with one of the co-ordinate axes.

Then

JR 2 * ?\' 1 + k2

G
== Ar(i-«) + 8»f

!
(fti + l)

which gives the ratio between the pressures, producing translation and

rotation.

He then proceeds to determine the increment of the gaseous pressure
at the base of the shot (and therefore on the gun) due to the resistance
offered by the rifling to the forward motion of the projectile.

In the smooth bored gun

d2 zM df : G this pressure,

and in the rifled gun

d2 z _ R

V I +K-
(w* + 1)

so that, if the increments of velocity in both cases be taken as equal, we
have

G' = G +
R

VI + k'
(fi* + l)

in which the second term of the right hand member of the equation
represents the increment of pressure due to the rifling.

Captain Noble then proceeds to consider the resistance due to a
polygonally rifled gun (such as are Whitworth's), and obtains the final

equation

Gp = G + R V 1 + &
\Z h2 + (

s,
'"-ir)"

in which n =r the number of sides of the polygon of the chase.

He then takes three examples, viz., a smooth bored gun, and two
7-inch rifled guns, the one being grooved with a pitch of 1 turn in 291
inches ; the other, of octagonal bore, with a pitch of 1 turn in 130
inches ;

and compares the results as to resistance to the expulsion of

the shot, in terms of the gaseous pressure on the base of the shot. We
shall not follow him through his calculations, but hasten to results.

The pressure on the base of the shot, in each case, will be-

Sraooth bored gun = G
Grooved rifled gun = 1 -009- G
Octagonal rilled gun = 1'041 G

the co-efficient of friction being taken at jtth the pressure on the rubbed
surface.

The result is, that the resistance to the expulsion of the Whitworth
shot is brought out at five times as much as in the grooved rifled gun
on the plan of the Armstrong breech-loader or shunt gun. Finally,

the author briefly and not completely investigates the case of the

Lancaster or oval bore gun. Substituting J for in the former equa-

tions, S being the angle which the radius makes with the normal to

the driving surface, he obtains,

= £*
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which equation represents the ratio of the pressures R and G in any
system of rifling, % being the angle which the radius makes with the

driving surface. He has not, however, worked out into a numerical

result any example of the Lancaster gun.

This paper is an important one, and its methods fairly applied may
be of considerable service hereafter.

We are obliged to say, however, that we think the mathematical

instrument has here been made to yield most unfair results, and in

reality, though true, to lead to falshood in its application.

Why, in the first place, should the author have compared an Arm-

strong gun (i.e
,
grooved gun) with a twist of only ^-r with a Whit-

worth (i.e., polygonal) of a twist as sharp as —? Why take an octa-

gonal bore as representing Whitworth, when it is well known he uses

the hexagonal bore?
Why leave the Lancaster without fairly working out a numerical

example, which, with a fair allowance for small windage and due

ellipticity, would have shown a favourable result?

Above all, why leave wholly out of view the question infinitely more

important to determine than all that Captain Noble has here done, viz.,

How much work of the powder in the Armstrong field gun is expended

in forcing the lead-coated shot through the chase of the fine grooved

field (or larger) gun, and wire drawing it down to the size of the chase ?
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To effect this, the value of R will, we apprehend, be found to be some-

thing enormous in proportion to G, and quite sufficient in the larger

natures of guns to account for the strains being such as they will only

withstand for a comparatively small number of rounds.

Captain Noble enters into some discussion as to what the value of the

co-efficient of friction between shot and gun, which he has here assumed

at £, may actually he ; and he is disposed to believe that when the

rubbing surfaces of both shot and gvn are of the same hard material,

this may be enormously increased.

This again is a quiet dig at Whitworth, who, as is well known, em-

ploys a close-fitting rigid iron shot, without any lead packing. We
believe the conclusion hinted at to be perfectly unfounded, and even

contrary to all physical analogy. Where has it ever been found that

the harder the rubbing bodies, the more the co-efficient of friction

increases with the velocity of sliding? The older views, derived from

Coloumbs experiments, were that the co-efficient of friction was the

same for all velocities ; much more recent experiments made in France,

of which some account will be found given in our monthly notes of a

few parts back, appear, on tolerable authority, to indicate that in the

case of hard bodies, mutually sliding at extremely great velocities, the

co-efficient of friction becomes the same for all bodies, aa<l almost

evanescent in every body.
We have some ground for supposing this to be true, even at velocities

as low as 500 to 700 feet per second, in the case of very heavy cast iron

spherical shells fired from a wrought iron mortar.

In any event, the co-efficient of adhesion (producing what Captain

Noble calls " seizure, " i.e., an actual production of cohesive continuity

between the gun and its shot along the surfaces of rubbing contact)

must be enormously greater in a zinc and lead coated shot, with pure

fresh cut and unoxidised surfaces of the softer metals, and these with
electro-chemical relations to that of the gun powerfully promotive of

their soldering together, than it can ever be, between wrought iron and
wrought or cast iron, or between steel and steel. In conclusion, we
may remark that the results as to the numerical value of R, given by
Captain Noble, differ but very slightly from those deduced by ourselves,

from a formula bjr Professor Haughton, a few parts back, for the case

of an 8 inch gun, in the article in which we discussed the experiments
some time since made at Woolwich, as to the wrenching open of

different forms of rifled guns by forcibly twisting in them a plug having
a section similar to that of the shot.

The results arrived at also by these very elegant investigations of

Captain Noble concur with our own remarks in demonstrating the

inutility and inconclusiveness of the experiments we have referred to.

—

Ed.
*

NEW FILTERING APPARATUS FOR WATER.
An idea has been broached by M. V. Burq, a French engineer, for the
construction of apparatus for the filtration of water in large volumes,
such as required for the supply of cities, etc., which promises to be of
importance in many situations.

He proposes to construct an iron flat-bottomed boat, where the object
is to filter the water of a river or current stream of any sort. From
end to end of this boat, run a number of large parallel tubes, which may
be of iron, but which he proposes to make of potter}'. These are open at

both ends to the water, and placed longitudinally in the boat like the
tubes in a locomotive boiler. At the lower side of each tube, apertures
are arranged to be filled in, with separate plates of porous stone (like

Ransome's patent artificial filtering stone) cemented into place, and
which the inventor proposes shall be each about 10 decimeters square,
and from 1£ to 2 centimeters thick. The boat being depressed below
the level of the uppermost tube in the water, it is obvious that all the
tubes become filled, and by the pressure of the water within them, the
filtered liquid passes through the porous plates into the cavity of the
boat. Upon the top or deck of the boat is placed the pumping apparatus
and steam engine by which the water is to be elevated from the interior
of the boat and distributed to its destination. The boat is moored, stem
and stern, infilo aquoi, and thus, by the current continually passing
through the tubes, the external surfaces of the filtering plates are con-
stantly swept clean, without any special care. Each tube is, of course
provided with a slide cock at each end, so that in the event of a plate
becoming broken, that tube can be laid dry, and the plate replaced.
One such boat may have a total filtering surface of from 6000 to 7000

square metres of permeable plates, and as each square metre will yield
from 5 to G cubic metres of pure water per twenty-four hours, the one
filtering boat will produce from 30,000 to 35,000 cubic metres of pure
water per day ; and the inventor states it will produce this, at a cost, all

expenses included, (except pumping, which, of course, depends upon the
distance and mean elevation required} of half a centime the cubic metre.
The inventor does not appear to have provided for the results of the boat
becoming completely filled with water through any accident or neglect,
or through ihe continued action of the filtering apparatus, while no
water was being pumped out ; but it is obvious that the boat may be

made a double-skinned vessel, at the sides at least, so as to be
unsinkable in this way. We see no reason why the whole bottom of
the boat might not be made available by analogous means for filtration,

as well as the tubes. The current will clear the plates of one as well
as of the other, and the latter plates have the advantage of presenting
their external surfaces inverted, so that all sullage will fall naturally
from them. This same method, with modifications, might be made
available in stagnant waters, as well as in rivers, etc.

It might be a matter for consideration for some of our London water
companies, who draw from the Thames, whether the water of the river,

if thus filtered in large moored filtering barges upon the river surface,
even in a rough way, before it is passed on to their sand filtering beds,
might not in the end be rendered much more pure, or as pure as now,
at a less expense, for, assuredly, the sand beds would need much less
cleansing. The pumping engines, for clearing the water from the
filtering boats, might be placed on land, and the suction pipes, laid
under the river bed, might rise vertically under the filtering barge,
passing up through the bottom in a properly constructed well in the
boat —Ed.

TRIAL TRIP OF THE PENINSULAR AND ORIENTAL COM-
PANY'S NEW SHIP, THE GOLCONDA.

Os the morning of the 7th December, 1803, at a little before high water
(nine o'clock), we arrived at the river entrance of the Victoria Dock,
invited to be present at the trial trip of the latest addition to the mag-
nificent steam fleet of the Peninsular and Oriental Steam Company

—

the Golconda.
As we stood upon the gangway of the iron entrance chamber gates,

and our eye ranged up through the clear water-way between the forest

of masts and rigging, that tell well for the success of Bidder's broad
project of dock engineering, we caught sight of the Golconda's huge and
yet sharp fine bow, and then of her fore-shortened broadside, as under
the gentle persuasion of the steam tugs around her, she almost insen-

sibly but steadily neared the entrance that soon was to open to her
" the river," and that, her future home upon the deep.
The bright winter's sun gleamed and glanced upon her dark and

polished sides, her long range of white boats along the davits, her
"catted" anchors, her lithe but rigid iron masts, and wire standing
rigging, and upon the thin white fleecy column of steam from her
funnel, that told us steam was up, and her engines ready to start off

at speed the moment open, water allowed them to put forth their

powers.

la the entrance chamber we got up- her lefty side, and stepped in

upon her magnificent flush deck, almost as clear and unencumbered
from taffrail to forecastle as that of a frigate. All was spick, span, and
new, glittering with unsullied paint and varnish above, gilding and
colour below,—so new, that numbers of workmen were still on board,

putting the last touches to the fittings and decorations of this noble
specimen of the work of the Thames Iron Works Company.
We looked about for the engines—to us one of the first objects of

attraction—but from the upper deck we could see nothing but a modest
pair of jacketted cylinders standing above two much larger circular

plates of polished cast iron, beneath a large glazed and open hatchway
coaming.

Further aft, we reaehed the raiddle deck, and through the port wing,

by a rapid and easy access of one straight short ladder, reached the

floor of the engine room, and stood beneath Messrs Humphrys & Ten-
nant's noble pair of engines.

Here there was no "finishing off" going on, as on deck; everything
was complete, orderly, and perfect, the men at their posts, and as if the

ship had been six months in commission. As we looked round and
admired the grand simplicity and symmetry of arrangement of these

40f>horse power engines, perceived the admirably arranged and unen-
cumbered floor of the engine room— all on one level, all equally come-
at-able, every working part of the engines reachable easily from it,

—

aud noticed the perfect coolness and fine ventilation both of the engine
room and of the stoking room between the ranges of boilers, (for the

two rooms are in fact one—they freely communicate, and the whole
regime of the boilers is at any moment under the eye of the engineer on
watch)—as we gathered in all this, and saw that the engines were
double cylindered, and with surface condensers—the ship had cleared

the dock,—we heard the word from deck, " turn ahead," " slow," and at

once the monster flapped round her screw tail for the first time.

A few " stops " and " half turns," and helps from the hawsers of the

tugs, and she had faced the stream-way aud the still rapid up-running
tide, and again " turn ahead full speed" was heard, and within 20

seconds the engines were running steadily, and almost as silently as a
little 10-horse condenser on shore, at the speed of 54 strokes per minute
—not their full speed, however, which is from 60 to 65 strokes per minutu
—for the encumbered state of the river rendered it unfit to risk her full

velocity, until we had reached more open water at Long Reach.
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The engines of the Golconda are almost precisely the same in general

design as are those of the Mooltan, Mysore, and Rangoon, the first of

which was the earliest application of surface condensation to engines of

the Indian steam fleet, made by Mr Edward Hurnphrys, the designer of

all four. The Gohonda's engines are nominally 400-horse power,

but probably work up to more than 1200-horse power indicated. Each
engine consists of two steam cylinders, a small one which receives the

steam from the boilers at its full pressure, and stands on the top of the

larger one, into which the steam from the small one expands. Both
cylinders stand upon the external casings of the surface condensers,

which are with great judiciousness as to stability and rigidity of parts

arranged to constitute the framing of the engines. The pistons of the

concentric upper and lower steam cylinders are upon one common rod,

which passes out at the bottom of the large cylinder, and is attached

directly to the upper end of the connecting rod—a double rod, giving an

immense length of bearing at the crank neck, one of the peculiarities of

Mr Hurnphrys' engines being the prodigious surface of bearings he
provides, and the scrupulous care with which automatic lubrication is

provided for. In addition to this, mechanical means of cooling by affu-

sion of water, for all the main bearings, if by chance found to heat, are

provided.

Without these precautions and provisions, carried out in tnese engines

in a way that the practical eye at once recognises, in its details, as

the work of a master, long and most carefully elaborated in the best

possible way, the working of engines of this great size, at such a speed

as here employed, so advantageously, would be full of discomfort to those

in charge, and of hazard at all times.

There are two air pumps to each engine, which are also the feed

pumps to the boilers. The air pump rods come directly down through
the bottom of the great cylinder, worked from its piston. The connect-

ing rod3 have a slide guide at one side only of the piston rod head,—

a

method of parallel movement first employed by Mr Hurnphrys in his

horizontal engines for warships, such as the fine pair he exhibited in the

Annexe of last year's Exhibition. Perfectly correct in theory, this method
looked, nevertheless, to eyes long accustomed to the slides nearly always
previously fixed at both sides the piston rod, a daring innovation, even
in the horizontal engine. It has now, however, been brought into per-

fectly safe and successful use, even with these vertical engines, and in

these, addresses the eye in even a more startling manner than before.

The method, however, is practically as sound and advantageous as it is

true in theory. The genius, if we may so say, of these engines, as

they present themselves to the eye of one who can criticise " the points"

of engines, as a horse or cattle breeder criticises the separate perfections,

that bit by bit united, make up the most improved animal,—is the ad-

mirable judiciousness and practical forethought with which principles

sound in themselves have been carried into practice, with constructive

details of absolute completeness, as respects the primary qualifications

for marine engines—strength, durability, simplification of details to the

last degree, and perfect visibility and reachability of parts, whether
inside or outside the engines.
To describe the details by which this has been carried out in all

parts of these engines, would be impossible, without the aid of plates,

and would demand a space we cannot here afford.

The best idea of the chief characteristics of the engines which we can
afford those of our readers directly interested in marine engineering,

will be by the following excerpt from a Paper read by Mr Edward
Hurnphrys to the Institution of Mechanical Engineers, in July, 1861,

and priuted in the Transactions of that body.

"The subject of Surface Condensation in steam engines, especially in

marine engines, was first brought to the notice of the writer in 1833, by
the proceedings of Mr Samuel Hall, then of Basford; and it is more
with the view of drawing attention to the success with which this

system was practised a quarter of a century ago, than of describing any
new combinations possessing advantages over the plans then adopted,

that this paper is submitted to the meeting ; indeed, nearly the whole
of the practical details about to be given were published fully twenty-
seven years ago.

"The writer's brother, the late Mr Francis Hurnphrys, was employed
by Messrs John Hall & Sons, of Dartford, to design the eDgines made
by them for tile paddle-wheel steamer Wilberforee, of 280 nominal horse
power; and the writer thus had the opportunity of witnessing the

designing, manufacture, and working of the surface condensers fitted to

these engines. Drawings of the engines are given in ' Tredgold on the
Steam Engine,' together with indicator diagrams taken from them in

1838, and up to the present time the writer is not aware of any better

vacuum having been produced. He started these engines the first time
they were set in motion, in the year 1837, and has a distinct recollection

of the admirable manner in which the condensers did their duty. The
vessel was employed between London and Hull until 1841, when the

outsides of the condenser tubes having become very thickly coated with
mud from the Thames and Humber, the tubes were removed, and injec-

tion was substituted.

"About fourteen years ago, when the writer held the appointment of
engineer-in-chief of Woolwich dockyard steam factory, he had a second
opportunity of obtaining practical information as to the working of
Hall's surface condensers, from the Orappler, which returned to Wool-
wich after a three years' commission abroad, having been fitted with
the surface condensers by Messrs Maudslay Sons & Field. The floats

of the paddle wheels were reefed, in order to allow the engines to work
at full speed at moorings, and indicator diagrams were taken, which
showed that the performance of the condensers was quite satisfactory,
and equal to what it had been before the vessel left this country.
Owing to the defective state of the hull of the ship, the engines and
boilers were taken out, and the latter were found in excellent condition,
indeed almost as perfect as when first put on board. The engineers
reported that the condensers had given very little trouble, and on ex-
amination they were found free from any defects. These and other
examples of surface condensation with which the writer had become
acquainted caused him to have great confidence in the system, and to
desire to introduce it again at the earliest opportunity.

" Iu 1859, having to design and construct a set of engines of 400
nominal horse power for the Peninsular and Oriental Co.'s new ship
Mooltan, with the view of trying what economy could be effected in
the working of the machinery of their vessels, the writer determined to

employ surface condensation, not expecting to realise any large amount
of economy from this system alone, but believing that a great benefit
would result from the increased durability of the boilers, and the saving
of the time frequently lost in cleaning them, together with some eco-
nomy of fuel arising from the absence of the necessity of blowing out.
The practice of blowing out is indeed frequently carried to excess : in
one instance known to the writer, at least four times the quantity of
water necessary to keep the boilers clean was blown out, the expendi-
ture of fuel being consequently most excessive.

" The arrangement of the condensers of the Mooltan is nearly the
same as the condensers now making by the writer for the Peninsular
and Oriental Co.'s new ships Mysore and Rangoon, of 400 nominal horse
power. The area of surface in the condensers and in the boilers of all

the three ships is almost identical ; the boilers contain 4800 square feet

of heating surface in each ship, and the condensers of the Mysore and
Rangoon contain 4712 square feet of condensing surface, and those
of the Mooltan 4200 square feet. The indicated power of the Mooltan,
when tried officially, was 1734 horse power; hence the area of con-
densing surface, per indicated horse power, is rather less than 2J square
feet.

"For convenience of manufacture and arrangement of these engines,
the condenser of each is divided into two parts, each part being ex-
hausted by its own air pump, so that each pair of engines is provided
with four air pumps and four condensers. The air pump is 18 inches
diameter, with a stroke of 3 feet. These dimensions being used by the
writer with injection condensers in engines of the same nominal power,
he believes they are larger than necessary for surface condensers of

engines in good condition, with condensing water at the average tem-
perature of the sea in this climate ; but as these engines are to be
employed in the Indian seas, it was considered expedient to provide
large air pumps and large pumps for circulating the condensing water,
so as to allow of almost any quantity of condensing water being driven
through the condensers that may be found necessary in an Indian
climate. The air pumps discharge their water direct into the boilers

through the pipe, according to Hall's plan, so that no feed pumps are
necessary. The air which leaks into the engines is allowed to escape
by an open stand-pipe connected to the highest point of the feed pipe,

and carried up inside the mast, which is of iron, to a greater height
than is due to the pressure of steam in the boilers. A valve regulated
by a float was originally fitted to the Mooltan, for allowing the escape
of the air ; but it was found to require some little attention, and hence
the stand pipe was substituted, which answers perfectly, without any
attention.

" The exhaust steam from the engines passes down through the
interior of the condenser tubes, and the sea water for keeping the tubes
cold is driven up through the spaces between the tubes. The sea water
is admitted through an inlet pipe fitted with a slide valve at the bottom
of the ship, and enters the condensers at the bottom; it then circulates

round the outsides of the tubes, and makes its exit through the regulat-

ing valves at the top of the condensers, at about the load water line of

the vessel. The exit valves answer the purpose of regulating the flow

of sea water equally through the two divisions of the condenser, and
also of shutting out the water from above when the outsides of the con-

denser tubes have to be examined. The flow of water is produced by
one of Appold's centrifugal pumps, the diameter of the revolving disc

being 36 inches
; it is driven by a pair of wood and iron spur wheels,

the proportions of which are about 1 to 3J, so that at the ordinary speed
of the engines of the Mooltan, namely, 56 revolutions, the pump makes
194 revolutions per minute. Two of these pumps are provided, the

second being driven by an auxiliary engine, to be used in case of the

failure of the other.
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" The condensers constructed according to the proportions and mode
of manufacture above described and adopted by the writer have been
found quite efficient and very durable. Indicator diagrams taken from
the Moullan in -a voyage in October of the year 18G1, show the degree

of exhaustion in the cj'linders, which are 96 inches diameter and 3 feet

stroke, the steam being exhausted into them from the high pressure

cylinders of 43 inches diameter and the same length of stroke : the

boiler pressure was 17 lbs. per square inch. The engines were making
58 revolutions per minute, and the diagrams show that the vacuum in

the cylinders was sufficient to support a column of mercury 26 inches

high when the vacuum in the condensers was 28 inches of mercury.

"The condensers of the Moo/tan have now run 42,000 miles ; and at

the end of 30,000 miles, namely, in April, 1862, the writer examined
the inside and outside of the condenser tubes, and found the outsides

perfectly clean ; but inside there appeared a slight coating of grease,

resulting from the lubricating material employed in the interior of the

engines. This was however so slight as not to affect the action of the

condensers ; indeed the vessel ran the last 300 miles of the 30,000 at an
average speed of 60 revolutions per minute, with 24 lbs. steam in the

boilers, and the vacuum in the condensers supporting a column of

mercury 27J inches high. A very careful examination of the inside of

the boilers showed that the action of the surface condensers, returning

always pure water into them, is likely to ensure their continued effi-

ciency, as there was no appearance of deterioration whatever. The
lubricating material employed in the engines collects in the boilers,

adhering to the sides and stays about the water line, and is to be found
in large lumps in the bottom water space below the furnaces: this

requires to be taken out occasionally, otherwise, in the opinion of the

engineer in charge, it causes the boilers to prime.

" Before determining on adopting exactly Hall's mode of manufacture
for the condensers, although his experience of it had been very favour-

able, the writer examined the other plans for surface condensation, in

most of which the joints between the tubes and tube plates are made
with vulcanised india-rubber ; but having understood that a chemical
action took place between the copper of the tubes and the sulphur
employed in preparing the india-rubber, and not being able to discover

in the new plans any advantage over Hall's condenser, he adhered to

this construction in the condensers of the Mooltan. As regards the

action of the vulcanised india-rubber on the copper tubes, the writer

placed a piece of copper tube inside a piece of vulcanised india-rubber
tube, and carefully washed and weighed the copper tube every month,
and found a gradual decrease in its weight.

" In designing the engines of the Alooltan, no provision was made
for cleaning either the insides or the outsides of the tubes of the con-

densers, except that the connexion between the condensers and cylinders

was so arranged as to admit of the ready removal of the entire condenser
case with its tubes. Each condenser case is a rectangular vessel, about
2 feet 10 inches by 3 feet 6 inches, and 5 feet 10 inches high ; and by
removing the bolts in the joints at top and bottom, the entire condenser
with its tubes can be drawn out clear of the cylinder, and the inside of

the tubes can then be cleaned, the tube plates being in this case of gun-
metal, cast with the edge thickened £ inch all round on the outer face,

so as to clear the projecting glands of the tube ends. The two con-

densers of one engine might be removed, the tubes cleaned, and the

condensers refixed in 40 hours
; but up to the present time there is

nothing in the state of the condensers to indicate the necessity of

cleaning either the insides or outsides of the tubes ; indeed the outsides

are cleaner and brighter than when the tubes were first fixed in their

place. When it becomes necessary to clean the insides, it is recom-
mended to apply a solution of caustic soda, by filling the condenser
with it up to the top of the upper joint ; this was also the practice

followed by Hall with success in his condensers, in 1837. Indeed
Hall's condensers were employed in the Penelope for more than six

years, and the engineer in charge during that period stated that, with
the exception of occasionally cleaning out the insides of the tubes by
the application of a solution of soda and water, the condensers never
gave an hour's trouble. The cost of a sufficient quantity of the solution

to clean out the condensers of a 400-horse power engine would be about
£5 ; and it is possible that it may be found desirable to perform this

operation once a year.

"The loss of water that occurs in the boilers from leakage and other
causes is made good by an auxiliary boiler, the steam from which is

passed through a small engine, which pumps the water for supplying
the hydraulic apparatus employed in steering the ship and other pur-

poses, whereby the coal consumed in the auxiliary boiler is utilised."

But we cannot afford further space at present to the subject.

We exaggerate nothing of our own deliberately formed judgment when
we say, the engines of the Oolconda, and their congeners, in their princi-

ples, embrace all that has, up to this time been known as true and
practicable ; in their details, they prove the perfection only attainable
through the experience and practical knowledge of a man possessed

naturally of high constructive genius restricted for a lifelong to a single

specialty.

We believe the mean performance of these engines in actual work at

sea proves to be done at an expense of little more than 2 lbs. of coal per
hour, per indicated horse power ; that is to say, in them, marine engines
have been brought upon a par in economy, with the very best land
engines, indeed far beyond thousands that are at work in England
this day.

The value of this saving to the Peninsular and Oriental Steam Co.

must be something bordering on the incredible. The bill for the yearly

consumption of coal of that Company is measured by hundreds of thou-

sands ; it exceeds by much any other item of the expenditure or out-

goings of that vast concern, the income of which upon the last half

year had reached the astounding figure of nearly two and a half millions

sterling.

We believe the saving in coal realised, as the result of long-continued

working, by Humphrys & Tennant's engines has been about two-fifths

of the total quantity consumed, for equal effects, with previous construc-

tion of engines.

—

Ed.

THE WEST ARDSLEY COAL CUTTING MACHINERY.

Messrs Frith and Donnisthorpe's Patent.

(Illustrated by Plate 307.)

Plate 307 for this month represents the earliest and the latest forms of

this machine, for mechanically hewing coal, as patented by Messrs Frith

and Donnisthorpe, of Leeds.

The object of this particular coal cutting machine is limited to
" holing," that is, cutting a horizontal groove along at the bottom of a

seam of coal, so that the fossil fuel may be afterwards, by the coal

hewers cutting vertical grooves by hand to isolate the blocks, caused to

fall, and be removed and brought to bank. The power employed is

that of compressed air, which has been condensed by steam power, and

is brought down into the workings in wrought iron tubes (common gas

pipes). The tool to which motion is given by the reciprocation of the

air piston is of the nature of a very heavy hewer's pick, and by it a

groove of about 4 inches wide, 3 feet deep, and 100 feet in length may
be cut into the coal in eight hours, with the skilled labour of one man.

Only four inches thick of the coal is thus destroyed, whereas by the

hand method about twelve hewers would be employed for the same time,

and would have destroyed from eighteen to twenty inches thick of coal

in their hand groove, and run great risk of " falls " of coal taking place

upon them.
Fig. 1 shows the original form in which this machine was made

practically effective, and in which we spent a night in seeing it

successfully at work in Hetton Main Colliery, Durham. Figs. 2 and 3

give end and side elevations of the compact form to which the machine

has now been brought by the inventors ; and fig. 4 (wood-cut) gives a

longitudinal section, in a horizontal plane, of the air cylinder and valve,

etc., with a plan of the pick and its socket, showing the means of alter-

ing the radius of stroke.

Coal cutting by machinery has recently attracted a great deal of

attention in the North of England and in South Wales. It had for a

length of time been making silent but steady progress, although next to

nothing has been known about it in London, or, indeed, out of the great

coal districts. The great impetus has recently been given, however, to

its trial, by the remarkable success achieved by the machinery of

Messrs Frith & Donnisthorpe, in the moderately hard coal of Leeds.

Their machine is intended to be adaptable to the " long wall system '_' of

working, and may be employed with any thickness of seam—working
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to most advantage, of course, in thick seam beds. The whole machine
runs upon a pair of small rails, laid at the level or thereabouts of the

coal seat. The attendant man sits on a seat behind the machine ; with
one hand he manages the valve that gives the stroke to the pick, the

back or return stroke being given by the engine automatically, and
with the other he moves on the machine and himself, according as the

pick advances in the groove it is cutting, horizontally, into one or both

walls of coal at either sides of it.

Nothing can be simpler or more effective than its action, as we can,

from careful personal examination, testify. As we shall have a good
deal to say on the subject of coal cutting by machinery in a future part

of our " Notes on Northern Collieries," we do not purpose here to pursue
the matter farther than necessary to make our present month's copper-

plate intelligible.

A great future, opens to this class of machinery, one full of results of

the highest importance, to that which is, perhaps, the most important of

all our national gifts and industries, that of coal production.

—

Ed.

"WESTON'S RATCHET BRACE.

{Illustrated by Plate 308.)

Plate 30S illustrates a ratchet brace, invented and recently patented

by Mr T. A. Weston, of Birmingham. Fig. 1 is a plan of the

brace, with a portion in section, and fig. 2 is a complete side

elevation of the same. The remaining figures are details of

the various working parts. A is the handle of the brace, on
one end of which is formed a hollow cylindrical collar or boss, b. On
the interior surface of this collar (shown in sectional detail at fig. 3) are

formed a number of projecting ribs, a a, having intervals or spaces left

between them. A stem or spindle, c, is fitted so as to turn freely inside

the collar, e, as shown in the detail section, fig. 4, a projecting flange

or shoulder, b, bearing against and closing the bottom of the collar, b.

In each of the spaces or recesses left between the projections, a, is

introduced a slide, d, there being four of such slides in the brace before

us. These slides are acted upon by helical springs, c, which tend
always to force them upwards, so as to cause these upper ends to

engage with the five teeth of a crown ratchet, e, which is screwed well
home on the screw spindle, F, forming the upper part of the stem, c.

Fig. 5 is a top plan of the crown ratchet, showing a nut-head formed
thereon. Fig. G is a side elevation, and fig. 7 a plan of the underside
or toothed surface. One of the slides or palls, d, which engage with
the teeth of the ratchet, is illustrated in separate plan and side elevation

at figs. 8 and 9. The upper end of each slide or pall, as will be seen in

fig. 9, is bevelled off to one side, so as to facilitate the rising of the

palls over the ratchet teeth when carried round by the handle, a, of the

brace. G is the tightening or adjusting nut fitting on to the screwed
portion of the stem, and h is a steel centre-point fitted in to the end of

the nut, which parts are shown in detail at figs. 10 and 11. Any
desired number of palls and teeth may be employed, but in order to

increase the number of the engagements in a single revolution there

so )uld be one tooth more in the ratchet than there are palls or slides.

By having four palls and five teeth, as shown in the plate, twenty
engagements in a single revolution will be effected ; if five palls and
six teeth be employed, thirty engagements in the revolution will be

obtained. The brace may be taken in pieces by removing the nut, a,

and unscrewing, by means of a spanner, the crown ratchet, e, whilst

the stem or spindle, c, is held stationary. By having a notch made in

the side of the ratchet head, as shown in fig. 5, and a corresponding

hole drilled in the handle of the brace, asia fig. 1, and inserting a steel

pin, d (fig. 2) therein, so as to lock or couple the handle with the ratchet,

the necessity for a spanner in unscrewing the ratchet wheel is obviated,

as the handle itself will then answer the same purpose.

THE SMITHFLELD CLUB AGRICULTURAL SHOW.

The class of agricultural implements exhibited each succeeding year, at

our various agricultural shows, indicates the steady advance of high
farming ; steam is slowly and surely taking the place of animal power,

not only in the operations of tilling and breaking-up the soil, but in the

treatment of that soil's produce. A glance at the vast collection of

mighty steam ploughing appliances, and of portable and stationary

engines, exhibited this year at the Agricultural Hall, fully confirms this

statement. Although comprising very few actual novelties, the
collection stands high as regards the general merit, practicability, and
good workmanship of the specimens. The heavier class of machinery
employed in steam cultivation is nobly represented by that indefatigable

pioneer, John Fowler, and his confreres, the Messrs J. & F. Howard,
Garret, Taxford, and Steevens. The ploughs of Fowler, and of the

Messrs Howard, are too well known to require any description, and
have proved their worth in various quarters of the globe. We notice
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an improvement, however, in Howard's steam plough; it is now sup-
ported upon four wheels, and is, consequently, more easily steered than
before. Their steam cultivator has also undergone a change for the
better, by having ridge ploughs placed in reverse directions therein, so
as to work to and fro without turning. The new steam plough of Steevens
is well worthy of attention. It consists of two frames, the upper one
fixed, and the lower one divided into two portions, each independent of
the other. To these under frames are fixed the ploughs, which are
raised and lowered by a raek and pinion. By a convenient coupling,
the two moveable frames are made to rise and fall perfectly parallel, in

place of as in Fowler's balance principle, being tipped up at an angle
when brought out of the ground. The driver is seated upon the upper
frame, so that his weight is entirely removed from the ploughs, which
enter freely by their own weight alone into the soil. The entire imple-
ment is supported upon four wheels, disposed three on the land side,

and one on the furrow side ; the two main running wheels are

of large diameter, upwards of five feet, thus greatly facilitating the
travelling of the implement, and lightening the draught. The steerage
is very simple, and is worked by a hand wheel at each end of the
plough. We noticed Messrs Tasker's internal geared windlass for steam
ploughing, and a windlass exhibited by Tuxford, in which frictional

gearing is used. Mr J. A. Williams exhibits his patent steam cultivator,

a description of which has, however, already appeared in our pages.
The demand for portable and "traction engines " is evidently on the

increase ; those of Messrs Aveling & Porter, Garrett & Son, Tuxford,
and Clayton & Shuttleworth, are excellent examples.
Of reaping and mowing machines there is also a large collection,

amongst which we notice more particularly M'Cormick's, and one by
R. Hornsby & Sons, provided with patent swathe delivery. The de-
livery is accomplished by a series of endless chains, provided with steel

prongs or forks, which travel across the platform, and deliver the corn
at the side.

W. N. Nicholson, of Newark-on-Trent, exhibits an excellent double
action hay-making machine, each wheel driving one half of the machine.
These machines are made with both forward and reverse motion, the
reverse motion being obtained from a single pinion gearing into an
internal cog wheel. We also noticed at this stand a most useful little

apparatus, comprising a sack elevator and barrow. The elevator con-
sists of a frame which slides up the barrow, and is raised by a small
windlass. The same arrangement is applied to a weighing machine.
Messrs Nalder exhibit their well-known machine-made cylindrical corn
screens, which have also been noticed in our pages.

Boby's screw still maintains the good reputation it has earned, and is

extensively exhibiied.

John Penney & Co. exhibit an expanding rotatory corn separator,

of cylindrical form, in which the mesh can be varied, by causing
the coils of wire to be brought nearer to or farther from each
other by a simple adjustment, and thus enable the same separator to be
used for any kind of grain, as well as affording increased facility for

clearing the meshes when requisite. An improved malt screw is

exhibited by the inventor, Mr Alfred Nash. The malt descends from a
hopper on to a series of three flat screens, and its course is changed
twice during its passage, whereby it is effectually cleared of chives,

which collect in a trough under the screen.

A novelty, in the shape of an improved potatoe separator, is

exhibited by Mr John Spencer. Jt consists of two oscillating

inclined riddles, composed of parallel bars or stout wires laid

longitudinally along the screens. The potatoes are taken from
the land, and are divided into three classes or sizes, by passing
over the riddles of different meshes or openings. Whilst speak-
ing of potatoes, we may call attention to a very ingenious imple-
ment, called a "potatoe raiser," exhibited by the Messrs Howard, and
also by Ransomes & Sims. It consists of a share somewhat similar to

a cultivator or grubber, having a number of inclined fingers, forming a
kind of grating, rising from it at the rear. The effect of these fingers is

to force the potatoes up to the surface free from the earth, which falls

through the intervening spaces.

Messrs Seaman & Tipping, of the Lowesmoor Iron Works, and several
other exhibitors, have been unfortunately prevented from showing their

articles in the body of the hall, owing to the time of entry having been
fixed a month earlier than has heretofore been usual. They exhibit in

the annexe or bazaar formed in one of the entrances. Messrs Seaman &
Tipping exhibit some excellent harrows, ploughs, and steel-trussed

whipple-trees.

Messrs Tasker exhibit in the Hall some good harrows, braced on a
new principle. A good and simple harrow is also exhibited by Cooper
of Ipswich, in which bolts and nuts are dispensed with, the beams being
made solid or unperforated.

Messrs Barnard, Bishop, & Barnard, exhibit a novelty in the shape of

a noiseless lawn mower. In this little machine, gear-wheels, chains,

and levers, are entirely dispensed with, the power being transmitted to

the cutters by a loose intermediate wheel, having an iudia rubber tire,

which is placed between a plain faced driving wheel and pulley or

2r
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roller. When the machine is drawn back, the intermediate wheel
throws itself out of work, and the cutters cease to rotate. The cutters

are made with steel on both sides or edges, so that when one edge is

blunt, they can be reversed, bringing the sharp edges forward.

RECENT PATENTS.

HACKLING MACHINES.

George Addisox Cox, Esq., Dundee.— Patent dated April 2, 1863.

This invention relates to the arrangement and construction of various
mechanical contrivances to be used for snipping, teasing, hackling,

cutting, breaking, and otherwise treating as a part process of the manu-
facture thereof, jute, hemp, flax, and other fibrous or textile materials,

such operations being anterior to those relating to the spinning and
final manufacture into fabrics of the fibrous or textile materials herein-

before referred to. According to one modification of the machinery or

apparatus involved in carrying out the present invention, the contriv-

ance for holding or gripping the jute, hemp, flax, or other fibrous

material, consists of two endless grippers or holding sheets made of

hemp, or other fibrous material, gutta percha, caoutchouc, leather,,

chain wire, or other flexible substance. These grippers or holders work
over grooved or plain pulleys, or carrying rollers, one being situated at

each end of the loop or bend of the grippers, which operate in a hori-

zontal direction. These traversing grippers are disposed in an open
frame, which carries the bearings for the pulleys, one gripper being
directly above the other, the two being set to work parallel with each
other, and in contact. The lower endless gripper is made considerably
longer than- the upper one, in order that a space may be left at each end
of the longer one to act respectively as feeding-iu or delivering tables.

Fig. 1.

Both the upper and lower grippers traverse continuously in the same
direction ; and if a firmer hold upon the fibre is required, that effect can
be secured by adjusting the levels of the roller centres closer to each
other, the projections of one coinciding with the grooves or recesses of

the other. Immediately above and beneath the point where the hackle
or gill of the cylinders, travelling gill sheet, comb, or break blades,

work upon the fibre for the disintegrating or breaking process, there

are disposed curved plates or other fixtures to afford the grippers or

holders a superior strain or more powerful hold upon the fibre. There
are also adjustable rests placed in front of the holders or grippers to

regulate the necessary length of fibre to be acted upon by the teasing,

combing, or hackling, or breaking cylinder or cylinders, or revolving
sheet or combing arm, or of break discs or blades, running either with
or against the direction of traverse of the material under treatment, as

may be necessary. As regards the arrangements appertaining to the

breaker or cutter actions the details are the same, but a repetition of

them is required, so as to take in the entire length of the strike or
parcel of fibre; and revolving cutters, breakers, or breaking arms,
are placed at the proper pitch or distance, between the sets of
holders, to suit the lengths at which the fibre is to be cut or
broken. It is obvious that auy number of cutters can be arranged
in the machine, to suit any required length of fibre ; and in the

case of jute, or other fibre with a root, the cylinders, revolving
sheet, or combing arm, can, if preferred, be fitted to the root end
side of the machine, so as to snip, hackle, or comb it off as it moves
along. The most obviously valuable portion of the improvements
embodied in this invention is the holder or endless travelling gripper,

for, by its aid, the operator can keep up a continuous feed of fibre, thus
enabling him to get through a very much increased quantity of work as

compared with existing machines. In snipping in the ordinary

machines, two pairs of feeding rollers are fixed in front of a revolving
cylinder, when the fibre is run partially through, and allowed to rest

upon the cylinder. When snipped or combed sufficiently, the feeding

rollers are reversed, and the fibre is run out, thus involving a great loss

of time. By the present invention, all this loss is avoided.

Fig. 1 of the subjoined engravings is a back elevation of one modifica-

tion or arrangement of a machine for snipping, teasing, hackling, or

combing jute, hemp, flax, or other generally similar fibrous materials,

arranged and constructed in accordance with this iuvention ; and
fig. 2 is a plan of the same machine corresponding to fig. 1. Fig. 3

is a transverse vertical section of a portion of the endless band holders

or "grippers," for holding the fibrous materials while under operation
;

this detail is drawn to a scale one-fourth of the actual size. Fig. 4 is a

side elevation looking on the driving or gearing end of an improved
machine for cutting jute, hemp, flax, or other fibrous materials. In
reference to the first modification, shown in figs. I to 3, the framing, a,

of the machine consists of two longitudinal standards connected by end
pieces ; these standards are intersected

at the central part by a secondary

framing, b, which extends outwards in

a lateral direction, as is shown more
particularly in the plan, fig. 2. An
endless belt driven from a contiguous

prime mover gives motion to the fast

and loose pulley, c, which is carried on
the horizontal shaft, D, the bearings of

which are carried in the secondary

framing, B. On the shaft, d, is keyed
the spur wheel, e, which is in gear

with the corresponding wheel, p ; this

wheel is keyed to a shoit horizontal

shaft, o, carried in the framing, b, but
in a lower plane than the shaft, d. On
the shaft, G, is a worm, n, which gives

motion to the worm wheel, I, keyed on
the shaft, J, that is carried in bearings

pendant from the framing, b. On the

inner end of this shaft is a pinion, k,

which is in gear with the wheel, l ; this

Wheel is carried on a stud in the

bracket piece, m, the lower end of which
takes on to the end of the shaft, J.

The large spur wheel, L, drives the

wheel, N, on the shaft of the drum or pulley, o ; this pulley, as

well as others that will be presently referred to, is made with a

series of grooves on its surface to suit the particular configura-

tion of the ribbed endless band or " gripper," which is shown m
the detail, fig. 3. The •'gripper," or endless nipping and feeding

band, i>, is formed of a series of ropes or cords, r', made of hemp,

gutta percha. chain wire, or other suitable flexible material or

materials. The cords are inserted longitudinally into an endless

band, P, of cloth, leather, caoutchouc, or other suitable material,

so as to form a fabric which is ribbed longitudinally. Another

mode of making these "grippers," or endless nipping bands, consists

in attaching the ropes, p 1
, or their equivalent, to the surface

of the fabric, p, which arrangement admits of their gripping together

more deeply and closely, and so taking a firmer hold of the fibrous

material to be operated upon. Two or more ropes or bands are

attached to the back of the fabric forming the endless band;

these ropes or bands run in grooves formed lor the purpose m the

pulleys round which the "grippers" are extended, and thus act as

guides for keeping the endless sheet in its place on the pulleys. The

fibrous material to be operated upon is carried between two of these

ribbed bands, and from the peculiarity of their make and their

mechanical arrangement, they exert a very effective hold or nipping

action on the fibre, hence, they are designated as " grippers," or

fibre holders. The " gripper," p, extends along the machine, and is

carried round the pulley, o1
, the shaft of which is carried in adjustable
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bearings carried on the framing, a. The bearings of the shaft of the
pulley, o1

, are carried in the brackets, q, which are made so as to slide

to and fro on the framing, A ; at the back of each of the brackets, Q,

is a secondary bracket, carrying the adjusting screw, q
1

, which works
through a nut in the bracket, q, and by means of which the brackets and
the shaft are moved outwards, and so caused to tighten up the endless

band or " gripper," p, as required. Between the two end drums or

pulleys, o and o 1

, are arranged the two bearing pulleys, r and k1
, which

serve to sustain in part the " gripper," p ; these pulleys are constructed

like those before described. The wheel, n, gives motion to the wheel, s,

which is carried on a stud in a radial bracket piece, ai
1

,
pendant from

the shaft of the wheel, t, to which the wheel, s, gives motion. The
wheel, T, is carried on the shaft of the pulley, u, round which is carried

the upper endless band, or " gripper," v. This band extends round the

pulley, D1
, carried at the other end of the framing, e, the bearings of the

shaft of the pulley, u 1
, being fitted in adjustable brackets, w, (similar to

those hereinbefore described in reference to the "gripper," p,) so as to

tighten up the "gripper," v, when required. The jute or other fibrous

material to be operated upon is spread over the feeding end of the lower
" gripper," p, which is specially elongated for the purpose. Parallel

with the edge of the " gripper " is arranged an endless travelling band,

or " rest," x ; this band is carried round a pulley, Y, carried on the

shaft of the pulley, o1
, and thence round the pulleys, z and z1

. In
feeding in the fibrous material, the overhanging ends rest upon the

band, x, which serves to give the necessary amount of nip as required.

As the fibrous material is carried forward by the gripper, p, it is

carried under the gripper, v, and is then subjected to the action of the

cylinder, a, or revolving sheet, or combing arm. This cylinder is

arranged at right angles to the grippers, p and v, and its surface is

filled with hackles, gill pins,

or other pointed instruments,

suitable for operating on the
particular kind of fibrous ma-
terial under operation. The
pins are set in the cylinder, a,

beginning with short open set

pins, and gradually thickening
and lengthening to the end of

the cylinder. As the jute or

other fibrous material iscarried

along in front of the cylinder,

it is subjected to the action of

the pins, and is thus caused to

undergo the processes of snip-

ping, hackling, or teasing. In
lieu of this arrangement, the
machine may be fitted with
two or more of these cylinders,

the surfaces of which may bo
either conical, as here shown,
or cylindrical ; or one cylinder
may be conical, and the other
cylindrical, as may be found most suitable for the particular kind of
fibrous material to be operated upon. The fibrous material, after being
thus treated, is carried on the "gripper," p, to the delivery side of the
machine, from whence it is either removed by the attendant worker, or

it is allowed to fall off " the gripper." The partially refuse matters,
consisting of the snippings, hacklings, or the tow, are either thrown off

the cylinder, a, by its velocity, or they are removed therefrom by
means of " slips," or they may be combed off as found most convenient
in practice. Immediately contiguous to the hackling pins or teeth in

the cylinder, a, is arranged a curved plate, b, which rests upon the
upper side of the gripper, v, and serves to impart to the grippers an
extra strain, or more powerful holding pressure on the fibrous materials
under operation. Or, in lieu of this arrangement, there may be two of

the3e plates, 6, one pressing in a downward direction, and the other in

the upward direction, the pressure of the plates on the grippers being
regulated, if necessary, by means of screws or other equivalent con-
trivance.

In reference to the second application of these improvements,
as shown in fig. 4, to an improved cutting machine or breaker, for

cutting or breaking the jute, or other long fibrous material, into lengths
suitable for spinning. The framing, A, of the machine consists of two
cast iron end standards with open panels; these standards are connected
by longitudinal side rails ; and adjuttiug out from the main central

frame on each side is a smaller secondary frame, e. The main driving
3haft, c, extends right across the centre of the machine, and it has
keyed on its opposite overhanging extremity to that shown a fast and
loose pulley, which i3 driven from a contiguous prime mover. At the
gearing or other end of the machine, shown in fig. 4, the main shaft, c,

has keyed on it the pinion, e, which gears with the spur wheel, f, that
is carried on a long stud projecting out from the framing, A. The spur
wheel, f, gives motion to the pinion, o, on the boss of whieh is the

wheel, H ;
this wheel is in gear with the pinion, i, on the boss of which

is the wheel, j. This pinion and wheel are keyed on the end of the
shaft, k, the bearings of which are carried in brackets pendant from the
under side of the framing, a. Parallel with the shaft, k, but on the
other side of the main shaft, c, is a second shaft, k', and both these
shafts are fitted with a series of grooved pulleys, l and l 1

, which are
similar to those hereinbefore described, and shown in the snipping
machine described in reference to figs. 1 to 3. The bearings of the
shaft, k 1

, are carried in sliding brackets, m, which are adjustable by
means of the screws, n, carried in the eyes of the fixed brackets, o.

Round each opposite pair of pulleys, l and l1
, is extended the endless

ribbed band, p, which forms the upper " gripper" of the machine. The
upper "gripper," p, travels in contact with the lower "gripper," Q, the
corrugations of the one gripper working' into the undulations or
depressions of the other gripper, as hereinbefore described, and shown
in the enlarged sectional view, fig. 3. The lower " gripper," q, is

driven from the wheel, J, which gives motion to the intermediate
pinion, p., in gear with the corresponding pinion, e1'; both these pinions
are carried on studs arranged in the slots of the supporting bracket
pieces. The pinion, k 1

,
gives motion to the spur wheel, s, on the end of

the shaft, T, which carries one series of pulleys, u, round which the
lower grippers, Q, are stretched. The bearings of the shaft, T, are
carried in brackets arranged on the laterally extending framing, E, and
on the corresponding framing on the other side of the machine is fitted

a shaft, t1
, on which is carried the second series of pulleys, v\ round

which the grippers, <z, are extended. The bearings of this shaft are
fitted in the adjustable brackets, v, and the tension of the grippers are
regulated by the screws, vl

, as before described. Both series of
grippers are made to suit the length to which the fibre is to be cut or

broken, and they are arranged a sufficient distance apart to admit of the

cutters being fitted between the contiguous edges of the series of

grippers. The machine, as here arranged, has a series of five pairs of
" grippers," (but such machines might be arranged with a greater or

less number, as desired) ; and between each contiguous pair of these

grippers is fitted a disc wheel, w, keyed to the main shaft, c. Each of

these discs, w, is made with a broad periphery, in which is fitted in

dovetail grooves the breakers and cutters, x,. which act as a species of

knives or break blades for severing the fibrous material. As the

grippers, Q, carry the fibrous material forward, as indicated by the

arrows, it is brought into contact with these cutters, and severed into

lengths suitable for spinning. Parallel with the disc wheels, w, and on
each side of them, is fitted a curved plate, t, which serves to support

the grippers at this part, and increase their hold on the fibrous

material. This machine may also be arranged with a hackling cylinder,

revolving sheet, or combing arm, at the root end side of the machine, so

as to snip, hackle, or comb off this part of the fibrous material, as it is

carried along in the machine. The " grippers," or endless holding

bands, hereinbefore described, may also be variously modified in their

arrangement and manufacture, without departing from the peculiar

features of these improvements. With these improved arrangements of

machinery, the several processes of snipping, teasing, hackling, cutting,

or breaking jute, hemp, flax, or other generally similar fibrous material,

may be greatly expedited, and the production of fibre in a state suitable

for spinning is largely increased.

PLATE BENDING AND' STRAIGHTENING MACHINE.
Hush Donald, Johnstone.—Patent dated April 21, 1863.

This invention relates to the arrangement and construction of machinery

or apparatus for bending or straightening the metal plates used in ship-
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building, and for other generally similar purposes. Under one modifi-

cation, the machine consists of a cast-iron sole plate, carrying a pair of

end standards, connected by horizontal tie rods. Each end standard is

made with a rectangular opening in it, the vertical faces of which are

grooved to receive a sliding block. These blocks carry the bearings of

a heavy roller, which, in machines of the ordinary kind, serves as the

moveable bending roller, but in this modification it is not directly used

for that purpose. But below this roller is arranged another roller, of

smaller diameter, which is used for the bending of the plates; this roller

being of a comparatively small diameter, plates can be circled to a much
smaller diameter than can be accomplished with the ordinary bending
machines ; this improvement is very advantageous for bending mast
plates, or other similar forms. The small roller is arranged to work in

1'rictional contact with the upper roller, and this arrangement prevents

it springing when bending heavy plates. Below the smaller roller are

arranged two other rollers parallel to each other, their peripheries

extending out beyond the smaller roller. These rollers are driven by
means of suitable gearing, and they serve to guide and carry the plates

in either direction under the bending roller. The peripheries of the

lower pair of rollers are indented or grooved longitudinally, one face of

the indentation forming a vertical line, whilst the other is bevelled off

until it merges into the periphery of the roller, or otherwise the grooves
may be formed of an obtuse, y, shape. With this arrangement, when a
plate is fed or passed into the machine to be bent, its front edge glides

into one of the indentations without the noise or shock which takes

place when the grooves have two vertical faces, as in the ordinary
arrangement heretofore in use.

The subjoined engraving is an end elevation of one modification of

this improved rolling mill or machine for the bending or straightening

of metal plates, a part of the front-driving wheel being broken away so

as to show the rollers in the act of rolling or bending a plate of iron to

a much "smaller or quicker curve" than could be done without the
small intermediate roller. The machine consists essentially of the two
main side standards, A, which carry the fixed and moveable bearings of

the several roller shafts, and are firmly bolted and keyed down to each
end of a strong sole or bed plate, b, stretching the whole width and
length of the machine, and well secured by long screw bolts to a
suitable foundation of masonry. The first motion shaft, c, of the rolling

mill or machine, as shown in the engraving, is driven by, and forms tbe
crankshaft of a small horizontal steam engine, d, the connecting rod of
which being directly attached to the pin of a disc crank on the outer
end of the shaft, c. The sole plate of the engine, d, is bolted down to a
part of the same foundation of masonry as that of the rolling mill, and
as close to it as practicable. The engine being fitted with double

eccentrics and link motion for working the slide valve, is connected by
a link to a bell crank hand lever, e, which leaves the engine and mill
completely under the control ofthe attendant for at once starting, reversing,
or stopping, which is a great desideratum in such machines when rolling
metal plates to "small curves," or curved plates having a small radius,
which frequently require to be rolled backwards and forwards until the
whole plate assumes the true arc or curve required. It will, however,
be self evident to the practical engineer that the first motion shaft, c, of
the machine might be driven from any other prime mover in place of a
local engine attached thereto, as just described, as, for instance, by
having mounted on it the ordinary " three pulley arrangement," driven
by an open and cross belt, or by having on it the ordinary reversing
bevel wheel arrangement, with a coupling between them, actuated by
one common bevel wheel on the end of a driving shaft at right angles
to it, either arrangement being quite under the control of the attendant,

for starting, reversing, and stopping, through a simple hand lever con-
nected to the belt forks, or to the coupling respectively, in whichever of
these arrangements might be adopted for driving and controlling the
action of the machine, in lieu of the one shown in the drawings. To
ensure stability in the gearing the inner end of the shaft, c, is carried in a
plummer-bloek bearing, firmly secured to the wall box, p, which is bolted

to the underside of the main sole plate, B, and to obtain regularity and
steadiness in the rotatory motion, this shaft has also keyed on it the

fly wheel, a. The spur pinion, h, which is also keyed on this shaft, c,

at the back of the fly wheel gears into the spur wheel, I, which gives

motion to the second or intermediate shaft, J, on the outer end of which
that wheel is keyed. This longitudinal shaft, j, extends the whole
length of the machine, and is carried in three plutnmer-block bearings,

the two larger and principal of which are secured to the two strong wall

blocks, f', which are firmly bolted to the under side of the main sole

plate, b, and well secured to the stone foundation also, while the

third bearing block is secured to the standard, k, so as to support, the

outer end of the shaft. The shaft, J, is so placed in the true vertical

centre line of the machine that the two spur pinions, L and l 1
, keyed on

it at each end, respectively gear into the two large spur wheels, m and
m 1

, kej'ed on the overhanging ends of the respective shafts of the two
long driving rollers, N and n 1

, the journals of which revolve in fixed

bearing bushes in the lower part of the main side standards, A, at each

end of the machine. Thus through this chain of driving gear the two lower

and feeding rollers, n and N 1
, of the machine are driven with great power,

and at the same speed, and in one direction, as indicated by the arrows

in the figure, which indicates the motion of the machine, for the time

being, when feeding from left to right. The two top rollers, o and p,

which are used for the bending and straightening of the metal plates,

by pressing them down in the centre between the two lower driving or

feeding rollers, n and n 1
, are driven themselves by stiff frictional con-

tact on the plate, a, as it is drawn in by the powerful action of the

rollers, n and n 1
. The two end journals of the roller, o, revolve in

bush bearings secured in the duplex sliding blocks, q, which are

accurately formed with grooves at their ends so as to fit the planed

feathers formed on the sides of the open part of the main standards, a,

in which they traverse up and down. The two halves of these blocks,

q, are firmly bolted together, each block being coupled by a swivel joint

at its top to a strong screw spindle, e, working in a deep nut in the

centre of the strong covers, A1
, of the frames, a; these covers, which

sustain much of the strain in bending the plates, are firmly secured to

tbe two sides or uprights of each frame, a, on the one by a cotter bolt,

and on the other by a cotter passing through the lower end of the

standards, s, which forms the bolt on that side. Each standard, s,

supports and forms the fu'cium of a counter weight lever, B1, the short

arm of which is attached by links and a swivel joint to the top of the

screw spindle, it, so as to nearly counterbalance the weight of the upper

rollers, o and p, and their carrying blocks, Q and Q1
. Thus enabling

the two screw spindles, e, to be more easily turned by the attendant

through the double handled spindles, t. working in long bearings, formed

in the two brackets, u, one secured to the top of each cover, A1
, on the

front or same side of the machine. To the top of each rpindle, t, is

keyed the spur pinion, t\ gearing into tbe large wheel, t2
,
attached to,

or formed in one piece with the long or deep pinion, t3
, which is in gear

with, and transmitting its motion to, the large spur wheel, e', keyed to

the upper end of the screw spindle, E, the wheel and pinion, t2 and t3
,

being carried on a stud projecting up from the top of the bracket, u, so

that by turning the hand spindles, T, at each end of the machine, any
desired up or down motion may be given to the sliding frames, q, and

the upper rollers, o and p, carried by them. When this rolling machine

is used for bending plates of metal to " flatish curves," or arcs of circles

of large radii, the top roller, o, only is used in conjuction with the two
driving and bending rollers, N and s 1

, by being screwed down by means
of the hand spindle, t, into the hollow between them, so that the plate,

on being fed into the machine below the upper roller, o, and over tbe

two lower rollers, n and k', is depressed and curved at one operation, or

by passing it through several times in the same or in reverse directions by

reversing tbe motion of the engine, d, and gearing, so as to effect the roll-
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ing of it several times backwards and forwards, gradually screwing down
the upper roller, o. to the extent required to give the plate the required
curve or arc. If the plate is required to be of a less arc at the one end
than the other for conical or other constructions of work, the corres-

ponding end of the roller, o, is screwed lower down than the other so

as to produce the required conical segmental plate. One of the most
important improvements in this invention is the application and use of

the additional intermediate small roller, p, in metal plate rolling and
bending machines for the purpose of rolling plates of metal to arcs,

curved segments, or circular tubes, of a much smaller radii, whether
cylindrical or conical, than has heretofore been accomplished, or com-
patible with the previous construction of such machines. This inter-

mediate roller, p, which is shown of a medium size in the illustration

hereunto appended, may be of any diameter smaller than that of the
roller, o, as the maximum, down to that of a mere spindle of a few
inches in diameter, and constructed of cast-iron, with malleable iron

shaft, or wholly of malleable iron or of steel, according to the size of the
roller, and the strength or form of the metal plates to be rolled. The
roller, p, is carried by its end journal, p 1

, which revolves loosely in

bearings of a vertically elongated form, in the two pendent brackets, q
1

,

each of which is firmly dovetailed and secured by two cotter bolts to the
underside of the main sliding blocks, q, in such a manner that by
simply unfastening the two cotter bolts of one of the brackets, q1

, the

roller, p, and it can be quickly withdrawn through either end of the

main frame, a, without disarranging or unfastening any other part of

the machine, whilst the same roller, p, or another of a different size can
be replaced with the same ease to suit the kind of work required.

When thick or strong plates of metal are to be rolled to arcs of smaller
radii than that of the roller, o, the roller, p, which must be of a smaller
radius than that of the curve of the plate required, is simply secured in

the machine, as before indicated ; a brass or other bush, p, of a crescent
like shape, is introduced below each of its journals, p1

, so as to retain

them at the top of the elongated bearing in the bracket, q 1

. In this

position the upper surface of the roller, p, is in hard rolling contact
against the under surface of the large roller, o, throughout their entire

length, the former transmitting a great part of the strain sustained by
it to the latter in rolling a heavy " quick" curved plate, shown as in the
act of being done in the engraving, where the plat*3 , a, is fed in or in-

troduced above the two driving and bending rollers, n and N 1
,
and below

the roller, p, where it is rolled through backwards and forwards by the
reversing of the machine, and the screwing down of the rollers, o and p,

by the actuating hand spindles, t, and their connections at intervals, until

the plate, a, has acquired the desired curve. If the plate, a, when
rolled, is of too u quick" a curve, or too long in its circumferential
direction to be removed by screwing up the upper rollers, o and p, and
lifting it out, as will sometimes be the case, then the roller, p, must be
withdrawn endways through the tubular or segmental plate, snd the

end of the machine, simply, as before described, when the woik can be
removed and the roller replaced. When it is required to roll a lighter

class of work such as the conical or tubular plates to form the iron or
steel masts and spars of ships, the strain or pressure in forming which
would not be sufficient to bend or break the roller, p, in the centre, the
crescent bushes, p, are reversed and put in above the journals, p 1

, when
there will be a sufficient space between the lower roller, p, and the

upper one, o, to allow the curved or cylindrical plate to pass freely

when in the act of rolling. When cylindrically rolled plates or tubes
ore being made, and about to be finished, they may get a revolution or

two so as to ensure their true cylindrical or conical form when the roller,

p, will have to be withdrawn endways, and the work removed, as

formerly explained. Should there not be sufficient space between the

two rollers, o and p, as explained above, then the roller, o, can be easily

taken away or withdrawn through the end of the main frame, as re-

ferred to in reference to the roller, p ; the sliding block, a, being made in

two halves for that purpose without taking off the main covers, a 1
, of

the frames, a. In using this machine for the straightening of metal
plates the bushes, p, are removed, and the roller, p, allowed to rest and
roll by " stiff-friction" on the top surface of the two driving rollers, n
and j,

1
, the elongated bearing in the brackets, Q1

, allowing enough of rise

and fall for the insertion and rolling of the plate to be straightened
between the rollers, o and p ; the small diameter of the roller, p, having
a most efficient action with the least expenditure of power in this con-
s' ruction and arrangement for the straightening of metal plates.

Another improvement in this invention, consists in constructing the
lower feeding and bending rolltrs, n and m 1

, in such plate bending
machines, with a number of V-shaped grooves, as indicated at n, across
their entire length or "face," and parallel to their axial lines so as to

catch the metal plate smoothly on entering between the rollers, p and N,

as well as to direct its inner edge smoothly upwards when it reaches
the second driving and bending roller, n', without jerking, " chawing,"
or marking it, as is the case with the square or rectangular channels,
with their sides nearly at right angles to a tangential line at the cir-

cumference of the rollers where the grooves are formed, as heretofore
constructed in such machines, which, besides having a bad jerking

No. 190.—Vol. XVI.

effect, break away at many places, thus leaving a very rough and
uneven edge along the groove's surface most injurious to the work and
action of the machine itself.

REAPING MACHINES.
John Brigham & Richard Bickertox, Btrwick-on- Tureed.—Fated dated

March 20, 1863.

This invention relates to the arrangement and construction of certain

parts of machines used for reaping or mowing purposes. Under one
modification or system of arrangement, the frame, for receiving the

main spindle and the operating gearing, is cast in one piece. This
frame consists mainly of a bracket piece extending across the machine,
and on the upper part of which are two tubular bearings, through which
the main spindle passes. The outer end of this spindle projects suffi-

ciently to admit of the bearing wheel being fitted thereto. On the

other side of the machine it is supported by a small wheel, carried at the

outer end of the finger bar, which part of the machine is bolted to a
pendent prolongation of the main frame before referred to. On the

main spindle, which is carried round with the motion of the driving

wheel, is a bevel wheel; this wheel is keyed to a short horizontal shaft,

arranged longitudinally in the centre of the machine. On the forward
extremity of this shaft is a spur wheel which gives motion to a pinion

on the contiguous crank shaft. This shaft is connected by a rod to the

cutter bar, and communicates a rapid reciprocatory movement thereto.

The cutter bar has arranged in connection with it a lever, by means of

which it is readily adjusted to the required height.

Under another modification or system of arrangement of this part of

the machine, a bracket piece is affixed to the framing of the machine,
and from the upper part of this bracket piece extends an open frame of

a segmental figure. There is an opening between the segmental plates

of this frame to admit of the motion of the hand lever, by means of

which the cutter bar is raised or lowered, and on the inner side of the

outer standard of the frame a series of ratchet teeth are formed, to

admit of the hand lever being fixed at any desired elevation. Through
the central part of the segmental frame is passed one end of a hori-

zontal shaft, which extends across the machine, the bearings of the

spindle being arranged in the frame, and in a suitable bracket on the

opposite side. The hand lever is keyed to the shaft before referred to,

and extends outwards beyond the segmental frame to within convenient

reach of the driver. On the outer side of the hand lever is fixed a blade

spring which takes into the ratchet teeth on the segmental frame, and
so retains the hand lever in position. At one extremity or other suit-

able part of the horizontal shaft, is keyed a segmental pulley, to which
is fastened one end of a piece of chain, the other being connected to the

cutter bar. With this arrangement the cutter bar is most readily

adjusted to any required height suitable for the crop to be cut by a

simple upward or downward movement of the hand lever, and requires

no further attention until the re adjustment of the cutter bar is necessary.

The accompanying engraving shows the manner in which this invention

is carried out in practice. That is to say, the frame, a, of the machine
is formed of cast-iron, and consists of a single piece formed of a suitable

shape to receive the shafts and other working gear or parts requiring to

be attached thereto. On the upper part of this frame depressions aie

made to receive the beariDgs of the main driving shaft, b, or in lieu of

the bearings being fitted with covers, as shown in the drawings, two
tubular bosses may be formed in the frame for the shaft to work in.

On the outer end of the shaft, b, is keyed the wheel, c, which forms the

principal bearing and driving wheel of the machine, the motion of which
drives the other moving parts of the apparatus. The other side of the

machine is supported by the smaller bearing wheel, d, the adjustable

supporting stud of which is carried in the bracket, e, that is bolted to

the finger bar, f. The other end of the finger bar is bent upwards and
attached by bolts to the bracket, a, and secured to the side of the frame,

a, and further secured by the strong angular stay, f', the front part of

the bar being furnished in the usual way with the fingers, H, for divid-

ing the standing crop. To each side of the frame, a, are hinged and
secured strong knee pieces or bent arms, i, and to these knee pieces is

attached the front frame, J, the side pieces of which form the horse

shafts. An eye is formed at k, in a backwardly projecting part of the

frame, A, which is intended to receive the lower end of a bent rod

carrying the seat for the driver. On the shaft, b, is a coupling, L, by
means of which the motion of the shaft is communicated at will to the

bevel wheel, m, fitted loosely on the shaft, b ; the hand lever for operat-

ing the coupling, r,, being of the usual construction, is not shown in the

drawing. This wheel gives motion to a pinion, N, carried on the shaft,

o, which is arranged in a slightly angular position, the bearings being

carried in parts formed for the purpose in the frame, a. On the front

end of the shaft, o, is a spur wheel, p, which drives a pinion, s', keyed
on the outer end of the crank shaft, Q. The crank of this shaft is con-

nected by the rod, r, to the cutter bar, s, which thus receives its recip-

rocatory movement from the crank. The brackets, e and e', which are

2q
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attached to the finger bar, f, the extremities of which are enlarged

lateral!}', and have holes made in them to receive and admit of the

adjustment of the journal, t, which partially supports and regulates the

angle of the platform, u, on to which the cut crop falls. At the outer
side of the machine, contiguous to the wheel, D, is a guard, v, which
serves to divide the slanding corn and direct it inwards towards the

fingers, H, of the bar, f. This machine is also provided with an
improved arrangement for regulating the height or distance of the

finger bar from the ground so that it may be adjusted to suit the crop to

be cut, as well as to keep it clear of any inequalities of tlie soil. To the

sides of the malleable iron knee pieces, I, are bolted, the bearings, w,
and the bracket, w', is cast in one, with a double segmental piece, so

as to admit of the lower part of the hand lever, x, passing between the

faces of the segments. The lever, x, is keyed to the transverse shaft, y,

which is carried in the brackets, w and w', and the lever has formed on
it a small laterally projecting pawl or tooth which takes into the ratchet

teeth that are formed on the contiguous face of the segment. The
lever is kept in gear with the ratchet teeth when not otherwise acted

upon, by means of the blade spring, z, which presses against the

opposite face of the segment. On the other end of the shaft, t, is fitted

a segmental pulley, «, 10 which is attached one end of the chain, 6,

whilst the other end is fastened to the front part of the frame, A.

When the driver is seated on the machine, the lever, x, is within con-

venient proximity to his right hand, and when he desires to raise the

finger bar, f, he simply draws the lever, x, backwards towards him, but
when he has to lower it, the lever has to be drawn to one side so as to

release it from the ratchet teeth; he then moves it in a forward direction

to the extent that he requires the finger bar to be lowered. When the

lever is released, the spring, z, presses the pawl on the lever into the

ratchet, and the lever is retained in that position. The partially rota-

tory motion of the shaft, y, raises or lowers the chain, b, and with it the

front part of the machine, bringing the finger bar to the required

height, and thus adjusts the cutter to suit the crop to be operated upon.
The arrangement of the adjustable lever is applicable to other kinds of

reaping or mowing machines, as well as the particular modification

desciibed and shown in the accompanying engraving. In applying
this arrangement to the kind of reaping or mowing machine, known as

the " Buckeye Reaper," the shaft, y, is arranged across the carriage of

the machine, and the free end of the chain, 6, is attached directly to the

finger bar. With these improvements, reaping or mowing machines
are rendered stronger and more compact, whilst the adjustment, as

regards the height of the finger bar, is more readily effected.

IMPROVEMENTS IN APPARATUS FOR STRAINING AND
DRAWING OFF LIQUIDS.

Samuel John Barti.ett, Maidstone.—Patent dated May 2, 1863.

This invention relates to a cheap and simple contrivance to be fitted to

tea and coffee urns, and other vessels employed in the preparation of
infusions and decoctions; also, to cisterns, tanks, or vats, whereby the
infusion, or other liquor to be strained and drawn off, is obtained in a
clear state. In applying this invention to an ordinary or other urn,
intended to be used in the preparation of infusions of tea or coffee, an
inverted cup or bell of metal, porcelain, or other suitable material, is to
be placed near the bottom of the urn, with its mouth downwards. To
the top of this bell, or inverted cup, is fitted a syphon pipe, curving
downwards, outside the cup, to a little below the mouth" thereof, and
then entering the ordinary or other draw off tap or cock. A strainer or
filter of perforated metal, wire, gauze, or other suitable material, is

placed in the mouth of the cup. In preparing coffee or tea by this
improved urn, the coffee or tea is first introduced in to the bottom of the
urn, and the hot water is then poured in over the bell or cup. The air
therein is rarified and expanded, and escapes in the form of bubbles
from under the low^r lip, thereby keeping the coffee or tea agitated for
a short period, and allowing it to be well saturated by the hot water.
So soon as the grounds have settled, the infusion is ready to be drawn
off through the tap, the tap pipe and cup or bell funning together a
syphon

;
and the liquid is, consequently, obliged to rise before it is

drawn off, in place of descending, as is the case in most other arrange-
ments where the receptacle is above the vent, and where the heavier
particles pass
away with the Fig. 1.

liquid; by the
syphon arrange-

ment this is

obviated. If pre-

ferred, the syphon
pipe may, in

place of passing

outside and
through the top

of the cup, de-

scend through
the centre of the

mouth of the

same,and through
the bottom of the

urn or other

vessel, instead of

out at the side.

It is obvious that

the above ar-

rangements of

inverted cup and
strainer are ap-

plicable to the

straining of in-

fusions of all

kinds, and to the

straining of li-

quids generally,

when placed in

the receptacles

containing such
infusions or li-

quids.

Fig. 1 of the an-

nexed engravings
represents an ele-

vation of a coffee

or tea urn, provided with the improved apparatus, a portion of the side of

the urn being broken away to show the apparatus more clearly. Fig. 55

is an enlarged vertical section of the strainer. In figs. 1 and 2, e is the

inverted cup, having a

passage, d, formed on r'S- *

the exterior thereof,

communicating at the

upper end with the

interior of the cup, at

the crown thereof, a.

whilst, at the lower, it

is formed with a nozzle,

d, which is made to fit

accurately into the

interior of the passage
or thoroughfare of the

tap, being made slightly

tapered to insure a
better fit. The form of

strainer which is found to answer the best for tea and coffee urns is that

shown in the drawings ; it consists of fine wire gauze, e, soldered on to
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a metal rim. e, which rim fits into or over another rim, f, having a finely

perforated plate, f, soldered therein. When the two parts are fitted

together, as in fig. 2, a double strainer is produced. The cup and its

strainer can be readily removed from the urn, for the purpose of cleaning

the same, or repairs, by withdrawing the nozzle, d, from the interior of

the orifice of the tap. It is obvious that this strainer may be applied to

a variety of useful purposes other than those already referred to, as, for

example, to the taps of kitchen and other water boilers, to prevent grit

or other foreign matters getting into the tap, and causing leakage by
the grinding away of the plug ; also, to the vats of distillers, brewers,

and paper makers, where perfect clearness is required, and to domestic
cisterns, or water closet tanks, to prevent floating or gritty impurities

from entering the pipes and causing stoppages.

LMPROVEMENTS IS THE MANUFACTURE OF CARDBOARD
OR PAPER BONES OR RECEPTACLES.

Feaxcois Patureau Paris.—Patent dated November 29, 1863.

This invention relates to an improved and economical mode of making
cardboard or paper boxes, or receptacles, fur articles of various kinds,

and consists in first stamping from a sheet or strip of cardboard or

paper, slightly moistened, a number of cups or capsules of any desired

shape and size, by means of a plunger and die, or matrix, or other
suiiable contrivance, the plunger or the matrix being worked by any
convenient form of press, the plunger being provided with a projecting

collar, which, on coming in contact with the upper edge or lip of the

die, severs or cuts off the capsules so formed from the sheet, or the same
operation may be effected by other suitable contrivances. The bottom
and sides of these capsules are, consequently, formed in one entire

piece ; and in order to manufacture boxes, or covered receptacles, a

lining of cardboard, or other suitable material, is secured, by means of

cement or otherwise, round the interior surface of the sides of the

capsules, and projects or stands up some distance above the edge of the

capsules itself, so as to farm a support upon which the lid of the box
may be fitted, such lid consisting of a second capsule of the same
diameter as the first, but without the inner lining ; or, in lieu of

applying a lining, as above described, and using two paper or card-

board capsules of equal diameter, one of the capsules may be made
rather larger than the other, so as to fit over it, and so form the lid of the
box; or a single paper or cardboard capsule may be employed, covered
with a piece of paper or fabric, secured by a string or by a band
cemented over it. In making receptacles for cigars, and other
merchandise requiring a long or deep box, one of the above-mentioned
capsules is to be secured to the end of a tube of the desired length and
diameter, and the other fitted on to the opposite end of the tube, to form
a lid or cover. As these boxes or receptacles can be manufactured at a
very cheap rate, it is intended to employ them in substitution for

ordinary wrapping paper in making up small parcels of goods. In
making boxes of large diameter, the capsule is stamped out of a separate

disc of paper or cardboard of the proper size, in place of stamping them
oat of a sheet, as above described. This invention will be better under-

stood by reference to the annexed engraving, which represents a
plunger, and die, or matrix, in

the act of shaping or forming
one of the capsules from which
the improved boxes are manu-
factured, a (fig. 1) is a metal
plunger, which may be fitted

to any well-known convenient
form of press, so as to rise and
fall from and into the matrix, b.

This matrix, which is sta-

tionary, may consist simply of a perforated plate, the hole or holes in

which are of a diameter corresponding to the outer diameter of the
capsule, and the plunger should fit therein, so as to allow a clearance all

round for the thickness of the cardboard, the inner diameter of the
capsule corresponding to that of the end of the plunger. The sheet or
piece of cardboaid from which the capsule is to be made, having been
moistened, is laid upon the surface of the matrix, and the plunger, A, is

then brought down, so as to mould or depress that portion of the card-
board immediately under it, by forcing it into the hole in the matrix, as
shown in the annexed figure. A small shoulder or projecting collar, a a,

in formed round the plunger at a convenient distance or height from its

face ; and when this collar, in its descent, nips the protruding portion
of the cardboard between the collar and the sharp edge of the matrix,
it severs or cuts off the capsule evenly all round. The sheet of card-
board is now moved, so as to bring a fresh portion under the plunger,
which, on its descent, will mould a second capsule, at the same time
forcing out the previous one contained in the matrix, which will fall

into a receptacle beneath. In order to prevent the cutting or tearing of
the cardboard, it is advisable that the edges of the plunger be rounded
on its underside, as shown at b b. A number of capsules, each moulded

or formed from one single piece of cardboard, are thus obtained, from
which the boxes are manufactured in the manner about to be described.

According to one method of carrying out this invention, a box or lining

of cardboard is connected into one of the two capsules intended to form
the box, such lining extending all round the interior of the capsule, and
projecting a convenient height above the rim of the capsule, so as to

form a support for the reception of the second capsule, which constitutes

the lid. In this way, a neat, cheap, and strong form of box is obtained,

the lid making a flush joint with the body of the box. Simpler and
cheaper kinds of boxes may be made from two of these capsules, of

different sizes, the larger one fitting over the smaller one, aud forming
the lid or cover, in which case the cementing of the lining hereinbefore
referred to is dispensed with. In making boxes where considerable

depth is required, one of the aforesaid capsules is cemented to one end
of a cardboard tube, and fitted to a second capsule, on to the other end
of the tube, to form the lid or cover. If desired, a lining of cardboard
may be applied to one or both ends of the tube, in which case the
capsules will join up flush to the ends of the tube as described.

IMPROVEMENTS IN PACKING FOR THE GLANDS OF PISTON
RODS AND OTHER MOVING MECHANISM, WHERE IT IS
NECESSARY TO PREVENT THE PASSAGE OF STEAM OR
OTHER FLUIDS.

Hiram Ceaven Coulthabd.—Patent dated June 1, 1863.

This invention consists in the use or application of common wood saw
dust, shavings, or cuttings of wood, or other small particles of wood, or

the fibres of wood, for packing the stuffing boxes of piston rods, or other
similar moving mechanism, where it is necessary, while allowing the
motion of the mechanism, to prevent the passage of steam or other fluid,

instead of using hemp or other expensive packing material. The wood
saw dust, shavings, cuttings, or other particles or fibre of wood, is fitted

into the stuffing box, and a little oil or grease is added, and then the
material is pressed into the stuffing box by the ordinary means, or the
fibres or particles of wood may be first made semi-plastic with tallow or

grease, and is then applied to the stuffing box. This packing is said to

be more effective, to offer less friction, to last longer, and to be more
easily applied than the expensive packing material hitherto used. The
manner in which the inventor prefers to pack a stuffing box with his

improved packing is as follows:—First place a layer of wood shavings
(the finer the better) into the stuffing box, and press them down to the
bottom, then fill the remaining space in the stuffing box with wood saw
dust loosely, and press it down with the gland, then put a little oil, or
grease, or tallow, on the top of the saw dust, then add a second layer of
shavings of wood, and press down with the gland, then a little more oil

or tallow when the stuffing box is again filled with saw dust, and
pressed down with the gland

; more wood shavings are then added, and
the gland finally screwed down. It will thus be seen that the gland is,

by preference, packed with alternate layers of wood shavings and wood
saw dust, commencing and ending with shavings. In some cases, the
gland may be packed with wood saw dust alone. Shavings or cuttings
alone may be used, and the packing may be done with or without oil or
grease. In renewing the packing, it is not necessary to withdraw the
old material ; this gradually wears away and disappears, and more
material may be added as required. Other substances may be mixed or
combined with the wood saw dust, shavings, cuttings, fibre, or particles

of wood, but such additions will not improve it, and the material added
will in most, if not all cases, be of some value, compared with the wood
saw dust and shavings, which are of very little, if of any, value.

BREECH-LOADING FIRE ARMS.

J. H. Johnson, 47 Lincoln's Inn Fields (Christopher Columbus Beasjd,
Norwich, Connecticut, U.S-)—Patent dated May 19, 1863.

This invention relates to that class of breech-loading fire anus in which
metallic cartridges are used, whether such fire arms be constructed as
revolvers, carbines, rifles, or pistols, and consists, in the application and
use to, and in repeating fire arms of a cylinder or revolving charge
chamber made shorter than the cartridge case to be used therewith, and
having a compound back and forward as well as a rotatory motion
imparted thereto, in combination with the lock, so that the lock and
cylinder will slide together in a recess or recesses in the stock, which
stock is permanently connected with the barrel of the fire arm. The
trigger, in the arrangement above referred to, is permanently connected
with the stock, and cannot, therefore, be used, until the lock and
cylinder are slid into their proper breech-closing position. A lock case
is also employed for enclosing and protecting the lock, and serving as

a guide for the cylinder whilst sliding to and from the barrel The
cartridge is fired by the percussion of a pin situate within the lock case
above referred to, such pin being acted upon by the hammer of the lock

when the arm is to be fired. The sliding motion of the cylinder in the
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recess in the stock is obtained from a lever working on a pivot at its

rear end, and connected by a link with the rear end of the lock case,

whilst the rotatory motion of the cylinder is simultaneously produced

by a pall and lever acting on a ratchet wheel on the base of the cylinder,

and caused to operate by being drawn over a fixed stud pin in the stock,

the underside of the latter lever being inclined or cam-shaped, so as to

impart the motion required to the cylinder, as it passes over the fixed

stud pin. According to another part of this invention, it is proposed to

employ, in breech-loading fire arms, a breech pin, sliding in a recess in

the stock, and moving together wilh the lock to and from the barrel, but

provided with a breech block recessed in front to receive the flanged

end or butt of the cartridge. In combination with this mechanism, a

hammer and hook are employed, the hook being pivoted by a friction

joint to the breech block, and actuated by the hammer, so as to grasp

the flange of the butt end of the cartridge, when the hammer is let

down on the breech block. By this arrangement, a ready means of

withdrawing the cartridge case from the barrel is provided. The sliding

breech pin above referred to is guided in its movement by a hollow

guide bolt, made in one piece with or permanently attached to such

breech pin, the main spring of the lock being contained within the

cavity of the bolt, its forward end being riveted to the front end of the

bolt, so that the entire spring is in front of the hammer and tumbler, in

place of behind the same. In lieu of a hook working on a friction joint,

as above described, for holding the butt end of the cartridge, a pendant

hook may be employed, having a tail or projection, which is acted upon
by the hammer, so as to operate in connection therewith, and grasp the

flange of the cartridge between the hook and the back of the hammer.
When the -sliding breech pin slides out of the axial line of the barrel, as,

for example, along the curved stock or hilt of a pistol, the cartridge is

allowed to move on the pendant hook as a fulcrum, whilst the breech

pin is receding from or approaching towards the barrel. In all these

arrangements for holding the end of the cartridge when a sliding breech

pin is employed, the trigger is directly connected with the stock, and
operates upon the lock only when the breech is closed.

Fig. 1 of the subjoined engravings represents a longitudinal section of

that part of a repeating rifle, which embodies these improvements.

BS. I.

Fig. 2 represents a tranverse section of the same, at the line 1 and 2 of

fig. 1, also looking towards the barrel. The fire arm represented in

figs. 1 and 2 is a repeating fire arm, having a revolving cylinder whose

length is shorter than the length of the cartridge

case, (so that the- front end of a cartridge when in

a chamber of the cylinder protrudes in front of it)

;

this cylinder is combined with the barrel by means
of mechanism, in such manner that the cylinder is

withdrawn from the butt of the barrel, prior to its

rotation, sufficiently to permit the end of the

cartridge to turn, and is moved towards the barrel

to close the breech, and insert the protruding end

of the cartridge into the butt of the barrel.
_
By

this combination, the front end of the cartridge

case is caused to overlap the joint of the breech at

the time the charge is fired, to prevent the escape

thereat of any matter from within. In this instance, the stock, A, is

recessed in its upper portion to receive within its cavity the lock, L,

snugly encased in a casing open on its underside, so that the sear, c, of

the lock may be operated upon by the trigger, d, and closed at the sides

and on the top, allowing only the cock of the hammer to protrude

therefrom, so that the hammer may from without be cocked, and its

action otherwise controlled. This casing extends in front of the lock,

the length of the path which the lock in its motion to and from the

barrel describes, and is fitted into a portion of the stock which is recessed

at the sides, constituting a guide bolt whereby the lock and the cylinder

are guided in their reciprocating movement. This lock-case or guide-

bolt is therefore guided on the top and bottom by both that portion of

the stock which is recessed upon its sides, and that which is recessed

on the top in the direction of its depth. To the front end of this casing
is fixed a spindle, e, upon which is mounted the revolving cylinder, p,

the recess from side to side in the stock being suffi;iently large to admit
of the cylinder having within it its reciprocating and rotary motion.
To the rear end of the casing, there is pivoted the link, o, by means of

which the casing is connected with the lever, h, whose rear end is

pivoted in the extreme rear end of the recess, in the top of the stock,

and the dimensions of the parts are such that when the lever is raised,

as shown in dotted lines in fig. 1, the revolving cylinder and lock are

moved back from the butt of the barrel, leaving ampie space between
the front end of the cylinder and the barrel for the projecting ends of the

cartridges to turn into line with the barrel without striking. By de-

pressing the lever, the cylinder is brought in contact with the barrel, its

uppermost chamber being in line therewith, while the lock is brought in

such relative position to the trigger in the stock, as that the sear in the

lock is in juxtaposition therewith, and ready to be operated upon by the

trigger. The front ends of the cartridges that project from the cylinder

are protected against injury by a guard ring, secured to the stock

beneath the barrel, which is designed to receive the ends of the

cartridges when the breech is closed by the forward movement of the

cylinder. In order to revolve the cylinder, a ratchet wheel, b, is fitted

to the rear or butt of the cylinder ; the teeth of this ratchet wheel are

operated upon by a spring pall, c, which is pivoted to one arm of a

vibrating pall, d, pivoted in its turn to the outside of the lock-case, and

deriving its vibratory motion from a pin or stud,^ fixed to and project-

ing from the interior face of the recess of the stock. The vibratory pall

is so shaped as to be operated by the pin or stud during that part of the

backward movement of the cylinder and its appurtenances, when the

ends of the cartridges are clear of the barrel. Before the cylinder reaches

its most backward position, the incline or cam side of the vibratory pall

comes in contact with the pin, so that the continued movement of the

cylinder by the lever causes the pall lewer to vibrate and to rotate the

cylinder. This rotation of the cylinder continues until the chamber
previously in line with the barrel is moved past it, and a succeeding

chamber is brought into line with the barrel When this is accom-

plished, the further rotation of the cylinder, and its further movement
backward by the lever, are simultaneously stopped by the projecting

end, g, of the shield, e, fig. 2, coming in contact with the bottom of the

side recess in the stock. The rear end of the vibratory pall is now in

such a position that when the cylinder is moved forwards by the lever,

,n, the pin, /, comes in contact with the rear end of the vibratory pall

sufficiently before the cylinder reaches its place at the butt of the barrel

to move the pall lever the distance required to withdraw the pall from

the -ratchet tooth with which it was in contact, and engage it with the

tooth appertaining to the succeeding chamber of the cylinder. In order

to transmit the blow from the hammer, through the intermediate lock

case of the guide bolt, to the cartridge, the said lock case is provided

with a percussion pin, p, located in an orifice in the body of the lock

.case, in line with the percussion hammer and the flange of the cartridge

to be struck. This percussion pin is caused by means of a spiral spring

to slightly protrude from the face of the block opposite the hammer,
while its front end is flush with the face of the case, which is opposite

the cylinder. Other modifications are specified, applicable to pistols and
other revolving fire arms, but the above description is deemed sufficient

to illustrate the invention.

LAW REPORTS,
Wool Combing—Infrinoement.—Lister v. Eastwood.—This was an

action in the Court of Common Pleas, tried before Chief Justice Erie

and a special Jury, at the Middlesex Sittings, after last Michaelmas

Term. The trial occupied four days. Mr Bovill, Q.C., Mr Lush, Q.C
,

Mr Webster, Mr T. Aston, and Mr L"dgard being Counsel for the plain-

tiff, instructed by Messrs Wilson, Bristows, and Carpmael. Mr Grove

Q.C., Mr Manisty, Q.C, Mr Hindmarch, Q.C., and Mr Macrory, Counsel

for the defendant, instructed by Messrs Wood and Killick, of Bradford

Yorks, and Mr J. Henry Johnson of Lincoln's Inn Fields. The plain-

tiff brought this action in respect of two separate grants of Letters

Patent, one of the 20th March, 1850, granted to Messrs Lister and

Donisthorpe, and the other of 24th February, 1851, granted to Mr
Lister alone. The machine, the use of which the plaintiff complained,

is the subject of Letters Patent, dated 26th April, 1859, in the name of

Mr J. Henry Johnson, as a communication from Mr Cullen Whipple, of

the United States. It appeared from the statements of Counsel, and

from the evidence, that the proceedings were of the highest importance

to the woolcombing trade ; Mr Lister, and a number of large firms,

having combined for many years to support the several patents granted

to Mr Lister, and those of others purchased by him, so as to keep up a

practical monopoly for their credit, and to the great injury of the trade

generally. On the other hand, it appeared that the defendant was also
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supported by a combination of wealthy manufacturers, desirous of carry-

ing on their business unfettered by the claims, alleged by them to be

unfounded, of Mr Lister and his supporters.

In order to the clear comprehension of the case, it is desirable to show

the position of machinery for woolcombing prior to the date of the

plaintiffs first patent, and nothing can do this more clearly than a de-

scription of Heilmann's machines, the patent for which was taken out

in 1S46, and therefore expired in 1860. It was admitted by both sides

that Heilmann's invention was of the first importance, so much so, that

Mr Lister had given £30,000 for the patent for woolcombing purposes

ouly. The substantial defence was that the defendant had adopted

Heilmann's patent, and had made certain improvements upon it quite

independent of anything done by the plaintiff.

Mr Heilmann appears to have been the first to grasp the important idea

of detaching tufts from a fleece, comb-

F;„ ]
ing both ends of those tufts, and subse-

quently piecing them up and drawing
them off in the form of a continuous
sliver. Fig. 1 of the accompanying
sectional diagrams represents the
main elements of Heilmann's machine
in the act of detaching and combing
the tail end of a tuft, and fig. 2 re-

presents the mode of piecing up these
tufts, and forming a continuous sliver

therefrom on the surface of an endless
travelling band or apron. A fixed

bar is employed, provided with two
rows of teeth forming combs, with
which the fleece is forced, and by
which it is held during the drawing
or detaching action of a small roller,

which nips the protruding end of the

fleece between its own periphery and
a portion of the circumference of a
large cylinder or drum. A curved
bar is situated some little distance in

front of the combs above referred to,

provided with a single row of pins or

teeth forming a screen comb which,

when the tuft is withdrawn or detached, serves to comb out the tail end

of the same. Previous to the detaching of a tuft, however, the free

protruding end of

the fleece is nipped
a short distance
back by a pair of

nippingjaws, which
hold it whilst it is

being combed by the

action of a series of

rotating gills fitted

on to a portion of

the circumference
of the revolving
drum or cylinder
above mentioned. In
order to dilate the
tuft, the front end

of the fleece is engaged between the periphery of the drum and the

small nipping roller, until it is carried between it and its companion

roller, between which it is held and then detached by a movement of

the nipping rollers bodily from the screen comb. The tail of the tuft

then detached is swept down and acted upon by the rotating gills in the

main drum, thus affecting the perfect combing of the tail end of the

tuft, and preparing the same for the pressing up to it of the next tuft.

According to the first patent of the plaintiff (Lister and Donisthorpe,

1850), the fleece is fed on to a set of screw gill combs which carry it

along to a nipping apparatus, consisting of two bars carried by a rotating

cylinder, and alternately brought into contact as they rotate with the

surface of an endless travelling apron which forms, strictly speaking,

the lower jaw of the nipper. The end of the fleece passes on to this

apron, and is nipped by one of the bars above referred to, and as the bar

and apron travel forward they detach a tuft of wool from the fleece,

combing the tail end by drawing through the teeth of the gill. The
front end of this tuft, however, is not combed, and still contains the noil

after it has been detached. In this state, the end which has been

seized by the nippers, and which contains the noil, is taken hold of by

a revolving brush arm which deposits the tuft in its revolutionupon a

receiving comb, the noil end of the tuft being pressed down into the

comb teeth, whilst the longer ends of the wool project outside the comb.

In this way a succession of tufts are accumulated side by side (the_ re-

ceiving comb having a slow travelling motion), and a continuous sliver

is drawn off from the comb by the ordinary drawing off rollers, which

Fig. 3.

draw out the long staples and leave the short ones or noil behind in the

teeth of the receiving comb. It thus appears that the teeth upon which

the tufts are accumulated perform the combing operation on the tail end

of the wool, whilst it is being drawn off,

the wool being only partially combed
when first deposited upon such teeth. Fig.

3 represents the drawing off rollers in the

act of drawing off a continuous sliver

from the teeth of the receiving comb, the

noil being left behind.

According to the second patent of the

plaintiff, Lister, 1851, the fleece is fed as

in the patent of 1850, last referred to, by
a pair of feeding rollers on to a series of

screw gill combs ; but in lieu of nipping and
detaching the front end of the fleece by
means of a system of rotatory nippers, as

described in the specification of the patent

of 1850, a pair of parallel jaws, carried

by a reciprocating frame, are made to close upon the protruding end of

the tuft, and then to move forward, detaching the tuft, and drawing its

tail end through the teeth of the gill combs, thereby combing that end
of the tuft. The short or uncombed end of the tuft is seized by the
nippers, and when the latter have travelled far enough to completely
detach the tuft, a porter or carrying comb approaches the nippers, and
by a peculiar motion, enters its teeth into the short end of the tuft, just

protruding through the nippers, and, the nippers now opening, conveys
the tuft to a receiving comb, and deposits it with the short or noil end
into the teeth thereof. In this way a series of tufts, combed at one end
only, are accumulated side by side upon the receiving comb, and aie

drawn off in the form of a continuous sliver by means of drawing off

rollers, leaving the noil and refuse in the teeth of the receiving comb.
Fig. 4 represents the reciprocating parallel jaws in the act of detaching

Fig. 4.

and combing the back end of the tuft, the porter or carrier comb being
shown in the act of approaching the nippers, to take the detached tuft

therefrom and transfer it to the receiving comb. One of the most essen-

tial differences between the plaintiff's inventions and the machine
worked by the defendant is that in both the plaintiff's inventions the

tufts are only combed at one end when deposited upon the receiving or

accumulating comb, and that the combing of the short end of the tufts

is not accomplished until they are drawn through the teeth of the re-

ceiving comb by the drawing off rollers. In the machine worked by the

defendant, on the contrary, the tufts are completely combed at both ends
before they are accumulated upon the endless card band, and conse-

quently no further combing is produced or required whilst drawing off

the continuous sliver.

In the machine worked by the defendant, the fleece is fed over a
heating box containing a number of gill combs which descend below
the level of the box where the fleece is being passed along, and then rise

so as to insert the teeth of the combs therein. At the front end of the

heating box, there is a pair of stationary nipping jaws which nip the

fleece after the front end of the same has been propelled sufficiently far

to present an end long enough to be combed. This combing of the pro-

truding end of the fleece is effected by a revolving cylindrical comb,
after which operation the comb moves out of the way, and a screen

comb rises immediately in front of the lower jaw of the nippers, and
passes its teeth into the wool. The combed end of the fleece is now
seized by a pair of travelling nippers, the stationary nippers being in

the meantime opened. As the travelling nippers recede they detach a

tuft of wool from the fleece, and at the same time comb the tail end
thereof by drawing it through the teeth of the screen comb. The de-

tached tuft, thoroughly combed at both ends, is now carried forward by
the nippers, and deposited upon an endless card band by the aid of a

brush or pad. A number of detached tufts are thus accumulated upon
the band, the one lying partially over the other, and forming a con-

tinuous sliver. This sliver is removed from the band by a pair of draw-
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ing off rollers, the speed of which is so regulated, however, as cot to

draw the staples through the card teeth, but merely to remove the sliver

as fast as it is brought up to the drawing off rollers. The diagram, fig. 5,

Fig. 5.

(Mm
represents a sectional view of the essential parts of Whipple's combina-
tion, showing their relative positions whilst in the act of detaching and
combing the tail end of the tuft. Fig. 6 represents the moveable nip-

Fig. 6.

pers in the act of depositing a tuft upon the endless card band, thereby
piecing up and forming a continuous sliver. In fig. 7 the drawing off

rollers are represented in the act of removing the sliver from the endless
card band. The defendant con-

Fig- 7. tended that the system of comb-
ing and producing continuous
Olivers, as carried out in

Whipple's machine, very closely

resembles, if it is not identical,

with that first proposed, and
carried out so successfully by
Heilmann. Both Whipple and
Heilmann detach tufts and comb
both ends before accumulating,
collecting, or piecing them to

form a continuous sliver, the

only essential difference between
the two inventions being the general arrangement of the mechanism by
which such system is carried out. The models were in Court, not only

of the machines of Heilmann, the plaintiff, and of the defendant, but
also numerous other early inventions of woolcombing machinery. The
defendant also produced full sized working machines of Heilmann, and
of the one in use by himself. The evidence, as is usual in such cases,

was of a conflicting nature, and although a great many scientific wit-

nesses for both sides were present, by an arrangement between the

Counsel, only one of these gentlemen were examined on each side, Mr
E. A. Cowper being for the plaintiff, and Mr Fothergill for the defendant.

Mr Bramwell and Mr May were also in the Court, and prepared to give

evidence in favour of the plaintiffs case, whilst Mr J. E. M'Connel, Mr
G. H. Bovill, Mr Weild, and Mr Hetherington, of Manchester, were in

the Court for the purpose of supporting, by their opinions, the case of

the defendant.

The Lord Chief Justice Erie summed up at great length. We give
his remarks in his own words, so far as we have space for them.

This is an action in which the plaintiff asserts that the defendant has
infriuged his patent right, granted to him by the patent of 1850, in

respect of depositing tufts upon a travelling comb, and drawing them
off into a sliver ; and he complains that the defendant has infringed the

patent of the year 1851, in respect, of the nipping apparatus, for the
purpose of drawing the tuft out of the feed comb, coming in by the gill

combs. The defendant has pleaded not guilty, and has raised the ques-

tion whether that which the defendant lias done by his machine is an
infringement of the patent right granted to the plaintiffin either respect.
The patent right is in this case for improvements on a mechanical

process. A patent is often granted, and almost always in machinery,
for a combination of several parts; each of the parts is well ascertained.
Each of the parts of which the machine is composed may be old, the
combination is that for which the patent is granted, and it is always
necessary in ascertaining what the combination is, to see that it is a com-
bination for the production of a particular result, that it is a mechanical
process for a purpose, and that it comprises several parts ; and although
the patent is granted for the whole combination, yet any man who
takes a part of that combination which, in the judgment of the jury,
was a novelty, and was the production of the purpose for which the
whole combination was taken out, the party who has taken to him-
self that part of the invention which is new and material for the pur-
pose for which the patent was taken out, is guilty of an infringe-
ment, although he has not taken the whole. To make a man guilty of
infringement, the part of the combination that is taken must not only be
a novelty, but must be material for the purpose that the patentee had in
view when the patent was granted, and must be taken by the party who
is alleged to have infringed for a similar purpose. If "the jury are of
opinion that he has done that, then he would be guilty of an infringe-
ment ; but unless he has taken that which is a new and a material part
of the plaintiff's combination, and applied that new and material part
to a similar purpose in his own machine, then he is not guilty of an in-
fringement.

Now the plaintiff's patent is for improvements, and it is agreed on all

hands that it is for improvements on Heilmann's. (His Lordship then
detailed at considerable length the inventions of Heilmann, of the plain-
tiff, and of Whipple.) The defendant's machine is that which Heil-
mann put into practice. He took out his patent in 184K. In 1849 the
roller nippers were changed. They were the retaining nippers to hold
while the head was cleaned, but then afterwards there were the drawing
nippers which are to draw out the tail and deposit it upon the apron.
Heilmann afterwards, for the rollers that were to draw by rolling power,
substituted rollers that laid hold in effect as nippers, and moved by a
rocking lever. He brought up the two rollers together by a rocking
lever. Then by the rocking of that lever, he let those rollers keep hold
of the clean head and draw out the tail. That was how Heilmann used
it in 1849 before Lister's paten', just the same as the operation of the
nippers of the present day, only instead of being rollers, the nippers
which the defendant has used are clamped nippers for drawing purposes.
They are not rolling nippers but clamped nippers. They do exactly the
office as far as the nippers are concerned, which the roller nippers of
Heilmann did, and the question which you have to decide in respect of
those nippers is. although they were a new and material invention on
the part of Mr Lister for the purpose that he had in view, viz., drawing
out the tuft by the head with all the noil in it, although they were ma-
terial for that purpose, are they used by the defendant for a similar pur-
pose in the machine which he has got ? It appears to me that instead of
being used to draw out and hold the head with the dirt in it, and to draw
out the tail, they are used in substitution of the nippers which Heilmann
had before. The distinction that has been pressing upon my mind
throughout this case is that inasmuch as the defendant had a right to
use Heilmann's invention, and inasmuch as in part of the pneess there
was a pair of nippers, and he had a right to use clamped nippers, and
that the nippers were not taken for the purpose for which the nippers
were material in Lister's process, they have substituted that which was
old, and that is the point of Mr Grove's argument; there is no invention
in nippers, they are old as fingers and thumbs. They have taken nip-
pers, which are an old invention, which Heilmann had used clamped in
one place and rollers in another ; he has used the clamped nippers in the
second place instead of the rollers used for a different purpose, and used
them horizontally instead of vertically, and used them with a rocking
lever, and sending it on by means of the nipping roller.

The question upon the patent of 1851 is in respect of the nippers in
the first place, and I have given you my observations upon it. Tou
will bear in mind that Mr Eastwood has a right to do everything that
Mr Heilmann had, and that Mr Lister, or the parties who have taken the
interest in Mr Lister's invention, have got no right whatever to call

upon any manufacturer to pay them for using any part of Mr Heil-
mann's invention. It is for you to say whether Mr Eastwood has got a
right to contend that the nippers which he uses are substantially such
nippers as Mr Heilmann has shown might be used, and that the nippers
are used in the place where Mr Heilmann's nippers are used, and for

the purpose for which Mr Heilmann's nippers have been used, to say I

have done no more than Heilmann had done, and I have a right to put
clamped nippers instead of the roller nippers if I choose.

The second part of infringement is in respect of the travelling apron
that carries out the tufts from the defendant's machine. Tou will ob-

serve that when the nippers had detached the tuft in Heilmann's, and
had carried it on to the point where the travelling apron was laid down,
tuft after tuft, and that travelling apron went on, and I believe, carried
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the tufcs out to a trumpet mouth in Heilmann's, the lap is carried into

the trumpet mouth, is turned round and passed through drawing rollers

in the opposite direction, according to the defendant's witnesses, then it

becomes sliver. That was Heilmann's process, and the defendant has

got a mode of cleaning the head, a mode of cleaning the tail, a

mode of depositing the tuft on that travelling apron ; but he has
added teeth in that travelling apron. It is said that the adding
of these teeth to the travelling apron is a taking of Mr Lister's

combination, whereby the head of the tuft is deposited by a porter

comb in the inside of the travelling comb, and deposited in such a

manner that many of the fibres shall stand out, and be drawn out by
the drawing rollers, each taking hold when it comes round there of the

long fibres first and the short fibres second, and the drawing out alto-

gether so as to make a uniform sliver, and at the same time performing
that all important part—the other half part which makes the life of the

machine, cleaning the tuft of the noil. That travelling comb there cleans

the head of the tuft, leaving all the noil inside. The plaintiff con-

tends that the defendant has taken that invention, because he has put

the teeth upon the travelling comb, and the tufts so laid upon the teeth

of thaf travelling comb are the same as the invention of Mr Lister ; that

the defendant has taken that which is suggested, accumulating tufts on
the travelling comb, and so drawing them off. I believe it is my duty to

form an opinion, and my opinion is not to guide you ; but it is my duty
to tell you, according to the best of my experience, what I think the

effect of the facts is. It did seem to me that the contention was that

Mr Eastwood should be liable for an action for an infringement for hav-

ing these teeth in that apron. According to Mr Cowper, the defendant
had done something which approximates to what Mr Lister has done,

puttiDg dirty head inside the comb and drawing it out the clean tail. He
says he has put the tuft imperfectly cleaned upon these points, and that

if he turns his rollers at the speed of 2J to 1, in comparison with the

apron, those rollers would have a drawing operation, and then in that

drawing operation, if any noil had been left in the tuft at the time when
that tuft underwent the two processes of cleaning, it would be left in

the teeth of the apron, and that he has appropriated to himself all that

which I shall ever regard in my mind as a wonderful and beautiful in-

vention. Take Mr Cowper's account of it to be true, that it was de-

posited in that way, and that the rollers would draw it out. It appears
to me that this is an entirely different part of the process. The head of

the tuft is cleaned by the porcupine roller when it first projects the tail

by the drawing out. And people using Heilmann's machines think they
have got a clean tuft. There may be some noil left behind, in all of

these processes a little noil is supposed to be left behind
;
and in Rus-

sian wool I dare say you may have a great quantity of knots and noil

which may be left behind, but even taking Mr Cowper's account, I

think it did appear to me that these teeth put upon the travelling apron
are no more like the circular comb in outside configuration than it has
the strongest resemblance to the essential duty which that travelling

comb in Mr Lister's performs in combing the second half. The utmost
extent that Mr Cowper's evidence would go is that the head having been
cleaned, and the tail having been cleaned, it may happen in Russian
wool that some noil would be left, and it may happen that there would
be a little drawing operation, and short knots would be left between the

teeth of the apron. In my mind it is not at all material for the purpose

to which Mr Lister put the teeth of that travelling comb. Then it

seems to me that there is very strong evidence upon the other side that

the general use of that apron with the teeth set is not as Mr Lister saw
it at the time; and I have no doubt Mr Lister is capable of judging; but

you will remember the persons that were called on behalf of the defend-

ant. The witness whom I thought was entitled to very great weight
was Mr Child, who was called on behalf of the plaintiff. He says that

the teeth of that apron are not a combing surface—no woolcomber
would look at those teeth as a combing surface. That is one of the wit-

nesses who were called for the plaintiff. Then Mr Hird says it could

not be regarded as a combing surface, arrd gave his different reasons for

that ; and I think the very construction of the teeth upon the apron
would show almost to demonstration that they were not intended for a

combing surface. There was a great deal of evidence given by those

who used these machines that the tufts laid on the travelling apron
were liable to be removed by wind or otherwise, and that therefore the

points are there, and there is a doffer brush which goes over them and
forces down the tufts among these points, and by forcing them down
intermingles tbe fibres. Mr Lister claiming that he had got a patent
for the intermingling of fibres was that which my mind rose against un-
commonly—that is not in the least the thing that Mr Lister has got a
patent for or ever thought of sustaining a patent for. The teeth do in-

termingle the fibres As I understand, they are laid upon the teeth.

and as that doffer brush comes down, the apron moves on, and the lap

is delivered off at the end where the teeth are fixed—ihe teeth are said

to be set at an angle, and when the apron comes to turn at that end
where the endless band is, then the teeth here being in a larger diameter
than the inner part of the circle, of course tbe greater the circle the
greater the speed at tbe circumference. Then the rollers taking it off,

move at rather an increased speed to what the body of the apron
does.

There was a great deal of evidence, which is well worthy of your
attention, that the use of the teeth in the apron was not for accumu-
lating tufts and cleaning them, not at all for that purpose, but was for

the purpose of the tufts being laid on the points, to keep the tufts in the
place where they were laid, and that the doffer brush should keep the
tufts down amongst the teeth when the apron comes to turn at an angle
where the apron is to go down, then it would be filed off by the rollers

and go into the trumpet mouth, and so down into the can, and then it

would be taken up and form a sliver.

Mr Lister has got the improvements on Heilmann's that I have en-
deavoured to explain to you, in respect of nipping the head, and in re-

spect of cleaning the dirty head through that comb. He says you have
taken my nippers. I have drawn your attention to what I think is the

answer to that. What is material in the defendant's machine is for the

same, purpose, or an analogous purpose, to that in which the nippers were
used in Lister's machine. Nippers are common to everybody to use at

any time, but they must not take a part of Mr Lister's combination, if

they are used in Mr Lister's combination for bringing the tuft up in the
first stage in the plaintiff's, and as I have mentioned, in the defendant's.

As I have endeavoured to explain, Mr Lister has got a right to a combin-
ation for cleaning the other end at that moment. He says the teeth

upon the travelling apron answer that purpose, and are an infringement.
I have given you my observations upon that. I ask you to say whether

3
rou find your verdict for the plaintiff or the defendant on the first count
and upon the second. There are separate questions on each for you to

consider.

The Jury retired for a short time, and then found a verdict for the

defendant in the following terms :

—

" As to the infringement of the defendant by taking the plaintiff's

nippers, we find for the defendant on the first count, the nippers being
old, and used in Heilmann's machine. On the second count we also

find for the defendant."

India-ktjbber : Scottish Vulcanite Company v. Benda.—
This was an action in the Court of Common Pleas, before the Lord
Chief Justice and a special jury. The Letters Patent now vested
the plaintiffs were granted to A. V. Newton as a communication from
the late Mr Charles Goodyear, and are dated the 4th March, 1851.

Vulcanite is a hard, brittle, elastic preparation of India-rubber, and
is rtsed for various purposes. Very beautiful combs, bracelets, paper
knives, and other ornaments, were produced in Court, iu order to

illustrate the different forms which it is capable of being made to

assume. The process of manufacturing the material was elaborately
explained, and the effect of mingling flour of sulphur with the raw
caoutchouc, and melting them together, and of placing the latter

ingredient in a sulphur bath at different degrees of temperature, was
dilated on. The main point, however, was whether or not the patent
was void for want of novelty ; and, the trial having lasted three

days, Mr Bovill, the leading counsel for the plaintiff, elected to be
non-suited. The plaintiffs are, however, in possession of various
patents for application of this beautiful material to various purposes.
It is, however, scarcely likely that if the manufacture of the material
is open, the patents for applications of it can be valid.

Court of Chancery.—Foxvvell v. Webster. Foxwell v.

Bradbury.—These suits, arising out of the patent granted to Mr C.

T. Judkins, of 16th October, 1852, have occupied the attention of

Vice-Chancellor Kindersley and the Lord Chancellor on many occa-

sions during the late term. The plaintiff has filed no less than 134
bills in Chancery against persons alleged to infringe this patent.

The various defendants, however, not being desirous of carrying oir

134 separate defences, joined in a motion in the first place to the

Vice-Chancellor Kindersley for the purpose of staying the proceed-
ings until the validity of the patent was really established. The
Vice-Chancellor, from finding no precedent for such a course, de-

clined to accede to the motion, whereupon the defendants appealed
to the Lord Chancellor, who first directed the motion to stand over,

to give the plaintiff an opportunity of filing an affidavit setting forth

specifically each class of infringement of his patent, and the combina-
tions of parts of the machine claimed as new by any of the defend-

ants, for the purpose, if possible, of consolidating the suits in classes

:

and afterwards, on again coming before him, arranged to try one of

the suits himself, so as to have the question of the validity of the

Eatent, in the first place, disposed of. His Lordship will in all pro-

ability hear the cause early in January, and we defer any full

report of the cause until then. In the meantime, we may inform

our readers that the patent relied upon is for a combination of a

vertical needle, a shuttle, and what is well known as the four motion
feed. All these parts were old at the date of the patent, but the

plaintiff alleges that Mr Judkins' great invention consisted in the

combination of these parts in one machine. It is very singular that
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Me Judkins, a few months prior to the date of this patent, caused a

patent to be taken, in the name of Mr Hughes, for two separate

machines, one of which contained the vertical needle and the four

motion feed, but used in place of the shuttle a circular needle for the

purpose of carrying the second thread ; the other of such machines
used the shuttle and the vertical needle, but instead of the four

motion feed, used the wheel feed. It would appear that the inven-

tive talent required for the purpose of the combination now relied

upon must have been of a very low order, and it remains to be seen

whether the patents for combinations, which have already been sup-

ported by the courts to an alarming extent, are to be held valid,

when the combinations are so palpable to every mechanic as this

must have been.

REGISTERED DESIGNS.

THE "SALAMANCA" PORTMANTEAU DRESSING BAG.

Mechi & Bazin, 112 Regent Street and 4 Leadenhall Street, London.

The purpose of utility to which the shape or configuration of the new
parts of this design has reference, is the obtainment of a portable and
capacious article of luggage, combining the twofold properties of port-

manteau and dressing bag, of which the subjoined engraving is a perspec-

tive view, shown
as folded fully

open, to expose the

general design and
construction at once
to view, x are the

sides of the two
main divisions of

the portmanteau
bag, which are

hinged at a, so as

to open and form
the two separate

compartments, b.

Each of these com-
partments is pro-

vided with a gusset or expansible side, b, and with a top piece or
diaphragm, c, which, when the two compartments, b, are closed, form
a rest or support for the tray, v, fitted with the usual articles of the
dressing case. This tray is covered by the top or mouth of the port-

manteau, which consists of two lids or covers, e, hinged at e, to the

main compartments, b. By this arrangement, the whole of the interior

space of the compartments, b, is reserved for clothing, whilst the upper
part above the diaphragm, c, contains the moveable tray, d, of the
dressing case ; the dressing case being separated from the portmanteau
by the diaphragm or division, c, forms a distinct compartment. The
parts of this design which are more particularly new as regards shape
or configuration, are those marked b and c.

REVIEWS OF NEW BOOKS.

Geometrical Drawing. By W. S. Binns, M.C.P. Revised
edition. 8vo. pp. 332. Plates and Woodcuts. London : Messrs
Virtue.

We have before us the revised edition of this little volume, in which
the author's careful observation and researches have been set forth
with a great amount of diligent attention. To the increasing class
of young men who have to study the practical application of geo-
metry to the delineation of the various machines and structures now
being fabricated in all parts of the civilized world, but especially in
our own country, this little work will prove of much value. It is

divided into two parts, the former of which may be read by any one
possessing a knowledge of only the ordinary rules of arithmetic.
Commencing with ordinary definitions, it proceeds to sound rules in
regard to the treating of drawing material, construction of scales,
after which the student is introduced to several interesting problems
in practical geometry, merging fromjthis into orthographic projection
and descriptive geometry. The second part is an admirable adjunct
to the former, and we should strongly recommend those who have
studied the first to lose no time in reading the second, containing as
it does all the most important problems in orthograpic and isometric
projection, perspective, shadows, and colouring. YY'e are of opinion
that Mr Binns has been very successful in the manner he has compiled
his work, and feel sure that it will be much prized by those students
who are preparing for examinations on the subjects it includes. The

volume is fairly illustrated by woodcuts, and a welcome addition to

the branch of science it treats.

Caclculator. By Robert Dunlop. Long folio. London: Houls-
tou & Wright.

This little work is founded upon the invention of the famous
Lord Napier, generally known by the name of "Napier's rods" or
"bones." It undoubtedly is a very ingenious method of applying
this ancient invention in the form of a book, and will be found of

much value by many persons who are desirous of performing arith-

metical calculations in a speedy and accurate manner, as "compound
addition " is all the previous knowledge of arithmetic needed to

ensure one becoming an expert by the new method. The book will

be found very useful to many, especially those who are in the habit
of cheeking their own figures ; and we doubt not but it will soon
find its way into the pockets of many clerks and accountants in our
numerous mercantile and other houses. There certainly is a great
amount of credit due to the compiler, for the decided tact and in-

genuity which he has evidenced in its contrivance.

MECHANIC'S LIBRARY.
Arithmetic, Civil Service, 12mo. 3s 6d, cloth. Johnston.
Biography, Industrial Post 8vo, 5s, cluth Smiles.
Comes, Geometrical, Taylor. Crown 8vo, 7s 6d, cloth.
Earthwork Tables. New Edition. 3s 6d, in case
Engineers and Contractors' Pocket Book, 1864, 12mo, 6s.

Engineers* Hand-Pook. Second Edition. Crown 8vo, 6s, cloth. Lowndes.
Engineers' Pocket Book. 1864, 6s, roan tuck. Adcock,
Essays, Scientific, etc. Second Series. 8vo, 10s, cloth. Spencer.
Geometry, Modern, Chapters on Vol. I. 8vo, 10s 6d, cloth. Townsend.
Geology, School Manual of, fc 8vo, 4s, cloth. Jukes.
Geology, Philosophy of, fc. 8vo, 3s 6d, cloth.

Mechanic's Pocket Book, 1864, Nystrom, 7s 6d, roan tuck.
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Microscopic Teachings, 16 coloured plates, imp 16mo, 7s 6d, cloth. Ward.

CORRESPONDENCE.

t^T We do not hold ourselves responsible for the views or statements of onr
Correspondents.

TIME GUNS AND TIMED CLOCKS.

Sir,—Without entering into any discussion, or giving any decided

personal opinion upon the respective merits of the two modes of indicat-

ing true Greenwich mean time, the time has arrived when it is necessary
to place the characteristic features of each method clearly before the

authorities and public, with a view to obtaining their support and the

permanent adoption of that system which most popularly and accurately

carries out the design—that of affording true time calculated to the

hundredth part of a second to the shipping, mercantile, and other

interests of the country.

In order to indicate true time by electrically regulating the pendulum
of a church dial, from that of a normal mean time clock, it is necessary

to take into consideration the following facts :—
Church or turret clocks are not adapted to indicate true time by the

revolution of the hour and minute hand over a dial, for the following

reasons :— First, Because the weight of the pointers in different portions

of the revolution causes a slip on their axis Secondly, The elevation

of the hands in all turret clocks being greatly above the observer's eye,

no accurate observation of time can be taken. Thirdly, The external

pointers on the dials being exposed to the action of the wind, are liable

to much variation from this cause ; and to enclose the hands and dial

face within a glass would be very objectionable, constant obscuration

taking place from the condensation of moisture and vapour inside. The
motion of the pendulum may be strictly isochronous with that of the

normal clock, but the regularity of its motion cannot be communicated
to the hands on the dial ; and as true time cannot be looked for from
the dial, it must be sought elsewhere—in the first audible stroke of the

hammer upon the bell sounding the hour ; and as in this case the ear,

not the eye, is called into requisition, far more powerful bells are neces-

sary than those at present hung in our steeples, which are frequently

inaudible to those in their immediate vicinity.

This list of objections to turret clocks as being the fittest mode of

communicating true time, might be carried to a much greater length,

but for the present purpose the above are deemed sufficient.

As regards the use of a gun as an audible measurer of time, the fol-

lowing facts may be enumerated :

—
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The gun is competent to indicate in the sound of its discharge true

time to the one hundredth part of a second. There is nothing mechani-
cal in its action, and nothing therefore left to calculation as regards the

discharge. The whole manipulation being electrical, the ignition of the

powder, and passing of the current, which takes place direct from the

seconds circle of the observatory mean time clock, is instantaneous, and
no variation of the gun from true time can possibly take place. The
eye is not troubled to pick out the time as with the clocks, but it is

conveyed home to the ear by the sound of the gun, the necessary allow-

ance for the interval of transmission to the observer's ear being known.
Here, then, is an accurate means of making time known at hand to a
large city—a means free from error or mechanical disarrangement.
No electric controlled clocks have been used in Scotland, ex-

cept five at the Royal Observatory, Ediuburgh, by Her Majesty's
Astronomer Royal for Scotland. These five clocks are indoors, and
furnished with second hands placed level with the eye. The hands on
the several faces of the five dial clock at Liverpool do not correspond

;

to ascertain this, an observer has only to walk round the gallery and
compare notes. The Exchange Piazza clock, Liverpool, is under cover,

level with the eye, and furnished with a seconds hand—in fact a regu-
lator, not a church clock.

Hampstead, Dec, 1863. Nath. J. Holmes.

CURTIS'S STEERING SCREW PROPELLER.

Sir,—In the Practical Mechanics Jmirnal of the 1st inst., you lay
before the public a paper criticising the performance of my screw on
the occasion of the trial trip on the Thames, at Long Reach, on the
26th Sept.

Tour first remark, " that, catteris paribus, the power of the steering
screw propeller to turn the vessel at any given angle of obliquity of

axis of rotation of the screw with the keel, would be equal, for each
square foot of surface effectively exposed, to that of the ordinary rudder
at its equal and corresponding angle with the keel"—is quite true, with
a slight correction in its teims, and found to be true by the performance
of the Charger.
The area of the old rudder is about 24ft. square, the diameter of the

screw is 6ft., and the boss 2ft. 6in., so that the area of cross section of

the screw, minus that of the boss, is 23ft. 3in. ; thus they are very
nearly equal, and this accounts for the turning of the ship in about the
same time, and thus confirms the truth of your proposition above

;

for when the screw is in rapid motion, the two blades in effect constitute

a disc, the diameter of which is that of the screw. The performance of

the apparatus as you saw it at Long Reach, was strictly that of the
serew alone, for I had cut down the rudder to such an extent, that for all

purpose of assisting the steering, it was useless ; but since that I have
applied a plate 3ft. by 1ft. to the back of the rudder, and the effect has
been to cause the ship to turn in lmin. 30sec, in or within half the
former radius, viz., within its own length, and this, too, without affect-

ing the speed of the ship.

Yon may have noted that the circle was made at Long Reach in 2min.
30sec, and in twice the length of the ship, and this was about the time
and space the circle was made in with the old screw and rudder. The old
rudder is 4ft. Sin. radius, being 1ft. 3in. more than that of the screw, a

proportion which obtains in no other ships than in these gunboats, and
they are thereby furnished with a facility of steering utterly unattainable

in larger ships. Now I have shown that my screw alone equalled the
most favourable performance of these gunboats ; and when assisted by
a sufficient rudder surface, the combined effect is doubled, and this effect

is applicable to all ships whatever.
The area of the rudder of the Warrior is 120ft. ; the screw, 26ft. Gin.

diameter ; diameter of boss, 6ft. 7in. ; the area of the cross section of

the screw, minus that of the boss, is 436ft. ; the area of rudder being
about one-fourth that of the effective area of the screw. The Warrior
is 300ft. long, and turns in 800 yards, or eight times her length ; so

that this agrees, as far as the effect of the rudder is concerned, exactly
with the performance of the Charger. The Charger, with area of rudder
equal to that of the screw, turns in two lengths ; the Warrior, with area
of rudder one-fourth that of the screw, in eight lengths. The Charger
turns in about two and a half minutes; the Warrior in about ten
minutes; the average speed of the Charger being 7 knots, that of the
Warrior 10 knots. Now supposing my screw applied to the Warrior,
combined with the rudder, it is self evident that the circle would be
made in one and a half to two minutes, and within the length of the

ship itself; and there is this valuable property in my screw, that the
ship turns more rapidly and easily in a gale of wind than in a calm—

a

fact which has been repeatedly proved. Another valuable property of
my screw is, that by merely placing the helm to the one side or the
other, the ship can be kept in a state of oscillation, bringing each broad-
side alternately to bear, with the head always towards the enemy, and
the screw always out of danger.
You are quite mistaken in your impression that amongst the gentle-
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men on board the Charger, you were exclusively aware of the theoretic

properties of the Universal joint ; but you are exclusive in the opinion

that any practical or technical disadvantage arises from the obliquity of

the joint, in making the revolution at any part of it. The slight oscilla-

tion of the rudder of which you complain arose, as I explained to the

gentlemen on board, from the water from the screw, when the blades

were vertical, striking the horizontal part of the rudder ; and as to the

amount of it which you describe as so distressing, the man at the wheel
could hold it with one hand, with as much ease as if it was a Thames
steamer above bridge ; and on the passage round the coast to Ports-

mouth, in consequence of the trim having been altered, by the cable

being placed forward and the horizontal part of the rudder raised about

three inches above the water, the oscillation of the rudder vanished
altogether.

You cannot but be aware that the angular motion you complain of in

the Universal joint, as I apply it, is infinitely less disadvantageotis than
that ofthe ordinary crank, in every revolution of which latter the piston

and piston rods, etc., have a constantly increasing and decreasing

motion in opposite directions ; whereas the angular motion of the Uni-

versal joint is always in the same direction, and tlie variation ofspeed
in the revolution of the screw is absolutely inappreciable, and I defy
you to measure it ; on the contrary, in the common paddle wheel the

angular motions of the float is so objectionable, that it led to the

feathering wheel of Morgan, of which I happen to have been the first

manufacturer, in 1828. In fact, the angular motion to which you take

exception prevails throughout creation ; and all animals, whether man,
beasts, birds, fishes, or insects, effect locomotion by this very means,
and without inconvenience. If you have not noticed this fact before,

make an observation across your study, and you will find in every com-
plete step your foot has two points of maximum and two minimum
motion. So of a horse, a bird, a fish, everything in creation, and I am
happy and proud to copy the example of the Creator.

Facts are very stubborn things. As to the liability of the screw to

damage the machinery, the fact that during the whole time (four

months) the ship has been in my charge, and including the passage to

Portsmouth, the ship has travelled several hundred miles, not a serew

has been loosed, nor any damage or signs of damage has been done to

the engines, or any part of the ship or apparatus.

I am sorry you should doubt the possibility of applying my screw to

large ships, because I am certain you will not find a practical mechanic

in the world, worth his salt, who will back your opinion. In the screw

of the Warrior, the weight which the rudder or frame of the screw

would have to bear would not be 5 cwt.

In your opinion as to twin screws, too, I am much mistaken if you
will find either philosophers, mechanics, or sailors to endorse your

views ; Mr Reed, at any rate, does not, and he is no mean authority.

W. S. Curtis.

124 Eenchurch Street, Nov. 19, 1863.

We gave, according to our judgment, a perfectly fair and unbiassed

notice of Mr Curtis's steering screw, avoiding saying a good deal

unfavourable that occurred to us, as capable of being properly urged

against it.

As our conclusions were, on the whole, not favourable ; and as we are

always desirous of giving perfectly fair play to every one, and particu-

larly to inventors, we have given Mr Curtis here the fullest opportunity

of stating his own case, having printed entire his somewhat rambling

letter, with the exception of a couple of irrelevant sentences at the end,

which were of a character scarcely civil. The italics, downwards from

the paragraph commencing, " You are quite mistaken," are ours. Mr
Curtis says, " the oscillation of the rudder" (by which he means the

steering wheel, we presume) "arose from the water from the screw, when
the blades were vertical, striking the horizontal part of the rudder."

We do not quite understand what he means by the horizontal part of the

rudder, but that is unimportant. If this explanation be correct, perhaps

Mr Curtis can explain this, which we testify to have been the fact,

namely, that when the rudder was amidships, and the axis of the screw,

therefore, in the same line with the screw shaft inboard, there was no

such oscillation ; that it only occurred when the screw (or rudder) was
set over at an angle more or less oblique to the keel, and that the

violent shake (which more justly designates it than the gentle word
oscillation) was greater as this obliquity was so.

In other words, when the screw axis and screw shaft (inboard) were

in one and the same right line, which was the same thing as there

being no universal joint in action between them, then there was no
jerking shake, either on rudder or steering wheel ; but no sooner was
the screw axis set over to port or starboard, and so the universal joint

brought into operation, than the violent jerking recommenced, and was
greater the more was the obliquity produced by the joint.

Now, if the " oscillation " was due to the cause assigned by Mr Curtis

(and which, if we understand him, must be always operative in every

screw-propelled ship, with the screw in a screw frame) then it must
have been equally evident in all positions of the screw axis and rudder
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indifferently and alike, which was contrary to the fact. We heard no

solution offered on board for this jerking motion, but that it was due to

bad fitting in the universal joint—an explanation palpably inadequate;

and if " the gentlemen on board " were aware, as Mr Curtis says they

were, "of the theoretic properties of the Hookes' joint," they then

received this pretence at explanation, though knowing that it was
untrue—an accusation from which we wish to acquit them.

As to the amount, of the jerk or blow, as observed by us, it was
great enough to shake the after deck on which we stood, and to keep in

perpetual and rather distressing motion the heavy shoulders and arms
of the huge hulking seaman, whose giant proportions we, amongst
others, admired as he stood at the wheel.

If a blow be inevitable, as it is certain it must be, twice in every

revolution of this screw steering apparatus, and was such as we have
described with a screw of 6 feet diameter, what would it be with a

screw of 18 feet diameter, having at least nine times the weight, and
inertia of motion greater at a greater speed ?

Mr Curtis says, that the variable rate of rotation inevitable with the

universal joint, is "less disadvantageous than that of the ordinary

crank ;" that is to say, is less disadvantageous than no disadvantage at

all ; for there is none whatever in the crank, of the sort obscurely referred

to by him. Lastly, Mr Curtis affirms that " the variation of speed in the

revolution of the screw is absolutely inappreciable, and he defies us to

measure it." If he means by this that there is no measurable variation

from uniform rotation produced by turning it off obliquely through the

intervention of a universal joint, we need only refer him back to our

formula? (Practical Mechanic's Journal, p. 200) when he will find that

we have measured it, and that (as any theoretic mechanic) will assure

him, it is far from inappreciable.

It is useless for Mr Curtis, or for anybody, to try to ignore or blink

the laws of nature. Correct practice must be based upon correct

theory. The old style of rowdy appeal to " the practical man," which
really means, if it means anything in this sense, to the man too

ignorant to form any opinion based on anything but empiricism, has
long become simply nauseous ; and we must say, that we think the only

thing Mr Curtis has demonstrated in his letter is, that he has no clear

or scientific notions as to the principles upon which his own invention

rests.

—

Ed.

PROCEEDINGS OP SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES.

BRITISH ASSOCIATION.
Section C.

—

Geology.

September 1.

Prof. Jukes read a " Report on the Chemical and Mineral Composition of

the Gianites and Associated Rocks of Donegal."
"On the Origin of the Jointed Prismatic Structure in Basalts and other

Igneous Rocks," by Prof. J. Thomson.
" On a Synopsis of the Bi-valved Entomonstraca of the Carboniferous Strata

of Great Britain and Ireland," by Prof. T. R. Jones, and Mr J. W. Kirkby.
" Notes on some Fossil and recent Foraminifera, collected in Jamaica by the

late Lucas Barrett, F.G.S." by Prof. T. R. Jones, and Mr \V. K. Parker.
" On some Fossil Fishes from the Permian Limestone of Fulwell, near

Sunderland," by Mr J. \V. Kirkby.
" Report of the Shetland Dredging Committee, in its Geological Bearings,"

by Mr J. G. Jeffreys.
" A List of the Upper Tertiary Fossils of Uddewalla in Sweden," by Mr

J. G. Jeffreys.

Sir C. Lyell, referring to certain shells which had been found in 'Wales, said

it was proved to demonstration that the whole of Snowdonia, the highest

mountains in Wales, were islands at the time the shells existed.

" On the Upper Tertiary Strata of the Bohuslan District," by Dr A. W,
Malm.

" On a "Wash or Drift through the Coal-field of Durham," by Messrs N.
Wood, and E. F. Boyd.

" Observations on the Permiaos of the North-west of England," by Sir R. I.

Murchison, and Prof. Harkness.
" On a Salamander in the Roth-liegendes," by Dr Geinitz.

"On the Reptiliferous and Footprint Sandstones of the North-east of
Scotland," by Prof. Harkness.

" On some Remains of Bothriolepis from the Upper Old Red Sandstone of
Elgin," by Mr G. E. Roberts.

Section D.—Zoology and Botany.

September 1.

11 Description of a New Plant House, Communicated by Mr N. B. Ward," by
Mr T. Bewley.

" A Brief Account of the Vegetation of the Cliffs ot Mohir, County Clare,"

by Mr N. B. Ward.
* " On the Occurrence of the Sperm Whale [Physeter macroccphalus) at Wick,"

by Mr C. W. Peach.
"Notice of a Monstrosity in a Whiting," by Mr C. W. Rose.
" On the Physical Geography of the Malay Archipelago," by Mr A. R.

Wallace.

" On the Trruption of SyrrJiaptes Paradoxus" by Mr N. Newton.
11 On the Generic Characters furnished by the different Modes of mining

Leaves adopted by the Larva? of Micro-Lepidoptera," by Mr H. T. Stainton.
"Ou British Holothuriadas with reference to New Species," by Rev. A.

Merle Norman.
"On the Morphology of the Echinodermata of the Family Ophiuridce," by

Rev. A. Merle Norman.
" Report on the Natural History of the Island of Formosa," by Mr R.

Swinhoe.
" Report on the Mollusca of California," by Mr P. P. Carpenter.
" On the Great Division of the Pacific Ocean Fauna," by Mr W. H. Pease.
" On the Proliferous Cones of the Common Larch," by Mr J. Hogg.
" List of Rarer Plu-enogamous Plants in the South-east of Durham, discovered

since 1829," by Mr J. Hogg.

Section E.

—

Geography and Ethnology.

September 1.

" On the recent Discovery of Lacustrine Human Habitations iu Wigtonshire,"
by Lord Lovaine.

" On two Ascents of the Volcano of Misti," by the Hon. R. Marsham.
" On the Rivers of the Interior of Australia," by the Rev. J. E. Wood.
" On the Varieties of Man in the Malay Archipelago," by Mr H. Wallace.
"Ethnology of Eastern Mantchuria," by Capt. Fleming.
" On the Human Cranium found at Amiens," by Mr H. Duckworth.
" On the Anatomical Characters of the Hainan Cranium found at Amiens "

by Mr W. Turner.

Section G.

—

Mechanical Science.

August 27.

Mr C. T. Porter read a paper describing " Richards's Indicator for Steam-
Er.gineS;" and in the discussion which ensued it was generally admitted that
the arrangement adopted in this indicator, which is on the same principle as
the ordinary indicators, renders it very superior in its action.

Mr P. Westmacott read a paper, prepared by himself and Mr J. H. Spencer
" On the Engineering Manufactures of the Tyne and Neighbouring Districts,"

Mr J. Jamieson described a new form of Air-Engine of his invention, the
arrangement of which it is impossible to explain without the aid of diagrams.
Small engines, however, on this plan have been constructed, and are stated to
give great promise of success; and larger engines are now in the course of con-
struction. The advantages to be derived from these engines are stated to be a
taving of fuel, freedom from risk of explosion, the engine not liable to derange-
ment, insurance was not affected, and the compressed air might be applied in
any situation, being laid on like gas. Power in this way might be supplied to
a whole town at small expense.
A paper by Messrs Hawthorn, describing their new method of working rail-

ways by stationary engines, was read.

Mr G. Fawcus described a plan for building boats so that any number may
be packed one within the other, thus enabling a larger number of boats to be
carried on board ship, and effecting a great economy of room.
Mr D. Puseley read a paper descriptive of Thompson's universal stopper for

bottles, casks, Ac,—an ingenious and effective mechanical arrangement for
this purpose, by which many of the inconveniences from the use of corks are
obviated.

August 28.

Mr W. n. Richardson read a paper " On the Paper Manufacture of North-
umberland and Durham."
Mr C. W. Siemens then described his Regenerative Gas Furnaces for Iron

Works.—A brief discussion followed, the generally expressed opinion being
favourable to the value of Mr Siemens's apparatus.

Messrs E. Salmon and J. Collinson then read Reports, and explained the
sections relating to Capt. Bedford Pirn's projected transit route through Central
America, showing the modus operandi, ot surveying in the forests of that
country.

Mr D. D. Main described the Newcastle and Gateshead Water-supply.
Admiral Sir E Belcher described a Spirit-level Telescope for observing

altitudes and obtaining latitudes independently of natural or artificial horizons,
and exhibited a telescope thus constructed. This telescope carries within itself
a spirit-level, the bubble of which is brought to the level wire to which the
object is brought.

The Abbe Moigno exhibited and explained an instrument, invented by
Messrs Bourdon and Salleron, termed "Injecteur des Corps Solides." The
instrument is well adapted for the lecture table, and illustrates in a remarkable
manner the apparently paradoxical action of Giffard's Injector, now so largely
used as a self-acting fuel-supplier for steam-engine boilers.

" On Extinguishing Fires," by Mr C. B. King.

August 29.

" On the Prevention of Fouling of Ships' Bottoms," by Dr White.
At the last Meeting of the British Asssociatiou a joint Committee from the

Chemical and Mechanical Committees was formed to inquire into and report on
the Austrian gun-cotton. The Reports from the two sections of this Committee
were read this day.

August 31.

Mr C. M. Palmer, of Jarrow, read an excellent paper, descriptive of the con-
dition of " Iron Ship-building on the Tyne and Neighbouring Districts."
" On the Proportions of Ships of least Skin-Resistance for a given Speed and

Displacement," by Prof. Rankine.
" An Investigation of Plane Water-Lines for Ships," by Prof. Rankine.
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A discussion ensued, in which Messrs J. Scott Russell, T. "Webster, J. R.
Kj pier, and Prof. Pole took part
"On the Diagonal Principle of Iron Ship -building," by Mr R. Taylorson.
"On a Mode of Rendering Timber-built Ships Impregnable and Unsinkable

under Moderate Crew Power, as in a Leaky Vessel," by Admiral Sir E. Belcher.
11 On an Improved Caisson Gate,'' by Admiral Sir E. Belcher.
The Abbe Moigno exhibited and gave explanations of the " Ventilateur h

Reaction" of M, Perigault de Rennes, and of the "Balance Aerostatique" of

M- Seller.

September 1.

Prof. Pole gave a description of the large gyroscope used by Sir W. Arm-
strong in his gunnery experiments, and he illustrated his remarks with the

exhibition of the instrument itself. It is, however, impossible to render the
subject intelligible to our readers without the aid of diagrams.
A communication from the Astronomer Royal, " On Boiler Explosions," was

read by Mr P. Le Neve Foster. The author stated that, in considering the
cause of the extensive mischief done by the bursting of a high-pressure boiler,

it is evident that the small quantity of steam contained in the steam-chamber
has very little to do with it. That steam may immediately produce the rupture,
but as soon as the rupture is made, and some steam escapes, and the pressure
on the water is diminished, a portion of the water is immediately converted
into steam at a slightly lower temperature and lower pressure, and this, in the
same way, is followed by other steam at still lower temperature and pressure,

and so on till the temperature is reduced to 212° Fahr. and the pressure to 0.

Then there remains in the boiler a portion of water at the boiling point, the

other portion having gone off in the shape of steam of continually diminishing
pressure. Ffom this it is evident that the destructive energy of the steam,
when a certain pressure is shown by the steam-gauge, is proportional to the
quantity of water in the boiler. By the assistance of Prof. Miller, of Cam-
bridge, Messrs Ransome of Ipswich, and George Riddell, Esq., the author has
been able to obtain a result which he believes to be worthy of every confidence-
He first stated, as the immediate result of Mr Riddell's experiments, that
when there were in the boiler of a small locomotive 22 cubic feet of water,
at the pressure of 60 lb. per square inch, and the fire was raked out, and the
steam was allowed gently to escape, with perfect security against priming, the
quantity of water which passed off before the pressure was reduced to was
2^ cubic feet, or £ of the whole. In regard to the use made of Prof. Miller's

theory, Prof. Miller had succeeded in obtaining a numerical expression for the
pressure of steam at twelve different measures ot the volume occupied by water
and steam, which expression the author had succeeded in integrating accurately,

and had thus obtained an accurate numerical expression for the destructive

energy of steam. In regard to the use of General Didion's experiments, these
experiments gave the velocity of the ball, in cannon of different sizes, produced
by different charges of powder. The author found by trial with the formula

2g x weight of powder'
wbicl1 of these experiments exhibits the greatest

energy per kilogramme of powder, and had adopted it in the comparison. The
result is as follows :—the destructive energy of one cubic foot of water, at 60
lb. pressure per square inch, is equal to the destructive energy of two English
pounds of gunpowder in General Didion's cannon experiments ; General Didion's
experiments were made, as the author understood, with smooth-bored cannon.
It cannot be doubted that much energy is lost in the windage ; some also from the
circumstance that the propelling power ceases at the muzzle of the gun, before
all the energy is expended; and some from the coolness of the metal. If we
suppose that, from all causes, one-half of the energy is lost, then we have this

simple result ; the gauge-pressure being 60 lb. per square inch, 1 cubic foot of
water is as destructive as 1 lb. of gunpowder. In one of Mr Biddell's experi-
ments, the steam-valve was opened rather suddenly, and the steam escaped
instantly with a report like that of a very heavy piece of ordnance. This is not
to be wondered at; it appears from the comparison above that the effect was
the same as that of firing a cannon whose charge is 44 lb. of powder.
Mr J. F. Ure described the improvements now being carried out in the

River Tyne.
" On Rifled Ordnance," by Mr G. Richards.
" On the Decortication of Cereals," by Mr R. Davison.
" On Improvements in Machinery and Apparatus for Cleansing and Purify-

ing Casks," by Mr R. Davison.
" On the Application of Machinery to Coal-cutting," by Mr S. Frith.

The Abbe Moigno explained the action of Caselli's auto-telegraph. The
Abbe also showed Oury's galvano-copper, and gal vano-copper paint for coating
iron, giving all the appearance of copper, applicable to statuary, railings, &c.

;

but it was admitted that the material had not yet been rendered applicable for

coating ships' bottoms.
"On Targets for Gunnery Experiments,*' by Capt. D. Galton.

"On Improvements in Waggons and Gun-Carriages, '' by Mr G. Fawcua.
A paper, by Mr T. Page, " On Bridge Foundations," was then read by Mr

J. F. Spencer.—The object of the author was to show the system pursued by
him without the heavy cost of coffer-dams. The system adopted by the author
consists in the use of cylinders of iron filled with brick-work or eoncrete. The
foundation, he said, might be described as a part of a structure, which resisted the

weight of the superstructure; and it was evident that the higher the horizontal

plane of the resisting mass was, the less was the weight of the superstructure

upon it, and the better adapted as a foundatiou to resist its pressure. He then
described the system he had pursued in the constnictinn of four bridges over
the Thames, and also of the pier at Greenock. He considered it important
that the foundation of each pier should be one undivided structure; that it

should not be broken into separate parts, as it was in cases where cylinders
were used; and that besides the resistance due to the horizontal area of the

foundation, it should embrace the additional resistance afforded by the friction

due to the vertical surface of the pile; and this, short of founding on rock

itself, would present the most solid resisting mass that could be found. The
system afforded great facility and rapidity of construction, and its application

to harbours of refuge was a subject of great interest and importance at the
present time, both for expedition in completing the works and for economy.
Mr W. Smith read the report of the Committee on Steam-Ship Performances,

and also papers descriptive of " Harding's Valve and Apparatus for Atmos-
pheric Railway Propulsion,"—"Mr J. Spence's Method of Covering Boilers,

Pipes and Cylinders of Steam-Engines for Preventing the Radiatiou of Heat,"—"Gray's Portable Machinery or Apparatus for Riveting, Chipping, &c"—
and " Messrs Jackson and Watkin's Arrangement of Direct Acting Steam-
Engines."

" On Brown's Tire Fastening," by Mr B. Fothergill.
" On Corrugated Iron Armour Plates," by Mr G. Redfern.
" On an Improved Manufacture of Biscuits." by Mr J. Robinson.
" On Plans for Preserving "Wines without Bottles," by Dr White.
"On the Railways and Locomotives of the Districts adjoining the Rivera

Tyne, Wear, and Tees," by Mr J. F. Tone.

ROYAL SOCIETY.

The anniversary meeting of this society was held at Burlington-house on
Monday, the 30th November, when the officers and council for the ensuing
year were elected as follows:—President, Major-General Edward Sabine,
R.A., D.C.L., LL.D.,; treasurer, William Allen Miller, M.D.. LL.D.,; secre-

taries, William Sharpey, M.D., LL.D., and George Gabriel Stokes, M.A.,
D.CL.; foreign secretary, Professor William Hallows Miller, M.A.; other
members of the council, James Alderson, M.D , George Busk, sec. L.S.,

Colonel Sir George Everest, C.B., Hugh Falconer, M.A., M.D., John Hall
Gladstone, Ph.D., Joseph Dalton Hooker, M.D. , Henry Bence Jones, M.A.,
M.D., Professor James Clerk Maxwell, M.A., Professor William Pole, C.E.,

Archibald Smith, M.A., Professor Henry J. Stephen Smith, M.A., the Earl
Stanhope, P.S.A., D.C.L., Professor James Joseph Sylvester, M.A., Thomas
Watson, M.D., D.C.L., Professor Charles Wheatstone, D.C.L., and Rev.
Professor Robert Willis, M.A. At the same time medals were presented to

Professor Sedgwick for his observations and discoveries in geology; to the
Rev. M. J. Berkele}', for his studies in botany ; and to Mr J. P. Gassiot, for

his researches in electricity.

MANCHESTER ASSOCIATION FOR THE PREVENTION OF STEAM
BOILER EXPLOSIONS.

At the last ordinary Monthly Meeting of the Executive Committee of this

Association, the President, William Fairbairn, Esq , C.E., F.R.S., in the chair,

Mr L. E. Fletcher, chief engineer, presented his Monthly Report, of which the

following is an abstract :

—

u During the past month there have been examined 238 Engines and 381
Boilers. Of the latter, 17 have been examined specially, 9 internally, 55
thoroughly, and 300 externally, in addition to which 1 of these boilers has been
tested by 113'draulic pressure. The following defects have been found in the

boilers examined :—Fracture, 10 (1 dangerous) ; corrosion, 25 (5 dangerous)

;

safety valves out of order, 1 ; water gauges ditto, 30 (3 dangerous)
;
pressure

gauges ditto, 5 ; feed apparatus ditto, 2 ; blow-out apparatus ditto, 15 (1 danger-

ous) ; fusible plugs ditto, 3 ; furnaces out of shape, 12 (3 dangerous) ; over-

pressure, 3 (1 dangerous). Total, 106 (14 dangerous). Boilers without glass

water gauges, 3 ; without pressure gauges, 45; without blow-out apparatus, 48

;

without back pressure valves, 72.
" An illustration has lately been met with of the importance of removing

portions of mid-feather walls, in order to give an opportunity of examining the

plates. On this being done at the instance of this Association, in the case of a

boiler lately put under its care, the bottom, although presumed by its owner
and engineer to be perfectly sound, was found to be nearly eaten through by
corrosion, and on the very point of rupture, as in the case of No. 39 Explosion,

the details of which are given below.
" Instances continue to be met with of serious corrosion, arising from the

leakage of bolted joints concealed under brickwork. It cannot be too often

repeated that all connections to boilers should be made by means of fitting

blocks riveted to the shell, excepting only the attachments to the front end
plate, where they are not absolutely necessary, since the plate being flat the

joints are more easily made, while at the same time, from their position, leak-

age, should it occur, is at once apparent. The front end plate should be left

completely open, and not, as is too frequently the case, covered in with a wall

of brickwork, since leakage—so prone to occur in the neighbourhood of the

furnace mouths—is found to go on behind the brickwork undetected. A case

of this sort has just been met with, where a plate was completely eaten through

before the corrosion was known.
11 Explosions.

" No. 31 Explosion occurred at a distance of nearly three hundred miles, and
as full details could not then be obtained, the fact of its occurrence was merely
entered at the time in the tabular statement. The boiler was not under the

inspection of this Association, and it has since been ascertained that it was of

plain Cornish construction, having a single flue parallel throughout ; its length
being 25 feet 3 inches, its diameter in the shell 5 feet 7 inches, and in the flue

3 feet 5 inches, while the thickness of the plates was three-eighths of an inch,

and the pressure to which the safety vulves were loaded, 401b. Such a flue, on
account of it large diameter, was unsafe from the day on which the boiler was
made, though it might easily have been made secure by adopting any of the
well-known plans of strengthening flues, among which may be mentioned
hoops, whether of T iron, angle iron, or bridge-rail section, as well as flanged

seams.
" Six explosions have occurred during the past month, resulting in the death
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°f eleven persons, and serious injury to eighteen others. Not one of the boiler*

in question was under the inspection of this Association. One of these exploded

boilers, No. 39, has been personally examined, while this was prevented in the

other cases by distance, some of the explosions occurring upwards of two hun-

dred miles from Manchester. It is expected, however, that detailed particulars

of all of them will be obtained, while we are already indebted for a minute report

on Explosion No. 38, to the kindness of an engineer residing in its locality, and

who made an examination shortly after the occurrence. The following is the

monthly tabular statement:

•'TABULAR STATEMENT OF EXPLOSIONS
" Fkom Octobkr 24, 1863, to November 20, 1863, inclusive

mod

** £ t
Date.

38 Oct. 26

39 Nov. 3.

40 Not. 11.

41 Nov. 12

42 Nov. 13.

43 Nov. 18.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF BOILER.

Cylindrical Egg-ended.
Externally- fired

Ordinary Double-flue, or " Lancashire
Internally-fired

Marine ,

Ordinary Single-flue, or " Cornish."
Internally-fired ,

Ordinary Single-flue, or " Cornish."
Internally-fired

Details not yet ascertained ,

Total ,

Persons
Killed.

Persons
Iujured

11 18 29

* No. 38 Explosion, from which one man was killed, occurred to a boiler

not under the inspection of this Association, and which was in use at an iron-
works,
"The boiler was of plain cylindrical egg-ended shape, externally-fired, and

connected by its steam-pipe to two others of different construction; all three
collectively working an engine and forge hammer in the rolling mill. The
ordinary working pressure of the boiler was 401b, its length 35 feet, and its

diameter 6 feet 5 inches, while the plates were of the most unusual and un-
necessary thickness, of from nine-sixteenths to five-eights of an inch.

" It is more difficult to make good work in a boiler with such thick plates,

and it is reported that the joints in the present instance were imperfectly
closed—that there had been unfair use of the drift, than which few things are
more prejudicial to the strength of the boiler—that but few of the rivets were
properly laid up, while, in addition, the overlap of the plates at the seams of
rivets was unusually wide, and, in short, that the work was altogether most
clumsy and inferior. Added to this, the boiler had been repaired over the fire

more than once, with plates one-eighth of an inch thinner than the rest, while
longitudinal seams of rivets, six feet long, were allowed to tall within the fur-

nace, their original length having been iucreased by the repairs.

"The boiler had been leaking at the seams in the furnace for three weeks
previous to the explosion, and in order to stop this the fireman had been in the
habit of putting a bucket-full of sharps as well as a bucket-full of horse manure
into the boiler once a week.

11 The state of the boiler after the explosion afforded no indications either of
overheating from shortness of water or of corrosive action, while there appeared
to have been but little or no incrustation, but it was found that the shell had
rent at one oi the longitudinal seams over the fire, just where the thick old
plates had been patched with the comparatively thin new ones. The rent
extended throughout the whole length of the seam, and then ran into the
transverse ones which crossed it at both ends, completely severing from the re-

mainder of the shell the dome or egg-end. The latter was blown to a consider-
able distance, while the former, though lifted off its seat, was only thrown a few
feet from it.

"The cause of the explosion was made a subject of scientific investigation
at the order of the Coroner, and the view given in the report thereon by the
engineer engaged, may be briefly stated as follows:

—

" The explosion was considered to be due to excessive pressure of steam, a
pressure greater than that at which the boiler was ordinarily worked, and which
it was thought might have arisen in the following way:—The explosion occurred
shortly before four o'clock in the afternoon, the boiler having been cleansed out
the same morning, while the other two to which it was connected were work-
ing alongside meantime. In order to clean this boiler out while the others
connected to it had their steam up, it was necessary that the junction valve
should be closed, and if this valve had not been re-opened, as it ought to have
been, as soon as the steam was up—then in the event of the only safety-valve
with which this boiler was fitted, either sticking fast in its seat, or being tam-
pered with—the steam would be bottled up, and the pressure continue to rise,

without giving any sign until actual explosion resulted, since there was no
Bteam gauge upon the boiler.

41 One or the other of these two conditions it was concluded had occurred,
viz. :—Either that the safety-valve had stuck fast in its seat, or had been inten-

tion illy tampered with, at the same time that the boiler was isolated from the
other two by the junction valve being shut down.
"The supposition of the junction valve having been left closed was, it was

thought, strengthened
t
by the fact that the steam had been so low a few minutes

previous to the explosion, that both engines had to be stopped, so that had the
boiler in question been then in connection with the others, it was argued that
the rupture must have taken place when the pressure was lower than usual,
which was not thought likely. That the safety-valve had stuck fast in its seat,

was considered most improbable, while the supposition of its having been inten-

tionally tampered with derives support from the reckless character of the fire-

man, who shortly after the explosion had occurred, was known, while tending
the boiler alongside the exploded one, to have gagged his alarm whistle on it

signalling shortness of water ; in consequence of which a number of workmen
engaged near the boiler deserted their post, stating that they considered their

lives in danger.
" The jury dissented from these views, and brought in a verdict of accidental

death, adding,— ' That in their opinion the boiler did not explode from excess
of steam, but from a combination of gases occasioned by the lifting of the junc-
tion valve when there was not a sufficient pressure of steam. The consequence
of the junction valve being opened under these circumstances would be, that
the steam would rush into the boiler from the adjoining ones, and, by generat-
ing gases within it, blow it up.'

" The opinion of the jury can scarcely be regarded as otherwise than hypo-
thetical, and as being entirely unsupported by experience.

" The view that the boiler exploded from excessive and unusual pressure,

consequent upon the safety-valve and junction valve being both closed at the

same time, is thought to be an unnecessary supposition, considering the work-
manship of the boiler, as well as its condition and the treatment it received, all

of which have been previously described. A boiler, roughly made as this was,
of plates of excessive and varying thickness, having an unusually wide overlap,

and being in a leaking condition, with its seams choked up with bran and horse
dung, such a boiler when exposed to the action of an external fire would be
utterly untrustworthy, and the mere pressure of steam by no means the only
element of weakness. Such thick plates, unless most kindly laid together,

would be fighting one against another, especially under the action of the fire,

when unequal expansion, aggravated by the varying thickness of the metal,

would be sure to ensue. Moreover, had the pressure in the boiler at the time
of explosion been higher than that at which it ordinarily worked, or indeed
equal to it, viz., 401b, the main portion of the shell would never have remained
so near to its original seating as it did, and thus the position of the fragments
can only be accounted for by the supposition that the steam was low at the

time of explosion, which is borne out by the fact that there was not power
enough to drive the engines, and they were stopped in consequence.

" This explosion, therefore, can only be regarded as an additional illustration

of the dangerous character of the externally-fired boiler, especially when im-
properly repaired and carelessly attended to. The constant allusion to such
cases may be tedious, but the subject is only recurred to on the repetition of

explosion, and it is trusted that the persevering statement of these facts will

assist in removing from general use so dangerous a class of boiler as those
externally-fired have proved themselves to be.

"No. 39 Explosion, which was attended with the death of one person and
injury to four others, occurred to a boiler working at a cotton mill, and not
under the inspection of this Association.

" The boiler, which was fifteen years old, was of plain double-flued construc-

tion, internally-fired, and of the class termed Lancashire, its length being 32
feet, its diameter 8 feet in the shell, and 3 feet in the flues. It worked along-
side of another boiler very similar to itself, and to which it was connected.

" The boiler had rent at the bottom of the shell, immediately over the mid-
feather wall on which it had rested. This rent, which may be termed the

primary one, extended longitudinally for about two rings of plates, and then
assumed a transverse direction, running completely round the boiler and sever-

ing an entire, though rather irregularly-shaped, belt from the shell. The front

end plate was separated from the other part of the boiler, while the furnace

tubes, which appeared perfectly sound, remained attached to the rest of the
shell, which had been thrown out of its original seat and turned bottom upwards.
The longitudinal stays for stiffening the end plates, though massive, were
curled up into a scroll, and the transverse ones, which should never be intro-

duced in a cylindrical boiler, proved, as might have been expected, of no assis-

tance in strengthening the shell.

" The damage to the surrounding property was serious, a considerable por-

tion of the mill being unroofed, and one of the side walls blown down, while

the boiler-house was reduced to a heap of ruins.

"As to the cause of the explosion there can be no question; there was no
evidence of shortness of water, the furnace crowns being uninjured, but on
examining the edges of the plates at the primary rent, which had occurred over
the mid-feather wall, their thickness wa3 found to have been so reduced by
external corrosion as not to exceed that of a halfpenny piece.

"In the scientific evidence given at the inquest, the plan of setting boilerB

upon mid feather walls was strongly condemned, and the corrosion so frequently

induced, and at the same time treacherously concealed by them, clearly pointed

out. Of the truth of this there can be no question, and it is difficult to say

anything more upon the danger of thpse mid-feathers than has already been
said in previous reports, while the occurrence of the explosion in the present

instance affords an additional illustration of the correctness of the views so

frequently expressed.

" The jury considered that this explosion would have been prevented hy due

precaution on the part of the owner, aud therefore brought him in guilty of

manslaughter."
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INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.

December 15, 1SG3.—John Hawkshaw, Esq., President, in the Chair.

In the interval that had elapsed since the last Annual General Meeting,
the deceases had been John Singleton Copley, Lord Lyndhurst, and William
Tooke, Honorary Members; Thomas Evans Blackwell, William Clegram,
Richard Carden Despard, James Fenton, Joshua Field, Joseph Glynn, Mark
Jones, William Lewin, and Captain William Scarth Moorsom, Members;
Beriah Botfield, M.P., Alexander Bremner, Alexander Brodie Cochran, Win.
Coulthard, William Cubitt, M.P., William Dunlop, Charles Michael Jopling,
Francis Morton, Geddie Pearse, Apsley Pellatt, William Rigby, Charles
William Scott, Jamas Sheriffs, Admiral Washington, and William Richard
Whitmore, Associates.

The following gentlemen were elected to fill the several offices on the
Council for the ensuing year:—John R. McClean, President; J. Fowler, C. H.
Gregory, T. Hawksley, and J. S. Russell, Vice Presidents : Sir William
Armstrong, W. H. Barlow, N. Beardmore, J. Cubbitt, T. E. Harrison, G.
W. Hemans, J. Murray, G. R. Stephenson, C. Vignoles, and J. Whitworth,
Members; and Colonel Jervois, C.B., R.E., and Mr C, Waring, Associates.

The meeting was then adjourned until Tuesday, January 12th, 1861, when
the Monthly Ballot for Members would take place, and the following Paper
would be read :—On the Closing of Reclamation Banks," by Mr J. M. Heppel,
M Inst. C.E.

UNIVERSITY OF DUBLIN—TRINITY COLLEGE.

We print the following papers of questions as affording a good example of the

stamp of such in the higher examinations of Trinity College, Dublin. On the

subjects of seismology and applied geology, it will be seen, by those who are

well acquainted with the subjects, how far in advance of either Oxford or

Cambridge are the studies of the sister university of Ireland.

MODEBATORSHIP EXAMINATION"—EXPERIMENTAL PHYSICS. MICHAELMAS, 1863.

Earthquakes and Volcanoes. R:v. Professor Houghton, M.D.
1. If a wall, whose height is a, and width b, be overthrown by the shock of

an earthquake; prove that the horizontal velocity of the shock, perpendicular
to the wall, is

2. Prove that the horizontal velocity, perpendicular to such a wall, necessary
to break it across at the base, is

, Lb

where L denotes the leDgth of wall, whose weight would be sufficient to tear
it asunder.

3. In the Naples earthquake, a wall was thrown down at Barielle, whose
height was 26 ft., and width 4 ft. Calculate the horizontal velocity of the
shock, perpendicular to this wall, assuming L = 13, one-fourth the coefficient

for the beat mbbie masonry.
4. The path of the earthwave at Barielle was not perpendicular to the wall,

but its angle of incidence on the wall was 25°, and its angle of emergence from
the ground was 15°; find its actual velocity from these data.

5. At Yietri di Potenza, a large stone forming one face of the water conduit,

6 ft. by 3 ft, by 1 ft., was not upset, the earthwave passing in a plane parallel

to the face (6 y. 3) ; if we assume one foot additional in the height of the block,

due to the superimposed capping of the monument, and 13 ft. per second as the

actual velocity of the shock, it is required to determine a major limit to the

angle of emergence of the earthwave.
6. At Villa Carusso, some roof tiles were projected to a horizontal distance

of 9 ft., having fallen from a height of 33 ft ; it is required to find the angle of

emergence of the shock, assuming the actual velocity of the earthwave to be 13

ft. per second.

7. At the Palazzo Romani, Mr Mallet found the angle of emergence to have
been 25° 30', and observed that a vase in the garden had been thrown from its

pedestal, horizontally 6| ft., and vertically 3.6 ft. ; it is required to find the

actual velocity of shock that produced this projection of the vase.

8. State Mr Scrope'a theory of the relation between axes of elevation and
axes of volcanic action ; illustrate this theory by examples in detail, and show
that it is founded on sound mechanical principles.

9. If a vertical columnar pillar of basalt, trachyte, or other rock, be drawn
asunder lengthwise by a force P; show that it will be most easily fractured

along a plane whose angle of inclination with the horizon is given by the equa-

tion

2i — <p -r 90°;

where i denotes the inclination of the plane, and f the angle of friction of the

rock composing the pillar.

10. Hence show, on mathematical principles, that if such a pillar be cooling

from a liquid condition, and be more viscous on the outside than in the interior,

its easiest surface of separation will be cupshaped, or convex downwards.

EXAMINATION FOP. LICENSE IN ENGINEERING. MICHAELMAS, 1863.

Applied Geology, llev. Professor Houghton.

1. The percolating power of lower green sandstone beds was found by ex-

periment to be 18 cub in. per hour, through 15 in. of sand, in a bent pipe of 1\

in. diameter, under a pressure of 6 in. of water. Required the area of filter

beds that, under 6 in. of water, would discharge as much water as a
1J in. pipe

running free.

2. Find the height of a column of water that would force as much water
through the sand as would run through the pipe under a 6 in. head.

3. The drainage area of the Mississippi is 1,244,000 sq. m , and its mean
annual rain-fall is 30.4 in. ; its annual discharge into the Gulf of Mexico is

21,300000,000000 cub. ft. What is the proportion of the rain-fall expended in
evaporation and vegetation ?

4. The length of the Missouri River, from Madison Fork to the Gulf of
Mexico is 4194 miles ; and the height of Madison Fork above the sea level is

6800 ft. Supposing the water that leaves Madison Fork to reach the Gulf
with a velocity of 1£ mile per hour, what is the proportion of its work expended
on the road ?

5. Describe the physical and blowpipe characters of the oxides of iron
usually employed as ores?

6. What are the blowpipe characters of copper glance and copper pyrites ?

7. How do you distinguish between wolfram and tinstone by means of the
blowpipe?

8. A shaft is sunk on a lode to a certain distance, when the lode is found to

be separated, and thrown down by a slide ; the lode is afterwards recovered by
rising on the slide, and again worked. Find the total depth of the working,
and the horizontal distance at which a downright shaft should be sunk to reach
the end.

Draft. Underlay.

1st part of lode, . . + 114 ft. + 54° 31'

Slide — 32 „ — 43
2nd part of lode, . . + 73 ,, + 51

9. An oblique shaft was found to measure 89 ft., 6 in. on an angle of 55° 15';

and it was also observed that the shaft had declined 3° 45
' west from the in-

tended right angle of the east and west lode. Find the amount of error in the

bottom of the shaft, and the perpendicular depth of the mine.

10. Two lodes intersect, having the following bearings and underlays :—

No. 1.

No. 2.

E. 5° N.
N. W.

64 PN.
42'W.

Find the bearing and underlay of their intersection.

MONTHLY NOTES.

MARINE MEMORANDA.
A Steel Ocean Going Ship and Steamer.—Two important launches have

recently taken place at the building yards of Messrs Jones, Quiggin & Co., of

Liverpool. One was a vessel of 1276 tons, the Formby, built for Messrs C. S.

Lemon & Co. ; and the other, the Hope, a steamer of 1496 tons, built for Messrs
Fraser, Frenholm, & Co. Both vessels are made of steel plates, which as now
manufactured for ship-building purposes, are more malleable and ductile, and
much stronger and lighter than iron, and in consequence, vessels could not
only be much more economically built of this material, but greater strength

and carrying capacity would also be secured. The relative strengths of the two
materials being for iron, from 19 to 22 ; steel, from 42 to 48. Thus in the

Formby, the weight of steel used was 500 tons, while, if she had been built of

iron, the weight would have been 800 tons. Had the Persia been built of steel

instead of iron, with the same draught of water and speed, she would carry
double the cargo, and the weight of the hull would be reduced to 1,100 tons,

while her total weight would be reduced one-ninth.

Jointed Steam Ships.—One of this novel class of steam vessels has lately

been lying off the pier at Hungerford bridge. Extreme length and narrowness,
combined with light draught, are her peculiar features. She has a very singular

appearance when the swell produced by a river steamer meets her, causing her
joints to come into action, and imparting an undulatory motion to her long hull.

The theory of the Connector, as she is named, is borrowed from the idea of

our ordinary train, having the motive power distinct from the remaining por-

tions of the ship, and capable of being attached to any number of sections of the

vessel. Each section is capable of being disconnected from the rest in a few
seconds, and has a sort of rough bow and stern of its own, to enable it, when
detached, to be easily moved in the water by sails. The inventor contends

that the steam section of this vessel need never be idle, for while a certain

number of sections are discharging cargo, the remaining portion should be laden

and at sea.

Steam Shipbuilding on the Clyde.—There is no lack of employment in

the Clyde yards. Messrs J. and G. Thomson, of Govan, have launched a

screw of 700 tons and 180-horse power for the Tasmanian Steam Navigation

Company. She has been named the Southern Cross, and will be elegantly

fitted up for the passenger trade of the colony. Messrs Barclay, Curie & Co.,

ofStobcross, have launched a screw named the Albatross, built for Messrs

Cowan & Co., of Edinburgh, and intended for the Australian coasting trade.

The Albatross, which will be fitted with engines of 125 horse power, is 210ft.

in length, 27ft. in breadth, and 14ft 6in."in depth; her burden is 750 tons.

The Will-o-the- Wisp, paddle, has left the Clyde for the purpose of runuing

the American blockade, making the fourth steamer which has quitted the

river for the same destination within a month, earned on her trial trip 200

tons of dead weight at a speed of rather more than 18 miles per hour
; she

was designed, built, and engined by Messrs Simons & Co., of the London

Works, Renfrew. Mr T. B. Seath has launched a screw 150 tons, named the
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Protector, and now being fitted with engines on Mr Seath's patent by Messrs

A. Campbell & Son. Messrs Blackwood & Gordon, of Port-Glasgow, have

launched a screw of 550 ton?, named the Wellington, and intended for New
Zealand. She is being fitted with engines of 90-horse power and is expected

to attain a high rate of speed. Messrs Aitken and Mansell, of Whiteinch,

have launched a paddle of GOO tons named the Arrow. She is being fitted

with her machinery at Finnieston-quay, by Messrs J. Aitken &Co., Cranston-

hill, and will shortly leave for Nassau. Messrs W. Denny & Brothers, of

Dumbarton, have purchased a large field situated between the Castle-road

and the Leven for the purpose of converting it into a shipbuilding yard. The
Cunard Company has completed a contract with Messrs J. & J. Thomson for

the construction of three large screws, to be named respectively the Java, the

Aleppo, and the Trinidada; one is intended for service on the Atlantic mail

line and two for the Mediterranean.

Russian Preparations for War.— Another means of defence is in course

of preparation— a submarine boat cf colossal dimensions, in the construction of

which about 200 tons of iron and steel are to be used, is rapidly progressing

towards completion. Great secrecy is being used about this boat. We can.

however, say that it is to have engines worked by compressed air, to have a

very strong beak, with provision for attaching large cylinders charged with

powder to the bottoms of vessels, to be fired by electricity. The parties navi-

gating the vessel will see what they are doing by means of bulls'-eyes, and

they will be able to regulate the depth at which they swim, generally keeping

quite close to the surface. The Emperor has not only approved the plans, but

some months since signed the decree appropriating about £27,000—say, 175,000

silver roubles—for this monster. By the 1st of June, 1864, the Marine Depart-

ment confidently expects to have at Cronstadt sixteen iron-clad vessels, and
they consider this a verv poor Meet for such a Power as Russia. There will be

four vessels of larger size, all in many respects alike, including the Pervenetz,

lately arrived from England, and which is now receiving her armament and
being finished off at Cronstadt. The second is building in St Petersburg, under
contract, by Messrs Mitchell, of Newcastle. All her armour-plates are on the

spot, from Messrs John Brown and Co.'s works, and she should be ready at the

time named, and is to be called u Ne Tron Ncnya" (Touch me not). The
third is building in St Petersburg by Messrs Semenikoffand Politika, and pro-

gresses fast towards completion. Her armour-plates are also supplied by
Messrs John Brown & Co. The third is building by the Marine Department
in the new Admiralty-yard, and her armour-plates are also from the same firm.

The general dimensions of these vessels are as follows :—Length over all, about
240fl; breadth, 53ft; depth, 27ft; builder's measurement, 2,800 tons; the

armament is not exactly settled, but will be rifled guns of heavy calibre. The
remaining 12 vessels are all Monitors, hut ouly one will have solid armour-
plates, supplied by Messrs Beale, and building by Messrs Mitchell. She is from
Captain Coles's design, and very nearly a facsimile of the Danish vessel Rolf
Krake. Her length is 175ft. between perpendiculars; breadth, 38ft. ; depth,
14ft.

; tonnage, (b.m.), 1,250. The remaining 11 vessels are building by Messrs
Carr and Macpherson, two ; Semenikolf and Co., two; Kondraftzott, two; and
the Government, five. They are to he clad with four and five one-inch plates,

rolled in long lengths, following the American plan. The towers are to be of

11 one inch plates bolted together, although a question has just arisen whether
it would be not be advisable to tap them through and through, and by that

meanB strengthen them. The covering of these vessels with 1-inch plates

results partly from the haste with which the resolution to build was taken, and
partly from the want of machinery in Russia to roll heavier plates. This want
they are now about to meet by erecting at their Colpino works a large armour-
plate mill, the machinery for which has been sent from England, hut which
will not he sufficient for rolling the very largest plates. It is, however, pro-
posed to build a second rolling mill; not, however, by the Government, but
with a guarantee from the authorities of a certain amount of work. The build-

ing of this is, however, somewhat problematical.

MISCELLANEOUS.
New Lighthouse at Arranmore, in Ireland.— During many years past

the north-west coast of Donegal has been the scene of lamentable loses both of
life and property. This has been caused, to a great extent, by the lighthouse
on the Island of Arranmore being abandoned. A new lighthouse has just been
completed there, at an expense of close upon £10,000. The structure is of
granite. Messrs W. Crowe & Sons, of Uublin, were the contractors. The
lamp about to be erected is the first that has been constructed by an Irish

establishment, Messrs Edmonson & Co., of Dubliu. 'Ihe new light is to be a
flash-revolving one of the first class.

Rock Oil in Gaspe.— It has long been known that there were indications
of mineral oil in Gaspe. Sir William Logan described these indications in his

geological repoits, 20 years ago. We have intelligence now that oil has been
struck at a depth of 560ft. The oil is of a pale greenish-brown colour, and even
in its crude state, less offensive than some of the refined oil of Enniskillen.
The well is said to be a flowing one. The limestone rock which produces this

oil is found under conditions similar to that of Pennsylvania, and is three or
four times the thickness of that of Enniskillen. The "oil in this latter place
has been flowing for many centuries, and man has only struck, as it were, the
remainder, whereas the oil at Gaspe seems to have been more securely confined
to its beds, as the stratum in which it is found scarcely crops out anywhere.

Antiquity of Twin Screw Propellfrs.— It is stated that Sir John Rennie
first used steamers with two screws, and as this mode of propulsion is attra :t-

ing notice by its success, it may be interesting to note its early history. So
long ago as 1752 D. Bernoulli proposed to use screw propellers at thebows,
sides, and stern of a ship, and to drive them by a steam engine. A sketch of
this eariy sngL.-v-.tioo is given in the Annals des Arts et Manvfactures, tome 20,
p. 323. In 1775 Kraft noticed this invention in a memoir at St. Petersburg,
and two years afterwards we find it meniioned in the Monthly Eevkw

y
vol. 56,

p. 525. As usual the idea was frequently reproduced or copied by other inven-
tors, but even a century ago it included provision for raising the screws out
of water when out of use. Paddlewheels were used by the ancient Romans,
and D(_*iiis Papin, in 1707, seems to have been the first to propel a model steam-
boat with them, while the Marquis de Jouffroy in 1783 was the first who used
a steamboat of larger size.

Railways.—Among the schemes proposed for accommodating the metropolis
with railway communication is one of which notice has been given of intended
application to Parliament to incorporate a company for making the following
railways :—No. 1, from the West London Railway at Kensington, via the
Middle and Inner Temple, to the Blackwall Railway near Christian Street.

No. 2, from the Blackwall Railway near Cooper's-row to the Metropolitan
Railway at Finsbury Circus. No. 3, & railway from No. 1 at Kensington to the
Metropolitan Railway at Paddington. No. 4, a railway from Gloucester Terrace
to the Great Western Railway at Paddington. No. 5, a railway from No. 1,

Westminster to Victoria Station and Pimlico Railway. No. 6, a railway from
the South-Eastern Railway in Bermondsey to the city branch of the North
London Railway. No. 7, a railway from Bermondsey to the London, Brighton,
and South Coast Railway. No. 8, a railway from the Blackwall line at Cooper's
Row to No. 1 near Christian Street. No. 9, a railway from Great Prescott

Street to the Blackwall Railway at Christian Street. No. 10, a railway frcm
No. 6, in the Minories, to the Haydon Square branch of the London and North
Western. Nos. 11, 12, 13, and 14, are supposed to be alternative railways be-
tween St Botolph, Aldgate Without, to St Botolph, Bishopsgate Without. No.
15, a railway from St Botolph, Bishopsgate Street Without, to Norton Folgate.

No. 16, a railway from Norton Folgate to the city branch of the North London
Railway at Shoreditch. No. 17, a railway from No. 1 near the northern side

of Victoria Street, Westminster, to the London and Brighton Victoria station,

Pimlico ; also, a new street from Aldgate High Street, to St Botolph, Bishops

gate Without. This is pretty well for one notice, which also asks for power to

authorize the Great Western, the Great Eastern, the London, Brighton, and
South Coast, the South-Eastern, the London and Soulh-Western, the London,
Chatham, and Dover, the Metropolitan, and other railway companies to sub-

scribe towards the undei taking, and to raise money for the purpose.

Safety Brake.—An extraordinary experiment has been made on the Sambre
and Meuse Railway, which has been perfectly Miccessful. The history of this

invention certainly will interest our readers,as it proves the revulsion which must
of necessity take place in the public feeling as regards the capacity of woman. It

is through the great artist, Rosa Bonheur, that the invention has been given to

the world. This representative of female genius, passing one day through the

village of Thomery, whence come all the " Fontainebleau grapes," was struck

by the extraordinary machiuery at work in a little garden by the roadside. It

is not by abstaining from inquiry, or refusing the opportunity of obtaining in-

formation, that Rosa Bonheur has risen to the pinnacle she occupies, so in this

case, as in every other, she resolved to seek at once the explanation of the

object which had excited her curiosity. To her amazement she was told that

the little railway which ran across the garden had been planned by the lady

occupant of the house for the purpose of experimentalising a brake of her own
invention, by which she hoped to be the means of saving many lives now risked

every time a journey is taken on a railway. "Rosa Bonheur, whh her impulsive

and generous nature, and above all, her confidence in female talent, immediately

presented the invention to the Government engineers, with a reqv.est that it

might be examined, and its value tested. But the French officials only laughed,

as usual ; they did not think it possible that an invention of this nature could

be worth examination if it were that of a woman, and refused even to unroll

the plans. The engineers of Belgium thought otherwise, and the result has

been seen in the verdict given in its entire favour by M. Gobert, under whose
superintendence it has been tried vith success on the Sambre and Meuse Rail-

way, between the Fraye and Walcourt stations.

Water Supply of Paris.—The municipal council of Paris have resolved

to increase the drinkable water with which the inhabitants of Paris are sup-

plied from the Seine by the addition of the waters of the Dhuys and the

Somme-Sonde, and likewise by drawing 40,000 cubic metres of water daily

from the Marne by means of waterworks to be established at the village of St

Maur. The plan has been approved by the Administration of Public Works,
and is to be carried into execution forthwith. The navigation of the river will

not he impeded by the proposed waterworks, as boats may pass by the canal of

St Maur, which is to be continued to the Seine and will afford them a short and
safe course. The works for bringing the waters of the Dhuys to Paris are

being likewise continued. The channel through which the water is to flow is

to be 80 miles long, to be constructed of masonry, and to pass under the soil.

Metal pipes are to be inserted wherever the nature of the ground may require

them. This channel is to be carried through the department of the Seine, by
the commune of Rosny-sous-Bois, at the extremity of the fort of that name,
will traverse the communes of Noisy-le-Sec and Romainville, flank Bagnolet,

cross the fortifications at the gate of Menilniontant, and finish at the reservoir

to be constructed in the ancient park of St Fargeau. This reservoir is to be
solidly built in masonry, and carefully covered, so as to prevent the water being
heated in summer or frozen in winter. The covering will likewise prevent the

growth of vegetable matter, and it will secure the water within from the

presence of any objects carried by the wind. The interior will be divided into

several compartments, which may be emptied in succession, and thus cleansed

or repaired as occasion may require. Several large pipes are to be laid down,
of which the first will supply Belleville, where a reservoir is to be established.

The second will follow the Rue Menilniontant to the ancient boulevards, where
it will form two branches; one will convey water to Montmartre and the other

to the bridge of Austerlitz. Frcm the bridge of Austerlitz, which it will cross

by means of a channel, it will follow the Boulevard de PHopital and the pro-

jected Boulevard St Marcel, and supply the inhabitants of the plaiu of Mont-
rouge and of the Pantheon.
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PRICES CURRENT
OF

CHIEF MATERIALS USED IN STRUCTURES AND MACHINERY.

FOR THE MONTH ENDING DECEMBER 2S, 1863.

{Compiled expressly for the Practical Mechanic's Journal.)

1st -week. 2nd week. 3d week 4th week.

IRON. £ s. d. £ s. d £ s. a £ s. D.

Bars, &c, British, per tun 17 6 700 700726
NailRodi, 8 15 S150 8 15 08 15
Hoop, II 11 << 11 11

Sheets 11 5 11 10 11 10 11 10
Pig, No. 1, Wales 4 10 4 10 4 10 4 10
Bars, Staffordshire, 9 10 9 10 9 10 9 10
Rails, 6 17 6 7 7 7 2 6
Pig, No. 1. Scotch, best qua! 2/ to 3/ higher 310 320 320 330
Swedish Bars 13 12 12 12

STEEL.
Swedish, rolled, in kegs (Hammered, from
£1 to £3 higher), 15 10 15 10 15 10 15 10
In faggots, 17 10 17 10 17 10 17 10

Spelter, ingot, IS 5 18 10 IS 15 18 15
Zinc, sheet, 24 10 25 25 25

COPPER,
Sheathing bolts, per lb., Oil; I llf llf 11?
B.ttoms 10 10 1 CIJ 1 Oi
Old, exchange, 10i \0\ loj 10J
Toagh Cake, per ton 98 98 99 99
Tile, 98 98 93 99

TIN.

English blocks, 113 113 112 112
Bars in barrels, 114 114 113 Ii3

Refined, 117 117 117 117
Banca, 114 114 114 114

Straits, 112 10 112 10 112 10 112 10

TIN PLATES.
Char. IC, per box, ISO 180 190190
Coke. 1C 14 14 14 14

LEAD.
English pig 20 10 20 10 20 15 20 15
Sheet, 21 5 21 5 21 5 21 5

Spanish pig, in bond, 19 10 19 10 19 10 19 10

TIMBER—PEE LOAD.

Teak, new 13 10 13 10 13 10 13 10

Quebec, red pine, 3 15 3 15 3 15 3 15
yellow pine 3 10 3 10 3 10 3 10

St. John, N.B.. yellow, 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10

Quebec, oak, white, 600 600 600600
•' Birch 3 10 3 10 3 10 3 10

Memel, 5 15 5 15 5 10 5 15
•' Elm, 400 400 400400

Dantzicoak, 500 500 500500
•« Fir, 300 300 300300

Memel fir, 350 350 350350
Riga, 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

Sw'c-dhh, 2 10 2 10 2 10 2 10

Deals, per C, 12 feet by 3 by 9 inches.

Quebec, while spruce 17 17 17 17

SL John, white spruce, 15 15 15 15

Yellow pine, per reduced C.

Canada, 1st quality, 17 10 17 10 17 10 17 10
" 2nd do 11 10 11 10 11 10 11 10

Archangel yellow, 14 14 14 13 10

St. Petersburgh yellow 11 15 11 15 11 15 11 15

Finland 9 10 9 10 9 10 9 10

Memel, 13 13 13 13

Gothenburg, yellow 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
" white 9 10 9 10 10 10

Gene, yellow 11 11 11 11

Soderhamn, 10 10 10 10

Chiistiania, per C. 12 ft. by 2 by 9 in. yd. 22 22 22 22

OILS, PAINTS, & DRYSALTERIES.
Red Lead, 2115 21 15 2115 2115
WhiteLead, 26 10 26 10 26 10 26 10

Seal, pale, per 252 gallons, .. .. 46 10 46 10 46 10 46 10
' yellow, 44 10 44 10 44 10 44 10

Sperm, 79 78 78 78
Cod, 55 10 55 10 55 10 55 10

South Sea. 42 10 42 10 42 10 42 10

Olive, Gallipoli, per tun 60 60 60 60
Palm, per tun, 38 10 38 10 38 10 38 10

Cocoa-nut, 46 10 46 10 46 10 46 10

Rape pale foreign, 44 10 44 10 44 10 44 10
Linseed, 43 43 43 43
Rough Turpentine, per cwt. 000 000 000000
Englist spirit without ea»ks, .. .. 000 000 000000
Hemp Manilla, per ton, 28 28 28 28
Jute 26 28 26 26
Hemp Rope, 00 00 00 00

APPLICATIONS FOR

PROVISIONAL PROTECTION FOR INVENTIONS

UNDER THE PATENT LAW AMENDMENT ACT.

S3T When the city or town is not mentioned, London is to be understood.

2713
2714
2715
2716
2717.

271S.

2719.

2720
2721.

2722.

2723
2724.

272,"i,

2726
2727
272S.

2729,

2730.

2731.

2732,

2733,

2734,

2736
2737.

273S
2739.

2740.

2741.

2742.

2743.

2744.

2745.

2746.

2747.

27 4S.

2749.

2750.
2751.

2752.

2753.

2754.

2755

2756.

2757.
2758.

2759.

2760.
2761.
2762.
2763.

2764.

2765.

2766.

2767.
2768.

2769.

2770.

2771.

2772.

2773.

2774.
2775.

2776.
2777.

2778.

2779.

2730.

2781.

2782.

2783.

2784.

2785.

2786.

2787.

2788.

2789.

2790.
2791.

2792.

2793.

2794.

2795.

3d November, 1863.
T. W- Alderton, Ipswich—Sewing machines.
F. J. Pastorelli, Piccadilly—Surveyor's levels.
David Davy. Sheffield -Steam hammers.
John Mackintosh, Middlesex—Taps for liquids or gases.
Ralph Eaton, Stockport—Ruling or marking leather.
Samuel Bateman, Asnieres - Combing wool.
J. P. Booth, Cork—Beds and bedding
J. J Revy, Grosvenor Street—Explosive compounds.
Michael Henry, Fleet Street—Zinc white —A com.

4th November, 1863.
James Livesey, Cannon Street, West, and John Edwards, Basinghall Street
—Permanent way of railways.

P. A Sautreuil, France—Lubrication of bearings.
Guillaume Ville, Paris—Phosphates of lime.
John Thomas, Battersea—Smelting ores.
Edward Hughes, Bagillt —Exhausting air or other gases.
Elias Howe, London—Sewing machines.
Joseph Tangye, Birmingham—Hydraulic shearing and riveting machines.
Robert Brooks. Dunstable, and C: Inwards. Luton—Stringed instruments.
Abram Gillett, Highway Farm—Cutting chaft.

J. A Barral. and L A. Coch^ry, Paris—Manure.
J. H. Maw. Broseley, Salop—Coating bottoms of ships.
William Audinwood, Castle Donington—Thrashing machines.
Michael Luneau, Paris—Hat or cap frames.

Sth November, 1863.

G. W. and J. Craven, Manchester—Cutting and planing iron.
Jonathan Northrop, Thornton, Bradford—Making fringes.
E. K. Dutton, Stretford, Chester—Coating cylinders with leather.
Thomas Farra, Manchester—Skirtings.
Richard Smith. Glasgow—Colouring matters.
Bewicke Blackburn, Chelsea—Coupling or buckle.
William Proger, George Street—Lanterns and lamps.
Henry Hancock, Clayland's Road, and W. H. Vickers, Blackman Street-
Windows, safes, and chests.

Joseph Whitworth, Manchester—Steel and homogeneous metal.
Henry Bessemer, Queen Street Place—Railway bars.
Sydney Smith, Hyson Green Brass Works, Nottingham—Safety valves.
Henry Bessemer, Queen Street Place—Malleable iron and steel.

R. T. Tait. Essex Street—Woollen garments.
George Speight, Clerkenwell— Collars and cuffs.

F. E. Sickles, New York—Steering vessels.

6th November, 1863.

C. D, Abel, Southampton Buildings—Fluid meters.—A com.
Charles Coates, Sunnyside—Printing cotton.
Robert Sellar, Huntley, North Britain—Harrows.
John Muckart, Letham Mill, Arbroath—Preserving vegetable substances.
William Davies, and George Cate, North Street;—Cutting corks.

C. H Southall, and Robert Heap, Staleybridge—Cutting the soles and heels
of boots and shoes,

Robert Saunders, Croydon—Ships and vessels.

J. S. Guirette, Paris—Inhaling apparatus.
Joseph Townsend, Glasgow—Nitrate of potash.
W. M. Neilson. Glasgow—Axle boxes.—A com.
W. D. Allen, Sheffield—Casting ingots of steel.

C. M. Campbell, Stokeupon-Trent—Drying china and earthenware.
W. H. Perkin, Seymour Villa—Colouring matters.
Richard Johnson, Manchester—Telegraphic wire.

W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane—Sewing machines—A com.

1th November, 1863.

H. L Emery, Sloane Street—Ginning and cleaning cotton.

T. C. Barraclough, Manchester—Looms for weaving.—A com.
Richard Batt, Milnthorpe—Paper-making.
J. K. Hoyt, Southampton Buildings -Revolving fire-arms.—A com.
James Johnson, Peterborough—Lubricating.

J. J. and W. Dyson, Tinsley—Forming metal plates.

Lewis Braham, Hatton Garden—Spectacles and hand frames.

William Clark, Chancery Lane—Sewing machines.—A com.

G S. Melland, Lime Street—Fire-arms and ordnance.—A com.
Alexander Prince, Trafalgar Square—Sewing machines
Andrew Barclay, and A. Morton, Kilmarnock—Injecting and ejecting fluids.

C. D. Abel, Southampton Buildings—Raising and lowering bodies.—A com.
Henry Wickens, Tokenhouse Yard—Lamps —A com.
Moses Mellor, Nottingham—Looped or knitted fabrics.

George Haseltine, Southampton Buildings—Bending metallic pipes.—A com.

Uh November, 1863.

A. A. L. P. Cochrane, Portsmouth—Propelling and steering.

Hippolyte Mege, Paris—Manufacture of soap.

W.J Cunningham, and Herbert Connop, Everett Terrace—Sawing machines.

G. T. Bousfield, Brixton—Ships and vessels —A com.
Nathan Thompson. Abbey Gardens—Stopping bottles.

George Ryder, and Matthew Gutteridge, Leicester—Hay making machines.

R. H. Philipson, and John Dees, Cassop—Cutting coal.

10th November, 1863.

Thomas Weston, Dublin—Printing presses.

J. C. Habicht, South Street—Keyless watches—A com.

George Yates, Wolverhampton—Heel tips and toe tips.

John Ramsbottom, Accrington—Measuring and registering fluids.

S. J. Bartlett, Maidstone—Taps.
H. A. Bonneville, Paris—Cowl or chimney pot.—A com.

Francois Castelnau, France—Two-wheeled carriages.

James Mash, Bowden -Safety valves and pressure gauges. _

S. Faulkner, John Berry, and George Harrison, Blackley—Grinding cards.
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2796. Samuel Faulkner, Blackley—Carding engines.
2797- Joseph Cutler, Gloucester Road—Ornamental fountains.

llth November, 1863.

2798. Francois Testuz, Piccadilly—Breaks.
2799. John Smth. Manchester— Finishing fabric.

2S00. W. R. Bowditeh, Wakefield— Gas-lighting.
2801. T. M. Reade, Liverpool, and Joshua Hewitt, Stanley—Controlling the supply

of water to water-closets.
2802. John Fottrell, Liverpool—Deodorizing petroleum.
2803. Dan Dawson, Hmlderstield— Colours tor dyeing.
2804. A. C., Widow D. Wild, Cheapside—Hats and bonnets.—A com.
2805. Henry Melton, Regent Street—Military and other hats.
2806. W. D. Richards, Boston, U.S —Heated air engines.—A com.
2807. Matthew Stainton, and Daniel Lawson, South Shields—Steering ships.
2S08. William Clissold, Dudbridge Works, Stroud—Carding wool.
2809. G. Haseltine, Chancery Lane—Endless chain horse powers.—A com.

12th November, 1863.
2810. B. A. Murray, Manchester—Doubling and winding.
2811. H. J. Simlick, Old Ford Row—Fusees or matches.
2812. Andrew Craig, Birkenhead— Distilling hydrocarbons.
2813. Benjamin Peake, Coventry—Neck ties, cravats, and waistbands.
2814. J. J. and J. Booth, Rodley, near Leeds— Cranes.
2815. Alfred Illingworth, Bradford—Preparing and twisting cotton.
2816. Hugh Holden, Preston— Shuttles for weaving.
2817. George Davies, Serle Street—SpriDgs.—A com.
V818 Ellis Rowland, Manchester—Dampers.
2819. W. E. Gedge. Wellington Street—Amalgamating metals.—A com.
2820. David Ford, Islington— Propelling boats and barges.
2821. G. H. Brockbank, Great College Street—Pianofortes.
2822. L. E. C. Martin, Albion Street—Generating steam.
2823. W. E. Newton. Chancery Lane—Gas burners.—A com.
2824. Philip Bettle. Ely Place— Pins, brooches, and buckles.
2825. D. M. Fyfe, Maidenhead—Removing heavy bodies.

13th November, 1863.
2826. C. W. Siemens, Westminster—Submerging submarine telegraph cables.
2827. B. Marriott, Islington, and Charles Radcliff, Hampstead Road—watches.
2828. William Robertson, Manchester— Spinning and doubling.
2829. William Chambers, Whitetield—Beetling and finishing cloth.
2830. George Remington. Haverstock Hill—Atmospheric railways and engines.
2831. H. F. Hodson, Brighton—Cigars.
2832. W. F. Dearlove. Goswell Road—Chopping animal and vegetable substances.
2833. Eli Spencer, and John Dodd, Oldham—Spinning mules.
2834. J. W. Drummond New York—Looms for weaving.
2835. G. K. Geyelin, King Street- Water closets.

2836. G. T. Bousfield, Brixton—Rolling blinds.—A com.
2837. Thomas Harrison, Tudhoe, Durham—Excavating coal and minerals.

lith November, 1863.
2838. M. A. Muir, and James M'llwham, Glasgow—Looms.
2839. James Medway, and Samuel Joyce, Middlesex—Starch.
2840. Henry Gladstone, Butler's Terrace—Skin cartridges.
2841. De Bosco Hughes, Liverpool—Producing dramatic effects on the stage.
2842. J. P. Binns, Guildford Place—Sewing machines.
2848. Joseph Ellison, Leeds— Flour dressing machines.
2844. J. C. Wilson, Cannon Street—Cotton gins.
2845. E. T. Hughes, Chancery Lane—Sewing machines,—A com.
2346. Edwin Hargraves, Manchester—Steam boilers.

2847. Adolph Ellissen, London—Preventing the fouling of ships.
2848. T. S Prideaux, Piccadilly—Armour for ships.
2849. George Barker, Broad Street—Syphons for sewerage.
2850. W. A. Lyttle, Priam Place—Covers for umbrellas.
2851. G. H. Courtney, Stratford—Tills or receptacles for money.
2352. W. E Newton, Chancery Lane— Iron and steeL—A com,
2853. Gustav Lindemann, Salford—Singeing woven fabrics.

2854 John Lewis, Elizabeth, U S.—Rudders.
2835. Lauchlan Mackirdy, Greenock—Cleansing charcoal and separating syrups

from sugar.
2856. R. A Brooman, Fleet Street— Printing presses.—A com.
2857. James Harrison, Kingston-upon-Hull- Cleaning cotton seed.
2808. R. A, Brooman, Fleet Street— Engines and boilers.—A com.
2859. John Southgate, Watling Street—Portmanteaus.
"2860. Thomas Williams, Bowling, and Isaac Naylor, Horton-Paper spools used

in spinning and doubling machines,
2861. John Walmsley, Canada,—Pulverizing and cleaning the soil.

16th November, 1863.

2S62 Josiah Hulse, and Joseph Lawrence, Wittenhall—Door knobs.
2863. E. and F. A. Leigh, Manchester—Cotton gins.
2864. Charles rengilly, Bodmin—Pulverizing ores.
2865. Samuel Cameron, and William Johnston, Glasgow—Taps or valves, pipe

joints, and water-closets.
2866. G Thonger, Birmingham—Preventing accidents from sale of poisons.
2867. E. W. Elmslie, Great Malvern—Construction of buildings.
2868. Robert Griffiths, Mornington Road— Propelling ships.
2869. A. P. Henry, and R. T. Power, Liverpool—Affixing labels on bottles.
2870. G. T. Bousfield, Brixton—Cartridges.—A com.
2871. Isidore Pomes, Condon, France—Hydraulic motor.
2872. J. J. Maurer, Paris, France—Towing vessels.

2873. L. L. Sovereign, Islington— Agricultural implement.
2874. C. W. Harrison, Battersea—Filters.

2875. R A. Brooman, Fleet Street—Salt, and salt water boilers.—A com.

17th November, 1863.

2376. P. M. Parsons, Blackheath— Ordnance and small arms.
2877. F. W Burton, Somerset Place—Articles of furniture.
2878. William Cowan, Edinburgh—Gas meters.
2879 Valentine Baker, Dublin— Breech-loading ordnance.
2380. Joseph Betteley, Liverpool—Sheathing ships.

18(A November, 1363.
2S81. William Pratchitt, John Blaylock, and John Pratchitt, Carlisle—Moveable

platforms for railway stations.
2SS2. T. C Kimpton, Manchester—Time tables and almanacs.
2883. Rudolph Mayer, Birkby—Breech-loading tire-arms.
2884. J. H. Johnson, Lincoln's Inn Fields—Rotatory engines.—A com.
2885. R, W. Sievier, Guilford Street—Jacquard machines.—A com.
2886. W. M. Williams, Oak Alyn, Denbigh—Distillation of coal and peat.
2887. J. R. Cooper, Birmingham—Barrels for tire-arms.

2883,

2S89.

2890.

2891.

2892.

2893.
2894.

2895.

2S97.
2898.

2899.

2900.

2901.
2902.

2903.
2904-
2905.

2906.

2907.

2908.

2909.

2910.

2911.

2912.

29ia

2914.

2915.

2916.

2917.

2918.

2919.
2920.

2921.

2922.

2923
2924.

2925.

2926.

2927.

2928.

2929.

2930.

2931.

2932.

2933.

2934.

2935.

2936.
2937.
2938.

2939.

2940.
2941.

2942.

2943.
2944.

2945.
2946.

2947.

2948.

2949.

2950.
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2952.

2953.
2954.

2955.

2956.

2957.
2958.

2959.

2960.

2961.

2962.

2963.

2964.
2965.

2966.

T\ llham W igfall, and Gottlieb Jolly, Sheffield-Explosive compound.
John Elder, Glasgow— Floating docks.
John Stewart, Leigh—Steam boilers or generators.
James Mackew, Leicester—Looped fabrics.
E. C. Nicholson, Fenchurch Street—Colouring matters.
J. G. Jennings, Lambeth, and M. L. J. Lavater, Bath Street—India-rubber
Heinrich Hirzel, University of Leipzig—Colouring matters.
P. St George Grteme, Waterloo Place—Ships or vessels.

19th November, 1863.
W. B. Adams, Hampstead—Wheels, tires, axles, and axle boxes.
John Eglin, Glasgow— Drifts.
John Elder, Glasgow—Steam engines.
A G Southby, Bulford—Distillation of petroleum.
Auguste Balny, Paris—Stopping horses with pincers.
Isaac Francis, Pen-y-gelli, Denbigh—Separating impurities from coaLW H. Gray, St Austell's, Cornwall—Blast cylinders.
John Kirkham, Euston Road—Ores of iron.
Edmund Walker. London Street—Windlasses.
Joseph Collyer, Leman Street—Closing orifices in casks.
R. and J. S. Walker, and Benjamin Brown, Bury—Preparing cotton.
Eleazar Christmas, Watford—Carriages.
William Symons, St Mark's Crescent— Railways.
Robert Gooch, Bridge Street—Wrought-iron sheeting piles.
John Colling, and David Gullon Pinkney, Seaham—Reefing and furling sails.
W. B. Hodson, Cotton Street—Cans for holding oils.

20th November, 1863.
George Rait, and John Wimhorrow, Middlesex— Gas meters.
James Seward, Clitheroe, and Henry Smith, Enfield—Preventing incrusta-

tion in steam boilers.
Edward Marwood, Blackburn—Covering rollers used in spinning.
Benjamin Dobson, and Edward Barlow, and Peter Knowles, Bolton—Ginning

cotton and other fibrous substances.
Ernest Pezold, Greek Street—Pipe stick.
Charles Stevens, Charing Cross— Hoisting and lowering apparatus —A com.
A. H. Ferry, Paris—Hammers for pianofortes
J. J. Hays, Hitchin— Hot-air stoves.
G. S. Kirkman, Claremont Terrace—Connecting railway carriages.
Thomas Brinsmead, Torrington—Thrashing
Alexander M'Laine, Belfast—Gun-boats and rams.
George Fawcus, North Shields—Ladders.
W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane—Fan blowers for ventilating.—A com.
W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane—Attaching labels to bales.—A com.
H. A Bonnevilee. Paris -Preserving grain —A com.
J. H. Johnson, Lincoln's Inn Fields—Steam engines.—A com.

21st November, 1863.
C. E. Wright, Nottingham—Binding letters, music, ajid other sheets.
Thomas 'lurner, Glasgow—Fire-proof floor or roof.
Hubert Ayckbourn, Chancery Lane—Cultivation of oyster spawn.—A com.
Ferrar Fenton, Camberwell—Paper pulp.
William Williams, Liverpool—Making bricks.
David Cope, Liverpool—Metallic packages.
L. D'E. de Saint Jean, France—Shutting gates
Edward Finch, Chepstow— Bridges, houses, and other buildings.
Francis Watkins, Birmingham—Bolts, nuts, spikes., and rivets.
Antoine Simoneton, Paris—Linen cloth.
Thomas Humphreys, Deptford—Tying up fire wood.
D. W. Hamper, Newcastle-upon-Tyne—Mashing malt.
M. B. Westhead, Manchester—Arranging tapes.
James Steart, Berraondsey—Extracting fibre from zostera marina.

23d November. 1863.

William Bestwick. Manchester— Braiding machines.
Charles Howard, Deptford—Safety watch case pendant.
Peter Bawden, Queen Street—Making bricks.
James Smith, Liverpool—Coating the bottoms of ships.
E. B. Wilson, Middlesex, and John Imray, Surrey—Presses,
Thomas Carr, New Ferry—Agitating solids with liquids.
James Piatt, Gloucester— Cultivating land.

2±th November, 1863.
G. W. Yapp. Clement's Inn— Preserving animal substances.—A com.
St. George Gregg, Austin Friars, and Thomas Gray, Mitcham—Thread

cordage and woven textile fabrics.
D. W. Rea, London—Preserving animal and vegetable substances.
William Howlett, Cottage Grove—Printing floor cloths.
C. Schiele, Manchester—Hydraulic apparatus for hoisting and pressing.
George Davies, Serle Street, Lincoln's Inn—Photography.—A com.
James Lewis, Wych Street—Driving sewing machines.
J. H. Johnson, Lincoln's Inn Fields—Rotatory engines.—A com.
Richard Furnival, Manchester—Braiding machines.
W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane—Cleaning flax and hemp.—A com.
W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane—Balloons.—A com.
John Sibert, Nottingham—Joined blond.
Peter Tait, Limerick—Pressing and ironing garments.
C. L. Daboll, United States—Marine fog signals.

25th November, 1863.

George Parkin, Tryddyn—Oils.

Thomas Wilson. Birmingham—Presses for cutting metals.
Matthew Power, Worcester— Fire-escapes.
Edward Bevan, Birkenhead—Lighting of railway carriages.

DESIGNS FOR ARTICLES OF UTILITY.

Registeredfrom IZth November, to 1th December, 1863.

Thos. R. Whitcombe. Manchester—A Tobacco Pipe.
Wm. Brown, Glasgow—Seat for Railway Carriages.
Thos. Atkins, Birmingham—Fastener for Tables.
T. Evans, Pentonville Road—ParasoL
W. Lewis, Cheapside—Scarf Ring.
J. Collins, Birmingham—Rack Pulley.
J. E. Gardner, Strand, W.C — Lamp.
C. Pullinger, Selsey, near Chichester—Vermin Trap.

Nov 13. 4^96.

tt 21, 4597.

4598.

27, 4599.

Dec. 1. 4600.

4, 4601.

5, 4602.

„ 7, 4603.
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NOTES ON NORTHERN COLLIERIES.
No. V.

PUMPIXG ENGINE BEAMS IS GEXEKAL.

The last preceding part of these " Notes," completed the proof, never

before, so far as we are aware, produced in any form, that the train of

forces suggested by Mr Blackwell, in his Report to the Home Office, as

those which produced the fracture of the Hartley engine beam, were

adequate to the result attributed to them. Although no direct proof

has been, or can now ever be given, that the fracture was produced in

the way imagined, viz., by the inertia of the outer end of the beam,

when it flew up upon being released, still we have now brought the

question, which previously rested on nothing but vague opinion, or

unsupported assertion, to this point :

—

1st, That the train of forces, as set forth in Mr Blackwell's report,

may have been sufficient to account for the fracture in the way
supposed.

2d, That no hypothesis of any other train of forces can be framed,

which shall be at once consistent with the acknowledged conditions,

and sufficient to have produced fracture.

Although, therefore, it is impossible to give direct proof that the

train of forces imagined, and here investigated, were those actually

operative, and which broke the beam, we have arrived, by reasoning,

both disjunctively and exhaustively, at a very high degree of proba-

bility that we really have traced back to the facts as they actually

occurred.

With this, we dismiss the first part of our inquiries as to colliery

engine beams, and proceed to some conclusions or deductions of a

practical character.

Into the question of what happened after the Hartley beam broke, we
do not purpose entering further than just to remark, that the terrible

issue of the Hartley accident, so commonly connected in words with the

fracture of the beam, must not be attributed solely to that single event.

The Hartley accident was, in truth, a complication of successive

accidents, all originated, it is true, by the breakage of the beam, just as

pulling the trigger gives rise to the explosion, or releasing a detent,

sets a train of wheel work in motion ; but the complication of bad

results, in their succession, was not necessarily, or at all, due to the

mere fact of the engine beam having been broken. The after succession of

disasters maybe analysed, and showntohave proceeded each from its own
separate cause and condition, and each one attributable to another piece

of mal construction, or disregard of constructive precaution. Thus, when
the engine beam broke, it would have heen harmless to all who were

underground, had proper buntens and timbering existed at the mouth

of the shaft, so as to have caught the huge fragment in its fall, and

prevented its entering the shaft.

There was nothing of the sort—the shaft's mouth was practical!}'

open—and hence, down went the half beam, carrying pit work and

pumps, in part, before it. But all this, if there had been no more,

would not have so filled the shaft, as to have made its clearance hope-

less. The wooden brattice, dividing the shaft, had no strong framing

at its upper part ; it also was carried down, and broken up, like match

wood, helped to wedge full the shaft. Lastly, (to omit all minor

matters,) the lining of the shaft itself was of the most insufficient and

imperfect character, although the ground which it had held back was

loose and dangerous in a high degree ; the timbering of the brattice,

when struck away, set this loose, or even broke it into the shaft ; and

then the sides of the shaft, running stones and gravel, with a free

supply of water, began to come in, and completed the catastrophe,

which even then would not have had its fatal results, were it not that

the colliery was dependent upon only this single—this most ill-

constructed and rashly-managed shaft.

Thus, it wag not the breakage of the engine beam that caused the loss

of the lives of 204 men and boys ; nor was it the necessary consequence

of there being only one shaft to the colliery ; it was neither of these
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separately, nor both together, but the co-existence with these of a

whole tribe of deficient or defective arrangements, in and about the

shaft, to which the fatal issue must be logically attributed.

It is important to insist upon this, for it is not, and never has been,

the popular notion. The " leader writers " of the daily press are

seldom, if ever, themselves men of practical knowledge, or of science,

neverthless, in such cases as this, they lay down the law in flimsy

generalities, with a sprinkling of technicalities, and an adroit illusion

or two to something of abstract science, and public opinion is easily put

off the true scent, and thus its weight diverted from the right direction

to produce future improvement.

Can any remarks, for example, be more untrue as to fact, or more

mischievous in tendencj', however unintentionally so, than the following

of the Times, of 22d January, 1862 :
—

" There was no negligence, for in work so perilous as this, where the

lives of all hang upon the lightest action, no one trifles. No precau-

tion had been omitted. The u-hole machinery went steadily. The

hive below was ivorking in security. ATo one, v;e may be sure, thought

of dangerfrom that massive iron beam which stretched across the pit,

and raised to the surface the subterranean water. But suddenly one

of those mysterious actions which will sometimes take place in metals,

which cause a watchspring to snap in a frosty night, or an axle-tree

to break like glass, without any appreciable extra friction operated

upon that great beam. There is no suggestion that it was faulty, yet

it parted, and in a moment a mass of twenty tons was hurled down the

shaft, gathering force and velocity as it fell, sweeping away the stages,

the props, and the lining of the shaft, crushing the five men who were

coming to the surface, and carrying all down with it in a mass of ruin

to the bottom. The timber and planking which lined the pit being

torn away, the sides in many places collapsed, and what had been a

safe, open passage, was the next moment densely choked for many
hundred feet deep."

"What a terrible scene is this ! What a picture of man's impotence

in comparison with even a broken piece of iron and a collapsed coal-

shaft ! There is nothing to be said about it. Nothing has been omitted

which could have repaired the catastrophe ; nothing can be suggested

to avert the recurrence of similar catastrophes."

Was there no negligence ? Had no precaution been omitted ? Was
the hive working in security? Was there any "mysterious action?"

Was it inevitable that because the beam broke, it must be let go down
the shaft? Was it inevitable that a shaft sunk through wet and

running ground should have been left lined with wood? Is there

nothing to be said about it ? It would have been well, indeed, that

nothing had been said in such style.

The Times, and other papers and journals, which, at the time,

echoed and formed the popular notion on the subject, could discern

nothing amiss but that the engine beam had been made of cast iron.

In accordance with that is the moral it educes thus, from the whole

matter :

—

" It is a duty with us to find in this frightful disaster some warning

against its recurrence.

" It is impossible not to remark on the material of the beam. It was

of cast iron ; and, though it seems to have consisted of two plates, yet,

as either would probably break on the failure of the other, they were

no more than one. The entire weight was 40 tons, or, if we understand

it aright, 20 tons for each plate. Now, 20 tons is a very large casting;

and, in this case, the engineman, on the inquest, mentions that the

plate was honeycombed at the fracture. There is no need to go to any

supposed theory of fractures in cast iron exposed to much work and

great strains, for the fact is enough. It is the least tnistworthy of all

materials, and any life that depends on a horizontal bar of cast iron

subject to great and unequal strains may be said to have the sword of
Damocles ahcays hanging over it. One of the most useful and

important discoveries of this age is the employment of wrought iron

where toughness and rigidity are wanted—that is, for beams, bridges,

cranes, and ships. It is not liable to the lurking fracture, which under

2 s
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the surface of cast iron slowly extends and widens, till the moment it

has reduced the bearing section below the work to be done, when in an
instant all goes. Wrought iron will bend or warp, and so give warning
of a worse failure."

—

Times, 2ith January, 18C2.

If this were the fact, few of us in England could avoid having this

sword of Damocles down upon our heads, at almost any hour of our lives.

Such may be the popular notion, very generally, but it is ill-founded,

and based upon imperfect knowledge. Cast iron is a weak material in

its average ultimate powers to resist tension, which does not exceed
about seven tons to the square inch of section. It is a very strong

material to resist compression, giving an average ultimate resistance of

about 4!J tons to the square inch, or more than twice and a half, in this

respect, stronger than wrought iron. As but too commonly employed,
however, the thing made of it is very untrustworthy, but the fault is not
in the material, but in the insufficient dimensions too often assigned to

its mass in proportion to the strains it has to resist. So far from cast

iron being " the least trustworthy of all materials," it is, within the

limits of strain to which it ought properly be exposed, far more trust-

worthy than wrought iron. Trustworthiness here means, in fact, how
tough the metal is ; how much either metal will bend before it will

break.

With whatever material we may be concerned, we must allow a large

margin of excess in strength, or, as it is called, a large " factor of

safety," over and above the greatest passive or active stress that can be

expected upon it. Fundamental considerations, that we need not here

recur to, have judiciously fixed this " factor of safety at " six times the

greatest statical, or twelve times the greatest dynamic strain to which
the unit of section of such materials as cast or wrought iron shall be

exposed. Hence, as cast iron tears asunder at about 7 tons of dead
pull per square inch, we ought to proportion the mass of anything made

7 ton 3
of it that the maximum dead pull shall never exceed say about

PIG tons per square inch of section. Now, for all tcnsional strains, up
to at least 2 tons per square inch, cast iron of good quality extends
a good deal more than wrought iron — very nearly twice as much,
in fact. In other words, if we will rightly proportion a thing cast

in iron, and give it a due surplus of strength, the cast iron will,

within such limits, bend more than wrought iron ; and within those
limits, it is, therefore, not only as trustworthy, but it is a more trust-

worthy, because, within those limits, a tougher material than wrought
iron.

But, if it be possible that through some unforeseeable state of things,

these limits ma}', at some time or other, be greatly exceeded, then we
had better employ wrought iron, or, better still, tough steel, as the
ultimately stronger, and at strains that come near the breaking weight,
the tougher material.

At 3 to 4 tons to the square inch tension, cast iron becomes unsafe,
and beyond this, up to the breaking point, its extension continually
decreases ; that is to say, it gets more brittle as it approaches the
crippling point. But wrought iron is not unsafe until 10 or even 12

tons tension to the square inch has been reached, and its extension
remains almost the same as at the commencement, up to 12 or often 16
tons per square inch ; that is to say, its brittleness is the same for a
very considerable range of strain, and the ultimate limits of that strain

are, for extension, practically about eight times as large as in cast iron.

The choice between cast iron and wrought, for structural use, as
against transverse strains, which involve both compression and tension,

must always turn upon their relative powers to resist the latter. If we
can assure ourselves that under no circumstances shall it be possible for

a tensile strain to be visited upon a cast iron structure, exceeding 1^ or
2 tons per square inch—the factor of safety being, at least, = C— then,
paradoxical as it seems, cast iron is the safer and more trustworthy
material, as compared with wrought iron. If, however, the possible
limit of occasional or accidental tensioual strain may exceed this,

wrought iron becomes the more trustworthy material, provided this
limit cannot pass more than about eight times that of cast iron, under
like conditions, and with the same factor of safety.

But if, thirdly, the limits of possible accidental strain pass bej'ond
this, the one material is not more trustworthy than the other, and
trustworthiness can only be insured in the structure, by a still farther
extension of the factor of safety ; and lastly, if there are no assignable
limits of accidental strain, trustworthiness, by choice of either material,
or by any increase of scantling, is manifestly out of the question.
This, in the issue, proved to nave been very much the case with the
Hartley beam. The breakage of the pump spears, and sudden release
of the whole power of the engine, was an accidental strain never
deemed possible, or, at least, calculated upon. Far as it exceeded the
ordinary working limits, we have seen that the cast iron beam would
have been nearly a match for it, had it not been, at the same time,
exposed to the splitting strain of its own keys. Had the beam been of
wrought iron assumed in one piece, or, at least, homogeneous, or of
equal strength in all its parts, then, with an equal factor of safety, it

would have only weighed about one-third the weight of the cast iron

beam, and the inertia of motion being decreased, it is probable that the
wrought iron beam would not have been broken in two; we say,

probable, because a much higher velocity would have been imparted to

this lighter beam by the uncontrolled engine ; and as this work in the
beam is as V 2

, it must remain uncertain, unless we had all the weights,

etc., before us, whether the fracturing power of the lighter beam might
not very closely approach that of the heavy cast iron one. In either

case, were the beam not to break, we are disposed to think that it

would have torn up the top bearings of the centre gudgeon, and, short

of having gone down the shaft, (which arose purely from want of

precaution at the shaft mouth,) would have done itself and all about it

irreparable mischief.

Mr Blackwell, in his Report to the Home Office, is not very strongly
impressed in favour of the abolition of cast iron for pumping engine
beams, in favour of wrought iron.

He says, (p. 32), " Notwithstanding the accident which occurred to

this engine beam, it cannot be disputed that cast iron is a material the

qualities of which give it great value in engineering construction, whilst

its comparatively low cost has brought it into general use. Its fluidity

at a low temperature enables it to take the form of any mould into

which it may be run. Its stiffness when cold, and even its bulk and
weight, are qualities which contribute to its value in many situations.

The defects of this material may, in almost all cases, be guarded
against, and, in particular, when applied to engine beams, by a judicious

combination of wrought iron in the construction.
" If the sides of the beam that broke at the Hartley pit had been trussed

with wrought iron rods, 2J or 3 inches in diameter, applied to the upper
and under edges of each of the sides of which this beam was formed, it

would, in all probability, have sustained the effects even of the violent

concussion to which it was subjected ; and had the beam broken under
the concussion, no part of it certainly would have fallen into the shaft."

With a great deal here said, we are prepared to agree, although we
cannot admit that, in any case, or however arranged, beams of cast iron,

trussed with wrought iron, form a desirable, or even trustworthy,

structure. The range of extensibility of the two materials is so different,

and the defect of perfect elasticity in wrought iron so large, that our

observation of such structures (in which we have had a rather large

experience) is, that either the cast iron bears all the strain, or the

wrought iron does so—the latter usually takes it all ; but the supposi-

tion of the designer has been that the cast iron was to take its share;

hence, the scantling assigned to the wrought iron trussing is very

insufficient to bear all the strain, and the result is, want of safety, or

actual break down.
The Dee Bridge, at Chester, on the London and North-West Railway,

erected under the late Mr R. Stephenson, and which, it will be remem-
bered, broke down, is a case in point. And again, we are not convinced

that had the cast iron of the beam, thus trussed, broken in two, the

truss bars would have certainly saved the half beam going down the

unprotected shaft.

Mr Blackwell hints at what is the main advantage of cast iron beams,

and the main difficulty in the way of wrought iron substitution—the

cast iron is in one piece, homogeneous, massive, and with all its strains

well diffused and perfectly transmitted. Wrought iron, unless it be

formed with an enormous excess of strength, and hence, with a wasteful

expenditure of a dearer material, wants, more or less, all these good
properties.

At last year's meeting of the British Association, at Newcastle-upon-

Tyne, a model was exhibited of a proposed improved form of pumping
engine beam, constructed upon the box girder principle of boiler

plate. The general notion of this beam is shown in side elevation in

fig. 1, and in transverse section in fig. 3. It consists of two vertical

sides, with strong reduplicated webs, at top and bottom, returned round

the ends, and the whole subdivided and stiffened by cross webs, so as to

furrn it into a succession of conjunct cells; stiffening plates were

introduced at the centre and ends, etc., through which the gudgeuns or

other axles passed.

While it cannot be denied that a very stiff, and a sufficiently strong

beam may be thus constructed, we hesitate to pronounce this the best

that can be done in wrought iron.

Cellular plate structures, in general, though prodigiously stiff, are

very far indeed from being proportionately strong—especially are they

weak to resist forces of an impulsive nature. Box girders for bridges,

proportioned to sustain the rolling load of ordinary railway trains, have,

under our own observation, been broken by their own weight when
accidentally dropped at one end through only a few inches. When the

hydraulic press, at the Britannia Bridge, gave way in lifting one of

those huge box girders, the latter would, undoubtedly, have so broken

with a drop of very short distance, at one end.

Had a box girder beam of this description, and proportioned with the

usual statical factor of safety for wrought iron, been in use at Hartley

Pit when the spears broke, we have little doubt that the high velocity

communicated by the engine to so light a beam would have been so

great as to have destroyed it. One great defect of such construction,
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where forces of an impulsive and alternating sort are constantly in play,

arises from the relatively small bearing surfaces of the riveted

junctions, by which separate parts are held together. Within the

limits of scantlings that commercial considerations are sure to introduce,

in such cases, the alternate sudden pressures on these small surfaces are

the best possible material at once, and employ steel of suitable tough

quality? Its superiority to wrought iron, as a material, is greater than

the superiority of wrought over cast iron. We have urged this so fully

elsewhere, and, indeed, it now begins to be so fully and generally

recognised, that we shall not waste words in here insisting upon it.

such as the metal cannot permanently resist, without some alteration,

and hence, in the long-run, the riveted joints get loose and begin to work

;

and the moment the slightest range for impact is there established, the
progress of injury is rapid.

If wrought iron plates be employed at all, we should much prefer to

see each flitch of the beam formed from a single massive plate, rolled to

about 2 inches thickness ; and if not obtainable in one piece, carefully

welded or held together by T-headed butt joints, worked in the solid,

with fitted cap plates grasping both sides, and the two flitches held

together, and stiffened laterally by thick edge plates, the whole length
in one, and secured to the

Fi£- 3 flitches by angle irons or

studs, and bolts and nuts.
In this general construc-

tion, there is nothing new.
Clegg, of Liverpool, and
Faucett, Preston & Co., of

the same town, employed
such wrought iron double-
flitched beams for side

levers of marine engines,

at least, thirty years agD.

At that time, large plates

for the flitches could not

be had ; and even on the

small scale for marine
engines, each flitch was

transversely welded. At the present moment, there would- be but

little difficulty in procuring single plates of 46 feet long, 8 feet

wide, and 2 inches thick. In fact, we learn as we write, that plates for

marine engine beams, on this very construction, adopted by Scutt & Co.,

of Greenock, for engines in course of construction for the General

Transatlantic Steam Co., have been obtained by that firm from France,

and produced by the house of Petin, Gaudet et Cie, of Rive de Gier.

These French ironmasters have delivered these plates, each 7'60 metres

UrDg (26-6016 ft.), 1'95 metres wide (6'3977 ft.), and 0'06 centimetres

thick (196855 inches), and each weighing 5500 kilogrammes (about 5J
tons), at Glasgow, at a price very much below the lowest at which they

were offered by English manufacturers. The price of each plate,

at Qlasgow, on the English prices, would have been 6875 francs
;
the

actual price, also, at Glasgow, of the French firm, was only 4960 francs.

If this be sustained in other instances, the French forges have little to

fear from the dreaded Treaty of Commerce between the two nations.

To return, however, from this, which is rather a digression. If we
^depart from cast iron at all for pumping engine beams, why not adopt

There are several ways in which built up engine beams of steel might
be constructed ; amongst conceivable plans, we would suggest, as one

having some advantages, that indicated in figs. 2 and 4, in side

elevation and cross section.

The sides of the beam are formed of thick wrought iron plates, con-

nected all round the top and bottom edges by hollowed plates of

wrought iron, attached to the sides by angle irons and rivets, as seen

in cross section. The space between the side plates is divided into cells

by cross septa of plates, and at the centre by a large perforated and
ribbed casting, with a bored boss to take the centre gudgeon, secured

in place by two of the cross

septa, but having no bolts Fig. 4 -

passing through it or the
plates.

The main strength and
stiffness of the beam are made
dependent upon the top and
bottom bars, which are largo

in section, flat on the outer

faces and edges, and with their

inner faces curved to a seg-

ment of a cylinder to fit the

hollow plates against which
they are bedded. These bars

are forgings in steel. The
two ends of the beam are

formed of large solid bosses of

steel, of the form shown in

fig. 2, bored to take the end gudgeons, which arc keyed into them, and
abutting firmly against the ends of the side plates and their connecting
plates there.

These end bosses are so firmed that they receive the top and bottom
longitudinal bars into recesses fitted to the f ends which terminate
those bars. The top and bottom bars, curved and fitted to place in
every respect, are moderately heated and deposited in their respective
places at the same time. On cooling they grasp the whole of the
interior part of the structure, with a regulated initial tension.

This construction, if the proportions be ample as they ought, would,
at a not exorbitant cost, give a very strong and very stiff beam, none
of the parts of which would work or become loose, and in which the
resisting forces are concentrated where they act to most advantage. It

involves no irregular or difficult forms, or such as cannot be produced
in steel readily, and with the retention of all the properties of that
material uninjured.

Such changes of construction, or any others analogous, all have
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regard simply to the prevention of the fracture of a pumping engine

beam. But after this may have been effected, the risk of such a tearing

asunder of the pump spears, as occurred at Hartley, or of some other

derangement that may suddenly release the full power of the engine,

and bring it upon the liberated beam, still remains ; and although such

accidents may not issue in fracture of the beam itself, they can scarcely

fail, as pumping engine beams are at present arranged, to result in

other fractures or derangements, putting the pumping power hors de

combat for a time ; an accident in many cases that might be as fatal as

any other to those underground.
Professor Haughton has suggested to us one method of providing

against this. He supposes a beam like that at Hartley, liberated as

that was ; and he shows that had there been a catch beam above the

shaft end of the beam against which it should have struck when at the

highest point, and simultaneously with its striking the usual spring

beam at the inner end, the fractures might have been avoided. The
following are Professor Haughton's words :

—

" It follows from equation (6), page 199, Practical Mechanics Journal,

that when the spring beam is placed at the centre of percussion, (or

l? — aj= 6) no work is left in the beam, and therefore no tendency to

fracture can occur. This suggests a simple remedy for such accidents

in future. Two spring beams should be placed, b, b 1
, one above and

one below, at the centre of percussion, e and e l
, of the two halves of the

loaded beam, thus the shock on b and b' would destroy the work in each
half of the beam, and no tendency whatever would exist to produce

fracture."

In principle we deem this a very valuable and quite practicable sug-

gestion. The construction of such an upper spring or catch beam at b1
,

would, however, be somewhat expensive. It seems to us probable that

the same end could be achieved, and at much less cost, in rather a

different way, though resting on like principles ; if in place of the

centre gudgeon of pumping engine beams being bolted rigidly down by
the " top brasses " of the centre carriages, these top brasses merely bore

against the lower sides of a pair of large oak spring beams, so

arranged as to secure them from working out ; then if the beam
were released, as at Hartley, when it had reached the highest

position of its outer end, as in fig. 4a, it would not be suddenly
arrested. The work accumulated in the outer end would lift the

whole beam a short distance upon the end, b, (inner end) as a fulcrum,

the centre gudgeons rising from their carriages and compressing
the spring beams over the top brasses, until the work in the beam was
exhausted, when it would drop back into its place. There would be no
difficulty in so arranging the connection of the top brasses and centre

gudgeons with these spring beams, that they should buffthe blow produced
by the fall back of the beam upon its centre carriages ; and in fact let it

down upon the elastic bed that the reflex action of the spring beams
should provide. This is capable of being applied to any existing pump-
ing engine beam with facility and very slight alteration of parts, and,

we believe, with an appreciable inciease of safety in every instance.

We have now concluded this part of our notes. Aided by our
correspondent, Professor Haughton, we have added, we believe, not un-
importantly to the information as to the Hartley accident, previously

before the public ; and have drawn the attention of mechanical and
mining engineers to some of the most important matters relating to

pumping engine construction. The examination we have thus followed,

amongst other reflections to which it gives rise, suggests the very
extended and exact acquaintance with theoretic mechanics, which the
mining engineer or the inspector of mines ought to possess, if he
be competent to examine and to decide upon questions such as those
arising out of the Hartley accident.— Ed.

BOILER TESTING.
We could not produce a better commentary, of fact, to our remarks of

last month, on the subject of boiler testing and management, than is

afforded by the following report of the enquiry that took place in

November last, as to the blowing up of an engine on the Great Western
Railway.

THE EXPLOSION ON THE QREAT WESTERN RAILWAY.

The inquiry into the cause of the recent explosion on the Great
Western Railway took place, 20th November, 1S63, near the scene of
the occurrence. It will be remembered that Dr. Lankester adjourned
the ir.quest on the deaths of the three men who were killed by the
bursting of the engine, in order that he might have scientific evidence
in respect of the state of the boiler both before and after the explosion,
and also on the subject of the management of locomotives generally.
Captain Tyler, R.E., Government Inspector of Railways, attended, and
assisted in examining the other witnesses. The officer also submitted
himself for examination, and read a detailed report which he had drawn
up after an inspection of the remains of the Perseus. John Thompson,
the driver of the Perseus, stated that on the morning of the day before
that on which the accident took place he drove the engine from Swindon

to London. In the course of that journey he drove it with a pressure
of 1151b. on the square inch, and he observed nothing wrong with its

boiler. He made a note in the engine-drivers' book of some slight
repairs that had to be done with other parts of the Perseus, and the
boiler was washed out. The Perseus had been running 12 years, but
there were hundreds of older engines on the Great Western line. Mr.
L. Young, boilermaker in the company's workshop at Swindon, stated
that the last occasion on which the interior of the boiler of the Perseus
was thoroughly examined was in 1855, when new pipes were put into
it. Since then repairs had been done to the boiler on one or two occa-
sions ; but he had seen nothing to make him think that there was
corrosion in the place where it subsequently gave way. When there
was a suspicion of weakness in any part of a boiler, small holes were
tapped and a gauge was introduced to try the thickness of the metal;
but if there was no such suspicion no regular examination of the boiler
took place except when new pipes were being put in. The pipes put
into the Perseus in 1855 were in it when it exploded, and in the interim
the engine had run 175,000 miles. The duration of pipes was usually
measured by the number of miles which the engine had run, and they
usually lasted for a mileage of from 100,001 to 200,000 miles. Mr.
Daniel Gooch, chief engineer of the locomotive department, was the
next witness. He stated that, including both broad and narrow gauges,
there were about 500 engines in the rolling stock of the Great Western
Company. The Perseus was a first-class broad-gauge engine, and was
not an old one as compared with others belonging to the company.
It was 12 years old, while there were more than 200 which were much
older. Some had been running 24 or 25 years without new boilers.

The Perseus had never had new boilers. It was the duty of each
engine-driver after every journey to make a written report of anything
that his locomotive required to have done to it, and the engine was not
let out again till the necessary repairs were completed. The Perseus
had 303 pipes. If the pipes of an engine were taken out they could not
be put in again. New ones must be supplied, and they cost from 25s.

to 27s. each. In reply to Captain Tyler, Mr Gooch said that he did not
approve testing boilers for strength of plates by the hydraulic process.

This test was applied when the engine was at rest, and the strain to

which the boiler was subjected, and which was much greater than any
that it was ever required to bear when running, was calculated to injure

it. He was persuaded that if the hydraulic test was applied they would
have many more explosions. None of the great companies applied it.

The engineers of the London and North-Western, the Great Northern,
and the South-Western were against it. Captain Tyler observed that

the hydraulic test was applied by the engineers of some lines, and with
very beneficial results. Some locomotives had given way under it. Mr.
Gooch further stated that he had had several boilers of greater age than
that of the Perseus tested, and he found them all sound. As to pipes,

there was one engine on the line which had run 280,716 miles with the

same set of pipes. Mr Gooch, as well as the engine-driver and boiler-

maker attributed the bursting of the boiler to corrosion of a part of one
of the plates in the centre of the boiler barrel. Captain Tyler concurred
with the officers of the company as to the immediate cause of the acci-

dent, but thought that the hydraulic test might have been applied with
great advantage, and expressed his opinion that the running of an engine
for seven years without a thorough examination of the interior of the

boiler was a most dangerous proceeding. He observed, however, that

there was no Government regulation on this point, and that there was
considerable difference of opinion as to the merits of the hydraulic test.

He brought under the notice of the Court and the officials of the Great
Western Company a boiler manufactured by a firm at Ipswich, in which
the pipes were so placed that they could be removed in a mass and re-

placed again. This invention had not as yet been applied to railway

locomotives, but was confined to agricultural engines. It was not, how-
ever, clear to him that it might not be made available for railway engines.

The jury found that the death of John Elridge, James Wilson, and
Christopher Thomson (the men killed by the explosion), was accidental;

but they recommended to railway companies a periodical examination
of the boilers of their locomotives at intervals not exceeding three years.

Here we have exactly the case of the Rugby explosion over again,

and the same dogmatic absurdity on the part of the locomotive engineer-

ing evidence—absurdity, if not something worse, that scarcely needs
dissection. Ah ! these tubes, that cost 27s a piece, and would so probably

blow out often in the hydraulic test— hinc Mas lacrymaj. What a com-
fortable assurance to Great Western travellers is that of Mr Gooch

!

The engine that exploded was 12 years in use, and had never been

thoroughly examined for eight years; but, that is nothing, the Company
have 200 engines a great deal older, and in worse condition!

—

Ed.

MESSRS CHARLES SIEMENS, HALSKE & CO.'S TELEGRAPH
CABLE WORKS.

THE CARTHAQENA AND ORAN CABLE.

We were recently much gratified by a visit made in company with the
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Strand of seveD wires.

President of the Royal Society, and some other men of science, and
engineers, to Messrs Siemens' Electric Cable Works, and by examining

the machinery and methods by
which the patent sub-marine cable

of that firm is produced, together
with the arrangements adopted for

laying its most recently con-
structed length—that for the tele-

graph line across the Mediter-

ranean, from Carthagena, on the

south coast of Spain, to Oran, on
the northern coast of Africa. As
these operations are probably the

very latest in point of novelty and
improvement (in this country, at

least), some description will in-

terest the readers of the Practical

Mechanic's Journal.
Those who go down the river

Thames by boat, will, on passing
Charlton Pier, observe some piles

of new brick buildings, standing
in a plot of ground, having open
wharfage to the water-side, the
buildings being still in progress of

extension. These are the newly
erected Electric Cable Works of

Siemens & Co. ; the first extensive
operation within which has been
the production of the Carthagena-
Oran cable, which, while we
write, is being (we trust, with
entire success) payed out from the
steam ship. Le dix Decembre, be-

longing to the French government,
which, as we landed at the works
early last month, was laying out in

the stream-wa.v, and receiving on
board the special, and, in

some respects, quite novel
machinery for laying the

cable.

Passing through the

yards, and entering the main
building of the works, we find a

spacious shop, filled with the

several special machines by which,

in succession, the reduplications of

these sub-marine cables are manu-
factured and superimposed. A
very complete order of succession

in the localisation and arrange-

ment of these tools is, at a glance,

observable ; the separate limbs (so

to say) of the cable being created

from their respective raw ma-
terials at one end of the shop, and
being gradually drawn together

and united into a single cylinder,

which, as it is completed, is wound
upon huge drums, so arranged

that the perfectness of the insula-

tion of the cable can be tested at

any moment. The tools are all

actuated by steam power, the

engines being external to the

building; and at one end of the

latter are partitioned off the

draughting and other offices of

this department of the manufac-
tory ; and opposite to these, the

testing room. This is, in fact, a

very complete, though entirely

special physical laboratory, possessed of all the refined instruments and

appliances necessary for determining periodically the perfection as to

insolation of the cable already made, and being made ; or if a defect

should present itself in it, at any moment determining approximately,

with an exactness quite wonderful, at what distance from either end

the flaw exists. The resistance and inductive power of the cable are

also periodically here determined. The testing room is, in some sort,

the brain of an electric cable manufactory, as the whirling tools and
machinery, in the great shop outside, are its arms and hands. Before

describing further the special processes of manufacture, it will be best

India rubber coatiri?

Gutta percha cootinj

First hemp layer.

Second hemp layer.

External brass or copper
sheathing.

Siemens' Sr/BSrAnrsE Cable.

to give some outline of the conformation of the patent cable itself of
Messrs Siemens & Halske.
Most of our readers are acquainted generally with the older types of

submarine telegraph cables for deep-sea use. Of these, the unfortunate
Atlantic cable was an example. The interior conducting wires of

copper, surrounded by gutta percha, and incased in tarred cords, or some
other form of vegetable material, were covered externally by a twisted

or plaited cylinder of iron wire rope.

Cables thus formed are liable to several minor, and to two or three

capital defects. Of the latter, are 1st, A great inductive capacity ; 2d,

Great liability to the conducting wires getting displaced and laid bare,

at one or more points, by the strains, etc., acting on the insulating

covering ; 3d, A great want of equality of extension, under a given end
on strain, between the different parts of the cable ; and as this extension
was often very large in the exterior iron wire covering, which was
meant to take the whole, or nearly the whole, end strain, so it happened
that this was, in fact, transferred to the copper conducting wires and
thin gutta percha covering, as the least extensible parts of the cable ; and
the absolute tensile strength of the latter being but small, while the total

weight and density of the cable were very great, the result was, the
risk, if not the certainty of the conducting wires becoming stretched,

until, in one or several places, the gutta percha opened into little holes,

or cross fissures, or both it and the copper wires were torn in two.

That one or other of these accidents befell the Atlantic cable, we
believe no doubt is entertained by competent electrical engineers, albeit

that the final destruction of the cable was effected by the frantic

attempts, in the end made, to drive signals through the partially

uninsulated wires, by currents powerful enough to melt them almost,

or, if not, to snap holes, by inductive discharge, right through the

covering. How bright iron, in filaments not much thicker than a

sewing thread, should have ever come to be employed as an external

covering and tension resister of a cable, to be immersed in sea water,

and exposed to its corrosion, appears almost inconceivable to any one
cognisant of the facts long previously ascertained as to the rate of

destruction of wrought iron under such conditions.

But, reduction speedily to the state of hydrous peroxide of iron, of the

greater part of such cable covering, is not its greatest disadvantage,

perhaps, for the immediate effect of this continual production of nascent

iron oxide is to cement together, pebbles, mud, shells, coral, or whatso-

ever forms the bottom upon which the cable may repose, into an adherent

mass of surrounding conglomerate. The cable thus was either glued to

the bottom, or soon accreted around itself an irregular coating of con-

glomerated material, weighing many tons to the mile.

This afforded an admirable nidus for the further attachment of various

marine plants and animals, and thus, after only a few months' abode in

the deep, especially under the vivifying influence of tropical seas and
temperatures, the cable became incapable of being ever again handled,

under run, or lifted ; if any accident befell if, the result was irre-

mediable.

Innumerable proposals and contrivances for other constructions of

sub-marine cables, intended to remedy these bad properties more or

less, have been made, and many of them have become the subjects of

patents. Into these, our limits do not permit us here to enter, and,

with regard to the great majority, it would be time wasted. Several

even of the more recently patented constructions present conditions

which show how entirely wanting in experience, in this, the most
thoroughly special of all branches of civil engineering, the projectors

have been.

For example, not very long ago, it was proposed to make the external

covering of sub-marine cables of short lengths of bamboo cane, strung

upon it, end to end, like the beads of a necklace, forgetful (to pass by
all other objections) that the mandibles of marine crustaceans have
been found to eat through the gutta percha itself, and that these little

destroyers of all ligneous materials do not object to the flavour even of

corrosive sublimate, when made the seasoning of Kyanised timber.

Chas. J. Siemens' patent sub-marine electrical cable endeavours, as it

appears to us, with excellent hope of success, to eliminate, as far as

possible, the evils we have described, by methods based ou sound
scientific principles, but governed by the matured knowledge that

special technical experience in such a case alone can give.

The annexed figure presents, at full size, the complete form of his

patent cable. The first grand dynamical principle upon which he
proceeds is this : that all parts of the cable shall, as nearly as possible,

be equally extensible, and that the difference, if any, shall be in favour

of the conducting wires, and of their insulatory coverings, so that, if the

cable must be torn in twain, these shall be the last to fail ; that the specific

gravity of the cable shall, by the nature of its formation, be adjustable

to that precise relation, to the density of sea water, that experience proves

most advantageous, under given conditions, for convenient and successful

paying out from the ship, and gentle precipitation to the bottom. The
electrical principles held mainly in view have been a construction such
as shall give the very highest attainable insulation, with the lowest

inductive capacity, The mechanical, or mere constructional principles,
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are to produce a cable that shall be free from natural or inherent

tendency to twist; that shall be very flexible, very moderate in absolute

weight aud bulk; and that shall bear with the minimum chances of

injury or destruction—a sharp bend, or a violent double, or "kink."
Lastly, the chemical principles held in view appear to have been to

produce a cable, consisting throughout of material as indestructible as

possible by the tooth of time, and shielded externally from all corrosion

or abrasion, by a flexible metallic coating, scarcely acted on at all by
sea water and dissolved air, and of a nature that shall neither concrete

round itself a mass of stony material, nor permit the adherence of

marine plants or animals.

These principles have been carried into practice as follows :

—

The conductor may be either a solid copper wire, or a strand of

several, as occasion may require—a preference being always given to

the strand, and to which a special degree of twist is given, having a

relation to that of the spiral covering and of the hemp wrappings, and
the general extensibility of the whole. This central strand is first

coated with a thin film of an insulating material, known as "Chatter-

ton's compound," which consists of two-fifths gutta percha, one-fifth

Stockholm tar, and one-fifth resin.

The wires thus prepared are then covered with pure india rubber,

laid on by a peculiar mechanical process, in which the application of

heat or of solvents are avoided, so that the india rubber may retain, as

covering, its natural physical qualities unaltered. The india rubber being
cut into narrow long stripes, with bevelled edges, these bands are laid

longitudinally on the wire, and joined hermetically, by bringing
together fresh cut edges in the covering machine, and exposing every
part of the length, in succession, to heavy rolling pressure. Where
several coats of india rubber are thus applied, the longitudinal seams of

successive layers are made to "break joint" with each other with
respect to the circumference.
The insulated wires are then covered again with Chatterton's com-

pound, and over this a coating, without seam, of gutta pereha is

produced, by which the more tender india rubber, in itself the more
perfect insulator, is protected, and the insulation exalted by the coat of

gutta percha, itself also a good, though not so good an insulator. Thus,
in fact, no less than four distinct coatings of three different insulating

materials have been separately laid on. One mechanically applied, two
applied in a dissolved state, and the last, mechanically applied, in the
plastic condition—the occurrence of faults is thus rendered almost
impossible. The mode of laying on the india rubber insures, over the
wires, an absolutely concentric coating—a condition never certain to bo
secured when the conducting wires are at once drawn into the
cylindrical mass of plastic gutta percha in a heated state ; and as india
rubber retains its physical properties unaltered, and will not submit to

any material change of volume, or displacement of its molecules, by
elevation of temperature up almost to the boiling point of water, so no
subsequent accidental elevation of temperature of the cable when in use,

can risk the concentricity of the covering upon the wires. The several
coatings thus described are in complete adhesion with the wires, and
with each other, by the cementing action of the Chatterton compound.
To produce a sub-marine cable now of the insulated wire described, it

is covered with a reduplicated layer, i.e., two strata, of twisted hemp
strings, all of equal diameter aud twist, and laid on parallel to each
other (in each respective layer), wrapped spirally round the gutta
pereha, under a considerable and regulated tension of every string.

As many strings as are necessary to complete the circumference of
the first layer are laid on at once, and these are directly followed by the
second layer upon the former, each wrapping in opposite directions of
spire, so that the twist of the one spiral neutralises that of the other.

The hemp employed is of the very best and toughest quality that can
be procured in Lombardy. and is retted by a peculiar process, so as to

secure the highest possible tensile strength. It is naturally greenish in

colour, and we can testify to its surprising strength. The strands are
not twisted hard, but present much the appearance of the cotton, spun
for large candle wicks, though, of course, much denser aud harder.
At first, we believe Mr Siemens proposed to saturate these hemp

lappings in Stockholm tar—experience, however, has since shown him
that steeping them in a saturated solution of sulphate of copper is

better. The effect of the latter is that, after a time, the sulphate is

decomposed, and a microscopically fine reticulation of metallic copper
becomes naturallj' precipitated in the fibres of the hemp and between
them, and the vegetable material is, in fact, sheathed and protected in
the metal.

The hemp-covered cable is now finally covered over by a flexible

spiral metallic sheathing, composed of a continuous band of sheet
copper (or brass), put on spirally under the action of great rolliug

pressure, applied simultaneously all round the circumference. Each
successive spire of this sheathing overlaps for half its breadth the one
preceding it. The effect of this is to bed the last laid on spire, for its

own thickness, into the preceding one.
They thus overlap, like fish scales, and possess just the same sort of

easy flexibility, combined with perfect impenetrability. The latter is

so perfect that we found it impossible to get the point of a penknife
entered even between two of the layers, unless by violence that would
have cut into the copper bands. The metal used for these sheathing
bands is phosphuretted copper, i.e., the very best refined tough copper,
with l-400th, by weight, of phosphorus added while the metal is in

fusion.

This very remarkable chemical compound of copper possesses all the

physical properties of pure copper, unaltered, except tensile strength,

which is considerably increased. It is said to be much less capable of

being acted upon by air and sea water than pure copper. Whether in

reality, in this respect, superior to pure copper or not, we have ourselves

no knowledge. We can affirm, however, the great superiority of either

to brass, or to any alloy of copper and zinc whatever. All such alloys

—

Muntz metal being a salient example—rapidly become brittle, and soon
lose all cohesion in sea water, and should never be employed for this

or any other work requiring continued passive resistance in marine
works.
The cable is now complete. Its tensile strength being great, its

density as low as may be wished, and its external coat smooth, hard,

and round, and incapable of either uncoiling or kinking, removes much
of the risk hitherto experienced in laying marine cables, and enables a

cable thus constructed to be under run and lifted with facility and
certainty, and free from injur}', even after it shall have been for years

submerged.
The small bulk of these cables is of immense advantage, as we shall

see when describing further the process in this instance adopted for

paying out at sea. Formed, as they are, at each step under powerful

pressure, and of very small relative diameter, they are almost incapable

of being injured by unequal or accidental pressure, in or after being

laid down. It results from this that cables of still smaller diameter, thus

constructed, are of admirable adaptability for temporary military

purposes. They may be run out from military telegraph tumbrils, and
dropped loose along upon the ground ; and even the running over them
of heavy artillery wheels, unless on very hard ground, is incapable of

doing them any serious injury. Recognising these facts, we understand

they have been adopted by the Russian government, and the war
department of that power has been supplied with large quantities, and
with complete electrical equipments for field service.

Such cables may be made in sizes not exceeding three-sixteenths of

an inch diameter, and at prices for equal lengths not exceeding those of

iron covered cables.

The following brief description of the machinery and successive

processes by which these cables are manufactured at Charlton Works is

all we can afford space to at present :

—

The central strand of conducting wires, whether covered with india

rubber by the process described, or without, is sent to the works of the

gutta percha company to be enveloped in that material, although
ultimately, probably, even this specialty will form one part of the

Charlton Works. So also the hempen strings are delivered in large

"hanks," ready twisted, and the phosphuretted copper is received in

rolls laminated to the desired thickness, and in strips of about six

inches wide, already annealed to the utmost limits of softness.

These sheets are" passed through a special circular shearing machine,

by which they are split into long continuous strips, each of the proper

width (about five-sixteenths of an inch), to form the outer wrapping.
These strips, as they become mutually detached, are wound each upon
a separate bobbin, under the pull of a regulated tension separately given

to each, by which all bends or irregularities are removed from the

copper ribbons.

In like manner, the hempen strings, after saturation in the sulphate

of copper solution, are wound under a regulated aud equal tension upon
bobbins.

The covered conducting wire is inserted through the eye of one of the

covering machines, which, automatically, then pulls along this covered

central core through the eye, and exposes it at every point, in

succession, to a severe but regulated pressure from the smooth faces of

three steel fingers, which, by their respective hollow bearing surfaces

of 120°, each completely envelope the circumference. This pressure is

applied at the instant before, and hence close to the point, where,

directly after, the covered wire is wrapped round with its first or inner

layer of hemp cords. These are wrapped evenly, uniformly, and
spirally, and with an exactly equable regulated tension of each, by

motions derived from modifications of well-known rope machinery.

Similar movements, in immediate succession, lay on the second

laver of hemp spirals. Upon every point in succession of these, a

heavy but regulated rolling pressure is now applied, aud directly beyond

this point the copper spiral outside wrapping is wound on in four

spirals contemporaneously ; these are also under a regulated tension,

and as they bind together the whole, a rolling pressure is applied

sufficient to impress the thickness of the half-breadth of the owrlappiug
spiral into the metal of the wnrferlapping one, so as to give the "fish

scale " arrangement.

As the cable comes from these complex looking, but, in reality,

I
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simple and beautifully effective machines, it passes under the eye, inch

by inch, of an inspector, who is, at frequent intervals, relieved from his

monotonous duty, and thence it goes to the great coils at the end of the

shop, upon which it is wound with perfect regularity, and with an
exactly regulated tension. These revolve constantly with their lower
segments immersed in sea water, contained in a large tank lined with
insulating material, and are so arranged on their axes, that, at will, the

whole of any or all the coils can be lowered, and immersed wholly in

the fluid, and the perfectness of insulation, inductivity, etc., of the cable

tested.

There are automatic means, also, by which any accidental fault of

insulation that may have passed through all the processes of manufac-
ture, and checks upon them is at once revealed by the ringing of a bell,

as soon as the faulty place has reached the water of the tank.

From these great coils upon which the cable has been wouud, without
giving it any axial twist, it is, in turn, and directly, passed off (at the

proper time), through the yard, over the wharf side, the Thames water
and the ship's side, and again wound on upon the great single reel on
board, whence it is only to be again unwound when about to plunge
into its briny bed for ever. By peculiar arrangements, the cable winds
on and off this reel, without receiving any twist whatever.
The application of one great reel, with a vertical axis fixed in the

hold of the laying vessel, and connected with the various other
mechanical arrangements for paying out and laying, the reel being
caused to rotate and pass off the cable by the steam power on board, if

not original with Mr C. Siemens, has, we believe, been tried, for the

first time, by him, in the apparatus fitted up on board the French
government iron screw steamer, Le dix Decembre, which has been
appointed for the joint service of the Spanish and French governments
to lay the Carthagena and Orau cable in the Mediterranean.
The engine for management of the cable is distinct from those of the

ship, and is placed on deck. Every portion of the paying out and
laying is effected by steam power. The great reel is made to rotate at

a known rate, variable, at will, by the engine; the cable thus unwound
from it, without any twist, is gathered out by the engine at a corre-

sponding rate, and finally passes over the stern and into the water,
having passed the circumference of a powerful automatic brake, round
which it takes three or four turns.

This brake is peculiar ; and by the action of what may be termed
" an inertia pendulum " beneath, the grip of the brake hoop becomes
more powerful just in the same proportion as the velocity of rotation of

the braked drum within it tends to accelerate. The machinery for

laying on board the ship was constructed, we believe, by Messrs Easton,
Amos & Sons, from Messrs C. Siemens & Co.'s designs, and appeared
to us, so far as its then unfinished state enabled us to judge, remarka-
bly perfect, both in conception and execution.

In one point alone, did there seem to us to have been less care
bestowed than the vital importance of the precaution might warrant.
The means proposed for insuring, so far as human contrivance could
attain, its being impossible, that the loose paid out cable could get
fouled by the screw propeller of the ship, did not seem to us as effectual

as we could conceive its being made.
The Carthagena and Oran cable does not, in its construction, embrace

the iclwle of the arrangements which we have above described, as

comprehended in Mr Siemens' patent. An india rubber covering
(owing to financial considerations on the part of the two governments,
we believe) has been omitted here.

The conductor consists of a strand of three annealed copper wires
each 0'038 inches diameter, and weighing together 72 lbs. per nautical
mile. The electric resistance of the entire strand is = 18'5 of Siemens'
mercury units, at 20° centigrade of temperature.

The Siemens' unit of resistance, we may state, means the electric

resistance of a cylinder of pure mercury of one square millimetre in

transverse section, and of one metre in length at the freezing point of

water = 0° centigrade.

The insulating covering of this cable consists of three alternate

coatings of Cbatterton's compound, and of gutta percha, such that the
diameter of the core is = 0'26 inches, and the weight of insulating

material 1440 lb3. per nautical mile. The resistance of this insulating
medum has been found equal to from 125 to 175 millions of Siemens'
units, at temperature = 24' centigrade, and at atmospheric pressure.

This resistance is increased to about 350 millions such units, when
the cable is immersed and exposed to a hydrostatic pressure equivalent
to 1400 fathoms depth of sea. The outer coverings of two layers of

saturated hemp, and of the phoshuretted copper spirals, have been
already described. The total weight of the cable is 71 cwt., in air, per
nautical mile, and its actual tensional breaking weight is 26 cwt. Its

specific gravity, as compared with fresh water, is 1 900, and its finished

diameter is = 46 inches.

We saw a length of it proved and torn asunder, by tension, more than
once; the extension was very remarkable, being 0'9 inches in 10 feet

at rupture
; and the evenness with which all parts of the fabric resisted

the pull together was still more so.

The cable was tested frequently as it was passed on board, Le dix
Decembre, by Mr Robert Sabine, one of Messrs Siemens most able
assistants, who has now proceeded to the Mediterranean, to be present
at the laying of it; and the following were the actual results :

—

Electrical resistance of conductor, per nautio mile = 18 2 Siemens'
units.

Electric resistance of insulating covering, per nautic mile := 1300
Siemens' units—the temperature being 13° centigrade.

The distance from Carthagena to Oran is 105 knots ; the length of
cable taken on board is 137 knots, thus allowing 32 knots for slack and
casualties.

The Dix Decembre had her equipment complete, and left for

Carthagena on the loth December, 1863, and was at Cherbourg on the
21st same month, and by this time is, we trust, successfully performing
her task, if it be not already completed.

—

Ed.

ON THE EXACT FORM OF WAVES NEAR THE SURFACE OF
DEEP WATER.

BV W. J. MACQUORN RANKrNE, C.E., F.R.SS., L. AXD E , ETC.

{Continuedfrom page 207.)

(16.) In Proposition III. it has been shown, by geometrical reasoning
from the mechanical construction of the trochoid, that a wave consisting

of trochoidal layers satisfies the condition of continuity. It may be
satisfactory also to show the same thing by the use of algebraic symbols.
For that purpose the following notation will be used.

Let the origin of co-ordinates be assumed to be in the horizontal line

containing the centre of the circle which is rolled to trace the profile of
cycloidal waves, having cusps, and being (as Mr Scott Russell long ago
pointed out) the highest waves that can exist without breaking. In
such waves, the tracing-arm, or radius vector, of the uppermost particles

is equal to the radius of the rolling circle ; and that arm diminishes for

each successive layer proceeding downwards.
Let x and y be the co-ordinates of any particle, x being measured

horizontally against the direction of propagation, and y vertically down-
wards.
Let k (as before) be the vertical co-ordinate of (he centre of the given

particle's orbit : k the horizontal co-ordinate of the same centre.

Let R be the radius of the rolling circle, a the angular velocity of the

tracing arm (=2«»), so that

2*rR=x

is the length of a wave, and

«R:=W 9b V</R

is the velocity of propagation.

Let ( denote the phase of the wave at a given particle, being the
angle which its radius vector, or tracing-arm, makes with the direction
of +y, that is, with a line pointing vertically downwards.
Let t denote time, reckoned from the instant at which all the particles

for which /t=0 are in the axis of y ; then

=*+£ do

Then the following equations gives the co-ordinates of a given
particle at a given instant

:

x=?i+ Tie~R sin I
;

y=7c+ Re k cos t.

. (2.)

(3.)

Let u and v denote the vertical and horizontal components of the
velocity of the particle at the given instant ; then

dx -
u=-rr— aR . e R cos t— a(y—h) {*)

v—-~=.— <zR . e R sin (=z— a(x—li). . . (5.)

The well-known equation of continuity in a liquid in two dimensions is

du do „

dx+ dy=°-' »)
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and from equations (4.) and (5.) it appears that we have in the present

case
du

,
dv ( dk

,

dh\ ( dk
,
RrfA ,7 ,

s+^=0v-^+^J=av~^+~¥/ •

(7)

In the original formula;, k and S are the independent variables.

When x and !/ are made the independent variables instead, we have, by
well-known formulas,
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dk

dx
:

dx

and

dy~\

_dx *'
\ dk dl 'dy f

~

{
dS

\

dx I

k

"ssin I

^

l-e

(8.)

dy

\dy__dy W I

eRsin

]
<« rfA'rfrf k(i—rr-B

J

so that the equation of continuity (6 ) is exactly verified.

(17.) Another mode of testing algebraically the fulfilment of the

condition "of continuity is the following. It is analogous to that em-
ployed by Mr Airy ; but inasmuch as the disturbances in the present

paper are regarded as considerable compared with the length of the

wave, it takes into account quantities which, in Mr Airy's investiga-

tion, are treated as inappreciable.

Consider an indefinitely small rhoniboidal particle, bounded by

surfaces for which the values of h and k are respectively h, h + dh,

k, h+dh. Then the area of that rhomboid is

(£•%-&&)«»•

and the condition of continuity is that this area shall be at all times the

same
; that is to sav, that

d (dx dy cfa dj/\ .

dt \dy ' dk dy ' dhj
(9.:

Upon performing the operations here indicated upon the values of the

coordinates in equations (2.) and (3.), the value of the quantity in

brackets is found to be

n
1 — e

(10.)

which is obviously independent of the time, and therefore fulfils the

condition of continuity.

Appendix.

Received October 1,—Read November 27, 18E2.

On the Friction between a Wave and a Wave-shaped Solid.

Conceive that the trough between two consecutive crests of the

trochoidal surface of a series of waves is occupied, for a breadth which
may be denoted by z, by a solid body with a trochoidal surface, exactly
fitting the wave-surface ; that the solid body moves forward with a
uniform velocity equal to that of the propagation of the waves, so as to

continue always to fit the wave-surface, and that there is friction

between the solid surface and the contiguous liquid particles, according
to the law which experiment has shown to be at least approximately
true, viz., varying as the surface of contact, and as the square of the

velocity of sliding.

Conceive, further, that each particle of the liquid has that pressure

applied to it which is required in order to keep its motion sensibly the

same as if there were no friction ; the solid body must of course be
urged forwards by a pressure equal and opposite to the resultant of all

the before mentioned pressures.

The action, amongst the liquid particles, of pressures sufficient to

overcome the friction, will disturb to a certain extent the motions of the
liquid particles, and the figures of the surfaces of uniform pressure ; but
it will be assumed that those disturbances are small enough to be
neglected, for the purposes of the present inquiry. The smallness of the
pressures producing such disturbances, and consequently the smallness
of those disturbances themselves, may be inferred from the fact, that the
friction of a current of water over a surface of painted iron of a given
area is equal to the weight of a layer of water covering the same area,
and of a thickness which is only about '0030 of the height due to the
velocity of the current.

Those conditions having been assumed, let it now be proposed, to find

approximately the amount of resultant pressure required to overcome the

friction between the wave and the wave-shaped solid.

This problem is to be solved by finding the mechanical work expended
in overcoming friction in an indefinitely small time dt, and dividing
that work by the distance through which the solid moves in that time.

Taking, as before, as an independent variable the phase 6, being the

angle which the tracing-arm CB=r (fig. 2, p. 205) makes with a line

pointing vertically downwards, the length of the elementary arc corre-

sponding to an indefinitely small increment of phase dt is

qdl,

where q is taken, for brevity's sake, to denote the norma! A3.
The area of the corresponding element of the solid surface is

zqdt.

The velocity of sliding of the liquid particles over that elementary
surface is

aq,

in which a, as before, denotes -jz, the angular velocity of the tracing-

arm. Hence let { denote the heaviness (or weight of unity of volume)
of the liquid, and f its co-efficient of friction when sliding over the
given solid surface ; the intensity of the friction per unit of area is

/e°V
29 '

That friction has to be overcome, during the time dt, through the
distance

aqdt=qdl.

Multiplying now together the elementary area, the intensity of the
friction, and the distance through which it is overcome in the time dt,

we find the following value for the work performed in that time in

overcoming the friction at the given elementary surface,

4«>C*fe£x««~£. g*zdfi.

Now during the time dt, the solid advances through the distance

aHdt—Kd(

(R, as before, being the radius of the rolling circle); and dividing the
elementary portion of work expressed above by that distance, we find

the following value for an elementary portion of the pressure required to

overcome the friction,

2<r

.di (10

The total pressure required to overcome the friction is found by
integrating the preceding expression throughout an entire revolution,

that is to say,

-£/> (2.)

To obtain this integral the following value of the square of the
normal q or AB is to be substituted,

whence
s
2=R2 +»-2+ 2Rr.cosC,

/;>^/;"(l +|
2

+|+ 4(l +|)^.cos.+4^c s^)^

=2.R<(l +4+J±),

and

The following modification of this expression is sometimes con-
venient :

—

Let V=aR denote the velocity of advance of the solid
;

*=2!*-R, as before, its length, being the length of a wave
;
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sin £=tt the sine of the greatest angle made by a tangent to the

trochoidal surface with the direction of advance ; then

P=4^-"- *<1+ 4 sin2 £+ sir/£*>. f-4.)

It is to be observed that the resistance P, as determined by the
preceding investigation, being deduced from the amount of work per-
formed against friction, includes not only the longitudinal components
of the direct action of friction on each element of the surface of the
solid, but the longitudinal components of the excess of the hydrostatic
pressure against the front of the solid above that against its rear, which
is the indirect effect of friction. The only quantities neglected are those
arising from the disturbances of the figures of the surfaces of equal
pressure, which quantities are assumed to be unimportant, for reasons
already stated. The consideration of such quantities would introduce
terms into the resistance varying as the fourth and higher powers of the
velocity.

Eeceived October 22,—Read November 27, 1SJ2._

Note, added in October, 1862.

The investigation of Mr Stokes (Camb. Trans, vol. v. iii.) proceeds to

the second degree of approximation in shallow water, and to the third
degree in water indefinitely deep. In the latter case he arrives at the
result, that the crests of the waves rise higher above the level of still

water than the troughs sink below that level, by a height agreeing with
that stated in art. 14 of this paper, and that the profile of the waves is

approximately trochoidal.

Mr -Stokes also arrives at the conclusion, that, when the disturbance
is considerable compared with the length of a wave, there is combined
with the orbital motion of each particle a translation which diminishes
rapidly as the depth increases. No such translation has been found
amongst the results of the investigation in the present paper ; and
hence it would appear that Mr Stokes's results and mine represent two
different possible modes of wave-motion.f
The simplicity with which an exact result is obtained in the present

paper, is entirely due to the following peculiarity :—Instead of taking
for independent variables (besides the time) the undisturbed co-ordinates
of a particle of liquid^ there are taken two quantities, h and h, which
arefunctions of those co-ordinates, of forms which axe left indeterminate
until the end of the investigation. A then proves. to be identical with
the undisturbed horizontal co-ordinate ; but k, proves to be a function
of the undisturbed vertical eo-ordiuale for which there is-no symbol in
our present notation, being the root of the transcendental equation

,, 2*

h -Jc— Jn.e~z=0,
214

in which it, is the undisturbed vertical co-ordinate (see art. 13.)

* This formula (neglecting sin*
fi

as unimportant in practice) has been used to

calculate approximately the resistance of steam-vessels, and its results have been
found to agree very closely with those of experiment, and have also been used
since 1858 by Mr James R. Napier and the author with complete success in prac-
tice^to calculate before-hand the engine-power required to propel proposed vessels
at given speeds. The formula has been found to answer approximately, even
when the lines of the vessel are not trochoidal, by putting for

fi
the mean of the

values of the greatest angle of obliquity for a series of water-lines. The method of
using the formula in practice, and a Table showing comparisons of its results with
those of experiment, were communicated to the British Association in 1861, and
printed in the Civil Engineer and Architect's Journal for October of that year, and
in part also in the " Mechanics' Magazine," " The Artisan," and " The Engineer."
The ordinary value of the co-efficient of friction / appears to be about -0036 for
water gliding over painted iron. The quantity xz (l + 4sin-/5 + sin4 /5) corre-

sponds to what is called, in the paper referred to, the augmentedsurface.

t Note added in June, 1863.

The_ difference between the cases considered by Mr Stokes and by me is the
following:—In Mr Stokes's investigation, the molecular rotation is nill ; that is to
say,

i
f±_du\

„

constant in each lay

ar*e
.fdv du\ °

''KTx-dy)-^ _%

while in my investigation it is constant in each layer, being the following funotion
of i,

(11.)

From thi3 last equation it follows that

d (dv
dt

(dv du\ „

d-dy)=*'
and therefore that the condition of continuity of pressure is verified

No. 151.—Vol. XVI.

Hence it is_ evident that,_ had k instead of h been taken as the inde-
pendent variable, the quesion of wave-motion considered in this paper
could not have been solved except by a complex and tedious process of
approximation..

THE PENINSULAR AND ORIENTAL STEAM COMPANY.
In connection with our account last month of the trial trip of the
Golconda, the following account of the mercantile position of this
gigantic concern will be read with interest.

The 23rd annual meeting of this company was held at the offices,

Leadenhall Street, to receive a report from the directors, and to declare
a dividend ; Mr A. Anderson, the chairman, presided.
Mr C. W. Howell, the secretary, read the report, which stated -that

the accounts related to the financial year, commencing the 1st of
October, 18G2, and terminating on the 30th of September last. The
capital account showed that the company stood possessed at the latter

date of stock in ships, less the amount deducted for depreciation,

£2,371,929; also of freehold and leasehold property in England, and
docks and premises at Calcutta, Bombay, Singapore, and other stations,

£134,202 ; and stock of coals, naval and victualling stores, amounting
to .4239,611 ; also cash at banker's, investments, bills receivable,
balances in agents' hands, and debts due to the company, £785,804

—

making the total assets £3,531,546. The capital received from the pro-
prietors at that date amounted to £2,100,000, and there had been
received on debentures, £500,000—together, £2,600,000. The liabilities of
the company in bills payable and otherwise amounted to £552,320

—

making the total capital and liabilities 4:3,152,320, leaving a surplus of

£379,226. This surplus was represented by the balance at the credit of
the general reserve fund. The gross revenue from freight, passage
money, postal service contracts, charter money, and other sources for

the 12 months ending the 30th of September last amounted to

£2,296,305. The expenditure and charges on revenue, including interest

on debentures, with the reserves made for insurance, wear and tear, and
depreciation for the same period, amounted to £2,060,850, leaving a net
profit of £235,455. From this was deducted the dividend of3Jper
cent, and additional payment of li per cent, for the half-year ending the

31st of March last, £105,000, and for the half-year's dividend of 3\ per
cent., now recommended with an additional payment of 2 per cent.,

£115,500, leaving a balance of £14,955. The balance of proprietors'

underwriting account; after deducting £72,000, for the loss of the
Colombo, amounted to £33,000, out of which it was proposed to pay the
proprietors £31,500, being at the rate of 1J per cent., leaving a balance
of £1,500, for the general reserve fund, which amounted to £379-,226.

The company's fleet consisted of 59 steam and sailing ships, having an
aggregate tonnage of 88,018 tons and 17,701 horse-power, including 10
sailing transport, store, and coal ships, of 14,064 tons in the aggregate.

Since the date of the half-yearly report the Carnatic had been placed on
the Calcutta and Suez line. The voyage made by this vessel round the

Cape of Good Hope was remarkably quick, the run from Southampton
to Point de Galle having been completed in 49 days, and to Calcutta in

55 days. The Rangoon had also been finished,' and -was despatched to

Calcutta on the 1st of September. The last mail reported her arrival at

Galle on the 27th of October. The Syria was launched on the 15th of

August, the Golconda and the Baroda on the 29th of that month, and
the Delhi on the 16th of September: and all those vessels would be
ready for sea in about six weeks. The Nyanza was now the only
vessel on the stocks, and she would be launched in February next.

The Simla, belonging to the Calcutta and Suez station, had been sent

to Bombajt to receive new boilers and undergo a thorough overhaul and
refit. This vessel had been nine years in active service. The directors

were able to state that the fleet was never in a more efficient condition

than at present, and to congratulate the shareholders that no accident

of consequence had occurred during- the last half-year. The revenue
account exhibited a satisfactory result of the year's operations ; and the

directors were consequently enabled to recommend the usual dividend

of 31; per cent., and an additional payment of 2 per cent., leaving a
balance of £14,955 to be deducted from the capital account for deprecia-

tion, in addition to the ordinary reserve of 5 per cent., for depreciation.

The amounts payable to the shareholders by warrant, free of income
tax, on the 28th inst., would in all be 7 per cent.

The Chairman, in moving the adoption of the report, said they would
observe by the statement of accounts the improvement in their financial

position as compared with the last annual statement of accounts.

Their revenue had increased by about £70,000, and their expenditure
had somewhat diminished. He thought this result had been caused, by
circumstances which he considered temporary.

THE SCOTCH PIG-IRON TRADE IN 1864.

With the price of pig-iron about 15s per ton above the average of the

last six years, it is easy to forecast its supply during the present year.

2t
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The estimates of those who claim to possess especial sources of infor-

mation, and to have bestowed the largest attention on the subject, put

down the make of Scotland at not less than 1,220.000 tons, thus show-

ing an increase of 70,000 tons over last year. If the greatly enhanced
price of iron be no drawback to its consumption and export, it may be

fairly assumed that the total deliveries shall equal those of 1863

—

1,105,000 tons. The stocks at the end of this year will, consequently,

have reached nearly 900,000 tons. At present, the stock of pig-iron is

about 800,000 tons, with 134 furnaces in blast, producing upwards of

23,000 tons weekly, as illustrated by the last annual circulars. It is,

therefore, an encouraging feature that more iron will be produced in this

year, than in 1863 ; and admitting the recent calenture of speculation

in the article to continue for some time longer, so as to cause the price

to average even 60s per ton in 1804, being 5s above that of 1863, there

will have been added at its close about £4,000,000 to the wealth of

Scotland, from this great branch of industry.

THE GALVANOPLASTIC PROCESS APPLIED TO PLATE

ENGRAVING*

In watching with unusually great interest the processes of gold and
silver plating carried out upon an extensive scale, by M. Christofle at

Paris, who, at the recent Exhibitions, has produced the most magnifi-
cent works in gold and silver, as well as the most curious and pleasing,

that we have ; and it must be remarked that this art in which we are so

deeply interested, has not hitherto made such progress as at present.

For some years we have witnessed—with much trouble—the rapid

wearing out of the plates of our various publications, all of which are

engraved on copper, and impressions transferred on paper under a print-

ing press, the consequence being that we frequently find ourselves
under the necessity of renewing them. But, thanks to the galvano-
plastic process, we are now able before printing (when our engravings
are quite new), to obtain exact copies, which enable us to preserve the

original. It is iu this manner that M. Christofle has reproduced a
large number of engravings, stereotyped on pure copper, with which
we make our copperplate impressions.

There are two modes by which these stereotyped plates are produced,
the first of which consists in taking an impression on gutta percha (pre-

viously warmed in a bath) of the engraving to be reproduced, and then
to impress the surface which appears in relievo upon a layer of black
lead reduced to fine powder, after which to solidify the mould, and
render it fit to receive the copper deposit, it is plunged into a
galvanic bath, where it is allowed to remain until the deposit shall

have attained a sufficient thickness. By this method which has be-

come general amongst our engravers, the original is not injured by the
time required for effecting the reproduction ; but the mould will

serve once only, for to lift the stereotype necessarily destroys it. But as

the operation of making another mould requires so little time, the cost

is trifling.

The second mode consists in producing an original stereotype imme-
diately upon the original plate, by the aid of the galvanoplastic process.

This stereotype on copper represents the engraving in "relievo," it re-

mains then to make another from this by the same process, which, in

consequence, reproduces an " intaglio " engraving, perfectly identical

with the original. By the same process that the first copy in relievo

is taken in metal, we are enabled, in consequence, to reproduce several

identical intaglio engravings. Recently, however, M. Chardon, aine,

has brought out a very simple and less expensive process, which we
immediately applied to the greater number of our plates, and this we
intend to use at all times that the copper plates have to produce a large

number of copies. The new process consists in "steeling" the plate

of copper—that is to say, in covering the engraved surface with a

very thin layer of steel, which is so fine that the smallest lines in the
engraving are found exactly copied, although it does not penetrate the
metal elsewhere to any appreciable extent. This deposit is rendered
equal by the galvanoplastic process.

When we speak of a layer of steel, it is evidently an error, for it is in

reality a deposit of iron. Hitherto, it had been tried to deposit
steel, which is a metal composed of iron and carbon in varying
proportions, but the same was rapidly decomposed in the galvanic
battery. M. Mourey, a competent authority, and who has often endea-
voured to " steel " metallic objects, has assured us that it was not pos-
sible to obtain a layer or stratum of steel ; all books which have been
published up to the present time state that layers of iron can only he pro-

duced. This is evidently separated from the carbon ; on this head we
have nothing to say. How is it, then, that when the engraving is thus
secured by a stratum of iron, so thin as it is above said to be, it

enables the impression to be multiplied, so to speak indefinitely ? be-
cause as soon as the impression is perceived to wear off the layer, the

• Translated for the Practical Mechanic's Journrl.

plate can be "steeled" again, which is an extremely easy operation,
as it suffices to plunge it into an acid bath, which removes the iron, but
does not injure the copper, and after this it is steeled afresh.

We believe that this method has numerous applications amongst the
arts. At all events, it is very valuable for copperplates, which are so
very expensive, and are always of a superior tone for general purposes
to engravings upon steel, but require a great deal of care ; they
are more durable, more trustworthy, and in consequence more agreeable
to the eye.

BROMPTON AGAIN.

The following advertisement has appeared, or rather we should say, has
been found perdu in the Times, placed in company as though intended
not to be seen. It has also been inserted in the Journal of the Society

of Arts :—
To Architects.

ri^HE Commissioners of Her Majesty's Works and Public Buildings
I give notice, that they are prepared to receive Designs from

Architects for Two New Museums, to be erected on part of the

land, at South Kensington, recently purchased by the Government, and
used iu 1862 for the International Exhibition. Plans of the ground, to-

gether with a statement of the premiums and other particulars, will be

forwarded to Architects on application, by letter, addressed to the Sec-

retary, at H. M. Office of Works, 12 Whitehall-place, London.—Jan-
uary, 1804.

As probably no Architect of distinguished reputation will have anything

to do with a competition circumstanced as this must be, the result is ex-

pected, no doubt, to be " a walk over" under irreproachable conditions

for the Architect of the Great Exhibition, and ultimately in such an
event, will most probably lead to more or less of that magnificent and
tasteful structure being preserved, under the fostering care of its original

parents, to the nation and to posterity. It is already rumoured that

the surplus fund accumulated at the Patent Office is to be seized upon,

and spent upon these two museums, without asking any vote for money,
nor any sanction from Parliament. We can scarcely believe, however,

that such a double-handed injustice to inventors, as well as to the public

at large, would be perpetrated unrebuked by the House of Commons at

least, nor that this new attempt to get in the point of the wedge that

is to end in lifting again all that was overthrown last session, will now
be tolerated. We commend the matter, however, with this notice, to

the independent members of the House. One museum, it is said, is for

Professor Owen's Paleontology (to be paid for by past patentees), the

other for an enlarged patent museum—a thing wholly unnecessary, if

not mischievous, and which at Brompton may be a resort for idlers, but

will never be visited by inventors or patentees.

MATHER'S PATENT BORING MACHINERY.

(Illustrated by Plate 309.)

This shaft, or well boring machinery, forms the subject of our copper

plate for the present month. We present in it, we believe we may say

with certainty, the best aud most recent example of improved boring

apparatus employed, at least, in Great Britain.

With this machinery, some triumphs of perforation have been

achieved, of which even the veteran borers of France and Germany
would speak complacently. A depth of nearly 1500 feet has been

reached ; and additional celebrity has been secured for Messrs Mather
and Piatt, in the use of their machinery, from the fact that it was in

sinking with it for Bolckow & Vaughan, at Middlesborough-upon-Tees,

that the bed of rock salt was struck upon last summer, the financial

and manufacturing consequences of which to the Cleveland and
Newcastle districts, it is difficult as yet even to fully imagine. As we
shall have occasion ere long to recur to the subject of shaft boring

pretty fully, we shall at present limit ourselves to a description of this

apparatus itself, and to the mode of working it. We cannot do this

more briefly and clearly than iu the words of the specification, both

provisional and complete.

British rock formations, of very considerable hardness, have been

already penetrated successfully by ibis machinery, such as the new red

and other sandstones, chalk, with layers of flint, etc., etc. :—

,

This invention has for its object " improvements in machinery for

working hammers when boring in the earth, and for other uses. For

this purpose, the boring tools or cutters are arranged in a circle,

and according to the diameter of the intended boring to be made into

the earth, there being cutters internal of the outer circle, in order, when
passing through a rock or hard material, that the substances may be

broken. Several sets of such cutters are kept ready, so that as the
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cutters of one set become blunted, another set may be taken into use.

These cutters, with their apparatus, are arranged so as to cause the

cutters to move partly round, to bring the several cutters to act on
different parts, in place of their repeating their cuts in the same
place. In the present machinery, a somewhat twisted bar of a

square section is used, and an untwisted portion of which causes a

pinion to revolve, when the twisted portion is turned, by moving
through a socket. These cutters, in place of being worked in

combination with a lever, actuated by a cam put in motion by a

steam engine, are worked by the piston of a steam cylinder in

the following manner :—The piston rod, which is preferred to be

of a square section, carries at its upper end a wheel or pulley,

over which the rope passes from a reel to the cutting or tool

frame. There is a small jet of steam admitted underneath the

piston, causing it to ascend slowly, so taking up the slack of

the rope and opening the steam valve. The slides or valves of the

steam cylinder are worked by tappets, which are moveable, so as to ad-

just the length of stroke, the slides or valves being acted on by the ris-

ing and descending of the piston rod ; and provision is made for thrott-

ling the outlet of the steam, so that the workman by hand gearing may
regulate the descent of the cutting tools, which, by reason of the rope
passing over a pulley or wheel on the piston rod. descend at double the

velocity of the piston in the steam cylinder. The lowering end of the

rope is by means of a chain and hook made so as readily to be attached

and detached, to facilitate the attaching and removal of the cutter

frame and the lifting cylinder or bucket. The rope is wound on a reel

or drum, which at the proper times is put in motion b)' a steam engine.

The piston is formed with a cup of vulcanized india-rubber. The
valve of the bucket consists of a disc of vulcanized india-rubber,

with a central spindle, and its seat is arranged so as to be
retained within the cylinder when in use, yet so as to be lowered
with the clack or valve separated, to allow of the parts being
cleaned by jets of water. For this purpose the lower end of the

lifting cylinder or bucket is, when lifted out of the hole, placed

on a step, which is raised and lowered by hand gearing, so as to

lower the valve seat and parts below the bottom of the cylinder when a
cotter (which retains them in the cylinder) has been removed. The rope

in passing from the reel to the cutter frame is, when the cutters touch
tbe bottom of the hole or boring, clamped, or retained fast by a screw
clamp to a slide, which is capable of being moved by hand gearing, to

enable the workman to let off rope as the cutters (by repeated descents)

cut deeper and deeper into the earth. The arrangement of steam cylin-

der and parts above described for actuating the rope may be used for

actuating a hammer when driving down tubes, when boring into the

earth, or for driving piles, or for other uses requiring a like action.

When boring with machinery arranged and combined as above described,

a bell-mouthed tube is fixed into the earth. The rope, by the rotation

of the reel, is allowed to unwind till the lower ends of the cutters come
to the bottom of the hole cr boring ; the rope is then clamped, and the

piston of the steam cylinder is put into action. The small jet of steam
first acts to raise the piston to take up the slack of the rope, when the

tappets will act on the slides or valves to admit steam, and the piston

will continue to rise and fall, and, consequently, the cutting tools ; the

workman, by the hand gear, will give off rope as the cutters descend
more and more into the earth. After repeated actions of the cutters,

the cutter apparatus is to be lifted out (by the rotation of the reel, the

clamping being released) and detached from the end of the rope. The
lifting cylinder or bucket is to be attached to the rope and lowered into

the hole, when, by repeatedly raising and lowering the bucket by
means of the rope on the reel, it will be filled with water, and the pieces

of rock or materials cut away by the action of the cutters ; and the

action of the lifting cylinder or bucket is to be repeated till the hole or

boring is cleared of the cuttings. Where there is no natural flow of

water into the hole or boring, water is to be supplied, as water is

required to cause the parts of the rock or hard material cut by the

cutters to descend into the lifting cylinder or bucket.

Fig. 1 is a general longitudinal elevation of the machinery ; fig. 2 is

a front elevation. On these three figures the same letters and
figures of reference are placed on corresponding parts, a, a, a,

the framework of the machine ; b, the steam cylinder for actuating

the boring head; c, boring head; d, lifting cylinder or bucket;

e, square piston rod with fork for carrying the pulley
; f, top pulley

;

g, screw clamp, for holding the rope whilst the operation of boring is

going on, which by means of the screw, h, can be moved, so as to give

out the rope, and allow the boring head to descend as it penetrates the

rock ; h, screw to work the shaft to which the clamp is attached. On
the shaft of this screw are two bevel wheels, which are geared into two
other bevel wheels, one at i, the other at k, which by means of short

shafts and handles can be operated upon from the stage at I, or the floor

level at m. n, guide pulley ; o, large pulley or drum, for winding up
and lowering the boring head, and also for working the lifting cylinder

or bucket
; p, rope ; r, spur pinion on the fly wheel shaft, which takes

into and drives the segmental wheel on the drum shaft ; s, s l are

an elevation
;

two square shafts, on which the cams or inclined surfaces, t, u, are
fixed, by which the valves are worked ; these cam surfaces are capable
of sliding on the shafts, s, sl

, and are fixed in any position by set

screws, so that a longer or shorter stroke may be given to the
piston in the cylinder, b, according to the hardness or softness of

the material in which the hole is being bored. t, t, are the two
cams with inclined surfaces, by which motion is given to the
steam valve ; u u, are two similar cams, which give motion to

the exhaust valve ; a, tappet or arm fastened on the square piston

rod, which as the piston rod ascends slides over the surfaces of
the inclined cams, t, t, and so turns the squareshaft, s, and by
means of the arm, x, causes the steam valve to open and shut; w,
a roller on a tappet or arm, which acts in a similar manner on the cams,
u u, and by means of the arm, y, causes the exhaust valve to open and
shut ; x, arm or lever on the square shaft, s ; y, arm or lever on the
square shaft, sl

; z, box containing the steam valve ; z\ box containing
the exhaust valve ; 1, steam pipe

; 2, exhaust pipe ; 3, tap, by which a
small jet of steam is admitted into the cylinder ; 4, steam port ; 5,

exhaust port. It will be observed that the steam port is level with the-

bottom of the cylinder, while the exhaust port is a few inches above

;

and by this arrangement, when the piston in its descent passes the
exhaust port, the steam contained in that part of the cylinder between
the bottom of the port and the bottom of the cylinder acts as an elastic

cushion for the piston to drop upon. In the construction of the cylinder,

tbe ports are cast solid, and have holes drilled through, so as to form a
kind of grating for the passage of the steam, and prevent the packing of

the piston projecting into the port. G, table for receiving the lifting

cylinder or bucket ; 7, lever; 8, screw ; 9, fly wheel; 10, fly wheel for

opening water tap ; 11, water jets ; 12, rod, with hook for sustaining

the lifting cylinder or bucket while being emptied, and holding it in its

place while the boring head is working; IS, hook; 14, hook and short

chain fastened to the rope ; 45, hook for lifting cylinder or bucket ; 16,

box for emptying the lifting cylinder or bucket into ; 17, lever to open
and close the slide door, 18, in the side of the box, 16, for the passage
of the sludge pump.

Fig. 3 is a transverse section of the boring bar;
figs. 5, 6, 7, 8, and
9, are cross sections,

corresponding with
the letters marked
on the transverse

section, a, a, a, a,

is a bar of wrought
iron, of round sec-

tion in the parts,

a, a, a, a, but
square from b to

c; d, is the link

by which the whole
is suspended, at-

tached by means of

four cotters to the
part, e, e, the lower
part of which from

/ to g is of square
section, but twisted.

One - fourth pai t

round beyond this

twisted portion is

another parallel

square part, marked
h. i, is an outer

box or cylinder ; /.:,

is an inner box
or cylinder; I, a
ratchet wheel with
boss projecting

downwards ; m,
ratchet wheel ; n,

a casting attached
to the bar, serving
to add weight to

the boring head,
and to act as a
guide to keep it

perpendicular in

the hole ; o, boring
head in which the
cutters are fixed

;

p,p, cutters
; q, q, q,

india-rubber ^|^]||^ MIMk FigJO.Al.K.
springs, to break J

the concussion of the parts, r, and s, when the boring head is raised,
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Fig. 11.

U

1

f, is a collar fixed to the top of the bar, a; s, a gland or ring over the

india-rubber springs, q, q, q.

The object of the arrangement of parts above described is to cause

the cutting part of the boring head to revolve a portion of a revolution

at each stroke, which is thus effected :—When the bar is resting at the

bottom of the hole and the link, d, is raised, it will pass through the

space from s to r before it raises the bar, carrying with it the part,

e, e ;
but in so doing the twisted portion of the bar, a, above described,

in passing through the socket of the outer box, »', is compelled to make
a partial revolution, which puts a corresponding twist in the rope,

which, when the weight of the boring head comes upon it, it has a

tendency to straighten itself again, and so causes the boring head to

revolve.

The parts, i, k, and ratchet wheels, I, m, are caused to act in the fol-

lowing manner, to prevent the possibility of the rope being twisted and
untwisted without producing the effect desired :—When the part, e, e, is

raised, and caused to move round by the twisted part, f, g, as above
described, the square part, h, carries rouud with it the inner box or

cylinder, k, k, in the direction shown by the arrow in the cross section

c, d, which is allowed to pass easily in that direction by the slipping of

the catches, which take into teeth of the ratchet wheel, I, as shown

;

whilst in descending, the casting, e, e, is prevented from revolving in

the opposite direction by the square part, /(, passing through the socket
of the inner box, k, which cannot revolve in that direction without
carrying with it the ratchet wheel, /, and the whole of the boring head,
by acting on the bar to which it is attached ; but as it cannot revolve
in consequence of the cutters being at that time imbedded in the earth,
it causes the outer box, i, to revolve in the direction shown by the
arrow on the cross section, e, f, which is also retained in its position,

and prevented from returning by the catches and ratchet, as shown.
Fig. 11, is a transverse section of the lifting cylinder

or bucket ; fig. 13, an elevation ; and fig. 14, a plan
of the same, a, is the forked pump rod, which serves
also as the link, by which the pump is raised or

lowered ; b, bucket ; c, india-rubber valve to same
;

d, d, india-rubber springs, to break the concussion,
and prevent the nut, e, coming in contact with the
frame, f, by which the seating of the bottom clack or

valve is fastened to the spindle, i ; g, bottom india-

rubber valve or clack ; h, seating for same ; i, spindle,

which passes through the frame or guard,/] and the
bucket, b, and is retained in its place by a cotter, k

;

/, frame, which passes over the top of the pump, and
serves as a guide for the spindle, i, and forked pump
rod, a; m, the outer casing or pump barrel. When
the lifting cylinder or bucket is passing down the
hole, the piston of the bucket will be at the top of the
working barrel, and the whole suspended by the
collar of the frame, I, bearing on the closed part of the

forked pump rod immediately above the bucket; but
when it reaches the bottom, the piston of the bucket
will descend by its own gravity till it comes to the
position shown in the drawing. When the motion
of the winding engine is reversed, the bucket will be
raised, and a partial vacuum formed below it, when
a portion of the rock, which has been removed and
broken up by the cutters, will be carried by the flow
of water past the bottom clack or valve, g, into the
space between it and the bucket : to facilitate which,
the bottom clack or valve, instead of being secured to

the seating in the ordinary way, is fastened to a tube,

which is at liberty to slide in the bar, i, as far as is

allowed by the slot in the tube, and the cotter in the
spindle, as shown at o. When the pump is raised

to the surface, and placed on the stand provided for

it, and the cotter, k, knocked out, the bottom clack or

valve, g, with its seating, h, will descend, and the

contents be washed out by the flush of water con-
tained in the lifting cylinder or bucket. The operation

of boring is thus performed :—The boring head having
been lowered into the hole, the rope is secured by means of the clamp, g ;

the stop valve is opened, and steam admitted into the pipe, 1 ; the tap,

3, being opened, a small jet of steam is introduced below the piston,

which is slowly raised till the projecting arm or tappet, v, comes in con-

tact with the cam, t, which is so formed, that the tappet, v, in passing
along the surface causes the rod, s, to turn partially round, and thereby
open the steam valve, and admit a sufficient quantity of steam to raise

the pistou more quickly, till the tappet, v, comes in contact with
another cam, t\ of similar form to the former one, but in a reverse
position, which closes the valve ; whilst at the same time on the
opposite side of the piston rod is another tappet, w, which opens the
valve for the exhaustion of the steam in a similar manner. When the
piston descends, aud the boring head falls with all the impetus of its own

£

'.._.,

gravity upon the rock or substance into which it is intended to bore, the
cutters will penetrate and disintegrate the said substance.
This operation having been repeated as many times Fiff- 12.

as the workman by experience considers necessary,
the clamp, g, is released, and the boring head is brought
to the surface by means of the winding engine, r, and a
hook at the end of a long rod, (similar to the one marked
12, by which the lifting cylinder or bucket is sus-

pended, and hangs from the sliding hook,) is passed
into the link of the boring head, which may then be
placed on one side ; the hook, fig. 12, is then to be dis-

engaged from the boring head, and attached to the
lifting cylinder or bucket, which is then lowered to the
bottom of the hole or boring, and the piston of the
bucket is to be raised and lowered three or four times.

By reversing the winding engine the lifting cylinder
is then to be raised to the surface, and without disengag-

ing the hook, 14, the hook, 15, is passed into the link

of the lifting cylinder, and the engine being reversed,

the rod, 12, will receive the weight of the lifting

cylinder until it comes into the position as shown in

figs. 1 and 2, the bottom of it resting on the small
table, 6 ; the cotter, k, is then knocked out, and upon turning the fly

wheel, 9, the screw, 8, acts upon the lever, 7 ; the table being lowered,
the bottom clack follows it, and the whole of the contents of the pump
will he delivered into the box 16. For the purpose of effectually

cleansing the clack, there are four jets of water under pressure at, 11,

which, being turned on at the time the table, 6, is being lowered, will

wash away any sand or other material that may lodge on it. The
lifting cylinder or bucket requires to be introduced into the boring three

or four times to raise all the loose matters ; and when the workman
finds that the boring is well cleaned out, the boring head is again at-

tached to the hook, 11, the rope securely clamped, the operation
repeated as before When the apparatus is to be used for driving pipes

or piles, a monkey or heavy weight can be substituted for the boring
head, and actuated in a similar manner by means of the piston and
steam cylinder, b.

RECENT PATENTS.

MACHINERY FOR GRINDING, CRUSHING, CLEANING, HUL-
LING, OR SHELLING VARIOUS KINDS OF FARM OR
VEGETABLE PRODUCE; ALSO, THE CRUSHING AND
GRINDING OF MINERALS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES.

John Patterson, Beverley.—Patent dated Mag 15, 1863.

This invention relates to that class of mills in which the grain or other
substance is introduced through an eye or aperture in or near the centre

of one of the stones to the space between the grinding surfaces, and is

ground, or otherwise operated upon, in its course from thence to the
periphery, where it is discharged. The grinders may be of stone or

steel, or other suitable material, and may be placed horizontally or

vertically. They may also be placed concentrically or eccentrically to

each other. The improvements consist— Firstly, in causing both the
grinders to revolve in the same direction, but, at different speeds, to

facilitate the discharge of the ground material, and to effect a more
perfect distribution of the feed over the grinding surfaces. Secondly.
In place of imparting to both stones a simple rotatory motion on their

axes, it is proposed, in certain cases, to impart a compound or twofold
motion to one of them, by causing it to revolve round its own axis,

whilst, at the same time, such axis itself is made to describe an orbit

round an imaginary axis. By this compound motion of one of the
stones, a wrenching or compound action is obtained upon the substances

to be ground, or otherwise acted upon, in addition to the effect produced
by the ordinary motion of millstones, or other similarly arranged
grinding surfaces ; or, in lieu of imparting such compound motion to

one of the grinding surfaces, one of such surfaces may be caused to

revolve in the ordinary manner, whilst the other grinding surface is

caused to revolve in an orbit, with or without a rotatory motion rouud its

own axis or centre. Thirdly, of an improved mode of introducing the

substance to be ground, or otherwise acted upon, between the grinding

surfaces. For this purpose, a recess or space is formed in the back of

the stone around the spindle, upon which it revolves, and as close up
to the surface of the stone as convenient ; and from this recess the

grain, or other substance to be ground, or otherwise acted upon, is

thrown through several surrounding openings, by centrifugal force.

The admission of the grain or feed is regulated by a modification of the

apparatus commonly known as the " silent feeder." The sliding tube

in this case encloses the mill spindle, and is sufficiently large to allow

the grain to pass freely towards the end of the tube from which it is
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allowed to escape, as the tube is drawn back from the inner end of the
recess. Fourthly, In causing both stones to revolve upon the same
spindle, by fixing one of them upon the spindle, and the other upon a
tube which encloses a portion of the spindle, and is free to revolve upon
it. Fifthly, Of an improved mode of regulating the distance between
the grinding surfaces, by connecting a screw on the spindle by means
of wheel work, with a hand-wheel, or regulator, in such a way that the
hand-wheel remains at rest while the spindle revolves.

Fig. 1 of the accompanying engravings represents a perspective
elevation of one form of this improved grinding mill ; and fig. 2 is a

Fig. l.

longitudinal sectional detail of the main spindle and stones, and parts
in immediate connection therewith. On referring to fig. 2, a a are the

main standards or supports of the mill, united by a longitud
c, bolted between them. Into the tups of these standards at

two bearings, c c, in which the main spindle, d, rotates, i

No. 191.—Vol. XVI.

being provided with the ordinary fast and loose driving pulleys, e e1
.

f f1 are the two stones, or grinding surfaces ; they are both carried
upon the spindle, D, and are concentric thereto. These stones are
dressed in the usual way, but as they are both arranged on one and the

same spindle, their faces are always true to each other. The stone, f,

revolves in the same direction as the stone, f1
, but at a slower rate ; and

this imparting of a rotatory motion to both the stones, in the same
direction, constitutes an essential feature of this invention. Uy this

arrangement, all re grinding of the meal or flour is prevented, as the

ground material is thrown out from between the stones more ex-

peditiously, and, consequently, the disadvantages of clogging, heating,

and ' killing " the flour are obviated, and the colour and quality of the

flour are unimpaired. The slow stone, f, is connected to a plate, or

cast iron boss, G, by a number of bolts, h, secured into the stone with
lead ; and this boss is fixed securely upon the tube, i, on the spindle, by
means of screws at K K, so arranged as to admit of the stone being set

up, from time to time, nearer to the fast stone, as it wears thinner.

L is a metal cylinder projecting from the side or face of the plate or

boss, a, in order to obtain a dust-tight joint. The tube, i, is free to

revolve round the spindle, and to its outer end is keyed a spur wheel,

m, which receives motion from a second wheel, n, on the end of a short

second motion shaft, o, working in a long collar bearing, p, bolted to

the girder, b. To the outer end of this shaft, o, is keyed a spur wheel,

q, which gears into and derives motion from a pinion, k, fast on the

extreme end of the main spindle, D. It will thus be seen that on
rotating the spindle, r>, at any given velocity, a slower rotatory motion
will be transmitted through the toothed gearing to the tube, I, and
stone, f, carried thereon. The fast stone, f1

, is secured direct to the

main spindle itself, by means of a cast iron boss, s, which is fixed on to

the spindle by a key and set screw, t. This boss is flanged at s', so as

to bear against the back of the stone, f1
, which is firmly secured

thereto by means of a number of bolts, c u, similar to those at h,

employed for uniting the stone, F, with its boss, already referred to.

The stone, p1
, will, consequently, revolve at the same rate as the

spindle, D, whilst the stone, f, rotates more slowly, but in the same
direction. An eye, v, is formed in the centre of the fast stone, f1

,

through which the materials to be ground, or otherwise treated, are

fed, and a corresponding space or circular chamber, w, is left in the

centre of the face of the slow stone, F. The interior sides of the eye,

v, and chamber, w, are bevelled outwards, as shown, and meet at the

line of junction of the two grinding surfaces. By this means, the

material is directed at once between the surfaces of the two
stones, x is a supply hopper, which discharges the grain or other

substance into the second or "feed regulating hopper," t. This

latter hopper is provided with a boss, z, which slides longitudinally

along the spindle, d ; and its lower discharging mouth is provided with

a sheet metal tube, a, which projects some distance inside a circular

recess in the centre of the boss, s. Round the circumference of this

circular recess are formed a number of inclined radiating passages, b b,

which communicate direct with the interior space or eye of the stone,

and through which the grain, or other substance, is impelled by
centrifugal force, as it issues from the tube, a. It is at once evident

that by sliding the hopper, Y, and tube, o, to or fro, by means of the

small adjusting or feed regulating screw, v1
,

(fig. 1), so as to cover,

more or less, the entrances to the passages, 6 b, the feed will be

regulated accordingly. In order to adjust or regulate the distance

between the two grinding surfaces, to suit the materials to be operated

upon, or to obtain a finer or coarser flour, a band wheel, c, is employed,

the interior of the boss, d, of which is screwed and works upon a
corresponding screw thread cut in the circumference of the brass

collar, e. This collar is fitted upon the spindle, n, but is held stationary

to prevent it from rotating therewith, by means of a metal strap, f,
which is bolted to the end standard, and is also bolted to a tail piece or

projecting arm, g, on the collar itself. A portion of this collar is

hollowed sufficiently to receive an inner brass cullar, A, which is secured

to the outer collar, e, by a key, i, in order to prevent it from revolving

with the spindle, d, upon which it is fitted. A key way, k, is cut

longitudinally in the outer surface of the inner collar, A, which permits

it to move freely in a longitudinal direction upon the spindle, d. To
obtain this longitudinal motion, the outer end of the inner collar, A,

is flanged at A 1
, so as to bear against the side of the screwed boss, d, of

the regulating wheel, and hence, when this wheel is rotated in one

direction, it will press outwards the inner collar, A, and cause it to bear

against the end of the sliding tube, i, which carries the slow stone, f,

and bring that stone as close as may be desired to the surface of the

fast running stone, F1
. The fixed collar, e, is stayed or supported

against the thrust, by means of a fixed collar, I, secured firmly on to

the end of the spindle, d, by a steel pin, m, driven through it, and
through the spindle. In order to remove the stones, it is simply

requisite to take off the keeps of the end bearings of the spindle, d,

then to lift the spindle, with its appurtenances, on to the floor, and

remove the collar, I, by driving out the steel pin when the tube, I, with

the stone, f, may be readily slid off the spindle, n is a moveable casing

2d
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of wood or metal which covers the upper half of the stones, the lower
half being enclosed within the stationary casing, o, bolted to the girder,

b, of the framing. To the bottom of this casing or chamber, o, there is

fitted a spout or shute, p, for the delivery of the flour or other substance,

after it bus been ground or operated upon by the grinding surfaces.

Other modifications of these improvements are specified, by which one
of the grinding surfaces is caused to describe an orbit round an
imaginary centre, in combination or not with a rotatory motion of the

same grinding surface round its own centre or axis.

SEWING MACHINE.
Samuel B. Cochran, Kennington, Surrey.—Patent dated May 5, 1863.

This invention relates firstly to a peculiar construction and arrangement
of sewing machine for producing the "lock" or shuttle stitch, and con-
sists in the employment of an ordinary reel or bobbin which is enclosed

in a reel case, provided with any suitable contrivance for giving the
requisite tension to the thread. This reel case is placed in or actuated
by a carrier which is connected at one end to a piston or driver, working
to and fro within a hollow cylinder formed on the front end of the driv-

ing shaft beneath the cloth plate. This connection is so formed as to

admit of the rotation with the shaft of the piston or driver without
rotating the carrier or the reel case. A pin in the side of the piston rod
passes through a slot made longitudinally in the tubular portion of the
driving shaft within which the piston rod works. The to and fro motion
of the piston or driver is obtained from a stationary cam or helix, wholly
or partially surrounding the driving shaft, an anti-friction roller or the
pin ahove referred to in the piston rod working over the face of the cam
or helix, and so imparting a longitudinal motion in one direction to the
piston and carrier or driver, whilst a helical spring moves it in the
opposite direction. In front of and in the same axial line with the
cylinder and piston or driver above mentioned, there is a stationary
cylinder or holder to receive the thread case and carrier when they are
pushed forward out of their cylinder by the piston or driver. The loop
of the needle thread is opened by a hook or looper carried on the cylin-
drical end of the driving shaft, and when this loop is fully extended the
reel case is pushed forward so as to carry its thread through the open
loop of the needle thread presented to it. The needle then rises and the
reel case is returned to its original position either by the action of the
helical spring or by the spiral cam surface.

Another part of this invention relates to the tension apparatus for the
needle thread, and consists in fitting to each machine two or more
separate tension apparatus of any convenient construction, which ten-
sion apparatus are severally and permanently adjusted by the maker to

suit different sized threads, and numbered respectively so as to indicate
the thread to be used in each, the operator has, therefore, simply to pass
the thread through or on that tension apparatus which is marked with
the number of thread he desires to employ. It is further proposed to
adapt to the stitch regulating mechanism an indicator, working in con-
junction with a divided plate or surface, upon which are marked the
various numbers or sizes of thread to be used, with the particular length
of stitch for which the machine is set. The presser foot is made remov-
able from the foot bar by a simple contrivance whereby facility is afforded
for readily changing the foot according to the kind ofwork to be produced.
Another part of this invention relates to a mode of driving or actuating

sewing machines whereby the dead centres are obviated. It is also
proposed to make the hinges for the covers of sewing machines in such
a manner that they may be separated, and the cover removed when
opened to a certain given extent only.

Another part of this invention consists of a binder, which is made self-

adjusting to suit various thicknesses ofmaterial, whilst it is also capable
of adjustment to suit different widths of binding.

Fig. 1 of the subjoined engravings, represents a side elevation of the
improved lock stitch sewing machine. Fig. 2 is a longitudinal section
of a portion of the lower part of the machine. A is the bed plate of the
machine provided with the usual fixed bracket arm, b. and having its

driving shaft, c, fitted in bearings, d, secured to the underside of the
bed plate, a. The needle is straight, and carried by a slide, p, which
receives its vertical motion from a bell crank lever, F, working on a fixed

centre, o, and actuated by the cam, h, on the driving shaft, c, or if

desired, a curved needle attached to the needle arm may be employed,
j is the reel or bobbin for supplying the needle ; its thread is passed
through one or other of the three tension apparatus, re k1 k2

, according
to the size or number of the thread. The tension apparatus may be of
any of the well-known constructions, but it is preferred to employ tension
apparatus similar to those used on the Grover and Baker, Wheeler and
Wilson, or AVilcox and Gibbs' machines. The thread afterwards passes
through the eye, l, on the top of the needle slide, when it finally enters
the eye of the needle. The under or locking thread is contained within
a shuttle or thread case, m, which is by preference of a size sufficient to

contain an ordinary reel or bobbin, so that the operatinn of winding the
thread on to the shuttle spool may be dispensed with, the tension of
this thread may be obtained by passing it through holes in the shuttle

or thread case, in the usual manner or by any other suitable contrivance.

The driver, f, of the shuttle is connected loosely by a screw pin at c, to

Fis. 1.

a rod, o, and works to and fro within a hollow cylinder, p, formed on the

front end of the driving shaft. The rod, o, passes along the hollow

interior of the shaft, and has a pin, q, fitted into it, which pin projects

through and work3 in a slot made longitudinally along one side of the

hollow shaft.

k is a fixed

cam surround-

ing the shaft

and secured by
screws at rf,

to the bed
plate, A. A-
gainst the face

of this cam
works an anti-

friction roller on the pin, q, when the shaft is rotated by the driving

pulley, s, consequently a longitudinal motion is imparted to the driver

and to the thread case or shuttle. So soon as the pin, q, has arrived at

the back end of the cam, it passes or escapes over that end, and the

driver and shuttle are then impelled forward by the action of a spiral or

other spring, t, or by another cam surface if desired. The loop of the

needle thread is caught and expanded by a hook, u, provided with a guard,

M, to prevent the catching of the loop after it has been cast off. This
hook and guaid are formed on the front end of the cylinder, p. and the

shuttle is pushed through the loop so expanded and enters the stationary

receiving chamber or box, rx
. The needle then rises and the shuttle

returns to its original position again in the cylinder, p, in readiness for

the next stitch. The cloth is fed by the four motion or serrated feeding

bar, v, actuated by the cam, w, fast on the main driving shaft. Other
feeding devices may, however, be adopted if preferred. The driver, n,

is connected by a curved dovetail, e, and slot, e, or other equivalent

device, to one end of the shuttle. The dovetail slot, e', being cut in the

rounded or curved end of the shuttle, and a corresponding projecting

dovetail, e, is formed on the convex or curved face of the driver, n.

These male and female parts are fitted together so as to allow of suffi-

cient play for the passage of the needle thread between them, and still

maintain the connection between the two parts. As the surfaces are

both curved the loop of the needle thread which is drawn up between
them meets with no obstructing angle or projection, but slides freely

over and between the two surfaces. »' is a guiding piston attached in

precisely the same way to the opposite end of the shuttle and carried

by a square rod, x, in order thnt it may check any tendency which the

shuttle may have to rotate. If desired, the thread case may be dispensed

with and the bobbin held upon a spindle, each end of the spindle having
a dove-tailed connecting piece similar to those already referred to and
secured thereto. Y is a cam or eccentric for regulating the length of

the stitches, this cam is provided with a slotted arm, z, which engages
with a pin, a, connected with the slide, 6, working in a slot in the bed
plate of the machine ; a pointer or indicator, c, is attached to or formed

on the slide, b, and consequently moves with it. On the side or sides

of the slot a series of divisions or graduations are made and numbered
to correspond to the number or sizes of threads to be employed in the

machine. If a certain length of stitch be decided upon, the cam, Y, is
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adjusted in the usual manner until the proper stich is attained, but this

adjustment of the cam will at the same time move the indicator, c, along

the graduations which will point out on the table the particular number
or size of thread best adapted for that length or stitch ; or, vice versa,

supposing the number or size of thread to be first decided upon, then the

stitch regulator may be adjusted until the indicator points to the corres-

ponding number in the divisions, when the proper length of stitch will

be obtained for that thread. By using the variously adjusted tensions

hereinbefore described in combination with the indicating food regulator,

all difficulty in the selection of thread, length of stitch, and proper ten-

sion is removed. Eig. 3 is a sectional view
of a modified arrangement of stitch regula-

tor; in this case a pin, a, is fitted into the side

of the regulating cam, t, and works in a
slotted projection attached to the slide, 6.

Fig. 4 is a plan of the presser foot of a sew-
ing machine having a portion of the lower
stem of the bar, which is fitted or attached
thereto so as to be readily removable from
it. a is the bar, b the foot, which is slotted

at one end, a, such slotted portion fitting on
to a square portion of a-screwed stem, 6, and
c is a nut which tends to jam the foot

against the shoulder or collar on the bottom
of the bar and hold it firmly in its place. By
slightly turning or slackening the nut, the
foot is released and may be readily removed,
to be replaced by another to suit the peculiar

work required. Fig. 5 shows a similar mode
of attachment of the foot, the nut, c, in this case however, being above the

foot and pressing it down against a collar at the extreme end of the bar.

Another mode of fitting the presser foot to the bar is also specified, in

which a square shank is formed upon the rear end
Fig. 5. of the foot, such shank being inserted into a corres-

ponding hole made transversely through the bar.

The foot is then nipped in its place by a nut work-
ing on the screwed end of the bar and acting either

above or below the shank of the foot. One form of

improved self-adjusting binder, having an upper and
a lower spring hook, which hold the edges of the

binding to be applied, and between which the

material to be bound is placed. Immediately under
the blade of the upper hook, and connected there-

with so as to rise and fall with it, there is a plate

or spring blade which is connected with the body of the binder either

by means of a hinge joint or otherwise, so as to be free to rise or fall at

its outer end or that part under the needle of the sewing machine. An
opening is made in this plate to allow the upper hook to work through

it. When a hinge joint is used a spring will be required to keep the

plate elevated when not depressed by the presser foot, in order to facili-

tate the introduction of the work. The front end of the plate is formed

into a presser foot, and is provided with a slot in it to allow the needle

to work through it. The blade of the lower hook is like that of the

upper hook and plate, contained within a slot or channel in the body
part of the binder, and both the blades of the two hooks are connected

at their rear ends with an adjusting screw, which adjusts the position of

the hooks to take any desired width of binding. A curved guide pro-

jects out from the front end of the body part of the binder, for the pur-

pose of giving the binding the proper turn as it enters the hooks. The
binder is fitted to a sewing machine by a screw passing through a slot

or otherwise. The blades of the hooks being elastic they will separate

more or less for binding different thicknesses of material, thus adapting

or adjusting themselves to suit various thickness and kinds of cloths or

material to be bound. Figs. 6 and 7 represent an elevation and plan
respectively of another modifi-

Figs. 6 and 7. cation of improved self-adjust-

ing binder. In this arrange-

ment the hook, a, and spring
blade, o, are fitted to the upper
side of the body, e, of the binder,

and the lower hook, b, is carried

in a slot in the underside there-

of. The spring blade, c, is not
hinged to the body, e as in the

first arrangement, but is rivet-

ed thereto at one end. a. The
upper and under hook are con-

nected by a pin, b. passing
through a slot, c, in the body,

E, so as to enable the two hooks
to be adjusted for any width of

binding, d is a tightening nut
for securing the hooks when adjusted. An improved hinge lor the covers

of sewing machines is also specified, the cylindrical portion formed un
the one half of the hinge having a slot made therein which fits into a
pin in a chamber formed on the other half of the binder. By making
this slot at a given angle the two halves of the hinge cannot be separated
until they are opened to the given extent according to the angle at
which the slot is made. The hinge represented was made to separate
when opened to an angle of about 45°, but any other angle may of course
be selected. This invention also comprehends improvements in the
mode of driving sewing machines, whereby the dead centres are avoided.
On the one side of the fly wheel, fast on the first motion shaft is cast a
boss of larger diameter than usual. This boss is made hollow or recessed
on the inner side so as to leave a projecting rim. To the exterior and
interior surface of this rim are fitted two rings. These rings have a
series of inclined notches or recesses formed in the surfaces which are
in contact with the rim of the boss, and into each is fitted loosely a ball
or roller of a diameter about equal to the greatest depth of the recess.
The outer ring is connected on one side of its centre to a rod, the inner
ring is similarly connected, but on the opposite side of its centre to an-
other rod, the two rods being united below where they are connected to
a foot treadle or rigidly joined to a short length of connecting rod which
connects them to the treadle. In order that the junction points ofthetwo
rods, with their respective rings, may be equidistant from the centre, it
is proposed to attach a short arm rigidly to the inner ring and to carry
it over or in front of the rim of the boss, and to connect the rod to this
arm in place of to the inner ring direct. As the treadle is alternately
raised or lowered one or other of the two rings will act by the friction of
theirrollers against the boss and carry it round, the inclined notches in
the rings being made in reverse directions, so that when one is acting
the other will work freely, and vice versa. The enlarged boss may be
fitted to the driving shaft of the sewing machine itself, when driven
direct from the treadle as in some of the heavier class of machines. If
preferred, the two notched rings may both be made to work side by side
upon the outside or inside of the projecting rim.

IMPROVEMENTS IN AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS.
Joseph Seaman, Worcester.—Patent dateclJune5, 18G3.

This invention relates to certain improvements in agricultural imple-
ments, to be used in the cultivation of the soil, which are partly
applicable to ploughs, cultivators, and harrows, or to any other
implement of the same class, and consists, firstly, of a peculiar arrange-
ment and mode of applying leverage to the frame of a cultivator, so that
by pressing down a lever it shall cause all the tines and shares to rise
equally above the ground. Where it is necessary to have a very heavy
implement, the operation may be performed by two or more levers, the
one to raise the front shares, and the other the hinder ones. In
carrying out this part of the invention, a shaft or axle is placed across,
and at a suitable distance above the main frame work of the implement,'
being fixed by brackets or otherwise, so as to be supported by the
travelling wheels. This shaft or axle forms the fulcrum of the lever,
the front end of which is attached to that part of the frame-work which
carries the front share legs. On the most convenient part of the same
axle, are fixed two cog wheels, of a suitable diameter, behind which are
fixed two other cog wheels on their respective axes ; and on each of
these last-mentioned wheels, or in connection therewith, are two short
levers of a similar form to the front part of the main lever, and
connected in a similar way to that part of the frame-work to which the
hind share legs are fixed. These two pairs of cog wheels being properly
geared, it will be seen that, by pressing on the main lever, the wheels
will turn towards each other, and cause the hind share legs to rise out
of their work, at the same time, and to the same distance, as the front
share legs, or the height of raising them may be varied by having the
cog wheels of unequal size; or, where a very heavy implement is
required, the same operation may be performed in parts, one lever acting
upon the front shares, and one or more other levers serving to put the
wheels into motion for raising the hind share legs. As it is not
necessary, excepting in very rare cases, that these wheels should make
more than half a revolution, a quadrant or a segment of a wheel would
frequently answer the same purpose, or a pair of friction wheels might
be used in place of toothed wheels ; or, when it is necessary to place
the fulcrums of the levers further apart than it is practicable to emplov
wheels whose peripheries come in contact, it is proposed to connect the
two wheels or quadrants by a chain or rope ; and when it is not
convenient to employ the lever, a worm or screw may be used, which
acts upon the shaft, and produces the same effect as the lever.

The second part of this invention relates to the mode of forming that part
of a cultivator known as the share legs; in order to obtain tightness with
great strength, instead of making them of solid bars, it is proposed to
use two light bars, put together with small shutts and ri - 's, so that
when looking at the front of the stalk or tine there is a spa. ! between
the two bars; and on taking a side view of the same stalk, ihe upper
part thereof shall be in two parts, one lying behind the other, but, at
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the bottom they meet, and are welded together into one piece. It is also

proposed, when using that kind of harrow where it is necessary to have

loose points, to make the teeth on the trussed principle above described,

the beam of the harrow passing in between the two sides which form the

tooth ; the front or bottom of the tooth is fixed thereto on the same
principle as that used for the cultivator. In fixing the tines or teeth for

harrows for this purpose, a loose clip is used, one side of which fits on

to the side of the beam, and the other side has a recess for holding the

tooth, the clips and teeth being firmly held to the beams by bolts or

pins passing through the beams, clips, and teeth, each row of teeth

being secured by one bolt, or a separate bolt may be used for each tooth

and clip. In the construction of harrows, where a greater facility for

taking out the teeth is required than has hitherto been obtained, in

place of the clip above described, an expanding clip to take the tooth or

tine is used ; the bolt that passes through the struts and beams in

order to form the frame of the harrow will not in this case pass through

the teeth, but through the two ends of the expanding clip, which has a

recess on one side to fit on to the side of the beam. The tooth in this

arrangement is a plain piece of iron, requiring only to be cut from the

bar and pointed, and will be held in the slot of the clip, either imme-
diately in front of or behind the bolt that passes through tbe beams,

clips, and struts—one bolt being used for each row of teeth, so that by

screwing this bolt tight all the teeth in the row will be held firmly in

their place ; and by loosening the same all the teeth can be taken out

without taking the harrow apart.

The third part of this invention relates to a peculiar method of

constructing and fixing wheels for ploughs, cultivators, or any
other implement requiring wheels used in the cultivation of the

soil. On the frame, or that part of the implement whereon it

is intended to fix the wheel, a cylinder is formed, the inner

part of which is much larger than that part next to the wheel. Within
this cylinder is placed a journal that fills the inside at each end, but is

recessed in the centre. 1 he end of this journal projects through the

small end of the cylinder—a hole being made entirely through the

centre of this journal, wherein the stump of the wheel is firmly secured.

A cap is then applied oil tight on to that end of the cylinder where the

journal is inserted, which will enable it to carry as much oil as the

cylinder will contain without escaping at the small aperture. The
stump of the wheel is fixed firmly into the journal, and provision is

made in the socket of the cylinder, namely, that part which takes the

wheel standard, for carrying the oil. Under that part of the boss of the

wheel which projects over the end of the cylinder, a groove is some-
times cut round the outside of the cylinder for a packing of white metal,

or any other substance that will serve to keep the dirt from working
into the joint at the end of the cylinder, where the stump of the wheel
is inserted. Further, tbe wheel slides and standards are fixed to the

beam of a plough, in such a manner that the direction of the wheels can
be readily altered or set to the greatest nicety, cutting either to or from

J
the land. To obtain this object, two holes are made vertically in that

part of the plough beam where it is necessary to attach the wheels, by
which means a plate is bolted thereto, lying in a horizontal position,

either on the top of the beam or underneath, as may be desired. In this

plate are two slots, through which the bolts pass, so that by loosening

the same the plates can be adjusted either to the right or left, either of

the bolts serving as a fulcrum ; on this plate are formed two recesses

to take the two slides that hold the wheels, which slides are held in

their places by the same bolts that hold the plate to the beam. These
slides are formed with a long slot up the centre of each, through which
the aforesaid bolts pass, a recess being formed in that end of the slide

which is intended to take tbe wheel standard in a similar manner to the

recesses in the plate that holds the slides. The wheel standards are

made on the same principle ; that is to say, they are a sort of double
bar, forming a slot long enough to allow the wheels to be raised or

lowered, as may be desired. That part of the plough known generally

as the share lever or lever neck is made in two parts ; the part to which
the share is fixed passes through a socket at the share end of the frame,
whilst the other part is fixed to the hinder part of the frame. These
two parts are then connected by a coupling, with a right thread at one
end, and a left thread at the other, corresponding threads being made
on the ends of the two parts that form the lever.

The last part of this invention relates to improvements in

the construction of whipple-trees, for the purpose of applying
power to the draught of agricultural implements and machinery,
and consists of a peculiar mode of constructing whipple-trees,
for drawing harrows, ploughs, and other field implements,
by making them of two flat bars of steel, separated by blocks of metal
serving as distance pieces ; the two bars are held against these blocks
by rivets, and the blocks themselves have screwed holes made in them
to receive the draught eyes, the whole forming a trussed whipple-tree.
Fig. 1 represents a side elevation of a cultivator fitted with the
improved arrangement of leverage, for causing all the tines and shares
to rise equally from the ground. A is the main framing of the cultivator,
which is supported at the rear end upon a pair of adjustable running

wheels, one of which is shown at E. The front end of the cultivator is

supported on a steering or swivel wheel, c. The tines or share legs,

D d, are fitted to an inner moveable frame, or set of levers, of which e e 1

Fig. 1.

represent the rear and front end cross bars, to which the fulcrums of

such levers are attached, such cross bars resting upon the edges of the

main framing, a, of the cultivator ; the cross bars, e e1
, of the inner

frame or levers are connected by means of the short links, F f 1
, to the

levers, G o 1
, which levers are respectively keyed on to the transverse

shafts, H h1
, carried in the upper end of two side brackets, one of which

is shown at J, bolted to the main framing, A. The shaft, h, does not

extend completely across the machine, but consists of two short shafts

in the same axial line, having a space left between these contiguous

ends, in or near the centre of the machine, to allow of the depression of

the long lever, k, attached to the front shaft, n1
,
which extends entirely

across the machine. The shafts, H and h 1
, are geared together by

means of spur wheels, pinions, or segments, l l, so that on turning the

front shaft, h 1
, by depressing the lever, k, the shafts, H, will also turn,

but in the opposite direction, and, consequently, the levers, a, of which
there are two connected to the rear cross bar, E, will rise simultaneously

with the front lever, o 1
, and, consequently, the inner frame or levers,

with the whole of the share legs or tines attached thereto, will be

raised, so as to clear the tines or shaves from the ground.
Figs. 2, 3, and 4 represent details of the mode adopted for securing

the teeth of harrows
to their beams. Fig 2 Fig. 2. Fig. 3.

is a side elevation of

one of two modifica-

tions. Fig. 3 is a
longitudinal section

of the same. A is the
beam of the harrow,
on to the side of which
is fitted a clip, d, which
is recessed to fit on to

the side of the beam,
as shown clearly in

fig. 4. This clip is also recessed on its opposite or outer face to receive

the upper end of the tooth, c. A bolt hole is made through the beam,

clip, and tooth, and along bolt, d, passes through them, and holds them
together by means of a nut, e, at each end. This bolt, n, passes also

through tubular stays or struts, f, interposed between the beams. In
order to afford facility for removing and replacing a tooth, without

taking the harrow in pieces, it is proposed
sometimes to employ the second modifica-

tion, of which fig. 4 is a plan of the tooth
and clip. In this arrangement, an expand-
ing clip, B, is employed, having an opening
made vertically through it, sufficiently large

to receive the top of the tooth or tine, c.

A slit is made on one side of this opening,
as shown at a, in fig. 4, so as to enable
the opening to expand and release the
tooth, or to hold it firmly by simply
unscrewing or screwing the nut, or nuts,

E. One of these nuts is screwed on to

each end of the long bolt, d, which passes
through the beams, a, of the harrow, and through the tubular stays or

Fig. 4.
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struts, P, and also through the expanding clip which is recessed, to fit

on to the side of the beam ; but the bolt does not pass through the

tooth itself, which is merely held by the vice or gripping action of the

jaws of the expanding clip.

Fig. 5 is a longitudinal section of a wheel, and portion of a wheel

standard, applicable to ploughs^ cultivators, and

other implements requiring running wheels. A is

the boss of the wheel, the rim and arms of which

are broken away in the engraving. Into this boss,

a wrought iron stud or pin, B, is cast, which is

made of a square hexagonal or polygonal section,

or rounded if desired, and is tapered and fitted into

the centre of a steel or other metal journal, c. This

journal fits accurately inside a hollow cylinder, d,

which is cast on the standard or wheel support, or

is provided with a socket, E, to receive the

standard, f, as shown in the drawing. The
journal having been inserted through the end of the

cylinder, the pin or stud in the wheel is passed

through the journal, and is secured therein by the

nut, g. As the front end of the cylinder next the

wheel is partly closed, with the exception of a

smaller aperture, through which a projecting part

or boss on the end of the journal passes, it follows

that the wheel will be held in its place, as the

journal can only be withdrawn from the back end of

the cylinder, and is secured to the stud or axle of the

wheel. An annular groove, a, is made in the surface of the journal

(which revolves freely inside the cylinder), to form a chamber for the

reception of oil which is introduced through the passage, b, in the

standard, and is closed by a lid or slide, c, the lower part of the socket

which receives the standard, forms an oil reservoir, and communicates

with the interior of the cylinder by the passage, d. In order to ex-

clude grit and dirt from the interior of the cylinder, a leather or other

packing disc, e, is placed over the rear end of the cylinder, and a metal

slide,/ fits over it, and keeps it in its place, such slide being held down
by the bolt, g, which holds the standard in the socket. The rear part

of the nave of the wheel may be made to project over and enclose the

front end of the cylinder, and a packing of white metal may be intro-

duced at h, between the interior of the nave or boss, and the exterior of

the cylinder to prevent the entrance of dirt through the front end of

the cylinder. Figs. 6 and 7 repre-

Figs. 6 and 7. sent details of the method adopted

for fixing the wheel slides and stan-

dards, to the beams of ploughs, so

that the direction or angle of the

wheels with the beam can be readily

altered or adjusted. Fig. 6 is a side

elevation of the mode of fixing the

wheel slide and standards. Fig. 7

is a corresponding plan thereof, a
is a portion of the plough beam, and
Bis a slotted plate bolted to the un-

derside, or to the top side of the

beam as may be desired, by the two
bolts, c c, passing through the beam,
and serving also to secure the wheel

slides, d d, in position. These
slides are slotted longitudinally, so

as to be capable of adjustment, and
are fitted into grooves or recesses,

made transversely across the plate,

B. A vertical groove or recess is

made in the head, E, of each slide, d,

into which is fitted and secured by a

bolt and nut, f, the slotted wheel
standard, a. This mode of attach-

ing the wheel standards to ploughs

affords great facility for adjusting or

altering the positions of the wheels. For example, one or both the

wheels may be brought nearer to, or further from, the beam, according

to the width of furrow turned over by the plough, by simply adjusting

the position of the corresponding slide or slides, D. in their slots or re-

cesses in the plate, b. Or if the angle of the wheels, with the plough

beam, is to be altered so as to cause them to cut more or less towards

or from the land, it is simply requisite to slacken the two vertical bolts,

c c, and to adjust the plate, e, to any desired angle, by turning it on

one or other of the bolts, c, as a centre for winch purpose the plate, b, i3

provided with curved slots or openings for the bolts to pass through, as

shown in the plan, fig. 7. Fig. 8 represents a plan partly in section of

the improvements in the construction of whipple-trees, ploughs, or other

field implements, but which are constructed of two thin steel bars, a a,

united together by means of rivets or bolts which pass through inter-

mediate blocks, b b, interposed between the two steel bars, a a, and
serving as distance pieces. Some of these distance pieces, 6 1

ft
1
, are

provided with tapped holes, into which the draught eyes, c c, for drawing

I-ig. 8.

harrows and other field implements, are screwed, or tLe holes may be
without any screw thread, the shank of the draught eyes being simply
passed through them, and secured by nuts on their outer ends. d is a
draught bar or rod, the ends, d1

, of which form distance pieces, which
are secured between the steel bars by bolts or rivets near the opposite
ends of the whipple-tree, whilst the centre is connected to the centre of

whipple-tree by a curved bar, e, the connecting eye, e' e 1
, of which also

forms a distance piece between the steel bars, a.

FISHING APPARATUS.
Pierre Charles Alex. Jodocids, France—Patent dated July 13, 1863.

This invention consists in the application and use of the attractive or

luring power of an illuminative body on fish of every species, in order

to surround or bring the same into an apparatus, cage, net, or other de-

vice, so constructed that the fish having once entered therein, their

escape will be rendered impossible.

The illuminative agent which it is preferred to employ, is the ordinary
electric light or the same in vacuo, but any other sufficiently powerful
light may be used. The rays of light are transmitted through white
or coloured glass or crystal, the different colours to be chosen according
to the phosphoric state of the water, or its colour, or the kind of fishing

to be undertaken.
The apparatus, cages, or nets which have been found to answer the

best are of different sizes, shapes, and construction, and are hereinafter
fully described. Their size and construction depends on the tonnage of
the fishing boat, and also on the quantity and species of fish to be
caught.

For fishing boats of limited tonnage, which would be too small to

carry anything like an extensive apparatus on board, or to take such an
apparatus in tow, an electric battery is placed on board, and the electric

currents are conducted to a submarine lamp by a cable similar in its

construction to that used for submarine telegraphic cables—a weight
being fixed to the lamp to sink it to the depth required. If the fish lay
in deep water, the fisherman pays out cable so as to lower the submarine
lamp as much as the length of the cable will allow, and after a pause
the cable is hauled up gently, so as to attract or lure the fish near to

the surface of the water, and then the fisherman acts in the ordinary
way. In this case a canvas buoy (a, fig. 1) coated with vulcanized
india rubber, so as to make it impermeable to water or air, is of great
utility; when not required for immediate use, it can easily be rolled or
packed up, and will not occupy more room than a spare top sail. On
the top of the buoy a mouth piece is provided with a cork, for forcing
air into the interior till it is inflated to the proper size; in the lower part

of the buoy, at R, a ring is fixed and secured by braces, corresponding
with the belt, c. On this belt are also fixed several rings, to allow of

the lashings of the buoy rope and the holding of the buoy. The electric

conductor or cable passes through the ring, r, communicates with the
submerged electric lamp, k, which is suspended by an additional rope,

or by the same electric cable or conductor, so as to allow of the ascent
or the descent of the light being directed either from the fishing boat or

from a wherry or small boat, situate near the buoy, and carrying the
electric battery.

In fig. 1 is also represented a fishing boat, from which nets of the
usual construction are being cast out, so as to enclose the fish which
may be attracted round the submerged light; but with fishing-boats of

larger tonnage, another form of net or cage (shown in elevation at fig. 2)
may be employed. In this apparatus, a series of hoops, x, of a circular

form, are employed, to keep the nets, N, in a settled and proper state.

In the centre of the top hoop, x, is placed a submarine lamp, k,

provided with an electric or other suitable light, and a cable, c, made
similar to a submarine telegraphic electric cable, may be directed thereto

from on board, or suspended to a buoy, r, are metal rings attached to the
bottom of the net, and through which is passed a cable or rope, cl .
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The fish enter by the large opening or mouth, o, at the bottom of

this net, and when the fisherman considers his cage or net to be
sufficiently filled, he pulls the cable or rope, c 1

, which passes or runs

another form of apparatus intended to be used in large fisheries, and
with vessels of great power and tonnage, and fig 4 is a sectional plan of
the same. In this apparatus the ribs may be made of iron or timber, and

Figl.

through the rings, r r, round the lower portion of the net, and when
drawn closes the mouth of the net. The hoops, x, can be folded

together when on board for easy carriage and stowage.
For fishing boats of still larger tonnage, other cages and apparatus,

hereinafter described, may be employed, the choice depending to a
great extent upon the capacity

of the vessel, the depth and
position of tlie fish, the state

of the weather and of the
water, also the quantity and
kind of fish required, and
whether there be strong cur-

rents, or whether it is in-

tended to fish when the vessel

is in motion. Although they
differ in form, the principle is

the same. In apparatus of

large dimensions, air and
water ballast appliances are

adapted thereto, with feed

pumps, valves, aud other

necessary devices for causing
the cage to be raised or

lowered with facility, as here-

inafter described. The body
or frame of the apparatus or cage is composed of a series of round or

elliptical hoops, made so as to retain always the same form, to these

frames are adapted longitudinal bars, which can be fixed at pleasure and
give the requisite form to the cage. In the middle of this apparatus

the lamp is placed. The exterior of the cage may be made of painted

sailcloth; this allows the apparatus to be furled by placing the hoops one
upon the other, for that purpose the bars are made so as to be fixed or

removed at pleasure. Or in lieu of sailcloth, the exterior may be made
of galvanized sheet iron, or of wood, the joints being so formed as to

allow the apparatus to be reduced in size when on board. The openings
are made funnel shaped, or considerably contracted at their inner ends
in order that the fish, having once entered the interior of the apparatus,

will be prevented from escaping therefrom.
A weight is fixed to the ring at the lower part of the cages or appara-

tus, and bars are secured to one or several of the hoops, to which bars is

secured a proper cable dependent or independent of the electric cable.

The lower part of the apparatus is closed only by a net which is attached
thereto, so as to allow the fish to be easily taken out when the

apparatus has been hauled on board.
When the apparatus has to be lowered to the bottom of the sea, two

woiden or iron supports or stands are fixed thereto to keep it in its

] roper position. Fig. 3 represeuts a longitudinal vertical section of

the exterior may consist of a wooden, iron, or hempen lattice. In the fore

part of the apparatus, at A, aud on each side of the same, at A a', air

and water tight compartments are made of such material as will resist

a great pressure. In the middle of the partition board, is (fig. 3), which
forms one of the sides of the water tight compartments, A, there is fixed, so
as to be also water tight, a pane of glass, c, permitting the fishermen
who are stationed in the compartment, a, to view the interior of that
part of the apparatus wherein the fish are contained. In the top of the
compartment, a, a manhole is provided, closed by a water tight cover,
and kept secure by a pressing screw, d, to admit of ingress or egress
when required. In this compartment, a, is placed the elect'ic battery
when the electric light is employed ; but in case an ordinary light be
used, it ought to be placed in front of the pane of glass, taking care to
have a reflector placed behind the light, and when the depth of submer-
sion allows it, an observer can be placed in the compartment, A, which
is kept supplied with air by pipes for the purpose communicating with
an air forcing pump, or an air reservoir, as is well understood in the
use of diving apparatus. The two side compartments, a a', are made
to keep the apparatus balanced, and to take in ballast. When required
for that purpose, a valve is fixed on one of the sides of each compart-
ment, and from the bottom of these compartments, pipes communicating
with a special pump placed on board the fishing vessel. By opening
the valves, water is let in, and the apparatus is submerged ; by working
the air pump, the water is forced out, and the apparatus is raised. The
remaining part of the apparatus is entirely filled with water, aud the
exterior covering is so made as to allow of the easy entrance and exit.

The fish are admitted through one or several openings in the aft or stern
of the apparatus. In the drawing, three openings, o, o 1

, o2, are shown,
each of them formed by two vertical grates, p, placed at an angle, de-
pending upon the size of the fish to be caught ; these grates converge
towards one common centre, and have the appearance of funnels,
they assist the admission of fish into the cage. They can be made of
iron, wood, or other material, and are supported by a frame, x.
They can, if required, be made so as to move or turu round the
fixed centres, c c, and assume a position parallel to the longitudinal
axis of the apparatus when the vessel is in motion. Inside tb.3

cage at the point of intersection of the converging centre lines of the
different openings, o, there is placed an illuminative body, k, so as t >

attract or lure the fish from three different directions, whilst in the
forward part of the cage or apparatus, a second illuminative body, k>,

is placed, for the purpose of preventing the fish from remaining in the
stern part of the apparatus, where they might, if congregating in large
numbers, obstruct the openings, o, o1

, o2
. These openings allow of easy

admittance, but when once entered the fish cannot escape from the
apparatus or cage. A grate or net is prepared in the bottom of the
cage, to which tackles may be fixed, aud with the aid of one of the
fishing ship's yards all the fish caught may at once be lifted and placed
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on board. In using this cage or apparatus, no particular precautiin is

required, except that the light should only be seen through the openings.

This condition must be likewise observed in the other apparatus already

described, the one shown at fig. 2 being the only one where this pre-

caution might, without great inconvenience, be dispensed with. In

Fig. 3.

Fig. 4.

every case great care must, of course, be taken to insure the perfect

insulation of the electrical conductors.

To avoid the complication produced by the use of apparatus for sup-

plying air to the light, the electric light is generally used in vacuo, the

two currents being conducted by a cable of the same kind as the sub-

marine telegraphic cable.

For small apparatus or cages lightly made, one light placed in the

centre without any air compartment, or at the most, one or two (the

electric battery to be placed on board), is quite sufficient.

LAW REPORTS,

YOUNG v. Fernie. Before the Lord Chancellor, Bee. 21, 1863.—

This was an appeal from an order made by Vice-Chancellor Stuart,

directing that certain issues of fact in the cause should be tried by

a court of common law. The suit is instituted by the owners of the

patent for obtainiug paraffin oil by the distillation of bituminous

coals, and it seeks an injunction to restrain the defendant from

manufacturing oil in alleged violation of the patent. The bill was
filed in September, 1862. In the following term, the plaintiffs moved
for an interlocutory injunction; but the Vice-Chancellor, having

expressed an opinion that, looking to the facilities which the court

now possessed for expediting patent causes, and disposing of them
itselfat the hearing, it was not desirable, in a case like this, to make
an interlocutory order. The plaintiffs did not press their motion,

which was ultimately ordered to stand over to the hearing of the

cause. {Sec Practical Mechanics' Journal, vol. 7, N.S., p. 241.)

On the 5th November, 1863, the answers of the defendants hav-

ing in the meantime been put in, and the cause being otherwise ripe

for hearing, the plaintiffs moved, before Vice-Chancellor Stuart, that

certain issues of fact, involving the validity of the patent and the

question of its infringement by the defendants, should be tried before

the Court of Chancery (that is, before the Vice-Chancellor) with a

special jurv. The motion was made under the recent Acts, the 21st

and 22 Vict., c. 27, and the 25th and 26th Vict., c. 42, the former of

which provides for the summoning of a jury by the Court of Chan-
cery, while the latter enacts that m all cases in which relief in any

suit in that court shall depend on any question of law or fact, such
question shall be tried by the court itself. The statute, however,
contains a proviso which gave rise to the present discussion, and
which enacts, that wherever it shall appear to the judge that any
question of fact "maybe more conveniently tried " by a jury in a

court of common law, the Court of Chancery may direct such
question to be so tried. On the hearing of the application,

the Vice-Chancellor, after expressing an opinion in reference
to the word "conveniently," that the court was bound to look
at convenience not only as regarded the parties to the suit,

but other parties, suitors, who had claims on the time of the
court, and also the situation of the case as to witnesses, stated
that he would look into the pleadings and give his decision
on a future day.
On the 6th November, 1S63, his Honour staled that he had

come to the conclusion that the issues ought to be tried before

a court of common law, and made the order now appealed
=T- from.

The plaintiffs now moved that the order of the Vice-Chan-
cellor should be discharged, and that the issues might be directed to be
tried before the Court of Chancery. The question is one of consider-

able importance, as being likely to settle the practice of the Court of

Chancery as to the manner in which patent suits will for the future

be conducted in that court under the enlarged jurisdiction given to

it by the above statutes.

Sir Hugh Cairns, Mr Karslake, and Mr W. N. Lawson (instructed

by Mr J. Henry Johnson, 47 Lincoln's Inn Fields) appeared for the
plaintiffs, and argued that the word, "conveniently," in the Act,
referred to the convenience of the suitors in the particular suit, and
that the proviso related merely to cases where the witnesses lived in

a distant part of country, so as to make it much less expensive to

try the issues on the spot than to brings the witnesses up to London

;

or where, from circumstances connected with the state of business in

the Common Law Courts, an earlier trial could be had there, or cases
of that nature.

Sir Fitzroy Kelly and Mr Mackeson (instructed by Messrs Tuke
and Valpy) for the defendants, supported the order of the Vice-Chan-
cellor. They also urged circumstances from which they argued that
the plaintiffs had acquiesced in the order of the court below, and
were, therefore, precluded from appealing against it.

The Lord Chancellor (Lord Westbury) without calling for a
reply, after stating that he did not consider any case of acquiescence
on the part of the plaintiffs had been made out so as to warrant him
in refusing to re-hear the order, said that the application was one of

considerable importance. He construed the statute in this manner,
that it gave the rule for the future that these things should be heard
and determined in this court. The proviso operated only by way of

exception to the rule. And, in order to bring it within the proviso,

the court must be satisfied that the administration of justice in the
particular suit might be more conveniently exercised and promoted
by directing an action at law, or by directing issues, rather than by
completing the hearing and the inquiry in this court. Now, in a
patent case particularly, and in this case having regard to the nature
of the questions raised, he did not think that anything more incon-
venient could be suggested than that where there were mixed ques-
tions of law and fact, the one bound up with the other, and scarcely
capable of being separated, there should be an attempt to cut
such a cause in half, and to send one half of it to be tried by a jury
in a court of common law, reserving the other for the determination
of the Court of Chancery. It was impossible that any satisfactory

conclusion could be arrived at by that mode of directing the investi-

gation of an enquiry, which ought to be one, and entire, without a
great number of proceedings, a great number of shiftings to and fro,

and very frequently expense incurred from misapprehensions which
might have been saved, if the court, where the matter originated,

namely, the Court of Chancery, had kept the whole proceedings in
its own hands. It was but a few days ago that he had to determine
a patent case which had been sent to law, upon issues that had been
tried at great expense, great waste of time and money, and the cause
was ultimately decided upon a short question of law, which was in

limine, arising immediately upon the terms of the specification. He
thought that the convenience of justice, and the convenience of par-

ties on both sides, would be best promoted by his annulling the order
of the Vice-Chancellor.

His Lordship then offered to take the trial before himself, if the
parties would consent to that arrangement, adding that should the
cause be heard before him, there would be an opportunity of its

being re-heard if necessary ; and that in case it should be thought
desirable to re-hear it with the aid of one or two common law judges,

he would be able to afford the parties such a tribunal.

The defendants ultimately declined to accept his Lordship's offer.

The order of the Vice-Chancellor was therefore reversed, and the
cause remitted to the Court below.
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January 11, 1864.—Mr Karslake now applied to Vice-chancellor

Stuart to fix a day for the trial of the above mentioned issues.

After considerable discussion, his Honour declined to accede to the

application, but said that the cause must come on in its regular turn.

On the 13th January, 1864, however, his Honour mentioned the case

again, and said that, on consideration, he thought he might have
been wrong in saying that he would not advance the cause, the suit

being a suit for an injunction, and the notice for the injunction

standing over until the hearing.

Upon this intimation of the view of the Court, a further applica-

tion was made to the Vice-Chancellor, by Sir Hugh Cairns, on the

15th January, to fix a day for the trial of the issues, which resulted

in the trial being appointed for the 29th of February instant. It

was, at the same time, arranged, by consent, that the trial should be
before his Honour, without a jury.

REVIEWS OF NEW BOOKS.

Ei.ememts of Physical Science. By the Rev. Robert W. Fraser, M.A.
Second Edition, 8vo, pp. 330. Moodie & Lothian, Edinburgh.

This is one of those popular and interesting little books especially

designed for the juvenile student in science, by whom it will undoubtedly
be much prized. In differing from most other treatises on natural philo-

sophy, which, generally speaking, lay down rules and statements in a
manner both dry and unintelligible to the young aspirant, it gives the

elements of each science in a clear and interesting narrative, and we
think, that, avoided as the important studies included in these works
generally are, that in their present form they will be sought out iu

preference to many others, and we doubt not but that the second edition

will be as speedily called for as the first was, the public appreciation of

which has been fully evidenced by its rapid sale.

MECHANIC'S LIBRARY.
Agricultural Education, fcap. 9vo, 2s Od, cloth.
Builders' Price Book, 1S64. 12mo. 4s. cloth, Laxton,
Builders" Price Book. 1864. 8vo. 4s. cloth Skyring.
Chemistry, Second Step. fc. 8vo, 10s, cloth. Galloway.
Geology, Guide to. Fifth Edition, fc 8vo. 6s Gd, clo'th, Phillips.
Land Surveying for Farmers. 8vo. 8s Gd, cloth. Tabor.
Milling and Smelting Magazine. Vol. IV. 8vo, 7s Gd, cloth.
Museum. VoL III. 8vo, 10s Gd, cloth
Mathematical Course Part I. New Edition. Svo, Gs 6d, cloth.
One Thousand Algebraical Tests, 8vo, 3s Gd, cloth. Cayzer.

CORRESPONDENCE.
0&- We do not hold ourselves responsible for tho views or statements of our

Correspondents.

CURTIS'S STEERING SCREW PROPELLER.
Sir,—As you seem to think that my letter requires explanation, I

have to state that the horizontal part of the rudder in my steering screw
plan is that which connects the flat part of the rudder with the axis,

which, crossing the screw, receives the splash of the water, when, as iu
this instance, it is too near the surface of the water. This was shown
by the model on board.

The oscillation to which I and all other persons with whom I have
conversed who read your first article supposed you referred to was the
shake, which was equally perceptible at all times, whether the rudder
was amidships or at an angle ; but the shake you now refer to is due to
the flat sides of the ring of the universal joint striking the water when
the engines are driven at a very high velocity, and the ship turning in a
very short radius—viz., equal to the length of the ship itself; but in all

subsequent cases I shall correct this. Sir Edward Belcher, if you
remember, directed the helm to be put over 25° instead of 40°; and then
it was found that this vibration to which you refer was altogether loot,

and the ship made the circle, although four times the radius, in less
time than before. But if you have any experience of ordinary screw
ships, you must know that when the helm is hard over, the concussion
is fearful—ten times greater than that you complain of in the case of
the Charger; and as to the shake on the shoulders of the hulking
seaman, the rudder will stand by itself as well at 40° as when amidships.
There is another fact I am surprised you did not observe, and that is,

when the engines were working half-speed—viz., 70 revolutions—there
was a total absence of vibration ; and it was only when the velocity was
increased to 145 revolutions—10 more than the speed with the old
screw, which was 135— that any perceptible vibration was felt. Now,
the larger the engines and screw, the slower the motion. The Warrior

makes only 45 revolutions per minute, a rate at which, if that ship

were supplied with my screw, no vibration of any kind at any time
would result.

I repeat my assertion that any objection whatever attaching to the
universal joint as I apply it is vastly more objectionable in the crank.

In my screw the screw will drive the shaft as easily as the shaft the

screw. With one crank it is impossible to pass the centre or produce

half a revolution unless the crank is assisted by the momentum of a fly-

wheel, or other force assisting. I recommend your perusal of Fer-

guson's book on Millwork, on the article of " Block Joints," and you
will there find that he states that the theoretic objections you plead for

does not exist in practice. Any country millwright who has ever made
a bolting machine for a corn mill will tell you the same thing.

I am surprised you should hold " the practical man" in such small esti-

mation. From the peculiar title of your journal I concluded you laid

yourself out as the special guide of the Practical Mechanic. To this

ignorant rowdy class I am proud to belong, and am happy to reflect that

Smealon, Brindly, Huddart, Rennie, Telford, Watt, and the noble army
of inventors who have brought England to its great fame and power,

and bear with even the contempt of the editor of the Practical Mechanic s

Journal; and if I can produce by instinct (as all real discoverers do) a

valuable addition to the beneficial appliances of society, thereby increas-

ing the sum of human happiness and good, it is a matter of little

moment to myself, your readers, or the public, whether the mere theorist

can prove to his own satisfaction that I am all in the wrong, when
experiments and facts prove the success of my contrivance most
complete.

I will only add in conclusion, my congratulations that, of the numerous
scientific journals and publications iu which my invention has been
noticed, yours stands alone in asserting that what is found practically

true is theoretically false. W. J. Curtis.

124 Fenchurch Street, London, E.C, Jan. 4, 1864.

We have once more enabled Mr Curtis to put his case against us in

his own way, fully and verbatim.

It now appears that we were quite correct in our interpretation of

what was meant by "the horizontal part of the rudder." As this bar,

which "crossing the screw," transversely to its plane of rotation, ''con-

nects the flat part of the rudder with its axis," whether above or

below, or abaft the screw itself, always maintains the same relative

position with regard to the screw—whether the latter revolve in line

with the keel or at some angle oblique to the same— it is certain that

it can have nothing to do with the double jolt in each revolution of the

screw, which only occurred when the screw was set over oblique to the

keel—that is to say, only occurred when the universal joint was
operative.

We deny distinctly that the jolt or shake "was equally perceptible at

all times, whether the rudder was amidships or at an angle." We repeat

what we have already affirmed, that there was no jolt—except when
the screw was set over obliquely—and when in that position, the

double jolt in each revolution was altogether different, and clearly dis-

tinguishable from the tremendous jar which alone was perceptible when
the screw was amidships, and which is felt in all screw ships.

Thefaster the engines went, and the more oblique was the screw axis,

the more formidable was this double jolt— facts now confirmed by Mr
Curtis himself.

It is therefore undeniable that the heavy double jolt, to which we re-

ferred in our first notice of this steering screw, is due to the fact that

uniform rotation cannot be transmitted through any of Hooke's joints,

at any assignable angle of obliquity ; and that the irregular rate of ro-

tation of the driven axis becomes greater as the angle of obliquity is

increased. This we have not only asserted but proved to be true

theoretically—and the very facts of Mr Curtis' trial of the Charger,

truly slated, show that the truth was borne out by the results of practice.

Such is, iu brief, what we have urged as objectionable in principle,

in Mr Curtis' steering screw. Our readers can judge how fur he has
even attempted to set aside a single syllable of what we have stated.

We have given space to much in his letters quite irrelevant to the

matter at issue. The chief part of the above letter, indeed, is so far

from the matter in hand as to need no comment, and we must decline

to give more space to the subject, unless, indeed, Mr Curtis can send us

a demonstration, that uniform rotation can be transmitted to the driven

axis through a Hooke's joint—when the axis of the driver and the

driven make an assignable angle—and a refutation of our formula, or

of (let us say), Professor Willis' proof, (Treatise on Kinematics,) or

Professor Rankine's (Applied Mechanics, p. 461,) to the contrary.

We do not hold "the practical man in small estimation," but in the

highest respect, when he is also a well-informed man with regard to

that in which he practices.

What we do hold in perfect dis esteem, is the attempt .to set up
ignorance and practice, as against true knowledge and practice; and
when an appeal to the latter is made with a view to conceal truth, or to

blind those who themselves may have no exact knowledge nor any
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practice, and must take conclusions on trust, then is it only worthy of
contempt.

—

Ed.

GILES' OCEAN " BLOCKADE RUNNER."
"The Ocean" offers advantages for the attainment of a high rate of

speed in locomotion superior even to " the Land ; " one of the foremost
of which is its greater safety ; there is no fear of getting off the rails

;

and the area of locomotion not being so limited or so intricate, the
chances of coltison under judicious management are less. The require-
ments of society, in their social as well as political aspect, now also

responding development in mechanical science. America (at the period
of its settlement considered a distant country) has by the aid of steam
power and other mechanical appliances been brought into close relation-
ship both socially and commercially with Europe. This mechanical
system has also, under the influence of industrial and commercial
enterprise, effected settlements in the distant territories of the southern
hemisphere, and the first links of social and commercial sympathy
between Europe and Australia, Japan and China, have been already
constructed. To contribute to the growth and maturity of these
relationships, it is necessary to solidify the interests of commerce and
trade by more energetic, constant, and rapid communication, and then

Fig.l.

need a more active and energetic system of intercommercial andinter-
national commnnication, for the purpose not only of securing an efficient

distribution of the necessities and conveniences of life, but also to

counteract within healthy limits the ever too great tendency of govern-
mental interests to impede the channels of traffic and trade. We now
see large territories possessing plentiful supplies of those commodities
which the manufacturing interests of Europe stand particularly in need
of, blockaded by either French, American, or English war vessels ; and
from the fact that European governments are now in possession of all

the fruits of past mechanical invention and enterprise, and are rapidly

constructing everywhere large fleets of vessels especially intended for

war (which means for the destruction, suppression, or controlling of

commercial enterprise), it is all the more necessary that the productive
and progressive interests of society should investigate still further the

principles of mechanical science, and provide themselves with agencies

for evading 01 counteracting a too complete control of their operations.

As civilisation has extended its influence over new territories and
widened the area of its settlement, it has been accompanied by a cor-

No. 191.-Vol. XVI.

these vast territories will present multiplied repetitious of that com-
mercial development and social progress which has existed hitherto

almost exclusively with the American continent.

The discovery of the principle of "traction by gravity" or "oblique

propulsion," which is an expression of the mechanical power employed
so as to bring into horizontal co-operation the latent force of gravity,

opens up a great advance in efficient and economical effect both in land

and water propulsion, and offers to the mechanical and commercial
interests of the world the means for accomplishing an immense stride

both in stimulating the development of their agricultural resources, and
the more active and economical distribution of merchandise exclusively

by steam power. This mechanical principle, which is the same as that

employed in the construction of " Giles' Bull," is illustrated in its

application to water propulsion in the above engravings.

In water propulsion there are two chief points to be considered—the

one is resistance to the vessel, the other resistance to the screw. The
first, or resistance to progress, should be as small as possible ; the

second, or resistance to propulsion, as great as possible. The mechanical

2 x
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properties of water offer very great facilities in the construction of the

vessel for affecting these ends, because although water is not an elastic

liquid, and therefore does not increase in density by depth, yet depth

increases its solidity ; and at thirty feet below surface, it needs fourteen

times the power to displace a given area than at the surface.
_

The

mechanical properties of water are like that of a pile of bricks ;
there is the

same density of substance in a brick taken from the top as from the

bottom of the pile, but the upper tier could be removed by a force which

would make no impression on the lower tier. The obstacles hitherto to

the efficiency of the screw have been want of immersion, and when that

has been attained, the increased resistance to the vessel's progress in

consequence of her increased draught of water. The two chief condi-

tions of rapid ocean traffic are therefore lightness of draughtfor the vessel,

and depth of immersion for the screw. Both these objects are attained

by the above mode of construction ; and in addition to the fact that

there is no sacrifice of propelling power from its oblique application,

because another (otherwise latent) force, gravity, is brought into hori-

zontal co-operation (without friction), so also there is a great mechanical

economy effected by expressing the propelling force downward, it being

across the current made by the vessel's progress. By this method

vessels of light displacement can be fitted with screws of almost any

power by extending the keel aft according to the dotted lines in Fig. I,

and prolonging at the same time the stern of the vessel, so as to bring

the centre of gravity over the screw. The vessel tapering off at each

extremity and having no keel except amidships, secures also the easiest

possible steering and the most ready reply to the least motion of " the

helm."
Fig 1 represents the side view. Fig. 2 the bow. Fig. 3 the stern.

Fig. 4 the deck. The keel starts out from the bilge or deepest part of

the vessel extending aft and downward in a line from the bow, and the

screw shaft is placed at an angle of (say) 30 to 45 degrees with the

horizon, the thurst of the shaft being taken at or near the vessel's centre

of gravity, A. A speed of 30 to 40 miles per hour in fair weather is

attainable by this method.
The best guarantee for the interests of commerce against an abuse of

power by the vast fleets of ironsided coffins now being constructed by

the Governments of Europe is "a light pair of heels"
John Gh.es.

Basinghall Street, London, Dec. 18(33.

WINDING ENGINES.

In Vol. I., page 184, is a query regarding a rule to determine the

diameter of the drum shaft or pulley of a winding engine ;
and in page

236, same vol., is a reply giving a formula. As it is not very clearly

expressed whether this formula applies to single or double buckets, and

as there is some doubt as to the correctness of it in either case, the

writer suggests that if some of your contributors were to investigate

this and set it aright, they would add an original and useful element to

operative mechanics.
Clermont.

New York, December, 1803.

PROCEEDINGS OP SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES.

ROYAL SOCIETY.
Jan. 7.—Dr W. A. Miller, Treas. and V.P., in the chair.—-An extract from

a letter addressed to the President by Dr Otto Tarell, was read, giving an

account of the proceedings in the Swedish Diet on the occasion of the vote for

the measurement of an arc of meridian in a high northern latitude.—The follow-

ing paper was read, u Results of Hourly Observations of the Magnetic Declina-

tion, made by Sir F. L. M'Clintock and the officers of the yacht Fox, at Port

Kennedy, in the Arctic Sea, 1858-1859 : and a Comparison of these Results with
those obtained by Capt. Maguire and the officers of II.M.S. Plover, in 1852-

1854, at Point Barrow," by Gen. Sabine.

THE LONDON ASSOCIATION OF FOREMEN ENGINEERS.

At a recent monthly meeting of this Society, held at St Swithin's

Lane, City of London, the President, Mr Joseph Newton, of the Mint,
took an opportunity of attracting the attention of his fellow-members to

the painful circumstance attending the decease of the author of many well-

known scientific and mechanical works—Wiliam Templeton. It was unneces-
sary, he said, for him to enlarge upon the claims which Templeton had upon
the mechanical communities of this and other countries. His books were ac-

knowledged as text-books, and his scientific memoranda a9 infallible guides to

all mechanics. They had been translated into many European languages, and
had gone through many editions. The booksellers, however, had reaped the
rich fruits of his labours, and his unfortunate widow inherited nothing but
honour and destitution. As Templeton had been an honorary member of that
Society, the President thought that a small sum—they could not afford a large
one— should be voted from its funds for the benefit of the aged widow. It

might not be improper to furnish some brief notes in reference to the life and
career of William Templeton, and possibly, if the scientific press—always will-
ing to co-operate in such cases—were to give publicity to them, attention
would be drawn to the widow's destitute state far beyond the walls of that
room.

Templeton was born at Catrine, in Ayrshire, on the 8th of February, 179G.
He was the father of a large family, viz., seven sons and three daughters ; of
these sous of his, four were unfortunately dead. Templeton held for five years
the post of a chief engineer in the Royal Navy. He left the Service, and for
one year subsequently was located in the island of Java Failing health drove
him from this place, and he next went to Australia. While there he superin-
tended the construction of a break-water at Port Elliot, and wrote a Bmall
work known as the "Commercial Prompter." Returning from the antipodes,
Templeton devoted himself to scientific literature. His principal works were
" The Millwright and Engineer's Pocket Companion," the "Steam Engine
Popularly Explained," "Mathematical Tables," and the "Workshop Com-
panion," the " Practical Examinator," and the " Engineers', Millwrights', and
Machinists' Practical Assistant," and others of a like character. The clever,
but poor, author died in London, on the 12th of August last, in extreme po-
verty. On the conclusion of these remarks, Mr William Blaekett, machinist
of Southwark, and who had played the " Good Samaritan" to Templeton, ex-
plained more minutely the circumstances attending the last hours of the Me-
chanical author, and confirmed the statement as to his widow's present destitu-
tion. On the motion of Mr Ross, it was agreed to devote the sum of £5 from
the general fund of the Society for that lady's relief, and to open a subscription
on her behalf. A committee was finally nominated to receive contributions.
The members of that committee are—Mr W. Ross, of Messrs Rennies', Hol-
land Street, Blackfriar's Road, London ; Mr J. Ives, of tile Royal Canal Iron
Works (Messrs H. Grissell and Co.'s) ; and Mr Sanson, No. 20 Cannon Street,

City. Either of the gentlemen, therefore, will be happy to receive sums

—

large or small, in the shape of postage stamps or otherwise— in trust for the
widow Templeton. It may be hoped that the appeal thus made will be gene-
rously responded to, for Templeton, undoubtedly, earned for himself the grati-

tude of all the mechanical men of the country in which he lived. The debt
may well be paid in the form of substantial aid to his distressed widow.

MANCHESTER LITERARY AND PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY.
Ordinary Meeting, November 17th, 1863.—E. W. Binney, F.R.S., F.G.S

,

President, in the Chair.

Mr F. R. Fairbank exhibited Flint Implements which had been ploughed up
near Lake Erie in Canada.
A Paper was read " On a New Method of Producing Carbonic Oxide," by Dr

F. Crace Calvert, F.R.S.

PHYSICAL AND MATHEMATICAL 6ECTI0N.
November 12th, 1863.—E. W. Binney, F.R.S., F.G.S., Vice-President of

the Section, in the Chair.

A Paper was read by Mr J. Atkinson, F.G.S., " On the Construction of

Bi-focal Lenses for Spectacles."

Mr Baxendell read a Paper " On a New Variable Star (T AquiL-e)."

MICROSCOPICAL SECTION.
A communication on " The Structure of the Cotton Fibre," by Mr Charles

O'Neill, F.C.S., was read, in which the author states that chloride of zinc, as

neutral as it could be made by digesting with metallic zinc, and also diluted,

sulphuric acid, would under favourable circumstances exhibit all the phenomena
described by the author in a former communication. Chloride of zinc, however,
required to be heated to its boiling point, and sulphuric acid appeared very
capricious in its action. The appearances produced by these re-agents lead

him to the same conclusions with regard to the structure of cotton ; but he is

more decidedly of opinion than he was before, that the so-called medullary
matter is in reality a shrunk membrane similar in appearance to the membrane
in dried quills. Finding that all known solvents of cotton gave the same
appearances, Mr O'Neill tried the action of solvents on gun-cotton, and found
a further confirmation in the action of ether upon it.

Mr A. G. Latham communicated to the Society some remarks on " The
Causes of the Metallic Lustre of the Scales on the Wings of certain Moths."

Ordinary Meeting, October 19, 18C3.—Prof. W. C. Williamson, F.R.S., in

the Chair.

A Paper " On Transparent Injections," by Messrs J. G. Dale, F.C.S., and
Thos. Davies, was read by the Secretary.

MANCHESTER ASSOCIATION FOR THE PREVENTION OF STEAM
BOILER EXPLOSIONS.

At the last ordinary monthly meeting of the Executive Committee of this

Association—the President, William Fairbairn, Esq., C.E., F.R.S., in the

chair, Mr L. E. Fletcher, chief engineer, presented his monthly report, of

which the following is an abstract :

—

"During the past month there have been examined 466 engines and 730

boilers. Of the latter, 11 have been examiued internally, 75 thoroughly, and

645 externally, in addition to which 11 of these boilers have been tested by
hydraulic pressure. The following defects have been found in the boilers ex-

amined :—Fracture, 13 (I dangerous) ; corrosion, 29 (5 dangerous) ; safety

valves out of order, 2 ; water gauges ditto, 11 (I dangerous)
;
pressure gauges

ditto, 24 ; feed apparatus ditto, 2 ; blow-out apparatus ditto, 51 ; fusible plugs

ditto, 8 ; furnaces out of shape, 2 (1 dangerous) ; over-pressure, 6 ; deficiency

of water, 1 (dangerous) ; blistered plates, 1. Total, 150 (9 dangerous).

Boilers without glass water gauges, 7; without pressure gauges, 7; without

blow-out apparatus, 31 ; without back pressure valves, 3G.

" Instances of serious as well as of dangerous corrosion, both internal and
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external, continue to be met with, which shows tbe importance of all the
plates of a boiler being regularly submitted to careful examination.

11 Among other cases of corrosion which, have been met with during the
past month, the details of the following may be briefly given. In one in-

stance, a boiler lately put under the cbarge of the Association, was found on
the removal of a portion of the mid-feather, at the first examination, to be so

eaten away by corrosion, that the merest touch, made a hole through the plates,

and several had to be renewed before the boiler was fit for work. In a second
instance, the boiler— also recently enrolled—proved to be nearly corroded
through in several places, in consequence of leakage from joints which were
bolted instead of being riveted. In a third instance, a two-Sued boiler, 7ft.

in diameter, was found to be so corroded that the plates in one of the external

flues were reduced to about one-eighth of an inch in thickness, which is a

most serious reduction for a boiler of such dimensions. In a fourth case, the
under side of the furnace flue of a Cornish boiler was so weakened by internal

corrosion, that the inspector made a bole through the plates on sounding them
externally, £.£., from the inside of the flue. This being a single-flued boiler,

and the corrosion having taken place at the bottom of the furnace tube, the
injury could not be seen, even on an internal inspection, and therefore was
liable to escape detection; this is not the case with a "Lancashire" boiler, in

which the bottom as well as the top surface of the furnace tubes are accessible

to examination. In a fifth case, a boiler, which had not been thoroughly ex-
amined for upwards of two years, was found to be most seriously affected in-

ternally by the action of corrosive water. Many of the rivet heads were half
eaten off, and presented a spongy appearance, the plates were extensively

honey-combed, some of the indentations being as much as one-eighth of an
inch deep, and others on the furnace crowns a quarter of an inch j while the
longitndinal stays were eaten into holes, and in some parts reduced to half their
original strength, as well as the cotters seriously affected ; in addition to which
one half of each of the internal flue angle irons was eaten away, some of them
being brought up almost to a feather edge. It is scarcely three years since

the boiler was new ; while continuance of such service without attention
would soon have rendered it unfit for work altogether. In case3 of acidity in

the feed water, simple soda is found most^effective, and had been recommended
by the Association in the present instance, the corrosive action being suspected
from the appearance of the water in the glass gauge, though its effect on the
boiler remained unknown till the thorough examination was made. In a
sixth case, grooving or furrowing action proved to have worked its way
through the solid plate within the thickness of a sheet of paper.

11 These cases which are not peculiar, and were all met with during the last

month's inspections, will suffice to show the importance of the members afford-

ing an opportunity for each of their boilers to he ' thoroughly' examined at

least once every year. In order, however, that these examinations should be
satisfactory, it is imperatively necessary that the flues should be well swept
and the plates brushed. When several inches of soot remain in tbe flues, and
the plates are at the same time coated, it is impossible for the inspector
either to do himself or the examination of the boiler justice, and simple as the
preparation of boilers fur ' thorough' examinations may appear, yet it has so

important an influence on the value of the inspection, and at the same time is

so frequently neglected, that the attention of the members is once more called

to the subject.
11 Advantage has been taken of the past Christmas week to make as many

1 thorough' examinations as possible, and it may be stated that it is important,
in order to prevent disappointment, that those members who desire to avail

themselves in this way of these general holiday times, such as Easter and Whit-
week, &c., should make early request for inspection, since it is impossible at a
few hours' notice—as is too frequently expected—to alter arrangements that

have previously been made for days.

Explosions.

" No. 18 Explosion occurred to one of a pair of marine ^oilers, not under
the charge of the Association, and working on b?>ard a tugboat. They were
not multitubular but flued boilers, each having two furnaces which united in a
single return flue and then passed off to the up-take.

w The explosion was caused by the collapse of the outer or wing furnace
crown, of the starboard boiler. The furnace crowns, though not entirely semi-
circular, were arched elliptically, being made of plates of seven-sixteenths of

an inch in thickness, and worked at a Mowing-off pressure of 281b. The
crown of the wing furnace came down till it rested on the bars and rent at a
transverse seam of rivets immediately over the fire, the adjoining furnace being
also slightly depressed but not rent and no other part of the boiler damaged.
The fireman, who was the only one below deck at the time, was scalded to

death.
11 This boiler was not personally examined, but the collapse is reported to

have been due to shortness of water, and there does not appear, on considera-

tion of all the circumstances, to be any reason to differ from this conclusion.
" No. 26 Explosion.—The boiler in question, which was not under the in-

spection of this Association, was of plain cylindrical egg-ended construction,

and externally fired.

"Its length was 30 feet, its diameter 6 feet, and thickness of the plate one
half of an inch. The longitudinal seams of rivets were arranged so as to

break joint, the boiler being well made throughout, and new about nine months
previous to the explosion, while none of the plates appeared to be weakened
by corrosion, neither was there any evidence of leakage at the seams. The
boiler was liberally supplied with the fittings usual to its class, having dupli-

cate floats with alarm whistle, duplicate lever weighted safety valves, perfectly

open, and a feed back pressure valve, &c, while the blowing-off pressure was
551b., which was by no means excessive for such a boiler.

" On examination of the fragments of the shell, it was found to have sepa-
rated into four distinct pieces, both of the dome ends with one or two rings of

plate, having torn away at the transverse seams, while the remainder of the

cylindrical portion of the shell had rent longitudinally, and also separated into

two pieces.
" The flight of the dome ends, which had taken place in opposite directions,

had been productive of considerable injury ; the one at the firing end flying

out. of the works, crossing an adjoining street and falling against a dwelling
house on the opposite side, and thereby very seriously injuring one ofits inmates,

but fortunately not fatally so ; while the other dome end of the boiler, skated
83 it were along the ground, sweeping down a great deal of building in its

course, so that a considerable portion of the works was reduced to a heap
of ruins, and the debris scattered in every direction.

"In stating the cause of the explosion, it should be pointed out, that the
boiler though externally fired was set upon a mid-feather, up one side of which
the flames passed and then returned on the other; while the flues were carried

up to a level with the centre of the boiler, to which height, therefore, the
flames could act upon it. The flame passed on the right hand side of the mid-
feather in the first instance, and it was just at the top of this flue and a little

beyond the bridge, where the flame would be in full force, that the primary
rent, which was a longitudinal one, appeared to have occurred in the shell of

the boiler. This naturally awoke the suspicion that the water level had been
allowed to fall below the top of the flue, and this view was strengthened by an
examination of the plates, which both from their colour, as well as from the
character of the rapture, appeared to have been overheated; while in addition,

there were water lines plainly marked on the inside of the boiler considerably

below the top of the flues, so that it appeared highly probable that the water
had not been allowed to ni'Ei short for the first time on the day of explosion.

The boiler attendant acknowledged that he had not tested the floats to see if

they were free, for about four hours previous to the explosion, so that there

seems no- room to doubt, that it was due to shortness of water ; which however
it may be added is the only instance of the kind that lias been met with during
the past year, in those explosions personally investigated by this Association.

" No. 27 Explosion was the result of the old age and neglected condition of

the boiler in question, which was not under the charge of this Association,

while fortunately no one was killed by the explosion, and only one person in-

jured.
" The boiler was but small, and of plain cylindrical egg-ended construction

externally fired, being only 12 feet long and four feet in diameter; the plates

varying in thickness, some being seven-sixteenths and others three-eighths of
an inch. The pressure was stated to have been 251b. per square inch, but there

had been no steam pressure gauge, and the fittings were altogether of a meagre
description. The boiler was plated so that the longitudinal seams did not
break joint, but were in line or nearly so, some of them falling immediately
over the fire, and it was at one of these which had been clumsily patched, that

the boiler ruptured, the rent extending from one end to the other, and the
shell completely opening out.

"Its flight was somewhat remarkable; it took down the chimney in its course,

flew over a row of dwelling houses, as well a public road and a canal, landing

finally in the bed of a river, immediately under one of the arches of a railway
bridge which ran across it.

" As to the cause of the rapture, the boiler was at least 25 years old, had
been working unroofed, and thus exposed to the action of the weather, and was
found upon examination to be seriously corroded both inside and outside, hav-
ing been patched in several places in consequence. This corrosion had eaten
off the heads of many of the rivets, and seriously reduced the thickness of the

plates, especially at the longitudinal seam over the fire, at which the rupture
had taken place ; so that this explosion is simply due to the dilapidated con-

dition in which the boiler had been allowed to fall through old age and neglect.
11 No. 34 Explosion.—The boiler in question was not under the inspection of

this Association. It was internally fired and of single flue or Cornish construc-

tion, its length being 23 feet, the diameter of the shell 5 feet 6 inches, that of

the furnace 3 feet for a length of 7 feet, and in the flue 2 feet 6 inches, while

the thickness of the plates was five-sixteenths of an inch, and the pressure at

which the steam blew off 40 lb.

"The furnace flue, though reported to have been amply covered with water

at the time, collapsed immediately over the fire at about 2 feet 6 inches from
the front, which admits of no surprise considering the diameter of the flue, the

lightness of the plates and the pressure of the steam, so that this explosion

can only be regarded as one of those already so numerous, which might have

been prevented by simply strengthening the fifrnace flue with any one of the

inexpensive means frequently called attention to in these reports, viz., flanged

seams or hoops, whether of T iron, angle or other suitable section, as well as

by the adoption of other approved methods.

"Tbe boiler was not moved from its seat by the explosion, and the glass

water gauge and steam pressure gauge remained uninjured, but owing to the

scalding effects of the steam and hot water which escaped from the rent, as

well as to the flight of the furnace mountings and other fragments which were
shot away, three persons were killed and two others seriously injured.

"No. 40 Explosion.—This is the second instance which has occurred within

the last few months, of a new boiler exploding at the makers' yard while

being tested with steam, and which might have been prevented by the simple

use of the hydraulic test. Two men were killed and seven others injured by
the explosion of this boiler, which was not under the inspection of this Associ-

ation.

"The boiler, which was intended for a tugboat, was of the flued class, in-

ternally-fired, having two furnaces, and being very similar to that described

under explosion No, 18, while it had a large steam dome on the top through

which the flue passed on its way to the chimney.
"The shell rent along the top longitudinally, and was completely opened

out and laid flat upon the ground, in which position it, as well as the flues

which were uninjured, remained unmoved, while the steam dome was torn

completely away and shot upwards, being blown over some high buildings

into an adjoining yard.
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" The fact of the steam dome being torn off, and the rent starting from it on

the top of the shell, as it appears to have done, clearly shows the dangerously

weakening effect that these large openings have upon boilers; so that there

can be no doubt that this boiler was of defective construction, and that this fact

might have been detected in time, the explosion prevented, and the lives saved,

had the hydraulic test been adopted.

"No. 41 Explosion, which resulted in the death both of the engineer and

fireman, occurred to a boiler not under the charge of this Association, and at

too great a distance from Manchester to be personally investigated, while con-

siderable difficulty has been experienced in gaining authentic information with

regard to it.

" It appears that the boiler was one of two of Cornish construction connected

together and working side by side, and that the internal furnace flue collapsed

from end to end, rending across three of the transverse seams of riveta.

"The collapse was attributed to the boiler having been allowed to run short

of water, the jury giving it as their opinion that 'The deceased men died

from scalds caused by the bursting of a tube in the boiler, arising from want of

water/
" The explosion occurred at about Bix o'clock in the morning, the boiler

being worked night and day, and it appears that the night fireman had been

drinking and thus neglected his duty.

"No. 42 Explosion resulted in the death of four persons, as well as injury to

three others. The cause of the explosion of this boiler, which was not under

the care of this Association, has been made the subject of an official scientific

investigation, and as soon as a copy of the report is received, which is promised

shortly, the particulars will be communicated to the members.
" It may however be stated in the meantime, that the explosion has been

generally attributed to shortness of water, but it appears from information

kindly afforded by an engineer, who made an examination shortly after the ex-

plosion, that the furnace flue of the boiler—which was a Cornish one—was
seriously out of shape and unfit for work 5 so that the explosion seems to have

resulted simply from weakness of the flue and not from want of water.

"No. 43 Explosion, from which one person was killed and four others in-

jured, was in many respects very similar to No. 41, being due to collapse,

which extended throughout the entire length of the furnace tube of an inter-

nally-fired singlc-flucd Cornish boiler, which was not under the charge of this

Association, while the distance at which the explosion occurred precluded a

personal investigation. It appears, however, from a report obtained, that the

length of the boiler was 20 feet 6 inches, its diameter 5 feet 6 inches in the

shell, and 3 feet 1 inch in the furnace flue, which was made of plates three-

eighths of an inch in thickness. Only one of the two safety-valves with which
the boiler was fitted was in working order, while the ordinary pressure of the

Bteam was stated to have been 401b on the square inch, but what it may have
been at the time of the explosion was not actually known.

11 A furnace flue of such dimensions as the above, might when new, if of

good materials and well put together, as well as of true circular shape, work
for a time at a pressure of 401b per square inch, but—taking into account im-
perfections in workmanship in (be first instance, the effect of several years'

wear and tear, and the frequent excess of the actual over the supposed pres-

sure of steam, which is frequently found to exist through errors in safety

valves and^steam pressure gauges—it certainly is not prudent to work within
so narrow a margin of danger, especially when safety could be ensured simply
by hooping the flues; and although the collapse was again in this instance at-

tributed to shortness of water, it is thought to be rather to the neglect of the
above precaution, that the explosion is really due.

" During the past month three explosions have occurred, from which five per-

sons have been killed and four others injured; not one of the boilers was
under the inspection of this Association. One of these has been personally
examined subsequently to its explosion, while distance prevented this being
done in the other cases. The following is the monthly tabular statement;

—

"TABULAR STATEMENT OF EXPLOSIONS
" From November 21, 18G3, to December 31, 1863, Inclusive.

Progressive
No. for 1863

Date. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF BOILER.
Persons
Killed.

Persons
Injured.

Total.

44 Nov.

Nov. 23.

Nov. 27.

Double furnace "Breeches" boiler

1

4

4

Q

45 Cylindrical egg-ended

5

46 Ordinary6ingle- flue, or "Cornish''

4

Total, 5 4 a

11 No. 44 Explosion occurred to a boiler not under the inspection of this As-
sociation, and at too great a distance from Manchester to admit of a personal
investigation being made, but the following particulars have been kindly fur-

nished by an engineer who examined the boiler shortly after the explosion
took place.

" It was a breeches boiler, internally fired, having two furnaces running into

one Hue. Its length was 15 feet and diameter 6 feet, while the ordinaiy work-
ing pressure was 601b.

" The boiler rent along the bottom longitudinally from one end to the other,
just as if it had been set upon a mid-feather, and the plates thereby corroded
away; but it proved on inquiry to have been but six months old, and set upon

two side walls, so that a longitudinal rent under these circumstances is peculiar.
The cause of the rupture appears to have been as follows:—A heavy cake
of deposit, chiefly of salt, and several inches thick, had through neglect been
allowed to form inside the boiler along the bottom. This, under ordinary cir-

cumstances, would have not been attended with any dangerous consequences in

an internally-fired boiler, since the temperature in the external flues is not
usually sufficiently high \ but in this case the conditions were peculiar ; the
boiler, as will be seen by the dimensions given above, was an unusually short
one, at the same time that the draught was good, and the furnaces heavily
fired. Since, therefore, the course of the flame passed under the bottom of
the boiler immediately after leaving the internal flu?, it is not difficult to under-
stand how the plates at the bottom of the shell, which were heavily coated in-

ternally with sediment, became overheated and then rent. Surface blowing-
out would, in all probability, have prevented this explosion.

" It will be seen that the circumstances of this boiler were such that it was*
virtually fired internally and externally at the same time, and it therefore
affords an apt opportunity for comparing the safety of the two systems of fir-

ing, and it will be noted that the explosion was not due to that portion of the
boiler which was fired internally, but to that which was fired externally.

u It was not only fortunate for the two men standing in the stokehole at the

time of the explosion, but it is also an interesting engineering fact, that suffi-

cient warning was given them to make their escape, one of them hearing the
rush of the water directly the rent commenced, and giving the alarm, while
the boiler lifted from its seat and flew through the roof an inBtant after. This
fact is an important one, since it shows, that in thiB instance, at all events, no
explosion like that of gunpowder took place, though such is generally supposed
to be the case, but that the result was due simply to the pressure of the steam
acting according to its ordinary laws, and to the quiet rending of the plate.

" No. 45 Explosion,—This boiler was not under the inspection of this Asso-
ciation, neither was it personally examined after its explosion, which, however,
is reported to have been the result of almost unparalleled recklessness.

" The boiler was a stationary one of plain cylindrical egg ended construction,
and externally fired, being 16 feet long, 3 feet 6 inches in diameter, and made
of plates three eighths of an inch in thickness. It was employed for agricul-
tural purposes, and under the charge of a fireman as well as of a superintend-
ing foreman or farm bailiff. The engine which it drove had lately undergone
repair, and steam was being got up for a fresh start, when the foreman, in spite

of remonstrance, persisted in keeping the safety valve down by sitting on the
lever, the carpenter being engaged in the meantime, by the foreman's orders,

in cutting a wooden prop to jamb the valve down. Before, however, the prop
could be obtained, the boiler exploded, instantly killing the foreman and
severely injuring the engineman and the other persons present.

" The boiler was completely severed into two parts, one portion being blown
to a considerable height, and thrown to a distance of 150 feet, the rent passing
through the manhole and the greater part of the second transverse seam of
rivets from the front end, which was situated immediately over the fire. The
position of the safety-valve on the boiler was such, that the man whilst sitting

upon the lever was immediately over the manhole, and both he and the cover,

were blown by the explosion in the same direction, and picked up at a consider-

able distance from the original seat of the boiler.
" With regard to the cause of the explosion, there is no ground for conclud-

ing that the steam, although the valve was held down, had had time to attain

to the bursting pressure of a boiler of such dimensions as this one was, suppos-
ing it to have been in good condition, and there seems, therefore, reason to
think that the boiler had been somewhat weakened by the twelve years' service
it had seen, although there can be no question that the immediate occasion of
the explosion was excessive pressure caused by recklessness such as these re-
ports have not previously had to record.

"No. 46 Explosion, which resulted in the loss of four lives, occurred to the
right hand boiler of a series of three working side by side and connected to-

gether. These boilers were not under the inspection of this Association.
" The one which exploded, as well as that next to it, was of Cornish con-

struction, being internally fired, and having a single flue running through it,

which diminished in diameter behind the fire bridge. The length of the boiler

was 26 feet 3 inches, the diameter of the shell, 8 feet 3 inches, that of the
furnace tube 5 feet for a length of 8 feet, and of the flue, 2 feet 9 inches, while
the thickness of the plates throughout was scarcely three-eighths of an inch,

being especially bare in the furnace.
" The boiler had been fitted with a feed back pressure valve, a brass blow-

out tap, and a glass water gauge, as well as with an ordinary lever safety-valve

and a steam pressure gauge common to boilers No. 2 and No. 3. The pressure
at which the safety valve was stated to have blown off was 40 lb by the gauge,
but on calculation it appeared that this should be taken as a minimum, and
that with the steam blowing off freely the pressure would no doubt rise as high
as 45 lb, if not 50 lb.

" On examining the boiler, the furnace tube was found to have collapsed im-
mediately over the fire, and rent at one of the transverse seams as well as at

its attachment to the front end plate. The collapse had not extended into the

flue behind the fire bridge, or affected the conical junction piece between the

flue and the furnace tube.
" As to the cause of the collapse there cannot be a doubt. No flue 5 feet in

diameter, made of plates barely three-eighths of an inch in thickness, can be
safely subjected to a pressure of 40 lb or 50 lb on the square inch, as this one
was ; and hence the explosion. The boiler was an old one, and though not
materially weakened by corrosion, had evidently been made at a time when
the use of high pressure steam was very little understood. The cylindrical

portion of the shell was stayed transversely with horizontal bolts both above
and below the furnace tube, as well as with others running vertically on

each side of it, while the flat ends were stiffened with diagonal stay bolts. No
attempt, however, was made to strengthen the large furnace tube, though the

weakest part of the whole boiler, while the diagonal rods introduced, are very
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inferior to the gusset stays now in use, and the horizontal and vertical ones
afford but little or no support to the cylindrical portion of the shell.

" The personal injuries due to the explosion arose from scalding, while the
effects on the surrounding property were but trifling, which is frequently found
to be the case when explosion results from collapse of the flue of an internally

fired boiler. In this instance the boiler was not stirred from its original posi-

tion, nor the joints of the steam pipes broken, and in order to be in a position

to work on with the other boilers, it was only necessary to screw down the
junction valve. The principal injury to the surrounding property resulted

fro'm the flight of the furnace mountings, which in this case were unnecessarily
heavy, and included a facing of brick work, which is always objectionable in

such a position. It will thus be seen that in the case of collapse, the weight
of the furnace mouthpiece becomes a source of danger, and the fact of damage
frequently arising from this cause, and in some cases loss of life, is an argument
for the adoption of light wrought iron furnace mountings, which are far su-
perior as a mechanical arrangement.

" The insufficiency of this boiler for the pressure at which it was worked
could not have escaped detection either on competent inspection, or the appli-

cation of the hydraulic test.
" There can be little question that many explosions occur in different parts

of the country of which no report is obtained by this Association, but it will be
seen from the tabular statement above that 46 came under its notice during
the year 1863. The number of boilers which exploded, however, amounts to

50, since an entire series of o working side by side was included in one explo-
sion ; while during the year there were 76 persons killed, and 77 others in-
jured.

" It is thought that a tabulated statement of these explosion, giving briefly

the cause of each, with a general description of the boiler in every case, would
be of interest, and therefore it is proposed to give this in the Annual Report
for the year 1863, which will be presented to the subscribers at the ninth an-
nual meeting now shortly to be held ; and it need merely be added, therefore,
in the meantime, that a review of the explosions which have occurred during
1863, clearly shows the value of periodical boiler inspection, and supports the
principle advocated in the previous reports, viz. :—that the ruling cause of
boiler explosions is Neglect, and their preventive, simply, Care."

INSTITUTE OF BRITISH ARCHITECTS.
Jan. 4.—The President, T. L. Donaldson, in the chair.—The decease of the

late W, C. Mylne, and of J. J. Scoles, Fellows, and of Signor Filippo Antolini,
Hon, and Corresponding Member, were announced, and several new Members
were elected.—The President called attention to the three sets of drawings
which obtained the medals and prizes at the late distribution "by the Royal
Academy *,—the design for the hall and staircase of a royal palace, five drawings
by Mr R. Phene Spiers, which obtained the gold medal scholarship of £25 for
two years, and prizes in books ; —a series of figured drawings of a portion of St
Stephen's, Walbrook, six drawings by the same gentleman, which obtained the
silver medal and books,—and a design for a town-hall and market-place (three
drawings), by Mr T. H. Watson, done in one month within the walls of the
Academy, which obtained the travelling stewardship of £100, and which was
exhibited by special request for the inspection of the Members of the Institute,
and which will be left for some days at the rooms for the same purpose.—

A

discussion took place on a paper read at the last ordinary meeting by William
Tite, Esq., M.P., "On the Improvements in Paris."

GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY.
Jan. 6.—rrof. A. C. Ramsay, President, in the chair.—Messrs N. Boyd, H.

Hakewill, J. R. M'Clean, and the Rev. F. Silver, M.A., were elected Fellows.—M. C. Gaudin, of Berne ; Bergmeister Giimbel, of Munich ; Dr Steenstrup,
of Copenhagen ; M. P. Gervais, of Montpellier ; Dr G. F. Jager, of Stattgart

;

Dr A. OppeL, of Munich ; Dr Hitchcock, sen., of Amherst; M. E. Desor, of
Neufcb&tel ; and Dr T. Kjerulf, of Christiania, were elected Foreign Corres-
pondents. The following communications were read :—" On the Recent
Geological Changes in Somerset, and their Date relatively to the Existence of
Man and of certain of the Extinct Mammalia," by G. S. Poole, Esq.—" On the
Structure of the Red Crag in Suffolk and Essex," by S. V. Wood, jnn., Esq.

INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.
Jas. 12, 1864.—J. R. M'Clean, Esq., President, in the chair.

The President delivered an address, on taking the chair for the first time
since his election. It was resolved that this address should be printed and cir-

culated with the Minutes of Proceedings. A duplicate copy of the entire
address will be issued shortly, in lieu of the usual abstract.

The Paper read was " On the Closing of Reclamation Banks," by Mr J. M.
Heppel, M. Inst. C.E.
The chief objects of the paper were to bring clearly into view, the ciicum-

stances which determine the velocities of influx and efflux, and consequent
scour, attendant on the closing of embankments for reclaming land from the
sea, or .a tideway, and constituting the chief difficulty to be overcome in execut-
ing such works.

It was shown how, by an easy geometrical process, curves might be con-
structed, which would indicate correctly the difference of the levels of the
exterior and interior water surfaces, at any given interval of time from low
water : the data for their construction being the rise of the external tide water,
the areas of the interior surface at the several successive levels, and the width
of opening through which the flux and reflux took place.

It was contended that, in most cases, it would be better, and a safer practice,
to determine in the first instance, by such means, the requisite width for the
final closing place, and to construct it in such a way as to ensure its capability
of resisting the scour to which it would become exposed, than to leave the

closing arrangements till the banks had already advanced so far as to have
given rise to considerable outward and inward current ; as it was argued that,

it" this were done, the carrying up of the banks to each side of such final closing

place "would be effected with ease and certainty ; and the preparations foi final

closing, having been made from the commencement, could also occasion no
unforeseen difficulty ; and that thus the whole operation would be brought more
within the province of precise calculation, and adaptation of means to the
required end, that according to present practice it usually was.
At the Monthly Ballot the following candidates were balloted for and duly

elected :—Messrs R. Chapman, T. H. Falkiner, and H. Voss, as Members ; and
Messrs C. Chambers, G. H. Cobb, H. B. Hederstedt, K. B. Hughes, J. G.
Simpson, and T. H. Smith, as Associates.

January 19th, at 8 p.m., Discussion upon Mr HeppePs Paper "On the Closing
of Reclamation Banks," and if time permits, " The East Coast, between the

Thames and the Wash Estuaries," by Mr J. B. Redman, M. Inst. C.E.

MONT HL Y NOTES.
MARINE MEMORANDA.

H. M. S. Duncan.—In her various trials under steam since she has been
launched the Duncan has maintained a rate of speed which for its excellence

and uniformity has been unequalled by any other liner of equal power. Her
first trial took place on the 7th of August, I860, with a Griffiths' screw, the

wind being at a force of from 4 to 5, at a draught of water of 18ft. forward, and
21ft. 2in. aft. On that occasion she attained a mean rate of speed of 13*388

knots, the indicated horse-power of the engines being 3,341*0. On the 29th of

April, 1861, she made a second trial at a draught of 18ft. 3in, forward and 2 1ft.

5in. aft., but with the Griffiths' screw changed for one of three blades on the
common pattern, with the leading corners uncut, the weather being nearly a

calm. With this screw she realised a mean speed of 13'322 knots, the engines
exhibiting an indicated power of 3,167*3 horse. Her third trial was at the
same draught of water and under the same conditions of weather, but with a
two-bladed screw on the Haudslay-Griffilhs principle—that is to say, with the

Maudslay shifting pitch. With this she attained a mean rate of 13*162 knots,

the engines giving an indicated power of 3,320*3. In a subsequent trial on the

26th of the same month, again at the same draught of water, and with the

weather nearly a calm, but with a three-bladed common screw with its leading-

corners cut, she attained a mean speed of 13-289 knots, with an indicated engine

power of 3,217*5. The engines were built by the Messrs. Penn on their

horizontal trunk principle. The manning of the Duncan will absorb every
seaman available to the authorities in the port.

Chatham Dockyard.—The mechanics at Chatham dockyard have commenced
cutting out the frames and making the necessary preparation for the construction

of the Lord Warden target which the Lords of the Admiralty have ordered to

be made at Chatham, in order that it may be subjected to a variety of tests of its

strength at Shoeburyness. It will exactly resemble a section of the midships
side of the Lord Warden above the load water-line. The construction will

differ in several very important particulars from that of Ihe Royal Oak and the

other wooden armour-plated frigates already completed, the effect of which wj^l

be to render her very little inferior in strength and solidity and shot-resisting

power to the most recently constructed of our fleet of ironclads. In the

squadron of armour-plated vessels recently built the 4|-inch armour
plates are bolted to 18 inches of teak planking fastened to the oak timbers,

which together by the longitudinals and tie-irons traverse the ships from
stem to stern. This construction is objectionable on several grounds, not
the least of which arises from the absence of a resisting medium between
the teak planking and the interior of the vessel to prevent the flying

off of splinters, which experience has shown are invariably more disastrous

in their effects on shipboard than the passage of either a shot or shell

through the skip's sides. This important fact has hot been lost sight

of in the construction of the Lord Warden, and it is accordingly intended

to place an iron skin, formed of plates an inch and a half in thickness, between
her timber ribs and teak planking, on which again will be placed her 5^-inch

and 4^-inch armour-plates. The target now in hand at Chatham will be put
together exactly on this principle, and its trial at Shoeburyness is looked
forward to with some interest, as its form of construction is believed to combine
the greatest strength with the greatest shot-resisting power. The after portion

of the keel was got in its place on the blocks beneath the shed where the

Lord Warden is building; but, in consequence of the greater number of the

dockyard mechanics being employed on the Achilles, only a comparatively
small number are at work on the new frigate. In a short time, however, at

least 1,000 workmen will be transferred to the Lord Warden, in the comple-
tion of which every exertion will be used. Some alterations have been made
in the size of the vessel since the order for her construction was received from
the Admiralty, and the following will be her exact dimensions :—Length
between perpendiculars, 280ft.; length of keel for tonnage, 233ft. llfin.

;

extreme breadth, 58ft. 9in. ; breadth for tonnage, 57ft, 2iu. ; breadth moulded,
56ft. 4in. ; depth in hold, 20ft. 9in. ; burden, 4,067 26-94ths tons. By direction

of the Admiralty a new iron caisson is to be fitted at the entrance to No. 2 basin

at Chatham dockyard, instead of the wooden caisson recently removed, to allow

the ,<4 c£i#es being undocked. The new caisson is now being manufactured at the

establishment of Messrs Westwood, Baillee, and Campbell, London; but some
delay has taken place in its completion, in consequence of a misunderstanding
having arisen in respect of the exact size it is to be made to allow of its being

fitted into the granite sides of the dock. The old caisson has been floated up
the harbour to the Anchor-wharf, where it is being taken to pieces by a party of

workmen. In order to expedite the work connected with the preparation of

the iron blooms for the new frigate Bellerophon, at Chatham, the mechanics
employed in the smithy have commenced working at night.
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Iron Shipbuilding at Cardiff.—Messrs Scott Russell and Son are

rapidly advancing with their works at this port, and are to lay down an iron

steamer of 700 tons register immediately. Messrs Batchelor are about to com-
mence an iron vessel of 1000 tons after the 12th instant. Messrs Hill and Son
have commenced one of 630 tons register, with dimensions of 160ft. by 29ft.

beam, and 18ft. 9in. deep. They also are fitting the ship Refuge, of Liverpool,

with iron masts. The Rhymney Iron Company are erecting a mill for tbe

rolling of armour plates, for which there is likely to be also a good foreign

demand.

Scottish Iron Trade.—Extracts from Mr Thorburn's annual report :—In

1829, the year after the introduction of the hot-blast process, the total yield of

Scotland was 29,000 tons. In 1851, the production had increased to 760,000
tons per annum ; the price that year averaging 40s Id per ton, and the stock at

the end of the same amounting to 350,000 tons. To-day there are 134 furnaces

in blast, and the computed production for the year now terminating amounts
to 1,160,000 tons, thus showing an increase of 80,000 tons over 1862. The
value of the make for the year at the present price represents £3,800,000. The
average number of furnaces in blast were 127, employing about 45,000 men,
and producing an average of 22,320 tons of pig iron weekly. According to

authentic returns the quantity of pig iron exported, and consumed locally,

readied 1,105,000 tons. The total stocks are now 775,000 tons ; thus showing
55,000 tons of an increase. The price is now 10s per ton higher than the

average price of the last eighteen years, and the highest reached since the

revulsion of trade in 1857. The average price for the year, 55s 9d a-ton.

The high price sustained during the past month, in the face of dear money and
declining exports, illustrates the sanguine views of capitalists who have been
operating in this and other leading staples of produce. The shipbuilding yards

on the Clyde, the foundries, and malleable iron works are generally actively

employed, and the price of bar and angle iron has advanced fully 50s per ton.

Furnaces
31st December 1863.

Proprietors. Works. In Blast
Out of

Blast.
Total.

Messrs Wm. Bnird &, Co Gartsherrie 13 3 IS

Do. Eglinton S 8
" Do. .... Blair .. 4 i 6
" Do. Lugar .. 4 4

Do. Muirkirk 3 3
'' Merry & Cunninghamc Glentrarnock .

.

9 9
" Do. Ardeer .. 4 4
" Do. Carnbroo 4 2 6
11 Coltness Iron Co. Coltness 11 II
M Dalmellington Iron Co. Dalmellington.

.

5 5
" Monkland Iron and Steel Co. Monkland 9 9

Robert Addie, Esq. Langloan 6 6
" Wilsons & Co. .. Summerlee 8 8
•• John Wilson's Trustees Dunilyvan 3 5 8
" Colin Dunlop & Co. .. Clyde and Quarter 7 2 9

Wm. Dixon, Esq. Govan .. 4 1 5

Calder .. 6 2 8
Robert Stewsrt, Esq Omoa .. 3 1 4

" Shotts Iron Co. Sholts .. 4 4

Do Castlehill 3 3
" Wishaw Iron Co. .. Wishaw 2 1 8
" Portland Iron Co. Portland 4 1 5
" George Wilson & Co. Kinneil 4 4
" Forth Iron Co. Forth .

.

4 3 7
" Loch gelly Iron Co. Lochgelly 2 2 4
" A Christie & Co Lumphinnans .. 1 1

" Carron Iron Co. Carron 4 4
" James Russel & Son .. Almond 2 1 3
" C. & A. Christie Gladsmuir 1 1

Garscube .

.

2 2

Nithsdale 3 3

134 38 172

Nett Cash Average Price of Mixed Nun bera per Ton, Delivered f.o.b. here.

Average of
the years, ..

Average
Price of Bar

1815 1816 1847 1848 1849

45 6

1850 IS51

40 1

1852 1853 1854

80 3 67 8 65 4 44 4 44 7 45 5 61 6 79 9

£910/ £9 15/ £8 5/ £5 10/ £5 17/6 £5 9/ £5 7/6 £10 10/ £9 7/6 £9 15/

Average of

the years, .

.

Average
Price of Bar
Iron in ....

1855 1856 1857 1858 1859 1860

53 6

1861 1802 1863

71 72 4 69 2 54 5 51 10 49 3 52 10 55 9

£8 15/ £8 17/6 £8 16/6 £7 10/ £7 7/6 £7 7/6 £7 0/ £6 12/6 £ 7 7/6

Price of Pig Iron in 1810, .£9 5s; 1815, £7 15s ; 1820, £7 ; 1825, £11
£5; 1835, £4 15s; 1810, £3 15s.—Production in 1788, 1500 tons:
9000 tons; 1820, 20,000 tons; 1825, 29,000 tons ; 1839, 197,000 tons.—:
price of bars, £9 to £9 10s per ton. Plates, £11 10s to £12 Ids.

£9 10s to £10, less 4 per cent, discount for cash. Rails, £8 10s
Railway chairs, £4 10s to £5. Cast iron pipes, £5 5s to £6 5s.

Gartsherrie, 69s 6d. M.N., G.M.B., 68s 6d. Ayrshire brands, 62s 6d
East coast brands, 60s to 66s. No. 1 Coltness, 69s. No. 1 Calder,
No. 1, Glcngarnook, 67s.

; 1830,

1805,
Present
Rods,

to £9.
No. 1,

to 65s.

67s Gd.

PRICES CURRENT
OF

CHIEF MATERIALS USED IN STRUCTURES AND MACHINERY.

FOR THE MONTH ENDING JANUARY 28, 1864.

(Compiled expressly for the Practical Mechanic's Journal.)

1st week. 2nd week. 3d week 4th week.

IRON. £ s. D. £ s. D £ s. d. £ s. D.

Bars, &c, British, per ton, .. .. 7 17 6 7 17 6 800800
Nail Rods, 8 17 6 8 17 6 10 9 15

Hoop 11 12 12 6 12 6
Sheets 12 13 13 13
Pig, No. 1, Wales 4 10 4 10 4 10 4 10

Bars, Staffordshire, 10 5 11 5 11 5 11 5

Rails, 7 17 6 7 17 6 8 8
Pig, No. 1. Scotch, best qual. 1/ to 3/ higher 369 393 2 59393
Swedish Bars 12 7 6 12 7 6 12 7 6 12 7

STEEL.
Swedish, rolled, in kegs (Hammered, from
£1 to £3 higher) 15 10 15 10 15 10 15 10

In faggots 17 10 17 10 17 10 17 10

Spelter, ingot, 19 1 3 20 5 21 2 6 21

Zinc, sheet, 25 25 10 25 10 23 15

COPPER.
Sheathing bolts, per lb. 11} Hi 1 0J I 1

Bottoms ..010 010 011011}
Old.exchange 10} 10J 1 GJ 11}

Tough Cake, per ton 103 103 10S 113

Tile 103 103 108 113

TIN.

English blocks 112 112 116 116

Bars in barrels 113 113 117 117

Refined 117 117 121 121

Banca, 114 114 120 120

Straits, 112 15 112 15 119 119

TIN PLATES.
Char. IC, per box, 1 10 9 1 1(1 9 1 10 9 1 10 9

Coke. 1C 10 6 15 6 15 16 6

LEAD.
English pig 20 15 20 15 21 2 6 21 2 6
Sheet, 21 7 6 21 7 6 21 7 6 21 7

Spanish pig, in bond, 19 12 6 19 15 20 20

TIMBER—PER LOAD.

Teak, new, 12 10 12 10 14 10 14 10

Quebec, red pine, 400 400 400400
yellow pine 3 10 3 10 3 10 3 10

St. John, N.B., yellow, 550 5 50 550560
Quebec, oak, white, 600 600 600600

" Birch 350 350 350850
Memel, 10 15 10 15 10 15 10 15

" Elm 450 450 450450
Dantzicoak, 500 500 500500

Fir, 800 300 300300
Memel fir, 3 2 13 2 6 3 2 6 3 2 6

Ri^a, 326 326 326326
Swedish 2 17 6 2 17 6 2 17 6 2 17 6

Deals, per C , 12 feet by 3 by 9 inches.

Quebec, white spruce 17 10 17 10 17 10 17 10

St. John, white spruce, 15 10 15 10 15 10 15 10

Yellow pine, per reduced C.

Canada, 1st quality 17 10 17 10 17 10 17 10
" 2nd do 1110 II 10 1110 11 10

Archangel yellow, 13 50 13 50 13 501350
St. Petersburgh yellow, 11 5 11 5 11 5 11 5

Finland 9 10 9 10 9 10 9 10

Memel 12 10 12 10 12 10 12 10

Gothenburg, yellow, 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
" white 950 960 950950

Gefle, yellow 11 11 11 11

Soderhamn, 9 10 9 10 9 10 9 10

Christiania, per C. 12 ft. by 2 by 9 in. yeL 22 22 22 22

OILS, PAINTS, & DRYSALTERIES.
Red Lead, 21 15 21 15 21 10 21 10

White Lead 26 10 26 10 26 26

Seal, pale, per 252 gallons, .. .. 46 46 48 10 48 10

'• yellow, 41 10 44 10 45 10 45 10

Sperm 79 78 77 77

Cod 55 10 65 10 54 54

South Sea, 42 10 43 10 45 10 45 10

Olive, Gallipoli, per tun 60 60 58 58

Palm, per tun 33 10 38 10 37 36 10

Cocoa-nut 44 10 44 10 45 10 45 10

Rape pale foreign 44 10 44 10 42 10 42 10

Linseed 43 43 35 12 35 12

Rough Turpentine, per cwt., .. .. 000 000 000000
English spirit without caiks, .. .. 000 000 000000
Hemp ManiUa, per ton, 28 28 32 32

Jute, 26 26 29 5 29 5

Hemp Rope, 00 00 00 00

i
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APPLICATIONS FOR

PROVISIONAL PROTECTION FOE INVENTIONS

UNDER THE PATENT LAW AMENDMENT ACT.

t3T When the city or town is not mentioned, London is to be understood-

2967

2969.

2970
2971.
2972.
2973.
2974.
2975.
2976.

297S.
2379

2930.

29S1.
_ 82.

2983.

2984.

29S-5.

2986.
2987.
2988-

2990.

2991.
2992.

299a

2994.
2995.

2996.
2997.
2998.

2999.
3000.

3001.

3002.

3003.
3?04.

3105.

3006.
3007.
3008.
3009.

301U.

301L
312.
3013.

3014.
3015.
3016.

3017.

3018.
3019.
3020.

3021.

3022.

3 23.

3024.
3025.
3026.
3027.

3028.

3029.
3030.
3' 31.

:; 132.

3033.

303J.

3039.
3036.
3037.

2038
3039.

3r'40.

3.41.

3042.

3043.
3044.

3045.

t is
3047.

3048.

25th November, 1863.
Louis Accarain. Middlesex—Paper from beetroot.
J. H. Wilson, Liverpool—Lift pumps.

26th Sovemier, 1863.
H. B. Barlow, Manchester—Looms for weaving:.—A com.
David Kirkcaldy, Glasgow—Testing the strength of materials and structures.
R. Laming, West Hampstead— Purifying of gas.
John Thorpe, Manchester—Marking 'patterns or designs.
James Simmonds, Surrey—Stink traps for watei -closets.
James Baker. Temple Street—Coating of ships' bottoms.
Jean Nadal. Brooke Street—Raising and forcing fluids.
J. S Jarvis, Wood Street—Shirt collar.

J. Chesterman, Sheffield—Frames for umbrellas.

27th November, 1863.
J. A. R. Main, Glasgow—Iron fences.
W. C. Brocklehurst. Macclesfield, J. Creighton, and J. Creighton, Manches-

ter—Winding yarns or threads.
Thomas Gray. Mitcham—Discharging colour from rags.
F. Page. Birmingham—Gas furnaces.
J. and D. Bateman, Bradford—Sewing machines.
C. Crabtree, Bingley—Paper spool tubes.
James Clark, Manchester—Looms for weaving.
James Clark, Manchester— Cutting strips of india rubber.
Edward Gardner, Manchester—Looms for weaving.
H. Hirzel, Sonthwark-Purifying oils and fats.

S. and T. Smith. Fell Street—Destroying insects by fumigating.
Peter Gaskell Birmingham—Indicators for cabs.

2S(A November, 1863.
E Bevan, and W. S. Weare. Birkenhead—Watches.
C. Gordon, Nottingham -Water-closets and urinals.
Eli Ironmonger, Derby—Connecting articles
Thomas Lane, Cirencester—Chaff cutting machinery.

30th November, 1S63.
Andre Etienne, Oxford Street—Carriages.
Augnsto Albini. Birmingham— Ships of war.
G. A. & G. A. Thompson, and J Latham. Birmingham—Door springs
W. Champion. G. and A. Wilson, Nottingham—Self-acting time- register.M R. Pilon. United States—Fire arms.
J. Chalmers, Kentish Town—Gua projectiles.
E. W. James, Brynllys—Boring rock and earthy substances.
J. Fernie. Derby, and G. Taylor, Leeds— Boiler plates.
J. M. Ollis, Plymouth—Fresh water from sea water.
C. Pontifex, Islington—Cocks or valves.
J. E. and E. H. Blundon, Fleet Street—Letter bags or receptacles.

1st December, 1803.
E M. Boxer, Woolwich—Fuzes and shells for ordnance.
Henry Wilde, Manchester—Electric telegraph.
P. G. Gardiner, United States—Railroad car springs.
R. Brailsford, Knowsley—Vermin traps
B. Jones. Warrington—Separating sulphur from alkali wastes
G. J. Doddrell. Glasgow—Renningsugar.
W. E Gedge, Wellington Street—Plough.—A com.
J. G. Redman, and G Martin, Brompton—Coating ships.
H. Lnmley, Chancery Lane—Steering.
Robert Turnbull, Portsmouth—Sheathing iron vessels.
W. Clark. Chancery Lane—Lighting and heating.—A com,
E. A. Inglefield, Cheshire—Working guns.
G. Glover, Pimlico—Dry gas meters.
James Thorn, Hull—Oils.
T. Mallinson, Manchester—Mules for spinning..
S. B. Cochran, Clapham Road—Sewing machines.

2d December, 1863.
G. Macfarlane-, Chelsea—Ink regulator.
R. Lublinski, City Road—Bending partridge canes.
W. Wilson. Manchester—Generating gas for illuminating.
T. Snook, Manchester—Lighting fires.

John Dales. Strand—Travelling frames.
J. Capper, Waterloo— Coring smoky chimneys.
A. W. Haley, A. Bingham, and R. Webster, Manchester—Envelopes.
T. T. England, Colne—Lubricating.
H. Holdrege, United States—Gas for illuminating.—A com.
S. Trotman, Camden Town— Soup.
John Harper, Aberdeen—Apparatus for straining wire.
R. L. Clifton, Timberland—Brewing.
Joseph Cutler, Gloucester Road—Lighting and ventilating.
T. Harrison, Pndhoe—Cutting coal and other minerals.
H. D. P. Cunningham, Bury—Reefing and furiing sails.

Charles Langley, Deptford—Ships of war.
R. A Brooraan, Fleet Street—Treatment of bituminous substances.
C. Canimell. Sheffield, and W. Crompton, Openshaw—Railway crossings.

W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane—Printing machinery.—A com.

3d December, 1863.
Thoma3 Knowles, Manchester— Rollers for printing.
John Green, Greenwich—Horse shoes.
David Hulett, High Holborn—Gas stoves.
E. Stevens, Canonbury— Cooking apparatus.
J. Bowron, South Stockton, and G. Robinson, Cavendish Square—Soda.

ith December, 1863.
R -T. Hughes, Manchester—Aniline black —A com.
John Bobbins, Oxford Street—Oxygen gas.
Robert Riley, Sharpies -Carding engines.
John Corbett, Carlisle—Hot-air stove.

8049. W. Williamson, High Holborn—Wringing machines.
8050. John Green, St Martin—Cultivators and ploughs.
3U51. R. A. Brooman, Fleet Street— Railway breaks.—A com
3052. R. Hornsby, Grantham—Threshing and screening wheat.
3053. Thomas Douglas, Grosvenor Square—Combs.
3054. R. Hornsby, and J. E. Phillips, Grantham—Reaping machines.

Mh December, 1803.

3065. S. A. and C. F. Varley, Backenham—Heating.
3056. James Coidong, Belfast—Preparing cotton.
3057. W. Gorman, and J. Paton, Glasgow—Applying heat.
3058. George Wilson, Glasgow—Looms for weaving.
3059. H. A. Bonneville, Paris—Fret saws.—A com.
3060. Sydney Smith, Nottingham—Hydraulic pressure gauges.
3061. F. J. Walthew, Surbiton—Lifting horses.
3062. J. H Johnson, Lincoln's Inn Fields—Washing textile fabrics.—A com.
3063. J. A. Wanklyn, Finsbury—Yellow and orange colours.—A com.

7th December, 1863.

3064. J. F. Hallet. and T. L. White, Soho—Checking cash.
3065. A. J. Aspinall, Liverpool—Hand stamp or seal.

3066. W. and S. Firth, Burley, and John Sturgeon Leeds—Boring minerals.
3067. Alfred Antill, and William Wilkinson, Birmingham—Catches for brooches.
306S. J. H. Simpson, Kilmeena—Boots and shoes.
3069. F. Piercy, Dartmouth—Application of heat to water.
3070. R. A. Brooman, Fleet Street—Crinoline.—A com.
3071. Michael Turnor, Birmingham—Pencil cases.

3072. R. Richards, and S. C. Willetts, Birmingham—Breech-loading fire arms.
3073. G. R Tilling, Birkenhead, and J. Park, Liverpool—Steering gear.
3074. E. Clifton, Bradford—Preparing wooL
3075. Thomas Bate, Kilburn—Covers for receptacles.
3076. W. C. Page, Millwall—Steam boilers.

3077. Charles Brown, Leicester—Elastic bands.

Sth December, 1S6&
S.07S. Jeanrtette Fleunnan. Portman Square—Crinolines.
3079. William Wanklyn, Bury—Ginning cotton.
3080. G. C. Grimes, Wandsworth—Fusees
3081. J. H. Brierley, London—Buckles for braces.
3082. H. B. James, Fish Street Hill—Covering steam boilers.

3083. Jean Aubert, Paris—Railway brakes.
3084. Joseph Wray, Manchester— Skewers.
3085. Robert Thornton, Edinburgh—Bridges.
3086. Malcolm Guthrie. Liverpool—Stamp for marking post letters.

3087. T. A. Blakely, Montpelier Square— Projectiles for ordnance.
3088. T. A Blakely, Montpelier Square—Metallic packings.
3089. P. H. Desvignes. Lewisham—Exhibiting dissolving views.
3090. R. and A. Harrowby, J. Foulds, Bradford—Looms for weaving.
3091. H. Eastwood, and B. Matthews, Elland—Carding wool.
3092 J. E. Boyd, Lewisham—Lawn mowing machines.
3093. T. Harrison, Tudhoe—Puddling iron.

3094. P. R. Wason, Dervan—Ventilating horticultural buildings.

3095. W. M'Intyre Cranston, Upper Thames Street—Reaping machines.—A com
3096. M. Henry, Fleet Street—Regulating fluids.—A com.
3097. J. Tod, Maidstone -Treatment of flock.

3098. E. N. Gregory, Camber-well— Driving bands.
3099. A V. Nev/ton, Chancery Lane—Stuffing for mattresses.—A com.
3100. W. L, and T. Winans, Dover—Screw propellers.

0th December, 1S63.

3101. H. Audinwood, Weston-upon-Trent - Removing grain.

3102. T. H. Fletcher, and R. Forrest, Woolwich—War rocket.
3103. W. H. Cole, Gracechurch Street—Cylinders.—A com.
3104. W. Macklin, Lincoln—Steam engines.
3105. J. Wright, Dudley—Fire grates.

3106. T. Perks, Birmingham—Fastenings for brooches.
3107. T. V. Morgan, Surrey -Purification of plumbago,
3108. Neil Kennedy, Glasgow—Fire-arms.
3109. Mark Hillary, Andover—Fastenings for doors.

10(/i December, 1863;

3110. W. and J. Galloway, Manchester—Bending metal1 plates.—A com.
3111. H. Turner, Leeds—Steam boilers.

3112; M. Friedlander, Breslau—Treatment of tow.
3113. A Reid. Perth, and G. Rydill, Dewsbury—Rag machine cylinder.

3114. J. A. Pols, and P. O. Bernard, London—Purified or refined oils.

3115. W. Clark, Chancery Lane—Port closers, for vessels.—A com.
3116. G. T. Bousfield, Brixton—India rubber —A com.
3117. R. W. Pyne, Camberwell—Sash fastener.

XUh December, 1863,

3118. E. Darwen, and J. Haddon, Birmingham-Nails and rivets.

3119. S. Tuchet, Dover—Roller for window blinds.

3120. J. Bullough, Accrington—Looms for weaving.

3121. W. Livingstone, Glengall, Poplar-Feathering screw propeller.

3122. C. Seaton, Queen's Street—Permanent way of railways;

3123. John Corby, Dunoon—Centrifugal machines.
3124. A. Epps, Chilham—Malt and hop kilns.

3125. E. Shepherd, Wakefield—Manufacture of cocoa nut fibre.

3126. T. Webb, Uttoxeter—Traction engines.

3127. H. Kinsey, Nottingham—Bonnet front machines.
3128. N. Walton, Manchester—Mangling machines.
3129. John CUff, Lambeth—Motive power.
3130. John Cliff, Lambeth—Lamps for burning hydro-carbons.

3131. E Solvay, Brussels—Carbonates of soda.

3132. R. A. Brooman, Fleet Street—Manufacture of nuts —A com.

3133. R. A. Brooman, Fleet Street—Colouring wall paper.- A com.
3134. E and W. Ullmer, Castle Street—Cylinder printing machines.

2135. W. T. C. Pratt, Newport—Apparatus for enabling the points on railways to

be shifted by an attendant in the train while tho train is in motion.

mh December, 1863.

3136. T. Clayton, Manchester—Generators for making gas.

3137. J. Townsend, Glasgow-Drying fibrous materials.

8133. J. C. Wilson, Cannon Street—Unhusking rice.

3139. B. Dobson, J. Hodgkinson, D. Greenhalgh, and F. Hamilton, Bolton -Card
ing cotton.

3140. R. A. Brooman, Fleet Street—Steam engines—A com.

3141. J. H. Johnson, Lincoln's Inn Fields-Boots and shoes.—A com.

3142. J. H. Johnson, Lincoln's Inn Fields-Raising sunken vessels—A com.
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3143. R. H. Ray, Hyde Park- Sauce.
3144. R. Saunders, Croydon—Ships' cables.

3145. J. Piatt, and William Richardson, Oldham—Bricks.
3146. W. T. W. Jones, Holies Street—Lamps.
3147. G. T. Bousfield, Brixton.—Washing machinery.—A com*
3148. Peter Ward, Bristol—Packing pistons.

3149. G. T. Bousfield, Brixton—Fulling machinery.—A com.

11th December, I86&
3150. C. Stewart. Dundee—Boots and slices.

3151. J. A. Bailey, Brooklyn, and J. J. Speed, Gorham—Covering telegraphic wire.

3152. J. Wright, Marple—Superphosphate of lime.
3153. W. Speuce, Chancery Lane— Calendering tnachinea—A com.
3154. E Rascol, Brydges Street—Glass.—A com.
3155. S. and T. Smith, Fell Street—Lozenges.
3156. R. A Brooman, Fleet Street—Distilling apparatus.—A coin.

3157. S. Edwards, Birmingham— Grinding pearl.

31^8. B Fothergill, Cornhill—Combing wool-
3159. Thomas Wilson, Birmingham— Fire-arms.
3160. W. H. Thornthwaite, Newgate Street—Chromate of soda.

Ihth December, 18G&.
3161. H. B. Sears, Liverpool—Dusting rice and other gram.
3162. V. De Stains, B.A, Islington -Propelling vessels.
3163 Victor Obert, Paris—Toys.
3164. L. Nobel, Petersburg—Hydraulic press and other cylinders.
3165. W. W. Box, Birmingham—Fire-bars for the boilers of locomotive engines.
3166 James Davidson, Woolwich—Casks.
3167- J- H. Johnson, Lincoln's Inn Fields—Grinding glass—A com.
3168. H Chad wick, Topsham, and J. Clench, Exeter—Utilizing waste liquors.

3169. A. Starck, Leadenhall Street—Paper.—A com-
3171). C. J. Rohinson, Liverpool—Pressing cotton.—A com.

IQth December, 1863.

3171. J. Smith, Birmingham—Fire-arms
3172. J. M. Bryden, Glasgow—Painting Venetian blinds.
3173. J. M. Worrall, Ordsall—Finishing woven fabiics.

3174. J. Sellars, Manchester—Food for cattle.

3175. J. Hindle, Sabden, W. F. Calvert, and E. Thornton, Enfield—Looms.
3176. E. R. Hollands, Clerkenwell—Portable hydraulic-punching apparatus.
3177. J. Gouvernon, Switzerland—Watches.
3178. R. A. Brooman, Fleet Street— Railway signals.—A com.
3179. T. A Blakely, Montpelier Square—Cannon and other ordnance.
3180. E. Myers, Westminster, and H. D. Cloag, Pall Mall—Rotary pumps.
3181. A. V. Newton, Chancery Lane—Sewing machines.—A com.
3182. J. B. Fell, Sparkbridge—Railway engines.
3183 C. Humfrey, Southwark—India-rubber.

17th December, 1863.
3184. G. H. Ellis, Wellington Road—Cases for packing bottles.
3185. R. Marrison, Norwich—Breech-loading fire-arms.
3186. W. Clark, Chancery Lane—Indicating the level of water.—A com.
3187. C. Jeffreys, Northampton Square—Jewel cases.
3288. J. H. Johnson, Lincoln's Inn Fields—Cleaning roadways. —A com.

18th December, 1863.
3189. Joseph Astbury, Hadley—Forge hammers.
3190. William Clarke, Barnton—Hemp ropes.
8191. A. Alison, Chelsea, and J. HaLUwell—Atmospheric railways.
3192 Peter Gardner, Banbury—Ordnance.
3193. T. Hyatt, France—Sliding window shutter.
3194. P. M. Parsons. Blackheath—Fire arms
3195 W. B. Adams, Holly Mount—Locomotive engines*
3196. R, Saunders, Croydon—Portable cottages.
3197. H. A. Bonneville, Paris—Letter-boxes.—A com.
3198. H. A. Bonneville, Paris—Socks —A com.
3199. H. Clayton, Dorset Square -Manufacturing bricks.

19th December, 1863.
John Macarthy, Argyle Street-Taps, cocks, or faucets.- A com.
W. Noton, Oldham—Scutching cotton.
Robert Legg, Clerkenwell—Shot proof iron or steel walls.
Thomas Goldie, Airdie—Looms for weaving.
E. T. Hughes, Chancery Lane—Ink for printing.—A com.
F. W. Collins, United States—Training hops.
W. E Gedge, Strand—Decanting liquids.—A com:
G. Haseltiue, Chancery Lane—Oil for mixing paints.—A conn.
F. N. Gisborne, London Bridge—Railway signals.
C. Bolton, Pimlico—Optical illusions.
F. Walton, Chiswick—Floor cloths.
C. T. Judkins, Ludgate Street—Sewing machines —A corm,
James Powdeu, Glasgow—Steam engines.
W. H. Tooth, Stepney—Iron and steel.

3200.

3201.

3202.

3203.

3204.
3205.

3208.

3207.

3203.

3209.

3210.

3211.

3212.

3213.

3214.

3215.
3216.

3217.
3218.
3'219.

3220.

3221.
3222.

3223.

3224.
3225.

3226.

3227.

322S
3229.
3230.

3231.

3232.

3233.

3234.
3235.

3236.
3237.

21st December, 1863.
I. Coombs, and J. T. Pendlebury, Elton—Cutting and bending wire.
W. J. Dixon, Preston—Lubricating.
W. Clarke, London, and W. F. Batho, Birmingham—Rolling roads.
E. Tangye, Brussels -Welded iron chain.
R. H. la\lor, Brightside— Lubricating the cylinders of steam engines.
R. Paterson. Glasgow—Steam engines.
E. Wilson, and G. Lindsley, Worcester—Feeding locomotive boilers.
Robert Bayues, Wimbledon—Darning stockings.
F. H. Fitzwilliam. Brighton—Steering ships.
John Green, St Martin—Harrows and ploughs.
E. J. Green, and R. Mason, Birmingham—Suspender for holding cotton,
James Eastwood. Blackburn—Sizing yarns.
M. Henry, Fleet Street—Passage of fluids.—A com.
J. L. Wittenburg, Notting Hill—Envelopes.
M. Henry. Fleet Street—Constructing nouses of plastic materials.—A com.
V. B. F. Gibbon, Cork—Beds and cushions.
A. V. Newton, Chancery Lane—Cotton gins —A com.
W. L. and T. Winans, Dover Street—Trimming ships.

22d December, 1S63.
James Shanks, Saint Helens— Caustic soda.
D. Adamson, Penistone—Steel and iron.
J. Sainty, Burnham Market—Turnip cutter.
J. G. Rowe, Queen Square—Communication on railways.
R. A. Brooman, Fleet Street—Feeding steam boilers —A com.
F. Ilazeldine, Surrey-Hydraulic pumps.

3238- W. E. Gedge, Wellington Street—Cutting engines.—A com.
3239. H. Emanuel, Hanover Square—Protecting valuable articles.
3240. J. Gjers, Middlesborough, North Riding—Raising and lowering weights.
8241, A. Turner, Leicester—Looms for weaving.

23d December, 18C3.
3242. J. H. Johnson, Lincoln's Inn Fields—Tips for boots and shoes —A com,
3243. A. M. Twining, Clapham—Prevention of railway accidents.
3244. R. E. V. Hees, Manchester—Packing bale goods.
3245. Robert Walter, Crumpsall -Safety cabs.
3246. J. Ronald, Liverpool—Teasing oakum,
3247. W. E. Gedge, Wellington Street—Candlesticks.—A com.
3248 John Knowles, Manchester—Removing sediment from steam boilers.
3249. John Mathew, Barnet— Batteries for ships.
3250. William Clark, ChanceTy Lane—Percussion fuzes.—A com.
3251. G. T. Bousfield, Brixton—Forging bayonet blades.—A com.
32.02. Frederick Walton, Chiswick—Telegraphic cables.
3253. W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane -Breech-loading fire-arms.—A com.
3254. S. B. Ardrey, S. Beckett, and W Smith, Manchester—Lathes for turning
3255. William Holland, Salford—Looms for weaving.
3256. J. H. Johnson, Lincoln's Inn Fields—Boots and shoes.—A com.

2ith December, 1863.
3257. Henry Barber, Sheffield—Cutlery handles.
3258. Andrew Noble, Newcastle-upon-Tyne—igniting explosive projectiles.

3259. N. Lloyd, and E. Hargraves, Church—Treating printed and dyed fabrics.

3260. W. Marsden, and F. H. Stubbs, Leeds—Locomotive engines.
3261. S S. Gray, Boston—Paper collars.

3262. W. E. Gedge, Wellington Street—Kneading machine.—A com.
3263 H P. Forrest, Worksop -Measuring fluids.

3264. John Maynes, Manchester—Artificial manure.
3265. W. H. Bowditch. Wakefield—Lights in mines.
3266-. James Ducket, Barnley—Furnaces.
3267. R A. Brooman, Fleet Street—Permanent way of railways —A com.
3268. J. D. Bryant, Saint Minver—Projectiles for ordnance.
3269 T. W. Davenport, and S. Cole, Balsall Heath—Papier machiS ornaments.
3270. D. S. Price, Great George Street—Projectiles.

26th December, 1863.

3271. J. V. Boesiger, Holborn—Sewing machines.
3272. E. T. Smith, Surrey—Flow of water for theatrical purposes.

2Sth December, 1863.

3273. John Gjers, Middlesborough—Kilns for calcining ironstone.
3274. Thomas Hall, Oldham—Steam boilers.

3275. Edward Lindner, Hamburg—Breech loading fire-arms

3276. J. E Billups, North Street—Permanent way of railways.

3277. Edwin Bramall, Newton—Motive power.
3278. William Wilson, Manchester—Ornamenting grates, (fcc.

3279. William Clark, Chancery Lane—Slide valves.—A com.
3280. William Clark, Chancery Lane—Fastenings for purses, bags, &c—A com.
3281. Thomas Tozer, Dean Street—Ships and vessels of war.
3282. J. B. Cronin, United States— Raising and lowering weights.—A com.

29th December, 1863.

3283. T. Bourne, United States—Cotton gins —A com.
3284. H R. de Saint Martin, Old Compton Street—Aerial locomotion.
3285. L. E. Desestre, Paris—Watering.
3286. Henry Bayley, Staleybridge—Cotton gins.

32S7- W. Whitaker, Bradford, and W. Tongue, Wakefield—Separating the fibres

of fibrous materials.
3288. James Price, Marylebone—Motive power.
3289. N. F. Taylor, Stratford-Gas.
3290. H. Caunter, Stornoway—Lubricating.
3291. David Naylor, Brighouse—Looms.
3292. James Cumming, Glasgow—Sewing machines.
3293. W. M. Peniston, Westminster—Arming ships.
3294. J. M. A'anderfeesten, Brussels—Distilling.

ZOth December, 1863.

3295. A. Whitelaw, Glasgow—Treating brine.
3296. T. B. Cochrane, Earl of Dundonald, Kensington—Oils.

3297. J. Patterson, Beverley—Grinding of minerals and other hard substance*.
3298. W. E. Gedge, Strand—Teasling machine—A com.
3299. M. C. E. Houdayer, and J. J. Cormier, France—Locomotive engines.
3300. A. C. J. Leugelee, F. P. Morel, and D. G. M Coquet, Paris—Toys.
3301. John Piatt, and William Richardson, Oldham—Rollers and cylinders.
3302. George Phillips, Holborn Hill—Aniline colours.

31.s£ December, 1863".

3303. W. F. Brown, Gloucester—Fastening scarfs, <fcc.

3304. J. Starkey, J. Haworth, and J. K Phippin, Salford—Looms for weaving
3305. R. Bell, Glasgow—Ornamental fabrics.
3306. Joseph Clegg, Oldham—Weaving of piled fabrics.

3307. John Dale, and Heinrich Caro, Manchester—Dyeing and printing.
3308. A. Byrnes, and Henry Benjamin—Firearms.
3309. James Radley, Saint Helen's—Serving guns used upon vessels.

Dec.

DESIGNS FOR ARTICLES OF UTILITY.

Registeredfrom 11th December, 1865, to l&th January, 1864.

, 4604. Robert Dawes. Turnhamgreen, S W.—Balance Trench Plough
i, 4605. J Banner, Exeter—Hand Rest.

4606. T. R. Pinches, Oxendon Street, W. — Repeating Linen and Paper
Stamp.

!, 4607. Julius Zobel, Enston Road, N.W.—Folding Wire Frame for Light
Shades

4G08. Wm Sisith. Rotherham—Apparatus for Gauging Liquids.
-Wellingtcngton Blucher4609. R. H Southall, and W. Hallam, Manchester-

Shoe
„ 4610. S. B. Solomons, Albemarle Street. W.— Spectacles.
„ 30, 4611. F. B. Anderson, Birmingham—Watch-going fusee bottom.

Jan. 6, 4012. D. Hulett, High Holborn—Spring holder for gas and lamp glasses
and shades.

„ 7, 4013. J. B. Palmer, Upper Thames Street -Continuous stave board for
pails, tubs, and vats.

„ 18, 4014. Thos. Hickin, Birmingham—A water syringe end.
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NOTES ON NORTHERN COLLIERIES.

No. VI.

SnAFT SINKIKG- AXD BOKIXG.

Is contemplating the directions that inventive energy hath latterly

received, and is in its many ramifications taking at the present hour,

nothing strikes the well-informed engineer more than the remarkable

expansion which our instrumental power of piercing and penetrating

our mother earth has within a few years received. Nor is it less

remarkable that the very simplest forms of human hand labour, in

dealing with the soil, have proved the most obstinate problems when
delivered over to the mechanist for performance. Thus steam plough-

ing, after nearly fifteen years of laborious and energetic perseverance

on the part of men of the highest skill, and stimulated by rewards in

view, amongst the most splendid, that have ever evoked human ingenu-

ity, is but a hopefully progressive experiment, aud not even yet an
achieved and completed success. Thus, also, the execution of vast

earthworks by the hand of the navvy has been systematized, and his

every tool and appliance brought by experience to the summit of effi-

ciency. And so, aided by the steam haulage of the locomotive, the

coefficient of the mass of earth "got and moved" by a single man, as

derived from the dynamic discussion of the labour employed on many
great earthworks, is something quite amazing. The power thus

conferred has shown itself in the conception and even in the execution

of works of excavation, that fifty years ago would have been deemed
chimerical.

But although engineers of sound, sober judgment attest that such
earthworks as ship canals through the Isthmus of Suez, from the great

lakes to the head waters of the Mississippi, from the coast to Paris,

from the Rhine to the Elbe, &c, are mere matters of agreement amongst
mankind that they shall be done ; and notwithstanding the hundreds of

millions of cubic yards of earthworks that have been executed in Europe
alone during the last hundred and fifty years, and the constant induce-

ment everywhere, but more especially in short-handed, labour-saving,

and inventive North America, to substitute power for manual labour

yet up to the present hour, we believe no such thing as an efficient

steam excavating machine has been perfected.

But man not only needs to plough the surface, and delve through it

for his highways, he needs also to perforate the earth deeply, and to

plunge into it beyond the reach of day—horizontally in the tunnel,

vertically in the shaft or well ; and in piercing these it is, that inventive

power and skill have shown and are at this moment evincing some of

their most marked successes.

T\ e have but little ground for self-congratulation nationally, on our

own part in these improvements. They are almost wholly due to

neighbouring nations on the Continent of Europe.

In their hands, tunnelling through rock by elementary power has
received a complete solution

; and wholly new appliances, and vast

simplifications, in tunnelling through loose incoherent, or wet strata,

have been made latterly in Germany, where all the old cumbrous
apparatus of timber framing and bracing, still in use amongst us, is

giving way to iron skeletons, advancing with the work, and removed as

it is completed and lined, making every step sure, every operation

simple and certain. At present we are concerned mainly with shaft

sinking in its various forms, leaving recent improvements in tunnelling

for a future occasion, and we shall principally refer to shaft or well

sinking through wet or running strata.

Sinking with assurance of success through such beds, is perhaps the

most formidable task known to the pit sinker. There is no one, the

facilitation of which is of higher importance, probably, to the colliery

interest, and individually to all dependent upon the extension of our
workable coal fields. Abroad, it is even of higher importance than
with us in Great Britain ; for our coal formation is comparatively whole
and unshattered, in view of the inclined and dislocated coal beds in

Belgium and elsewhere, in which the supply of water is alike copious
No. 102.—Vol. XVI.
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and uncertain where it may be encountered. In addition to this, British

coal fields generally are not covered over with the great depth of loose
|

water-bearing strata that so prevalently overlie those of the European
Continent. Yet we have quite enough difficulties of this sort ourselves,

especially in the Newcastle and Durham districts, to make us alive to

all possible improvements upon the older methods of shaft sinking.

For example, the winning of Murton Pit cost £400,000, the greater

part of which was spent in passing through a few yards in depth of

wet sand. Haswell Pit was abandoned after £60,000 had been ex-

pended; and about the year 1820, Old Lyons Hetton Pit was abandoned

from a like cause, and after about an equal outlay ; so, also, Wingate
Castle-Eden New Pit, and South Wingate Pit, were sunk by Lord

Howden, but abandoned. Maiusforth, Garmondsway, Thickley, and

Merrington pits are, we believe, other examples in which the estab-

lished methods of the North country proved incapable of coping with

thoroughly wet strata of running material.

The chief characteristic of English pit sinking, as contradistinguished

from the growing practice abroad, is that of endeavouring to maintain

the pit dry by pumping during the whole period of sinking, tubbing

carefully as the descent is effected, stopping back each great water

feeder or seam as it is passed, as far as practicable, and in fact meeting

the difficulties found below, as they occur, and in the best way that the

special conditions of the case suggest :—a dogged, John Bull-like mode,

sometimes crowned with the success that mere perseverance, however

purblind, so often commands, but not unfrequently wholty baulked in

the end ; and when successful under real difficulties, so always at a

vast cost.

In stating this, we intend not the slightest disparagement of the skill

and boldness with which our English pit sinkers and colliery engineers

meet and often master the most formidable natural obstacles to coal

winning. "We wish rather to draw attention to the wide field for

improvement presented by the opposite practice, as pursued in Belgium,

France, and Westphalia, and to some extent also in Styria, sinking

wet pits without pumping

—

shaft boring, in fact : a method which we
will, in limine, admit has its own difficulties and disadvantages too,

is sometimes slow, and yet in the end not sure ; but one by which many
remarkable tasks have been already achieved, although as yet it may
nevertheless be considered as but in its infancy.

The notion of boring a shaft of as much as fifteen or eighteen feet in

diameter, when first stated, sounds staggeringly enough to our accus-

tomed ideas of piercing the earth by jumper and shovel.

It will not be uninteresting, and will clear our minds of a good deal

of prejudice, to trace the history of earth boring from its earty origin,

and through" its gradual expansion, up to the really colossal dimensions

that of late years it has assumed when applied to coal mining.

Those who are acquainted with the celebrated work " De re Metallica,"

of the German physician, George Agricola, who was born at Glauchen, in

Misnia, in 1494, and died at Chemnitz, in 1555, will know how few are

the improvements or alterations of method (apart from the application

of steam to pumping and winding) that have occurred in the mining

art for nearly five centuries, during which the practice established and

in part handed down from still earlier times and peoples, has migrated

from Bohemia, Saxony, and central Europe generally, into every

mineral region of the Western hemisphere.

Amongst all that Agricola so well and so minutely describes, and

figures in his beautifully quaint old woodcuts, no trace is to he found of

the boring rod, or of any mode of well or shaft sinking, but by hand

and at the bottom.

We may conclude, then, with tolerable certainty, that well or shaft

boring, even on the smallest scale, was quite unknown, or at least

unused, in central Europe, prior to the middle of the sixteenth century.

In the Pas de Calais, part of the ancient Artois (whence the term of

Artesian has been given to bored wells), the conditions of its geological

formation seem to have suggested at a very remote period the idea of

boring for water. Water-bearing beds are there found in the upper

chalk, and at an extremely small depth, so that in many places over-

2 y
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flowing wells are obtained at a depth of frorn 10 to 40 or 50 metres

only. The very deepest overflowing well in the district, one between
Bethune and Aire, is only 150 metres deep, the water rising about 9

feet above the surface. The most ancient known bored well in the

district is in the ancient convent of the Cha'rtreux, at the town of

Lilliers, and is said, but on somewhat doubtful authority, to have been

bored in 1126. If this could be established, the art of well boring, in

the Western hemisphere at least, would certainly belong to France.

Well boring has existed, however, in Artois, from an immemorial
period, as a sort of unwritten craft or mystery, amongst a set of men
who call themselves fontaniera or sondeurs, and who have handed
down their knowledge from father to son. Amongst some of the more
remarkable of those families of craftsmen are those of Kerlin and Vassal

of Lilliers, Segard at Bethune, and Garnet and Segard at St Omers. To
the present day, for lining the bores of ordinary country farm wells,

they prefer wooden tubes, alleging that they are less liable to collapse

than metallic ones. All these old wells are but three or four inches in

diameter of tube.

The Chinese are constantly said to have practised well boring from a

very remote antiquity, and this has been so constantly repeated, that it

seems everywhere to be taken for granted. The statement comes
originally, however, from a missionary, Bishop Tabraca, and after him
from the Abbe Imbert, writing as late as 1820. Their statements are

so astounding, so full of wonders, and not wholly free from inconsis-

tency, that we confess we are disposed to attach as little credence to

the greater portion, if not the whole, of the statements, as belongs to a
good many other "missionary facts " that pass current in Christendom.

In the "Annals of the Association for the propagation of the faith,"

and in the " Lctlres Edifantes," will be found a long account of

Chinese wells bored 2000 and even 3000 or more feet deep, with a
Trepan of 300 lbs. weight, some producing water, or water and petro-

leum, and some giving vent to torrents of inflammable gas. We do not

know whether any recent travellers, since China has been more open to

Europeans, havo verified these statements or otherwise.

Whatever be the facts as to the ancient practice of well boring, the

earliest literary record of the method in Europe, must assign the inven-
tion to France, and the claim as inventor to one of her most splendid
sons, Bernard de Palissy.

This wonderful genius, a man of the versatile and all comprehending
type of Leonardo da Vinci, and Cellini, and with much of the mechanical
sagacity of Galileo, was born at Agen, at the beginning of the sixteenth
century. A manufacturer of porcelain, he painted on glass, studied such
chemistry as was then known, and every art that was applicable to his

main pursuit. These did not absorb his energies, however, and he be-
came also a land surveyor and an architect, as well as a painter (in oils

it is presumed). In such engagements he travelled through many of
the great cities of France, collecting observations as to antiquities, the
arts, and even natuial history, only returning to Sainles in 1539, to his

manufactory, to apply his artistic powers to the ceramic art. In 1543
he was intrusted with a very considerable survey of the salt marshes of
Saintonge, and amassed so large a sum by the work, that with it he
commenced that enthusiastic career of research into the methods of
producing fine ornamental china and enamels that have made his name,
in this one aspect, so popularly known. But, alas for the enthusiasm of
genius, that so often breaks from prudence. Palissy spent all he pos-
sessed in profitless experimenting, and fell into poverty.
Many of our readers will remember the picture a few years ago ex-

hibited at the Royal Academy, in which this epoch of his Varied fortunes
was illustrated. Palissy is about, beneath the trustful eyes of his wife,

to cast into the crucible his last available morsel of the noble metal

—

his wife's wedding ring. Sixteen years of misery and trial have passed,
without damping his ardour or repressing his researches, and they are
at last crowned with success. Palissy had perfected the ware that to
the present hour goes by his name. Much, as it seems to us, its ideal
sins against true taste, it was just the thing, through the vigour, reality,

and perfection of the natural forms and of their colours, which orna-
mented his porcelain, that must catch the liking of an age and court
passing from semibarbarism to unlettered luxury. So Henry II , the
Constable Montmorency, and all the gi'and seigneurs, ran wild after
Palissy plates and dishes, and the potter once more became a well to do
man. But his tranquillity and prosperity were not to last long; in

1562, the Parliament of Bordeaux promulgated its edict against the
Protestants. Paliss}' was one. The Duke de Monpensier gave him his
safe conduct, atrd even got his manufactory declared as a place free of
arrest, but the Popish party would not be balked of so noble a
quarry.

By an order from the Judges of Saintes, his workshops and all within
them were destroyed, and to save Palissy's life, the King was obliged
himself to claim him as his prisoner and bring him to Paris. He was
brought to the Tuileries, and while domiciled there, secure for a time
from his religious persecutors, he formed the first cabinet of natural
history that France probably ever possessed, and in 1575 seems to have
been installed as a sort of court Professor, and gave courses of lectures

on physics and on natural history up to 1584. In that year at the in-

stigation of bigotry, he was arrested and imprisoned in the Bastile.

There Henry III. went to visit him, told him how he commiserated
his position and longed to save him, but, poor King, he could only do so,

by conjuring Palissy to renounce the reformed religion. The potter's

answer showed that he had nothing of the plasticity of his own material,

or of its baseness in him

—

"Sire, ccux qui vous contraigncnt, nc
pourroutjamais ricn sur mois, parce je sais mourir." Dreading to

free him, the Duke de Mayenne was directed to delay indefinitely bring-
ing him to trial, and he lingered on for nearly five years, until, at the

age of 90 years, in 1589, he ended his chequered but honourable life.

He left few written works after him, those published are extremely
rare. Amongst these is one printed at Paris in 1580. " Discours admir-
able sur la nature, des eaux et fontaines, tanl naturelles qu 'arbificielles

avec plusicurs autre excellents secrets des choscs naturelles plus un
traite de la marne." It is written in the quaint form of a dialogue be-

tween Theory and Practice, and in this he very distinctly describes the
construction and use of a boring tool, capabable of being employed
either in searching for marl, or for water; and he appears to have him-
self used (probably in his great salt marsh survey) the tools that he
describes.

The strong interest that attaches to Palissy will be sufficient

warrant to our readers for this little biographical digression ; in refer-

ring to the part that belongs to him as an early forerunner of well

boring.

At a later, but not much later, period, well boring was practised in

that great seat of all that appertains to the scientific management of

water, namely, the plains of the River Po in Northern Italy. Bernardini
Rarnazzini, in a work in Latin, " De fontium . . . &c., . . .

trackitus-physico-hydrostalicus" published at llodena in 1691, describes

the formations beneath that duchy, the nature of overflowing springs,

and the methods of boring these by means of the machine which he

calls "ingens terebratorputeorum."
Little was known of Rarnazzini or of his now scarce book, however,

until Dominique Cassini, who had been brought to France from Italy

by Louis XIV., communicated to the Academy of Sciences an account

of these bored wells of Modena and Bologna, in which he also states

that in Lower Austria, upon the slopes of the. Styrian mountains, simi-

lar wells were in use.

Belidor, in La Science des Ingcncurs, liv. iv. cap. 12, gives a very
clear account of bored wells and of the apparatus for their production

—

this was in 1729.

In Germany we find little, if any notice of the subject at this period,

except in the work of Dehus on mining, who only quotes from a like

work by Geis, published at Venice, where, no doubt, he became ac-

quainted with what had been done in Italy.

One other noticeable work occurs at this date, that of a M. le Turc, a

French refugee, who in 1781 published at London "A description of the

mechanical methods in use in Flanders for the production of'overflow-
ing and perpetualfountains. "

Le Turc seems to have been little more than a poor adventurer, in

England at least, and styled himself " Professor of Languages and of the

Military Sciences," and his book is full of ignorance in many respects,

but it is highly presumable that he really was the father of well boring
in England, for notwithstanding that the earth auger as a method of

boring foundations or searching for minerals was known before

Sir C. Wren's time, and is even mentioned in old German books as the
" tarriere Englandische," the very earliest bored wells in England seem
to date soon after the appearance of Le Turc's book.

Amongst these early English wells were that of Mr Munday, at

Chelsea, executed in 1793. and that of Mr Benjamin Vulliamy, of Nor-
land House, finished in Nov. 1794, of which he gave an account printed

in the Philosophical Transactions, and also in the Repertory of Arts, 1st

series, Vol. X., for 1799. Thus matters stood up to the end of the last

century. Wells had been bored already of small diameter in the North of

France, the North of Italy, in Southern Austria, in Flanders and
Brabant, perhaps in China, and in England, but the method made little

progress, and its vast capabilities remained unseen or unnoticed.

In 1818, France, beginning to recover from her convulsion of blood,

and turning once more her thoughts to industry, the " Sociele d'encour-

agement," held a " concours" at Paris, and offered handsome rewards
for the best treatises on well boring, and on the principles that should

regulate the choice of localities where, quo ad geological formation, bored

spouting wells might prove successful works. In 1821, the first prize

for the former was awarded to M. Gamier, Ingeneur en chef, du corps

Royal des mines, whose work, Sur les puits Artcsicns, was soon published

in full. Medals were also offered for the most meritorious execution of

works of boring, and were awarded to Beurrierof Abbeyville, to Hallette

of Arras, to M. Coquerel, Ingeneur des mines, to Joly of St Quentin, and
last, but not least, to M. Mulot of Epinay, whose name has since be-

comes famous in connection with great works of this class.

MM. Polonceau, Gargan, and Parot, all well-known names in France,

as well as MM. Poitevin and Dupuis, appear at this early period also to
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have executed considerable borings for water in different parts of that
country.

In 1S2S, the Royal Agricultural Society of France also took up the
subject and stimulated its improvement by the offers of reward. Large
private manufacturers, such as MM. Flachat, near Paris, and various
public establishments, were supplied with bored wells. Their execution
gradually but rapidly became a special branch of French engineering,
and able systematic works on the subject appeared from such men as
Hericart de Thury, D'Oeynhausen, Degoussie, and others, in which the
tools and methods are amply described, and the vast extensions to
which the method itself leads are pointed out.
Many bored wells of great depth were executed with success in

different parts of France, and at length the full import of what might be
hereafter achieved was placed before the world in the strongest light by
the successful accomplishment, after many disasters, of the well of
Grenelle, and afterwards of that of Passy. At the commencement,
and for the first quarter of this century, however, well boring, like many
another art, had to await for its development, the vast improvements
that the last 25 years have produced in the metallurgic arts. The small
diameter, and rough and feeble construction of the earlier tubes and
tools gave way to the superb apparatus that excited the admiration of
every instructed mechanic, when seen in the French department of the
Exhibition of 1862. There we saw wrought-iron welded cylinders (we
can scarcely longer call them tubes,) with male and female screwed
junctions, perfectly fair and smooth on both sides, and of nearly twofeet
in diameter, with all the train of boriDg tools complete for perforations
of this great size. Large as are these diameters, still larger are already
contemplated, or even projected by French Ingineurs de Forage, and,
in fact, there appears to be no reason why shafts, whether for wells or
mining or other purposes, may not now be bored with a perfect certainty
of success up to 8 or 9 feet diameter.
We know of no matter more worthy the attention of the colliery

interest at the present moment. Before very long it is highly probable
that no colliery, either here or on the Continent, will be permitted by
law to be wrought from a single shaft, a second sufficient far ingress and
egress at least, will be demanded. But in many of our collieries, as well
as in foreign ones, the compulsory sinking of a second shaft of the
ordinary large diameter, and by the ordinary method, must be equivalent
to closing the colliery. The expense will prohibit it, if further profit is

to remain. In this conjunction shaft boring, if confined to moderate
diameter, may be found a precious resource.

since 1830, or thereabouts, well boring amongst ourselves in
England has made a very marked progress.
We have now several competent well borers amongst us, and the

apparatus of Mr Mather, which we figured in our plate of last month,
equals in skilful and facile adaptations for rapid and safe working any-
thing that has come under our notice. The following are some of the
works that have been executed with his machines

—

IX THE CHALK FORMATION.

Bore-hole for Messrs Hall and Boyd, sugar refiners, London, 600ft.

deep, Join. bore.

Bore-holes for Messrs J. and J. Colman, Norwich ; two holes, each
about 1200ft. deep, 18in. and loin. bore.

Bore-holes for the Hull Waterworks ; two holes, each about 400ft.

deep, 18in. bore.

IX THE RED SANDSTONE.

Bore-hole for Messrs Kershaw, Leese, and Co., Manchester, 352ft.

deep, 16in. bore.

Bore-hole for Mr Thomas Bury, Manchester, 462ft. deep, 16in. bore.
Bore-hole for Messrs J. and J. M. Worrall, Manchester, 400ft. deep,

18in. bore.

Bore-hole for Messrs Bayley and Craven, Manchester, 400ft. deep,
18tn. bore.

Bore-holes for the Seedley Printing Company, Manchester; three
holes, each 400ft. deep, 18in. bore.

Bore-hole for the Wirral Waterworks Company, Birkenhead, 364ft.

deep, 21in. and loin, bore.

Bore-hole for the Chester Street Sugar Works, Manchester, 466ft.

deep, 24in. and loin. bore.

Bore-hole for Messrs Bolckow and Vaughan, Middlesborough-on Tees,
1200ft. deep, 18in. bore (still boring).

Bore-hole for the London and North-AVestern Railway Company,
Whitmore, 150ft. deep, 18in. bore.

IN THE COAL FORMATION.

Bore-holes for Messrs Butterworth and Brookes, Sunnyside, near
Rawtenstall, 400ft. deep, 18in. and 14in. bore.

Bore-hole for Mr J. M. Kirk, Halifax, 350ft. deep, 15in. bore.

Bore-hole for Messrs Gates, Ingham, and Sons, Bradford, 350ft. deep,
wide.

Some of the3e holes are yielding large supplies of water ; that of

Messrs Bayley and Craven, in the red sandstone, has been proved to

yield 5,000,000 gallons per 24 hjurs with pumping, and the Hull Water-
works, in the chalk formation, has upwards of ^,000,000 gallons running
from the surface daily, without pumping.
Many patents have been taken in England for special boring tools, or

improvements on previously known ones. Amongst these is that of
Card of Calstock, in 1848, for peculiar boring tools in which the frag-

|

ments broken off, at bottom in hard strata, force themselves into the
hollow of the cylindrical lower tool, and are raised therein ; an end, we
think, better carried out by the methods of Mather and Piatt.

In 1844 Mr Beart took out a patent for a boring tool, with a hollow
tubular shank or rod, through which a stream of water was continually
forced, with the intention of thus filling constantly the bore-hole

with water, and washing up through it, the debris of boring. The idea
was sound, hut ill carried out. It was more perfectly developed in the
apparatus produced by M. Fauvil, of Perpignan, in 1845-46, and we
believe patented in this country, in which he expands the diameter of

the tubular shank until its area of cross section is nearly equal to half
that of the shaft or bore-hole-

We have understood that this apparatus has been found to perform
well; it involves, however, rigid rods throughout, and must, unless in
very special formations of rock admitting of much uninterrupted boring,

be much more tedious than the apparatus suspended from the flexible

wire or flat rope.

We have thus brought one branch of boring engineering to conclu-'

sion. It was this that was the forerunner of the greater expansions that
shaft boring has taken in Belgium and Germany, where the methods so

successful in boring wells have been with success applied to sinking
shafts, through the wettest strata upon the great scale that belongs to

colliery working. We shall refer to these in our next notice.

—

Ed.

ON RINGED STRUCTURE IN ORDNANCE.

The mathematical investigation of the subject of ringed structure with
initial tension in ordnance, is one that, up to the present hour, has
received hut scanty attention in Great Britain. With the exception of

Dr Hart, F. Trim Coll., Dublin, who is the true and first discoverer of

the exact laws of this construction, and whose brief investigation was
published, by the author's permission, as a note to Mr Mallet's work on
the " Physical Conditions involved in the Construction of Artillery," in

1855-56, no British mathematician has applied himself to this somewhat
difficult subject.

Captain filakely, at a date subsequent to the above, privately circu-

lated a pamphlet containing an incomplete, though mathematical, state-

ment of the subject ; and his attempt to assert priority either as
discoverer of the method of ringed structure, or of the mathematical
laws which govern that method, will be found finally disposed of in

vol. vii., p. 11, of "Proceedings of the Royal Irish Academy."
In 1858, Professor Rankine, in his "Applied Mechanics," gave a

brief investigation of the three cases—a thin cylinder, a thick cylinder,

and one of concentric lamina—deriving his equations chiefly from those
of M. Lame, who, in his Lecors sur la Theorio Mathematique
del'Elasticity des Corps Solides, had laid the groundwork for all similar

determinations. In the pages of one or two mechanical journals, and
in the Proceedings of the Institution of Civil Engineers, Mr Long-
ridge, C.E., and one or two others, have published a few detached
applications of the preceding—beyond these there is little or nothirjg in

English on the subject.

That is in fact to say, that in England, where millions have been
spent in making ringed ordnance, next to nothing has been published
as to the fundamental principles upon which its construction and
proportioning depends—a fact quite in accord with the statement made
by Sir W. Armstrong, some four years ago, at the Institution of Civil

Engineers—"That although he employed ringed structure for his guns,
he did not attach any importance to the respective tension of the
rings;" and equally so with the fact, that to the present moment,
though having at last borrowed for his own guns the ringed structure,

Mr Whitworth does not appear to have the slightest conception of its

mathematical principles. On the part of some of the great forge

masters, who mistakenly, as we conceive, suppose their interests most
bound up with solid forged guns (like the Mersey Company's great

gun), it is perhaps too much to expect a desire to become exaotly

acquainted with the assumed opposing ringed structure. More precise

knowledge would show even these, however, that ringed structure must
sooner or later supersede all others, for all large natures of ordnance,
and that, too, whether the material be cast-iron, wrought-iron, or any
form of steel.

Herr Krupp himself has already practically conceded this as respects

the latter, who of all other men had a right the longest to have resisted

it.

Clearer knowledge on the subject amongst those in England con-
concerned with artillery would have prevented many audacious charla-
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taneries, for which England has had, and will have, to pay dearly, and
would have nipped in the bud, claims such as those set up for Professor

Treadwell, of United States, by persons in this country, simply as modes
of damaging their own opponents. His plan of forging wrought iron

cannon (prior to his appropriating what he had learned from England)
having nothing whatever in common with ringed structure with initial

tension.

But the truth is, the laws of this structure do not refer to ordnance
alone ; they enter, and ought long ago to have entered, every domain of

civil and mechanical engineering in which thick cylindrical tubes or

vessels are employed for any use whatever, involving internal or external

pressure.

For these various reasons we have considered it worth while
to translate specially for the Practical Mechanic's Journal, a work on the

subject, which up to this time has attracted no notice, indeed
appears almost unknown in England, having never passed out of its

original tongue, so little read amongst us.

This work, entitled "Die Elastizitatsverhaltnisse der Rbhren, welche
einem hydrostatischen Drucke ausgesetz find, inbesondere die

Bestimmung der Wandicke derselben," &c, von Dr Hermann Scheffler.

Baurath. was published at Wiesbaden in 1S59-60, in 8vo, and consists

of less than 100 pages. It by no means exhausts the subject, nor is it

free from defects ; it is, however, well deserving of being better known
to English readers.

We purpose giving its translation, with probably occasional notes or

commentary by ourselves, in this and in successive parts of this

Journal.—Ed.

Cap. t. Open Tubes.

In an article printed in the Civil Engineer and Architect's Journal.
of February, 1859, respecting the strength of the material of tubes
which have to bear great internal pressure, such as the tubes of
hydraulic presses, guns, etc., the well-known fact is referred to, that
increasing the thickness of the material of an hydraulic press cannot
increase the strength of the tube beyond a certain limit ; and attention
too is called to the hydraulic presses employed in the Britannia Bridge,
which, to the great astonishment of everybody, burst at the first trial,

having an internal diameter of 10 inches, and a thickness of 7 J inches,

being subjected only to a pressure of 5 tons per square inch (or nearly
800 atmospheres).

It is likewise remarked that the reason for this weakness, from which
guns also suffer, was, until lately, but little known, although Professor
Barlow had investigated this subject many years ago.
The latter assertion, that technology has taken until now but little

pains in determining the thickness of tubes is certainly true, and the
facts above-mentioned show plainly how important it is to pay more
attention to this subject in the practice of the engineer.

It is, bssides, not enough simply to refer to articles in technical
journals, for the correction of formulas set down in the usual
compendiums for the use of mechanics. The Barlow formula, as
explained by himself, is likewise wrong; and the same may be said of

one recently published, in reference especially to calculations of the
strength of boiler plates. It may therefore be useful to point out the
inaccuracies of the last-mentioned formula?, and to explain the me-
chanical principles upon which correct formulas may be based :

—

To this end, let

r„, rj respectively.be the internal and external radius of the tube.

&= »"i — r„ " the thickness of the material.

Jh.pt " the pressure applied to the tube internally and
externally per square unit,

fy, », " the tension of the annular fibre of the material of

the tubes on the inner and outer circumference.

f'- p.
" the increase which the" inner and outer radius

acquires in consequence of the extension of the
tube.

*'i Pi s
i t

" the radius, the pressure, the tension, and the
increase of the radius for each of the concentric
rings of the thickness of the tube.

E, the limit of elasticity for the material of the tube per square unit.

f, the absolute resistance of the material,

n, the safet}- co-efficient (or factor of safety).

We only consider here the case where the bursting occurs in a
longitudinal section of the tube, where therefore the length is immaterial,
as it is easily shown that this bursting happens more readily than the
bursting of the tube in any transversal section, even should it be closed
at the ends.

Let us, therefore, consider a piece of tube between two normal
transversal sections of which the length is equal to a longitudinal unit,

and let us determine the forces which tend to produce an extension of
the material, and eventually a bursting of the sides of the tube in a
plane determined by the axis, and the elastic resistances, which oppose
themselves to this extension.

The latter (elastic resistances), are normal to the plane of the
fracture ; the tensile strains being in equilibrium with them, are

therefore the components situated in that plane acting against the

internal and external circumference of the tubes. It is soon found that

the total of all these components for the internal pressure = 2rif,;
that is to say, equal to the normal pressure against the transverse

section of the internal space of the tube. Likewise, the total of those

components for the external pressure = 2 r, pi ; therefore, the total

pressure of the extending forces = 2 (r„p — r, p,).

Now, as concerns the opposing force of elasticity, it was formerly

granted without hesitation that the tensions were in every respect

equal in the thickness of the tube, with this supposition, any
farther consideration of the extension arising in the tube is quite

superfluous ; for we have directly for the opposing forces of elasticity in

the mean section of the tube on both sides, the value 2 (n — r ) s„

;

and as these forces must be equal to those of tension, we have

(
ri — r ) s =: r p>o— npi.
From this it follows that the tension in every point of the tube must be

n Pli
. npi _ n (p<, — pi

)

bri — r„

and for the thickness of the substance of the tubc-

Pi

n jpo— pi)

*0 + Pl

(i-)

(2-)

For practice, where the tension s is, on account of safety, to have
only the nth part of the absolute resistance of the material in a direction

normal to a diameter, we haveso = —/, and, therefore

—

n(po-pi)
b= i (3-:

This is the ancient formula for the thickness—a formula we find still

in most compendiums ; and it is true, if the external pressure should be

Pi = o. This formula may thus only be used when the thickness, 6, is

very small, as only in that case the supposition of an equal distribution

of the tension throughout the thickness of the substance may be

accepted. For thick tubes, for example those for hydraulic presses,

wooden water-pipes under considerable pressure, guns, etc., it is quite

useless.

It is therefore necessary to consider, in general, the variation of form
of a tube consisting of an elastic material, and the variation of tension,

s, from point to point of the thickness, arising therefrom.

When « is known as a function of r, and therefore the tension is

known which takes place in that concentric layer of infinitely small
thickness which originally had the radius, r, and the infinitely small
thickness, d r, then s d r is clearly the elastic resistance belonging to

that layer. AVe particularly remark, that this assertion holds good even
after the original thickness, d r, of that layer has undergone a change,
in consequence of an extension of the tube, which, in fact, takes place

as every layer of substance is pressed. For, if a piece of the trans-

verse section, F, is able to support the traction force, S, it will keep
this property, even if it were compressed or extended in its length by
external powers, so that its transverse section should take the quantity,

F 1
. Should its tension in the longitudinal in the free state be per

square unit =: s, then S = Fs, so when the former cross section, F, will

change into F1
, and the tension per superficial unit, s into s

1
, we have

S = Fs = F 1 s\ But, in all cases, it will be proper not to measure the

tension of the piece in the last state by the quantity, «
l
, which has

reference to the changed transversal section, F 1
, but always by the

quantity, s, which has reference to the original transverse section, F
;

that is to say, to the natural state of the piece.

If, therefore, s d r is the elastic power of a layer of the original thick-

ness, d r, we have for the powers of elasticity of all layers on both sides

2 I sdr, and as the extending power, 2 (VoPo — *iPi ) must be equal to

I s d r = :

these

r p — n pi (4.)

r<,

we have now to express the tension, s, as a function of the radius, r.

If the layer of the radius, r, assumes in consequence of any extension,

a radius, r 4-
/>, then the circumference is lengthened by tha part —

of its original length. The elastic resistance proportional thereto, or

the tension, s, is therefore

—
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hence we mi\y write, instead of equation (4)

—

or, for practical use, where s<, = /, we have

—

»— P.

E
''J—

dr = r pi,— rx p,. (6.)

and we have now to obtain the quantity p by r.

For this purpose, we may suppose approximately that the thickness
of the substance of the tube, and of every elementary layer, does not
suffer any change but from the extension of the tube ; that is to say, the
internal pressures which arise in the direction of the radius produce
only such slight compressions that they may be neglected. I say we
may approximately make this supposition, because it is made for the
sake of practical simplification in the theory of flexure, tension, and
indeed in almost all investigations on elasticity, where, besides the
principal tensions, there arise secondary ones in other directions. The
result is generally but little affected thereby.
The objection which Barlow makes to the hypothesis of immutability

of the thickness, that an increase in the mass of the material contained
in the substance would follow, which would be impossible, is quite

unfounded. For out of that hypothesis follows by no means any
increase of mass, but only an increase of volume. Increase of volume
by extension is not only no absurdity, but a physical necessity ; the

only question is, in what degree does such an increase of volume take
place, and then that hypothesis comes forth on granting that the
increase of volume corresponds exactly to the increase of the length of

the concentric layer, so that the thickness of the tube remains unaltered.

This supposition is as simple and as rational as the granting that a

bar drawn in its longitudinal direction does not change its transverse

section by the extension. This will, up to a certain limit of the thick-

ness, answer to the reality with sufficient accuracy. But, upon increasing

the thickness of the material, it must necessarily happen at last that the

compression of the materials in the direction of the radius should make
a perceptible impression on the internal radius ; that is to say, on the ex-

tension of the internal layer of all, or produce there the severest tension.

For although that compression is slight, it will, as the mass increases,

reduce this thickness the more, just as a power which compresses a bar
10 feet in length by the small amount of l-100th foot would compress a
bar of 1000 feet in length by the considerable amount of 1 foot.

Before we proceed to the consideration of the force of compression
really existing here, we will settle the above hypothesis of the
unchangeableness of thickness of cross section. According to this, the

increase, p, of the radius, r, would be a constant quantity, and we would
have, according to equation (5)—

_ *Vf2

and, according to aquation (6)

—

/dr = r„ p„ — r t p i

from which we obtain

—

r s log. -p-= t„ p — r, pi

consequently, for the tension in the internal circumference of the tube

i<,--
npo— npt _ rojpo—pi) — b pi

rJog.Jl ro iog. (_!. + ]

)
(7.)

When the external pressure, pL = o, or if, at least, the product, b p, is so

small that it disappears before r„ (p„— pi ), then we may abbreviate

and write

—

ft

s thickness

—

whence there follows for the thickness

—

Po— Vi

(8.)

*=*(-?* + *
)^ E — l'

(9)

On this hypothesis, 6- =r — E = — E = -^
; and according to that

the tensiou of the tube's thickness varies from point to point in the

inverse ratio of the radius.

The preceding equation (9) for the thickness, J, is on the same basis

with (reserving the omission of the section, p, in the denominator of the

exponent) that for the statutory determination of the thickness of the

plates of boilers in different European States, and was first enunciated
by Brix. As in this case, it only treats of small thicknesses, the
equation does not give any unpractical result for that purpose; but as

the precise formula proves itself simpler and more convenient for

practice, there is no reason whatever why we should make any longer

use, even in this exceptional case, of the above formula. Besides, for

the case of small thicknesses, the oldest and most simple formula (3)
would be just as useful as the later formula (9).

If we wish now to determine the tension in the tubular thickness

with the utmost accuracy, we must no longer view the change of form
of the tube by any hypothesis, but try to find the actual change of form
belonging mechanically to the tension, s, in the direction of the circum-
ference of each one of the concentric layers, and the pressure, p, in the

direction of the radius of such a layer.

REGULATOR FOR THE ELECTRIC LIGHT OF M. SERRES.

TnE Commission of the Academy, consisting of Becquerel, Despretz,

Combes, and Pouillet, have reported upon this arrangement of M. Serres

in very favourable terms. The conditions required to be fulfilled in

any regulator, the Commission say are the following :

—

1. The centre of the luminous focus must always remain at the same
height ; and as the positive carbon pole, which is uppermost,

wastes faster than the negative one below, each must move, in

ascent and descent respectively, their ranges proportionate to

their waste.

2. It must not be possible for the carbon poles to come into contact,

and by thus completing the circuit extinguish the light.

3. The self-adjustment must be made at any required moment, and
before the current has experienced a given amount of loss of

intensity.

This last condition, and most important one, they say M. Serres'

arrangement fulfils with a completeness and precision that leaves

nothing to be desired.

The details of construction cannot be given without the aid of figures

and elaborate description. In general, the armature of his electro-

magnet may be viewed as the pan of a balance, charged with a fixed

weight, and with a limited range of excursion up or down, adjustable

by screws, and which, in place of having a counterpoise at one side, is

sustained in equilibrio by two springs, of which one is almost in equili-

brium with the charge, while the other is adjustable to a variable

tension, so that the balance shall descend on this side at any determined

amount of surcharge. The Commission states that it has proved this

apparatus to work perfectly well and steadily under the powerful

currents produced magneto-electrically by the energy of a steam engine

of three or four horse power.

A full description of the arrangement will be published in the Beceuil

des Savants Etrangeres, and is probably already in print. It is but just

to add, that a reclamation in favour of a M. Spakoffsky, a Russian

physicist, has since been formally made, as having invented, in prin-

ciple at least, M. Serres' regulator as far back as 1855, and employed it

in 1856 for the illumination of the domes of the Kremlin, at the corona-

tion of the present Emperor.

WATER GUAGES FOR STEAM BOILERS.

The importance of a correct and safe means of indicating the actual water

level in steam boilers, is too well appreciated by engineers of the present

day to need any further urging as to its value. It is proposed, in the

pres.ent paper, to set forth the most serious and alarming defects of the

existing systems of indicating the true water level in these "magazins

de violence." The defects of the old float system are so well known that

any comment upon them would amount to superfluity, and yet, if we
choose to use our powers of observation, we can ever}- day discover

several of these dangerous instruments in constant, and as unfortu-

J
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nately too often happens, " quasV-reViahh use by their ignorant pro-

prietors. The number of explosions which have occurred, and are likely

yet to occur, from the reckless persistency in the use of these repreken-

sive boiler appendages, are more than enough to justify the utmost
censure that can be raised against them.

It is, however, to the more modern forms of water guage that we wish
to have attention more particularly directed, and it is presumed that

its general form and principles of construction, namely, (the glass tube

mounted with cocks at both ends in direct communication with the

water and steam spaces of a boiler,) are thoroughly understood. The
writer has had ample opportunity of testing the results obtained, and
the consequences which follow from the employment of the glass tube

water guage, having himself taken off several of them at various times

from different boilers (chiefly locomotive) on an important line of rail-

way in the South of England, noting at the time the amount of corrosion

or deposit that had formed on the interior of the channels connecting the

glass tube to the boiler. These passages or channels have, on several

occasions, been found nearly closed or choked by corrosive or deposited

matter.

Having measured the diameters of the connecting channels of a large

number of guages when perfectly free from corrosion, they have only in

one or two instances, being found to exceed '375 inch diameter, fre-

quently they are not more than "25 inch diameter, the more usual size

being a mean between the two, or about '3125 inch diameter, and it is

believed that there is a very urgent affinity existing between the

material of which the guage mountings are made (which is always brass

or gun metal), and the deposit produced from the water. The reasons
for believing this to be the case, are inferred from the fact that the

amount of deposit found in these channels is greater than that generally
found in any other part of the boiler. It may perhaps be suggested
that the locality and position of the channels of water-guages would
favour the excess of deposit in a superior degree to any affinity that

may exist, but in the writer's opinion, if position influenced the extent
at all, it would cause a thick layer on the lower side, and little or per-

haps none at all on the upper side of the channel, whereas in every
case the amount has been found equal on all sides.

Two guages were taken off locomotive boilers in which the deposit
had taken place to such an extent as to leave a passage for the water of

little more than '0625 inch diameter, and one in which the lower channel
was entirely closed, the result of which was, as might naturally be ex-
pected, a burnt boiler.

But it may be contended, and no doubt will, as against these statements,
that such a state of things cannot really exist; for how, it may be said, can
such an amount of corrosion occur, provided, as most guages are, with
screw plugs which can be withdrawn, and an instrument inserted for the
removal of all corrosive matter from the interior of these channels? The
answer is, that the substance which adheres to the sides of these chan-
nels is so excessively obdurate, that any instrument which can be
inserted through the plug holes fails in the attempt to remove it.

The writer remembers having tried to remove the corrosive substance
from the interior of several guages by the use of a hammer and chisel,

when the substance proved to be so hard and incapable of being opera-

ted upon, that the chisel was instantly blunted, and but a trifling por-

tion of the corrosive matter unseated ; and besides all this, if even the
substance could be removed by the use of an instrument such as could
be inserted through the small plug holes, it is asked, how often would
an engineman take such precaution? It is perfectly true that some of

our locomotive superintendents are very fond of putting fines on their

men for non-fulfilment of duty
; but how often do they trouble them-

selves to inquire into what are considered generally minor details, such
as have been above enumerated ; in the present instance, there is much
difficulty in ascertaining the actual state of things, as this can only be
done when the boiler is cold. On some of our lines of railway it has
frequently happened that a guage glass has either burst or in some other
way become broker, at the time an engine was proceeding with its train;

the engineman at onoe attempts to prevent the steam and water from
gushing out, by endeavouring to shut off the communication with the

boiler ; still, it frequently is only an attempt, for he finds that the cocks
have become so firmly fixed from want of use and occasional turning,

that he cannot stop the exit of steam and water from the fractured ori-

fice. He has but one remedy, and this must be resorted to instantaneously
or dire consequences would inevitably follow

;
he stops the engine, drops

the fire as speedily as possible, to prevent at least the burning if not the

explosion of the boiler. Many readers of the Practical Mechanic's
Journal, are doubtless aware of the utter misery of being detained on a
long journey by some such catastrophe.

Still another proof of the insufficiency and inaccuracy of the tubular
water guage may be adduced, which also arises from an excess of corrosive
deposit in the channels, viz., on ascending an incline the guage will
probably indicate full or nearly so, and on ariving at the summit, and
then either taking a level or descent the water should instantly fall in
the guage in a proportion corresponding to the new position of the
boiler ; such, however, is not always the case, the channels or passages

having become so nearly closed, the water cannot find a level in the
guage to correspond with that in the interior of the boiler for some
little time. A more extended list of defects could be adduced, to bear out
the justice of the foregoing oensorious remarks, but it is considered
that enough has been said to discover (though only to a small extent) the
utter impropriety of looking for accurate indications by these boiler

appendages which are known to be so fallacious.

After saying so much that is unfavourable to the most common forms
of the instrument in question, it will no doubt be expected that some
suggestions will be thrown out for its improvement, and it is asked,

why, what is the reason that a guage or indicator constructed on prin-

ciples similar to that brought out in the year 1848 by Mr Robinson, and
described in the first volume of the Practical Mechanic's Journal, page
43, has not been adopted ? It is believed that absurd prejudice is the only
barrier.

By this instrument we always have the means at hand of ascertaining
the true water level without the slightest possibility of error, consisting,

as it simply does, of a piece or strip of plate glass fitted with a proper
casing and joint to the side or front of a boiler, and forming itself a portion
of the boiler's side, a narrow slot being cut in the plate to give the water
direct access to it. The weakness that would be produced in the plate

by the cutting out of the slot may easily be counteracted by riveting a
joint ring on to it in a manner similar to that which is used for strengih-

ening boilers at the man hole joint.

Mr Fairbairn, some years since, demonstrated by a series of most
elaborate experiments, the severe strains that gla«s was capable of

enduring, which will be found fully detailed in the second series of that

gentleman's " Useful Information for Engineers," and on perusal will

convince any attentive reader that there is no difficulty in obtaining a
strip of glass equivalent in tensile strength to any part of the boiler

itself; this, therefore, cannot be raised as a practical objection to its

introduction. It may also be contended that the difference due to the

expansion between the glass and iron would prevent a tight joint from
being effected, theoretically this objection may be raised, but it is not of

practical importance, if so, how oould "flat glass guages" be in use.

It certainly is thought that no solid objection can be raised against the

introduction of such a guage as that last mentioned, at all events, it is

high time some remedy should be adopted to improve the existing forms
and construction of the instrument, and so prevent many persons from
further groping in the dark as they have hitherto done, and are still

doing. There is ample proof to justify the statement, "that the exist-

ing means of indicating the true water level in steam boilers cannot be

depended upon."

COAL OIL FOR STEAM MARINE FUEL.
More than a year since, we pointed out in this journal the immense
advantages that must accrue to steam navigation, especially in the case
of ships of war, by the substitution of liquid fuel (coal oil) for the usual
solid coal. This, which as usual has excited little attention in England,
is an object that has not escaped the keen vision of Americans.

In the city article of the Times of 19th January, 1864, we read as

follows ;

—

"According to the last advices from New York, the report of the

Commission appointed by the Navy Department, consisting of three

chief engineers, who have made careful experiments for five months,
showing the practicability of using petroleum or hyber-carbon oils for

the purpose of generating steam, has been issued, and proves satisfac-

tory. It is alleged that its use will produce a great saving, not only for

merchant steamers, but that a naval steamer can keep the sea under
steam three times as long, with less labour and greater economy, as

compared with an equal weight of coal."

The war steam fleet that can keep the sea three times as long in

regard to fuel ; shall stow all its fuel under the keelsons, out of reach

of shot or shell ; shall evolve no smoke, nothing but a wreath of watery
vapour; and shall need no funnels, either to be seen or to be shot away
—will, cateris paribus, be an overmatch for the existing coal bunkers.

-Ep.

RUSSIAN PRIZE OFFERED FOR AN ALCOHOLOMETER.

The following advertisement may interest our readers engaged in

physical and chemical research.

The instrument required is obviously not a mere areometer, but one
that on inspection will give the proportion of absolute alcohol contained

in a mixed liquid.—It involves conditions very difficult to be met :

—

ONE THOUSAND DUCATS.—Notification.— Alcoholometer for the

Russian Empire.—The Imperial Ministry of Finance at St Peters-

burgh has offered a PRIZE of 1,000 ducats, open for competition to

the public in Russia and abroad, for the construction of an official

ALCOHOLOMETER for the Russian empire,

The instruments intended to take part in the competition must be
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addressed to the Imperial Russian Department of Indirect Taxes ;
and

the last term for sending in the instruments at St Petersburgh is fixed

fur the Slst March, o.s., 12th April, n.s., 1S64, inclusively.

The laws of the prize, as well as the programme of the conditions

which the alcoholometers have to testify, may be seen, between 11 and

3, at the Russian Consulate-General, No. 32 Great 'Winchester Street,

E.C., where copies may be had on application.

ON THE INFLUENCE OF MANGANESE IN IRON CASTINGS.

M. Caeox, the well-kuown French philosopher, has shown by experi-

mental analyses, that manganese serves to expel the sulphur, and as

well the silica from iron castings. He states that meltings charged
with manganese are the more valuable as they become richer in

manganese. It has, therefore, become important to discover means of

extracting the mineral which produces a casting highly charged with

this refining metal. There are two causes which influence to a

remarkable extent the richness of castings in manganese ; first, the

solvent used in the reduction of the metal; second, the temperature

at which the reduction is effected. M. Caron has proved the cause

of these two effects, which he thinks well to explain. The mineral

which is operated upon is a carbonate of iron and manganese, having
the following composition :

—

Carbonate of iron,

Id. manganese
Id.

Id.

Quartz,

magnesia,
lime,

(Centesimally

7100
1330
11-20

2U
4-30

100-00

A quantity of this mineral have been finely pulverized, and carefully

mixed in a manner to produce a perfectly homogeneous compound ; the

results in each case will be given. The author has used the same
quantity of the mineral, and the same quantity of charcoal in each case

;

lastly, the crucibles were each coated with a mixture of graphite or crust

from gas retoits and coal-tar.

The following table indicates the species and the quantity of solvents

used for 100 of mineral, and the colour of the castings obtained, as well

as the proportions of silica and manganese retained in them.
In the experiments Nos. 1 to 3 inclusive, the temperature employed

for the reduction was at all times sensibly the same. The temperature
of the 6th, however, was as low as possible, (although sufficient to in-

sure a complete melting). Again, in experiment 7, on the contrary, it

is estimated that the heat was sufficiently intense to melt some hundreds
of pounds of mild steel.

No. Solvents.
Colour of Manganese Silica

castings. per cent. per cent.

1 Carbonate of lime 10 white 7-93 0-05

2 Id. 5 white 6 32 0-08

3 Fluorie of calcium 5 variegated 470 30

4 Silicious earth 5 grey 381 55

o Id. 10 very grey 2-25 0-76

6 Id. 5 grey 3-90 050 at low temp.

7 Id. 5 grey 2-10 75 at high temp.

Experiments Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, show that to obtain with a mineral,

producing castings very rich in manganese, it is necessary to use as

much lime as can be introduced without injuring the fusibility of the

pigs ; and, on the other hand, that the proportion of manganese lessens

when the quantity of the silicious solvent is increased, and it is a re-

markable fact, that as the proportion of manganese diminishes, that

silica is substituted in the casting. The temperature employed for the

reduction exercises a notable influence upon the richness of manganese
in the casting. Experiments Nos. 6 and 7, show that the more elevated

the temperature is, the les3 manganese there is found in the casting

;

but, on the other hand, an excess of silica. In the preceding experi-

ments the silica and manganese appear to exclude each other recipro-

cally.

It will not be without interest to comment upon the nature of the

castings obtained.

Lime, in sufficient quantity, produces white castings; silica, grey;

a slight change in the flux, the temperature remaining the same, suffices

thus to produce, at will, either a white or grey casting, a casting

having the appearance of steel, or the appearance of iron. The author

does not think it necessary to remark at greater length upon these results,

which will be found thoroughly appreciated by practical men. He does

not, however, state that the castings obtained from iron ores containing

the oxyde of manganese were mixed by himself. Lime has not precisely

the same influence upon " non-manganesiferous ores," but the question is

deserving of special treatment—the author is of opinion that it should

be very carefully examined.

The experiments, it is hoped, will prove of much utility. However,
forgemasters who actually mix ores rich in manganese with common
sulphurous and silicious ores, in order to improve the quality of the

yield, do so without considering the actual amount of the flux they
employ. If the castings thus modified are found very refractory, an
addition of marine salt, or chloride of calcium, produces the desired

degree of fusion.

In this case the employment of " fluor-spar," or kyrolite, produces
the same effects, but these substances, especially the last, contain at all

times certain quantities of phosphoric acid, an ingredient especially in-

jurious to the metal—it will therefore be indispensable to use them with
the utmost caution.

BOWER & HOLLINGSHEAD'S COMBINED GAS APPARATUS
AND DRY CENTRE VALVE.

(Illustrated by Plate 310.)

The combined gas apparatus which forms the subject of our copper-plate

this month has been recently patented by Mr George Bower and
Mr Hollingshead, of StNeot's. We have, in an earlier volume,* given
an engraving and description of a combined gas apparatus, patented by
Mr George Bower, in 1852, which was intended for private use where a
comparatively small number of burners was required. The combined
apparatus now before us is the result of further study, which has
rendered the principle of the apparatus of 1852 applicable to gas works
of the largest size.

The following description, taken from Messrs Bower & Hollingshead's

recently filed specification, will explain the nature of their present

improvements. The patentees state that their invention consists in so

constructing dry centre valves used for the transmission of fluid, (gaseous

and liquid,) through a series of four or more separate vessels in such a
mariner as to enable the gas or liquid to be conducted through any one,

two, three, four, or more of such vessels, but more particularly the

application of such valves to the changing of a current of gas in any
direction, so as to cause it to pass through any desired number of a

series of four or more purifiers ; also, in combining with one or more
of the various parts of apparatus required for the cooling, cleansing, and
purifying of gas, embracing such as are technically called the hydraulic

main, scrubber, washer, and purifiers, with a dry centre valve, or a dry
centre valve and bye-pass valve or valves, so that the combination, in

whatever form it may exist, shall enable, as desired, one, two, three, or

more purifiers to be in operation at one time, with power also to pass or

shut off the gas from any part which may require the gas to be excluded
from it, the whole being within the limits of a single base.

Fig. 1 of the engravings is a front elevation of the combined appara-

tus ; fig. 2 is a longitudinal vertical section of the same taken through
the cemre thereof; and fig. 3 is a sectional plan of the entire apparatus.

A is the inlet pipe conveying the crude gas from the hydraulic main to

the bye-pass valve, b ; o is the condenser, consisting of semi-circular or
arched passages formed on the exterior of the apparatus, and supporting
the lute ; the gas is caused to pass through the whole of these passages
in succession by means of suitable divisions, d; e is the scrubber, which
is divided into two equal parts by the partition, f, the gas passing up
on one side and down on the other side ; a is the centre valve formed
in a square box, which also contains the necessary passages, H and I,

for conducting the gas into and out of the purifiers
; the arrangement of

centre valve shown enables any three of the four purifiers, k k, to be in

use at one time, the fourth being shut off for the renewal of the purify-

ing material, l is the gearing on the centre valve for chauging the

position of the valve plug ; m m are the lids of the purifiers and
scrubber ; n n are plugs for admitting air within the vessels previous to

the lids being removed ; o is the centre pipe of the bye-pass valve
whence the gas is conducted into and out of the condenser through the

passages, p i>, and into and out of the scrubber through the passages,

Q Q. The bye-pass valve is so arranged that the gas may be conducted
through the condenser c only, or through the scrubber only, before

passing on to the centre change valve, or through both of them in suc-

cession
; it is provided with gearing, R, on the top for changing the

position of the valve, s is the outlet from the b3Te-pass valve ; t is the
communication between the bye-pass and centre valves

; u is a spreader
or perforated pipe for distributing water over the coke in the scrubber

;

v v are the lutes or seals for the lids ; w w are T-bars for supporting
the sieves of the purifiers; x is the outlet from the centre valve; y is

the syphon pipe from the condenser. Fig. 1 is shown provided with a
small travelling crane, c, arranged to run along the outer ledge of the
lute so as to command any of the lids it is desired to remove.

* Vol. VI., page 105.
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It will thus be seen that the apparatus above described consists of a

condenser, coke scrubber, and four purifiers, combined with a duplex

bye-pass valve' and centre valves and connections to each. In the case

of many small works, however, a bye-pass valve is unnecessary, and is

n-. I.

Ilgpsg^x*^**^

therefore omitted ; the apparatus in such cases consisting of a condenser,

a wash vessel (which is formed in the inlet box, and through which the

arranged horizontally in the box, the gearing for changing the position
of the plug projecting from the front of the apparatus.

Fig. 4 is a vertical section of the improved centre change valve; fig.

5 is a sectional plan of the same ; fig. 6 is a plan of the lid and top gear-
ing; fig. 7 is a plan of the moveable
bottom plate of the plug; and fig. 8 is

a plan of the plate for indicating the
position of the valve and the direction

of the current of gas.

A is the inlet ; E, the plug
; c c, the

top and bottom plates attached to the
shifting partition, d ; e is a hollow
spindle attached to the top plate of

the shifting partition
; f is the centre

spindle attached to the plug; G is the
stuffing box ; H and i are a spur wheel
and pinion, the wheel, n, being keyed
on the hollow spindle, E ; k l are

pillars and cross piece to support the

top gearing; M is a hollow screw for

lifting the plug off its seat previous to

its position being altered ; n is a hand
wheel keyed on to the lifting screw

;

o is a similar hand wheel keyed or

pinned on to the centre spindle, f;

p, fig. 8, is the indicating plate
; Q, a

pointer fixed on the hand wheel, h ; R
is the lid ; s, the syphon box ; t, the

outlet from the syphon box ; v, the first inlet to the purifiers; vr, the outlet

in the plug; and x, the outlet leading to the station meter or gasholder.

When it is intended to work the whole four
purifiers, the partition, i>, is moved to the posi-

tion shown by the dotted lines by means of a

handle fixed on the spindle of the pinion, i, the

plug, B, being first lifted slightly from its seat

by the hand wheel, o, but when it is required

to shut off the gas from any one of the

purifiers, the plug is slightly eased by the

wheel, o, and then turned round by the wheel,

k, until the pointer, Q, is brought to the number
of purifier on the indicating plate, r, which it

is desired to shut off; the position of the

partition, n, is then changed from the place

shown in dotted lines to the other position

shown in full lines, and the plug is tightened

down again on to its seat by the wheel, o ;

when the plug is being turned in changing its

position, the partition, d, is prevented from moving by means of a pin

passing through both spindles. The mode in which the patent centre

valve passes the

gas through
one or two
purifiers only is

as follows:—
when the move-
able partition is

in the proper

position for

working all

our purifiers,

the inlet box is

turned opposite

the outlet from
the purifier it

is desired to

work alone, in-

stead of oppo-

site to the in-

let ; similarly,

when it is de-

sired to work
two purifiers

only, the move-
able partition

must be in the

position to work
three purifiers,

and the inlet

box turned op-

posite to the

outlet of the

first purifier of

attached to the centre of the side of the purifiers; the centre valve is |
the two required to be in work. In working one or two purifiers only,

gas is passed after having traversed the condenser,) two or more puri-

fiers, and a centre valve with connections. The centre valve box is
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the gas -will pass the contrary way to that when working three or four details were examined carefully, a very material difference might
probably be found to exist.

We consider that Messrs Bower and Hollingshead have scarcely
had fair play in this matter, and think it right these gentlemen
should have an opportunity of putting the whole matter on a proper
footing. In the first place it by no means appears that Mr Holmes'
plans have been "almost exactly reproduced" by Messrs Bower and
Hollingshead, as stated by the editor of the Engineer, or that they are
" very similar to, if not copied from" Mr Holmes' apparatus, as asserted
by Mr Holmes. The essential features of Messrs Bower and Hollings-
head's arrangement, and which they claim as their patented invention,
are, firstly, the combination in one apparatus or vessel of the various
parts used in the processes of cooling, cleansing and purifying gas with
a dry centre change valve and one or more bye-pass valves and con-
nections, or with a dry centre change valve alone, substantially as de-
scribed in their specification ; and secondly, the construction of a dry

Fig. 7.

purifiers, and downwards through the purifiers. In the larger sizes of

combined apparatus, it is

arranged that there shall be
two condensers and two scrub-

bers, with bye pass valves, by
means of which either one or

both of the condensers or scrub-

bers can be used at pleasure.

The plug, b, is made in two
parts, the centre piece being
made separate for the purpose
of turning and fitting it, in

order that the inner vertical

edge of the partition, d, may
move on it and be perfectly

gas-tight. The external part of
the plug is provided with the
necessary fixed partitions, and
is made to fit the centre piece
to which it is pinned ; in the
plate forming the top of the
plug a hole is formed of the
size shown by the outer edges
of the partition, d, in its two
positions, and in the bottom
plate two holes are formed cor-

responding with those in the
moveable bottom plate, as shown
in fig. 7.

A notice of this apparatus
appeared some few weeks back,
in the pages of our contempor-
ary, the Engineer, when a Mr
Holmes, in a letter to the
editor, dated the 16th of
December, 1863, thought proper
to question the novelty of
Messrs Bower and Hollings-
head's arrangement, asserting
that "it was very similar to,

if not copied from " an appara-
tus which he alleged he had
erected in 1860, and which was
a slight variation of one pa-
tented by him in 1855. En-
gravings of Mr Holmes' ap-
paratus appeared with his

letter, and the editor endorsed
Mr Holmes' views. Now to a
mere superficial observer, igno-
rant of gas matters, there
certainly might appear some
external similarity between
the arrangements ofMr Holmes
and Messrs Bower & Hollings-
head, just as an unprofessional
observer might find a similarity

between two locomotives or
two watches, and yet, if the

centre change valve in the manner and for the purposes therein set

forth. In the arrangement, said to have been erected by Mr Holmes,
in 1860, (see woodcuts, figs. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6,), the dry
centre change valve
is not combined in Fig. 8.

the same apparatus
or vessel which con-

tains the means for

cooling, cleaning,

and purifying the
gas, but is separate

and apart from the

same, requiring

something like 300
feet of tubing, in the

example given, to

form the requisite

connections, which
tubing is entirely

dispensed with in

Messrs Bower and
Hollingshead's ar-

rangement, wherein
the connections are

all formed and con-

tained within the
main apparatus or

vessel. The dry centre change valve of Holmes is so differently con-
structed to that of Messrs Bower and Hollingshead, that it cannot pos-

sibly accomplish the same results. With it one of the four purifiers

must always be out ofaction, whereas, Messrs Bower and Hollingshead's

improved dry centre change valve admits of the gas being conducted
through any one, two, three, four, or more purifiers, so that, if say four,

purifiers are employed, the gas may be directed through the whole series,

or through any less number as desired. Messrs Bower and Hollings-

head's combination comprises, moreover, one or more bye-pass valves
and connections, whereby either the condenser or the scrubber can be

shut off at pleasure, for inspection or cleansing, without stopping the

manufacture of gas ; but in Mr Holmes' combination no such valve is

2 T.
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provided, and consequently the making of gas must be stopped entirely,

whenever either the condenser or the scrubber is not in working order.

The lifting gear for raising the lids of the purifiers in Holmes'

arrangement is fixed to the lutes, and its arrangement involves the

necessity for two travelling crabs. The corresponding apparatus shown
in Messrs Bovver & Hollingshead's arrangement is made to travel along

the lutes, and dispenses with one of the two crabs used by Holmes.

This, however, forms no part of Bower & Hollingshead's patent, and is

merely given as a more practical arrangement than that which
Mr Holmes illustrated in the specification of his patent of 1855, which,

by the way, he does not appear to have cherished very fondly, as he

allowed it to die a natural death in 1858, by neglecting to pay the stamp
of £50 requisite to its prolonged existence. The only similarity between

the two arrangements is that in each a condenser, scrubbers, and

purifiers are combined in one apparatus, a similarity that redounds little

to the honour of Mr Holmes, he having taken the same from Mr Bower's

Patent of 1852, as our readers will at once see on referring to our

plate 132, Vol. VI., page 105, (copied from Mr Bower's specification,)

and the description there given, and comparing the same with

Mr Holmes' specification of 1855. The fact is, Mr Holmes deliberately

charges Mr Bower with appropriating and patenting in 1863 that which
Mr Holmes in 1855 took from Mr Bower's patent of 1852. The apparent

external similarity between the two arrangements of Holmes of 1860
and Messrs Bower and Hollingshead of 1863, and which seems to have
struck so very forcibly the editor of the Engineer, is at once easily

accounted for. Mr Hollingshead himself designed both the apparatus

in question, and therefore nothing is more probable than that the same
general outlines should have been retained in both cases, seeing that the

two apparatus were partly designed to embrace a feature common to

both, namely, the combination in one vessel, and on one base, the

condenser, scrubbers, and purifiers. Having fairly pointed out the

material differences, as well as the superficial similarity existing between
the two apparatus, let us test the veracity of a few other statements of

Mr Holmes, which have been indorsed by the editor of the Engineer.
In his first letter, Mr Holmes notices the fact that Messrs Bower and
Hollingshead's change valve is fixed in the centre of the combined
apparatus, and he very disinterestedly gives Mr Bower a hint for which
that gentleman should be truly grateful. He informs the editor of the

Engineer that when Mr Bower has proved the inefficacy of the change
valve placed in the centre of the combined apparatus, as he (Mr Holmes)
has done, Mr Bower will no doubt alter his arrangement. We are

informed that Mr Holmes never could have proved the inefficacy of a

dry centre change valve placed in the centre of the combined apparatus,

because he has never used such an arrangement, whilst Mr Bower has
erected several of such apparatus with dry central change valve, and has
not as yet found it by any means desirable to alter his arrangement

—

some of his combined apparatus being equal, we are informed, to the

purification of 100,000 cubic feet of gas per diem. Again, Mr Holmes
asserts in the same letter that he has " erected works some time ago
with centre valves, to work three or four purifiers." Mr Hollingshead
in a letter in reply, dated December 28th, simply denies the truth of this

assertion, and challenges Mr Holmes to name a single place where he
has fixed such an one. This Mr Holmes appears to shirk. Although
Mr Hollingshead in his letter of December 28th confuted all Mr Holmes'
statements, pointed out the difference between the two apparatus, and,

moreover, clearly indicated the source (Mr Bower's specification of 1852)

whence Mr Holmes obtained what he would lead the public and the

editor of the Engineer to believe to be his own original ideas, the only
notice he obtained from the editor was the following :

" Mr Hollingshead
appears to have been in the service of Mr Holmes at some former time.

At least, his letter gives that impression."
The following extracts from Mr Bower and Mr Holmes' specifications

of 1852 and 1855 respectively will give our readers some slight notion of

the originality of Mr Holmes' so-called invention of 1855 :

—

Mr Bower, 1852.— " In the com-
plete apparatus, the hydraulic
main, washer or scrubber, and
purifier, are all combined within
one arrangement, so as to insure a
degree of compactness and sim-
plicity unattainable in disconnected
apparatus."

Mr Holmes, 1855.—" Secondly,

to a mode or method in which the
air condenser, wash vessel, coke or

breeze scrubber, and purifier, are

combined in one arrangement,
thereby insuring a degree of com-
pactness and simplicity unattaina-

ble in disconnected apparatus."

We annex engravings, figs. 7 and 8, representing, in enlarged
tranverse vertical section, two of Mr Holmes' apparatus, selected from
his specification of 1855, which need no further comment.
In a letter in reply, dated January 6th, 1864, Mr Holmes points out

certainly one grave distinction between Mr Bower's apparatus of 1852
and his own of 1855, namely, that whereas Bower's was made of sheet
iron, Holmes' was made of cast iron ! Mr Bower had made them of both
wrought and cast iron long before 1855. He also asserts that "a claim,
as set forth in the specification of Mr Bower's patent of 1852, cannot be

substantiated ; many other makers having previously formed a similar
combination." Mr Hollingshead asserts that to his personal knowledge
Mr Holmes used his best endeavours, as all defendants in a patent case are
wont to do, and was incessantly travelling over the country to discover an
arrangement similar to that of Mr Bower's, and of a date prior to his
patent, but no such arrangement was forthcoming, either in the shape
of the prior use or publication. In the final editorial note declining to

admit Sir Hollingshead's last letter, it is asserted that his letter "does
not in the least go to show that Mr Bower's patent of 1863 was not
completely anticipated by Mr Holmes' practice of 1859." The former
note was less positive; "almost exactly reproduced" was the judgment
then given, now it is "completely anticipated." As to the remark that
Mr Holingshead had apparently at one time been in Mr Holmes' employ

:

it is perfectly true that Mr Hollingshead was at one time in Mr Holmes'
employ, but we cannot see that such a fact is likely to throw much
light on the matter. It appears that originally Mr Holmes was an
agent of Mr Bower, for the sale of gas cooking and heating stoves, but
on Mr Holmes' bankruptcy, in 1854-55, the connection ceased. In 1855 Mr
Holmes first commenced business as a contractor for gas works, and Mr
Hollingshead was engaged by him in April of the same year. About
that time it would appear Mr Holmes obtained some of Mr Bower's
illustrated circulars, and a copy of his specification of 1852, and with
the assistance of Mr Hollingshead got out the apparatus of which he
professes to be the inventor, and took out a patent for it in 1855.

Such is the real history of Mr Holmes' invention. With regard
to an assertion made by Mr Holmes in the same letter, that he
was obliged to dismiss Mr Hollingshead, who had been in his

employ fur a length of time, (7 out of the 9 years that Mr Holmes
has been in business we believe), by reason of the failures of the

apparatus, the making of which Mr Hollingshead had superintended,

if we couple it with Mr Holmes' other statements, we shall find that the

argument runs somewhat as follows—" Though Mr Hollingshead has
been in my employ for 7 out of the 9 years I have been in business,

though the success which has attended my improvements in gas
apparatus is well known, (?) and though I have declared that the ap-

paratus of which he superintended the construction was my own
invention, yet, in consequence of their failure, I was ultimately

obliged to dismiss him summarily to prevent further loss!" We
think no comment is necessary on such a truly logical conclusion,

but leave our readers to form their own estimate from this specimen
of the real worth of the rest of Mr Holmes' statements. Mr Bower
was, unfortunately, absent in Russia during this controversy; had
he been at home, he would certainly neither have noticed himself
nor have allowed Sir Hollingshead to notice any remarks either of Mr
Holmes or of the editor of the Engineer, his position in the gas world
being one in which he may well afford to let such observations pass.

We have watched Sir Bower's progress, as our pages will testify, for

the last 12 years, and whilst we found him, in 1852, commencing with his

combined apparatus, adapted only for small producers of gas, we now
find him one of the largest engineers and contractors for gas works in

England, and whose improvements in gas apparatus are fully ac-

knowleged by those whose judgment is not warped by rivalry. Pro-
bably no man has done more for the extension of gas lighting in

England than has Mr Bower, and his opinion on gas matters is de-

servedly respected by all his professional brethren both at home and
abroad. On these considerations, our readers will, we trust, excuse our
having entered so fully into what, at first sight, may only appear a
private quarrel between two rival manufacturers, but when such charges
are publicly made and endorsed by editorial authority, it is only fair

they should be rebutted in an equally public manner. There is a golden
maxim, well known to all Englishmen, which the editor of our contem-

porary would do well to commit to memory, " Audi alteram partem."

RECENT PATENTS.

IMPROVEMENTS IN ORDNANCE.
Lieutenant-Colonel Valentine Baker, Dublin.—Patent dated

May 30, 1863.

This invention relates to the construction of ordnance, and consists in

making the outer portion or casing of a gun from a sheet or sheets of

metal, which may be of a diminishing width towards one end, but is

of uniform thickness, or nearly so, throughout, such sheet or sheets

being rolled or coiled either upon themselves or upon an inner tube

intended to form the lining or interior of the bore of the gun. The
object of making the sheet or sheets of a diminishing width towards one

end is to obtain the requisite strength or thickness at the breech, and
produce the desired taper of the gun towards the muzzle. The roll or

coil so formed is now submitted to a soldering process, with a view to

the uniting firmly of the several coils or laps to each other ; or if pre-

ferred, the several coils or laps of this tube may be welded together by
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forging in any -well known manner, the soldering being accomplished
during the process of rolling or coiling the tube. In some cases, it is

proposed to roll or coil successively over one another sheets of homo-
geneous iron or steel, in combination with sheets of other metals or
alloys, such as copper or brass, in the manufacture of the outer portion
or casing of a gun, the different sheets being coiled or rolled in any
desired order, which enables a wrought iron or steel gun to be made
with an external casing of copper, brass, or other metal. It is further
proposed to make the inner tubes or linings of guns by rolling or coiling
sheets of metal in the manuer hereinbefore described ; but as such
inner tubes may be of au uniform thickness throughout, it will not be
necessary to employ sheets of a diminishing width towards one end.

These tubes are
Fij.l. welded or forged in

any well known
manner, for the
purpose of thorough-
ly uniting the coils

or laps, after the
process of rolling or

coiling, or they may
be soldered during
the coiling process,

and may be em-
ployed either with
the improved coiled

gun hereinbefore re-

ferred to, or intro-

duced into existing

cast iron or other

guns, for the pur-

pose of strengthen-

ing the same. If

necessary, outer
rings of metal may

be shrunk over the whole, or portions of the gun, for the purpose of
further strengthening the same.

Fig. 1 of the annexed engravings represents a plan of a portion of a
sheet of metal employed in forming the outer portion or casing of a
guD. It is by preference tapered in width towards one end, as shown
at a b c d, the remainder of the sheet being left of uniform width, as
shown : or if preferred, the entire sheet may be of equal width through-
out. Fig. 2 shows, in perspective, the outer portion or casing of a gun
in the process of rolling or coiling; a b represents the sheet, and A the
tapered tube produced by rolling or coiling such sheet. Fig. 3 is a
perspective view of an inner tube for a gun, in the process of being
rolled or coiled from a sheet of uniform width, a b representing the
sheet, and b the tube partly formed.

IMPROVEMENTS LN LOOMS FOR WEAVING FIGURED
FABRICS.

AxnjiEw Phillips, Glasgow.—Patent dated January 21, 1863.

This invention relates to the arrangement and construction of looms for

weaving carpets and other generally similar figured fabrics. In this

invention the looped or velvet pile surface of the fabric is formed wholly
of the weft which is bound in by a secondary or binding weft. The
present invention comprehends an improved arrangement of the weaving
mechanism so as to accomplish a similar result with simpler but more
efficient means. Under one modification or system of arrangement the

warp is wound upon two beams arranged at the back of the loom, and
placed in the usual way. In addition to the warp there is a " dandy
chain " which is wound upon two beams arranged inside the ordinary

warp beams ; this chain serves to give body to the cloth as well as to

assist in binding in the loops formed by the weft. At the back pait of

the loom, behind the heddles, is arranged a stationary reed, the

wires of which are made of a segmental or curved figure, so as to

correspond to the arc through which the backward ends of a series of

loop-formers move. These loop-formers are made by preference of thin bars

or flat pieces of steel; the backward ends extend through the divisions

of the reed, and are each fitted with two small laterally projecting studs,

which serve to keep the loop-former in its place in the reed, and to admit
of free motion in the upward direction. The loop-formers are separately

attached to the cords of the jacquard machine so as to be raised in the

order necessary to produce the required pattern. The front ends of the

loop-farmers extend about an inch beyond the felt of the cloth and rest

on the breast beam, the extremities being made more or less deep
according to the depth of loop required. In weaving with this arrange-

ment, upon the woollen weft being thrown across the shed, a series of

levers are brought into action for the purpose of bending the weft
partially round each loop-former. These loop-forming levers are by
preference made of thin steel, and are arranged one between each pair

of loop-formers ; they are centred in a rod extending over the breast
beam above the cloth. Each lever curves in a downward direction
between the loop-formers, and then extends upwards in au angular
direction, the backward end being connected by a cord or other attach-
ment to a series of lifters arranged overhead. These lifters are formed
by preference of flat pieces of steel or iron, they are made with a longitu-
dinal slot at the upper part, and a bar passes through the whole series.

This bar is connected to an overhead lever which is attached at one end
to one of the treadles if the loom is actuated by manual power, or it may
be operated by a cam or other equivalent mechanical arrangement.
When the lifters are raised they are upheld by a projection on the lower
part of each lifter which extends over a rail carried across the tipper

part of the loom. When the weft is thrown across the shed it extends
through it in a straight line, but when the loop-forming levers are
allowed to descend, they cause it to take an undulating form by bending it

over the ends of the loop-formers. The loop-forming levers are released
at each shedding action by means of a slide which traverses along the
face of the lifters and pushes them off from the sustaining bar nearly
simultaneously. At each end of the frame in which the lifters

are arranged there is fitted a pulley to which the ends of a band of india
rubber are fastened, so that when the band is drawn either to the right
or left it is unwound from one pulley and on to the other. A metal
slide, having a wedge shaped front extremity, is fastened to the india
rubber band, and slides to and fro on the sustaining bar. When the
shuttle is thrown the slide is drawn along in front of the lifters by
means of a cord and weight at the side of the loom, and the descent of
the loop-forming levers indents the weft between the loop-formers that
are raised by the jacquard mechanism. The different coloured weft is

thrown in, in the proper sequence, each shot being bound in by the
shedding action of the warp and " dandy chain," and when the sequence
of colours have been gone through, a binding shot of hemp weft is

thrown in to secure the whole. In this way a great variety of weaving
effects may be produced, and carpets or other generally similar fabrics

may be woven with great facility, either in the looped or Brussels style,

or in the cut pile or velvet kinds, the latter fabric being obtained by
weaving ths cloth with deep loops and afterwards shearing these
through by means of a suitable cropping machine. As the cloth is

woven it is taken up by a self-acting movement, which consists of a
lever carried on a stud in the framing. The free end of this lever
extends backwards so that as the lathe is moved back it depresses the
lever and causes a pawl, carried on its front extremity, to move a ratchet
wheel round one tooth at a time. This ratchet wheel is keyed on the
stud carrying the lever, and at the inner end of the stud is a pinion
which gives motion to a wheel on the pike roller, which roller is paced
to the cloth beam so as to cause it to move in unison.
The annexed engraving shows certain modifications under which

these improvements may be judiciously carried out in practice. That
is to say the figure is a vertical section of a loom as arranged for

weaving figured fabrics by hand, according to one modification of these
improvements. Many of the ordinary details are omitted to avoid
interfering with those parts which are connected with these improve-
ments. The framing, a, is of the ordinary kind used in hand wrought
wooden looms. On the beams, b, are wound two working chains of
warp, c, and behind these are arranged two other beams, d, carrying the
two body or "dandy chains," e ; all the warp beams are paced in the
usual way. The two working chains of warp, c, are carried through
the mails of the heddles, f, and the two dandy chains, e, are passed
through the heddles, a. The fabric may, however, be wrought with
a single dandy chain, e, if preferred. The several chains of warp are
carried over the breast beam, H, and as the cloth, i, is formed, it passes
below the pike roller, j, and is wound on to the cloth beam, k. The
class of fabrics to which these improvements extend is carpeting, pro-

duced either with a looped surface as in Brussels carpeting, or with a
pile or velvet like surface similar to the Axminster carpeting, as well as

to the production of other fabrics of a generally similar kind. The
figured surface of the cloth is produced wholly by the weft which is

caused to form a series of loops by means of a number of loop-formers

or needles extending across the width of the fabric. These loop-formers,

L, are made of thin pieces of steel or other suitable metal, they are

arranged parallel to each other with their edges in the vertical plane.

They pass through the fixed reeds, m and n, which serve as guides for

them, the backward reed, n, being carried on a cross rail extending
between the framing, and secured at the upper part to the brackets, o.

At the lower part of the reed, n, is a metal bar, p, the sides of which are

bevelled to fit a corresponding notch formed in each of the loop-formers,

l, and which serves to keep the loop-formers steady in their places.

The extreme ends of the loop-formers rest on a second bar behind the

bar, p, and also carried on the cross rail, whilst the front ends of the

loop-formers extend forward and rest on the breast beam, H. The loop-

formers are also each notched on the upper part near the backward
ends, and in the channel or groove thus formed a bar, Q, rests. This
bar traverses upwards with those loop-formers which are raised by the

action of the jacquard machine, and it serves to keep them all exactly
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level as well as to bring them down together. The bar, q, is slotted near

the extremities, and is guided in its traverse by the guides, k, which are

made adjustable. Those loop-formers which are not raised by the

jacquard machine are kept down steadily in their place by the bar, s,

which is attached to two hanging brackets, t, the front edges of which

form inclined planes. When the bar, r, is raised, the bar, s, swings
forward and rests on the ends of the loop-formers, and on the descent of

the bar, n, it comes in contact with the inclined planes on the brackets, t,

and pushes the bar, s, out of the way without causing any shock. The
loop-formers are connected to the harness, u, of the jacquard machine, v.

In the modification, as delineated, the jacquard machine is wrought by
the duplex levers, w, which are connected by links to the lever, x, this

lever being carried loosely on the horizontal spindle, Y, that extends

across the back of the loom. The lever, x , receives its motion from the

driving shaft, z, which extends out beyond the loom framing, and has

keyed to it a spur wheel. This wheel is driven by a pinion which is

put in motion either by hand or power, or the driving gear may be

arranged in any other convenient manner. On the shaft, z, at the cen-

tral part, is keyed a disc wheel, a, which has formed on its face the two
segmental ridges or projections, b, placed so that the inner end of the

lever, x, comes in contact with them as the disc rotates. As these

segments come round, the lever, x, is depressed at the outer end, which
brings the jacquard machine into operation, and a given number of the

loop-formers are raised, the loops of the weft being formed on those

that are left down in accordance with the predetermined arrangement
of the pattern. The shedding of the working chain is effected by the

heddles, f, which are connected in the ordinary way to the treadles of

a hand-wrought loom, and are actuated by lappets or other convenient
means in a power loom. The dandy chains, e, which are carried

through the heddles, o, are shedded below the loop-formers, the upper
chain onlj' rising as high as the edges of the unlifted loop-formers, the

heddles being lifted by means of india rubber or other elastic springs,

and ar
-e depressed by the action of the treadles. The woollen weft

which forms the figured surface of the fabric is thrown in above the
loop-formers, L, and the binding shot of hemp weft below them. A shot
of the woollen weft, say of the ground colour, is first thrown in ; this

line of weft has now to be bent down on each side of the unlifted loop-

formers, so as to form a series of loops thereon. This is done by means
of a series of loop-forming levers, c, which are caused to carry the weft

down between the loop-formers, l. The front ends of the levers, c, are
supported on a spindle which runs through the eyes formed in the ends
of the levers

;
the spindle is carried in the brackets, d. To prevent the

spindle from sagging, a metal bar, e, is arranged above the spindle, and
is connected thereto at intervals by thin metal clips which pass between
the levers, c. There is a lever, c, arranged between every pair of the
loop-formers, l, and which form a species of guide to the lever, by reason
of the projecting part on the lower side of the lever extending down
between the contiguous loop-formers. Beyond this part the levers, c,

extend upwards in an angular direction, the free ends being connected
by the wires, /, to a series of lifters, g, so that the whole series may be
caused to fall and rise as required. The ends of the levers, c, are con-
nected by wires to the india rubber or other springs, h, which are kept in

a state of tension when the levers, c, are raised as shown in the drawing.
The lifters, h, are formed of strips of thin iron ; they are arranged
parallel to one another, the upper ends passing through a guide, i, made
similar to an ordinary reed. A notch is formed near the lower end of
each lifter, and this part projects over the sustaining bar, j, when the
lifters are raised, as shown in the drawing. They are caused to descend
by the movement of a wedge-shaped slide, k, which traverses to and fro

on the rail, i, and pushes the lifters off. This slide is attached to a
band, I, of india rubber or other suitable flexible material ; the ends of

the baud are fastened to two pulleys, m, arranged one on each side of the
loom, and as the band is unwound from one pulley to the other. A
smaller pulley, n, is formed above each pulley, m, round which the
cord, o, is wound ; each cord passes over the guide pulleys, p, and is

attached to the end of the levers, q. These two levers are fitted loosely

on the spindle, y, and they are actuated at the proper intervals by means
of pins projecting laterally from two discs keyed on the shaft, z. These
discs are arranged one on each side of the disc, a, and the position of

the pins, r, in them which depress the levers, q, is indicated by dotted
figures on the disc, a, one of these pins being supposed to be on the
nearer disc and one on the further one. The series of loop-formers, L,

having been raised by the jacquard machine, they are upheld by the
lever, x, travelling over the segmental projection, b, whilst the slide, k,

knocks off the lifters, g, so as to cause the levers to fall, and thus carry
the weft down between the loop-formers, l. The weft is carried down
by the horizontal part formed on the lower edge of each lever, c, which
enters between each loop-former when the levers are released, and so

causes the weft to form a series of loops or undulating line over the
loop-formers, and a straight line at the parts where the loop-formers
have been lifted by the jacquard machine. While the lever, x, is

upheld, one of the pins, r, is brought round by its disc so as to depress
the outer end of the lever, q, and thus draw the cord, o, off the pulley,

», which sets the pulley, m, and band, I, in motion, the inclined face of

the slide, k, knocking off the lifters, <7, as it progresses along. The next
time the lever, x, is raised by the second projection, b, on the disc, a,

the pin, r, of the other disc is brought round so as to actuate the con-
tiguous lever, q, and draw the slide, k, in the opposite direction. In
this way the levers, q, are brought into action alternately, and whilst
the lever, x, is upheld ; thus causing the lifters, g, to be thrown off after

each shot of woollen weft is thrown in. The series of lifters is raised
on to the bar, j, after the woollen weft has been indented at each shot
by the levers, c, by means of the bent levers, s, which are carried on a
spindle supported in brackets projecting up from a cross rail of the
framing. The front ends of the levers, s, extend under the bar, t, which
traverses up and down in end guides and serves to raise the whole
series of lifters. The bar, t, passes through the longitudinal slot formed
in each lifter, which admits of its descent when pushed back by the
slide, k. The levers, s, are depressed at the proper moment by the pro-
jecting lappets, u, which are formed on the peripheries of the acting
discs on the shaft, z ; as these lappets come round they depress the
levers, s, both at the same moment, and thus raise the lifters, g, by their

action on the bar, t. The wires, /, which connect the lifters, g, with
the levers, c, are carried up somewhat in a backward direction, so that

when the lifters are raised to the proper height the drag of the wires
causes them to catch on the sustaining bar, j. When the levers, c,

have been uplifted, the second shot of the woollen weft is thrown in,

this weft being one of the colours that form the pattern, the loop-

formers having been previously altered by the jacquard machine, which
movement forms the first of the sequence at each shot of the woollen
weft. This shot is then indented on the loop-formers by the movements
hereinbefore described, which follow each other in rapid succession. A
shot of the third colour is now thrown in, and this may be followed by
another according to the number of colours in the pattern. The move-
ments of the jacquard machine are so arranged that each series of

colours form one complete row of loops extending across the fabric,

although the proportions of each colour may be varied at every sequence.
When the row of loops are thus formed they are beaten up by the lathe,

v, and a shot of hemp or other suitable binding weft is thrown in below
the loop-formers, which, with the shedding movements of the warp,
completely binds in the surface weft and forms a strong and
compactly woven fabric. The depth of the loops being regulated by the
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width of the loop-formers, L, near the front part where the loops are

foimed; thus for pile or velvet surface carpeting, they are made
sufficiently wide to admit of the loops being cut through, or shorn in a
cropping machine after the fabric is woven. The cloth is taken up at.

each shot of weft by the following means. In one of the discs which
actuate the levers, q, and s, or in a disc fitted to the shaft, z, for the
purpose, are fitted two laterally projecting pins, w, which alternately

come in contact with the end of the lever, x, that is centred on a stud
in the loom framing. The front end of this lever is jointed to a second
lever, y, which is connected by a link, z, to the lever, 1, carried on a

stud in the framing. On the lever, 1, is a pawl which takes into the

teeth of the ratchet wheel, 2, carried on the same stud as the lever.

This whjel, 2, has a pinion on it which gears with a spur wheel on the
ratchet wheel, 3, which is keyed to the spindle of the pike roller, j, the
ratchet wheel, 3, being held in the one direction by the pawls, 4.

Immediately following the indentation of each shot of weft by the
levers, c, the lever, 1, is depressed by the action of one of the pins, «>,

which causes the pawl on it to take up one tooth of the ratchet wheel,

2, which extent of motion is communicated to the wheel, 3, and the
pike roller, j. and this roller being paced to the cloth beam, K, both
move in unison. The arrangement of the details of the several move-
ments may, however, be greatly modified, to adapt them better to the
various kinds of looms employed in the manufacture.

IMPROVEMENTS IN THE TREATMENT OF PEAT, AND
OTHER SUBSTANCES CONTAINING MOISTURE.

Edward Newcomen.—Patent dated June 8, 1863.

This invention relates to the treatment of peat, or other substances
containing moisture, for the purpose of rapidly and effectively depriving

them of the moisture therein contained, and consists essentially in

subjecting such substances to the action of a vacuum and heat, the
heat tending to vaporise the moisture, whilst the vacuum facilitates or

assists the escape of such moisture from the interior of the mass of the

substances under treatment. In carrying out this invention in prac-

tice, the peat, or other substance from which the moisture is to be
expelled, is placed in an air tight vessel or receiver, which is in direct

communication, by means of an exhaust pipe, with an air pump or

pumps, and is provided with a vacuum gauge, thermometer, and peep-
holes covered with glass or talc, so that the amount of vacuum, the

degree of heat, and the progress of the operation may be readily ascer-

tained. This vessel or receiver is heated gently, either by means of a
fire or hot air applied externally, or by steam, in which case a steam
(or hot air) jacket may surround, or partially surround, the vessel or

receiver ; or if preferred, heating pipes, in the form of coils or otherwise,

may be disposed inside the receiver or vessel, or any other convenient
method may be adopted for heating the same. If desired, a branch
pipe may be fitted into the exhaust pipe, and lead into a condensing
vessel or chamber, or an ordinary condensing worm may be employed,
the object being to condense the watery vapour as fast as it is extracted

from the vessel or receiver. Any water which may collect inside the

vessel may be withdrawn, without interfering with the vacuum, by
means of a syphon tap or pump, or other analogous arrangement. The
temperature employed in the drying of peat is found in practice should

not exceed 400' Fahrenheit, any excess of such temperature tending to

bake and crack the surface of the peat, which is objectionable. Amongst
the other substances which may be dried in the manner hereinbefore

described, special mention is made of bricks and pottery, and articles

generally composed of plastic clay or earthy matters.

The annexed engraving represents a longitudinal sectional elevation

of the apparatus employed in carrying out this invention. A is a
wrought iron vessel or receiver, made air-tight, and provided with
tight-fitting lids or covers, b, at the ends, one or both of such covers

being removable, for the purpose of charging or filling the vessel with
peat. The interior of this vessel is provided with rails or shelves, c,

upon which small trucks or carriages, d, containing the peat, are run
in. e is a steam or hot air jacket or space, covered with wood, sur-

rounding the vessel, a, for the purpose of heating the same, the steam
or hot air entering the jacket by the pipe, o, provided with a stopcock,

p. A cock or vent, G, is fitted to the jacket, to allow of the free escape

of the cold air contained therein, on first turning on the steam or hot

air. A powerful air pump, n, is in direct communication, by the exhaust

pipe, i, with the interior of the vessel or receiver, a. A water trap or

vessel, K, is connected to the bottom of the receiver, for the purpose of

catching any liquid which may collect in the vessel or receiver, a, two
stopcocks, L, one above and the other below the trap, K, being em-
ployed, in order to allow the contents of the trap to run off when
desired at intervals, without interfering with the vacuum in the receiver,

A. M is the vacuum gauge, and n the thermometer. After the peat or

other substances have been subjected to the action of the vacuum and
heat inside the receiver, A, it may in some cases be found desirable to

pass a current of hot air over the mass, for which purpose it is proposed
to have a hot air pipe, f, communicating with the interior of the re-

ceiver, and provided with a tight-fitting stopcock or valve, f', so as to

enable it to be shut off when the vacuum is on. In conjunction with
this hot air pipe, there is a fan exhauster, Q, which is also in communi-
cation with the interior of the receiver, A, through the pipe, K, provided

with a stopcock or valve, s. On opening the cocks or valves, F 1 and s,

and starting the fan, a current or currents of hot air will be drawn
through the receiver, a, in and amongst the mass of peat or other sub-

stances contained therein, whereby any remaining moisture or vapour
will be carried off, and the peat, or other substances, will be left per-

fectly dry.

IMPROVEMENTS IN THRASHING MACHINES.

William Tasker, Andover. — Patent dated July 9, 1863.

This invention relates to the springs or bars which support the shoes,

riddles, or caving boards of thrashing machines, and to the connecting

rods which communicate motion from the crank shaft to the shoes,

riddles, or caving boards of these machines. According to this inven-

tion, these springs or bars and connecting rods are made of two separate

blades or bars of wood, steel, or other suitable material, in place of in

one single piece, as heretofore. These blades or bars are of equal

thickness throughout their length, and are kept asunder by a block of

wood or metal introduced between them at each
extremity, such blocks serving also as the attach- Fig. 1. Fig 2.

ments for the springs, bars, or connecting rods to

the parts to be moved, or to any fixed part of the
framing. These connections may be either rigid

or otherwise, as preferred.

Fig. 1 of the annexed engravings represents a
side elevation of the improved spring, and fig. 2 is

a corresponding edge view of the same. A are

two flat bars, of equal thickness throughout, com-
posed of wood, metal, or other suitable materia],

between which, at their extremities, are interposed
blocks, b, of wood, metal, or other suitable ma-
terial, o are two metal shoes or sockets, into

which the ends of the bars, a, with their interposed
blocks, b, are inserted, the whole being securely
held together by a bolt, a and 6, passing through
each shoe or socket, and also through the ends of

the bars and the intervening blocks, as shown. A
flange, d, may be cast on the upper shoe or socket,

6, for the facility of rigidly securing the upper end
ofthe spring to the framing of the thrashing machine,
whilst an eye, e, may be cast upon the lower shoe or

socket, o, in which eye a stud or pin, connected to

the riddle, shoe, or caving board, is introduced,
thereby forming a jointed connection; but if pre-

ferred, the lower end of the spring may be rigidly

connected to the riddle, shoe, or caving board, in

the same manner that the upper end is connected
to the framing of the machine ; or the spring may
be reversed, so as to form a jointed connection with
the framing of the machine, whilst it is rigidly

connected to the riddle, shoe, or caving board.

Figs. 3 and 4 represent respectively, in side eleva-

tion and plan, a connecting rod for transmitting

the vibratory motion to a riddle, shoe, or caving
board, such connecting rod being constructed on
precisely the same principle as the spring hereinbefore described, and
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illustrated by figs. 1 and 2. A are the two fiat bars of equal thickness

throughout, kept apart by interposed blocks or distance pieces, not

shown in figs. 3 and 4, and having their ends inserted into metal

sockets or shoes, c. f is a portion of a riddle, shoe, or caving

board, to which one end of the connecting rod is rigidly secured by

Fig. 3.

Fig. 4.

bolts, <z, passing through the shoes, c, through the bars, A, and inter-

posed block, and through the riddle, shoe, or caving board, as shown
by the drawing, a is a flange cast on the shoe or socket, c, to afford

facility for the attachment thereto of the bearings, n, by the bolts, c.

The crank pin, which by its rotation vibrates the riddle, shoe, or caving
board, works in the opening, i, between the two bearings, clearly

shown in fig. 3. b are the bolts which secure this end of the connect-

ing rod in its socket, c.

IMPROVEMENTS IN LOOMS.

John Lamb and Samuel Tovey, Kidderminster.—Patent dated
July 16, 1863.

This invention relates to that part of a loom for weaving Brussels and
other similar carpets which is known as the "creel" or bobbin frame,

and also to the weights used in giving tension to the yarn, whereby a
simple and more effectual mode of applying the desired tension to the
yarn as it is drawn off the bobbins is obtained. According to this in-

vention the axis of each of the several bobbins rests in notches made in

the longitudinal bars of the "creel," the front part or side of such notches
being considerably inclined from a vertical line, in a direction down-
wards Irom the front part of the "creel," the angle of this part of the
noti'h varying according to the angle at which the "creel" is placed.

Immediately behind each bobbin, and extending across the entire widih
of the "creel" there is a transverse bar, which is by preference

inclined slightly in the same direction as the inclined side of the
notch, but not to so great an angle; or, in place of a transverse bar,

small side bars or ribs may be fitted to the sides of the longitudinal

bars. The axis of the bobbin rests upon the inclined side of the

notch, whilst the ends or flanges of the bobbin are pressed against

the transverse bar, or the side bars or ribs behind, by the tendency
which the bobbin has to descend by its own gravity, thereby pro-

ducing friction. This friction is, however, increased so soon as the

weight suspended to the yarn descends below the bobbin, as in

that case the strain on the yarn tends to draw the bobbin downwards,
and force it by a wedge-like action against the friction bar or bars behind.
When the weight is raised by the drawing off of the yarn, and the j'arn

leaves the bobbin horizontally or nearly so, then the friction is released,

the bobbin having a tendency to rise up the incline in the notch, and
thereby remove its ends from contact with the friction bar or bars- The
inclined sides of the notches may be covered by a metal plate to prevent
wear and present a smoother surface for the axis to work upon, and this

plate may be made in one piece with the partition which separates the
end of the axis of one bobbin from its neighbour. The improved weights
which it is preferred to employ are made of a short length of wrought
iron rod bent double, somewhat like the letter U, whereby they are
more readily dropped on the yarn, and are not so liable to be accidentally
broken as the cast iron weights hitherto employed.

All these improvements are equally applicable to hand looms and
power looms.
The annexed engraving represents a longitudinal vertical section in

two different planes of a portion of this improved "creel" or bobbin
frame, a represents one of the two sides of the improved "creel" or
bobbin frame, and b is the frout end thereof, c are the longitudinal
bars of the "creel" which separate one row of bobbins, d, from the
adjoining row or rows, e are the inclined transverse friction bars,

i

]

i i

I :

U

which extend from side to side of the " creel," and separate each
cross row of bobbins from the adjoining row or rows, whilst at the
same time they
serve to brace

the " creel " to-

gether. The
several longitu-

dinal bars, c,

have notches
cut in them of

the form shown
clearly in the
annexed en-

graving at F.

g are the axes
or spindles of

the bobbins, d,

and H are the
ends or flanges

of these bobbins.

The yarn is

shown at i; it

is weighed by
the improved
weights, k. The bottom of the notch, or that side towards the front

of the "creel," is inclined downwards, as shown at a, so that the axes

of the bobbins may rest upon these inclined portions, a, of the notches,

as shown by the small dotted circles, and these axes are prevented

from descending to the bottom of the inclines, a, by the contact of the

peripheries of the bobbin flanges, h, with the transverse inclined

bars, e. As the inclination from the vertical is less in the bars, e,

than in the inclined portion, a, of the notches, any downward strain

or pull upon the yarn when the weight has descended, as shown in

dotted lines in the annexed engraving, will tend to wedge in the axis

and flange of the corresponding bobbin between the two inclined

surfaces, a and E, and consequently the greater the downward strain or

pull on the yarn the greater will be the friction applied to the flange of

the bobbin by its contact with the inclined bar. It is obvious that the

same effect would be produced, but to a more limited extent, if the face

of the transverse bar, E, were vertical in lieu of being at a slight angle.

When the weight rises, by the gradual working up of the yarn, to the

position shown by the full lines, then the strain or pull upon the yarn
being horizontal or nearly so, the tendency of the yarn is to draw the

flanges of the bobbins away from the transverse bar, e, and, therefore,

the friction is reduced, and a fresh length of yarn is drawn off by the

descent of the weight again, until the friction produced by the down-
ward strain again checks the further rotation of the bobbin. In order

to prevent the inclined portions, a, of the notches from being worn, and
to present a smooth surface for the axis of the bobbins to work upon, it

is further proposed to cover such inclined portions with a metal cover-

ing. This shield may be made from one piece of metal bent into the
dusired form, the part fitting on to the inclined part, a, of the notch,

and the part, b, forming a partition for separating the contiguous ends
of the axes of the bobbins. By varying the inclination,of the "creel,"
more or less friction may be applied to the yarn, as the effect will be to

vary the angles of the notches. For greater convenience in using the
yarn weights, it is proposed to make them sufficiently wide to fit over
the bars of the "creel."

IMPROVEMENTS IN RUDDERS.

Mobris West Rdthven.—Patent dated July 11, 1863.

This invention relates to a peculiar construction and arrangement of

rudder, whereby on the usual movements being imparted to it by the
ordinary or other steering apparatus, it will present an approximately
curved surface, or a surface composed of a number of planes, at increas-

ing angles to the keel of the vessel, to the water. According to one
mode of carrying out this invention, the rudder is composed of three or

more moveable parts, like so many separate rudders hinged to each other.

In order to cause these separate hinged parts to form an approximate
curve, when the rudder is put over to " starboard" or " port," a lever

is attached to each part, and has a pin or slot in one end, which works
in a slotted piece or pin secured to the preceding part, and this arrange-

ment is carried out and repeated through the entire series, the lever of

the second part working in a slotted piece or pin secured to the stern

post itself. In place of the pin or slot of each lever working in a slot

or pin in the adjoining part, all the pins or slots of the several levers

may be made to work in one and the same piece, secured to the stern

post, which piece is provided with slots or pins, as the case may be.

On referring to fig. 1 of the accompanying engravings, an elevation

of the side of the rudder, constructed according to this invention, is
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shown, a, b, c, and d, are the several parts composing the rudder capable
of forming an approximation to a curve. The means by which these parts

are made to form the
FiS- 1- said curve, on the

movement of the ordin-

ary or other steering

gear, are the following

:

A (fig. 1) is the part
hung to the stern post,

s, and to the head of

which part, A, the said
steering gear is applied.

The second part, B, has
fixed in its head, h, a
lever or crank, L, the
end of which is guided
by a pin or anti-friction

roller, m, fixed on the
piece, n, secured to the.

stern of the vessel. The
third part, c, has a si-

milar lever or crank, l,

on its head, the end of
which is guided by a
pin or anti-friction rol-

ler, m, fixed on the piece,

n 1

,
projecting from the

first part, a. The fourth
part, d, has a similar

crank, l, on its head,
h, the end of which is

guided by a pin, or anti-

friction roller, m, fixed

on the piece, n", pro-

jecting from the second
part, b. If more parts
be used, they are to be
fixed and guided in a
similar way to that
above described. Fig. 2
is a plan or top view of
fig. 1, and represents
the action or position of
the different parts
when the first part, a,

is moved to one side.

The end of the crank
or lever, l, which is

fixed on the head, h, of

the part, b, and is re-

tained in a central line

with the vessel by the pin, or anti-friction roller, m, fixed on ihe stern
of the vessel, causes the part, b, to move further round, or to a
still greater angle to the course the vessel, while the end of the crank
or lever, l, fixed on the head, H, of the part, c, being retained in a
central line with the first part, a, by the pin or anti-friction roller, m,

fixed on a, is moved still further round, or to a still greater angle ; and
the end of the lever or crank, l, on the head, H, of the part, d, being
retained by the pin or antifriction roller, si, fixed on the part, B, is

moved to a still greater angle, thus producing the curve shown. Dif-
ferent degrees of curves are produced, according to the distance which
the pin or anti-friction roller, m, is from the head, H, of each part. The
curves are produced on either side of the vessel, according as the part,

A, is moved to the starboard or larboard side. The several moveable
parts, a, b, c and D, as described, may be fixed so as to act as a common
rudder, in one piece, by removing the anti-frictiou rollers or pins, and
passing a bolt through the body of each crank into the part next to it,

and over which it passes.

lig.

LAW REPORTS.

Wynne & Othee3 v. Allsopp & Others : Infringement.—This was
an action for infringing a patent for an improvement in the apparatus
for brewing. The defendants denied that the invention patented was
new.
Mr Grove, Q.C., Mr Serjeant Pulling, Mr Day, and Mr Ashton were

counsel for the plaintiffs; and Mr Bovill, Q.C., Mr Lush, Q.C.,
Mr Hindmarch, Q.C., and Mr Webster for the defendants.
Mr Day, in the absence of Mr Grove, stated the case for the plaintiffs.

The plaintiffs, Messrs Wynne, the brewers of Lower East Smithfield,
are assignees of a patent for an invention of a gentleman named Tooth,

formerly a brewer at Burton, but now a clergyman of the Established
Church. Formerly, beer was filled into the casks from the fermenting
vat by a pipe having tubes into the several casks. The process of fer-

mentation going on, yeast and beer were forced out of the bunghole by
a syphon, and fell into a reservoir, from which it drained back again
by other pipes into the casks to partially make good the waste. This
process was called refilling

; but these latter pipes had a tendency to
choke up with yeast, the waste beer was exposed to the air in the
reservoir, and became deprived of its carbonic acid gas. The patent of
Mr Tooth secured, by an arrangement of pipes, that the waste beer
thrown out by the yeast into the reservoir should by gravitation drain
into the main pipe from the fermenting vat, the supply from which
could be cut off at pleasure, and thus by gravitation the waste beer
returned by one pipe to the cask and the refilling process with waste
beer went steadily on, the pipe being kept flushed and clear of obstruc-
tion by the filling process from the fermented vat. The beer was thus
made fresher, clearer, and with less waste. This invention, it was
alleged, the defendants, the great brewers at Burton, had pirated and
infringed, and applied to 1300 union casks in their brewery at Burton,
which were all filled and refilled from one main pipe made on this
principle. Mr Tooth's patent was taken out in 1856.

For the defendants it was shown that the same invention had been
applied and used at a large brewery at Stratford as early as 1853, and a
model made to scale of the plant in the Stratford brewery was produced
in court, which the engineer called by the plaintiff said, on examination,
was the same in principle as the plaintiffs' patent.

On these facts being proved, the plaintiffs elected to be non-suited.

Edwards v. De Normandy. Before Vice-Chancellor Sir W. P.
Wood.—The court was occupied during the day with this case, which
involved various complicated questions of account in respect of the
profits made under certain English and American patents for obtaining
pure and wholesome fresh water by distillation from sea water. The
process in question had been invented and patented by the first

defendant, whose name was given with some uncertainty either as the
aristocratic " De Normandy," or under the scientific and Anglicized
title of " Dr Normandy." The plaintiff had purchased an interest in
the patent, which was worked by a company styled " Normandy's
Patent Marine Aerated Fresh Water Company (limited)," and had filed

this bill for an account of his share of the profits made by the sale of

these machines.
The case was complicated, and not of general public interest.

Mr Willcock, Q.C., and Mr G. O. Edwards appeared for the plaintiff;

Sir Hugh Cairns, Q.C., Mr Daniel, Q.C , Mr Eddis, Mr Fischer, and
Mr Walford appeared for the several defendants.

The Vice-Chancellor held that the plaintiff was entitled to the relief

sought by him against the company, but not as against the other

defendants, whose position as far as regarded the plaintiff was altogether

different.

REVIEWS OF NEW BOOKS.

The Story of the Guns.. By Sir James E. Tennant, K.C.S., LL.D., &c.
Longmans. 1864.

Ih the language of the nursery, when something transparently untrue
is said amongst children, they say, " Don't tell a story." In this, but
in no other sense, is this book "The Story of the Guns." From first to

last it is such a tissue of error, misrepresentation, wilful omission,

special pleading for a foregone conclusion, and general falsification, as

compels us to one or other horn of an abhorred dilemma ; either it has
been "written to order," and with ends and aims best known to Mr
Whitworth and his author ; or Sir E. Tennant has, through ignorance

of the subject he has taken in hand, by slovenly neglect and misuse of

authorities, and prepossession for one person and his doings, committed
himself to a book that, for a short time, may be mischievous, by mis-

leading the comparatively ignorant "popular" or "general reader," but

which, ere long, if remembered at all, will only be recalled by competent

judges as a subject for laughter, or of grave condemnation. It is not so

long since Sir E. Tennant achieved a well-deserved reputation by his

interesting work on Ceylon. It is a mystery whj' he should have
shipwrecked that by the present production, which can add nothing to

his previous claim to be a polished, flippant, almost brilliant describer

—

while it must seriously damage the reception, as respects good faith, or

sound judgment, one or the other, that shall be accorded to any future

productions of his pen.

To point out and refute the misstatements uttered, or left for infer-

ence, by this book, would involve an article as large as the book itself, for

full justice could alone be done, by following it, passage by passage,

through its 344 pages. Our own space will but enable us, by a few

examples to prove that the unqualified condemnation we have felt

compelled to utter, is well-founded and just.
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The work is written with an ostentatious pretence of impartiality,

quite captivating to a reader who knows no more of the truth

than what Sir Emerson thinks proper to tell him, and includes in

this the reality of the profession. He informs us in his preface that

"in the great controversy of rival gun inventors, he has no pretensions

to interefere either as a military commentator, or an amateur theorist
;"

in fact, all the scientific or practical knowledge which he is able to

adduce as qualification for his task, is, that "at an early age," which
must be a somewhat remote one now, " he held a commission as an
officer of artillery in a foreign service during a time of war." " It was
in the pre-scientific period," and " under circumstances little favourable

to the study of the construction of artillery." We may endorse this, by
saying, once for all, that throughout his work, the author shows that he

is profoundly ignorant of mechanics, and has but the very flimsiest

smattering of any and every branch of science necessary to enable one

to pronounce an opinion on artillery questions, or hold the position of a

competent and just judge, between competing projects.

Let us take one or two examples, passim—Sir Emerson is prolix and
great, on the subject of the heat generated by the stroke of shot on iron

plates, and with "the dynamical theory of heat in relation thereto," (a

subject of excellent value, as suggestive of profundity, to the million

—

omne ignotum pro magniflco, but having as much to do with the

merits of rifled small arms and cannon, as physical optics has)—"and
conformably to the theory of Dr Mayer of Heilbroun, and the successful

experiments of Mr Joule of Manchester, in determining the invariable

relation between heat and mechanical force, if it were possible to collect

accurately, the entire of the heat so engendered by the bolt in its flight,

including that lost by friction in the gun and in its passage through the

air, as well as the portion absorbed by the iron plate, or remaining un-

expended in the projectile itself, the sum of the whole ought to be the

precise equivalent of the force with which the projectile was moving,

and this, were it practicable to apply it mechanically, would suffice to

drive it back into the mouth of the gun with the same velocity with which

it left it," p. 262. Here is a kettle of fish, physical and mechanical

!

But he continues:—"The origin ol the flame which is sometimes dis-

played," i.e., when an iron shot strikes an iron target, " is not so readily

accouuted for." "It has been suggested that the air at the point of con-

tact is raised to incandescence, but Buche, {sic) in America, has rendered

this doubtful," &c, here as in divers other places, laying bare the slip

slop second hand way, in which authorities, paraded with much pre-

tence of familiarity, have been got at. The " Buche in America," is

meant for the distinguished Professor Bache, the grandson of Franklin,

and that the author knows nothing about him or his works, except at

third hand, is revealed by the footnote, (p. 263) from which it is pretty

clear that he got his name through the mis-reading of a MS. note
from Professor Wheatstone, whose hand-writing was apparently

not easily deciphered, in this instance, nor in another that occurs in

the same note, where, through like causes, Baron Thenard is referred

to as M. Thenaud.
But to return to the flame. We had thought science was agreed that

by that term was meant the luminous envelope of a gas in act of com-
bination with some supporter of combustion ; the author, however,
proceeds— " Mr Whitworth observes that, according to his experience,

much more light is generated by a steel projectile than by a cast iron one

;

and Mr Hulse (Mr Whitworth's partner), of Manchester, suggests that

the carbon contained in the plate and in the highly carbonised projectile,

being driven out by the collision, and combining atomically with the

atmospheric oxigen, is ignited by the heat generated by concussion.

The nature of the phenomenon is, however, obscure." (P. 264.) Rather
so, we admit, on such philosophy !

Did it strike Sir Emerson that there was anything very obscure in the

ignited spark of iron cut off from the iron by the hammer flint of the old-

fashioned gun lock, or anything different in principle between that

phenomenon and the sudden splash of minute sparks struck off by the

collision of iron and iron, or steel at the target?

Mr Whitworth is the hero of the book, the consistent object and aim
of which is to laud and glorify the name of this " Bacon of mechanics !"

(as he is most preposterously called, p. 23) and his guns, and to write

Sir William Armstrong, and everything that he has achieved, down;
and as the most convenient way of dealing with the claims of all other

parties, to conceal them by slurring over or ignoring their existence.

True to this scent, we find, within a page of the above precious sample
of Manchester philosophy, which is quoted as quite orthodox, and to the

credit of the Whitworth account, the following per contra to the debit of

Sir William :—
" Sir William Armstrong has directed attention to the question

whether the heating of a cannon is occasioned not alone by the contact
of the flame from the gunpowder, but by some molecular action amongst
the atoms of the metal set in motion by the blow of the explosion." A very
sound and well-founded conjecture of Sir William's ; but though given
by him only as a conjecture, it must not be let pass, and so Sir Emerson
appends a little damaging matter for that heterodox uubeliever in " the
Bacon of mechanics." Thus—"But this is rendered doubtful by the

fact, that in recent experiments with gun cotton, the heat imparted to

the metal was considerably less than that communicated during the
explosion of gunpowder, although the force exerted appears to have been
greater." This slip-slop may mean anything; but assuming it to mean,
that for equal shot-propulsive effect, the heat communicated to the gun
is less with gun cotton than with gunpowder, then might we ask, is Sir

Emerson ignorant of the fact that about one-third of the weight of gun-
powder has to be blown out by the rest, as inert solid particles, and that
hence much more powder is burnt than gun cotton for equal effect ; and
in any case, how is Sir William Armstrong's supposition rendered
doubtful by any conceivable interpretation of the preceding passage ?

One other example, culled at random, as indicative of the author's
pretence to science, is so comical, that we cannot resist letting our
readers, who may possess some of that article genuine, have a laugh at it

along with us. Referring to the Carabine a tige—"To this M. Delvigne
superadded the further improvement of substituting a projectile, the

bottom of which was flat, the sides cylindrical, and the front terminated
conically, somewhat resembling Sir Isaac Newton's " solid of least resis

tance." (P. 16.) Certainly, whoever penned this could not have
possessed the faintest notion of what Newton's solid of least resistance

meant; but in order that "the reader," who may have to take such
matters on trust, may have his faith made robust by being assured that

the author has himself imbibed his science at the fountain head of truth,

we have reference made in a foot note to " Principia L. II., Schol. to

Prop. 34."

We are ourselves faithless and uncharitable enough to conclude that

Sir Emerson's acquaintance with the Principia is limited to his having
found the above reference in probably the " Penny Encyclopaedia."
Indeed, both by his own account, and on turning over his pages, we find

his authorities generally are not of a ponderous or fundamental class

—

"discussions in the theatres of scientific institutions, addresses to large

assemblies, reviews and periodicals, and reports of the press," are the

staple of them, and amongst the last mainly figures The Times, always
the special pleader for Whitworth, and him only.

No man can be acquitted of presumptuous hardihood, who shall under-

take, now-a-days, to write the history of recent improvements in artillery,

and is not possessed of a rare combination of exact science and of prac-

tical knowledge, both extending over a wide field. These instances may
suffice to show how far either are indicated by "The Story of the Guns."

But, the author's statements of historicalfacts are as loose, inaccurate,

and often false, as is his pretended science.

He starts by declaring that he is going to give the history of improve-

ment in rifled arms and artillery in England only, and at p. vii. preface,

after some lofty moralizing on the iniquities and contentions of rival

inventors, declares that he will avoid any discussion of claims of

priority at all.

He very soon finds, however, that he cannot get on without a more or less

mangled and imperfect but continual reference to the improvements of

other countries, which, like those nearer home, are just culled to suit

his thesis. And his abstinence from discussing claims of priority consists

only in his carefully keeping out of view, or bringing into false view,
every inventive right, every prior claim that can interfere with the
drift and aim of the whole book, viz.—to show that Armstrong, with
no particular merit, has got all the pudding, and that Whitworth, " the

Bacon of mechanics," with discoveries beyond counting and merits

ineffable, which the nation has wilfully persisted in not seeing, and cast

from her—has got nothing to speak of.

The "solemn question" and "moral" of the whole "story" being

—

"Are we then prepared for war?" By no means, for you have not yet
called in Doctor Whitworth. True, you have spent two or three millions

for Armstrong guns ; but, take good advice, " let by-gones be by-gones ;"

Armstrong has retired ; the field is for the moment clear ; don't mind
anything before alleged about his having held a post most expensive
and objectionable, and that kept other inventors at bay. Forget all that.

Now is the time for the installation into the same berth of "the Bacon
of mechanics" vice Armstrong retired ; and then, my lords and gentlemen,

you shall see what you shall see. And so, with a judicious "sense of

time," "The Story of the Guns" comes out just on the eve of Parlia-

ment meeting, and probably may for the moment deceive a few even of

the elect there.

A book so worthless should not have engaged our pages to the length

it already has done, were it not for the gravity and the multitudinous-
ness of the injustices perpetrated by it, and lest abroad it should pass
for deserving to be viewed as of the smallest weight or authority.

Ten-fold the space, however, would be not enough to unravel the net-

work of untruth, the scumble of blundering that it contains. What
shall be said of a book, professing to be what this does, which does not

even so much as once allude to Lancaster's Oval Bore Shoulder Rifle,

the weapon with which the whole corps of Sappers and Miners have
been armed, and which has excelled all others of the service in its

practice in the hands of the men of that corps, and amongst these
Whitworth's, but Jam satis.

Comparisons, at all times unpleasant, are never so odious as when made
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with an odious and unfair object. If we have had to make comparisons
between Whitworth and Armstrong, and unfavourably to the former, let

it be remembered that this historian and advocate of the former has forced

it from us and others, by his own attempt to hold up an unjust balance.

If " the Story of the Guns " could be limited to a question between Arm-
strong and Whitworth, ignoring all besides, then, we say, Sir William
Armstrong has produced a system,—two peculiarly constructed guns,
with ammunition more or less novel and peculiarly adapted to them,
and he has made these, under various and severe trials, many of which
have been in distant regions, and far away from any petting of his own,
on the whole unquestionably successful.

Mr Whitworth has in reality effected actually nothing. He has not

added a shred of scientific knowledge in any one direction, to artillery

or to gunnery. The nation has not derived value to the amount of a single

sixpence from his shooting gallery, upon which (built on his own private

ground) i'10,000 of public money is said to have been spent ; for no
single fact has been there elicited that was not previously known, or

that any man well acquainted with projectile dynamics could not have
at once predicted ; and to apply the word Si/stem, (o-^» >s?if"), which means
a combination of co-ordinating and mutually adapted, designs and parts,

to a gun differing in nothing from others before known, not even in its,

as we believe, ill-devised hexagonal bore, and without any suit of

ammunition fit for service, is simple humbug.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

We do not hold ourselves responsible for the views or statements of our
Correspondents.

ON LOCOMOTION BY HYDRAULIC POWER, AND PROPOSALS
FOR METROPOLITAN RAILWAYS.

As metropolitan railways are now a general subject for discussion,

will you allow me to bring forward in your columns two proposi-

tions which I believe are original, and can be taken for what they are

worth, either separate or combined. I do not wish to lay claim to what
does not belong to me, and would say at once that the scheme brought

forward by Messrs Hawthorn, at the Newcastle meeting of the British

Association, suggested to me the plan of propulsion by hydraulic engines

that I am about to describe. Their paper was published in your Journal
(Vol. XL, page 718) : they propose to work trains, where locomotives

are objectionable (as in underground railways), by fixed steam engines

working a continuous series of wheels by endless wire ropes ; these

wheels to be erected in the centre of each line of rails and about level

with the bottoms of the carriages ; under the centre of each carriage,

extending its whole length, would be a flat bar, which, pressing on these

moving wheels, would thus propel the carriage. Important objections

presented themselves to me at once, on examining the model shown at

Newcastle, particularly the great amount of friction in working these

endless wire ropes, and the enormous loss of power, as all the wheels in

connection with each engine would be moving simultaneously, although

very few of them (only those actually under the train) would be doing

work. Thus, supposing there were a fixed engine at each mile, each

engine would have connected with it a mile of wheels, and whenever
any of these wheels were in use, the whole mile of wheels would be

tunning simultaneously, the greater part of them having nothing to do

but make a noise, as in the first days of the Blackwall railway. It has

occurred to me that it would be far better to use hydraulic power to give

motion to the wheels, as thus not only an enormous deal of friction
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would be saved, but also those wheels only actually required would be
in motion ; each steam engine would thus only have to impart power to

move three or four wheels at a time, instead of the whole series con-

nected with it.

This is my first proposal, to have fixed steam engines at convenient
distances, whose work would be to pump water into hydraulic accumu-
lators, and it would probably be found best to have several accumulators
connected with each steam engine ; this water power under pressure
would be conveyed in pipes along the railway ; at proper distances,

wheels, as in Messrs Hawthorn's plan, must be placed, but instead of
wire ropes each set of wheels must have connected with it a small hy-
draulic engine, or, where two lines of rail were used, it might be placed
between the two ; the train, while progressing, would turn on and off

the water as required, and thus no useless power would be expended.
Not being a practical engineer, I have felt some hesitation in bringing

forward this plan, but I have been encouraged to do so by some engi-

neers, among whom are men whose names would command attention
and respect.

It has occurred to me that, possibly, this plan may be more practi-

cable and economical than the atmospheric railway, and thus be capable
of more general extension than merely where locomotives are ineligible;

this I must leave to the verdict of practical men.
My second proposal depends, to some extent, on my first. It is no-

thing new to propose railways running by the sides of the streets, about
the level of the first floor windows. Some years since the Illustrated

London News published views of some fine (proposed) streets in London
with such railways, but as yet no such plan has been carried out. It

has, however, occurred to me that, supposing by the means I have just
described, or by some other plan, trains can be propelled without being
preceded by heavy locomotives, railways for passengers might with
perfect safety be made much lighter, and for town-passenger traffic a
narrower than the present English narrow gauge might be used. In
some places—for instance, South America—I have understood that a
much narrower gauge is in operation. This can be done with more
safety where it is proposed, as in this case, to adopt precautions for

keeping the carriages on the line. In the proposal before alluded to, it

was suggested to have a railway each side of the street, supported on
something similar to the original arcades in the Quadrant, but this

would considerably contract the street and darken the houses. I pro-
pose to carry, through certain wide streets, railways contained in and on
tubular viaducts, with open latticed sides and bottoms, so as not to

obstruct the light and air ; these tubular viaducts to be supported on
iron arches, one pillar of these arches to be in a line with the curbstones
of the street pavement, and the other against the houses ; the tubular
viaduct would project a little over the outside pillar, and onty contain-

ing one narrow line of rails, there would be some considerable space
between it and the houses. There would thus be no obstruction either

to the foot or carriage traffic, and very slight obstruction to the light

and air ; one line of rail would be inside the tube and one on the top

;

of course at the termini arrangements would be made for the transfer of

the carriages from one line to the other. The only prominent objection
to this plan of constructing railways would be the obstruction to the view;
but as the proposal contemplates chiefly suburban railways, to a great
extent they would be in roads where gardens are in front of the houses,
and when approaching business quarters, the open lattice iron work,
which would be some feet from the windows, could certainly be made
as agreeable to the eye as the dingy show of bricks and windows on the
opposite side of the street. As an instance where such a railway might
be eligible, there is a very large omnibus traffic from Camden Town to
Oxford-street, where High-street and Tottenham-court-road are business
thoroughfares, and such a viaduct would certainly not mar the prospect
from the first floor windows. Nearly the whole of the rest of this line

the railroad would be a considerable distance from the houses, and in

one direction for some distance the hydraulic engines might be dispensed
wilh, as the incline would be sufficient for the train to proceed by itself.

There are some collateral and very important uses to which these
viaducts might be usefully applied ; the pneumatic dispatch scheme is

no doubt a success, the only difficulty is in laying the tubes under some
of the streets. Tubes for the purpose could be carried on or under these
viaducts with little additional expense, and should the hydraulic plan
be adopted, in the case of fires there would always be at hand a supply
of water under pressure, with ample steam-power at command, which
might thus supersede fire-engines everywhere within easy reach of such
railways. W. Simons.

London, Feb., 1864.

DISSOLVING GOLD.

Can you, in your next monthly number, give me any information as
to where I can find instructions given for chemically dissolving gold,
and also the method of changing such gold solution into its former
state.—I am, yours truly, W. Sculthorpe.

Leicester, Jan., 1861.

3 a
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The information you desire in order to effect the solution of gold, and
its precipitation from solution, may be found in " Brand's Manual of

Chemistry," and most of the other treatises on chemistry. We may
mention, that gold is easily dissolved by a mixture of hydrochloric and
nitric acids, or by means of chlorine, and that its precipitation may be
effected by means of reducing agents, such as protosulphate of iron, &c,
or by means of certain metals, such as copper, iron, zinc, tin, lead, &c.

STRUCTURAL VALUE OF IRON.

Srn,—You would confer a great benefit on many young engineers
besides myself, by indicating the best course of reading for a man wish-
ing to get sound notions on the structural value of wrought iron. Pre-
supposing fair abilities and application, and also some algebraical and
practical attainments, what are the best works for the above purpose?
The subject appears to be quite obscured by a cuttle-fish-like cloud of
ink. The most extraordinary diversity of opinion appears to exist.

Doubtless this differing of doctors is due to the nature of the inquiry;
and many questions are yet unsolved. But an indication of the best
sources of the present level of our knowledge would oblige your most
obedient servant, J. Fokd Smith.

London, Feb., 1864.

There is much truth in our correspondent's statements, that the
constants of structural value of iron, in each of its conditions, of cast
iron, wrought iron, and steel, are difficult of access, with any certainty,
to one who is not competent for himself to separate the chaff from the
corn in the mass of ''Experiments," " Compendiums," and "Text
Books," &c, which profess to give "cut and dry" information to prac-
ticians on these subjects.

The true course for any man to take who wishes to feel certain that
his own calculations for use shall rest upon a sure and solid basis, is

to begin by mastering thoroughly the fundamental principles upon
which the resistances of materials to partial stresses depend, commencing
with the study of pure physics, up to the point necessary to grasp
thoroughly, and once for all, the molecular properties of bodies, more
especially of the solid substances which are employed constructively.
With such knowledge, he will be in a position to judge for himself as

to the truth or falsehood of rules or laws set down for him, as supposed
deductions from experiment, and also as to the value he may safely set
upon numerical results of alleged experiment as coefficients for practice.
For such a course of study, a practical man (by which we mean, not

a man who practises a trade or calling, with little or no knowledge but
what he has "cogged" by "experience," but one who has habitually to
apply knowledge, real and exact, to one or more of the practical uses of
life) need not attempt works of transcendental research, such as M.
Lame's ' Lecons sur la Theme Mathematique de l'Elasticite' des Corps
Solides," although, if possessing the power and energy to study such,
he will find in the end that " virtue has gone out from them" to him.

Let him read M. Jamin's "Cours de Physique," and Gen. Morin's
"Lecons de Mechanique Pratique," more particularly the first volume,
" Resistance des Materiaux," and proceeding to his " Aide Memoire de
Mechanique Pratique," which contains all the principal coefficients
winnowed out for use by French engineers. We recommend strongly
these books, because we kno%v of none in English in which fundamental
principles are put with the same perfect clearness and simplicity.

French ought not to be unknown now-a-days to any well-taught
English mechanic or engineer, nor German either. If these he sealed
books, however, we should recommend an inquirer to attend a course of
lectures on Physics by our friend Professor Tyndall, and to read at the
same time those parts of Professor Rankiue's Applied Mechanics, espe-
cially chap, iii., part 2, which refer to the subject. He will then be'in
a position to examine and select his constants from any books that
come before him. Those that we think comprise almost everything of
value in English are

—

1. The Parliamentary Report on Irou as applied to Railway Struc-
tures.

2. Tredgold on Iron, edited by E. Hodgkinson.
3. Several Reports on Strength, &c , of Iron. Reports British As-

sociation for Advancement of Science.
4. As regards iron in heavy forgings—Mallet, Proc. Inst. Civil

Engineers.

5. As regards wires, or drawn or cold-rolled rods—Borgni, Aidant,
Roebling, and many foreign experimenters.

6. As regards steel—Barlow, Proc. Roy. Soc. ; Kirkaldy (as to figures
only, neglecting his "general deductions," many of which are
more than dubious) ; Mallet, in Paper above quoted ;

and several
German experimentalists.

Much valuable matter is scattered through Transactions, Reports,
Proceedings, Journals, &c, to which we have not, nor could possibly
make reference.

Amongst the numerous admirable German text books in which such
constants have been collected, are the Berlin "Ingeneurs Taschenbuch,"
and the '' Technisches Hilt's und Handbuch" of Von Roessler, not yet
completed.
No constants as regards impulsive forces have yet been systematised,

and that branch of the subject on which practical men are generally
profoundly ignorant, is still in an unsatisfactory state.

—

Ed.

PROCEEDINGS OF SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES.

ROYAL SOCIETY.

Nov. 19.—Gen. Sabine, president, in the chair.—Mr Crookes, Mr F. Field,

and Mr J. R. Hind were admitted into the Society.—The following papers
were read : " On Mauve or Aniline Purple," by W. H. Perkins, Esq " Notes
of Researches on the Intimate Structure of the Brain ; Third Series," by J. L.
Clarke, Esq.—" A General Catalogue of Nebulae and Clusters of Stars for the
Year 1860-0, with Precessions for 1880-0," by Sir J. F. W. Herschel.—"Note
on Kinone. Researches on the Colouring Matters derived from Coal- Tar: 1.

On Aniline Yellow ; 2. On Aniline Blue," by Dr A. W. Hofmann.

Nov. 26.—General Sabine, president in the chair.—Capt. L. L. B. Ibbetson
was re-admitted into the Society.—The following papers were read:—"Account
of Magnetic Observations made between the years 1858-61 inclusive, in British

Columbia, Washington Territory and Vancouver Island," by Capt. Haig, R.A.—" On Plane Water-Lines," by Prof. W. J. M. Bankine.—" On the Degree of

Uncertainty which Local Attraction, if not allowed for, occasions in the Map
of a Country, and in the Mean Figure of the Earth as determined by Goedesy

;

a Method of Obtaining the Mean Figure free from Ambiguity, from a Compari-
son of the Anglo-Gallic, Russian and Indian Arcs; and Speculations on the

Constitution of the Earth's Crust," by the Ven. J. H. Pratt, Archdeacon of

Calcutta.—" On the Meteorological Results shown by the Self-registering In-

struments at Greenwich, during the Extraordinary Storm of October 30, 1863,"

by J. Glaisher.

Nov. 30.

—

Anniversary Meeting.—General Sabine, president in the chair.

—

The Annual Address was delivered, the medals were presented, and the follow-

ing were elected Officeis and Council for the ensuing year:

—

President, Major-

Gen. Sabine; Treasurer, W. A. Miller, M.D. ; Secretaries, W. Sharpey, M.D.,

G. G. Stokes, M.A. ; Foreign Secretary, Prof. W. H. Miller; Other Members
of tlie Council, J. Alderson, M.D., G. Busk, Esq., Colonel Sir G. Everest, H.
Falconer, M.D., J. H. Gladstone, Ph.D., J. D. Hooker, M.D., H. B. Jones,

M.D., Prof. J. C. Maxwell, Prof. W. Pole, A. Smith, Esq., Prof. H. J. S.

Smith, Earl Stanhope, Prof. J. J. Sylvester, T. Watson, M.D., Prof. C. Wheat-
stone, Rev. Prof. R. Willis,

Dec. 17.—General Sabine, president in the chair—The following papers

were read :
—" First Analysis of 177 Magnetic Storms registered by the Mag-

netic Instruments in the Royal Observatory, Greenwich, from 1841 to 1857,"

by G. B. Airy, Esq., Astronomer Royal—"On the sudden Squalls of the 30th

of October and the 21st of November, 1863," by Mr Balfour Stewart.

Jan. 21.—General Sabine, president in the chair.—The following papers

were read :—Dissection of the Pneumogastric and Sympathetic Nerves in an
Acephalous Foetus, by Mr R. J. Lee.—" On the Conditions, Extent and Reali-

zation of a perfect Musical Scale in Instruments with fixed Tones," by Mr A.

J. Ellis.

Jan. 28.—General Sabine, president in the chair.—The following papers

were read :—On the Osteology of the Genus Glyptodon, Parts I. and II.," by
Prof. Huxley.—" On a Comparison of certain Traces produced simultaneously

by the Self-Recording Magnetographs at Kew and at Lisbon," by Senhor

Capello and B. Stewart.—"On the Criterion of Resolubility in Integral

Numbers, &c," by Poof. H. J. S. Smith.—"On the Great Storm of December

3, 1863, as recorded by the Self-Registering Instruments at the Liverpool

observatory," by J. Hartnup.

MANCHESTER STEAM BOILER ASSURANCE COMPANY.

We have just received the Annual Report of the Chief Engineer of this

Company, and had it not been for its great length, we should gladly have pub-

lished it " in toto," and thus have given our readers an opportunity of knowing

more respecting its operations ; but as it is, we shall content ourselves with

some extracts, which will develop some startling facts and practices such as

can scarcely be believed to have so recently existed. The discovery of such

things at once show us the infinite value and importance of this Society and

its parent, " The Manchester Association for the Prevention of Steam Boiler

Explosions." We say "parent," for we believe the latter was the first estab-

lished, and thus the stepping stone to the formation of the one under consid-

eration. Such startling recklessness as we shall presently show to have so

recently existed is more than enough to raise the teeming censure of every

journal in the land :

—

The total number of inspections made by the Officers of the Company, in the

course of the year, was 18,567, of which 782 were internal, and 1,069 thorough

examinations.
The more serious defects reported were as follows, viz :—

Fractures of plates and angle irons, ... - 854

Corrosion of do. - - - 571

Safety valves out of order, or overloaded, - - - 881

Pressure gauges out of order, ----- 251

Water gauges do. ..---- 328
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These and many other defects of minor importance have been duly reported to
the insured, and remedies suggested.
The causes of such defects having been fully explained in previous Reports,

remarks will be confined, on the present occasion, to the more important facts
that have come under notice during the last twelve months.

It will be observed, that of the defects above specified, the cases of corrosion are
by far the most numerous, and, as will be readily conceived, no injury or deterio-
ration, to which boilers are subject, is more likely to lead to serious consequences,
if long allowed to pass unheeded. Frequent have been the instances where the
inspectors have found plates originally 7-l6ths of an inch thick reduced to l-16th
of an inch, or even less; and several of the explosions which have occurred have
been solely attributable to hidden defects of this character. The remedy against
external corrosion, resulting from leakage or dampness of the brickwork, is self-
evident; but it is not so generally known, that an effectual remedy against the
internal corrosion, to which many boilers are liable, is found in the introduction
of common soda ; not in large quantities, at the times of cleaning, as is sometimes
the practice, but daily, in small quantities—say from £lb. to lib. per boiler, accord-
ing to the degree of acidity of the water.
Mention may here also be made, that soda is one of the best preventatives of the

formation of hard deposits on the surfaces of the plates, a source of much annoyance
in many districts.

One of the simplest modes of introducing the soda is the following:—

Attach to the suction pipe of the feed pump a piece of £ inch or g gas pipe, with
the other end turned downwards, in the form of a syphon, and having a tap in any
part of its length, as most convenient for use. Having dissolved the soda in water,
place the vessel containing it under this pipe, and on opening the tap when the
pump is working, the solution will at once be conveyed to the boilers. Were this
suggestion adopted in all cases where boilers suffer from internal corrosion, much
expense in repairs would be saved, and the duration of the boilers would be
extended several years.
In the Reports of the Inspectors, the overloading and unsatisfactory condition

of the safety valves is a frequent source of complaint. As has been above stated,
not less than 3S1 safety valves were found out of order at the times of inspection,
some loaded with extra weights, such as bricks, stones, old wheels, broken pipes,
pieces of broken metal, &c ; others were inoperative from neglect of cleaning;
while others were wedged or bolted down, and thus rendered inoperative, inten-
tionally. One or two examples may be given by way of illustration:

—

To the lever of one valve was attached, in addition to the regular weight, an
elbow pipe, a blank flange, and an old slide block; to another, a brick, a large piece
of stone, and a hammer.
In another instance, one of the Inspectors, on going to inspect a boiler re-pro-

posed for insurance, found the safety valve entirely inoperative, being firmly
secured by means of a piece of wood between the lever and the roof of the boiler-
house. Having once found the valve in a similar condition, during the dinner
hour, when the boiler was previously insured, he naturally inferred that this was
a common practice, and therefore represented to the Owner the risk incurred by
such recklessness. The latter reprimanded the attendant, but informed the
Inspector that the man persisted in this practice against his express orders. Under
these circumstances the proposal was at once declined.
In another instance, having received a proposal for the insurance of a boiler in

a neighbouring town, instructions were sent to one of the Inspectors to make the
usual preliminary examination. On approaching the mill where the boiler was
situated, he met the Owner leaving it. On stating the object of his visit, the
Inspector was requested to call some other day, as the boiler was not then work-
ing, and the Owner wished to be present at the time of inspection. The Inspector
accordingly proceeded to an adjacent mill, and having finished his inspection,
was somewhat surprised, on leaving, to observe smoke rising from the chimney,
where he had just been informed the boiler was not at work. He therefore turned
back, and on arriving at the mill, found that not only were there fires in both
furnaces, but also steam in the boiler at 25lbs. pressure; and shortly after his
arrival, a lad came out of the mill to throw on more coal. On examining the
mountings, the Inspector observed, that although the boiler had been provided
with two safety valves, both were inoperative ; one had been firmly secured by bolts
and nuts, the weights for loading the valve having been removed ; the other had
been converted into a valve for conveying steam to the scutching room, in case of
fire, with a tap in the pipe of communication; so that in reality the boiler was
working without any safety valve whatever. The Inspector was informed that the
Owner usually attended to the boiler himself, but, as already stated, he was absent
on this occasion, and the boiler was left in charge of a lad who evidently knew
little about it. At a subsequent visit to this mill, the Inspector found that a small
safety valve had been attached, but the other valves remained in the same condi-
tion as when first inspected.
On informing the Owner that the Company would not accept his proposal, until

the safety valves were in proper working order, he replied, it was of no consequence,
as he had given up all intention of insuring it.

Another example of recklessness is equally incredible. One of the Inspectors,
who was sent to examine a boiler proposed for insurance, found it working without
any safety valve whatever, and on representing the danger incurred, he was
informed by the Owner that it was his intention to attach a valve, but being un-
decided as to which kind was the best, he had in the meantime allowed the boiler
to work without any, the pressure of steam being regulated by the pressure gauge.
I subsequently learned that within a few days of the Inspector's visit, a safety
valve was attached; and the boiler has since been insured.
Other examples, where from the defective condition of the safety valves, boilers

were found in equal danger, might be given, but the above may suffice.

The accidents resulting from deficiency of water have been numerous, not fewer
than 71 having occurred in the course of the year to boilers insured, and although
happily none of these have been attended with loss of life, the results might have
been otherwise ; since in case of collapse, where fractures take place, the escaping
water and steam frequently prove fatal to those who happen to be near.
In illustration of the danger which is frequently incurred, through the negligence

of those, to whose care boilers are intrusted, the circumstances connected with
one of these accidents will be related. Several of the operatives having got wet in
going to their work, had congregated before one of the boilers to dry their clothes.
The fireman, having neglected to try the water gauge for some time, and presum-
ing, from the presence of water in the glass, that there was a sufficient supply in
the boiler, gave it no further attention, eo long as the workpeople stood before it;

but on their returning to work, he observed leakage from the furnace crowns, and
on trying the gauges, found the water to be low. He immediately drew the fires,

and thus, in all probability, prevented a serious accident. As it was, both flues
were injured from overheating, and required repairs. Had the flues collapsed, as
might have been the case, if the workpeople had remained a short time longer, it

is scarcely possible, that one of them would have escaped without fatal injuries.
Many have been the instances, where explosion or collapse of flues has occurred
during meal hours, when the workmen were collected about the boiler, and the
loss of life has been most serious. It would be therefore well, if, as is the rule in

some mills, all millowners strictly prohibited any one, but those in charge of the
boilers, entering the boiler-house or stoke-hole.
The majority of accidents of this kind are solely attributable to the inattention

of the fireman, and shew that, however well a boiler may be provided with gauges
or feed apparatus, something more is required to insure safety,
A combination of float and safety valve, which is recommended by some

Engineers, is so far useful, that in case of deficiency of water, the valve allows the
escape of steam, and thus gives warning of danger ; but many instances have come
under notice where, under such circumstances, the flues of boilers, provided with
mountings of this kind, have been seriously damaged, although no actual explosion
took place. Others advocate the use of alarm whistles, but most of these are very
liable to derangement, and I can say little in their favour. Others, again, advocate
fusible plugs fixed on the furnace crowns, but with the exception of the fusible
caps recommended by this Company, none have been found worthy of confidence.
In confirmation of the favourable opinion I have so often expressed in regard to
the latter, I may state, that during the last twelve months, 42 cases of deficiency
of water have occurred to boilers provided with these mountings, where no damage
was sustained, the steam escaping on the melting of the plugs and extinguishing
the fires. The only objection to their use, and one that has frequently been raised,
viz., that if not kept clean these caps are of no service, is equally applicable to
glass tube water gauges, safety valves, and, in short, all boiler mountings.
Before leaving this part of the subject, reference must be made to a somewhat

remarkable accident, which occurred to a boiler in Glasgow, but happily without
serious results.
This was a plain cylindrical boiler, 5ft. diameter, with hemispherical ends, used

for supplying steam for the manufacture of starch, and usually worked at a
pressure of 251bs. per square inch. One Saturday afternoon, in the absence of the
regular attendant, the boiler had beoome short of water, owing to derangement of
the float gauge, unknown to the man in charge, who, previous to leaving the
premises, had thrown on fresh coals, and "banked" the fires for the night. One
of the members of the firm, finding a strong smell of burning, sought for the
cause, and at length discovered, that it proceeded from the boiler, the bottom of
which was then red hot. Having closed the steam and water valves, he pro-
ceeded to draw the fire, and observed, while doing so, a bright flame issuing as it

were from the circular seams of the boiler. This, however, soon disappeared, and
supposing it to have been caused by the combustion of some of the coal dust,
adhering to the edges of the plates, he took no further notice and left the boiler to
cool, opening the tap of a small pipe, with one end -descending about a couple of
feet into the interior of the boiler, the other communicating with the atmosphere

;

by which means the air would have free access to the interior of the boiler, and
thus assist, as he thought, in cooling It. On the following morning, another
member of the firm, being anxious to ascertain the extent of damage, took off the
man-hole cover, and was on the point of introducing a lighted lamp, when a large
volume of gas, issuing from the interior, ignited, and extending to the roof above,
set it on fire. This was, however, speedily extinguished, and the Owner escaped
uninjured. Having investigated the matter carefully, this conclusion was arrived
at:—After the evaporation of the whole of the water, the steam having a free
communication, by means of a small pipe, with an open vessel containing water
for the manufacture of starch, had gradually condensed. This vessel was
situated in another building and at a lower level, the steam-pipe crossing an open
yard, exposed to the atmosphere. As the steam condensed, the pressure within
the boiler would by degrees become less than that of the atmosphere, and a
partial vacuum would be formed unless filled up by air or gas of equal density.
The damper being closed, and the seams on the underside sprung frhm overheat-
ing, some of the gas from the fuel, not finding egress by the chimney, appears to
have thus entered the boiler. In no other manner can the presence of the gas be
satisfactorily accounted for.

A somewhat similar accident, by which the attendant lost his life, occurred in
this district about the year 1837. The boiler, which was of similar construction,
had been emptied by a plug-hole over the fire, and on the following morning the
attendant was on the point of entering the boiler with a lighted lamp, for the
purpose of cleaning it, when a violent explosion took place.

A great diversity of opinion existed at the time, as to the nature and origin of
the gas ; according to the most trustworthy evidence, it was proved, that in
consequence of the fire not having been entirely extinguished, at the time of
letting off the water, the gas generated from the fuel had entered at the plug-hole,
as the water escaped.
The last of the defects to which reference will be made, is the injury to plates

from overheating, notwithstanding a sufficiency of water in the boiler. This is of
more frequent occurrence than is generally supposed, though many deny its

possibility altogether. Seventeen cases of this kind occurred during the year, one
or two of which may be mentioned.
At one mill, where six boilers are employed, five of these suffered successively

from this cause, at intervals of a few weeks. Four of these were of the ordinary
construction, with two internal furnace flues ; the fifth had also two internal
furnaces, but these were connected with a combustion chamber, from which
smaller flues or tubes conveyed the products of combustion to the end of the boiler,

whence they took their course to the chimney in the usual manner. There was
nothing peculiar in the construction or dimensions of these boilers, or in the mode
of firing. Each was provided with a glass tube water gauge, Hopkinson's patent
safety valve, and other mountings usually considered necessary. More than
ordinary attention was paid to their condition, and none of them were ever known
to have been deficient of water. Nevertheless, at short intervals, and without any
apparent cause, the flues of these five boilers partially collapsed, where exposed
to the direct action of the fire, causing considerable alarm, and necessitating the
l'eplacement of several of the plates. A careful examination shewed that this, as
in many similar cases which have come under notice, was solely attributable to the
peculiar nature of the deposit, and the imperfect circulation of the water. This
deposit, after floating on the surface of the water, is ultimately precipitated in the
form of a fine powder upon the plates, which, owing to the non-conducting property
of the deposit, gradually become overheated, and then yield to the ordinary
working pressure.

Similar results were observed in two plain cylindrical boilers which had only
been at work a few months; and in another instance, where the same kind of

deposit was present, one of the plates over the fire bulged outwards forming a
circular hole about 4 inches diameter, through which all the water and steam
made their escape.
The best remedy against these evils, if water cannot be obtained from another

source, is the daily introduction of soda in the manner already described, together
with frequent blowing off from the surface. This has been found effectual when
all other means have failed. An analysis of some of these deposits shewed them
to be composed chiefly of carboqate of magnesia and carbonate of lime.

Such deposit is chiefly to be met with in the limestone districts, or where water
is drawn from wells in the red sandstone formation.

In another instance, similar results were observed where this deposit was not
present. It was quite evident, however, that the latter was solely attributable to

oxcessive firing—the best Low Moor plates over the fires bulging outwards within
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a few days of being put in. The heat beneath these boilers was more like that of

a mill furnace, than that of a steam boiler, and no iron could be long subjected to

it, without serious deterioration. Some of these plates, at the part bulged, were
reduced in thickness from f to little more than i inch.

The loss of life resulting from boiler explosions, has been rather less than in

the previous year.

MANCHESTER ASSOCIATION FOR THE PREVENTION OF STEAM
BOILER EXPLOSIONS.

EXTRACTS FROM CHIEF ENGINEER'S ANNUAL REPORT.

The defects discovered in boilers are mainly of two distinct classes—one
relating to their Construction, and the other to their Condition. Under the

first head, viz., that of Construction, 188 recommendations have been made,
which are as follows :—

-

In 124 boilers the internal flue tubes have been recommended to be strength-

ened by hooping.
In 19 boilers the shells have been recommended to be strengthened at the

steam dome by stays of angle iron, &c.
In 25 boilers the shells have been recommended to be strengthened at the

ends.

In 20 boilers the load on the safety valves has been recommended to be

reduced.

The following are those defects appertaining to the second head, viz., that

of Condition. Of these, 68, which are as follows, were considered dangerous:

—

Fracture of plates and angle irons, 11

Blistered plates, ... ... ... 1

Furnaces out of shape, 6

Corrosion, 22
Defective safety valves, ... 2
Defective pressure gauges, ... 1

Defective water gauges, ... ... 13
Defective feed apparatus, 2
Defective blow-out apparatus, 2
Overpressure, 5
Deficiency of water, ... 3

There were also 795 others, which, though not actually dangerous, were
still unsatisfactory, and are as follows :—

Fracture of plates and angle irons,

Blistered plates,

Furnaces out of shape,
Corrosion,

Safety valves out of order,

Pressure gauges out of order,

Water gauges out of order,

Feed apparatus out of order,

Blow-out apparatus out of order, ...

Fusible plugs out of order,

Over pressure, ...

Deficiency of water,

51
1G
21
180
33
89
143
22
192
39
7
2

It should be pointed out that many of the above defects were observed at

visits made early in the year, and that their number has been subsequently
reduced by repair.

Corrosion and Fracture are amongst the most important defects met with,

and it will be seen from the preceding table, that there were as many as 202
cases of Corrosion, 22 of which were dangerous; and 62 of Fracture, 11 of
which were dangerous. The defects under each of these two heads may be
classified as follows :

—

Corrosion.

36 Ordinary cases, and 9 Dangerous, were External, and arose from damp
occurring generally at the mid-feather and front cross walls.

51 Ordinary cases, and 6 Dangerous, were External, and occurred at seams
of rivets and joints of fittings from leakage.

93 Ordinary cases, and 7 Dangerous, were Internal, arising from acidity of
water.

Fracture.

25 Ordinary cases, and 9 Dangerous, occurred at the seams and plates at

the bottom of externally-fired boilers over the fire.

13 Ordinary cases occurred in furnace tubes, through bad arrangement of
seams, Ac.

9 Ordinary cases occurred at 1he end angle irons of furnace tabes.

2 Ordinary cases arose from bad workmanship, excessive use of drift, &c.
1 Dangerous case occurred at the external flange of a steam dome, crown

plate, which was nearly flat.

1 Ordinary case arose through imperfect seating of fusible plug.
1 Ordinary case occurred at a stay angle iron.

1 Dangerous case occurred through transverse u seam rending" at the
bottom of a two-flued boiler.

Surface Blowtxo-out.

Surface Blowing-out has made considerable progress during the past year,
and is now adopted by 58 members, and applied to 129 boilers. It has been
thought, that it would be desirable to ascertain from each member, who had
adopted the system, his opinion as to the success or otherwise attendant upon
it, and with this view letters of inquiry have been addressed to all such.
Those addressed have already, in almost every instance, responded to the
inquiry ; and suffice it therefore to state, in the present instance, that very

many of the applications of the Surface Blowing-out Apparatus have been
attended with great success, while some, however, have not answered fully the

expectation formed. The success has been the greatest with muddy and
sludgy waters, while common soda continues to he used with very considerable
advantage, and is found to loosen the old scale, as well as to prevent the
formation of new.
The statement of the varieties of surface apparatus adopted, with a descrip-

tion of each, as well as the mode found to be most effective of introducing the
soda, is reserved for the Monthly Report.

Explosions.

Particulars were carefully collected of every explosion that took place during
the past year, of which the Association was able to gain information, while,

however, there is no question that the occurrence of many never came to the
knowledge of the Association at all.

The number of explosions which came under notice during the year 1863,

was 47, though the number of boilers which exploded amounted to 51, since

an entire series of 5 working side by side was included in one explosion;
while, during the year, there were 7G persons killed and 80 others injured.

Of these explosions, 18 were personally investigated, and the exploded
boilers examined, while this was prevented by distance in the other cases. Of
18 others, reliable information was obtained, principally from engineers, who,
having had an opportunity of majnng personal examinations shortly after the

explosions occurred, kindly furnished sketches and reports ; while of the

remaining 11, the information received was not sufficiently full or reliable for

quotation. Thus, of 47 explosions which occurred in 1863, the causes of 36
were investigated and ascertained, while of 11, little or no information was
received.

All the particulars of interest with regard to these explosions have already

been given in the printed monthly reports circulated amongst the members of

the Association, so that to repeat them now at length is unnecessary.

All the explosions have happened to boilers not under the inspection of this

Association, with the exception of one instance, No. 13, in which a flue col-

lapsed, and which has been included amongst the number of explosions,

although no one was injured by it, neither was the boiler stirred from its seat,

nor any damage done to property beside that to the flue of the boiler itself,

which has long since been repaired and set to work again.

The boiler was of the vertical iron-works class, being heated by the flames

passing off from the iron furnaces, the flames passing through an internal

tube in the centre of the boiler, which ran directly from the top to the bottom.

These boilers are defective in principle, many have been found to fail, and
they are now happily going out of date, being superseded in some instances by
horizontal ones having hemispherical ends, and containing a couple of internal

horse-shoe flues, the shape of which allows unequal expansion and contraction

to take place without injuring the boiler. These horizontal boilers are much
safer, and altogether superior to the vertical ones just referred to.

Although the Association is desirous of making an Internal and Thorough
examination of every boiler under inspection at least once a year, and had
repeatedly offered to do this in the present instance, still no opportunity had
been afforded of doing bo, and upwards of three years allowed to elapse since

the last Thorough examination had been made ; during which time the boiler

had been severely woiked, being heated by the intense flames passing off from
a reverberatory furnace, coupled with the use of very sedimentary water. It

need scarcely be stated that under these circumstances it was impossible to

keep any check upon the internal condition of this boiler.

The Association does not fail to ascertain and clearly report the true condi-

tion of the boilers of all those members who afford the opportunity of making
an annual "Thorough" examination: yet, on the other hand, it cannot engage
to do this for those who do not comply with its rules in this respect ; and it

may be pointed out in conclusion, that while 47 explosions are known to have
occurred during the year 1863, from which 156 persons were injured, 76 of

them fatally so, that no case either of death or of personal injury resulted from
the boilers under the charge of the Association, while not one of those boilers

failed, with regard to which the owners conformed to the rules of the Associa-

tion, and allowed its Inspectors to make the regular "Internal" and
"Thorough" examinations.

The causes of the 47 explosions which occurred in 18S3 may be classified as

follows :

—

14 Explosions were due to Defective Construction: 4 boilers failing in the

shell, and 10 collapsing in the furnace tube, not from over-heating, but
simply from weakness of the flue.

7 Explosions were due to Defective condition of the Boiler, resulting in 6

cases from External Corrosion, and in 1 from Internal.

6 Explosions were due to failure of the seams at the Bottom of Externally-

fired Boilers, over the furnace.

4 Explosions were due to Shortness of Water, occurring through neglect of

attendants.

2 Explosions were due to Over-heating of the plates, consequent upon an
accumulation of sediment through neglect.

2 Explosions were due to Excessive Pressure, occurring in one case through
inadvertence, and in the other through wilful recklessness.

1 Explosion was Accidental.

36 Total number of explosions of which reliable information has been
obtained.

11 Explosions not personally investigated, and no reports received suffi-

ciently reliable for quotation.

47 Total number of explosions reported during the year 1863.
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MANCHESTER LITERARY AND PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY.
Ordinary Meeting, January 12, 1864.—J. C. Dyer, Esq,, Vice-President, in

the Chair.

The President, in the name of a number of members, presented to the
Society a Portrait of one of its Vice-Presidents, J. P. Joule, LL.D., F.R.S., by
G. Pattten, A.R.A., of London, and intended to be hung up on the walls of the
meeting room.
On the motion of Professor Christie, seconded by Mr Atkinson, it was re-

solved, " That the best thanks of the Society be given to Mr Binney and the
other donors of Dr Joule's valuable portrait."

Mr John Rogerson was elected an ordinary member of the Society.
On the motion of Mr Dyer, seconded by Mr Sidebotham, it. was resolved,

" That the Society do hereby authorise the Council to procure a die for a medal,
and to settle the design."
An extract from a letter from T. T. Wilkinson, F.R.A.S., was read.
The President made a few remarks on the Lancashire and Cheshire Drift.
A Paper was read entitled " Enquiry into the question, Whether excess or

deficiency of Temperature during part of the Year, is usually Compensated
daring the remainder of the same year," by G. V. Vernon, F.K.A.S., M.B.M.S.
A Paper was read entitled " Note on the amount of Carbonic Acid contained

in the air of Manchester," by Henry E. Roscoe, B.A., Ph.D., F.R.S.

MICROSCOPICAL SECTION.

December 21, 1S63.—Joseph Sidebotham, Esq., President of the Section, in
the Chair.

Various valuable donations were announced, among others a paper by Walter
Crum, Esq., F.R.S., on Cotton Fibre, accompanied with mounted specimens, in
illustration of it.

Mr Heys repeated his observations on the cotton fibre, and said that there
was little difference observable in cotton freshly gathered, from that as usually
received in this country. His observations lead him to the conclusion that the
structure of cotton fibre is as follows :—First, there is an external envelope, or
tube, generally moniliform ; inside, a spiral vessel which seems to prevent the
collapse of the tube ; inside the spiral, there is generally preseut another sub-
stance like a pith or core. Mr Heys then described at length his observations
on the cotten when under the influence of the solvent recommended by Mr
O'Xeil, and the conclusions he drew from them. Mr Hey's paper was illus-

trated by diagrams and mounted specimens.
Sir Heys then read a Paper on " Mounting Objects in Canada Balsam," and

minutely explained the various details of the process ; he strongly advocates
the use of the Canada Balsam, dissolved in Chloroform, by which the trouble is

lessened, and the beauty of the preparations increased.
The Secretary then exhibited a Drawing of the Apparatus used by Captain

Baker, of the Niphon, for obtaining Soundings, free from Grease.—Description:
A tube 18 inches long, 1£ diameter, with a wooden cap, and a leather, fitted as
a pump-box; this, lashed to the lead, sinks into the earth, and brings up a
cylinder of mud or sand, free from grease; the surplus water being forced out
through the valve at the top.

METEOROLOGICAL SOCIETY.
Not. 18.—Dr R. D. Thomson, the newly-elected president, delivered an

Inaugural Address.—A communication from the Astronomer Royal relative to
the great storm of the 30th of October, and illustrated by an enlarged diagram
of the results of the self-recording instruments, was read by Mr Glaisher ; and
a letter from Prof. Bianconi, of Bologna, on the great meteor of the 10th of
August, as well as a very important letter from Mr Herschel, on meteors gener,
ally, by Mr Eaton.

INSTITUTE OF BRITISH ARCHITECTS.
Dec 14 Mr T. L. Donaldson, president, in the chair.—Mr W. Tite, M.P.,

read a paper " On Public Improvements in Paris, and their Cost."

GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY.
Nov. 18.— Prof. A. C. Ramsay, president, in the chair.— C. Tylor, Esq., was

elected a Fellow.—The following communications were read :
—" On the Fossil

Corals of (the West Indies, Part II.," by P. M. Duncan, Esq.—"Notes to
accompany some Fossils from Japan, by Capt. Bullock.—On some Miocene
Mollusca from Mount Sela, in the Island of Java," by H. M. Jenkins, Esq.

;

with "A Description of a New Coral from the same Locality, and a Note on
the Scindian Fossil Corals," by P. M. Duncan. Esq.
Dec. 16.— R. A. C. Godwin-Austen, Esq., V.P., in the chair.—A. L. Adams,

M.D., J. M. Hozier, Esq., and J. F. Iselin, Esq.. M.A., were elected Fellows.
—The following communications were read :

—"On the Pebble-bed of Budleigh-
Saltertor,," by W. Vicary, Esq., with Notes on the Fossils, by J. W. Salter,

Esq.—" Experimental Researches on the Granites of Ireland.—Part IV. On the
Granites and Syenites of Donegal, with some remarks on those of Scotland and
Sweden," by the Rev. Samuel Haughton, M.D.—" On the recent Earthquake
at Manila," by J. W. Farren, Esq.—" Extracts from Letters relating to the
farther discovery of Fossil Teeth and Bones of Reptiles in Central India," by
the late Rev. S. Hislop.

Jan. 20 —Prof. A. C. Ramsay, president, in the chair.—Messrs J. S. Cross-
ley, the Rev. H. Housman, G. W. Macrae, W. R. Barr, E. J. Routh, G. St
Clair, J. B. Stone and Mutu Coomara Swamy were elected Fellows. II Caval-
iere Paolo Savi was elected a Foreign Member.—The following communications
were read;—•' Observations on supposed Glacial Drift in the Labrador Penin-
sula, Western Canada, and on the South Branch of the Saskatchewan," by
Prof. H. Y. Hind, M.A.—" Notes on the Drift-deposits of the Valley of the
Severn, in the neighbourhood of Colebrookdale and Bridgenorth." by G, Maw,
Esq.

INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.

Jan. 26, 1864.—J. R. M 'Clean, Esq., President, in the chair.

The Paper read was, " The East Coast, between the Thames and the Wash
Estuaries," by Mr J. B. Redman, M. Inst. C. E.
The object of this Paper was chiefly to describe the peculiarities of the East

Coast, from the Thames to the Wash, including the well-known formations
termed Nesses, caused by the constant abrasion of the neighbouring cliffs, due
to the influence of wind waves, produced by gales from the N.E. acting on the
large area of the North Sea.

Feb. 2, 1864.—John Fowler, Esq., Vice-President, in the chair.

The discussion upon Mr Redman's Paper on " The East Coast, between the
Thames and the Wash Estuaries," occupied the whole evening, and it was
announced that it would be resumed at the next meeting.
At the monthly ballot, the following candidates were balloted for and duly

elected :—Messrs W. Butterton, W. Clark, G. J. Darley, J. M. Gale, P. 15.

Sewell, T. Stevenson, C. Stone, H. Vignoles, and J. Whitfield, as Members

;

and Messrs C. J. Appleby, T. D. Barry, S. Bayliss, W. H. Bidder, A. G.
Browning, E. Cousins, E. A. Foden, G. Fuller, G. Furness, S. Gale, E. Hoole,
C. J. Light, H. Robinson, J. N. Shoolbred, E. P. Smith, H. Stone, and K. H.
I. Synnot, M.A., as Associates.

INSTITUTION OF ENGINEERS IN SCOTLAND.
The fourth meeting of the session was held in the Institution Hall, 204

George Street, Glasgow, on Wednesday, 20th January, 1864, J. R. Napier,
Esq., the president, in the chair.

The following were elected Members:—Mr W. Beardmore, Glasgow; Mr
W. R. Copland, Paisley; Mr W. Moore, Glasgow; Mr J. Donald, Paisley;
Mr R. Wilson, Paisley ; Mr J. Binnie, Glasgow ; Mr C. Gunn, Glasgow.
The following papers were read;—" On Cotton and other Presses," by Mr

D. More ; and " On Trials of the Speed of Steam Vessels in a Tideway," by
Dr W. J . M. Rankine.

Discussions followed the reading of both papers, that on the latter being
adjourned.

Boyd's Mechanism for forming Imitation Selvages in weaving fabrics to be
divided was exhibited, a3 applied to a small but completely fitted working
model of a loom.

GLASGOW PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
At the last monthly meeting, the secretary read a suggestive paper by Mr

G. W. Simpson, of London, on l* Iron Developers and Intensities," which
gave rise to an animated discussion.

There was exhibited a new camera, with a set of portable apparatus for

country excursions, lately introduced by Mr Thomas Sutton, B.A., of Jersey;

and the seoretary read a paper by Mr Sutton, explanatory of his various con-

trivances. ——

—

GLASGOW ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETY.

Feb. 15, 1864.—A paper was read by Mr Alex. Watt, architect, entitled
" Some Remarks on the Transverse Strength of Timber." Mr Watt produced
eight varieties of pine on which he had experimented, and gave the results of

his observations as to their comparative strength, in a series of useful tables.

An animated conversation followed, in the course of which Mr M'Lure
referred to certain experiments made by himself, which went to show that,

while the published tables were tolerably near the mark with regard to the

strength of small sticks, they were not to be depended upon for large

timbers.

MONTHLY NOTES.

MARINE MEMORANDA.
Shipbuilding at Poet - Glasgow.— Messrs Blackwood and Gordon,

of Port-Glasgow, have launched a screw named the General Outram,
of 377 tons burden, and of the annexed dimensions:—Length, 160 feet:

breadth, 27 feet; and depth, 11. She is now being fitted with engines

of 60-horse power, by the builders, who have seven other steamers at

present on hand. The General Outrarn has been built for the Bombay Coast

and River Steam Navigation Company. The Albion, a screw recently launched

by Messrs Scott and Co., of Cartsdyke, attained on her trial trip a speed of 15

miles per hour; she is intended for the Dunedin and Melbourne coasting trade,

and was engined by the Greenock Foundry Company. The Constance Decima,
a paddle, built and engiped by the same firms, and intended for the South
American trade, reached a speed of 15£ knots per hour in a corresponding trial

trip; and the Addle, screw, built and engined by Messrs M'Nab and Co., for

Messrs Seligmann, of Glasgow, attained a speed of 11 knots an hour on a

similar occasion,

TnE Clyde Steamers and the Southern Blockade.—The number of

steamers that have left the Clyde since the blockade of the Confederate ports

was commenced is upwards of 60, and their purchase price amounts in the

aggregate to about 700,000/. The, selling and building of steamers for this

trade has been perhaps the most remunerative speculation during the past year.

In many cases vessels were sold at half more than their original cost. In 1S61

and 1862 30 steamers left the Clyde, of these six were paddle vessels in the

river trade, five paddle and six screw vessels in the deep-sea trade, and the

remainder were new. In 1863 28 steamers sailed, and of these 11 were river

paddle boats, one a paddle and one a screw in the deep-sea trade. Seven were
new paddle and eight new screw vessels. The total of their registered

tonnage was 6,500 tons, and they were manned by about 800 hands. The havoc
that has been made among them has been very great. Of the 30 that sailed
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previously to 1863 only four have escaped, the others being either burnt, sunk,
or captured ; while of those that left last year five have been captured, 15 are

still running, and the remainder arc on their way out. During the present
month three more steamers have left, and several are fitting out to iollow. A
few of the captured steamers made only one trip, while others made over a
dozen ; and on the whole they have paid their owners very well, some of them
being a source of great profit to all concerned.

Trial of the "Far East."—The trial of the Far East double screw
clipper has resulted in the most unequivocal success. The Far East
is an iron built ship of upwards of 1,000 tons register, fully rigged as

a sailing clipper, and fitted with two screws, one on each quarter, on
the principle that has lately attracted so much attention, both in the
Royal and mercantile marine, it being equally valuable in manoeuvring a
sbip-of-war when in action under steam, or in taking a loaded merchant-
ship up or down tortuous rivers, or under circumstances of calms, light or vari-

able winds at sea. The Far East is the first of a class of vessels to be employed
in the tea trade between Shanghai and London. She is fitted with engines
having a combined nominal power of 120-horse. With the assislance of this

auxiliary power in taking her up and down the rivers at each end of her voyage,
pushing her on her route through the calms, and working her leeward screw in
light head winds, it is anticipated with confidence that the voyage between
Shanghai and London will be accomplished under 75 days, while the consump-
tion of coal will be at the same time so small when under steam that it will not
necessitate the ship calling in at any port throughout the whole voyage for a
fresh supply. If the Far East really confirms all these anticipations by the aid
of her double screws, and brings the first cargo of teas into the London market,
there can be no doubt the double screw principle will meet with pretty general
support by the firms engaged in the tea trade between this country and China.
The Far East was ballasted down to her load draught when with a full cargo
of teas on board, 15ft. aft. and 13ft. forward, and proceeded down the Thames,
with a large party on board, to run the distance to and fro between the Nore
and Mouse Lightships. This is reckoned nine miles (statute), and from the
Nore to the Mouse the ship went in 54 minutes 30 seconds, the return run
from the Mouse to the Nore being made in 50 minutes 25 seconds, giving a
rate of speed to the ship in the first run of 9-9 statute miles, and in the second
run t>f 10-7 miles, the average speed of the two runs being 10-3 per hour. In
powers of turning, either with both screws going ahead, or with their motion
reversed, the ship exhibited extraordinary powers, excelling even, so far as was
possible, the smaller vessels which have been built by the same firm, and fitted

on the same principle— Flora, Kate, Hebe. The Far East inaugurated a new
era in screw propulsion in the commercial marine of this country for distant
voyages, and we trust the success atlained by the ship when she fairly enters
upon her duties will be fully commensurate to the expectations of her owners,
her commander, and her builders. The ship and engines have both been built
by Messrs Dudgeon.

The Achili.es.—The difficult operation of fitting the iron masts on board the
Aihilles has been successfully accomplished by means of the massive floating
sheers, which were towed down from the dockyard to Gillingham Reach for
that purpose. The iron masts are the largest ever constructed for a vessel of
war, and were manufactured at the Bridge Works, Chepstow, by Messrs. Finch
and Heath, who have supplied the whole of the masts to the iron and iron-clad
vessels already built. The Achilles will be the first vessel in the British navy
to carry four masts; but even with this advantage each of her masts will be
100ft. apart, or considerably further distant from each other than in the ordinary
line-of-battle ships. From the success which has attended the use of iron
masts in the navy it is probable that in a short time wooden masts even in

wooden vessels of war will entirely disappear, their advantages over the
ordinary kind of masts making their general adoption a paramount consideration.
Experience has shown that iron masts last much longer than wooden, that they
are lighter and stronger, that they 6erve as valuable ventilators, and are also
better conductors of electricity. If they are shot away and fall overboard
they will immediately sink, instead of floating alongside and fouling the screw,
as is the case with wooden masts. The mainmast of the Achilles weighs no
less than 21 tons 12 cwt. ; its length being J2Jft. 9in., diameter 3ft. 4in., and
length of head from hounds 20ft. The weight of the second foremast is 19
tons 2 cwt., its length 103ft., diameter 3ft, 4in., and length of head from hounds
20ft. The foremast weighs 15 tons 18 cwt., its entire length 103tt. 10in.,
diameter 2ft. 8in., and length of head from hounds 13ft. The mizenmast is

84ft. in length, its weight 8 tons 12 cwt., diameter 26in., and length of head
from hounds, 13ft. The diameter of the main and second fore masts at the
head is 30in. in each, that of the foremast 24in., and that of the mizenmast
19|in. Each mast is formed of three curved plates half an inch in thickness,
which form the skin, or outside shell of each, the joint where the vertical edges
of the plates meet being so formed that the outsides of the masts show no
ridges. Under each of the vertical joints three stroug tie-irons are placed,
to which are riveted the places forming the mast, the rivets on the
outside being counter-sunk, or let in flush, the exterior of the mast conse^
quently presenting a round and perfectly smooth surface. The masts
are parallel from the heel to the hounds, where a horizontal plate is in-
troduced which is made to carry the top, and this plate facilitates the
reduction of the size of the ma.st from the hounds to the cap. Where the
shrouds pass over the masts the plates are double to resist the extra strain and
wear. In the transmission of the iron masts from Chepstow to Chatham con-
siderable difficulty was experienced. From Chepstow they were conveyed by
special train to Brentford, where it was necessary to ship them in barges,
which conveyed them safely to Chatham, where they were landed at the dock-
yard.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Property in Inventions.—Mr Bright has recently delivered himself of some
remarks upon the patent laws. Now the patent laws are an encouragement to

inventors, and the flaws in their working may be easily remedied. The pro-
perty derived from the brain should be as inviolable as landed or funded inter-
ests. When intellect is as well represented as acres and cashboxes in the
House, we shall see the pateut laws and the laws of copyright as carefully
considered as the game laws, or enactments for the benefit of capital. The
proposal to repeal patent right is most iniquitous ; it is, in so many words,
robbing the inventor to the exact extent to which he benefits bis fellows. For,
of course, the greater the field his labour renders fruitful the greater is the crop
of which you deprive him. Really, Mr Bright, we shall have to ask you to
throw open your carpet-looms pro bono. A man has as much right to the
interest of the capital he carries in his head as of that he carries in his pocket.
If Mr Bright were an inventor himself, he could argue very differently. But
he never could or did invent anything, except a vast amount of talk, and as
that is of no value, he could not want a patent for it, otherwise he might
possibly try to protect it. His surest way to protection woidd be that route
which indicates holding his tongue on subjects which he is unfitted to
comprehend.

Ironstone in Norfolk.—A valuable stratum of ironstone has just been
discovered on the Sandringham Estate of the Prince of Wales. The discovery
has been effected by Mr J. Wright, merchant, of Lynn, who has sent samples
of the ore obtained to some analytical chemists in the north of England.
These gentlemen state that the ironstone found contains nearly 41 per
cent, of metallic iron, so that the ore appears to be even richer than that of
Cleveland district. It is believed that the deposit covers at least 500 acres,

commencing at Wolferton church and extending inland past the Lynn and
Hunstanton road. Mr Wright has communicated his discovery to the Prince
of Wales, and has applied for permission to work the ore on payment of a
royalty. If the hopes entertained with regard to the discovery should prove
well-founded, the matter will prove one of much importance to the whole
surrounding district, and especially to the town and port of King's Lynn.

London and its Railways.—There are 24 important projects within the
city of London, to come before Parliament this session. Of these, 19 are for

railways or works connected with railways ; one is for the acquisition of pro-
perty to form a site for a public building ; another for the formation of a
high-level roadway and new streets in connection with it; one for laying

pipes for the transmission of parcels and letters by pneumatic agency ; and,

lastly, one for the formation of a subway or tunnel beneath the Thames. The
sum of the areas scheduled for projects of all descriptions amounts to about 211
acres, but many parts are under notice by two, three, or four companies, and
the actual area scheduled is probably about 160 acres, or about one-fourth of

the entire city. The total length of the various railways proposed to be made
within the limits of the city is about 20 miles. The various public ways of all de-

scriptions which are interfered with numbered 300, more or less ; but iu compara-
tively few cases are the levels tobe altered when the works are executed. As to the

sewerage works within the city, a very large portion of them will be annihilated,

and will have to be reconstructed upon an entirely different plan. Two companies
propose buying up and utilizing the Thames Tunnel ; two propose crossing

the Thames west of the Tower of London by bridges, with spans of 820 feet,

and with heights of 100 leet above high water-mark ; another bridge, equally
ambitious, is to cross at Limehouse, while to the west of London four or five

bridges, although of less imposing dimensions, are in contemplation. The
Monument, Temple Bar, Draper's-gardens, Finsbury-circus, and Apothecaries'-
hall are also scheduled, as aie some of the city halls and the Admiralty at

Whitehall. Several lines propose taking possession of part of the Thames em-
bankment and one of the centre of the Thames itself. The line of the Fleet
sewer, throughout its length within the city and a considerable portion without,

is to be reconstructed ; the sewerage of several square miles is to be disturbed,

and property to the value of many millions sterling is put under notice.

Some of the schemes are for railways upon viaducts, those which propose
making junctions between the north and south sides of the Thames being
necessarily so. The greater part of them, however, are intended to be below
the surface ; and nearly the whole within the city are to be in tunnels or
covered ways. The projects to which this description applies are— 1. Black-
friars Embankment, Roadway and Railway. 2. Charing-cross Railway (adddi-

tional lauds for stations, Ac.) 3. East London Railway (Thames Tunnel line.)

4. Great Eastern Railway (Metropolitan Station and Railway). 5. London
and Blackwall Railway Extensions, &c. 6. London, Chatham, and Dover
Railway, Bills Nos. 1 and 2—(new lines, &c.) 7. London Low Level Railway.
8. London Main Trunk Underground Railway, and connecting branches,

9. London Union Railways. 10. Metropolitan Grand Union Railways.
11. Metropolitan District Railways. 12. Metropolitan Railway (Extension to

Trinity-square, Tower-hill.) 13. North and South London (high-level) Junc-
tion Railway. 14. North London Railway (additional powers). 15. Oxford-
street and City Railway. 16. Thames Viaduct Railway. 17. Tottenham aud
Farrington-street Railway. 18. Thames Tunnel Railway. 19. Victoria sta-

tion and Thames Embankment Railway. 20. Courts of Justice Concentration
(acquisition of site). 21. Holborn Valley Improvement. 22. Pneumatic
Despatch Company. 23. Tower Subway.—We think we may well ask in

terms which have been applied to another purpose—are Railways made for

London, or is London made for railways?

Tunnel under Lake Michigan.—A contract for the construction of a tun-
nel, extending some two miles under Lake Michigan, at Chicago, for the pur-

pose for supplying the city with pure water, has been awarded ; the lowest

bid for completing the tunnel being 315,130 dols. The contract is for a tunnel

of five feet internal diameter, lined with brick. The tunnel is to be excavated

35 feet below the bed of the lake, and to have four feet of dip landwards.

Strainers will be fixed over the outlet to keep out the fish. The total area of

the tunnel will be nearly 20 square feet, an area amply large enough to furnish

water continuously to a city five or six times the size of Chicago in the present

day.
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PRICES CURRENT
OF

CHIEF MATERIALS USED IN STRUCTURES AND MACHINERY.

FOR THE MONTH ENDING FEBRUARY 2S, 1864.

(Compiled expressly for the Practical Mechanic's Journal.)

1st week. 2nd week. 3d week 4th week.

IRON. £ s. d. £ s. d £ s. a £ 3. D.

Bars, Ac, British, per ton, .. .. 7 17 6 SOO SOO 800
Nail Rods, 9 10 9 15 926 9 15
Hoop, 12 5 11 10 5 11
Sheets, IS ' 12 11 5 12
PiS, No. 1, Wales 4 10 4 12 6 4 10 4 10
Bars, Staffordshire, 11 5 10 10 10 10 11 5
Rails, 7 17 6 8 6 15 7 17 6
Pig, No. 1. Scotch, best quaL 1/ to 3/ higher 344 346 326 346
Swedish Bars 12 7 6 12 11 8 3 12

STEEL.
Swedish, rolled, in kegs (Hammered, from
£1 to £3 higher), 15 10 17 16 17

In faggots, 17 10 18 18 18
Spelteb, ingot, .. „ .. 21 21 15 21 5 21
Zixc, sheet, 26 15 26 15 26 15 26 15

COPPER,
Sheathing bolts, per ton 120 120 120 120
Bottoms 125 125 125 130
Old, exchange, 106 105 10 106 106
Tongh Cake, per ton, _ .. .. 113 113 116 113
Tile, 103 93 116 113

TIN.

English blocks, 116 114 116 116
Bars in barrels, 117 119 117 117
Refined, 121 121 121 121
Banca, .. .. .. .. .. 120 116 118 118

Straits, 119 120 117 117

TIN PLATES.
Char. IC, per box, Ill 6 1 10 1 12 1 12
Coke, 1C 16 9 14 9 10 9 10 9

LEAD.
English pig _ .. .. 21 7 6 21 7 6 21 12 6 21 12 6
Sheet. 21 7 6 21 22
Spanish pig, in bond, 20 19 17 6 21

TIMBER—PEE LOAD.

Teak, new, 12 10 12 10 12 10 12 10
Quebec, red pine, 400400 400400
" yellow pine, 400 400 400 400

St. John, N.B., yellow, 000 000 000 000
Quebec, oak, white, 600 600 600 600

•' Birch 400 400 400 400
" Memel, 12 12 10 12 10 12 10
" Elm, 450 450 450 450

Dantzicr.ak, 5 10 500 500 500
Fir, 300 300 300 300

Memelfir, 3 7 6 S 7 6 3 7 6 3 7 6

Ri»a, 326 326 326 326
Swedish, 2 12 6 2 12 6 2 12 6 2 12 6

Deals, per C, 12 feet by 3 by 9 inches.

Quebec, white spruce 17 17 17 17

St. John, white spruce 14 15 14 15 14 15 14 15

Yellow pine, per reduced C.

Canada, 1st quality 17 10 17 10 17 10 17 10
" 2nd do 1110 11 10 1110 11 10

Archangel yellow, 13 50 13 50 13 50 1350
St. Petersburgh yellow 1115 11 15 1115 11 15

Finland, 9 10 9 10 9 10 9 10

Memel, 12 10 12 10 12 10 12 10

Gothenburg, yellow, 10 15 10 15 10 15 10 10
« white 950 950 950 950

Gene, yellow 11 11 11 11

Soderhamn, 10 10 10 10

Christiania, per C. 12 ft. by 2 by 9 in. yeL 22 22 22 22

OILS, PAINTS, & DRYSALTERIES.
Red Lead, 21 15 21 10 21 15 21 10

White Lead, 26 10 26 26 26 10

Seal, rale, per 252 gallons, .. .. 46 48 10 48 10 48 10
•• yellow, 44 10 45 15 45 15 45 15

Sperm, 79 77 77 77

Cod, 55 10 54 54 54
South Sea, 42 10 45 10 45 10 45 10

Olive, Gallipoli, per tun 60 58 68 58 5

Palm, per tun, 38 10 36 35 35
Cocoa-nut, 44 10 45 5 45 5 45 5

Rape pale foreign, 44 10 41 10 41 10 41 10

Unaeed 43 35 2 6 35 2 6 34 17 6

Roogh Tnrpentine. per cwt,, .. .. 000 000 000 000
English spirit without casks, .. .. 000 000 000 000
Hemp Manilla, per ton, 28 32 32 32

Jute, 26 29 5 32 5 29 5

Hemp Rope, 000 000 000 000

APPLICATIONS FOE

PROVISIONAL PROTECTION FOR INVENTIONS

UNDER THE PATENT LAW AMENDMENT ACT.

£3T When the city or town is not mentioned, London is to be understood.

l.?( January, 1864.
1. John Holden, Manchester—Looms for weaving.
2. James Gee, Salford—Spinning rollers.

3. J. W. Nottingham, W. H. P. Gore, and A. H. A. Durant, London—Wheeled
carriages.

4. E. B. Wilson, Strand—Furnaces.
5. William Clark, Chancery Lane—Chlorine.—A com.

2d January, 1864.
6. William Muir, Victoria Street—Letter copying presses.
7. Charles Martin, Brentford—Treatment of paper.
8. William Allen, Cheadle, and William Johnson, Newton Moor—Grinding cards

for carding engines.
9. John Blakey, and Robert Blakey, Marsden—Looms for weaving.

10. J. L. P. Duroy, Paris — Soap.
11. H. A. Bonneville, Paris—Sewing machines.—A com.
12. H. A. Bonneville, Paris—Sewing machines.—A com.
13. William Ambler, Keighley—Paper cop tubes.
14. William Clark, Chancery Lane—Machines for cutting fodder.—A com.
15. Francis Andoe, Cardiff—Securing watches.
16. WT

illiam Balk, Ipswich—Furnaces.

4th January, 18G4.
17. J. C. Evans. East Greenwich—Coverings for the head.
18. William Hall, Nottingham—Rotary steam engines.
19. James Bullough, Baxenden—Sizing yarns, &c.
20. John Askew, Hampstead Road—Window sashes.
2L Moses Bayliss, Gracechurch Street—Cutting screws.
22. Coleman Defries, Houndsditch—Footlights for theatres.
23. A. L Le Harivel, Tweedmouth— Paper.
24. George Speight, Clerkenwell—Collars.
25. J. H. Johnson, Lincoln's Inn Fields—Sewing machines.—A com.

5th January, 1864.

£6. Richard Tomlinson, Manchester—Show cases.

27. W. B Barnard, Chancery Lane—Uniting metallic surfaces.
28. J. B. Fenby, Worcester—Locks and latches.
29. J. H. Whitehead, Saddleworth—Felted fabrics.
30. J. J. Hays, Hitchin—Charcoal.
31. John Williams, Ketley, and George Bedson, Manchester—Puddling furnaces.
32 C. W. Harrison, Manchester—Railway signals.
33. Joshua Kidd, Westminster—Supplying water to gas meters and oil for lubri-

cation,

Gth January 1864.

34. G. T. Bousfield, Brixton—Knitting machinery.—A com.
35. William Malins, Westminster—Atmospheric railways.
36. Henry Blakey, Luddenden, and John Alderson, Ovenden—Spinning and

doubling
37. Edward Fairburn, Mirfield— Carding wool.
33. Henry Nelson, and James Heap, Manchester—Self-acting mules.
39. R. A Brooman, Fleet Street—Spinning wool.—A com.
40. J. I. and H. G. Tracy, Clerkenwell—Umbrellas, parasols, and sunshades.
41. J. H. Weston, Lambeth, and Charles Morton, Oxford Street—Exhibition of

dramatic and other like performances.
42. James Curuming, Glasgow—Sewing machines.
43. J. B. Elwell, Bilston— Ships' masts and spars.

7th January. 1864.

44. A. M. Basset, and L. N. D. Lamoureux, Paris—Motive power.
45. E. G. Camp, Bristol—Brushes.
46. George Mead. Bethnal Green Road—Tea and coffee urns.
47. C. J. Appleby, and Josiah Vavasseur, London—Coffer dams and quay walls.
48. John Ramsbottom, Crewe—Cast steel articles.

49. John Bond, Hyde—Water gauges.

8fft January, 1864.
50. Robert Adams, King William Street—Breech-loading fire-arms.
51. William Pidding, Surrey—Heels for boots and shoes.
52. A. J. S. Graham, Northumberland Street—Motive power.
53. Isaac Lazarus, Birmingham—Fastenings for jewellery.
54. James Rees, Merthyr Tydvil—Safety lamps.
55. J. F. Bland. Belfast—Supporting targets.
56. Peter M'Laurin, Glasgow—Drying paper, pasteboard, and textile fabrics.

2th January, 1864.

57. Philip Walters, Wolverhampton—Locks, latches, and keys.
58. Bernhard Samuelson, Banbury—Smelting iron ores.

59. William Brookes, Chancery Lane—Steam engines.—A com.
60. Daniel Pidgeon. and William Manwaring—Food for animals.
61. M. B. Westhead, Manchester—Toys.—A com.
62 J. P. Culver, and R. B. Jarvis, Craven Street—Roller blinds.
63. W. C. Beatson, Rotherham—Furnaces.
64. John Coppard, Islington—Horse shoes.

ll(7i January, 1864.

65. John Webster, Bradford—Looms for weaving.
66. James Gibbins, Lambeth—Waterproof composition.
67. W. E. Gedge, Wellington Street—Lace making machine.—A com.
68. W. H. Barlow, Westminster—Pontoons.
69. J. N. Garrod, Falcon Square—Plasterers' brushes.
70. J. S. Jarvis, London—Scarfs for the neck.
71. H. A. Bonneville, Paris—Engraving.—A com.
72. H. A. Bonneville, Paris—Telegraphic apparatus.—A com.
73. J. C. J. Clegg, and Joseph Rowley, Huddersfield—Rolling textile fabrics.

74. Sydney Woolf, Ferrybridge—Packing china for firing.

75. W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane—Hose coupling—A com,
76. John Coates, Limehouse—Slide valves for steam engines.

12th January, 1864.

77. H. M. Nicholas, Southampton Street—Motive power.
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78. John Lane, Liverpool—Motive power engines.

79. Daniel Nickols, Manchester -Cutting paper.

80. "William Clark, Chancery Lane—Preparing fibrous material from vegetable
matters.—A com.

81. F. H. Twilley, and A. Lain«% Dean Street—Waterproof adhesive compound.
82. W. E. Newton, Chancery Lane—Horizontal water wheels.—A com.
83. James Browning, Grosvenor Road—Lamps.
84. Charles Little, Bradford—Weaving.
85. George Ash, Great Marlborough Street—Guns and ordnance.
86. L. E. C. Martin, Hyde Park—Steam boilers.

87. John Wheatley, Munich—Propelling vessels.

88. Charles Askew, Charles Street—Sheathing iron ships.

89. William Welch. Portsmouth—Propelling ships.

90. Charles Bartholomew, Doncaster—Working coaL

13th January, 1864.

91. John Clay, Woodley- Cleansing, decorticating, and cutting potatoes.
92. Peter M'intyre, Glasgow—Shirts.
93. Samuel Robotham, Birmingham—Bird cages.

94. George Wilkins, Birmingham—Breech-loading guns.
95. G. W. Hart, Southsea—Rifle targets.

96. Thomas English, Chatham—Motive power engines.
97. M. A. Dietz, Little Carter Lane—Lamps.
98. J. F. Bland, Dorset Square—Target^
99. W., G., T., and A. Hanlon, Palsgrave Place—Gymnastic apparatus.
100. William Denton, and Joseph Whitaker, Leeds—Preventing accidents inmines.

14th January, 1864.

101. W. J. Murphy, Cork—Steam brewing copper.
102. Joseph Wadsworth, Marple—Heels for boots and shoes.
103. James Connell, Nottingham—Ornamenting elastic fabrics.

104. James Rennie, Birmingham—Lamps.
105. T. W. Plum, King William Street—Forging, rolling, and shaping iron.

106. N. Thompson, St John's Wood—Stopping bottles.

107. George Burt, Birmingham—Lamps —A com.
108. James Thompson, Bilston—Fire-arms and ordnance.

15th January, 1864.

109. J. E. Baker, Birmingham—Furnaces.
110. Moritz Wolfsky, Newgate Street—Fasteners for bags.
111. William Tongue, Wakefield—Preparing fibrous materials.
112. A. F. Henery, Dorset Street—Galvanic belt.

113 W. E Newton, Chancery Lane—Self-inking hand stamps —A com.
114. J. Howard, E. T. Bousfield, and J. Pinney, Bedford—Tilling land by steam

power.
115. Laurent Bovy, Liege—Driving piles.

116. Charles Reynolds, and John Barrington, Belfast—Lubrication of upright
shafting.

117. James Ellis, Bradford, and Joseph Sladdin, Halifax—Healds.
118. Peter Cato, Liverpool—Iron and timber ships.

16th January, 1864.

119. John Gill, Edinburgh—Destroying momentum and restoring it.

120. D. A. Burr, United States— Protecting telegraph apparatus.—A com.
121. W. C. Rogers, Birmingham—Gas lamps.
122. William Balmforth. and Francis Robson, Calverley—Hoisting apparatus.
123. Andrew Shanks, Westminster—Riveting machine.
124. Edwin Whele, Aston—Cutting chaff.

125. J. J. Mountain, Jersey—Motive power.
126. William Wood, Monkhill—Covering land with earth or soil,

127. Edward Lord, Todmorden—Opening and carding cotton.
128. E. B. Wilson, Strand—Fire-places.

ISth January, 1864.

129. Robert Newton, Keighley—Spindle bands.
130. H. A. Bonneville, Paris—Adjusting daggers to revolvers.—A com.
131. Carl Vogt, Manchester—Pigments —A com.
132. Henry Attwood, Shadwell— Packing for steam engines.
133. C. A. Beckman, Fenchurch Street—Bearings for axles of railway carriages.

—

134. W. H. Marks, Hart Street—Musical instruments.
135. Edward Mainstone, Saint Pancras—Securing trouser straps to boots,
136. R. W. Sievier, Guilford Street— Cocks or taps.

137. P.St G. Graeme, Waterloo Place—and H. Forbes, Maida Hill—Propelling
ships or vessels.

138. Samuel Wynn, Margaret Street—Window sashes.

19th January, 1864.

139. James Thompson, Bilston—Fire-arms and ordnance.
140. George Jenner, Stafford-Sun blinds fur windows.
141. D. A. Burr, Southampton Buildings—Cannon.—A com.
142 E J. Vinot, Paris—Pneumatic pump.
143. B. P. G. de Thorey, Paris—Money box.
144. R. A. Bronman. Fleet Street—Sawing and cutting sugar.—A com.
145. L. J. Cohen, Clifton Gardens—Cultivating.—A com.

146. J. H. Johnson, Lincoln's Inn Fields—Attachment for lamps.—A com.
147. Charles Billson, Leicester—Knitted vests or under-shirts.

20ih January, 1S64.
148. J. D. Jobin, Providence Row—Cutting stone and hard substances.
149. Joseph Hamilton, Southwark—Cutting wood.
150. G. T. De Kercado, France—Motive power.
151. Job Hamer, Manchester—Separating down from feathers.
152. T.and J. Lightfoot, Accrington, and G. P. Barnes, Manchester—Fixing colours

on woven fabrics.

153. Neil M'Haffie, Glasgow— Cast iron articles.
154. Jenkin Davies, Englefield—Sack holders.
155. John Bowns, Earlestown-Tool for enlarging holes in sheet metal.

21st January, 18G4.
156. James Wilson. Royal Exchange Buildings—Hydraulic valves.
157- J. G. Hinde, Birmingham—Brushes.
158. G. E. DoDisthorpe, Leeds—Getting coal, and other minerals.
159. H. Brockhurst, Sussex, and J. Sullivan, Great Dover Street—Vacuum gauges.
160. N. J. Le Crun, Brussels—Safety apparatus for mines.
161. Thomas Bayley, Nottingham—Tanning machines.
162. Michael Henry, Fleet Street— Musical instruments.—A c^m.
163. E. T. Jarrold, Norwich, and G. J. Yates, Penketh—Deodorizing oils.

164. J. T. Hall, Liverpool—Lamps.
165. Joseph Burch, and Samuel Fearnley, Macclesfield—Looms
166 Charles Heptonstall, and William Lunn, Kirkburton—Stays.
167. R. Irvine, Musselburgh, T. Richardson, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, and J. J.

Lundy, Leith—Oils from animal substances.
168. J H. Johnson, Lincoln's Inn Fields—Sewing machines.—A com.
109. Frederick James Ritchie, Edinburgh—Clocks.

22d January, 1864.

170. George Lander, Glasgow—Tar and dead oils.

171. H. C Bagot, Liverpool—Navigable vessels.
172. F. W. Burton. Somerset Place—Securing furniture to floors.

173. C. T. Woodman, United States—Closing bottles, jars, and stop cocks.

174. Joseph Sewell, Preston—Raising or lowering blinds.
175. Joseph Mitton, Lincoln— Cleaning, sifting and dressing grain.
176. William Clark, Chancery Lane—Sewing machines —A com.
177. J- W., J. W., and H. C. Walton, Notting Hill—Protecting vessels and fortifi-

-

cations —A com.
178. R. E. Eades, City Road—Scarf rings.

179. William MAdam, Glasgow—Stoppers for bottles and casks.
180. George Smith, Chelsea—Wheels.
18L J. H. Johnson, Lincoln's Inn Fields—Propelling and steering.—A com.

23d January, 1864.

182. T. C. Clarkson, Blackfriars Road—Ordnance.
183. John Edwards, Basinghall Street— Curtain hooks.
184. John Brierley, London—Belt clasps or fasteners.

185. Barzillac Greenwood, South Lambeth—Fancy boxes.

DESIGNS FOR ARTICLES OF UTILITY.

Registeredfrom 21st January, 1864, to SOth January, 1864.

Jan. 21, 4615. G Royle, andJ. Mills, King Street—" Le jupon Diane "

" 26, 4616. Julius Wittenberg, Clarendon Road—" Wrapper for newspapers,
periodicals, «fec."

" 29, 4617. Plenty and Pain, Eagle Iron Works, Newbury—"A Harrow Tine."
" 30, 4618. E. R. C. Morgan, The Mumbles, near Swansea—" Reliable Safety

Anchor."

TO READERS AND CORRESPONDENTS.

Completion of Volume VIII., Second Series, of the Practical Mechanic's
Journal. The present Part, No. 192, completes Volume VIII., Second Series,
of this Journal, or the sixteenth volume of the entire work as far as published.
The set of volumes may be had from any bookseller, in cloth, lettered in gold,
price 14s each ; or the partb may be purchased separately, as originally published,
at Is each—most of the parts being obtainable. The volumes may also be had,
handsomely bound in half calf, in double volumes, twenty-four parts in each,
with the Plates bound separately to correspond- price 31s 6d for each double
volume and its separate volume of Plates. Volume VIII., Second Series, con-
tains twenty quarto pages of copperplate engravings, nearly 500 engravings on
wood, and 344 pages of letterpress.

DUNN AND WRIGHT, PRINTERS, GLASGOW.
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